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THE LIBERAL COLLAPSE

I

THE PARTY AND ITS LEADERS

The protracted crisis in the Liberal party has entered upon ar

extremely acute stage. It has come very unexpectedly, and it has

been attended with some incidents which are almost sensational
;
but

events have been so clearly leading up to it that, after the first

surprise was over, the present development must have been welcomed

>as a relief from the painful tension of the last two years. This unrest

has, in truth, extended over much more than tw^o years. Primarily

it is the result of Mr. Gladstone’s retirement, but it may be traced

even further back to the Liberal schism of 1886 . It was impossible

that a great party should lose so many of its most conspicuous

leaders without sustaining permanent injury. For a time the con-

sequences were not apparent. In the excitement of the conflict

Liberals were not disposed to acknowledge the real significance of

the secession. Probably they did not appreciate it themselves. It

was difficult at first to believe that seceders, whose differences had

•disturbed the Cabinet of 1880
,
would suddenly develop a spirit of

unity, or that out of a difference on one point of Liberal policy there

would be evolved an opposition of the most irreconcilable temper.

Hence it w'as difficult to get rid of the idea that the schism would

only be temporary.

In the meantime the marvellous personality of Mr. Gladstone

concealed the difficulty which it had created. He was not insensible

to it himself, and in a conversation with me expressed the opinion

VoL. XLV—No. 2G3 B
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that it had changed the centre of gravity in the Liberal party. We
are all beginning to understand it now. The circumstances of the

time indicate with sufficient clearness that something more than the

choice of a leader is necessary
;
indeed, that it is just the question

which may wisely be adjourned until it has been decided whither he

is to lead
;
while this, in its turn, involves another and equally im-

portant point as to the followers whom he may expect to support

him.

It is a cmdous feature in the discussions which have preceded the

resignation of Sir William Harcourt, that it is the Ministerial journals

which have shown such a keen interest in the Liberal leadership.

The Times and the Spectator have been peculiarly diligent, not only

in spreading the idea that there was a vacancy, but also in suggesting

how it might be filled up. The outcome was the extraordinary

proposal of the Daily Mail to take a plebiscite both as to the policy

of a party with which it has not the faintest sympathy, and as to

the man by whom it was to be represented. The proposal might

fairly be described as gross impertinence. But it need not trouble

any one. It is simply the latest extravagance of the new journalism,

and perhaps ought not to be treated as a serious political move.

Still, the Tory party have taken a most benevolent interest in the

difficulties of their opponents. Possibly this may be due to the

desire to forget their own, or to find some consolation for them in

contemplating those of their neighbours. They have certainly

contributed nothing to a settlement of the problems which they have

started. We are not in such desperate straits that we need accept

the guidance of our enemies on one of the most vital points in our

policy. But their unctuous platitudes as to the need of a strong

Opposition, and the importance therefore of bringing the present

amorphous condition to an end by the election of a leader, ought

to be a warning to us that in that direction there are probably ‘ rocks

ahead.’ It may well be that the course of true wisdom is to do last

that which our benevolent advisers would have us do first. The
undignified, almost indecent, exultation of Lord Salisbury may, in

the meantime, be reassuring rather than otherwise.

It must be confessed that the situation is almost phenomenal.

There are no signs of the decay of Liberalism in the country, and yet

there are no indications of any ardent desire for an immediate forward

movement. There is a general uncertainty which may easily be

mistaken for apathy. But, apart from all doubts as to what the

immediate action should be, there is the preoccupation of the national

mind with foreign policy. The fierce excitement of the last few

months has materially affected the tone of public feeling. Aggressive

action on the part of l^iiberals at present would be fatuous. They

have to wait until the fever is past, and the highest considerations

of patriotism dictate the same policy which party interests demand.
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Never was Abraham Lincoln’s favourite maxim against swapping

horses when crossing a stream more applicable. The Fashoda incident

has done much to rehabilitate Lord Salisbury in the opinion of his

own followers, and, for the moment, no one dreams of any attempt to

disturb his Administration. The business of the Opposition, at pre-

sent, is to oppose. As the experience even of this reactionary Parlia-

ment has sufficiently shown, the mischievous tendencies of the present

Administration may be very materially checked by wise and effective

criticism. This is all that can be hoped for until a general election is

nearer. It is something more than marking time. It is practical service

of the most valuable kind, and in doing it the strength of the

Opposition will be greatly consolidated. In this reconstruction of

the party the question of leadership will probably settle itself.

The present difficulties are doubtless partly personal. This

element it would be useless to ignore, but it would be much worse to

exaggerate and invest it with a factitious importance. Unfortunately,

this is what has been done in the letters both of Sir William Harcourt

and Mr. John Morley. The letter of the former, in opening the

correspondence, is not dignified in tone, nor is it fair in the asper-

sions cast upon those who have followed him loyally wherever he was

willing to lead. ‘ A party,’ he writes, ‘ rent by sectional disputes and

personal interests, is one which no man can consent to lead, either

with credit to himself or advantage to his country. You and my
other colleagues know well the desire I have felt, and the efforts I

have made to secure unity of action,’ &c. It was only necessary to have

Mr. John Morley’s gush about ‘ the steadfast reserve and self-com-

mand of his esteemed chief,’ under the provocation of those ‘ unworthy

insinuations to which you refer,’ to make the comedy complete.

Such taunts should have been left to Mr. Chamberlain. They are

unworthy of one who has up to this enjoyed the support of the

party he assails, even including those who were not in full sympathy

with all his methods of procedure. Of course these bitter words will

long be flung in our face by Tory critics and speakers, who, like Lord

George Hamilton, will now discover in Sir William Harcourt virtues

which they have never been able to perceive before.

It would be folly, if not something worse, to indulge in recrimina-

tions. It would be of little purpose even to remind our lost leader

that he is not the first who has been hampered by jealousies and
ambitions within the ranks of his own friends. We would much
rather be content to register this saying of Sir William Harcourt as a

golden rule for the guidance of all politicians in the future. We
now know on his authority the peril of ‘ sectional disputes and

personal interests ’ in the conduct of a great party, and it is to fie

hoped the lesson will not be without effect. In vindication, however,

of the rank and file, who are too often left out of account, but with-

out whose steady work we could have neither party nor leader, it
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may be urged that they at least must be acquitted of the charge of

regard to ‘ personal interests.’ As to ‘ sectional disputes,’ they are

for the most part nothing more than an excessive zeal on behalf of

some object in which a section may be specially interested, not

implying any disloyalty to the chief or indifference to the more

extended aims of the party as a whole. A strong leader, instead of

being seriously hindered by them, might rather use the zeal which

is at the root of them as a powerful instrument for the advance of

the common cause. ‘ Personal interests ’ are very different, but these

necessarily affect a much more limited class.

It is those whose services have been purely disinterested, who
have been ready to shoulder their knapsack and take their place in

the ranks without hope of any reward, or even desire for any, except

such as comes from the advance of the principles they love, who
resent most keenly this somewhat reckless imputation. They feel

that either they are not of the party or that Sir William Harcourt’s

judgment of the party is singularly unjust. Probably the former

interpretation is the true one. The letter, addressed to a colleague on

the Front Bench, referred chiefly, if not entirely, to the House of

Commons. But that is the very point of which the great body of

Liberals complain, and of wdiich they are surely entitled to complain.

Of the manoeuvres and intrigues within the House of Commons, and

still more of those within the charmed circle of ofScialism, they know

nothing. Now and then rumours leak out in the letters of some
‘ London correspondent ’ of their local paper, but they give no definite

information, and, in truth, do not greatly interest them except as they

affect the general fortunes of the cause, for which they have made
many sacrifices, and, if necessary, are prepared to make still more.

They have trusted their leaders, and it will come upon them as an

unpleasant surprise to learn that they are not trusted by them.

It may probably be assumed that the indictment was framed

as against the party in the House and not that in the country. But

that itself indicates a failure to apj^reciate the present condi-

tions of the political situation. The time is past when politics

were a game of chess to be played at the best club in the

country. They are the serious business of large numbers of

earnest men, anxious to discharge their duty to the State with

all conscientiousness, and somewhat impatient of the personal

differences which, in their judgment, have been hindering the work

of progress. They have no overmastering personal attachments

which might induce them to tolerate a policy of which they do not

heartily approve. Gladstone has had no successor, and the favourite

leader, in the view of robust Liberals, is he who will lead most

effectively, and who, if he cannot win immediate victories, will at all

events maintain the honour of the flag. The Liberal benches in the

House of Commons must, after all, sooner or later reflect the opinion
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dominant among their supporters in the constituencies. The com-
munications between the electors and their representatives are too

intimate and frequent, the play of public opinion too active, and the

influences by which it is affected too subtle, and at the same time too

decisive, for members to cultivate an attitude of haughty indifference.

Manoeuvres and intrigues count for much less to-day than in the

times of which we have a record in the Greville papers. There will

always be personal influences at work, but they are under the restraint

which a salutary respect for the views of a constituency will impose.

In writing this I am not unmindful of certain well-known influences

at work in the present House, of the potency of some of which a recent

pervert to Unionism affords a distinguished illustration. But they

count for less than is supposed. For the most part, the members
reflect the opinion of the electorate. The fear is that they should do

it with too much servility, not that they should cultivate an excessive

individuality, swayed by regard to personal ambitions or preferences.

If, then, the Opposition has been lacking in loyalty to its chief,

there certainly must have been a similar tendency to revolt in the

party at large. But there is no evidence to support the insinuation

that this has been due to unworthy considerations. The sooner every-

thing of the kind is dismissed from the discussion the better for all

parties concerned. A mere personal rivalry, with all the interchange

of bitternesses to which it must inevitably lead, would be at once

undignified and impolitic. The inevitable consequence would be that

there would soon be no party to lead. Into such a controversy I decline

to enter, but I must, en passant, enter a protest against an unfounded

personal attack by one of the most influential of Liberal provincial

journals on Lord Kosebery, for no obvious reason except that, as a true

patriot, he did a real service to his country in a time of grave anxiety.

It is easy to accuse him of Jingoism, but the simple fact is—and it

cannot be too strongly emphasised—that his plain utterance did much
to save us from the war into which a weak and vacillating policy

might easily have drifted. He resigned the leadership that he might

have perfect freedom of speech. It is singularly unjust to complain

now that he exercised that liberty at a time when he felt that it was

impossible to be silent without a positive dereliction of duty. It is

one of the worst results of these controversies that they make such

attacks possible. Why should Lord Kosebery be the one man in the

party bound to hold his peace, especially on a subject of which he

has exceptional knowledge, and, what is more, in relation to which

he had distinct Ministerial responsibility ? His great offence, how-

ever, was that he expressed the opinion prevalent even in the Liberal

ranks, and that that opinion, according to the writer, was not in har-

mony .with the views of Sir William Harcourt and Mr. John Morley.

That is indeed an extremely grave matter, and one which deserves

the most anxious consideration. If it be that Sir William Harcourt
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differs from the majority of the party on the crucial questions of

foreign policy, that seems a sufficient reason for his action
;
and it

makes it all the more to be regretted that he should have introduced

into his letter other references which can only have the effect of

stirring up resentments, which are more easily awakened than lulled

to rest again. The first essential to the recovery of the party from

its present unfortunate condition is the scattering of the atmosphere

of suspicion. Even if we differ, it is surely possible to look at the

points on which we are opposed in a calm and rational spirit, without

suggesting unworthy motives on either side. A speaker at the

Birmingham meeting of the Federation talked about two leaders

being shunted because of their opposition to Jingo feeling. Accord-

ing to the reporter this piece of needless rhetoric was greeted with

enthusiastic applause. But, first, there is no Jingo feeling in the

party
;
and, secondly, there has been no shunting. In a time of calm

a leader announces that he feels compelled to free himself from the

onerous responsibilities he has hitherto accepted, and in doing it

makes very severe reflections on those of whom he has hitherto been

the chief, and his colleague cheers his resolution. To talk of this as

the shunting of two leaders is sheer nonsense. It may be that on

questions of foreign policy there has not been perfect accord between

the chief and his followers. But unless the latter are to be as ‘ dumb,

driven cattle,’ it is not manifest why a difference of opinion—and this

is the ‘ head and front of their offending ’—is to be reckoned to them

as unrighteousness.

But is that difference so deep and irreconcilable as is assumed ?

It is one of the misfortunes of the times that men are so rashly classed

as belonging either to one extreme or the other. If they do not

subscribe to the shibboleths of Prohibition, they are champions of the

public-house. Unless they are prepared to risk another Home Kule

Bill and insist on its thrusting all other reforms into a distant back-

ground, they are traitors to Home Kule. If they are not for peace at

any they are Jingoes
;
and, on the other hand, if they will not

follow with them, the Jingoes and even some ardent Imperialists tell

them they are Little Englanders. As Tom Hood sighed over the rarity

of Christian charity, so we have continually to deplore a want of

political sanity. We are too much dominated by political gush, or by

what is infinitely worse—its cant. It is possible to have no sympathy

with the Little Englander and yet not to be a Jingo.

In the recognition of this a way to reconciliation may be found,

provided there is a sincere desire for a mutual understanding. Sir

Wilfrid Lawson, the most conspicuous, able, and respected of the ex-

treme advocates of Peace, affords an admirable illustration of how

this may be done. From him there never comes a suggestion of

compromise, and certainly there can never be detected the slightest

trace of a faltering in his attachment to the principles for which he
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so manfully contends. But lie is a loyal Liberal to bis heart’s core.

He may sigh over the delinquencies of his party, but he feels that

the hope of progress, even in his own direction, lies in it, and,

instead of deserting it, he contents himself with upholding its

traditions and lecturing those who differ from him. Perhaps

we do not always like his criticisms, and indeed may some-

times think them unfair
;
but we respect the man, and, as far as

possible, work with him. If he can accept the situation, why should

it be intolerable to others ? There is no radical difference of prin-

ciple. ‘ Peace and retrenchment ’ may not be as catching watch-

words as once they were, but true Liberals still feel their potency.

Those of us who held that a strong and resolute policy in theFashoda

affair was imperatively demanded honestly believed—and, for myself,

I feel that every day’s experience has justified that belief—that any

other course would have meant certain war. On particular points of

this kind there must be difference of opinion, but on the great out-

lines of policy as marked out by Mr. John Morley himself, there is,

I believe, substantial agreement. We have not among our represen-

tative men Imperialists who would fight everybody and grab every-

thing. There has undoubtedly been a reaction against the extreme

views of the Manchester school, but even with those who feel most

seriously the responsibilities of that great national heritage to which

we have succeeded, there is a due sense of the perils of the opposite

side. The spirit of militarism is as abhorrent to us as to the most

ardent member of the Peace Society. We are just as much alive to

the terrible burden which the monster armaments of the continental

Powers are imposing on humanity. If we are not quite as sanguine

as Mr. Stead in the estimate of the probable results of the Tsar’s

Pescript, we are as ready to co-operate in the honest endeavour to

secure its success. We are alarmed at much of the talk about

the expansion of the Empire, and feel that the burden is already

too heavy for the ‘ wearied Titan.’ We hesitate only when
we are asked to acquiesce in a policy of tame submission and

perpetual surrender. Unless we mean to reduce our Empire to our

own little island, such a policy must mean in the future, as it has

done in the past, a series of petty insults and irritating provocations,

occasional panics and perpetual humiliation. In such a case ‘ Peace ’

would only be a word of mockery, for we should be for ever in unrest

and panic, and ‘ Eetrenchment ’ would describe a state of continual

vacillation between small economies and lavish and unreasonable

waste. The sane Imperialist values peace beyond every other bless-

ing, and does most to promote it. Lord Eosebery is often assailed

by a certain section of Eadicals as an Imperialist, but, while no

Foreign Minister has sustained more effectively the honour of the

country, none has worked more thoroughly in the interests of peace.

Mr. Martin J. Sutton, writing in the Times as a Protestant and a
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Conservative, finds a different explanation of Sir William Harcourt’s

resignation. ‘ When,’ he says, ‘ the history of Sir W. Harcourt’s.

resignation comes to be written, it will doubtless be found that his.

determined Protestant crusade this autumn has had more to do with

his retirement than anything else.’ The justification for this state-

ment is, to say the least, not manifest. There are many on the-

opposite side who say that it has extended his popularity and in-

creased his hold on a considerable section of the party. It has raised

my personal estimate of him
;
but while I doubt whether it has

directly influenced his present action, I am bound to say it seemed

to me to make his leadership impossible. For the Liberal party is

essentially opposed to sectarianism. Its leader would be justified in

suppressing lawless attempts to use the influence of the Established

Church for promoting what High Churchmen call ‘ Catholic,’ but

what the vast majority of Englishmen regard as Popish, doctrines and

practices. But even were this done the evil would not be eradicated ,,

and there is no evidence that the Liberal party is prepared to enter

on the difficult work of revising the Prayer Book in a Protestant sense.

As a Nonconformist—and I believe I speak the mind of convinced-

Nonconformists generally— I could be no party to such a proceeding.

Sir William Harcourt has done a service which will not readily be

forgotten in his trenchant letters on the Eitualist controversy. As a

quarter of a century ago he opposed his great leader and jeopardised

his own political prospects in his stern opposition to priestcraft, so

has he now increased his difficulties as a leader by pursuing the

same line of action. I honour him for it
;
but unless he is prepared

to accept the inevitable consequence, and, admitting that religious

equality is the true issue of Protestantism, to propose a bold policy of

Disestablishment, I do not see how he could hope to awaken the

enthusiasm of Liberal Nonconformists. We are the last people who
would be content to see theological differences dragged into the arena

of political strife.

It is impossible here even to touch on other subjects on whicfi

there is diversity of view in the Liberal ranks. My own conviction is

that there is not in any, or in all of them combined, reasonable ground

for division. The Liberal party is the party of justice as opposed to-

privilege, of progress as opposed to stolid Conservatism, and still more

to Tory reaction, of national righteousness as distinct from selfislr

aggression. It must necessarily include a great variety of opinions.

Progressives are sure to have divergent views both as to the direction

and the pace of the advance. Unfortunately there are too many who
favour an Act of Uniformity, with its necessary pains and penalties..

(Jj)portunism of every type is hateful in their eyes, and its sagacity

is regarded as little better than the craft of the evil one. They seem-

unable to understand the tremendous strength of the forces against

which they have to contend—ignorance, prejudice, morbid con-
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scientiousness, self-interest—if there were nothing else the mere

vis inerticG which is so formidable a hindrance to all reform. Hence
they do not realise the necessity for unity among all who to any

extent share their principles and aims, though they may not be

prepared to carry them to their logical consequences. They do not

comprehend the grand maxim :
‘ He that is not against us is on our

side.’ It is a lesson which cannot be too constantly repeated and

too strongly emphasised. The balance of power is often held by

those whom men of strong convictions and passionate enthusiasm

regard as illogical and half-hearted. It is unpleasant to admit this,

but it is unquestionably true. No doubt Liberalism, is heavily

handicapped by this very condition, but it does not get rid of the

difficulty by simply ignoring it. We have from time to time to

convert men who sit on the fence on every question. The first

essential to this is a spirit of wise tolerance. A party imbued with

this temper, which is not seduced by mere sentiment into a feverish

excitement, which can wait as well as work, which has a lofty

idealism and yet, tempers it by the spirit of a sound mind, which

understands how to use opportunities, and which thus is able ta

enlist all the varied forces which can be made to work for progress,

must be a mighty power. It is folly to suppose it would long be

left without a leader.

The revival of the party is the primary matter. Happily it has

time to heal its breaches, to repair its w^aste places, to concentrate its

strength. A friend remarked to me that the present difficulty made
the outlook for the next general election very gloomy. I could

only answer that without it it would have been much more hopeless.

J. GuIN^'Ess Rogers.
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THE LIBERAL COLLAPSE

II

A CASE Foil COALITION

The Liberal party is once more in trouble about its soul. It has

lost one leader, and is searching cautiously for another : so cautiously

that at the annual meeting of the National Liberal F'ederation on

the 17th of December they were as particular about ‘ naming names ’

as if they had been under the Speaker’s eye. Everybody had one

individual in his mind, and scarcely anybody cared to mention him.

However, Sir William Harcourt has resigned the Leadership of the

Parliamentary Opposition, and Mr. Morley proposes to return to his

biographical studies
;
and both gentlemen will for the present content

themselves with occupying an ‘ independent,’ and gloomily critical,

cave in the House of Commons. Meanwhile the party is wandering

painfully in the wilderness, not by any means certain whether

Lord Ilosebery is, or is not, the proper kind of shepherd to bring

it into the promised land. In some respects he seems the inevitable

man. There is no other Liberal of his standing, of his intellectual

ability, of his commanding position in the eyes of the country and

the world, or of his capacity to rouse interest and inspire enthusiasm.

Compared with the statesman who during the past few months has

almost shared with Lord Salisbury the direction of the foreign policy

of the Empire, all possible rivals appear almost insignificant. There

is only one difficulty. Not in London, where Imperialism and

iModeration rage unchecked, but in some austerer provincial circles,

they are asking themselves the question : Is Lord Eosebery a

Liberal at all ? Has he that sympathy with the aims and ideals

of his followers, without which even brilliant gifts and strength of

character are ineffectual ? The most influential Liberal newspaper

in the provinces, or perhaps in all England, has been hinting that

Lord Eosebery is a long way from salvation, and even at the discreet

Birmingham Assembly the Nonconformist conscience asserted itself

in an angry protest against that ‘ spirited foreign policy ’ with which

Lord Eosebery has been identified. There is clearly a grave apprehen-

sion that the late Premier may bring not peace but a sword into

the much-divided ranks of Her iMajesty’s Op})osition.

Aiul the anxiety is justified. The fact is that Sir William
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Harcourt’s resignation only brings to a crisis a process which has

been going on for years. Ever since 1880, if not before, there have

been two voices in the party which calls itself by the old and honoured,

but now almost meaningless, name of Liberal. When Mr. Grladstone,

after his crushing defeat at the polls in 1874, disgusted by his

experiences of an electorate which had the. bad taste to prefer Mr.

Disraeli to himself, announced that his brief remaining years must be

devoted to pursuits less exciting than that of leading the Oppo-

sition, his adherents took the declaration with equanimity, and

prepared to follow the Marquis of Hartington. But Mr. Gladstone

soon found theology and divinity insufficient for his energies, and

returned furiously to the fray. If the ‘ official ’ Liberals had been

asked in 1880, they w^ould probably have preferred to see the present

Duke of Devonshire appointed to the Premiership. But they were

not asked. Mr. Gladstone, by the Midlothian campaigns, had elected

himself leader, and Her Majesty probably felt that it would be an

absurdity to ‘ send for ’ anybody else. Many Liberals believed that

even when sent for, he would decline the office, and would advise

the Queen to apply to the statesman who had done the hard w'ork

of the victorious party while in Opposition. Those who reasoned

thus showed a singular incapacity to understand the character of

Mr. Gladstone.

The shattering of the Liberal party began with the formation of

his unfortunate and unsuccessful second Government. If the explosion

did not actually come till the Home Eule apostasy, it was being

prepared before. From the first, there were Gladstonians and anti-

Gladstonians in the Ministry and the House of Commons, and their

veiled discords accounted for much of the feebleness displayed,

especially in foreign politics, by a Cabinet which numbered among
its members some strong men. It is not too much to say that the

distrust with which Mr. Gladstone was regarded by moderate politi-

cians, by Liberals of the old cautious school, by all those who had

inherited Whig traditions with regard to order and property, and by

those who feared democratic ignorance in the domain of foreign

politics, was nearly as inveterate before, as after, the Home Eule

cataclysm. Himself by training and temperament essentially

Conservative, Mr. Gladstone had chosen to accept the doctrines of

the more violent and unreasonable section. Eadicalism had made
prize of his magnificent intellect and his ingeoiium perfervidum

;

and

under its influence Mr. Gladstone was found echoing the cheap

rhetoric of the revolutionary clubs, hounding on the masses against

the classes, denouncing education, rank, wealth, and culture as

dangerous impediments to the free play of proletariat emotions, and

handling the affairs of the Empire with impatient levity. Home
Eule was only the natural sequel to five years of mischievous sub-

mission to the extreme Left. The attempt to break up the kingdom
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was a further and almost inevitable stage in the policy of social and

national disintegration. The Disruption Bill was a symptom rather

than a cause. It revealed to certain Liberals the true meaning of

Gladstonism, and brought them over to the Unionist camp. But
the change must have come in any case. It is impossible to conceive

ofmen like the Duke of Devonshire, Mr. Goschen, the Duke of Argyll^

and Mr. Chamberlain remaining under the Gladstonian flag, even if the

standard-bearer himself had not found it convenient to join hands

with Mr. Parnell and patronise Irish disaffection.

L^nhappily for their peace of mind, not all or most of the

Moderate Liberals followed the courageous example of the ‘ Dis-

sentients.’ They did not see, or tried not to see, that they were at

variance with their leader and certain of his lieutenants on general

princij^les of policy, even if they could condone the particular applica-

tion of it to Ireland. They swallowed Home Pule
;
but there were

other things, more difficult of digestion, which have disturbed their

internal economy for a dozen years. In the natural arrangement of

parties, men like Lord Kosebery, Lord Kimberley, Lord Spencer,

Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, and Sir E. Grey should be on one side of

the fence, and Sir William Harcourt and Mr. Morley, in company

with Mr. Labouchere, on the other. As it was, the two groups have

w^orked uncomfortably together with ever-increasing strain. The
Anti-Gladstonians, as I may call them for want of a better name,

have been driven to assert themselves more and more as the years

have gone by. Even in the official lifetime of Mr. Gladstone they

w^ere almost in rebellion. The secret history of the Cabinet of 1892

is known, in all its details, only to its surviving members
;
but it is

understood that it was not a completely harmonious body. It

entered upon its political existence with ‘ a sick spirit and

divided aims.’ Mr. Gladstone himself returned to office with the

determination, that had ripened in Disposition to an almost savage

intensity, to force Home Eule upon the rebellious and recalcitrant

majority of the English people. Several of his colleagues were

disposed to support him. Mr. Morley was a Home Euler before Mr.

Gladstone had ‘ found salvation,’ and was almost the only English

])olitician, except his Chief, who never had any doubts as to the

efficacy or morality of this method of appeasing Ireland. Sir William

Harcourt had accepted the doctrine with all the zeal of a late and

reluctant convert. Earl Spencer, by some process of reasoning, all

the more curious considering his own Irish experiences, had convinced

himself that the policy of Disruption was feasible and just. On the

other hand there were members of the Cabinet who had indeed

admitted the Irish Bill, but were not enthusiastic about it, and were

determined not to sacrifice English legislation and Imperial admini-

stration in a perpetual Parliamentary squabble over the affairs of

Ireland. Lord Ivosebery had come into the Cabinet as the avowed.
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almost the official, guardian of the larger interests of the Empire.

It was said that august influences had been at work to force him
upon the Premier, and Kadical papers, anxious for the sanctity of the

Little-England temple, were denouncing him in 1892 as a mere

Jingo, an Expansionist, a lover of bloated armaments, no better than

a Conservative, a ‘ Tory Minister for Foreign Affairs,’ as the phrase

went. The line of cleavage here followed generally that already

traced between the ardent and the lukewarm Home Eulers. Sir

William Harcourt, Mr. Morley, and two or three of those highly

respectable mediocrities, who knew very well that they were only in

the Cabinet as the personal followers of Mr. Gladstone, were on one

side
;
on the other was Lord Eosebery, supported by some of those

Liberals who would have been called Whigs at an earlier period.

There was serious dissension over the East African question, in which

Lord Eosebery decisively negatived the ‘ Scuttle ’ policy, in spite of

his Premier’s protest. The dispute is believed to have come to a

head in the autumn of 1893 with the consideration of the Naval

Programme for the ensuing Session. Mr. Gladstone himself, with

Sir William Harcourt, anxious to produce a popularity Budget,

and Mr. John Morley, who regards great armaments with the

distrust of the philosopher and the Cobdenite, were impatient

of the large demands made by the official experts at Whitehall and

energetically supported by the Press. But the Imperialists found

an unexpected ally. Lord Spencer could not fail to be impressed

by the unimpeachable evidence laid before him by his skilled advisers.

He saw that the Navy was weaker than it should be, and he insisted

that an adequate provision should be made in the Estimates, no

matter at what cost. Mr. Gladstone, weakened by the defection

of his most influential adherent in the House of Lords, had to

yield. The Navy, fortunately for the country, as we have found

during the last few months, was allowed to build more battleships

and cruisers
;
and Mr. Gladstone’s eyes gave him so much trouble

that in the following spring he resigned, and allowed his Minister

for Foreign Affairs to succeed him in the Premiership.

The Eosebery Ministry of 1894 lasted barely long enough to

develop to its full proportions the latent division between its two

wings. It was a weak Government, much troubled, it is believed,

by those ‘ personal proscriptions ’ to which Sir William Harcourt has

alluded, and burdened by its Home Eule incubus, which Lord

Eosebery boldly began by disavowing, though his courage was not

quite equal to persisting in the repudiation. Home Eule, however,

has been such a shadowy business since Mr. Gladstone’s retirement

that the party need not have actively broken up over that pious

opinion. But on other points the divergence has come into more
prominence since the party has languished in Opposition under the

leadership of its late Chancellor of the Exchequer. Much in our
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political history depends upon the personalities of the moment.
If Lord Kosebery had remained in retirement many Liberals might
never have discovered how much they disagreed with the parochial

politics and the effete Kadicalism of the Gfladstonian tradition.

But the last few months have forced foreign politics into unavoidable

prominence, and have compelled all Englishmen to think of the

external relations of the Empire and its means of defence against

aggression. On these points the two Liberal groups have at length

drifted into open antagonism. Lord Kosebery has boldly appealed

to the country with a foreign policy which differs only from that of

Lord Salisbury in being if anything more imaginative and national
;

and Sir William Harcourt has resigned
;
and the National Liberal

Federation has very wisely declined to vote for a leader, not being at

the moment quite certain as to the way in which it desires to be led,

or the direction in which it is anxious to go.

To many people it must seem that the time has come when a

further break-up ofparty ties should occur, and when the process, only

half performed in 1886, should be carried to its proper and natural

conclusion. The Liberal Unionists ofthe Home Rule year left behind

them in the old camp a considerable contingent which ought to have

followed them into the other one. The Duke of Devonshire and his

friends only represented one section of that group which had no solid

or enduring affinities with Gfladstonian Kadicalism. Unionism was a

form of protest against that political doctrine : the Moderate

Liberals, the Whigs, the Imperialists, tacitly echoed the same protest,

though party loyalty would not permit them to emphasise it by

action. But why should they not do so now ? Why not relieve

their distressed associates of further trouble about the leadership by

dissolving a connection which has become unnatural, and abandon-

ing an opposition which is now merely conventional ? It is difficult

to detect v/hat points of difference could be likely to arise, if a real

Coalition should occur between the Moderate and Imperialist Liberals

and the Conservatives
;
or why, personal prejudices apart—and, after all,

these are singularly evanescent in our public life—Lord Kosebery,

Lord Kimberley, Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, and Sir Edward

Grey should not find themselves as comfortably placed, if they were

admitted to Lord Salisbury’s Cabinet, as any of its present members.

At first, perhaps, there might be a little awkwardness, when the late

Premier and the present Secretary for the Colonies found themselves

in council side by side
;
but when we remember how easily the former

champion of Birmingham Kadicalism was able to act with the

Tories, to whom he was once a name of terror, we need have little

apprehension on this score. At any rate, there is no reason why the

'suggested Coalition should disagree on points of policy, or develop

any serious difference of opinion between its various sections on most

of the larger questions which involve a principle.
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If we glance briefly at these questions, we see how little there is

now left to separate those who may be called the Liberal Imperialists from

the Unionists. There is Home Rule
;
but that is no longer a ‘ live

issue ’ with any but a knot of sanguine advanced Radicals. Official

Liberalism has quietly shelved it. Lord Rosebery, as I have noted,

beo-an his career in office by the famous declaration that the Irish

demand must remain ineffective till the ‘predominant partner’ is

satisfied, which is not the case at present, and not likely to be. But

apart from this, the Local Government Bill of the present Govern-

ment is admitted, even by Liberals of the character of Sir Henry

Fowler, even by the Nationalists themselves, to have disposed of the

matter. Some time or other Home Rule may revive, mutato nomine

perhaps, and in a new shape. But it is out of politics at the moment,

and those Liberals who only accepted it with reluctance, when it was

forced upon them by the overpowering personality of a great leader,

have no desire to bring it in.

What other questions remain ? The House of Lords ? Lord

Rosebery is anxious to reform the Upper Chamber
;

so is Lord

Salisbury, so are many Conservatives. The chief difference is on

the details. The Moderate Liberal schemes would probably make

the Peers a rather stronger element in the Constitution than they

are at present
;
the Tories would prefer not to alter the balance.

There is, of course, another kind of reformer who would sweep away

the Upper Chamber altogether. But that is true Radicalism, and

should be left to Radicals of the real ‘ forward ’ type. It is not to

be supposed that cautious aristocratic Liberals, imbued with many of

the old Whig traditions, great nobles and wealthy landowners, have

any real desire to effect the greatest revolution which the country

has witnessed for two centuries.

It is the same with the Church. One of the efficient causes of

Sir William Harcourt’s relapse into private membership seems to be,

as Lord Salisbury wittily said the other day, Mr. Kensit. But

whatever may be the result, or may have already been the result, of

Sir William’s attempt to rouse ‘Protestant’ feeling in his party, it

cannot be said that the question is one that gives a true dividing

line. You cannot rally Liberals on one side and Conservatives on

the other. Some of the leading apologists for ‘ Popish practices
’

are Liberals, some of the strongest ‘ Protestants ’ are in the Unionist

ranks. As for the wider Church question—that of Disestablishment

—this again must be left to the Radicals pur sang. The Moderate

Liberals have not the least desire to disestablish the Church, and some

of them would oppose it as strongly as the Tories.

It is the same with the Land, that ancient Liberal battle-word. Sir

William Harcourt, in his famous progressive Budget, carried his

colleagues with him, probably rather farther than they quite liked
;
but

there is very little room for them to advance in that direction, unless
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-again they join the root-and-branch Collectivists who would confiscate

^ unearned increment.’ If there is any vitality in that movement,

it should be left to Mr. John Bums, or to the Land Nationalisers.

It has nothing to do with persons who have the best possible

reasons to be interested in the security of real estate.

Then there are all the great problems connected with Social

Eeform. But here it is a truism, almost a platitude, that there is

no difference of principle between the two sides. It is a question of

detail in almost every instance. The modern Conservative is quite

as eager for social reform as his opponent
;
perhaps rather more so.

Such matters as Old Age Pensions, the Improvement of Technical

Education, Sanitary Keform, the Development of Municipal Powers,

and the like, are on the programme of both, and can be carried into

effect by either. The question of providing annuities for aged

persons, for instance, is in no sense a monopoly of one party, nor is

it opposed by the other. Mr. Chamberlain has placed it before the

public in general terms
;
but many Liberals approve of it, and

some Unionists oppose it, and the real discussion is as to which, if

any, of various rival schemes is safe and practicable. So far as the

Moderate Liberals are reformers, they could be as happy with their

•old adversaries as with their colleagues. Social reform is a main

item of the Unionist faith
;
as for political reform, there is practically

no more of that to be done without plunging down the revolutionary

slope, which the Moderate Liberals cannot desire to descend.

Finally, there is the question of foreign politics, which for the

moment outshadows all others, and is not likely to diminish in im-

portance during the next few years. On this enough has already

been said, nor is it necessary to enlarge on facts which leap to the

eye. It is of course obvious that Lord Posebery and those who

think with him, so far from differing from the Unionists, agree with

them only too well, in the opinion of a discontented and disconcerted

section of their own associates. Lord Eosebery is, if anything, j)lus

royaliste que le roi. In the determination to maintain our Imperial

heritage at all costs he goes rather beyond Her Majesty’s Ministers

;

and at least one disconsolate Kadical journal has pointed out that the

enemies of that evil thing, Jingoism, would fare better under Lord

.Salisbury than under the Foreign Minister out of office. It was

Lord Eosebery’s attitude on the Fashoda question which practically

decided the crisis in favour of this country, since it rendered it cer-

tain that the Government could not compromise or retreat, and that

the right to exclude foreign aggression on the Nile Valley would have

to be asserted even at the risk of war. It was a magnificent service

to the country, and it was recognised as it deserved to be. For the

time I^ord Eosebery, ably supported by colleagues like INIr. Asquith

and Sir E(lward Grey, carried his party with him, and permitted the

Cabinet to claim truthfully that it had a united nation at its back.
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But the unanimity will not last. As the wave of enthusiasm dies

away the Gladstonian tradition in foreign policy, of which there are

many depositaries besides Sir William Harcourt and Mr. Morley, will

reassert itself. Lord Eosebery, if he remains at the head of the

Liberals, will find himself leading a mutinous and discontented con-

tingent on the road of Imperialism, with half of them still looking

back reluctantly towards the paths of peace—peace at any price—
and the fields of Little England. Lord Eosebery ’s place is by the

side—or at the head—of men who may make mistakes, who may
sometimes exhibit weakness or want of insight, but who are in earnest

in their desire to maintain the external dominions of Britain, who
regard a great empire not as an unwelcome incumbrance, but as a

good thing in itself, and who are prepared to take the requisite steps

and make all necessary sacrifices to preserve it. What applies to

Lord Eosebery applies to some of his colleagues, and to a great bodj"

of the rank and file of their connection. With Lord Salisbury, Lord

Eosebery, Mr. Balfour, Mr. Goschen, Mr. Chamberlain, Lord

Kimberley, Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, Sir Edward Grey, and per-

haps Mr. Asquith, acting together, a truly ‘National ’ party could be

formed—a party which could carry out as much reform and domestic

legislation as any moderate man desires, and could confront the

foreign complications approaching with a strength like that of Mr.

Pitt’s Administration after 1794, when the Portland ^Vhigs joined the

Government. If it is said that England does not love coalitions, the

example just mentioned shows that there are times when she does.

There never was a more popular combination than that of the Tories

and the patriotic Whigs during the earlier portion of the great French

war. The Unionist alliance suggested would be more popular still
;

so popular indeed that probably neither Sir William Harcourt nor

IMr. John Morley would care to emerge from retirement in order to

become the Fox of the remnant of the Oj^position.

This indeed may seem at first sight the one real objection to

the proposal. Would not the Coalition be not merely strong, but

too strong—strong enough not only to defeat, but to annihilate, their

opponents ? The difficulty is not merely theoretical
;

it is, in fact,

a question of very practical politics. Speaking at the Constitutional

Club on the 16th of December, Lord Salisbury said that it was no

real advantage to the party in power to face a thoroughly feeble,

divided, and discredited Opposition. The sentiment is such as we

might expect from the Premier, who not only loves the English

constitutional system, but understands it. Now, that system depends

on party. It is nowhere stated in the text-books that the English

Constitution consists of the Sovereign, the Lords Spiritual and

Temporal, the House of Commons, and two Political Parties
;
but to

put the case in this fashion is scarcely an exaggeration. Without

two great distinct parties in the Legislature, each of them supported

CVoL. XLV—No. 2G3
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by a large proportion of the electorate, Parliamentary Grovernment,

as it exists in this country, will not work. Tories and Whigs,

Liberals and Conservatives, may have been happy accidents or neces-

sary evolutions—we may take it which way we like
;
but since the

Keform Bill of 1832, and indeed before, they have been part of the

machinery of government. It is impossible to conceive how the

House of Commons could maintain any sort of control over the

Executive—it has little enough as it is—if there were no parties

or if there were twenty. It could hardly turn out a Ministry or

put one in, and it could still less exercise the most important of

all its functions, which is that of indirectly electing the small knot

of public men who form for the time being the ‘ Government
;

’ nor

is it easy to conceive how the Sovereign could choose a statesman to

form a Cabinet if all the House w^ere of one party. This, it is true,

is not likely to happen. If one of the historic factions disappeared,

the probability is that the Chamber would split into a collection

of detached groups. There has been some tendency in that direction

already in recent years, thanks largely to the fissiparous proclivities

of those earnest politicians whom Sir William Harcourt leads no

longer. A House of Commons entirely made up of groups is not an

impossible figment of the imagination—a House where there would be

almost as many ‘ leaders ’ as there are members, and where irregular

and temporary unions would take the place of those solemn connec-

tions now recognised by the Whips, and expected by the consti-

tuencies. In a shifting congeries of atoms ’ of this kind the Cabinet

would be at once all-powerful and dangerously unstable. At present

it is—so long as its majority lasts—about the strongest executive

authority on earth, except the President of the United States.

Under the ‘ group’ system, it would neither fear the pressure of its

own supporters nor of a united and determined Opposition
;
but

it might be overthrown any day by some casual combination of

the various knots and cliques voting on some question—perhaps a

mere side issue—in which they were all interested. Indeed, it is

impossible to see how the Queen’s Government could be carried on

under such an arrangement, unless it were with difficulties like those

that beset the ministries of France under the Third Eepublic.

One may say, without irreverence, of an English Opposition, what

has been said, ^vith irreverence, in another connection : If it did not

exist, it would be necessary to invent it.

But we need be under no apprehension that the machinery will

run down for want of the balance and counter-weight. Even if

the majority of the present Liberal front-bench men, with a large

})roportion of ihose behind them, were to join the Unionists, an

Oj)])Osition would in due course reappear. The Coalition might

indeed be suj rerr.e for the moment. It would piobably sweep the

board at the next general election, and would inHal in powder a
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Government with an irresistible majority in the House of Commons.
This is a state of things not always advantageous

;
but there is a

good deal to be said for it at a time when foreign relations may at

any moment grow critical. A dictatorial Cabinet may well be endured

while we are menaced with war, or with those diplomatic difficulties

which require to be handled with ah almost warlike energy and

decision. But in any case an Opposition will evolve itself in due

course. The Kadical Eevival is bound to come. Eadicalisrn is not,

perhaps it ought not to be, an extinct force in this country, in spite

of the reaction towards Conservatism of the past few years. The

pendulum has not stopped swinging, and there is no reason to sup-

pose that a real ‘ advanced ’ party will not be able ta make itself felt.

It will perform its functions quite as effectually, and much more to

its own satisfaction, if it has by that time been definitely abandoned

by those who now find themselves divided only by name, and by

some lingering loyalties and antipathies, from the Conservatives and

Unionists.

SiDXEY Low.
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THE LIBERAL COLLAPSE

III

THE INDEPENDENT LABOUR PARTY'S PROGRAMME

A SLACKENiNR of vitality in the Liberal party is admitted by friend

as well as by foe. The loyal Liberal is grieved by it, and when
election time comes he toils with splendid zeal to win the consolation

of a party victory. To him the Liberal party has been associated with

all the worthy reform struggles of the century
;
the names of his

chosen leaders belong to it
;
in its programmes and from its platforms

his cherished watchwords have been most frequently uttered. It is-

true that if he is pressed for a reason why he is still loyal, it is more

comfortable for him to speak of what the party has done in the past

than show his conviction that it is to do something of definite impor-

tance in the future. He is inspired by memory rather than by hope.

He harbours in his own heart no little annoyance that his party

champions have no common policy and no common sympathy, that

leasehold enfranchisement should have been resurrected from its-

grave to enable him to add Southport to his list of gains, that no-

better candidate could be found for Y^ork than a cfentleman encra^ed'

in a gigantic conspiracy against Trade Lhrionism, that the Temperance

programme of his party has become visionary and indefinite, that his

Home Rule hopes seem to be shelved until a more convenient season,

that no blast has been sounded against the House of Lords. He is-

constantly chagrined that his candidate so often tries to win by
accommodating himself to his circumstances rather than by a strenuous

advocacy of fixed Liberal principles, that his party loyalty compels him
to sacrifice convictions more than it used to do, that the wire-pulling

election agent, rather than the man of broad and firm political prin-

ciple, regulates what the candidate has to say and how he has to say

it. }fe is not always pleased with his victories when he gets them.

Tliey are ])arty gains no doubt,"but when he asks himself what their

influence on legislation is to be, he has to confess to many misgivings.

Rut still he keeps his doubts to himself. He waits for the touch

which is to galvanise his party into a new life.
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Such is, we believe, the state of mind of the average Liberal who
has not lost a love of liberty and progress.

We are within three years of a general election, and it is now time

that we had some indication of where the progressive party actually

stands. It seemed as though Liberalism would have contented itself

with an attack upon the foreign policy of the present Government,

but the patriotic panic which followed Omdurman swept away every

Liberal tradition, and completely upset the plans of the officials who
had made up their minds that the Tories could be defeated on the

single ground that Lord Salisbury was a squeezable Foreign Minister.

Events have driven the party once again to turn its attention to

domestic affairs. And this is the weakest point of Liberalism. Its

haphazard, circumstantial collection of party cries, which vary with

localities and chanoe with candidates, mierht have been overlooked in

an election fought upon Port Arthur, Tunis, or Madagascar, but when

they themselves become the chief points round which the election is

to be contested they can only expose the shattered and disorganised

state of Liberal opinion. Liberalism cannot stand for one thing in

one constituency and another thing in arrother, and yet retain the

support of intelligent and serious reformers. The left wing of the

party agrees with us in that opinion, and is constantly clamouring for

‘ a Liberal policy.’ ‘ Why do you not|renrairr with us and throw the

<jentre of gravity on the extreme left?’ the left wing asks of the

Independent Labour party. We have many reasons to give in

answer, but we shall here content ourselves by stating one which we

consider fundamental. We think that the cause of the decline of

vitality in the principles of the Liberal party is more deep-seated than

the left wing imagines. The reasons for theifailure are to be found in

the nature of things, and not in any squabbles between leaders, or

secession of independent groups, or any similar temporary cause.

The Liberal party has done its work. It was evolved to meet the

need of past generations. Its ideas were derived from a political

philosophymnd a system of economics that have become antiquated
;

the political application which it made of words of everlasting ethical

import, such as ‘ right ’ and ‘ liberty,’ give no guidance in solving

present-day problems
;

its purpose was drawn from a political and

social state that has gone
;

its principles of propaganda, the senti-

ments to which it appealed, the individual characteristics to which

it was congenial, stand no longer in the forefront of progressive

forces. The national life has moved on and has corrected, narrowing

-at this point and widening at that, our conceptions of political methods

and social aims. Whole classes have been enfranchised, have had

their grievances redressed, have been pacified, have passed from the

forefront of reformers to the rear rank of reactionaries. The Liberal

revolution is complete. ‘ At certain periods in the history of a nation,’

;says Cobden, ‘ it becomes necessary to review its principles of domestic
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policy for tlie purpose of adapting them to the changing and improving

conditions of the people/ and Mr. John Morley, passing judgment on

the Whigs after they had carried the Eeform Bill of 1832, uses words

which could be applied with admirable accuracy to the Liberal party

of to-day :
‘ The party which had carried the change seemed to have

sunk to the rank of a distracted faction, blind to the demands of the

new time, with no strong and common doctrine, with no national

aims
;

’ the final sentence— ‘ and hardly even with any vigorous per-

sonal ambitions ’—alone does not apply to our present circumstances.

We must make no mistake by assuming that once progressive, always

progressive. Progress means different things to different generations,

and, though the movement may be continuous, the men and the

parties change sides. The parts played at successive times by lords,

church, plutocrats in the battle for progress are such elementary

matters in a decent Board School education that it is unnecessary

to belabour the point that, as custodians of progressive ideas, parties

and interests ‘ have their day and cease to be.’

The part which the Liberal party played in progress was exceed-

ingly simple. It found the State in the hands of the aristocracy, it

found the caste ideas of feudalism dominating public and private life.

The aristocracy elected their creatures to the Commons, the church

of the aristocracy was alone enfranchised, the economic interests of

the aristocracy were protected by law. As a result of the political

and social opinions of the time, society presented examples of jobbery,

corruption, public and private immorality, neglect, cruelty, bestiality

which, when read of nowadays, suggest to us nothing more human
than the pigsty and the kraal.

Under these circumstances Liberalism arose to assert the political

rights of the democracy. But even then as an official party it was

slow and conservative. Nearly every reform with which its name has

been associated has had to be forced upon it by independent or semi-

independent groups, and a fear that the Tories might anticipate it

has not infrequently completed its conversion. The later extensions

of the franchise, the ballot, the abolition of the Corn Laws, Home
Eule, were thrust upon the party after it, at one time or another,

had opposed them. But yet each one was in keeping with Liberal

principles. The Liberal idea of government could not be intelligently

held by the men who did not accept these reforms. And so, through

agitations for extension of the franchise, for the enfranchisement of

Nonconformity, for the construction of a fiscal policy congenial to the

interests of commercialism, the Liberal ]>arty flourished, and third

parties found themselves ultimately assimilated in its ranks. It

grew weak at the beginning of the seventies, when the enfranchised

classes began to drop away from it, and when narrow sections within

itself started to clamour for supreme control—when, in short
,
the part

which knew its own mind became greater than the whole which had

lost its common pur[)Ose.
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What really was happening was that ideas which had been guiding

principles for the better part of a century offered no help to a solution

of a complex set of problems that were beginning to be heard of

relating to the social condition of the people, to the employer and

the employed, to new forms of State activity. Liberalism, occupying

the successful business man’s standpoint, had generally assumed

that the man politically enfranchised would be economically free
;
but

experience was proving that that hope was thoroughly false, and

Liberalism had nothing else to put in its place. When social eman-

cipation did not follow automatically upon political emancipation, the

typical Liberal could not, by reason of his mental and sympathetic

bent and economic interests, take a further step and welcome the

attempts which then began to be made to use the vote as a means to

industrial reform. That political democracy was just he still believed
;

but when his old associates suggested certain uses to which the vote

should be j)ut, the typical Liberal protested that he never intended to

countenance such proposals, that they were opposed in principle to

the traditional teachings of his school. And yet those are the pro-

posals which are forcing themselves to the front to be the dividing

lines between progress and reaction in the future.

The ideals of the early Kadicals, though far from having been

fully realised, are yet complete enough to enable the questions

peculiar to an enfranchised democracy

—

e.g. a democracy in authority

—to be raised, and those questions must inevitably refer to the use

of political power for the attainment of certain economic ends which

w'orking-class communities are sure to attempt to reach. In other

words, a democracy in power must raise the abstract question of

Socialism and the practical remedies which the Socialist proposes for

the specific evils of his time. When that point is reached the divi-

sion between Liberal and Tory becomes purely artificial. The Tory

party finds that it has no deep-rooted objection to some of the Social-

istic remedies proposed, wLilst the Liberals are divided in their

sympathies and lose their old sense of unity and party purpose. A
totally new set of political problems has arisen upon which the

opinions wliich divided Liberal from Tory have no bearing. For a

time, under such circumstances, elections will be determined by the

local strength of the rival candidates, or the mood in which the party

happens to be regarding some leader or other, or the sharpness of

rival election agents, or the pecuniary needs of local cricket clubs.

Political principles will tend to disappear altogether. Little will be

heard on the platforms but the heartless cries of faction, and the

unanswerable argument amongst politicians will be the display of party

colours. It is not quite outside the bounds of possibility that a 1 liberal

Ministry will succeed the present one, but it is quite beyond those

bounds that Liberalism will revive, that the new Ministiy will ener-

getically voice a i)arty purpose and act with tliat consistent strength
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wLicli comes only from a consciousness that the Government has the

country behind it. The next Liberal Government will please its

followers even less than the last did, for it will be more the creature

of circumstances, without a mandate, without a knowledge of its pur-

pose, and without a key to the popular will. It is this set of circum-

stances, and nothing of less moment, which the Progressist, who is a

loyal but unhapjiy Liberal, has to face. This has more to do with

the resignation of Sir William Harcourt than the personal differences

which the Liberal press has been trying in vain to make light of.

The puerile cry for a leader that has been going up from every

Liberal caucus for the last eighteen months is not only a dirge

for the loss of Mr. Gladstone, but for the departure of the party’s

soul. The adoption of the shallowest imperialist sentiment as a

patriotic virtue is further proof of the miserable condition into which

the party, not only as a body in the House of Commons, but as an

embodiment of progressive ideas, has fallen.

Our loss of belief in the Liberal party is therefore owing to the

fact that its day of historical fitness has passed away. The new
problems of progress will demand treatment by men of different

outlook, of a different political principle, of a different mental quality,

of a new species of democratic sympathy. The mass of the Liberal

party will no doubt continue progressive, but their organisation is

not now the sole custodian of the progressive cause. Every election

at which the Independent Labour party puts up a candidate shows

that on the Conservative side we have many sympathisers, and that

on the Liberal side there are many opposed to us on principle.

The need of the moment is therefore to take the settlement of the

old party differences for granted, and form a new^ party from the

-sympathetic elements of both the existing camps. This can be done

by none other than the admittedly slow process of spreading ideas.

What these ideas are to be there can be no doubt. We have

indications of them in the way in which the old phrases of indi-

vidualism that had become almost proverbs are now used only after

an explanation or apology, in every new activity which municipal

.authorities undertake, in every resolution which stirs up the least

interest in bodies like the Trade Linion Congress,' in every new

declaration which co-operation makes of its ultimate aims, in every

^ By 708,000 to -110,000 votes, the Trade Union Congress held at Bristol in 1808

declared its belief ‘ that the labour problem 'will be solved only when the land and

the means of production, distribution, and exchange are held as common ])roperty, and

that political action is the best method to reach this end,’ and recommended trade

unionists ‘ to give their support, moral and financial, to the working-class Socialist

parties.’ Wo were told that the change, made in 1805 at Cardiff, in the constitution

of the Congress would make such a resolut ion impossible for ever, and the fact that

within three years it has been again passed by a greater majority than before shows

how rapidly tlie rank and file of trade unionism is coming into line with the Socialist

parties.
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pronouncement on human righteousness issued by a church suddenly

awakened to the need of keeping step with advancing thought and

sympathy. Socialism is to inspire the progressive forces of the

twentieth century as Individualism inspired those of the nineteenth.

To ask a Liberal politician who is a member of a federation of

masters to support the political demands of trade unionism
;

to

appeal to the Nonconformist manufacturer to support collectivist

experiments in government on the same grounds as he was appealed

to by Mr. Grladstone to support an extension of the franchise and

popular education
;

to approach the ordinary Liberal of the last

generation for the purpose of jiersuading him that his principle of

‘ Trust the people ’ should be extended to the operations of industry

as well as to the formal (and often meaningless) election of parlia-

mentary re^oresentatives, must be a fruitless mission. What we have

been witnessing these last few years of political distraction is the

final closing of a well-defined epoch in political progress, and the

opening of a new chapter which is to show the operation of social

principles differing very materially from those of the Liberal party.

Cobden’s time of revision has come
;
the old progressive party has

sunk into the rank of Mr. Morley’s ‘ distracted faction.’ The Inde-

pendent Labour party is in the true line of the progressive apostolic

succession. It alone is able to interpret the spirit of the time.

II

The foundation upon which the Independent Labour party builds

itself is Socialism, just as the foundation upon which Liberalism built

itself was Individualism. But British Socialism is not Utopian. It

has nothing to do with the founding of ideal communities cut off

from the general life of society, taking no part in the great reforming

efforts of its time in politics, in social life, and in religion, finding

peace in an exile from heroic human effort, and in a divorce from the

historical growth of the nation. Even if the success of those com-

munities were more indisputable than it is, they are alien to the

spirit of British Socialism, which regards its mission to be the

transformation of the whole social fabric. The means it is to adopt

are those which every democratic body must adopt. It has to sow

opinions broadcast and gain control over the various legislative and

executive functions, from a trade-union committee to the House of

Commons, which make public opinion effective. It has the historical

sense predominant, and that is only saying that, like all great move-

ments nurtured under a democratic form of government, it trusts to

no sudden changes, it needs no beginnings afresh, it works under

the conditions it has found, its constructive methods are chiefly

adaptation and rearrangement, its ideals are the growths of the past,

its work is to proportion and complete the present.
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When the Independent Labour party was started six years ago
circumstances compelled it to draw apart from both the parties then

existing, and insist upon the doctrines of Socialism as a test of

progressive sympathies rather than apply its Socialism to the

drawing up of a practical programme. It had its programme of

many points, but, with the single exception of its demand that

work should be provided for the unemployed, it never selected

from numerous reforms of varying importance a short comprehensive

set of proposals which would show the man in the street, who
could be bothered neither by ideals nor economics, what the spirit

and the aim of the Socialist movement was.^ It believed that

the thoughts of the electors had to be turned in new directions,

that it was not so much the Newcastle or any other programme that

was wrong as the political and social opinions which underlay the

programmes. It adopted the old—but, as it soon found out, the

startling—method which every political party of any importance has

adopted, the education of public opinion. It fought its elections and

delivered its speeches with that end in view. It assumed that a

candidate who in private deplored the modern action of trade

unionism and thought in the antiquated phraseology and grooves of

Sir Samuel Smiles would not pass an Eight Hours Bill though it

appeared in his election address, and that electors who honestly

applauded this candidate’s out-of-date phraseology, and were not

'repelled by his antiquated outlook, would not strenuously protest

when their honest but baffled member returned to tell them that

though he had done his best it had amounted to nothing. The
conclusion was obvious. The great necessity of the time was to

emphasise the fact that parties stand on principles, not on pro-

grammes
;
that the stage differences between Liberal and Tory were

no deeper than the red and blue with which they were clothed
;
that

we could not have political interest and vigour again until some

largeness of purpose was brought into party aims. This is at once

the key to our rigid insistence that Socialist theories could not be

overlooked by the progressive-minded elector, and to our indepen-

dent attitude.

The work of the party in this respect has been largely successful.

Not only is the Independent Labour party now a well-knit body of

Socialists, who have an outlook of sufficient breadth and length to

inspire them with enthusiasm and give them a constant guidance in

the minor details of political everyday activities
;
but there are con-

2 This refers to the party nationally. The branches local!}' long ago began to pay

close, attention to the details of municipal and j)arochial work, and fought elections

on points of immediate interest and importance. The 1150 to 100 members of the

party who have been elected to public bodies have nearly all made si)ccial study of

their local needs, and the Independent Labour party branch in most places stands for

certain delinite proposals for local improvements.
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siderable sections of Eadical-Democrats who, althouo-h unable to

forgive us for our methods, have so far testified to their wisdom by
admitting that the Liberal* party as at present constituted is hardly

worth fighting for
;
that, although it is their nature to desire the

defeat of the present Grovernment, their hopes from a victorious

Liberal ministry are few and shaky
;
and that the time has come not

so much for a new Newcastle programme as for a simple and intelli-

gent statement of Liberal principles up to date. This being so, the

Independent Labour party is now in a position to give better

expression nationally, as its separate branches have done locally, to

the evolutionary and experimental character of British Socialism.

The party as a propagandist and educating body must remain as

heretofore Socialist. But we can now afford to identify ourselves

with those questions of immediate reform upon which Eadicals and

Socialists are alike agreed, with less fear of allowing our aim to be

obscured and the party to be swallowed up in the ranks of the shift-

less opportunist, whose programme changes from day to day and

from constituency to constituency.

Whatever programme is to be successful in gathering round it a

virile party of progress must be something more than a mere collec-

tion of catch cries. It must indicate a policy—a party will—and

deal with modern democratic aspirations all along the line. Now
those aspirations are no longer satisfied with constitutional changes

in Church and State. They relate to the everyday experience of

the people. An enfranchised democracy brings its politics to its

fireside. The disorganisation of modern industry, leading to frequent

trade depressions and needless suffering of innocent families
;
the

weakness of labour struggling with capital, making it so difficult for

the workman to reap the due reward of his industry
;
the power of

the monopolist in the community, resulting in the establishment of

a species of slavery crueller in some of its aspects than chattel

slavery was
;
the maladministration of wealth, providing that the

most worthless shall enjoy the richest fruits of the most accom-

plished labour, while the most industrious and the worthiest

are in perpetual conflict with the fears and penalties of poverty,

mu;?t now be the subject-matter for the thoughts and activities of

democratic politicians. The end we have to strive for is complete

democratic liberty in politics and complete freedom in industry from

the tyranny of monopoly and the vagaries of capitalism. Or,

employing words appropriate to the spirit of Socialism, we should

say that the task of the practical democratic reformer is now to show

how the work of democratic liberty, begun so well by the early

liadicals but dropped by their modern representatives, is to be

completed
;
how tiie golden bridge of palliatives between political

and social democracy is to be built; and how the foundations of

social democracy are to be laid. The Independent Labour party
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1ms declared that its methods are political as frankly as it has made
clear that its aims are Socialist, and consequently such a work of

political construction is a task peculiarly germane to its purpose.

The perfecting of the means of expressing the popular will and
of making that will supreme in the nation cannot be overlooked by
us. The most absurd anomaly, and the greatest imperfection, in

our government is the House of Lords. It is not aristocratic, it is

middle-class
;

it does not represent birth, it is a plutocracy; it is not

venerable, the fathers of about one-third of its members could not

cross its doors without a permit. Promotions are made to it without

reference to its place in the Constitution. The soldier, the par-

tisan who has been a large subscriber to the campaign funds of

his party, the lawyer, the politician who has failed in the Lower

House, the departmental official, form the bulk of the new peers.

Anybody with ten thousand a year who is docile in his partisanship

and passable in his imitation of aristocratic manners can become a

lord. The chief menace of our second chamber to democracy is that

it is gathering within its walls representatives of all the interests

which it will be the task of democracy to abolish. It retains its

historic name and reputation, but the motives which rule it, the

interests it protects, the character of its members, are excessively

modern, and belong to the debased period of commercialist shoddy

and vulgar worship of the long purse.

The democratic party must make up its mind whether it believes

in aristocratic power or not, and whether it is so doubtful of its

democracy that it wants a second chamber of one kind or another to

check the popularly elected house. No one can maintain that the

House of Lords constituted as at present is of any value as a check

to the House of Commons. A deliberative assembly would not be

composed as the House of Lords is. It would not be a mere

partisan body, as the House of Lords is. It would be upright in

its decisions, whether they were enlightened or not, whereas the

House of Lords has given ample evidence that a clause in a Bill

robbing the general ratepayers for the benefit of the class which it

represents will buy its votes with the certainty that the support of

the most corrupt members of the most corrupt board of aldermen in

the United States can be j^urchased.

We neither believe in hereditary government nor a second

chamber. The one can never be moved by anything but the narrowest

class motives
;
and the other can hardly ever fulfil the duties for

which it is constituted. The technical details of a Bill may be amended

by the expert, l)ut no assembly of men, elected or selected, can bring

to bear upon any legislative proposal more experience, more observa-

tion, keener insight, a nicer sense for estimating likely results than

tlie body of popularly elected representatives from the Orkneys to

the English ('hannel. If superior legislative wisdom is to be gained
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by any means but by a reference to the popular mind expressed by

the widest possible franchise, why refer to the popular mind at all ?

The experience of every country where there is a second chamber has

been that that chamber cannot keep itself free from partisan influ-

ence, cannot bring itself to regard its duties from any plane except

the interests it represents, is incapable of taking anything but

sectional views, and influences the Lower House mainly for evil, because

its existence is a constant temptation to the people’s representatives

to shirk final responsibility for their actions. The Lower House will

never assume full responsibility for its conduct whilst a second chamber

revises and rejects its acts. Australia, Canada, the Lhiited States,

France—wherever the bi-cameral system is adopted, tell the same tale,

that the second chamber is always useless and is frequently dangerous.

Whether the representative system is to remain the chosen

method of expressing the democratic will, or whether it is to be

subordinated to a system of direct voting, the popular chamber in a

country like ours—where legislation is very complex, and where

foreign affairs must necessarily occupy a great deal of attention—will

retain considerably more authority than chambers like those of

Switzerland. Moreover, it will be one of the most important tasks of the

democracy to keep itself free from the sinister and immoral influ-

ences of plutocratic aristocracy, and to save its popularly elected

house from a divided responsibility and unnecessary friction with

representatives of narrow class interests who are in no intimate touch

with the national temper and needs.

When those whom John Stuart Mill characterised as ‘ Eadicals

because they were not in the House of Lords ’ were permitted to see

through its open doors, and were shown empty seats which they

might reasonably hope to fill, the Liberal attack on the aristocratic

chamber became little better than a game of bluff, and there are

perhaps not more than a score of Liberals in the House of Commonr>

at the present moment wdio could resist even the eloquent conviction

of their own campaign speeches and refuse a peerage if it were

offered to them. The last sorry move of this sorry game has been

to ‘ set a peer to catch a peer.’ To play as a trump card an abolition

of the Lords’ veto is to confess that you do not know the game. Only

a ‘ distracted faction ’ could persuade itself that this suggestion of

masterly tinkering would induce the country to do anything but

laugh and vote for the other side.

It would be the duty of Independent Labour representatives in

Parliament to begin an agitation on the floor of the House for the-

abolition of the Lords and of hereditary authority. Until there is a.

party in the Commons prepared to carry through this constitutional

revolution, all attempts to establish a democracy in this country, and

all efforts to inspire the nation with a proper sense of dignity and

power and to recall it to a manly conception of human worth, must

be futile.
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But without waiting for any change in our Constitution, a party

in the House of Commons holding intelligent views on industrial and

social reform could do a great deal of excellent work. Organised

capital was never stronger than it is now, and consequently organised

labour was never weaker. The State was never more at the mercy of

a few rich men, controlling the means of production. Democratic

progress, which from the nature of things must now advance only as

the opportunities which civilisa,tion gives for higher personal attain-

ments are brought within the reach of all, is met with a non
possumus by a small but well armed and disciplined force of

monopolists, whose methods of business are drawing out more and

more emphatically the condemnation of every moral organisation in

the country, and whose conservatism of spirit is seen not only in

their opposition to labour’s immediate demands, but in their incapa-

city to adapt themselves to modern jwocesses of industry. For the

very same reason that these capitalists are losing much of their

international trade on old markets, they are opposing the improve-

ments asked by their workpeople. They have a ruinous horror of

progressive change. This is a situation in which the State has a

clear immediate duty. For capital to protect its profits is natural.

Our case against it is not so nauch that. The gravamen of our

charge is that from its conservative nature it is impossible for it

to make such experiments in the saving of human labour as will

enable it to offer a larger and larger margin of leisure and vigour

to its employes for their own improvement. The history of the last

hundred years shows most conclusively that it is on improvements

in methods of production, on a closer study of the needs of con-

sumers, on the success which has attended the growth of brains, that

the increased commerce of the country depends
;
and that, more-

over, the necessary impetus to advance upon these lines has been

given by the State whilst every employer in the country has been

crying out that he was being driven to the verge of ruin. It is

in the nature of things that capital should declare a 12 per cent,

dividend, and explain to shareholders that one more encroachment of

trade unionism would drive industry to Japan. We must either

frankly return to the Grreek idea, and condemn a class to do the

hard wcrk of life, or we must instruct the capitalist regarding not

only his duty but his interests. The State must explain to him

through the Statute Book the conditions under which his 12 per

•cents are gained. He is evidently very ignorant on the point.

At the present moment the mechanism of production has been

proved by representative experiments to permit of an eight hours’

day being made general. In some industries it will have no

appreciable effect on the labour market, on profits, or on production.

In other trades, chiefly the transport, it will lead to the employment

•of larger staffs, and thus contribute something to the solution of the
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unemployed question and secure to the producers a better distribu-

tion and a more steady income. If an intention, such as is here

suggested, to make machinery the handmaiden of the wage-earner

rather than of the shareholder; to steady industry, so that the

working classes may be less subject to the terrible trials of the times

of enforced idleness
;

to reduce the undue profits made in large

industrial companies, so that wealth may be more equitably distri-

buted, is evil, w^e hasten to confess unblushingly our evil purposes.

In furtherance of these objects w^e should select from several very

important proposals for the amelioration of labour the legal eight

hours’ day as the second item in a democratic jjrogramme. This

demand most conveniently illustrates what should be the function

and method of the political power in regulating the balance between

the claims of capital and labour, and in rectifying the evils which

result when wealth is distributed by an anarchist method of higgling

on the market, and when labour can secure no privileges except

those which it can force from the general body of employers. It

has, moreover, not only received the all but unanimous endorsement

of the Trade Union Congress, but has also been made by Congress a

test question at all elections, and was included in the Parliamentary

Committee’s official 'programme’ in 1898.^

In this again we are in the apostolic succession and can claim no

more originality than that of having seen an underlying philosophy

in a series of somewhat disconnected attempts that reformers have

been compelled by circumstances to make in the past, and of

applying that philosophy to the questions of the present day. The

progress of industrial legislation has been hitherto to protect the

weak

—

e.rj. women and children—from certain conditions wffiich by

common consent are regarded as disgraceful and iniquitous, and

then chiefly, though not exclusively, by Education Acts, to offer the

workers fuller liberty by opening up wider fields for their activities.

As soon as a democratic electorate felt itself to be really in power, a

third stao^e was sure to be reached, and the State asked to arbitrate

between capital pleading for old rates of profit and old methods of

industry, and labour asking for better conditions. An era of legisla-

tion was certain to be begun, the characteristic of which would be

^ The resolution has such an important bearing on the political situation that we
quote it in full. ‘ Seeing that an eight hours working day is one of the most im-

portant preliminary steps towards the ultimate emancipation of the working class,

and will lessen the number of unemployed, improve the quality of work, and

increase the health, strength, and intelligence of the workers, this Congress declares

that the time has arrived when the hours of labour should be limited to eight per

day in all trades and occupations in the United Kingdom, and calls upon all the

delegates at this Congress and all trade-unionists to refuse to support in any way
any candidate cither for Parliament or any local body unless they are pledged to a

general eight hours working day. And the Parliamentary Committee be instructed

to draft a bill on th« lines of this resolution with a view of getting it passed through

Parliament and made a law of the country.’
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that the democracy as citizens would supplement the efforts of the

workman as trade-unionist, co-operator, or member of a Friendly

Society, to attain full individual liberty under whatever conditions of

social or industrial inequality he might have to work for a living.

Government issuing from a democratic electorate, conscious of its

own power, is bound to be prompted by ethical considerations of

man’s rights as a human being. ^Yhat originality there is in our

position consists in this—that we believe we have now reached a

point when it must be assumed by every party of progress, whatever

its name may be, that it is the function of the State to vindicate the

claims of the economically weak, irrespective of age or sex, to a full

individual liberty, not of the Spencerian or Anarchist, but of the

organic or social kind. We have shown that to think of Man versus

the State is as impossible as to think of a square circle.

But as Socialists we have to admit that this aspect of State duty

is temporary and transitional. We have succeeded already in con-

vincing the public that such supplies as gas, water, and tram services

can be undertaken more efficiently and profitably by the community
than by private companies. Public opinion will not stop at these

half-way resting houses. As our contentions that the unregulated

operation of the law of supply and demand fails both to produce a

demand and afford a supply, that means should be taken to adjust

the work of production so that every one willing to take part in it

should have opportunities to enjoy the product, that competition to

secure the necessities of life has on society an evil rather than a

good effect, become more familiar, they become more practical and

pressing. They are seen to be but applications on a national scale

of principles which in the smaller scale of the family or single

business are held to be necessary. Here again our originality

consists rather in the width of our application of old principles than

in the discovery of new ones. The conservation of energy which is

the base of family life, and which is the secret of success in the most

flourishing businesses, can, we believe, be applied to national life

and needs with the same happy results. That is the whole of our

discovery.

We emphasise this point because it shifts the basis of Socialism

to a foundation that is more stable than that upon which it is often

supposed to rest. Socialism and the Marxian theory of value are

often regarded as inseparable
;
but if Marx’s position in economics-

becarne untenable to-morrow, the case for Socialism as an improved-

system of production and distribution would not be touched. The

waste and inefficiency of commercialism, the economy and efficiency

of co-operation, can be ])roved without a single reference to Marx.

All that Socialists have to establish is that it is right for the State

to own property which it puts to its own uses
;
and that it would

be possible so to employ the members of the State that each would

have an o2)portunity of becoming an effective consumer.
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We have proceeded some way already on this final stage. For

the time being we may leave what to the ordinary man are less

obvious truths of public ownership, and insist upon the simple fact

that every argument that is advanced in support of private property

justifies State property. There are values that belong solely to the

community
;

the community without property is as much at the

mercy of personal whim and selfish individual interest as a penniless

man
;

the community without an income derived from its own

property can never proceed with any effectiveness to develop its

ow'n individuality and to fill its proper place in the life of the

citizen. The frequently referred to distinction between public and

private enterprise is, indeed, fictitious. Public enterprise is the

work done by the community as a kind of joint-stock company with

a view to affording an efficient and economic supply to the consumer

as a body or individually
;
private enterprise, in theory, does its work

for exactly the same ends. The only difference is, that share-

holders form the company on the one hand, whilst citizens form it

on the other. But the latter is not of a different order of business

essentially from the former. The real difference between the two is a

practical one, and lies in the fact that public enterprise from its con-

nection v/ith the whole range of communal w^ell-being has the very

widest possible field from which to draw its ‘ profits.’ It might, for

instance, sink thousands of pounds per annum in a system of free trams

runnine; from its centre to its outer limits, and find that a clearance

of congested slum areas, and a higher standard of life wffiich that

policy would make possible, more than balanced the losses on the

tram account. Private enterprise, on the other hand, must make
its profit directly from the work in which it is engaged. Its losses

are dead losses. If its trams must run free, it will lose its capital

;

if its slums are demolished, it has to face the bankruptcy court.

Hence its area of utility must contract as our civic life expands.

In one kind of property the case against private ownership is

specially complete. Landlordism has resulted in almost unrelieved

evil. The ‘ improving ’ landlord here and there may have appeared

to set a quicker pace to progress, but his benefit has been generally

more in appearance than in reality. In the towns, private owner-

ship of land has been the creator of slums and the slum population,

and has appropriated to itself, in the form of rent, the value of every

public improvement. In industry it has been a dead weight, hamper-
ing our national powers by its exactions in the shape of leasehold

fines, mining royalties, monopoly rents. It has brought our agri-

'culture to the verge of ruin, it has depopulated our English villages

and laid waste our Scottish glens, it has robbed the Irish peasant,

and created for us the Ifoine Ivule difficulty. In the past it has been

the most barefaced in using its political power to advance its class

interests, and its most recent conduct in the House of Lords shows

VoL. XLV—Xo. 2G3 1)
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that it is still open to the persuasive influence of a bribe. A democratic

party which does not strike at the root of such an encumbrance

must be a farce. At several points the land monopoly should be

attacked forthwith. Ground rents and values should be immediately

taxed
;
mining royalties readjusted and made public property as

speedily as possible. Eailways and canals should be nationalised.

We do not place these questions in the order of their importance,

nor in the order in which w^e think they wall be dealt with. There

is no first or last in social reform. Historical order is not always

logical order. But these points may w^ell be taken as a test of a

man’s sympathies and ideas. They have a much deeper meaning

than apj)ears on their surface. They indicate principles and con-

structive methods.

Bound each of them many reforms cluster. Adult suffrage,

triennial Parliaments, and payment of members are obviously founda-

tions of a genuinely democratic representation
;
an extension of the

powers of local authorities so that no unnecessary officialism may
hamper them in undertaking the management of public services and

experimenting upon such questions as the municipalisation of drink

and the relief of the unemployed
;
a complete revolution in our

educational system, especially a considerable rise in the standard

and age at which children may leave school
;
a drastic reform and

extension of the law of workmen’s compensation for injury, and

employers’ liability, together with far-reaching budget reforms,

such as Old Age Pensions raised by a special tax on the swollen

incomes of the rich, are necessary before our State approaches even

to the condition of some Continental countries.

The reforms we have emphasised are each keys to a group of changes

in the form and the work of democracy w^hich, wdien accomplished,

will have revolutionised our political and social life. The Liberals

can no more take them all up, put them on their party programme,

urge them at every election, and prefer defeat on them to victory

without them, and finally, when in pownr, set about to legislate

upon them with determination, than the Conservatives can. There-

fore it is that for the purpose of future progress the Liberal organisa-

tion is as hopeless as the Conservative party—that there is no

difierence between them. But in the rank and file of both parties there

are hundreds and thousands who are prepared to follow a democratic

lead provided it is definitely given and seriously meant, and that it

is practical and not Uto])ian. The problem wdiich the Independent

Labour Party has now to solve is how, by the aid of these tv/o

sections, the democratic movement may secure representation in

Parliament. The main difficulty is the almost blind worship of

the l)arty fetish w'hich affiicts advanced Liberal and progressive

Conservative alike. That overcome, the remainder is comparatively

easy.
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III

But it may here be asked, both from inside and outside the

Independent Labour Party, ought not the party also to recognise

that the time has come for it to revise its political method with a

view to allying itself with any other organisation that will help it in

its more immediate purposes ? If the party resolves that representa-

tion in the House of Commons is necessary for the progress of the

labour movement in the country, and if to that end it desires to give

a clear lead to progressive electors, can it still keep independent ? Is

not a programme a first step to a union ?

We must point out to those who put these questions that the

Independent Labour Party has never been adverse to alliances,

provided they were with bodies whose aims it could trust. Nothing

has been more gratifying in the history of the party than the local

alliances it has been able to effect in many places with the trade

union, co-operative, and land reform movements. W^e know what

these organisations are driving at. Their aims are not perhaps so

far reaching as ours. But as regards them we can apply the rule of

practical politicians that it is wise to work with those who are willing

to go a long way with us, however sceptical they may be of the

latter stages of our proposals. The records of our branches show

numerous instances of wise co-operation and alliance, and in effecting

these they have been but realising the chief aim of the party, the

union of the forces of democracy.

If in national politics the party has appeared to be less reasonable,

if it seems to have interpreted independence as though it were

isolation, the reason is that in national politics there has hitherto

been no party organisation to which any approach could be made.

That a great number of voters who support Liberal candidates are

sympathetic with us does not prove that their party is of any use

either for their or for our purpose. Those voters have never had any

real influence in deciding the course of the Liberal party, and its

managers are determined that that state of things shall continue.'^

The party itself for legislative purposes has ceased to be of any

account. Its victories do not mean that one cause has triumphed

and that another has been beaten. If its failures in office and its

collapse in opposition, if the treatment which the party leaders mete

‘‘ An excellent instance of wliat we mean is to be found in the most recent of the

declarations of Liberal friendship for labour. A deputation from the Amalgamated
Society of Ilailway Servants recently waited upon tlie Liberal Whip and asked him to

allow a candidate, whom that Union had chosen, to light a constituency without Liberal

opposition. The Whip received the deputation with much cordiality, granted its

request, and East Birmingham is being offered -a liopelcss seat with a Tory majority

of 1,913 in 1892 and uncontested in 1895 -wliiist Ilotherham, which is as over-

whelmingly Liberal, is being handed over to a wealthy cotton-spinner who took a

prominent part in supporting the employers during the engineers’ lockout.
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out to the national representatives of Liberalism who assemble each

year and pass resolutions, fail to convince the man whose sympathies

are progressive that our attitude to that party has been justified, he

is not open to conviction.

N e have had to make for national purposes the opportunities of

alliance which our branches found practically ready made for local

purposes. We have had to bend our energies to forcing into the

political arena the economic problems which trade-unionism and co-

operation were attempting to solve by voluntary association. We
have had to deflect the stream of working-class opinion, enlightened

enoucrh to lose faith in Liberalism but not enlightened enough to

see any alternative but Toryism. We have had, as an enemy at its

gates, to compel the left wdng of Liberalism to demand from its

party pledges wLich could not be given. In no other w^ay could we
convince it that the old order was really changing and giving place

to the new.^ Considering that elections last of all indicate move-

ments in political thought, and that the revolution is complete when
candidates are returned in any great numbers, our voting strength is

truly remarkable. But wdiat is more important than the totals of our

polls is that w^e have been right in every forecast we have made
regarding the trend of political opinion. Trade-unionism and co-

operation are now in the political field, and our electoral figures show

that we do not get support from one side only. Since our first con-

ference at Bradford in 1893 the Liberal party has conclusively shown

its inefficiency. We are thoroughly satisfied with these proofs of

the wisdom of our methods and the reasons which made us adopt

them.

For the Independent Labour Party to give up its independence

would be to give up its life. But we are in a better position than

ever we have been in to emphasise the fact that independence is not

isolation, and in so far as co-operation with kindred sections is pos-

sible, whilst retaining our freedom, there is no barrier to it in our

methods or tradition. We recognise that a mere pulling dowm of

the old, although aii indispensable preliminary, will never build up

the new. We have alw'ays been aware that a policy of wTecking for

its own sake would not commend itself to the thinking portion of

the electorate. Where the party has had no candidate it has hitherto,

with one exception, stayed away from the polls. At the bye-election

at York the colossal impudence of the official Liberals had to be

checked, and our usual policy of abstention when no candidate worth

supporting is in the field had to become one of active opposition.

But that was exceptional.

It is the duty of a party, however, to make its influence felt as

^
'J’lic executive of the Scottish Trade Union Congress is convening a conference

of Trade Union, (’o-operativc, and Independent J.aljour i’art}' representatives to

consider a joint campaign in Scotland for the next election.
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effectively as possible, and because the Independent Labour Party is

j^reparing to do this whenever the general election comes, its National

Administrative Council has already formulated an election policy which

will be submitted to the next conference of the party. The proposals

outlined above indicate the practical work which might be forced

upon the attention of Parliament and the country by a group of

Socialists speaking from the vantage point of the floor of the House

of Commons, and it is proposed to follow up this declaration of

opinions by a method of electioneering to which the most sensitive

partisan can find little to object. The blame of splitting votes which

has been liberally, and mostly unjustly, thrown at us had some

shadow of foundation in the fact that the party has hitherto not

been in a position to take j)ains, except in a rare instance or two, to

make preparations for a contest before it came off. There was an

uncertainty about our movements which was naturally irritating, and

of this the paid party hacks, the soldiers of fortune in politics whose

names are familiar at every bye-election, made the most. It is but

fair, if we are to ask for independent democratic support, that we
should make no secret of our plans for the next general election. If

there is any serious intention to let us alone in a certain number of

constituencies, an early announcement of what these constituencies

are may lead to that harmony which, we are constantly assured,

some of our opponents desire. If, however, the lesson of last election

has not been assimilated, and candidates are run indiscriminately

against us, the result may be another Liberal smash—but the blame

will not be ours. The joke of asking us to show our reason by sub-

mitting to be swallowed up, and to demonstrate our common sense

by consenting to send up our candidates for approval by such asso-

ciations as gravely adopt men like Sir Christopher Furness on

account of their sympathy with modern progressive ideas, has surely

become too apparent by this time to deceive any one.

The party will put forward candidates for some twenty-five con-

stituencies at the next election. Bradford, Halifax, Glasgow, Man-
chester, Leicester, South West Ham, Gorton, will be fought, as will

several other seats contested by us three years ago. The list will

finally be made up so as to distribute our contests well over the

country in proportion to the distribution of our strength, placing

altogether, say, two in the northern counties of England, four each

in the Midlands, in Yorkshire and in Lancashire, two in the south,

two or three in the south-west of Scotland, and so on. This announce-

ment ought to satisfy those who are never tired of claiming that

they go with us nine parts of the way, for they must see that the

conclusion from that is not that we should sink ourselves in them,

but that they should stand aside and leave us alone in a reasonable

number of constituencies, provided we keep to our own ground. It

should be quite possible for them, knowing our intentions tlius earl3^,
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to mal<e provision against a collision which must dissipate what little

hope they have of a majority. To make that majority impossible

is not our business. Should it be elected and attempt to pass measures

of real benefit to the country, we, as an independent factor in the

House, should be bound by our principles to support it. But to

make or unmake it is no concern of ours. We shall attend to our

own w^ork.

The sympathies of the Independent Labour Party are genuinely

with progressive efforts, our contempt is for the political quacks

alone—and they are to be found in both Liberal and Tory camps

;

our anxiety is to get the thinking electors to understand what is

going on. The flux and flow of progressive policy, the transitory

nature of every progressive party, the fatility of alliance where there

is no fundamental agreement, the uselessness of a programme where

there is no well-understood principle, the perniciousness of following

a party for its name rather than for its purpose, for its past records

than for its outlook ahead, the imperative necessity to be ever vigi-

lant so as to adapt political methods and ideas to the changing cir-

cumstances of the life of a people, have been enforced by every

progressive politician wLo has pretended to understand the rationality

of political methods. The elector who is seriously studying the

puzzling maze of political inefficiency at the present time cannot

refuse much longer to take those deeper views of political chaDge,

and to recognise the fundamental reasons for the rise, vigour, and fall

of political parties which we have been attempting to explain. Our

refusal to see in the flotsam and jetsam of political promises and

speeches anything of real consequence and any indication of real

agreement or disagreement with us has confused many who have

lived in times when promises meant something and speeches indi-

cated a party policy. That such is the case now we deny, and that

denial is the key to the political position of the Independent I^abour

Party. We see the springs of political action deep-seated in the

social, mental, and moral state of the people, and diverging views on

those more fundamental matters guide us in discovering where we

are to look for political differences. If our country has not said its

.last word on human progress, and our political future is to be more

than an aimless w^andering hither and thither, patching here and

patching there, we must retiun to a compreliensive idea of human
liberty, and discover, for working purposes at any rate, what are to

be the characteristics of the next stage of our national life. Tiie

Inde])endent Labour Party, aware of this necessity of a leverage and

a guide, declares for Democracy in the political, and Socialism in the

industrial State
;
and because no other party believes in the one or

the other, it continues its position as an independent factor in present

day politics.

J. Kkir Hahdte.

.1. K. MacDonald.
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BRITISH SEAMEN EOR BRITISH SHIPS

So long as the British Empire continues to be a maritime and

colonial empire, based on sea trade and naval power, all who value

their citizenship must recognise that ‘ the prosperity, strength, and

safety of this United Kingdom and Her Majesty’s Dominions do

greatly depend on a large, constant, and ready supply of seamen,

and that it is therefore expedient to promote the increase of the

number of seamen and to afford them all due encouragement and

protection.’ ^

Nevertheless, the number of British seamen in the mercantile

marine is diminishing year by year, and appears likely to diminish

still more rapidly in future.^

In 1847 (three years after the passing of the Act from the

preamble of which the foregoing quotation is taken) there wnre some

232,890 seamen, of whom at least four-fifths were necessarily of

British nationality, ‘usually employed in navigating vessels belong-

ing to the British Empire,’ ^ and the supply was maintained by the

compulsory enlistment of about ten thousand apprentices each year

;

so that in any given year, allowing three years for indentures, about

thirty thousand apprentices were being borne on the books of

British ships."* But to-day, according to the most recent returns,

the total number of seamen of British nationality of all ratings

employed on vessels registered only under Part 1 of the Merchant

Shipping Act 1894 (Trading Vessels) is at the most 124,813,'’ and

the number of young British seamen and boys (fte. under 20) is

4,735, a reduction of 2,274 from the number returned on the

25th of March 1891, and about 25,000 less than the estimated

' j\Terchant Shipping Act, 7 & 8 Viet. c. 112, preamble, now repealed.

' Brassey, Naval Annual, 1898, p. 105.

^ See evidence of Mr. Cr. II. Porter before the Select Committee of the House of

Lords on tlie Navigation Laws in 1848.
* See evidence of Mr. D. Dunbar, Mr. G. F. Young, and Captain Stirling, II.N.,

before the Select Committee of the House of Commons on the Navigation Laws in

1817.

^ See Return of Registrar- General of Shipping presented July 1807. He estimates

that about 12 per cent, should be added to these figures to get at the total number
of available seamen, whether employed or unemployed, and notes that yachtsmen
are not included.

39
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number of apprentices alone in any of the first ten years of the

present reign. Concurrently with this lamentable decrease in the

'personnel, the tonnage of merchant ships registered under the

British flag has increased, during the same period, from 3,588,387®

tons to 10,325,000^ tons.

These figures are eloquent of supineness and oblivion of our

national interest in the well-being of the mercantile marine, and

they become positively alarming in the light of the fact that the

Registrar-Greneral reports that the falling off occurs ‘ mainly among
young British seamen,’ and that ‘as sailors do not ordinarily enter

the sea service after they are twenty-five years of age, this falling off

in the number of young British sailors affects the source of supply

of our future petty officers and older able seamen.’

But, though poor in our stock of native seamen, we are wealthy in

ships, and as our ships have to be manned, they are manned by

foreigners instead of British sailors^—a replacement which (as Lord

Charles Beresford has pointed out) will render our mercantile

marine a source of weakness rather than of strength in the event of

the outbreak of war.

Upon consideration of these circumstances the Navy League

appointed a committee to endeavour to devise a practicable plan for

remedying the evil, and the object of this article is to publish the

committee’s scheme. The problem to be solved is how to arrest

the decrease in the number of British merchant seamen, and Ulus'

promote the interests of commerce and the growth of a sufficient

naval reserve, and the committee soon found that the question would

be answered if means could be devised to render service in the

mercantile marine attractive to British boys of good physique and

respectable parentage, and at the same time make it worth the

while of British shipowners to employ such boys, without compulsion

or other undue interference by the State with the conduct of the

shipowners’ business.

Concerning owners, no difficulty arose while the old navigation

laws, under which the carrying of apprentices w^as compulsory, were

in force, the obligation being regarded as some return to the State

for the protection afforded to British commerce by those laws.® But

with the adoption of a Free Trade policy came the sweeping away of

privileges and obligations alike, and the mercantile marine was;

thrown open to sailors of all nations. Although the unforeseen

effect upon the personnel of the carrying trade was to some extent

postponed by the introduction of steam and labour-saving a])pliances

and the large stock of young sailors in existence at the time of the

repeal of the laws, tlie question has to-day become one of grave con-

® Sec evidence of i\Ir. C. Ciraliain (i/y.) and of Mr. G. It Porter {ut mijira').

’ Sec Returns of ]SS)7 {ut supra').

(Sec evidence of I\Ir. I)unl;ar
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cern to the nation and the Empire. It must be dealt with promptly,

and ought to be settled upon a comprehensive and enduring basis,

in a manner calculated to wdn the cordial co-operation of shipowners,

from whom a national service is required.

Last session a tentative effort on the part of the Government to

cope with the difficulty was accepted by Parliament, and a clause

was introduced into the Merchant Shipping (Mercantile Marine

Fund) Act, at the instance of the President of the Board of Trade,

as follows

:

On proof to the satisfaction of the Board of Trade that a British ship has,

during any financial year, carried, in accordance with the scale and regulations to

he made by the Board with the concurrence of the Treasury, boys between the

ages of fifteen and nineteen, there shall be paid to the owner of the ship, out of the

moneys provided by Parliament, an allowance not exceeding one-fifth of the light

dues paid during that year in respect of that ship. Provided that no such payment

shall be made in respect of any boy unless he has enrolled himself in the Royal

iXaval Reserve, and entered into an obligation to present himself for service when
called upon, in accordance with rules to be issued by the Admiralt

3v The scale

and regulations as aforesaid may be modified from time to time by the Board of

Trade with the concurrence of the Treasury. This section shall continue in force

until the 31st of March 1005 and no longer, unless Parliament otherwise enact.

Under this section the details of the Government proposals are

left to the decision of an Executive Department, but obviously the

scheme to prove successful must be framed in a w^ay acceptable to

the business instincts of owners on whose ships the boys are to be

trained. It is therefore an unfortunate coincidence that the pay-

ments to owners should bear any relation to the light dues—an

impost which is considered by the shipping community as unjust,

burdensome, and obnoxious. Moreover, it is not easy to see how a

remission based upon the amount of light dues annually paid by a

ship can be made into an equitable wmrking standard, as ships trading

with distant countries and visiting British ports only once or twdce

a j/ear will, if they carry boys, earn only a paltry grant per annum
as compared with ships engaged in a coastwise trade.

Further, it seems essential to the success of any scheme that the

aid of the authorities for elementary education should be secured, so

that the inducements and prospects offered by the merchant service

under the scheme to boys of good character and physique may be

brought home to them and their parents.

Again, the justice of mulcting a shipowner if his boys do not join

the Royal Naval Reserve maybe questioned. Under present regula-

tions boys are not qualified to join the reserve before attaining the

age of eighteen, so that most of the lads in question will be free of

their indentures before the opportunity for enlistment arrives.

Nevertheless, the Board of Trade’s proposals are a step in the

right direction, and the scheme which we advocate is quite com-
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patible with the provisions of the Act and the powers of the Executive

Department.

The essence of the plan which the Navy League advocates

is that training for the mercantile marine at the public cost

should cease to be regarded as a reformative process, open only to

lads of doubtful antecedents or unfortunate circumstances. Even

under the navigation laws the apprenticing of boys from poorhouses

or boys convicted of offences against the law was far too common,

and it was quite a usual sight in our seaport towns to see a trembling

half' starved urchin brought on board ship in charge of the parish

constable, as the readiest means of relieving the rates or taxes, quite

regardless of his physical capacity for the life before him. The idea

persists, and a training ship for the sea is usually regarded as a

kind of moral penitentiary for ne’er-do-weels. Most of the existing

training ships are managed in connection with reformatories or

industrial schools, and one can hardly wonder that they are not taken

advantage of to their full capacity, and do not succeed in sending a

proper proportion of the boys to sea. It must also be borne in mind
that these ships are largely dependent on charitable contributions,

that there is no system of central control, and that the boys

admitted to them are too frequently the waifs and strays of crime

or unfortunate previous circumstances, and, in short, not lads who
might be expected as a rule to develop into good seamen, or to

commend themselves to owners who take pride in their ships and

men. As the main object of the proposal we make is to train up

only the best type of British seamen, the necessity for offering the

advantages of training to bojs of respectable origin and of good

physique and intelligence is insisted upon as one of the cardinal

features of our scheme.

In([uiries have been made among shipowners, and there is no

reason to doubt that boys of a good class would be welcomed as

apprentices by owners of good standing, provided that the cost to

owners is not made too great.

Another feature to which we attach great im]:)ortance is the pre-

liminary training of the boys in the A C of the duties of a sea-

faring man (e.rj. the com])ass, steering, rowing, duties aloft, &c.)

before they are actually sent to sea. There is nothing novel in this

suggestion. It was made by the Departmental Committee appointed

by the Board of Trade and presided over by Sir E. J. Deed, which in

189G reported as follows :

(S. 54) d'lie committee are of oi)inion that It would bo very greatly to llie

public advantage for the State to establish training sbi])s for ])oys witli tin; object,

and on the conditions, tliere laid down. The legislat iir(' has T’ecently ])rovided for

promoting the technical education of our young people by nuains ol’ grants from the

J'lxchef|uer, notaldy in the case of the allocation in ]8t)() to this ])urpost; of the

proceeds of certain exci.se duties, and there is, we tliinh', no branch of the technical
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traiiihij^ of boys and young men which would be more directly profitable to this

maritime country, with its great naval interests, than the preparation of youths

at the public expense for rendering efficient service at sea, primarily available for

the Royal Navy, but available likewise for the mercantile marine.

(S. bo) We think it extremely desirable that training ships or schools with a

small vessel attached should be established at many ports round the coast, where

boys intending to adopt the sea as a profession could obtain the necessary rudi-

mentary technical instruction. These vessels or schools, teaching the most valuable

national industry, would naturally fall into any general scheme of technical or

secondary education, and by giving the boys naval drill as well as instruction in

seamanship, would furnish a most useful recruiting ground for the Royal Navy
and Royal Naval Reserve, and to some degree supply what in most other maritime

States is obtained by maritime conscription.

Lads of seventeen going to sea from these schools with a certificate that they

know the compass and can steer, which should be an essential part of their training,

should be entitled to the rating of O.S. at once.

Though few persons will question the policy of encouraging boys

of a respectable class to enter the mercantile marine, it is desirable

to say a few words about the prospects of such boys on the comple-

tion of their period of training.

We think it may safely be assumed that there is always likely to

be a steady demand for well-qualified able-bodied seamen of the

class wRich the scheme is intended to train. But under the present

conditions of service on trading vessels the risk of deterioration in

character—partly due to the nature of the employment, and partly

due to the apathy with which the British public and Parliament have

regarded the merchant seaman and merchant service for so long

—

has to be considered. But with the general improvement of the con-

ditions of service in the Royal Navy, there has been improvement in

the character of blue-jackets, and from that one can see the stan-

dard which might be attained when the merchant seaman’s welfare

becomes in part the care of the State. Llpon this important subject

we suggest

:

(1) If the lads to be trained come straight from the discipline

and influence of the public elementary schools, the present stigma
on the antecedents of trained boys w^ould be removed, the tone of the

service would be improved, and the insubordination and insobriety

of which shipowners complain in the case of British seamen would be
largely diminished.

(^2) If certificates of service are granted to boys trained under the

scheme, and these certificates are kept endorsed during their subse-

quent careers, constant employment for the holder under respectable

owners would be ensured.

(3) Imgagernents for a term, and not merely for a voyage, should
be encouraged by the Board of Trade.

(4) If arrangements are made for ships to be paid off on board

at hours not necessarily known except in the ship itself, instead of

at the shipping office, the crew would have a chance of escaping the
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numerous crowd of crimps and harpies who surround the shipping

office when a ship is paid off under the present system.

(5) The establishment of Sailors’ Homes, like Miss Weston’s,

should be encouraged.

With these preliminary observations we now propose to state the

outlines of the scheme.

Scheme

(1) Depot training ships to be established at suitable points

round the coast of the British Isles for the preliminary training of

boys in the A B C of the duties of seafaring men.

(2) The boys to be of good character and of a certain standard

of physique and education, to be recommended for the purpose by

teachers and managers of public elementary schools, and to enter

about the age of fourteen.

(3) The boys on entering the depot training ships to be inden-

tured to a public official or officials, nominated by the Board of Trade,

for a term of four years, the first to be spent on the depot ship and

the last three on ships of the mercantile marine.

(4) The boys on entering the depot training ships to be bound

to serve their time and to pass as ‘ qualified seamen ’ in the Royal

Naval Reserve.

(5) Each dc2:)ot
training ship to be of a capacity to train at least

300 boys per annum, and the essential object of the training to be to

fit the boys for service before the mast
;
but at the same time every

channel of promotion to smart and exceptional seamen must be open.

The year to be divided into two or three terms, and boys entered in

about equal numbers each term.

(6) The duties of the officials referred to in (3) to be as-

follows :

fa) To supervise the training ships.

(b) To enlist boys under the scheme.

(c) To arouse and keep alive the interest and support of local

authorities {e.g. Technical Education Committees of

County Councils and Elementary Education Authorities)

for the scheme.

(d) To secure a proper share of apprenticeship charities for

payment of premiums to shipowners.

(e) To make arrangements with respectable shipowners for

shij^rnent of the boys on completion of their term in.

the training ships, and to inspect the ships from time to

time.

(f) To arrange what premium.s are to be paid to shipowners

for taking boys, and dates for payment, which should

Ije by annual instalments.'-^

General Hegulations should be laid down by the Board of 'J'rade.
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(g) To grant certificates of service, and to look after the

welfare of the boys on leaving the training ships.

(h) To keep proper registers, showing all necessary particulars

of the boys’ careers, character, &c.

(i) To arrange for their training and qualifying in the Eoyal

Naval Keserve at the proper periods.

(j) To arrange for proper accommodation for boys while on

shore.

(k) Generally to use their best endeavours to make the

scheme successful.^®

(7) The payments to shipowners to be, say, Ih per month for the

first year, 15s. per month for the second year, and 10s. per month

for the third year.

(8) The boys, while in the training ships, to be clothed and

receive a little pocket-money at the expense of the scheme, and to

receive pay from the shipowners at fixed rates while serving the last

three years of their time.

(9) The scheme to be managed and the cost provided by the

Board of Trade, acting in touch with the Admiralty, wEo, by con-

tributing to the cost and accepting enlistment in the Eoyal Naval

Eeserve of boys joining the depot training ships, would secure the

service of such boys for the Eeserve.

(10) Facilities to be afforded to County Councils and other public

bodies having the control of funds available for technical education

to apply these funds to the training of boys in the proj)osed depot

ships.

(11) The co-operation of trustees having the management of

funds available for apprenticing deserving boys to be sought, but

charitable contributions from private sources not to be invited or

accepted.

(12) Sea-going training ships might be provided in connection

with the depot training ships, and rendered to some extent self-

supporting by the transport of Government stores, &c. This is a

desirable, but not an essential, feature of the scheme.

The Navy l^eague have ascertained by inquiry that a scheme
worked out upon these lines is likely to meet with the active support

of Technical Education Committees of County Councils, of City

companies, of school authorities, of the Charity Commissioners, and
of the better class of shipowners

;
and there can be little doubt that

parents will welcome a chance of embarking their children under the

protection of the State in an honourable and respectable calling.

W. L. Ainslie.

J. II. Yoxall.

The machinery for carrying this important part of the scheme into effect is

already in practical existence at the numerous mercantile marine offices throughout
the United Kingdom and British Postessions.
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FRANCE IN NEIVFOUNBLANB

The speech of the Eight Honourable Joseph Chamberlain at

Manchester on the loth of November, wherein he warned France of

the unwisdom of her attitude in Newfoundland, and her mistake in

supposing that British statesmen would submit to everything, marks

a new epoch in the history of the famous ‘ French Shore Question.’

Mr. Chamberlain’s manner of dealing v/ith this dispute forms a very

agreeable contrast to that of his predecessors
;
for we colonials maintain

that the present complications are very largely due to the supineness

and indifference of British ministers in the past, when a tithe of the

determination now displayed would have sufficed to prevent France

putting forward some of her most vexatious claims. Following upon

]\Ir. Chamberlain’s recent appointment of a Koyal Commission of

Inquiry into this question, whose preliminary verbal report he must

have received before his Manchester address, the admonition to

French politicians ‘ to abandon tactics whose object has been to

hamper and embarrass British policy even in quarters where France

has no interests to protect,’ and the accusation that ‘ while the

French fishery interests in Newfoundland have declined to a com-

paratively insignificant point, the demands of the French have

continually increased, and their interference with the development

of the colony grown in proportion,’ indicate his determination to

bring this question to a speedy settlement. And such will be none

too soon, for the dispute will soon be two hundred years old.

It dates back to 1713, when the Treaty of Utrecht gave the

French a right to catch and dry fish on the coast of Newfoundland,

beginning at Cape Bonavista, passing round by the North, and

terminating at Point Eiche, on the west coast. But they were ‘ not

to winter on the island, nor fortify any places in it, nor erect any

buildings there besides stages made of boards and huts, usual and

necessary for drying of fish.’ At that period, with France in posses-

sion of Canada and a large Catholic fish-eating population in (Quebec,

this concession was of real value to them, and, the region being with

}>ractically no permanent settlers, the French fishermen were mon-

archs of all they surveyed. Seventy years later, however, Bonavista

Bay was becoming sparsely settled, and the sturdy Englishmen who
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had made their home on its rocky shores resented French interference

with them in their pursuit of the cod. The Treaty of Versailles,

signed in 1783, moved the eastern boundary of the ‘French Shore’

north to Cape John, and transferred the western limit as far south

as Cape Ray, within which area it stands to the present day. To
this treaty was attached, by the backstairs influence common to

the period, the infamous declaration whereby the British King bound

himself to ‘ take the most positive measures to prevent his subjects

from interrupting, by their competition, the fishery of the French

during their temporary exercise of it, but he will, for this purpose,

cause the fixed settlements which shall be formed there to be

removed.’ To this unfortunate document must be attributed all the

friction which has since been occasioned, to vex the statesmen of

both nations. The French claimed that their fishing right was ex-

clusive, that the British were not to interfere with them, and that

no fixed settlements were to be permitted on the coast, while the

British advanced the contention that the French right was only a

concurrent one, and that they (British) were free to exercise it to the

fallest so long as they refrained from interrupting the French. The
various clauses of the several treaties bearing on the question are too

long to quote in full, but the general effect of them is to strengthen

the argument that the French were merely conceded a summer
easement, while the British enjoyed a permanent occupation. In all

the treaties the British sovereignty is emphasised, and we further

find such regulations as that the British are not to molest the

Frenchmen’s stations during their absence, that the French exercise

of the fishery is but temporary, and that they are only to resort

to the coast for the period necessary for fishing and drying of
lish. It can therefore be readily seen that, if the treaties alone

were to be enforced according to the strict letter thereof, little

or no friction would result from the operations of the fishermen

of both nationalities
;

it is the declaration attached to the Treaty
of Versailles which has caused all the trouble. This has been
the colonial argument, that this declaration should be ignored
and the French held to the treaties alone, but British states-

men have ever until now turned a deaf ear to us. Their policy

has been that of laissez faire, their attitude one of studied official

indifference, or the conventional sympathy which ‘ regrets the dis-

advantages the colony labours under, but sees no possibility of relief

because the treaty obligations of Her Majest}' must be carried out.’

Whenever the question has assumed an acute phase the aim of
almost every Colonial Minister has been to dispose of it by conces-
sions to France, and, but for the sturdy independence of the colonists

and their refusal to s ruction these abandonments of British rights,,

the French would long ago have acquired virtual sovereign rights

over a large section of the coast. Tiie history of the questfin from.
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1783 until about 1830 consists of a record of quarrels between the

rival fishermen, interspersed with proclamations by the Governors

of the colony against the native fishers
;

for by this time the base

of the industry had been transferred from the Mother Country to

the colonial ports and the settlement of the coast-line was proceeding

apace, for this was the heyday of the cod-fishing. Slowly but surely

the British were ousting the French from the industry, the latter,

having been stripped of their American possessions, having only a

trifling western market for their catch of cod. With true Gallic

perversity they increased their demands as their substantial rights

diminished in value to them. In 1837 Lord Palmerston proposed

an adjustment of the difficulty, but his efforts came to naught

because he would not recognise the French claim of exclusive rights,

which he vigorously combated in his despatches. A curious phase

of the situation since that time is that the Blue Book literature in

relation thereto abounds in most emphatic assertions of British

supremacy and repudiation of the arguments advanced by France,

while in no solitary instance, until the Manchester speech, has an

Imperial statesman seemed to have the courage to uphold the same

from a public platform. In 1837 came another futile attempt to

reconcile the differences of the two countries, after which no negotia-

tions took place until 1885. In 1874 the colony proposed the con-

struction of a railway, to cross the island and terminate on the Treaty

Coast; but, amazing to relate, the French objected to the establish-

ment of a terminus there, because it would ‘ interfere with their

fishery,’ and the Imperial Ministry upheld this preposterous conten-

tion and vetoed the project. The year 1885 was marked by the

conclusion of the Ford-Pennell arrangement, which was a virtual

surrender of the best portion of the coast to the French, and would

have been agreed to but for the opposition of the Colonial Legislature.

The manner of conducting that negotiation sufficiently illustrated

the policy of the two countries. The British Ministry selected as its

representatives two Foreign Office officials, who had never seen the

coast in question
;
the French chose the Admiral who had just come

off that station, and a diplomatist skilled in the intricacies of the

dispute. The result was an agreement whereby the French secured

the exclusi\e right to all the finest harbours on tlie Treaty shore, as

well as permission to take bait in our waters, we in return receiving

the valuable (?) concession of the right to engage in all other enter-

prises except fishing on the remainder of the coast, so that our

fishing interests would be much woi’se off than otherwise if the con-

vention had lieen a^veed to. Y(‘t there was much anfjer in official

circles in Fngland because the colony refused to accept the arrange-

ment. Time has been our justification. Our legislators were well aware

tliat the Treaty C'oast fishery was no longer of inq)ortance to France.

The industry on the Grand Banks, with St. Pierre as a base, had
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attracted all the French ‘ armateurs ’ or outfitters, stimulated as

they were by the bounty which the Chamber at Versailles had

granted the industry, and which equalled almost two-thirds of the

value of every quintal of cod they caught. The effects of this

bounty were at this time becoming evident, hence the refusal

-to give the French free bait, for their bounty -fed product was

usurping the place of ours in the markets of Europe, as our

fishermen could not part with their product for anything like what

the French would accept. Indeed, instances are not uncommon of

French fish-dealers giving parcels of fish to Spanish and Italian

customers for nothing, in order that they might get the fish out of

French territory, and so obtain the bounty, which is only paid on

fish exported from France. The conditions created by this became

so acute by 1886 that the Colonial Government passed an Act for-

bidding the sale or export of bait to the French. These protested,

and the British Ministry disallowed it. The next spring the colony

re-enacted the measure, and Governor Des Voeux wrote a most

vigorous despatch in support of the island’s case. This Act received

the Royal assent, but for his temerity Sir William Des Vceux was

removed from the colony and transferred to Hong Kong. With the

passage of the Bait Act began what may be termed the critical period

in the history of the dispute. The French, being unable to procure

bait (herring) on the south coast, near St. Pierre and within easy

reach of the fishing banks, found their main industry threatened with

serious injury, if not with extinction in course of time. They resolved

upon a retaliatory policy—to take herrings themselves on the Treaty

Coast, and prevent the residents from so doing; and to establish

lobster factories there, and demand the removal, on the ground of

interference with their fishery, of the colonial factories then in

operation. Such a policy was scouted by the Newfoundlanders for a

variety of reasons. First, neither herring nor lobsters were meant

by the term ‘ fish ’ used in the treaties. Then, herring are not dried

as cod are, and lobsters, if fish at all, are canned for food purposes.

Again, the French, from the colonial point of view, had no right to

take herring on the Treaty Coast to be afterwards used as bait for

cod-fishing on the Grand Banks
;
and for many years prior to 1890,

when this matter assumed a dangerous phase, the French had ceased

visiting Bay St. George, the principal herring resort. But in that

year, following upon a threat that if the Bait Act were enforced he

would bring a fleet of French vessels to the Bay and have them take

the herring themselves, the French commodore appeared there in

his flagship, convoying a number of vessels of that nationality, and

proceeded to carry his threat into execution. The British warships

attempted no interference, and the French succeeded in their object

;

but the next year an arrangement was arrived at between the two

commodores, whereby the residents were allowed to catch the herring,

VoL. XLV—No. 263 E
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on condition that they sold them to the French for not more than

one dollar a barrel. In the pursuance of their policy of impudent

assertion, we next find a French naval officer, dressed in full uniform

and wearing his sidearms, landing at Bay St. Greorge in 1891, and

reading the following proclamation to the residents :

A bord du Drac.

le 12 Mar. 1891.

To Fishermen of St. George's Bay.

Tlie Treaty between Great Britain and France gives exclusively to the French

boats the right of fishing on the French shore.

Till now, I have authorised the inhabitants of St. George’s to take fish in the

Bay, but with the condition of selling all their fish to the French boats, and not

troubling French fishermen.

To-day and yesterday St. George’s fishermen have sold to boats of other nations,

American, English, or Canadian.

I informed them I intend they sell fish exclusively to the French boats, and if

they don’t accept such a condition I will prevent them from fishing, and, if neces-

sary, I will take up their nets.

(Signed) Le Capitaine de Fregate,

Commandant.

When questioned in the House of Commons as to this outrage.

Sir James Ferguson stated that ‘ this question has been going on for

nearly two hundred years without any disturbance, and, as long as

matters continued to go on peacefully, nothing would be done.’ And
nothing has been done since, for the same conditions prevail. Every

spring the French fleet visits Bay St. Gfeorge, and a British warship

compels the resident fishermen to supply them with bait at whatever

figure the French offer—never above one dollar, and usually only

thirty cents a barrel—and even if American and Canadian vessels are

there awaiting bait, the residents will not be permitted by the war-

ship to supply them until the French have been satisfied, even though

they offer three times the price the French are paying.

The case as regards the lobster industry is infinitely worse.

When the French in 1888 decided to build lobster factories on the

coast, the colonial protest was unheeded in England, and in 1890 the

Imperial Ministry agreed with that of France to submit this lobster

question to arbitration, meanwhile concluding a modus vivendi,

recognising as legal the factories of both nations established prior to

the 1st of July, 1889. This determination was received with indig-

nation and alarm by^ the colony, which very naturally argued that if

there was to be any arbitration, it should be on the whole French

shore question in all its p)hases, and not upon such detached subjects as

FTance desired. But the Imperial authorities were firm, the modus
vivendi was p>ut into force in the spring of 1890, and in pursuance

of its j)rovisions Commodore Sir Baldwin Walker forcibly closed a

British cannery. The owner sued him in the colonial courts and

obtained a judgment for 5,000 dollars against him, on the ground

that the Act which he was sup>posed to be working under had expired
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in 1834. The Privy Council upheld this decision, and the following

year Lord Knutsford, then Secretary for the Colonies, introduced

into the House of Lords a Bill reviving this Act, which the colonists

dubbed a ‘ Coercion ’ Bill. It really was that, because it practically

placed the administration of justice and the functions of government

on that coast in the hands of the naval officers, from whose decision

there was no appeal. They were given power to remove the settlers

and their belongings from the soil, to demolish canneries claimed to

be objectionable to the French, and to visit severe penalties on all

who resisted their edicts. Indeed, it has been aptly said the past

year that the condition of these settlers closely resembled that of

the reconcentrados in Cuba. A colonial delegation, representing

both parties in the Legislature, was hurriedly despatched to London,

and succeeded in having this Bill suspended, on condition of passing

a temporary Colonial Act for the purpose, to be followed by a per-

manent one to be afterwards arranged between the delegates and the

Colonial Office. The temporary Act the colony has renewed from

year to year ever since, for these intolerable conditions prevail up

to the present day
;
but no agreement could be arrived at as to a

permanent measure, and in Mr. Chamberlain’s instructions to

the Royal Commissioners he stated that the Colonial Office no

longer desired its passage. The modus vivendi was one of the most

cruel wrongs ever perpetrated on British subjects. It placed the

monopoly of this lobster industry in the hands of those—British and

French—who had factories working before the 1st of July, 1889,

some fifty in number, and it deprived the thousands of other settlers

along the coast of their right of participation in a legitimate industry.

All those who canned lobsters in defiance of the law were proclaimed

as illicit packers, and the warships were sent to hunt them out, destroy

their factories, take away their implements, and confiscate their

finished goods. That inhuman, as well as unpatriotic, procedure

British cruisers have been pursuing even this season, until the condition

of these WTetched people has become deplorable in the extreme.

Yet, what did the Royal Commissioners find when they journeyed

round the Treaty Coast ? They found that it is 800 miles in extent,

with a permanent population of 13,300, all but 76 of whom are

native-born, while the total of French frequenting the territory

during the fishing season does not exceed 600 men. The French,

last year, according to the official reports furnished to the Admiralty,

occupied only eight cod and nine lobster stations, with a 'personnel

as above, while their catch of cod was but 18,000 qtls., worth about

36,000 dollars, and their pack of lobsters about 7,000 cases, of about

equal value. And is it not monstrous that, in order to satisfy

vexatious French claims and perpetuate obsolete treaty claims, the

people of the Treaty Coast should be coerced and victimised, and the

development of the whole colony retarded, as has been the case ?
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The Commissioners found that, desj)ite the liberal bounties given by
France for fishing on the Treaty Coast, the allowance of 50 francs per
head by the St. Pierre municipality for the same purpose, and the
special appropriation the past two seasons in the French colonial

grant ‘ for extending operations on the Newfoundland coast, 4,000
francs,’ the number of men frequenting there and the number of

stations operated are steadily declining every year, and in ten years'

time it is doubtful if there would be a Frenchman on the coast.

Still, so powerful is the French fetish that the shore is tabooed as far

as industrial development is concerned, and the hinterland likewise.

No grant of land can be given there except with the stipulation that

it is subject to French rights. No permanent building can be
erected within half a mile of high-water mark, because the French
claim the strand for drying their fish. No wharves can be built by
which to load minerals, because they will interfere with the French

fishery. (Only last year they stopped the erection of one which was

twenty-two miles from their nearest station, and Mr. Eeid, the rail-

way contractor, when he wanted to build a wharf at Bay St. George

to land construction materials, had to seize the opportunity of the

French warship in the Bay leaving to coal and renew stores, and put an

army of men to work, who built it in seventeen days, so that it was

completed when the Frenchman returned.) No mineral developments

are permitted because they may hamper the French. Competition on

near-by fishing grounds is prohibited for the same reason. Illicit (?)

lobster packers are hunted like malefactors for disregarding a modus
vivendi as unjust as it is ridiculous. Bait-selling is only possible by

permission of the French and on their terms. The railway was deflected

120 miles out of its proper course because of French objection to a

terminus on the shore. In fact, fishing is only pursued with the

greatest difficulty, while the land is closed to agricultural settlement

and mining enterprise. And that, too, in the face of the fact that the

French ‘army of occupation’ consists of about one vessel, one

station, and about sixty fishermen on every 100 miles of coast, whose

annual catch is worth about 10,000 dollars. Surely, few questions

are so shameful to Britain as this treatment of her oldest colony for

close on two centuries ! It ought not to exhaust the resources of

diplomacy to devise a means of effecting a settlement when such

be the facts which present themselves for analysis and proper adjust-

ment, and it is not too much to hope that, now that the findings of

the Koyal Commission have been foreshadowed by Mr. Chamberlain,

he will take prompt steps to arrange for the withdrawal of the

French from the coast, for it is so manifestly valueless to them for

fishing purposes that its retention must be for the purpose of

wantonly embarrassing Britain, a policy of the unwisdom of which Mr.

(Tiamberlain frankly warned them in his Manchester speech, and

which he is just the man to translate into deeds if occasion demands.
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A vastly more serious phase of the question is presented by the

French possession of the St. Pierre-Miquelon Islands, twelve miles

off our south coast, as a shelter for their fishermen. These they

were granted by the Treaty of Paris in 1763, their occupancy being

limited by an agreement not to fortify them, nor to erect any perma-

nent structures there, nor to maintain any more than a guard of fifty

men for the police. All these they have disregarded, as well as the

declaration of the French monarch attached to the treaty, by

which he bound himself ‘ not to make the islands an object of

jealousy between the two nations, but to use them as a real shelter

for the French fishermen.’ So far from this being the case, St.

Pierre has been made a regular colony, with stone and wooden

buildings, telephones and electric lights, and a full measure of munici-

pal government, according to French methods. It has also been con-

'verted into the most notorious smuggling den in North America.

The imports into St. Pierre aggregate 327 dollars a year, while those

of Newfoundland only reach 20 dollars, and of Canada only 28 dollars

per annum. The bulk of these imports consists of French brandy,

tobacco, sugar, &c., which are from there distributed along the coasts

of Newfoundland, Canada, and the New England States, without

paying a cent of duty to either the Colonial, Dominion or American

Tevenues. The vast proportions of this smuggling traffic it would be

difficult to exaggerate, but perhaps the best proof of the rottenness

•of the conditions which prevail there is supplied by the French

refusal to permit a British Consul to be stationed on the island. It

seems extraordinary that the French Government should deliberately

link itself with the maintenance of an illicit traffic such as this, but

the fact is notorious that the St. Pierre Customs regulations are so

framed as practically to put a premium on smuggling. Scores of

'Vessels and boats from St. Pierre have been seized the past few years

by the Canadian and Newfoundland revenue officers, and the non-

acceptance of a British Consul bears on its face the collusion of the

powers that be. St. Pierre is also the base of operations of the fleet

of 500 vessels and 10,000 fishermen who follow the industry of cod-

oatching on the Grand Banks, stimulated thereto by the bounties

before stated. The French interests concerned in this fishery procure

-a continuance of these bounties by representing the avocation as a

nursery of seamen for the French Navy, though the fallacy of such a

pretension was admirably demonstrated two years ago by one of their

vadmirals conversant with the whole matter. These fishermen come
out from France each spring for the fishing season, returning home
•in the fall with their catch, and during the interim St. Pierre is their

rendezvous. Here they outfit, here they obtain bait and supplies,

Qiere they land their fish month after month to be dried, here they

vcarry on all the transactions incident to a great fishing industry. Of
date years, owing to the difficulty of procuring bait because of our
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laws, their catch has declined fully one-third. The competition of

American canned foods in Europe is further affecting them
;
the length

of time occupied in crossing the Atlantic, the risks of the voyage,

and the distance from the home ports and adjoining markets—all

these circumstances tend to make their industry unprofitable, and but

for the bounties so lavishly voted them their prosecution of the Bank
fishery would be as insignificant as their operations on the Treaty

Coast. A further proof of this is supplied by the fact that the

Spanish and Portuguese, who prosecuted this fishery for over 300

years, have abandoned it the past decade or two. Therefore the

settlement of this branch of the difficulty must take the shape of

fighting the French with their own weapons, assisting the colonial

fishermen by a bounty which, with the native advantages they possess,

would enable them to undersell the French catch in Southern Europe,

and so drive them from the Banks altogether. The time is opportune

for such a policy. The fishing bounties have only been renewed by

the French Chamber until the 1st of July, 1901, and there are many
evidences of a revolt among the peasantry at the crushing impost

they are thus subjected to in order to maintain a failing industry.

With the knowledge they have recently acquired through the Fashoda

incident ‘ that British statesmen will not submit to everything
’

the French Government will probably prove more amenable to reason

now than ever before, and more eager to accept an arrangement

which would free them from the danger of a war that would almost

assuredly result in their discomfiture. A basis of agreement,

then, satisfactory to both parties would probably be somewhat as

follows :

(1) The Treaty Coast .—France to withdraw therefrom, compensa-

tion to be accorded her for the stations on the coast which would be

removed thereby, and free bait being conceded in our southern

harbours in return for her giving up her fishing rights on the Treaty

Coast. The alternative to this would be the strict enforcement of

the treaties according to the English interpretation, which would

give the French cod-fishing stations there the right to take that fish,

but would prevent the seining of herring, the canning of lobsters,

or the vexatious interference with the coast and hinterland develop-

ment which now exists. It is too much to expect that, with the

evidence the Koyal Commission will present of the ‘ corporal’s guard
’

of Frenchmen now frequenting that coast, these few interlopers

shall be allowed to hold sway over 800 miles of sea shore and_the vast

area behind, abounding in mineral and forest wealth, or to prevent

the building of a loading wharf at points where a Frenchman has not

set foot for thirty years.

(2) St. Pierre .
—The French to abandon their bounty system and

compete with our fishermen on more equal terms. Baiting privileges

to be conceded them in Newfoundland waters, subject to regulations
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for the preservation of the bait fishes binding on Americans, Canadians,

French, and colonists alike. The French to recognise a British Con-

sul at St. Pierre, to abandon their connivance at smuggling, and to

frame enlightened and honest revenue laws. The alternative in this

instance would be the establishment of a system of bounties for the

Newfoundland fishermen, provided by the Imperial Government,

until the French Bank fishery was crushed, which would not be more

than four or five years. The vigorous enforcement of the Bait Act,

and, if necessary, the compensating of those engaged in the traffic.

The inauguration of a crusade against the smugglers of St. Pierre,

in which the support of Canada could be enlisted. The expulsion

from Newfoundland of M. Des Isles, the unrecognised French Consul,

who is regarded by the colonists as a spy, whose business it is to

supply his principals with information as to the movement of colonial

cod-fish towards market, so that French shippers can head it off and

still further cripple our trade.

It is by no means improbable that the full report of the Eoyal

Commissioners, Sir John Bramston and Admiral Sir James Erskine,

which is shortly to be presented to Parliament, will recite the history

of this famous question on somewhat similar lines to the above, and

that their recommendations for a settlement of the difficulty will be

substantially those here outlined. Then we shall look to Mr.

Chamberlain, in whose energy, ability, and determination the colony

has the utmost confidence, for such measures as shall suffice to arrest

the further sacrifice of a colony.

P. T, McGrath,
Editor of the Evening Herald.

St. John's, Newfoundland.
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THE COLONIAL WEAKNESS OF EEAAWE

Recent events have directed considerable attention to the relative

positions of France and England, and the present is not, perhaps, an

inopportune mornent for a glance at one aspect of the French posi-

tion in relation to ourselves and having for us a special interest

—

that of France as a colonial Power. The progress of the French

nation since its great misfortune qf more than a quarter of a century

ago presents several remarkable features. The readiness with which

France paid off the heavy war indemnity imposed upon her by

Germany, the alacrity with which she remodelled her military forces,

and the success attendant upon her efforts to safeguard herself from

a repetition of her disasters, have called forth general admiration for

the patience, resource, and recuperative power of a sorely stricken

nation. Much of the credit for this recovery is undoubtedly due to

her great natural resources and the thrift of her people
;
but, while

in some respects she has regained her lost prestige, it is apparent

that in others she exhibits signs of weakness, if not of decay.

Two features stand out most prominently in her present circum-

stances, and are all the more remarkable as being to some extent

contradictory, although they are, in reality, in agreement, and taken

together represent a serious danger and source of weakness to the

State.

The population of France, which since the commencement of the

present century has displayed a regular and most disconcerting

tendency to grow at an ever-decreasing rate, has now reached a stage

at which, this growth has almost completely ceased. It is not, per-

haps, necessary to dwell at any length upon this fact, which is well

known both within and without her borders, and it may suffice to

give a few convincing figures of French population from 1801 to the

present day. They are taken from the Statesman's Year Book for

1898.

The fourth column shows the density of the population as calcu-

lated for the present territory, and therefore allows of a correct

comparison throughout the entire period, irrespective of increase or

decrease of territory. The gradually retarded growth of l^dench

population is clearly shown by these figures, and is mainly accounted
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for by the gradual decrease in the excess of births over deaths. This

excess, which in the decade 1811 to 1820 was 5’7 per 1,000 of popu-

lation, had fallen to TO per 1,000 in the period 1881 to 1885.

Year ropulation
Inhabitants
per square

mile

Inhabitants
per square
mile of pre-

sent terri-

tory

Tncre.ase of

figures in

preceding
column

I

!

Remarks

;

1801 27,340,003 134 132
1

1821 30.461,875 140 146 14
]841 34,230,178 167 164 18

f
Increase of area by

1861 37,386,313 178 176 12 J
q accession of Nice

1

e.
and Savoy

1 )ecrease of area by
;

1872 36,102,921 177 177 1 J loss of Alsace and ,

1881 2,7,672,048 ]84 184 i
1 Lorraine

1^91 38,342,948 187-8 187-8 3-8 •

1896 38,517.075 188-7 188-7 0-0
1

The birth and death rates for. the last three years are rather

remarkable and may be given here.

Year
Ueatlis ]-)er

J.OUU

Rirths ]ier

1,0UU

189^ 22-4 22-3

189() 20*2 22-7

1807 19-6 22-4

In 1895 the deaths actually exceeded the births by 17,81 3, and

although in 1896 the excess of births over deaths again rose to 93,700,

and in 1897 to J 08,088, these two figures result rather from a decrease

in the deaths than from an increase in the births, which in 1897 were

aotually 6,439 less than in the preceding year.

Thus, while the death rate is diminishing, the birth rate is not

increasing and although the general effect on the population is a gain,

not a loss, this is not sufficient, in face of the figures of almost a

century, to console those Frenchmen who compare the growth of their

population with that of other European nations, especially with that

of Germany, whose increase is as remarkable as is the falling off of

France. So great is the difference between the two nations in this

respect, and so important a result must it have upon the armies of

the immediate future in nations where practically every able-bodied

man enters the ranks, that careful observers, both in France and

Germany, agree in declaring that in a few years the military forces

of the one will be numerically so inferior to those of the other as to

preclude the possibility of the accomplishment—at least unaided—of

that revenge that lies so near a Frenchman’s heart.

A falling off of this nature in national growth is a sufficiently

remarkable and serious sign to give pause to any people, and con-
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tinning, as it has done, for so many years, it can only be interpreted

in one way.

Curiously enough, we find alongside of it in the last few years

the remarkable feature of considerable colonial expansion, which at

first sight ajDpears to be a set-off against the retarded national growth

and a sign that the decadence of France is yet far distant
;
but when

we examine the circumstances more closely, we are reluctantly com-

pelled to the conviction that the one fact does not contradict the

other, and that the two together constitute a most serious weakness

for France, a weakness that, if not recognised and resolutely faced,

is almost certain to lead, sooner or later, to fresh national disaster.

The colonial em23ire of France is not, of course, a thing of recent

growth
;
it has existed for many years, although for a time its growth

was checked—largely by us—and the colonising spirit lay dormant,

to assert itself again, however falsely, in the last few years. A most

interesting article by M. le Due de Broglie, published rather more

than two years ago in the Revue des Deux Mondes, traces the growth

of this new colonial S2:»irit in the last few years, and asserts its origin

to be the desire to achieve a success such as had been denied to

France in Eurojje and in Egypt u}:) to 1882.

Acce
2
)ting this date as that of the new dej:)arture, we find that in

Asia and Africa alone the territories acquired by France in the last

sixteen years comj)rise over one million square miles and contain

more than thirty-two million inhabitants. Colonies that are self-

suji^^oi’ting and, as it were, ‘ going concerns,’ are, as a rule, sources

of strength to the parent nation, as affording new markets for her

industries and fresh fields for the energy and expansion of the race.

But even then they may be sources of weakness rather than of

strength under certain circumstances, such as those of a great war

which finds them unprej)ared to defend themselves and the parent

nation unable to send them assistance.

Looked at from these two points of view, the commercial and the

military, how does the colonial empire of France apjDear ?

Did the sur^fius pojuilation of the country overflow into these

newly acquired territories to such an extent as to account for the

diminished growth at home, the figures we have just quoted would

lose their chief significance
;
but this is not the case, and the French

colonies, whether new or old, do not attract the youth and manhood

of the mother country. And if they are not growing in population,

neither are they increasing in wealth, for the indifferent financial

condition of most of them is sufficiently notorious, and is acknow-

ledged even by the most patriotic of Frenchmen, who cannot, indeed,

deny the stern logic of the balance-sheet. Take Algeria as an example,

which is not, 1 am aware, any longer reckoned as a colony, but which

is one for all practical purposes, and is selected by the Due de Broglie

as an object-lesson in this connection. After an occupation of close
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on seventy years Algeria is financially a failure, although most

favourably situated for material development, and is not, as the

same writer justly observes, in a position to discharge her debt by

the contribution of a single recruit to the French Army or of a single

asset to the Budget.

The estimated expenditure of Algeria for 1898 exceeded the

estimated revenue by nearly twenty million francs, even omitting from

the estimates the departments of Public Debt, War, and Marine.^

If we pass the other colonies of France in review they tell, as a

rule, the same melancholy tale
;
and if we contrast them with our own

colonial possessions, we cannot fail to be struck with their unsatis-

factory and dependent condition, for it is rare to find one that can

stand alone, while the contributions of the mother country to their

support are often exceedingly heavy. They form, in fact, delicate

and unhealthy excrescences on the parent body, drawing from it life-

blood in the forms of men and money, not to return them ten- or

twenty-fold, and thus invigorate the whole, but to absorb both blood

and treasure in the sands of distant and unproductive regions, whence

they never re-issue. The cause of this failure is traced by the

French themselves to the want of the true colonising spirit, to the

failure to grasp the fact that the despatch of troops to a distant region,

there to plant the French flag, does not of itself constitute that region

a useful colony, but that something more is wanted than conquest or

even a bureaucratic administration of the conquered territory. The
prevailing view appears to be that expressed in an article I read some

little time ago in a French military jDeriodical, which selects for un-

qualified praise the system, attributed to Bugeaud in Algeria, of

establishing a series of military colonies—coteries would perhaps be

a truer word—each consisting of a group of discharged soldiers.

Many as are the virtues of the military spirit, and great as are

the influences a military training may exert for good, they are not, I

think, altogether those that we require in our colonists, and certainly

the two examples the French writer quotes are scarcely happy from

his point of view
;
for in selecting Canada and Algeria as the types to

be copied, he seems to have forgotten that the one has passed from

the possession of his nation, and now, under a very different regime,

supplies one of the most remarkable instances of a race of foreign

origin living in loyalty and contentment under another Government,
and that the other can scarcely be regarded as a flourishing and

independent colony, occupying a stable commercial or political

position.

Yet, based on these striking examples, he is not afraid to declare

:

Le seul instrument qui puisse s’appliquer a line oeuvre colonisatrice ainsi

comprise, e’est I’armde. Une entreprise militaire pent coloniser dignement, lion-

netement. . . .

* Statesman's Year Book, 1898.
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C’est par Tarmee qne nous rt'aliserons cette sorte de colonisation ji la romaine

qui est dans I’esprit de notre race.

L'armee coloniale est le meilleur et le plus sur instrument de colonisation que

nous possedions. C'est aussi celui qui s'adapte le mieux au genie de notre race.

Here, perhaps, the writer has unwittingly disclosed the reason of

the French failure in this direction—the genius of their race is more

adapted to the fierce delights of w^arfare than to the milder pursuits

of peaceful colonisation. A far truer note was more recently struck

in an article appearing in Le Temjjs a few days after the announce-

ment of the French intention to evacuate Fashoda :

L’esprit colonial, tout d’abord, n est pas Tesprit de conquete. . . . Conquerir,

pourtant, n’est pas coloniser.

La conquete est essentiellement Toeuvre du soldat
;
la colonie est uue oeuvre

esseutiellement d’ordre economique.

The English, the writer continues, understand this, but the

French do not, and the French soldier advances ‘ sans se preoccuper de

savoir s’il est suivi par le commercant, I’industriel ou le cultivateur.’

Finally, he declares, administration is not everything :

Nous avons, en France, la marotte de vouloir organiser abstraitement une

colonie avant de songer Ji la peuple et d’y faire naitre la vie, les entreprises utiles,

un commerce important. Les Anglais envoient leurs soldats et leurs fonctionnaires

qu’a la suite le leurs missionnaires et de leurs negociants.

Sur le terrain colonial il ne s’agit plus de vaincre par Tepee, mais de nous

installer par le comptoir, Tusine et la cliarrue.

Allowing for a certain amount of natural French exaggeration, this

is a true picture of the difference between the colonial policies of the

two nations, and, if there is something in the old saying that ‘ Trade

follows the flag,’ there is probably an equal truth in the converse

statement, for certainly with us the flag frequently follows trade, and

is, as often as not, peacefully established by commercial means in

place of by force of arms, although, of course, its maintenance with

due respect must be ensured by the presence—not necessarily the

unfriendly presence—of a sufficient force.

Leaving the commercial point of view, let us pass to a brief con-

sideration of the military aspect of the French colonies, and ascertain,

first, the forces by which they are garrisoned in peace and defended

in war.

These forces group themselves naturally in three categories.

There are, in the first place, the troops holding Algeria and Tunis

—

for although the former is no longer reckoned a colony, but is

regarded as an integral part of France, while the latter is placed under

the ^Ministry of Foreign Affairs rather than under that of the

Colonies, it is better for pur]>oses of general review to ignore these

distinctions, and to replace these two lUediterranean territories in the

list of the FTench colonial p)ossessions.

Their garrisons consist largely of locally raised troops—Chasseurs
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d’Afrique, Zouaves, and so forth—forming in Tunis a division, and

in Algeria a 19th Army Corps, added to the eighteen other corps

existing in France itself. These troops are organised in brigades

and divisions, and are provided with artillery on the same system as

the rest of the French active army, and, like it, are under the

Ministry of War.

They consist, in Algeria, of the three divisions of Algiers, Oran,

and Constantine, which, with a cavalry brigade and a number of non-

brigaded troops, number five -regiments of Chasseurs d’Afrique, three

regiments of Spahis, three regiments of Zouaves, three regiments

of Algerian Eifles, two foreign regiments (Legion Etrangere), three

battalions of African Light Infantry, twelve batteries of artillery,

with a few smaller units.

The Tunis division contains a regiment of Zouaves, another of

Algerian Rifles, two battalions of African Light Infantry, a regiment

of Chasseurs d’Afrique, another of Spahis, and four batteries of

artillery.

In the second category we find the colonial army proper, for the

most part troops of French blood, recruited in Phance and des-

tined for service in the colonies, other than Algeria and Tunis. They

consist of marine infantry and artillery, with some foreign legion

battalions, and are subject to the Ministry of Marine.

They may be thus enumerated by colonies, although it is possible

that some small movement may have taken place amongst them since

this information was obtained :

Colony Troops Xuinber of

Cochin China 1 Kegt. of 3 hattns., each of 3 coys.

fompanics

9

Annam and Tonkin 2 Regts. 3 ,, „ I „ 24

Madagascar . I
JJ " jj

I
>> 12

Few Caledonia -11 11 )7 (>

Martinique . ' ] Battalion of 3 companies *>

Reunion 1 ' „ 3 „ ... 0 >O

French Guiana 1 „ 4 „ ... 4

Senegal 1 4j ,, ... 4

uadeloupe . 1 Company ...... 1

Taiti . 1 „ ...... 1

Annam and Tonkin 4 Battalions of 4 companies each (Legion

Etrangere) ..... 1()

Cochin China 1 Battalion of 4 companies each (Legion

Etrangere) ..... 4
Senegal . . q
Martinique . > Each 1 company ‘ de discipline ’

. 3
Madagascar . . J

Total 90

There are also various detachments of avtilleiy, and the total

number of men thus comprised amounts to 15,400, of whom 3,000

belong to the foreign legion.

These units, thus scattered throughout the world, are fed by
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corresponding Marine and Legion Etrangere units stationed at the

various home ports. The Marine regiments at home are eight in

number, each containing four battalions of four companies, which,

with a depot company, gives a total of 129 companies, containing

about 13,200 men.

To each home regiment is allotted a certain colony or colonies

which it supplies with men
;
thus the 2nd and 3rd Marine regiments

at Cherbourg furnish one-half the reliefs for the regiments in Annam
and Guiana and for the French cadres of the 1st Tonkin Eifles,

which belongs to the third category.

A recent Government proposal is to increase the effectives of

these eight regiments and of certain other details from 13,200 odd

to nearly 17,000, an increase of about 3,700, and to raise the foreign

legion at home to over 3,800, giving a grand total of colonial troops

serving in France of 20,800 men. A call has quite recently been

made for G,000 volunteers from the active army—4,000 for the

marine infantry and 2,000 for the marine artillery—which, if

responded to, will probably raise the numbers beyond those I have

given. It may be added that the 1st Article of the law governing

the organisation of the colonial army—that of July 1893—lays down

that this force ‘ en ce qui concerne I’element franpais se recrute

exclusivement par des volontaires.’ The periods for which the men
engage are three, four, or five years, while, if sufficient men are not

thus obtained, volunteers may be called for—as is now being done

—

from men in the active army who have completed one year of colour

service. The inducements offered to men entering this force are

higher rates of pay, bounties, premiums on re-engagement after

employment in civil life, concessions of land in Algeria on leaving,

(See. &c. The \vLole of these troops are under the Ministry of Marine,

and do not figure in the Annuaire cle VArmee francaise.

The third category contains the native troops raised locally in

some of the colonies, and employed, as a rule, for the defence of those

colonies only. Their cadres, or permanent establishments, are of

course French, and of varying strengths.

Their chief formations are

—

Cochin China .

Annam and Tonkin

Senegal . . .

Soudan . , ,

^Madagascar ,

Pondicherry .

. 1 Eifle Eegiment of 3 battalions

( 3 Regiments of Tonkinese Rifles

' I 1 Regiment of Annam Rifles

[
1 Regiment of Rifles

*

(
1 Battalion of Congolese Rifles

. 1 Regiment of 4 battalions of Rifles

j 1 Regiment of 3 battalions of Rifles

' \ 1 Regiment of Ilaiissas

. 1 Company of Cipahis

With other smaller units they number in all about 120 companies,

containing 27,GOO men, of whom 450 officers and 1,800 others are
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French, leaving over 25,000 natives. These troops are more directly

under the Ministry of the Colonies, which also controls the French

units of the colonial army when, on proceeding abroad, they are

handed over by the Ministry of Marine.

It is quite evident that this organisation as a whole leaves much
to be desired. However admirable the individual units may be

—

and as far as can be ascertained they possess excellent fighting

material—a system that places the various garrisons of a widespread

colonial empire under three separate departments cannot be wholly

satisfactory or workmanlike. In certain cases men actually pass

under three Ministries in turn, joining first the active army and being

subject to the Ministry of War
;
volunteering for the colonial army

and passing into the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Marine; and

finally departing for distant colonial garrisons and coming under the

direction of the Ministry of the Colonies.

There exists, moreover, a vague and uncertain idea as to the

exact functions of these troops in war. Some maintain that the

colonial army is destined not only for the defence of existing

colonies, but should also furnish an expeditionary force for further

conquests when required—a duty for which it aj>pears to be neither

sufficiently large nor properly organised
;
while others imagine that

the surplus of the force—if there be any—will, in the event of a

European conflict, be placed at the disposal of the Ministry of War
for the defence of the capital, thus setting free other troops for the

field army and acting as a supplementary corps to the active army.

Scheme after scheme and project after project have been drawm

up both by responsible Ministers and by independent individuals

with the object of creating a real colonial army, but—as the writer

from whom I have been largely quoting pathetically remarks—these

schemes never come to life, being either strangled in the Chamber
of Deputies or suffered to fall stillborn from the unproductive

labours of a commission of the House.

The measures so far taken are admittedly expedients, and the

first available troops—the Marines—have been largely utilised.

Thus, when troops were required as garrisons for Crete, it was
Marines that were despatched, to the consequent denudation of the

home ports and, I should imagine, the serious dislocation of the roster

of colonial reliefs. In all the schemes hitherto presented we find

continual divergence upon one important point—under which
department the colonial army should be placed. Some, regarding it

as merely a supplementary corps for home defence in time of need,

would place it under the Ministry of War
;
others prefer to leave it, a

sort of hybrid, under the direction of the Ministry of Marine
;
while

a third party, with some show of reason, and perhaps a more just

appreciation of its proper functions, would hand it over to the

Ministry of the Colonies. Greneral Billot, a capable War Minister,
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once said that his department had enough to do without bothering

itself with the colonial forces
;
that it had one great task to perform,

and could not embarrass itself by gazing all round the world, at

Tonkin, Madagascar, the Soudan, Senegal, &c., but must concentrate

its attention on something nearer home
;
he declared that to add

thus to its duties would task, beyond possibility of performance, the

powers of Napoleon himself.

In these words lies the explanation of the whole matter, and,

properly understood, they show what constitutes the present difficulty

of France.

This great Continental Power, at the commencement of the now
expiring century, gave law to the whole world at the mouth and by

the deeds of an almost superhuman military genius, but, since his

downfall, has engaged in no campaigns, large or small, in Europe or

beyond it, in which she has shown remarkable military power. The
wars in the Crimea and in Italy, the campaigns undertaken in Algeria,

Tonkin, Dahomey, Madagascar, and Senegal have not added much
to the military glory of France or done anything to enhance her

reputation as a military Power
;
while the disastrous campaign of

1870-71 has had quite another effect, and constitutes a disaster from

which she will, perhaps, never recover.

For more than a quarter of a century she has striven to re])air

that disaster and to prepare herself to avenge it when the appointed

time comes; and her every effort should be devoted to that object,

her every look turned in that direction. In the last few years,

however, she has apparently suffered herself to be distracted from it,

and, whether despairing of the accomplishment of so great a task or

anxious to gain prestige in an easier manner, has adopted a second

and simultaneous policy, which has drawn her into distant parts of

the earth and has, of necessity, brought her into contact with other

nations, and especially with the greatest of Colonial Powers

—

ourselves.

The Due de Broglie, in the really remarkable and almost

prophetic article to which I have already alluded, deplores this

colonial policy, as leading to expensive expeditions to the other end

of the earth, and the dissemination of strength which, now more

than ever, should be concentrated at home to meet the growing

numbers of the nation that possesses Alsace and Lorraine. The same

writer proceeds to draw a picture of France with a big Continental war

on her hands, her weak home frontier threatened and requiring every

man for home defence, her colonies—already too weakly held —unable

to safeguard themselves and crying for reinforcements from home.

The colonial army that is always promised, but never forthcoming, if

it succeeds in springing into existence, will but absorb the seasoned

men and trained soldiers that are more required at home
;
while the

danger of the ever-growing expansion is that it must necessarily
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cause complications with other nations, leading possibly to war.

Even had Prance a more healthily growing population and a more

flourishing budget, she could not remain for ever on what is practically

a war footing in Europe and be also ever ready to take up arms at

the ends of the earth. ‘ II faut choisir,’ concludes this far-seeing

statesman, and there is but little doubt in which direction his choice

would be made.

France is, in fact, attempting to accomplish a double policy that

would tax the strength of the strongest nation the world has ever

seen, and would be scarcely possible for her at the height of her

strength and guided by the supreme genius of a Napoleon. She

strives to play a leading part on the Continent of Europe and to

rival, not only in defence but in offence, the greatest military Power

in the world, against whom she has had a standing grudge for more

than a quarter of a century. At the same time she desires to

become a leading Colonial Power, to exert a supreme influence

over far distant continents and vast regions that far surpass her home
territories. In doing this she is bound to find herself confronted by

the greatest of all Colonial Powers—Great Britain—who, safe in her

sea-girt island and possessed of the finest and most powerful navy

the world has yet seen, stands unrivalled in this domain. Every

great Colonial Power must, of necessity, possess a strong navy, for

the sea forms the material link that joins the colonies to the mother

country, by which, in time of war as in time of peace, their com-

munications with her must be carried on and their reinforcements

sent out. France has a powerful navy, but the one Power she is

certain to come into collision with in the path of colonial enterprise

possesses a stronger, and, so long as this is so, her colonies—-already

in no very healthy state commercially, and sacrificed in a military

sense to the necessity for maintaining a powerful home army—must

be at the mercy of the stronger naval Power which would be able

to blockade both her home and foreign ports and cut her sea com-

munication with her distant possessions. Thus France, striving to

be first by land and sea, at home and abroad, on the Continent

of Europe and on those of Africa and Asia, is in danger of

attempting too much and of failing in both her objects. And,

as I have endeavoured to show at the commencement of this

article, she is not in a position—nor indeed has she been in such a

position for many years—to attempt so great a double policy with

the least hope of success. To be a great military and European

Power may yet be within her powers, although a failing population

renders that a matter of ever-increasing difficulty
;
to become a great

Colonial Power is likewise possible, although the genius of her race

does not appear to lie in that direction
;
to accomplish both objects

at one and the same time and under her present circumstances is too

great a task even for a nation with so glorious a past.
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It is not for a mere soldier to discuss matters of high politics, but

it is evident, even to the least instructed in such matters, that colonial

expansion when unaccompanied by a true colonising spirit must he a

danger, not an advantage, to a State
;
and that colonial wars, carried

out at immense sacrifices and with inadequate results, act as a will-

of-the-wisp in attracting France from her direct and obvious path^

and serve but to distract her attention from the object to w'hich her

eyes instinctively turn.

The Rhine—that well-remembered stream—is her natural desti-

nation, not the dark unknown banks of the Niger or the Nile

;

Berlin her true objective, not Fashoda or any other distant mud-
huilt village.

John Adye,
Brevet Lieut -Colonel, R.A.
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UNIVERSITY EDUCATION FOR IRISH

CA THOLICS

It has seemed to me, for a good while past, extremely probable tha

if the great body of Englishmen and Scotchmen knew definitely the

extent of the claims which Irish Catholics now put forward in the

matter of University education there would be less opposition to

conceding them. As it is the proverbial error lurks in generalities.

‘ Endowing Eomanism,’ setting up ‘ a denominational University for

Papists,’ ‘ handing over the youth of Ireland to the absolute control

of Catholic ecclesiastics,’ these and other sweeping assertions are

really the only information that many Englishmen have, and no

wonder they shrink from setting up for us, with public funds, an

institution which would be the embodiment of them and the contra-

diction of their own most cherished principles and sentiments. On
the other hand, I have no doubt that there is on the part of English-

men and Scotchmen a sincere desire to act fairly by us Irishmen,

and, although they may not like us or our religion, I believe that

they would not willingly wrong us, nor inflict any disability on us

on account of our religious convictions.

‘ Do unto others as you would that they should do unto you ’

meets with assent in the minds of the masses of the people of every

country, and if they do not act upon it in public affairs it is rather

through misapprehension of the facts of a particular case than

deliberate wrong-doing.

Now, in the matter of University education it is admitted on all

hands that it has not the extension amongst Irish Catholics that it

ought to have. Making all due allowance for our poverty and our

consequent inability to maintain our youth in large numbers at a

University, there can be no question that the 100 Catholic students

of Trinity College who are the only members of our Church wlio

receive a University education in any true sense are an altogether

insufficient representation of nearly four millions of Catholics
;
and

no man, no matter what his religion or his politics may be, can

contemplate such a state of things without regret and apprehension.

As compared with Scotland or Belgium, not to talk of England and

07 1.' 2
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Germany, such a condition of education as exists in Ireland carries

one back a century and exhibits this country to all intents and pur-

poses as having progressed very little beyond the average of things

that obtained throughout Europe one hundred years ago.

I am sure that no Englishman desires that such a state of things

should continue. He may be as staunch a Protestant as you like,

and resist Home Kule to the last, but I do not believe that he would

refuse to give the Catholics of Ireland as fully as to his own children

the benefits of the highest education that can be had, on the one
condition that he is not asked to violate in the concession his own
conscientious convictions. Is there, then, in the claims which we now
make anything which an English Protestant voter, no matter how
undenominational in his principles, is bound to oppose ? In setting

up a University for Irish Catholics is there an endowment of our

religion, an application of public funds to denominational purposes,

an establishment of the Catholic bishops and clergy in a position of

power and authority over education ?

In my humble opinion there is absolutely nothing of these

things, and if the question is considered in a businesslike and

practical way all these ‘ shibboleths ’ will be dropped as entirely

inapplicable to it.

Before entering, however, on my reasons for this opinion there

is an extrinsic difficulty which I should wish to put on one side. It

has been stated that a prejudice has been created against our educa-

tional claim by the controversy that is now raging in the Established

Church in England around the opinions and practices of the extreme

Ritualists. If one asks how this can be no better answer is forth-

coming than that the angry feelings that have been aroused against

what is called ‘ Romanism ’ and ‘ Popery ’ and such like things in the

Anglican Church will carry those who entertain them into a blind

and general opposition to everything and everybody to which in any

sense these names may be applied. It is really not easy to believe

that anything so unjust and so unreasonable is possible. Sir William

Harcourt, in a letter to the Times, very early in the dispute, put

himself—except as regards phraseology—^in what seemed to me an

unobjectionable position towards Catholics. Nothing could be more

complete than his answer to the charge that he was attacking us.

He simply denied it. He attacked Protestants on the ground that,

while remaining Protestants, they professed doctrines and followed

practices which he alleged were condemned and forbidden by the

Protestant Church. He had nothing to say, and said nothing,

against the belief or ritual of Catholics for Catholics, but his argu-

ment—right or wrong, that is a matter for Protestants—was against

the transference to the Protestant Church of things that are

characteristic of ours.

. It is perfectly plain that we Catholics stand outside this contro-
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versy, and that it would be absurd and unjust to allow any prejudice

arising out of it to affect our educational claims.

But I think I am justified in adding this much : If it is a fact

that any considerable section of English Protestants are so prejudiced

against us by the agitation which Sir W. Harcourt has so powerfully

led, then Irish Catholics, with whom he has worked for years in

political association, have a right to ask that he should take effectual

steps to bring home to his followers the unreasonableness of dragging

us in any shape or form into the dispute.

Having said so much, possibly unnecessarily, on this topic, I now

address myself to a statement of the exact nature and extent of our

claim in the matter of higher education.

And for this purpose Mr. Morley’s speech delivered in the House

of Commons in the debate on the Address to the Crown on the 17th

of February last year furnishes us with an elaborate and detailed

statement of the conditions on which he, and, we presume. Liberals

generally, would insist before assenting to the establishment of a

University for us in Ireland. As we go through them one after

another they will be seen to cover the whole ground and to offer a

very practical and fruitful form in which to discuss the various

issues that are involved. His conditions were five in number and as

follows :

—

(1) ‘That. there is to be no test as to any Chair, excepting, of

course, a Theological Chair.’

(2)
‘ That no test shall be imposed upon any student, and nobody

who desires to attend lectures or experiments in laboratories or

elsewhere shall be shut out because he does not belong to the

Koman Catholic religion.’

(3)
‘ That no student on the mere ground of his religious con-

viction shall be shut out from competing for prizes.’

(4)
‘ That there is to be no endowment of any Theological Chair

out of the public funds.’

(5) As to the constitution of the governing body of the University,

Mr. Alorley does not formulate this condition as distinctly as the

others, but the gist of it seems to be that while the members would

be all Catholics and the majority of them laymen, these laymen
should not be ecclesiastical nominees, but chosen either by the Crown
or the University itself.

(1) As to the condition that there should be ‘ no test as to any

Chair except, of course, a Theological Chair,’ for myself I do not see

any difficulty in accepting it as it stands. I do not set much store^

in an institution such as we hope to see established, by personal

professions of faith
;
and I think that every security which we require

for the religious faith of our students may be had under the operation

of the Tests Act.
, ,

At the same time it may be better, instead of simply accepting
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the condition, to state frankly what we require of the professors of

secular science.

We do not ask that they should positively teach Catholic

doctrine. We desire that they should do the work for which they

will be engaged—that is, teach secular knowledge, and in doing sO'

abstain from hurting the religious convictions of their students. We
do not ask that they should introduce religion, but that they should

exclude irreligion.

Nor does it appear that secularists have any right to quarrel with

this claim. At the present moment in the three Queen’s Colleges

every professor has to sign an engagement not to teach anything

against the truths of revealed religion. In the face of such an

arrangement it is not easy to see what objection can be urged

against giving an equivalent protection to Catholics.

As I have said, the application of a test of the personal belief of

the professors is not worth much for the purpose, and in some

cases would be an impossibility. In the great dearth of Catholics of

eminence it is quite possible that for several years it will be a

necessity to appoint some Protestant professors, as is the case this

moment in our own Catholic college in St. Stephen’s Grreen, Dublin,

But surely if we were to appoint Protestants to teach our Catholic

youth it would not be thought unreasonable to take from them, and

from all teachers engaged in a University avowedly established for

the purpose of creating an atmosphere in which Catholics may safely

follow higher studies, ample security against an abuse of their

position which would be at variance with the fundamental purpose of

the institution in which they taught.

The only difficulty of any moment in this matter is that suggested

by Mr. Lecky, that professors ought to have security in their positions

and not be liable to arbitrary dismissal at the will of ecclesiastical

authority. I think his apprehension has more substance in theory

than it is likely to have in fact. But I am sure that he and all

those who think with him will allow that the proposal of the Catholic

bishops fairly meets all the necessities of the case. They suggest

that all cases of the kind should be dealt with by a strong board of

visitors, on which persons of judicial temper and personal indepen-

dence, such as Her Majesty’s judges, would have a place. There

ought not to be much difficulty in framing a statute to constitute

such a board in a way to give Catholics all the protection they need

for the interests of their religion, and at the same time protect

professors from all fear of arbitrary dismissal.

(2). As to the admission of students to all the educational

advantages of the University without the imposition of any test, the

Catliolics of Ireland are willing to accept Mr. Morley’s condition in

his own terms, and, much more, to give effect to it in their spirit.

The doors of a University for Catholics will stand wide open, and

no one shall be excluded from it on account of his religion.
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And with reference to this point it may not be without interest,

and perhaps use, to mention that there are at present between

twenty and thirty Protestant students of the Royal University

attending lectures in the Catholic University College, St. Stephen’s

Grreen. That college is the property of the Catholic bishops
;

it is

conducted by the Jesuit Fathers
;

it is absolutely and undisguisedly

denominational and entirely under our control. Yet Protestants do

not find our doors shut against them, nor are they at any disadvan-

tage on the score of religion. I should think that we would bring

to the administration of a University endowed out of public funds

the spirit of our own spontaneous dealings, where we are amenable to

no one, with our Protestant fellow-countrymen.

(3) The third condition is a mere corollary of the second, and

can be accepted without reservation of any kind. It would be an

unfair and invidious thing to exclude any one, on account of his

religion, from competing for the prizes which were offered as a

reward of merit to the students of his class.

(4) The fourth condition on which Mr. Morley insists had been

already formally and explicitly accepted by the Catholic bishops of

Ireland. In their statement published on the 28th of June 1897

they declare

—

As to theological teaching, we accept unreservedly the solution suggested by

Mr. Morley, a solution which was accepted in principle by all parties in Parlia-

ment in the year 1893—namely, that a theological faculty should not be excluded

from the Catholic University, provided that the chairs of the faculty are not en-

dowed out of public funds. We are prepared to assent to such a provision and to

any guarantees that may be necessary that the moneys voted by Parliament shall

be applied exclusively to the teaching of secular knowledge.

It is to be hoped that the terms of this statement will be con-

sidered explicit enough, and will eliminate from future discussions of

this question all arguments based on the assumption that the public

funds would go to teach Catholic theology or ‘ Romanfem,’ as some

persons delight to style it. Such arguments are no longer honest

or sincere. On whatever other grounds objection may be taken to

the proposed University, it cannot be on that of Secularism as against

denominational teaching. No Dissenter can complain that his money
is to be used to teach a religion in which he does not believe.

His money, or rather the pjublic funds, will simply be used to pro-

vide secular knowledge, to teach human science, not religion, to the

Catholics of Ireland, and one cannot help thinking that if this funda-

mental condition of the whole case could be brought home to the

intelligence of ordinary Englishmen they would ask with surprise,

‘ What, then, is all the row' about ?
’

At the same time it is only fair, in balancing concessions in this

matter, to consider how' much the Catholics of Ireland surrender in

yielding this point of the endowment of a faculty of Theology. In
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the English Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and in the Scotch

Universities, and in Dublin University, the faculty of Divinity stands

upon a footing at least of the fullest equality with all the other

faculties, and shares as largely in their endowments. Now, when

one considers what influence directly and indirectly a powerful

theological faculty exercises on a University, and how much it con-

tributes to create and sustain an atmosphere of religion as contra-

distinguished from its formal establishment, one can easily see that

a new University in Ireland in which a theological faculty will be

merely tolerated, and cut off from all public endowment, will be at

an immense disadvantage as compared with the great Protestant

Universities.

Several speakers in the debate on the Address last year in Parlia-

ment set before themselves as the problem to be solved how they

might put a University for Catholics on an equality with Trinity

College for Protestants.

A moment’s consideration will show any one that it is an impossi-

bility. The religious ‘ atmosphere ’ of Trinity College, and of Oxford

and Cambridge, is not the product of any legislation. It is the

result and the effluence of the whole history of these great institutions,

which even to their very stones are saturated with it. Now, no

possible legislation can give us Catholics anything like this. You
may imitate, but you cannot reproduce, the cathedrals of the Middle

Ages. Just as the English Constitution itself differs from the paper

constitutions of the Continent, in being a growth, not a manufacture,

so her Universities in all that goes to make up their religious life and

character are the heirs of all the centuries in which formally and

avowedly they were being developed under the influence of religion.

What Act of Parliament can produce anything of the kind for us

Irish Catholics ? To introduce a Test Act into an institution whose

character was definitely and irrevocably set is one thing
;
to try and

form a similar character in another institution under its operation

from the first is a different process and cannot possibly yield similar

results.

For this reason it has been most fairly suggested by the leading

authorities on all sides that a University for Catholics should be

allowed a breathing time—a period of provisional government

—

during which it might create an atmosphere of its own, and a tradi-

tion, and then proceed without any artificial aids under its normal

constitution.

But even this general arrangement would leave us far from
‘ equality.’ If it went on for, say, one hundred years, and if, as a

matter of fact, the new University did create for itself an atmosphere

as Catholic as that of Trinity College is Protestant, the problem

would be solved. As it is, they have an ‘ atmosphere ’ which is a fact.

We should start with a constitution under which such an ‘ atmo-
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sphere ’ was a mere possibility, and with the theological faculty which

would be the principal factor in creating it, crippled from the outset.

But while this is so—and while in dealing with details, should

we reach the practical stage of this business, it ought in equity to be

allowed for—we are ready to accept this condition, as in our times,

and having regard to recent legislation, the best that we can expect

from Parliament.

(5) Mr. Morley’s fifth condition regards the constitution of the

governing body, which is by far the most important matter with which

the founders of a new University in Ireland will have to deal. If its

members are wisely chosen, not in accordance with any a priori

reasoning of doctrinaires, but with a common-sense regard to the

materials that are at hand in Ireland, and the influences that can

mar or make an educational system, I think it not only feasible, but

easy to form a governing body under which the success of the

University will be assured.

With regard to the first members, there is no question as to the

method of their appointment. They will have to be nominated by

the Crown, and their names probably included in the University

Bill. No one can object to this, which is a practical necessity, and

seeing how much the whole future career of the University will

depend on those who first set it in motion, and determine its course,

it is evident that too much care cannot be taken in their selection.

In its first stages the University must feel its way. Many experi-

ments will have to be tried. Its growth must be very gradual, and will

have to be directed not by statutes or cut and dried rules, but by

the judgment and instinct of its rulers. For this reason they must
be well selected—and then fully trusted.

But, as Mr. Morley said, ‘ that would not be the difficulty. The
difficulty would arise as to the way in which that governing body is

to be replenished as vacancies occur.’

Hitherto the question used to be as to the relative numbers of

laymen and ecclesiastics on the governing body, and it was assumed

by many persons that the Catholic bishops of Ireland would claim a

preponderance for themselves or their nominees. But the bishops

in their statement which was published in June 1897 answered this

question very categorically, and in a way that impressed ordinarily

hostile critics as broad-minded and liberal. Their words were

—

On this head, then, we have to say that if in other respects the governing body
is properly constituted we do not ask for a preponderance, nor even an equality,

in number of ecclesiastics upon it, but are prepared to accept a majority of laymen.

For months no unfavourable criticism of this statement was

heard on any side. Every one thought that when the bishops yielded

their traditional position of advantage on the governing body of a

University, and, in deference probably’ to some remarks of Mr. Lecky
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in the House of Commons, did not ask even an equal number with

the laymen, but allowed the latter a clear majority, then at least the

most formidable obstacle to a settlement was removed. It is, then,

somewhat disappointing to find further questions raised as to the

quality of the laymen. Mr. Morley thinks that they may be
‘ ecclesiastically minded ’ individuals who would hardly be less objec-

tionable than priests, and so he discusses the way in which, when the

University was working under its normal constitution, vacancies on

the governing body should be refilled. Mr. Courtney, too, addressed

himself at considerable length to the same consideration.

In Hansard’s report of Mr. Morley’s speech there are evidently

some errors which leave one in some uncertainty as to his meaning
;

but on the whole we can gather from it that the system of nomina-

tion by the Crown commends itself to him as the best. He says

—

I suppose one way would be by the nomination of the Crown. That would be

a very satisfactory form, and I confess, for my own part, I should greatly prefer

it.

Yet there are obvious objections to such a system. It makes a

chasm between the University and its own governing body. Under

it strangers who maybe totally out of sympathy with the intellectual

life of the University may control it. There is no precedent for such

a system in any University that ever existed, except, perhaps, the

defunct Queen’s University, in Ireland, and the Koyal University.

But it must be remembered that this latter is a mere examining-

body, and has been founded to redeem the failure of the former.

In the Queen’s Colleges it is true that all offices are in the gift of

the Crown, but when one knows the underhand influences by which

they are sought and obtained, and finds them the matter of bitter

polemics in political newspapers w'hen vacancies occur, it is plain

that a good deal may be said against making the Chief Secretary of

Ireland for the time being the supreme authority in the University.

On the other hand, it must be allowed that the nominations to the

senate of the Royal University, questions of principle apart, have on

the w^hole been satisfactory, and have been made with a view to the

intellectual well-being of the University itself. And we have to

observe, too, that they are largely drawn from a class of society most

likely to furnish suitable persons for such an office, but not quite as

likely to receive popular approval and support for it.

On the whole we may not be far wrong in admitting that the

patronage of the Crown would represent the permanent and con-

servative elements in Catholic society in Ireland, and for that reason

would be beneficial, at least as a factor, in constituting the governing

body of a University.

Some further remarks, however, of Morley’s would suggest that a

more accurate report of his speech would show that he inclined to a

totally different method. His report in Hansard proceeds—
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Indeed, I almost think that it is indispensable that if you are to carry the country

with you in this matter something- like the provisions described by my Right Hon.
friend the member for Bodmin will have to be adopted.

Now, the plan suggested bj Mr. Courtney is the very converse of

nomination by the Crown. It is that of free election, in which, as in

Cambridge, the governing body would come ultimately to be chosen

by the University itself. He takes the actual state of things in

Oxford and Cambridge as the pattern to be followed in setting up a

Catholic University in Dublin. He says

—

Oxford and Cambridge Universities may be said to be Anglican institutions.

They are saturated with Anglican traditions. They are for the most part presided

over by men born within the fold of the Anglican Church. That is so for the most

part. It is not necessary that that should be so, but it is the fact that they are so

presided over, and the physical fact that the church and chapel bells ring in Oxford

and Cambridge all day long is but an illustration of the close connection of the

Universities and the Church. I speak of Cambridge particularly
;
what is the

situation there ? It is dominated by Anglican traditions, it is imbued with the

Anglican spirit. But its schools are open to all Englishmen, as well as Scotchmen

and Irishmen, colonists and people from all parts of the world. The school prizes

of Cambridge are open to all, not merely the degrees, but the Fellowships and the

emoluments, and those who get their degrees and take a Fellowship pass on, and in

the process of time constitute the resident masters, who are the immediate adminis-

trators of the University, or the Masters of Arts, scattered throughout the kingdom

,

who are the ultimate governing authority. Cambridge is a pure democracy,

governed by those who have passed through from the ranks of students, and so

obtain automatically the positions they hold.

He then proceeds to state bis view of the Catholic counterpart

for their Anglican Universities, which might be set up in Ireland.

If all that is wanted is the establishment of a Catholic University in Dublin

which shall be a counterpart of Trinity, and shall correspond to what I have

described Oxford and Cambridge to be
;

if all that is wanted is that you shall

start, as you must start, no doubt, with a governing body exclusively Catholic
;

if

you start with that, but at the same time provide that all its examinations, all its

teachings shall be open to every one, and that within the sacred precincts of the

Senate itself a man may come havicg obtained his position through the schools

—

if, in fact, you mean a democratic Catholic University open to democratic

Catholic influences, then, I think, we may see our way to some solution of the

difficulty.

For myself, I must say that I greatly like the idea of a University

as sketched by Mr. Courtney with so much power and lucidity
;
and

I will add that, in whatever constitution is ultimately given to a

University for us, the fundamental principle in this view ought to

find acceptance, and a way be found by which the governing body

would be a true representation of the governed, and be instinct wdth

their life and in harmony with their aspirations. A democratic

University—that is, an intellectual democracy in which the thought

of the nation will find its centre and its expression—that must be

the ideal towards which to aim. But I fear that practical men, when
they come to translate abstract principles into facts, will find it
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necessary to shape them somewhat to circumstance. And even in

Cambridge is there not much more than mere tradition, and the

survival of an older spirit to account for the Anglicanism with which

the University is saturated ? Is not the ringing of the church and

chapel bells something more than a custom ? Is it not a j)art of

these services of the Anglican Church which, notwithstanding the

Tests Act, is still happily made obligatory by statute in the University

and colleges ?

It is most important to observe that the ‘ Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge Act ’ of 1877 in express terms bound the Commis-
sioners to make provision for the interests of religion in the Universi-

ties and the colleges. The 15th section is very striking.

The Commissioners in making a statute for the University, or a college or hall,

shall have regard to the interests of education, religion, learning, and research,

and in the case of a statute for a college or a hall shall have regard, in the first

instance, to the maintenance of the college or hall for those purposes.

Accordingly we find all the statutes for the Universities and

colleges saturated with the spirit of religion. Provision is made for

the services of religion and for the preaching of sermons on Sundays

and holidays, in which it is not allowed ‘ to impugn the doctrines and

discipline of the Church of England as by law established.’ In the

collegiate statutes corresponding provision is made for the religious

instruction of students in statu pujpillari, and for carrying on in the

various chapels the services of the Anglican Church.

In some instances the head of a college must be a priest in

holy orders of the Established Church
;
in others a bare majority of

Fellows is enough to elect a clergyman, a two-thirds majority is

required for a layman.

As an illustration of the positive support given to the main-

tenance of the religious atmosphere of Cambridge by the statutes now

in force, let us take that for the election of President of Queens’

College, Cambridge.

On the day fixed the Fellows shall assemble in the College Cbapel
;

. . . the

senior Fellow present shall read the following admonition :
^ Injungo vos ut virum

magis idoneum vestro judicio, . . . eligatis, secundum Deum, . . . qui sit vir

prudens ... in spiritualibus et temporalibus circumspectus,’ &c.

Then shall be said by all the Fellows present the hymn ^ Veni Creator Spiritus,’

and after the Collect ‘ Deus qui corda fidelium. . .
.’

When the votes have been taken one of the F"ellows is to read

them aloud, ‘ and if a majority of the whole number of the existing

Fellows of the college have agreed on a priest of the Church of

England, or two-thirds on a person who is not a priest of the Church

of England, he shall be held to have been elected.’

All this solemnity hallowed by religion is very grateful reading

for a Catholic ecclesiastic, and tlie language of his own ritual which

has survived from olden times lends to it a special grace. But it is
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not on this account that I quote it, but for the purpose of supple-

menting, if I may presume to do so, Mr. Courtney’s necessarily bare

outline of the condition of things at Cambridge.

There is another rather important feature in the elections which

take place in the colleges of both the great English Universities.

They are not, as in Trinity College, Dublin, declared as the result

of an examination in which the candidate who has scored the highest

marks must necessarily win, but are rather a system of co-optation

in which, after an examination, the electing body chooses the candi-

date whom it thinks best suited to the office.

Let us take a particular instance
;
any one will do, for the

principle laid down in the 15th section of the governing Act runs

through them all. In Clare College, then, it is provided

that in the election of Fellows preference shall he given to those whom Masters

and Fellows believe to be of good moral character, and best fitted to be Fellows of

the college as a place of education, religion, learning, and research.

Other considerations besides those of the candidate’s knowledge

and ability have their w^eight, and the discretion which is given to

the electors and the directions of the Act of Parliament enable them

to preserve the continuity of character of the governing body, and to

exclude strange and uncongenial elements.

Now if in old institutions, such as Oxford and Cambridge, it has

been found necessary to temper elections by qualifications of this

kind, I think some similar arrangement would be found desirable in

a brand-new institution for us.

I will mention two reasons for this opinion. One is that

the graduates of the English Universities are as a rule of a higher

social class than we can expect to have in large numbers in a Univer-

sity for Irish Catholics, and consequently in the later there will be a

preponderance of persons gifted perhaps with exceptional abilities,

but not possessing either by inherited feeling or family associations

those other qualities that go to make up fit members of the govern-

ing body of a University.

Another is the great liability in Ireland of masses of young men
such as would frequent our University to be swept from time to time

by gusts of political feeling, and the danger that during their

})revalence, instead of considering the affairs of a University in a

detached and academic spirit, they would try to give effect to political

partisanship.

For these amongst other reasons I should think that if we were

to allow access to the governing body to be open to the graduates of

the University it should be done with all the precautions and safe-

guards that interpose between the government of the Fmglish Univer-

sities and mere popular election.

Possibly the safest and at the same time the most effectual way
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to meet Mr. Courtney’s requirement would be to give a certain repre-

sentation on the senate to each of the faculties. As to the precise

form in which this would be brought about, a commission, such as is

now engaged in making statutes for the University of London, would

be the safest authority.

Thus we should have a governing body containing in itself

elements of strength drawn from various sources. It is admitted on

ail hands that a certain representation of the Catholic bishops is

most desirable, both for their personal fitness for such a work, as for

their influence in conciliating the confidence of their people, and the

very material aid which they can give to the University by merging

in it their own Catholic University and the colleges that are con-

nected with it.

Then we should have, through the nomination of the Crown,

laymen of high social position and academic attainments, as we now
have on the senate of the Koyal University

;
and with these more or

£ess conservative elements we should have through the representatives

of the faculties, or in whatever other way the graduates were to be

represented, a full infusion into the governing body of the living

spirit of the University itself.

In some such way as this it seems to me every legitimate interest

may be provided for, and sympathy and support derived from the

sources on which ultimately the success of the University must depend.

Xow it must be evident to the least informed person that

an institution constituted under these five conditions cannot be

regarded as a Catholic University in any true sense of the name.

And for us Irish Catholics it is only too painfully clear how far we

have been driven by the exactions of our religious opponents from

the attainment of our own ideals. In a Catholic University the

authority of the Pope would be supreme, and would reach directly or

indirectly to every part of its organisation, and guide and inform its

operations. He would grant its charter and appoint its rector, and

sanction its degrees, and all its intellectual life would be carried on

under ecclesiastical supervision and control.

We have a Catholic University in Ireland, founded by charter of

Pius the Ninth. Newman was its first rector, and at one time it

bade fair, even by the unaided resources of Irish Catholics, to achieve

considerable success. But, unlike its sister University of Louvain, it

had no legal power to grant degrees, and consequently became a

comparative failure under this disability. Yet it survives, and its

principal college—University College, St. Stephen’s Green, Dublin

-with its scanty resources holds a remarkably higli place in com-

y)etition with the (Queen’s colleges in the examinations of the Iloyal

University. At one time we asked that that University, with its

Papal charter and its purely Catholic and religious character, should

be endowed by the State, and should receive pow'er to grant degrees;
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and if we persisted in that claim I do not see on what grounds,

except those of the high hand, it could be refused. But as against

it we should allow that the objection to endowing Catholic education

—the teaching of the Catholic doctrine—whether valid or not, would

certainly be to the point.

But now it is not a question of asking recognition and endowment

from the State for a University founded by Catholics on their own
principles, but a totally different thing—the establishment by a

Protestant Parliament of a University for teaching secular knowledge

on such conditions as will render it at least tolerable for Catholics.

We simply ask that it shall have a Catholic atmosphere, and not be

positively offensive to our belief and sentiments.

For this reason the very name ‘ Catholic University ’ is rather

inaccurate. A University for Catholics is a much more correct

description of what we now seek
;
and against our claims so reduced

and so altered I submit that it is unfair to urge objections in such a

form and on such grounds as would make believe that they still had
for their object a Catholic University in the strictly religious and
denominational sense.

And in connection with this point there is a passage in Mr.
Morley’s speech in the debate on the Address of last year that is of

very great importance. Eeplying to an argument against our claims,

contained in a document issued by the Liberation Society, Mr.
Morley pointed out with unmistakable clearness the distinction

between the endowment of the Catholic religion and that of a

University such as we now contemplate. That in itself is a ver}^

telling point, but it is the least important part of his argument
against the English Liberals who oppose us. They voted for the
Home Rule Bill of 1893. That Bill contained a clause which with-

held from an Irish Legislature the power to establish and endow
a church, but granting this same power in express terms as regarded
a University, provided the Tests Act applied to it and there was no
endowment out of public funds for theological chairs.

Yet we are now given to understand that some of the very persons
who voted for this clause are now opposed to granting a University
constituted literally on the principles laid down by it. In an article

which is intended to be rather expository than argumentative I do
not wish to do more than point out what seems to me a palpable
inconsistency. If these gentlemen voted for Home Rule, knowing,
as they did, that one of the first acts of an Irish Parliament would
and ought to be to provide higher education for the nation, they
would find it hard to justify their present attitude; but they did
much more, they voted in express terms to give the Irish Parliament
power to do what they now object to, and they drew a clear distinction

between that and another power, that of endowing a church, which
they now try to confound with it.
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There is another remark of a practical kind which it may be

useful to make.

The five conditions on which undenominationalists would insist

are in themselves of an abstract nature, and nearly all are negative.

Assent to them does not necessarily involve acceptance of every

possible institution into the statutes of which they may be embodied,

and consequently it would seem to follow that the most reasonable

course, at the present stage, would be for Parliament to give these

principles into the hands of a competent Commission, with instruc-

tions to draw out the constitution of a University for Catholics in

Ireland on their lines. The work of that Commission should again

come before Parliament, and it would be for all parties then to con-

sider it in the concrete. We should have something definite before

us, instead of the vague generalities and mere assertions with which

w e are now engaged. It is quite possible that in such an institution

both denominationalists and undenominationalists, while they saw

many concessions to each others’ preconceptions, not to say preju-

dices, might also find in its actual constitution practical compensa-

tions for its theoretic shortcomings.

And perhaps the Unionist Grovernment, which undoubtedly has

weighty responsibilities not only to Catholics, but to all Ireland, on

account of this great domestic question, might do worse than appoint

such a Commission, and ask its followers to suspend their judgment

until its work came before Parliament for ratification.

The only alternative to such a course seems to be to avow, as

leading Ministers have avowed, that the Catholics of Ireland have a

grievance and must lie under it. Such an avowal may be all very

well, but it raises a deep question as to the moral authority of the

Grovernment that makes it, and, if so great a wTong is maintained,

must assuredly some day or other bring its owm retribution.

^ Edward Thomas,
Bislioi) of Limerick.
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VITTORIA ACCORAMBONI

Under a thin disguise, Vittoria Accoramboni is sacrificed, on the

altar of literature, in Webster’s White Devil.

The ‘ eternally feminine ’ heroine of Italian tradition is outraged

in the fiend of the poet’s creation. The ‘ ominous star,’ who blazes

across the play, a creature whom one of her critics calls ‘ masculine

for evil,’ is a being as unmanly as she is unwomanly in her virulent

invective and diabolic instigation to crimes she leaves others to

commit.

But the flesh-and-blood Vittoria is, after all, very human. Way-

ward, sinful in her life, subject to every penalty of her gifts and

charms, but restored to dignity in the Christian note of her tragic

death.

The old Umbrian town of Gubbio has altered little in appearance

since the middle ages
;
but the palaces where the nobles then lived

are now the dwellings of the poor.

The Palazzo Accoramboni, a dilapidated building, is still pointed

out, and here Vittoria and her brothers may have been born.

Their mother, Tarquinia Paluzzi degli Albertoni, a woman no less

proud of her Eoman patrician birth than contemptuous of her

husband’s provincial nobility, was the evil genius of her daughter’s

life.

Writers vie with one another in celebrating Vittoria’s charms

—

the classic regularity of her features, her exquisitely fair skin, her

golden hair (she was a blonde of the Venetian type), the calm

sweetness of her dignified bearing, her language, wit, and vivid

repartee, and her talent of fascination.

Like the Princess in a fairy tale, her suitors were numerous, but

we are concerned with only one among them

—

a suitor her father

dreaded, and whose intentions he suspected, but whom Tarquinia was

determined her daughter should marry.

Paolo Giordano Orsini, Duke of Bracciano, was one of the most

important men of Italy. He was enormously rich, and his estates

were vast. In Home, where he had three palaces, he was immensely

popular for his liberalities and his traditional name.

His castles, scattered far and wide, were cities of refuge to his
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numerous kinsmen, a good many of whom enjoyed, under his pro-

tection, an undeserved immunity from the penalties of their civil and
political misdeeds.

A man of flagrantly immoral life, he was [more than suspected

of having, in a passion of jealous rage, strangled his first wife, Isabella

dei Medici, with the connivance of her brothers.

It would be difficult to explain the mystery of Bracciano’s

attraction for such a girl as Vittoria. He was fifty, ill-featured, and
so hugely corpulent that he had to be dispensed from the customary

obeisances in the Pope’s presence, simply because he was too fat to

stoop. He suffered, moreover, from a loathsome chronic malady,

from which eventually he died.

But, such as he was, the love between him and Vittoria was
mutual. Perhaps his devotion was the magnet that attracted her

young heart, or his high estate dazzled her. But it seems more
likely than either that her mother talked her over.

Ludovico Orsini is the only kinsman of Bracciano who appears in

Vittoria’s story. He was his great cousin’s confidant and ally, and
a fierce opponent of his suit to her, on the ground of family dignity.

He had been obliged to fly from Kome after he had murdered
Vitelli, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Shirri, on whom he sprang

treacherously in the dark. The crime was an act of vengeance, a

brother of Ludovico having been killed in a street brawl.

For the next few years he led the congenial life of a bandit
;
but,

when we first come across him as the opponent of the marriage, he

was in the service of the Venetian Seignory, and more or less white-

v\ ashed.

Later on, out of consideration for services rendered by his family,

the Seignory appointed him Governor of Corfu
;
but this office, as

we shall see, he did not live to fill.

Ludovico’s apprehensions and Tarquinia’s hopes were alike cut

short by an unforeseen event.

To shield his child from Bracciano’s alarming attentions, and

place her under more potent protection than his own, Accoramboni

suddenly made her the wife of Francesco Peretti, a nephew of

Cardinal Montalto, afterwards Sixtus the Fifth.

The young man was gentle and inoffensive, but in no wise equal

in intelligence, or even in birth, to his bride. But, at least for a

time, he was a rapturously happy husband. No doubt Vittoria was

kind to him. It is the instinctive graciousness of such women that

makes everybody like them, and they disdain no one’s homage.

Montalto had summoned his sister Camilla, and her son Francesco,

from their humble home in Grottomare, to live with him in his

Roman Palace.

Into this household, dull, economical, bourgeois, unlike anything

.‘^he had ever seen, Vittoria was abruptly introduced. But to reign
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there as Queen, to be treated like a being of superior order, to win

every one’s heart, satisfied her, just at first.

The great Cardinal himself became devoted to her, and his affec-

tion, sorely tried in the sequel, never altered.

We can picture him as the host who welcomed the bride to his

house. A man of about sixty, his head large and a little sunk

between his shoulders, his small brown eyes flashing beneath arched,

shaggy brows, the face rigid and impassive in repose, but perpetually

changing with the play of constantly varying feeling, now gay, genial,

affectionate, now terrible with anger.

Everyone knows the legends of the irascibility of Sixtus the

Fifth, and it requires no great stretch of imagination to suppose

that, when his old-fashioned peasant sister objected to the costly

luxuries and refinements the Cardinal bought to please Vittoria,

stormy scenes followed.

But other times, other manners. By and by it would be Camilla

herself, the Holy Father’s sister, who should be charged with trespass-

ing on his bounty, and keeping up ludicrous state.

Vittoria, herself, squandered away her marriage portion on rich

toilettes and company. Still worse, she was always surrounded by

adorers.

Little wonder that another daughter-in-law of Camilla, Maria

Damasceni, a paragon of domestic virtue, was soon constantly held

up to Vittoria as a model and became her aversion.

Tarquinia was at the bottom of most of the trouble. With what

mad end in view she best knew herself, she never let her daughter’s

interest in the Duke die. Vittoria’s maid was her accomplice, a woman
afterwards accused of having attracted Bracciano to her mistress by
means of a love philtre, and even of having poisoned Maria

Damasceni for her.

One charge was as false as the other. Maria died of a slow

decline, not from poison.

Neither of these trumped-up charges was, however, even thought

of until a crime that horrified the whole of Kome, and justified

almost any suspicion, was committed.

One night a pressing message was brought to the gentle, home-
abiding Francesco Peretti, entreating him to go out at once to speak

to his wife’s brother, Marcello, on urgent business. As Marcello was
under a cloud, he could only venture out in the dark. The choice

of night was therefore not in any way suspicious. But Francesco’s

mother, foreboding evil, threw herself at her son’s feet, and besought

him not to leave the house.

He persisted, went out, and next day was brought home dead,

his body riddled with balls.

Under the weak rule of Gregory the Thirteenth, similar crimes

were of common occurrence in Rome, pressed to the very gates by
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hordes of bandits recruited from the streets of the city. But the

assassination was something more than a family tragedy, exceptional

in atrocity and treachery.

Marcello’s hand had done the deed, but no one doubted that the

Duke was the murderer. Tarquinia, too, it was whispered, was in the

plot.

The Duke was formidable. To bring the crime home to him

would be to risk plunging the city into the horrors of sanguinary

faction warfare, in which, on one or other side, every inhabitant

would be implicated, and the end of which it was impossible to

forecast.

In this suspense, Cardinal Montalto became the point of anxiety.

A consistory had been fixed to take place immediately after the

murder. Would Montalto attend, and would he insist on justice ?

Time at least would be gained if, on the plea of grief, he absented

himself from the consistory.

He attended it, however, but made no allusion to the crime, ex-

cept to answer condolences. Afterwards the Pope received him in

private, and then he broke down
;

still he accused no one, demanded

no enquiry.

To save appearances, Gregory took the initiative, and volunteered

promises of rigid enquiry, and that the offenders should be brought

to justice.

This promise was fulfilled exactly in the spirit that gave it birth.

Investigations were made, and duly reported. Then the report

was locked up in the Fortress of St. Angelo
;
and an individual,

utterly guiltless of the crime, was accused of it.

The accused man suffered no penalty for the crime committed by

another. Before the warrant for his arrest was issued, the fact that

he was out of reach had been taken into due account. At a previous

date, he had committed certain other crimes, and he was known to

be still in the place of refuge to which he had then betaken himself.

But the fictitious charge against him was bolstered up by a fable.

Pallientieri, it was alleged, killed Peretti in self-defence; he knew

Peretti intended to kill him at the first opportunity.

This story was too monstrous for any one to swallow. Every one,

who knew anything about Francesco Peretti, knew him to be the

least bloodthirsty of men
;
a man without a grudge against any one,

a man whose only offence was his wife’s beauty.

Montalto was an apparently calm spectator of this travesty of

justice. He said, afterwards, that at the time he left the matter ‘ in

God’s hands.’

In his own household he tried to forget his personal grief in

comforting the widow and his sister. But even there he was in a

difficult position.

Before the tragedy, Camilla was prejudiced against her daughter-
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in-law. After it, she thought of her only as the murderer’s sister,

and as herself the cause of the crime, if not accessory to it.

In this frame of mind, the Cardinal’s faith in Vittoria, his loyalty

to her, no matter what happened, were naturally very exasperating to

Camilla.

All her suspicions were confirmed by an event which took place

only a few days after the murder, an event which must have been a

blow even to the Cardinal’s partisanship.

Vittoria disappeared from his house, and, immediately afterwards,

he learnt she was with the Duke at his ‘ vineyard ’—the Magna
napoli.

Still, nothing would convince him she had had any hand in the

crime
;
nor, except her shameless flight to her lover’s arms, is there

any evidence to show she had been a party to the plot.

A series of manoeuvres to prevent the Duke’s marrying her now
began on the part of his family : through Cardinal Medici (one of

the brothers of the Duke’s unfortunate first wife), the Pope was

induced to issue warning after warning to prevent the marriage. The
first notice simply forbade it and declared it null and void if it had

already taken place. The next ordered the pair to separate, and

finally Vittoria was commanded to go back to her father and never

to leave the house even to hear mass.

While a show of compliance was made, all these commands were

defied.

The widow went to her father’s house, the Palazzo Massa, but,

instead of never leaving it, employed her time in going backwards

and forwards to her lover at his ‘ vineyard.’

At last the Palazzo Massa was invaded by sbirri, Vittoria was

seized and forcibly carried to the Convent of St. Cecilia in

Trastevere.

From there, for better security, she was presently moved to the

Fortress of St. Angelo and there kept a year in prison.

Her lover meantime was not only free, but powerful at the Vatican

and busy on her behalf.

One by one, through his efforts, the warnings were withdrawn,

until only the prohibition of the marriage remained in force.

His tactics were to allow it to be taken for granted that he no

longer intended to marry Vittoria, and that his efforts on her behalf

were disinterested.

The way for her release being in this manner paved, the moment
she came out of prison he married her, not once but (to make matters

doubly sure) twice.

It was at the Castle of Bracciano that the second ceremony took

place, and for a brief interval the pair remained there undis-

turbed.

With a New Year their troubles began again. Their marriage .
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was brought before the Koman Court, and they were ordered to

part. To gain time, the Duke pledged his word that Vittoria should

leave him
;
but he employed the respite gained to go through the

marriage ceremony with her for the third time.

On the very day, 24th of March 1585, this last ceremony took

place, an event was occurring in Eome that shook even Bracciano’s

confidence in his own invincibility.

Montalto was elected Pope as Sixtus the Fifth. The Duke had

at least the courage of his deeds, and, immediately he was informed

of the unexpected result of the Conclave of Cardinal electors, he

hurried to Eome to be present at the reception, which, in accordance

with custom, the Holy Father would hold immediately after his

election was announced.

This was effrontery that scandalised even Eoman society. Every

one was on the watch to see how the Pope would bear himself to

Bracciano. But there was little to satisfy curiosity. It was reported

that the ‘ small brown eyes ’ flashed, but nothing more. In other

respects the Pontiff’s manner was strictly ceremonious.

But the Duke himself was not satisfied. It was his purpose to

find out whether his position in Eome was still tenable, and, not

having succeeded at the first reception, he boldly reappeared at the

very next the Holy Father held.

This was too much. This time there could be no mistaking the

fiery wrath of the twice insulted Pontiff.

But Bracciano offended him still more deeply through Vittoria.

Not content with thrusting himself on the Pope, it was surely at his

instigation that Vittoria, in spite of repeated denials, forced herself

into the house she had left under circumstances so disgraceful, and

into Camilla’s presence. She was received with sobs, tears, and

stormy reproaches.

Bracciano was now obliged so far to accept defeat that he saw

the absolute necessity of flight.

The Castle of Bracciano, in his absence, had been occupied by

idarcello (the murderer of Francesco) at the head of a company of

bandits. For what purpose they had been assembled there was

never known. They left so soon as news came from the Duke that

he, Vittoria, and their household were hurrying from Eome.

Quarters so accessible from the city were no safe refuge, and a

further move to Padua quickly followed
;
and yet another, soon after,

to Salo, an estate of the Duke in Venetian territory.

In this retired place the troubled love story subsided into one of

uneventful domestic life. But this unmerited and dearly bought

peace only lasted a few weeks. It terminated then in the death of

the Duke. ‘ He expired ’ we are told ‘ in the arms of his adored

wife.’

Capable of this enduring adoration, there must still have been
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some remnant of good even in this somewhat unsavoury hero of

Vittoria’s love story.

Immediately he was dead, his widow wrote to his friend and

kinsman, Ludovico Orsini. He was on the point of starting for Corfu,

to enter upon his office as governor of the island, but, changing his

plans, he hurried to Salo.

There he made Vittoria hand over to him all her personal jewels,

beside all the other valuable property in the house
;
and told her he

intended to manage the business matters connected with the late

Duke’s will, under which a large proportion of the property came to

Vittoria.

She made no attempt to resist, ‘ obeying with resignation,’ we are

told, and too broken-hearted to realise that, at least for the time, he

was reducing her to destitution.

Terrified by his manner, she left Salo when this scene was over,

to take refuge in Padua, her brothers Marcello and Flamineo

accompanying her.

Here she wrote to Sixtus, on whose affection she still had reason

to rely, telling him of Ludovico’s conduct, and of her own situation

in consequence.

Before the Pope’s answer reached her she too was dead.

‘In the night of December 21-22, 1585, forty of Ludovico’s

creatures, fantastically disguised in black, came to the Palazzo

Cavalli, where Vittoria and her brothers had taken up their quarters.’ ^

Twenty surrounded the house, while the rest, scaling the walls,

entered. Eight of the assassins, carrying lighted torches, made
their way through the long galleries and passages in search of their

victims.

Flamineo ‘ the innocent, the young,’ was playing the lute, and

singing the Miserere, in the great hall of the Palace.

The murderers surprised him with a shot through the arm.

Wounded and bleeding he ran, followed by the murderers, to his

sister’s room.

She was saying her night prayers before her crucifix
;
and when

she turned and saw the assassins, she asked not that they would

spare her life, but that she might have a few moments to prepare for

a Christian death and commend her soul to Grod.

Even this the ruffians refused. One of them plunged his dagger

into her left breast, then twisted it round in the wound and jeeringly

asked her ‘ if her heart was pierced.’

The last words she spoke were, ‘ Jesus ’ and ‘ I forgive you.’

They next fell on Flamineo and despatched him. In his body

there are said to have been counted no fewer than seventy-two wounds.
‘ The Paduan authorities,’ says Mr. J. A. Symonds, ‘ identified

^ See Hiibner’s Life of Sixtus the Fifth, and J. A. Symonds’s Italian liijKaijs.
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the body of Vittoria, and of Plamineo, and sent at once to Venice for

further instructions.

‘ Meanwhile both corpses were laid out, in one coffin, for the

people to contemplate. The Palace and Church of the Eremitani,

to which they were removed, were crowded all the day following with

a vast concourse.

‘ Vittoria’s wonderful dead body, pale yet sweet to look upon, the

golden hair flowing round her marble shoulders, the red wound in

her breast uncovered, the stately limbs arrayed in satin as she died,

maddened the populace with its surpassing loveliness.

‘ Dentihus fremebant, they gnashed with their teeth, says the

chronicle, when they beheld that gracious lady stiff in death.

‘ It must indeed have been an impressive spectacle. The grim,

gaunt frescoes of Mantegna looked down uponffier as she lay stretched

on her bier, solemn, calm and, but for her pallor, beautiful as in life.’

Marcello Accoramboni escaped the fate of his brother and sister

to meet the reward of his crimes at the hands of justice.

Unconscious of the tragedy about to take place, he had fled from

the Palazzo Cavalli, after having murdered his servant in the public

bath of Padua. On this charge he was subsequently arrested, but

the trial resulted in his acquittal.

Just before news of Bracciano’s death reached Eome a former

servant of his was arrested for some delinquency. This man, put to

the question, made disclosures regarding the Duke’s share in the

murder of Francesco that stirred up Camilla, who had never ceased

to call for justice on the murderers of her son, to renew her efforts to

bring them to punishment.

The new Pope’s reign had been inaugurated by a series of severe

measures, directed to repress the crime and disorder that had pre-

vailed in Eome and the surrounding: country under Grregory the

Thirteenth.

But, with regard to the past tragedy in his own family, Sixtus

shrank from proceedings that would, he thought, look too much like

personal vindictiveness.

Not until Bracciano was dead did he at length yield to his sister’s

demands so far as to hint to the Venetian ambassador that, although

Marcello had been acquitted in the recent trial, it might be possible

to arrest him again for the murder committed in Padua, and that he

could be tried and punished there.

To re-arrest a man on a charge of wdiich he had been acquitted

was so totally contiary to ^'enetian law^ that the Pope’s proposal was

refused
;
finally the Seignory proposed to him to arrest the guilty man

and hand him over to the Eoman State.

To this Sixtus, after long hesitation, agreed, and Marcello was

tried and executed at Ancona in November 1J86.

IiUdo\’ico Orsini, the murderer of Vittoria and her poor young
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brother, Flamineo, also suffered for his crimes. Suspicion at once

fell on him and ‘ he was summoned.’ But in defiance of the summons
he took up his position in the Palazzo Contarini, outside Padua,

fortified himself, and prepared to fight for his life.

On Christmas Day the Venetian avogador brought two pieces of

artillery into position and bombarded the palace. The wall fell

under this attack, burying three of the chief murderers.

Ludovico had hoped to hold out till night and to escape in the

dark, but, finding this impossible, he surrendered. He took a ring

off his finger and sent it to his confederates, with advice to follow his

example. Then he w'alked out. He was attired in brown, a dagger

at his side, his cloak hung gracefully over his arm.

The dagger being taken from him, he leant carelessly over a

balustrade and began to trim his nails with a little pair of scissors.

The Palazzo Contarini was then searched. A few men were

discovered hidden in out-of-the-way corners beside arquebuses and

daggers, the latter blood-stained.

An embossed silver cup, among the articles found, was afterwards

produced at the trial in proof of Ludovico’s guilt. It had on it the

Medici arms, and was proved to have belonged to Bracciano’s first

wife, Isabella, and afterwards to Vittoria.

In view of the dishonour to the State, a public functionary

having committed a heinous crime in one of the most important

cities and fortresses belonging to Venice, sentence of death was

passed on Ludovico. But, in consideration of his rank and his

illustrious family, to which the State was under obligation for many
services, he was spared the ignominy of public execution and was

strangled in prison. His accomplices were executed in the public

square of Padua.

With this scene the story of our heroine closes. In Webster’s

Vittoria Coi'ambona it is surpassed in horror, but (jpace the critics of

that classic) in his incarnate fiends Webster misses the ‘ one touch
’

that in the hands of his greater forerunner would have given us

human men and women of kindred nature with the race.

Margaret Maitland.
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PROLOGUE TO ‘ THE DUCHESS OF MALFY^

When Shakespeare soared from life to death, above

All praise, all adoration, save of love,

As here on earth above all men he stood

That were or are or shall be—great, and good,

Past thank or thought of England or of man

—

o o
Light from the sunset quickened as it ran.

His word, who sang as never man may sing

And spake as never voice of man may ring.

Not fruitless fell, as seed on sterile ways.

But brought forth increase even to Shakespeare’s praise.

Our skies were thrilled and filled, from sea to sea.

With stars outshining all their suns to be.

No later light of tragic song they knew

Like his whose lightning clove the sunset through.

Half Shakespeare’s gior}q when his hand sublime

Bade all the change of tragic life and time

Live, and outlive all date of quick and dead.

Fell, rested, and shall rest on Webster’s head.

Pound him the shadows cast on earth by light

Pose, changed, and shone, transfiguring death and night.

Where evil only crawled and hissed and slew

On ways that only shame and bloodshed knew,

He bade the loyal light of honour live,

And love, when stricken through the heart, forgive.

Deep down the midnight of the soul of sin

He lit tlie star of mercy tlironed therein.

Uigh up the darkness of sublime despair

He set the sun of love to triumph tliere.
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Things foul or frail his touch made strong and pure,

And bade things transient like to stars endure.

Terror, on wings whose flight made night in heaven.

Pity, with hands whence life took love for leaven.

Breathed round him music whence his mortal breath

Drew life that bade forgetfulness and death

Die : life that bids his light of fiery fame

Endure with England’s, yea, with Shakespeare’s name.

ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE.
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THE OPEN-AIR CURE OF CONSUMPTION^

A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

In an article, ‘ Tuberculosis in Man and Beast,’ in this Keview for

October, Sir Herbert Maxwell has made a clear and telling statement

of the case in favour of immediate action being taken to combat the

terrible disease, tuberculosis in cattle, which so affects the interests

of man. In his paper he brings together all that is supposed to be

known about the disease, but stops short of suggesting any means of

suppressing and eradicating it. The best he has to offer is the system

of partial isolation—which is really no isolation at all—ofunsound from

sound animals as carried on in Denmark. The sound and unsound

animals are kept under the same roof and are separated only by a

movable partition. If such a system were adopted it would do harm
rather than good, for such half-measures would only prevent more

radical steps, which are an absolute necessity, being taken.

It may not be out of place here for me to make my excuses for

taking it upon myself to write on this subject. As Sir Herbert

Maxwell puts it, a layman speaking to laymen may be more easily

understood than a scientist
;
and with laymen it finally rests whether

any steps are to be taken in such matters or not. I may be qualified

in a degree to speak, since from my training as a chemist I may not

be quite so ignorant of the subject as I otherwise might have been,

and, moreover—and this to me is excuse enough for writing—I have

myself been a consumptive, affected with acute phthisis, and yet have

been perfectly cured by the rational treatment which I will afterwards

try to explain. I therefore think that I am to some extent entitled

to speak, since I know, from my own case, more about this disease

than most scientists could possibly know by theory, for I have found

out, by bitter experience, what are the best possible things for con-

sumptives, and what the worst possible. Indeed, I could not help

* [This article was in type before the recent meeting at Marlborough House

under the presidency of H.K.H. the Prince of Wales in support of ‘ the National

Association for the Prevention of Consumption and other forms of Tuberculosis.’

All who are interested in tlie subject (and wlio is not ?) should read the report of

that meeting in the Tiynen and other newspapers of the 21st of December 1898,—
Ed. Nineteenth ('L‘nlnry.\
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writing. three years I have watched the blind gropings after

the truth of the most learned scientists in this country. I have

watched the half-truths they have—not discovered—but been driven by

Continental scientists to acknowledge, and the wrong positions they

have taken up, while all the time thousands were dying who might

have been saved, and I could keep silent no longer.

Perhaps the best way for me to treat the subject is to start with

my own case, and then to show how it is possible to save practically

every consumptive person in this country, if only public interest

could be aroused, and the necessary means employed to bring about

a result so desirable from every point of view.

In the summer of 1895 I completely broke down in health. I

was at that time twenty-eight years of age. I must have been ill

for some very considerable time—perhaps eighteen months or two

years—without realising the cause of my excessive languor and

weakness. I was examined by Drs. A. B. Mitchell and Whitla of

Belfast, who both told me the same thing—that my case was very

desperate, that I was suffering from acute phthisis. My weight, as

taken by Dr. Whitla at that time, was 9 st. 7 lb. I was ordered to

stop work and go into the country to live, and to have complete rest.

No one, myself least of all, ever expected to see me well again. At

first I got considerably worse. Weakness became more apparent,

night sweats more copious, cough more severe, and throat, &c., in-

flamed. I set my house in order, believing firmly that my days

were numbered, and that they were few. Gradually, however, I

began to gain weight, owing to the nourishing food provided for me
by my friends. I should think that during the three months I

stayed in Ireland I drank more than half a gallon of milk every day.

When I had been three months in the country a friend advised me
to go to Nordrach, in the Black Forest, where he had himself been,

and where he had received more good and made more progress in a

few months than he had in the previous seven years, during which,

as I knew, he had been ill of phthisis. He had been two voyages to

the Cape, two winters at Davos, and in fact had tried every known
remedy and treatment without any result. Then he heard of Nord-

rach, where he finally got cured. He is now quite well and strong,

is living in England winter and summer, and attending to his busi-

ness. I decided to give Nordrach a trial, for, from what my friend

said of the treatment there and of its results, I could well believe

that it was the most likely way of effecting a cure, if the cure of such

a disease were possible.

I arrived at Nordrach early in October 1895. My weight

was 138 lb., or 9 st. 12 lb. I left Nordrach towards the end of

January 1896—in three and a half months—quite cured. During
that time I had gained almost 3 st. in weight. On my return

I weighed 176 lb., or 12 st. 8 lb., and my chest measurement
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had increased 6 inches. I here give my weight and gain per week
during the progress of my cure.

First week, the 12th of October, 1895, 138 lb. or 9 st. 12 lb.

;

second week, 143 lb.
;
third week, 147 lb.

;
fourth week, 149 lb.

;

fifth week, 153 lb.; sixth week, 157 lb.; seventh week, 160 lb.;

eighth week, 163 lb.; ninth week, 165 lb.; tenth week, 168 lb.;

eleventh week, 168 lb.; twelfth week, 169 lb.; thirteenth week,

170 lb.; fourteenth week, 173 lb.; fifteenth week, 174 lb.; six-

teenth week, the 24th of January, 1896, 176 lb. or 12 st. 8 lb.

Since that time, now almost three years ago, I have kept in

perfect health and maintained a weight of from 12 st. 4 lb. to 12 st.

7 lb., at which figme I at present turn the scales. It is certainly a

struggle to get up one’s weight, but when that has been accomplished

one has only to eat a normal amount to maintain it. I have now of

course no cough, my lungs are quite healed and not a trace of

tuberculosis left, and I am quite as likely to remain sound as any

person who has never been affected—more likely, I think, because

I know how to live and what to avoid. I have since my return

been examined by doctors who knew me before and during my illness,

and they have all pronounced me perfectly sound. Quite lately, in

July, before the British Medical Association in Edinburgh, some of

the greatest authorities on the chest examined me and found my
lungs quite healed and in a healthy condition. If my case were an

isolated one it would convince nobody, some other cause would

be adduced to account for the recovery, but it is also the case

of hundreds of others who have been perfectly cured at Nordrach,

and who have been fitted again to take their part in the

work of life. I may say that I have worked as hard since my
recovery as ever I did in my life, but with considerably altered

methods, and with a deal more care to the essentials of rest and

nourishment, and the avoidance of the things—such as impure air

—

which tended to bring about my breakdown. I may mention that

the windows of my house are never closed, but are kept open winter

and summer, with nothing but the best results
;
that I never wear

an overcoat or carry an umbrella in the wettest or coldest weather

;

and that I have been drenched dozens of times without changing my
clothes or catching a cold. This generally is the mode of life followed

by those who have been to Nordrach. Before going there they are

weakly, dying consumptives ;
on their return they are strong, hardy

and healthy men and women, capable of standing any climate—and

climate certainly has nothincj to do either with the caxise or the cure

of consumption—provided they lead the reasonable lives that all of

ns, strong and weak alike, should lead. It may be said that these

cures are not permanent
;

l)ut it is in their permanency that they

are so different from many improvements in condition received else-

where, which seldom last. Cases that were cured ten years ago,

when Dr. W'alther first started his treatment at Nordrach, still
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remain quite well, and will continue well so long as they live within

the bounds of reason. I have been back at work three years, and

feel better now than when I returned.

I was formerly always thin and delicate, subject to constant colds

and ill-health. During the last three years I have not been absent

from business a single day through illness, and my general health is

completely restored.

I emphatically affirm that consumption is not a fatal disease,

that not a single life should be lost through it, if only the proper

means of grappling with it were employed.

It is not for me to enter into the scientific aspect of the disease.

An excellent paper on Nordrach is contributed by Dr.' K. Mander

Smyth, himself a patient cured there, to the British Medical

Journal of the 1st of October. I shall, however, give a rough

outline of the treatment as carried out by Dr. Otto Walther, and

to a great extent originated and perfected by him, at Nordrach, in

the Baden Black Forest, Germany. The results he obtains are so

much better than are got at any other sanatorium that Nordrach is

the best place to take as a pattern when erecting sanatoria in this

country.

The three outstanding features of Dr. Walther’s treatment are :

—

(1) Over~fceding

.

—Dr. Walther holds that there can be no cure

without weight-gaining. He carries this to its logical conclusion,

and stuffs his patients to their utmost capacity. It is amazing the

amount one can eat when forced to it
;
twice or three times as

much as one would feel inclined to eat. There is no harshness used,

but somehow the Doctor is able to make every one eat gthe amount
necessary. The food is of ordinary kind, but consists of plenty of

milk, fats of all kinds, meats, potatoes, vegetables, butter, bread,

cheese, fruits, sweets, &c. The gain in weight is often enormous.

I have known a patient to gain 8 lb. in one week, and another

to double his weight while at Nordrach. Every one gains weight.

Each patient is weighed every week
;
and as there is a friendly

rivalry as to who will gain the most, there is a stimulus to good

eating. This over-feeding causes no ill effects
;
indeed girls come

there who have taken very little solid or nourishing food for months,

and start at once on this heroic treatment, showing signs of imme-
diate improvement. We used to say amongst ourselves, or when
impressing on a newcomer the necessity for eating largely, that we
had to eat three times the ordinary amount of food

;
one portion to

replace natural waste
;
a second portion to replace the extra waste

from the disease
;
and a third portion to put on weight so that the

system might be strengthened and finally get the better of the

disease. As the weight increases the patient begins to feel more fit,

and to realise that at last he has stumbled on the right treatment.

The cough leaves him after the first few weeks. This irritating
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cough is nothing but an ordinary cold which the patient has all

along been too weak to throw off. But now he is able to master it,

and as a consequence his lungs get more rest and he himself more

sleep. The chest begins to expand, the lungs to heal, and little by

little, unconsciously and without effort, the patient’s bent shoulders

begin to straighten. Every fresh sign of returning health is of

untold encouragement and good to him
;
and besides he sees others

getting cured and leaving for home. There are three good meals a

day. I am sure there is no place where there is so much food con-

sumed per head as at Nordrach. And that by dying consumptives

who are generally supposed to have no appetite ! The meals are at

long- intervals, and there are no snacks allowed between whiles.

Breakfast at 8, dinner at 1, and supper at 7 o’clock. Patients are

required to be in their rooms to rest on their couches for an hour

before each meal. Immediately after a walk one is too tired to eat

well, but when an hour’s rest has been taken one has as much of an

appetite as it is ever possible at Nordrach to have. Besting is always

to be taken stretched out at full length on a couch, as in that way

the maximum amount of rest is obtained. No medicines are ever

given, as they can do no good, and only upset the stomach.

(2) Regulatiooi of the amount of exertion and rest .—Doctors at

home little realise that this is such an important matter. Certainly

there is nothing so harmful to a consumptive patient as over-exertion

in any form, mental or bodily. Even too great intentness in reading

a novel, or, let us say, the excitement and engrossedness of listening

to a concert, are injurious. Dr. Walther gives great attention to this

matter of regulating the amount of exertion, for he says that more

consumptives kill themselves by doing too much than in any other

way. Each patient has to take his temperature, by the rectum, four

times every day, and to note it on a chart. The Doctor visits him

three times a day, and can tell at a glance from the temperature

chart if the patient is doing as he ought, and instructs him accord-

ingly
;
whether he is to be in bed, to lie on his couch, to sit outside,

or to go a long or a short walk. When there is fever the patient is

required to be in bed until such time as the temperature becomes

normal. In old-standing and obstinate cases this is sometimes for

months. When in bed the patient is expected to eat quite as much

as when going about. Walking is generally uphill, and always at a

snail’s j)ace, so that the lungs are exercised without being exerted, and

are thus strengthened and healed. These walks are increased in length

as the patient grows stronger, until by the time he is quite cured he

is allowed to walk long distances, say ten miles, and is so thoroughly

hardened and confirmed in health that he is able on his return home

to at once resume work. When cured, the erstwhile patient is sent

back to this country as readily in mid-winter as in midsummer.

Winter in fact is the best time for consumj^tives under the Nordrach
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treatment, as then they eat more and gain weight more rapidly. Ten

hours’ sleep every night for each patient
;
to bed at nine and up at

seven o’clock. Though one may not be sleeping all the time, yet

one is resting. The Doctor is very much displeased when any one

disregards his instructions on these matters. Indeed the patient

soon finds out for himself that the laws laid down are for his good.

Over-exertion to the length of fatigue results in return of cough or

fever, or tells a tale in some other unpleasant way.

(3) Pure air .—From the moment of arrival until leaving

Nordrach the patient never breathes one breath of any but the purest

air, as Nordrach is in the Black Forest at an elevation of 1,500 feet,

surrounded by trees, and a long way off from a town or even a village.

The casement windows of the sanatoria are kept wide open day and

night, winter and summer, and in some instances the windows are

taken completely out of the frames. Thus it is practically an out-

door life the patient lives continuously. There is therefore no

danger of chills on going out in any kind of weather or at any hour,

as the temperature within and without is equal. So pleasant does

this living in the open become, and so hardy is the patient made,

and so invigorated, that on his return to this country it is the

greatest misery for him to have to remain in a room with closed

windows. Being at such a considerable height—1,500 feet, with a

rise in the longer walks of another 1,500 feet—the patient, to get the

same amount of oxygen into the system, must breathe relatively

more of the rarefied air, and thus expand the lungs. In this way the

lungs are completely flooded with pure air
;

all the odd corners and

crannies, which he has hardly used for ^ears, are ventilated, which

the easy walking uphill is eminently calculated to effect, while at the

same time the almost absolute rest the patient enjoys allows the lungs

to be practically undisturbed, and so permits the healing process to

proceed. The climate is much the same as at home. There is quite

as high a rainfall, and in winter it is much colder. But it has been

demonstrated beyond a doubt that climate has absolutely nothing

to do with the case. There the patients, who go out regularly,

day after day, in all kinds of weather, sometimes walk for hours at a

time in the rain, without ever thinking of changing their wet clothes

afterwards. This course I still adopt, and find that such a wetting

—sometimes twice in one day—never does me any harm whatever.

I asked Dr. Walther if he thought his system could be carried on with

hope of success in this country. He said that it could be worked here

quite as well as at Nordrach, or as in the balmiest clime
;
that all

that was required was a place where pure air -was to be had, situated

well away from a town, at a fair elevation, and the man to see that

the system was properly carried out. I am now convinced that this is

perfectly true. Absolutely nothing else is needed. Freedom from

wind, a high average of sunshine, dry climate, and all such other

VoL. XLV—No. 2G3 H
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tilings as are generally supposed to be so necessary, go for nothing.

And this is the crux of the whole matter. It is possible to cure

here, on the spot, almost all the people of this country who are ill of

phthisis ! Why, then, are sanatoria not erected at once to cure the

hundreds of thousands of those who are ill, and who have not the

means to go abroad—hundre s of thousands who are as certainly

doomed to death as if they were already under the sod, if some such

steps be not at once taken ? It is sad to think that all these people

must die, when they might easily be saved.

These are the three features of the cure : nourishment, rest, and

fresh air.^ Of course there are details in the treatment. Every patient

is examined once a month, both as to his lungs and sputum. Each
month the symptoms of disease become less and less evident, until

there comes a time when the Doctor, after examining the patient’s

chest, will say, ‘ I can hear absolutely nothing.’ That indeed is a

happy moment for the patient. The lungs are quite healed, and the

sputum likely to be free from bacilli. After assurance is made
doubly sure by injecting the sputum into a guinea-pig, and waiting

a few weeks to see that there is no unfavourable result, the happy

patient—now a patient no longer—is free to leave Nordrach and go

whithersoever he listeth. As a matter of fact, their most intimate

friends often do not recognise in the stalwart, broad-chested fellows

the dying consumptives they knew but a few months before.

Only forty to fifty patients are taken at Nordrach. Dr. Walther

says it is impossible to properly overlook more, and it can be easily

understood that he is besieged with applications for rooms long

before he is able to accommodate the applicants. It is in the matter

of this effective supervision that the results got at Nordrach are so

much better than can be obtained elsewhere. If one thinks for a

moment this will not seem strange. At Davos and such places

friends of the patients and others unite with them in having a good

time, and render it almost an impossibility for a cure to be effected.

Nordrach, as far as I can discover, is the only sanatorium where this

thorough, constant, personal supervision is exercised, and it tells in

a marvellous way in the results. Instead of twenty-five to thirty

j:)er cent, cured at other sanatoria, and those only the most favour-

able cases, ninety per cent. I should say are cured at Nordrach, and

many of those would be cases of the very worst type and of the

longest standing, that had most likely come from other sanatoria to

Nordrach as a last resort.

Taking all cases—favourable and unfavourable—the average time

necessary to effect a cure is five to six months. Some are cured in

* Of the three the over-feeding is by far the most important, for it is conceivable

tliat a cure might be effected by this means alone, which could never be accom-

plished by fresh air and rest only.
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two months, others (a few) need as many years. As to what is a

hopeless case there is no saying. I think Dr. Walther never gives

up hope. Certainly he has cured cases that were considered abso-

lutely hopeless by every other authority. But it is to be hoped that,

with increasing knowledge and better precautionary measures, such

cases as are almost beyond all hope will no longer be met with, so

that soon there should be no doubt as to every one being cured, if

only we set about establishing a rational system of treatment on a

proper scale.

The advance in our knowledge of tuberculosis of late years

has been immense. It is now no longer, considered, in the best-

informed circles, as incurable, and it has been proved beyond doubt

that it is not hereditary. There is never disease, active or latent, in

the offspring unless the womb itself of the mother is diseased—

a

very rare occurrence. In the case of cattle, as veterinarians know,

it has been proved that it is not an hereditary disease by the

experiments conducted by Sir Thomas Gibson-Carmichael, M.P.,

in his pedigree herd at Castlecraig, some of the soundest and

best-known animals of which have been bred off tuberculous

parents. The idea that it was an hereditary disease got abroad no

doubt in somewhat the following way. In a family in which one

or both of the parents are consumptive the children are constantly

in contact with an infectious disease. The fact of the parents

having fallen victims to the malady is an indication that they were

weakly constituted. The children are naturally weakly constituted

also, and are therefore liable to take this or any other infectious

disease. That is all. To begin with there is certainly no disease in

the children’s systems. But living in the same unhealthy sur-

roundings and bad circumstances as their parents, and being badly

nourished, either from necessity or through a constitutional distaste

for proper nourishing food, they naturally sooner or later most likely

contract the disease. This gave rise to the idea that consumption

runs in families. But if the children were taken away from those

bad surroundings, and brought up rationally and healthfully, they

would be quite as free and immune from the disease as the children

of the healthiest parents. On the other hand the very healthiest

people, with the best possible ‘ family histories,’ become afflicted

with phthisis through disregard of the laws which make for health. So

long as the body is in health, well nourished and well cared for,

there is no danger from infection. One may then, without any danger,

commit the generally considered suicidal act of going out in rain for

hours without overcoat or other protection, and without afterwards

having a change of clothing, and do many other such terrible things

without any other result than an increased belief in the wisdom of

keeping strong in order to defy disease. It is only when the system

gets below par, through some of the hundred and one agencies that

H 2
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tend to reduce it, that there is danger. Then the disease gemis

that are everywhere are ready to take hold of their victim, when the

blood agents have not the vitality to overcome and exterminate the

intruders.

This, then, is what we know about tuberculosis. It is quite cur-

able
;

it is not hereditary
;

it is not developed spontaneously, but

directly by infection either by food, or inhalation, or other such means.

The communicability of phthisis is coming to be realised in earnest.

In New York it is as compulsory to notify a case of consumption as

to notify a case of any other infectious disease. And what is true

ivith regard to tuberculosis in man is equally true with regard to

tuberculosis in cattle, for it is exactly the same disease, developed in

the same kind of organism and amenable to the same treatment.

What that treatment is I have endeavoured to show. There could

not be produced, I believe, an authoritative cure from tuberculosis

by any other means than by those I have indicated. Certainly the

usual remedies, such as injection of tuberculin, administering

guaiacol carbonate, creasote, &c., produce no satisfactory results.

Cod liver oil as a curative agent is not in the question, as it is prac-

tically the treatment I speak of in one of its branches—namely,

seeking to build up the patient’s system by added nourishment.

But cod liver oil is not such a good form of nourishment as the more

natural fats and foods, such as butter, milk, and fat meats, etc., since

it has the tendency to produce nausea. Take the case of any one

who has been cured of tuberculosis by apparently other means—say

an invalid who had gone to Australia. The chances were great

against his recovering there
;
but granted that he did recover, it was

not by taking medicine that he got better. I contend that his

recovery was entirely due to the three remedial agents
:
plenty of

good food, rest, and fresh air. These are just a reversal of the con-

ditions which brought about his illness. When he went to Australia

it was either to do no work or to take up some very light employ-

ment. He lived in the bush an open-air life, and as a consequence

of the change for the better in his surroundings his lost appetite

returned,-and he soon began to gain in weight. This gave him a

start, which he w’as able to improve upon until he was quite cured,

w hen it is certain he could be no other than a big burly fellow in

comparison to his former self.

Perhaps the use of tuberculin, of all the attempted cures, is the

most likely one to prove serviceable. But at present it is valueless,

as even Professor McCall Anderson, who writes in the British

Medical Journal of October 1 on ‘ A Plea for the more General Use of

Tuberculin,’ has to admit ‘
. . . This improvement,’ consequent on

the irjjection of tuberculin, ‘is but too often temporary, the morbid

condition relapsing sooner or later after the treatment is stopped.

The accuracy of those observations cannot be gainsaid.’ He goes on
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to say that in, addition to the injection of tuberculin, other means

should be resorted to, such as good food, pure air, and other anti-

strumous remedies.

There is no saying of what use tuberculin may prove to be in

the future, when its preparation and proper use have been thoroughly

mastered, when used in conjunction with the Nordrach treatment.

It is believable that it might prove to be of great utility in arresting

the development of the disease, or perhaps in completely eliminating

tuberculosis from the system, leaving the rational treatment, under

better conditions, to rapidly build up the system and ensure a

permanent cure. I think it is probable that, even now, such forms

of the disease as lupus would yield to the proper use of tuberculin,

if at the same time the patient’s system were thoroughly nourished

and built up. It has lately been reported that Professor Denys,

University of Louvain, has discovered a new serum by which he

aflSrms he can cure tuberculosis, which contention it is said he makes

after exhaustive experiments. It is to be hoped that this is so, and

that it is not another false hope such as Koch and Yerneuil raised.

But, even if it be true, it is certain that the injection of a serum

could not possibly build up the shattered system. The very best it

could do would be to arrest the disease by destroying the bacilli, and

therefore in any case the Nordrach system would have to be resorted

to in order that the strength might be restored.

Sir Thomas Grainger Stewart says that tuberculosis destroys as

many lives as all the zymotic diseases combined, 50,000 to 70,000

dying annually from it in the British Isles. It accounts for at least

one-sixth of the total death-rate. At a moderate estimate it affects

30 per cent, of all the cattle in this country. The question is. How
are we to make use of the knowledge we now possess in the alleviation

or eradication of such a scourge ? Evidently, since it is infectious,

the first step towards mastering it is to stop the spread of the

disease by keeping healthy subjects from becoming affected. The

next step is to cure those who are affected, and at the same time, by

periodic compulsory examination of all subjects, to discover at once

fresh cases. These fresh cases would be affected in such a slight

degree that they would easily and quickly be restored to perfect

health. By these means—preventing the spread of the disease,

curing to the utmost extent the existing cases and singling out at

once fresh cases for removal and treatment—tuberculosis in man and

beast would at no distant date be eradicated, and a death from such

a cause would be as rare in this country as a death from leprosy.

James Akthur Gibson.
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IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICAN

UNIVERSITIES

Every one knows that America is the land of bold experiments, of

rapid developments, of sudden adaptation of means to ends. Fewer

people are aware how these qualities mark the recent astonishing

growth of the higher education in the central and eastern states.

Mark Tapley’s sarcastic observation, ‘ The soil being very fruitful,

public institutions grows spontaneous,’ is really scarcely an exaggera-

tion. It may therefore be worth while to record a few of the

impressions which I received from a brief visit to a number of

American universities in April and May last.

Spoiled children of fate, the Americans are little accustomed to

feeling impulses which they are' unable to indulge. And so the

desire of university education, which is widely spread, and which

dominates both sexes, has given rise to a marvellous abundance of

colleges. The degree-giving bodies in the United States may be

numbered by hundreds. Many of the new universities have arisen

from the gifts and bequests of wealthy benefactors, a class abounding

in America. Some were instituted by the legislatures of the various

states. It is a doubtful point whether the conditions imposed by

the benefactor or those created by the not always enlightened mem-
bers of the legislatures are least onerous. In both ways the natural

tendencies of the colleges have been to some degree curbed. Co-

education of men and women, for example, has in some cases been

forced on the teachers of universities by the external pressure of those

who have had no experience in higher education. Of course many
of the new institutions are at a low level. But everywhere the

standard is rapidly rising. The University of Chicago, which has

arisen since the World’s Fair was held in that city, has drawn

together a very able teaching staff and thousands of students, and

already possesses a series of great buildings which form a very

stately whole. Other northern universities, such as that of Wisconsin

and that of Evanston, have increased tenfold in a generation. But

the older universities of the east. Harvard and Yale and Princeton,

still attract the ablest and most ambitious men
;
and in these the
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tendency is rather to raise the level of study than merely to increase

the number of students.

Within the last twenty years the gradual spread of what is known

in America as graduate study has completely changed the character

of the universities. The older American colleges imported from

England the notion of a course of undergraduate study in certain

branches of knowledge, leading up to the bachelor’s degree. Until

recently the students who desired to go beyond the somewhat narrow

limits thus set betook themselves to Germany. At Berlin or Heidel-

berg or Leipzig they pursued their course, and returned to America

with the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, and a certain contempt for

all learning that was not German. Within a few years the number
of American students at Berlin has fallen to half what it was. The
reason is that it is now possible to carry almost all studies much
further without leaving America. This is largely the result of the

influence of one university, that which is named after Johns Hopkins

at Baltimore. The philosophical faculty of this institution was

organised in 1876
;
and from the first it has been ambitious to give

the highest teaching in languages, history, and science, rather than

to attract numbers. According to the latest statement, there were

at the university 520 students, of whom only 144 were under-

graduates, the rest mostly graduates reading special subjects for

their own progress, or for the degree of Doctor in Philosophy.

The organisation of more advanced study was taken up by other

universities. Special libraries and apparatus of all kinds were pro-

cured, and the Seminar became a regular part of university organ-

isation. According to recent statements, there are at Yale 1,783

undergraduates, and 729 graduate and professional students
;

at

Harvard the number of graduate students in the faculty of arts and

sciences alone is 287. And as the number of teachers at Harvard,

404, is considerably larger than the number at any English univer-

sity, as well as more evenly distributed over various studies, graduate

students in that university are not likely to suffer for want of special

instruction. The new University of Chicago claims to have an even

larger number of graduate students than Yale and Harvard, though

probably the degree which some of them have taken in the less

developed colleges of the west is not of great value.

The sudden rise of graduate study, taken up not merely by

young lawyers or students of medicine or divinity, but also in the

ordinary course of arts and sciences, shows the immense vitality of

learning in America. It can be no common force which makes men
in hundreds postpone by three years or so their entrance into active

life, and devote themselves to careful investigation of some particular

subject in the field of science or history or letters. The individual

is driven to this course because he knows that unless he does some
good advanced work he will have no chance of appointment to any
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college post. And the attitude of the university world is determined

by the conviction that unless a man has studied his subject seriously

and become used to working at first hand, he is not really an educated

man, nor fitted to educate others.

The graduate course naturally ends in the production of a dis-

sertation in which some group of facts is thoroughly investigated or

some new historical or philosophical view set forth. There is nothing

on which the authorities of the Johns Hopkins University more pride

themselves than on the dissertations which have been produced by

the graduate students. They range over all fields, classical, oriental,

historical, physical, biologic, and represent a vast amount of steady

work. At Oxford and Cambridge the value of doctoral theses is

curiously underrated. Many of them, both in Grermany and America,

are slight, and many are perverse. But it is most unfair to judge

them merely in the light of additions to the sum of knowledge.

Their great value is to those who produce them. Until a man has

grappled individually with some serious scientific or historic problem,

he can have no experience in the use of authorities, in the weighing

of evidence, or in the methods of research. And such experience is

the basis of higher education in the nineteenth century. Without

it a man is quite incapable of judging of the tendencies of modern

thought, or of appreciating the intellectual atmosphere which we
have to breathe.

Americans are quite ready to recognise that a course of education

thus dominated by love of knowledge and the encouragement of

research has its drawbacks. Students are seldom sufficiently trained

in the use of their own language
;
their education is far more effective

on the scientific than on the literary side. In some cases thej’

acquire the vices of the specialist, and by confining themselves to too

narrow a field become myopic as regards the great world. But a

perfect system of education has yet to be discovered
;
and to English-

men it should be interesting to study a kind of education of wffiich

the faults are diametrically opposed to our own.

It is natural that the great spread of higher education in America

should have made the stay at German universities less imperative

and less usual. Nevertheless, the newness of everything in America

and the abnormality of social conditions there has naturally caused

every real student to look beyond his own country to the older

civilisation of Europe for many things. The ablest men still make

some stay in Germany. France has of late made an effort to attract

American students to Baris, by adapting the university curriculum to

their needs. Both Oxford and Cambridge have introduced into their

scheme new degrees, those of Bachelor of Letters and Bachelor of

Science, to be conferred on graduates of foreign universities who

pursue some definite course of study in England. Tliis, however, is

but a half measure, and is not likely to have much effect. The new
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degrees are not understood in America, where, as in Germany, higher

study leads direct to the doctorate. And besides, what American

graduate students need is advanced lectures and the Seminar, where

they can rub shoulders with other students and be personally stimu-

lated by the professor or teacher. It is not mere advice as to books

and reading that they want, but personal contact with the master.

This they have at home, and in Germany. English professors are

often either occupied with trying to lecture down to the under-

graduate, or else engaged in their own work, and accustomed to

regard teaching as an interruption. Unless we supplement the offer

of degrees by the organisation of more advanced study, the only men
who are likelv to come to us from America are those who come for

social rather than educational purposes.

At Boston, on the Queen’s birthday, I dined with a society con-

sisting of Canadians working as instructors or as graduate students

at Harvard. In number they were about forty, a very strong and

promising set of men, who were all English subjects, yet who looked

to Boston as the metropolis of education. When I expressed an

earnest wish that hereafter Canadian graduates might sometimes

complete their studies at Oxford and Cambridge rather than on New
England soil, my words were cheered to the echo. To scarcely any

of those young men, probably, had a graduate course in England

suggested itself as a possibility. Yet in these days, when England

and her colonies are drawing nearer together, ought they not also to

associate in university study ? Is not the comparative isolation of

Oxford and Cambridge a deplorable dereliction of the duty which the

universities owe to the empire ? It is too much to expect that many
young Australians and Canadians can come to us for the regular

undergraduate course. But we might easily, if we chose, attract

some of the most brilliant of colonial graduates for a briefer term of

study. Undoubtedly, however, this cannot be done save by some

trouble and some changes. It is a mistake to suppose that graduate

study can merely be fitted on to our existing scheme.

The best hope of those who would fain see Oxford and Cambridge

adopt imperial responsibilities lies in the observation of history.

Thirty years ago, university reformers like Matthew Arnold and

Mark Pattison thought that the State would step in to control the

higher education of England
;
that the universities had no power of

expansion. But since those days we have learned another lesson.

The two universities have worked out a vast scheme for the

examination of schools
;
they have carried university extension into

all the large towns of England
;
they have partially taken charge

(too rashly, I fear) of the education of women. In quite recent days

they have captured the profession of the Civil Service of England and

India. At present it remains to be seen whether they will proceed

further with this expansion or whether they will prefer to become
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fashionable finishing schools for the well-to-do classes. In face of

the new universities of the north and west, and the promised teach-

ing university in London, Oxford and Cambridge must either go

forward or else fall behind.

I found it to be in America the universal opinion that if the

English universities organised graduate courses, and awarded the

doctorate at the end of them, there would be a flow to England of

young graduates from the United States and the English colonies.

The opportunity is unquestionably present
;

it is for us either to use

or to neglect it. Of course the first duty of Oxford and Cambridge

is to England
;

but only Little Englanders would underrate the

advantages of a closer federation of English-speaking universities.

At the present time Harvard exercises great influence throughout the

north and west of America by sheer intellectual force
;

it seems not

impossible that Oxford and Cambridge might if they chose become

the two hemispheres of the brain of the empire.

While in this particular matter a visit to America suggests that

changes are advisable in Oxford and Cambridge, he would be an

unworthy son of the English universities who did not recognise that in

many things we are the better off. When highly educated Americans

visit Oxford or Cambridge they generally urge us not to change, but

to preserve our peculiar institutions. Our ancient buildings, our

noble colleges, our close ties to the past, our liberty in the present,

appear more admirable than ever when we come straight from a land

of novelties and experiments. In many things we inherit good

working compromises which newly founded universities could not

accept, but which it would be very doubtful wisdom to give up.

Especially this is true of the attitude of Oxford and Cambridge towards

religion. The Bill for the Abolition of Tests removed all marked

unfairness to those who were not members of the Establishment, but

did not produce a theoretic equality among the adherents of the various

sections of the Christian Church. And as the great majority of

graduates who belong to any religious body are Episcopalians, a good

working compromise is secured.

In America the religious conditions are quite different. For

many years the distinctive doctrines of particular religious bodies

have been dying down into a general level of broad evangelical

Christianity. Hence, though most American universities have been

founded in the interests of this or that religious body, it has been

possible at nearly all to arrange religious services which are acceptable

to the great mass of the students. Of the older foundations Yale is

Congregational, Princeton is Presbyterian
;
of the newer, Chicago is

Baptist, Evanston Wesleyan, and so forth. And in such cases some

attendance at divine service is required of students. But the services

are such as could scarcely raise scruples in any one professing Chris-

tianity. Anything like religious persecution is (juite foreign to
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American ideas. So every one in the university, except the

president, is usually quite free to hold any religious views he pleases.

Christian associations exist at all universities
;
they are encouraged

by the authorities, and largely used by the students.

Thus an undenominational Christianity furnishes in America a

working religious compromise, just as the Anglican Church, with its

traditional moderation, does among ourselves. The alternative is

secularism, which has been adopted by some of the newer universities,

but which does not suit the genius of the Anglo-Saxon race. A
recrudescence of doctrinal intolerance might force the secularist

solution on the universities of either England or America
;
but in

America matters seem to be in a position of fairly stable equilibrium.

Another matter in which acquaintance with American universi-

ties leads only to a frank recognition of their necessary divergence

from ours is their government. Oxford and Cambridge are perhaps

the most complete democracies in existence. The Congregation at

Oxford and the Senate ^ at Cambridge, comprising all the resident

teachers, have a power which is almost unlimited in matters of

finance, of organisation, and of ordinance. They can do almost any-

thing except where restrained by the wills of deceased benefactors.

In American universities power is less evenly divided. Some matters

are decided at a general meeting of the faculty. In each university

there is an external board of trustees or overseers, to which grave

questions are referred. The head professor in each particular branch

of study exercises over his subordinates an authority which is exten-

sive. And the president is often the real repository of power in the

organisation. It is the most marked feature of American life,

whether political, commercial, or educational, that power in every

institution seems to gravitate into the hands of one man. Every one

knows that in ancient days democracy led to tyranny. In America

democracy has led to the rule of the boss, who is a tyrant of a kind,

basing his authority, not on an armed guard, but on the power of

the purse and on superior knowledge and skill. By their presidents

universities are made or unmade, and as long as the institution is

prosperous (which it can scarcely fail to be in America), the president

can ordinarily carry out his will as regards the direction of study, the

appointment of teachers, and in fact in all matters of finance and

organisation. The Vice-Chancellor at Oxford or Cambridge is merely

a chairman who gives a casting vote
;
the president of an American

university, like the President at Washington or the president of a

railway company, is a real ruler, who can make peace or war, and

appoint those of whom he approves to almost any position of in-

fluence. In warfare, as Macaulay so clearly showed, a second-rate

general can better conduct a campaign than the wisest consulting

board. And as the fierce competition of the modern world is a

* The Senate at Cambridge includes also non-resident Masters of Arts
;
but these

seldom come up to vote.
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perpetual warfare, it must be allowed that the boss system is very

well adapted to secure success in all fields of activity. The clumsy

machinery of English universities could not work for a year

apart from the restraints of tradition and the presence of a spirit of

moderation and conciliation. It possesses no means whatever for

restraining an energetic and determined minority. But an American

university, like an American railroad, can fight and make terms, can

crush foes and develop rapidly in any necessary direction. However,

Oxford and Cambridge men will be more ready to acknowledge the

advantage which American universities thus possess, than to try to

acquire it themselves.

In the matter of university education for women, the experience

of America should be especially valuable. Owing to a variety of

reasons, the desire of higher education has spread like wildfire among
American women. In the roomy west, where careers of all sorts

abound, and where the imperative calls of practical life can scarcely be

resisted by any man of energy, there is a great field open to educated

women. The Bar, the Church, medicine, and other professions are

open to them
;
and in fact it would be difficult to find any walk in

life quite safe from their intrusion. Never, since the matriarchal

scheme of society fell into decay, had women such a field for their

energies.

A very badly paid profession in America is that of the teacher.

And in all countries the life of the teacher is full of drudgery. Thus

we cannot be surprised that in most parts of the United States men
of ability have seldom become schoolmasters, while women have

crowded into the pursuit. If we except a few cities such as Boston,

we shall find the schools of America, from the smallest preparatory

academies to the high schools, mainly in the hands of women. In

some states ninety per cent, of the teachers are women. At Chicago

in 1892, the number of male teachers was 219, the number of female

teachers was 3081. In all schools, excepting in certain parts of the

east and south, boys and girls are commonly taught together up to

the university age. And the number of girls in the higher classes

of these schools exceeds the number of boys almost in the proportion

of two to one.

In this state of affairs, so characteristic of a new country, and so

radically different from what we are accustomed to in Europe, it

would seem quite natural that boys and girls who had been educated

together up to eighteen should go on together to the universities.

If Eton and Harrow were mixed schools, mainly taught by women,

it would seem strange that Oxford and Cambridge should claim to

belong to one sex only. Vet as a matter of fact the co-educating

university in America meets witli obstinate opposition.

The universities founded l)y the states of central and western

America, such as those of Michigan, Wisconsin, and California, admit

women and men as students on the same terms. Hut the older
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universities of the east, such as Harvard and Princeton, do not

admit women to full membership, and are strongly opposed to the

mixing of the sexes in undergraduate classes. And of late years

there have arisen in the New England states several large women’s

colleges—Vassar, Wellesley, Bryn Mawr, and Smith—which educate

women separately.

Any one can study in America the two sets of institutions, the co-

educating university, and the university meant for one sex only, as

they exist side by side. It would be a mistake to suppose, however,

that the admission of women as ordinary students of a university

settles the problem so far as they are concerned. Of course they

would be eligible for all fellowships and prizes : that goes without

saying. But there remains a further question how far they shall be

admitted into the teaching staff and the governing council. When
I reached the University of Michigan, I was rather surprised to find

that, although co-education had been the rule there since 1870, yet

the woman question was still a burning one. I commend this fact

to the graduates of Oxford and Cambridge. The women at Michigan

are dissatisfied that they are not more largely represented on the

teaching staff, and there is the old demand for justice and equality.

If only nature had abstained from original injustice and instituted

equality when the female sex was organised these questions might

have admitted of a readier solutidn.

My own inquiries, which were, I fear, persistent and detailed,

led me to believe that the future is not with the mixed universities.

Among the professors in such universities there is widely spread a

deep feeling of dissatisfaction with the system. They complain that

the mixed classes want homogeneity^ and vitality. And in the

classes themselves a curious drift may be observed, a few men or

women in a class mainly composed of the other sex tending to

become fewer or disappear. And human nature being what it is,

it is inevitable that the relations between fellow-students of opposite

sexes should either become hostile or else too intimate. Either the

men will regard the women as unsexed rivals, or else they will waste

time in running after them. The one extreme prevails at Cornell,

where men and women meet only in class, and scarcely speak to one

another
;
the other extreme prevails at Chicago, where the boys and

girls wander about in pairs. It is worth observing in this connection

that mixed education is thirty years old at Cornell, and quite new at

Chicago, so that in this matter experience does not remove difficul-

ties. A sceptic might doubt whether much of feminine society would

help to bring the college career to a satisfactory end. Grave scandals,

one must allow, appear to be almost impossible in America, but the

experience of boat-race week in our English universities seems to

show that philandering and study are not compatible.

In 1893 Dr. Angell, President of the University of Michigan, was
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gravely alarmed at the rapid rise of the proportion of women to men
in his university

;
but in five years the tide has turned, and the pro-

portion of women has somewhat diminished. Meantime the number
of girls in the female colleges has advanced by leaps and bounds.

And public schools for boys only on the English plan are very suc-

cessfully invading the eastern states. There are indications that the

position of American women, which has hitherto been quite abnormal,

will by degrees approach that of women in the old world. It does

not appear to a visitor that even now girls in New England are

entirely free from the rule of convention.

One or two of the institutions which I found existing among
American students seem to deserve attention. First a custom which

has, so far as I know, no parallel in England. The art of debate,

which has always been much encouraged and practised in America,

has been completely organised on a competitive basis.

Teams are selected in each college for a debating tussle, just as

for a rowing match or a football contest. The teams of rival colleges

meet on the platform of some large hall. A political or social sub-

ject which offers good scope for argument has already been selected
;

one side is assigned by lot to each of the contending parties. Each

competitor in turn takes up his brief and attacks or defends, as the

case may be. Judges assigned for the purpose decide which team

is victorious, having regard, not to the justice of the cause, but to

the skill of the disj)utants. A victorious college is proud of its team,

and of the trophy which victory brings it.

I was not present at one of these contests, but I attended a

rehearsal for one. The youthful orators seemed to me to equal or

surpass our English undergraduate debaters in fluency and ease
;
but

I was not greatly impressed with their debating force. They seemed

rather to repeat a prepared theme than to demolish one another or

really to grip the subject. Perhaps I expected too much, knowing

how ready of speech educated Americans are. At the Oxford or

Cambridge Union one would certainly not hear six or eight consecu-

tive speeches which dealt so little in irony, in sarcasm, or in humour
as those to which I listened at Harvard. Every man was serious,

serious to dulness
;
and I was told, rightly or wrongly, that jesting

and humour would be on these occasions regarded as blemishes.

One cannot but feel some doubt whether it is a wise thing to set

undergraduates to uphold one side or the other in a debate without

any reference to their personal convictions. As a training for legal

})ractice it may be very useful, but to men who expect to become

ministers of religion or to take a part in politics, the habit of main-

taining any given thesis is one of doubtful desirableness. I was told

that such subjects only were chosen for these set debates as involved

considerations of ex}>ediency rather than of morality
;
but it must

surely be rather difficult to exclude all subjects on which men have
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strong convictions. And a man who can speak as well against his

convictions as with them is scarcely to be encouraged, except at the

Bar. However, whatever may be thought of these oratorical displays,

they have come into fashion everywhere in the American univer-

sities.

Another side of undergraduate life to which an Englishman

naturally turns attention is that of athletic sport. In this matter,

as in so many others, the American tendency to extremes is manifest.

The universities produce athletes who hold the records for many of

the feats of strength and speed in which young men now contend.

At the Olympian festival at Athens two years ago, the American

visitors carried all before them. And the football and baseball teams

put into their matches much of that determination and intensity of

will which is so noteworthy on the other side of the Atlantic. They

contend as if the salvation of the country depended on it
;
and they

have in consequence to be clad in elaborate armour to protect the

vital parts from injury. Baseball is certainly a game which makes

a severer call on the powers and requires a more continuous strain

of attention than cricket. And baseball remains the university

game, though the strongly marked predominance of the pitcher over

the striker is fast reducing the scores at matches to zero. On the

other hand, the athletes in the American universities are a small

minority. Anything like the crush of racing boats on our narrow

Cam, or the swarming of our footballers, is unknown in America.

There is a large residuum of men poor in physique and quite unac-

customed to bodily toil and conflict.

To these latter the movement which has set up in all the colleges

of America, men’s and women’s alike, huge and well appointed

gymnasia is an enormous benefit. In the baths under the gym-
nasium at Harvard, men are as careless of the conventions of dress

as Grreek athletes, a thing which to me seemed very healthy, and

admirably corrective of the thick-lying artificialities of American life.

But not only do the sturdy frequent these exercise-places, but the

weak and ill developed also. By a custom which, if not compulsory,

is almost universally accepted, students submit to a careful anthropo-

metric examination when they come to college. And a large propor-

tion of them accept the prescriptions of the accomplished trainers,

who urge them to correct their corporeal defects by a regular planned

course of exercise. When I was at Harvard, the faculty was engaged

in discussing the question whether gymnastic courses should be made
compulsory : whether compulsory or not, they are accepted as a boon

by the mass of the students. American ingenuity has strained its

resources in providing exercises which shall develop every muscle

and make supple every limb. When I was an undergraduate at

English Cambridge, one of my contemporaries, who has since become
a very famous engineer, spent much of his time lying on his back
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and keeping up a football with his feet, in order to make his legs

more supple. Such primitive expedients are superseded in the

gymnasia by any number of contrivances with wheels and pulleys

and bars and weights. Perhaps in the exercises of the gymnasium
there is a too prominent element of self-consciousness. The strong

and healthy man will always prefer the game which offers an end
outside himself, to the gymnastic exercise which ends in mere self-

culture. And the social competition of rowing and football has an

ethical side which is wanting in the gymnasium. But nevertheless,

in an age which is already self-conscious, and in which the fear of

physical degradation is anything but baseless, we are bound to wel-

come the trainer with his system, and the precise student of the

human body with his measures. They will at all events be able to

tell us whether physical decline is a fact or a fear
;
and, in the former

case, we must look to them for suggestions of remedy.

The Columbia University of New York, of which Mr. Seth Low
is the energetic president, has of late removed its seat from the

centre of the city to its northern extremity. On a plot of ground

unfortunately small in its dimensions, it has erected the most

necessary university buildings
;
and these, as they stand, furnish

a curious comment on the needs of the modern university. In the

centre of the sacred ground stands a huge library, noble in architec-

ture, and planned to hold the vast mass of books required by modern

study. On either side of the library are the museums of art and

science, the class-rooms, and the offices. Behind is a huge com-

pound structure of interesting composition. Above ground, on a

solid foundation, rises a great theatre suitable to university functions.

The basement is divided into two parts
;
one is the power-house,

where machinery of great force furnishes the mechanical basis of the

college, supplying light and heat to all the buildings, and force to

all the machinery which is used in the electrical, the mechanical, and

other workshops. The other half of the basement contains a gymna-

sium and baths for the physical culture of students. Books for

readers, specimens and apparatus for workers, an almost unlimited

source of physical force, and the means for the civilisation of the

body—such are the necessaries provided by the newest universities of

America. The teacher is there, but he has become almost an inter-

mediary between apparatus and student. And at the head of the

whole stands a man who is less a professor or a specialist than a man

of the world and a diplomatist. It is, indeed, a far cry hence to our

ancient Oxford, with its residential colleges, its spacious playgrounds,

its democratic asse nbhes. But it may be that the oldest and the

newest of English-speaking universities have each advantages over

the other, and have each something to learn from the other with a

view to organisation and progress.

Percy Gardner.
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FLY FISHING

The first prilited book on Fysliynge was published in 1496, and was

chiefly from the hand of the Mother of Fishermen, Dame Julyans

Berners. The Complete Angler, or the Contemplative Man's Recrea-

tion appeared in 1653 ;
and, in the hundred and fifty years’ interval,

but four books on angling were issued. It is different nowadays.

Fishing books covering the whole field, books dealing with special

branches, text-books, volumes in a ‘ Series,’ volumes of a ‘ Library,’

reprints, edited and prefaced—so much the fashion nowadays—pour

unceasingly from the press. Of making of fishing books there is,

indeed, no end
;
but, to me at least, much study is no weariness of

the flesh. They recall the red-letter days, the delightful memories

of the past
;
and they make one certain that next year, next season,

the real big fish, the record day, will assuredly arrive.

Walton was a Koyalist. To him, then, when he wrote, the

country was in a parlous state. The villanous and canting Bound-

head had beheaded his King and outlawed the legitimate Heir.

The whole realm was seething with agitation and discontent. That

at such a time he could write such a book, replete with peace, content,

and human kindness, is a clear proof that old Izaak was a true

fisherman, and had the true fisherman’s absorption in his sport.

'Such was the true fisherman then, such is the true fisherman now—
when fishing, or writing and dreaming of fishing. But in these

days of limited opportunity on the one hand, and of sophisticated trout

on the other, the fisherman has neither time nor inclination to follow

the example of that ‘ quaint old cruel coxcomb,’ our father Izaak

—

most delightful, yet laziest, thirstiest, most garrulous of anglers—and

dally in cleanly honest ale-houses, singing songs to pass away the hour,

or conversing with any stranger who comes to hand.

Why is fishing such a fascinating sport ? There are many reasons.

In it anticipation, the pleasures of hope, play an exceptionally

large part—man seldom is, but always to be blessed. Then, there

is no sport in which the unknown has so obvious and so fascinating a

share
;
no bounds need be, nor indeed are, set to the imagination.

The pleasure does not even largely lie, is certainly not entirely

dependent, on the killing. Fishing is fishing, even if you catch no fish.

And a blank day’s fishing—unless due to human or Satanic agency, a
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broken rod, rotten casts, over-tempered flies, weed cutting or yellow

floods—may be open to regret, but is never detestable. All day

long the fisherman has been exercising his skill and his intelligence

;

and if, for once, the fish have got the better of him, there are always

a thousand good reasons for his want of success.

One of the chief charms, however, of fly fishing lies certainly in

the knowledge that the sport depends on, and is a fair contest between,

the fish and the man. That is much. And further, and that also

is much, one cannot tell what the day will bring forth. Your purse

or your host may provide you with a river, and a river with salmon

or trout in it
;
but no human being can foretell what your bag will

be—a blank, a record, a betwixt and between.

Sea trout fishing this year in Mull—bad sport, but lovely sur-

roundings—I happened on one occasion, fishing from a boat, to count

my casts. I calculated that, on that day, I cast no less than four

thousand times. Thus, on four thousand distinct occasions in the

course of the day, it was to me a matter of dire uncertainty, but a

matter of interest and moment, whether I should get a rise at all, and

whether, if so, it would be from a satisfactory fish. Would a small sea

trout come with a dash and a flash, or a sizeable sea trout boldly

rise
;
could a grilse be induced to take, or would an obtrusive little

brown trout seize the fly and spoil the cast ? And this was in loch

fishing, the interest and excitement of which is as nothing to that

experienced, for instance, on a salmon river, when the fly comes round

into the critical eddy, or nears the spot at which, once before, a fish

was risen and hooked
;
nor to that experienced on a trout stream,

w'hen the well cocked fly sails lightly over the spot where the fading

dimple of the rising fish can still be seen.

Shooting has, of course, its own peculiar charms and satisfactions.

A quick driven grouse well killed
;
a neat right and left at partridges

as they top the hedge
;

a tall, rocketing pheasant, coming down

wind, that collapses without a feather or a flutter—these are good,

yet the pleasure is fleeting. In fishing, however, there is not only

the excitement of the cast, but, whether you land him or lose him,

there is an exhilaration in hooking and playing a good fish which

nothing else can give.

The solitude, the fact that you are alone with nature, its loveli-

ness, its restfulness; the sound of waters, the sight and song of birds,

the trees and flowers, are not the least of the pleasures of fly fishing

;

enjoyed, too (trout fishing at least), during the loveliest time of the

year, when Nature is still producing, multiplying, beautifying, and

the fulness is not yet.

And Tiovv wo Lreatlie tlio odours of the glen.

And round about us are enclnuiU'd things
;

'’J’lie bird that liatli blltlie spec'cli unl^nown to men,

The river keen, that hath a voice and sings.
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Not indeed, except in books, is the fisherman very acutely obser-

vant of the natural beauties of his surroundings. Unconsciously, no

doubt, the soul is steeped in her beauties, her freshness, her repose,

but the mind is chiefly absorbed with the sport. On the other hand,

the bird and animal life of the water-side is a perpetual source of

active pleasure. The shy but companionable reed-frequenting birds,

the bolder and more noisy birds in the woods, make you welcome to

the stream. You hear the delicious coo of the nesting wood pigeon,

the harsh cry of the yakka, as he flops with a flash of green from

one resting place to another, the all-pervading, cheery, stimulating

call of the cuckoo. The dainty little tomtits flit to and fro
;

the

wagtail runs and stops, runs and stops
;
the myriad lark warbles its

‘mysterious joy.’ Everywhere, high and low, over the stream and

over the land, fly unceasingly the swift, the swallow, and the martin.

Haply a kingfisher darts up the stream, his tropical burnish flashing

in the sun. The peewit, clad in half-mourning, utters its appropri-

ately melancholy call, and wheels its somewhat mournful flight, as

thouo^h much of life had lost its savour. From the side of the bank

rises an occasional wdld duck
;

or a late-breeding snipe drums

its tail like a bleating goat, as it drops headlong in the air. In the

stream the well-groomed dabchick bobs up and down. A moor-hen

swims leisurely into the reeds, flirting its patchy white tail
;

or,

suddenly alarmed, scrambles noisily over the rising trout, not taking

the trouble, slattern as it is, to tuck up its legs as it flies. The
glossy water rat sits nibbling a water weed

;
or, dropping noiselessly

into the stream, dimples the surface like a rising fish.

And it is not only trout that come to hand. Swallows I have more

than once caught on my fly—tw^o in one day at Long Parish. Then,

when a rat is swimming perkily across the stream, cocksure that you

cannot reach him with your weaving rod, it is amusing to try, by casting

over him, to hook the fly into his fur. It is not an easy operation, but

it can be done
;
and the disillusioned rat is easily brought to shore,

lustily swearing. If it be a land rat, kill it
;

if it be a water rat,

release it. Then, sometimes a jack rises to the fly; and not bad fun

they give on a single-handed rod. The largest I ever caught in this

way w'as a five-pounder
;
while an eight-pounder, hooked in the back

fin with a tiny fly, once played a friend of mine for two hours by the

clock. The pike is, no doubt, not such a powerful or athletic fish

as the salmon or trout—he has too many superfluous bones, and
growls his dorsal fin too far back. But he seldom has a chance

of showing the stuff of which he is made. Even against the com-

bined forces of a stiff rod, a strong line, a gimp cast, and a couple of

triangles pressing his mouth open he shows both pluck and

resource. The abuse showered on his head for his ferocity and

voracity is overdone. True, he is not a vegetarian, but no more is

a trout
;
and his intelligent and speaking countenance is overcast

I 2
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with a mslancholy tinge of expression, as though he truly regretted

the mode of life forced upon him by his digestive system.

And what about the weather ? Moderately fine weather is

essential to real enjoyment’ out shooting. On a wet day, be the

game what it may, both the beaters and the birds are demoralised,

and, wdien shot, what damp, moist, unpleasant bodies the birds

become. But out salmon fishing one can positively revel in a

storm of rain and wind, which may excite the jaded and failing

appetites of the salmon, and result in ‘ a gran’ day.’ Clad in waders

and short impenetrable ‘ aqua scutum ’—blessings on the gods for

such a gift—the fisherman can bid defiance to the elements. Nay,

he can remefin dry and warm even during such a phenomenal

downpour as that described by the Irishman, in which the drops of

rain varied in size from a shilling to eighteen pence.

Some dry-fly fishermen enjoy, I know (in books), a blustering

down-stream wind, ?md can throw as easily against it as with it. I

know I cannot
;

I know that such a wind is bad for my temper, and

largely destructive of my sport and pleasure. The ideal day for

trout fishing is a day fine, still, wm’m, and fleecy. Such a day is

physically delightful. Such a day enables one the more easily to

see, and the better to observe, the fish and the whole performance.

On' sach a day, moreover, the fly usually hatches the best, and con-

sequently the fish are more likely to rise.

It is all this, and much more, which, in spite of the strain

involved to brain and eye and hand, makes a day’s fly fishing,

snatched from the worry and scurry of life, the most fascinating of

pleasures, the truest of recreations, the greatest of rests. And I

most emphatically endorse the line adopted by Dr. Paley, who, on

being taken to task by the Bishop of Durham for delaying the com-

pletion of one of his most imjrortant works, answered :
‘ My Lord,

I shall work steadily at it when the fly-fishing season is over.’

And is there cruelty in the sport ? Shooting has its dark side
;

and I fear that fishing, taken as a whole, is not free from blame.

But my withers are unwrung. The fly-fishing duffer incommodes

no one of God’s creatures. The successful fisherman at once pain-

lessly kills the fish as he lands it
;

or, tenderly extracting the barb,

gently siqrports him in the stream, until, his breath recovered, his

nausea gone, he sails gallantly away. And between whiles ? The

tiniest of hooks is affixed with the slightest of penetration to the

least sensitive part of the body. The fish is frightened, doubtless,

deadly frightened at the end
;
but it can scarcely suffer pain in the

ordinary sense of the term. If the hold gives, he is soon ready to

feed again. If the gut breaks and he goes off with the fly, he, as a

rule, speedily rids himself of the incumbrance
;
and if and while it

remains he apparently suffers little, if any, discomfort.

I have myself—and all fishermen can probably say the same

—
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more than once, in striking, lost a fly in a fish, and almost directly

afterwards caught the fish and recovered the fly. I remember one

bright Sunday watching from an overhanging tree, with my opera

glasses, a big trout from whose mouth hung a yard and a half of gut,

and in whose mouth, plainly visible, was a large artificial mayfly.

Yet he was not in the least incommoded, and took down fly after fly

with regularity and gusto. He was not to be found the next day,

and by that time had probably ridded himself of the incumbrance.

On the Mimram once, at Harden, a black gnat was lost in a trout. Two
months later the fish, plump and sleek, was taken on a fly with the

black gnat still sticking to its jaw, but with no signs of inflammation.

Again, a friend of mine, fly fishing in the Bure, saw a pike strike

and disperse a shoal of dace. Immediately he threw over the spot,

rose and hooked a dace, which, on being landed, was found scarred

with the marks of the pike’s teeth, the wounds still actually bleeding

;

a good proof that the sense of pain cannot be acute in fish.

As regards trout, there is fly fishing and fly fishing—there is

chalk and there is cheese. There is loch fishing. There is the

down-stream fishing of the northern streams, the ‘ chuck and chance

it ’ system, where you flog along with a couple or three flies on your

cast in the blind hope that a fish will be there and will hook itself

on. There is the more scientific ‘ wet ’-fly fishing, with one or two

flies, casting up-stream. Finally, there is the newest and the most

skilled system—fishing with one fly, always floated dry on the

surface, and only presented to a fish on the feed. In this case the
^ wet ’fly is confined to its legitimate sphere, a tailing fish, rough

shallows, hopeless days—when it also will probably not catch fish.

Frederic Halford is the Izaak Walton, George Dewar is the

Charles Cotton of dry-fly fishing—and I would that they had lived

earlier, or preached sooner. For one recalls, with something of a

sigh, the fishing days in years gone by, before dry-fly fishing was.

Delightful as they were, how much more delightful they would have

been if one had fished with a ‘ dry ’ fly instead of with a ‘ wet ’ fly,

had fished the rise instead of whipping the stream, had always,

instead of only occasionally, fished at a fish instead of for a fish.

How Kingsley and Froude would have loved the dry fly had they

but known of it. The rhapsody over the alder (as a wet fly fully

deserved) would have been nothing to the paean of praise that

Kingsley would have melodiously poured forth over the floating quill

gnat or olive dun, if only he had written his Chalk Stream Studies

in this year of grace instead of forty years ago. And, twenty years

later, the charm of Cheneys would have been much enhanced to

Froude if, instead of knotting his march-brown and ‘ never failing

red-spinner ’ to the same cast, he had fished the lovely dies, by the

home of the Eussells, with a single well dried, well cocked fly.

Cheneys : what delightful memories it recalls ! There, some
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fifteen or twenty years ago, I went, on more than one occasion, with

Matthew Arnold to enjoy with him his three days’ annual Whitsun

fishing—dajs which to him were of peculiar delight. How well I

remember the quaint old inn, the quiet, tree-shaded, well ordered

village, the limpid stream, the rising trout
;
and the evenings spent

with the most genial and delightful of men. His preference, when
fishing, was for numbers rather than size, mine for size rather than

numbers. So he cast line for choice in the swift and gurgling

streams below the mill, while I fished the deeper and stiller waters

above where the two- and three-pounders lay.

And what does dry-fly fishing mean ? Armed with a light rod, a

fine cast, a single fly carefully selected, the exact counterpart of

some insect that is or might be on the water, you carefully scan the

stream. A ‘ great old trout, both subtle and fearful,’ is seen to-

be on the feed. Up-stream you stalk him, crouching or crawling.

More than a cast length below the spot you pause, until again the

ring of the rise is seen. A further cautious approach, a further

kneeling wait. Again the black nose appears, a fly is sucked down.

The brain judges the distance to an inch, and simultaneously instructs

the hand and eye. A preliminary cast is made across the stream^

another wave of the rod, and the tiny fly alights jauntily on the water

like a living thing—yet easily to be distinguished from the natural

insect as the two move side by side. It floats lightly over the desired

spot where lies the fish. Half turning lazily on his side, lazily he

opens his great white mouth and sucks in the fly. A half-turn of the

wrist and he is fast. The reel makes merry music, while rapidly

runs the line. Soon is the first rush over
;
cautiously the line i&

recovered, the fish appears to yield
;
another rush, again he yields

;

then, turning sharply, headlong he bolts down-stream, for one

anxious moment slackening the line. Another rush, a leap into the

air, the strain is increased
;
he turns slightly on his side, but,,

quickly recovering himself, shakes his jaws
;

again he rolls, and

again, at each roll showing more of his silvery side, and now like a

log he lies motionless. The right hand has grasped the landing

net, the left holds the rod with shortened line
;
the net sinks in the

water, and, yielding to the gentle pressure, nearer he rolls
;
then,

with a swift, cautious, almost imperceptible movement, it is under

him, and he lies gasping for breath upon the bank.

But there may be another side. Perhaps the trout, after criti-

cally gazing at the fly, palpably turns the cold shoulder, as only a

trout and a chow-dog can do. The same or some other tempting

morsel is persistently offered, but without response. After a time

the trout ceases to feed, then slowly sinks to the bottom, and finally

rushes madly away with an undulating wave, as confidence, suspicion,

observation, and panic succeed one another. But, whether he has

risen, been put down, or been given up as a bad job, you have had
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for a space, at least, a real object and interest in life. The man,

as has been well said, who merely fishes for the sake of what he can

catch is not so much an angler as a fishmonger.

Enjoy thy stream, 0 harmless fish

;

And when an angler for his dish,

Through gluttony’s vile sin,

Attempts, a wretch, to pull thee otd,

God give thee strength, 0 gentle trout.

To pull the raskall in !

No comparison shall be made between dry-fly fishing for trout

and fly fishing for salmon. No comparison is possible where things

do not compete. Each is perfect in its own delightful way. The

sensation of hooking a salmon—the check of the fly, the scream of

the reel—is there anything like it ? The intense, the almost pain-

fully intense excitement of playing a lively salmon in broken water

cannot be equalled. A height of bliss that may be speedily followed

by the depths of despair, when, after the prolonged tension, and

when the fish is actually brought to gaff, the hold gives. And, oh !

the gasp of relief, the feeling of elation, when, the hook holding, the

silvery bulk is safely lifted to the bank. In a successful but

chequered day’s salmon fishing the whole gamut of feeling that

moves poor humanity is run through note by note.

A day’s trout-fishing does not give rise to such intensity of

feeling. But to fish for trout implies, as a rule, catching fish, which,

is by no means the case when one is after salmon—and catching fish

means living moments. To my mind, also, the beguiling of the fario

requires greater skill, observation, and intelligence; and this is

pleasure. In salmon fishing the kindly current, as a rule, forcibly

rectifies the errors of your baggy cast, and brings the fly over the

fish, gently undulating the feathers the while. It is all one to

the salmon, if he has not seen the rod, what the actual cast was like

so long as the fly in the end comes attractively darting over him.

Not so the trout. The slovenly cast, the splash, the snakes, are

neither forgiven nor forgotten. With a great wave he is off up-stream,

spreading the tale of suspicion right and left as he goes, and for a

time will cease to feed. In dry-fly fishing the beginner cannot hope

to compete with the professor
;
in salmon fishing he may perhaps

enjoy his record at his first essay, and subsequently will, on occasion,

by luck hook a fish or two, while the past master, his companion,

does not get a rise. Playing a salmon is a different matter
;
and

here nerve, resource, judgment, and experience will greatly tell.

Certainly, nowadays, no one need go ignorant of the art of fly

fishing. Books, illustrations, directions, diagrams abound, which

will enable the beginner perfectly to equip himself
;

and, when

equipped, to cast, to rise, hook, play, and land his fish—from his

arm-chair. In some ways valuable hints and suggestions may be
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acquired from fishing and from shooting books, and I, for one, do

not scruple to write them down and to keep them handy. But it is one

thing to imbibe instructions, and quite another always to carry them

out. Grrouse-driving, for instance :
‘ keep still,’ ‘ keep cool,’ ‘ take them

coming,’ ‘ pick your bird,’ ‘ stick to your bird ’—admirable maxims.

But memory is a slate, and excitement acts as a sponge. The dear

little black bullet heads appear, the pack flashes like lightning over and

around. The hour of trial has come, and where are the resolutions ?

So, too, salmon-fishing. How often have you said to yourself, ‘ Grive

him time, give him time,’ and yet—especially if it be the first fish of

the season—how often, alas ! is the fly plucked away all too soon

when the fish comes with a dash and a boil ?

There are, however, in dry-fly fishing certain elementary rules,

easy to remember, and not difficult to carry out : Keep yourself and

your rod out of sight
;

‘ the sight of any shadow,’ as Walton says,

‘ amazes the fish
;

’ he knows a hawk from a handsaw, a man from a

cow. Kemember that the first cast, after crawling into position, is

all-important
;

wait for a good opportunity, as regards wind, sun,

and fish, rather than impatiently take a bad one. Don’t hurry your

casts
;
pause often. Keep your eye on the fly

;
always expect a rise

at each cast. Stick to your fish, unless indeed they are well on the

feed. Go rather for the fish rising at the side or under the bank

than for the one rising in mid-stream. Fish ‘ fine ’ but not ‘ far off,’

unless absolutely obliged
;
never throw a long line where a short

cast will suffice
;
use a short casting line rather than a long one, two

yards instead of three. ‘ Strike ’ or not, as nature teaches you
;
what

I do myself I do not know, except that if, through inattention, I do

nothing the fish is not hooked. Use eyed hooks of course. Limit

your flies as much as you can
;
the standard patterns will serve, the

others will only confuse. Never hesitate, through laziness, to change

your sodden and fatigued-looking fly for a fresh and dry one
;
the

latter may seduce a trout, the former would not beguile a chub. Do
not be hard on the hooked fish, keep an even strain

;
let him have

line freely when he wants it, but recover a little more from him after

each rush. Finally, keep your eyes open, and your intelligence on the

alert
;
and (in spite of what Mr. Dewar may say) take your cruse of

oil and your opera glasses.

As Mr. Halford well says, ‘ with the modern angler it may be taken

as an axiom that his sport is not what is popularly called luck, but

varies directly as his judgment; and as a corollary, it may be added

that, provided he is a keen and accurate observer, his judgment will

vary directly as his experience, tempered by his capacity of execution.’

To this, and including this, I would add, as perhaps the chief factor

in a good bag—perseverance. A moderate performer with the rod, if

always on the alert, always on the look-out, will often, on his dry fly,

pick uj) a grubber under the bank, a bulger here, a tailer there, a
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fisli rising in some difficult or unexpected spot
;

or, by importunity,

may actually weary a reluctant fish into taking the fly. Observation

of the habits of the trout, and especially knowledge of the particular

stream, will of course stand the persevering fisherman in good stead.

Maxims, nostrums are all very well, perseverance is an invaluable

adjunct, but what if the trout will not rise ? And truly they are

capricious brutes. Why can’t they always rise freely and merrily,

instead of too often induli^ing in their detestable tricks and habits ?o o
The proficiency of the fisherman has greatly advanced. ITis rod

is improved, his gut is finer, his fly is more life-like than of old
;
yet

he does not make bigger bags than those who fished in trousers

and tall hats, or who, like Cotton, fished without reels and with

preposterous-looking flies.

The education of the wary trout has kept pace with the improve-

ment in the wiles of the angler. And this is just as well, else would

chalk stream trout be as scarce as the Notornis, as extinct as the

dodo. The modern trout is as particular as the Medusse, who go to

the bottom of the sea when it rains. They know the names of all

the pattern flies as well as you do, they know one make from another.

Where Sunday fishing is not allowed they freely utilise their day of

rest. ‘ Soon as ever the church bells begin to ring on Sundays,’ as

an observant friend remarked, ‘ the trout begin to rise. But,’ added

he, ‘one time I dodged them. It was a Good Friday, but they

thought it was Sunday, and when they began to rise I ^vas there.’ ^

Dry-fly fishing has only come into general use for some ten

years or so
;
but if the Darwinian theory is good for anything, will it

be only a matter of time before the southern trout cease to rise ? The
freest risers will be killed off

;
the tailers, the bulgers, the feeders on

minnow and shrimp will survive. Has the principle of natural

selection already begun to work, and what will be the position fifty

or a hundred years hence ?

And what aggravating ways >these trout have ! How deeply

absorbed they often are in other things, to the exclusion of any

interest in a dry fly. There is the ‘ tailing’ fish, feeding on caddis

snail or shrimp, breaking the surface, for all the world like a rise,

with his tail instead of with his nose. There is the ‘ bulging ’ fish,

feeding on the larva3 or nymphoe, making the water boil in a tantalis-

' Sunday, it may be remarked, is an excellent day for watching the habits of the

trout and for picking up manj’- a wrinkle. I have often amused myself by sitting on a

bridge over theMimram, catching flies and dropping them into the water, occasionally

varying the diet by a dry fly with the barb broken off. Both real and artificial flies

are invariably taken, but the latter are instantly and violently spat out. One Sunday,

I remember, I went quietly up a reach of the river, spotting the large trout lying

close to the bank. Wherever I thought, from the look of the fish, the way he was
lying, and the configuration of the bank, that he was really at home and on the

look-out, I carefully marked with a visible stick or stone the exact spot opposite where

his head would be when he returned after I had gone. This I did in the case of six

fish, every one of which I rose or caught the next day.
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ing way, as he darts hither and thither in their pursuit. There is

the ‘ smutting ’ fish, greedily taking down the tiniest of insects, and

utterly oblivious of your finest cast and smallest fly
;
which, indeed,

as it floats side by side with the monstrously minute ‘ curse,’ appears

a Gulliver among the Lilliputians. There is the ‘ traveller,’ usually

a good fish, who, at intervals on the feed, moves up after every

mouthful, and who, all of a sudden, unbeknown to you, drops down-
stream and is scared by the rod which was casting to where his last

rise was seen. There is the ‘ cruiser,’ a resident in still waters, a

more likely customer for the fly
;
but who, being ever on the move,

as likely as not never comes near your fly.

Here your opera glasses will come in useful. You can, with

them, definitely decide whether it was head or tail that broke the

surface there
;

whether that fish was bulging or rising
;

whether

that other was confining itself to curses
;
what fly this one was

taking at intervals
;
and whether that fish, lying near the surface, is

on the look-out for a fly or merely passing the time—perhaps asleep.

You can watch, besides, the movements and note the idiosyncrasies of

the fish
;
no small additional pleasure, and educating and amusing

withal. You may often notice a large fish giving a sort of dissipated

yawn, opening wide his big white mouth
;
while another will be

munching his food with zest, expanding and contracting his gills, and

shaking his head as he turns the savoury morsel in his mouth,

licking his lips in enjoyment.

But I have not exhausted the record of the soul-vexing habits of

the trout. Even on days when the fish are rising freely, and always

when they are rising badly, they knock off and have a siesta between

2.30 and 5.30. And then the evening fishing, to which one looks

forward to retrieve the day or to add to its success, how often is it

but vanity and vexation of spirit—fish moving indeed, yet not rising

;

rising indeed, yet declining the fly.

But the most exasperating and the most mysterious of all their

tricks is that commonly called ‘ taking short
;

’ or, as Cotton describes

it (so it is no new thing), the trout ‘ only chew your fly and will not

take it.’ On some days, or rather during periods of some days, the

fish, apparently rising freely at the fly, do not touch it at all
;
on

other days they will take it boldly, and are seemingly hooked, but

after a decided tug or even a good rush the hook ‘ comes unfastened.’

A striking instance of this (one among many) occurred to me one day

on the Rennet last season. The fish were rising moderately w'ell all

day, and up to four o’clock I had been very successful, partly wuth

the mayfly but chiefly with small flies. After four o’clock, though

the trout were apparently rising as freely and, indeed, as it got later

more freely than before, I hardly succeeded in landing a fish
;
yet I

must have risen and touched a score or more.

What is the reason ? It must be due to some peculiarity in
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the light, or to some special atmospheric conditions. A change in the

latter often, as we know, tends to make the fish more wary and

observant. Then it may be that as the fish nears the surface, and

is on the point of seizing his prey, he suddenly perceives something

abnormal and deceptive about the fly, which under other conditions of

light was not so clearly seen. This consciousness, this sudden suspicion

comes too late to prevent the rise, but just enables the fish to avoid

touching the hook
;

or, by suddenly closing his gills instead of open-

ing them, to eject the fly as it enters his mouth
;

or, by actually

closing his mouth, to prevent its entrance. As confirmation of this

last mentioned theory, IVIr. Halford has noticed (and I have observed

the same) that when fish are taking short, the hook occasionally

comes back with a tiny scale attached.

I can make no definite suggestion for the better circumvention of

the trout under any of these conditions. Watch, wait, persevere,

and haply you will overcome their vigilance and be rewarded. If,

however, there be a decent and well behaved fish about, go for him
and leave the others alone :

—

‘ “ How if a’ will not stand ?
”

‘ “ Why, then, take no note of him, but let him go
;
and thank

God you are rid of a knave.”
’

Sometimes, however, even trout will lose their shyness, and throw

to the winds all their protective habits. In the mayfly time, of

course, the trout often, though not always, give way to the vice

of gluttony, and become reckless. It is a mad time for a short

time, and after that the reckoning. But at other times and

on other days, as all fishermen have experienced, the fish will also

occasionally lose their heads and their caution. I remember once,

with but a short hour and a half to spare between house and station,

catching on the alder and the quill gnat seven fish weighing 13^ lb.

On another occasion, in a small piece of water in which casual casting

would usually produce but two or three fish, I caught one evening,

late in September, after shooting all day, no less than twenty trout

in the course of an hour, almost without moving a yard. On the

Colne, at Munden, one aldermanic trout of 2^ lb. took my fly after

he had already gulped down seventy-nine minnows
;
and another of

the same weight, caught by Mr. Hibbert, had no less than 960 may-
flies in him—as their respective autopsies showed.

The question of flies is a large subject and not to be lightly

undertaken at the end of an article. Frankly, as regards salmon

flies I have no views. It is now a recognised fact that the digestive

organs and the appetite of the salmon fail rapidly in the fresh water.

Salmon flies do not resemble any known article of diet. It must,

therefore, be more playfulness than hunger, more curiosity than

desire for food, that induces a salmon to seize a fly. Under these

circumstances I am inclined to agree with those who consider that
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the ‘Salmon is truly catholic in his tastes
;

that he appreciates

equally the old-fashioned modest ‘ Meg ’ and the now fashionable
‘ Wilkinson

;

’ that he would as readily rise at a Quaker as at a

Cardinal—in a word, as Sir Herbert Maxwell puts it, that ‘ the

colour and material of a fly matters very little, if aoiything, while

the size and movement thereof is all important.’

But, for my own part, though I fill my box with flies many and
varied, I am content—my opportunities forbid me the luxury of

experiments—to accept, at least as a beginning, the fly fancied by
the gillie

;
and this even though he selects the fly with the idea

that the fish desires and takes it for food, and is shocked—as was

my gillie last summer on the Shin—by the scandalous suggestion,

culled from the Fishery Board Keport, that his salmon could possibly

be ascetic and dyspeptic.

As regards trout flies there is no dispute. The fish comes for

them solely under the impression that they are savoury morsels, the

food that his soul loveth. Further, while the patterns of salmon

flies are ever changing and increasing, the tendency of late years,

esj)ecially with dry-fly fishing, has been to reduce the number of

flies, and to confine them to a few standard patterns, wdrich experi-

ence has shown to be the most killing. Walton gave twelve ‘kinds

of artificial flies to angle with upon the top of the water,’ as com-

municated to him by ‘ an ingenious brother of the angle, an honest

man and a most excellent fly fisher.’ This number Cotton increased

considerably, and writer after writer added to the list until, some

fifty years ago, there were nearly a hundred patterns in vogue.

Even Francis Francis, in his standard work (1872), described

fifty to sixty flies. Mr. Halford, in his Dry-fly Fishing (1889),

reduced the number to twenty, which Mr. Dewar, in his Booh of the

Dry Fly (1897), further reduced to eleven, including mayfly and

spent-gnat. Sir Edward Hrey, a notable and successful fisherman,

relies mainly (so he tells us) on three flies—the grey quill gnat, the

red quill gnat, and the black spider. For myself, I chiefly use the

olive dun, grey quill, Wickham, silver sedge, and occasional alder.

Sir Herbert Maxwell contends, as we know, that fish are colour-

blind, and that, while they can distinguish between shades of colour,

they are incapable of distinguishing, or at all events do not distin-

guish, between the colours themselves. This may be so, but I do not

feel that the experiments yet made are at all conclusive. The trout,

in the mayfly season, were offered mayflies, red and blue, instead of the

regulation grey—and they took them. But this is hardly a test.

And, as regards the particular trout on which Sir Herbert made one

of his two experiments, it so happened that I was myself fishing the

same water the very next day. The fish were, for the time being,

simply silly, and had lost all discrimination
;
so much so that I got

fifty fish over one pound each, weighing sixty-seven pounds (besides
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smaller ones), and this without knowing the water. The experiment

should be made, not with the mayfly, but with gaudy quills and

brilliant duns, cast over shy and cautiously rising trout.

From many quarters we hear, nowadays, jeremiads over the pre-

sent position and the future prospects of our salmon rivers. Whether

salmon are really and seriously diminishing in numbers I cannot say,

for I do not know
;
but I fear there is much truth in the assertion.

This, however, may be said by way of consolation, that if salmon are

going to the dogs now, they were equally supposed to be going to the

dogs any time this past seventy years or more. Whether it be Davy,

Scrope, or St. John, ‘ good sport ’ is spoken of in the past sense
;

it

was even then, as Sir Humphry Davy puts it, a case of ‘ fuit.’

But whatever be the truth in regard to salmon, this I do know

—

it is within my own personal observation and experience—that the

rapacity of some of the London Water Companies has of late years

told severely on the trout streams of Hertfordshire and Essex. The
springs have been tapped, and the flow and scour of the streams have

been seriously diminished.

I sincerely hope—I speak here as a fisherman merely—that the

much talked of, long postponed supply of water to come from Wales to

meet the needs of London will soon take a concrete shape. If it be

much further delayed the Hertfordshire trout will be in the same
predicament as the East Londoners—and will like it even less.

Already the shallows, where they freely and securely wallowed of yore,

no longer cover their broad backs and dorsal fins. And, if no check be

put to the reckless action of the Water Companies, the prophecy of

Isaiah will assuredly be fulfilled :

—

‘ The rivers shall be wasted and dried up,

‘ The paper reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and
everything sown by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be

no more.
‘ The fishers also shall mourn, and all they that cast angle into the

brooks shall lament.’

Sydney Buxton.
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SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF

SIR EDWARD BURNE-JONES

I FIRST knew Sir (then Mr.) Edward Burne-Jones in 1881, and it soon

came about that I was honoured by his friendship. The bond

between us was a common love of books and an interest in various

lines of research, such as the migration of fables, the history of geo-

graphical discovery, and the origin of mediseval romance. I had at

that time published nothing on any of these subjects, but Sir Edward

from the beginning encouraged me to hope that I might be able

to do something in these and other directions. We often had talks

on my work and on subjects of common interest, and it grew to

be a custom that wEen I called at The Grrange I spent an hour or so

with him in his studio if no model was present. I thus gradually

got to know and appreciate his great powers on a side of which the

world knows but little—his serious and thorough scholarship in all

matters that interested him.

Sir Edward possessed many of the qualities that would make
even a great scholar. He had a sense of thoroughness

;
if he were

interested in a subject, he would make a point of getting all the

books he could find on it, for, as he remarked, ‘ no book is so bad

that you may not learn something from it.’ He had, too, remarkable

powers of memory, especially of the verbal kind. I have heard him

repeat line after line of such an out of the way book as the Thornton

Romances, originally published in the Camden Society’s publications,

but afterwards reprinted by Mr. Morris. Once I remember recom-

mending to him Professor Bury’s new edition of Gibbon, and asked

him whether he cared for Gibbon, for I could quite understand that

there would be sides of the historian which would be antipathetic to

him. In reply he rolled off from memory several of the most striking

and characteristic of Gibbon’s inimitable notes. This knowledge of

his subjects made it at times a formidable task to talk to him about

them, especially for one who has a poor verbal memory. As I used

to put the contrast, he knew' the subjects, whereas I only knew about

them.

But Sir Edward combined wdth this thorough knowdedge a critical
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and comparative power whicli is equally the mark of the scholar.

He brought his sound sense and knowledge of the world to bear upon

critical problems, often with the happiest results. Thus with regard

to the problem of dating of documents in the Bible and Oriental

literature generally, he remarked :
‘ There are always two tendencies

in such things
;
one set of men will try and make them as early as

possible, and others as late as may he. It is the fellows without

imagination that try and drag down dates.’ As was perhaps natural,

he attributed great importance to the possession of imagination even

by a critic.

He had the finest literary tact and taste, and it is not to be won-

dered at that before he was at all known to the world Mr. Swinburne

dedicated to him his Poems and Ballads. Even in quite minor

things or subjects outside his own sphere he could select with un-

erring tact. I used to send him all I wrote, among them a volume

entitled Jewish Ideals. When he had read it he at once picked out

as the best bit an doge of the Jewish mediseval poet Jehudah Halevi,

in which I had put most ofmy own heart. He had also a scholar’s sense

of the suitable problem to be investigated. Thus he pointed out

the large predominance of the Perseus myth in Greek astronomy.

Cassiopeia, Cepheus, Perseus, Andromeda fillupamuch larger portion of

the heavens than could be accounted for by their prominence in Greek

myth. Here, then, was a problem for the scholar to solve. So, too,

he saw the importance of physical changes of the earth

—

e.g. the

disappearance of the sea from the Sahara in determining the course

of civilisation. The problem of origins attracted him like all his

contemporaries, and he was eloquent on the remarkable artistic power

shown by the primitive peoples in their drawings found on mammoth
tusks and the like. There again was a problem which he would have

liked to have seen worked out.

The subjects which interested him were very wide, and often

removed from what would naturally be supposed congenial. Thus
the more romantic sides of Oriental life attracted him greatly. He
knew w’ell the vast collection of anecdotage in D’Herbelot’s Biblio-

theque Orientale. He possessed Silvestre de Sacy’s Chrestomathie

Arahe, which is almost equally full of romantic episodes in early

Arabic civilisation. His love of Oriental subjects may be connected

with his interest in the history of geographical discovery as part of

the tale how the w^orld came to be. It was mainly the mediaeval tra-

vellers that attracted his notice, like Marco Polo and the early pilgrims.

Perhaps it was this that led to his friendship with Sir Henry Yule,

and for some time he was a member of council of the Hakluyt
Society, and up to the last he cared to know what was being done in

this direction, though he refused to concern himself with the history

of the New World.

The early history of cartography thus became one of his hobbies.
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He had been much struckby Nordenskiold’s contrast between the merely

symbolic representation of the world given in the ordinary media3val

maps, as compared with the accurate coastline drawn in the seamen’s

jportulani. He had views about map-making himself, and declared

in favour of the picturesque ornamentation of the earlier maps for

educational purposes. A map, he thought, ought to show roads and

towns, and ships and sea monsters, so as to rouse the imagination of

the little ones. Mediseval tales and fables had great attraction for

him, and the story of their travels he followed very often into minute
detail. I am something of a specialist on this subject myself, but

often he would come out with a mediaeval tale or fable with which I

had been previously unacquainted, and he would tell the tale himself

with manifest enjoyment. Thus I remember his reciting for my
instruction the fine fable of ‘ the Man, the Lion, and the other

Animals ’ found in some versions of the Arabian Nights.

But it was chiefly, of course, with regard to the development of

romance, and especially of Celtic romance, that he cared to know all

that was being done. ‘ Whatever I do in art,’ he said once, ‘ even if

I deal with Greek or Norse legends, I treat it in the spirit of a Celt.’

Here he was quite the specialist
;
he knew his Campbell’s West Highland

Tales as well as a professed folklorist. He could roll out pages from

the Morte Arthur at almost any length. Such out-of-the-way

books as Keating’s History of Ireland, with its early legends, or

•Joyce’s Place Names of Ireland, were among the books he possessed,

and when he possessed a book he retained all that was romantic and

imaginative in it. He followed with the greatest interest Mr. Nutt’s

investigations into the history of the Holy Grail, while bits of

Matthew Arnold’s Celtic Literature were often on his lips. He was

glad to get and study M. Gaston Paris’s elaborate work on the romances

in the thirtieth volume of the Histoire Litteraire de la France.

This side of his preparation for his life-work deserves to have

greater attention bestowed upon it than has been shown in any of

the notices that have appeared about him. The fine imaginative

qualities shown in his treatment of the romantic legends of Greeks

and Celts were not based on mere vague outlines of the original

stories. He possessed in his tenacious memory just those details

needed to fire the imagination of an artist. I asked him once

whether his pictures came to him in the first instance as ideas or as

visions. His ansv/er was that it was mainly as illustrations of some-

thing he had read that the majority of his designs came to him.^ He
has been called a ‘ literary artist,’ and those who gave him that name

spoke more truly than they knew. Once, when I compared the

creative impulse of the artist to that of the divine creation, he replied :

‘ That may be, but the Powers have their revenge for our presump-

tion when they see our vain struggles to realise our own ideals.’

* I am not quite sure of the form of tliis reply.
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There were of course other sides of history ajid literature in w hich

Sir Edward was interested, but I rarely had occasion to speak to him

about them, since I could not profess any acquaintance with them.

These were mainly in connection with art. I used now and then to

send him at his request postcards recommending new books which had

come out upon his own subjects. He once gave me, as a kind of list,

‘ Anything about Celtic things, or upon Byzantine or Etrurian art.’ On

the social, ecclesiastical, and military life of the mediseval peoples in its

external aspects, he was very keen to know about pictorial representa-

tions, and he made a most valuable collection of monographs dealing

with these subjects. France as the country of romance chiefly

attracted him in this regard, though perhaps his ignorance of

German, which he deplored, may have had something to do with the

selection. In connection with the Grail study, he was anxious to-

have the best book on the iconographic history of the Mass, and a

somewhat laughable incident occurred with regard to this wish. As I

was working at the South Kensington Library at the time, I looked

up the subject for him, and recommended the colossal work of

Kohault de Fleury, which I assured him w^as obviously the book he

w^anted. Without making further inquiries he ordered it from his

bookseller, who sent in the work with a bill for something like 201.^

which the book was fully worth. For a long time afterwards he

used to chaff me and tell the story against himself.

For Sir Edward was full of fun and humour in his treatment of

the ordinary affairs of life. When glancing at the daily paper he

would often pick out some ludicrous incident, perhaps in the law--

courts, or in any other of the various spheres of life, with which he

would amuse the friendly circle which met him at the luncheon

table. His laugh was of the ‘ Ho-ho ’ kind, and he would join in

with that cheerful chorus at his own as well as other men’s jokes. It

was, perhaps, the greatest surprise to those wFo knew him solely by

his art to find him so full of humour with regard to the common
affairs of life. There are, I believe, proofs of this in humorous

sketches which he would dash off in his letters or to amuse }oung-

sters. I remember once holding forth on the paradox that the comic

artist is greater than the serious one, because a really great humorist

in art is rarer than the other kind. His answ-er to that was simply :

‘ The man who can do serious work could also do comic work if he

cared
;
but he does not care.’

A few miscellaneous recollections may here be put on record.

On being told of an American theory explaining the superior refine-

ment of American girls by the influence of the dry American atmo-

sphere, he remarked quietly, ‘ Perhaps the author had better prove

the superior refinement first.’ He told me he never cared for Euclid

till he got into the eleventh book, which deals with tridimensional

geometry, but it is not every boy who does not care for Euclid who
VoL. XLV—No. 263 K
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can. get through the first six of the books. It is perhaps character-

istic of a painter’s imagination that he should care more for spatial

than for plane geometry, and it is for this reason that I mention

the fact. In referring to his schoolboy days he would often refer to

those lads that had promised much and were never heard of

afterwards. At King Edward’s School in his time, though somewhat

superior to him in age, were Archbishop Benson and Bishops Light-

foot and Westcott, so it is not difficult to guess whence he got his

training in scholarship. Even after his return from his first sight of

the Italians at Venice and elsewhere he was still struck by the power of

Hogarth. Rubens he was inclined to laugh at, and with a few curves

of his pencil would represent the luxuriant outlines of his Venuses.

This humour was the salt of his conversation, which lightened and

brightened it, and gave it a catholicity rarely to be found among
men. He would look at things in the broadest possible way, and

while he saw them in their humorous side he made every allowance

for the natural weaknesses of men and women. Though he would

speak with the utmost frankness of his contemporaries, many of

them reputed great, he never to my memory said anything really

unkind of -them. If he noticed a weakness, he would explain or

excuse it.

Ke was the most manly of men in his judgment of things.

Conventions did not exist for him
;
he would judge of actions entirely

and solely by the intrinsic motive. Especially was this the case

with the difficult problem of the relations between man and woman,

where the inward feeling was to him the supreme guidance. Yet,

while not in the slightest degree squeamish, he had the healthiest

of tastes, and had no zest for smoking-room stories unless redeemed

by real wit. Anything ugly or unsympathetic in human relations

repelled him at once.

There was, indeed, a feeling of repugnance on his part from think-

ing of any of the injustices and cruelties of the world
;
unless

something could be done to remedy them, he did not care to hear of

them. While there was some hope of remedying the position of the

Russian Jews he would willingly listen to their wrongs
;
but when it

became obvious that no redress could be hoped for under present

circumstances, he dismissed the subject as too painful and irre-

mediable. So, too, when I told him that I had seen a bull-fight in

Spain, he refused to listen any more, mainly on the ground that we
could not alter the situation, and he let me know that he did not think

the better of me for even having seen one. For he could perform

that most difficult part of friendship, rebuke, with the most exquisite

delicacy and yet with the firmest of moral dignity.

As he hated cruelty, so he despised contempt or irreverence. He
told me with evident sympathy how Mr. Ruskin, when travelling

with him in Italy, refused to look at any painting which represented
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^ the Scoffing of the Saviour.’ With all his sense of humour, want of

reverence was perhaps to him the deepest form of degradation in

human character. It was perhaps for this reason that he cared

little for critical results, especially when applied to the great

historical objects of men’s reverence. He did not care to read or

hear about the critical results of modern scholarship about the Old

Testament. ‘ After all,’ he said, ‘ the new Bible which these scholars

wish to create is not my Bible, our Bible, the Bible that has in-

fluenced humanity.’

He was naturally attracted as an artist towards the romantic and

imaginative sides of Koman Catholicism. He once declared laugh-

ingly that his proper career would have been to be a wicked old

cardinal, listening to Gregorian chants, and then, with a sudden

transition, he proceeded to act the scene, tottering about and repeating

in cracked but sonorous tones some verses of the Vulgate. Yet it was

not unlikely that he had been touched by the agnosticism of his

time. I remember quoting to him one of the fine sayings of the old

Eabbis :
‘ Eemember from whence you come, from a foetid drop, and

then remember before Whom you stand, before the Lord of lords,

the King of kings.’ He replied :
‘ I don’t mind whence I come if I

could only be sure I was standing before the Lord of lords.’

There was thus at the back of the great artist a great scholar, a

noble character, a true and generous friend. In all that he did and

said there was the simplicity and directness of greatness—moral and

intellectual greatness. Perhaps the most remarkable thing about his

life was the steadiness with which he pursued his work as long as the

light lasted. Apart from his great works of imagination, there was what

may be called the workmanly side of his character, the steadfast deter-

mination to do his due day’s work. Alive to all the great spiritual

movements of his time, he was equally or perhaps more concerned with

the daily life and surroundings of the people. His great complaint

against modern civilisation was that a workman could not turn out

honest work that would last. He was determined in his own life to

give an example to the contrary. Since the master had been

differentiated from the workman there can never have been one who
combined the best qualities of both to such a degree as Sir Edward
Burne-Jones. Great as he was in his art, he was equally great as a

man, and those of us who have had the honour and delight of knowing

him with some intimacy can never hope again to meet one possessing

so full a round of great qualities. Surely since Leonardo the world

of art has never possessed a greater man than he.

Joseph Jacobs.

K 2
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ARE SAVAGE GODS BORROWED FROM
MISSIONARIES ?

The current theory of the evolution of religion is as generally known
to the world as anything can be which does not appeal to the

practical public. Variously stated by Darwin, Huxley, Mr. Herbert

Spencer, Mr. Tylor, and the manual-makers, the current hypothesis

is this : beginning with the idea of human souls, or ghosts, and with

their propitiation, mankind, by ascending the steps of fetishes,

departmental gods, nature gods, and polytheism generally, climbed

to the conception of a Supreme Being. The advance of society to

aristocracy and monarchy made it natural to imagine a heavenly

Olympian aristocracy—the higher gods of polytheism—or a supreme

being, a sort of heavenly king. In its early savage stages, according

to the hypothesis, religion is non-moral, lending little or no sanction

to ethics.

Now, if some of the lowest or most backward races of mankind
are found to possess a faith in a moral, beneficent, powerful being,

whose home is above the heavens, though these races neither

sacrifice to ghosts, nor bow to kings, nor believe in departmental gods,

nor in the nature-gods of polytheism, it is clear that the friends of

the theory of Huxley, Darwin, Tylor, and Spencer are in a quandary.

For here, among these low savages, is a god ‘ where nae god should be.'

Here is the effect—a relatively supreme being—without the alleged

causes, ghost-worship, polytheism, aristocratic and monarchical

society, worship of nature-gods, and all the rest.

It is probable that these difficulties have for some time been

present to the mind of Mr. E. B. Tylor (one may drop academic titles

in speaking of so celebrated a scholar). When Mr. Tylor publishes

the Gifford Lectures which he delivered some years ago at Aberdeen,

we shall know his mature mind about this problem. Meanwhile

he has shown that the difficulty, the god where nae god should

be, is haunting his reflections. For example, his latest edition of

his Primitive Cidtuve (1891) contains, as we shall show, interesting

modifications of what he wrote in the second edition (1873).
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There are three ways in which friends of the current theory may

attempt to escape from their quandary. (1) The low races with the

high gods are degenerate, and their deity is a survival from a loftier

stage of lost culture. Mr. Tylor, however, of course, knows too

much to regard the Australians, in the Stone age, as degenerate.

(2) The evidence is bad, or (Fr. Muller) is that of prejudiced

missionaries. But Mr. Tylor knows that some of the evidence is

•excellent, and, at its best, does not repose on missionary testimony.

(3) The high gods of the low races are borrowed from missionary -

teaching. This is the line adopted by Mr. Tylor.

I have recently pointed out, in The Making of Religion, the

many difficulties which beset the current theory. I was therefore

alarmed on finding, lately, that Mr. Tylor had mined the soil under

my own hypothesis. His Theory of Borrowing (which would blow

mine sky-high if it exploded) is expounded by Mr. Tylor in an essay,

‘The Limits of Savage Keligion,’ published in the Journal of the

Anthropological Institute (vol. xxi. 1892). I propose to examine Mr.

Tylor’s work, and to show that Mr. Tylor’s own witnesses demonstrate

the unborrowed and original character of the gods in question.

Mr. Tylor first opposes the loose popular notion that all over

North America the Indians believed in a being named Kitchi

Manitou or ‘ Grreat Spirit :
’ a notion which I do not defend. He

says, ‘ The historical evidence is that the Great Spirit belongs, not

to the untutored, but to the tutored mind of the savage, and is pre-

served for us in the records of the tutors themselves, the Jesuit

missionaries of Canada.’ ^ Now as to the word ‘ Manitou,’ spirit, Mr.

Tylor quotes Le Jeune (1633) :
‘ By this word “ Manitou,” I think they

understand what we call an angel, or some powerful being.’ ^ Again,

‘The Montagnets give the name “ Manitou” to everything, whether

good or bad, superior to man. Therefore, when we speak of God, they

sometimes call Him “ The Good Manitou,” while when we speak of

the Devil, they call him “ The Bad Manitou.” ’ ^ When' then, in 1724,

Pere Lafitau dilates on ‘ The Great Spirit,’ ‘ The Great Manitou,’ we
are to see that in ninety years the term which the Indians used for

our God—their translation of le bon dieu—has taken root, become
acclimatised, and flourished. Lafitau, according to Mr. Tylor, has

also raised the Huron word for spirit, oki, to Okki, with a capital 0,

which he calls Le Grand Esprit. The elevation is solely due to Lafi-

tau and other Christian teachers. If all this were granted, all this is

far indeed from proving that the idea of a beneficent Creator was

borrowed by the Indians from the Jesuits between 1633 and 1724.

Mr. Tylor’s own book. Primitive Culture (ii. 342), enables us to

correct that opinion. Here he quotes Captain Smith, from an edition

of History of Virginia of 1632. Smith began to colonise Virginia in

‘ Op. cit. p. 284. 2 L0 Jeune, Relations, 1633, p. 17.

3 lUd. 1637, p. 49.
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1607. He says (edition of 1632) :
‘ Their chief god they worship i&

the Devil. Him they call Okee (Okki) and serve him more of fear

than love.’ Mr. Tylor cites this as a statement by ‘ a half-educated

and whole-prejudiced European ’ about ‘ savage deities, which, from

his point of view, seem of a wholly diabolic nature.’ ‘ The word Oki,’

Mr. Tylor goes on, ‘ apparently means “ that which is above,” and was

in fact a general name for spirit or deity.’ ^

The chief deity of the Virginians, then (in 1607, before

missionaries came), with his temples and images, was a being whose

name apparently meant ‘ that which is above.’

Consequently J^afitau did not^ in 1724, first make oki, a spirit,

into Okki, a god. That had been done in Virginia before any

missionaries arrived, by the natives themselves, long before 1607.

For this we have, and Mr. Tylor has cited, the evidence of Smith,

before Jesuits arrived. What is yet more to the purpose, William

Strachey, a companion of Smith, writing in 1612, tells us that

Okeus (as he spells the word) was only a magisterial deputy of

‘ the great Grod (the priests tell them) who governs all the world,

and makes the sun to shine, creatyng the sun and moone his

companions . .
.
[him] they call Ahone. The good and peaceable

God requires no such duties [as are paid to Okeus], nor needs to be

sacrificed to, for he intendeth all good unto them.’ He has no image/''’'

Strachey remarks that the native priests vigorously resisted

Christianity. They certainly borrowed neither Okeus, nor Ahone, the

beneficent Creator who is without sacrifice, from Jesuits who had not

yet arrived.

Do we need more evidence ? If so, here it is. Speaking of New
England, in 1622, Winslow writes about the god Kiehtan, as a being

of ancient credit among the natives. He ‘ made all the other gods
;

he dwells far westerly above the heavens, whither all good men go

when they die.’ Thus Mr. Tylor himself (loc. cit.) summarises Winslow,

and quotes, ‘ They never saw Kiehtan, hut they hold it agreed charge

and dutie thed one age teach another. And to him they make feasts,

and cry and sing for plentie, and victorie, or anything is good.’

Thus Kiehtan, in 1622, was not only a relatively supreme god,

but also a god of ancient standing. Borrowing from missionaries was

therefore impossible.

Mr. Tylor then added, in 1873 :
‘ Brinton’s etymology is plausible,

that this Kiehtan is simply The Great S2')irit (Kittanitowit, Great

Living Spirit, an Algonquin word compounded of Kitta=great*

manitou= spirit
;
termination, wit : indicating life).’

But all this etymology Mr. Tylor omitted in his edition of

1891.

* Prim. Cult. ii.

* Uiidorie of Travailc into Virr/inia. By William Strachey, Gent, [a companion of

Captain Smith]. Hakluyt Society. Date circ. 1612-lGlO.
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He did, however, say in 1891 (ii. 342): ‘ Another famous native

American name for the Supreme Deity is Oki.’

Not content with Okeus, capital 0 and all, before the arrival of

missionaries; not content with Kiehtan, whose etymology (in 1873)
‘ apparently ’ means ‘ Great Spirit,’ before the arrival of Jesuits in New
England, Mr. Tylor, in Primitive Culture (ii. 340), adds to these

deities ‘ the Greenlanders’ Torngarsuk, or Great Spirit (his name
is an augmentative of “ tomgak,” “ spirit ” (in 1871, “ demon ”))

’

—

before the arrival of missionaries ! For, says Mr. Tylor, ‘ he seems

no figure derived from the religion of Scandinavian colonists, ancient

or modern. . . . He so clearly held his place as supreme deity in the

native mind that, as Cranz the missionary alleges, many Greenlanders,

hearing of God and His almighty power, were apt to fall on the idea

that it was their Torngarsuk who was meant.’ ®

Now, in 1891 Mr. Tylor dropped out ‘he seems no figure derived

from the religion of Scandinavian colonists, ancient or modern
;

’

and he added that Torngarsuk was later identified, not with our God,

but with our Devil : a foible characteristic, I may say—as Mr. Tylor

said concerning Captain Smith and Oki—of ‘ a half-educated and

whole-prejudiced European.’ It will presently be seen that between

1873 and 1892 Mr. Tylor became sceptical as to the records of a

Great Spirit in America. Probably, then, he has seen reason to

reject the etymology of Kiehtan, which used to mean ‘ Great Spirit,’

but he retains Oki in the sense of Supreme Deity.

Here, then, from Virginia to Greenland, Mr. Tylor presented, in

1873, evidence for a being of supreme power, called by names which

mean ‘ Great Spirit.’ In his essay of 1892, he does not refer to his

earlier work and his evidence there to a Great Spirit, nor tell us why
he has changed his mind. He now attributes the Great Spirit to

missionary influence. We naturally ask in what respect he has

found the early evidence on which he previously relied lacking

in value. Mr. Tylor, in Primitive Cidhtre,"^ gives a yet earlier

reference than the others for a Virginian Creator. He cites Heriot

(an author of 1586). He also produces (1873 and 1891) the

Algonkin Creator, Atahocan, whose name the natives ‘cried out to

each other’ when, in 1633, Pere Le Jeune brought them the first

tidings of God. In Dim they recognised Atahocan, though that

name (I think from obsolescence) had become part of a verb,

Nitatahocan, rendered ‘ I tell an old fanciful story.’ ^ Atahocan was

already submerged by the worship of carnal spirits, who received

presents of grease ! Like almost all savage Creators, Atahocan

obtained no sacrifices. ‘ They believe in One who made ail things,

but pay him no honour,’ writes Pere L’Allemant in 1626, in a region

where ‘ il n’y ait point eu de religieux.’

« Prim. Cult. ii. p. 340. ’ Ibid. ii. p. 341 (1873 and 1891).
** Relations, 1G34, p. 13.
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In 1871 Mr. Tylor said: ‘It has even been thought that the

whole doctrine of the Great Spirit was borrowed by the savages from

missionaries and colonists. But this view will not hear examina-

tion. After due allowance made for mis-rendering of savage answers

and importation of white men’s thoughts, it can hardly be judged

that a divine being, whose characteristics are often so unlike what

European intercourse would have suggested, omd who is heard of by

such early explorers among such distant tribes, could be a deity of

foreign origin.’^ In 1891, ‘this view will not bear examination’ is

deleted—(why ?)—and the deity, we are told, ‘ could hardly be

altogether of foreign origin.’

Xow, in his essay of 1892 Mr. Tylor never, I think, alludes to his

own evidence of 1873, and even of 1891, in favour of a Eed Indian

Creator, evidence earlier than the Jesuits (1586, 1612-16, 1622, and

of Le Jeune, 1633). In the essay of 1892, that authentic evidence

‘ of such early explorers among such distant tribes ’ to a savage con-

ception of the Creator is notched. In 1892, the Jesuits receive the

whole credit of introducing the idea. It would be interesting to

know why the early evidence has suddenly become untrustworthy.

The essay of 1892 ought, of course, to be regarded as only a

sketch. Yet we are anxious to know the reasons which made Mr.

Tylor leave his evidence out of sight, though republished by him
only the year before he put forth his tractate in favour of borrowing

from Jesuits. I turn to another point on which I cannot accept Mr.

Tylor’s arguments.

In his essay of 1892, Mr. Tylor dates the Mandan Deluge legend

as not before 1700, Why? Because Catlin, in the present century

(1830-40), found iron instruments used ritually in the native

Mystery Play of the Flood. They were supposed to represent the

tools employed in making the vessel wherein ‘ the only man ’ escaped

drowning. But the Mandans did not get iron tools before 1700.

The Indians, however, we reply, had canoes before they had iron

tools, and, in modern times, might naturally employ iron instead of

flint instruments (discarded) in the Mystery Play. They might do

this, in spite of the marked preference for stone tools in ritual.

Perhaps they had none. It must here be observed that Catlin does

not use the word ‘ ark ’ (as Mr. Tylor does) for the vessel of ‘ the

only man.’ Catlin always says ‘the big canoe.’ Even if we admit

(which we do not) that the Mandans necessarily borrowed their

Deluge legend from whites, it does not follow, as Mr. Tylor argues,

that because the ‘Great Spirit’ appears in the Deluge legend, he

‘cannot claim gieater antiquity’ than 1700. In the first place, as,

in Mr. Tylor's earlier statement, Virginians, Massachusetts, and

Greenlanders had a Great Spirit before Christian influences began,

the Mandans may have been equally fortunate. Nor does it seem

” Prim. Cult. ii. p. 340, 1873.
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safe to argue, like Mr. Tjlor, that if the Grreat Spirit figures

in a (hypothetically) borrowed myth, therefore the conception of a

Great Spirit was necessarily borrowed at the same time. That more

recent myths are constantly being attached to a pre-existing god

or hero is a recognised fact in mythology. Nor can mythologists

argue (1) that Biblical myth is a modified survival of savage myth,

and (2) that such natural and obvious savage myths as the kneading

of man out of clay, the origin of death (‘ the Fall ’), and the tradition

of the Deluge, are necessarily borrowed, by savages, from the Bible.

This is, indeed, to argue in a vicious circle. Again, was the

Australian and American myth of a race of wise birds, earlier than

man, borrowed from the famous chorus in the Birds of Aristo-

phanes ?

Mr. Tylor remarks that Prince Maximilian, who knew Mandanese

better than Gatlin, found among them no ‘ Great Manitou ’—so called.

But he did find a Creator whose name means ‘ T^ord of Earth.’ Was
He borrowed from the whites ? Finally, on this point, would savages

who remained so utterly un-Christian as the Mandans, adopt from

missionaries just one myth—the Deluge—and make that the central

feature in their national ritual ? Indeed this seems very improbable

conduct ! Nothing is more conservative than ritual : that is

notorious.

We do not follow Mr. Tylor into South America. If our case is

proved, by his own not repudiated authorities, for North America,

that suffices us. We turn to Australia.

Let us first take the typical Australian case of Baiame^ Pei-a-mei,

or Baiamai, at present the moral Creative Being of many tribes, and
served, without sacrifice, in their mysteries. Mr. Tylor first finds him
mentioned as a Creator by Mr. Horace Hale, whose book is of 1846.^^

Next, in 1850, Baiame was spoken of by a native to some German
Moravian missionaries as a being who, according to their ‘ sorcerers

or doctors,^ made all things, but was easy to anger, and was to be
appeased by dance. Thus he was accepted by the most notoriously

conservative class, the sorcerers. Omitting for the moment a later

description of Baiame as seen by a black devotee in a vision, we
turn to Mr. Tylor’s theory of the origin of this god. Mr. Eidley

(who began his missionary career in Victoria in 1856) gives a

pleasing account of Baiame as a Creator, with a paradise for the good.

According to Mr. Eidley, ‘ Baiame ’ is discovered, by Mr. Greenway,
to be derived from 6am, ‘ to make,’ and he concludes that ‘ for ages

unknown ’ the blacks have called God ‘ the Maker.’ Mr. Tylor

now asks, was Baiame, who is, he avers, ‘near 1840 so prominent a

divine figure among the Australians, known to them at all a few

years earlier ?’ He decides that before 1840 Baiame was ‘ unknown

United States Exploring Expedition, Ethnology and Philology, p. 110.
*' "Ridley, Kamilarvi Vocabvlaries p.]!? (1876). Also in an earlier Grammar, 18GG,
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to well-informed [white] observers.’ This, of course, would not

prove that Baiame was unknown to the blacks. As for the observers,

who are three in number, one, Buckley the convict, in spite of his

thirty-two years with the blacks, is of no real value. We can-

not trust a man who lied so freely as to say that in Australia he
‘ speared salmon ’

! and often saiv the fabled monster, the Bunyip !

Buckley could not read, and his book was made up by a Mr. Morgan,

out of ‘ rough notes and memoranda, . . . and by conversation.’ If,

then, as Buckley says, ‘ they have no notion of a Supreme Being ’

(p. 57), we may discount that: Buckley’s idea of such a being was

probably too elevated. Moreover, he never mentions the confessedly

ancient native mysteries, in one of which the Being is revealed. Mr.

Tylor’s next well-informed observer before 1840, Mr. Backhouse, a

Quaker, takes his facts straight from the third witness, Mr. Threlkeld
;

he admits it for some of them, and it is true, in this matter, of all of

them.^^ Buckley being out of court, and Backhouse being a mere

copy of Mr. Threlkeld, what has Mr. Threlkeld to say ? What
follows is curious. Mr. Threlkeld (1834-57) does not name Baiame,

but speaks of a big supernatural black man, called Koin, who carries

wizards up to the sky, inspires sorcerers, walks about with a fire-

stick, and so on.^^ To him boys’ front teeth are knocked out in the

initiatory stages.

As soon as I read this passage I perceived that Mr. Threlkeld

was amalgamating such a goblin as the Kurnai call ‘ Brewin ’ with

the high Grod of the Mysteries. In 1881, when Mr. Howitt, with

Mr. Fison, wrote Kamilaroi and Kurnai, he knew no higher being,

among that tribe, than the goblin Breivin. But, being initiated

later, Mr. Howitt discovered that the God of the Mysteries is

Mungun-ngaur= ‘ Our Father,’ the Creator (this shows the value of

negative evidence). Women know about Brewin, the goblin master of

sorcerers, but the knowledge of Mungun-ngaur is hidden from them

under awful penalties. Not only I, but Mr. Horace Hale (1840),

came to this opinion, that Koin is a goblin, Baiame a god, as we

shall see.

Mr. Threlkeld, very properly, did not use the fiend Koin as equi-

valent to ‘ God,’ in his translation of the Gospel of St. Luke (1831-

1834). He there used for God Eloi, and no doubt did the same

in his teaching; he also tried the word Jehovaka-hirvT). Neither

word has taken with the blacks
;

neither word occurs in their

traditions.

Here, then, of Mr. Tylor’s three negative witnesses, who, before

The JJfe and Adventures of William Buckley, 1852, pp. 40-48.

VtiiXiVhon&Q, Narrative of a Visit to the A^ustralian Colonies, 1843, p. 565. Com-

pare Threlkeld, An Australian Language, 1802, p. 47. This is a reprint of Mr.

Threlkeld’s early works of 1831-1857.

Og). cit. p. 47. ** Journal Anthrog). Inst. 1885, &c.
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1840, knew not Baiame, Mr. Threlkeld alone is of value. As

Mr. Hale says, he was (1826-1857) the first worker at the dialects

of those Baiame-worshipping tribes, the Kamilaroi of the \^^el-

lington Valley, in Victoria. But whence did Mr. Hale get what

Mr. Tylor cites, his knowledge, in 1840, of Baiame? He, an

American savant on an exploring expedition, could not well find out

esoteric native secrets. I prove that Mr. Hale got his knowledge

of Baiame from Mr. Tylor’s own negative witness, Mr. Threlkeld.

Mr. Hale says that ^ luhen the missionariesfirst came to Wellington ’

Baiame was worshipped with songs. ‘There was a native famous

for the composition of these songs or hymns, which, according

to Mr. Threlkeld, w^ere passed on,’ &c. Mr. Hale thus declares

(Mr. Tylor probably overlooked the remark) that when the mission-

aries first came to Wellington (where Baiame is the Creator)

theyfound Baiame there before them I Then, why did Mr. Threlkeld

not name Baiame ? I think, because Mr. Hale says that Baiame’s

name and sacred dance were brought in by natives from a distance,

and (when he is writing) had fallen into disuse.^® Had, then, a

missionary before 1840 evolved Baiame from Kamilaroi haia, ‘ to

make,’ and taught the name to distant natives as a word for his own
God

;
and had these proselytising distant natives brought Baiame’s

name and dance to Wellington ? To demonstrate this, we must
find a missionary, not Mr. Threlkeld, who was studying and working-

on the Kamilaroi tongue before 1840. Who was he? Finally,

Mr. Hale runs counter to Mr. Tylor’s theory of borrowing from

whites, though Mr. Tylor does not quote his remark. The ideas of

Baiame may ‘ possibly ’ be derived from Europeans, ' though,’ says

Mr. Hale, ‘ the great unwillingness which the natives always evince

to adopt any custom or opinion from them, militates against such

a supposition.^ It does, rather ! Here, then, in part of the district

studied by Mr. Threlkeld in 1826-1857, an American savant (who

certainly received the facts from Mr. Threlkeld) testifies to Baiame
as recently brought from a distance by natives, but as prior to the

arrival of missionaries, and most unlikely to have been borrowed.

Whence, then, came Baiame ? Mr. Tylor thinks the evidence

‘points rather to Baiame being the missionary translation of the

word “ Creator,” used in missionary lesson books for God.’ But by

1840, when Baiame is confessedly ‘so prominent a divine figure,’

Mr. Threlkeld’s were the only translations and grammatical tracts

in the Kamilaroi tongue. Now Mr. Threlkeld did not translate

‘ Creator ’ (or anything else) by ‘ Baiame
;

’ he used ‘ Eloi,’ and

‘Jehova-ka.’ Where is Mr. Tylor’s reason, then, for holding that

before 1 840 (for it must be prior to that date if it is going to help

his argument) any missionary ever rendered Creator by ‘ Baiame ’ ?

He has just argued that probably no writer then knew the name
Exj)lorin(j Exjpcdition of JJ. S., 184G, p. 110.
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Baiame. His argument seems to be that Mr. Eidley, in 1866, and

again in 1877, printed extracts, in which occurs Baiame= God,

from Missionary Primers pi^epared for the Kamilaroi. We might

have expected Mr. Tylor at least to give the dates of the ‘ mis-

sionary primers ’ that, ex hypothesi, introduced Baiame before 1840.

He gives no dates, and the primers are of 1856 and are written

by Mr. Eidley, who cites them.^^ Thus they must be^’posterior to

Baiame, and Baiame was prior to missionaries at Wellington, where

Mr. Tylor first notes his appearance. Thus, by Mr. Tylor’s own evi-

dence, Baiame is not shown to be a missionary importation.

As to Australia, it is not denied by Mr. Tylor that practically all

over the continent the blacks possess religious mysteries of confessed

antiquity. It is not denied that the institution of these mysteries

is noiv, in many cases, attributed by the blacks to a moral Creative

Being, whose home is in or above the heavens. It is not denied that

his name now usually means, in different dialects. Maker (Baiame),

Master (Biamban), and Father (Papang, and many other words). It

is not denied that the doctrine of this Being is no%u concealed from

children and women, and revealed to lads at the Bora, or initiatory

mystery. But, on the other hand (as I understand Air. Tylor), while

initiatory rites are old, the names of their institutor (Father, Alaker),

his moral excellences (?) and his creative attributes, are all due to

missionary influence. The original founder of the Bora, in pre-

missionary days, would only be a dead ‘ head-man ’ or leader, now
religiously regarded.

To this we first demur. It is not shown—it is denied by Waitz,

and it is not even alleged by Air. Herbert Spencer—that the Austra-

lians ‘ steadily propitiate ’ or sacrifice at all to any ghosts of dead

men. How can they ? The name of the dead is tabooed, and even

where there is in one instance an eponymous human patronymic of

a tribe, that patronymic alters in every generation. Now, among
such a ghost-worshipping people as the Zulus, the most recently

dead father gets most worship. In Australia, where even the recent

ghosts are unadored, is it likely that some remote ghost is remem-

bered as founder of the ancient Alysteries ? This is beyond our

belief, though the opinion is, or at least was, that of Mr. Howitt.

The mere institution of female kin (though paternity is recognised)

makes against an ancient worship of a male ancestor where even

now ancestors are unworshipped.

As to the aspect of this god, Baiame, Air. Tylor presently cites

a story told to Air. Howitt by a native, of how, with his father, he

once penetrated, in the spirit, to Baiame’s home, and found him to

be ‘ a very great old man with a long beard,’ and with crystal j)illars

growing out of his shoulders, which support a supernal sky. His

Gvrre Kvmilaroi, or Kumilaroi Sayinga. Sydney, 1856.
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‘ people,’ birds and beasts, were around him. Mr. Tylor says :
‘ These

details are, it will have been noticed, in some respects of very native

character, while in others recalling conventional Christian ideas of

the Almighty.’

The ‘ Christian ’ idea is, naturally, that of the Old Man of Blake

and Michael Aogelo—Hartley Coleridge’s ‘ old man with the beard.’

Is it likely that the savages had seen any such representations ?

Again, is the idea of Baiame, as an old man, not natural to a race

where respect of age is regularly inculcated in the Mysteries, and

prevails in practice ? ‘ Among the Kamilaroi about Bundurra,

Turramulan [another name for this or a lower god] is represented

[at the Mysteries] by an old man learned in all the laws. . .
.’

As early as 1798, Collins found that the native word for ‘ Father
’

in New South Wales was applied by the blacks, as a title of reverence,

to the Governor of the nascent colony. It is used now in many native

tribes as the name of the Supreme Being, and Mr. Tylor thinks it

of missionary origin. Manifestly, this idea of age and paternity, in

a worshipped being, is congenial to the natives, is illustrated in their

laws and customs, need not be borrowed, and is rather inevitable.

The vision of Baiame, we may add, was narrated to JMr. Howitt by a

native fellow-initiate. To lie, in such cases, is ‘ an unheard of thing,’

says Mr. Howitt. The vision was a result of the world-wide practice

of crystal gazing. The seer’s father handed to him a crystal.

‘ When I looked at it,’ says the narrator, all manner of visions

appeared, including that of Baiame. It is manifest, we think, that

when the natives attach the attributes of fatherhood and antiquity to

Baiame, they need not be borrowing, from Christian art, notions so

natural, nay, so inevitable, in their own stage of society. Though, in

many cases, reckoning kinship through women, they quite undeniably

recognise paternity in fact. Thus the paternal title had no need to

be borrowed, as a word of reverence. It was so used before mission-

aries came.

Mr. Howitt, who is deeply initiated, writes :
‘ Beyond the vaulted

sky lies the mysterious home of that great and powerful Being who
is Bunjil, Baiame, or Taramulan in different tribal languages, but,

who in all is known by a name the equivalent of the only one used

by the Kurnai, which is Mungun ngaur. Our Father.’

Now, not to multiply evidence which is provided by other

observers, as to Central Australia and the North, Mr. Tylor is con-

fronted with this problem : Have all the tribes who regard a powerful

Being, Baiame or another, as Founder of their ancient IMysteries,.

borrowed his name and attributes, since 1840 or so, from whites with

Greenway, .7. A. I. vii. p. 243.

Collins, Account of the Colony of New South Wales, 17^8, vol. ii. p. 54‘1.

^ J. A. I. xvi. pp. 43, 50. Ojo. cit. p. 54.
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whom they were constantly in hostile relations ? Is it probable that,

having, hypothetically, picked up from Christians the notion of a

moral Father in Heaven, their ‘ priests ’ and initiators instantly

disseminated that idea over most of the continent, and introduced it

into their most secret and most conservative ceremonies ? Would
they be likely to restrict so novel a piece of European informa-

tion to the men? Mr. Dawson, in his Aborigines of Australia

(p. 51), writes: ‘The recent custom of providing food for it [a

corpse] is derided by intelligent old aborigines as “white fellows’

gammon” !
’ Thus do they estimate novelties ! Yet, in Mr. Tylor’s

theory, it is the most conservative class of all, the medicine-men

and learned elders—everywhere rivals and opponents of Christian

doctrine—who pick up the European idea of a good powerful Father

or Master, borrow a missionary name for him, and introduce him in

precisely the secret heart of the Mysteries. This knowledge is

hidden, under terrible penalties, from women and children : to what

purpose ? Do missionaries teach only the old rams of the flock, and

neglect ewes and lambs ? Obviously the women and children must

know any secret of divine names and attributes imparted by mission-

aries ! Again, it is not probable that, having recently borrowed a

new idea from the whites, the blacks would elaborately hide it from

its authors, the Europeans. So well is it hidden that, till he was

formally initiated, Mr. Howitt had no suspicion of its existence.^^

Mr. Tylor may rest in his hypothesis of borrowing, but, for the

reasons assigned, we think it impossible in our, and his, selected

North American cases, and inconceivable as an explanation of the

Australian phenomena.

Finally, Mr. Tylor candidly adduces a case in which ]\Ir. Dawson,

taking great and acknowledged trouble to collect evidence, learned

from the blacks that they had believed in a benevolent being

Pirnmeheal, ‘ whose voice is the thunder,’ ‘ before they knew of the

existence of Europeans,’who ‘have given them a dread of Pirnmeheal.’

We add ]\Ir. Plowitt’s testimony to a Supreme Being ruling ‘ from

Omeo to Shoalhaven Kiver, from the coast to Yass Gundagai,’ con-

cerning whom ‘ old men strenuously maintained that it was so before

the white men came,’ they themselves, now aged, having only

learned the secret when they were initiated and ‘ made men,’ at

about the age of fourteen. In the same essay of 1883,^"^ Mr. Howitt

tells of a native whose grandfather initiated him as to an all-seeing-

personality, Bunjil, ‘ up there,’ who would mark his conduct. ‘ This

was said before the white men came to Melbourne ’ (1835). Bunjil,

said William Beiruk, a black, was called ‘ our father
’

‘ before white

men came to i\lelbourne.’

For concealment from women and children see Howitt, J. A. I. xiii. p. 102.

Hawson, Ahortgines of Aintralia, p. 40.

J. A. /, xiii. 1880, p. 142. 25 Op. cit. p. 194.
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In face of this evidence (which settled Mr. Howitt’s doubts

as to the borrowing of these ideas) can any one bring a native of age

and credit who has said that Baiame, under any name, was borrowed

from the whites ? Mr. Palmer is ‘ perfectly satisfied ’ that ‘ none of

these ideas were derived from the whites.’ He is speaking of the

tribes of the Gulf of Carpentaria, far away indeed from Victoria and

New South Wales. There is no greater authority among anthropo-

logists than Waitz, and Waitz rejects the hypothesis that the higher

Australian religious beliefs were borrowed from Christians.^^,

To sum up, we have proved, by evidence of 1586, 1612-16, 1622,

and 1633, that a sort of Supreme Creative Being, at least in Virginia,

called Oki (‘ spirit ’ or ‘ Above ’), was known in North America before

any missionary influence reached the regions where he prevailed.

As to the Australian god Baiame, we have proved out of the mouth
of Mr. Tylor’s own witness, Mr. Hale, that Baiame preceded the

missionaries in the region where literary evidence of his creed

first occurs. We have given Mr. Hale’s opinion as to the

improbability of borrowing. We have left it to Mr. Tylor to find

the missionary who, before 1840, translated 'Creator’ by the

Kamilaroi word ‘ Baiame,’ while showing the difficulty of discovering

any Kamilaroi philologist before Mr. Threlkeld. And Mr. Threlkeld

certainly did not introduce Baiame ! We have shown that, contrary

to Mr. Tylor’s theory of what a missionary can do, Mr. Threlkeld

could not introduce his own names for God, Eloi and Jehovah-ka,

into Kamilaroi practice. We show the improbability that highly

conservative medicine-men would unanimously thrust a European

idea into their ancient Mysteries. We have shown that by the

nature of Mr. Tylor’s theory, the hypothetically borrowed divine

names and attributes must (if taken over from missionaries) have

been well known to the women and children from whom they are

concealed under dreadful penalties. We have demonstrated the

worthlessness of negative evidence, by proving that the facts were

discovered, on initiation, by a student (confessedly in the first rank),

though he, during many years, had been ignorant of their existence.

We show that the ideas of age and paternity, in an object of reverence,

are natural and habitual to Australian natives, and stood in no need

of being borrowed. We show that direct native evidence utterly

denies the borrowing of divine names and attributes, and strenuously

asserts that before Europeans came to Melbourne (1835) they were

revealed in the secret doctrine of the ancient initiatory rites. This

evidence again removed the doubts which Mr. Howitt had enter-

tained on the point, and Mr. Palmer and Mr. Dawson agree with Mr.
Howitt, Mr. Kidley, Mr. Gunther, and JMr. Greenway, all experts,

all studying the blacks on the spot. In the closet, Waitz is of the

same opinion : Australian religion is unborrowed.

^ Op. cit. p. 290. Anthropologies vi. p. 798.
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It is fortunate, indeed, that the Master (Biamban) of English

anthropological students of religion has put the theory of bor-

rowing into explicit form, with evidence and arrayed dates and

facts. We can now meet—and I hope that, so far, I have not un-

successfully met—the hypothesis that the higher religious ideas of

American and Australian savages are ‘ borrowed from missionaries.’

Andrew Lang.
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THE ALPS IN 1898

All the world over it has been a fine season. In the old ‘ play-

ground of Europe ’ every great peak was accessible, even by the most

difficult and rarely used routes. The occupants of lofty bivouacs, for

once, slept warm, and as well as men may whose mattress is of sharp

and angular stones. Moreover, the weather was not only good, but

steadily good, so that most mountaineers looked for a great body of

new achievement and a general immunity from accident. Both

expectations have, however, been singularly falsified.

The list of successes is short, the tale of accidents is long. In

the Chamonix district, the Duke De’ Abruzzi climbed the Aiguille

sans nom, and the rock point between the pic Whymper and the Col

des grandes Jorasses. In Switzerland proper, there have been a few

variations of old routes, chiefly by steep faces usually plastered with

ice, but this year comparatively clear. In the Caucasus, M. de

Dechy has made a new ascent and a new pass, both of the second

rank. In India, the famous Gurkha officer, the Hon. C. G. Bruce, has

had several new climbs. In Tirol, the north wall of the Einserkofel

and the Cadore face of the Antelao have been forced. Three of the

loftier summits of the Canadian Kockies have been scaled, one of

them so centrally placed that its melting snows drain partly into

the Arctic Sea, partly into the Pacific, partly into the Atlantic Ocean.

In Bolivia, Sir M. Conway has climbed Yllimani (22,500 feet high),

and has failed on Sorata, after reaching a still greater altitude.

There is little or nothing else worth mentioning. On the other

hand, the list of Alpine catastrophes is appalling. The number of

deaths at heights above 2,000 metres (6,562 feet) reaches the

enormous aggregate of thirty-one. Two of these may not perhaps

be, in strictness, mountaineering fatalities. Mr. Norman Neruda’s

death on his favourite Eiinffinger-spitze seems to have been due to

heart disease, and the fall of the Saxon student on the point of his

own ice-axe might as well have occurred in the street. But the

balance is large enough to be distressing. Of the twenty-nine

victims, six were absolutely alone, more than twenty were unac-

companied by guides. In several cases they w^ere unroped, in one

case the rope is said to have been cut, and in three the party con-
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sisted of two only, though they had to cross or descend a steep and

crevassed glacier. The laws of mountaineering have, in a word, been

broken by wholesale, and the mountains have taken a wholesale

revenge.

In view of the abnormally heavy death-roll in this year of

exceptionally beautiful weather, the question naturally suggests

itself: Is there any connection between fine weather and fatal

accidents ? Of course sunshine causes an increase in the number of

expeditions, but this is hardly a sufficient explanation of the fact

that fine years seem to be as prolific in calamity as rainy ones,

perhaps indeed more prolific, although the ordinary mountaineering

difficulties are certainly less. In the year 1865, famous for the first

Matterhorn accident, that mountain was exceptionally free from ice,

so that Mr. Whymper and Michel Croz, when at the top, raced along

the level rocks, which are usually buried under many feet of snow.

The year 1882, again, was a fine weather year, but Professor Balfour

and Petrus were killed on the Aiguille Blanche de Peuteret and

Mr. Penhall and Maurer on the Wetterhorn, while Mr. Gabbett and

the Lochmatters fell from the Dent Blanche, then ‘ in quite perfect

condition.’ Similarly, 1895 was a record year for sunshine and

also a record year for disasters. Now the chief perils of a rainy

season are in the nature of things that sautent aux yeux. They are

mainly snowstorms, avalanches, stones melting out of ice, rotten

snow, and glazed rocks. These are, in short, of such a character that

few of the less experienced, yet more hardy mountaineers, are greatly

tempted to risk them without professional aid. But when skies are

blue day after day, and rocks are dry, the invitation is harder to

resist. The truth is, that the dangers peculiar to continuous fine

weather, although much less obvious, are quite as grave as the others.

First there are the stones, which, when their ice-setting is completely

gone, sink gently down on sloping slabs, where they remain so

delicately poised that the first movement of the morning air will

send them bounding off, long before a single direct ray of sunshine

has touched them. Another effect of continued drought is the gradual

loosening of the foundations of big rocks, so that, though they will

not move at a touch, a man’s weight will send them flashing down

the cliff. Of course, too, in such years, the steej)est snow slopes turn

to ice, and these, with a thin crust of snow on them, such as a

summer flurry leaves, become the most dangerous of man-traps.

On such a slope, on the Glacier des Nantillons, Mr. Aston Binns and

Xavier Imseng lost their lives this year, and to gravel left on rocks

by the melting out of snow many of this year’s fatal slips may
probably be attributed. The most terrible catastrophe of 1898 was

that by which Dr. Ilopkinson, his son, and two daughters lost tlieir

lives on the Petite Dent de Veisivi. They were not an incompetent

party, the place was not difficult, they were pro^^erly roped, but
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their bodies were found at the foot of an easy cliff, literally shattered

to pieces. As their boots were on their feet, we may be sure that

they did not fall far through the air, for that almost invariably results

in the tearing off of the footgear, owing, possibly, to the air rushing

in through loosened openings. The rope, too, was unbroken. It is

probable that the foremost climber pulled a great rock upon his

chest, which flung him backwards, with the result that the whole

party were spun outwards and dashed in again, with terrific force,

on to the face of the clifi*. One must acquit Dr. Hopkinson of

imprudence in going without a guide on such an expedition, but still

professional instinct would probably have guessed that the rock was

loose, for it is just in these small things that a good guide’s flair is

most wonderful.

Although guideless climbing, or going with only one guide over

glaciers, always involves a risk requiring justification, it is altogether

venial compared to solitary climbing. In addition to the external

dangers common to all mountaineering expeditions, and which are

reduced to insignificant dimensions in the case of a properly organised

party, a slight slip, a fall into a crevasse, a broken leg, even a badly

sprained wrist, may prove fatal to a man climbing alone. It is urged,

of course, that many such expeditions have been successful. Professor

Tyndall came safely back from Monte Eosa, Mr. Morshead from Mont

Blanc, Mr. Girdlestone from many glacier passes. But few realise

the demands made on the lonely mountaineer. A fair measure of

skill, courage, and experience is not enough, unless reinforced by

that rarest of all qualities, the capacity for taking quite abnormal

care for many hours at a stretch. This becomes inexpressibly tedious

on a long expedition, and the nerves of only a few are equal to it.

A number of famous climbers have thus lost their lives, like HeiT

Winkler, the conqueror of the Cima della Madonna, who started

alone from Zinal for the Weisshorn and never returned. This year

a similar fate befell M. Koche on the Southern Aiguille d’Arves in

Dauphine, a mountain which has a mauvais pas hardly to be

matched outside the Dolomites. M. Thorant (subsequently killed

on the Meije) climbed it alone in 1895
;
now M. Eoche has attempted

to repeat that tour de force, and has paid the penalty of failure with

his life. And not only are the failures of these mountaineers

calamitous for themselves, but their successes arouse a dangerous

emulation in others, only their equals in courage, with the result that

inexperienced men and women go light-heartedly scrambling in the

mountains who at home have compunctious visitings on the edge of

a sea-wMl.

For 1899 the Alpine Club has a new President in the person of

Mr. James Bryce, and so for the second time in its history the

English Club, the Societe Mere of all the Alpine Clubs of the world,

has for its head a Privy Councillor and an ex-Minister of the Crown.

I. 2
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In politics Mr. Bryce is not exactly reactionary, but in regard to the

Alps he is known to hold thoroughly conservative opinions. He has

done much to deserve our thanks in preserving our old mountain

paths from encroachment. We shall have reason to be still more

grateful if he can induce the forward school of mountaineers to quit

these perilous ‘new departures,’ and to return once more super

antiquas vias.

Reginald Hughes.
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sJTHE DREYFUS DRAMA AND ITS

SIGNIFICANCE

I. Akrest, Trial, and Sentence

On the 29th of October, 1894, the Libre Parole, edited by M.

Edouard Drumont, the leader of anti-Semitism, asked if there had

not been ‘ an important arrest for the crime of high treason.’ On
the morrow the Eclair replied that the statement was true. On the

1st of November the Libre Parole published an article with the

sensational title, ‘ Arrest of a Jewish Officer.’ The Petit Journal

and the Intransigeant accused the Minister of War of wishing to

stifle the affair because ‘the officer is a Jew.’ On the 5th of

November M. Drumont published an article from which we select

the following passage :
‘ Look at this Ministry, which should be the

sanctuary of patriotism, and which is a den, a place of perpetual

scandals, a sewer to which one could not compare the Augean stables,

for no Hercules has yet essayed to cleanse it.’ The article finished

by telling Deputies that ‘ to-morrow, without doubt, they will applaud

the Minister of War when he comes to boast of the measures which

he has taken to save Dreyfus.’ On the same day, in the Intra^asi-

geant, Eochefort published an article commencing with these

words

:

A person named Mercier, a general by trade, and Minister of War in conse-

quence of circumstances independent of bis will, should, several days ago, have
been taken by the scruff of his neck and thrown, with the utmost violence, down
the stairs of his department, because, after having refused to order the arrest of

the traitor Dreyfus, he only decided to do it under the menace of a scandal which
the honest colleagues of the said Dreyfus were resolved to stir up.

These insults continued till the 7th of November. On this day
General Mercier, the Minister of War, seeing that he had all to lose

—save honour—in resisting, and that he had all to gain—save

honour—in yielding, capitulated. On the next day a complete

change came o’er the spirit of Eochefort’s dream. For him, now.

General Mercier became, with General de Boisdeffre, the patriot, the

great man, who had made up his mind to ‘ go right through with it

and have Dreyfus shot.’ Those who would prevent the fulfilment of

149
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this amiable resolve are ‘ bis colleagues in tbe Ministry and tbe

President of tbe Republic ’—then M. Casimir Perier. As for Greneral

Mercier bimself, be is a new Boulanger. Could praise go further ?

G-eneral Mercier pledged bimself in an interview published on

tbe 28tb of November by tbe Figaro. In that be said that ‘ be had

bad abhorrent proofs of tbe treason of Dreyfus, that be bad sub-

mitted them to bis colleagues in the Ministry, that tbe guilt of that

officer was absolutely certain
;
and that be bad civil accomplices.’

Opinion was thus ground-baited by tbe organs in tbe press of tbe

General Staff, tbe officers of which bad piloted tbe whole affair.

The Minister of War, after having resisted, put himself at their head.

He, the head of the army, declared the accused guilty three weeks

before he appeared before the court-martial.

The trial commenced on tbe 19tb of December, before a court-

martial presided over by Colonel Maurel. Tbe examination of tbe

accused was conducted in public. His name, be declared, was Alfred

Dreyfus, aged thirty-five years, born at Mulbouse, commissioned as

captain of artillery, detached as probationer at tbe First Bureau of

tbe General Headquarters Staff. As soon as witnesses were called

for tbe Government Commissioner demanded that tbe further pro-

ceedings should be conducted with closed doors. Maitre Demange,

tbe counsel for Dreyfus, wished to address to tbe court some con-

siderations on this point :
‘ Seeing that tbe single document . . .

.’

Tbe president of the court-martial brutally interrupted him with

tbe remark, ‘ There are other interests in question than those of

tbe prosecution and tbe defence.’ Alas ! that v as easy to be seen.

Maitre Demange persisted. Tbe president rose brusquely and com-

manded tbe com't-martial to retire. After a quarter. of an hour of

deliberation tbe court returned and decided that tbe trial should be

conducted in privacy
;
but tbe knowledge bad been acquired that

Dreyfus was condemned on a single document.

The summary method adopted by tbe president of tbe court-

martial, tbe preceding campaigns of tbe Libre Parole and tbe In-

transigeant, the patronage accorded by these journals to General

Mercier, and bis previous declarations, left little room for doubt in

tbe minds of impartial people, who asked themselves if there bad

not been, in this case, other interests thought of than those of truth

and justice. Maitre Demange said, ‘ They have put a padlock on

one’s lips. In tbe eyes of tbe general public Dreyfus is guilty
;
but

for my own part, in my own mind, I remain persuaded, in the most

absolute manner, of his innocence.^

I was tbe only journalist to take exception

—

in the Siecle—to

tbe manner in which the trial bad loeen conducted, and to call atten-

tion to tbe obscurity with which tbe affair was surrounded.

()n tbe 5tb of January, 1895, the frightful ceremony of the

degradation of Dreyfus took place. He protested bis innocence with
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an energy which the entire press put on record, however prepossessed

against him. To the surging mob which howled, ‘Death! Death

to the traitor I
’ he repeated again and again, ‘ I swear that I am

innocent.’

In violation of juridical principle the Government proposed and

the Parliament accepted the law of the 9th of February, 1895—

a

special law for a single individual, with regard to a crime supposed

to have been committed at a previous date. In consequence of this

law Dreyfus was not sent to New Caledonia, but was deported to the

Devil’s Island, under the murderous climate of Guiana, and was sub-

mitted to odious ill-treatment, in dereliction of the law of 1873 on

transportation. Silence reigned, troubled only from time to time by

the anti-Semitic journals, which, arguing from the case of Dreyfus,

denounced the Jewish officers and demanded their expulsion from

the army.

II. The Conspiracy Leaks out

Nearly two years passed away, when, in consequence of a piece

of false news published by an English paper, on the 3rd of September,

1896, those who had brought about the condemnation of Dreyfus,

feeling within themselves that he had been wrongly condemned,

manifested a strange desire to get him tried and condemned anew by

the public and Parliament. This mental unrest on the part of the

conspirators is very remarkable. On the 14th of September a

journal inspired by Henry, then deputy chief of the Information

Department of the General Staff—the Eclair—published an article

entitled ‘ The Traitor.’ In this it said :

The reasons which militated in favour of silence exist no longer. The difficulties

which might arise from the disclosure of certain facts are removed. We are per-

suaded that, without fear of embarrassment or delicate complications, one may
display in the light of day that which it was not possible to produce even on the

day of the trial—the proof, the irrefutable proof, the full proof, the proof which
decided the unanimous verdict of the officers composing the court-martial.

The Eclair then gave the following description of this proof :
‘ It

'was a letter in cipher—in the cipher of the German Ambassador.

The key to this cipher was known, and it was regarded as too useful

to be publicly divulged. That is the reason why the letter in ques-

tion was not put in the portfolio (dossier).’

About the 20th of September, 1894, Colonel Sandherr, chief of

the Statistical Department, communicated this letter, which he had
deciphered, to General Mercier :

‘ Decidedly this animal Dreyfus is

too exacting.’ The Eclair terminated its article by a paragraph

entitled ‘ The Proof under the Eyes of the Judges.’ In this, after

having stated that Dreyfus had always persisted in protesting his

innocence, it added :
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It is true tliat Dreyfus did not know, and perhaps still does not know, tliat the

Minister of War possessed the photograph of the letter which passed between the

German and Italian Military Attaches—the only document on which his name
figured. The letter which he had written, and which he had taken good care not

to sign, could be but a moral element in the case. In fact, if two experts in writing,

Charavay and Bertillon, affirmed that it was really that of Dreyfus, the three

others were undecided. The production of the document in which Dreyfus was

named was a proof which allowed no hesitation. It might determine the conviction

of the tribunal
;
and it was of some importance that the traitor should not escape

his chastisement. But this so weighty document was exceptionally confidential.

It was stipulated that it should not be produced in the pleadings. It was thus

communicated to the judges only in the consulting room. It being an irrefutable

proof, it gave the final touch to the sentiment of the members of the court-martial.

When the question was for them to pronounce on the guilt of the traitor and the

punishment which should be inflicted on him, they were unanimous.

This article in the Eclair contained many other details on the

manner in which Commandant du Paty de Clam had conducted his

inquiry. It was a bill of indictment which, drawn up two years

after the trial, could come only from the Greneral Staff. It recounted

that a strict search had been made at Dreyfus’s house, in his absence

—a search which was without result, and, moreover, a violation of

Art. 89 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Why this publicity,

when closed doors had been so brutally decreed by the president of

the court-martial ? Why w^as it avowed that a document had been

communicated to the members of the court-martial without having

been presented in the pleadings ? Article 101 of the Code of Military

Justice lays down that ‘ the prosecuting officer {rapporteur) must

cause to be shown to the accused all the documents {pieces) which

may be used for conviction, and must cross-examine the accused, so

as to make him declare that he is aware of them.’

The violation of this article renders the judgment illegal. All

trustworthy persons—all persons who have some notion of law— now

regard the Dreyfus trial as one which calls for revision, and hold that

there is every reason to believe that the condemned man has been

the victim of a foul and frightful conspiracy. Two or three journals

only pointed out this fact. In reply to a petition addressed to the

Chamber of Deputies by Madame Dreyfus, the Chairman, M. Loriot,

said, ‘ This lady, relying on an article in the Eclair, complains that

neither her husband nor his counsel was called on to take cognisance

of the secret documents communicated to the court-martial.’ He
added, ‘ One consideration dominates all—that is, respect for the

chose jugee'

This legislator omitted from his consideration that, if there were

secret documents, the question of respect for the chose jugee does

not arise, since the illegal procedure makes void the judgment of

the 23rd of December, 1894, and there is no legal chose jugee to

re.spect.

It is true that, on an interpellation of M. Castelin, an old
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Boulangist Deputy, on the 18th of November, 1896, General Billot,

then Minister of War, affirmed that ‘ the deliberations of the court-

martial were regular, that the case was determined (chose jugee), and

it was not permitted to any one to go back on the trial/ The Chamber

applauded this, and, by a unanimous vote less five, passed an order of

the day threatening prosecution against some ill-defined and mys-

terious beings who have remained in obscurity and security to the

present day.

But the Eclair had not only published the history of the secret

document
;

it had also published what was said to be the text of the

only document produced at the trial—the so called bordereau—on

which Dreyfus had been condemned. M. Bernard Lazare, however,

in his pamphlet, declared that this was not the correct text of the

bordereau
;
and then the Matin put the matter to rest by publishing,

on the 10th of February, 1896, a facsimile of the original document,

which ran as follows :

—

THE BORDEREAU
Without news indicating to me that you desire to see me, I am, however,

sending to you, sir, some interesting pieces of information.

(1) A note on the hydraulic break of the 120, and the manner in which this

piece conducts itself.

(2) A note on the covering troops. Some modifications will be brought about

by the new plan.

(3) A note on a modification in the artillery formations.

(4) A note relating to Madagascar.

(5) The plan of firing manual for the field artillery. (14th of March, 1894.)

This last document is extremely difficult to procure, and I can have it at my
disposal only a very few days. The Minister of War has sent a fixed number of

them among (dans) the corps, and these corps are responsible
;
each officer holding

one must send his back after the manoeuvres. If, then, you wish to take from it

that which interests you, and hold it at my disposal afterwards, I will take it,

unless you wish that I should have it copied in extenso, and send you the copy.

I am about to set off for the manoeuvres.

Cool-headed people took note of the fact that, while the Eclair

admitted that the experts had disagreed, and that the bordereau was

not a sufficient proof of the culpability of Dreyfus, the Matin invoked

it as a decisive proof.

III. Enter Scheurer-Kestner and Mathieu Dreyfus

On the 29th of October, 1897, there appeared in the Matin an
article containing the following declaration of M. Scheurer-Kestner :

‘ I am convinced of the innocence of Dreyfus : and more than ever

am I resolved to sue for his rehabilitation.’

These words of M. Scheurer-Kestner produced a profound

impression. The anti-Semites could not accuse him of being a Jew.

He is a Protestant. They could not say that, if he took in hand the

Dreyfus question, this was for any reason of selfish interest. He had
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no need to make a noise for fame’s sake. He is a rick man, beyond

the possibility of pecuniary corruption. He was vice-president of

the Senate. He had no ambition beyond this
;
and, as events have

proved, he could but compromise his attained position. No rational

person could suspect this Alsatian, whose patriotism is beyond

dispute, of weak indulgence for a traitor. If this man quitted the

serenity of his existence to take in hand a cause which has unchained

and let loose on him so many hatreds and furious attacks, it must be

recognised that he could not have been guided in the course he took

by any other motives than love of truth and devotion to justice.

The Libre Parole, the Intransigeant, the journals which were

first informed of the arrest of Dreyfus, and which had carried on the

campaign against Greneral Mercier until he decided to prosecute,

burst out into insults, calumnies, and cries of indignation against

]\I. Scheurer-Kestner.

On the 14th of November M. Scheurer-Kestner, in a letter to the

Temps, said

:

I have, then, affirmed my conviction, reserving to myself the communication of

its elements, in the first place, to the Government itself. It seems to be better in

all respects that the Government should have all the honour and the merit of

reparation. As early as the 30th of October, in an interview with the Minister of

War, I demonstrated, with the documents in my hands, that the bordereau, attri-

buted to Captain Dreyfus, is not his, but another’s. I begged him to make an

inquiry as to the real culprit. The Minister asked me, on the other hand, to noise

nothing abroad of our conversation during a fortnight, and engagedto let me know
the result of his inquiries. Since then I have waited in vain, and the fortnight

has elapsed. This is the cause of the silence which has appeared so long.

The answer of the anti-Semitic journals and the General Staff

was to put in circulation the phrase ‘ Dreyfus syndicate.’ These two

words took, for them, the place of arguments.

In reality M. Scheurer-Kestner had, for a long time, believed in

the guilt of Dreyfus
;
but he felt his conviction shaken by something

which he had heard said in Alsace. In France he had only recently

come to know M. Leblois, who was born at Strasbourg, like Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Picquart, the late chief ofthe Information Department.

Picquart and Leblois had been friends from infancy
;
and, for some

months past, the latter had been put in possession of the truth. This

he had told, under the seal of secrecy, to M. Scheurer-Kestner, who
was not disengaged from this pledge when he received a visit from a

person whom he had never before seen—M. Mathieu Dreyfus.

‘ Do you know,’ said M. Mathieu Dreyfus, ‘ the name of the real

author of the bordereau ?
’

‘ Yes,’ said M. Scheurer-Kestner, ‘ but I

am not authorised to tell it.’ ‘ But if I tell it to you, you will not

deny it?’ ‘ I will not.’ ‘ Esterhazy.’ ‘That is indeed the name,’

replied i\I. Scheurer-Kestner
;

‘ but how did you come to know it ?
’

‘ A banker, M. de Castro, bought on one of the boulevards a facsimile

of ti e hordrreau. Ite recognised the writing at once as that of oneO O
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of his old customers. He compared it with letters which he had

received from that person. The writing was identical
;
and he came

to me on the 7th of November to give me this name and the proofs

in support of it.’

On the 15th of November M. Mathieu Dreyfus published a letter

which he had addressed to the Minister of War, and which ran as

follows :

The only basis of the accusation directed in 1894 against my unfortunate brother

is a letter, unsigned, undated, establishing that confidential military documents

had been given up to an agent of a foreign Power. I have the honour to make
known to you that the author of that document is Count Walsin-Esterhazy, com-

mandant of infantry, put on the non-active list last spring, because of temporary

infirmities. The writing of Commandant Walsin-Esterhazy is identical with that

of this document.

Since that name has been known information with respect to its

owner has abundantly poured in
;
and all of it has been bad—for him.

An old Pontifical Zouave, engaged during the war, and the son of a

general, he rose promptly to the position of an officer
;
but he sig-

nalised each year of his service by acts of swindling. He wrote to an

old friend, Madame de Boulancy, abominable letters, in which he

dreamed of being ‘ captain of uhlans, sabring the French and killing

a hundred thousand Frenchmen with pleasure,’ and hoped to see

‘ Paris taken by assault and delivered up to pillage by a hundred

thousand drunken soldiers.’

IV. Trials of Esterhazy and Zola

Esterhazy was tried by court-martial, with doors closed during

part of the time. The hearing was public for the reading of the bill

of indictment of Commandant Eavary, which had no other purpose

than to excuse Esterhazy and accuse Lieutenant-Colonel Picquart.

The hearing was with closed doors when the latter was called upon
to give evidence. It was also secret when the experts in writing,

Couard, Varinard, and Belhomme, made their report. The sceptics

thought that this mystery was not at all in the interest of truth.

Esterhazy was unanimously acquitted, on the 11th of January.

Officers pressed round him to congratulate him. One of them cried

to the mob, ‘ Hats ofif, gentlemen, before the martyr of the Jews.’

The self-dubbed Nationalists and the anti-Semites gave him an
ovation

;
and, on the morrow, Oeneral de Pellieux, who was entrusted

with the first examination, wrote to him as ‘ My dear Commandant.’
On the 13th of January Emile Zola, the celebrated novelist,

who before the Dreyfus affair had always kept himself aloof from

questions which excited the passions of the country, wrote a letter to

the President of the Republic, in which he recalled the singular pro-

ceedings employed by Commandant du Paty de Clam in the prelimi-

nary examination of the Dreyfus trial. He showed that the chief of
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the General Staff, General Mouton de Boisdeffre, the deputy-chief of

the General Staff, General Gonse, Colonel Henry, who had succeeded

Lieutenant-Colonel Picquart as chief of the Information Department,

Commandant Lauth, and General Billot, Minister of War, were all

set on maintaining the condemnation of an innocent man and acquit-

ting the real traitor. Commandant Esterhazy. This vigorous charge

ended with the following sentence :
‘ Finally I accuse the first court-

martial of having broken the law by condemning an accused person

on a document kept secret ; and I accuse the second court-martial of

having, by order, hushed %ip this illegality, by committing, in its

turn, the juridical crime of knowingly acquitting a guilty person^

M. Meline, questioned in the Chamber of Deputies by M. de Mun,
the representative of the Jesuits, hastened to declare that an order

had been issued for the prosecution of Emile Zola. He had not

reflected that this was to send the General Staff to the Court of

Assizes, and to risk the revision of the Dreyfus trial by a jury. The

Government wished only to get itself out of the mess before the

Chamber of Deputies. When the time of the trial came it sought

to limit as much as possible the scope of the pleadings. It retained

in the indictment only two or three phrases, more or less garbled,

out of an article of 800 lines.

While Zola’s accusers thus wished to restrict the trial, he and his

counsel, Maitre Labori, demanded that it should be given as great an

amplitude as possible. The prosecution cited quite a crowd of

witnesses, officers of the General Staff. They chose as judge one

who thought it less his business to elicit the truth than to carry out

the wishes of the Government. M. Delegorgue will remain illus-

trious if only for his repetition, every few minutes, of the words, ‘ The

question shall not be put.’ This is the way in which the General

Staff and the Government understood bringing the facts of the case to

light. Zola’s witnesses were interdicted from saying a word on the

case of Dreyfus, if it would tend to prove his innocence
;
but generals

and officers were allowed every latitude to assert his guilt. It was

a disgraceful affair, a judicial scandal which will long remain notori-

ous. The majority of the young advocates and the officers of reserve

were against the defendant, and showed themselves proud to crowd

round and cheer the generals and officers on the other side. The

chief justice of the Court, M. Perivier, allowed the Palace of Justice

to be invaded by bands of anti-Semites, conducted by a person named

Jules Guerin, twice a bankrupt, and who, by a curious protection,

had never been prosecuted for ten charges of swindling and forgery

which had been made against him. Zola and his friends, as well as

the jury, were day after day threatened with death. Commandants

du Paty de Clam and Pauffin de St. Morel filled the Court with

officers ‘ to uphold the Advocate-General and the jury ’ and to stifle

the voice of Zola’s advocate. This is the spectacle which presented
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itself duriDg the last day of the hearing, even according to the Echo

de Paris, one of the organs of the Greneral Staff

:

An outbreak of insults drowned the voice of the Advocate. The audience stood

up
;
they whistled

;
they hooted

;
sticks struck the floor in regular time. On

shutting one’s eyes one had the illusion that the Palace was being swallowed up

by a cataclysm. Minute by minute the audience became more excited. Now it

breaks out. Injurious cries increase, mixed with whistling. One by one, under

the fixed looks of the assistants, the jurors quitted the Court.

They would have been heroes if they had acquitted Zola under

the menaces which surged around them. They condemned him with-

out extenuating circumstances, and the Court inflicted on him the

maximum penalty, a year’s imprisonment.

Zola appealed to the Court of Cassation, and that court, to the

great scandal of the self-styled Nationalists and anti-Semites, annulled

the decree of the Court of Assizes of the 2nd of April, because the

Minister of War substituted himself as the prosecutor for the court-

martial. M. Manau, the Attorney-Gfeneral of the Court of Cassation,

ha\dng made it understood that if the Minister of Justice laid before

him a demand for the revision of the Dreyfus trial, in conformity

with Article 444 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, he was ready

to uphold it, on the morrow, in the Chamber of Deputies, M. Meline

undertook to convoke the court-martial, and declared that M. Manau
‘ had used words which were to be regretted.’

The court-martial which had acquitted Esterhazy met again on

the 8th of April, but good care was taken not to summon the court-

martial which had condemned Dreyfus. A new prosecution of Zola

was decided on, the indictment being limited to a single phrase.

The first hearing took place on the 23rd of May. Zola raised a

question of procedure which resulted in the adjournment of the

trial. The affair came on again on the 18th of July at Versailles.

Zola would have been able, at this time, to raise two questions

which would have rendered the procedure null and void. These

objections were beyond dispute, but he did not wish to appear

anxious to avoid a hearing. He adopted another mode of procedure.

He was condemned by default
;
and on the same evening quitted

France, on the advice of friends who had, with good reason, the

hope to gain time, during which they might be able to enlighten the

public on matters which the Government and the Court of Assizes

had decided to hush up.

V. The Ministry and Colonel Picquart

It is a disgraceful but an indisputable fact that the Meline

Ministry had but one object in this Dreyfus case, ‘ to uphold the

chose jugeeJ They did not care whether Dreyfus had been properly

or improperly judged. The Republican party, which called itself
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Liberal and Progressive, bad but one preoccupation in the matter

:

to stifle it. They considered it a nuisance, calculated to upset elec-

toral calculations
;
and it may be safely said that the elections to the

Chamber of Deputies in May last were directed against the partisans

of the revision of the Dreyfus trial. There was, at that time, so

much cowardice in Kepublican quarters that, though I considered it

my duty to raise the question in my own person, I did not find, in

any part of the country, a constituency which would accept and

sustain me.

Jaures, the Socialist leader, and his friend Grerault-Kichard,

having with great magnanimity dared to take their stand clearly,

both lost their seats. Joseph Keinach also lost his. The members
of the Eight would willingly have demanded the suppression, for

reasons of State, of all the partisans of revision
;
and I know Eepubli-

cans who profess to be Liberals, and who were my friends a year ago,

who would not have raised much objection if Jules Guerin and his

band had thrown me into the Seine, with some other Dreyfusards.

They did not budge when the anti-Jewish league in Algeria

fomented outrages in January last ; and they validated the election

of M. Drumont at Algiers without demanding any measures from the

Government for the protection of the Jews.x^These Israelites are

French citizens
;
and they must have found a strange contradiction

between the acts of a Eepublican Government and its device, ‘ Liberty,

Equality, Fraternity.’

The Meline Ministry was upset on the 14th of June. The
Brisson Ministry succeeded it; and the ‘ Nationalists ’ and anti-Semites

foisted on it M. Cavaignac as Minister of War. M. Cavaignac is a

son of the general who repressed the rising of ‘ the days of June’ in

1848, and in December was a candidate for the Presidency of the

Kepublic, in competition with Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. M.
Cavaignac seems to believe that, because his father was a candidate for

the Presidency, it belongs to him by hereditary right. He represents a

dynasty. Eaten up by this sickly ambition, he seeks support, some-

times from the Eight, sometimes from the Socialists. In July last

he was the man of the ‘ Nationalists ’ and anti-Semites.

On the 7th of July there was a new interpellation by that old

Boulangist M. Castelin, who considered himself as specially charged

with the maintenance of the condemnation of Dreyfus. People were

expecting the knock-down blow which General Billot had always

promised the advocates of revision, but had never given them. M.

Cavaignac said, in his speech, that ‘we are masters in our own house,’

a declaration which scarcely deserved the ovation it received. How-
ever, since 1894, the partisans of the condemnation of Dreyfus had

never ceased to repeat, ‘ It is impossible to tell the whole truth. That

would mean war.’ ]\I. Cavaignac destroyed this legend. He was

about to tell the whole truth.
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He said not a word about the bordereau—the single document on

which Dreyfus was condemned. He cited two mysterious documents,

one that produced by the Eclair, ‘ That blackguard D / the other

a letter, two years later in date than the condemnation of Dreyfus,

written by M. de Schwarzkoppen, the Military Attache of the Grerman

Embassy, to M. Panizzardi, the Military Attache of the Italian

Embassy :
‘ I have read that a Deputy is about to . interpellate on

Dreyfus. If ’—here is a part of a phrase which I cannot read— ‘ I

shall say that I never had dealings with that Jew. That is under-

stood. If anybody asks you, say the same
;

for nobody must ever

know what happened with him.’ M. Cavaignac guaranteed ‘ the

material and moral authenticity ’ of this letter
;
and he further cited

an alleged report of Captain Lebrun-Eenault, written by order three

years after the condemnation of Dreyfus, and according to which

Dreyfus had confessed.

The Chamber was carried away by a sort of delirium. It believed

that Cavaignac had wound up the Dreyfus case. By a unanimous

vote of 545 present, out of 581 Deputies, it decided on the posting

up of the report of M. Cavaignac’s speech all over France. As for

myself, on the evening of this day of triumph I headed my article

in the Siecle, ‘ La Kevision s’impose.’ For every person who could

reason Cavaignac’s speech was a clear demonstration that there was

no evidence against Dreyfus. He said that there were a thousand

documents in the Dreyfus portfolio, while Colonel Henry, the chief

of the Information Department, had said, at the Assize Court, that

there were but eight or nine
;
and of these thousand documents he

could show but three ? What was the value of the others ?

On the 9th of July Colonel Picquart wrote to the Prime Minister :

The Minister of War having cited in the Chamber three of these documents, 1

consider it my duty to make known to you that I am in a position to establish

before any competent jurisdiction that the two documents which bear the date of

1894 have no relevancy to Dreyfus, and that the one which bears the date of 1896
has all the characteristics of a forgery.

In answer to this, on the 1 2th of July a strict search was made at

the house of Colonel Picquart, in his absence
;
and on the morrow

he was arrested. This was the way in which M. Cavaignac under-

stood his duty to throw light on the matter.

At the same time as M. Cavaignac caused Colonel Picquart to be
arrested the examining magistrate Bertulus arrested Esterhazy and
the woman Pays, on the plaint of Colonel Picquart himself. It was
a,lleged that the telegrams which were sent to Picquart under the

names of ‘Speranza’ and ‘Blanche,’ with a view of compromising
him, were the joint work of Du Paty de Clam, Esterhazy, and the

woman Pays. This was done at the time when M. Scheurer-Kestner

had put himself in communication with General Billot. Day by
day the Siede publicly charged Du Paty de Clam with forgery, and
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challenged him to prosecute the persons reponsible for this charge

;

but he—a cousin of Cavaignac—has remained silent.

On the 6th of August the Chamber of Indictments released

Esterhazy, the woman Pays, and Du Paty de Clam
;
but on the 1st

of September the Court of Cassation, the Supreme Court, declared

that the Chamber of Indictments had violated the law
;
and on the same

day the public learnt, from the decree of M. Bertulus, the relations

which existed between Lieutenant-Colonel Henry, Lieutenant-Colonel

du Paty de Clam, Commandant Esterhazy, and the woman Pays. But
before this, on the 30th of August, an announcement was made
which was of first-rate importance. In the evening the Agence Havas
sent round to the journals the news that Lieutenant-Colonel Henry,

chief of the Information Department, had confessed that the docu-

ment produced by Grenerals de Pellieux and de Boisdeflfre at the

Assize Court, and read by M. Cavaignac in the Chamber of Deputies^

—

‘that never have I had relations with that Jew’—was a forgery,

fabricated by him. His arrest was made known at the same time.

He was taken to Mont Valerien, while the military prison is

situated in the Kue du Cherche-Midi.

VI. The Forgers at the War Office

It was commonly talked about at that time that Cavaignac knew

of the forgery so far back as the 13th of August. The Italian

Ambassador, Signor Tornielli, had energetically protested against

the forgery from the month of October 1897, when it first came to

his knowledge, to the 17th of February, when General de Pellieux

made use of it
;
and his protests were, no doubt, redoubled in energy

after the speech of M. Cavaignac, who charged Captain Cuignet with

the verification of the documents in the portfolio, without doubt for

the purpose of fortifying his arguments. Now Captain Cuignet

found out
j
the forgery by discovering that the paper was not the

same. However, M. Cavaignac maintained silence on the matter.

But on the 25th of August Esterhazy appeared before the court of

inquiry, and attended a second sitting of the court on the 27th.

Furious at being abandoned by the General Staff—he who

boasted, ‘ I am the General Staff’s man’—Esterhazy entered on the

path of revelations. He spoke of forgeries committed by Henry and

Du Paty’de Clam. To save the latter and the other officers Cavaignac

sacrificed!! lenry. In the report presented to the Court of Cassation

the cross-examination of Henry by Cavaignac breaks off brusquely

after the confession of Henry. It is very unlikely that the curiosity

of tlie Minister of War stopped at this point. Instead of sending

Henry to the military prison of Cherche-Midi, he sent him to the

fort of j\Iontj;Valerien. Tiiis is proof that the Minister, forced to

acknowledge the forgery, still did not treat Henry as an ordinary
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criminal. More evidence of this was forthcoming on the evening of

the next day, when Henry’s suicide was announced. Nobody believed

that it was by inadvertence that his razor had been left to him.

People regarded his death as facilitated, if not suggested to him.

They coupled this death with that of an obscure agent named
Lemercier-Picquart, who w'as found hanged to the fastening of a

window of a lodging house in February last. This poor wretch was

a likely person to have been used in the execution of the forgery.

Many people felt convinced that there had been no real suicide in

either of these cases, but that both of these men had been murdered.

And the Grovernment had done all it could to strengthen this

hypothesis
;

for there was no public report of the death of Henry

and no post mortem examination of his body. What would be said

of such a case in England, were the coroner’s inquest suppressed ?

The emotion caused in France by these events was profound
;
but

the Petit Journal, the Libre Parole, the Intransigeant, and the

other ‘ Nationalist ’ and anti-Semite journals none the less continued

to affirm the culpability of Dreyfus. A writer of the Gazette de

France, M. Charles Maurras. proposed to raise a statue to the

‘ forger through patriotism.’ Henry was represented as a hero who,

rather than deliver up secret documents which would have com-

promised the national defence, had preferred to commit forgery.

The subscription for the statue was not, however, a success, but in

December the Libre Parole had opened subscriptions for his widow

and his son. Still M. Cavaignac, by a strange paradox, continued to

affirm that this forgery of Henry had but confirmed his conviction of

the guilt of Dreyfus
;
and, as the Brisson Ministry considered that

this discovery made it their duty to commence the process of revision,

by nominating the Commission provided for in Article 444 of the Code

of Criminal Procedure, M. Cavaignac at once resigned.

Still he had proved, by his speech of the 7th of July, that the

forgery which had been discovered was, perhaps, not the only one.

He said that ‘ the moral authenticity of this document follows from

the exchanged correspondence—the first written and the other which

replies to it.’ Now, if M. Cavaignac’s argument is worth anything,

it goes to show that, now the letter in question has proved to be a

forgery, the other correspondence with which it fits in should suffer

discredit with it. Moreover Henry’s action shows that there was no
sufficient evidence against Dreyfus. If there had been such evidence

Colonel Henry would not have been obliged to concoct a forgery two

years after the condemnation of Dreyfus, in order to prove his guilt.

At the same time as Henry’s forgery was discovered the inquiry

instituted by IM. Bertulus proved that Du Paty de Clam had fabri-

cated false telegrams, signed ‘ Blanche ’ and ‘ Speranza,’ addressed to

Colonel Picquart in 1897, and had forged a letter wdiich he afterwards

caused to be seized in the post, in order to compromise Picquart.
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Here are, then, at least two officers at the Greneral Staff who are

forgers. Why may there not be others ? What has been the part

played by Generals de Boisdeffre, Gonse, and de Pellieux, who made
use of these forgeries ? Were they dupes or accomplices ? And
what was the part taken by Commandant Lauth, and Gribelin the

Keeper of the Records ?

VII. Military Manoeuvres

The Brisson Ministry replaced M. Cavaignac by General Zuiiinden,

Military Governor of Paris. The latter knew, at the time he entered

the Cabinet, that revision was a decided matter. However two or

three days afterwards, following close upon some conferences with

officers and priests, he completely changed his opinion. When asked

by his colleagues for the reason for this change he could I give no

rational account of it
;
but he quitted the Ministry by declaring, in

an insolent letter, that he was more than ever convinced of the”guilt

of Dreyfus. The Government was so weak as to reinstate”him as

Governor of Paris. General Chanoine, who succeeded him, thought

fit to play the same role. All at once, on the 25th of October, the

first day of the session of the Chamber of Deputies, he passed over

to the side of the ‘ Nationalists ’ and anti-Semites, and brought about

the fall of the Ministry. It was not a very creditable manoeuvre.

If Generals Zurlinden and Chanoine think that, by such proceedings,

they raise the prestige of the uniform they wear, they are mistaken.

While these tactics w^re pursued within the Ministry there was

a military plot hatching without
;

for, in the terms of Article^SO of

the Penal Code, ‘ there is a conspiracy when the resolution to act is

concocted and decreed between two or more persons.’ General

Zurlinden gave in his resignation on the 17th of September. Now%

on that very day M. Cavaignac hired a room at the Hotel du Louvre.

General Zurlinden w^ent to lunch and dine with him in a private

room. During the whole day officers in private dress were coming

and going. General Zurlinden kept in touch with M. DerouKde,

wlio had insolently reconstituted his so called ‘ League of Patriots,’

dissolved by decree in 1887. A strike of navvies broke out, and

troops w^ere collected from all parts of France, ostensibly because of

this strike. Bands of ‘ Nationalists ’ and anti-Semites scoured the

streets of Paris. Generals wdio felt themselves compromised kept a

sharp look-out for any overt act. The danger was that the ‘ Nation-

alist’ bands might engage a few agents ^provocateurs to stir up a

conflict w’ith the soldiery. This they dared not to do. The generals

were disarmed by tlie thought of the responsibilities of the morrow,

home and foreign. From the moment wdien they let pass their

opportunity—from the 7tli to the 15th of October—with one of

their own men as ^Minister of War, General Zurlinden Governor of
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Paris, General Eenouart chief of the General Staff, General Eoget

at the head of the War Office, General de Pellieux Commandant of

Paris—one might be without fear. Without a doubt many dream

still of a decisive military blow which is to be struck in some miracu-

lous fashion
;
but nobody is disposed to attempt it.

Notwithstanding all this plotting the Brisson Ministry had, on

the 26th of September, laid before the Court of Cassation the demand
for revision. The ‘ Nationalist ’ and anti-Semitic journals threatened,

and menaces of military violence were heard on all sides, but the

judges of the Criminal Chamber did their duty. They devoted the

hearing on the 27th, 28th, and 29th of October to the remarkable

report of M. Bard and the speech of the Attorney-General, Manau,

an old Eepublican and ex-outlaw of the 2nd of December, 1851.

Eevision was certain. Efforts were made to induce the judges of the

Court of Cassation to grant this without inquiry, and send Dreyfus

before another court martial. That was a trap in which the Court

of Cassation showed no disposition to let itself be caught. It desired

that this odious and terrible affair should be completely cleared up.

The Court declared the demand for revision admissible, and that it

would itself undertake the inquiry. Eevision is now only a question

of weeks
;
and, in all probability, the Court, by virtue of Article 445

of the Code of Criminal Procedure, will annul the judgment of 1894,

condemning Dreyfus, without sending him before a new court

martial. We may depend that the powers of the Supreme Court

will be loyally and effectually used. And it is well that this is so.

If revision had taken place a few months ago, it would but have

given rise to another crime. Colonel Bougon was one of the judges

of the court martial which tried Dreyfus, and he comforted himself

with the cynical remark, ‘ Eevision is an affair of two boats, one to

bring Dreyfus home and the other to take him back again.’

VIII. The Innocence of Dreyffs

From the very moment when Drejfus was condemned I thought

there were grave doubts as to his guilt. The means employed two

years afterwards to procure his condemnation a second time, by the

Chamber of Deputies, augmented my doubts. When Scheurer-

Kestner spoke, when one could compare the bordereau with

Esterhazy’s writing, my conviction of the innocence of Dreyfus

became much stronger. But when, at the end of December 1897, I

became acquainted with the contents of the bill of indictment,

which I published in the Siecle of the 7tV of January, 1898, I felt

certain of Dreyfus’s innocence. If those who were intent on the

ruin of Dreyfus had other proofs than the bordereau they would not

have been content with arguments so empty and ridiculous as these

products of M. d’Ormescheville. From the point of view of the
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handwriting he was obliged to avow that, out of five experts, two

had not recognised the similitude. He allowed that the strict search

which had been made had been without result, and that, in the

cross-examination of Dreyfus, each time the latter was pressed hard
‘ he extricated himself without difficulty.’ It is true that Commandant
d’Ormescheville added, ‘ thanks to his flexibility of mind.’ That was

his mode of interpreting all Dreyfus’s acts. He said that ‘ the

private life of Dreyfus was far from being exemplary
;

’ and he

recounted two or three tales of vulgar adventures with the other sex.

He accused him of having been a witness in the case of Madame
Dida, who had been murdered. When the bill of indictment was

published, Dr. Lutaud, who had been the medical attendant of that

lady, drew attention to the fact that the judge of the Assize Court

had congratulated Dreyfus on the delicacy of his conduct. The
report said,* ‘ Dreyfus never had a taste for gambling,’ but it

insinuated that, as he dined once at the Press Club, he was not

beyond suspicion,

M. d’Ormescheville affirmed that he often paid secret visits to

Alsace. When the bill of indictment became public the Strassburger

Post stated that, on the contrary, he had been refused permission to

stay there. It was pretended that the bordereau could not have been

written save by a captain of artillery
;
and when mention was made

of the piece of 120 it was explained that the bordereau employs

expressions foreign to the habitual vocabulary of the artillery. It

was said in the bordereau, ‘ Je vais partir en manoeuvres,’ and

Dreyfus did not go Aux manoeuvres.

From Dreyfus’s knowledge of German it was concluded that he

was intended to be a spy. As regards the alleged similarity of the

handwriting of the bordereau to that of Dreyfus, out of five experts

two. Messieurs Gobert and Pelletier, have always maintained that no

such similarity exists. A madman, M. Adolphe Bertillon,^ and M.

Teyssonnieres, a gentleman whose name had been struck out of the list

of experts of the Tribunal of the Seine, pronounced for identity. A
third, M. Charavay, while joining in this opinion, had some reserva-

tions. When the Esterhazy trial took place the three experts Varinard,

Couard, and Belhomme, who made themselves remarked at the Zola

trial by their strange attitude, gave their opinion that the writing of

the bordereau had been traced from that of Esterhazy. How likely

it is that Dreyfus did this, when he did not say in his defence, ‘ This

writing is not mine
;

it is that of Esterhazy,’ and never once

pronounced Esterhazy ’s name !

Out of eight experts it will be seen that five declared that the

writing of the bordereau was not that of Dreyfus or that it was

traced from that of Esterhazy. Now if it had been traced from

' He must not be confounded willi liis brother, M, Jacfiucs Bertillon, Director of

Municipal Statistics of Paris.
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Esterhazy’s writing the three experts who said it was Dreyfus’s

writing were wrong. The experts Bertillon, Couard, Varinard, and

Belhomme refused to give their reasons, while M. Paul Meyer,

Director of the Ecoledes Chartes, M. Giry, Professor at theEcoledes

Chartes, and M. Louis Havet, Professor at the College de France,

gave theirs.

In one of the copies of letters addressed to a ‘ general ’—supposed

to be General de Pellieux—which the magistrate Bertulus found in

making search in the house of the woman Pays, Esterhazy says, ‘ If

you are not sure of the experts, I will say that my writing has been

traced.’ In fact, that was his plan of defence. Moreover in the

searches made by order of the Court of Cassation, letters of Esterhazy

have been found which are not only in the same handwriting as that

of the bordereau, but written at the same period, on the same thin

bank post, on paper belonging to the same cuvee and of very-

exceptional quality. And, to cap all, Esterhazy has himself avowed

since that he wrote the bordereau, but by order of the General Staff.

We believe that here, as usual, he was telling a lie.

In reality Esterhazy has been a professional spy. He him-

self has acknowledged that he had relations with Colonel von

Schwarzkoppen, the German Military Attache. The ‘ Narrative of a

Diplomatist’ in the Siecle of the 4th of April, and the conversation

of M. Casella with Colonel von Schwarzkoppen, published by the

same journal on the 8th of April, give circumstantial information as

to these relations. These statements, far from being denied, have

been confirmed in various directions. Esterhazy was the purveyor

in ordinary of secret documents to Colonel von Schwarzkoppen, who
received from first to last not less than 162 such documents

;
he was

purveyor up to the 10th of November, 1896, the date of the publica-

tion of the facsimile in the Matin. Colonel von Schwarzkoppen

was then shocked to discover that the bordereau was written by
Esterhazy, who had not dared to continue his relations with him,

but returned, revolver in hand, on the 16th of October, 1897, to

demand that Colonel von Schwarzkoppen should go to Madame
Dreyfus and tell her that her husband had been in communication

with him. Colonel von Schwarzkoppen was recalled to Berlin

before the name of Esterhazy was pronounced in connection with

the Dreyfus case. In his conversations with M. Henri Casella he

declared in the most unqualified manner that Dreyfus is not guilty.

Eespecting Esterhazy he said, ‘ He is capable of anything.’

IMoreover Herr von Bulow made a clear declaration, so far back

as the 24th of January, 1898, at the Budget Commission of the

Keichstag, ‘ that there had never existed any relations or acquaint-

ance between Dreyfus and any German agency whatever;’ and, on

the 21st of January, the same declaration was made for Italy by the
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Count of Bonin Longare, Under-Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs.

There is, then, no longer any doubt for any one who has studied

the affair even a little. There is an innocent man, Dreyfus
;
and a

spy, Esterhazy, who probably had for his accomplice the very chief

of the Information Department, Colonel Henry. These two worthies

were in communication at least since 1880; and, according to

Esterhazy’s letters, written in 1895 and seized at the house of

M. Jules Roche, Henry was his debtor. The court martial of 1894

condemned a guiltless man; the court martial of 1898 acquitted

the guilty one
;
and the officers of the General Staff, the majority of

the generals, have staked the honour of the army on this doubly

disgraceful delinquency. As if this were not enough, they have

added to it a third which is still more odious than its predecessors.

IX. The Revenge of the Culprits

The Information Department is of recent creation. It had for

its first chief a Colonel Vincent, wh'o^nished his career somewhat

badly. Colonel Sandherr, who followed him, was struck down by

general paralysis
;
but, before that ^appened, he was affected with

anti-Semitism in its most acute form. It was while he was at the

head of this service that Dreyfus was prosecuted and condemned.

His successor was Commandant Picquart, of Alsatian origin and of

a very Catholic - family. He had followed the Dreyfus trial as a

delegate of General Mercier. He had no prepossession in favour of

Dreyfus. Being thus brought to examine Dreyfus’s portfolio {(lossier),

he found in it only absurd or insignificant documents. In 1896 the

same agent who had sent the bordereau brought a pneumatic tele-

gram, torn into sixty pieces. This telegram card figures as one of

the leading documents of the case, under the name of the ‘petit

bleu.’ This telegram, which came from Colonel von Schwarzkoppen,

runs thus :
—

I am awaitiug, above all, a more detailed explanation than that which you gave

to me the other day on the pending question. In consequence, I beg of you to give

it to me in writing, so'that I may be able to judge if I can continue my relation*

with the house 11. or not.

M. le Commandant Esterhazy,

21 Hue de la Bienfaisance,

Paris,

This little j)aper, if it had been seized in the post or at Elster-

hazy’s house, would have been insignificant. That which constituted

its value was that it liad the same origin as the bordereau. It was

not evidence in itself. It was a hand which pointed out to Colonel

Ificquart the direction in which to make inquiry.

An agent declared that ‘ a superior officer, aged about fifty years,
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furnished a foreign Power with such or such documents/ ‘ Now
these documents/ said Colonel Picquart, ‘ are precisely those of which

the comrade spoiie to me, to whom I addressed myself when I re-

ceived the card telegram/ Colonel Picquart asked the colonel of

the regiment in which Esterljazy served to furnish him with certain

letters. These he compared with the bordereau and placed them

under the eyes of M. Bertillon, who said to Colonel Picquart, almost

as soon as he had seen them, ‘ It is the handwriting of the hor-

dereau !

’

Colonel Picquart made this inquiry with the authorisation of

General Gonse, deputy chief of the General Staff
;
but it was on the

eve of the Castellin interpellation, in the month of November 1896,

and Generals Gonse and de Boisdeffre perceived that the guilt of

Esterhazy involved the innocence of that Jew Dreyfus and the

revision of the trial of 1894. So, on the 16th of November, after

giving Picquart a vague State mission, they sent him to Algeria and

thence to Tunis, where he received his nomination as lieutenant-

colonel of sharpshooters. There, the two generals advised General

Leclerc, Governor of Tunis, that he should employ Picquart on the

Tripoli border in seeking out the place where Mores had been

assassinated. General Leclerc was not willing to take the responsi-

bility of this murder. It was at this time that Picquart confided what

he had found out to M. Leblois, an ex-Attorney-General. That

Picquart was well aware of the nature of his mission is shown by the

fact that he said to M. Leblois, ‘ I will not carry this secret to my
grave.’

This took place in the month of June 1897. M. Leblois put

himself in communication with M. Scheurer-Kestner, and v/as able

to complete the inquiry made by him.

When General de Pellieux made inquiry concerning Esterhazy,

neither he nor the Minister of War wished to recall Picquart from

Tunis. They avoided his deposition so long as they could
;
but when

General de Pellieux was obliged to resign himself to it, he made a

strict search at the witness Picquart’s domicile, while Esterhazy, the

accused, was allowed to make himself quite easy about any search at

his house. The so called bill of indictment against Esterhazy was

really a bill of indictment against Picquart. The generals, the

prosecuting counsel, the Government Commissioner, the judges of the

court martial, all regarded Picquart as the traitor. He had dared

to discover the real culprit, whose guilt implied the innocence of

Dreyfus. How could a man like Picquart, a Catholic, the youngest

lieutenant-colonel in the French army, having the most brilliant

future before him, sacrifice all in order to take up the defence of this

convicted Jew? With a ferocious frankness General Gonse said to

him, ‘ If you say nothing nobody will know anything.’ What a

frightful moral and mental state does not this reveal on the part of
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some of the most prominent chiefs of the French army ! They could

not pardon Lieutenant-Colonel Picquart for offering himself up on the

altar of justice, in order to save an unknown man from torture and
injustice.

Soon after the trial of Esterhazy Picquart was put under arrest

in the fort of Mont Yalerien. He was there during the Zola trial.

He was held under the threat of a renewal of the court of inquiry.

This is what we may call the policy of blackmail— ' If you are dis-

creetly silent we may be indulgent towards you.’ Picquart declined

this bargain. He said what he knew, amid the insults of his chiefs

and his old subordinates. General de Pellieux sneered at him as

‘ this gentleman.’ Colonel Henry, the forger, said to him, ‘ You
have lied about it

;

’ and the judge Delegorgue, instead of repri-

manding this insult to a witness, interjected the farcical remark,
‘ I see you are not in accord.’ Commandant Lauth accused him of

having desired to make him get the ‘ petit bleu ’ stamped for the post.

Soon after the Zola trial Picquart appeared before a court of inquiry.

He was accused of having communicated the Boullot portfolio to

M. Leblois. Boullot was an agent of esjhonage who had been

condemned for having carried off plans of fortresses to a photographer

;

and the fact was that Picquart had communicated the matter to his

friend Leblois, in the interest of the service, in order to obtain juri-

dical information. He was reproached with having communicated

the portfolio cJ«ucarrier pigeons. Picquart had really asked Leblois

for advice in the codification of divers circulars concerning those

pigeons. Henry and Gribelin said they had seen on his desk, sticking

out of an envelope, the secret document which the Eclair had pub-

lished in 1896, ‘ That blackguard D ,’ at the same time as

M. Leblois happened to be in Picquart’s office
;
but M. Leblois proved

that he was not in Paris at that time. Picquart was put en reforme
—that is to say that, while keeping his title of lieutenant-colonel,

he ceased to form part of the army.

If Picquart had striven to be selfishly prudent things might have

rested at this point; but he, having written to M. Brisson, on the

9th of July, after Cavaignac’s speech, that he proposed to show that of

the three documents produced by Cavaignac two had no relation to

the affair, and the third was a forgery, a search was made at his house

and then he was arrested. They tried to prosecute him and M. Leblois

before the Correctional Police. That tribunal delivered judgment on

the 28th of October. It declared his case connected with that of

the revision of the Dreyfus trial, and deferred any conclusion sine

cZze.^l'hen, notwithstanding the advice of the Cabinet, General

ZurTmden apprehended him, shut him up an secret in the military

j)rison of Cherche-Midi, and turned him over to a Captain Tavernier,

belonging to a clerical family at Aix, who had been brought expressly

from Marseilles for this job. Picquart was kept in solitary confine-
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ment for three weeks, without being examined. They commenced

by*de]oriving him of his liberty,, and looked into his case afterwards.

Greneral Zurlinden knew that the Ministry was opposed to this

prosecution. He went further, and the Ministry had the weakness

not to dismiss him. And they went on in this same feeble way.

General Zurlinden chose the members of the court martial and fixed

the 12th of December as the day on which Lieutenant-Colonel

Picquart should appear before it. Messieurs Millerand and Eibot

demanded in the Chamber of Deputies, on the 28th of November,

that the Government should use its rights to suspend this trial till

after the revision of tiie Dr^fas case"; and M. Monis did the same in

• the Senate on the following day. Messieurs Charles Dupuy and de

Freycinet refused to* inbwHfere, though it is quite evident that this

trial of Picquart is a mere act of revenge. Hope, however, rests

with the Court of Cassation.

Not only are charges made against Picquart in the matter already

named, but it is pretended that he forged the -‘>p>etit Lileu.’ His

accusers desire to take revenge for Henry by a tu quoque. They
want to be able to say, ‘ Ah ! if we have a forger among us so have

you.’ And in order to convict Picquart they have among them some

one who would complete Henry’s forgery by another. Esterhazy’s name
has been roughly erased and rewritten on the envelope in order to make
it appear that the address is a fraud. But with their habitual clumsi-

ness they have not submitted the address to the same operation, so

that in order to prove their thesis they would have to establish that

Colonel von Schwarzkoppen had another correspondent in the house

in which Esterlia2y lived. And General Zurlinden marches off,

repeating, ‘ It is neither Dreyfus nor Esterhazy who is the traitor

;

it is Colonel Picquart. He shall go to prison !

’

The real culprits hoped at least to have the satisfaction of getting

Picquart condemned to some years of imprisonment by the court

martial convoked for the 12th^of December
;
but Picquart ended by

yielding to the advice of his friends, and decided to lay before the

Court of Cassation a request for a ruling on the part of the judges.

On the 8th of December the Criminal Chamber of the Court of

Cassation, in virtue of Article 526 and the following; articles of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, claimed to be put in possession of the
Picquart portfolio. This involved a compulsory adjournment of the
court martial sine die—an adjournment which will certainly extend
till after the revision of the Dreyfus trial

;
and, according to a deci-

sion of 1857, the Court of Cassation will have the right to declareO
that there is no need to send Picquart back before any other

tribunal.

People noticed, on the 8th of December, the manner in which
General Zurlinden spoke of ‘ the person named Picquart,’ accused of

having committed ‘ a forgery in order to compromise Monsieur le
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Commandant Esterhazy ’—as if that typical scoundrel’s own writings,

own words, and own acts were not sufficient to compromise him

!

And people noticed, at the same time, that M. Athalin, the judge

who was deputed to report on the case—who had heard the depositions

of the five Ministers of War, of M. Bertulus, the examining magis-

trate, and of Colonel Picquart himself—used very different language.

He gave a luminous opinion and spoke of the important seizure of

and expert opinion on a letter by Esterhazy, dated the 17th of

August 1894, written on an extremely rare kind of paper, of the

same batch in manufacture as that of the bordereau,

Picquart thus escapes a condemnation which would have pro-

voked a new revision
;
but he has been kept in prison for months.

The men of the (Jeneral Staff and the great army chiefs seem to

think thSt this is so much gained.

X. Men of Intellect and Men of Authority

This conspiracy against Picquart, more criminal still than that

which obtained the condemnation of Dreyfus and the acquittal of

Esterhazy, caused a movement of profound indignation. As early as

the month of January men who habitually kept aloof from public

affairs, and who by character were averse to a noisy struggle, were

seen coming out of their studies and laboratories to protest against

the contempt of truth and right. Chemists like Duclaux, Friedel,

Grrimaux
;
scholars like Paul Meyer, the Director of the Ecole des

Chartes, Giry, Louis Havet, Paul Viollet
;

writers like Anatole

France, joined in this solemn expostulation. All the students of

the Ecole Normale Superieure without hesitation added their voices

to this chorus of deprecation, though they knew that by doing so

they would compromise their future prospects. These devotees of

justice were called, in derision, ‘the "men of intellect;’ and, in an

article in the Revue des Deux Mondes of the 15th of March, M.
Brunetiere assured them of his entire contempt. Neither threats

and denunciations, nor the measures taken by the Government

against some of them, discouraged them.. Grimaux, Professor of

Chemistry at the Ecole Polytechnique, was pensioned off before his

time
;
M. Paul Stapfer, the Dean of the Faculty of Letters of

Bordeaux, was suspended for six months
;
but the voice of protest

became louder and firmer with the prosecution of Picquart. It may
be said that, in the revision of the Dreyfus trial, it is the intellectual

Hite of France which has conquered, with the aid of the highest

organised expression of justice in France, the Court of Cassation.

This intellectual Uite had against it the prejudices of race and

religion, resuscitated, during the last fifteen years, by the anti-Semitic

campaign planned by i\l. Edouard Drumont under the direction pf

the Jesuits. iVIoreover it had against it the General Staff, the
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majority of the generals and officers, and the soldiers who were not

allowed to read any other journals than the Petit Journal, the Libre

Parole, and other papers of this kind. It had against it the clergy.

All the clerical journals evinced towards Dreyfus and his defenders a

most savage ferocity, and not a prelate has said a word in favour of

justice or even of mercy or pity. It had against it the cowardice of

the majority of politicians, who feared lest their patriotism might

he suspected if they admitted that a court martial had condemned

an innocent man. It had against it all the statesmen who believed

that their honour was bound up with ignorance of the Dreyfus case.

M. Brisson, Prime Minister, and M. Sarrien, Minister of Justice, did

not read the report of the trial of Zola till after Henry’s death. It

had against it the multitude wffiich still is ignorant of the greater

part of the details of the Dreyfus affair, because the ordinary

journals have never ceased to hide them or distort them. It had

against it a number of people, from the President of the Kepublic,

who thought the revision of the judgment of a court martial was

unconstitutional, to the meanest vestry-keeper. And still it has

conquered !

Still this affair proves how difficult it is for Catholic peoples to

adapt themselves to liberal institutions. They have always to

struggle against the alliance of the clergy and the army, against

the conspiracy of Basile and Ratapoil. The Dreyfus affair is a sequel

to Boulangism. We find among the opponents of revision most of

the Boulangist leaders, including Rochefort, Drumont, Deroulede,

and Millevoye, and among its partisans the majority of those who
combated Boulangism. In all these intrigues and machinations,

learnedly and patiently prepared, we find, flagrante delicto, the

Jesuits. Their pupils constitute in the army and navy a society

apart, designed to favour its affiliated members, to persecute those

who are independent of it, and to mould the military power which

is theirs so that it shall become, one day, the sole and supreme power

of the land.

The Jesuits tried to eliminate the Jews from the army with the

Cremieux-Foa affair, at the commencement of 1894. They threw

themselves into the Dreyfus affair as a much wished for opportunity.

And they have attained their end in a measure
;
for many Jews, officers

in the army, have quitted it, and young men who were in preparation

for the army have renounced the idea of entering such a hornets’

nest. The Jesuits feel that the revision of the Dreyfus trial will be

a terrible rout for them and their projects. Hence the wildness of

their passion. This affair has unveiled for us a latent evil the gravity

of which we were far from suspecting. It has taught us a frightful

lesson on the mental and moral condition of our generals. I hope
we shall have the vigour and persistence necessary in order to fortify

the independence of our judiciary, to modify in thorough fashion the
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organisation of military justice, and, while guaranteeing freedom of

association, to defend ourselves against men who, in their plotting

against all liberal institutions, do not hesitate to sanction crimes like

those which the Dreyfus affair has revealed to us. At first we thought

only of a judicial error. Now we have found confessed forgers like

Henry and Du Paty de Clam among the officers of the Gleneral Staff

;

persons who have no revulsion from any means to save Esterhazy

and keep Dreyfus at the Devil’s Island
;
and shameless accomplices

or voluntary dupes among the Ministers of War, the chiefs and

deputy chiefs of the Greneral Staff, and the Generals Commandant
of Paris.

Ex- Minuter of PuMic Works.
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THE PRESENT CRISIS 'iN THE CHURCH

OF ENGLAND

It lias been stated more than once that the proposals for a Conference

between the leaders of the ‘ Evangelical ’ party and those who

represent the principles vindicated by the ‘ Oxford Movement,’ with

a view to explanation on the doctrinal differences which invest the

Ivitual question with its real significance, and the present agitation

with such importance as it possesses, were due to the knowledge that

it was intended by the Episcopate to enforce what, in the language of

the agitation in question, is assumed to be ‘the law.’

Those who are acquainted with the facts of the case know how
entirely devoid of truth such an allegation is. K Conference was

proposed in the belief that misunderstandings are largely responsible

for the present divisions in the Church, and solely in the interests of

peace. It must be a matter of profound regret to all who have the

real interests of the Church of England at heart, that such proposals

should have been rejected. The hope of safety, so far as depends

on human effort, lies in this direction, and in this direction alone.

The decision, however, is not irrevocable. No one who has read

carefully the very interesting papers and addresses delivered by

krofessor Wace, the Kev. W. H. Grriffith Thomas, Dr. Moule, the

Itev. A. E. Barnes Ijawrence, Canon Girdlestone, Dr. Gee, the

Bev. T. W. Drury, and others, on the subject of the Eucharist at

the Islington Clerical Meeting, reported in extenso in the Record of

VoL. XLV—Xo. 2G1 N
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tlie loth of January, can be doubtful either of the duty of explana-

tions, or how much might be effected by them
;
and if the Evangelical

party sees reason to reconsider its present attitude, it may rest assured

that it will be met on the part of those who represent the Oxford

Movement b}' the most sincere desire to do everything that is possible

to remove misconceptions and to further the cause of peace.

Meanwhile an attempt to take a dispassionate view of the present

agitation, its origin and character, its objects and the principles upon
which it relies, may do something to promote a juster view of the

situation than prevails at present, and so to indicate the lines on
which, if a catastrophe is to be averted, existing difficulties must
be met. An observation of the events of the last twelve months
enables this to be done with some approach to accuracy.

The irritation which is mainly responsible for the present agitation

has been smouldering ever since and as far back as the failure of

the proceedings against the Bishop of Lincoln. The decision of

the Privy Council confirming the judgment of the Archbishop of

Canterbury, in favour of the Bishop of Lincoln—with the exception

of the first of the Eitual suits : that of JJddell and Westerton, which

in some respects upheld a Catholic interpretation of the Eubrics

;

and of the decision in the case of Mr. Bennett for doctrinal matters

—

was the first time that the Party responsible for the long series

of prosecutions intended to make the principles vindicated by the

Oxford Movement legally untenable within the Church of England

were defeated. The assertion recently made in connection with the

present agitation, that the Judicial Committee was purposely packed

by Mr. Grladstone in order to secure the acquittal of the Bishop of

Lincoln, can leave no doubt as to the light in which that judgment

was regarded by the Party which had initiated the proceedings.

This irritation was increased by the spread of Eitual, and the growing

adoption of practices which those who were best acquainted with the

history of the Prayer Book could not deny to be theoretically

defensible, and covered by the letter of
.
the Eubrics, however little

such practices might have been actually observed in the past. It was

no doubt increased in some instances by the imprudence of individual

clergy, who considered what was abstractedly right in itself and the

interests of their own particular congregations too much, and the

general circumstances and actual condition of the Church of England

at large too little. This dissatisfaction was not diminished by the

hopes so strongly entertained and expressed between 1890 and 1890

that it might l)e possible in the interests of Christianity to initiate

such a renewal of relations between the Holy See and the authorities

of the English Church as might eventually pave the way for the

reunion of Western Christendom. Ajjostolicoi Curoi issued

in September 189G, although it seemed to put an end to those hopes,

increased the irritation against everything which looked like an
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approximation to Rome even among those who were not indispose

J

to welcome the conclusions of the Bull as a convenient weapon against

the teaching of the Oxford Movement—an irritation which in 1897

came to a head, and proceeded to express itself in act under the pro-

vocation caused by the character of the Reply sent by the Arch-

bishops of Canterbury and York to the Bull, and the accounts

published in the Daily Chronicle, written as it was understood by
one who had recently left the English Church for the Roman Com-
munion, and reproduced in the Record, of the services which had

gradually established themselves in many of the London churches.

The Secret History of the Oxfmxl Movement—a book of which it

may be said that, if its facts are true, its inferences are false

—

published in 1897 for the avowed object of promoting agitation, and

written, as the author in the preface states, ‘ at the request of an

eminent dignitary of the Church of England’—it might not be

difficult to hazard a guess as to the name of the dignitary in question

—

supplied in an available form the necessary materials for the agita-

tion which had been resolved on. The first overt act for which that

agitation was responsible was the disturbance made by Mr. Kensit in

the Church of St. Ethelburga in the City of London, a parish which,

owing to the age and non-residence of the rector, was particularly

accessible to attack. Mr. Kensit had been guilty of similar conduct

before. On a former occasion he had protested against the service of

the Three Hours on Grood Friday at St. Paul’s, and had conducted a

service of his own on the steps of the Cathedral. He had displayed

in the streets of Shrewsbury representations of the instruments of

torture with which Ritualistic Father Confessors and Superiors of

Anglican Convents were accustomed to torment the unhappy and

misguided inmates of those institutions. He was also notorious for

the promiscuous and public sale of literat^jre not intended for general

circulation, and which he had himself characterised as obscene. His

action, nevertheless, gave the impetus that was required. The

circumstances were propitious, the agitation was fanned by a section

of the religious press with one object, and by a section of the press

which was not religious for another. The Benefices Bill provided an

occasion for the ventilation of the subject in Parliament. Sir ^yilliam

Harcourt seized the opportunity of renewing his experiences of 1874,

when, in support of Lord Beaconsfield, he had withstood Mr. Gflad-

stone’s opposition to the Public Worship Regulation Act. The usual

features which attend ecclesiastical agitations developed themselves.

It has been thought that the English people go mad on such subjects

once in every twenty-five years. There have been articles in the

Times, a series of letters to the papers, extra-parliamentary utter-

ances of varying importance
;
the leader of the House of Commons,

the Prime Minister himself, have intervened. The subject has been

dealt with by the Archbishop of Canterbury in a Charge certainly
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not lacking in courage, and wliicli commands respect even where it

j^rovokes dissent ; it has been treated in an elaborate Pastoral bj the

Archbishop of the Northern Province, displaying all those character-

istics which endear the Archbishop of York to all who know him,

even when they are the least able to accept his conclusions. No one

can doubt that, so far as appearances go, everything would seem to

indicate a crisis—and a serious crisis—in the history of the Church.

The question is,- are those appearances to be trusted, or is there reason

to suppose that the crisis, despite all that has been said and done, is

not as serious as it looks, and that in any case the issues of it are

likely to be very different from those which were contemplated by
its authors ? To answer this question with any completeness it is

necessary to consider the principles which underlie the present

agitation, how far they deserve and are likely to be accepted, the

forces that agitation can rely upon to farther its objects, and the

extent of the opposition it is likely to encounter.

First as to the principles to which the agitation appeals. It

starts with the conviction that everything which has any resemblance

to the practice and teaching of the Poman Church is necessarily

'Wrong. It founds on this conviction the assertion that the doctrines

-and practices which it dislikes are forbidden by the Church of

England. To justify this assertion, it assumes that the Church of

'"England has no history, no principles, no rules, no traditions, except

those which date from the sixteenth century. It insists that the
%/

Book of Common Prayer, the Articles, all the formularies of the

Church of England, are Protestant in their meaning, complete and

exhaustive in themselves, and that their sense and bearing are inde-

pendent of, detached from, and uninfluenced by anything outside them-

selves; that they constitute a wFole dissociated from everything in

the past, the purport of which is to be determined solely by reference

to itself. Having thus cut the Church of England into tw'o, and

-denied ail continuity betw'een wdiat w^as known as the Church of

England before the sixteenth century and what has been so desig-

nated since (except, indeed, so far as the endowments of the Church

.are concerned), it is enabled to maintain that all that was ordered,

believed, and practised by the Church of England prior to the six-

teenth century is non-existent so far as the present Church of England

is concerned, unless it can be showm to be explicitly and distinctly

specified and affirmed in the present formularies, interpreted as it

chooses to interpret them. Further, it assumes that the character of

this brand-new^ establishment was determined by Parliament
;
that

Parliament gives the Church so established its only authority, and

that the Courts constituted by Parliament for the regulation of Church

affairs are tribunals competent to determine the nature of the doctrines

of the Church, and the character of its discipline. Armed with these

assumptions, and assisted by the results of the neglect of past years.
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it is easy to accuse of lawlessness all those who see in the Church of

England something greater and nobler than a mushroom sect sprung

from the convulsions of the sixteenth century, and who, believing iti

her unbroken continuity with the Church planted by St. Augustine

on these shores, maintain that she cannot be independent of, or in-

different to, the teaching of the rest of Christendom, or relieved from

the* obligation of all those rules, regulations, doctrinal statements,

and ritual observances which she has at any time laid down for the

guidance of her members, except in such definite and specific par-

ticulars as she has distinctly abrogated or altered them herself. In

a word, that a Catholic interpretation is the only interpretation of

which the formularies of the Church of England are really patient,

and the only interpretation by which they are bound. Every one

acquainted with the facts will admit that this is no untrue statement

of the case, that these are the j)rinciples upon which the agitation

relies, and that the assertion of them is indispensable if the accusa-

tions of lawlessness and dishonesty which are so freely lavished on

the representatives of the Oxford Movement at the present time are

to be maintained.

It is no less certain that the agitation as it thus exhibits itself

aims at nothing less than the creation of a state of things both

in regard to doctrine and practice which would be intolerable to Higli

Churchmen of whatever shade of opinion, that the principles it asserts

are repudiated by the great mass of the members of the Church of

England who have the interests of the Church really at heart, and

that any attempt to enforce them would be met by the widest and

most determined resistance.

A consideration, therefore, of the character and principles of the

agitation leads to the conviction that it is doomed to failure, or can

only succeed at the price of revolution. Does a consideration of the

forces on which the agitation can rely for furthering its ends point to

any other conclusion ? It must be obvious to every one that those

forces are composed of the most heterogeneous elements, and that,

apart from the intrinsic difficulties of the enterprise for which they

have been banded together, the character and composition of those

forces is such as is little likely to lead to a successful result.

Sir William Harcourt’s Erastianism is entirely out of touch with

the objects and convictions of modern Liberalism. Its strength

resides in the Whig and Tory traditions which are fast becoming
things of the past, and is irreconcilable with the objects and con-

victions of Nonconformity as a political and still more as a religious

power.

INIr. Samuel Smith, the member for Flintshire, who was con-

spicuous for his attack on the clergy last Session, has publicly stated

that he sympathises with much that has been said as to the spiritual

rights of the Church, and the incompetence of J\arliament to deal
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with such questions. Nor are the promoters of the agitation outside

Parliament in a much more advantageous position for leading a

united force in any successful attack upon the Church.

The line they have taken precludes the possibility of their

obtaining the support of the great middle party in the Church of

England. That party, though it may deplore what it thinks the

excesses of those it calls extreme men, dislikes still more alniost

everything that is being said and done on the other side
;
and is

moreover perfectly alive to the consequences, both to itself and to

the Church of England generally, should the Ritualists be effec-

tually crushed. The very nature of the controversy indeed

precludes the possibility, if it comes to a struggle, of a real schism

among High Churchmen. But as long as High Churchmen are

united they are practically invincible. As to the great mass of

the country, so far as it is interested in Church matters at all (and it

must always be remembered how comparatively few people ever read

a Church newspaper, and how great the indifference is among all classes

to everything except their own immediate interests), the country

gentlemen and others, who get excited by sensational accounts in the

newspapers, or by such a book as Mr. Walsh’s Secret History of

tiic Oxford Movement, are much more sensitive to anything which

threatens the principle of law and order, or what they interpret

as dishonesty, than to any details of Doctrine or Ritual. Ritual as a

rule is chiefly confined to the towns, or, if it occurs in the country, it

is probably where the resident squire, if there is one, is not opposed

to it
;
as such it does not affect him. It is the accusation of lawless-

ness and dishonesty which rouses the class under consideration, and

which is the really formidable element in the present agitation.

This class, if it could be satisfied that what was being permitted

involved no disloyalty to obligations solemnly entered into, was not

contrary to the principles of the English Church, and that obedience

was being honestly rendered to the legitimate directions of the

Episcopate as the representatives of ecclesiastical authority, would be

easily satisfied, and prepared to acquiesce in any arrangements which

seemed likely to secure the peace of the Church, and avoid further and

more serious complications, however little those arrangements squared

with the decisions of law courts or the dicta of ecclesiastical lawyers.

Is it impossible to arrive at such a result ? It would be a step in

that direction, one very conducive to sage counsels, and never were

such counsels more necessary, in view of the consequences likely to

oHse from an opposite policy, which should compel any considerable

section of the clergy to refuse obedience to demands of the Episcopate,

if all who are in any way responsible for dealing with the present

situation would consider the history of the English Church, and endea-

vour to put themselves in the position of those clergy when Elizabeth

cp.me to the throne, who realised the abuses which the Reformation, so
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far as it was religious and constructive, desired and rightly desired

to amend, but who at the same time were convinced Catholics.

There must have been many such who at that time were in real

perplexity as to their duty, and as to what was for the true interests

of the Church. Bernard Gilpin, the Eector of Houghton- le-Spring,

in the diocese of Durham, Bishop Tunstall’s nephew, may be taken as

an example of the persons referred to. They were sincerely attached

to the Church of England, and to everything belonging to the

national life
;
their political instincts were with Elizabeth as against

foreign interference; the abolition of the ordinary jurisdiction of the

Pope probably did not trouble them much
;
they had no love for that

jurisdiction as it was exercised by the Ecclesiastical Courts culminat-

ing in the Koman Curia
;
the laity with whom they were brought

into contact loved it even less. It was a question which scarcely

touched the purely spiritual rights they might recognise as belonging

to the Holy See. On the other hand, they were sincere Catholics in belief

and practice, as Catholicism was understood before that crystallisation

in belief and practice had taken place which since the divisions of

the sixteenth century, and the ranging of Christendom into opposing

camps, has characterised all sections of the Christian world. Were
such men to be driven out of the Church of England, or were the

changes then contemplated to be such as, though curtailing excre-

scences of belief and practice, and reforming them, as was supposed,

on a primitive model, still left the old belief and practice in pos-

session ? The answer is given in general by the whole tenor of

the English Keformation, and by the character of the Prayer Book.
‘ No other Keformed Church,’ says Dr. Sanday, the Margaret

Professor of Divinity at Oxford, and Dr. Sanday is no High Church-

man, in his recently published volume on The Conception of the

Priesthood—
kept in view tlie usage of the early centuries, so steadily and persistently . . .

it was agreed that the practice of the Church of the first four General Councils

—

when it could he ascertained—was binding. But this principle covered a number
of things whicli the more advanced reformers objected to as Homan. In fact, it

might be said that the Church of England only discarded what express proof of

Scripture compelled it to discard, whereas of Calvin and Zwingli it would be true

to say that they only retained what express proof of Holy Scripture compelled

them to retain.

The answer is given in particular by the preface to the Ordinals of

lo49 and ldo2, which is substantially the preface which introduces the

C)rdinal of to-day. That preface, which is a formal and authoritative

introduction to the Ordinal, claims apostolic origin for the hierarchy

of bishops, priests, and deacons then existing in the Church
antecedently to its publication

;
it declares that the object of the

Ordinal is to secure that this hierarchy, and by consequence this

priesthood, shall be contim ed and conferred with p)roper reverence

in the Church. This intention is again asserted absolute et simpAi-
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citer, without qualifying clause. It is not said, for instance, that the

already existing priesthood is to be continued and conferred

—

(1) So far as the Bible sanctions it; or

(2) In a reformed and j^urified way
;
or

(3) All previous superstitions as to the priestly office being laid

aside.

No—^the preffice declares that the intention of the Ordinal is to

‘ continue ’ the existence of the same ministers as had hitherto been

ordained according to the Eoman Pontifical.

The same answer is given in the provisions of the Ornaments

Kubric, whether it refers to the year before the introduction of the

First Prayer Book of Edward the Sixth, as is stated by Sandys in his

letter to Archbishop Parker,^ or to the First Prayer Book itself, continu-

ing the use of the old mass vestments, in the proclamations of Elizabeth

as to the nature of the authority claimed by the Crown, and in the state-

ments, put out also by authority, that there was no intention ofdeparting

from the Churches of France, Spain, Italy, and Germany, except in

such matters as they had themselves departed from primitive custom.

It is impossible to find anything approaching to a claim on the part of

the Church of Eno;]and to dissociate herself from Catholic Christendom,

or to set herself up as a judge of the Catholic Church. It is true

that, owing to political circumstances, which, for the time, threw

everything into the hands of the Puritans, theory and practice did

not coincide then, any more than they have done since; but, for all

that, it remains a fact that the principle which determined the

changes when Elizabeth came to the throne covers all the doctrinal

teaching and ritual developments which have marked the last fifty

years, and which are now being made the object of attack by the

present agitation.

The situation under Elizabeth and that of the present moment
are, in fact, very similar in their essential features, although externally

they may seem different. Were Catholic doctrine and practice in all

their essentials to be preserved in theoryq although in practice it

might for the moment be impossible to enforce them? This was the

question Elizabeth had to face.

Are Catholic doctrine and practice not merely in theory, but in fact,

now that they are in actual possession in a great number of churches

throughout the country, and that with the entire goodwill of those

immediately concerned, to be interfered with ? That is the question

to be faced now. A Protestant interpretation and rendering of the

Prayer Book has prevailed unchecked in the past. Is a Catholic

interpretation and rendering of the Prayer Book to meet with a very

different measure and an entirely opposite treatment in the present ?

No popular protest, no agitation in the press, no threat of parlia-

mentary interference was ever made against a state of things in

‘ I’nrkcr Corresj)ondcnce.
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which not merely the plainest directions of the Prayer Book were

systematically disregarded, but its whole spirit and intention de-

liberately set at nought
;
ought such manifestations to be attended to

at the present time, even if there be some things which cannot be

justified by the strict letter of the Kubrics ?

Take, for example, the question of a celebration of Holy Com-
munion when there is no one to communicate with the priest. Xo
doubt a literal interpretation of certain rubrics taken alone forbids

such celebration. In this they go further than the Council of Trent,

which only expressed the wish that there should be some to com-

municate with the priest at every Mass; but the object is the same

in both cases, to provide in accordance with primitive practice that

there should be some to communicate with the priest. The result

of the English rule in the past has been in many places to reduce

the number of celebrations of Holy Communion to four in the year,

than which no grosser violation of all primitive rule and practice

and of the requirements of the Prayer Book can be conceived, and

instead of encouraging communions, to expose the Church of

England to the reproach of acquiescing in the almost total neglect of

Holy Communion by great masses of her members. Can the enforce-

ment of the letter of the Eubrics be justified in view of such facts ?

The Church of England makes her appeal to primitive belief and

apostolic practice. In theory the appeal may, no doubt, be sustained
;

in fact, nothing can be less like primitive belief and apostolic practice

than the whole religious attitude of a very large proportion of her

members—an attitude, be it noted, which is not merely unwillingly

acquiesced in, but is complacently accepted as the normal state of

things by the ecclesiastical authorities themselves. Take, for example,

the number of churches throughout the country in which the Holy
Eucharist is not celebrated on Sunday, the neglect of fast and
festival, the abstention so far as the Episcopate is concerned of any
attempt to enforce upon the clergy the observance of the Church’s

law with regard to the marriage of divorced persons. Or, again,

consider the different treatment by the Episcopate of the practices of

Evening Communion and of Keservation for the Sick.

The question of Evening Communion, like the question of

Keservation, is one which involves a point of discipline, but in the

case of Evening Communion it is a point of discipline enforced from

very early times by the whole Church, in the East as strictly as in

the West—a point of discipline by which the Church of England in

the sixteenth century was as strictly bound as the rest of Christen-

dom, and one which she has never relaxed, except so far as corrupt

custom can be held to relax universal rule.

In the case of Keservation, if the practice be indeed forbidden by
the existing Kubrics, it is forbidden in the teeth of the practice of

the primitive Church, of the existing practice of the Latin as well as
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of the Oriental Churches, in tlie teeth of the provision made for it in

the First Prayer Book of Edward the Sixth, and in the teeth of a

similar provision contained in the Latin Prayer Book put out con-

currently with the Prayer Book of Elizabeth for the use of the

Universities. Nevertheless, in Episcopal directions purporting to

enforce the rules of the Church, the practice of Evening Communion
is not even blamed, the practice of Reservation is forbidden.

It is not difficult to see the reason for this difference. It is less

easy to justify it.

Take, again, the case of incense. The use of incense is common
to the whole Church. It is even more insisted upon in the East

than in the West. It was certainly in use in the second year of

Edward the Sixth. There is nothin^ to show that it was not used

under the First Prayer Book. There is much to show that it was.

It is imliicly [writes tlie late Dean iMerivale of Ely, sometime Chaplain to the

House of Commons, who was as far removed from a High Cliurchman as any one

could well be, and whose attitude towards the Ritualists may be inferred from the

epithet he applies to them (the letters will be found in a volume of his papers just

published for private circulation)] that the Ritualists have, as I apprehend, both

law and logic on their side. . . . The term Mass is undoubtedly Edwardian and
legal, and so are the greater part of the usages they adopt, ... I think myself the

usage of three hundred years ought to be decisive the other way ; but I should

feel myself very much at a loss how to deal with malignants on such a vantage

ground.

This was written in November 18G6, thirty-two years ago
;
and, again.

Our formulas declare the Real Rresence in the Eucharist. ... If people insist

on a high notion of this Presence, they have a right to do so and say so, and I must
say that all the unreasonableness is on the side of the blatant mob Avho call such

people Romanists, &:c., and try to drive them away, and perhaps would burn them
if they could.

It is on record that the Communion Office of the Ehrst Prayer

Book was celebrated in St. Paul’s Cathedral during Bishop Ridley’s

Episcopate in 1550 with the old ceremonial used in the Mass. Bucer

mentions tlie ceremonies of the Mass as still in use under that Book.

' Advantage was taken,’ say Dom Gasquet and Mr. Henry Bishop, no

very willing witnesses to the continuity of the Church of England,

in their book on the ETrst Prayer Book, ‘ of the paucity of the

Rubrics in the Book of ld49 to continue the ancient ceremonies in

every way not expressly forbidden,’ but this is precisely the principle

insisted upon by the clergy now attacked, and if contemporaneous

evidence is to be taken of what is covered by the Ornaments Rubric,

none surely can be stronger.

In the face of such facts, and in the recollection of the events

and experience of the last fiftv years, the way matters once univers-

ally condemned are now as universally accepted, is it likely that

either such Reservation as is necessary to ensure that the sick and

(lying shall not be deprived of Communion, or the accustomed use
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of incense, will be surrendered? A knowledge of the clergy con-

cerned and their congregations makes it certain that they will

surrender neither of these matters.

Eeservation v/ill be maintained in view of the practical necessities

of the case, and the use of incense will be continued not merely because

it is believed to be covered by the Ornaments Kubric, but as involving

the question whether the formularies of the Church of England and

Kubrical directions for the performance of Divine Service are complete

and exhaustive in themselves, forbidding all they do not directly

prescribe, or whether they are merely a portion of all the rules,

regulations, and doctrinal statements which the Church has at any

time laid down for the guidance of her members in such matters, and

w'hich are all to be assumed to be in force except in such specific

instances as she has herself expressly altered them.

Is it wished to get rid of the clergy and laity who govern them-

selves by this view of the position and claims of the Church of

England ? If it is, the consequences will be far-reaching, and the

residuary legatee who will profit by them will be the Koman
Communion in England.

The point is a vital one. It is one which, in view of the history

of the Church of England and the anomalies of the Anglican position,

anomalies which it is worse than useless to ignore, requires to be

dealt with in a large and generous spirit, a spirit the very opposite of

the legal one, and it is for this reason, among others, even if the

practical difficulties in the way of obtaining satisfactory ecclesiastical

courts can be surmounted, that it is so extremely doubtful whether

even a satisfactory ecclesiastical tribunal could secure peace in these

matters.

What is wanted at the present time is a frank recognition of the

anomalies inherent in the position of the Church of England,

anomalies which, after all, only reflect those which are to be found in

every portion of Christendom, and a very wide toleration of diver-

gences in practice. At the same time, and here to a large extent it

is possible to agree with the Dean of IN^orwich, everything should be

done, but without asking for legal powders, to organise the clergy and
laity witli due regard to their respective rights, in such a way that,

insensibly and without any violent transition, the practical govern-

ment of the Church both on its spiritual and temporal side should fall

into their hands.

If this were effectually and judiciously done, without recourse to

Parliament, by the inherent authority of the Episcopate, preserving

to the Episcopate and clergy the rights which come to them from
above, and of which no human arrangements can deprive them,

recognising at the same time in the body of lay communicants the

rights that properly belong to them (and whatever the lawyers may
say, the attempt is not beyond the power of a courageous and skilful
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ruler), the causes likely to provoke Disestablishment would be

enormously diminished, while the dangers attending Disestablishment,

should it eventually be brought about, would have almost entirely

disappeared.

Were this to be the outcome of the present agitation, it would

indeed have proved itself a blessing in disguise.

To conclude with some statements in regard to disputed points of

doctrine, in order to show in the interests of peace how easily ex-

planations might be given in regard to such matters as the Deal

Presence, the Priesthood, the Eucharistic Sacrifice, &c., which would

enable present divergences in practice and modes of stating doctrinal

truth to continue without anj^ real compromise of principle, and

without either side feeling itself precluded from acquiescing in pro-

visional arrangements which might pave the way in time for a still

greater measure of agreement in the future.

‘ It is not compromise for the sake of peace, but comprehension

for the sake of truth ’ which is the need of the present moment.

I. The Lord’s Supper was designed to re])resent, commemorate, and show fortli

the Lord’s death as a sacrifice for sin. This is done as a prevailing- mode of pleading

His Merits before God.

It has been observed that what we more compendiously express in that usual

conclusion of our prayers Ghrough Jesus Christ our Lord,’ we more fully and

forcibly represent in the celebration of the Holy Eucharist when we plead the

virtues and merits of the same sacrifice here which our High Priest is continually

urging for us in heaven.

This is an extract from a treatise on the Lord's Supper, by the

well-known Evangelical writer, the Pev. E. Bickersteth, formerly

Pector of Walton.

II. It is offered to carry on the work of Calvary by pleading for the application

of the merits consummated on the Cross to the souls of men. It is in this sense

that the Mass is ]5ropitiatory.~

HI. It [the Eucharist] is a pleading before God the Father on the part of the

Church on earth, in union with her great High Priest and Head, of the Atonement

made by Him, with which she dares Iiumbly to associate her own oblation of her-

self as His Visible Body.

This is a quotation from Bishop John Wordsworth’s Letter to the

Clergy of the Diocese of Salisbury.

The meaning of Propitiatory Sacrifice in the Holy Eucharist is representing to

the Eternal Father tlie death of His dear Sou, in prayingfor mercy, herein believing

what all allow, and wliat, if rightly understood, perhaps none believe any

further.^

Is it possible for any person whose mental vision is not distorted

by prejudice to discover any necessary difference between these

statements of four such representative divines ?

- A \'indiration, JV., by (Cardinal Vaughan.

^ Sjnritual Letters of J!er. Jl. It. Piisnj^ j).
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Such teaching is identical with that of the late Dr. MilliganO O
than whom there was no more distinguished theologian in the esta-

blished Church of Scotland, in his book on the Ascension of Our Lord,

and with what may be found in such a volume as that of the Abbe

Lepin, recently published, with the sanction of authority, entitled

L’idee du Sacrifice dans la Religion Chretienne.

Ye are a cliosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people.

All Christians have their share in this priesthood
;
it is in its exercise that tlu' root

of the Christian life consists.

Ever and always the heart and mind of the devout Christian should be lifted

up towards the Victim of our Salvation and Ilis Sacrifice in its heavenly and earthly

manifestation, and should unite themselves with the eternal ofieriug of the Great

High Priest.

In and through Jesus alone can we hope to ofler to God a worship worthy of

Ilis acceptance, a sufficient expiation for sin, and a thanksgiving commensurate

with Ilis benefits, through Whom and witli Whom, and by Whom be to Thee, O
God, Father Almighty, in the unity of the Holy Spirit, all honour and glory, for

ever and ever,’ as we recite in the concluding prayers of the Canon of the Mass.

The priest when he celebrates in the sanctuary does not offer the sacred oblation

as an individual, but as the representative of all the people. He does not say, ^ I

offer, I pray, I vow, I protest, but we protest, we vow, Ave ofier, we beseech,’ and

this because all the people offer and pray' with him."’

Remember that the Sacrifice which you offer is not the Sacrifice of the Head
alone, but is the Sacrifice of the Head and His members together, that is of ^ Whole
Christ,’ or of Jesus Christ and His Church, for the Church is His Body', the fulness

of Him that filleth all in all.*^

These extracts, as it will be seen, are from authoritative and

accredited Eoman WTiters. And they have been designedly so

selected because no one can read Mr. Walsh’s Secret History of the

Oxford Alovement, w’hich is so largely responsible for the present

agitation, and which Dr. Sandayy who has been already referred to,

has so justly characterised, without seeing that it is the fear of what

is suppjosed to be Eoman teaching which is the inspiring motive of

that book.

It will be useful in this connexion to compare the following

passage from Cardinal Newman with a statement signed I. F. and

dated from the Eectory, Carlton Worksop, wFich appeared in the

Record of the 11th of November, a sample of many’- similar state-

ments, wiiich speaks of

. . . Lord Ilalifa.x . . . and bis partv, when they i)i’ofe.ss to liaA C the Deity so

present in the Eucharist that He can be taken into men’s hands, lifted up, carried

about, .shut up in a box. . . .

The Cardinal says :

Our T.ord is m loco in lieaven, not (in the same sense) in the Sacrament. He
i.s present in the Sacrament only in substance, substantive, and substance does not

' Idee du Sacrifice dans la Iteligion Chretienne. These de Doctoral cn Theologie

presentee ii, la Facultc Catholique de Lyon, 1897.

^ Bourdaloue, quoted by I’Abbe Lepin.

Fere de Condren, quoted by I’Abbe Lepin.
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require or imply tlie occupation of place. But if place is excluded from the idea of

the Sacramental Presence, therefore division or distance from heaven is excluded

also, for distance implies a measurable interval, and such there cannot be except

between places. Moreover, if the idea of distance is excluded, therefore is the idea

of motion. Oar Lord then neither descends from heaven upon our altars, nor

moves when carried in procession. The visible species change their position, but

lie does not move. He is in the Holy Eucharist after the manner of a spirit. W(;
do not know how

;
we have no parallel to the ^ how ’ in our experience. We can

only say that He is present, not according to the natural manner of bodies, but

sacramentally. His Presence is substantial, spirit-wise, sacramental : an absolute

mystery, not against reason, however, but against imagination, and must be

received by faith."

There is no one, among those who insist most strenuously on the

necessity of the Sacraments, who denies that the Christian soul has

direct and immediate access to Grod, or believes that the Sacraments

will save us as mere mechanical instruments with no moral corre-

spondence on our part. There is no one who is in the habit of going

to confession, who thinks that he thereby acquires a greater facility

to sin with impunity, or that he is able to divest himself of his per-

sonal responsibility towards Grod. There is no one in the habit of

attending the daily Eucharist, morning by morning, to the infinite

happjiness and benefit of his soul, who believes that such attendance

at the memorial of Christ’s Death and Passion will profit him any-

thing, except in so far as he associates himself in heart and soul with

the offering which our Great High Priest once made on the Cross,

and now pleads at the Altars of His Church. There is no one who
asks the prayers of those brought near to Christ within the veil, who
confuses their intercession with the mediation of our Lord and only

Saviour. There is no one who prays for the dead who does not know

that this life is the one period of probation allotted to us. There is

no one who rejoices in the fulness of grace and glory granted to her

whose correspondence with the Divine Will entitles her to the unique

glory of being called the ‘ Mother of God ’ who does not know that

Mary is wLat she is in virtue of the merits of her Son. There is no

one who believes the bread and wine in the Eucharist to be what our

Lord calls them— ‘ His Body and Blood ’—but believes also that the

manner of our Lord’s presence in the Holy Sacrament is not according

to the natural manner of bodies, but is sacramental, after the manner

of a spirit, an absolute mystery, to be apprehended by faith.

If, on the one side, it could be shown what men do not believe,

and if, on the other, it could be stated what they do hold, it is cer-

tain that many more than are generally supposed of ‘ those unlooked-

for concords ’ (to repeat a happy phrase recently used by Dr. Moule,

the head of Kidley Hall) would be found to exist between those

who at present seem so hopelessly divided.

It is not too late to make the attempt.

The defence of Christianity, the interests of the Church of Christ,

’ Cardinal Xewman, Via Media, Notes, 1877.
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the future of the Auglican Communion, which, in the providence of

(jrod, seems being called to so great a sphere of work for the spread

of the Gospel, alike encourage, nay, command, such attempts at

reconciliation.

Christina Eossetti has well said :

Strength attaches to union, resource to miiitiplicity. The liingdom of death

(notwithstanding tiiat death is dissolution) retains strength while it coheres, for

our Lord Himself declared that were Satan divided against himself, his kingdom

could not stand. How much more would the kingdom of life, which is the

Catholic Church, he invincibly strong, if all Christendom were to become as at the

first of one heart and of one mind ! Alas for the oftences of former days, and of

these days, for our fathers’ offences and for our own, which have torn to shreds

Christ’s seamless vesture !

Nevertheless, inasmuch as multiplicity is allied to resource, let us, until better

may he, make capital even of our guilty disadvantage. Let us he provoked to good

works hy those with whom we cannot altogether agree, yet who in many ways set

us a pattern. AVhy exclusively peer after defects while virtues stare us in the face P

Cannot we learn much from the devotion of Catholic Eome, the immutability of

Catholic Greece, the zeal of many Protestants ? and when the Anglican Church has

acquired and reduced to practice each virtue from every such source, holding fast

meanwhile her own goodly heritage of gifts and graces, then may those others

likewise learn much from her, until to every Church, congregation, soul, God Avill

he all in all.

We thought we saw stones on the distant hills
;
they w^ere really sheep, and

God always knew them as such, the mistake was only ours. We thought to read

‘ Samaria,’ it was Sta Maria the letters really spelt.

Halifax.
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RrrUALISM AND DISESTABLISHMENT

My old friend Sir William Harcourt, findingliis services at a discount

in the State, has generously assumed the supreme government

of the Church. It is clearly a case of atavism. The spirit of an

archiepiscopal grandfather has revived in him. He speaks ex cathedra

to his suffragans, to the parish-priests, and to their flocks. He
warns the bishops fairly that if they neglect their duty he will find

means of making them do it, and he visits the offences of the clergy

with rebukes which, if they are not exactly weighty, are at least

ponderous. To the laity he shows a less severe countenance. For

us, discipline is tempered by kindness and insults are exchanged

for a sort of lumbering pleasantry. Milton had this kind of thing in

his mind when, depicting the joys of our first parents, he said that

one of the most respectable members of the animal creation

To make them mirth used all his might, and wreathed

Ills lithe proboscis.

Well, in this spirit of innocuous mirth Sir William has recently

bestowed on me the title of ‘ Prolocutor of the Catholic Kevival.’ I

feel that I have no claim to any such honourable style. In the p>resent

controversy I represent no one and speak for no one but myself.

Belonging to no ecclesiastical party, but having points of contact

with several, I am concerned for the spiritual welfare and efficiency

of the Church of England as a whole. I am not going to argue

about the ^nicely calculated less or more’ of ritual. The Prayer

Book is the guide of English worship
;
and I must leave the inter-

pretation of ambiguous rubrics to experts in liturgical study. It is

interesting to see the consternation of a Low Churchman like Canon

Fleming who has cried out for discipline, when his bishop forbids

him to mutilate the Communion Service
;
but Englishmen love fair

[day
;
and if the bishops deal out an even-handed justice to excess

and to defect even liitualists will not l)e inclined to quarrel with

their rulings. The whole question of ritual was admirably summed
up by Mr. Gladstone in 1874 :

No ritual is too much, provided it is subsidiary to tlie inner work of worship
;

and all ritual is too much unless it ministers to that purpose.'

' OleanitKjs, vol. vi. p. i:50.
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The real interest of the present controversy lies much deeper than

these externals. The circumstances of 1874 are reproduced with

perfect exactness. Now as then there is an attack, through ritual, on

doctrine
;
and an attack on doctrine, or on the ritual which exj^resses

it, may go far towards disestablishing the Church of England. Let

me again quote Mr. Gladstone :

Unhappily, men of no small account announce that they care not for the sign,

but must deal with the Thing Signified. They desire the negation by autliority of

the doctrine of the Real Presence of our Lord and Saviour Christ, and of the

Eucharistic Sacrifice—negations which again are synonymous with the disruption

of the English Church.'

The citation sufficiently indicates the line of thought which in

this paper I wish to pursue. I propose to consider the recent

disputes and the impending struggles in their bearing on Disestablish-

ment. For this purpose it is necessary to look back upon the

history of the Church of England, and to draw from the lessons of the

past some guidance for the present and some light for the future.

I write as a consistent and lifelong advocate for the severance of

Church and State; and, if I borrow from pjrevious writings and

speeches of my own, my excuse must be that, when one has carefully

chosen certain words to express one’s meaning, they can seldom be

altered with advantage. I address myself, of course, to opponents

as well as friends
;
but I hoj)e that I may begin by assuming a certain

amount of common ground. All my readers will agree in repudiat-

ing the old-fashioned doctrine, derived, I think, from Mrs. Markham
and the other historians of our youth, that the Church of England

was created and endowed by Henry the Eighth at a period of time

vaguely known as ‘ the Reformation.’ From Mrs. IMarkham we may
appeal to Professor Freeman, who thus described the birth and^

growth of the Church in this country :

The conversion of England took place gradually when there was no such thing

as an English nation capable of a national act. The laud was still cut up into

small kingdoms, and Kent had been Christian for some generations at a time when
Sussex still remained heathen.

And again :

The churches of Canterbury and Rochester undoubtedly held lands while men
in Sussex still worshipped Woden.

Establishment was a gradual process. The Church grew up with

our national life, and the present Archbishop of Canterbury is the direct

descendant of Augustine and Cranmer. In the sixteenth century

some changes, admittedly of great importance, whether for good or for

evil, were made in the Church’s doctrine and practice. But these no

more affect its continuous life and claims than the fact that the

House of Howard was formerly Whig and is now Tory affects the

^ Gleanings, vol. vi. p, 172

VoL. XLV—No 204 0
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continuity of the dukedom of Norfolk and the ownership of Arundel

Castle.

But though we cannot lay our finger on a particular year and

say, ‘ This year the Church was established,’ still it may be fairly said

that the legal privilege and prescription of the Church of England

reached their height about the beginning of this century
;
and I shall

not be wrong, perhaps, in taking 1818 as the high-water mark, for

that year was the year in which Parliament voted a million sterling

to the building and endowment of churches in populous places. It

was the last great act of Endowment. If I may take that year as

representing the high-w^ater mark of prescription and privilege, it is

interesting to see how soon the process of Disestablishment began.

The late Bishop of Ely, Dr. Woodford, addressing his clergy in 1881,

said, ‘ Disestablishment has been proceeding for the last fifty years.’

First, in 1828, there was the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts
;

second, there was Koman Catholic emancipation
;
third, the altera-

tion of the marriage law, permitting Dissenters to be married in

their own chapels
;
fourth, the withdrawal of matrimonial and testa-

mentary jurisdictions from the ecclesiastical courts. Then came a

most epoch-making change—the establishment of the Ecclesiastical

Commission, which for the first time treated the properties of sees as

a whole and placed them under lay administration. Subsequently

came the abolition of Church-Eates
;
the admission of Dissenters, first

to membership, and then to office, in the universities
;
and the con-

cession to Dissenters of the right to bury their dead with their own
services in national churchyards :

Many of these changes [said Bishop Woodford] were, in my opinion, just

;

others rendered necessary by the diversity of religious creeds. But beyond doubt

all were steps in the dissolution of the union between the Church and the State.

And, indeed, it has been a most gracious providence which has thus spread the

process over half a century. Hereby the Church has been allowed time to quicken

her spiritual energies—to strengthen the things which remained and were ready to

die. During this whole period she has been learning, under the Divine hand, to

stand alone.^

I turn now from the acts by which the State has loosened its

connexion with the Church to the movement inside the Church in

favour of Disestablishment.

The Church’s impatience of the State’s control may be said to

date from the Oxford Movement of 18o3. That movement was

started as a counter-move to the secular Liberalism which, by sup-

pressing Irish bishoprics and warning the Church of England to set

her house in order, had seemed to lay its sacrilegious hand upon the

sacred ark. The doctrine that the Church and the State were

separate entities, bound together by a mutual alliance, but each

possessing functions and prerogatives of its own, was not, indeed,

® Charge to the Dioce.se of Jvly, 1881.
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new as a matter of abstract theor}". John Wesley taught that ‘ the

establishment by Constantine was a gigantic evil.’
^ In later days

the spiritual independence of the Church in its own sphere w^as

maintained by isolated High Churchmen of the old school, such as

Bishop Horsley, Archdeacon Daubeny, Oxlee, Wrangham, and Sikes

of Gruilsborough
;
but this claim had been, for practical purposes,

lost in the all-pervading and all-subduing Erastianism of the time.

The Oxford Movement was, in one of its most important aspects, an

attempt to recall men’s minds to the conception of the Church of

England as a spiritual society, holding its essential constitution

direct from Christ, and only accidentally allied with the secular State.

This view of the Church appealed to spiritually minded Churchmen

quite outside the ranks of the Tract-writers, or even the Tract-readers.

Whately had taught it in the Letters of an Episcopalian, seven years

before the first Tract was published, and Cardinal Newman received it

from him. The biography of Dr. Samuel Butler, Bishop of Lichfield

and Coventry, gives an interesting letter in which Dr. Hook, then

vicar of Coventry, maintains this view, with characteristic force,

against the traditional Erastianism of his diocesan. Some of theO
more ardent spirits of the movement—such as Hurrell Froude—felt

the galling fetters of Establishment with special keenness
;

and,

generally speaking, the attitude of the Oxford writers and those who
sympathised with them w^as that of

Watching, not dreading, the despoiler’s hand.

Their prevailing sentiment was expressed by the Lyra Apjostolica :

The Church shone brightly in her youthful days,

Ere the world on her smiled
;

So now, an outcast, she would pour her rays,

Keen, free, and undefiled.

Yet would I not that arm of force were mine
Which thrusts her from her awful, ancient shrine.

The foundation ofthe Jerusalem Bishopric (which helped to ‘break’

Cardinal Newman), the elevation of Dr. Hampden to the episcopate,

the selection of a Lutheran to be godfather to the Prince of Wales,

the Gorham Judgment, which imperilled the doctrine of Baptismal
Ptegeneration—all these were incidents which showed that the Church
of England was powerless in the grasp of the State, and each event

p>roduced in turn a disheartening and disturbing effect on Churchmen
who had believed in and clung to the spiritual aspect of their Church.
Our loss l)y mere secession to Pome cannot be lightly estimated.

Cardinal Newman drew after him, as Mr. Gladstone has said, ‘the

third part of the stars of Heaven.’ And Pome was not the only

communion which profited by our troubles. The Plymouth Brethren,

the Irvingite body, the orthodox Nonconformist sects, all received

‘ See the Mlmites of Corference, 1717.
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recruits, who had been driven out by the overmastering Erastianism

of the Established Church. The wrecks of Anglicanism lay on every

shore. But it is remarkable that, in that day of rebuke and blas-

phemy, when the pretensions of the secular authority were becoming

intolerable, and when men who believed in a spiritual Church were

turning hither and thither to find it, there seems to have been a

general feeling that only two courses were open to English Church-

men—departure to some other communion, or meek acquiescence in

existing conditions. The idea of remaining in the Church, and at

the same time endeavourinfr to cut the cords which bound her to the

chariot-wheels of the State, if it entered into any one’s mind, took

no practical shape.

The Gorham Judgment was delivered in 1850. In 1851 Mr.

Gladstone addressed to the Bishop of Aberdeen an Open Letter ‘ On
the Functions of Laymen in the Church,’ ' which, in the judgment of

at least one competent critic. Bishop Charles Wordsworth, ‘ contained

the germ of Liberation and the political equality of all religions.’

In the same year was founded the ‘ Guild of St. Alban,’ a remarkable

association of lay Churchmen bound by rules of common life and

devotion, of whose objects one was ‘ to support the independence of

the Church in purely spiritual matters against the interference of

the civil ruler.’

Meanwhile the movement for the revival of Convocation was pro-

ceeding. Mr. Gladstone, claiming self-government for the Church,

wrote :

It is neither Disestablishmenr, nor even loss of dogmatic truth, which I look

upon as the greatest danger before us, but it is the loss of those elementary prin-

ciples of right and wrong on which Christianity itself must be built. The present

position of the Church of England is gradually approximating to the Erastian

theory, that the business of an establishment is to teach all sorts of doctrines and

to provide Christian ordinances by way of comfort for all sorts of people, to be

used at their own option. It must become, if uncorrected, in lapse of time a

thoroughly immoral position. Her case seems as if it were like that of Cranmer,

to be disgraced first, and then burned. ... If the mind of those who rule and of

those who compose the Church is deliberately anti-Catholic, I have no right to

seek a hiding-place within the pale of her possessions by keeping her in a condition

of voicelessness, . . . I feel certain that the want of combined and responsible

ecclesiastical action is one of the main evils, and that the regular duty of such

action will tend to check the spirit of Individualism, and to restore that belief in

a Church which we have almost lost.'"

Convocation was formally restored in 1852, and each succeeding

session brought some slight increase of activity. It was ‘ the day of

small things,’ indeed
;
but the mere habit of meeting, consulting,

and debating on topics, however trivial, connected with the well-

being of the Church seems to have educated bishops and clergy, not,

indeed, to the point, or anywhere near the point, of desiring emanci-

' Glcanivys;, vol. vi. p. 1.

" JJfe of JHahop Wilhcrforcc^ vol. ii. p. 35:5.
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pation from the State
;
but, at any rate, to a clearer conception of

the Church as a spiritual society, with a life and a constitution of

its own. A powerful impulse to these independent leanings was

supplied by the Divorce Act of 1857, which, for the first time, set

the law of the State in flat opposition to the law of the Church.

The judgment of the Judicial Committee on the Essays and Revieu'S

created profound uneasiness. The case of Bishop Colenso showed

the impotence of the Church to acquit itself of complicity in

heresy; and the ecclesiastical rule of that jovial old heathen. Lord

Palmerston, with its shameless one-sidedness in ecclesiastical patron-

age, drove earnest Churchmen to the conclusion that the Establishment

was not an unmixed blessing. On Mr. Gladstone’s rejection by the

University of Oxford at the General Election of 1865, Dr. Pusey

wrote to a triumphant Tory :

We have questions before us, compared with which that of the Establishment

(important as it is in respect to the possession of our parish churches) is as nothing.

The grounds alleged against Mr. Gladstone bore, at the utmost, upon the

Establishment. The Establishment might perish, and the Church might come
forth the purer. If the Church were corrupted, the Establishment would become

a curse in proportion to its influence.

Two years later Bishop Wilberforce wrote :
‘ I am often tempted

to believe that the days of our Establishment are numbered and few.’

In 1867 the first Pan-Anglican Conference met, and gave an object-

lesson in the vigorous life and keen spirituality of the Free Churches

of the Anglican communion. Bishop Wilberforce wrote :

The Lambeth gathering was a very great success. Its strongly anti-Erastian

tone, rebuking the Bishop of London (Tait), was quite remarkable.

In 1868 the abolition of compulsory Church-Eates gave a fresh

impetus to Disestablishment. Even Dr. Vaughan, the least excit-

able of men, published a sermon ^ anticipating it. The great Act of

1869, by organising the Irish Church as a free Church, with a self-

governing constitution of its own, set English Churchmen seriously

thinking on the possible advantages of such a system, and the

duty of being prepared for a similar change in their own circum-

stances. Bishop Moberly’s important Bampton Lectures,^ published

in 1868 and republished in 1869, forced these topics on the consid-

eration of High Churchmen. I was only sixteen years old
;

but

looking back upon that time, my impnession is that the great bulk

of the young High Churchmen, then just coming to be called

Eitualists, were favourable to Irish Disestablishment, and that a

very considerable number of them desired to extend the p»rocess to

England.

That was the heyday of Eitualism, and its warmest friends must

^ Prospects of the Clnt/reh of England

.

Bell Daldy, 1868.

” The Administration of the IJoltj Epirit in the Body of Christ.
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now concede that its zeal w^as not always according to knowledge.

Protestant feeling w'as roused. The law was invoked^ Prosecutions

touching both doctrine and ritual w^ere set on foot. There was a

resolute and concerted move, backed by a great deal of money, and not

discountenanced by authority, to drive the Eitualists out of the Church.

In May 1873 a band of ritualistic clergymen, 483 in number, presented

a petition to the Upper House of Convocation praying that, in view

of the increasing use of Confession, the bishops would license ‘ duly

qualified confessors.’ Apparently the petitioners only felt what the

Archbishop of A^ork now feels about the inexpediency of promiscuous

resort to young and inexperienced priests. But the petition created

a really splendid storm. Dear old Lord Shaftesbury detected a fatal

parallelism between the number of the signatories and the four

hundred prophets which ate at Jezebel’s table ! At a meeting at

Exeter Hall the petition was denounced as a ‘ foul rag stained with

all the pollutions of the Eed Lady of Babylon
;

’ and a Conservative

M.P. wrote :
‘ I look upon the confessional as the masterpiece of

Satan in enslaving the souls of men.’ At this crisis the great

promoter of moderate and healing counsels, the great dissuader from

violence and extremities, v/as Bishop Wilberforce. He died in July,

1873. Mr. Gladstone, notoriously not unfriendly to the Eitualistic

movement, w'as hurled from power by the geueral election of 1874>

Archbishop Tait, a Presbyterian at heart and an Erastian through

and through, now had it all his own way, and was supported by a

Semitic Prime Minister. The immediate result w'as the Public

Worship Eegulation Act of 1874. ‘This,’ said Lord Beaconsfield,

rudely exposing the naked truth, which had been decorously huddled

up in episcopal aprons and lawn sleeves, ‘ this is a Bill to put down

Eitualism.’ It w^as really, as Mr. Gladstone saw, an attack, through

the sign, on the Thing Signified
;
and then, for the first time, a loud

cry w'ent up from within the Church in favour of Disestablishment.

‘ Turn the bishops out of Parliament. Take our endowments, deal

with our legal privileges as you will
;
but set us free to order our

own ceremonial, and deliver us from the tyranny of a secular Parlia-

ment and the paternal attentions of the ex-divorce judge.’ Mr.

Mackonochie published a draft Act of Disestablishment. Even that

staunchest of pre-Adamite Tories, Archdeacon Denison, joined the

movement for Liberation.

In 1876 the Eastern Question kindled a flame of national indig-

nation, and eighteen months later there was the most imminent

danger that Christian England w'ould be committed to a war on behali

of the great anti-Christian Pow'er. Some splendid exceptions there

were, but the great bulk of the established clergy supported Lord

Beaconsfield and the Turk
;
and many sober Churchmen who had

never before concerned themselves with Disestablishment began to ask

themselves what was the good of maintaining an Establishment if the
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authorised teachers of religion thus threw their weight on to the

immoral and anti-Christian side.

The general election of 1880 was immediately followed by the

Burials Act of the Liberal Government. The parochial clergy were

thrown into paroxysms of wrath and alarm. The most extravagant

protests poured into Lambeth Palace from the country parsonages
;

and one rector announced that he had provided pitchforks to repel

the first Nonconformist funeral which invaded his churchyard.^

When all the hubbub had died down, that eminently reasonable

Churchman, Bishop Woodford, reminded his diocese that this Burials

Act, which he disapproved and had opposed, was ouly one more step

in the long process of gradual Disestablishment. The completion

of that process he dreaded, and would delay as long as might be. But,

he added

:

The establishment of the Church may be purchased at too dear a cost. It

would be a fatal error, in our eagerness to preserve the Establishment, to peril one

jot or tittle of the doctrine or discipline of the Catholic Church.^®

Meanwhile the foundations of the Establishment were rudely

shaken by a very different set of machinations. A series of ritual

prosecutions, undertaken under Archbishop TaiCs much-loved Public

Worship Eegulation Act, proved, some abortive, some scandalous, and

all futile. The cry of 1874 was heard again :
‘ Let us settle our own

worship in our own way. If Parliament, as the condition of esta-

blishment, sets the Divorce-judge to arrange our Eucharistic ritual, let

us have done with Establishment.’ And ordinary citizens outside

the Church began to say, ‘ These fanatics are no concern of ours.

Why should Parliament, or law-courts, or Ministers of State be occu-

pied with their futilities ? Let them go their own v/ay, and cease

from worrying.’ At the end of 1882, Archbishop Tait attempted on

his deathbed to undo the work of his lifetime, and to obtain toleration

for the Eitualists whom he had vainly tried to exterminate. Some
hocus-pocus arrangements, by which Mr. Mackonochie was transferred

firom St. Alban’s, Holborn, to St. Peter’s, London Docks, were digni-

fied by the name of the ‘ Great Archbishop’s Legacy of Peace.’ For

a while excitement subsided, and a holy calm diffused itself through

the breasts of those dignitaries whose first article of faith is, I believe

in an Established Church. This peace was rudely dispelled by the

prosecution of the Bishop of Lincoln; and then Archbishop Benson,

who had a keen eye for ecclesiastical politics, saw his opportunity.

The Lambeth Judgment vindicated Eitualism, and was supported

by the Judicial Committee, which, according to persistent rumour,

had been ‘ squared ’ before the judgment w^as pronounced. The
success of the manmuvre was for the time complete, and ritual pro-

secutions ceased. With the cessation of prosecutions came a cessation

” See Archbishop Tait’s L/fc, vol. ii. p, -107.

Charge to the Diocese of Ely, 1881.
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of the cry from within the Church in favour of Disestablishment.

Delivered from perpetual worry, the High Church clergy settled down

upon the lees of a complacent optimism. The fetters of the State no

longer galled, and at an}" rate the loaves and fishes were safe. The

attempt to disestablish the Welsh dioceses in 1895 was stoutly

opposed by the clergy of all schools. Things were well as they were.

Why not let them alone ? But during the last four years this agree-

able calm has been again disturbed, and this time by more serious

forces.

In 1882 that shrewd observer. Archbishop Magee, wrote :

—

Beform . . . and not Disestablishment, will be the game of the Church's

enemies in Parliament. They will strive to fix on us such an Egyptian bondage of

Erastianism and Latitudinarianism as shall force us to cry out for separation. . . .

See if what I am saying will not come true
;
and see, too, if the really dangerous

symptom of its coming true be not relaxation of the marriage laws. This is the

point on which Church and State can be most rapidly brought into serious collision.

Whenever the State treats, and reqidres the Church to treat, as married those

whom the Church declares to he not married or marriageable, then will come a

strain that will snap or go near snapping the links that bind Church and State.^^

What Archbishop Magee foresaw came to pass. The law of

Christian IMarriage was ostentatiously violated by legal authority,

and the episcopate, agreeably to the politic precedent of old Brer

Rabbit, ‘ lay low and said nuffin’.’ The consciences of Churchmen

were profoundly stirred by this profanation of a chief mystery of the

Gospel, and by the enforced use of the most sacred words in a non-

natural sense. Again priests and laymen began to cry out that, if

such scandals are inseparable from Establishment, it w^ould be better

to break the link and go free. E"rom this ferment of feeling sprang

‘ The Churchmen’s Liberation League,’ at present no bigger than a

grain of mustard-seed, but destined, perhaps, to develope into a vigor-

ous growth.

This was the condition of things at the beginning of 1898, when,

to quote the Church Times,

iiotliing seemed less probable tban a recrudescence of that ignorant and violent

Protestantism which obtained in the years when the Public Worship Regulation

Act had not yet been relegated to obscurity. But Churchmen were soon to be un-

deceived. Early in the year a Protestant bookseller who had long been endeavouring

to get the public to take him seriously rented an ofiice in the parish of St. Ethel-

burga, Ihshopsgate, in order that he might be legally qualified to communicate at

the parish altar, and be in a position to disturb the united congregation which

worshipped there. Eirni and tactful treatment saved the situation
;
but Mr. Kensit

soon sought furtlier notoriety by violently interrupting the service; of the Venera-

tion of tin; Cross on Good Eridayat St. Cuthl^rt's, I’hilbeach Gardens.

As SO much trouble has sprung from misunderstanding of this

ceremony, it may be worth while to record in this place the judg-

ment of a famous Protestant on a similar act of devotion. Dr.

Arnold, writing from Bourges in 1840, said:

" L'lfe of Arcldnshop Magee, vol. ii. p. lOh.
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In the crypt is a Calvary, and figures as large as life representing the Burying of

Our Lord. The woman who showed us the crypt had her little girl with her,

and she lifted up the child, about three years old, to kiss the feet of Our Lord, Is

this idolatry Nay, verily, it may be so, but it need not be, and assuredly is in

itself right and natural. I confess I rather envied the child. It is idolatry to talk

about Holy Church and Holy Fathers—bowing down to fallible and sinful men

—

not to bend knee, lip, and heart to every thought and every image of Him our

manifested God.

The outrage at St. Cuthbert’s was followed by" similar perfor-

mances— notably at St. Michael’s, Shoreditch, and St. Thomas’s,

Liverpool
;
but decent Evangelicals soon became disgusted with their

champion and his methods. It was found impossible to maintain the

reign of terror, and the promising scheme of a thousand riots in as many"

churches on the first Sundays in November was abandoned as impracti-

cable. The conflict now became a war of wmrds. That stout champion

of Erastianism and other lost causes, Sir William Harcourt, renewed

his youth like an eagle, and rushed into the fray". His last achievement

in this field had occurred during the debates on the Public Worship

Eegulation Bill in 1874, when Mr. Grladstone inflicted on him a

deserved and memorable castigation. The ground of Mr. Gladstone’s

hostility to that ill-starred Bill may be gathered from one of the

Eesolutions which he laid upon the table :

That this House is reluctant to place in the bands of every single bishop, on

the motion of one or of three persons, howsoever defined, greatly increased facilities

towards procuring an absolute ruling of many points hitherto left open and reason-

ably allowing of diversity^, and thereby towards the establishment of an inflex-

ible rule of uniformity throughout the land, to the prejudice, in matters inditferent,

of the liberty now practically existing.

That liberty would have been not merely ‘ prejudiced,’ but de-

stroyed
;
by a provision which was introduced during the passage of

the Bill. It w^as pro])osed to overthrow the bishop’s right of veto on

proceedings to be instituted in the new Court, and to invest the

archbishop with power to institute suits, or allow them to be instituted,

in a diocese not his own. This provision Mr. Gladstone vehemently"

opposed, on the ground that it was contrary to the whole tradition and

structure of the Church, and that it w"as fundamentally inconsistent

with the custom of Christendom as regards the relations between Metro-

politans and their suffragans. In support of this view he quotetl at

large from the canonist Van Ifspen. Sir William Harcourt poured

scorn on these citations
;

w'as proud to say he had never heard of Van
Esp>en

;
pooh-poohed all canonists and casuists

;
adopted Mr. Bright’s

famous phrase about ‘ecclesiastical rubbish
;

’ took the broad and manly"

ground of common sense, common law, and the Constitution
;
and

roundly accused Mr. Gladstone of having come back at the eleventh

hour for no other purpose than to w"reck the Bill. Five days

afterwards Sir William resumed his discourse. He had got up the

case in the meantime, and met Mr. Gladstone on his own ground.
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He argued the question of canon law. He cited Aylifie’s ‘ Parergon

vluris Canonici Anglicani,’ and Burn’s ‘ Ecclesiastical Law,’ and sought

to show that the power claimed for the Metropolitan was as sound

canonically as constitutionally.

This unexpected display of erudition gave Mr. Gladstone an

opportunity which he was not slow to use. Referring to Sir William’s

canonical exercitations, he said

:

I confess I greatly admire tlie manner in which the hon. and learned gentleman

has used his time since last Friday night. On Friday night he was, as he says,

taken by surprise. The lawyer was taken by surprise, and so was the Professor

of Law in the University of Cambridge. The lawyer was taken by surprise,

and, in consequence, he had nothing to deliver to the House except a series of

propositions, on which I will not comment. . . . Finding that he has delivered

to the House most extraordinary propositions of law and history, that will not

bear a moment’s examination, my hon. and learned friend has had the oppor-

tunity of spending four or live days in better informing himself upon the subject,

and he is in a position to come down to this House, and for an hour and a

half to display and develope the erudition he has thus rapidly and cleverly acquired.

Human nature could not possibly resist such a temptation, and my hon. and

learned friend has succumbed to it.

Since that unpleasant but salutary evening Sir William had kept

silence even from good words, though it was q:>ain and grief to him.

But by midsummer 1898 Mr. Gladstone was in his grave, and the

attack might be renewed with comparative safety. Accordingly

Sir William broke loose in a series of speeches filled with coarse

abuse of the Ritualistic clergy. His controversial methods recalled

his ‘ earlier manner’ of 1874, when he alleged that all the parapher-

nalia of Ritualistic practice and doctrine were devised to lead up to

the priestly pretension— ‘ I hold your God in my hand, and I have

your wife at my feet.’ To refined and reverent minds such language

appeared both blasphemous and indecent
;

and the Ritualistic

clergy of to-day, when abused by Sir William Harcourt, may reflect

that their predecessors of 1874 endured even grosser calumny, and

emerged from it unharmed.

Parliament being prorogued, the l^eader of the Opposition took

up his pen. He enlivened the Silly Season with a course of letters

to the Times, which in their demands on our credulity rivalled the

annual Sea Serpent, and in their dimensions exceeded the Enormous

Gooseberry. Similar entertainment has been p>rovided for the

Christmas recess
;
and, encouraged by this heroic example, smaller

fry begin to talk airily of coercive legislation
;
of the abolition of the

bishops’ veto on ritual prosecutions
;
of the substitution of depriva-

tion for imprisonment; and of sundry other short and easy methods

for decatholicising the (Jhurch of Fmgland. The threats of 187fi

and 1874 are heard again. We are once more told that ‘ the Mass ’

and ‘the confessional ’ are to be put down bylaw. It remains to

be seen if these amiable imaginings take .‘^hape in attempted legisla-
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tion
;
and if they do, how the Government, and, above all, how the

Inshops, will face the attempt. In the issue of the present contro-

versy Establishment is deeply involved. If a Parliament, rightly

including Jews, Turks, infidels and heretics, lays its profane hands

on the Eucharistic faith and worship of the Church, or upon the

Ministry of Peconciliation, the demand for Disestablishment will be

heard in such a volume of voices as will shake the episcopal bench

with unwonted tremors. ‘Foul fall the day,’ said Mr. Grladstone in

1894, ‘ when the persons of this world shall, on v/hatever pretext,

take into their uncommissioned hands the manipulation of the religion

of our Lord and Saviour.’ That would be our watchword.

If there be any Successors of the Apostles whose first care is for

palaces and patronage, seats in the House of Lords, and the chief

rooms at feasts, they had better take heed in time
;

for assuredly

these cherished possessions will not long survive another Public

Worship Eegulation Act. But Disestablishment has no terrors for

the Church herself, or for those who believe in her spiritual character

and claims.

The free Episcopal Church of the L^nited States is one of the

most vigorous, most orthodox, and best-organised parts of Christen-

dom. The saintly Bishop Hamilton, of Salisbury, ‘ thought that we

had much to learn from closer contact with the faith and vigour of

the American episcopate.’

As regards the Church of Australia, let us take the testimony of

Dr. Thornton, Bishop of Ballarat, delivered at Dublin in 189G :

I am here today, after living for twenty years wdthin, and helping in the

administration of, an unendowed and nnestahlished Church, and I will say that,

however great the disadvantages of such a condition of affairs are to the State, I

am not prepared to say that they are a disadvantage to the spiritual well-being and

prosperity of the Church herself. I for one should be very sorry to take any price

I can think of for the freedom of administration and government which we enjoy,

the power to promote reforms, and the power of adaptation, more difficult to secure

where there is a State connection.

As regards the Church of Ireland, in spite of all the difficulties

and dangers through which it has had to pass, its chief rulers give

like testimony. In October 1882, Lord Plunket, then Bishop of

Meath, and afterwards Archbishop of Dublin, addressing the clergy

of his diocese at his annual visitation, used these remarkable words

in reference to the ordeal through which Ireland had passed during

the previous three years :

Lefore we give way to querulous murmurings, let us remember that this dark

cloud has not been allowed to burst over our country until, in the providence of

God, and by ways that we should never have selected for ourselves, our Church
had been prepared to abide the fury of the storm. Had we been called upon to

lace a Land T^eague agitation at the time when our clergy, as ministers of a State-

protected Church, received their tithes from the poor, or oven when they drew their
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tithe rent-charge from landlords, some of them in very needy circumstances, how
intolerable would have been our position both as regards the obloquy and outrage

we should have had to endure, and the cruel straits to which we should have been

inevitably reduced ! Isow, however, the very disaster which seemed to threaten

our downfall has been overruled for our good.

After ten years’ experience and reflection, Lord Plunket said

in 1892 :

When I count up the advantages which have followed Disestablishment; when
I think of the renewed strength and vitality which our Church has derived from

the admission of the laity to an active and responsible participation in her counsels,

in the disposition of her patronage, and in the financial departments of her work
;

Avhen I observe the spirit of unity and mutual respect wLich has been engendered

by the ordeal of our common adversity, and the increased loyalty and love which
are being daily shown to their mother Church by those who have had to make
some sacrifice on her behalf : when I remember, too, the freedom from agrarian

complications which our disconnection from all questions of tithe and rent-charge

has brought about, and the more favourable attitude as regards our influence upon

the surrounding population which we occupy because of our severance from any

State connection—when I remember all this counterpoise of advantage which we
enjoy in our new and independent position, and wLen I try to hold the balance

evenly and weigh the losses and the gains on the w'hole, I say boldly and without

reserve that, in my opinion at least, the gain outweighs the loss.

This last autumn Dr. Alexander, Primate of All Ireland, spoke as

follows at Templepatrick

:

lie could not stand in that hall and in their presence without being led to

saying some words to them upon the circumstances of the great measure so well

known to them as the Disestablishment of the Church of Ireland. lie remembered

well very many years ago, when he was a very young bishop, walking out of the

House of Lords one w^arm night in June in 1860, and he candidly confessed he

felt in very low spirits. It seemed to be as if there were a sort of death wail for

the departure of a great idea— that of national Christianity in Ireland. Ilow'ever,

as time went on they began to see there wms a larger scope in things that seemed

to them disastrous than they at first imagined, and he must say in striking the

balance between loss and gain there was something to be said on both sides.

There w^ere, at all events, three or four circumstances of gain. Well, in the first

place, an occasion like that reminded him that opportunities were much more

frequent and more considerable for the interchange of ideas in our Churches between

the bishops, clergy and laity, and our friends, also, of other denominations and

schools of thought than there w'ere in old times. lie did not think there were

many of our people, and he was sure not many of our friendly Presbyterian neigh-

bours, w ho any longer look upon a bishop, or even that dreadful being, an arch-

bishop, as a spiritual enemy. They knew' very well he had got no unusual w’ealth

and no unusual privileges, and so they looked upon him with patience and toleration

at least. . . . Besides bringing together all the constituent ]>arts of the Church, he

thought there was another good brought about by Disestablishment. The life of

ideas made the great part of the life of a Church, and the only way in •vvdiich it

could be discovered whether the ideas were really vital, wdiether they had real life

in them or not, w'us to show how' they w'orked and wdiether they could last when

clothed in totally different surroundings and investiture of circumstances
;
and so

was it with many of their Church’s ideas. They all felt that they had an old

Churcli, and they felt that that Church wuis able to act upon new lines.

The third thing about Disestablishment to w hich he would like to refer was

that our i)resent position gives our peo])le scope for liherality, and he must say.
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after making all allowances, the liberality of Irish Churchmen has, on the whole,

been very conspicuous. It is a very simple fact, about which there is no manner of

doubt, that five millions of money has been raised in our parishes since the time of

the Disestablishment in 1869, and when you take into account the building of

churches the five millions become six millions. That, he thought, spoke well for

liberality. There was a fourth point to which he w'ould just refer. Another

privilege which the disestablished Church enjoys is that it is free to legislate.

Such is the testimony of the free Churches
;
and, whatever be

the upshot of present controversies, it will always seem to some of us

that the great issue which lies before the Church of England is per-

fectly expressed in the words of Mr. Gladstone, written half a century

ago :
‘ You have our decision

;
take your own : choose between the

mess of pottage and the birthright of the Bride of Christ.’

George M. E. Bussell.
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SOME ELAm WORDS AROUT THE TSARS

NEW GOSPEL OF PEACE

Some time ago a clever American lady asked me wliat I tliought was

the chief distinction betv/een Englishmen and Americans. I ventured

to reply that, while Americans were very sensitive about having their

country, their institutions, and their customs discussed by strangers,

or even criticised by each other, we in England rather liked it than

otherwise
;

or, to put it in other words, that on this issue they were

thin-skinned, while our skins on the contrary were perhaps too thick,

hihe replied that it was so, and the reason was that we were so cock-

sure of ourselves.

This is probably true, and it is to be hoped that for a long time to

come we shall tolerate and invite in this country the most free and

open criticism or ridicule of our insular ways
;
for there are no remedies

so potent and so effective for the shams and quackeries and insin-

cerities w'hich grow like mushrooms on the soil of modern communi-

ties, and nowhere more abundantly and more egregiously than in

this dear old country of ours.

It is because of these mushroom-growths that we are set down

so often by our neighbours as the most consummate Pharisees and

pretenders ; but, so long as we can tolerate being made fun of by '

others or laughing at ourselves, wdiether it be because we are so

cocksure of our position or for some less attractive reason, we

shall have a good tonic available wlien more than usually ridiculous

English men and women try to make the name and recantation of old

EnHand absurd.O
One thing, it must he said, rather qualifies our hopefulness in this

respect, and that is tlie tendency of our politicians a,nd other anglers

for votes and power and influence to pay increasing court to hysterical

[•eo|)le and hysterical movements, to countenance different forms of

effeminate agitation, and too often to surrender to gush and sentiment,

in order to l)ask for a wliile in the delusive attra.ctions of wdiat is

adtei- all but Octol)er sunshine.

Wv are at this moment threatened with a new epidemic of this

kind, in wbich the Tnan-woman or the woman-man is very much to the
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front, and which is being generalled by certain well-known masters

in the art of advertising pretentious forms of sham philanthropy,

while their dupes consist in the main of estimable and amiable people

who spend most of their lives in praying not for their own sins but

for the sins of other people, and in weeping over a world so much
worse in every way than that in which they themselves live. It is,

perhaps, well that some cold water from somewhere should be poured

upon this new form of sentimental absurdity before the temperature

gets too hot for control. It will at least save us from ridicule at

the hands of our neighbours presently.

The occasion of the new campaign or pantomime, whichever is

thought the most appropriate term, is the recent invitation by the

Russian Emperor to a general rubbing of noses and exchange of fine

sentiments on the subject of peace and goodwill among men.

In itself no one can quarrel with the sentiment. We all hate

bloodshed and rapine. We all shudder and shrink from the horrors

of actual war, and those among us who have our own boys and our

own relations immediately engaged in the very business feel its

horrors most keenly. The most ruthless destroyers of the human
race—men like Napoleon—have uttered fine generous sentiments on

the subject, but we feel just as strongly that, until men’s appetites

and passions and tempers have been entirely changed, until the

jealousies and hatreds and envies w hich separate communities as they

separate individuals have been eradicated from the race—that is to

say, until we have reached the millennium—war will remain with us

as surely as famine and pestilence, as sickness and death, all of which

are horrible too.

Hysterical meetings addressed by highly sensitive orators wdll not

alter the inevitable doom of our race
;
but they may render nerve-

less and pow^erless the arm and the w^eapons which are necessary to

guard and protect such communities as ours, which have some
claim to be doing useful work in the wwld, from the assault of

those who envy our fortune and despise the liberty and the culture

we enjoy.

That the world should dailv become more and more like a barrack
«/

yard is deplorable enough, but it is an evil that no amount of scream-

ing will cure
;
for the disease lies far lower down than the elementary

diagnosis of these would-be doctors recognises.

Let us dissect some of the features of this new agitation, wdiich

remind a good many cold-blooded cynics of an opera bouffe on a

grand scale. First in regard to the invitation. This has been issued

by the greatest master of legions the world has ever seen. No Romj^n
emperor, no Mongol chieftain, ever controlled such mighty forces as

those of modern Russia
;
and there is a really sublime attraction in

the master of so many soldiers and the direct cause of so many doubts

and fears inviting the nations to discuss the folly of soldiering, the
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evils of war, and the burdens of an armed peace, all with a view to

some remedy. The first impulse of every critic who does not imme-
diately gush when some fine phrase is used is to question the sincerity

of the whole proceeding and to attribute it all to a deeply conceived

plot and plan. A little closer view does not strengthen the notion

that the plan, however sinister, is very deep-laid or full of cunning.

The net is so very obviously planted in full view of the birds that

we are rather struck by the simplicity and naivete of the invitation

than by the Oriental craft which is popularly supposed to underlie

all Eussian policy. It is almost obvious that we have to do here

with no deep-laid scheme for mystifying the world and taking us all

in, but with a genuine, if crude, impulse of a young and generous

sovereign, whose sympathies have been moved by the perpetual

nightmare which afflicts all serious politicians, and who has neither

counted the cost nor realised the conditions of the remedy he sug-

<rests before he issued his invitation.

The young Eussian Emperor is everywhere sj^oken of as a very

atti’active personage—sincere, humane and kind. His home and his

tastes are those of a kind-hearted country gentleman, and he has

married a princess who is very near akin to our own Eoyal Family

—

not merely in blood, but in disposition. He rules a community
teeming with problems for the social reformer and the political pro-

phet. A community increasing in numbers at a great rate, for the

most part very poor, ignorant, tractable and gentle, living a life of

sordid toil and hardness, which Tolstoi and others have photographed

for us. This vast ocean of peasants, hardly broken or diversified by
other classes, is periodically wasted by famine and disease. This is

the material from which the Eussian State is formed, and which the

Tsar has continually before him. No wonder he should also feel

grave distress and compunction when he thinks of the tremendous

and ever-increasing load which the vast armaments of Eussia impose

upon these poor peasants and upon a country whose resources are

only beginning to be exploited, and that he should perhaps, at the

instance of more experienced and far-sighted men than himself,

suddenly make a proposal to relieve the country of part, at all events,

of its incubus. The motive was not an ignoble one, but the best

motives in politics avail little against the prosaic opposition of stern

facts, and the most obstinate fact of all is that the Emperor’s views

and yearnings are apparently not those of the public opinion which

in Eussia as elsewhere is the real master of the situation.

We are accustomed to think and speak of the Autocrat of All the

Eussias, the typical ruler who rules without a Parliament, and with-

out officials responsible to any one but himself, as the absolute master

of the Empire, and as holding the minutest interests of all his

subjects in the palm of his hand. This no doubt he nominally is and

does, but in reality he has in most matters a great deal less initiative
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than President McKinley. No human being can direct and control

the lives and movements and aspirations of 120 millions of people,

except in a very remote and indirect way
;
and the more homo-

geneous and ignorant and tractable the race, the more certainly is it

moulded and moved by the Bureaucracy which really rules the

country. It is the public opinion of this military and civilian caste

which is omnipresent in Kussia, which really directs its fate and

policy.

^o far as we can judge from the reports of reputable witnesses,

the Tsar has entirely misinterpreted the wishes and the intentions

of this class in his Ee script. The Eussian Army offers almost the

only career open to the ambition of five-sixths of the poor gentry of

the country, and armies do not like these theories about reduction,

and these tendencies towards perpetual brotherhood. Promotion,

glory, all the inducements, in fact, to men to enter its ranks are stifled

by the rust and corrosion induced by peace and theories of peace.

AndEussia has too long and too lately been a growing and an expanding

power to make the notion welcome that it will in future rest on its

oars and try to grow rich and lazy.

So far as we can see, no officials or public men in Eussia of any

w'eight have backed up the Emperor’s appeal, nor has the Press

supported it with any real warmth. On the contrary, while the

Emperor has been writing an address that might have been

penned by some Bishop of Hereford, and sent to the patient and long-

suffering clergy and the pious laymen who are lucky enough to live

in that most fortunate of dioceses, the general staff* of the Eussian

Army has been working in a very different direction. It has lately

increased the Eussian Army by two army corps, and has spent, and

is about to spend, a great many millions upon arming its men with

a new and costly weapon
;
while those responsible for the Eussian

fleet have laid down a scheme of ship-building which is quite

portentous, and which has been supplemented by an additional

expenditure on the so-called Volunteer Fleet.

Assuredly the spectacle is not an edifying one, and no wonder

that it should in many quarters have been treated as an exhibition

of audacious cynicism. As a witty Irish judge said to me a few days

ago, ‘ It is very much like a perfervid teetotal chairman addressing a

dinner of the League, while the waiters are engaged in filling every

man’s glass up with whisky.’ No wonder that Tolstoi, the weird

prophet who has given us so many grim pictures of Eussia as it is,

should, at a recent interview with the Tsar, have plainly and

directly told him that, if he meant business by his Eescript, he

had better set an example of disarmament to the other nations,

instead of preaching peace himself while his Government was engaged

in enlarging the sphere and multiplying the v/eapons of war. How
much better and clearer Tolstoi’s attitude seems than that of our

VoL. XLV—No- 264 P
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Y'»gitators to those among us who have not been trained to believe

in [»Urases instead of facts, and who turn to the man of courage and

conviction when we want a leader, and not to the man of vain words

lisiially called clap-trap

!

The Emperor’s appeal to faith without works is, in fact, more

suited to the pulpit of some latter-day Puritan than to the political

rostrum, and is naturally full of ambiguity.

If the attitude of the Host at the coming symposium is ambiguous,

what about that of the expected guests ? We need not discuss all of

them. The small Powers and the virtually bankrupt States are of no

account in such controversies, and it is indifferent what attitude they

adopt. The real factors in the problem are the strong and solvent

nations. The attitude of these is quite undisguised and plain. They

Iiave sent civil answers to the Emperor’s invitation no doubt—the
correspondents of Emperors generally do send civil replies, especially

if the Emperor in question can set four millions of armed men in

motion—but how do their acts tally with their language ? They tally

very much as Jacob’s hands tallied with his speech, when he was

playing the famous trick upon his father.

Take Germany for instance. The Emperor of Germany sent a

mof»t paternal greeting as response to his Eussian brother’s invitation :

as full of benevolent peace-making as some headings of old-fashioned

copybooks. We all assented to the sympathetic sentiments thus

expressed, and some folks .thought they meant serious business and

not mere philandering with fine words. They have been quickly

undeceived. The real answer to the Tsar’s letter is not contained in

the JEmperor William’s peaceful platitudes, but in the Bill presented

to tiie Reichstag by which the German army, instead of being

reduced, is to be immediately increased by more than 25,000 men.

Is or is there any fencing or gush about the War Minister

General von Goesler’s language in recommending the scheme to

the German Parliament. ‘ History taught them,’ he said, ‘that the

will of the mightiest monarchy was not able to alter the interests

of a great nation, or the conditions of its existence. If a nation

meant to maintain its independence, it must possess the strength

requisite for protecting its interests at any moment. If he

looked around him in the world, he found that nowhere had

there been a cessation of preparations for w^ar.’ This is plain

soldierly prose, and, what is more, we know perfectly well that it

re|M;esents the real policy of Germany, whatever pretty things may be

saitHin letters ‘ to our august brother.’ Herr Bebel, we are told, the

leader of the Socialist party in the Reichstag, pointed out that it was

a mockery of the views expounded in the Tsar’s manifesto to express

to t!ie Russian Government sympathy with the proposal and at the

s/ime time to introduce the new Army Bill. So it most plainly is,

and yet the courtly sycoj)hants who form such a large proportion of
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the Keichstag met the homely thrusts of the Socialist deputy with

storms of protest. The storm really meant that the majority of the

lleichstag believed in the wisdom and prudence of the Minister, and

treated the reply of the Emperor as mere diplomatic equivocation

which it was not prudent to converge too much light upon.

The Times correspondent at Berlin quotes in addition a really

nmusing speech made in the debate by one of the most feudal

of the Junker deputies—namely, Baron Von Stumm:

lie had a theory of bis own [he said] as to the best attitude of Germariy in

view of the Tsar s Eirenicon. He did not think that the initiative of the Tsar

would lead to any juimerical reduction in the armed strength of Europe. But,

supposing that it were to do so, and that 10 per cent., say, were to be struck oJ’the

peace establishment and ofi' the armaments of all the Powers. In prospect of such

.a decision the best thing Germany could do was surely to pass this Bill {i.e. . the

Bill increasing the army) without delay, for, as he triumphantly pointed out, ^ it is

Hear that that country will fare best which has made most progress in its military

j)reparations.’

The House, we are told, laughed heartily, aud well it might’.' It

Is clear that the scholars of the Man of Blood and Iron in the art of

undisguised effrontery in politics are not likely to become extinct

just yet.
'

If we turn from Glermany to Austria, we meet with the same

worldly wisdom in her acts combined with soft phrases on her’ lips.

In the Vienna military paper the Reichsivehr, certain articles hav6

^appeared showing how necessary it is that she should follow' the

example of Germany and Eussia and increase instead of diminishing

her armed forces. It is worth wirile quoting the moral drawm by^

'this professional paper, which has great influence in the t)ual

Monarchy, on the two simultaneous tunes wEich its powerful neigh-

bours are engaged in playing. One addressed to our agitators and

their hysterical following, and the other based upon the grim

necessities of worldly prudence :

’

The German Army Bill [we are told in the Times report], the first reading; of

which has thoroughly dissipated whatever expectations may have been based on

tlie coming disarmament conference, must be regarded in Austria as a reminder

that the relative proportions of the armed forces of the l*o\vers are about to undergo

a further change to the disadvantage of the Dual Monarchy, and that the backward
condition of our army compared with that of Germany will be further emphasised.

Tlie new German Army Bill, which is sure to be adopted, can have no other effect

on this country than to force the Monarchy, in spite of peace conferences and*^ the

claims of economy, to set about the formation of a sixteentli cc/rps darmec at Brtiiin,

.?ind the rearmament and reorganisation of our field artillery. For, as General von
Goesler declart'd, and as history teaches, when a people fails to maintain an.aritiy

proportionate to the extent of its territory, it renounces the j)osition which it has
been destined to occujy.

So mucli for Austria
;
now for France. Here, again, we have tlie

same, or even a still more marked, contrast between the effusive'ahcl.
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in fact, rather humiliating phrases in which the proposals in the

Tsar’s memorandum were officially accepted and the grim figures

of the Budget—the real test of the sincerity of the whole

proceeding.

Nothing can be more plain to anyone who has read the French

papers than the feeling of mortification and almost despair with

which the Tsar’s pietistic appeal was received. To Eussia’s French

ally the words had no doubt an air of mockery about them. France

ever since 1870 had been writhing under the not ignoble feelings

which a proud and sensitive nation must suffer from when it has

received a crushing blow in which its prestige and fame have been

damaged, and its position among the nations greatly altered for the

worse.

With heroic fortitude, she has borne the most terrible loads of

taxation, and made superhuman sacrifices to put her army in order,

and to make it a very formidable weapon. She had also made very

considerable sacrifices and concessions of dignity and of self-respect

in order to secure and maintain at least one powerful ally, and has

turned her back on many of her old traditions and on her time-worn

policy, in order to cement the friendship. She has done all this for

very definite reasons, and with a very clear purpose in view. She

wants, if not to recover her provinces, to recover her prestige. To
win some great victory, and in some way or other to efface the dismal

memory from her soul. The alliance of the Cossack and the Zouave

was in French imagination going to restore France to her old

position in some undefined way, perhaps by a revanche on the Ehine
;

perhaps by a common blow against the English in Egypt. Thus

dreamt the quidnuncs of the Boulevards.

In the midst of all these hopes comes this extraordinary in-

vitation of the Tsar; not a word was said in it about undoing the

cruel facts of recent years. Bygones were apparently to be bygones.

Thes^ate quo was to be maintained, and the lion and the lamb were

to browse together on the Ehine and the Nile. All these tremendous

sacrifices, extending over a quarter of a century, coming from the

most economical and saving peasantry in Europe, were to go for

nothing, were, in fact, to be reversed and undone. No wonder that a

cry of pain should have greeted the pious invitation of the Tsar.

The Government no doubt accepted the invitation, but the Foreign

Secretary, M. Delcasse, is now at great pains to explain that it was only

accepted very conditionally. Meanwhile ominous references to the

country having been befooled by the wily Cossack have appeared in

more than one influential French paper. It has been said, in fact, not

by English but by French journalists, that the Eussian alliance is a very

one-sided one, and that while France has been called upon to make

continual sacrifices to maintain it, and to keep alive her frigid hopes

by a good deal of effort, it has appeared more and more that on
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the Eassian side there is only a desire to drain the contents of French

purses, and to use the alliance for the advancement of Eussian

financial and other interests. From no quarter, so far as I know,

except from two or three Socialists, has a voice been raised in France

in fervid praise or welcome of the new gospel. On the contrary,

there is an almost universal clamour for more ships and more pro-

tected harbours, while the new Budget reflects the prevailing

sentiment.

If we turn from the Old World to the New, we have the same un-

fortunate conjunction of Mars and Venus. The Tsar’s address has

been answered in America by the creation for the first time of a great

standing army, by the deliberate conquest and incorporation of foreign

possessions, by an increasing ardour for adventures and for all the

martial amusements which form the apprenticeship of nations who
are committed to a warlike and aggressive policy.

America, it must be remembered too, is a very good test case.

She makes up for a lack of traditions in the past by an irrepressible

hope in the future. Her short history is not sophisticated by feudal

memories, but she has been until lately the paragon and ensample

quoted by the prophets of the Manchester School. She has been

quoted as a good, democratic, puritanical community whose people are

devoted to singing pastoral hymns and making money, given up
to shopkeeping and manufacturing and other exhilarating but not

warlike occupations. The very ideal which the Peace Society had

once in view. Having no part or sympathy with boot and spur and

drum and trumpet and bloodshed and conquest. The sort of country

which my old and kind and delightful friend, the member for Cocker-

mouth, dreams of when he thinks of Paradise.

Yet what happens ? At the very crisis of the Cause, when the

great Autocrat of All the Eussias bids people stay their hand and

turn to better things, bids them convert their swords, if not into

pruning hooks, into American sewing-machines and cycles, we
have every American striving his hardest to become a major or a

colonel, and declaring that it is quite time America should have some
fighting on a great scale as every other respectable nation has had,

at least since the sword of Grideon fleshed itself in the unspeakable

Canaanite.

It is not only the Great Powers, the smaller ones are following

suit, and Sweden has sounded a note of alarm and of warning on the

same subject which is by no means of hopeful augury.

This being the attitude of foreign nations, w'hat has been our own ?

We who have a larger portion of the human race under our control

than probably any other Power, who have more multifarious interests

in every climate, who claim to be rightly or wrongly the guardians

and the messengers of civilisation in every part of the world. We
who are envied for our prosperity and our wealth—what has been our
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own response? We also sent an effusive letter to the Tsar, but is it

not true that naeanwbile we are building more and finer ships than we
ever built before ? Are we not increasing our artillery and seeing to the

increased efficiency of our army in every respect, and are not we
annually spending more upon our forces ? Are we not doing this

with the concurrence of all parties ? Were not Lord Spencer and Mr.

Robertson, much to their credit, no less active in the work, a short

time since, than Mr. Goschen and Mr. Macartney are now ?

Everywhere, therefore, there is a movement in the direction of

increased armaments at the very time when everybody is belauding

the Tsar’s Rescript and replying in sympathetic terms to his invitation.

Was ever a banquet so generously furnished with guests who are

playing a double part ? Every one of them by turns. Dr. Jekyll and

Mr. Hyde. How is this to be accounted for ? Is it because there is

one of these nations which is content to bear this terrible armed peace,

and is not anxious to lay down at least a part of its load ? Not at alL

They all are anxious for that
;
but like a poor man when he pays cruelly

heavy premiums for insuring his life and property, they feel that at

whatever hazard, with so many dangers about and so many valuable

things to guard, the most economical thing they can do is to increasingly

insure themselves : that until the danger is past and the threat of

foul weather gone by, their sails must be reefed and their decks must

be clear, and their powder must be dry at whatever cost.

This being so, is it likely that any one of the nations will submit

to having such a question as the amount and character of its army

and navy decided for it by any other Power or by any conference

of Powers, or that, if it gave such an undertaking, it would be

honestly kept ? What a premium it would offer to all kinds of public

chicanery, deceit, and surreptitious dishonesty ! What a bagful of

quarrels and wars it suggests as the outcome of continual misunder-

standings ! The whole suggestion is really not in unison with

mundane politics at all, but with those of some fairy-land.

Hitherto we have discussed the general principle only
;
let us now

look at some matters of detail not less important. The proposal of

the Tsar does not go the length of suggesting a reduction of arma-

ments, but only a pause, a halt in their increase. This may suit the

particular conditions and necessities of Russia, whose needs and policy

may be dominated by financial considerations and otherwise
;
but how

about the other nations ? Some of them are rich, and some of them

are very poor. The rich ones are only partially inconvenienced by

the burden wdiich these armaments impose upon them, and among
them the very richest bear their burden well enough

;
but to the

poorer nations, such as Spain, Italy, Turkey, <fec., it is a mere mockery

to ask them to take counsel how they are to stop the increase of

armies and navies. It is the actual load on their l)acks at this moment
which is squeezing the life out of them, and which they find it
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intolerable to bear. What they are anxious about is to see the

armaments reduced, and not merely to beat time while their bigger

and expanding neighbours recover their breath, and give the signal

for a fresh race
;
and why should breathing-time be given at all ?

The fact is that the poor nations have no business whatever to

compete in the terrible contest any more than poor men ought to

gamble, or to try and compete in extravagance with the very rich.

The competition is necessarily one of purses and of the lasting out of

resources. I have been taken to task as if I were saying something

vulgar and sordid in this, but it is plain prose. The expense of

modern war is what makes it a luxury, and the poorer nations who

cannot afford it should desist from the competition. They are in

comparatively little danger. Actual aggression and conquest of each

other by the European communities is not a probable event. As for

the richer and more solvent nations, there is only one possible sound

rule. Each one of them in regard to its armaments must cut its

coat according to its cloth. It is unlikely that in any of them the

actual expenditure on armaments will be largely in excess of what is

deemed an adequate insurance against threatening dangers. None

of us like to pay these premiums. We all feel we are spending money

upon them which might be much better spent on other matters if

we could afford it. But we insist upon being safe, and in naaking

our safety depend upon the strength of our own right arm and the

temper of our weapons and the quality of our armour, and not upon

the good-will and complaisance of others. In the words put by

Shakespeare into the mouth of Archbishop Scrope, we would say

:

Tlie (lang;ers of the days hut newly gone,

Whose memory is written on the earth

With yet appearing’ blood, and the examples

Of every minute’s instance, present now,

Have put us in these ill-beseeming arms,

Not to break peace or any branch of it,

But to establish liere a peace indeed,

Concurring both in name and quality.

Henry IV. Part II. act IV. scene V

These are noble words, and it was pleasant not many days ago to

notice the same true ring of courageous good sense and patriotism

in the pronouncement of the eloquent Archbishop of Armagh.

We have shown the unwillingness of the nations to enter

into self-denying engagements in regard to their armaments, as

evidenced by the way in which they have supplemented their

friendly greetings to the Tsar with a notable addition to their

armies. They have thus shown that while they w^ant to be civil

they cannot accede to his request. A greater difficulty remains,

however, than the good or ill intentions of the parties concerned

—namely, the actual impracticability and unworkableness of th^^
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plan. When it uas first proposed, it was thought that a mere

stoppage of the increase in the numerical strength of the armies

would meet the case, and a prominent London evening paper

urged this view: but the number of men under arms is no test of

the fighting strength of a people. Long service and short service

are essential elements in the calculation. A nation by the process

of passing a certain proportion of men through the ranks rapidly

may so multiply its fighting strength, as compared with an army

recruited on long-service conditions, that its trained men will be

doubled or trebled, although at any moment there may be fewer men
actually under arms. This was the way in which the Prussians

turned the flank of Napoleon’s decree after the collapse at Jena, and

which enabled them presently to train a very large army compared

with those on the actual muster rolls.

Again, there is the distinction between the active army and the

territorial army and reserves, and in England the difference between

the regulars and the yeomanry, militia and volunteers. Is the self-

denying ordinance to extend to all these, as well as to the army

actually in the barracks, and how is this to be managed ?

Again, the army of a country like England cannot be compared

in any way with a foreign army in regard to its actual numbers. It

has not merely to find a fitting, or shall we rather say a very inade-

quate, force for the actual protection of our islands, but to garrison our

colonies and to police and protect India. The army of Germany is

a weapon ready at any moment to be thrown on the frontiers of its

nearest foe in its full strength. What we could use in this fashion

is a mere tithe of our forces. Under the stress of some quarrel or

aggression, we should have to very largely increase our land forces

before we had succeeded in making them a comparable weapon to

those of other nations, as measured by our relative population and

resources. France is partially tied in the same way. She also has

a colonial army.

Again, we have merely considered the 'personnel, the men
;
but

what about their armature? Fuzzy-wuzzy has proved himself on

more than one occasion quite a match for Englishmen man for man,

both in courage and in fighting capacity, but he has also shown us

at Omdurman the futility of setting brave men armed with spears to

face Kemington rifles.

The fighting effectiveness of an army depends largely on its

weapons and administrative completeness. A million Chinamen in

the field would be a mere helpless mob, and a million men in Europe,

however brave and courageous when armed with obsolete weapons,

would be helpless against half their number when better armed.

No finer army was probably ever brought together than that

which fought at Sadowa under f^enedek. But it could not compete

with the Prussian forces armed with the needle-gun any more than
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Admiral Caserta with his sailors (and Spaniards are both brave

and good sailors) could compete against the Americans, or the brave

and reckless Dervishes could compete against our black and white

boys in the Soudan. This is all a truism. What I mean to infer

from it is that whatever .engagements are entered into about the

number of the men would be useless unless it were provided that

their weapons should remain the same
;
and what nation is going to

give an undertaking on such a point, and to invite a complete paralysis

of invention and development in its weapons, in its fortifications, in

its explosives, in everything, in fact, which constitutes the actual

machinery of war ? Eussia is now completing the re-arming of her

infantry at a tremendous cost. Grermany and France have been

revolutionising their artillery by the introduction of a quick-firing

gun. With us every ship is a new experiment, and involves a new

advance and an increase of fighting capacity. All this costs a

tremendous lot of money, and the cost seems to grow by leaps and

bounds. How is it possible for the poorer nations to follow suit ? On
the other hand, and what is more important, how is it possible for a

nation which feels its responsibilities, and realises that it has to carry

on its shoulders a great load in the shape of the lives and interests

of 300 millions of people, to sit like a frozen-out gardener and beat

time while the world is moving on ? And especially a country like

ours, with an inventive genius of the first quality.

And if it would or could, how could the nations trust each other

to keep faith in such a matter ? Of course our irresponsible pulpit

and platform agitators would have no difficulty about it, any more

than the three benevolent Quakers had when they came back from

paying their visit to Nicholas the First. They are always ready to

trust the integrity and honour of Kussian statesmen and to be

suspicious of the motives of English ones. That is an easy method,

even if it involves an ignoble attitude
;
but ‘ w^e are not all of us

made that way,’ to use a forcible colloquialism. Some of us prefer

to turn for our lessons, not to the peripatetic platform orators

who are going about the country beating a very noisy because an

empty drum, but to the Memoirs of Prince Bismarck, who has let

us into a good many secrets. He has taught us no lesson more

valuable than that there is as much high morality and sensitive

regard for right in the methods of Continental diplomacy and state-

craft as there is union of hearts between the shreds of the Parnellite

and those of the Gladstonian party.

The undertakings of foreign statesmen as measured by Prince

Bismarck’s standards are poor reeds to lean against, but the state-

ments in their Budgets are worse. No documents, as has been

proved over and over again, are more illusory and misleading. They
are carefully drawn up very much as the prospectuses of many new
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companies in this country are, to angle for and to catch investors,

and not to illuminate searchers after truth. This reminds me of

another pitfall.

The fighting strength of a nation is not exhausted when we have

enumerated its men and described their armature, the making of

railways and of roads, the building of harbours and of fortresses, &c.

These are in many cases merely military ventures. Among the

recent railways made by Eussia are several strategical lines. She is

perfectly justified in making them. She would be neglecting her

first duty to her sulijects if she failed to make them. If she, in fact,

failed to make all her resources available, so that she should not be

overtaken by such a mishap and such a terrible drain upon her life’s

blood as occurred in consequence of her having had no railway to

Sebastopol in the time of the Crimean war, and similar railways into

the Caucasus and to Turkestan. I do not question for a moment the

propriety of her making these lines. What I do say, however, is that

they are largely military lines, while the expenditure upon them

would appear in the Budget as a civil expenditure
;
and so with many

other items. It is, further, the constant practice of foreign Govern-

ments to transfer items of expenditure from one heading to another.

The fact is, I know of no Budget in which there is an absolute

equation between Estimates and Expenditure, except our own. Here

alone do we have a continuous and vigilant overhauling of the public

accounts in such a way as to make such transfers and alterations im-

possible or very difficult. There would therefore be no way of verify-

ing the statements of our rivals. What a chance for every imitator of

Prince Bismarck’s avowedly unprincipled policy would thus be afforded,

what jealousies, what discussions, what incipient wars ! The last

state would indeed, in such a case, be worse than the first.

If chicanery again were discovered, how would it be punished ?

—

what remedy would avail ? What would, in fact, happen if one or two

nations were found to have largely increased their military resources,

while the rest were indulging in arcadian dreams—while England, for

instance, was dancing to the piping of her Nonconformist prophets?

Would our Evangelists of Peace all enlist and march to punish the

wrongdoer, as they proposed we should march against a Concert of

Europe in order to save the Armenians from being persecuted by the

Turks, or would they sing some fresh hymn as harsh and tuneless

and ridiculous as those they are singing to-day ?

The trouble is that all this bastard enthusiasm among a very

limited and very largely senseless class in this country may be mis-

taken by Nicholas the Third, as a similar movement was mistaken

by Nicholas the First, for the voice of the English people and of

responsible English statesmen. We who live in England know that

this kind of thing is alw'ays w’ith us. Like the cholera in Bengal,

it can always be studied in Hyde Park on Sunday afternoons, wEen
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fantastic and furious orators father round them sometimes ribald andO
sometimes gushing audiences, while they disclose all the mysteries

of the universe and discourse on its shortcomings. They are quite

harmless to us because we can measure their authority
;
nor is it

altogether a thing to be entirely deprecated that the politicians of

the pavement should declaim against the blots and stains upon our

social life, even if they are incurable. We all feel younger and more

hopeful than we sometimes look. The only thing to guard against

is that august foreigners should not mistake our real purpose because

we have so many ingenuous people among us. ‘ Plus apud nos vera

ratio valeat quam vulgi opinio,’ said a wiser man than most of us.

Henry H. Howorth.
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WAR AS THE SUPREME TEST OF

NATIONAL VALUE

Everywhere, or nearly everywhere, since the issue of the Tsar’s

eirenicon, has appeared the tacit theory that the great national

families of mankind had but to agree to disarm, or to cease to increase

their existing armaments, and the thing would be done.

And yet in the very existence of growths so vast and so deeply

inwoven in the woof of national being as the present naval and

military systems of Europe, lies surely some suggestion of a natural

cause. Hardly otherwise could the breath of caprice, hardly could

the intention of despots, hardly could the free choice of nations them-

selves induce the will to bear so great a burden, and to pay so great

a price. Not in this age alone, but in almost every age since that

of the Antonines, when, amidst universal peace, civilised man rotted

in decay, have war and the preparation for war been mighty and

ever-present factors in the life of mankind. Has then the whole of

the vast sum of w'ealth and life which has gone in and for war been

indeed a causeless and unnatural expenditure, without relevance to

the gradual evolution of man upon this planet ? It would seem

strange that phenomena so universal in time and in extent should

have had no natural base, or that, having had such a base, they should

at the present time be remediable by a conference of diplomatists.

In order to take an adequate view of the nature and effect

of war, let us dissociate ourselves from the narrow standpoint of

contemporary events and seek to regard time past as a man on a

mountain-top regards an immense stretch of country spread far down

beneath his gaze. So gazing, we should see the boundaries and the

conditions of nations, not fixed and immutable, nor possessed of any

principle of permanence, but fleeting and evanescent as figures in a

dream, or as the pictures on the screen of a magic lantern.

But upon nearly all the movements of advance, or of retrogres-

sion, which have constituted the history of nations, one seal is set.

It is the seal of war. Without this signature of success or failure, no

great movement, save only when men have gone forth to colonise

an uninhabited wilderness, has ever taken place. Ever and always

the clashing efforts of diverse groups of men, or (as in the early
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centuries of Christianity and again at the Keformation) of the advo-

cates of opposite schools of thought, have found at last their issue in

the battlefields of the world. ‘ Most horrible,’ say the peacemongers
;

‘ how frightful an expression of the unregenerate nature of man !

’

Doubtless these pious people, had they but possessed the functions of

Omnipotence, would have invented some better method of accom-

plishing the social evolution of mankind, but unfortunately they

were not consulted when our little earth was produced.

In order to realise the vastness of the part played by war in the

development of the human race, we have only to attempt to picture

to ourselves the state of the world had war been impossible. Taking as

an illustration only periods covered by records familiar to us all, let

us suppose that, after the Persian invasion had been repulsed, the fiat

had soneTorth that wars henceforth should cease. Then would Alex-

ander never have carried the culture of ancient Greece into Asia Minor

and Egypt. Then would the Ptolemies never have reigned, nor Alex-

andrian philosophy with its reflex action on Christianity have come

into being, nor Kome and Carthage have grappled for the mastery of

the world. The civilisation of the Eoman Empire would not have

held two hundred millions of human beings in its grip, nor sown the

seed of a harvest that far distant ages have reaped. For by war were

the bounds of that empire enlarged, and by war did whatever qualities

were greatest in Old Kome go forth to tinge the spirit and future of

man. Nor again, when at last the race of Kome was run, when the

vitality that once was hers had vanished, and when moral corruption

gnawed at her heart, as physical corruption eats into a body that is

dead, would the wild waves of regenerative barbarism have overflowed

her frontiers, and given to modern Europe its life and its strength.

And let us remember that the twenty-three centuries comprised in

the period here taken are but as a moment in the story of man-

kind, and that through countless ages the human race has advanced

through the agency and pathway of war. For, whatever epoch we
may select for review, we shall find it equally impossible to conceive

of an arrest of movement at that particular point
;
and how movement

is to continue, if war is to cease, is the real question which the

advocates of universal disarmament have to face. Of what moment
in human history can they assert that, from that moment, change

wrought by war should have been for ever denied ? Would they

have had America for all time left to Indians, half savage, as in

Mexico and Peru, or wholly savage, as in the North ? Or when the

Spaniard had effected his conquest, and the Church had sanctioned

his triumph, would they have refused to England and to the rest of

the world the right to dispute with him at the sword’s point and

with the mouths of cannon the sovereignty of a fresh continent ? If,

in either case, they answer in the affirmative, Canada and the United

Sta':es, with their seventy -five millions of inhabitants, representing
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equally with the rest of the Anglo-Saxon people the highest type of

human being, would not have existed, and from the consequent re-

striction of the means of subsistence large numbers^ of the persons

who pour forth platitudes on platforms and in newspapers about the

blessings of peace and the horrors of war would never have been

born—perhaps the sole argument that might be urged in favour of

their ideas. But it may be replied that though certainly movement
and change are vitally essential parts of human development (indeed,

how otherwise could there be development at all ? ), yet these might

have been attained by some other means than war. Unluckily, there

were no other means. An areopagus in which all the nations and

tribes of the earth should have been equally represented would have

been possible only if every human condition had been different from

what it was, and if there had been no tremendous diversities of

language, of religion, of civilisation, of nature and of race. And if

all these diversities, wdiich did exist, had not existed, then change

and movement, which are the expression of growth and retrogression,

would have been absent, because all mankind w'ould have been homo-

geneous.

It is, however, futile to imagine a state of things the exact

opposite of reality. As a matter of fact there has never been a

moment in history at which the assembly of such a universal court

would have been practicable. It follows therefore that if it be

admitted that change and movement were necessary, but that war

was wrong, then some other method of effecting change and move-

ment must be named. Again comes the question :
‘ What other

method ? ’ Would persuasion have induced the Eomans to welcome

the appearance among them of the barbarians who by their coming-

created a new world ? Would persuasion have induced the Spanish

to open wide the doors of America to competing peoples ? Persuasion

was tried, as in the case of Sir John Hawkins, and lamentably failed.

Did argument, or did Gustavus Adolphus, roll back the armed tide of

the counter-reformation by which the apostles of authority sought to

crush out the nascent freedom of human thought ? Persuasion, it is

plain, could have availed only if human nature had been radically

different from what it w^as.

It is w^ell to pause a moment here to consider the point wUich

has been reached, if the preceding considerations are sound. The

point is that, in the past history of man, wnr— so far from having

been an unmixed evil as it has often been represented—has been

the absolutely necessary condition of human advance. If at any

given period in the past, war could have been abolished (which was

impossible), social evolution must have been arrested, because the

only practicable means of effecting change and movement among

nations and states w^ould have been removed. In other words, the

then existing political conditions w'ould have been stereotyped.
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It cannot of course for an instant be contended that all wars

have made for the progress of civilisation. On the contrary, very

many wars, as for example those waged by the Turks in Europe,

have had an exactly opposite tendency
;
but it is essential to look at

results as a whole, and not in part, and, so viewed, the generally

beneficent action of war as a factor in human affairs is proved both

by the undeniable advance which has been made, and by the broad

fact that the nations which are the most potentdn war at the present

time are also the most moral and the most civilised. If through

the ages war generally had had an opposite tendency, mankind must

have receded to the state of the brutes, or perished altogether, long

ago, of its own hideous corruption.

If we consider the matter further we shall find that if we take,

not particular moments in the life of nations, but their life as a whole,

these effects of war are inevitable, because in the long run the war-

like strength of a people is the true reflex of their moral and mental

vigour. No nation, not sound at the core, can continue through a

long period to exhibit an incorrupt military administration, and,

without this, high military efficiency cannot be maintained. Nor,

unless the social structure of a country on the whole make for

righteousness, can it in the long run hold its ground. No better

illustration of this truth, which has its roots deep in the moral laws

of the universe, could be furnished than by the present state of the

Turkish Empire. The Turks are a race of soldiers
;
no men braver,

no men more apt for military service, can easily be found. Yet be-

cause their social structure is inferior to that of the Christian nations

whom in bygone centuries they have so frequently defeated, their

military efficiency has gradually decayed until it has obviously

become (in spite of transient successes over the weaker Greeks)

relatively far less than it was once. In like manner the corruption

which is -apparently rife in France, and which is alleged to be also

rife in Kussia, must in the long run impair the fighting capacities

of those States. Thus, considered from the point of view not of years

but of centuries, we see that war is the supreme test of national

value, and that in the past, at all events, it has clearly made for

advance, not for retrogression.

Having come so far, the question now arises whether the state of

the world and the nature of man have so radically changed as to

enable us henceforth to do without this previously essential factor in

social evolution. Are our political divisions now so perfect, and is

the character of nations now so uniform, that the constant alteration,

merging, and fusing of these divisions, which we have seen to have

been previously a law of progress, is no longer needed ? Assuredly

no sane being will answer this question in the affirmative. Never
perhaps—certainly very seldom—were the processes of national

growth on the one hand, and of national decay on the other, more
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visible and more potent than now. It is as though the long-hoarded

results of bygone generations were culminating dn our own time.

Within the last thirty years the map of Asia has been changed. The

Enssian, in civilisation inferior to other Europeans, but still superior to

the Asiatic, has annexed Central Asia and set his grip on China. The

German people, driven by the impulse of their own growing energy,

have planted their flag far in the South Pacific and have annexed

huge territories on both sides of the African continent. That con-

tinent itself is at this moment being divided between the Powers of

Europe
;
the darkness which has brooded over it through uncounted

ages is at last being followed by the dawn of day.

Again—in another hemisphere—the political conditions of South

America are plainly in a state of flux, and its confused populations

seem to be awaiting the moment when some force from without shall

at last compel the order, the law, and the security, lacking which its

vast natural resources cannot be developed. Europe itself, the agent

of so many changes, is subject to the operation of the same law of

growth, of movement, and of retrogression which it elsewhere ad-

ministers. It is a commonplace saying that the Latin races are

decaying. If, or when, that decay has far continued, who shall pre-

vent, and who would prevent, the growing peoples from entering into

and possessing their neighbours’ heritage ? If, for instance, processes

of decay persist in France, will not causes similar to those which have

recently led to the loss of the colonial empire of Spain, lead inevitably

to a like overthrow in the case of the French colonial empire also ?

And is it not manifestly to the advantage of humanity that persistent

decay should produce this result ? Nor can the territorial limits of

the European nations be regarded by anyone as fixed and immutable.

Austria is manifestly seething with disruptive forces. Turkey in

Europe and the Balkan States present endless probabilities of change.

In Eussia the same cause— starvation—which produced the first

French revolution, threatens to bring about an upheaval the effects

of which on the world at large must be prodigious indeed. To con-

ceive that growths and movements involving the supersession of one

nation or race by another can be prearranged by agreement is truly

an amazing thought. Will Eussia ever obtain the complete mastery

of Asia without fighting for it, or will she ever- -unless torn to

pieces by internal convulsion—abandon the attempt to gain that

mastery ?

To any one who realises that wars in our time are the expression

of vast natural forces, having their roots far down in national

character, there is something melancholy and pitiful in the delusion

that they can be for ever arrested by the breath of Ministers sitting

round a table. As well might a man bid a field of growing corn, or

a forest of growing trees, cease the competition of each blade and of

each saj)ling with every other blade and sapling, as bid the strongly
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marked divisions of the human race cease to grow and cease to com-

pete. If, in the example named, the order were obeyed, not only

would the competition cease but the growth also
;
and if nations did

indeed cease, the one to take advantage of the other's weakness, the

processes of biological law, and therefore the evolution of man, would

come to an end.

But in truth, in the nature of things, no such arrest is possible.

As well might monarchs and rulers seek to abolish the winds of the

heavens, or the earthquakes that shake the ground beneath their

feet, as to give pause, before the day of ultimate uniformity, to those

competing movements (due to infinite diversities) which are the

appointed means of man’s ascent.

It may be replied, however, that the actual proposals which have

evoked so much comment in the world at large, have for their object

not the abolition of war, but the reduction of armaments. A little

consideration will show that if the foregoing argument possess any

validity, an arbitrary standard of armaments will be as impossible, in

the long run, as an agreement to stop war altogether.

To prove this, let us assume that the Great Powers of the earth

agree, at the approaching Conference—if it ever meets—that their

relative military and naval forces shall always bear the same propor-

tion to one another that they bear now. But what may be called

the carrying capacity of States—that is to say, their power to endure

burdens—varies enormously from one generation to another. The

cost of the British Navy, w'hich was tremendous indeed, relatively to

the total revenue of Britain in 1814, when over 23,000,000/. sterling

was voted, is comparatively trifling now when the annual vote has

reached the same figure, because the national income has increased

more than sixfold. Suppose, then, that the existing standard be

fixed and that the wealth of France decrease, while that of Germany
increase, for the next twenty years. It is evident that then the

immutable standard will no longer be the same for the two countries,

for in the case of France it will imply a greater burden, and in the

case of Germany a less burden. Moreover, the power to make war

effectively depends not merely on direct warlike machinery, but on

the development of the means of communication and of applied

science among peoples. Thus it is extremely well known that the

progress of Kussian railway construction in Asia will add enormously

to her military power. Is then Bussia to be required to cease these

enterprises, and, if so, for how long ? If so, not only will her military

efficiency be impaired, but a means of communication of immense
future utility to civilisation will also be removed.

Again, still assuming that arrest of armaments rather than of wars

is the object to be aimed at, it is evident that the moment the latter

break out, the former will instantly be increased from motives of

self-preservation to the highest point which the resources of the

VoL. XLV—No. 2Gl Q
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belligerents will admit. Eeduction of armaments, even could it be

agreed upon, must therefore be necessarily a temporary expedient

only.

As a matter of fact, however, it has often been recognised, and

should never be forgotten, that the competing armaments of the

nineteenth century are the substitute for the wars of the eighteenth,

and it appears a probable speculation that they are a less exhausting

method of competition. Thus, in spite of her immense organisation

for war, it is beyond dispute that the prosperity of Germany was

never greater than it is at this moment, and that the standard of

living is constantly rising. How then can it be said that her veins

are being drained by the military burdens imposed ? On the other

hand, it is equally certain that Italy is unable to endure the weight

of her financial obligations. Here therefore is an illustration of the

strong nation growing stronger, and of the weak nation becoming

weaker. If this disparity grow, how can their present relative-

fighting values be maintained ?

To recapitulate.

(1) The appearance of fixedness in the bounds and conditions of

nations is entirely fallacious, being due merely to our taking an

insufficient extent of time for our survey. In reality these bounds

and conditions are constantly changing, these changes being due to

increases and decreases in the essential vigour of those strongly

differentiated groups into which, in the course of human evolution,,

mankind has become divided.

(2) Unless the vigorous nation or race can continue, as throughout

history, to expand and grow stronger at the expense of the decaying

nation or race, the fundamental condition of human advance will not

be fulfilled, and a state of stagnancy, ending in social death, will be

substituted for a state of progress.

(3) The only means, revealed to us by past experience, whereby

the vigorous people has supplanted the weaker, has been war, without

which change and movement must have ceased.

(4) Change and movement, the growth of those who use their

opportunities at the expense of those who abuse them, are as essential

now and in succeeding times as in the past.

(5) It is for the advocates of universal peace to show whether by

any and what method deca}fing nations and states can be persuaded

to abandon their territories, possessions, and privileges, without

fighting for them.

dims viewed, it will be seen that war appears simply a phase in

that tremendous and ceaseless process of competition which prevails

alike on sea and land—in the ocean depths, in the paths of the air, in

field and forest, throughout insect and animal and vegetable life.

The recoil from war, which is felt by so many minds, is merely

another instance of the eternal contrast bdween the upward trend of
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the human spirit and the physical environment by which that spirit

is conditioned. But to strive to reach the ideal by a short cut is not

only to fail to attain it, but also actually to postpone its arrival.

The extraordinary conclusions reached by some who ignore this ele-

mental truth are a proof of its reality. As an instance, we may take

the writings of one of the most thoroughgoing of living peace-

mongers—Count Tolstoi. He poses as the special interpreter of the

ethical teaching on this point of the founder of Christianity, and he

boldly announces that all war, and apparently all use of force (and

logically these are identical) are immoral.

It is hardly necessary to remark in passing that this interpre-

tation of the words of Christ, as recorded in the Grospels, is not the

interpretation of most Christian bodies in all ages. Alike by the

Eoman Church and the Grreek, and by most Protestant societies, has

it been held to be lawful for a Christian man to bear arms and to use

them. The Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England (I apologise

to Anglican divines for venturing to refer to these discredited formu-

laries) are explicit on this point.

The point which we have here to consider, however, is not a

question of authority, but one of fundamental morality. We may
argue it thus : Supposing Count Tolstoi, proceeding along some

lonely road, were to find a woman suffering cruel wrong at the hands

of a man, what would he conceive to be his duty ? If to interfere

by violence, then the use of force is justified as a general principle,

and its application to particular cases becomes entirely a question of

circumstances. If not to interfere by violence, then his notion of

obligation is diametrically opposed to the almost universal heart and

conscience of his fellows. Better, most would say, the rough energy

of a man than the emasculated cowardice of such a saint.

But passing from this case, where possibly the binding duty of

violent action will be admitted, let us take another. Suppose Count

Tolstoi to be the inhabitant of a city besieged by ferocious foes, who
would, if they succeeded in storming it, kill every man, and outrage

every woman. What, then, would he deem the duty which funda-

mental morality imposed upon him ? If to aid in the resistance,

then war in particular instances is justifiable, and, this being ont;e

conceded, all else becomes matter of circumstance and argument. If

not to resist, then once more does he oppose his single conception of

human duty to the all but unanimous opinion of good men in all

the centuries.

To show, however, how completely this last instance covers the

ground, and how closely connected in reality are the complicated

causes of modern war with a case so elementary as that named, let

us take yet another example.

Suppose that the inhabitants of a city, not actually besieged, had
their access to the pastures and arable land which supplied them
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with food interfered with by the men of another state
;
would they, or

would they not, be justified in resisting them ? Here we have a

condition of things precisely analogous to that which actually obtains

between Britain and Russia at this moment. Russia seeks to cut off

the access of Britain to the markets of China, which furnish, or might

furnish, means of subsistence to her industrial population. If war be

justifiable in the one case, it must be justifiable in the other. Count

Tolstoi would, however, probably reply that neither Russian nor

Briton ought to bear arms at all, and that if one of them will be so

naughty as to do so, then it is the duty of the other patiently to

submit, and starve to death, if that consequence should naturally

follow. Here, again, he opposes himself first to the received inter-

pretation of Christ’s teaching, of which interpretation he seems to

believe himself a monopolist, and next to the general conscience of

mankind.

Having regard to the utterly wild views of the causes of war to

which Count Tolstoi has recently given vent in an English news-

paper,^ in which he attributes this tremendous phenomenon, common
to all the ages, to the deliberate wickedness of ‘ an insignificant

minority who live in luxury and idleness upon the labour of the

workers,’ it may seem waste of time to try to confu':e him. For,

though doubtless a man of genius, it is apparent that he has never

applied his mind to think out the subject about which he feels so

strongly. But though no reasonable men would go the whole way
with Count Tolstoi, there are many good people who, because they

cannot or will not spare time to reason the matter out for themselves,

have a kind of weak idea that there must be something in such

w'holesale abuse.

Turning away, however, from objections wRich are in fact

superficial to the verge of puerility, w^e may w^ell ask whether the

conditions which make the possibility of war a necessity at the

present time must continue so long as the human race shall endure.

If the imminence of w'ar, as has been here maintained, be the

inevitable result of existing diversities among the types of men
now' living on this planet, it is evident that if the time shall ever

come when those diversities are no longer found, and all mankind

shall have been welded into one homogeneous wRole, then the cause

of conflict wdll have been removed. That there are potent agencies

at w'ork', wdiicli make for such ultimate and far-off unity, none can

deny, d’he silent march of invention, the constantly ensuing im-

])rovem(‘nt in communications, point clearly to the gradual fusion of

all the races of men. livery calfie that is laid, every telephone that

is put lip, every discovery that adds to the power of man over nature

l)i'ings ns an inch nearer to that distant day. There may come a

time wlien rnpidity of movement and of communication will hare

'

'J'lic Wc'iJ!ii)istcr Gazette, August 2J, 1808.
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reached such a pitch that the boundaries and territorial designations

of peoples will cease to have any meaning. If then mankind shall

not have grouped itself into other divisions than the national, war

must terminate, because the varying inequalities which have been

shown to be the cause of war will be at an end.

Yet unless human nature shall have been radically modified in

the course of evolution, unless it shall have attained amoral strength

and stature unknown at present, it appears certain that the attain-

ment of this much desired universal peace will be as the signal for

the beginning of universal decay. The existing law that that section

of the human race which is most morally sound, and therefore most

vigorous, shall have dominion over weaker portions of mankind will

cease to operate, because, by the hypothesis, all racial diversities will

have disappeared.

Failing, therefore, fresh sources of moral energy, uniformity

seemingly must involve stagnancy, and stagnancy is too soon

followed by corruption.

But for us, the strivin^y dwellers in a vigorous and moving

present, such speculations can have after all but an academic

interest. Not for us is it to pause in our national race, or to fall,

like laggards or cowards, aside from the battle.

In a former article in this Review,^ it was permitted me to argue

that the maintenance and the increase of the naval and military

forces of the British people were not only vital necessities but

binding moral duties of the highest kind, because to us had been

given by our history a work and a mission perhaps the loftiest ever

assigned to a people.

H. F. Wyatt.

* • The Ethics of Empire,’ April 1897.
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AN ALL-BRITISH CABLE SYSTEM

CABLES AS AUXILIARY JVEABOXS OF IMPERIAL DEFENCE

The navy is our first line of defence, and behind it, according to the

popular formula, are the army and reserves, the fixed land fortifica-

tions, and submarine mine fields. All this is admitted, and for ten

years past we have been strengthening and reorganising the naval

and military forces. The work was needed, urgently needed, in the

interests of the mother country and her wide-scattered colonies and

dependencies. The navy has- been doubled in strength, and its

efficiency greatly increased
;
something has been done to improve the

land forces, and the Empire’s distant fortresses of the seas—her

coaling stations and naval bases—have been rendered better able to

fulfil their functions. There the work of setting the Imperial defences

in order has stopped.

The war authorities have overlooked the cable as a weapon of

defence. In these days of rapid movements that precede the actual

declaration of war, the cable has an important part to perform. The

submarine cables are the nerves of the Empire, annihilating distance

and binding the mother country and her children together in face of

foes as nothing else can. We need go no further back than the

recent hostilities between Spain and America to find illustrations of

tlie cable’s use as an instrument of war. With efficient cable com-

munication those who may be called upon to direct the defence of

t))e Empire against the attacks of open enemies or covert foes

—

wearing the velvet glo^e until the strategical moment comes for

striking swiftly and strongly— will be able to deal with any develop-

ments. With the cable the naval and military headquarters in

1/ondon will be able to fight with the navy in the Channel or the

Mediterranean, or both, while at the same time placing India,

Canjida, Australia, or South Africa, as the case may be, in a condition of

defence. If the cables remain the real nerves of the Em2)ire j)assing

from armed station to armed station, a complete circle, there is no

cause to fear that any outpost will be surprised and humiliated

beyond hope of immediate redress. We have been on the threshold
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of war more than once lately, but since the telegraph and submarine

cable were invented we have not known what aid they might be in

waging actual hostilities against one of the Grreat Powers.

If war should come, are the cables that link all the colonies and

dependencies to the mother country secure from attack ? It will

be admitted that since the cable is such an important defensive

auxiliary, it is desirable that it shall pass over no foreign territory

where it could be cut, nor under any narrow seas from which it could

be readily raised by an enemy’s telegraph ship. Do the present

cable lines fulfil these primary conditions ?

Canada is now inseparably and directly linked by trans-Atlantic

cable with the mother country.

South Africa has two means of communicedion. From Cornwall

cables run out to Lisbon (Portugal), where they radiate east and

west. Some lines run along the bed of the JMediterranean and the

.Red Sea to Aden. At Aden they bifurcate, some messages going to

Bombay, Madras, Hongkong, Australia, and New Zealand, while others

run in a southerly direction to Zanzibar, Mozambique (Portugal), and

DelagoaBay (Portugal), and thence on to Durban and Cape Colony. The
eastern cable dips from Lisbon (Portugal) and is landed, among other

points, at Madeira (Portugal) and St. Vincent (Portugal), St. Louis

(French coaling station), Bissao (Portugal), Konakry and Porto Novo

(France), Prince’s Island (Portugal), St. Thome (Portugal), St. Paul

de Loando (Portugal), Benguela (Portugal), Mossamedes (Portugal),

and thence in one long stretch reaches Cape Colony.

Such facts as these call for little comment. The weakness of

such means of communication is glaring. The west coast line, even

if the neutrality of the Portuguese could be assured during hostilities,

passes through St. Louis, thus enabling the French to interrupt

•communication at any moment or to tamper with messages. Apart

from these dangers, the lines hug the coast line and are in shallow

waters, so that they could be grappled and cut.

But, it may be said, there is the eastern route by way of the

Mediterranean and the Red Sea. There is, but we have no means of

defending these many thousand knots of cable lying in shallow waters.

The present Commander-in-Chief of the British army has characterised

dependence on these cables as ‘unwise and suicidal.’ It needs no
gift of prophecy to state that in case of hostilities with either

Russia or France the cutting of these lines would be among the

first acts of warfare, and would probably precede, and not follow,

the formal declaration of war and the breaking off of diplomatic

relations. A cable can be grappled and cut at any depth up to 2,700

fathoms. How does this bear on the Mediterranean ? It is

separated into two basins by ridges that run out from Gibraltar and
from Sicily, where there is only a depth of 200 fathoms, while the

mean depth of the whole sea is only 7G8 fathoms. From these figures
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it will be understood that an enemy would have no difficulty in cutting

these cables and thus breaking off all communication to the eastward

and one of the cable lines to South Africa. This policy was outlined as

recently as 1898 by the semi-official Eussian journal, the Xovoe Vremja.

‘In case of an armed conflict between this country and England,’ it

stated, ‘ our task would be to block England’s communications with

India and Australia.’ It is not generally recognised how easy a

matter it is to tamper with cables. The manner in which the United

States was able to fish them up and hold and use them for their owb
purposes was something of a revelation of modern strategy. It is

a strategy which would be practised by France. In the French Navy
there are a number of telegraph ships. Complementary to the ‘ fleet

of “ Alabamas ”
’ to harass British commerce, on which one school of

naval authorities have set their hearts, these telegraph ships would

be busily engaged in severing the cables, and thus isolating the

mother country from her children. In case of hostilities with the

Dual Alliance, such w^ork could be left to France, and could be effected

at a minimum of risk with either Algiers, Tunis, or Biserta as a

base. With a length of 2,200 miles of sea to patrol and guard, it

stands to reason that no British naval force in the Mediterranean,

however powerful, could prevent this enterprise, while, on the other

hand, it is impossible to overestimate the disasters which might

result from the sudden cable isolation of India and Australia. One
point is significant, that the news would soon be known in Eussia,

whose cables run from St. Petersburg across Siberia and into China

and India, via Port Arthur. While the authorities at Downing Street

were labouring under the disadvantage of being unable to send a

word of warning to Alexandria, Aden, India, Australasia, or to either

of the British admirals in Eastern waters, the Dual Alliance would

have an uninterrupted cable to the Far East, with what results it

were more pleasant not to attempt to speculate. At one blow the

scheme of imperial defence would be disorganised.

It is not impossible that an enemy would risk a great deal to cut

not only the eastward lines, but the westward lines at one and the

same time. Since the latter hug the African continent, and are

actually landed on French soil, the cutting of this line to the

Cape would offer no difficulties. It might be cut, and who shall

say that it would not be tapped, thus materially strengthening

the hands of the Intelligence Departments of the allies ? Thus

we should have communication to Egypt, the Suez Canal, India,

Hongkong, Wei-Hai-Wei, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa

blocked, and British Africa would be completely isolated. When it

is borne in mind that the use of the navy as an effective and mobile

weapon depends very largely on the perfection of the cable communi-

cations betweeii the various units of the Empire, the serious results

which might follow upon such a catastrophe (so easily planned and
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executed by the enemy) will be readily grasped and the writer will

be exonerated from any charge of alarmism.

This is the most serious cable danger, but unfortunately it is not

alone. Now that the British and Egyptian flags once more wave

over Khartoum, Mr. Rhodes’s dream of a trans-African telegraph will

soon be an accomplished fact
;

this year will see its completion.

From the Cape to Cairo messages will then be sent, but from Cairo

to England they will pass over those same treacherous cables under

the shallow waters of the Mediterranean. Africa will be circled and

intersected by the cables, but there will not be a single line free

from the danger of interruption— and, it may be, telling its secrets

to an enemy. We may be sure Mr. Rhodes has seen this peril, but

we may be equally sure he has seen how the danger may be averted

and that he has faith in his race. It has dotted the world’s seas with

colonies and coaling stations
;
will it not also link these Empire out-

posts together with cables independent of foreign hospitality and

free from the danger of foreign interference ?

It will probably be said :
‘ But this is not the only danger; there

are the West India Islands.’ Just at present Englishmen are apt to

be impatient with the West Indies because they are not prosperous,

and Englishmen will not sit under misfortunes. But they are a

part of the Empire—another part that has no means of cable commu-
nication with Great Britain except by the grace of a foreign country

—in this case America. We have quarrelled with our cousins in the

United States in the past, and we may do so in the future. Who
can tell what that future has in store now that the United States

has entered on a policy of expansion over the seas ? But may heaven

forfend ! Apart from this aspect of the matter, is it politic or dignified

that between the motherland and her distant children there should

be no direct electric link ? Matters are not as bad as they were, for

the cable from England to Halifax has lately sent out a branch via

Bermuda to Jamaica. But for the other Islands messages still go by
way of Key West, Cuba, and Porto Rica, or else straggle along the

shores of Brazil, across Argentina, and thus reach their destination

via Peru, Ecuador, and Panama. Having ended the isolation of

Jamaica, it would not be a difficult or expensive task to join up the

other islands with the Bermuda- Halifax line. Compared with the

dangers in the Mediterranean and the West Coast of Africa, this is a

slight matter, because the remedy is not far to seek.

What can be done to end once and for all the existing cable peril,

and thus ensure efficient means of communication between all parts

of the British Empire—India, Ceylon, Hongkong, Wei-Hai-Wei, our

kith and kin in the treaty ports of China, in Australia and South
Africa? Sir Sandford Fleming comes forward with a solution of the

problem which he urges more on commercial than on defensive

grounds. It is a thoroughly practical scheme judged from the latter
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standpoint. He urges the construction of the long talked-of Pacific

cable and branch cables that would bring Downing Street in direct

touch with all the far-off centres of empire, without danger of foreign

interference or leakage. The scheme is all-British. From England

to Flalifax runs a cable which has been already referred to in connec-

tion with the West Indies. From Halifax, across the continent of

North America to Vancouver, the line follows the route of the

Canadian-Pacific Eailway. Vancouver is the point from which Sir

Sandford Fleming’s cables would radiate. The schemes fall under

three heads : cables in the Pacific, in the Indian Ocean, and in the

Atlantic.

I. Cables in the Pacific Ocean.

The cable from Vancouver would first find a mid-ocean station at

Fanning Island, second at Fiji Islands, third at Norfolk Island
;
at

Norfolk Island it would bifurcate, one branch extending to New
Zealand, the other to the eastern coast of Australia. . . . The land

lines of Australia would complete telegraphic connection with the

western coast, or it may be deemed expedient to substitute a cable for

the land lines over that portion of the interior between Adelaide and

Kinof George’s Sound.o o

II. Cables in the Indian Ocean.

From King George’s Sound, or other point in Western Australia,

the cable would extend to Cocos Island, thence to Mauritius,

and thence to Natal or Capetowm, as might be found expedient. Cocos

would become an important telegraphic centre
;

it would be a con-

venient point for connecting Singapore by a branch cable. Singapore

is already in connection with Hongkong by an all-British cable, via

Labuan, and Her Majesty’s Government can take possession by giving

twelve months’ notice. India could be reached by a branch from

Cocos to Colombo or Trincomalee in Ceylon. At Mauritius a connec-

tion would be formed with the existing cable to Seychelles, Aden, and

Bombay.

III. Cables in the Atlantic Ocean.

In order to avoid the shallow seas along the West Coast of Africa,

Spain, Portugal, and France, it is proposed that the cable should extend

from Capetown to Bermuda, touching at St. Helena, Ascension, and

Barbadoes as mid-ocean stations. At Bermuda a connection would

be formed with the existing cable to Halifax, and at that point with

the Canadian and transatlantic lines.

From a defensive point of view these three schemes offer many

important advantages, (’anada is the porter’s gate to the Empire.
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In time of war it would almost certainly be tire route, under certain

conditions, by which any necessary troops would be sent to Australia

and New Zealand, and the land lines running by the side of the

Canadian-Pacific Eailway would be continually under inspection, and

in case of mishap or foul play could be readily repaired. Vancouver

Island, guarded by sea by the ships of the British Pacific Squadron

—the dominating naval force in those waters and with the

Australian Squadron within call—and protected by adequate shore

fortifications, would be as admirable as the point for dropping the

Pacific cable as the well-defended and garrisoned town of Halifax is

for the landing of the transatlantic line. Lying in the depths of

the Pacific Ocean, the cable would be absolutely safe from inter-

ference.

This scheme of connecting Oreat Britain with Australasia is no

longer an idle dream. It has been discussed for several years, and

Canada at least is not merely passively friendly to the project, but is

understood to be willing to make a heavy contribution towards the

cost. There would, of course, be no hesitation on the part of the

British Colonial Office as soon as Canada and Australasia have agreed

what part they will take in the enterprise. The Pacific line is the

first link in this scheme of all-British cables, and that the oldest of

us will live to see it an accomplished fact seems beyond doubt, since

only the details of the disposition of the financial burden now remain

to be settled. Once this link is forged, the cable in the Indian

Ocean must be only a matter of time, a short time. When the first

link is complete, and Great Britain and Australasia grasp hands

without any foreigner looking on, who will be able to resist the

claim to complete the project ? To lay the whole of the cables

suggested by Sir Sandford Fleming would not be necessary, though

desirable. If South Africa and India (and therefore Hongkong and

Wei-Hai-Wei also) are joined up so as to end the present danger,

the cable from Capetown to Bermuda and Halifax might be per-

mitted to wait until the commercial success of the lines in the Pacific

and Indian Oceans justified another forward move.

Whatever importance the scheme has from a commercial point of

vievr—and Sir Sandford Fleming in his letter to Mr. Chamberlain

has made out an unanswerable case—that importance is at least

equalled on the grounds of the defensive needs of the Empire. These

cables would end the present anomalous position of many of our most

important coaling and naval bases, give them a double route to tlie im-

perial naval and military authorities in London, and render the cutting

of the existing lines a matter of comparative indifference. Tliese cables

would give one or two routes of communication between Great Britain

and the following ports, whose importance in the imperial chain of

defences it would be impossible to exaggerate : Hongkong, Singa-

pore, Trincomalee, Colombo, Aden, Capetown, Simon’s Bay, St
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Helena, Ascension, St. Lucia, Jamaica, Bermuda, Halifax and

Esquimalt, Durban, Karachi, Bombay, Madras, Calcutta, Eangoon,

Adelaide, Melbourne, Hobart, Sydney, Newcastle, Brisbane, Towns-

ville, Auckland, Wellington, Ljtteltown, Dunedin, King George’s

Sound, and Thursday Island.

The importance of coal as an—if not the—dominant factor in the

defence of an oversea empire was urged in this Keview^ of November
1898. Coaling stations are the larders of the navy, to which war-

ships must resort to fill their empty bunkers. How often these

visits are made depends upon the coal-carrying capacity of our ships,

all of which are superior in this respect to the vessels of any other

Power. The conditions which render it necessary for ships to call

at coaling stations with considerable frequency may be modified by
the use of briquettes and liquid fuel, but there is little likelihood

that any warships will ever be constructed that will be more inde-

pendent of their bases than the battleships of the Majestic type.

These ships, in theory, carry 900 tons of coal. In practice they take

about 2,000 tons, and this amount could in war time be increased by

nearly another 1,000 tons, giving a radius of independent cruising of

from 7,000 to 9,000 miles at a moderate speed. These vessels

represent the highest standard, but even they must look to coaling

bases for fresh supplies at more or less frequent intervals. The

tendency, however, is towards a reduction in bunker-room, and the

ships of the future will probably be less, instead of more, self-reliant.

Apart from the use of coaling stations for replenishing stores,

ammunition, and coal, they should be news-centres, points to which

information would be secretly and swiftly transmitted from the head-

quarters in London, and thus distributed to the fleet. It is a

debatable question how far the actions of an admiral should be

hampered by definite home instructions. The danger was illustrated

in the recent war. There can, however, be no difference on the

broad statement that every coaling base should become a branch

Intelligence Department, kept posted in the latest news of the

enemy’s movements. It is only in these circumstances that the

best use can be made of our necessarily scattered forces in war time.

It requires little effort of imagination to picture the fate of a closely

contested engagement decided by the advantage gained by effectual

means of communication. Sea power is efficient or non-efficient

according to its disposition. Inviolable cable communication is

thus an increasingly important factor in the defence of the Empire.

Shall it be ours ?

Here in brief detail is an imperial cable scheme worthy of the

Empire, which can be recommended on defensive and commercial

grounds as necessary to its due development and security. Its merits as

an auxiliary of defence have already been dealt with, and to complete
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the arguments from the commercial side it may be well to quote

from Sir Sandford Fleming

:

"VVe can as yet but faintly appreciate the extent to which the telegraph may
foe employed, because its use heretofore has been restricted, on long-distance mes-

sages, by almost prohibitory charges. . . . Existing long-distance cables are little

used by the general public
;
it may be said not at all, except in emergencies. They

are used in connection with commerce, the growing needs of whicli demand more

and more the employment of the telegraph, but owing to the high charges exacted

its use is limited to business which would suffer by delay. . . . Were the cables

owned by the State, large profits would not be the main object, and, precisely as

in the case of the land lines of the United Kingdom, it would be possible to reduce

charges so as to remove restrictions on trade and bring the service within reach of

many now debarred from using it.

When the Government assumed control of the inland telegraphs of the United

Kingdom it was found possible greatly to reduce charges. In 1869, the year before

the transfer, less than 7,000,000 messages were carried. At the transfer the rate

was reduced to Is. per message
;
... in the tenth year, 29,000,000 messages were

transmitted, with a surplus of revenue over expenditure of 354,060/. In another

decade the total annual business equalled 94,000,000, the operations still resulting

in a surplus of 251,806/., although the charge for a message had been meanwhile

reduced from one shilling to sixpence. It is indisputable that high charges restrict

the utility of sea cables as well as of land lines, while low charges have the opposite

effect. A few years ago the tariff of charges between Australia and London was

9^. Ad. per word. The proposal to establish the Pacific cable and the discussion

which followed led to the cheapening of the rate to As. Qd. per word. In 1890,

the year before the rates were lowered, the gross business consisted of 827,278

words. Last year (1897) it had increased to 2,349,901 words. In 1890, with high

charges, the revenue was 331,468/. In 1897, with reduced charges, the revenue

w^as 567,852/., or 236,384/. in excess of 1890, when the highest rates were exacted.
\

Such is the scheme for placing a girdle round the globe by means
of the electric cable, annihilating time and distance.

And the cost ? it will be asked. It could all be carried out for

probably less than 6,000,000^., and the Pacific cable alone would prob-

ably^ come within 2,000,000L of this total sum—merely the price of

two first-class battleships. Who shall say that at a time of warfare this

single line under the Pacific Ocean would not be worth a whole fleet

of warships ? Moreover, there are the commercial considerations.

Every penny spent on this cable would be primarily not in the interest

of defence but of the commerce between Great Britain and her
colonies

;
and would pay—how much who can foreshadow ? There

is no reason for believing that it would be less profitable than the
inland telegraph system has been to Great Britain.

Finally, the advantages of this great scheme w^ould be these :

(1) the cable w^ould be State-owned
; (2) the present tax on inter-

communication would cease, since the State would do all in its j)ower

to foster business
; (3) the Empire and its distant outposts would be

in close connection without fear of foreign interference
; (4) all the

more important coaling stations, except Malta and Gibraltar, would
be linked to the War Office and the Admiralty by a double route.
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The price for these blessings is 6,000,000^. Are they worth it ?

There can be no doubt as to the answer. On a single street im-

provement scheme the London County Council propose to invest

4
,
442

,
000 ^.

!

Archibald S. Hurd.

P.S.—The subjoined note from Mr. Rhodes to the writer will be

read with interest, and is published by his permission :

Baiiington Hotel, W.
17th January, 1899.

Dear Sir,—I have received your note of the 14th instant forwarding a proof

copy of your article entitled ‘An All-British Cable System.’

I think you are too sanguine in stating that ‘ this year will see the completion

of the Trans-Continental Telegraph.’ I consider that it will take quite three years

to complete, even if the line is constructed from both ends.

Naturally, for the security of the British Empire, an all-British cable would be

better, but I looked on my line as the greatest civiliser for Central Africa. At the

same time it will be rendered payable by carrying the South African cablegrams to

London. The real object of the line was of course to give England a grip of the

African continent right through.

Yours,

C. J. Rhodes.
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SKETCHES MADE IN GERMANY
{CONCLUDING ARTICLE)

PART I

There was rare excitement in Frau Pastor Wiedermann’s houseiiold

—excitement decorously suppressed in deference to the feelings of

their aged mistress, and in conformity to the old, the dear old

peaceful order of things, now on the eve of momentous change.

Visitors (which was Charlotte’s bland euphemism for the less com-

promising term, boarders) from England had been prepared for, and

were now momentarily expected, and lest the two girls should feel

lonely and homesick at'parting with their chaperon, who was travelling

further with two more girls, Frau Pastor herself was gone to the

station to welcome them. And Martin, who rarely allowed his

mother to go out alone, had rather unwillingly accompanied her, for

he would have preferred to greet the strangers under his mother’s

roof. And now that the extraordinary work was all done, now that

the domestic machinery and the new undermaid worked smoothly

and could not go wrong in her absence, for twelve hours at least,

Charlotte was cross and tired and snappish, and had obstinately

refused to go to bed with her sick headache. Charlotte was a

character in her morose way
;
though there were partial and dis-

criminating friends of the family who voted the woman a nuisance,

who could see no virtue in the ugly old woman, save her fanatical

love of cleanliness, which gave her no rest or peace from Monday
morning to Saturday night, so that by the time she had finished her

weekly round of official inspection it was time to begin de novo
;
and

often Frau Pastor herself, the pink of daintiness and order, would in

private lament to INIartin (Martin humorously sympathetic and a

fellow-sufferer), and fairly long for a temporary cessation of hostili-

ties and a little wholesome dirt. Charlotte’s other qualities, by the

way, were deep respect for her mistress
;
veneration for the memory

of a good master
;
superstitious regard for national customs and family

traditions; fiery, not to say volcanic, love for Martin, whose foster-

mother she had been
;
and a niggardly housekeeping spirit, direct-

ing the smallest expenditure with official greed and cunning at

times when Martin was in sore need of more drawing materials or

23d
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expensive pigments, the very smell of which turned Charlotte sick

and faint. And what difference to Martin could a quarter of a

pound of fresh butter, more or less, make in the cake ? And if the

miserly old woman liked to make a martyr of herself by drinking

eold coffee when she might drink beer. . . . But to return to that

afternoon.

‘ Charlotte, my dear,’ her mistress had exclaimed just before

starting for the station, and while she stood drawing on her black

silk gloves in the long and gloomy corridor, taking furtive bird-like

peeps at her reflection in the big mirror, while Martin searched the

•studio for his gloves— ‘ dear Charlotte, do go to bed. You have done

too much. Anna can manage quite well. I insist on your going to

bed, Charlotte.’

The little Frau Pastor was everlastingly insisting. When her

mistress insisted, Charlotte, more obstinate than the proverbial mule,

had an aggravating trick of smiling and saying nothing. So the

gaunt woman smiled, and placidly folded her hands, and shook her

grizzled head, and closed her lips with a snap. As everybody knew,

the commands of her mistress were but perfunctory admonitions
;

and who ever heard of Charlotte deserting her post so long as there

was anything fresh to worry about and she could just manage not to

succumb to a violent sick headache ?

Frau Pastor Wiedermann having insisted in her gentle way,

sighed, then said quite naturally ;

‘ Very well, Charlotte. Then I shall have no anxiety about the

chicken. Come, Martin, or we shall be late.’

Mother and son went out into the vestibule. Charlotte stood in

the doorway and watched her tiny mistress in her shabby widow’s

weeds and her handsome crippled boy (he was five-and-twenty years

of age and he looked nineteen), while the latter dexterously manipu-

lated his crutches in descending the three stone steps to the draughty

vestibule below. Frau Pastor Wiedermann lived parterre. She

would have chosen to live third Stage, because it w^as cheaper, had it

'not been for Martin, who chaffed his mother and Charlotte, and

laughed to scorn the feminine notion of there being danger in

descending three stone staircases on crutches.

The heavy outer doors closed with a dull bang that reverberated

through the great house and seemed to rouse Charlotte from brood-

ing thoughts. She closed the door of her mistress’s apartment, then

put her hand to her head distractedly, for she was a martyr to bilious

headaches. Her spare body, too, ached through zeal of work. How
still everything was ! She opened the door of the guest-chamber

and peeped in. All was in readiness for the two English girls.

There stood the two snow-white beds, each with its own screen
;
the

big couch, the two easy chairs; the pier glass between the casement

windows, and now ndlecling back to (.'harlotte’s brilliant, haggard
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eyes the gaunt figure of a weary woman with folds of pain in her

narrow shiny brow. Her gaze fell to the parquet. Only that

morning Anna, the new maid, and fresh and raw from a country mill,

had slipped on the parquet and slightly twisted her ankle, so that

Charlotte, inwardly fuming and volubly scolding, had been compelled

to stop in the midst of her cooking to bathe and bandage it
;
but

now it was quite well, thanks to Charlotte’s muttered threats. And
the old white porcelain stove—Charlotte ventured across the thresh-

old and laid her hand on the tiles—they glowed. Yes, the room

was quite warm enough. Softly she closed the door, and again put

her hand to her head, and staggered rather than walked to the kitchen,

where she collapsed, with a smothered cry, in her own high-backed

chair near one of the windows, not forgetting in her bodily pain to

dart the searchlight of her terrible grey gaze round the four walls

of her domain.

Everything was in order. Everything wore an exasperating air of

expectation. Everything waited like a scene on a stage
;
even the

old kitchen furniture seemed to have assumed for the high occasion

and for Charlotte’s special mortification smart airs of idle curiosity.

The very pots and pans had broken out into burnished leers, broad

grins of goblin anticipation, and seemed to be rioting among them-

selves at the rout of their hard mistress and common enemy

—

Charlotte, high-priestess of the scrubbing-brush and pail—and to be

mocking her with the words :

‘ They are coming. We are waiting. You are fretting. It is

your doing. You willed them to come. But nothing will ever be

the same again. You will never again be the same Charlotte. Your

mistress—Martin, for whom you would give your life—will never

again be the same old Martin. Everything will change. And you
called this change into being.’

And the woman, weary, excited, overwrought, anxious, doubtful,

fearful, in acute bodily pain, muttered in her dogged way :

‘ I’ve done my best. It must be for the best.’

And she rose, the tension of doubt and anxiety stretching every

movement, every thought, and drank greedily some cold coffee
;
then

sat down again and began to knit because she was restless, and could

not support the watchfulness of Anna’s guileless eyes, imposing

on her most secret looks and thoughts a maddening feeling of

restraint, till a moment came when she felt strong desire to strike

the girl. Living, as Charlotte lived, a cold, secret, self-suflBcing life

on the lonely heights of a supreme, if jealous and tyrannical, love,

she hated intruders, even of her own nationality
;
and these expected

guests were intruders from a strange land, coming with a strange

jargon to perplex and offend the ear.

‘ It is for Martin’s sake,’ she again muttered with something like

VoL, XLV—No. 264 R
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a sob of furious jealousy and a scorching tear in her hard grey eyes.

‘ It must be for the best. It shall be for the best.’

For Martin was going to be a great painter—one day. At present

he was heavily handicapped, sorely tried. His mother’s straitened

means did not allow of the study he craved for under a great master.

Art was long. Martin was five-and-tw^enty years of age. For seven

laborious years he had been lost in that lonely forest which encom-

passes the beautiful kingdom of art, wandering in dismal bypaths

leading no whither, of crude effort and fantastic strain, without light,

without guidance, without support. Battles had been fought, and

lost, and fought again, and yet again, with set teeth, pallid lips,

haggard eyes, a fainting heart, and the noble rage, the passionate

enthusiasm of a fiery soul in the deeps of a divine despair. Still

loomed before his longing eyes that stony track over w^hich the feet

of serious pilgrims must pass on bleeding— nor falter on the way—or

ever they shall be permitted to view% much less to conquer, those far-

off, smiling lands of peace, where amaranths bloom and streams of

nectar flow.

Watching Martin one day while he sat before his easel in a fit of

abstraction, Charlotte had begun to use her resourceful wits. It had

been no difficult matter to persuade her gentle mistress to take

boarders for Martin’s sake—English or Americans—as they paid well,

and the payments alone of two boarders would suffice to pay for the

study Martin craved for. They could live better, too. Martin was

looking pale and thin.

His mother sighed.

‘ Poor boy ! He has been very patient. You are right, Charlotte.

Time is passing. We must do something. Martin must study.

There will be very little for him to live on when I am gone away.’

To this Charlotte had made no reply. She had pondered Martin’s

future long before that memorable day, dw^elt upon it even while he

lay all day on his back and Charlotte read to him, in hours when

Martin suffered, and was strong, and possessed his ardent little soul

with the quiet heroism of a wounded soldier on a battlefield. Only

Martin was no soldier, only a hapless little crippled lad. Yes, even

so far back as in those terrible days of Martin’s suffering childhood

Charlotte had often reflected, with fresh-recurring throes of secret

joy, that always there would be her savings for Martin when his

mother should be gone away.

Charlotte was thinking of her savings, and wondering how much

a week it would take to feed the two English girls, when a bell

jangled in the corridor.

‘ I’ll go, Anna,’ Charlotte said quietly
;
but her heart beat loud

and fast. And was that laughter outside ?

Yes, there they were. And had those two tall, straight-limbed,

fresh-looking English girls been latter-day embodiments of the Furies,
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Charlotte could not have regarded them more coldly, or with greater

aversion.

They were standing on the steps, and looking upward—so that

they missed Charlotte’s scrutinising gaze—admiring something, a

massive garland of fresh flowers festooned round the door. Above

the door, in large letters of red calico on a white shield—were the

words :
‘ A hearty welcome.’

‘ How pretty !
’ the two girls exclaimed. ‘ And how very kind.

Is it for us, Frau Pastor ?
’

Frau Pastor in the background and looking pleased, moved—so

did Martin, for he felt his mother’s words coming—and the tableau

dissolved.

‘ It is a pretty custom we have in Germany,’ said Frau Pastor in

her very best English, which was, by the way, excellent.

‘ What a charming welcome !

’

‘ It is Martin’s work,’ said his mother, smiling.

The two girls turned to thank Martin, who blushed like a school-

boy, and then bowed like a courtier, in spite of his crutches. Or

was it because of his crutches ?

Schillerstrasse 18,

My dear Ellen,—We arrived in on Thursday, 1st, just three

weeks ago, and not a line from me till this scrawl arrives. Surely

I have been abroad months, not weeks. Certainly there is no clock

that can reckon the hours, the minutes, of those three long weeks, as

I have lived them. Yet our life is very quiet, even monotonous in

its routine, or it would be monotonous were the people around us

less interesting than I find them. Next week, it is true, there will

be excitement forthcoming in the shape of masters (and, German
masters). And as a kind of ‘ extra-speshul ’ excitement there will

be the Opera. Now for a peep, but only a ‘ snapshot ’ peep, into a

very quiet corner of German life.

We occupy, or rather our hostess occupies, an apartment on the

ground floor of a large house on the Schillerstrasse, a house with

heavy iron balconies to the front windows, large outer doors, a paved

vestibule, and stone staircases leading to regions we have not yet

explored. Frau Pastor Wiedermann is a dear, pretty, faded, shabby,

highly cultivated woman of about sixty, with iron-grey hair, very tiny

in person, very active, very courteous, most anxious for our bodily

comfort and the further enlightenment of our minds. She takes it

for granted, dear little soul, that we are both good Christians, and

that as in the Fatherland, so in our own dear country, EiN! feste

Burg ist unser Gott. She affects soft, clinging black dresses, in which

she glides from room to room without a rustle, and black lace caps

coming to a point on her grey hair, with long lapels reaching almost to

her waist. Dresses and caps, though they have but one fashion, and that

no longer in vogue, show a very fastidious daintiness. This small person
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with fairy-like proportions of figure, sweet, faded eyes, a waist like a

girl’s, you are to endow with the most charming, the most dignified

simplicity, and an air of old-world repose which nothing ever jars.

Imagine an earthquake, and Frau Pastor Wiedermann exclaiming

(but she never does exclaim in real life), ‘ Come, my dears, we shall

have plenty of time to escape.’ She met us in a very kindly way at

the station, and soon made us both feel quite at home with her. She

was accomj)anied by her only son, a cripple, who is almost as culti-

vated and as charming to live with as his mother—and she truly is

a highly gifted woman, with a wonderful retentive memory and an

extraordinary range of reading. She has a happy knack of dropping

interesting facts, little bits of polyglot information, every time she

takes up an argument, and this in the simplest way, without a

trace of pedantry. Already I feel quite ashamed of my homely stock of

general information, while Belle has taken to private reading (hard)

in her own room. And not only does this little lady speak and write

three or four languages—she also convinces you that she is equally at

home in the literature and in the manners and customs of the different

countries. It is quite instructive being her daily companion

;

humorous too at times, when press of duties and shortness of

breath and daylight compel her to mix politics, history, morals,

household matters, European literature, furniture, cookery, mending

—and boarders—in a wild and truly bewildering, but highly

delightful potpourri. We both like potpourri, consequently we

both get on very well with Frau Pastor Wiedermann, who leads a

busy life. ' There is no time to be idle ’ is often on her lips. But

I think her restlessness of mind and body is partly attributable

to an abiding sorrow—grief because of the affliction of an idolised son,

and the brooding sorrow of a faithful heart that mourns the loss of

its mate. Yes, I admire her very much, and perhaps I respect

her more. I admire her for her pride of stern duty, for her

conscientiousness. As our conversation in Grerman smacks at

present strongly of Ollendorf, she chatters English to us

first, then slowly translates every word, each difflcult idiom,

back into Gferman, making us repeat the words after her.

This, of course, is great fun for Martin, and neither he nor

his mother will allow us to shirk a word. You can imagine

better than I can render in words the truly ludicrous ‘ bog-

gling ’ of our English tongues over the Grerman ch. Yet we

laugh at our own mistakes. Even Charlotte, Frau Pastor’s factotum

and a grenadier kind of housekeeper, lady’s maid and humble

companion all in one—even Charlotte relaxes into a kind of cynic

spasm of the mouth whenever she listens to us talking German.

As to Martin—dear Nell, let the name stand, he is only a handsome

dark boy—Martin looks on approvingly, adroitly slipping in, when

he can, a word or two of easier explanation. There is a charm in
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learning a language in this way. And it is so much more interesting

and ever so much more amusing than the Ollendorff system
; to say

nothing of having Martin ready and amiable on all occasions to act

as walking dictionary, grammar and phrase-book. Now for Martin.

Nell, he is such a lovable, fascinating boy, with a fine head, charm-

ing manners (he would not be the son of his mother if he had not

charming manners), a musical voice, and— oh! such lovable brown

eyes. He, too, is simply saturated with well-grounded information

on things in general, and on the picture-galleries of Europe in

particular. His lameness is a sore trial—to his mother, not to Martin.

His voice would bring him both fame and fortune were it not for his

crutches. He sings to us in the evenings, but, strange to say, he

appears to think very lightly of his great musical gift. He loves

music, but only as a solace, a pastime. His passion is painting, his

great ambition to become a great painter. His studio is a long, bare,

lofty room, with a chair or two and an easel for furniture. The

whitewashed walls are lined from floor to ceiling with all his boyish

attempts and later studies, sketches, profiles. Madonnas. The boy

has genius—genius crossed by a malignant fate. When he talks of

what he is going to do, and I watch the changing lights in his eyes,

I am reminded of something ‘ struggling with the years to tell the

secret . . . through helpless eyes.’ Yet, crippled as he is, he has

still one of the happiest of souls, the soul of a brilliant and intellec-

tual boy, looking forward to the coming of some wonderful long-

looked-for event. When I entered his studio the first time, my gaze

was instantly attracted towards an old silver crucifix hanging on the

wall, and between the windows just in front of his easel. He seems to

have accepted his cross with almost joyous resignation, if you can con-

ceive such a thing. And there are times when his crutches move rapidly

over the ground, as if he were trying to keep up with invisible wings.

To hear him laugh does your heart good, so empty is the wonderful

voice of self-consciousness, so full of the elajioi life and youth—youth

with never an illusion missing. I think this is his great attraction. He
seems never conscious of his own bodily presence or individuality any-

where, never, or seldom, conscious of his crutches. And because you
feel so sorry for him, because you feel a wild longing to help him, to

do something for him, ^hen he uses his crutches he makes a fine and

delicate art of putting you at your ease, and of making you forget

for the time his need of them. To watch him using those dreadful

crutches is a revelation. Never does he allow them or your em-
barrassment and pain to compromise his manliness or his courtesy.

And where, perhaps, a stronger man might be pardoned for morbid

irritability or moroseness, Martin shows to the world a constant

serenity of temperament and a sweet, unruffled front. From the

minds and natures of both mother and son everything that is common,
everything that is conventional, everything sordid, petty, selfish^
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seems to have been eliminated by some secret moral or intellectual

force.

The discipline of life may have had something to do with it. The
son has his mother’s childlike faith in spiritual things, with the poet’s

larger vision to lure him into blissful forgetfulness of his ego.

Young, handsome, manly, gifted, unsophisticated, eminently human
and lovable, enthusiastic, with the heart of a boy and the earnestness

of a man—and on crutches, yet supremely happy and gay
;
always

occupied
;
with a sunny, radiant faith in the trinity of home affection,

work, and duty; his childhood’s faith in the Grod of his fathers

untouched
;

his love for his art a kind of materialised religion,

brought down from heaven to earth to dwell among men, to make
work and life and duty not only bearable, possible, but things of

secret joy and beauty. Ah, I envy the man. And often I wonder,

does he ever dream of another kingdom—of woman’s province, of

woman’s tenderness moved to love and passion, or does he picture

her less kind because he comes and goes on crutches ? I wonder. I

shall be always wondering till I know what blessed woman has won
that golden heart of him. And shall I ‘know him one day great,-

famous ? I am only a girl, but something, I know not what, some-

thing tells me that not until Martin has conquered that kingdom

where love reigns, not until he has learned to love some woman
greatly, will he strike that vital spark which is to infuse life into his

work and quicken effort into inspiration.

When Martin is at work in his studio I often stand to listen

to the quietness that reigns beyond the folding doors—a ‘ silence

and slow time ’ so tense with the yearnings of genius passioning

for the truth, genius thwarted, hindered by something intervening

with ironic malice prepense, that almost I can hear his heart break-

ing over his work. I can only stand and wait-—wait and listen,

listen, and yearn to help and comfort him, and wonder, does he

never hear the beating of a woman’s heart on the other side of

the door. . . . Oh, that closed door ! . . . The silence at times is

almost more than I can bear, for it rises up between us—him and

me— like a blind wall, and I want to beat it down with my hands.

Rarely do I find that door open
;
then it is his mother who lingers

fondly there. I hear her quavering voice :

‘ My son, it is time to rest.’

‘ Presently, mother.’

I just catch a glimpse of Martin, sitting astride a chair without a

back before the easel, pallet on thumb, brush suspended, liair rumpled

wildly, his tie off, waistcoat discarded, his face set in a glow of white

heat, his eyes full of flashing lights and haunted by a hungry look

that makes one’s heart ache.

‘ Presently, mother.’

She too glides away with a look in her sweet, faded face as though
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she were coming out of church. And such an atmosphere of brood-

ing, anxious mother-love guards entrance to Martin’s sanctum when

he is hard at work, so quietly do the servants move, so smooth is the

domestic machinery, so warm and sunny the household climate, that

it seems with them one long, happy, joyous Sunday of work all the

week, and no cant, no humbug, no affectation anywhere. He often

rises before it is light in his eagerness to be at work. As daylight

dawns and the servants move about a subdued whisper breaks out

and goes on busily, reminding one of the twittering of feathered

things outside among the trees. Then I can sleep no longer, and I lie

awake and listen. I love to meet him early in the morning—he is so

full of the wonderful Ran of youth and hope. After our early break-

fast of coffee and rolls he takes his pipe, which his mother always

fills for him, and disappears till our midday dinner, again to disappear

till coffee time in his mother’s little sitting-room. Here he relaxes.

Then I can tell by his mood, by his eyes, and his voice, the quality

of the work he has done. He is merry, serious, boisterous, pensive,

absent, answering at random, laughing like a schoolboy, or shaking

his wise young head like a foolish old philosopher. I love this quiet

hour in the early afternoon. Everybody, even the servants, seems to

rest for a space. The delicious smell of well-burnt coffee fills the

whole apartment. And Anna, the housemaid, in such a pretty head-

dress, with such wonderful masses of blonde hair that one thinks of

Gretchen and longs to see it in two pigtails down her back—Anna
moves quietly about, bringing coffee cups and delicious little cakes.

Frau Pastor talks to us—or Martin indulges in nonsense—and before

it grows dusk persuades Martin—we all persuade him—to go out for

air and exercise. He is lazy, tired, hates walking alone. Belle

glances wistfully at Frau Pastor, and if we have not been out earlier

in the afternoon we take our cue from her dear, kind face, and make
a rush for our rooms, while Charlotte brings her mistress’s outdoor

things and Martin tenderly goes down on one knee in the corridor to

button his little mother’s boots. According to the work we have
done we walk in the gardens or we saunter by the shops. Then
come the dear quiet evenings, when Martin sings to us after our work

for the morrow is all done
;
while somewhere in shadow-land, beyond

the arch of the lamplight, Martin’s mother sits, and rests, and listens,

with folded hands, a sweet rapt look in her faded eyes, as she steals

stolen glances at a portrait of Martin’s father hanging over the writing-

table. We, his mother’s guests, Martin treats with every courtesy,

but with a certain deferential, boyish familiarity, very sweet, too

sweet to be brotherly, too unconscious to be anything else, while he

rallies us both on our pensive moods, on our strong disinclination to

splutter broken German after German lieder in ^the voice of one
who can say anything and everything in song. As an only son, re-

membering an absent father, he shows a very touching tenderness
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literally compassing the little mother ‘ with sweet observances.’

I often think she drops her ball of knitting-wool or wilfully loses

her spectacles just to give Martin the pleasure of looking for them.

Abroad, when he meets a friend on the street, so quickly, so deftly

does he raise his cap, that one is hardly conscious of crutches brought

to a sudden, often a dangerous, standstill. . . .

Dear Ellen, have I said too much ? Forget to quiz. It is all

very real. And now good-night.

Do you hear those crutches in the corridor ? It is Martin saying

good-night to his mother. She never calls him Martin, always my
son, with a deep quavering inflection on the last word

;
it almost

brings the tears to one’s eyes.

‘ Grood-night, my son. Sleep well.’

. . . And that is Martin’s door closing. . .

Grood-night, dear Ellen
;
sleep well in the dear old home I love so

well. But I think I love Martin better. . . . Ay, better than the snow-

clad fells, better than the lakes by moonlight, better than the moun-

tain barriers of lovely, lonely, far Easedale. . . . Grood-night. . . .

Your loving friend,

Constance.

Katharine Blyth.
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LORD BEACONSFIELUS NOVELS

It can hardly be said that Lord Beaconsfield’s position as a novelist

is a vexed question, for it is not a question at all—he has no position

as a novelist. ‘ Nobody reads me,’ he himself lamented to Matthew

Arnold. Is this neglect deserved ?

In the year 1883 Mr. Anthony Trollope published the most

damaging of all published judgments on Lord Beaconsfield’s novels,

not excepting Sir Edward Hamley’s. Sir Edward’s review was witty

and graceful, as w'as all his literary work, but it is hardly less of a

parody on Lothair than Mr. Bret Harte’s Lothaw. Mr. Trollope’s

attack will serve, therefore, as the most convenient starting-point

for an examination of Lord Beaconsfield’s work. We shall see

whether there be any good in it or no.

After a highly appreciative notice of the novelists, his contem-

poraries and predecessors, he continues

:

IVIr. Disraeli has written so many novels, and has been so popular as a novehst,

that, whether for good or ill, I feel myself compelled to speak of him. He began

his career as an author early in life, publishing Vivian Grey when he was twenty-

three years old. He was very young for such work, though hardly young enough

to justify the excuse that he makes in his own preface, that it is a book written by a

boy. Dickens was, I think, younger when he wrote his Sketches by Boz, and as

young when he was writing the Pickwick Papers.

The facts are, that Vivian Grey was written in the years 1825-26,

when the author was between the ages of twenty and twenty-one,

and that Pickivick was written in 1836, when the author was twenty-

four. It is not a very material point, and from the serene point of

view of middle age we may even concede that it is entirely im-

material
;
but it is as well to get even immaterial points right, if we

mention them at all.

It was hardly longer ago than the other day when Mr. Disraeli brought out

Lothaii'j and between the two there were eight or ten others. To me they have

all had the same flavour of paiut and unreality. In whatever he has written he

has effected something which has been intended to strike his readers as uncommon,
and therefore grand.

This last indictment lacks the precision that should characterise

an indictment. There is much that is uncommon that is not grand

;

245
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there are a few things that are grand that are not uncommon. But

in truth the whole statement is beside the mark. Mr. Disraeli, as

he was then, wrote about railroads and dinner-parties, dances and

elections, the routine of public offices, and the vexed questions of

the day, such as strikes, hours of labour, the conditions of the life of

the ])Oor, the diversions of the wealthy
;
in short, he wrote of every-

day life, of everything that was neither uncommon nor grand. Only

he wrote of it all as a man of genius, and not as the scribes
;

if that

is what Mr. Trollope implies, there is no fault to be found with his

statement. The supernatural comes into several novels, and in regard

to that part of his work it may be fairly conceded that it is both

uncommon and grand.

‘ Because he has been bright and a man of genius, he has carried

his object as regards the young.’ There is nothing to *be done with

this statement except to challenge it directly. It is precisely young

people that continue to take no interest in his work.

‘ He has struck them wdth astonishment and aroused in their

imagination ideas of a world more glorious, more rich, more witty,

more enterprising than their own.’ This w^ould be no bad thing to

effect, if Lord Beaconsfield had effected it : but if he had done so, a

reference to his novels would be understood, and perhaps appreciated

:

which it is not.

But the glory has been the glory of pasteboard, and the wealth has been the

wealth of tinsel, the wit has been the wit of hairdressers, and the . enterprise has

been the -enterprise of mountebanks. An audacious conjuror has generally been

his hero—some youth who, by wonderful cleverness, can obtain success by every

intrigue that comes to his hand. Through it all there is a feeling of stage-proper-

ties, a smell of hair-oil, an aspect of buhl, a remembrance of tailors, and that

pricking of the conscience which must be the general accompaniment of paste

diamonds. I can understand that Mr. Disraeli should by his novels have instigated

many a young man and many a young woman on their way through life, but I

cannot understand that he should have instigated anyone to good. Vivian Grey
has had probably as many followers as Jack Sheppard, and has led his followers

in the same direction.

There is much here that is negligible, and something that is not.

We may pass by the buhl, the paste diamonds, and the hair-oil, without

missing much that is stimulating. But when we come to Jack

Sheppard and the mountebank we are face to face with a serious

charge, which must be met.

The charge must be met because it is made by Mr. Trollope,

but it is almost a waste of time to refute it. The three ])rincipal

heroes of Mr. Disraeli’s novels are Coningsby, Tancred, and Lothair.

Coningsby is a penniless yorung man, educated at Eton and Trinity

by the kindness of a wealthy grandfather, and destined for the Church

on account of his emotional nature. But under those too facile tears

there was concealed a force of character that his grandfather had not
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suspected. He changed his mind, and destined Coningsby for politics.

After which Coningsby changed sides
;
and, refusing to do his grand-

father’s bidding, sacrificed his inheritance to his political principles.

If to do this, or anything like this, is to be a mountebank.

Heaven send us many such mountebanks.

Tancred is the opposite of Coningsby. He is a young man born

to a great position, but terribly perplexed over the inequality of

human destiny and the various teachings of the Churches. He
determines to seek comfort in prayer to the Most High on the sacred

ground of Mount Sinai. He does so, nearly losing his life in the

attempt. There is hardly a word in the dictionary less applicable to

such a character than ‘ mountebank.’

Lothair is a young man who sq>ends a quarter of a million sterhng

in the cause of Italian independence, and is nearly slain at Mentana

fighting under Garibaldi. Mr. Trollope would have us call him

either ‘ an audacious conjuror ’ or a ‘ mountebank.’ Whatever

Lothair may have been, he was neither of these.

Mr. Trollope’s remarks on Vivian Grey make one suspect that he

has criticised the book without reading it. He says that it is of

pernicious example to the young : whereas it must be perfectly obvious

to anyone who has read beyond the first dozen pages that it is absolutely

unreadable by the young. Even those dozen pages, which are about

school life, are so grotesquely impossible that few young persons

would have patience to get through them. The rest of the book is

chiefly about English pohtics, the mediatised Princes of Germany,

and the condition of the Continent after the dissolution of the lloly

Koman Empire. It is hard to say why the study of these grave

matters should be expected to seduce the young from the paths of

virtue. It is true that through all these scenes there moves the

figure of Vivian Grey : but the moral of his career is precisely the

opposite to that which Mr. Trollope implies. For the story shows

what a sad thing a young man will make of life who ventures to act

without principle
;

and it lands the hero at last in such an

embarrassing position that the author has no course open to him
except to stop telling the story. No moral tale ending up ‘ Thus we
see ’ was ever more laboriously didactic.

This criticism of Lord Beaconsfield’s work is examined at some
length here because it sums up magisterially, and in literary form,

the views which are currently held on the subject. When so

accomplished a writer as Mr. Trollope can only make out an adverse

case by talking about hair- oil and buhl and Jack Sheppard, the time

may be said to have come when we may reasonably attempt a saner

estimate.

Let us try to forget for the moment that Lord Beaconsfield was an

Earl and a Knight of the Garter. Let us try to forget that he was

of the House of David. Let us apply to his work the tests that we
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should apply to the work of an ordinary aspirant to literary fame,

and simply inquire : What does he write about ? and how does he

write ?

As to matter, two subjects occupy all his novels—the govern-

ment of this world, and the hope of the world to come. Two
subjects also occupy Mr. Trollope’s novels—the hesitation of a young

lady in her choice among two or more young men, and the hesitation

of a young gentleman in his choice among two or more young ladies.

By skilfully developing the situation arising from these gentle

embarrassments Mr. Trollope produced many charming books and

earned 70,000^ In any six representative novelists of this century

he has a high place, perhaps the first place. But it will be admitted

that we breathe a larger air in Lord Beaconsfield’s work. We shall

do so, that is, if he has adequately treated his subject. And here, of

course, we come to the grand difficulty of estimating Lord Beacons-

field’s work. When Lothair, for instance, is under discussion, too

often does one hear the comment, ‘ Nobody ever talked like that.’

The scenes and characters of Lothair are so varied that the

magisterial ‘ nobody ’ implies an unusually wide experience of life.

But this charge of unreahty is a serious one.

It embodies in one word the essence of ]\Ir. Trollope’s diatribe,

and is probably derived from Mr. Trollope’s own stated conviction

that he had inferiors, but no superiors. This is the basis of the angry

contempt with which Lord Beaconsfield’s work is treated by novel-

readers
;

obviously it is not a conviction that can be reasoned

with.

But it may be noted that it subsists side by side with a habit of

mind which accepts any work of fiction provided that the style is

uncouth and that the incidents are sufficiently gross. The readers

who accept this kind of book as ‘ so true to Nature ’ have probably (to

their credit be it said) no first-hand knowledge of the life that it

pretends to describe. They have also, in all probability, no first-

hand knowledge of the working of the Cabinet, or the entanglements

of high policy. But they will accept accounts of one kind of life by

a presumed expert, at the same time that they reject as ‘ unreal
’

accounts of another kind of life (equally strange to them) by an

undoubted expert.

This inconsistency materially diminishes the respect with which

one receives the rejection of Lord Beaconsfield’s work on the ground

of defective manner.

His style is reasonably good, but it suffers, naturally, from the

fact that he was not exclusively, or even primarily, a man of letters.

Ifhe had cared to perfect his style he would never have passed a

passage like this from Lothair:

lioyalty, followed by the imperial presence of ambassadors, and escorted by a

^^rou]) of dazzling duchesses and paladins of high degree, was ushered with courteous
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pomp by tbe host and hostess into a choice saloon, hung with rose-coloured

tapestry and illuminated by chandeliers of crystal, where they were served from

gold plate.

This is very bad : and here is another passage that, in a different

way, is equally trying. It is from Coningshy, and describes a

meeting of the Grumpy Club, where Lucian Gay is telling the

story of ‘ the very respectable county family who had been established

in the shire for several generations, but who it was a fact had been

ever distinguished by the strange and humiliating peculiarity of

being born with sheep’s tails.’ The head of the family is called

Sir Mowbray Cholmondeley Featherstonehaugh, and the story is

about as amusing as one might expect. Or take these lines from

Endymion

:

Their equipages were distinguished, and when Mrs. Rodney entered the park,

driving her matchless ponies and attended by outriders, and herself bright as

Diana, the world leaning over its palings witnessed her appearance with equal

delight and admiration.

These are faults : and there are many of them. But many a

man whose reputation stands high commits faults of style that

are equally exasperating. For example, Mr. Thackeray’s habit of

dubbing everybody and everything ‘ honest,’ from General Webb down

to Esmond’s mare, frets one more than occasional passages in

questionable taste. And there is much to compensate one for these

lapses.

There are slovenly passages, it is true, and passages obviously

written when he was fatigued, and which he would not be at the pains

to recast. We must conclude that he had not a good narrative style.

But in compensation he could rise to heights that are hopelessly

inaccessible to the mere story-teller. The famous passage describing

the accession of the Queen is the best example of these :

In a palace in a garden, not in a haughty keep, proud with the fame but dark

with the violence of ages
;
not in a regal pile, bright with the splendour but soiled

with the intrigues of Courts and factions
;
in a palace in a garden, meet scene for

youth and innocence and beauty, came a voice that told the maiden that she must

ascend her throne.

A passage of surpassing grace, like this, calls for no pleading.

There are others : the prayer in Tancred, for instance
;
where the

noble exaltation of the language is made additionally striking by
contrast with the business-like courier who tells the pilgrim to ‘ go

out by the gate of Sion, pass through the Turkish cemetery, cross

the Kedron .... first path to the right leads to Bethany.’

After the meeting with the angel

—

A sound as of thunder roused Tancred from his trance. He looked round and
above. There rose the mountains sharp and black in the clear purple air; there

shone, with undimmed lustre, the Arabian stars
;
but the voice of the angel still

lingered in his ear. He descended the mountain
; at its base, near the convent,

were his slumbering guards, some steeds and crouching camels.
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As for his ‘ good things,’ they are as the sands of the sea in

number. In his earlier works they are—naturally—exuberant, not

to say extravagant
;

‘ the dark passion of the rich ragout,’ from The

Young Duke, for instance. And this passage lamenting the loss of a

wod digestion :O O

No more, no more, oh ! never more to me
That hour shall bring its rapture and its bliss

!

N0 more, no more, oh ! never more to me
Shall Flavour sit upon her thousand thrones

And, like a syren with a sunny smile,

Win to renewed excesses, each more sweet.

This is extravagant nonsense, of course, but it is very light and
amusing

;
and so much nonsense is published that is neither light

nor amusing. The man who ‘ offered his grateful thanks to Provi-

dence that his family was not unworthy of him ’ is a charming egoist

:

hit off in a phrase, where other people labour through volumes with-

out making their effect.

One is continually asked, ‘ Which is the best of Lord Beaconsfield’s

novels ? ’ Where all are so good it is hard to choose. But one may
arrive at something like an answer by a process of elimination.

Alroy should at once be ruled out. It is a work of genius,

absolutely unique, but only the inner circle of Disraelites will ever

appreciate it. Ixion is a brilliant skit : but it is only a skit.

Popanilla and the smaller works are equally unrepresentative.

The Young Duke is open to this reproach, that Mr. Isaac Disraeli

said, on its appearance, ‘ My son Benjamin, sir, has not so much as

ever set eyes on a duke, so far as I know.’ Henrietta Temple is

enchanting : the late Lord Tennyson greatly admired it. But it is

a love-story pure and simple.

Why will so few ladies read Lord Beaconsfield’s work ? No man
has written more nobly, more generously, more courteously of women.

No man has done so great justice to their influence and their

charm. No man has more strenuously defended their right to rank

as intellectual beings and not as dolls. For stupid people, in fact,

lx)th men and women, he had a horror. As a public man he must

have been aware of their existence
;
but his impatience of dulness is

reflected in his novels, where the world appears very much as it

must have appeared to Lord Beaconsfield himself, but assuredly as it

appears to few other people.

To resume our process of elimination, Gontarini Fleming must

go the way of Alroy : not that it is to be named in the same day

with that work of genius, but because from its excessive mannerism

only the inner circle will ever care for it. Heine thought highly

of it.

Conimjshy is perhaps the best known of all his novels—by name.

F)ut for the neophyte it contains too much political dissertation
;
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the same remark applies to Sybil. Lothair has been shouted down,

in spite of Professor Blackie
;
and Endymion has been laughed

down. Venetia is a not very successful attempt to vindicate the

character of Lord Byron
;

it is not a strong book. Vivicm Qrey is

crude, naturally
;
and although it is overflowing with high spirits, it

lacks form and is quite unrepresentative. There remains a book

that is rarely mentioned, but that should take rank immediately after

Esmond, if not side by side with that masterpiece

—

Tancred.

Tancred opens with scenes of rich comedy. A coming of age is

to be celebrated, and the cook is not equal to the occasion.

‘ They have written to Daubuz to send them the first artistof the age,’ said

Leander, ‘ and . . . Daubuz has written to me.’

Leander has come to consult Papa Prevost as to the choice of his

subordinates for the great occasion. Prevost had served under

Napoleon.

‘ It is something to have served under Napoleon,’ added Prevost, with the grand

air of the Imperial kitchen. ^ Had it not been for Waterloo I should have had the

Cross. But the Bourbons and the cooks of the Empire never could understand

each other. . . . When Monsieur passed my soup of Austerlitz iintasted, I knew
the old family was doomed.’

The chief difficulty was to And a man to dress the table.

‘ It demands an artist of high calibre,’ said Leander. ^ I only know one man
who realises my idea, and he is at St. Petersburg. You do not know Anastase ?

There is a man ! But the Emperor has him secure. He can scarcely complain,

however, since he is decorated, and has the rank of full colonel.’

‘ Ah,’ said Prevost mournfully, * there is no recognition of genius in this

country.’

The difficulty is surmounted, and the scene is transferred to Montacute

Castle, where the coming of age is to take place.

To identify the Duke of Bellamont would be an easy matter, but

as no key has ever been published, and it is known that Lord

Beaconsfield had no desire to see it published, the least that we can

do is to respect his wishes.

There is a short sketch of his family, and then we are taken to

White’s, where the young fellows are discussing the social event of

the moment, the coming of age of Tancred.

‘ I suppose old Bellamont is the devil’s own screw,’ said Lord Milford
;

‘ rich

governors, who have never been hard up, always are.’

‘ No
;
I believe he is a very good sort of fellow,’ said Lord V^alentine

;
^ at least,

my people always say so. I do not know much about him, for thej'^ never go

anywhere.’

‘ They have got Ijeander down at Montacute,’ said Mr. Cassilis. ‘ Had not

such a thing as a cook in the whole county. They say Lord Eskdale arranged the

cuisine for them ; so you will feed well, Valentine.’
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There is more bright talk at White’s, and then we go down to

Montacute, where Tancred’s parents are much touched by the offer

of the sitting member for the county to resign his seat immedi-

ately on Tancred attaining his majority. But the festivities have

hardly opened before a serious hitch takes place; Mr. Leander

wants to see Lord Eskdale. It is not that the people have been

impertinent
;
there is nothing wrong about the fish

;
it is something

far more serious.

‘ Leander, my lord, has been dressing dinners for a week
;
dinners, I will be

bound to say, which were never equalled in the Imperial kitchen, and the duke

has never made a single observation, or sent him a single message. Yesterday,

determined to outdo even himself, he sent up some escallopes de laitances de carpes

cl la Bellamont. In my time I have seen nothing like it, my lord. Ask Philippon,

ask Dumoreau what they thought of it ! Even the Englishman Smit, who never

says anything, opened his mouth and exclaimed
;
as for the Marmitons, they were

breathless
;
and I thought Achille, the youth of whom I spoke to you, my lord,

and who appears to me to be born with the true feeling, would have been overcome

with emotion. When it was finished, Leander retired to his room—I attended

him—and covered his face with his hands. Would you believe it, my lord ! Not

a word
;
not even a message. ... It is unheard of, my lord. The late Lord

Monmouth would have sent for Leander the very evening, or have written to him

a beautiful letter, which would have been preserved in his family
;
M. de Sidonia

would have sent him a tankard from his table. These things in themselves are

nothing
;
but they prove to a man of genius that he is understood. Had Leander

been in the Imperial kitchen, or even with the Emperor of Kussia, he would have

been decorated.’

The tactful Lord Eskdale gets over the difficulty by assuring

Leander that he had been summoned, ‘ not to receive the applause

of my cousin and his guests, but to form their taste.’ Inspired by

this lofty mission Leander rouses himself from his lethargy, and the

festivities are once more beyond danger of collapsing.

But after feasting came serious talk
;
it is a question of accepting

or rejecting Mr. Hungerford’s offer to resign his seat in Tancred’s

favour. The Bellamonts’ heir had been one term at Eton, and

afterwards at Christchurch, where his mother had written to him

every day. They hoped that he would come of age, marry a cousin,

and enter Parliament in the same year, remaining plain Lord

Montacute until he became Duke of Bellamont. His docility and

silence encouraged their confidence that they would always be able

to guide him. But Tancred was a thinker : and a melancholy one.

So when his father reminded him of his duty to support the State of

which he is a pillar, Tancred rejoins :
‘ Ah, if any one would tell me

what the State is. It seems to me your pillars remain, but they

sujqjort nothing
;

. . . they are no longer props, they are a ruin.’

The Duke is a good, simple man, who can imagine nothing more

profound behind his son’s reflections than the desire to ‘ hand us over

to the ten-pounders,’ who, as Tancred rejoins, ‘ do not even pretend

to be a State.’ Summoning up his courage, Tancred breaks the news
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to his father that he wishes to leave home and see the world : a

terrible thought to the Duke of Bellamont. But the Duke was a

very kind man : as a young man he had been bullied by his own

father, and he had no intention of revenging himself upon his own

son. He at once bent his mind to meeting his son’s disconcerting

views.* ‘ Travel,’ of course, meant Paris and Borne. ‘ I think, with

Brace, Bernard, and a medical man whom we can really trust, Harry

Howard at Paris, and the best letters from every other place, which

we will consult Lord Eskdale about—I think the danger will not be

extreme.’

The first step was taken, but it led Tancred nowhere. He must

needs begin again. It is not Paris that he wants to see, or Borne. ‘I

propose to make a pilgrimage to the sepulchre of my Saviour. ... I,

too, would kneel at that tomb . . . would lift up my voice to Heaven

and ask, What is Duty and what is Faith ? What ought I to do and

what ought I to believe ?
’

If the Duke was disconcerted, the Duchess was distraught
;
and

both were perplexed. ‘ It was only last year,’ mourned the Duchess,

‘ on his birthday that I sent him a complete set of the publications

of the Parker Society, my owm copy of Jewel, full of notes, and my
grandfather the Primate’s manuscript commentary on Chillingworth.’

If all this had ended so disastrously, there was only one course open to

the unhappy mother : her boy must see a Bishop at once. Tancred

sees the Prelate, who comforts him with the reflection that there will

soon be a Bisho^ at Manchester : to which Tancred rejoins that only an

angel at Manchester will satisfy him, and the Bishop reports that

Tancred is a visionary.

This is fearful, and the duke now comes forward with his

remedy. Lord Eskdale must be consulted. Lord Eskdale dines

with the unhappy parents alone, and decides that going to Jerusalem

is much better than going to the Jews. Advises compliance, upon
conditions—Tancred must go in his own yacht. It will take him a

year to find one, and in the meantime he must go into Society, where

he will forget all about Jerusalem. The Duchess consents, but feels

the sacrifice acutely. ‘ Dearest child ! 1 see him surrounded by pitfalls.’

He goes into Society—ticketed, so to speak, with his eccentric

resolve.

^ Jerusalem ? ’ said Mr. Ormsby, shrugging liis shoulders. ‘ What can he find to

do at Jerusalem ’

‘ What, indeed ? ’ said Lord Milford. ' My brother was there in ’39—he got

there after the bombardment of Acre—and he says there is absolutely no sport of

any kind.’

Tancred is attracted by Lady Constance Bawleigh, and the

Duchess is moderately happy at the news.

‘ If it only were Katherine, I should be quite happy !

’

‘ Don’t be uneasy,’ said Lord Eskdale
;

‘ there will be plenty of Katherines, and
Constances too, before he finishes.’

VoL. XLV—No. 2G4 S
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But Lady Constance turns out to be a Materialist. Frightful thought

!

Tancred must flee : he buys the Basilisk and applies to Eskdale

for letters. Eskdale gives him a line to Sidonia. ‘ I recommend

you to go, as he is the sort of man who will understand what you

mean, which neither your father nor I do exactly
;
and, besides, he

is a person to know. I enclose a line which you will send in, that

there may be no mistake. I should tell you, as you are very fresh,

that he is of the Hebrew race
;
so don’t go on too much about the

Holy Sepulchre.’

Tancred goes, and Sidonia divines his ambition in the famous

phrase, ‘ What you want is to. penetrate the great Asian mystery.’

The two men are sympathetic at once
;
and Tancred would soon be

off, but that he has rendered a small service to Lady Bertie and

Bellair. He makes that lady’s acquaintance and is at once fascinated.

She is the first femme incom'prise that he has met. Her melancholy

answers to his own. They have a common subject of interest in

Sidonia, whom Tancred knows and whom Lady Bertie wishes to know.

They are much together, and their friendship reveals to Tancred that

his goddess is the most inveterate female gambler in Europe
;
and

an unsuccessful one. This, then, is Society ! Where all should be

spiritual, and women most spiritual of all, it is possible that one may
be a Materialist and another a speculator in Narrow Granges ! Away
to the desert

!

The contrast between the lofty single-mindedness of Tancred

and the trivialities of the modern world in which he moves is as

clearly marked in the East as it had been in London. In England

nobody takes the trouble even to understand his mind. Lord

Milford gives up the problem after remarking that there is abso-

lutely no sport to be had in Jerusalem. In the East he is an object

of the most eager curiosity, the basis of which is generally the desire

to make something out of him. His only guides are his own resolu-

tion and the sagacity of his courier Baroni.

‘ There,’ said Baroni . . . speaking’ as if he were showing the way to Kensington,

‘ there is Gethsemane, the path to the right leads to Bethany.’

A matter-of-fact person like this is of some support to an emotional

traveller in strange scenes. It is not only the scenes among which

Tancred moves that are strange to him, it is the people with whom he

has to deal. It is chiefly, of course, the different religions of Syria

that engage his interest. There are many : the Druses, the Maronites,

the Bedouins, the Ansarey, the Hebrews, the Latins, Greeks, and

Moslems
;
each speaks of the other, and all speak to Tancred. The

result is a gallery of wonderfully vivid portraits, and a tale of

absorbing interest. The chief figures are Adam Besso the banker,

his daughter Eva, and his nephew Fakredeen, the Emir of the

Ijebanon. The last-named is a Shehaab, a most engaging young
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scoundrel, who fully justifies Baroni’s dictum": ‘ I have known a good

many Shehaabs, and if you will tell me their company, I will tell

you what their religion is.’ He plots with a Sheikh to have Tancred

seized in the desert on his way to Sinai, and put to ransom for two

millions of piastres. His plot partly succeeds, and Tancred is

wounded and taken jDrisoner. But Besso the banker, who had

married the Sheikh’s daughter, is highly indignant at the affront put

upon any friend of Sidonia’s, and sends his daughter Eva to negotiate

Tancred’s release.

She arrives to find Tancred delirious. While a prisoner he has

prevailed upon the Sheikh to allow him to make his pilgrimage to

Sinai. It is an impressive incident, adequately handled
;

I shall not

attempt to epitomise it : the immediate result was delirium.

On Tancred’s recovery the Emir h’akredeen, his betrayer, who has

taken a great fancy to him, invites him to stay in his castle on

Mount Lebanon. • Tancred accepts with enthusiasm, his warm-

hearted nature responding eagerly to all advances. Baroni is not so

sure. ‘ Those Shehaabs,’ he says, ‘ they are such a set, always after

something.’ In this instance the Emir is after a loan, which he

disguises under endless bright and audacious talk about the regenera-

tion of Asia.

The regeneration of Asia is also Tancred’s ambition
;
but not by

means of a loan. He is seeking for some principle that shall

compose the warring religions of Asia and unite them in a renovating

conquest. His object grows more and more unlikely of attainment

as he becomes acquainted with them
;
and he realises the hopeless

tangle that he has set himself to unravel when, after much amusing-

diplomacy, he contrives to visit the Ansarey. It appears that the

Ansarey have preserved, together with the statues of the gods of

Antioch, the traditions of the Gfreek faith. The two travellers have

obtained access to the Court of the Ansarey through the clever

diplomacy of Baroni, who pretends that Tancred is one of themselves.

This deception is easily sustained, as Tancred is a Christ Church man
who has taken high classical honours, and is even more familar with

classical Gfreek and Greek lore than the Ansarey themselves. But
the discovery which so fatally embarrasses the mind of Tancred
steadies the mind of Fakredeen. Clearly there is no chance of

wheedling a loan out of Tancred, so his friend throws him over,

maligns him to the Queen of the Ansarey, and procures an order for

the execution of Eva, daughter of Adam Besso, who has fallen into

the hands of the Ansarey, and of whom the (^ueen is jealous. He
then helps Eva to escape, in order to earn the gratitude of her father,

and leaves Tancred alone at the Court of the Ansarey to get out of

his difficulties as best he may. The difficulties are serious : for the
Basha, with five thousand regulars, marches from Aleppo to chastise

the Ansarey for some little irregularities. Tancred stands by the

8 1.
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Queen, and guides her troops to victory
;
but being cut off, be makes

bis way to the Desert and thence to Jerusalem. At Bethany he

encounters Eva Besso, whose fortitude and intellierence have lonsr

commanded his devotion. In the midst of a passionate declaration,

he is surprised by a certain tumult attending a procession of

personages through the olive-trees : the Duke and Duchess of

Bellamont have been unable to restrain their anxiety any longer, and
have come to Jerusalem to look after their son.

This fragmentary sketch must serve as a hint of the kind of plot

that Lord Beaconsfield loved to develoj). There are galleries of

portraits, much bright talk
;

lofty scenes, lofty objects. It is as-

different from the curate-and-tea-party novel as can possibly be.

Not that the curate-and-tea-party novel is not admirable
;

it is very

soothing. But it is not of Disraeli’s art. There is a cabbage by
Mieris, and it is very precious; but there is also a feast by Veronese^

which is perhaps nobler art.

Let us now consider Lord Beaconsfield’s novels as vehicles of

political information. In examining their value as social sketches we
took for our starting-point the most damaging criticism of them ever

published. Now that we are endeavouring to determine whether the

student of politics may profitably read them or no, let us say at once

the worst ever said of him. It is easily said
;

it is but one word

—

‘ Charlatan !

’

We shall do no harm by getting to facts at once. Take this>

passage from Coningsby, written in 1843 :

‘You will observe one curious trait,’ said Sidonia to Coningsby, ‘in the bistory

of this country : the depository of power is always unpopular
;
all combine against

it
;

it always falls. Power was deposited in the great barons
;
the Church, using

the king for its instrument, crushed the great barons. Power was deposited in

the Church
;
the king, bribing the Parliament, plundered the Church. Power was

deposited in the kings
;
the Parliament, using the people, beheaded the king,,

expelled the king, changed the king, and, finally, for a king substituted an admini-

strative officer. For one hundred and fifty years -power has been deposited in the

Parliament, and for the last sixty or seventy years it has been becoming more and.

more unpopular.’

This is a good example of the writing that rouses the wrath of

Lord Beaconsfield’s critics. ‘ Here,’ they say, ‘ is a passage reviewing,,

or pretending to review, a long period of history, parading much
knowledge, apparently profound but really superficial, and leading

through much shallow rhetoric to an unsound conclusion.’

At X)age 482 of volume i. of Dr. Stubbs’s Constitutional History

of England, 1897 edition, there is this passage :

The royal power has curbed the feudal S])irit and reduced the system to its

prop(;r insignificance. The royal power, having reached its climax, has forced oji

the people trained under it the knowledge that it, in its turn, must be curbed, and

that they have the strength to curb it. The Church, the baronage, and the people'-

have found by different ways their true and common interest. This has not been

done without struggles that have seemed at certain times to be internecine. The-
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people, the baronage, and the Church have been severally crushed, reformed,

revived, and reorganised. More than once the balance of forces has been readjusted.

The Crown has humbled the baronage with the help of the people, and the Church

with the help of the baronage. Each in turn has been made to strengthen the

royal power, and has been taught in the process to know its own strength. By
law the people have been raised from the dust, the baronage forced to obedience,

the clergy deprived of the immunities that were destroying their national character

and counteracting their spiritual work. The three estates, trained in and by

royal law, have learned how law can be applied to the very power that forced the

iessoii upon them.

Allowing for differences of style, these two passages are identical

;

and we may contemplate with altered feelings the word ‘ charlatan.’

It would not be sound to maintain that all the political views put

forward in the novels are as easily justified as this. As the important

characters are mostly political personages, they naturally put forward

highly conflicting opinions. But the author himself put forward

some that w'ere startling. Here we come to Lord Beaconsfield’s

limitations as a historian. His qualifications it is unnecessary to

enumerate
;
his limitations are tw'o : dearly he loved a good phrase,

dearly he loved a good fighting position. Therefore when he came

to sum up the Kevolution of the seventeenth century, we need not be

surprised to find the famous conclusion :
‘ Eightly was King Charles

surnamed the Martyr, for he was the holocaust of direct taxation.’

But, after all, one does not go to novels to do lessons
;
so the

historical lore of Lord Beaconsfield, whether it receives support from

recognised authority or not, is of minor importance when compared

with his plots. He chose youths for his heroes, and cared little

whether they succeeded or failed, so long as they were energetic.

He was uninterested in self-indulgent youth, wdiether the indulgence

was gross or gentle. They must possess as much as possible of the

energy of his own mighty race before he cared to study their careers.

They must be intelligent, resolute, honourable, and adventurous.

Coningsby, obedient to his grandfather and taking his principles

from the head of his house, w’ould have been dismissed in a j)aragraph.

But the whole of Coningsby’s character leads up to the scene where,

in reply to Lord Monmouth’s orders, Coningsby plucks up courage to

•say:

‘ I have no wish to enter Parliament.’
‘ What? ’ said Lord Monmouth.
‘ I feel that I am not yet sufliciently prepared for so great a responsibility as a

seat in the House of Commons,’ said Coningsby.
‘ Kesponsibility !

’ said Lord Monmouth, smiling
;

‘ what responsibility is there ?

dlow can any one have a more agreeable seat ? The only person to whom you are

responsible is your own relation, who brings you in. And I don’t suppose there

.can be any dillerence on any point between us . . . All you have got to do is to

r»'ote with your party. . .
.’

‘ You mean, of course, by that term, the Conservative party ?
’

^ Of course
;
our friends.’
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‘ I am sorry,’ said Coningsby, rather pale, but speaking with firmness, ‘ I am
sorry that I could not support the Conservative party.’

‘ By God !
’ exclaimed Lord Monmouth . . .

‘ some woman has got hold of him

and made him a Whig.’

‘ No, my dear grandfather,’ said Coningsby, scarcely able to repress a smile,

serious as the interview was becoming, ‘ nothing of the kind, I assure you. No
person can be more anti-Whig.’

‘ I don’t know what you are driving at, sir,’ said Lord Monmouth, in a hard

dry tone.

Coningsby endeavours to explain, and Lord Monmouth tries to

follow him.

‘ You mean giving up those Irish corporations ? ’ said Lord Monmouth. ‘ Well,

between ourselves I am quite of the same opinion. But we must mount higher ;

we must go to ’28 for the real mischief. . . . And it is our own fault that we have

let the chief power out of the hands of our own order. It was never thought of

in the time of your great-grandfather, sir. And if a Commoner were for a season

permitted to be the nominal Premier to do the detail, there was always a secret

committee of great 1G88 nobles to give him his instructions.’

‘ I should be very sorry to see secret committees of great 1688 nobles again,’

said Coningsby.
‘ Then what tbe devil do you want to see ? ’ said Lord Monmouth.
‘ Political faith,’ said Coningsby, ‘ instead of political infidelity.’

Tliis idea takes some developing, and Lord Monmouth announces, in

return, his own political faith.

‘You go with your family, sir, like a gentleman; you are not to consider your

opinions, like a philosopher or a political adventurer.’

‘ Yes, sir,’ said Coningsby with animation, ‘but men going with their families,

like gentlemen, and losing sight of every principle on which the society of this

country ought to be established, produced the Ileform Bill.’

‘ Damn the Beform Bill !
’ said Lord Monmouth. ‘ If the Duke had not

quarrelled with Lord Grey on a Coal Committee Ave should neA^er have had the>

Keform Bill, and Grey would have gone to Ireland.’

Coniugsby stands to his guns, but Lord Monmouth has had enough

of being heckled by his grandson, and he concludes the interview by-

saying :
‘ I tell you what it is, Harr}^

;
members of this family may'

think as they like, but they must act as I please.’ Coningsby

disobeys and is disinherited
;
but he succeeds in the end through the-

influences developed in the later novel of Endymion, and summed^

up in the interview between Lady Alontfort and Endymion.

‘Everything in this Avorld depends upon Avill.’

‘ 1 think everythiiTg in this world depends upon w'omen,’ said Endymion.
‘ It is the same thing,’ said Berengaria.

Plndymion succeeds, and Coningsby, as we have seen, and Egre-

mont : but not Alroy, Lothair, or Tancred. It is not success that is the-

end enjoined by the career of Lord Beaconsfield’s heroes : it is the

Iieroic attemp)ting of the impossible for the sake of an idea. If he-

does not worship success, still less does he worship money. Intellect

he cherishes and loves to study. The ordinary stupid person attracts-
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him no more than the ordinary self-indulgent person. He would

not have had the patience to produce a Grandcourt, still less could

he have drawn ‘ Bel-Ami.’

The failures of Lothair best exemplify the statement ventured

in this article—that the two subjects of Lord Beaconsfield’s novels are

the government of this world and the hope of the world to come.

These two thoughts occupy all the important characters of this

brilliant work, prompt their actions, and inspire their conversation.

Lothair is one of the heroes who are born rich
;

Alroy, Charlie

Egremont, and Endymion are poor. The date of his birth may be

taken to be 1847, at the height of the religious agitation that drove

one of his guardians into the Eoman Church, and caused the other to

keep his ward away from Oxford as long as possible. Lothair is eager

and earnest, with those decided opinions that mean so much misery

for their unhappy owner. At twenty his mind is made up on all

important questions. It is a lofty mind
;
and he intends to devote

his fortune to suppressing pauperism and infidelity. Society he

does not care for, having been to one party, which he thought ‘ a

mass of affectation, falsehood, and malice.’ It is indispensable to his^

plans for the world that he should be united to a certain young lady,,

and here he meets with a difficulty : the young lady’s mother

interferes and forbids the engagement. Thus all his plans are

brought to naught. But one feels that there may be hope for his

withered heart, because, when he meets her at a ball, her temper

answers to his own.

^ You are a most ardent politician,’ said Lothair.

‘ Ok ! I do not care in the least about common politics, parties, and office and

all that
;
I neither regard nor understand them. But when wicked men try to

destroy the country, then I like my family to be in the front.’

Lothair, having gone into Society to drown care and disappoint-

ment, has made some acquaintances since the story opened; and

among them are those very ‘ wicked men,’ with whom he finds that

he is much in sympathy. The complication is fearful
;
but his mind is

partly soothed by the conversation of a chance acquaintance who
does not know what the Anglican position is. Kefreshing ignorance !

Lothair often goes to call on her. She is devoted to the cause of

Italian independence, and has many charming friends, one of whom
greatly encourages him.

^The only tolerable thing in life is action, and action is feeble without youth.

"What if you do not obtain your immediate object? You always think you will,

and the detail of the adventure is full of rapture. And thus it is the blunders of

youth are preferable to the triumphs of manhood or the successes of old age.’

^ Well, it will be a consolation for me to remember this when I am in a scrape,’

said Lothair.

‘ Oh ! you have many, many scrapes awaiting you,’ said the princess. ^ You
may look forward to at least ten years of blunders : that is, illusions

;
that is,

happiness. Fortunate young man !

’
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This is a wholesome atmosphere for a young man hag-ridden

by the Eoman position; and, taking things more lightly, he finds

that there is something in life, after all, despite unkind mothers of

charming ladies and the wTangling of learned divines who will not

accept the Anglican position. He comes of age
;
there is a great house

party, and Lothair appears to be absorbed in his duties as a host.

But all this luxury and splendour comforts him but little
;
and when

the call to action comes, it finds him ready and eager. The lady who
is so devoted to the cause of Italian independence is one of his guests.

There comes to her an emissary
;

it appears that the hour has come.

But funds are lacking. Her own fortune and her husband’s are both

gone. But Lothair, it appears, has a quarter of a million of accumu-

lations. His lawyer wishes him to devote this to buying a property

that will round off his already vast estates. His guardian would

dearly like to see him build a cathedral. But Lothair has had

enough of religious speculation, and has more estates already than

he can look after
;
so the 250,000^. goes to Birmingham, and Lothair

accepts the command of a company in the revolutionary army of Italy.

The campaign ends at Mentana, where Lothair is desperately

wounded. A decidedly unfair advantage is taken of his enfeebled

condition to pledge him, during convalescence, to religious views

that he has examined and found wanting. His nervous system gives

way, and on recovering his health he takes the first opportunity of

evading his companions, who are practically his captors, and escapes

to Malta.

Thus he has failed in all his great aims : the Churches will not be

reconciled by him
;
Italy is still without her capital

;
there is as much

poverty as ever. When he re-enters White’s, on his return to

England, it appears that his absence has been unnoticed—so inde-

pendent is the world of the devotion of ardent young men. But if

he has failed, he has failed in attempting great things, and he is

rewarded by the hand of the lady whose consent has been recorded

in the famous phrase :
‘ I have been in Corisande’s garden, and she

has given me a rose.’

Professor Blackie went so far as to call this novel ‘ manly
;

’ and

wliat Professor Blackie calls ‘ manly ’ ought surely to receive our

respectful attention. For works of such eminent merit a long life

is assured. They will undoubtedly outlive many books that are

now preferred to them. Their high spirits, intense vitality, variety

of plot, beauty of language, and lofty tone justify us in calling them

masterpieces. The mental equipment of any generation that neglects

to read them will, for long to come, be decidedly the poorer for the

omission.

^\'Ai/rER 1^’keu'en Lord.
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THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

Though, so far as science can yet discern, the great process of evolu-

tion, in every department of its activity, proceeds ceaselessly onwards,

never reproducing, in very truth, forms to which it has given birth

and then destroyed, nevertheless it now and again develops phe-

nomena which resemble singularly, if superficially, the products of

its activity in earlier ages.

The bats and flying-foxes of our own day recall to mind the

winged reptiles of the secondary age of geological time, as the huge

Ichthyosauri of the then existing seas are dimly imaged forth by our

dolphins and porpoises, the probable descendants of some swine-like

beast which became marine and legless long after their reptilian

predecessors had ceased to be.

In the political development of tribes and nations, in art, in

poetry, religion, and the highest regions of human thought, analogous

recurrences now and again manifest themselves.

It is to one such recurrence we would direct the attention of those

of our readers who may not as yet have interested themselves in the

new and important study which may be called physiological, or ex-

perimental, psychology. No longer confining itself to an interroga-

tion of consciousness, it examines psychical manifestations in the light

to be obtained by exact quantitative inquiry. It also recalls to mind, in

its conception of nature, certain phases of Greek thought in that most

memorable and fruitful period—the fourth century before Christ.

But I may perhaps, at starting, be permitted to make two personal

remarks in order to gain a better hearing for views which I venture

to think merit more consideration than they have obtained.

First I would observe that a very eminent scientific friend tells

me my biological \iews and arguments are attributed by some

naturalists to a wish on my part to champion ideas with which biology

has no connection. I desire therefore to repudiate, with all the energy

of which I am capable, any such object or intention. If I do not (as

in fact I do not) accept as sufficient causes for specific change and

origin which do suffice in the opinion of various other naturalists, I

am, of course, none the less certain that such origin is due to some

1>G1
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natural causes. I know no causes in nature but natural causes. If I

am right in regarding the process of specific origin as being still an

unsolved enigma, I am not on that account without hope that its

solution may hereafter be achieved, and I welcome the new psychology

as a possible aid in that direction.

But if what I am thus told surprises me, what I have learned

from another biologist adds amusement to my surprise. I had ex-

pressed to him a wish to discuss some points of philosophy with

his intimate friend Mr. B. I was informed, in reply, that B. was dis-

inclined for such discussion, fearing lest he might so be brought

within the pale of a certain definite theological system !

Now, considering that in all my arguments on scientific questions

I have ever made my appeal to reason, and reason only, and that the

sole authority to which I have referred as claiming some deference

from naturalists has been that of Aristotle, I do feel that such

apprehensions are singularly unreasonable.

But it seems to be a fact that there are some men who are, like

Laura in Mrs. Humphry Ward’s Helbeck ofBannisdale, quite unable to

argue forcibly against a theological system which they detest. They
seem, in consequence, beset with an abiding fear of being caught hold

of by theology, as by the arms of an octopus, and dragged, willy-nilly,

down into a sea of dogma from which they can find no escape. Any
arguments, therefore, which they think may tend in this dreaded

direction are not to be listened to, or if listened to at all, then with

a mind firmly closed against conviction, but keenly on the look out for

sophistries and fallacies which must, they think, be latent in such

teaching.

We would say to such persons :
‘ Shake off all such paralysing

fears and survey nature with an entirely unprejudiced mind. Assume

that no revelation of any kind exists
;
adore the great God Pan or

the whole heathen Pantheon
;
but, whatever else you do, do not shut

your eyes, blunt your senses, or your reason, when you survey the

world around you. It is above all things needful to avoid prejudice

wdien we would study such a science as biology.’

To be able better to appreciate this science, let us briefly consider

the teaching of that philosopher who initiated, and w'as the father of,

the whole system of modern thought—I mean Descartes.

He taught that each man is composed of two entirely different

substances
: (1) one spiritual, consisting of nothing but thought (the

soul)
; (2) the other, material, possessing no property but motion (the

body).

For him, the soul, devoted to thought alone, was a distinct

spiritual substance inhabiting the body and ruling it from, and

enthroned in, the pineal gland. Every other power and property of

our being follow'ed inevitably, he taught, from the disposition of our
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bodily organs—as the movements of a watch, from its construction.

For him, the essence of thought excluded extension and movement

;

while it was of the essence of extension and movement to have

nothing in common with thought or feeling.

How then was the union of the soul and body to be explained ?

He endeavoured to explain it to his correspondent. Her Highness

Elizabeth, Princess Palatine, but with small success. Indeed, he

terminates his explanatory essay with these words :
‘ Je serais trop

presomptueux si j’osais penser que ma reponse doive entierement

satisfaire Yotre Altesse.’ In fact she w^as not satisfied, but demanded

further enlicrhtenment which she never succeeded in obtaining.

A belief in the coexistence of these two utterly diverse substances

naturally led, first, to the ‘ occasionalism’ of Malebranche, and subse-

quently to ‘ Idealism.’

If nothing exists but a thinking spiritual substance and a material

moving mechanism, there must be either two substances entirely

distinct (and then a man is not one being, but two)
;
or else he is one

substance with the two attributes ‘ thought ’ and ‘ motion
;

’ or, finally,

one of these is but a dependency and modification of the other, in

which case we have either materialism or idealism.

What, however, does the personal experience of each one of us

seem to be ? Do we not each of us know 'and feel that we are one

being—a unity—not a compound of two separate substances ? We
always ‘ feel ’ in ‘ thinking,’ and we mostly also ‘ think ’ in ‘ feeling.’

But our experience of unity is yet much more complete, for many
vital activities which normally are never felt, now and again rise

into consciousness, and sometimes into very painful consciousness
;

while on the other hand, many actions which we only learn to per-

form by means of reiterated conscious efforts, come at last to be

produced quite automatically and unconsciously.

It is evident, therefore, that we do not consist of one substance

which is all thought and nothing but thought, and of another, into

which thought and feeling never enter. That we have a body is

manifest
;
and it is also manifest that we possess an energy we may

recognise as ‘ thought,’ but which may merely exist in the form of

feeling or may pass into a state of activity which is not recognisable

by thought because it is not even felt. This energy (since we have

no evidence that our being is dominated by more than one kind of

energy) appears, therefore, to operate partly as thought, partly as feel-

ing, but mainly in an imperceptible and quite unconscious manner.

But the influence of Descartes remains so powerful that quite a

passion still exists among many biologists for representing, if not

trying to explain, the phenomena of organic life as ‘ modes of

motion.’ Such naturalists as Weismann, Nageli, and many others,

have attempted to explain the development of the germ by imagining
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the existence in it of a multitude of excessively minute particles.

Each of these particles, however, when carefully considered, will be

found no less to need explanation than do the phenomena they are

supposed to explain. Indeed, however we may play with such

conceptions, the same inevitable and insoluble difficulty will ever

recur
;

for the energy which operates in sensation, growth, nutrition,

&c., cannot be represented by the imagination, since the senses are

incapable of perceiving it.

The use of such images to explain any vital phenomenon is

equivalent, therefore, to an attempt to make imaginary representations

of things ‘perceptible’ to the senses serve as representations of

things ‘ imperceptible to the senses ’—which is manifestly an absurd

attempt.

The view I have ever defended ^ is that every living creature

is the result of the coalescence of two factors into one absolute unity
;

as water is produced by the coalescence of oxygen and hydrogen.

After that coalescence, neither oxygen nor hydrogen exists, but water

only, though the water remains capable of being again resolved into

its constituent elements—the reappearance of wEich is the annihilation

of the water. But as no two distinct substances can be identical in

nature and energy, and as elements with different energies must act

with different effects, so we must conclude that in their union to

produce water, each element must have acted differently and so have

had some different effect upon the result which their union has

produced. Also, since their energies must have been different, one

of them must have been more vigorous or active than the other.

It thus becomes conceivable (though not, of course, imaginable)

how a new creature, coming into being from the unification of a

certain mass of matter with a certain definite kind of energy, may
possess some characteristics due to one principle of its being and

others due to the other principle
;
as also that one of them must

be more dominant than the other. That the two factors which by

their coalescence constitute a living organism consist respectively

of a certain mass of matter and a certain dominating energy w^as

the teaching of Aristotle. He compared such a union to wax

stamped with a definite impress, or seal, which is one individual

thing; though it has been produced by the junction of: (1) a

certain definite kind of energy (the stamping with the seal) and (2)

the matter impressed by that energy.

Judging by observations of animals in their development and life

liistory, viewed in tlie light of our own self-knowledge, it is the

immaterial factor ([ninciple of individuation, psyche, or soul) of an

’ See our work On Trnth, pp. 420-140. I’rofessor Haldane, F.H.S., lias lately

bliown {Nineteenth Century, September 1898) liow the physico-chemical theory of

life is being experimentally refuted. A very interesting work, by Alfred Earl, M.A.,

entitled The JAciny Oryauism (.Macmillan, 1898), will well repay perusal.
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animal which is the immanent principle which dominates in its

development, nourishment, growth, reproduction, and sensitivity. The

great Grerman man of science, Wundt, to whom I shall have again

to refer, has said :
‘ The psychical life is not the product of the bodily

organism, but the bodily organism is rather a psychical creation.^

Thus if, when contemplating a living animal

—

e.g. a dog—we were to

regard its material body as composing it exclusively, or predomi-

natingly, we should fall into the greatest of mistakes. We cannot

say with truth either that a living dog’s body or its principle of

individuation (or psyche) constitutes ‘ the dog
;

’ for neither the one nor

the other has an absolute existence, but only the living unity to

which their coalescence has given rise. Nevertheless, if we are

forced to use an inadequate expression, it would be much less incorrect

and misleading to say the psychical force has made, maintains, and is

the dog, than to attribute such virtue to its mere body.

It is not my purpose to go at any length into this matter here,

having, I think, sufficiently advocated the validity of this Aristo-

telian conception in earlier writings. But that living organisms

thus exist seems to us difficult to deny when we observe the activities

which pervade even various species of the mineral kingdom—of the

inorganic world—which so enormously surpasses the organic world

both in mass and in duration.

Surely, as that eminent expert in crystallography. Professor H. A.

Miers, has said,^ ‘ Nowhere is the evidence of the paramount order

that prevails in Nature written in more lustrous and indelible

characters than in the mineral kingdom.’ Each crystalline species has

its own absolute internal constitution and fixed laws, by which it

endures from age to age that which it is and no other—the visible

expression of a definitely constituted nature, through which ceaseless

order reigns. It is also from the mineral kingdom that a novel

striking argument may be brought against the doctrine that the varied,

often beautiful, often curious characters which serve to define any
species of animal or plant must be due to utility. Yet what is

more wonderful than the beauty of marble and serpentine, of mala-

chite and lapis lazuli, of the sapphire, the emerald, and the opal ?

But these wonderful spars and gems, with their endless varieties of

form and colour, have their innate laws of form and other properties,

and their definite anatomy and physiology. They most certainly

have not been due to any mere triumph of ‘ utility.’ An as yet un-

known energy, an X force, shows itself even here, as it does more
eminently in the dominion of life.

And now let us ascend from the consideration of these phenomena
presented by the inorganic world to those presented by the highest

energy known to us in the organic world—that wffiich enables us to*

2 In liis inaugural lecture as Waynflete Professor.
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acquire a knowledge of science. ‘ Science ’ is the highest and most
certain knowledge attainable, and this knowledge is divisible into three

categories : (1) a knowledge of concrete facts
;
first of all, that of our

own personal existence—memory enabling us to be as certain with

respect to some events of our past as we are of much of our

present experience
; (2) a knowledge of abstract truths seen to be

universally and necessarily true, such as ‘ Nothing can, at the same
time, both be and not be

;

’
‘ Nothing can come into existence without

a cause,’ &c.
; (3) lastly, a knowledge of the validity of whatever may

be seen necessarily to follow from premisses the truth of which is

certain. Unless we can have certain knowledge of these three kinds,

all science is impossible.

Now when we examine the various mental powers we habitually

exercise, we recognise that our mind is an energy, or principle, which

is conscious of successive objects and events, and is capable of holding

them, or various groups of them, in one conception before conscious-

ness, as before a fixed point, and recognising them as members of a

series, every part of which the mind transcends. Such a principle,

aware ofthe various kinds and directions of its own intellectual activity,

consciously present to them all, and capable of reviewing its own states

and external objects and events in various orders, must be a unity of

the simplest possible kind. Moreover, this energy, as one which appre-

hends not only, truth of fact, but also hypothetical truths and truth

as to possibility or impossibility in various instances, must be some-

thing altogether different from what we know as ‘ matter in motion ’

—as merely physical force. If then we know (as we certainly do

know) material bodies and physical forces at all, it is absolutely

certain that this intellectual, enduring principle must be neither the

one nor the other, but stands out in the strongest contrast with both.

Therefore, if we know—as of course we do—that we have a material

body, we may be certain that our being is not material only but that

we are a bifold unity—two natures in one person. \Ve are each of us

a unity, for w^e recognise that it is as much the ‘ 1 ’ which feels,

moves, grows or decays, as it is the ‘ 1 ’ who thinks. We are certain,

indeed, as to the existence of our body, but it is absolutely impos-

sible for us to really doubt the existence of our self-conscious, think-

ing ])iinciple. We consist of one body and one immaterial energy,

together constituting an absolute unity possessing two sets of faculties.

A\'e are thus, each of us, material and physical in one aspect, imma-

terial and intelligent in the other aspect. No certainty which we

can attain to about any external object can be nearly so certain as

this certainty we have concerning our own being—first as to the

immaterial, dynamic aspect of that being, and, secondly, as to its

material and ])hysical aspect. This is at once the primary and

highest truth of physical science.
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Though we have no valid ground for attributing to animals a

psychical principle which is thus truly and absolutely intellectual, no

reasonable person can deny that the higher animals—dogs, apes,

elephants, &c.—not only have sensations and emotions like our own,

but also a sensuous kind of memory, power of perception and of

drawing practical inferences. They must each of them therefore

possess a psychical side to their being, more or less like our own—
generically similar, if specifically very different.

I believe that it is the above-stated truth about our own nature

which can alone explain those remarkable emotional feelings of

personal attraction or repulsion which many of us from time to time

experience. If, as I have urged and as Wundt has taught ^ even as

regards animals, the material organism is a psychical creation, how

much more must the nobler human psychical energy affect and

dominate our material framework ? If the dog we love is the visible

expression of an invisible, intangible energy which is the dominant

side of the living animal-unity, the organisation, actions, and emotions

of which are that energy’s expression and manifestation
;
a fortiori

the same may be said of the psychical energy, or ‘ soul,’ of every

man and woman. It is, I believe, the special nature of that psychical

energy, permeating, informing, and dominating the body of each indi-

vidual—in\dsible and intangible though it be—which is the cause

and foundation of those deep and mysterious feelings, just referred

to, which every now and then affect us so vividly. That the ‘ soul
’

of our fellow-creatures, of the men and women we like or dislike,

should be imperceptible to us in and by itself is not wonderful, since,

during life at least, it has no existence in and by itself. Neverthe-

less, being the dominating energy of that compound unity of which

we each of us consist, it manifests itself to us through the animated

body it informs. It thus manifests itself in the glance of the eye

(whether that glance denote love or hatred), in the smile of affection,

the sneer of contempt, or the scowl of abhorrence
;
in the beckoning or

repelling gesture of the hand and in the carriage of the head, w'hether

it be held proudly aloof or brought near caressingly. In each case it

is the immaterial energy, or soul, which thus shows itself, revealing,

to a greater or less extent, the essential nature of the individual man
or woman whose personality may so powerfully yet so mysteriously

affect us. We may have no suspicion of the real cause of our

emotion and only note what is visible and tangible, though that

emotion may all the time be really due to an unsuspected similarity

of psychical nature
;
and thus the attraction which may spring

up quite suddenly between people becomes less diflScult to under-

stand.

And when this psychical energy which has dominated us during

® See ante, p. 266.
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life has disappeared, and death has reduced our active being to a

mass of mere inanimate matter, what becomes of the ‘ soul
;

’ what

is the fate of this energy ?

Does reason give us good ground for believing, or even hoping,

that it will survive the destruction of the body ? No one, I think,

can venture to affirm that nature affords us any certain evidence that

a future life awaits us. On the other hand, the last refinements of

science, including the new psychology, do not afford us one new
argument against its possibility. Men knew, centuries ago, that ‘ when
the brain was out the man was dead, and there an end

;

’ and we know
essentially no more now, and we probably shall know no more in spite

of any increase of physiological knowledge.

It certainly seems congruous that an energy such as I have just

described, capable of knowing intimately so many truths and its own
existence and mental processes, should be a substantial and persisting

energy. Justice also, which every now and then makes itself mani-

fest as existing in the very heart of things, seems to demand a more

persistent stage to work out rewards and retributions than our pre-

sent life affords
;
and, for men convinced of the truth of Theism, con-

fidence in a future life may well seem a necessary consequence of the

conditions which have been made to surround us here.

There are persons who foolishly imagine that they know a great

deal about the condition of the soul after death. But, in truth, we
cannot in the least picture to ourselves what the separated soul may
be like, or what the means and methods of its activity. The only

‘ soul ’ of which we have any experience is unable to think without

mental images— sensuous imaginations—and it cannot possess these

without a brain well supplied with blood, and it could never have

acquired them save by a persistent use of the various organs of sense

—the eye, the ear, &c. How, therefore, the soul can act intelligently

without a brain, we can have no conception of, nor how it can

know any material things. But our inability to understand what is

beyond our experience in this respect will be seen to be of less weight

in considering the question when we recall to mind how unable we
are to understand analogous matters which are within our daily and

hourly experience.

It is most true we cannot understand ‘ how ’ the soul can reason,

imagine, or perceive without a brain and without organs of sense, but

it is no less true that we cannot understand ‘ how ’ the soul can

reason, imagine, or perceive with tliese organs. ‘How’ knowledge-

is possible, here and now; ‘how’ the joint action of our eyes

and brain produces a field of vision with varied objects within it,

who can even pretend to know ? The simplest sensation is pro-

foundly mysterious. Me have therefore no right to dogmatise as

to possibilities of action, the conditions of which are quite unknown
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to us
;
and, for myself, I must confess I see no impossibility in

the soul (assuming that it can and does persist after death) being

able to apprehend and appreciate other beings like itself and existing

under conditions similar to its own. If any such a faculty really

exists, a very important and consolatory reflection follows from it.

It has been often objected that even were a future life a certainty,

such an existence could never supply us with the happiness which

affectionate natures specially crave : it could not confer on us the

happiness of again beholding beloved ones whom we have most

cherished and have lost
;
to meet whom, once more, has perhaps been

for us the most powerful aspiration of all those concerning a future

existence.

Some such objections as the following have been urged. Let

us picture to ourselves a young mother in an agony of grief at the

loss of her little girl. All her infantile winning ways, her smiles

and tears, her childish prattle, her little form clad in the raiment

made for her with so much thought and pains, all the circumstances

of her brief career, rise vividly in the mother’s memory, and she

tenderly dwells on the thought that in another and better world her

beloved little one will be restored to her. But it is her ‘ little

one,’ as she knew her, on which her fancy dwells so fondly, it is with

her she desires to be again united. To tell her that in her place she

will hereafter be greeted by some invisible, intangible spiritual being,

or by some full-grown woman, would be felt by her as little more

than a mockery of her hopes. If her hopes can only be responded

to in one of these two ways, then she must feel that the happiness

her heart desires is for ever denied her.

Again, let us imagine a dutiful, affectionate son by the deathbed

of his aged mother. During the twenty years or more he can

remember her, she has always seemed old to him. As he has seen

her gradual decay, as senility has more and more crept upon her, so

his affection for her has augmented. He loves her white hair and

wrinkled face, her thin, shrivelled hands, and the tones of a voice

which show that many years have crowned her honoured age. As

he mourns for her when the end has come, a pious hope that he may
meet his mother once more springs up within him. But as he indulges

this hope, an image arises in his mind of his lost mother as he knew
and loved her. His desire is to see her and not another—not a rela-

tively youthful form, such as he had never known. If on reflection

he cannot hope for the fulfilment of that desire, he will experience

distress and discouragement, and the possible future will have

relatively little value in his eyes.

Lastly, we may picture to ourselves a lover whose passionate

hopes of happiness have been destroyed by the sudden and un-

expected death of his betrothed. It is possible that he may ex-

VoE. XLY—^o. 264 T
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perience some assuagement of liis grief in the idea of a future union

with her, if the pious beliefs of boyhood remain unimpaired. As he

allows this aspiration to grow upon him, it is certain that his imagi-

nation will call up before his mind’s eye a mental picture of the

girl he has lost. He will see again the graceful outline of her form,

her slender neck, her well-turned arm. He will seem to clasp her hand

once more, and as she turns to him her face with its bright, lo\dng

eyes, he notes her sweet smile and the abundant tresses which adorn

the head she presses to his bosom. Thus, as he has known her, so,

and no otherwise, does he desire again to behold her. No imma-
terial intelligence, and no body other than the very one he has known,

can possibly seem capable of adequately satisfying his loving aspi-

rations. For any other future would but mar the word of promise

to his hope.

Such considerations as these may at first seem to deprive the

conception of a future life of much of its value. And yet some con-

siderations which I have here brought forward seem to me, from the

point of view of pure reason, both to strengthen our hopes of future

union and to give to them a satisfying character. When we reflect

on the mystery as to how our mind is enabled to perceive its fellow-

creatures now, and when we recognise that this mystery is as inexpli-

cable as how our mind may be able after death to perceive its fellow-

creatures in like condition with itself, a great antecedent objection

against the latter j)ower of perception falls to the ground."* That

power or faculty is, like a future life, a possibility, if not a probability.

No one can justly pretend that it is a certainty.

But that possibility, or probability, is, I think, of a very consola-

tory nature. We have recognised the fact that in the complex

unity of our bodily life it is the immaterial dominant psychical prin-

ciple which is the man or woman par excellence as compared with

the mere body
;
and that it is this psychical nature which reveals

itself through, and gives all its value to, the form and manifestations

of the living body—that it is at once the source and the explanation

of the powerful, and often sudden, attraction which may be felt by

one human being for another.

If then the soul, in its disembodied condition, can perceive and

apprehend other souls similarly conditioned, it must be able to

perceive directly the very nature, the essence, of the soul so made

known to it. If it can thus recognise the soul of one known during

earthly life, it must be able to perceive that which constituted it

what it was, that which, penetrating, as it were, through the corporeal

being recognised by the senses, had given to that being its

‘ The late President of the liritisli Association declared in his address that there

i^ experimental evidence for the conveyance of thought without the use of organs of

sf-nse.
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special charm. It must perceive that which was the source of those

characters upon which, not our senses, but our intellect and higher

emotions through the agency of our senses, had dwelt, with, it may
be, the warmth of hearty friendship, it may be with the rapture

of love. Can we deem it probable that an intelligence thus able to

apprehend directly that which gave to the material form all its

charm, should hanker after, or desire to perceive again, the mere

material accidents of that which it can now recognise as having always

been the object really prized and beloved, though it may have

been such quite unconsciously ? In most cases it must have been

loved thus unknowingly, since the many do not recognise that

through the bodily character appreciable by sight and touch there is

revealed to the intellect and higher emotions that which is altogether

beyond sense, though it is only through the medium of sense-

impressions that it can ever become known to living human beings.

But what has all this, our readers may ask, to do with ‘ the New
Psychology ’ ? Many of the excellent men devoted to its study

trouble themselves little about such considerations, if they do not

discard them altogether. Nevertheless, there is a distinct connection,

for the views herein advocated are those of Aristotle, who taught, as

before said, that all living beings were each a unity formed by the

coalescence of an immaterial form with a certain quantity of matter.

But Descartes, from whom almost all modern philosophers descend, en-

tirely separated, as we before pointed out,'' an immaterial substance of

mere thought from a material body which had no property but motion.

The New Psychology wdll have nothing of this. It directly connects

psychical phenomena—sensation, and thought, and action—with what

is material and can be precisely and accurately measured and enu-

merated. Originating in Germany, it has been greatly developed in

America and promises to extend itself quickly in our own country

from very small beginnings.'' But most memorable are the words

of its founder, Wundt, who instituted the laboratory at Leipzig and

who distinctly enunciated the close affinity existing between his new
psychology and the Peripatetic Philosophy. His words are :

^ Les

resultats de mes travaux ne cadrent ni avec le dualisme pJatonicien

ou cartesien
;
seul I’animisme Aristotelicien, qui rattache la psycho-

logie a la biologie, se dcgage, comme conclusion mcTaphysique

plausible, de la psychologic experimentale.’ Here indeed is a

remarkable recurrence and revival, such as we referred to in the

beo’innin" of this article.& o
How far reaching then are the results of the sagacious specula-

tions of the great ^Macedonian sage, and how well justified the

See ante, p. 2G2.

“ See Sully, The JInman Mind, 1802.
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judgment with respect to him of my old friend the late Sir Kichard

Owen !

When I was little more than a lad, in reply to a question about

the views of John Stuart Mill, whose logic I was then studying, he

said to me :
‘ I do not think that, in Philosophy, the human mind

will ever get much beyond Aristotle.’ To any youth consulting me,

I should now, in my turn, make the very same declaration. However,

let the ultimate results of the new science be what they may, whether

in the long run it confirms or puts difficulties in the way of the

views which we have here ventured to put forward, I desire heartily

to welcome and wish good speed to the most recent development of

biological science—to the experimental, or New, Psychology.

St. George Mivart.



1899

ON THE MAIOLICA OF FAENZA ^

Much yet remains to be done ere we can arrive at an accurate know-

ledge of the early history and development of the ceramic arts of

Italy
;
particularly as regards the adoption of various processes in

the glazing and enamelling, in colouring and reflets ;
to learn

whence they were originally derived, how, at what period, and to

which sites of the industry they were earliest conveyed
;
as also the

later expansion and spread of the art, and its establishment, under

individual masters, in various parts of that peninsula.

The main sources from which such information might be expected

would probably be
: (1) the documentary evidence of public and

private records, assiduously collected and carefully analysed
; (2)

the signatures, monograms, dates, armorial bearings and distinctive

marks on pieces of the wares still preserved to our present time
;
and

(3) abundant and carefully conducted excavation at sites of ancient

potteries, in rubbish heaps, and among the foundations, wells, and

sewers of ancient buildings. But, in prosecuting these inquiries and

arriving at a correct judgment from the evidence they produce, the

inquirer should be absolutely free from prejudice and local favour,

determined to draw his conclusions from facts alone, while offering

suggestions only as probabilities from less certain material.

The first and last of these methods of inquiry have been,

respectively, well carried out as regards the fictile productions of the

ancient ff^^milian city of Faenza
;

the first by Professor Carlo

Malagola, the latter by the untiring diligence of Professor P^ederigo

Argnani, by whom some of the results of his investigations were

published in a handsome and well illustrated quarto, entitled Le
Ceramiche e Maioliche Faentine, and issued by the firm of Giuseppe
iMontanari at P'aenza in 1889.

We now have the pleasure of w^elcoming another brace of like

volumes, by the same enthusiastic collector of facts, throwing
further light on the subject of inquiry and contributing to the

honour and glory of his native city. This very beautiful book, the

' Professor Federigo Argnani, 11 Ilinascimento delle Ceraviiche Maiolicate in
Faenza (Faenza: C. Montanari, 1898).
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publication of which has been anxiously looked forward to by

students of Italian ceramic art, does further credit to the house of

Montanari, by wdiom it has been so daintily produced. It is admirably

printed on a fine grained paper of ivory tint and rather glossy

surface, abundant in margin and tasteful in ornamentation.

Whether these heavy, glossy papers are of lasting nature is a

question that time only can answer. We recollect, some quarter of

a century ago, looking over certain large paper copies, printed on

thick sheets of pretentious character, with old Mr. Riviere the binder,

his remark, ‘ Ah ! a hundred years hence most of these papers will be

powder
;

’ doubtless there are good and bad among them, but we
sigh for such paper as was used by the Piranesi and others of that

good old time.

The illustrations, which occupy the second volume, are admirable,

mostly drawn directly from the objects themselves and successfully

executed in chromo-lithography.

The book is eminently Faentine, written by a learned professor

of that city, by whose able hand the drawings were also made,

printed, illustrated, and published by a Faentine firm, it does honour

in itself to the old ^Fmilian city. The first volume, containing the

printed Testo, is divided into, firstly, the author’s Ragione di questo

secondo volume, thus implying that this work should be considered as

a second volume to that published in 1889.

To this follows a descriptive account of such pieces of wares,

attributed by the author to the potteries of Faenza, as he had been

able to examine in the museums and private collections of Northern

Italy and Tuscany. These were specially visited by him under

direction of the Minister of Public Instruction, with the view to a

careful study and elucidation of the subject.

We then find, what is perhaps the most valuable portion of the

work, a careful descriptive notice of those fragments and wdiole

pieces, so admirably reproduced in the volume of Tavole
;
followed

by an important Appendice consisting of a mass of extracts from

documents referring to the potteries and potters of Faenza from

1385 to 1G94; mostly derived from exhaustive examination of the

Faentine and other archives by Signor INIalagola.

A list of potters from Faenza who are known to have taken their

art to other localities in Italy and elsewhere is again followed by a

classified Indice rjenerale, adequate, no doubt, for all other sections

of the book, but insufficient as regards the documents.

Signor Argnani tells us that he had intended the present work to

be a sequence to that published in 1889, following up the illustration

and history of Faentine wares into and through the sixteenth

century, but that, having since accjuired other documents and a vast

number of interesting fragments, and having had an opportunity of

studying exain[)les of the pottery of Fgy])t, Greece, Ktruria, and
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Eome, he thought it better to arrange these volumes as an amplia-

mento of the earlier work.

We must regret that Professor Argnani, not having had an oppor-

tunity of carefully examining the public and private collections of

Northern Europe, had not given sufficient time to study and compare

what other investigators had recorded, and had not received their

well founded testimony in a more comprehensive and archaeological

spirit—a desire to ascertain the truth without favour or local bias.

Among those writers are such as have had far wider experience

and opportunity of comparison, specimen with specimen, in the more

abundant and varied collections of England, France, and Germany,

than any which the Professor’s interesting journey through Lombardy,

the Venetian States, and Tuscany could, in these latter days, ha,ve

afforded him.

Professor Argnani is mistaken in supposing that the more

accredited of those writers are actuated by any feehng of favour for

or against any particular locality or its productions
;
their object has

been to discover and to establish historical truth. He is somewhat

severe on those among them who differ from some of the conclusions

at which he has arrived, deeming them J)ai suaccennati incoscienti

scrittori (page 12), unworthy of consideration.

In the introductory Ragione the author directs attention to the

now generally admitted fact, that the potters of Italy were indebted

to those of the East, and specially, though indirectly, to those of

Egypt, for various processes in the composition, the glazing, and the

enamelling of their v/ares, as also to the use of the metallic lustrous

enrichment. That these processes had descended from very early

time, through the Grecian colonies of Sicily and the South, the

pottery of the Etruscans and that of classic Koman time. In illustra-

tion of these conclusions as to form, he gives, as a frontispiece, the

figure of a vase of late Siculo-Grecian production, and examples of

what are considered as prehistoric, of Etruscan, Koman, and Arretine

wares.

Among his authorities he refers to the work of Messrs. Dumont and

Chaplin on Greek pottery, and to the beautifully illustrated books by
Mr. Henry Wallis for the Oriental lustred wares. He hardly refers

to the Moorish pottery of Spain, which was largely imported into

Italy during the fifteenth century and probably earlier, and the

influence of which, in respect to the use of metallic lustre, and
perhaps of the stanniferous enamel, was probalfiy even more
considerable.

Professor Argnani expresses surprise at the small number of

fragments yielded by excavations in other places as compared with

those found at Faenza. We can see more reasons than one for this

deficiency, the first being tlie continued assiduous research made by
the Professor himself, in and about his native city, during the course
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of several years
;
secondly, as jper contra, the little that has been

done in that direction at other sites of the industry
;
and thirdly,

the larger number of potteries that existed at Faenza, which was

undoubtedly the great manufacturing centre of ceramic production

in Italy during the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries.

From the approximate date of many of these pieces, inferred

from the circumstances connected with their discovery, their charac-

teristic quality and the analysis of their glaze. Professor Arguani is

led to believe that the earliest use of the stanniferous enamel in

Italy must be credited to Faenza. In this he may be so far right,

from such evidence, but other such might with equal probability be

forthcoming were adequate investigation to be applied in Tuscany,

at Naples, and elsewhere. Touching this matter, we find that the

indefatigable Dr. Bode has just published in the Jahrhuch, Heft iv.

1898, an important illustrated paper on specimens of early Tuscan

vases, &c., observed and described by him.

We regret to note that, referring to the productions of the

Cafaggiolo furnaces, in the derogatory form of sua fabhrica cafag-

giolana e colle altre mugellane, the author still implies his unbelief

by stating that he calmly waits the publication of documents proving

its existence. He entirely ignores what Signor Baccini has stated

in his small volume on Le Ville Medicee (Firenze, 1897) referring to

records discovered by the late Signor Milanese, which prove that

potters from Montelupo, a site of very early production, were occupied

at Cafaggiolo, admitting at the same time that the date of its artistic

production was not earlier than 1490.

Professor Argnani classifies the schools of Italian glazed and

enamelled pottery into groups as follows :

(1) Faenza, to include the H^milia, Venezia, Lombardy, &c.

(2) Urbino and Pesaro, the Marches and Umbria.

(3) The Deruta group.

(4) Castelli, under which Savona would seem to fall. Tuscany is

hardly placed except as regards the works of the Della Eobbia.

We will now accompany him in his interesting journey of inspec-

tion and discovery, going nearly over the same ground that the writer

did some half century ago, and since, when Maiolica was still

abundant in Italy. Our space will not, however, allow us to do more

than discuss some few of the objects which he has selected. It

seems to have been no pait of Professor Argnani’s mission to inquire

into and examine the productions of local ceramic artists, who had

worked at any of the places visited by him
;
his sole object appears

to have been to discover specimens and documents relating to the

pottery of Faenza and to select and describe such jfieces as he

deemed to be of tliat origin. At the same time, lie prudently allows

that it is extremely difficult to decide whether a piece in question
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be really of local production or an importation from Faenza or

elsewhere.

At Forli he fully acknowledges the fact that the remains of

ancient potteries and fragments of their wares, of early time, have

been unearthed thereabout, but he concludes, perhaps rightly, that

they are more or less after the manner of Faenza. He does not,

however, acknowledge the fact that some of the finest pieces of

painted pottery that have descended to our days may, with every

probability, be assigned to an artist working at the pottery of

‘ if® iero da Forli ’ -—as we find it inscribed on one of the pieces

—

some of whose work may subsequently have been painted at Faenza,

to wit, the Eesurrection plaque in the South Kensington Museum,
an excellent chromo-lithograph of which is given on Tav. xxxvii.

At Bologna, he finds, among other characteristic Faentine pieces,

the admirable and historically interesting coppa, the production of

the casapirota, the painting on which, representing the coronation of

Carlo Quinto, he ascribes to one ‘ Gio : Bat : Utili ’ of Faenza.

Of this he gave an excellent chromo in his former work. A tazza of

equally fine painting was recently in the hands of Messrs. Durlacher

of Bond Street
;

its central subject, the self-sacrifice of M. Curtius,

the rim and exterior with trophies, &c., on a dark blue ground
;
on its

base is the inscription, writ on a label : FA7C . IN’ . FAENZA . I .

LA BOTEGrA . D . M® PIERE . BERGATlO . M . CCCCC, and be-

neath this 1529 adj 17 zugno, a name new to the writer, as also

to Signor Argnani. It has since been sold, at a very high figure,

and we regret to learn that it has left England. He also describes

another piece, a scodella, one of the well-known service made for

Isabella d’Este, wife of Gian Francesco Gonzaga, Marquis of Mantua,

on each of which the arms of Gonzaga-Este are blazoned, and of which

more anon.

He does not, however, agree with other investigators who are of

opinion that the pavement of the Bentivoglio Chapel in S. Giacomo
is Faentine.

We cannot conclude with him that the graffiti pieces, which are

found everywhere in Northern and Central Italy, are to be claimed

as originating at Faenza, seeing that that primitive mode of orna-

mentation was general and more or less developed in various locali-

ties. He gives some interesting marks found on early fragments of

that ware.

Ferrara and Padua need not detain us, but at Venice the cele-

brated credenza in the Correr Museum, and the seven pieces of the

beautiful Gonzaga-Este service then in the Casa Morosini are care-

fully examined and individually described by Professor Argnani, an

excellent illustration being given of one of the former. Both of

2 Perhaps Picn'o. Vide Fortnum, Maiolica, 189G, p. 273 et seq.
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these he, quite wrongly, claims as the production of Faenza, and on

assumption only
;
but let us hear the evidence against such claim,

for a more detailed statement of which the inquiring reader is referred

to Maiolica at page 190 et seq., a copy of which was in the Professor’s

hands and is occasionally mentioned by him.

In the British Museum we have a plate, on one side of which is

painted the subject of a sacrifice to Diana, while on the reverse we
, Nicola da,

In the Louvre is a fragment on which, beautifully painted in

more careful manner, but by the same hand, is a group from the

Parnassus of Eaffaelle (it is figured by Delange, Kecueil, pi. 100) and

on its reverse a monogram clearly reading Nicolo .
‘ da Urhino’ Care-

ful comparison by Messrs. Franks, Parcel, Delange and other experi-

enced connoisseurs with pieces of the Gronzaga-Este service, clearly

proved that they also were the work of the same artist, but probably

of earlier time and more careful execution. Again, at the Bargello

in Florence is the large Sta. Cecilia dish, evidently by the same able

hand, on the reverse of which is a nearly similar monogram, clearly

readable as Nicolo, and the inscription further stating that it was

fata in hotega de guido da castello durante In Urhino 1528.

Another example figured by Delange {Recueil, pi. 55), a plate then

belonging to M. de Basilewski, now at St. Petersburg, on which is

represented an emperor seated and wearing an iron crown, perhaps

Carlo Quinto as suggested by M. Darcel. He is beneath an archway

with columns on either side, the bases of which bear inscriptions, and

it is interesting to observe how the adaptation of the design on this

piece corresponds with that adopted on the Soloman plate of the

Museo Correr service, figured by Signor Argnani, although the exe-

cution is evidently of a later time. On the reverse is the monogram
reading Nicolo and the date 1521. It is also unquestionably a work

of that master hand, and the technique of all these pieces is thoroughly

Urbinesque.

All this has been known for years, yet in the face of such direct

evidence. Professor Argnani claims the Gonzaga-Kste service for Faenza.

The lovely pieces, of rather earlier time, preserved in the Correr

^Museum at Venice, M. Emile Molinier declares to be by the same

hand, an opinion shared by the writer, by the late Sir Wollaston

Franks, Mr. Bead, and others, on comparison, side by side, with one

of the service, now in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford
;

and,

curiously enough, this agreement is also acknowledged by Professor

Argnani, who nevertheless claims them also for Faenza, on the

strength of a former supposition anterior to the discovery of our

evidence. He accepts the date 1482 and reads the initials as G. 0.,

because tliey enable him to decipher them as of Giovanni Oriolo,

a little-known painter of J'’aenza
;

whereas all the best opinions
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a<rree in considering them as the initials and date of the engraving;

from which the subject of that plate (of wdiich he gives a chromo

—

Tav. xxxvi.) was painted.

• He does not refer to the careful analytical paper on the pieces of

this service by M. Emile Molinier in EArt, each of which is accu-

rately described and figured. Signor Argnani alludes to seven pieces

of the same, as in a museum at Dresden, but he does not acknowledge

an important one in the Ashmolean at Oxford, the subject on which

is the Calumny of iVpelles.

Such an appropriation of these singularly fine and authenticated

examples of the Ceramic art of the early sixteenth century at the

expense of their real painter, Nicolo Felli'pario, the Durantine work-

ing at Urbino, and of the fame of that Umbrian city, is hardly

worthy of so distinguished an investigator
;
and it is much to be

regretted that Signor Argnani should have allowed himself to be so

misled by a mistaken sentiment of patriotism.

It surely does not add to the well established fame of the

^Emilian city, whose pottery was appreciated far and wfide, and whose

potters carried their art to furnaces established elsewhere
;
wdiose

name, moreover, is inseparably and for ever connected with ceramic

production in the term Faience, to appropriate to her potteries these

exquisite works of a member of the Pellipario of Urbino.

Again, the same spirit is apparent in his notice of those charming

pieces painted at Siena at the pottery of il/® henedetto about 1509,

and the Petrucci pavement of that date.

These he claims for Faenza because he can show (Tav. xxxiv.)

fragments found there similar in manner of colouring. We do not

deny that those artists also may have worked under an influence of

Faentine designs and colouring, but it is surely unjust to claim their

works as of Faenza, when the signatures on some, and the corre-

spondence wfith others, the shields of arms, &c., of local families, and

documentary evidence, declare them to have been of local production.

The earliest record he gives of an artist from Faenza working at

Siena is in 1528, when Giovanni Andrea da Faenza lavorava in

Siena (p. 293), the pieces referred to are nineteen years earlier.

We may not here enter upon the still somewhat doubtful attri-

bution of the pavement in S. Sebastiano at Venice, but follow the

Professor to Mantua and Brescia, the museum of which city contains a

few Faenza pieces of high value for signatures and dates.

Arezzo affords one of the finest of Faentine painted plates, which

is well represented in chromo-lithograph (Tav. xxxviii.). Perugia

has but little, nor does the large collection at Pesaro seem to have

yielded many interesting pieces of Faenza ware.

We may not stay with him at the establishment of the Fratelli

Kubbiani at Sassuolo, nor at Ravenna, Fano, nor Ancona. At

Archevia a Signor Anselmi has done good work in excavating and
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gathering fragments of rough and glazed pottery, not only there hut

in other sites of the Ancona March.

A document proves that toward the end of 1411 one Bartolomeo

de Luca Vasaro of Perugia, with one Nicolo di Biagio, worked at

Archevia, &c., p. 142.

Gubbio yields nothing of Faenza, and it is sad to learn that she

only possesses three lustred pieces, one by Cencio
;

but among
fragments he finds one, decorated with peacock’s feathers, in the

manner of Faenza.

The collections at Milan yield but little of Faenza ware. Parma
has a remarkable one. We recollect some fine pieces at Modena
which Professor Argnani does not seem to have been able to examine.

Florence has a plate dated 1507, and the S. Sebastian plaque

(formerly we believe in M. Pint’s possession), with the monogram
composed of T and B by the same hand as the Kesurrection plaque

in the S. K. INI. (Forli or Faenza?).

He does not notice the S. Cecilia dish signed in monogram and

dated by Nicolo da Urbino, which we have referred to.

I N R I .

The plaque labelled L subject the Deposition, seen by him

in the Zanti-Naldi Collection, now belongs to Mr. Salting and is lent

by him for exhibition to the S. K. M., where he also has a singularly

fine piece of the Gonzaga-Este service from the Spitzer collection.

On Tav. xix. are shown a number of fragments which are

described as ‘ Stile decorativo finora eachisivamente ed erroneamente

assegnato alia fahhrica di Cofaggiolo di Toscana. Fine del xv. e

principio del xvi. secolo.’ We confess that there is not one of these

pieces which we should ever have mistaken as of the Cafaggiolo

botega
;

all are purely Faentine, and only the ardour of a Jacquemart

or the inaccuracy of a Demmin or a Genolini could have otherwise

attributed them.

It is idle now to make any more ado about Luca della Robbia’s

claims to have invented the stanniferous glaze
;

he may have

improved it for his own special purposes, but there is no doubt that

it was known at Faenza, and probably at other potteries, anterior to

his application of it to his admirable terra-cottas.

On Tav. xxii. Professor Argnani gives co2:>ies of pieces from other

localities showing Faentine influence, this is manifest
;
one fragment,

found at Gubbio, would tend to confirm our conjectures that to that

place and to Deruta it is probable that pieces were sent to receive

tlie additional enrichment of the metallic lustre, an art that seems

to have been almost special to them and not practised at Faenza.

A very interesting fragment is figured on Tav. xxv., on which we

have the portraits of Astorgio the Tliird Manfredi and his betrothed,

Ih’anca Riario, daugliter of tlie heroic Catarina Sforza. On another.
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Tav. xxxii., is the portrait of Scipione Manfredi, natural son of

Graleotto and la Pavona.

The extraordinary beauty and richness of many of the designs on

pieces of the later fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, so admirably

reproduced, render these volumes of the highest value for suggestions

to the manufacturing potter of the present day.

On Tav. xxxiv. is a fragment, the rim of a large plate, on which

is painted a frieze, in purely Eenaissance taste, of rabeschi, half figures

of sylphs terminating in scrolls, with goats head terminals, &c., of the

greatest beauty, and much in the manner of those pieces produced,

as we believe, by M. Benedetto at Siena, but in a somewhat larger

style according with the larger vessel. This serves to prove the

influence of Faenza designs on the Siena artist, who may have passed

his apprenticeship in that great centre of the art.

On Tav. xxxvi.-vii.-viii.- and ix. are given admirable chromo-

lithograph reproductions of the Solomon plate of the Correr service, the

Pesurrection plaque of S. K. M., the fine Ca Pirota plate at Arezzo,

and the Baldasare Manara of the Ashmolean Museum.

The last, Tav. xh, is given to marks, some of which are new, and

varieties of those well known. On these our space will not permit

us to descant
;
nor may we do more than allude to the large collec-

tion of documents referring to the potteries and potters of Faenza,

mainly derived from the patient research of Signor Malagola. An
accurate alphabetic index of all names recorded therein would have

been of much value.

We have now pointed out what we consider as grave errors in

this otherwise very valuable work
;
they go to prove that its author,

though indefatigable as a collector of facts, is somewhat wanting in

unbiassed judgment in regard to them, and perhaps in adequate

knowledge of the productions of other potteries than those of

Faenza.^

The careful and thorough way in which these are illustrated

from fragments and whole pieces, the gradual development of the

use of glaze and enamel, of colouring and design, which his admirable

plates show us, and which, for nearly all purposes of reference and

study are almost equal to the pieces themselves, is beyond all praise.

This, indeed, is the most valuable, as it is the larger, portion of

Professor Argnani’s work, rendering it of high importance for

historical reference, as regards the wares produced at the numerous
potteries of Faenza, fully confirming their ancient renown and prov-*

ing their high antiquity.

C. D. E. Fortnum.

^ A few unimportant errors occur, as in names
: p. 5, ‘ Robinson ’ for Robinson

; p. G,

foot note, ‘ Clarered on ’ for Clarendon
;

‘ Lazzari ’ for Lazari also occurs, and on

p. 142, fig. vi. of Tav. xxii. ought to read fig. v.
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THE LONDON WATER SUPPLY

AN ANSWER

I:s' bis article on the London water question published in the

December number of this Eeview, Mr. Shaw Lefevre has put the

case for the London County Council, and, like a good advocate, he

has made the most of it. He urges three propositions : (1), that the

water supply must be placed in the hands of the Council
; (2), that a

fresh supply must be brought from Wales, and (3), that the companies

must be bought out cheap at a considerable reduction on the market

value of their undertakings. It may be doubted if the question is

quite so momentous as he says
;
but it is certainly important, and

therefore the public should have full opportunity of regarding it from

more than one point of view. Mr. Lefevre’s one-sided statement of

the case is likely, if uncorrected, to mislead those who have not the

time to study all the facts of an intricate subject for themselves. In

the zeal of his advocacy he has fallen into some inaccuracies
;
he has

assumed many things and insinuated others without warrant
;
he

has omitted material considerations and interpreted facts in a sense

which is open to serious criticism. There is nothing to complain of

in that if the public is allowed to hear the criticism and to judge

how much weight is then to be attached to the arguments that have

been advanced with so much vigour by Mr. Lefevre. I ask leave,

therefore, to point out some of the more serious flaws in his article,

as they appear to me, not for the sake of the water companies, who
can look after their own interests, but for the sake of fair play and a

right understanding of the water question.

Let me begin by reversing the order of his discourse and taking

his concluding sentence first. I do so because it embodies a funda-

mental misconception of fact which distorts and prejudices the whole

(juestion ah initio. He says (p. 990) ‘
. . . the day is at hand when

London will realise its just demands and will come into possession

of the heritage from which it ought never to have been dispossessed,

the suj)ply of its own water.’ Now, to be dispossessed of anything

you must first be possessed of it, and the sentence quoted, if it

m(‘ans anything, im2)lies that London was once in possession of this
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‘ heritage ’ but was somehow ousted by the usurping companies.

What are the facts ? The only heritage that London ever possessed

in this matter was the privilege of fetching water from the river in

buckets, and that privilege it possesses still. Until private enter-

prise came to the rescue the Londoner had no other means of supply

but to fetch it himself, or buy it by the bucket from somebody else, and

as late as 1834 people on the Surrey side were still buying water from

perambulating carts at 2d. the pailful—water taken from the tidal

Thames in the middle of London—and were appealing to the water

companies to extend their pipe supply. The smallest household could

hardly do with less than two pails a day—say half a crown a week or

6^. 10s. per annum. That is the heritage from which London has been

dispossessed by the companies, who charge the same house 10s. or

so per annum for filtered water laid on day and night. No public

authority would help the people. The City Corporation expressly

declined to do so, when the scheme of bringing the New Kiver

springs from Hertfordshire was brought forward by Sir Hugh
Myddleton. They had powers to carry it out, but ‘the Mayor,

Commonality, and Citizens, weighing the great charge and expense

the work would require, and doubting as to whether the loss might

fall upon the Chamber of the City in case the work should not be

gainful, forbore to undertake that work and so the same lay long

neglected and unlike by them to be performed.’ Hence the New
Eiver Company. Private individuals came forward and risked their

money in this beneficent enterprise, which was for a long time a

dead pecuniary loss. Similarly in later times the town of Woolwich

obtained parliamentary powers to supply its own water, but after two

years it begged the Kent Company to take over the business, and for

years the shareholders got nothing for their money.

The story of all the companies is essentially the same. So far

from being ‘ dispossessed,’ London would never have had any water

supply at all but for them. They were regarded as public bene-

factors, and with reason. Most—if not all—of them went through a

period of great financial difficulty while they were extending and
improving the supply to meet the needs of the public

;
and for years

the shareholders received no dividends. Mr. Lefevre says (p. 989)

that they ‘ baulked the intentions of Parliament by coming to terms

among themselves, and by dividing London into districts, and
establishing monopolies wdthin these districts.’ The truth is that

the companies came into existence at different times and in separate

localities, in response to the public demand as each locality grew
pojmlous and important. There was first the City

;
then the East

End with the hamlets of Wapping, Shadwell, and Mile End
;
then

came Chelsea, followed by the Borough, Paddington, Lambeth,
Greenwich, Fulham, and Hammersmith. These were all distinct

townships or hamlets, separated by fields and open spaces. As no
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one else would help them, a company was formed for supplying the

needs of the people in each centre, and the area of supply expanded

with the natural growth of population and the increasing demands

of new neighbourhoods. In many cases smaller companies were

merged in the larger ones, until, by a natural process, the whole

metropolitan area became covered. It is true that competition was

carried on in three or four parishes between 1810 and 1817, and then

stopped by arrangement between the companies; but in 1821 the

whole question was fully investigated by a Select Committee of the

House of Commons, which issued a report disapproving of compe-

tition and suggesting fixed rates instead. Again in 1852, when the

metropolis had been for many years under the rSgime of the present

companies, the question came before Parliament, which then delibe-

rately recognised their position and formally sanctioned it by passing

the Metropolis Water Act, a general measure for the control and

regulation of the water supply. The six companies which came

before Parliament in that year with private Bills to enable them to

comply with the provisions of the Metropolis Water Act were put

under obligation to lay pipes and extend suj)ply in their respective

districts as and when called upon, subject to the following proviso :

Provided that the company shall not be bound to furnish any such supply of

water or lay down any pipes for such purpose in any part of the district which

part is for the time being supplied with water by any other company.

Since 1852 other general Acts have been passed, laying down

further regulations for the companies
;
the whole story is one of

increasing statutory control. Every step has been taken under the

authority, and often by the orders, of Parliament; charges have

been fixed, methods of raising capital prescribed, dividends limited,

and conditions of supply laid down by Parliament, which has thereby

repeatedly accepted responsibility for the system. In short, the

history of the origin and development of the companies absolutely

contradicts Mr. Lefevre’s assertion that they ‘ baulked the intentions

of Parliament,’ and reduces his insinuation that London was ‘ dis-

possessed ’ by them of its own water supply, to a grotesque inversion

of the facts. Of course it does not follow that they are necessarily

to go on for ever, but it does follow that they are entitled to full and

fair consideration at the hands of the public, which was once only

too eager to accept the convenience provided by their enterprise, and

of Parliament which encouraged and ordered them to spend money

in carrying out its wishes.

To pass on to the more immediate question. ]\Ir. Lefevre begins

Ids argument by asserting that :
‘ The great majority of ratepayers,

through their representatives, have long urged the necessity for

purchasing the existing companies and for obtaining a fresh supjfiy

of pure water from Wales.’ This involves the assumption that what-

ever the majority of the County Council desires is also the wish of
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the majority of the ratepayers. There is no proof that they desire

purchase or water from Wales
;
the question has never been before

them. Would any one pretend that they desire the Council to build

itself a palatial home—another of its pet projects ? But Mr. Lefevre’s

argument would apply equally to this or any other of the Council’s

least popular schemes. Besides, the question is not settled by the

Council, but by Parliament, and the ratepayers have their represen-

tatives there too. What right has Mr. Lefevre to assume that the

ratepayers are at one with their County Council representatives, who

favour the scheme, and at variance with their more important and

responsible parliamentary representatives, the majority of whom
oppose it ? He complains that the House of Commons has paralysed

the action of the County Council, but he omits to mention that it

has done so with the support of most of the metropolitan members.

Then the interests of ratepayers and of consumers are by no means

identical. Many of the largest ratepayers—such as breweries,

railway and dock companies— take little or no water from the water

companies. Lastly, Mr. Lefevre omits all reference to the great

difficulty of the outside areas of supply. The inhabitants are equally

concerned with those of the metropolitan area, and they have, through

their representatives, offered the most strenuous opposition to the

proposals of the London County Council. They are the more impor-

tant when the future is in question—and the whole controversy turns

on the future—because the anticipated increase of population, which

alone makes the fresh supply necessary, will take place mainly in the

outside areas. By the time all this additional water is required the

consumers represented by the London County Council will be out-

numbered by those who are entirely independent of it. The outside

areas have therefore the better right of the two to be heard. If

they are added to the London ratepayers represented by Moderate

members, Mr. Lefevre’s ‘ great majority ’ disappears. I notice that

he is careful to speak in general terms only of ‘ purchasing the

companies ’ and ‘ obtaining a fresh supply from Wales,’ as urged by

the great majority of the ratepayers
;
and he may argue that there

is little or no disagreement so far. I do not admit that, but

throughout the article it is the County Council scheme or nothing.

The Council is to be the water authority for the whole metropolis,

with power to carry out its Welsh project
;
and upon that there is

all the disagreement I have indicated.

So much for the argument from popular demand. Mr. Lefevre

goes on to enumerate the recent sins of the companies, which make
their abolition imperative

;
and he devotes much attention to the

Balfour Commission. He first suggests that the companies dictated

the terms of reference and got Wales excluded :

It may be presumed that it was largely due to their influence that Lord
Salisbury’s Governmerpf, in 1892, when appointing a Loyal Commission on the

VoL. XLV—No. 264 U
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water supply of London, with Lord Balfour of Burleigh at its head, limited it to

the question whether the existing sources of supply in the valleys of the Thames
and Lea could be made available for the future wants of London, and did not

include the question whether a better supply could he obtained from Wales,

(p. 9S0).

Now this Commission was appointed at the express request of the

London County Council, conveyed in a letter to the Prime Minister

in the following terms :

The object of this letter is therefore to request Her Majesty’s Government, in

accordance with the unanimous resolution of the Council, to institute an inquiry

whether the present sources of supply are adequate in quantity and quality to the

growing demands of the population, and whether any, and, if any, what, steps should

be taken to provide a better supply.

Observe that there was not a word about Wales. The terms of

reference to the Commissioners were as follows :

To inquire whether, taking into consideration the growth of the population of

the metropolis and the districts within the limits of the metropolitan water com-

panies, and also the needs of the localities not supplied by any metropolitan com-

pany, but withiii the watersheds of the Thames and the Lea, the present sources

of supply of these companies are adequate in quantity and quality, and, if inade-

quate, whether such supply can be obtained within the watersheds referred to, or

will have to he obtained outside the watersheds of the Thames and the Lea.

The terms are somewhat amplified and more precise than in the

comparatively informal letter of the Council, but they contain exactly

what the Council asked for. The reader can judge for himself the

precise character of Mr. Lefevre’s insinuation—equally dishonouring

to Lord Salisbury’s Government and to the directors of the companies

—that the former were induced by the latter not to include the

question of a better supply from Wales. The Commission, which

consisted of seven experts of the highest distinction, found that the

present sources were adequate in quantity and quality, and conse-

quently the question of alternative sources never came before them

at all, in accordance with the terms expressed in the Council’s letter.

Mr. Lefevre calls their report ‘ perfunctory.’ This may be a matter

of opinion, but to the ordinary observer no word in the dictionary

could be less appropriate. I defy any unprejudiced person to read

the Report without coming to the conclusion that it is a model of

careful investigation and critical analysis, worthy of the high reputa-

tion of its authors. That the County Council was ‘ extremely

dissatisfied ’ with it is likely enough, but that does not make it

peiTunctory. Mr. Lefevre further says that the companies ‘ suc-

ceeded in misleadiog the Commission’ (p. 983) ;
but, as he admits

(]>. 981) that the Commission did not accept their estimates on two

important points, it is clear tliat the Commissioners had a mind of

their own, and accepted or rejected the views put before them entirely

on the merits in each case according to the best of their judgment.

'I'heir cnpacity to judg(‘ is entirely beyond (juestion. and the notion
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of such men as Professor Dewar, Mr. Mansergh, Mr. Hill, and

Sir A. (jreikie being misled by the wily companies on a question of

water supply is positively comical.

Not only was the Commission misled, according to Mr. Lefevre,

but it was done intentionally by the companies, who deliberately

laid themselves out to deceive (pp. 981, 983, and 984). This is

tantamount to a charge of bad faith against the directors, which is

repeated several times by Mr. Lefevre. It may, therefore, be

material to note that the directors include Lord Stanhope, Lord

Knutsford, Lord Hampden, Lord Duncannon, Sir Plenry Fowler,

Sir W. Hart Dyke, Sir Harry Poland, Q.C., Mr. Boulnois, M.P., and

many other members of Parliament and gentlemen of position. Has

not Mr. Lefevre gone a little too far in suggesting that such men
have been guilty of a conspiracy to deceive a Eoyal Commission on

matters of fact and for personal ends ? His remarks involve that

charge or they mean nothing. Let us examine the evidence on

which it is based.

The companies estimated the population at 84 millions and the

consumption at 29 gallons a head in 1931. That is the first charge

(p. 981), but it has yet to be proved that they were wrong.

Mr. Lefevre apparently assumes that they were wrong because the

Commissioners adopted a different estimate
;
but surely it is incon-

sistent to attach much weight to the opinions of gentlemen so easily

deceived as he says they were. However, I have no wish to quibble

over the matter. The probable population in 1931 is pure guess-

work
;
when the time comes we shall know who was right, but not

before, or at least not very long before. With regard to the con-

sumption per head it is pretty clear that the companies were wrong,

and the reason is not far to seek. A reference to the Eeport of

the Commission shows that one company—the East London—did

not make any mistake about the consumption per head. In fact it

was a little over the mark. The engineer did not think he would

be able to reduce the amount below 33 gallons, whereas he has

brought it to 32^. And that was the only company which had

then had full experience of the constant supply and the enormous

waste it entails. The rest, without the same experience, were too

sanguine, though it is only fair to say that they were more than

corroborated by such eminent independent authorities as Sir F.

Bramwell, Mr. Hawksley, and Mr. Baldwin Latham. The truth is

they were all thinking of the amount of water really required for

use, and of the example of the large provincial towns which manage
with much less than 29 gallons per head. They did not know, as

the Pnst London Company did, the difficulty of checking waste with-

out the powers over consumers that those municipalities possess, but

which the London companies have never been able to obtain. It is

not an error on which a charge of bad faith can be sustained.
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The estimate of the water required on the foregoing basis came
out at 2o3 million gallons a day. ‘ They stated,’ continues Mr.

Lefevre, ‘ that their available supplies were 294 million gallons per

diem ’ (p. 981). Note the word ‘ available.’ This is what the Com-
missioners say (section 71 of Eeport) :

—

The combined companies’ forecast of requirement in 1931 is 253,529,686 gallons

a day, and their anticipated capability of supply at that date is 296,357,236
gallons.

I ask the reader, is ‘ anticipated capability of supply ’ the same
thing as ‘ available supply ’ ? As a matter of fact the estimate

included extensive works which were projected but not even begun,

much less available.

Then we come to the Staines scheme, of which Mr. Lefevre gives

this account (p. 981) :
‘ The companies, when they found that their

estimates of the future wants of London were not accepted by the

Commission, put forward a scheme,’ &c. Will it be believed that

the Staines scheme was spontaneously laid by Messrs. Hunter and

Fraser before the Commission itself during the progress of the

inquiry, when no one could possibly know what the Commissioners

did or did not accept, for the all-sufficient reason that they had not

made up their own minds ? Their conclusions necessarily remained

unknown until the issue of the Keport long after the inquiry had

closed. The scheme was supported by Sir F. Bramwell and Mr.

Hawksley, and accepted in general terms by the Commission. The
first instalment is now under construction. Mr. Lefevre says (p. 982)

that Sir A. Binnie has ‘ completely broken down this reservoir

scheme
;

’ but that is begging the question. He has certainly tried

to do so, and due weight will no doubt be given to his arguments
;

but other authorities of at least equal eminence contradict him
flatly, and the verdict has yet to be given.

Passing on from the Balfour Commission, Mr. Lefevre refers to

the Bills for purchasing the water companies introduced by the

County Council in 1895, 1896, and 1897. He says (p. 982) that the

Bills would have passed and become law in 1895 but for the dissolu-

tion of Parliament. In other words, they would have been passed

by a Parliament in which the country had no confidence, as the

result of the General Election proved with startling force. He may
be right, but the recommendation is somewhat dubious. These

Bills, however, deserve a little more attention than he has given

them. The Bills of 1895 proposed purchase by a so-called arbitra-

tion, but with special restrictions. The arbitrator was to take certain

matters into account, and was not to take other matters; in other words,

he was to have very restricted powers. The Bills were referred to

a committee of which Mr. Iflunket (now Lord Kathmore) was chair-

man, and at an (virly stage the committee disapproved of the

])ro])Osed terms of arbitration. The County Council thereu])on com-
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pletely changed front, and having previously said that the matter

was too important to be left to an arbitrator under the rules provided

by the Lands Clauses Act, which always governs these purchase

affairs, proceeded to bring up a clause practically giving the arbi-

trator unlimited powers, in fact the powers of Parliament itself.

In 1896 and 1897 the Bills were reintroduced and defeated in the

new House of Commons, which presumably did represent the electors.

To make the story complete one should relate the history of the

County Council’s previous action and its remarkable changes of front

with regard to purchase and the constitution of a public water

authority
;
but that would take me too much out of the way in a

reply to Mr. Lefevre, who very wisely does not refer to the matter.

I will continue to follow his argument.

The next point that he makes is that the companies were mean-

while coming before Parliament with various private Bills for new

works and new reservoirs (p. 983). Exactly, they had to provide for

the wants of the people
;
and, it may be added, the County Council

did its utmost to prevent them from doing so, not without success.

Mr. Lefevre seems to think it a great crime on the part of the com-

panies that they represented the necessity for new works in the

strongest light
;

but, if so, the responsibility rests with the Council,

whose determined opposition has made it always excessively difficult,

and sometimes impossible, for the actual suppliers of water to obtain

from Parliament the powers necessary for carrying out their obliga-

tions to the public. In the last eight years they have brought

forward fourteen Bills, every one of which has been proved to be

necessary, and the County Council has opposed them all, with a

result to which I shall presently refer. Mr. Lefevre once more

makes his courteous charge of bad faith because some calculations

were put forward in 1896 which differed widely from those laid

before the Balfour Commission. The estimate of future requirements

put before the Commission was 253^ million gallons a day, whereas

in 1896 or thereabouts it was 554J millions, according to Mr. Lefevre.

This total is obtained by adding together figures given by various

engineers before different committees in 1895, 1896, and 1897. They
do not represent, as might be supposed from his account, a formal

statement on behalf of the companies, and the discrepancy between

them and the Balfour figures is easily explained. The latter were

arrived at on the companies’ own estimates of the future population

and the supply per head—namely, 8^ millions and 29 gallons. But
when the Balfour Commission reported, all the engineers loyally

accepted their estimates, which placed the population at 11 to 12

millions and the supply at 35 gallons
;
and this has been the basis

of all subsequent calculations. Further, two exceptionally hot and

dry seasons—in 1893 and 1895—occurred in the meantime; and,

lastly, while the original estimates represented the average daily
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supply throughout the year, the later figures referred to a possible

maximum consumption at the height of an exceptional season.

The discrepancy is a matter of no practical importance whatever
;

it

is only dragged in as a peg on which to hang a charge of bad faith.

With the necessary explanations I have given, the reader can judge

how much there is in it.

After some further reference to the vStaines scheme, Mr. Lefevre

continues (p. 984) :

Meanwhile disaster after disaster has accumulated on the people in the East of

London as the result of the present system, under which the eight companies have

been allowed to parcel out London and its suburbs among them, quite regardless of

whether all of them can adequately perform their obligations of providing water.

I have previously dealt with ‘ the present system ’ and the

‘ parcelling out.’ We shall now see what the disasters were really

the result of, and who was ‘ regardless of the obligations of providing

water.’

The first disaster was the frost in February 1895. It was an

unspeakable inconvenience and nuisance, which excited just indigna-

tion among consumers, who suffered not only from frozen service

pipes, for which their landlords were responsible, but from frozen

mains for which the companies were responsible. But the calamity

was not confined to East London, or to London at all
;

it was

universal. Inverness joined hands with Southampton in a common
misfortune, which affected the whole country that lies betw^een them.

Municipal pipes w^ere no more respected than those belonging to

private monopolies, and in their case the unfortunate consumers had

not only to put up with the inconvenience and pay their rates all

the same, but they had to foot the bill for damages in addition.

That being so, it is ridiculous to call the frost an East London disaster

due to ‘ the present system,’ &c.

The next disaster was the breakdown in the summer of 1895. Of

this Mr. Lefevre says (p. 985) :

With the full statistics we iiow^ have of the water pumped into their mains

before, during, and after tliis period of deficiency, it is absolutely certain that it

was caused, not by drought and want of water, but by the fact that there was

leakage in the mains and pipes of tlie company, owing to the fractures of the

previous winter.

He does not give the statistics, and I will therefore supply the

omission. The daily quantity pumped in January before the frost

occurred was 45 million gallons
;
during the frost and the subsequent

period of shattered mains it ranged betw^een 59 and 51 millions,

showing a great increase
;
during the tw^o months of scarcity it w as

42-| and 40J millions
;
and in the autumn, when the constant sup])ly

w-as resumed, it w'as as follows: Septembei- 4G|, October 45

November 434, December 4o, showing a complete return to tlie

normal, although no mains hafl been repair(‘d since the previous

May. In 1897 the avcnage consumption was only 41 million gallons.
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or 4 minion less than before the frost occurred, although from 20,000

to 30,000 houses had been added to the district. Such are the facts

which Mr. Lefevre omits. They are an absolute refutation of the

shattered main theory, and a proof that all the pipes must have

been repaired before the scarcity began, for none have been repaired

since. Mr. Lefevre also omits to mention that the Local Government

Board held an inquiry into the whole occurrence in the autumn of

1895, at the instance of the Hackney Vestry. It was conducted by

inspectors who were Mr. Lefevre’s own officials a few months before.

The Vestry and the County Council were both represented by eminent

counsel, and they brought forward all the evidence they could. The
Inspectors’ Eeport states (p. 8) :

This theory of Mr. Binnie’s, that the loss of water during the drought was due

to shattered mains, was not, in our opinion, proved at the inquiry, nor supported

by other witnesses called in behalf of the vestries.

Further, after reviewing the facts, the Eeport proceeds :
‘ These

facts prove that the scarcity in July and August was not to be

accounted for in the manner suggested by Mr. Binnie.’ The real

causes were stated by the inspectors as follows (Eeport, p. 16) :

{a) Exceptional waste owing (1) to non repair of fractures in consumers’ pipes,

and (2) to excessive garden watering.

{b) Decrease in the volume of the Lea due to the unprecedented drought.

(c) Means of storage possessed by the company iiiadequate to enable them to

meet the combined waste and deficiency noted under headings {a) and {b).

The inadequate storage was due to the rejection of a Bill brought

forward in 1893 for constructing the additional reservoirs, which were

included in the company’s resources, as projected works, by the

Balfour Commission (Eeport, Sections 88 and 94). Had the Bill

passed, part of the ‘storage would have been ready by 1895 and the

rest by 1896
;
and, as the event proved, a breakdown would have

been avoided in both years. But it was opposed by the County

Council on the ground that there was no urgency. According to

Hansard, Mr. James Stuart, in moving the rejection of the Bill on

the 17th of March 1893, said:

I do so on behalf of colleagues, many of whom represent districts affected by

this Bill, and also on behalf of the London County Council. ... I oppose the

Bill because of its substance and essence . . . there is no case for that urgency

which alone can be a reason for pressing the Bill through the House of Commons
immediately before the Royal Commission reports upon the whole question.

Mr. Benn also opposed the Bill on behalf of the County Council,

and it was rejected by 176 votes to 152, in sp)ite of the emphatic

warning of the Chairman of Ways and Means.

In 1894 it was reintroduced, and although the Balfour Commis-
sion had then reported, Mr. Stuart moved its rejection on the ground

that it was ‘ unnecessary and not urgent ’ and that it ‘ tended to

prejudge the question of the future water supply of London.
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Mr. Shaw Lefevre, who was then a member of the Grovernment,

also opposed the Bill, and said that he could not believe ‘ a delay of

one year would make any great difference.’ We know now the value

of these utterances. The Bill passed—by one vote—but, so far from

not being urgent, it was already a year too late. Mr. Lefevre says

(p. 988) that if the County Council had come into possession in 1895

there would have been no breakdown, as ‘ within a few weeks ’ they

would have formed connections between the mains of the different

companies. Why should they have gone to the heavy expense of

doing so when, by their own contention. East London was perfectly

safe ? Besides, the transfer would not have taken place till the end

of the year.

There remains the breakdown of 1898. As the facts are so

recent, and judicial proceedings appear to be still pending, I will

deal briefly with it. Mr. Lefevre admits the drought, but accuses

the company of ‘ almost criminal neglect ’ in not making connections

they now have beforehand. Had they done so, he says (p. 985),
‘ there would have been no deficiency.’ But as one of those con-

nections was made in the middle of September, and the other early

in October, and yet the constant supply could not be resumed until

the middle of December, he is clearly wrong. The breakdown would

have been mitigated, but not prevented. But why did not they make
the connections ? The alleged reasons, of which the reader must

judge, are that the Gfrand Junction had nothing to spare in the

summer, and that the Southwark and Vauxhall would have had

nothing if their Bill, which only became law at the end of July, had

not passed. The County Council, with its usual regard for the con-

sumers, tried to prevent the said Bill from passing, as it did the

East London Bill, enabling them to make any connections. Ke-

proaches for not making connections come oddly from that quarter.

Another point urged by Mr. Lefevre is that, in spite of the deficiency,

the company continue to levy full rates. So do the numerous

municipalities whose own supply has broken down this year
;
and so

would the County Council in like case. All water authorities are

equally protected against ‘ unusual drought, frost, and accident
’

by the Waterworks Clauses Act of 1847, which the County Council

proposes to incorporate in its own Acts.

A propos of this year’s breakdown and the failure of the Kiver

liCa, ]\Ir. Lefevre has one more slap at the East London Company,

whose ‘ confident statements ’ to the Balfour Commission have been

‘ conclusively disproved ’ (p. 986). Their engineer, he says, ‘ stated

in the most positive terms that under no possible set of circumstances

would the Lea ever fall short of 20 million gallons per diem.’

J'hese ‘ confident ’ and ‘ most ]>ositive ’ terms are as follows :
‘ I think

I might count on 20 million gallons a day’ ((). 647), on the ground,

as subsefjuently exj)lained, that the flow had never been known to be

less. i\Ir. Lefevre, ]mrsuing the same subject, says that ‘no increase
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of reservoirs would have made any substantial difference ’ this year,

because there was not enough surplus water to fill them between

September 1897 and July 1898. But there was plenty to fill them

before. The surplus during the first three months of 1897 alone

amounted to at least 25,000 million gallons, or enough to last for a

continuous drought of three and a half years, had it been stored,

and the whole would have been available from last June onwards.

Then we come back to the Staines scheme, to which Mr. Lefevre

urges various objections, all on the strength of the calculations made

by the County Council’s engineer, who, with ad respect, can hardly

be called an unbiassed witness. He says that the scheme is inade-

quate because it does not allow for a sufficient flow at Teddington

weir (p. 987), and this objection is enforced by reference to the

experience of last autumn, when the river fell to a ‘ dangerously low

point
;

’ but if last autumn’s experience proves anything about the

Thames, it is that the low state of the river was not in the least

dangerous, and that the arbitrary minimum of 200 million gallons

at Teddington is a needlessly high estimate. Nothing happened

when it fell to less than 100 millions. Nor was anything likely to

happen, for 100 millions a day is only 50 millions at each tide, and

on an ordinary ebb the body of tidal water is 1,480 millions at

Putney and 4,000 millions at London Bridge. How can 50 millions

make much difference either way ? Mr. Lefevre says it is required

to ‘ drive the sewage ’ out to sea, which would otherwise ‘ oscillate to

and fro in the tideway to the detriment of the health and other

interests of London ’ (p. 987). How can it drive the sewage out to

sea ? And what is this sewage ? It is County Council sewage,

which we have always been told had been abolished. If there is an

achievement on which the County Council particularly prides itself,

it is the purification of the river by the perfect disposal of this same

sewage. Now we are told that it is so far from disposed of as to

make the river dangerous to health unless driven out by—what ?

Well, Sir A. Binnie has always insisted that the filtered water of the

companies is ‘ more or less clarified sewage.’ Unfiltered it must
obviously be pure sewage, and therefore the County Council’s dan-

gerous sewage below is to be driven out by the equally dangerous

sewage from above. Surely the position is a little absurd.

The next point is that the Staines scheme will be more costly

than the County Council’s Welsh project
;
but that is just the point

in dispute. Sir A. Binnie’s calculations may prove his scheme to be

the cheaper, but INIessrs. Hunter and Middleton, who occupy the

same position on the other side, prove the exact contrary by equally

impressive sets of figures. Why should we accept Mr. Lefevre’s word

for it that the one is absolutely right and the others absolutely

wrong ? County Council estimates are not proverbial for accuracy. I

seem to remember something about a sewer at Lewisham, and other

little matters. The Council’s protest against the appointment of
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Colonel Kathborne to examine the estimates does not look as if they

had much confidence in their own. Mr. Lefevre adroitly conveys the

impression that Sir B. Baker and Mr. Deacon corroborate the County

Council as to the relative cost, but that is exactly what they do not.

They give the preference to Wales for other reasons, but they say

the Staines scheme would be cheaper.

Having settled this point to his own satisfaction, Mr. Lefevre

boldly lays it down that the further supplies required at the end of

ten or twelve years ‘ must be ’ obtained from Wales (p. 987). Why
must be ? No engineer has ever said so. They all, friendly or

hostile, discuss the rival schemes as possible alternatives. It is a

question of expediency, not of necessity. There is no ‘ must ’ about

it at all, and the expediency has yet to be proved. Then the Welsh

scheme being established as indispensable, he says, it ‘ can only be

carried out by the London Council ’ (p. 988). Why ? Why should

not a Water Board or the Amalgamated Companies carry it out ?

They could do it just as well, and if they thought it the cheaper

plan they would. Having followed Mr. Lefevre through the past

and the future, let me conclude by a reference to the present which

he has wholly omitted. The urgent, and the only urgent, question

before us is. the safety of East London during the next year or two

until its storage is increased and its wells developed. What does

the County Council propose ? Nothing whatever. The water

companies have proposed a scheme and are going to Parliament for

the necessary powers. Lord Llandaff’s Commission has reported

in its favour, and the only comment I need make is that the County

Council is opposing the scheme. Why ? The answer can best be

given in the words of Mr. Balfour Browne, Q.C., addressed to the

Koyal Commission on behalf of the County Council, on the loth of

November

:

If we bought the East London Company now 'we should buy them as a

defaulting company, which we could not do if they were able to avail themselves

of this intercommunication scheme.

If words have any meaning this sentence means that in the

ofhnion of the County Council, East London is at present not safe,

but would be made safe by the companies’ scheme, and that the

Council is opposing the scheme precisely on that account. They

want East I.<ondon to suffer in order that they may buy the company

cheap. Here we have the real evil of the p>resent system, which has

been repeatedly illustrated in the facts related above. The companies

are still in p>ossession and actually responsible for the water supply,

but their efforts to provide it are opposed at every turn because the

Council wants to take possession and to buy the business cheap. It

is a situation in which the consumer is bound to suffer. He is the

Armenian peasant who is massacred for the sake of bundling out the

Turk.

Aim ICR SlIADWELL.
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INTERNA TIONAL FISHER Y LEGISTA TION

There is scarcely any subject which at the present time lies more

in the dark than the question of nature’s economy with respect to

the maintenance of the stock of food fishes in the open sea.

Although this question is of the greatest actual interest to the

nations who live on the coasts of the North Sea, the Baltic, and the

North Atlantic, the laws which regulate the propagation, the growth,

and the nutrition of sea fishes are still undelineated by science, and

among the authorities who have the care of the fishery interest of

the different countries there seems to prevail an opinion that it

would be hopeless to try to find out scientific principles whereupon

to base a rational fishing industry or international regulations for the

sea fisheries of the North Sea area.

It is scarcely thought worth while to investigate such ques-

tions as, for instance, why the oyster-beds of England, as well

as of Norway and Sweden, are gradually growing sterile
;
why the

lobster catch steadily diminishes in quantity and quality in many
districts, or why the herring fishery in the North Sea and the cod

fishery on the banks of Iceland, Spitzbergen, and Lofoten are liable

to extreme variations from one year to another. All efforts are

directed upon the practical measures to increase the catch or improve

the fishing methods and enlarge the market by facilitating the

transport of fish, without any regard to the question whether the

stock of food fishes and the natural supply of fish food existing in the

North Sea area wfill bear the demand upon the resources of nature’s

economy by the augmented catch. Twenty years ago we could have

been excused in neglecting this question, as we could then still retain

the delusion that the store of food fishes in the North Sea and

adjacent parts of the ocean is practically unlimited, and that the

fish caught by fishermen is insignificant compared with the numbers

of useful fishes devoured by prey fishes, &c.

At present, after the recent improvements in fishing methods,

and after the introduction of steamboats in the fishing industry and

the enormous increase, especially of the German and English fleet, of

295
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steam trawlers, matters look otherwise, and there is plenty of experi-

ence to warrant the common opinion that the North Sea is subject to

overfishing, and that some precautions must be taken against it.

Necessary as such restrictions upon the sea fishery may appear,

they will, however, be impossible to realise by international agree-

ment, so long as it is not known ^vhen and where protection against

overfishing is needed.

The fact is, that we know too little to venture upon legislative

experiments, which afterwards may prove to be inefficacious. Nor
is it in the least probable that the nations who are economically

interested in the North Sea fishery will agree to international legis-

lative restrictions upon their fishery industry without full and strong

reasons being produced for the necessity of such rules. The facts

upon which an international legislation about sea fisheries must be

based can only be elucidated by careful scientific investigation. The
way of scientific research may seem long and difficult to traverse, but

we must remember that it is the only one which leads to certain

results, and it is now no longer an untrodden path, since the late

investigations of British, German, and Scandinavian biologists and

hydrographers already represent a fair advance in our knowledge of

the ocean and of oceanic life.

The Swedish Government recently issued an invitation to the

Foreign Offices of Great Britain and other North Sea powers to take

into consideration the desirability of a systematic international investi-

gation of the North Atlantic and North Sea in the interests of the

fisheries.

This scheme is founded on the opinion that all fish-life in the

North Atlantic, and especially the presence of the migratory fishes,

depends upon the great currents in the upper layers of the sea, and

the variations of the presence in these layers of the food required by

the fishes, viz. ‘ plankton,’ or organisms of animal or vegetable

origin, floating in the water. A knowledge of these currents, and of

the quality and quantity of the food which they contain, is necessary

in order to determine the legislation required for the creation of a

rational organisation of the fisheries.

In consequence, a research ought to be made concerning the

existing conditions, and the currents during all seasons, in the upper

layers, between the surface and a depth of about 400 to 500 fathoms,

as well as concerning the nature and the quantity of the ‘ plankton
’

to be found in these layers. The best way to make the research

would be to divide the field between the participating countries, in

order that each country might establish a system of observations

over a certain area of the adjoining sea. For Sweden, it would, for

instance, be most convenient to explore the middle parts of the Baltic

and the Skagerak.

The necessary ex])enditiire for a research of this kind would be
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comparatively small for each country. The research is less difficult

when the intention is not to explore the deepest, but only the upper

layers
;

the methods actually used for the observations are also less

complicated than previously, and, as a result of the experience

already acquired, it is now possible to avoid useless work by concen-

trating the observations upon essential points. Almost all the coun-

tries on the North Sea have now—with the exception of Sweden

—

established on their coasts scientific stations and institutes to make
observations with regard to fishing interests.

Private associations are also found everywhere for this same

purpose, and if all these institutions, which are now working without

any common plan, could be persuaded to devote part of their work to

a great common purpose, a great part of the object pursued could

thereby be attained. The time for the research ought to be extended

to five years. The observations ought to continue during all seasons,

and as a convenient date to begin, the 1st of May 1899 or 1900

might be selected.

The initiative step thus taken by Sweden is moreover founded on

experience that international regulations of fishery questions can be

founded upon scientific research. I here allude to the recently

signed convention between Sweden and Denmark in regard to the

plaice fishery in the Kattegat.

The Kattegat is physically as well as biologically the best in-

vestigated sea area existent, thanks to the systematical and scientific

research which has been made there during the last sixteen years

by the Danish biological station under the leadership of Dr. G. G.

Joh. Petersen.

A short account of the method which has been adopted in this

survey will follow here.

In the course of the years 1883-1889 the physical conditions, as

well as the distribution of the invertebrates, constituting the bottom

fauna of the entire Kattegat had been investigated and mapped out

by a commission of specialists with Dr. Petersen as their leader, on

board the Danish ss. Hauch.
The following chart of the Kattegat will serve to orientate the

reader as to the situation of the fishing-grounds of the northern part

of this area.

The most important places for the plaice fishery are the sub-

marine plateaus surrounding the Danish islands, Laesoe and Anholt.

The bottom there, consisting partly of sand and partly of blue

mud, contains abundant food for plaices and other flat fishes, who
feed upon the shells of Mactra, Solen, Abra, &c., living on the

bottom.

Dr. Petersen invented a special method for estimating the quan-
tity of fish food contained in a certain area of the bottomd A

’ Report of the Danisli Biological Station to the Home Department VII. 1897.
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KATTEGAT

closer investigation showed that the amount of such animals as con-

stitute the nourishment of flat fishes on the fishing grounds in the

Limfjord was, although abundant, by no means inexhaustible.

In fact, the actual result of the fishery, which in the Limfjord

and in the Kattegat is carried on with highly effectual fishing gear,

the plaice ‘Seine, corroborated the conclusions of the biological

research, viz. that the fishing-grounds of the Kattegat were already

subject to over-fishing, in a high degree, and that a rapid decrease

in the size of the flat fishes has been the residt.

The next question was to decide what particular restrictions

must be introduced in order to maintain the stock of really valuable

adult plaices in the Kattegat undiminished, with the least possible

disturbance to the fishery. How this was achieved will be best

understood from Dr. Petersen’s own description.

It has been ascertained that the stock of plaices in the Kattegat

consists of four classes of fishes, difterent in size and age, which we

will denote by the group numbers I., II., HL, IV.

Group /. consist of the youngest fry (tlie fry of the year) which,

after it has been hatched from the drifting (‘ pelagic’) eggs, during

the first half-year of its life, lives close to tlie shore in water of less

than two metres depth. The dotted line on chart shows the limit of

the coast waters inhabiterl by these young flat fishes.
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If it ivas permitted to catch small flat fishes within these limits,

the consequence might he that the entire plaice fishery of the Kattegat

woidd he destroyed.

In the course of one year the fishes of Grroup I. acquire a size of

5-6 centimetres.

Group II. In the next year these fishes, which we now denote

as Gfroup II., emigrate to somewhat deeper waters (4-8 metres) and

grow to the size of 8-16 centimetres. They are still too small to be

useful as food fishes, but in the course of the third year they

appear as

:

Group III., which is for a great part subject to catch, in so far

that the largest members of this class, which have attained the size

of 25 centimetres, hitherto have been considered as marketable in

Denmark. On account of the energetic effect of the plaice-seine

relatively few fishes of Group III. are spared until they reach the

fourth year, when the plaices get mature, and have a much higher

value in the market.

Group IV., the adult plaices, are consequently few in number at

present, in comparison to their occurrence twenty years ago. Before

the over-fishing by means of the plaice-seine had commenced the

individuals belonging to this group were of much larger size (i.e. at-

tained a greater age).

At that time there existed in the Kattegat many plaices up to

50-60 centimetres in length, which were called ‘ Hanser ’ by the

fishing population. This class of plaices is now wholly extinct in

the Kattegat.

The growth of the plaices in the Kattegat has been studied

partly by counting and measuring the separate individuals of each

catch, partly by labelling the living fishes with numbered labels.

If the plaices caught in the Kattegat by means of the plaice-

seine with small meshes are counted and measured, the individuals

will be found to group about four average values corresponding to

the groups I., II., III., IV. here mentioned, which constitute the

maxima of the curve in the diagram overleaf.

The full drawn line denotes the dimension of Group IV. at the

the present time, and the dotted line the supposed extent of Group
IV, twenty years ago, before the introduction of the plaice-seine.

We infer from this that the cause of the decrease of the catch

with regard to the size of captured fishes must be ascribed to over-

fishing by means of the plaice-seine (and also by other fishing

implements, but in a smaller degree).

The detrimental effect of this fishing gear is not due to the

catch of larvae or the youngest class of plaices, which is as

abundantly represented as ever, but to the overfishing of the plaices

belonging to Group III. and the undersized individuals of Group IV,,

which, alth/mgh considered to he 7uarketahle fishes, have not attain&l
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the size of sufficiently valuable flat fishes. Thereby the revenue of
the plaice fishery of the Kattegat diminishes, because the growth of

the fishes cannot keep

pace with the rate at

which the fishery goes

on, in the same manner
as the economic revenue
of a forest decreases if

the wood-cutting is car-

ried on on a larger scale

than the growth of the

timber permits.

The new convention

hehveen Denmark and
Sv)eden regulates the

plaice fishery by fixing

the limit of marketable

fish to 30 centimetres

total length. Undersized

plaices are not to be

brought ashore, but

must be thrown alive, if

possible, into the water.

The plaices taken up by
means of the plaice-

seine are not injured in

any way, as is the case

in the trawling fishery, and can consequently be set at liberty

again. Thus it may happen that a number of fishes will be

repeatedly caught by the plaice-seine and liberated, but no under-

sized fishes are taken away, and the average value of the catch will

considerably increase after the introduction of the 30 centimetres

limit. Thereby the future maintenance of the stock of plaices in

the Kattegat is warranted. As many fishes as can live on this area

are allowed to grow there until they acquire the proper size, and

there is little probability of their escaping from being caught when

they have attained that size on account of the intensive fishery.

This is probably the first case in existence where an international

legislation regarding fishery matters is based on scientific research.

There can be no doubt that this is the only way for us to find a

remedy against the impending ruin of the fisheries of the North Sea

area by over-fishing. Blindfold legislation in fishery matters, i.e.

legislation which is not based upon thoroughly investigated facts,

will be utterly inefficacious.

It is, for instance, a commonly accepted opinion, that the eggs

and larvjc of the useful fishes ought to be protected against destruc-

/yumber of indi\/iduu/s /n one catc/?
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tion, and that the fishery should be prohibited at those places, and

•at that time of the year when the spawning takes place. Such is

the leading principle of every rational fish-culture in lakes, ponds, &c.

and there is every reason to believe that it will, in many cases, even

hold good in sea fishery. In the northern Kattegat, however, it

would be utterly useless to lay restrictions of this kind upon the

plaice fishery with regard to the eggs and larvoe, since co^refal

scientific investigation las shown that the jjlaices ^vhich hahitate

the northern Kattegat are not sjpaivnecl there, but probably outside

the Kattegat, in other parts of the North Sea (most probably off the

English coast), whence they are drifted eastwards with the surface

currents of the North Sea, recently studied by Scandinavian hydro-

graphic observations as well as by the float experiments of the Scottish

Fishery Board.

Another remarkable success of the scientific inquiry into the

biology of the plaice is the transplanting of young pjlaices, which

is now practised in the interior basins or lochs of the Limfjord.

The plaices do not spawn in this fjord, but their growth is con-

siderable.

Experiments have shown that young plaices of 18-22 centimetres,

caught and marked in April, reached an average length of 33-35

centimetres in October when transplanted into these inner parts of the

Limfjord, probably on account of the abundance of fish food there.

In the outer western compartment of the Limljord, the Nisstim Bred-

ning, there is a steady immigration of young plaices (belonging to

<jroups I. and II.) from the North Sea through the Tyboron Channel,

where they, however, cannot grow large on account of the excessive

number of individuals compared with the store of food. When these

young plaices are caught and transported to the inner parts of the

fjord (which can be effected at a cost of I or 2 ore for each plaice)

they will be worth 25 to 30 ore seven or eight months afterwards.

Of course, all plaices thus transplanted in the spring are caught in

the autumn by means of the plaice-seine, and the fishing population

of the Limfjord in this manner already earns several thousand crowns

yearly, although this transplantation as yet has been practised only

on a comparatively small scale on account of certain legal prerogatives

which remain to be regulated.

]jut the living conditions of the various species of useful fishes

are manifold, and will be found to be highly different for fishes in-

habiting the bottom, like the plaices or other flat fishes, and migratory

fishes, such as mackerels, herrings, cods, Ac. They will be found

different for j>rey fishes, or those who feed upon the shells and worms

&c. of the bottom clay, and for those whose nourishment consists of

the freely floating plankton organisms of the upper water layers.

For this important group of fishes, to which belong, for instance, the

VoL. XLV—No. 2Gi X
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herrings, the sprat, the sardines, &c., the sea currents, the physical

condition of the sea-water with regard to salinity and temperature,

and the quality and quantity of the swimming fish food, i.e. the

microscopic animals and algae, which constitute the ‘plankton,’ so

called by Haeckel, are of such vital importance, that we have good
grounds to believe that the great migrations of the herrings are

wholly dependent upon these circumstances.

The Prince of Monaco suggests that the disappearance of the

sardines from the French coast may be due to changes of tempera-

ture in the water.

These fishes live on very low organisms of minute size called

Peridinia, the habits of which are probably largely influenced by
temperature. In investigations on the sardine, made off the

Spanish coast by the collaborators of the Prince of Monaco, MM,
Pouchet and Be Gnerne found in the intestine of a single fish a

number of Peridinia which might be estimated at twenty millions,

without counting those in the stomach and cesophagus. Now this

genus Peridinia, although widely spread over all parts of the ocean,

where_ the different sub-species are characteristic for the Grulf

Stream, the Arctic area, &c. occur in greatest abundance as con-

stituents of the neritic plankton (‘ Tripos ’ plankton), or the plankton of

the coastal region ofthe European side of the Atlantic—for instance, the

Pay of Biscay, the Channel, and theNorth Sea in summer and autumn.
There is in the later part of the summer a trend of the Gulf Stream

towards the Channel and the North Sea region, and the same impact

from side of the oceanic surface water, which heaps the food of the

sardines, the ‘ Tripos ’ plankton, against the coast of France and

Spain, a little later in the year sends a warm current of coastal water

laden with rich neritic plankton, accompanied by numerous herring

shoals as far as into Kattegat. The arrival of the immense shoals of

winter herring in November-January in Skagerak is due to another

influence, viz. to an invasion by the Polar current from the east side

of Greenland upon the Gulf Stream area in the Norwegian Sea in the

cold season, which renders great parts of this sea uninhabitable during

the winter months and compels the herrings to seek refuge either in

the Norwegian fjords or into Skagerak. To such an encroachment

of the water from the Arctic side of the Norwegian Sea upon the

warm Gulf Stream water of its eastern side seems also to be due

the enormous accumulation of the codfishes in January-February

towards the spawning grounds inside Lofoten ^ and the Norwegian

^ Tlie vicissitudes of the great cod fishery of Newfoundland are most likely due

to similar causes, viz. the conflict of two great oceanic currents of different origin.

Another fishery of high economic importance is the herring fishery with drift-nets in

the North Sea, east of Shetland and Scotland, which begins in Mayor June and ends

in August. This fishery is also liable to great variations from one year to another.

It seems not unlikely that the key to tins intricate problem lies in the varying con-

ditions of the sea NE. and E. of the Faeroe islands, where the meeting of the Gulf
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coast. Where there is no such external force in action the cods

spawn, not crowded into compact shoals, but in widely spread order,

as was found to be the case in the North Sea by the German expedi-

tion under Hensen and Apstein in February, March, and April 1895.

It is strange to think that the physical and biologic state of the most

important fishery districts of the world are so imperfectly studied,

while fantastic enterprises to reach the North Pole are started yearly.

How little do we know at present of the condition of the ocean

during the greatest part of the year

!

Hitherto nearly all exploring work, biologic as well as oceano-

graphic, has been restricted to the summer months, and we are

consequently accustomed to judge the state of the North Atlantic in

winter from charts and soundings made in July and August.

Nothing can, however, be more erroneous, since recent Swedish

and British researches have shown that great changes take place in

spring and in autumn, so that the state of the northern part of the

Atlantic is entirely altered in the cold season of the year.

In the winter the already mentioned great invasion of the Arctic

stream upon the Gulf Stream area of the Norwegian Sea takes place,

and the great western parts of the ocean, which in spring and summer
are found teeming with animalic and vegetal plankton, in the cold

season become barren and void of life, while an accumulation of

marine organisms, both plankton and fishes, takes place towards the

Em’opean side of the Norwegian Sea and North Sea.

A few years of a systematically organised international survey will

serve to clear up the mystery of the migrations of these fishes, and

teach us when and where international restrictions upon the fisheries

must be accepted in order to counteract the impending ruin of the

North Sea fishery by over-fishing.

0. Pettersson.

Stream with the eastern branch of the Arctic current takes place. A few years’

systematic investigation at the night time (i.e. in the months of March and April) in

connection with a similar! research of the Norwegian Channel would possibly dispel

the apparent mystery of this question.

In the Skagerak the herring in autumn appears with a warm undercurrent of

water from the Norwegian Channel, and in February or March vanishes when this

relatively warm water of the deeper layers is replaced by the cold and fresh effluvies

from the Kattegat and Baltic.
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THE PEEVEiVTIOA^ OF CONSUMPTION

The National Association for the Prevention of Consumption and

other Forms of Tuberculosis has made a noble and touching appeal

to the people of this country to join with the medical profession in

an endeavour to prevent and ultimately suppress the most prevalent

and fatal of human diseases. This appeal has been most cordially

responded to, and the subject evidently at the present moment
largely occupies the public mind. Co-operation between the pro-

fession and the laity is an essential condition of success. This co-

operation must be intelligent, and this intelligence must be educated

and wisely directed. It is at all times easier to excite than to

control and direct popular movements, especially one in which there

is so much which appeals to the emotional as distinguished from the

scientific aspects of the question. It is therefore incumbent on those

members of the profession concerned in the promotion of this great

national work to be precise and explicit in stating their views.

Evidently, certain erroneous impressions have taken possession of

the public mind, which should, if possible, be corrected without

delay, and one of which indeed has in my experience already led to

disastrous results. It is stated with confidence that exposure to

fresh air will alone and with certainty cure consumption in every

stage and in every form
;
that this treatment is quite a new depar-

ture in medicine—a revelation and a discovery
;
that it is only in

certain sanatoria in Germany, due to private enterprise notably at

Falkenstein, that this so-called open-air treatment has been and is

carried out successfully
;
and that the medical men of this country,

especially those engaged in the treatment of consumption, have

lagged behind their Continental brethren, not only in their know-

ledge of tuberculosis, but also in its treatment. There is no

difficulty in showing that these views are altogether erroneous and

misleading. If we examine the treatment at Goerbersdorf in Silesia,

the largest and first established of the German sanatoria, we find

that tlie patients are freely exposed to the open air, but that greater

importance is attached to the so-called ‘ forced feeding,’ which con-

sists tliere in trying in every way by example and precept to get the

l)atients to take as large an amount of strong nourishing food as they
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possibly can, in five substantial meals daily, and great importance is

attached to regularly graduated exercise in the extensive grounds.

Dr. Brehmer, its founder, and long its chief physician, insisting on

the importance of the up-grade of the incline on starting, and the

down-grade for the return. Dr. Dettweiller, of Falkenstein, urging the

opposite view, that the start should be down hill and the return on

the rise ! On another question authorities differ. While some

expatiate on the beneficial ‘ scavenging ’ effect of free exposure of the

person to strong winds, Brehmer asserts, on the contrary, ‘ wind is a

veritable poison for the consumptive.’

At Falkenstein, near Homburg, forced feeding is also a leading

feature in the treatment, but is not insisted on so much as at Groer-

bersdorf, and more rest in the open air than exercise is demanded.

In both sanatoria, practically unlimited milk is supplied from their

own dairies. It is important to note that in neither of these institu-

tions is it claimed that in all cases these two methods alone suffice

for treatment. On the contrary, in his recent work describing the

Grerman consumptive sanatoria. Dr. von Jaruntowsky,^ formerly for

five years assistant to Dr. Brehmer at Goerbersdorf, in his recent

most valuable work on ‘ Sanatoria for Consumptives,’ after referring

to Aeration and Feeding (the Hygienic-Dietetic Method), as the best

for general treatment, says :
‘ Passing now to the special or symptoma-

tic treatment, like every other disease characterised by dangerous

symptoms, so also consumption, with its numerous and often

unaccountable symptoms, requires strict clinical treatment. And
to this end the sanatorium with its various appliances offers the best

means.’ Accordingly we find a large proportion of the patients in

the sanatoria, refractory to the healing influences of fresh air, rest,

and diet alone, placed under the usual drugs adapted to relieve their

symptoms—fever, night sweats, cough, haemorrhage, dyspepsia, &c.

In the characteristic fever commencing with chill, ‘ the patient may
have to be sent to bed early in a well-warmed room with closed

windows.’ ‘ In the case of fever occurring suddenly after catching

cold, the patient should be sent to bed immediately and made to

sweat freely, and kept for some days in a well-ventilated room, wine and

phenacetin being used at the same time
;

’ again, ‘ one must make
more use of antipyretics if fresh air, ice, and wine do not act suffi-

ciently,’ and ‘ patients in the last stages of disease had much better

remain in bed in a well-ventilated room,’ I think these quotations

from the recently published work of an author of such repute and

special knowledge at once dispose of the absurd idea that fresh air

alone will cure consumption. The therapeutic influence of exposure

to fresh air, like that of climate, is slow in operation, and the

intensity of symptoms especially in the frequent pyrexial states of

Translated by Dr. C. Clifford Beale, of the Vietoria Park Consumptive Hospital.1
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the disease cannot wait, but must be treated on general medical

principles. The efficacy of open-air life as a remedy in consumption

is as old as the father of medicine, Hippocrates, himself, and re-

commended by him to be obtained by resort to climates where out-

door life was more possible. Celsus and also Aretseus strongly

recommended the open-air life at sea. Pliny sent two of his con-

sumptive freedmen to the mountains for the benefit of the sunshine

and the odour of the pine forests, which Gralen, the great Koman
physician, also advised, with abundance of milk. Indeed, there

never was in the history of medicine any time that these beneficial or

rather curative influences were not appreciated, although certainly

not to the extent they have more recently attained since the nature

of consumption has been more fully understood. In later times the

teaching, among many others, of Professor Hughes Bennett of

Edinburgh, of Dr. Henry Bennett of London and Mentone, of

Dr. C. B. Williams of London, and of that original thinker the

late Dr. MacCormac of Belfast, was all strongly in favour of the

hygienic treatment of consumption. Dr. Brehmer undoubtedly has

the merit of first systematising and combining the open-air treatment

with enforced diet, and showing how much general treatment,

carried out on rational principles, could accomplish. His establish-

ment at Groerbersdorf was founded in 1854, and has been followed

by many other similar institutions, more or less modifying the

parent teaching, both in Germany and elsewhere. But up till quite

recently no attempt has been made on the Continent to provide like

resorts for the necessitous. In England, on the other hand, this

position is reversed. No private sanatoria have existed until quite

lately, and then only of the most limited and domestic character

;

but consumptive hospitals for the poor and needy have existed for

long periods, and to them very probably is due the remarkable decrease

in deaths from phthisis that has taken place in England since a date

corresponding to their establishment, to which attention has been drawn

by Continental authorities. Among the principal Consumptive Hospitals

are :—Brompton, founded in 1841, 321 beds
;
Victoria Park in 1848,

164 beds
;
North London in 1860, 75 beds

;
the City Hoad Hospital

in 1863, 75 beds
;
and the Eoyal National Hospital, Ventnor, in 1869,

138 beds. The latter differs essentially from the other English

hospitals in advantages of climate, locality, and in the structural

arrangements having been originally designed for the purpose of

obtaining the utmost possible exposure to open air and sunshine as

a fundamental principle in the treatment. In all respects it com-

pares favourably with any of the Continental sanatoria, notably Fal-

kenstein, which suffers to a great extent from faulty structural

arrangements in its earlier buildings, which involve and indeed ex-

plain the necessity for annexes designed for freer and more direct

ventilation. The medical staffs of these several hospitals above
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named, will yield to none in technical education, competence, and

devotion to their particular speciality, and they endeavour, with all

the resources at their disposal, to evolve and carry out a rational

eclectic system of treatment, including all that their knowledge,

experience, and study of other methods enable them to select. This

difference in the class of institutions for the treatment of consump-

tion in the two countries is due really to the differences of national

character and habits. The well-to-do Englishman will not, in his

own country at least, submit to the discipline which is imperative in

these sanatoria—exclusive, reserved, insular, he resents the restraints

of such an environment, and few only can reconcile themselves to

the regime. This is the reason that in England, with medicinal

waters many as potent, as any of their class on the Continent, the re-

gimen and restraints necessary in diet and habits for their healing

powers being realised have never been submitted to as they are on

the Continent, where nevertheless English people congregate annu-

ally in increasing numbers. The Germans, on the other hand, seem

to adapt themselves naturally to the sanatoria life with all its re-

straints and self-denial, and at the same time it is to be remembered

that the country is too poor yet to spend munificent sums in build-

ing and maintaining public hospitals on the English scale, for the

relief of the consumptive poor.

Comparisons in vague terms have been made between the results

of treatment in Continental sanatoria and hospitals for tuberculosis

in this country. The statistical method is of course the appropriate

one to decide this question, but to be exact the modes of designating

and classifying the various categories of cases as regards their stage

of disease would require to be identical. This not being so, only

approximate results can be derived from the figures available. I

have before me the statistics of most of the Continental sanatoria,

but I shall select only those of three, Falkenstein, Goerbersdorf, and

Eeiboldsgriin, as they are fuller and more complete, to compare

with those of the Eoyal National Hospital at Yentnor, where the

details of every case, with a graphic diagram of the pulmonary con-

dition, have been carefully recorded in no less than 16,951 cases

since 1870. The difference in the medical state, as regards stage of

disease, of the patients attending this hospital is very marked and
very unfavourable to the comparison—hardly 1 per cent, of the

patients admitted were in the 1st stage, whereas at Goerbersdorf

they amounted to 27*62 per cent. Again, the physical condition,

also, of the patients on admission is very different—seeking as they

do the benefits of the charity after a long struggle with poverty

and disease—compared with the well-to-do who resort to the foreign

Sanatoria. Then again, as regards classification, those designated
^ Cured,’ or ‘Nearly Cured ’ in the sanatoria correspond practically to the
" Eestored ’ and ‘ Improved ’ categories of the Eoyal National Hospital.
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JResuIts of Treatment.
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These figures speak for themselves, and show conclusively

that the results of the eclectic treatment at that hospital, which con-

sists in the freest exposure to fresh air and sunshine, a judiciously

adapted diet, together with such therapeutic aids as the symptoms

of each case may from time to time demand, compare most favourably

with the other institutions under consideration.

It may be noted in connection with the question of diet that no less

than 76'99 per cent, of the patients at the Eoyal National Hospital

gained weight without any forced feeding, but as the result of careful

attention to general health with a simple, ample, and suitable dietary.

In 1896 out of a total of 676 cases no less than 524 gained, of which

the average gain was 6 lbs. 3*97 ozs., while 32 of these gained over

1 stone. In 1898, 583 out of 711 patients in ten weeks gained on

an average over 7 lbs. each, of which number 56 patients gained over

1 stone each
;
and last year 576 out of a total of 717 gained on an

average 6 lbs. 8*2 ozs., 38 patients over 14 lbs., one scaling no less

than 28 J lbs. The very meagre details available from Nordracb

show that 90 per cent, of the cases were not cured as stated by Mr.

Gibson in last month’s Keview, but that 30 per cent, only belonged

to that category, the remaining 65 per cent, merely figuring an

‘Ameliorations.’ With respect to gaining weight as the result of

forced feeding, on which that gentleman lays so much stress as one

of the leading features of treatment at Nordrach, it is notorious that

many patients break down under the ordeal, and the weight gained

under pressure is often as rapidly lost, only a seriously damaged

digestive apparatus being the result. The statistics of weight attho

Royal National Hospital prove that forced feeding is absolutely

unnecessary
;
it is unnatural, therefore unphysiological

;
it is utterly

wasteful, and is in the highest degree injurious if not dangerous in-

acute stages of the disease. JMr. Gibson’s experience at Nordrach

would have been as valuable as it is interesting had not the perhaps*

pardonable enthusiasm of a grateful beneficiary obscured the memory"

.and given rein to his imagination. He had, as the result of sound

medical .advice, evidently well adv.anced on the ro.ad to recovery, in

that, for three months before he left Ireland, he was able to dispose
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of ‘ more than half a gallon of milk daily ’ as an item in his diet.

At Nordrach he was also equal to the strain of forced diet, returning

exactly in the condition of an athlete in training. This now enables

him to dispense with umbrellas and greatcoats, and with impunity to

get ducked to the skin twice a day, and sit in his wet clothes until

they dry
;
but, quite apart from mere considerations of comfort and

economy, the practice is surely not to be recommended to the general

public, who for the most part are very rarely in ‘ condition ’ to run

such a risk. Mr. Gibson says :
‘ Here are the features of the cure :

nourishment, rest, and fresh air. Of the three the over-feeding is by

far the most important, for it is conceivable that a cure might be

effected by this means alone, which could never be accomplished

by fresh air and rest only.’ Surely, if this is the case, why take

the temperature four times a day ? Why require to receive a visit

from the doctor three times a day ? Why, if over-feeding alone

suffices, should it be necessary to be ordered ‘ to bed, to lie on a

couch, to sit outside, or to go for a long or a short walk ’ ? Why,
indeed, should it be necessary to go to Nordrach or from one’s home
at all ? ‘ Training as a chemist ’ does not seem to qualify any one

to speak authoritatively, much less dictatorially, on the subject of a

disease that demands training very different from that of the chemist.

He certainly is not justified in saying ‘ that from his own case he

knows more about this disease than most scientists could possibly

know by theory.’ ‘ Most scientists ’ do not ‘ know by theory.’

Scientific medical men do make use of theory, but as one only of the

recognised modes of directing practical studies. People stricken with

acute consumption do not consult theoretical scientists—perhaps

Mr. Gibson has had this unusual experience. And again, he is not

the only man who has had the sad opportunity of knowing his own
case

;
many medical men, the present writer himself, being among the

number. One of the most romantic incidents in medical biography

is the experience of two (one of them certainly the greatest of

specialists in consumption) whose names have already been mentioned
—Professor Hughes Bennett and Dr. Henry Bennett. The latter, in

the full tide of professional prosperity in another branch of medicine,

was stricken with acute phthisis. He hurried to Edinburgh and

received his sentence from Professor Bennett, to give up all in town

and retire to the Kiviera, which he did permanently, and it is well

known with what success. But, with the irony of fate, thirty years

later, Hughes Bennett, now himself a victim to pulmonary tuber-

culosis, went to join his whilom patient in Mentone.

Mr. Gibson’s emphatic affirmation, that consumption is not a fatal

disease, is quite unnecessary, as even ‘ theoretical scientists ’ have

always held that opinion. Carswell, the greatest scientific physician

of his time, says :
‘ Pathological anatomy has perhaps never afforded

stronger evidence of the curability of a disease than in the case of
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phthisis.’ The post-mortem investigations of many observers, both

in this country and on the Continent, prove that spontaneous cure of

consumption occurs in from one-third to one-fourth of all adults dying

after the age of forty years. When the body of the late Emperor of

Itussia, who died of another quite different disease, was examined, a

scar was found at the apex of the right lung indicating a former seat

of tubercular disease, that had run its course unrecognised from

the first stage to the last. What with Mr. Gribson’s ‘ watching

for three years the blind gropings after the truth of the most

learned scientists in this country,’ and his ‘ watching the half-truths

they have not discovered—but been driven by Continental scientists

to acknowledge, and the wrong positions they have taken up, while

all the time thousands were dying who might have been saved,

and ’ he ‘ could keep silence no longer,’ it is difficult to take him
altogether seriously, nor would it have been considered necessary

to do so but for the fact that if such inaccurate and irresponsible

statements are allowed under the cegis of this Review to pass

uncontradicted they are certain to do infinite harm at a time when

public interest has been so strongly excited and people are every-

where seeking information.

Two important questions now present themselves for considera-

tion : 1st, What medical knowledge is necessary on the part of the

laity ? and 2nd, What are the means to be employed for the preven-

tion of consumption and other forms of tuberculosis ?

Previous to 1882, when Koch first announced his famous dis-

covery of the tubercle bacillus, the treatment of pulmonary tuber-

culosis had been to a large extent modified by anticipation, for the

theory of a bacterial origin of tuberculosis had for some years been

maintained, but actual knowledge of the disease was still largely

theoretical, and its treatment correspondingly speculative or em-

pirical. The immediate result of Koch’s investigations was the

proof of two points in what scientists call the natural history of

consumption : 1st, and by far the most important in all its bearings,

that pulmonary tuberculosis (the correct name) is an infectious

disease
;
and 2nd, that it is not an hereditary malady, or at least

that heredity plays only a secondary or more correctly an indirect

role in its dissemination. We are now in a position to maintain

the opinion that persons who inherit a certain type of constitution

or diathesis—the strumous—are more predisposed to become

infected. They do not inherit the disease, but only a constitution

involving greater liability. Individuals of this type are usually

large-jointed, with clear transparent veined skin, blue eyes, and

fair hair shading to red, auburn, and chestnut. Their tissues

generally are lacking in firmness, and the lymphatic glands and

al)sorbent ducts are largely developed, and probably facilitate from

their size and activity the absorption of the infective material from
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without, particularly those of the neck, the bacilli entering through

the follicles of the tonsils, then passing down through the cervical

chain of glands and the lymphatic vessels into the chest. In

young children especially, the lymphatics of the abdominal cavity

convey the bacilli through the walls of the intestines to the perito-

neum or lining membrane, the glands themselves become enor-

mously involved in the general condition which was popularly called

consumption of the bowels, or medically tabes mesenterica, now known

as abdominal tubercle. This form of tuberculosis is almost always

caused by infected milk,“ and adults apparently are nearly immune
to this form of the disease. From the abdomen the lymphatic vessels

may convey the infective material to the membranes of the brain,

causing tubular meningitis, popularly known as ‘ water on the brain.’

In the adult there is occasionally seen a secondary infection of this

form, by bacilli carried by the lymphatics from the primary seat of

tuberculosis in the lungs.

It is strange that the belief in the infectious nature of consump-

tion should have always widely prevailed, especially among the lower

orders in Southern Italy. This is probably a long-descended tradition

of classic times when the vast crowded city populations of the pen-

insula must have been terribly scourged by this dread disease.

The determination of the infective nature of consumption and

the conditions of its activity constitute by far the most important

results of Koch’s investigations, more especially in relation to public

health, since it is from a knowledge of the conditions under which

the infective properties of the bacilli become effective, that indica-

tions are furnished as to the means and measures by which the

tubercular disease thus produced, is to be effectively prevented.

The principal facts to be remembered are :

1st. That consumption is a conditionally infectious disease,

due to a^specific micro-organism.

2nd. That the tubercle bacillus is the essential infective

element.

3rd. That this microbe is contained in the sputum of

affected persons.

4th. That therefore the sputum must be regarded and
treated as the vehicle of infection.

5th. That the bacillus retains its vitality when dried, for

unascertained periods, and at low temperatures, but

its activity is destroyed above 42°C. by free exposure

to fresh air, by bright sunlight in a few minutes,

and by the usual antiseptics.

Gth. That the bacilli do not seem to be exhaled with the

breath.

- Tuberculous cows can most probably convey infection through milk only if the
udder or teats are affected by tubercular ulcerations.
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The tubercle bacillus and other micro-organisms are recognised

under the microscope by the difference in their power of taking up
colouring matter as compared with the other minute histological

elements present in the same medium. Although consumption is a

communicable disease, it differs materially from other contagious

diseases, such as small-pox, scarlatina, or even enteric fever, in that

it is conditionally mieciiYe—certain conditions must be present

before the infective element, the bacillus, can initiate the morbid
process.

These conditions are :

1st. The existence of a predisposed type of constitution,

or an acquired state of lowered vitality.

2nd. Access to the lungs with their narrow, well-guarded

portal.

3rd. The pulmonary tissue must be degraded to a lowered

vitality, either by mal-nutrition, or previous catarrhal

or other inflammatory attacks.

4th. The tubercle bacilli must have access to this favourable

soil by inhalation or otherwise, but almost invariably

the former.

It is these ascertained conditions that furnish the indications

for prevention (prophylaxis). We recognise that tuberculosis is

essentially parasitic in nature and form, and that it obeys the well-

known laws of parasitism. This classification was formulated by the

present writer in 1887 at the Washington Meeting of the Inter-

national Medical Congress.^ It was pointed out by way of illustration

that in a garden, a parterre of rosebushes, planted apparently under

precisely the same conditions of soil, locality, &c., would perhaps

sooner or later show here and there one or more bushes evidently not

thriving like their fellows, feeble in growth, thin and pale in foliage,

and poor in flower. On examination they are found infested with the

green fly or some form of parasite
;
remove the latter as often as you

may, they will always return to the sickly ones, but not to their more

robust companions. The latter do not furnish the degraded devita-

lised tissues on which alone the parasites can batten. The delicate

trees need more air and sunshine, their roots require opening out into

looser and richer soil, and when this is done the plant takes on a

healthier life, and no vermin will now assail its luxuriant growth.

This parallel illustrates in outline the essential elements of infec-

tion, cure, and prevention in tubercular disease.

Pulmonary consumption being then a recognised infectious

disease, what steps for its prevention should be taken
: (1) by the

individual
; (2) by the community ? This resolves itself into a joint

question of hygiene, personal and public.

•' Tra'nmctwn^y vol. iv. p. 20.
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I. Personal precautions. These refer to the individual as well as

his immediate environment. The disposal of the sputum is the first

and most essential of all the precautions. The patient should always

expectorate into a covered vessel, or in a spittoon flask carried about

the person, both containing some efficient antiseptic solution. The re-

ceptacle should be emptied twice a day, well washed in boiling water,

and the contents incinerated. Open spittoons or cups are objection-

able on many accounts. Handkerchiefs or other such materials should

not be used to receive sputum. Strict personal cleanliness in every

detail is imperative. Neither respirators nor so-called chest-protectors

should be worn. The whole body should be bathed every morning

and sponged every evening with tepid or cold water, salt if possible.

The hands should be washed and nails brushed in hot water

before meals. The hair and nails should be cut close, and the face

should be clean shaven. The body and bed-linen should be fre-

quently changed, the blankets, quilts, and body clothes should be

exposed to sunlight and fresh air as frequently and for as long a time

as possible. All clothing should be disinfected before washing. The

patient should not be kissed on the mouth. Separate table and

service requisites should be kept for the patient and separately

washed.

As regards his immediate environment, the patient should invari-

ably occupy a separate bed and room, the windows of the latter

should never be closed, the bodily heat being maintained rather by

sufficient bed-clothes, especially ventilated eider-down quilts, than by

artificial heat. When the rooms are unoccupied, both doors and

windows should be kept open. No bed-curtains, valances, window-

curtains, or any draperies that can be dispensed with, should be per-

mitted. The floors should be sparingly covered by one or more rugs

—preferably Japanese mats, so as to be easily removed, and they

should be thoroughly beaten and exposed as much and frequently as

possible to air and sunlight. The walls of the rooms should be dis-

tempered, or oil-painted preferably, to permit of their being frequently

washed down. The absence of cornices and other ledges on which

dust may collect is desirable, and all dusting should be done with

damp cloths. The floor should be varnished and similarly treated.

II. Public precautions. These open up a subject far too extensive

to be referred to here except in the merest outline. It includes

the consideration of the following questions :

1. Whether and what special legislation is desirable or necessary.

2. Notification—as in the case of the infectious diseases already

scheduled. 3. Inspection by the local authority of houses occupied

by consumptives. 4. Disinfection of such houses. 5. The systematic

dissemination, by circular or otherwise, of simple rules of health,

especially with reference to diet and cleanliness of house and person.

G. The systematic teaching in schools of cleanly habits and the
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elementary rales of health. 7. Expectorating in public places, rail-

way carriages, and other public conveyances, should be forbidden

under penalty. The same rale ought also to be strictly enforced in

all government premises, banks, mercantile and other offices, shops,

mills, manufactories, workshops, &c. 8. The appointment of qualified

medical men in every populous centre, to whom suspected consump-

tives—that is, persons having cough and expectoration—should be

sent by their relatives or employers for examination, and, if pro-

nounced infected, advised as to subsequent treatment. 9. The
isolation of consumptives from other patients in all hospitals, and

the provision of special sanatoria by the authorities in suitable

localities for their separate treatment. This might involve the

erection of different hospitals for the reception of hopeful cases, or

advanced and hopeless respectively. 10. Further stringency as to

measures directed to maintaining purity of milk supply, involving

the possible necessity of permitting only the sale of sterilised milk,

except where the supply can be ascertained to come from an uncon-

taminated source, such as dairies where the cows are put periodically

to the tuberculin test.

It will be seen from the considerations here submitted what a

great work the National Association for the Prevention of Tuber-

culosis has undertaken, and what grave responsibilities such a task

involves. The combined efforts, with or without Parliamentary

legislation, of the people of all classes, with all the resources of

medical science will be necessary for success, and it is satisfactory to

know that, if the movement should fail to accomplish all that it

contemplates, yet so far as it succeeds it will have, to that extent

at least, reduced the widespread and fatal ravages of pulmonary

tuberculosis.

J. G. SnCLAIK COGHILL, M.D.
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LIBERTY OF THE PRESS IN FRANCE

One of the greatest French political thinkers has expressed the

opinion that in dealing with the press no mean was to he found

between the complete absence of effective restraint and the total loss

of independence.

En matiere de presse [wrote Ee Tocqueville il n’y a certainement pas de

milieu entre la servitude et la licence. Pour recueillir les biens inestimables

qu assure la liberte de la presse, il faut savoir se soumettre aux maux inevitables

qu elle fait naitre. Vouloir obtenir les ims en ecbappant aux autres, c’est se livrer

a kune de ces illusions dont se bercent d’ordinaire les nations malades.

Our own more fortunate experience has not borne out this gloomy

view
;
no one in his senses would suggest that the English press

was not sufficiently free, yet the legal limits within which it moves

are, for practical purposes, clear and w^ell defined. In France, on

the other hand, there have been repeated oscillations between the

extremes of freedom and repression, but no sure resting-place has yet

been found. During the existing agitation the law has proved wholly

powerless to check the floods of libels and outrages which have been

poured forth day by day, and have played so large a part in exaspera-

ting public feeling and arresting for a time the march of justice.

The best framed law may break down when a gust of popular passion

invades the jury box and carries all before it, but the failure of the

existing law is no new thing, and it is to be seen not so much in

individual miscarriages of justice as in the unwillingness of the

injured to apply for its protection. No Englishman can read any of

the more violent Paris organs for a few days together without asking

himself whether there is any libel law in France. Over here, too, the

question has often been put of late, whether there is no method of

repressing the outrages with which the highest court of the country

has been repeatedly assailed. Under these circumstances, it may not be

without interest to inquire into the causes which have led to this state

of things, more esp>ecially as the French law regarding press offences

proceeds, at least as to the main lines, on English principles, and as

its failure is to some extent attributable to differences in the national

temperaments. It would not, perhaps, be safe to base any general

* De la Democratic en AmerUiue^ vol. ii. p. 21.
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•conclusions on the recent prosecution of jM. Zola for libelling a court

martial, or on the pending proceedings against M. Urbain Gohier for

libelling the whole army and navy, for they are too exceptional in

their nature. But they have excited great interest in this countr}%

and the proposed inquiry will explain the legal provisions on which

they are based.

Three theories as to the relation of the law and the press have

found some measure of support in France.^ The first maintains that

newspapers have no power whatever to do mischief, and that therefore

they should be wholly free from legal restraints and liabilities. This

theory, which is opposed to the common knowledge of mankind and

has probably never found any civilised Government to act upon it,

may be dismissed at once. The second theory maintains that news-

papers have such exceptional powers of mischief, and are so likely to

make use of them, that special laws should be passed for their restraint.

This theory has gained tlie upper hand at one time or another during

almost every regime which has ever governed France, and perhaps

was most thoroughly applied during the Second Empire. No news-

paper could then be founded until permission had been obtained and

heavy security given to meet possible claims and penalties. Every

article had to be signed by the writer, and the paper was liable to be

suspended or suppressed, not only by judicial sentence, but also by

administrative action. iUl these provisions have been swept away, and

their only surviving influence is to be seen in the violence of reaction

towards unrestrained licence which they provoked. The third theory

—

that writers in newspapers should neither enjoy greater impunity nor

incur greater liabilities than other people—is the theory of the English

law, and has been followed in the Law of 1881 by which the French

press is at present governed.

The liberty of the press [Blackstone wrote consists in laying no previous

restraints upon publications, and not in freedom from censure of criminal matter

when published. Every freeman has an undoubted right to lay what statements

he pleases before the public
;
to forbid this is to destroy the freedom of the press ;

but if he publishes what is improper, mischievous, or illegal, he must take the con-

sequences of his own temerity.

To speak more precisely, journalists, like other people, if they

publish treasonable or seditious or blasphemous or obscene or

defamatory matter, or matter which amounts to contempt of court,

are liable to be tried before a jury, except in the last case, when they

may be fined or imprisoned by the court itself. In the case of

defamatory libels—libels, that is to say, reflecting on the character of

individuals—there is also the liability to a civil action for damages.

In practice, the respectable journalist need only be on his guard

against libels and contemp>t of court. Itecognising the risk which

he runs of offending unwittingly. Parliament has of late years

2 Desjardins, Jfe la JAherte Politique dans VEtat Moderne, Paris 1891, p. IIG.

2 Commentaries, vol. iv. p. 151.
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accorded him some slight protection not extended to other people

;

for instance, he cannot be prosecuted criminally until the permission

of a Judge at Chambers has first been obtained. So far as we have a

special Press Law, it is a law of privilege for journalists, though the

privilege is still so limited as to afford a very inadequate remedy

against blackmailing and abusive actions. On the whole, however, it

can scarcely be doubted that the very stringency of our libel laws has

largely contributed to the high character of our press, just as the inade-

quacy of the French law has been productive of an opposite result.

The French attempt to adopt a similar regime is to be found in

the Loi sur la Presse du 29 Juillet 1881, which, with the amending

laws, may be said with sufficient accuracy to constitute a codified

law of criminal libel. The title ‘ Loi sur la Presse ’ is, however, a

misnomer, seeing that it deals with criminal publications, however

expressed, whether by word of mouth, or writing, or printing. There

are, of course, numerous regulations applying especially to the news-

paper press, as in our own Newspaper Libel and Kegistration Act,

but, on the whole, the law of 1881 is rather what English lawyers

would understand as a Law of Libel and Slander than a Press Law.

Publications which are criminal are defined in Chapter TV.,

‘ Des crimes et debts commis par la voie de la presse ou par

tout autre moyen de publication.’ The first section, ‘Provocation

aux crimes et debts,’ art. 23-25, as amended by the law of 12-13

December 1893, includes incitements to crime which actually take

effect, and incitements to certain crimes, such as those affecting

the external or internal security of the State, whether they take

effect or not
;
also apology for murder, pillage, or arson, and incite-

ments to mutiny. The second section, ‘ Debts centre la chose

pubbque,’ comprises insults (‘ offenses ’) to the President of the

Eepubbc, the publication of false news in bad faith which has

led to riot (‘ trouble la paix pubbque ’), and ‘ outrages aux bonnes

moeurs ’ corresponding to our obscene libel. Section 4 deals with

public insults against foreign sovereigns and ambassadors. It would

be easy, if necessary, to show that the offences defined in these sec-

tions have their counterpart in our own criminal law, by which they

are even more severely punished. Attention may, however, be confined

exclusively to the provisions of section 3, ‘ Des debts centre les

personnes,’ which corresponds to our own law of slander and defama-

tory libel. Our distinction between verbal and written defamatory

statements, libel and slander, is unknown to French law, which

classifies offences of this kind according as they impute specific

facts of a discreditable nature, or are confined to mere general dis-

paragement. ‘ Diffamation,’ which involves the allegation of some
specific fact, is defined as

toute allegation ou imputation d’un fait qui porte atteinte a I’lionneur ou ii la

consideration de la personne ou du corps auquel le fait est impute.

VoL. XLV—No. 261 Y
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‘ Injure,’ which includes insult and general disparagement, is de-

fined as

toute expression outrageante, terme de mepris on invective qiii ne renferme Timpu-

tation d’auciin fait.

‘ Diflfamation ’ and ‘ injure ’ against the dead are also punishable, but

only, art. 34, when directed against the reputation of the living

—

dans les cas on les anteurs de ces diffamations ou injures auraient eii I’intention

de porter atteinte ii rhormenr ou la consideration des lieritiers vivants.

The p)unishment for ‘ difiamation ’ and ‘ injure ’ is by fine or

imprisonment, or both
;
but the injured parties may intervene as

parties civiles, and in the event of a conviction the court will award

them damages under art. 1382 of the Code Civil.

Tout fait quelconque de I’homme qui cause a autrui iin dommage oblige celui

par la faute duquel il est arrive a le reparer.

Damages under this article may also be recovered in a civil action

without having recourse to criminal proceedings under the law of

1881
;
but the civil action is not open to officials who have been

attacked in respect of their public duties. In England, the liability to

an action in which the jury is empowered to awnrd exemplary damages

forms, perhaps, the most effective restraint on the license of the

press
;
but in France it is far otherwise. Xot only is there no jury

to aw^ard them, but pecuniary damages, in French eyes, afford no

solace for wounded honour
;
it is even, we are told, a point cVJwnneur

with many to ask for nominal damages or none at all, at least

where no sp>ecial pecuniary damage can be shown. Nothing in

English manners has been more adversely criticised in France

than the old action of crim, C07i. and the damages now awarded

in the Divorce Court, which, by the way, are in very many cases

settled on the guilty wife. Kespectable as is the French point of

view, it fails to see that our law, if it cannot effect its declared

purposes of compensating injured honour, has at least found the

most effective means of punishing the wrong-doer, and deterring

others from emulating him.

Even if damages are asked for, the award made by the judges

wfill usually be insignificant, while the penal sentence will only

amount to a few days’ impirisonment and a fine of a few francs,

which often will not hill on the really guilty parties.

Perhaps the chief defect of the existing law is the large measure

of impunity it extends to the newspaper press. The general principle

of our own law is that everyone concerned in the publication of a

libel is liable; and, that there may be some responsible person to

proceed against, the proprietors of every newspaper must be registered

and the printers must ])ut their names on every issue of the paper.

In I*'ranee, the law of 1881, art. 42, puts the primary responsibility
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for' all that appears in a newspaper on the gerant or registered

manager, and, in default of the gerant, successively on the WTiter, the

printer, and the vendor. When a gerant is forthcoming, the writer,

the editors, and the proprietors can only be proceeded against as

accomplices if they can be shown to have taken any active part

in the publication
j

but except in the case of a writer signing his

name to an article, like M. Zola, this responsibility is largely illusory,

owing to the difficulties of proof. In practice, the proprietors of

the paper, for whose profit it is conducted and upon whom the heaviest

responsibility ought to fall, escape all criminal liability, and can only

be made liable for damages ^
if the prosecutor can find and sue them,

a matter in which the law affords him no assistance. Many papers

keep a tame gerant, described as a procureur tl prison, whose one

duty it is to be fined and sent to prison. M. Cruppi, in a work to

be referred to later,^ describes the good-humour with which he under-

takes the discharge of this duty, while the responsible editor, the

writer, if the article be unsigned, and the proprietor stand about un-

concernedly, and the haggard and anxious air of the prosecutor marks

him out unmistakably as the real criminal. These provisions,

adopted by a Legislature in which journalists had such powerful in-

fluence, are rightly described by M. Cruppi as ‘ une ruse destinee a

couvrir les vraies responsabilites,’ and constitute the greatest blot on

the legislation of 1881 .

The law also makes most important and characteristic dis-

tinctions, according as the offence is committed against public

bodies or functionaries in relation to their duties ® or against private

persons. Offences against public authorities are more heavily

punished, are tried by a jury en cours (Tassises instead of before judges

only en police correctionnelle, and only in such cases is truth of the

libel a good defence.

The defects in the law relating to the repression of libels on

private persons may first be dealt with. It cannot be said that the

trial of such libels by the judges of police correctionnelle without a

jury excites any widespread dissatisfaction, nor is there likely to

be any demand for a change until the verdict of a French jury

carries greater weight than at present. A far more serious defect

is to be found in the provision that truth is no legal answer to an

attack on private character. This is doubly unfair, first to the writer,

’ Art. 14.

^ La Cour d'Auises. Paris, 1898.

® The public bodies enumerated in art. 30 are ‘ les cours, les tribunaiix, les

armees de terre et de mer, les corps constitu6s et les administrations publiques.’ The
proceedings against MM. Zola and Gohier have been taken under this article.

The persons enumerated in art. 31 are ‘ un ou plusieurs membres du ministere,

un ou plusieurs membres de Tune ou de Pautre chambre, un fonctionnaire public, un
d6positaire ou agent de I’autorite publique, un ministre de I’nn des cultes salaries

par I’Etat, un citoyen charge d’un service ou d’un mandat public, tcmporaire ou per-

manent, un jure ou un temoin a raison de sa deposition.’
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who may have been jastified in making the charge in the public

interest, and, secondly, to the person libelled, who is denied all

chance of clearing his character by a thorough investigation. As

was said by Prevost-Paradol in La France Nouvelle, the brilliant

book that heralded the downfall of the Second Empire :

"

Elle a le double tort de frapper Tecrivain qui a pu faire son devoir en disant siir

autrui rine verite necessaire, et de ne point reparer le dommage moral fait a I’honnete

.
bomme calomnie, puisqu’elle interdit la preuve des faits allegues parle diffamateur,

de telle sorte que le plus bonnete et le plus vil des bommes peuvent sortir egale-

ment de Taudience en possession d’un jugement qui punit leur difFamateur, juge-

ment d’ailleurs bien inutile, puisqu’il etablit seuleraent ce qui etait deja connu de

tout le monde : a savoir que I’allegation deferee au tribunal dtait en effet diffama-

toire. Get etat de cboses a un inconvenient si manifeste, et le tribunal reduit a

juger dans ces termes est si impuissant a reparer le dommage moral fait par la

difFamation, qu’on voit souvent les citoyens constituer, a cote des tribunaux ofbciels,

un tribunal d’arbitres qui, sous le nom de tribunal d'honneur, admet la preuve et se

trouve aussitbt invest! par la meme d’une autorite reparatrice a laquelle le tribunal

institue par la loi ne saurait pretendre.

Forcible as is this reasoning, French feeling is overwhelmingly the

other way, and in the case of attacks on private character the truth of

the charges is not only no defence, but cannot even be gone into at the

trial. ^ This desire to protect the scandals of private life from exposure

is due to no unworthy motive, but to the intensity of family feeling,

which is at once the strength and weakness of the French character,

and which forbids the journalist to do anything which might impair

it, even at the cost of partially restricting his usefulness. For similar

reasons, in divorce proceedings the papers are forbidden to report

anything but the final judgment, a system which many will think

better than our own, for it is difficult to see what public interests are

subserved by publishing the details of the evidence. The most

exaggerated expression of this phase of French feeling is to be seen

in the short-lived law of 1868, which forbade the press to publish

any fact whatever regarding private life, whether defamatory or

not. Even this drastic measure, it may be suspected, might be

regarded without disfavour by some at least of those favoured beings

among ourselves whose most ordinary actions, their comings and

goings, teas, dinners, and suppers, are now habitually reported with

such tedious triviality. On this question of private character our own

law, in its practical and not too logical way, would seem to have

arrived at a good working solution by making the truth of the libel a

good defence in a civil action for damages, but requiring the defendant

if criminally prosecuted to show, not only that the libel was true, but

that its publication was for the public benefit. The wanton raking up

of scandal would be without any pretence of public benefit
;
besides,

’ La France Sovvellc, p. 220.
^ Art. There is an exception in Die case of managers of businesses, ‘faisant

pulOiqucment appel a lV>pargne ou au credit.’
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such conduct is after all sufficiently guarded against by the reproba-

tion it must excite, and by the serious responsibility of undertaking

the burden of proof.

If a private person has little to gain by prosecuting a newspaper

for diffamation, or precise allegations of fact, he has much to lose

by prosecuting for injure, or general disparagement, in which case

the proceedings at the trial may be reported, whereas reports of

trials for diffamation against private persons are forbidden.^ In

England, counsel for the defence are confined more or less closely to

the facts in evidence before the court, but in France they enjoy the

wildest license
;
and any one who prosecutes a newspaper for injure

may have to listen to the repetition of the insult with every variety

that wit and malice can suggest, and find a privileged report of the

proceedings in the next issue of the offending paper. This is what

happened recently on the prosecution of the Dreyfusite Aiirore by

the editor of the anti-Dreyfusite Jour. Prosecutions among jour-

nalists for ‘ injure ’ are comparatively rare
;
not only is it a case of dog

eating dog, but there is a salutary rule that provocation is a good

defence, which in case of a dispute between the extreme sections puts

both sides out of court in no time.

It is not surprising that the powerlessness of the law to protect

private character often leads to resort to extra-legal methods. The
‘ tribunal d’honneur ’ spoken of by Prevost-Paradol is comparatively

infrequent. The real redress is sought in duelling. Now duelling,

especially under the comparatively innocuous conditions in which it

is generally practised, fails altogether to maintain a decent standard

of journalistic manners. A writer may even succeed in acquiring a

sort of spurious reputation with the unthinking from the number of

duels in which his outrageous personalities have involved him, and so

obtain an influence to which he could not pretend on other and more

legitimate grounds. Sometimes, too, redress is sought by what in

France are known as voies de fait, as when the wife of a deputy

whose honour was involved in a press attack on her husband recently

went down to the office and, not finding the writer or the editor, shot

the business manager instead. It cannot be said that this act of

vicarious injustice excited as much reprobation as it merited; indeed,

when it came before the Assize Court the other day, the lady was

triumphantly acquitted by the jury, and only ordered to pay the

very modest sum of 600^. as damages by the Court.

If the provisions of the law of 1881 for the repression of attacks

on private character are unsatisfactory, those which relate to attacks

on public men stand on no better footing. The law regarding

such libels conforms more nearly to our own, for they are tried

before a jury, and truth is a good defence. In dealing with them

we can count on the invaluable guidance of M. Jean Cruppi, Avocat-

" Art. nd.
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Greneral a la Cour de Cassation, whose brilliant book published at

the beginning of last year has already attracted no small attention

on this side of the Channel, owing to its luminous comparison of

French and English methods in the administration of criminal

justice.

The jury in France—and, indeed, it is to be feared everywhere on

the Continent—remains a more or less exotic institution. Its reten-

tion in the French Criminal Code was carried in the Conseil d’Etat in

spite of the opposition of Napoleon, who declared that juries nearly

always acquitted the guilty. And though this censure was exag-

gerated, they have never succeeded in inspiring any considerable

measure of respect. Indeed, M. Cruppi tells us they are now dis-

missed by one school as a mere Liberal illusion like the Grarde

Nationale, and, as will be seen, other means of introducing a popular

element into the administration of justice are regarded with greater

favour. The Code of Criminal Procedure makes graver offences,

known as crimes, triable before a jury in the Assize Courts, and lesser

offences, known as delits, triable before judges only in the tribunals

of police correctionnelle. The disfavour with which the jury procedure

is regarded by the legal authorities is shown, M. Cruppi points out,

by the practice of preferring the lesser charge of delit where the

facts would support a charge of crim.e. Diffamation and injure, being

delits

j

would jprima facie have been triable en 'police correctionnelle.

But under every regime making any pretence to Liberal principles it

has been felt necessary to refer offences of this nature involving a poli-

tical element to the arbitrament of the jury. Governments and thrones

have fallen on the question wLether press offences should or should

not be tried before a jury, although for a long time trial by jury was

synonymous with complete impunity for the press. The juries of

the beginning of Louis Philippe’s reign have left a legendary repu-

tation by the way in which thej^ discharged their duties. They found

it proved in evidence that the king was a ‘ chenapan ’—that is to say,

^ a vagabond, or good-for-nothing wretch ’

;
that Thiers was a thief

;

that letters which were palpable forgeries had been written by the

King. In 1835 press trials were taken away from them. At the

present day, M. Cruppi tells us, they have been educated to a

better discharge of their duties
;
but their reputation does not yet

stand high, and very little weight attaches to their verdict finding a

justification proved or the reverse. In 1893, when it had been found

wholly impracticable to send Lord Dufferin’s traducers before a jury,

a law was passed transferring trials for attacks on foreign sovereigns

and ambassadors to the police correctionnelle
;

and only last

year .M. ]\Ieline, in the Chamber of Deputies, justified the conduct

of the Government in selecting an isolated passage from M. Zola’s

famous letter by saying ‘ Nous n’avons pas cm devoir soumettre a

La (’our (VAanscs. Paris, ISOS.
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Tappreciation du jury riionnenr de chefs de Tarmee.’ There would

have been more hesitation in putting forward a contention of this

sort if the verdicts of juries carried greater weight. Not, indeed,

that anyone would suggest sending political offences to be tried by

judges dependent on the Gfovernment for promotion. The result of

such a step has always been to impair the confidence of the public in

the integrity of the courts. Besides, there is a great deal in the existing

procedure that is calculated to mislead the jury and excuse them for

going wrong. In the first place, the interval between the commence-

ment of the proceedings and the hearing of the case may, in the

absence of any law of contempt of court, have been occupied by the

newspaper in disparaging the character of the prosecutor and making

illicit appeals to the jurymen themselves. Then, as already explained,

when the case comes on the real culprits, as often as not, are not

before the court at all, but only the unoffending hired gerant.

The trial proceeds like all French criminal trials, the prosecuting

counsel sitting with the judges on the bench, in a bright red gown

and black velvet hat, while the counsel for the defence, robed in

sober black, has his place in the body of the court, an inequality

which not seldom raises a prejudice in his favour. The prisoner and

all the witnesses are examined by the presiding judge, and so escape

the test of effective cross-examination. Counsel for the defence are

wholly untrammelled by rules of evidence, and even if they can make
nothing of an attack on the prosecutor himself, often ride off success-

fully by raising an irrelevant political issue, so that ‘ I’honneur du
plaignant depend de la solution de je ne quelle confuse et tumul-

tueuse bataille politique.’ The judges are too timid to interfere in

the face of the obloquy to which an undue display of zeal might

expose them, and since 1881 they have been deprived of the right of

summing up. The punishment for this class of diffamcdion is im-

prisonment varying from eight days to a year, and fine varying from

100 to 3,000 francs. The punishment for injure is somewhat less.

In an exceptional case, like M. Zola’s, the judges may pronounce the

maximum sentence, but as a rule, acting under the feelings already

alluded to, they dismiss the defendants with a light fine and a few days’

imprisonment, and are equally sparing in awarding damages when
they are asked for. The unfortunate results follow that public men
against whom grave charges are made abstain from prosecuting their

accusers, that public opinion approves, or at least condones, their

abstention, and that they remain subject to odious suspicions which
impair the general confidence in their integrity.

The absence of any summary powers, such as those given by our

law of contempt of court, to restrain the press from interfering with

the free course of justice is another serious evil. The practice of

prejudging every criminal issue and pronouncing confident judg-

ments in admitted ignorance of the evidence is perhaps too deeply
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rooted to be easily got rid of. At present the only restriction is that

the ofl&cial documents in the case may not be published before the

trial. It would be far better if they were the only publications per-

mitted. Such abuses as terrorising the jurymen by publishing their

addresses and attempting to shake the public confidence in the

administration of justice also call for more effective measures of

repression. It has often been asked of late why neither the Court

of Cassation nor the Gfovernment on their behalf take any steps

when M. Eochefort in his paper denounces them as traitors sold to

the Jews, and suggests cutting off their eyelids and letting spiders

eat out their eyes. The answer is an easy one : the Penal Code
punishes outrages addressed to the court itself in the exercise of its

functions, but press insults and outrages must be prosecuted as

diffamation or injure under the law of 1881. This requires that

the court itself should request a prosecution to be instituted,'^ and

should then go before the jury in the sorry attitude of a prosecutor

already described. That is not a position in which the highest

court could be expected to place itself. In England, M. Eochefort

would have met the fate of Mr. Whalley and Mr. Gfuildford Onslow

during the Tichborne trial, and have been summarily fined and

imprisoned until he made submission. This is another instance of

the superiority of our judge-made law over foreign codes constructed

on the most approved notions of abstract justice. While the French

courts are shackled at every turn. Her Majesty’s judges have never

hesitated to draw on their inherent powers for the due assertion of

the supremacy of the law. At a time when so much is heard of

suggested conflicts between civil and military justice, and of the

unwillingness of the latter to acknowledge an error, it may be well

to recall the submission and apology exacted by Chief Justice Willes

in 1746 from a court-martial, comprising some of the first officers in

the navy, who had been misled into passing censure on his judicial

conduct and repudiating the authority of his court. Signed by all

the members of the court-martial, this submission was received and

read in open court, and published the next day in the Gazette, and

was entered on the records of the court ‘ as a memorial,’ said the

Chief Justice, ‘ to the present and future ages that whosoever set

themselves up in opposition to the law, or think themselves above

the law, will in the end find themselves mistaken
;
for we may with

great propriety say of the law as of truth, marjna est et prcevalebit ’

—

sentiments which may be commended to our neighbours across the

Channel.'-^

In calling attention to the legal impunity enjoyed in these various

ways by the French press, it is not intended to suggest that the bulk

Art. 47.

Sec Manual of Military Lan\ j). 180, and (Icntleman's Magazine, 174(5.
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of French newspapers are carried on with any greater disregard of tlie

law of libel than is usual in this country
;
but it cannot be denied

that the worst offenders have an enormous circulation, are read by

every class of the community, and exercise a demoralising influence

on the tone of public life out of all proportion to their numbers.

Most Frenchmen are easily carried away by their emotional tempera-

ment, and lend a ready credence to the wildest statements if made

in support of the dominant feeling of the moment. In such an

atmosphere the wholesale defamations which are circulated without

repression or control do infinite mischief, and have brought about a

state of things in which there is scarcely an institution or body

of public men in France of whom a large number of their fellow-

citizens are not willing to believe the worst. It would, of course, be

absurd to pretend that these evils are due exclusively to the inade-

quacy of the existing press law. That inadequacy, however, has

been "widely recognised in France, though all are not agreed about

the remedy. Commenting on the prosecution of M. Gohier for insults

to the army, M. Comely, who has been chosen to expound the average

common-sense view daily in the columns of the Figaro, recently

contended that a remedy was to be sought not by prosecuting general

passages, such as those selected from M. Gohier’s book, which hit

nobody in particular, but by repressing libels against individuals.

He referred with admiration to the heavy damages which the late

Mr. Parnell recovered from the Times, and wished that similar pro-

ceedings were possible in France. But the French have no juries

in civil actions, and the judges have so far proved too timid to award

heavy damages, to say nothing of the national dislike of asking for

them. Senator Trarieux’s recent action against ‘ Gyp,’ in which he

made that witty lady pay 200L damages for libelling him, has, how-

ever, set a good example, and shown that the civil action, when it

lies, may prove a more effective remedy than had hitherto been

supposed.

]\I. Cruppi, though only discussing prosecutions by function-

aries, &c., makes two important suggestions which would equally

apply to private libels
: (1) that the proprietors of newspapers should

be made directly responsible for fines and damages incurred by the

paper
; (2) that the maximum fine should be raised from 3,000 to

100,000 francs, so as to make the punishment a reality. French juries,

he thinks, might yet be made a satisfactory tribunal by the removal

of the many obstacles that now tend to hinder the proper discharge

of their functions. With regard to the tribunals of police correction-

nelle, he suggests that they might be strengthened by the introduction

of a lay element like the Schoffengerichte, which have proved so suc-

cessful in Germany of late years. The imperfections of the Napoleonic

Code of Criminal Procedure have long been recognised, and something
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has been done to remove them by the abolition of the iniquitous system

of secret detention. A reform of the provisions as to trial by jury,

and also of those defects in the law of 1881 which have here been

pointed out, would seem imperatively called for if France is to avoid

a return to those repressive measures which have so often already been

tried in vain.

J. P. Wallis.
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FLORENTINE GARDENS IN MARCH

Ix tlie majority of cases the garden of a Florentine villa is the mere

prelude and antechamber to its far more attractive or olive-yard.

You pass without any great reluctance through a parterre of some-

what disorderly vegetation, where rows of terra-cotta pots are at this

season awaiting their summer occupants, and stone supports lurk idly

in the grass until the lemon-trees, still safely housed, can venture to

take their stand on them. And in a few minutes you find your-

self passing down a more or less steep track, between sprouting

blades of corn—maize or wheat, as the case may be—between olives,

stained by a thousand vicissitudes of weather
;
between rows of vines

dripping, if the month be March, from the results of a late ferocious

pruning
;
lingering perhaps for a while under the imperfect shade of

a pergola, until suddenly you find that you have below you a

seemingly interminable sweep of greenery—a sweep so intensely,

indescribably green that the eye leaps to greet it : one in which the

very artichokes seem to lose all culinary and utilitarian associations,

and to become stately creatures, acanthus-like in their breadth

of foliage, covering whole hillsides with their architectural-looking

blue-green leaves.

What a large slice of Europe is taken up by j
ust such vineyards,

just such olive-yards as these ! Beginning, say, with the Tartarinic

region around Cette and Tarascon, sweeping over the greater part of

South and South-Western France, washed for nearly a thousand

miles by the Mediterranean, and following all its contortions and
sinuosities; covering all the southern flanks of the Maritime Alps

and the whole hilly portions of Lombardy
;
pushing boldly uj) and up,

over rocks and declivities, waterless gulches or winter torrents, and
only stopped by the snow, it remains a perfect embodiment of Man’s

wrestle with Nature
;

it expresses what he has won from her : it

points to where he has failed.

On the whole, it may be said that the success far outweighs the

failure, for the problem was anything but an easy one. Given a

more or less steep hillside, or a thousand such steep hillsides
;
given

a soil so light as to be removable by every shower
;
given a climate

where a vast preponderance of dry days, when the earth becomes as
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bricks in a brick-kiln, is balanced by a residuum of days when the

rain descends by bucketfuls at a time. Griven such hills, such soil,

and such conditions, how to hinder the earth from utterly disappear-

ing, from vanishing as dust into the air, or being swept as mud into

the nearest river—there stands your problem.

We all know how that problem has been met and solved. A
multiplicity of stone walls—high or low, as the case may be—have

been set up at irregular distances from one another, each wall

acting as the base or platform of the ground above, and enabling it to

support its crop of maize, vines, olives, fruit trees, no matter what

;

clamping the earth, as it were, with so many solid stone girders, and

thus hindering the whole thing—trees, vines, flowers, and artichokes

—from slipping headlong down into the valley beneath.

To the enterprising trespasser—we are all trespassers in Italy

—one of the great merits of these walls is that they are never a

hindrance but rather an aid to his marauding rambles. However

high they may be, however steep, however apparently insurmount-

able, they are sure to be provided with a means of ascent and descent

in the form of a flight of steps—rude-hewn, but exceedingly welcome.

How often have I scanned such a wall from afar, and have said to

myself, ‘ No : this time there really is no passage ’
! And at the

last moment, on approaching it, a narrow space has revealed itself,

like the ladder of ropes to the hero of a melodrama, and up or down

that stony ladder I have scrambled, with a deep inward benediction

upon its long since buried and forgotten builder.

Another if a less obvious merit is that along the edges of these

walls, and sheltered by them from the blasts, lies the chief flowery

wealth of the region—that wealth upon which, if you are newly arrived,

and are the least in the world of a botanist or a horticulturist, you

pine to fall and to rifle.

Early in March the most prominent representative of that wealth

is the ever-present, ever-to-be-desired anemone. Aconites and such

early folk are of course over
;

dafi’odils, though occasionally to be

met with, are past their best
;
while the tulij:) is still to come.

The first anemone to appear seems generally to be the violet

form of coronaria. Violet I call it, but it is in reality any shade from

the blackest purple to a nearly extinguished mauve. Next to it in

the order of flowering stands the familiar single scarlet Anemoneo o
fidgens, not often, by the way, growing in a packed mass, as we try

to induce it to grow at home, but singly, one solitary blood-red spike

at a time springing up triumphantly, and overtopping not only its

own parsley-like leaves, Imt most other leaves and sprays in its

neighbourhood.

What a presence the fellow has, to be sure ! What a sumptuous

colour—what a magiiificent deportment is his! JIow betakes up

the sunshine upon his damask ])etals, and how, even on the dullest
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days, he seems to give us back our full journey’s worth in the mere

joy of being temporarily the neighbour of such a vision ! I say he

advisedly, because next to fulgens in the order of flowering stands

the dimly tinted pale-blue A. apennina, as distinctively feminine

in the good old-fashioned sense of the word as fulgens himself is

distinctively the other thing.

Alas for bashfulness and feminine timidity in an age of push

and eager competition ! About the second week in March every

street-corner in Florence and nearly every church door becomes a

mingled joy and irritation to the flower-lover from the multitude of

such milk-blue tremblers offered for sale, in company—not a little

to my surprise—with an even greater multitude of our own familiar

yellow primroses, plucked, not singly, but in tufts and clusters
;

buds, flowers, leaves and roots, young and old, parents and children,

all tossed together upon a common market.

If a shy grower, Apennina, as its name implies, is at least at

home here
;

but where in the world, one asks oneself, do these

multitudes of primroses come from ? So far from meeting one at

every turn, along every ditch, under every bank, as they do, or used

to do, at home, one may easily spend a long spring in Tuscany

without having one’s eyes drawn earthward by the sight of a prim-

rose. Yet here they are, and plucked, moreover, with a recklessness

which seems to speak of an unlimited supply, or at all events an

absolute indifference as to whether another year there will be any

primroses left to gather at all.

Last time I was in Florence I searched diligently for nearly

a month before discovering a genuinely wild primrose, although

myriads were daily thrust into my hands in a more or less dead

and flaccid condition. Suddenly the sight of a bit of unmistakably

English-looking oak scrub on the road to the Certosa brought the

conviction to my mind that here, if anywhere, primroses must be to

be found. Communicating that conviction to the friend who sat

beside me, we stopped our vehicle, and at the end of five minutes’

scramble found ourselves in a copse which might well have been
imported just as it was from Sussex or Surrey, only that under its

still adhering russet leaves were to be seen, not primroses only, or

primroses and anemones only, but nearly every spring flower which
we cherish assiduously in our gardens, and can rarely persuade to

flower satisfactorily with us even many weeks later.

For here were floods of pulmonaria, the blue of whose flowers

shades out into every combination of violet and pink. Floods, too,

of scillas, pure blue this time, disdaining to perturb it with any
meaner admixture. Close cousins of theirs, the muscari, neat little

bobbing heads, rising club-like amid their sharp green spears.

Tulips, too—for the spring was getting on—the large scarlet Prcecox

and the looser-petalled Ocidus-solis, if, indeed, the two are not
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identical. Lovelier than either, Ckisiana, that vision of a tulip, its

snow-white petals bestrij)ed with vividest rose, and an indescribable

grace of deportment for which alone among its sturdy, rather

thick-set race it has preserved the secret.

But space fails to tell of half the population of that miraculous

little bit of copse. Yet I must find room for one more plant, namely,

cyclamen, two species of which were here, not indeed in flower,

but carpeting the whole ground with their veined leaves, objects

so beautiful that it seems unreasonable to expect them to produce

anything further. A cyclamen-carpet, by the way, is a piece of

woodland furniture which may be perfectly reproduced in any home
copse, so long as bracken and a few of our ruder natives are kept

in abeyance, cyclamen being among the few non-native plants for

which the word naturalisation is not, in my experience, a mere snare

and misnomer.

All this by way of prelude ! It seems, in fact, a remarkably lop-

sided way of writing about Florentine gardens to devote the greater

part of one’s space to what lies outside their walls. The truth,

however, is, though one admits it reluctantly, that, whereas all the

wilder regions around Florence are as nearly perfect as it is in the

nature of things to be, the deliberately laid-out flower gardens of its

villas leave often much to be desired by the devout flower-lover.

Even coming straight from our own poor frost-bitten flower-beds

at home, it is something of a shock to find oneself in a garden of

which all that one can say is that, setting aside such permanent

things as myrtles, magnolias, and oleanders, and setting aside the

happily indestructible violet, its most attractive inmates are the

flowering weeds which have strayed in sporadically over the walls,

and are liable, I imagine, to be summarily ejected whenever the

gardener has time to attend to them.

In the majority of cases—in all, in fact, which have not been

the objects of a specially watchful love and attention—the besetting

sin of these gardens is their excessive dryness. They are more than

dry
;
many of them are positively dusty. To a sympathetic eye

nothing can be more tragic than the condition of these desiccated

stocks, these dust-laden geraniums, these shrivelled and flowerless

daisy bushes, growing daily more dried up and unattractive-looking,

as the sun and cold wind alternately or simultaneously beat and

batter them out of every shadow of comeliness.

And the provoking thing is that there is not the slightest occa-

sion for anything of the sort ! These drought-stricken creatures are

for the most part growing, or rather perishing, within the easiest reach

of some tank or basin, without which no Italian garden ever did or

could exist. The friendly aid of a watering-pot, or, where attainable,

of the still more acceptable and beneficent garden hose, is all that

is needed to turn this wilderness of sticks and brow^n earth into
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a paradise of greenery and colour. A little forethought, a little

knowledge of what will and will not flower during those first spring

months, are of course needed also
;
above all, some little experience

of what will and what will not stand the flail of those detestable

winds which too often make Florentine springs a mere weariness

of the flesh to others besides the irascible gardener.

One very important point, I feel sure, in all southern gardens

is a steady pursuance of that periodic transfer from sun to shade,

and back to sun again
;
a process which even in England, at least

in its drier regions, all who love their gardens are beginning to

realise to be indispensable if they do not wish to see the living-

delights of spring turned into the shrivelled sun-stricken corpses

of June and July.

In South France and throughout the whole of Italy the process,

I take it, has to be much more radical. I asked a local gardener

what he did with his daffodils and jonquils in summer, telling him
that our method was to dig them up and lay them in the sunshine

to ripen. He laughed loud and long over the notion, informing us

that theirs were dug up indeed, but stored in the darkest and

coolest cellar that could be found, if you did not want them to be not

dried merely, but cooked !

The interminable array of flower-pots, big and little, ornamental

or the reverse, which forms such a feature of all southern gardens

points to the same necessity. Naturally, for the Italian villa-owner

the chief interest is that the garden should look its best in summer,
when alone, as a rule, he is in it. Eeal summer gardening, as

we understand the word, is almost non-existent in Italy—indeed, is

said to be an imj)ossibility, though I cannot help feeling a certain

amount of scepticism on that head. Of annuals alone there are

enough, surely, which delight in heat to produce the most gorgeous

results ? Take the little portulaca, if something low-growing is

wanted
;
a being which revels in the roasting suns of India, and

at home can never find weather hot enough to suit it. Why should

not every Italian border be illuminated with its gay little lamps of

scarlet and yellow, of white and of orange ? Poppies, again ?

Picture the sumptuous effects of multitudes of great opium poppies

lolling somnolent heads in some dusky corner, overlooked by rows

of stone river gods, whose urns now and then let fall that mere
trickle or sprinkle which is all such vegetable salamanders really

require ?

For most of us this, however, is a matter of merely academic
interest, and if we were on the spot it is probable that the thought
of poppies would merely suggest one more snooze in our hammocks,
out of which we should be disinclined to stir even on behalf of such

mild horticultural operations as these.

For Florence undoubtedly can be desperately hot. Across a gulf
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of years memory still conjures up the recollection of certain July days,

and still more of certain July nights, spent upon the banks of the

Arno. Keturning from a belated stay in the Amalfi and Capri

region, we lingered—I cannot now remember why—for some days at

Florence on our way north. The oily Dead-Sea gleam of the river

below our windows, scarce perceptible between its sun-bleached

stones, glimmers before me yet. Still more vivid is the remembrance

of the usually rather unsuggestive Boboli gardens, seen under the

light of a particularly sultry afternoon.

I had strayed in there to escape the intolerable streets, and

had found it practically empty. The blackness of its interminable

colonnades of cypress and ilex, the spectral whiteness of the space

beyond, are still curiously present. I remember the thrill with

which I stood expecting something or some one—I knew not what

—to come stalking towards me across that shadeless expanse. For

it is one of the odd effects of great heat, at least in my experience,

that it seems to loosen one’s ordinary hold over what we call the

actual, and to throw the reins up on the neck of a wilder, freer

creature than our everyday selves— a creature with odd intuitions,

and an almost absolute detachment from the probable. The hedge

between the real and the unreal seems to get temporarily broken

down, and all sorts of mysterious, yet not unfamiliar, figures to

come stalking in upon one over the ruins.

This, however, is again trifling ! We are not now in July, but in

March, and are trying to address ourselves to the problem of how
best to outwit its pernicious winds, and to make a garden smiling

and gay in spite of them. Dogmatism is offensive, especially from

the partially informed, yet it seems clear to me that the whole

business tends to compress itself into the two familiar words, Shelter

and Water. Of sun there is enough, even during the dullest months,

while frost rarely penetrates beyond an inch or two below the smface.

Planting and watering alone will not, however, suffice at Florence, as

they suffice at Cannes, Mentone, Bordighera, Algiers—indeed along

the whole of that, horticulturally speaking, happy-go-lucky edge of

the Mediterranean. To insure such a result the plants must be not

alone planted, not alone even planted and watered : they must be

watched, cared for, sheltered, coaxed, petted, helped on in every way

;

they must be treated, in short, as we treat, or ought to treat, them

at home, with a proper motherly regard for the separate needs and

separate perils of every separate individual.

It can be done, however, in Florence, whereas it cannot be done

with us
;

and that is the whole gist of the present contention,

thorn the little I have seen of its gardens, backed by a certain

amount of experience where the conditions were not so dissimilar, I

fee] sure that it only needs a moderate expenditure of care, thought,

and money—the last nowhere an unimportant garden requisite—to
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cause the surroundings of every Florentine villa to bloom and burgeon

from mid-January till late spring.

Even with us there are far more plants than most people imagine

which would flower, and moreover luish to flower, quite early in

the year. Apart from snowdrops and crocuses, from aconites and

Christmas roses
;

apart from hepaticas, early primroses, polyan-

thuses, wallflowers, arabis, and so on, there are no fewer than five

species of iris

—

Alata, Stylosa, Reticulata, Histrio, and Histrioides

—ready to spring into masses of bloom then, and doing so, moreover,

in sheltered corners wFen they get the chance. As for the bulbs,

their name is legion, including all the early daffodils, as well as quite

a host of very early blooming perennials, such as gentians, alyssums,

ranunculus, geums, myosotis, dwarf phloxes, corydalis, aubrietias,

daphnes, &c.
;
enough, in short, to make a garden as gay as any one

need wish to see it, only that with us the position is too strained.

The effort cannot long be kept up. The delusive gleams of sunshine

fade and vanish aw^ay. In spite of science, in spite of love, in spite

of everything that can be tried, the North remains the North.

Sooner or later the frost-fiend puts out his full strength, and then

the battle is over.

And now, by way of proving how near the vision of perfection

certain Florentine gardens already are, as w^ell as by way of amends
for so much impertinence, let me describe two gardens which, now
that I am no longer under Tuscan skies, or likely speedily to be

under them again, remain a floating legacy, ‘ sheer lifted o’er the

gulf’ of a terribly fugitive memory.

Both are gardens upon that north-facing side which is said by
the dwellers on the slopes of Fiesole to be at least three weeks later

than their own. The precise difference must be left to the experts,

but that it is later is certain, the common white iris, for instance,

being well in flower along most of the roads below Fiesole before a

single bud is clear of its green sheath in the Arcetri region.

Yet it was a garden upon this less well-favoured slope which
more than any other realised for me that ideal toward wFich my
mind since my arrival had been dimly groping. Facing it, you have

before you three terraces. The first is paved to begin with, but

merges into level grass, and ends in a narrow border, where pale

pink and deep red Pyrus jajponica are in flower. The second is

attained by a steep flight of stone steps. Here a space is shut in

on three sides by walls topped with vases at intervals, the spaces

between the vases running to meet one another in a succession of

stony scrolls. Farther on is an archway, with a gate, and more
steps leading into a grassy vineyard. Two of these walls have been

pierced with windowlike spaces, and below one of them runs a steej)

hill road, so that the creaking of wheels, the shrilling of voices, the

VoL. XLV—No. 264 Z
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whole stir and life of suburban Florence, come floating in upon us as

we sit or saunter among the flower-beds.

These are enclosed in solid green frames of box, four large and

two small ones, on each side of a central walk. Not an inch of bare

earth is to be seen, though we are still only at St. Patrick’s Day. For

groundwork we have the friendly, indispensable myosotis, I suppose

dissitiflora, out of which familiar blue cloud rises a host of other

things : Anemone fidgens, in all its splendour
;
aquilegias, jonquils,

primroses of a dozen different kinds
;
more anemones, blue, white,

or red
;

dwarf magnolias
;
more Pyrus ja'ponica, alias cydonia

;

daphnes of at least three species—a longer list, in fact, than I have

breath to enumerate or you patience to follow
;
a tip-toeing crowd

of Spring’s courtiers, thronging the heels of their liege lady, sunning

themselves in her smile, responsive to her slightest beck, and

moderately secure here from those shrewd nips with which, like

Elizabeth of illustrious memory, she is apt to honour those who
press too vigorously forward in her service.

My second garden is distinctly inferior to this one from a horti-

cultural point of view, but then the ground rises and falls delightfully :

all sorts of enchanting things seem to be flowering there of their

own accord, and above and beyond everything else that great stone

and marble flower, Florence itself, rises resplendent, taking and

keeping the eye from the first moment of entering it.

It was perhaps the staircase of that garden, rather than the

garden itself, which so especially enchained me. It was a staircase in

two divisions, each division consisting of some forty or more steps,

each step consisting of a solid slab of rock barely two hands’ breadth

across, but clamped, as solidly as a mussel or a limpet is clamped, to

a great cliff-like stone wall, which sank perpendicularly downward

until, fifty feet below, it sank into an abyss of grass and feathery

fennel.

It must have been a very old staircase, for time and neglect had

laid layers of moss and lichen between every step and ledge
;
indeed

the lintel of a doorway hard by bore the date 1597. Above it

cypresses towered like gigantic ninepins. On one side the wall was

roofed by a tangle of ilex and olives, so closely welded together

that no ray of sunlight can, in all the years it has existed, have

laid more than a transitory finger there. On the other side clearer

spaces broke at intervals, and through these spaces, between the

trunks of the trees, floated all Florence, set in its circumference

of violet hills, and barred by every accident of sun and shade.

To stand upon the steps of that staircase is, as it were, to hold the

whole town in the hollow of one’s hand
;
to be able to play with it,

and to make a magic toy-box of it and its contents. Here between

two diverging or converging branches you may see the Duomo in

all its swelling symmetry, Giotto’s campanile rising beside it as
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some ambitious pine or larch might tower beside a captive balloon.

Shift your standpoint a little and you will find that you have now

before you some perfectly un historic line of brown-tiled roofs, below

which multicoloured rags are hanging crookedly from innumerable

dusky apertures. Yet again another shift to another tree-trunk, and

now there is nothing to be seen but a few yards of tawny river,

swollen to overflowing by recent rain, and sweeping down the Valdarno,

to spread abroad into a long narrow lake, between willow-like olives

or olive-like willows, for at this distance it is not easy to say exactly

which or what they are.

Even after the heaviest spring rains—and how heavy and how
continuous these can be let every Florentine say !—that landscape

never seemed to me to lose one jot of its limpidity. The great

clouds would come rolling down from above, swooping upon the town,

and blotting out tower, duomo, catnpanile, everything for the

moment. Then up they would go, up, up, up, higher and higher

still, filling the craggy valleys and titanic dimples of Monte Morello,

and rushing away to descend as snow upon the Carraras, leaving the

magic towm as chiselled, as clear as ever
;
leaving its towers and its

belfries to play at bo-peep with the ilexes and the olives, with the

cypresses and the agaves of our garden. It was as if man’s work-

manship at its very finest had set itself in a fit of deliberate com-

petition against the hardly more delicate, hardly more solid work-

manship of fretted leaf or column-like tree-trunk
;
of overhanging

cloud, or blue-tinted hillside. It was a garden, in short, to make a

poet out of the plainest man or woman alive
;
a garden to make a

real poet grow dumb from sheer inability to find words with which

to fit his own conceptions. A garden that was capable even of

making an amateur gardener forget for the moment to think of

gardening ! A tribute so unprecedented that, having reached it,

one may as well leave off.

Emily Lawless.
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NEGLECTING OUR CUSTOMERS

A POSTSCRIPT '

‘ If we are alive to the signs of the times I have not the smallest

doubt that we shall be able to hold our own, not only in new markets,

but in markets where we are now sorely pressed.’ With these grave

though hopeful words the President of the Board of Trade concluded,

the other day, his important address on British trade at the Croydon

Chamber of Commerce. They come with special significance at a

moment when we are receiving marked proofs of the resolute policy

of the department over which Mr. Eitchie presides, that nothing shall

be wanting on their part to make the nation ‘ alive to the signs of

the times,’ on which so much depends.

Last January a commercial mission was sent out to South

America by the Board of Trade to inquire into, and report upon, the

conditions and prospects of British trade in certain countries there.

And now, following close upon the important Opinions of H.M.
Diplomatic and Consular Officers on British Trade Methods, pub-

lished by the department in October last, we have the reports on Chile

and Argentina of Mr. Worthington, the Special Commissioner.

It would be difficult to add to the collective weight of the earlier

Blue Book
;
but the two later volumes, though there is, perhaps,

nothing absolutely new in the evidence they furnish, are so striking

in their exhaustive details that any review of the former would be

incomplete unless supplemented with at least some brief notice of

them.

Indeed, nothing could be more calculated to make an energetic

people, lulled into dangerous slumbers by a long period of un-

challenged supremacy, ‘ alive to the signs of the times ’ than the

bare facts, the terse, categorical narrative of Mr. Worthington’s

reports read in the flashlights of British Trade Metlcods. They are

the parables of commercial wisdom and energy—they tell a foreign

story of gain with an English meaning of loss.

^Moreover, quite apart from all other considerations, the magnitude

of British financial interests in Argentina makes anything and every-

' Sec llie Nimtcnith CcnUinj, December 1808, ‘Neglecting our Customer^.’
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thing bearing on our trade relations with that and the adjoining

Kepublic of special concern to this country.

But to come to the parables. In the supply of the woven and

spun fabrics, the cotton goods and woollen, the iron and steel, the

rails and railroad iron, the engines, the building materials, the hard-

ware, the cutlery, the candles, the beer, and many another necessity

of civilised life imported by Chile and Argentina—in all these Grreat

Britain (when challenged at all) has held the lead well ahead of every

other country. Where does British trade now stand in these

markets ? With a growing demand in the world at large British

supply is said to be falling off, or ‘ is sorely pressed.’ And in the

Republics of Chile and Argentina ‘ the general trend is in the direction

of our losing more and more ground ’

;
there, too, are to be found a

diminished demand for British goods, and foreign articles successfully

established and winners of the market.

Chilian men, like their Argentine neighbours, clothe themselves

in German and Italian and American goods and trouserings of every

sort and kind—cotton drills and cords, wool and worsted cloths. They

wear German, Spanish, and Italian shirts
;
and find their taste best

suited with socks and stockings from the Continent. And though

they wear English straw hats as much as Continental, their soft felt

hats are mostly of Austrian and Italian make.

As for the women of Chile, they go clad in German serges and

German nun’s veilings and gowns of other Continental goods, cut out

with German scissors, pinned with German pins, stitched with

German needles threaded with German cotton, made with German
sewing-machines, fastened with German hooks and eyes, and set off

wdth Swiss and German laces. x\nd when they betake themselves

to embroidery, it is German wool with which they exercise their

skill.

In German blankets the Chilians sleep
;
they wash in German

basins with water poured out of German ewers
;
and barbers cut their

hair wdth German barbers’ scissors. Belgian candles, and electricity

the produce of electric plant from the United States, supply them
with artihcial light. Like the Argentines, who curtain and upholster

their rooms with stuff’s from France and Germany, fastened and
looped and finished with Italian bands and tassels, because English

goods are too dear, they glaze their windows with Belgian and
German window-panes, look at themselves in French and German
mirrors, and hang their w^alls wdth German and French papers.

They cook their food in pots, moulds, stewpans and frying-pans

from the United States and Germany, eat it off plates—china,

earthenware and enamelled—from the same countries; whilst the

Argentines cut it as w'ell with French and German knives and forks,

and ladle it with German ladles. They also carry German pocket-

knives in their German trousers’ pockets. Their beer is brewed by
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Germans, who use only German machinery for the purpose. They

boil their water in German kettles over spiiit lamps which are all of

Continental make. And they drink their tea out of German cups

and saucers.

They write on German paper with German pens, and despatch

their letters in German envelopes. They print on American paper,

and Italy as well as Germany supplies them with wrapping-papers.

Their treasures are secured in German iron chests, and they

fasten their doors and cupboards with German locks and padlocks.

In the heavy rainfalls of Concepcion, or the still heavier down-

pours further south, Chilians now protect themselves with Italian

umbrellas
;
though in Valparaiso, where the trade in both parasols

and umbrellas is small, England—strange irony !—has the largest

share.

Then the Chilian scrubs his floors with German scrubbing-

brushes
;
grooms his horses with German horse-brushes

;
blacks his

shoes with German shoe-brushes
;

cleans his window-sashes with

German sash-brushes
;
lays on his English colours, mixed with

turpentine from the United States, with German paint-brushes
;
and,

it may well be said as things are going now, will soon have swept

out of the market the last remnant of English, American, and French

brushware with German whisk dandies.

France takes the lead, far ahead of other countries, in the supply

of watches to Argentina, with Germany as second. But with clocks

Germany leads, the United States comes second, and since 1895,

when she displaced England, France third.

Surely here are signs of the times, manifested in the daily social

life of the two Kepublics, enough and more than enough to put us

upon the alert ! But there are graver, far graver, belonging for the

most part essentially to the hard life of toil and business, amongst

those that Mr. Worthington found and catalogued in Chile and

Argentina.

In Argentina, though all the railways, with only one exception of

importance, are in English hands, rolling-stock to a considerable

amount is now supplied by the United States. And in Chile of late

years the United States have won the day with their locomotives,

railway carriages, and wagons.

In Argentina, too, a very ugly change is being brought about in

tramway rails.

The 9-inch deep rail [says our Special Commissioner], such as Is commonly used

in the United States, has been found to suit the pavement here best, and will un-

doubtedly be adopted in place of the (J-inch deep rail hitherto in use. The

management of a new electric street-car line tried hard some time since to have

thib 9-inch rail made in England, but in vain
;
makers had not made it before, and

did not want to incur the expense of the necessary new rollers. Now all the

tramways will r^rpiire this rail, and tliey will get it iroin the. United Stales,
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As regards the machinery for the great nitrate industry of Chile,

it greatly depends on the management whether it is English or

German
;
but ‘ portable railways largely used in nitrate working

practically all come from Germany, the German make being lighter

and cheaper than the English.’ Then

the electric lighting of the nitrate works is leaving English makers, because there

is a very capable resident representative of the United States Westinghouse Com-

pany in Iqiiiqiie, who is always ready to negotiate for new installations, to supply

small refits for American machinery, and, for a moderate monthly charge, to look

after the electric plant continually, an arrangement which suits the companies

well.

Equally unsatisfactory is the state of things with regard to electric-

lighting machinery in Argentina
;
and the story of the fatally bad

packing of English manufacturers recalls many a consular report in

British Trade Methods.

With agricultural machinery the United States have gained the

ascendency in both the Chilian and Argentine markets. In Argen-

tina they are said to carry off 90 per cent, in such implements as

ploughs, reapers, shellers, and sowers. ‘ The British makers, as a rule^

produce too heavy and expensive a machine.’ And what does not

this mean of English loss in a vast corn-producing country like

Argentina ?

Chile still imports shovels and spades from England. But the

United States competition in these is keenly felt, whilst Argentina

already has the bulk of her picks, spades, shovels, and adzes from the

United States
;
also machine mowers and weed cutters, which have

largely superseded scythe blades, such scythe blades as are still used

being mostly French. And so the foreign story of gain with an

English meaning of loss runs on ad infinitum. In fact our Special

Commissioner found generally that improved machinery and tools

are not only more readily supplied, but are also more systematically

pushed, by our competitors than by ourselves.

Travellers [he writes] or salesmen who are expert and up-to-date machinists, as

well as otherwise qualified, are naturally necessary. The able manager of the sugar

refinery at Valparaiso gave me an exemplification of how business in this line may
be lost, and doubtless is lost, for want of a personal canvass by an expert. When
recently about to put in a new plant for revivifying animal charcoal, the order

would have gone to Germany, where makers keep in touch with the requirements

out here, had it not been that a mechanical engineer, representative of an English

house, at the time travelling in the Argentine, was heard of and sent for, with the

result that he booked an 8,000/. order. The manager referred to had never before

had a visit from a representative of English machinists.

Even in nails and hinges British trade has not held its own. The
cut-iron nails of the United States, the wrought-iron ‘ deck ’ nails of

Germany, the bright Belgian horseshoe nails, American tacks,

German wire nails, iron and brass hinges from America and Germany,
respectively, are all superseding the English article. And though
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England still practically holds the market in screws, it is anticipated

that American square-headed coach screws, being cheaper, will soon

oust the English.

But it is time to make an end. Summing up the results of his

inquiry in Argentina, Mr. Worthington remarks :

It has been said to me ad vanseam, in one form or another, ‘ We asked British

mamvfacturers to do so-and-so, or to make this in snch-and-such a way, but they

said they could not, or it did not suit tliem, and so we went elsewhere. . .

AVhereas, when anything is asked for in Germany or America, it is promptly made,

and, if not quite what is wanted, is altered as required. , . .

Beverting to the main cause apart [from the question of prices pure and simple]

of the decadence of the importation of British manufactures in many directions,

namely, the want of a prompt response to indications from this market of changes

required, while it is not for me to inquire into the reasons for this alleged too

fond adherence to existing methods, I cannot but feel that if the men who are

coming forward to have a big stake in our leading factories, together with the

control of their management, were in the first instance to become thoroughly

conversant with every detail of their business, and to acquire such a Imowledge of

Spanish as would enable them to speak and write it respectably, and were then to

spend a year in this country studying closely the requirements of the trade and

ihe doings of their competitors, we should hear less in the future of British

manufactures being left behind.

These brief comments and quotations give only a faint idea of

the tale that the facts and figures of Mr. Worthington tell. But

they will be ample if they direct the attention of the readers of this

Eeview to the tale itself, to which, indeed, all must turn if we are to

be ‘ alive to the signs of the times ’ in order ‘ to hold our own, not only

in new markets, but in markets where we are now sorely pressed.’

Agnes Lambert.
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THE NATION AND THE RITUALISTS

‘ Protestantism,’ says Cardinal Newman, ‘ is, as it has been for

centuries, the religion of England.’ ‘ The English people is sufficient

for itself; it wills to be Protestant and progressive; and Fathers,

Councils, schoolmen. Scriptures, saints, angels, and what is above

them, must give way. What are they to it ? It thinks, argues, and

acts according to its own practical, intelligible, shallow religion
;
and

of that religion its bishops and divines, will they or will they not, must

be exponents.’ The Protestantism which the Cardinal thus describes

has undoubtedly in it a strong Philistine element, which often

exposes it to the ridicule and contempt of its foes and is sincerely

deplored by the most far-seeing friends of the cause with which

it is identified. Its narrowness, its intolerance, its bigotry, its

liability to sudden fits of panic, are all sources of weakness. But

when the utmost has been said on this side, it remains a force with

which ecclesiastics and politicians alike have to reckon. There

has been an idea abroad that its force has materially abated. To
those who have been living under this pleasant illusion the success

of Mr. Kensit’s agitation must have been an unpleasant awakening.

He has simply appealed to the strong Protestant instincts of

the people, and without any apparent influence in his favour, in

fact despite much which must have told against him, he has

achieved a very conspicuous success. The Albert Hall demon-

stration was one of the most enthusiastic gatherings which LondonO O
has seen for many a day. It matters very little whether it was

VoL. XLV—No. 2G5 A A
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composed of Churchmen or Nonconformists. For at least they

were English Protestants who had come together under the strong

pressure of a religious sentiment, and who were seriously determined

to save the Protestantism of the nation from the insidious influence

of a clerical plot. The oratory was not exciting, but the speakers were

for the most part grave and reverend seigniors, whom their enemies-

may regard as fanatics, but who, at all events, have deep and earnest

convictions, who are certainly acting in an unselfish spirit, and who-

would be among the very last to engage in any reckless or revolutionary

procedure. They may or may not be ultra-Protestants. If they

were so, it would be no reproach, except in the eyes of innovating

priests, whose designs they are determined to baffle. They were

listened to and applauded by thousands, wdio rightly regarded them as

honest, Grod-fearing men, desirous of doing their duty to their God
and their country. The clerics who sneer at them and profess to

know that they are Nonconformists are simply living up in a balloon.

They are certainly representative of a passionate and a growing

English sentiment—an incoming tide, which will yet prove too

strong for the ecclesiastical Dame Partingtons, from the Archbishop

of Canterbury downwards.

The more closely the phenomenon is studied the more remark-

able will it appear. There could not well be any greater folly than

the attempt to meet Mr. Kensit with supercilious contempt. The

feebler the instrument, the more remarkable is the result attained.

Mr. Kensit has done more in the course of a few months than the

Church Association during the years of its existence. It may be

said, and truly said, that the great reason of this is that not only has

he been free from the hampering influence of committees and their

precedents, but that he has been unrestrained by consideration for

the feelings of others, or by respect for les convenances in any shape

or form. The marvel is that these things, which are serious dis-

advantages, have not stood in the way of his success. Among his

sympathisers are many to whom these features of his movement are

as offensive as to the superior persons who find such pleasure in

sitting in judgment on one whom they regard as a rude and vulgar

agitator. If they have been content to act with him, it is because

they are convinced of the reality and magnitude of the evil forces

against which he has matched himself. Even the most ignorant

extremists (with the exception of the rowdy element, which in some

way or other manages to obtrude into every popular agitation) would

not have approved of rude protests, such as those to which Mr. Kensit

has had recourse, if they had not believed that the circumstances

justified the use of exceptional and obnoxious methods. As it is, by his

disturbances in ritualist churches this humble bookseller has plunged

the ecclesiastical world of England into tierce turmoil and agitation,

h'he ‘ crisis ’ may be extremely distasteful and unwelcome to many,
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but it is a fact which cannot be ignored. The only people who seem

able to maintain an air of cultivated indifference to it are the bishops
;

but even they are so far affected that they occupied the House of

Lords with a discussion upon it on the second night of the session.

If it is remembered that the House of Commons was at the same

time occupied on the same subject, it is sheer folly to pretend that

there is no crisis at all, or to assert, as the Bishop of Stepney did at

St. Paul’s, that it is nothing more than an outburst of pride. There

are few things more irritating than such an utterance, which, how-

ever, is only an extreme example of the tone adopted by too many of

the bishops. They have seen similar excitements subside before,

and they seem to fancy that this new storm will follow the track of

its predecessors, if they can persuade the world that there is nothing

really serious in it—that it is only another depression (though

possibly a severe one) from the Protestant Atlantic, which

will probably obey the laws of such disturbances, and then give

place to calmer breezes and to glorious sunshine. The attitude is

hardly becoming the leaders of a Christian Church, who, of all men,

might be expected to regard these controversies in a serious spirit.

But it must be remembered that they are great of&cers of State, as

well as ministers of the Grospel of Christ, and on that account, if on no

other, are desirous to keep the peace among the contending parties.

Hitherto it has proved beyond their power, and the longer the con-

troversy continues, the more pitiable and unsatisfactory is such a

policy seen to be.

The Bishop of London was the first to act upon it. His reply to

i\Ir. Kensit’s protest against the ritual innovations at St. Ethelburga’s

was precisely such as all expediency which was simply intent on

warding off internal difficulties might dictate
;

but, unfortunately, it

w'as an absolute surrender of the distinctive position of the Anglican

Church. It was probable enough that if Mr. Kensit was desirous only

of finding a church in which he could worship without offence to his

own conscience, he would not have had to search, far. But in such

case he w'ould not have appealed to the bishop. He is a Churchman
who claims his right to have a service in his own parish church in

accordance with the law of the land. It was no answer at all to tell

him that he could have it elsewhere. It it w^ere so, there must be a

clear breach of the law—certainly in one of the churches, probably in

both. For the Church is not endowed Congregationalism. It is

governed by an ‘ Act of Uniformity,’ whereas, according to the Bishop,

a man who is dissatisfied with the service in his own parish church

has only to pass along the street in order to worship in a manner
more congenial to his own opinion or taste. Yet this is all the

consolation which the Bishop was prepared to offer to a dissatisfied

parishioner who felt that he had (and in this numbers will agree

with him) a grievance, and one which was the more serious
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because it meant very much more than an offence to his own particular

taste.

The Bishop’s mistake has been repeated again and again in the

course of the controversy. The existence of two opposing parties has

been recognised, and there has been an anxious desire, if possible, to

prevent the controversy reaching an acute stage by giving alternate

sops to both sets of combatants. It has been too often forgotten

that there is something of higher importance even than this, and

that is the authority of the law. The underlying principle of the

Bishop’s counsel is that diversity of taste in worshippers must be met

by a corresponding variety in the ritual at different churches. But

the law, instead of making a provision for this, distinctly lays down
one uniform rule to be observed everywhere. It would be very

instructive to study the Bishop’s advice to Mr. Kensit in the light of

the discussions which preceded the passing of that Act of Uniformity

which Archdeacon Hare described as a ‘ strait-waistcoat for men’s

consciences.’ Imagine one of those Caroline divines who exhausted

their ingenuity in the endeavour to make the terms such as would

force all men of Puritan sympathies out of the Church—Dr.

Creighton’s own predecessor at Fulham, jpar excellence—having to

deal with an aggrieved parishioner who complained that his Protes-

tant susceptibilities were wounded by the ceremonial in his parish

church. He could hardly have urged that there was compensation

for the excess which offended him in a neighbouring church where

the tendency was on the opposite side. Mr. Kensit and his Protes-

tantism are in one sense the gainers by the present laxity, and the

whole situation is not a little complicated. But one point, at all

events, is certain. The last result contemplated by the framers of the

Act of Uniformity was a comprehensive, or really a congregational.

Church. Archdeacon Hare describes it as ‘ that most disastrous,

most tyrannical, most schismatical Act, the authors of which plainly

were not seeking unity, but division.’ If these bishops were deter-

mined on a policy of comprehension, they must have erred egregi-

ously in their mode of carrying it out. It is quite true that it was

not directed against Eomanisers, but against Presbyterians, a large

number of whom were the lineal ancestors of the present Evangelical

party. Archdeacon Hare proceeds :
‘ With evident design its provisions

were made so stringent, the declaration required by it was worded

with such exactive precision, that it was scarcely possible for an

honest Presbyterian to make it.’ Whether by pursuing this aim with

too much earnestness they prepared the way for the Kitualists of to-

day is a point with which I am not concerned at present, though it is

one of the most vital importance to the ultimate issue of this con-

troversy. I insist simply on the transparent absurdity of the sug

gestion that such a policy can be regarded in any sense as a policy

of comprehension.
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That the policy of the rulers of the Establishment has stamped

this character upon it can hardly be denied; but it does not follow

that this purpose w'as in the minds of the authors of its existing

constitution, or that it can be reconciled with the provisions of the

law they have laid down. The Bishop’s advice interpreted the law

by the practice, but it would not be hard to show that they have

long been irreconcilably at variance. As much, indeed, is confessed

in the pleas urged on both sides in the controversy. The Evangelicals

charge the Eitualists with disobedience, and they retaliate by bring-

ing similar accusations against them. Far be it from me, a mere

layman and a Nonconformist, to venture an opinion as to the true

interpretation of a law which, if I am to judge by the conflicting

views of bishops and decisions of courts, must be obscure and

ambiguous in its language. It might seem, indeed, as though,

were one principle of interpretation to be adopted, all schools, and

indeed all varieties in these schools, might be included, whereas, if

the contrary view were taken, there would be no place for any school

at all. It is hard to conceive of any party who can ex animo sub-

scribe to all that is contained in the Book of Common Prayer
;
and it

is hardly more easy, on the other hand, to find any class, who can

fairly be reckoned among those who ‘ profess and call themselves

Christians,’ who could not appeal to some of its formularies which

would justify them in remaining within the fold. Under these

conditions it is unfair as well as unwise to try and fix a charge of moral

delinquency, which may easily be flung back with scorn by those

against whom it is brought upon their accusers. Protestants and

Catholics alike are trained in the belief that they are the orthodox

Churchmen and that their opponents are lawless intruders. They are all

conscientious, ‘ all honourable men,’ and however we may differ from

their conclusions, it is a waste of time as well as a perversion ofjustice

to impeach their sincerity because we are able to convict them of halt-

ing in their logic. It is not difficult, indeed, to assent to the

negative argument on each side. It is when either party proceeds to

establish its own case that doubt and uncertainty begin. But it

only introduces needless elements of irritation if either of the

victims of an extremely doubtful set of formularies, in which many
apparent contradictions are detected, begins to charge the other with

dishonest purpose.

Cardinal Newman’s views of the whole question are peculiarly

worthy of careful study, because of the special circumstances under

which they were formed. It is true that he was a Koman Catholic

when he discussed with such wonderful subtlety and skill the ‘ diffi-

culties of Anglicans.’ But it was only after long and severe struggle

that he had severed his connection with the Church of his childhood,

of the first fervid religious feelings of his youth, of the most

strenuous and noble work of his manhood. He loved it still. He
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was forced out of its fellowship entirely by the constraint of his

own conscience, and there is evidence that to the end it retained a

subtle influence over him. His testimony as to the defects in the

system is that of an intelligent and competent witness who had been

convinced against his will. His desire was to remain an Anglican

priest. When he tells us how it was he came to feel this was im-

possible his story has at least this value—it is a candid statement

from one who regarded himself as disillusioned. If it is not accepted,

at least it deserves careful examination. After a distinct statement

that he cannot trust in the National Church as a guardian of orthodoxy,

he adds

:

It is as little bound by what it said or did formerly as this morning’s news-

paper by its former numbers, except as it is bound by the Law
;
and while it is

upheld by the Law it will not be weakened by the subtraction of individuals, nor

fortilied by their continuance. Its life is an Act of Parliament. It will not be

able to resist the Arian, Sabellian, or Unitarian heresies now because Bull or

Waterland resisted them a century or two before
;
nor, on the other hand, would

it be unable to resist them though its more orthodox theologians were presently

to leave it. It will be able to resist them Avhile the State gives the word
;
it would

be unable when the State forbids it. Elizabeth boasted that she tuned her pulpits
;

Charles forbade discussions on predestination, George on the Holy Trinity

;

Victoria allows differences on Holy Baptism. While the nation wishes an

establishment it will remain, whatever individuals are for or against it
;
and that

which determines its existence will determine its voice. Of course the presence

or departure of individuals will be one out of various disturbing causes which

may delay or accelerate by a certain number of years a change in its teaching : but,

after all, the change itself depends on events broader and deeper than these : it

depends on changes in the nation. As the nation changes its political, so may it

change its religious views
;
the causes which carried the Beform Bill and Free

Trade may make short work with orthodoxy.

It is much more easy to demur to the conclusion to which this

conception of the Establishment led the Cardinal than it is to find any

positive flaw in his statements. But he goes further even than this.

He, of course, was keen-sighted enough to recognise the special

characteristic of formularies which had been for centuries regarded

as Protestant, but which he himself contended in ‘ Tract 90 ’ were

perfectly capable of being interpreted in a Catholic sense
;
and he

suggests that they would take one or the other complexion at different

times according to the temper of the nation.

So it is [lie says] with tlie Anglican formularies; they are but the exjiression

of the national sentiment, and therefore are necessarily modified by it. Hid tlie

nation grow into Catholicit}^, they might easily be made to assume a Catholic

demeanour
;
but as it has matured in its Protestantism, they must take, day by

day, a more evangelical and liberal aspect.

It would lead us far outside the lines of this article were we to

test this statement by the history of the Church itself since the days

of the Act of Uniformity. Suffice it to say here that it would very

successfully endure tliis ordeal. It may, however, be put in a some-

what different form. The concern of statesmen and politicians hitherto.
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on both sides, has been to conserve the Establishment, and it has

been maintained that, in order to, this the decisions of the ecclesias-

tical courts in all cases of doctrinal or ritual prosecution should be

dictated by other considerations than a strict regard to the letter

of the law. Points have been continually strained in a manner

which would not have been tolerated in any purely civil suit.

It is not surprising that under such conditions the number of eccle-

siastical prosecutions has diminished. The use of the episcopal veto

may have strengthened this tendency. But the disappointments

caused by one prosecution after another must have helped materially

in the same direction. The anxiety of the judges has clearly been to

act as mediators rather than as partisans, and it is a series of their

judgments which have in reality given countenance to the idea of the

elasticity of the formularies themselves. The episcopal veto is logi-

cally indefensible, unless it is intended to place the government of the

Church in the hands of the bishops. But in view of the series of

ecclesiastical judgments from that in the celebrated Grorham case

downwards, it would need considerable hardihood, even for a powerful

body hke the Church Association, to enter on prosecutions of great

offenders. It might brave the bitter criticism which such action is

sure to provoke from men who, having only the one virtue of tolerance,

cultivate it in such a manner as almost to convert it into a vice.

It might laugh to scorn the accusations of bigotry and narrowness

sure to be hurled against it on every side, assured that it was only

discharging a duty to Grod and the nation. It might defy the popular

sympathy which always gathers around the defendant in such suits,

and treat the enormous cost which ecclesiastical suits involve simply

as a necessary sacrifice in the cause of truth. But when to all this

there is added the element of uncertainty, not only as to the exact

requirements ofthe law, butas to the consideration ofpolicy which may
'determine the action of the court in enforcing them, it would be mar-

vellous if men, even of the strongest convictions, did not hesitate

ubout pursuing a course in which the risk is so heavy and th

•prospects of success so infinitesimally small.

Numbers of the most anxious friends of Protestantism have in

fact, been awakening to the conviction that the courts are not likely

to oppose an effectual barrier to the encroachments of the Eitualist

party. It has been a hard lesson to learn, but they must indeed be

slow to understand the teaching of events who have not begun to

have some glimmerings of the truth. There must still be a great

weight of unenlightened opinion which obstinately clings to the

belief that the Establishment is a Protestant institution, and that if

arrogant priests seek to restore the hated doctrines and rites of Kome^
the strong arm of the law will, sooner or later, reach them. But
tthis is a purely Philistine conception, which might be punctuated with

itremendous applause at the Albert Hall, but which will certainly
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not be verified by facts. The simplicity with w^hich a faith of this

kind is cherished is almost pathetic. There are numbers who, when
they have shouted themselves hoarse at a grand Protestant demonstra-

tion, lay their heads to sleep in the pleasant conviction that the faith

of their fathers has been saved, the liberty of the nation secured, and

its grand traditions once more safeguarded against the attacks of

malignant foes. But what has been done ? Eitualist priests,

especially the younger among them, have been conclusively shown

to be guilty of practices offensive to true Protestant feeling, and

their conduct has been branded with the indignant condemnation of

an excited assembly. But that does not affect them, unless, indeed,

it help to confirm their belief that they are heroic sufferers for the

sake of the Church, and to fill them with a stronger passion to

emulate the deeds of saints who defied the world in arms. What is-

wanted is some practical method of arresting an evil which has

already attained portentous power, and which is advancing despite

all the fiery zeal of those by whom it is denounced. So the assembly

breaks up with the pleasant conviction on the part of its promoters

that it has been a brilliant success. For a time its echoes linger in

the public ear, even as the spectacle itself captivated the popular

imagination. But as to practical results of a permanent character,

they are not easily to be discovered. The bishops still pursue their

course of masterly inactivity, wFile mutinous priests meet in town-

halls and coolly pass resolutions defining the terms on which they

are prepared to obey their ecclesiastical superiors. The law has

evidently lost its terrors for men who deliberately tell their rulers,

both in Church and State, that their first allegiance is due to the

Catholic Church
;
and experience has taught us that in obeying its

law they simply claim to be a law unto themselves. That this

condition of things should be found in Protestant England in the

nineteenth century is little short of a portent, and it becomes all

the more alarming in view of the indifference with which it is too

generally regarded.

Half a century ago such things would have been impossible.

But there has been a steady advance of the clerical party, until now

it has attained a height of audacity which makes its extreme men,

at all events, recklessly insolent in their defiance of authority.

They still calculate upon the pleasant optimism of English Protes-

tants, upon the regularity with which hitherto fits of indifference

have succeeded outbursts of excitement, upon the dislike of political

parties to mix themselves up in ecclesiastical controversies, upon the

strong conservative instincts that cling to the Establishment, and

last, but not least, upon the spirit of tolerance, due partly to higher

religious intelligence, but, alas ! also to increased indifference, which

they so strongly condemn, but by which also they so largely profit.

But all these grounds of confidence will certainly prove delusive as
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the nation comes to recognise the vital nature of the conflict, as one

for the liberty of the individual against the tyranny of the priest.

Hitherto there have been grave mistakes in the way of dealing with

the question. To begin with, attention has been concentrated on the

externals and the accidents of the new movement rather than upon its

essential principles. The aesthetic features of the worship have been

made unduly prominent, as though the whole question were one of more

or less beauty in outward forms. Instead of the sacerdotal significance

of vestments and ceremonies, attitudes and rites, music and incense,

being kept constantly before the minds of the people, their eye has

been fixed simply upon the mere spectacle. Hence the indiffer-

ence of masses, who would have been roused to keen opposition had

they realised that the true purpose of the whole was to entangle a

free Protestant nation in the yoke of a priestly bondage. As more

attention has been fixed on recent developments of the confessionah

there has been a growing indignation against such priestly encroach-

ments. But the optimism so characteristic of our people has served'

to prevent even this from producing its full effect upon the public'

mind. Even now there are continued diversions which draw public

attention away from the real issue which has to be faced. Take, e.g
,

the amount of correspondence that has been expended, and wasted,

upon Lady Wimborne’s story, which appeared first in these pages.

As might be expected, the party attacked saw their opportunity, and

have used it to the utmost possible advantage. It is just the kind

of case on which a conflict of testimony might be expected, and out

of which, therefore, capital might easily be made. Even if it were

disproved, the real merit of the controversy is not affected, seeing

that there are a number of other illustrations which, though not so

extreme, are equally conclusive as to the real tendencies of the

system. We have heard enough of these extreme cases, the worst

features of which, after all, may be due to the eccentricities of

individuals. No doubt one of the worst features of the case is, that

in the present temper of a large section of the Eitualistic clergy all

sorts of curious ceremonies seem to be introduced without scruple or

hesitation. It is necessary that they should be exposed, but care

should be taken in doing so to make sure of the evidence, to guard

against all exaggeration, and last, but not least, to place these incidents

in right perspective.

For these extreme cases are not the solid foundation of the Pro-

testant case. That is to be found in facts which are beyond possi--

bility of dispute. The 10,000 confessions which are reported as

having been made in one church at Brighton in the course of a year

are more suggestive than any number of stories about donkey pro-

cessions. These, after all, are but sensational extravagances, very

childish, extremely vulgar, degrading to the very idea of religion.

But they are not so mischievous in their results as the inculcation
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of auricular confession. And while ritualist extravagances are only

practised by extremists, whom the leaders of the party can disavow,

this worst form of sacerdotal aggression has the sanction of men as

eminent as Dr. Pusey in the last generation and Canon Grore among
ourselves. That it should have attained the position it has at

present is indeed an evil omen
;
but the clergy are self-deceived if

they suppose that the repugnance of the national mind and

conscience to this priestly rite has been weakened, much less over-

come. It may be true that there are individuals who are unable to

venture themselves on the love of the Heavenly Father as revealed

in His own Word, but whose troubled consciences are relieved

if a fellow-man, whose claim to the prerogative that he presumptuously

exercises is based upon the grace bestowed on him as one in the

Apostolical succession, give them absolution. It is a peculiar mental

idiosyncrasy, but no one would interfere with its being gratified to the

full in a Church which does not bear the seal of national sanction. I

have no wish—Nonconformists have themselves suffered too much
at the hands of the oppressor for any of them to have any desire—to

repress individual freedom, even in this matter. We do not concern

ourselves with the confessions made in Eoman Catholic churches.

Our protest is directed solely against the attempt to give the

practice a legalised position in a Church which claims to be the

authorised and only representative of the Christianity of the nation.

It will be said that the sanction is already given by the Prayer

Book, and it is difficult to see how any Protestant can accept or justify

the language employed in some of the formularies. To me it would

be a fatal objection, even if it stood alone, to conformity. But the

Prayer Book does not warrant the habitual practice, such as is said to

have been enforced in the teachings of the two Liverpool curates whose

dismissal has recently attracted so much public attention. Still

less does it justify the priests who insist on it as a preliminary to

Communion, who prepare manuals for confessors, who, to sum it up in

a sentence, are busy undoing the work of the Reformation and turn-

ing the Christian ministry into a spiritual tyranny of the worst type.

The sooner it is made clear that the present agitation is intended as

a counteractive to these insidious attempts to deprive the nation of

its spiritual liberties, and is directed not against mere ceremonial-

ism, but against that which gives character to all the rest

—

priestism, the more hope may be entertained as to the ultimate

results.

It is a very miserable plea to urge in reply to all this that many
of these priests, and some even of the more aggressive type, are men
who have endeared themselves to their congregations by their Chris-

tian temper, their self-denying lives, their active benevolence. This

is not in any sense a question of personal character. I am as ready

as any of their most devoted adherents to do full justice to the high
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qualities of some of the High Church leaders, both clerical and lay

;

but, whatever they be, I do not see why they should so affect me as

to tempt me into treason to my most sacred convictions. I am not

prepared to sacrifice the liberty wherewith Christ has made me free

either to saints or angels. We are dealing with a system, and are

not to let our judgment be warped by the happy circumstance that

among its representatives are some to whose brilliant gifts and

even more shining graces we are all willing to do honour.

The strength of a chain is at its weakest point, and the real influ-

ence of a system must be judged by its worst rather than its best

men. At all events, this must be so with priestcraft. One

evil worker in the confessional will do mischief which the healthful

influence of a whole host of better men will fail to repair. The great

body of priests will probably belong neither to the one extreme nor

the other, but will be of an ordinary type, such as we continually

meet in the walks of life. It is because there is so little that is

distinctive about them that the progress of their power has been

observed with so little anxiety. There is much that is comical

in the pose of many Anglican priests. It is said that they are

peculiarly offensive in their own families, where their old com-

panions, and especially their brothers and sisters, are disposed to

smile at the airs put on by their newly ordained brother, who is now

before them in the sacrosanct character of a priest. As we see them
in ordinary society we do not wonder that this should be so. A
normal specimen of the class is an extremely suggestive study. He
is full of good sentiments and purposes, ready to take his part in

every work that has the sanction of the Church, an accomplished

leader of the church tennis or cricket or football club, but taking

care to make it manifest that whatever he does is done for the glory

of the Church. He is a very model of clerical correctitude, but

you listen in vain to his talk to find any trace of independent

thought, of lofty idealism, even of mystical enthusiasm. Least of

all is there any sign of that spiritual insight which is essential

to the discharge of the functions which priests are prepared

so lightly to undertake. The result has been that they have not

been regarded with sufficient seriousness. Men of the world have

refused to believe that they could be an element of danger. They
have admired their philanthropy and applauded its good work

;
they

have been amused by their eccentricities in worship
;
probably they

have valued them as political supporters. That they could work

revolution in the Established Church was never dreamed by
practical men.

It was a very short-sighted policy, and it is now seen to be as

dangerous as it was mistaken. The change already accomplished is

sufficiently startling, and it threatens to become still more serious.

Take, as an example, the resolutions passed at the now notorious
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clerical meeting at Holborn Town Hall. It is a matter of very

subordinate importance, except to the English Church Union itself,,

whether that body was responsible for a circular which issued from

its office, was signed by one of the secretaries, and is certainly in har-

mony with its general policy, whether or not it had its official

endorsement. That body, even though it has Lord Halifax at

its head, is not to be taken at its own valuation. It represents a

powerful section of opinion in the Anglican Church, but that is all.

It is not the Church
;

still less is it the nation. The clerical

manifesto to which I refer does not derive its significance from

any real or supposed approval of the English Church Union. It

is neither more nor less than a ‘ cartel ’ of defiance sent by muti-

nous priests to those whom they are bound on their own principles

to reverence and obey as their right reverend fathers in God. How-
ever others may depreciate the authority of bishops, they at least

are bound to treat them with a respect hardly to be reconciled with

the tone of their letter. They will obey when they think the bishop

is right, but no further. On certain points they have already made
up their minds, and the suppressed conclusion—not the less explicit

because it is unavowed—is that, if the bishop differs from them, it

will be for him, rather than for them, to reconsider the position.

Perhaps there could be no better text on which to base a dis-

cussion of the whole situation than this remarkable document. The

first point which it makes clear is the exact attitude of these

recalcitrant clergy. The authority of English law is quietly ignored.

The Church is to be under its own law, and before we reach the

conclusion it has become manifest that it is for individual priests to

pronounce what that law is. The outside world, as represented by a

clear-headed and vigorous thinker like Sir William Harcourt, holds

that as the clergy of the Established Church they are subject to the

law which the nation has laid down for its government. But that is

the very last idea that seems to occur to the priestly party. We have

been looking on recent proceedings in France with mingled surprise

and condemnation, and tacitly congratulating ourselves on the fact that

we are not as that misguided people. There it is the army which

puts on airs of lofty independence, and we wonder as we see what

numbers are misled by the specious pretext that the honour of the

staff and officers must be preserved at all costs. Iffit have we not

here a parallel case ? Here it is the rights of the Church and clergy

which have to be so jealously guarded. To judge by their general

tone and bearing, it is not the nation which establishes the priests

but the priests in their gracious condescension who are blessing the

nation. They are not to be fettered by any restraints the State may
impose, they are not to be brought within its jurisdiction in any

matter affecting their office, they are not to be tried in its courts

on any charge of ecclesiastical offence. They form a sacred order of
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their own, without any civil law to bind them, but themselves invested

with power to lay down the spiritual law for the people.

But at least it may be said that they have their ecclesiastical

superiors, to whom they owe allegiance and will render loyal service.

The trust in the bishops professed by numbers who ought to be

capable of taking a more dispassionate view is simply surprising.

That it survives the experience of the last half-century is little short

of a miracle. It is almost sublime in its simple credulity

—

it is, at all events, deeply affecting. Unfortunately, both for

themselves and their Church, it has communicated itself to their

lordships themselves. They are not to be judged harshly on this

account. This self-confidence is the natural result of their environ-

ment. To them the words of the old Psalmist may well be applied

:

‘ Surely Thou didst set them in slippery places.’ As the places were

made for them, any blame which may seem to attach to them may
fairly be divided, the greater proportion being given to the system,

and to the spirit which it has fostered in the nation. Apparently

these lawless priests think it necessary to supply the corrective, and

to remind their spiritual rulers that there are limits to their obedience.

They remind me of a story which an old friend of mine used to tell,

of an excellent but somewhat impracticable man, who was profuse in

declarations of his openness to conviction, but considerably qualified

them by the addendum, ‘ Catch the man who will convince me if

you can.’ These excellent men are quite ready to obey their bishop

so long as they agree with him. When that agreement ceases their

obedience ends also.

It might seem as if this was a state of things which must soon

come to an end. But among those who are most alive to the gravity

of the peril there are few who seem to have considered how it is to

be escaped. That the Anglican Church is rapidly drifting towards

Romanism is patent to the eye of all impartial observers. By this it

is not meant that there is any considerable party intent on the

restoration of the old supremacy of Rome. That is perhaps the last

point in the Papal creed which these anti-Protestants would accept.

But if we are to have a body of priests teaching that salvation is to

be found only in sacraments wUich they alone can administer, it is

really not a matter of supreme importance whether the head of the

hierarchy resides at Lambeth or at Rome. In truth, I am not

quite sure whether I should not prefer the Pope who was further

removed.

There is no assurance, however, that when the priests have

reached the point of the interesting young vicar who informed his

wondering churchwardens that he meant to have everything except

the Pope, they will not take the further plunge and bring back

the Pope also. What else does Lord Halifax mean ? He, at least,

seems to contemplate the possibility of union with Rome, and
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when he speaks the whole of the English Church Union utters a deep

responsive Amen.

It would not be easy to find a more typical example of the

Church spirit than he supplies. The conscientious devotion to princi-

ple, the stern determination, the unmeasured audacity of the party are

all represented by him to their utmost extent. For myself, if I may
venture so far, I tender him my heartiest respect. If the Protestant

view w'ere represented by men of like commanding influence, who
knew^ what they meant, and did not shrink from saying it in the most

uncompromising fashion, who w^ere prepared to face all consequences

rather than be untrue to principle, and who had the power of inspir-

ing the enthusiasm of others by the magnetic touch of their own, the

present conflict might be regarded with more complacency. In the

recent debate in the House of Lords his speech was in striking con-

trast with all the rest. In it were no smooth platitudes, no ingenious

evasions of the true issue, no side-glances at the possible results to

his party, above all, no suppressed thought as to the fate of the

Establishment. He spoke with the strong conviction and courage of

one who believes that he is on the side of the truth, and that every-

thing must give place to that. The odds are unequal indeed

between a man of this temper and the mere servants of expediency,

whose love of the truth is qualified by a strong regard for institutions

whose safety may be imperilled by too chivalrous a loyalty to the

cause of which they are the guardians.

This does not lessen the anxiety with which, as Protestants of

Protestants, Nonconformists regard the present struggle. Between

Lord Halifax and ourselves there must be war a outrance—war in

which there is no possibility of compromise. The ‘judicious ’ Hooker

gives the key-note of the party in a remarkable sentence :
‘ It doth

not stand with the duty which we owe to our Heavenly Father that

to the ordinances of our mother the Church we should sho\v ourselves

disobedient.’ It is a curious juxtaposition—our ‘ Heavenly Father ’ and
‘ our mother the Church ’—and the principle based upon it is more

startling still. It is not enough that we ‘ do justly, love mercy, and

walk humbly with our God,’ but it is required also that we obey the

ordinances—human ordinances—of the Church. Let such a principle

once be admitted, and it is not possible to say to what dangerous

lengths it may be carried. Possibly when put in this bald form

many who have accepted it in essence might be staggered. But it

is the ruling idea, which may or may not be modified, that is at the

root of the Ritualist contention. The priests are the representatives

of the ‘ Catholic’ Church, and iis law is that which they acknowledge.

If the law of the land comes into collision with it, they will not hesi-

tate w'hich they ought to obey. The ordinances of their mother

(Imrch are to them of supreme authority, and obedience to them is

part of their obedience to their heavenly Father.
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It is not surprising, therefore, that Lord Halifax should deprecate

the interference of Nonconformists in the affairs of the Church.

Most of us will perfectly agree with him—with this distinction, how-

ever, that we should deny that we have ever desired to interfere.

We are the less likely to do so as we are ignorant of what the

‘ Catholic ’ Church of England really is, or where it is to be found.

We know a Church as by law established, whose bishops sit in the

House of Lords, and may for the most part be relied on to hinder

the reforms in which we are specially interested
;
whose clergy are the

authorised religious teachers of the nation—the parish clergyman

being, according to Matthew Arnold, the only minister of religion

who has a right to exist
;
into whose schools our children are driven

by law in thousands of parishes. With that Church we have a right

to meddle, and we are resolved to exercise our right to the utmost.

Lord Halifax and his friends tell us that it is the ‘ Catholic ’ Church, but

to that claim and all that grows out of it we are supremely indifferent,

since its relation to the State is absolutely unaffected by it. The
State did not adopt it as the ‘ Catholic ’ Church, leaving it to be hence-

forth governed by the law or custom of that Church, but distinctly

laid down in an Act of Parliament the conditions on which it was to

be the National Church. When it renounces that character and all

the advantages it brings with it our right of interference will cease,

and assuredly nothing will please us better than to be free from the

responsibilities which it entails. Far from us be the desire to con-

trol the doctrine or worship of any voluntary Church. But as it is

at present we are so involved in the action of the National Church

that we cannot escape from it. The best evidence of this is the

failure to construct a definition of the term ‘ Churchman ’ which will

meet the facts of the case, and yet satisfy the natural desire for self-

government felt both by the clergy and laity who are bona-fide

adherents of the National Establishment.

I sometimes wonder whether Lord Halifax and men of his school

have ever seriously considered the actual position of Nonconformists.

I have somewhere met with a protest against the crime of a new
Bartholomew Day. To a large extent I agreed with it. The last

remedy I should desire for the present situation is the expulsion of

a body of earnest men, as conscientious as those who differ from them,

from the Establishment, only leaving it more entirely in the hands
of those who regard it as a mere department of the State. But what
did surprise me was that any one who could so write should be so

strangely oblivious of the fact that the High Churchmen whom he
represents were profitingby that last Bartholomew, whose persecuting

incidents this reference recalled. It was simply the outcome of a

political triumph. The Act of Uniformity was passed by a king

who broke his pledged word and a Parliament which, for the moment,
was drunk with a passionate loyalty on the one hand and a vindic-
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tive resentment on the other. Macaulay has suggested that it

Kichard Cromwell had been a worthy successor of his illustrious

father the result would have been entirely different. That curious

speculation it is not necessary to pursue further, except to say that

the present position of the Anglican Church is due entirely to the

fact that in the Civil War the ultimate victory remained with the

party that supported its claims. Our fathers were driven out of a

Church whose great characteristic is its comprehensiveness. In the

intervening period their descendants have conquered for themselves

the right to exist and to worship Grod according to the dictates of

their own conscience, and after a long series of struggles have secured

for themselves the privileges of English citizenship. It is true we
are Nonconformists, but even that distinction could be swept away

at our pleasure. Even as Nonconformists we have our vote in the

choice of the Parliament to which the National Church is subject,

and some of our members even find their way into that august

assembly, through which the nation exercises the control which it

retains so long as it confers special privileges. It is quite possible

under the present system that a Nonconformist Premier may be

called upon to appoint the chief officers of the Church itself; and

though, as a clergyman told me (apparently finding abundant consola-

tion in the thought), he must appoint ordained ministers of that

Church, that would not alter the fact that a Nonconformist was

discharging one of the most important functions in the internal

affairs of the Church.

That kind of Nonconformist interference I desire to bring to an

end by the one effectual method of dealing with that and many an evil

beside—Disestablishment. It is very probable that the appoint-

ments made by a Nonconformist Premier might be just as wise as

those under a more ecclesiastical regime
\

at all events, the com-

plaints of them could not well be more bitter than have been directed

•against some in our own day—say that of the present Primate to

the see of Exeter. But I am not surprised at the indignant protests

of earnest men against the Erastianism of the whole proceeding,

and on that point I am in entire sympathy with them. But how
Erastianism is to be expelled from an Established Church, or from a

State-endowed Church, it would pass the wit of man to devise.

Wherever it is, it is a blight upon all spiritual life—a creeping

paralysis, which sooner or later must rob the Church of all vitality

and power. But freedom can be secured only by the payment of

the price, and that price is tlie surrender of all the privileges and

endowments which the State gives. Churchmen exaggerate its

pressure, which would be small as compared with the advantages

secured. It is, at all events, the one method by which Evangelicals

can save the Protestantism of the Church of which they claim to be

the champions, and High Churchmen secure that s])iritual inde-
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pendence for which they profess to sigh. For ourselves, we shall

certainly resist any tampering with the present constitution in the

‘ Catholic ’ interest. But our great aim must ever be to redress the

injustice from which we ourselves suffer by ending a system of

compromise which satisfies no party and certainly does not promote

the interests of religion in the nation.

J. Guinness Eogers.

\^OL. XI.V—No. 266
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THE CRISIS IN THE CHURCH

It may, possibly, be within the memory of some readers of this

Review, that, when in 1885, an attack in force was threatened on the

Church of England in a series of vigorous speeches by Mr.

Chamberlain, supported by the whole body of the Nonconformists,

and, as seemed, then, only too likely, by the great bulk of the

Liberal party, who, it was understood, were only waiting to declare

themselves till the silence of Mr. Grladstone—a silence more ominous

than any speech—should be broken, I was privileged to write a

series of letters to the Times in which I pointed out, to the best of

my ability, the irreparable mischief that must result, if the great

historic institution which had grown with the growth of England,

and developed with her development, was to be rudely shattered to

pieces, not for any fault of her own, real or alleged—and that too, .at a

time when all her energies were redoubling themselves—to suit the

paltry exigencies of a Political Party.

The appeal which I ventured in these letters to make to Mr.

Gladstone to declare himself in unambiguous terms, at last drew

from him a striking and highly characteristic letter in reply, which

was published, at his request, in all the newspapers of the time and

now lies before me. In it he solemnly averred that ‘ he had neither

shared in, nor assented to, any attack upon the Church,’ and ex-

pressed his ‘ entire assurance that, if ever the question of Disestablish-

ment should become practical, it would be for others and not for

him to deal with it.’ He lived, as he had often done before and as

he lived to do again in other matters of great national importance,

to falsify, by his own act, his ‘ entire assurance
;

’ for in the year 1893,

when he was in power, he brought in a ‘ Suspensory Bill’ intended to

strangle the Welsh National Church before it could be so much as heard

in its own defence, and he also used highly menacing language toth(‘

historic Church of Scotland. Again I was allowed by the Times to

mingle deeply in the fray. The English Church, rightly regarding the

Welsh Church as what it w^as, alike in history and in law, a part of

herself, nay, in some respects, as her own mother Church, rose in her

strength, and trium])hantly repelled both assaults. Since that time,

all thre(* National Churches have, to all n]>pearance, gone on from
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strength to strength, and, till within a few months or even a few weeks

ago, it seemed that the question of Disestablishment had become a thing

of the past, or had, at least, been relegated to that ‘ dim and distant

future ’ in which alone Mr. Gladstone had formerly envisaged it.

Suddenly the prospect has been overclouded. The ‘ crisis in the

Church ’ has become the question of the day, and fills all thoughtful and

religious minds with the gloomiest forebodings
;
and lam anxious, with

the leave of the Editor of this Eeview, to give utterance, in a short

article, to my deliberate conviction that, great as the calamity would

have been had the attack upon the Church succeeded fourteen years

ago, it would have been insignificant, in comparison with the sin and

with the shame, with the sting of purposeless humiliation, and with

the permanent alienation from each other of all the component parts

of the Church, which must inevitably ensue, if Disestablishment

should come on now—as it seems only too likely that it will—as the

result, not of any hostile movement from without, but of dis-

integrating forces from within.

The former attack, instigated, as I have said it largely was, by

political motives, at least served to bring together men of every

shade of thought within the Church. They were driven to dwell less

on the few and unimportant points on which they differed, than on the

many and all-important points on which they were agreed. They

met the assault, much as a party of experienced mountaineers meet

a slip of one of their number on the mountain side, with the rope

taut and therefore with united strength
;
and, if they had still

gone down before the powers of destruction, they would, in any case,

have gone down together, and, after a brief interval of sub-

mergence, would have revived again as a Church—a Church,

shorn indeed of its stateliest historical buttresses and supports—but

still a Church, suffering in one common cause, and striving for one

common good.

At present, the reverse of all this seems likely to be the case.

If the Church is to be torn to pieces by what the Bishop of Stepney,

the other day, so well called ‘ the pride and the prejudice ’ of an

extreme, but comparatively small, section of the clergy, who refuse to

recognise any law, or any binding authority’’ except a mysterious

entity which they are pleased to call ‘the law of the Church,’ a law

built up for themselves, as occasion suits, partly out of their own
inner consciousness, partly out of the traditions of the centuries, and

those chiefly the later and the darker centuries—the earlier, especially

the Apostolic, as on the question of Evening or Fasting Com-
munion, being, as it seems to me, pointedly omitted—if, further

—

which God forbid, and I cannot for myself believe it— they should be

joined, as Lord Halifax not obscurely threatens, by the great bulk

of the historic High Church party, wdio have, hitherto, seemed w’elJ

content with the ‘ sweet reasonableness ’ of their Mother Church, alike

IJ 15 2
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in her doctrines, her ceremonies, and her discipline, then indeed the

seamless garment will be rent, not into two, but into many fragments,

each fragment, by the very law of its being, suspecting and misliking

all the rest
;
each, when it is too late, blaming all the others for what

they have done, for what it has itself, half unconsciously, helped to

do, towards dissipating, towards disintegrating, towards destroying

their ancient and their splendid common heritage.

The differences between these sects or sections of the former

Church, when once the central historic bond shall have been relaxed,

there will be little to counteract or to moderate
;
there will be much

to widen and to intensify. The severance, it is to be feared, will be a

final severance, for,

never can true reconcilement grow
Where wounds of deadly hate have pierced so deep.

The parochial system, with all its inestimable advantages to Church

and State, will have disappeared, and a haphazard and squalid Congre-

gationalism—each congregation, with all its pettinesses and all its

jealousies, being a law unto itself— will have taken its place. The

great body of the more thoughtful laity, alienated by puerilities and

excesses which neither their own humble protests, nor the collective

voice of the Bishops and Archbishops, nor the highest Courts of the

realm have been able, in any degree, to restrain, will be tempted to

‘ pass by upon the other side ’ with a sigh or smile. Many of the foun-

tains of benevolence and of practical activity will be dried up at their

source
;
while, of the clergy, one considerable section, throwing ofif, in

their disgust, much that is good, as well as much that is objectionable,

in recent Church developments, will gravitate, slowly but surely, in

the direction of Geneva
;

while another and still larger body,

weighted by the sacerdotalism and the abuses which the Eeformation

threw off, and which they have, some of them with far-sighted and

patient diplomacy, others with short-sighted and reckless zeal, done

so much to revive, will steer their course—nor will their journey

be a long one—straight for Eome.

Can any Christian, or any thoughtful body of men—can any

En<ilishman who has ever realised how much the fjreatness of his coun-

try is due to the continuity of its history in Church and State—can

even the two hundred and twenty Holborn recalcitrants themselves,

contemplate so comp)lete a breach with the past, and the prolonged

agony that must ensue before there can be any semblance of a

le-construction, without misgiving and dismay? Is the pleasure of

flouting the Bishops, when, at length, they speak with a deliberate

and collective voice—is the retention of a little incense, or even the

‘ reservation ’ of the sacred elements, worth the price that they seem

willing and anxious to pay for it? They have promised—to use

their own contemptuous ])brase— ^ faithfully to disohey^ the Bishops
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in the matters in dispute
;
and the verdict which their countrymen

and the Church at large, if I mistake not, are likely to pass upon

them, can be best, perhaps, expressed in the words of Tennyson,

words which their own contemptuous phrase, as well as the mental

and moral muddle, the inextricable mixture of right and wrong, in

which they have involved themselves, can hardly fail to suggest.

Their honour rooted in dishonour, stood,

And faith unfaithful kept them falsely true.

No society of any kind, no Church, however tolerant and com-

prehensive—and the Church of England is the most tolerant and the

most comprehensive National Church in the world, and no one could

wish to make it less comprehensive and less tolerant—can be kept

together without a definite, tangible, intelligible system of law
;
and

without a full recognition, on the part of all its prominent sections,

of the sanctity of their promises and of their reciprocal obligations.

‘ Of law,’ says Hooker, in one of his magnificent flights of eloquence,

‘ there can be no less observed than that her seat is the throne of Gfod,

her home the harmony of the world.’ Neminem oportet legibus esse

sapientiorem.

Let me be scrupulously fair. No one will deny the immense
amount of good that has been done in various w^ays by that which

has been, rightly or wrongly, called the ‘ Catholic Eevival ’ within

the Church of England. There is no one who will not do willing

homage to the devoted and to the saintly lives which so many of its

foremost representatives are leading. New and hitherto unimagined

avenues of every kind have been opened up by them towards lessening

the sin, the misery, the ignorance, the dulness of the lives, of the

great masses of the population. The Church services have, in their

hands, become more varied, more numerous, more attractive
;
and

new life and meaning has been breathed into some of the formularies

and into some rites and ceremonies which seemed only half alive

before. Many of its leaders have caught up from the great Evan-

gelical Eevival which preceded it, and which, be it observed, did at

least as much for the cause of spiritual religion in the earlier half of

the century as the ‘ Catholic ’ Eevival has done for it in the latter

half, much of the truly Evangelical spirit. I will go further, and

will admit that a creed which had, in Evangelical hands, often

tended to become somewhat dreary, stern, narrow, dwarfing to the

intellect, has become in their hands brighter, broader, more adaptable,

and more adapted to the infinite needs and aspirations of humanity.

On the other hand, the ‘ Catholic ’ Eevival has developed dangers,

to the cumulative effect of which the mass of the people are only

just beginning to awake. The Bishops may have discovered these

dangers long since
;
some of them have, up till now, sympathised,

not unnaturally, with much of the movement, and all have been
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naturally, perhaps even laudably, reluctant to interfere with men
who were leading such admirable lives, and with practices w'hich,

each taken by itself, did not seem productive of overt or of extreme

mischief. It is alwnys difficult to know where to draw the line.

But all are beginning to see now that the ultimate tendency, and

very often the avowed object, of almost everything that is distinctive

in the movement is to undo the work of the Reformation, to steer

—

in their postures, in their vestments, in their priestly pretensions, in

their general doctrines, in their general practices—as near to Rome as

may be, without its main movers calling themselves, or being called

by others, Roman. The result has been to infuse a materialising

tendency and to give a spectacular or even a histrionic character to

the most intensely spiritual act of Christian worship
;
to convert the

truly Catholic commemoration of Christ’s death, the ‘ Supper of the

Lord,’ into a semi-Roman, semi-idolatrous sacrifice of the Mass
;

to

celebrate a ‘ Communion ’ which is, at times, no ‘ Communion ’ at all,

for the ‘ celebrating ’ priest seems to be everything and everywhere,

while the congregation seems to be nothing and nowhere
;
by turning

rhetoric into logic and fancies into facts, to make a perilous approach

to that Romish doctrine of Transubstantiation the rejection of which

sent so many reformers and so many martyrs to the stake, and upon

which the whole monstrous fabric of mediaeval priestcraft and

superstition was once built, and can be, little by little, and, as far

as may be, unobserved, once again built up. Worst, perhaps, of ail,

it has laboured to introduce, if not an absolutely compulsory, at

least an habitual, system of Confession into the English Church.

Compulsory auricular Confession, with the one exception, per-

haps, of the doctrine of Indulgences which grew out of it and formed

part of it, has been regarded, and rightly regarded, by all the re-

formed Christian Churches as the most insidious, the most deleterious,

and the most emasculatingf of all Roman ordinances. It cannot,

from the very constitution of the English Church and the nature

of English Orders, be hedged in by such safeguards here as exist in

the Church of Rome, and wffiich, even there, human nature being

what it is, have failed to guard against the wmrst abuses and abomina-

tions. It deals wdth subjects which are, assuredly, sacro digna

silentio. It fosters a morbid self-introspection on the one hand, and

an inordinate spiritual pride on the other. It strikes at the privacy

of every family life and at the sanctity of all family relations. It

cannot fail to suggest evil as w^ell as to coj)e with it. By the

sophisms and subtleties of its so-called ‘ .Science of Casuistry,’ it

must often tend to confuse rather than to emphasise the eternal

distinctions of right and wrong, the plain ‘ yes ’ or ‘ no ’ of the

unsophisticated conscience, the voice of God within each human
soul. Take what ])recautions it may, it must alwa3’s be in danger

of condoning what God does not condone, ol' condemning what God
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does not condemn. It thrusts the Confessor between the individual

human soul and Grod. It does more; it puts the Confessor almost

into the place of Grod. Witness the terrible, the ghastly maxim

of Dr. Pusey, that the Father-Confessor ‘ as a man, may swear with

a good conscience that he knows not what he knows only as God.’

The stronghold of the Confessional, even in Koman Catholic

countries, is no longer with the stronger, but only with the weaker

sex, and with the weakest portion even of that. It suits, perhaps,

large sections of the more febrile and emotional Latin, but it is

utterly alien from the fibre of the more manly Teutonic and Anglo-

Saxon, races
;
and with them and not with the Latin races, so far as

all appearances go, lies, thank God, the future of the world.

Little, I observe, was said in the House of Lords, the other night,

on the subject of the Confessional by any of the Bishops who, on

other portions of the subject, spoke, all of them, as it seems to me,

with mingled firmness and moderation. Perhaps, in the very delicate

and difficult functions they have now to discharge, the less said upon

it by them, in public, the better
;
yet, rightly considered, it is the

gist of the whole
;

it is incomparably the gravest subject they will

have to handle
;

its power is more subtle, more penetrating, more

illusive
;

and what makes it doubly difficult to deal with it

effectually is that, unfortunately, it has been, for years past, inculcated

in so many manuals and practised in so many colleges and schools

and other institutions, which have enjoyed semi-episcopal, or even

more than semi-episcopal, sanction. Time is, rightly enough, asked

for by the Bishops, and time will, on every ground, be given to

them to deal with the evil. But—when the time has gone by, once

convince the English husband, the English father, the English son,

the English brother, that the weaker and younger members of their

families, and, sometimes, even children of a tender age, are still urged,

under the shelter of the National Church, privately to go to Con-

fession, and that the evil will not and cannot be stopped at its somxe

—

and they will rise in their strength, and no power on earth, no con-

siderations of prescription, of reverence, of utility, of affection will be

able to save the National Church from disruption and dissolution.

Auricular Confession is not a primitive, nor even a moderately

early practice of the Christian Church. There is no trace of it—even

its stoutest defenders. Dr. Pusey among them, have been forced to

admit this—in those earlier centuries to which they so often appeal,

and whose testimony, or whose silence when it tells against them,

they are often so ready to reject. It was not till the thirteenth centur}^,

and at the fourth Lateran Council, that the most arrogant, and not

the most reputable, of the popes. Innocent the Third, in the famous

Canon beginning, ‘ Omnes utriusque sexusfideles,’ imposed the yoke of

the Confessional on all men and women whom he could terrify into sub-

mission to it. And it is not a little significant that the year in which
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this engine of spiritual despotism was forged or had its finishing touches

put to it, in Kome, was the very same year, 1215 a.d., in which the

greatest of English Archbishops forced from the vilest and most shame-

less of English kings the Great Charter of our civil and, to some extent

also, of our ecclesiastical freedom. Truly, ‘ as far as the East is from

the West,’ so far is the spirit of the English nation from the spirit of

the Koman—or the Komanising—hierarchy.

It is this practice—let me, once more, lay stress upon it—of Auricu-

lar Confession, used, not as the Church of England allows it to be used

on rare and exceptional occasions, when it is ardently desired by the

penitent himself, but enjoined, as the Church of Eome enjoins it, as

part of the normal and necessary sustenance ofthe human soul, which,,

more than a belief in Purgatory, more than Masses for the dead, more

than the invocation of the Virgin and the Saints, more, even, than the

leaning towards transubstantiation, which, along with other doctrines

and practices, Eitualism now symbolises, and now brings in its train,

will, I believe, be found to be the crux of the whole question. It

is this which, if it cannot be effectually dealt with now, will—what-

ever palliatives or sedatives may be found for other symptoms of the

disease—go on festering within, till, at no distant date, it proves to

be the veritable ‘ aHicidus aut stantis aut cadentis Ecclesice

Anglicanm.'

The narrow ecclesiastical, the essentially unhistorical, the de-

nationalising, I might almost call it the anti-national, spirit of the

whole movement is nowhere more clearly shown than in its treatment

of the name of ‘ Protestant,’ a name which Eitualists, and some too

who are not Eitualists, are accustomed to utter only with a tone of

supreme and undisguised contempt. What is the history of the word ?

It came into existence with the Eeformation itself, and is coeval,

therefore, with the beginning of one of the grandest forward move-

ments of the human spirit. It was employed in the very first collective

and official utterance of the German reformers, in the year 1529, and

thence it rapidly spread into all the countries of Central, and

Western, and Northern Europe which ‘ protested,’ on truly Catholic

principles, against the un-Catholic practices and pretensions of

Eome. It is an appellation which, no more than any other appella-

tion in the world, is quite unexceptionable or exhaustive. It

only exjiresses half of what it implies and postulates. Like many,

or indeed most, of the Ten Commandments, it is, in form, negative

rather than positive
;
and it has, of late years, been brought

into some discredit by the narrowness and want of charity of those

wlio have talked most about it. But the misuse of a word is no

argument against its use. If it were, the even nobler word
‘ Catholic’ would be ruled outside of the vocabulary of the ‘ Catholic

’

Revival. For there is not an exorbitant Bull of the Church of

Eome, not a pretension of the Pope, however monstrous, not a
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religious war, not a religious persecution, not the horrors of the

‘ Holy Office ’ itself, there is hardly even a crime in the calendar,

which has not been issued, or waged, or perpetrated in the name of

or for the sake of the ‘ Holy Catholic Church.’ Rightly understood,

Protestantism—aye, and Puritanism too—is, in itself and in its associa-

tions, one of the noblest names, and is bound up with many of the

noblest men and the noblest deeds in the whole course of our

history. It has secured for England an open Bible. It asserts the

indefeasible rights of the human conscience. It is on the side of

Liberty everywhere and in every shape, civil, moral, intellectual,

spiritual. It boasts of a noble succession of prelates, historians, and

divines. It inspired and it permeates the sublimest of all English

poems. It overthrew the tyranny of the Stuarts. Finally, it is upon

the ‘ Protestant Succession ’ that the title of Queen Victoria to her

throne, and of her descendants after her, to the latest day of our

history, rests and will always rest. English history would not be

English history, England would hardly be England, if, by any freak

of the imagination, you could cut off all that Protestantism and all

that Puritanism have done for her. That the English Church has a

Catholic as well as a Protestant side to her is, of course, true. She

is Catholic because she is so truly Protestant
;
she is Protestant

because she is so truly Catholic. They are but the two sides of one

and the same shield.

The unity of Christendom as a whole is a noble and inspiring ideal

at which to aim—more noble, doubtless, and inspiring than the unity

of any one part of it—but not at the expense of all that makes unity

worth having. The Church of Rome, by the Bull A'postolicoe Curoe

of a few years ago, shows that she dare not, will not, cannot, advance

one step towards us
;
and so long as that is the case there can be, as the

old saying goes, ‘ No peace with Rome.’ As well have tried to

induce the noble-hearted Carthaginian to be untrue to his solemn

vow, so romantic in its origin, so far-reaching in its consequences, of

eternal hatred of Rome, as try to induce the English people to give

up their inborn hatred of Romish tyranny and corruption or—what

is its correlative and counterpart—their second birthright, their

passionate love of truth, and of civil and religious liberty.

It has been the boast of England, of her poets, historians, and

orators alike, that her progress has been continuous
;
that there have

been few sudden leaps and bounds, and absolutely no break in her

traditions
;
that she has been reformed rather than revolutionised,

and that she has grown rather than been made or remade. At the

present moment, the British Empire is advancing at a rate at which

it has never advanced before
;

no, not even in the days of (Quebec

and Plassy, of Clive and V^olfe. A high authority has just informed

us that, within the last thirty years, it has actually increased by one

fourth, and that it contains the portentous number of 400,000,000
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souls—one fourth, that is, of the whole population of the globe. Is

this the moment, when the spread of our material empire calls, as it

never called before, for the exercise of all the moral and spiritual

potencies which underlie it, and which alone can secure that its

spread will be an almost unmixed blessing rather than a curse to its

subjects : is this the moment, I ask, when any considerable number
of members of that Institution which sums up and concentrates all

those potencies in itself, and illuminates, or ought to illuminate,

them as with a flood of celestial light, would select, in the pursuit

of hobbies, or mummeries, or vagaries of their ov/n, as the precise

moment in which to risk a change so sweeping, so overwhelming,

so irremediable as the disruption of the National Church ?

One word about method, and I have done. I regret, as much as

any one can do, the use of some of the methods and of some of the

instruments that have roused the Bishops into action and have so

precipitated the crisis. I regret the actions of Mr. Kensit and many
of the suggestions and inferences of Mr. Walsh. I do not think that

all or nearly all the charges brought by Sir William Harcourt in his

trenchant letters are sup23orted by the facts, nor do I think that he

has appreciated the motives or made sufficient allowance for the

difficulties of the Bishops. Still less do I think that the view which

he appears to take of the National Church, as an Institution which

is little else than State-made and State-paid, will be accepted as

either true or adequate by any considerable number of thoughtful

persons. People are apt to hit wildly wffien they feel strongly

;

and there is a ring of conviction throughout the letters of Sir

William Harcourt, even when he is dealing his most sledge-hammer

blows, wdiich has not always been so noticeable in his ablest full-

dress Parliamentary speeches. The particular method he has pro-

posed in the last of his letters for dealing with the evil, appealing

as it does to many of the more violent passions, and so encouraging,

not concession, but resistance to the bitter end, seems to me as ob-

jectionable and unpromising as the method proposed by the Bishops,

appealing to the better side of human nature, is good and hopeful,

and, I will add, truly Christian. Is it that he wishes, in his heart of

hearts, not to stave off Disestablishment, but to make it inevitable ?

As regards iMr. Walsh, secret societies within the pale of the National

Church can hardly expect not to be taunted witli the secrecy of their

proceedings, wffien what little is known of those proceedings is ques-

tionable, and the outcome bad. ‘ Mob-law ’ is always and everywhere

hateful, most of all when dealing with sacred things. But the essence

of mob-law is not mere physical violence, but resistance to properly con-

stituted authority and neglect of recognised and bounden obligations.

And has there been no element of this mob-law in the pi’oceedings of

the Ivitualists throughout, especially in their contem})tuous rejection of

the decisions of the highest courts in the realm
;
none in tlie Ifolborn
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gathering
;
none in the unimpassioned yet jjlusquam pontifical de-

fiance of the united voice of the Bishops and Archbishops, uttered by

Lord Halifax towards the close of his, in so many respects, admirable

essay in the February number of this Beview ? ‘ .Reservation,’ he

calmly says, ‘ will be maintained in view of the practical necessities

of the case
;
and the use of incense will be continued !

’ As regards

the appeal to mob-law of Mr. Kensit, the stool hurled by Jennie

Greddes, in the church of St. Giles in Edinburgh, at the head of the

officiating priest, was a rough and ready, and a highly objectionable,

yet also a highly effective argument
;
and, perhaps, it was justified

under all the circumstances of the case. The indignant exclamation

which she hurled with it, ‘ Man, dost thou dare to say Mass in my
lug ? ’ is an exclamation which might, not unnaturally, have escaped

from many a simple-minded visitor to many Ritualistic churches in

London, for many years past
;
and it might have been extremely

difficult to parry or to meet.

Is it too late to hope that the Holborn recusants, and the party

in the Church which sympathises with them, may, even yet, open

their eyes to the comparative importance of things, and bow to the

authority which they have themselves voluntarily and solemnly

acknowdedged ? Otherwise, they will have steered the vessel direct

upon the rocks.

R. Bosworth Smith.
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THE LAND AND THE I.ABOURERS

The more contented the labourer is—the more he is rooted to the.

soil and happy upon it, the more likely will be his sons and

daughters to remain in their native districts, instead of being driven

into populous cities by sheer discontent at not being able to get a

living.

If the farmers in some parts of England cannot afford to pay a

‘ living wage,’ how can labourers’ incomes be supplemented ? It can

only be done by giving them some land for themselves : they ought

to be allowed to share in the profit of the land on which they live.

There is still an extraordinary prejudice against this
;
and the only

way to overcome the prejudice is to try and show that this is a

practical and business-like scheme, and not a charitable idea, and

that allotments and small holdings are not only a benefit to the

agricultural labourers, but a direct advantage to the landlords

themselves.

Somebody once truly observed that no scheme was ever submitted

for the benefit of mankind but that wise and good men were found

conscientiously to oppose it. The reasons probably are :

(1) People won’t try to understand a new scheme.

(2) If they do partially understand it, they won’t believe in it.

(3) If they partially understand it, and partially believe in it,

they are bound to suspect a trap.

This is particularly true about allotments and small holdings.

Many people suspect some deep and dark design on the part of those

who advocate them, and this suspicion is carried to a great pitch.

I hope I may be fortunate enough to dispel some of it, and I

propose to confine myself entirely to personal and practical

experience.

High Wycombe, in Buckinghamshire, is a flourishing, go-ahead

manufacturing town with a big future before it. Towards the end

of the sixties there sprang up a great demand for gardens, and

there was a good deal of land hunger. I was asked for small

pieces of land at moderate rents : these were eagerly taken up, more

were required, and at the present moment I have 1,400 tenants who
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cultivate from one-tenth of an acre to an acre each. The rent is

20s. to 50s. per acre, and one shilling is returned to every tenant in lieu

of luncheon when he comes up to pay his weekly rent. The produce

of each allotment of one-tenth of an acre is worth at least 3^., after

all expenses of rent, manure, seed, and labour are paid. This

proves that 30^. worth of produce is grown on each acre under the

smaller allotments round the town. Tn the summer almost every man
has a flower in his coat

;
and in the winter the pig, the potatoes, and

the vegetables often help out the family dinner in times of illness

or scarcity of work. If this allotment land is wanted for building

purposes, Si. per acre compensation for disturbance is paid. Sub-

letting is not allowed
;
but any tenant can transfer his holding to

any other person, and as much as 10^. has been paid for bush fruit

trees, cultivations, buildings, and goodwill on one single plot.

All difficulty as regards game has entirely disappeared. In my
father’s time preserving would have been thought insanity, and when
I first went out shooting, the chairmakers came out with their white

aprons rolled round their waists, scattering the partridges in all

directions. Now they have their land and their fun, and they let

me have mine; and I have killed over 350 head, including 118

hares, in a wood of twenty-four acres, which as the crow flies is not

half a mile from the Town Hall in the High Street. This good-

natured tolerance I entirely attribute to young men and boys working

off their superfluous energy in their garden allotments, instead of

having nothing to fill up spare time except to loaf about the lanes

on the chance of being able to pick up something, somewhere and
somehow.

Eural Allotments and Small Holdings

People who thirty years ago prophesied that these town allot-

ments would fail, now say, ‘ Oh, yes, this is all very well : we all

knew garden allotments round a town would do all right
;
any idiot

could tell us that. But as for allotments and small holdings in simply
rural districts, they don’t answer. The fact is, the men don’t want
them.’ And then they tell you of the Lincolnshire freeholders

who bought land at a fictitious price, with borrowed money, and
were ruined by the exorbitant interest. They quote allotments

that are thrown up in different parts of England, never inquiring

whether the rents are too high, whether the land is near a wood full

of rabbits, whether the land is so far from the village as to be
absolutely useless to the men, or whether the men have large

gardens already, and besides are able to get continuous and well-paid

employment.

I heard last week of men refusing allotments at Great Missenden,
but in that instance each villager has an acre with his cottage. On
the same jirinciple you cannot expect Northumberland miners, who
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work only seven and a half hours a day, to get wildly enthusiastic

over an Eight Hours Bill.

My landed estate (on which I am entirely dependent for a liveli-

hood, having no source of income whatever save from land) consists

of 109 farms, fifty-two over, and fifty-seven under 200 acres each;

and 262 cottages, all with gardens, of which most are let at Is.

a week and under, some going up to Is. 9(i. a week; 1,400 allot-

ments near Wycombe, which are already described
;

and 1,000

village allotments in Bucks and in Lincolnshire, let at from 8s. to 30s.

an acre, the landlord paying all rates, taxes, and outgoings. As

regards small holdings, fifty-five acres are let to the Drayton Parish

Council in Bucks, at a rent of 19s. an acre. In the Thames
Valley ten or twelve villagers in Flackwell Heath took between them
a farm of mine of over 200 acres, at the same rent as the outgoing

tenant paid. They have had it for four years, and are working it

profitably and paying their rent. They employ more labour than the

old tenant did
;
they pay better wages

;
and one man during the

first year of his take, grew more corn and straw on twenty acres than

was got off the whole farm the year before, when it was cultivated

by a single farmer.

At Winteringham, in Lincolnshire, the family of Pulliene had for

many years been tenants of a farm of ninety-five acres. In the year

1891 Mr. Pulliene died, and the widow, being left alone and unable

to continue the farm, was broken-hearted at having to leave her old

home. I offered the land to the villagers at the old rent
;

they

gladly accepted, subdivided the land amongst themselves : they are

there at this moment, and pay the rent punctually. The old lady

ended her days in peace and contentment in her old home—a very

happy arrangement for everybody, landlord included.

In 1895 a tenant left who had not made farming a success, and

I divided this farm of 125 acres also among the labouring classes

of the parish of Winteringham, letting the house and buildings to

one of them, who has gradually accumulated a small occupation
;

and I also distributed seventy-five acres of land, which I took from

a large farm of 500 acres. Not one of these tenants is in arrear of

rent
;
all have paid their tenant-right valuations, and the land is better

cultivated, cleaner, and more productive. Moreover, I have the

assurances of four of the tenants that if they had not been able to

obtain land they would have been compelled to leave the parish and

seek a living elsewhere. This doubtless applies to others, and I am
sure that these small holdings have been the means of keeping

several steady, industrious, hard-working young men in the parish,

thus solving one of the difficulties which the farmer has to contend

with in the ])resent day, i.e. the scarcity of agricultural labour. In

the year 1881 I had in this parish twenty-three tenants, occupying

eleven farms and twelve small holdings. I have now in the parish
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105 tenants, of whom seventy have allotments, twenty-six have small

holdings of from four to forty acres, and nine have farms of seventy

acres and upwards.

The WlNTERlXGHAM ALLOTMENTS, N. LINCOLNSHIRE

The one-acre allotments are usually worked in two pieces—half

an acre of barley or wheat, half an acre of potatoes.

The average profit on the one-acre allotments in 1892 was 4T

In 1891 the average profit was 4/. 6s.

In 1890 the average profit was 61. 18s.

In 1889 the average profit was '6l. 18s.

This is after allowing for all expenses of labour, cultivation,,

manure, rent, &c.

On one smith holding in particular, where a careful account

was kept of the expenses and results, the profit in the year 1892'

was 6T 10s.

On the rood allotments (i.e. one-quarter of an acre each) the

average profit for the last four years has been U. 10s. for each

allotment, after making deductions for all rent, labour, seed, manure,

and cultivation.

The lowest result recorded was by one man who kept a careful

diary of items, and after allowing himself one shilling for each time

he went to work on his allotment had 10s. profit.

The highest result was on one-quarter of an acre of potatoes,

where the allotment holder grew two tons and retailed them out,

making a profit of nearly Si.

Humbeestone.

The parish of Humberstone, in Lincolnshire, is part of the

Carrington estate, and consists of 2,700 acres. The custom in this

village has always been that three or more acres of land go with

most of the cottages. These are called ‘ cow cottages.’ If a cottage

has no land the farmer sometimes allows his labourer the run and
feed for a cow at a small weekly payment. Wages at 2s. 6cZ. a day

;

there is no public-house in the village
;
and when some years ago I

took my children down there for sea air, nothing was asked for or

wanted on this property except a few railings to repair the church-

yard fence.

In Humberstone the labourers’ children are healthy and w^ell-fed,

and the labourers are industrious, steady, hardy working men, who
have for themselves solved the problem of Old Age Pensions by theii-

own savings from their little pieces of land and cows, and instead of

about 150/.. to 200/. a year going from the village public-house to a

brewer living elsewhere, most of it is saved in the parish. Con-

se(]uently there are no poor, and I do not know of an instance of

any one of this parish going to the workhouse or receiving outdooi
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relief for years. Would that all agricultural parishes could say the

same

!

Statistics of Lord Carri^^gton’s Agricultural Small
Holdings and Allotments ^

The annual allotment supper in 1893 (a very bad year), at

Little London near Spalding, was made the occasion of the rent

audit, when every one of the holders of Lord Carrington’s allot-

ments came up and paid the year’s rent due at Michaelmas.

The holders have now had their third harvest off the thirty-three

acres, and we have again severally interviewed a number of them
with a view of ascertaining how they have succeeded. Before giving

the result of our inquiry, we must preface by saying we have care-

fully avoided picking out any particular allotment holder or taking

the few best. We have taken seven just as they came, in different

parts of the field, and we are certain they are a fair and average

sample of the whole. In our calculation we have made no allowance

for the potatoes taken home and consumed by the family whilst the

crop has been growing, nor for other small perquisites. In all cases

the land has been cultivated largely by horse labour, the manual

labour being confined to planting, weeding, and gathering in the crop.

The highest profit was as under :

—

Income Expenditure

£ S. d. £ s. d.

1 acre potatoes : sold Rent .... 1 12 0

3 tons ware ^ at 45s. . 6 15 0 Seed .... 2 0 0

3 tons ware ^ at 35s. . 5 5 0 Horse hire . 2 9 6

Estimated 3 tons still 6 1 6
on hand—ware,* seed,

and chats.* 3 0 0

15 0 0

Profit on labour £8 18s Qd. Ten loads of pig manure used.

The lowest profit was as under
Incom..- Expenditure

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Half acre wheat: 3^sks. Rent .... 1 12 0
at 26s. per qr. . 2 5 G Horse hire

:

Half acre potatoes : 3 Ploughing 8 0
tons sold at 32s. Q>d. . 4 17 6 Drilling 2 6

Three-quarters ton seed Harrowing 1 0
and chats (estimated Ridgingno 2 0
value) 1 0 0 Leading and threshing . 15 0

8 oo 0 2 cwt. artificial manure. 6 0

Seed wheat . 6 0

Potatoes (estimated) 1 0 0

4 12 6
1 h’ofit on labour, £3 10s. t)d.

‘ Compiled and voucijed for by Alderman R. Winfrey, Lincoln.sliire County Council

f Holland division).

‘ Ware ’ potafoes are the selling variety, and ‘ chats ’ are grown for pigs.
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The profits on the other five acres worked out in the same detail

were, H. 13-s. dd., H. 11s., 7/. 12s. ?>d., 51. 8s. 6d., and 71. 14s.

respectively.

The total profit on the seven acres is 421. 8s. 6d., or an average

of 61. Is. 3d. per acre.

For the thirty-three acres this shows a profit of 2002. Is. 3d.,

which will mostly go into the pockets of the tradesmen, and

means better clothes, better food, and more comfort to thirty-three

families.

Another proof that allotments pay is afforded by the applications

made to the Holland County Council for small holdings. In 1892

112 applications were made, and every one of the applicants possessed

capital ranging from 102. to 1002., which they had obtained by cidtivat-

iny allotments :—A man who cultivated one and three-quarter

acres was owner of five beasts and four pigs
;
a man who cultivated

one acre was owner of a heifer and two pigs
;
a man who cultivated

one and three-quarter acres was owner of two cows, pony, and 1002.

;

a man who cultivated three acres was owner of four horses, 2 pigs,

and 1002.
;

a man who cultivated one acre was owner of two horses,

and 202.
;
a man who cultivated one acre was owner of three pigs,

and 122. ;
a man who cultivated one acre was owner of two pigs, and

202. ;
and so on.

The money was certified as being in the Savings Bank, or other-

wise vouched for, and the live-stock spoke for themselves.

These statistics show that allotments and small holdings are

really going ahead in South Lincolnshire. Prior to 1887, in the

nineteen parishes of the South Holland district, there were only 130

acres under allotment cultivation
;
now there are 2,000 acres, 400

of which are on my land.

The Willow-Tree Farm venture is the outcome of the growth of

the allotments and small holdings movement in Sou^h Lincolnshire.

There the land is particularly adapted for small culture. I first let a

field (thirty-three acres) in one-acre, allotments to a number of men,

who, with the assistance of Mr. E. Winfrey, had formed themselves

into a Provident Allotments Club already mentioned. These men had

previously failed to obtain allotments under the Voluntary Provisions

of the Allotment Acts of 1887 and 1890. Then I let the members
of the club a further thirty-five acres, and since then two other fields

of tw’enty-two acres and eleven acres respectively, making a total of

100 acres in one-acre plots.

As these men in course of time succeeded on their one-acre plots,

they asked for more land, and Mr. E. Winfrey who had then become
Chairman of the Small Holdings Committee of the Holland (Lincoln

shire) County Council, succeeded in carrying out the purchase from

me of a small farm of eighty-eight acres in extent, which the Com-
mittee quickly let in small holdings. Indeed, so great was the

VoL. XLV—No. 26.3 C C
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demand that the eighty-eight acres had to be divided into upwards

of thirty plots, and even then there were many more applicants than

could be supplied. Soon after, Mr. Winfrey and four other gentle-

men formed a syndicate, and rented from me the Willow Tree Farm
of 217 acres on a lease of seven years, at the same rent as the farmer

who gave up the farm had been paying. This farm was immediately

let to sixty-four tenants, two of whom live in the farmhouse. The
men have now entered upon their fourth year. There are 137 acres

of arable, and eighty acres of grass land. The latter has been fenced

off into thirteen holdings, and the arable land is let in holdings

varying in size from two to seven acre plots. (The two tenants who
live in the farmstead have more.) The arable land is farmed very

much the same as the land in the district around. The straw-crops

are wheat and barley, a small acreage of beans and peas
;
the roots

are principally potatoes, for which the land is well adapted, and some
mangolds. The rent averages about 35s. an acre. The land is

acknowledged to be in a higher state of cultivation than when
the men entered upon it, and at the Fourth Annual Supper,

which I attended, in last December, Mr. Winfrey was able to

announce that out of rents amounting to 1,250^., less than 4h had

been lost. He gave the following reasons for the success of the

undertaking

:

(1) The men were all men who thoroughly understood the

cultivation of the soil.

(2) They hired an acre first and made that a success before taking

a larger quantity. They were men who had not been failures either

in agriculture or other walks of life.

(3) The land was eminently adapted for small holdings
;

and

(4) The rent was the average rent paid by the farmer of the

district.

It will be seen that with the 100 acres I let in one-acre allotments

and the two small holdings farms (the County Council Farm, and

Willow Tree Farm) there are 400 acres practically in a ring

fence under allotment and small holding cultivation
;
and even yet

the demand for land in that particular district is not exhausted, as I

was presented at the Supper with an application, signed by some

sixty men, asking for upwards of 180 acres more land. I am
told the increase in the prosperity of that district is very marked,

and I was particularly struck with the remarks of an old labourer

over seventy years of age who spoke at the Supper. He said he
‘ had seen poor people get up on Sunday morning and walk two or

three miles to steal a bottle ^ of straw. He himself had gone a mile

to fetch a bottle ^ of twitch with which to bed his father’s pig. Now
most of them had a little straw stack in their own yards. The

® The word ‘ bottle ’ means bundle.
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families got the benefit
;

so did the poor animals. Some few years

ago the workhouse stared them in the face. Now, if they could not

do a whole day’s work for their master, they could do half a one on

their own land.’

What also is a most important feature is that many of the tenants

are young men who would certainly not have been content in

that district on a mere weekly wage of 12s. or 15s., but would

assuredly have tried their fortune in our large towns. The fact of

getting an allotment or small holding has settled them probably for life

in their native district, to their own advantage and that of the sur-

rounding community. This has been achieved without any friction

or ill-feeling between landlord and farm tenant.

More Labourers’ Land Wanted.

But though in some parts of my estate enough land has been pro-

vided, in others more is still wanted. Bound Spalding, as previously

stated, 180 more acres are required; and this puts me in a con-

siderable difficulty. The rule of the estate is that as long as a

tenant pays a fair rent and farms his land well, he is not to be dis-

turbed. He can farm as he likes, and as long as he likes
;
he can

vote as he likes
;
he can pray where he likes

;
and (except on the

Wycombe estate, where the game is reserved) he can shoot what he

likes. He has practically fixity of tenure
;
and unless the tenant

is willing to give up some of his land, how am I to provide what is

so urgently required ? Farmers naturally object to see a field, just

the other side of the garden hedge, cut up into allotments
;
and

though I have always found my farm tenants most anxious to meet

my views, yet most people feel disinclined to give up any of their

land. Such a request has to be made with tact and judgment.

There may, of course, be some cases when it becomes the duty of

a landlord to enforce his powers
;
but I can only remember one solitary

instance when it was necessary for me to do so. Some years ago a

field on one of my Bucks farms was out of cultivation. The villagers

asked for it for allotments. I called on the tenant, and asked him to

give it up. He gave a point blank refusal, saying if the subject was

pressed he would give notice to quit the entire farm. ‘ Do you mean
that ?’ said I. ‘ Yes,’ he replied. ‘ Well,’ I answ'ered, ‘ I never give

notice, but I am not above taking it, and if you don’t at once give

up the field wffiich is out of cultivation, out you go at Lady Day.’

‘ Do you mean that ? ’ said he. ‘ Yes,’ said I, and without a moment’s

hesitation he said :
‘ Take the field and as much more land as you

want, and let me withdraw my notice to quit.’ The men had the

field rent free for the first year, and it was such a help to them that

they in a very few years asked for more land, which I was fortunately

able to supply them with.

c c 2
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An Old Question Eevived

I began this paper by calling this a new scheme, but in reality it

is an old question—forgotten and revived. Peter Lord Willoughby

de Eresby, the late Lord Tollemache, Lord Suffield’s father, and
many others were firm believers in the value of small holdings.

In the year 1800 my grandfather, the first Lord Carrington, was

President of the Board of Agriculture. He directed the secretary to

emj)loy the summer in examining the effect of a great number of

parliamentary enclosures. It appeared from the inquiry that many
cottagers were in consequence deprived of small pieces of land on

which they kept cows, or which they cultivated themselves
;
and the

‘ communications ’ of the Earl of Winchelsea of that day with respect

to ‘conscientious objectors’ amongst landlords, agents, and tenant

farmers are well worth quoting.

Lord Winchelsea thus expresses himself :

—

I am more and more confirmed in my opinion tliat nothing is so beneficial to

cottagers and landowners as having land for keeping of cows, or for gardens (accord-

ing to Lord Brownlow’s testimony, in nine parishes where the proportion of the

poor having cows amounts to rather more than half the whole, the poor rates are

did in the pound
;
whilst in thirteen parishes where few or none have cows, poor

rates are lid in the pound). One of the causes (of labourers’ land being done

away with) 1 apprehend to be the dislike the generality of farmers have to seeing

the labourers rent any land. Perhaps one of their reasons for disliking this is

that the land, if not occupied by their labourers, would fall to their own share

;

and another, 1 am afraid is, that they wish to have the labourers more dependent

upon them : for which reasons they are always desirous of hiring the house and

land occupied by a labourer, under pretence that by that means the landlord will

be secure of his rent, and that they will keep the house in repair. This the agents

are too apt to give in to, as they find it much less trouble to meet six than sixty

tenants at a rent day
;
all parties therefore join in persuading the landlord, who, it

is natural to suppose, wull agree to this their plan from the manner in which it

comes recommended to him, and it is in this manner the labourers in the Midlands

have been dispossessed of their cow pastures. The moment the farmer obtains his

wisli, he takes the land to himself, and re-lets the house to the labourer, who by

this means is rendered miserable, the poor rate increased, the value of the estate

to the landowner diminished, and the house suffered to go to decay, which, when
once fallen, the tenant will never rebuild, but the landlord must at a considerable

expense, llobert Barclay, Esq., Lord Brownlow, Mr. Parkinson, Mr. Gregory

of Ilarlaxton, Sir liobert Sheffield, Mr. Goultoii, and the Levs. John Gwillin,

.Tohn Shinglar, and Henry Basset all held similar views as to the advantage of

labourers’ land.'^

To Sum Up.

]\Iy practical experience of over thirty years is that small holdings

and allotments not only keep villagers on the land, but that they are

and always have been a financial and social success. With me they

liave succeeded not only round an artisan town, but equally on the

clays of North and Mid Bucks, on the chalk hills and in the valleys

^ Annual Hagistcr 181G, p. iO?,.
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of South Bucks, on the light lands and ordinary soils of North and

Mid Lincolnshire, and best of all on the grand land of the Lincoln-

shire fens.

No personal credit is deserved by myself. Success has been

entirely achieved by the cordial co-operation and business know-

ledge of my agent, Mr. Carter Jonas, of Cambridge, assisted by his

two sons, by Mr. Winfrey, C.C., and by Mr. Miles, who has been sub-

Agent and Grardener at Wycombe for forty years
;

also by the

good-nature of my farm tenants, who have willingly given up portions

of their land to help their poorer brethren in the hard race of

agricultural life
;
and, above all, success has been achieved by the

pluck, energy, and thrift of the hardy villagers, who have done so

much to prove that land in England can be, and ought to be, worked

at a profit, and who have given such a practical refutation to

Mr. Chaplin’s well-known prophecy ‘ that the oldest industry in the

world was within measurable distance of great if not supreme

disaster.’

CarringTox.
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THE FRENCH JUDICIAL SYSTEM

FiiANCE is the country that has the greatest number of judges,

but it is not perhaps the one where justice is dispensed in the best

manner. The numerous and varied jurisdictions existing there have

not all come down from ancient times, several of them being of com-

paratively recent creation and, in fact, not yet a century old. When
the narrow-minded men who brought about the Grreat Eevolution

found themselves in power, they attempted to rebuild, on the founda-

tion of what they called their principles, the judicial edifice they had

upset. They put order in place of the chaos that had been caused.

Impromptu courts were no longer held in the streets, to fill the

gutters with blood, but even after the repeal of the loi des suspects

there were still some special tribunals in existence. It was necessary

to rearrange the scattered elements of the old judicial system

and the new, reconstitute the legal organisations, invest them, with

authority, define their powers, and surround them with the prestige

that attaches to a brilliant staff of judges. This was not the work of

a single day, and before its completion more than one of the principles

laid down by the Eevolution had disappeared. What has become of

them ? They are still being sought for to-day, and this laborious

and barren pursuit revives from time to time some of those liberty-

killing ideas that a sanguinary despotism put into practice not very

long ago.

It was under the Consulate that the French judicial system took

its present form. A law was enacted on the 24th of August, 1790,

establishing a civil court in each district, and judges for them w^ere

elected. This law provided a justice of the peace for each canton

(sub-division of a district), and abolished the supreme courts which

had hitherto had appellate powers. The right to hear appeals was

entrusted to the district courts, and they exercised it one towards

another. The administration of justice in criminal cases was, a little

later, given a special form in the criminal courts of the departements.

Lastly, above all the other jurisdictions, civil and commercial, there

was placed a Supreme Court, the Court of Cassation. This somewhat

complicated system did not endure very long. It was replaced by

another which proved but little more lasting. Finally, the law of
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the 7 Ventose, an VIII (27th of February, 1800) laid down the

permanent lines of our judicial institutions, and fixed in a firmer

manner the limits of the various jurisdictions. The peace courts

{^justices de paix), the commercial courts, the criminal courts, and

the Court of Cassation, were maintained. A civil court of first instance

was allotted to each district, and there were created twenty-nine upper

courts, which have successively been called ‘ Imperial Courts,’ ‘ Eoyal

Courts,’ and ‘ Courts of Appeal.’ In addition to these various tribu-

nals, several others have been brought into existence. We will give

a brief summary of the whole institution and the limits of the

different jurisdictions.

The civil judicature comprises, beginning at the top—(1) the

Court of Cassation
; (2) the Courts of Appeal

; (3) the Assize or

Criminal Courts
; (4) the Tribunals ot First Instance

; (5) the Com-
mercial Courts

; (6) the Maritime Courts, appeals from which are

heard by the Courts of Appeal; (7) the Peace Courts; (8) the

Councils of Experts (Conseils des prudhommes), instituted under the

Second Empire to adjust disputes about wages between masters and

workmen. This is not all, for we have to add what is called the
^ administrative ’ judicature, which is composed of Conseils de Prefec-

ture, as courts of first instance, and the Conseil d’Etat as supreme

and appeal court. These deal with the differences that arise between

private individuals and the State with regard to State or local taxa-

tion, irregularities committed by government employees, and so forth.

They are thus a rather original kind of tribunal, where the State is at

once judge and party in the suit. Administrative works and com-

mentaries declare this system to be necessary, and strive at great

length to demonstrate this. They might add that a system more

calculated to operate unfairly could not be devised. These courts

rarely decide a case according to its merits, and take little trouble to

get at the truth. It would be easy for us to cite instances in point,

if this were within the scope of our article.

Alongside these civil and administrative jurisdictions there is

another, closely allied to the former. We refer to the machinery

for dealing with criminal cases. We will pass over this branch of

the subject, although we think it is salutary to direct a stream of

light now and then upon the manner in which this machinery works.

What militates against the rendering of justice in France is that

every culprit is ipso facto held in suspicion and looked upon as

guilty. This wrong tendency is not the result of intentional ill-will,

which would be odious, but is the consequence of a badly ordered

judicial system.

There are two other jurisdictions to be spoken of—the military

and the naval
;
both of which have a military character. They were

long considered most worthy of esteem, respect, and even admiration.

One must have attended a sitting of a court martial before which a
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simple soldier is brought for a proved and confessed crime in order

to have an idea of the extreme care with which the proceedings are

conducted. Everything that may strengthen the defence is heard

wdth benevolent attention, and when sentence is passed it is difficult

not to be moved by the way in which it is done. Military law is

hard : in every line one finds the cruel word death
;
but at the fatal

moment hearts soften, and the president’s voice, so steady on 23arade^

trembles and falters in a w^ay that show^s what it costs him to pro-

nounce the sentence that is to banish a member of the family.

Harsh as military law is, it seems less so than civil law. The private-

soldier is tried by officers, but the court also comprises a man belong-

ing to the ranks, and it is he who speaks first when the time arrives

to decide the culprit’s fate. As a matter of fact, military executions

are very rare in France. There has not been a single one during the

last ten years, the death sentence having always been commuted.

At the present moment there is a bill before Parliament for relaxing

the rigours of military law. It is even proposed to abolish courts

martial altogether. It is always pleasant to see a harsh law' made
less so, but there is a difference between amendment and repeal.

Perhaps an attempt will be made to dispense with courts martial in

peace time. The j^resent method of recruiting the Freoch army
leads naturally enough to this reform. Step by step, the army itself

may in course of time be got rid of. The change would probably be

w'elcome to a section of the nation, especially to those people who
look upon a man’s sojourn in the barracks as a burdensome thing

and a waste of time. It w'ould at any rate set free a certain amount

of money, which could be used for hiring ready-made soldiers wffien

needed. For our part, we think that the professional soldier is the

only genuine one. To express this opinion may seem like returning

to the ideas of the Middle Ages, whereas we know that the armed-

nation system is quite a new thing that has nothing in common
with past and barbarous times.

At present, there are in France 3,258 civil courts, not including

the commercial courts, the judges of which are unpaid, nor the

councils of experts. To this number must be added one court of

appeal, sixteen courts of first instance, and 102 peace courts

{justices de jjaix) in Algeria, making altogether 3,377 tribunals for

dispensing justice. We might also add the police courts that exist

in each district, but whose powers are confined to punishing trivial

offences. Taking no notice of these, nor of the peace courts, wdiich

are little more than conciliation courts, or offices dealing only with

small disputes about boundaries, the placing of seals on the property

of deceased persons, and matters of like character, and w hicb are in-

competent in cases involving more than 300 francs, w'e find that there

are 403 courts sitting regularly, and forming the actual judicial

body. How many judges do these courts employ ? A few provincial
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tribunals have only three
;
others have five, and some still more,

distributed among several courts. Thus, at Paris there are forty-

eight judges, composing nine courts, twelve vice-presidents and one

president, whose post is a high one. Besides these sixty-one regular

judges, there are a number of substitutes (juges suppleants), who
await their turn to become full-fledged judges. The inquiring

judges {jicges cVinstruction) are twenty-two in number; their

important duties will be described further on. This completes the

list of judges, or what is called the magistvature assise. They

have in front of them the magistrature debout, consisting, at Paris,

of the Procicreur, or Public Prosecutor, and thirty-nine deputies.

AVe leave out the clerks of the court and the minor employees.

From this enumeration it is seen that, for Paris alone, there are

sixty-one judges to hear and decide cases, twenty-two who examine,

and thirty-one whose duty it is to demand conviction or acquittal in

the name of the law. The number for all France, the capital and

Algeria included, is 375 presidents, sixty-five vice-presidents, 411

examining judges, and 687 ordinary judges. The magistrature

debout numbers 375 public prosecutors and 298 assistants.

The tw'enty-six appeal courts of France and the court at Algiers

give employment to twenty-seven chief justices, sixty-three presiding

judges or vice-presidents, twenty-seven public prosecutors, sixty-one

attorneys-general, fifty-nine assistants, and 451 councillors. Above the

courts of appeal, the name of which indicates their attributions, there

is the Court of Cassation, with its high and somewhat hazy duties of

interpreter of the laws. This court sits at Paris, on the perilous

borders of politics. The appeal courts and the Court of Cassation

form what is termed the haute magistrature.

Criminal cases are not dealt with in France by a distinct body of

judges, as in many other countries. The question of guilt or

innocence is submitted to a jury, the same as in England. The
presiding judge at assizes is always a counsellor of the appeal court

of the district
;
he is accompanied by two assessors, who are also

counsellors if the assizes are held in the town where the appeal

court sits, but who can be chosen from among the judges of first

instance if they are held in some other place. The names of the

jurymen are drawn by lot from lists compiled beforehand by the

public prosecutor and the chief justice. Although the rights of the

accused are not so well protected in France as in England, they are

nevertheless sufficiently so to leave scope for the exercise of

leniency when deserved. In fact, certain juries have carried indul-

gence to ^uch a point as to excite public opinion. Most of the

cases known as crimes passionnels—that is to say, crimes arising

from that one of the passions which most deeply stirs man’s heart

once it springs up therein—result in an acquittal, to the distress

of the rigidly virtuous judge, but the delight of every tender soul.
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Moreover, legislation has considerably relaxed the precautions

formerly taken to insure the conviction of the guilty. The judge’s

summing-up for instance, which was often a veritable speech for the

prosecution instead of being, as the law intended, an impartial

review of the case for and against, has been done away with, and its

pernicious effect is no longer felt. We cannot deny that the cause

of justice has gained thereby.

It is difficult to see why three judges should be required for

passing sentence after the verdict has been rendered. The law, by
its numerous and subtle distinctions, has made this duty very

simple. We do not conceive it possible that a good president, and

consequently a good judge, can err in performing this task, and it

would seem, therefore, that the two assessors have been given him in

order to guard against slips and oversights. Criminal procedure is

so full of pitfalls that perhaps three heads are not too many for

this purpose. The Court of Cassation is there on the watch, and does

not always want a good reason for quashing a sentence regularly

passed and based on solid grounds.

The Court of Cassation has only a limited staff. There is a

chief justice and a public prosecutor, who are on an equal footing,

three presiding judges, forty-five counsellors, and six attorneys-general.

All of them receive higher salaries than the other members of the

magistracy. They sit in a sumptuous court, decorated by the best

modern painters. When they demand it, they have a guard of

picked soldiers. They are dressed in red robes and ermine mantles.

All of them try to appear grave, and the majority really are so.

The advocates who plead before them form a body apart from the

rest of the bar, and in jurisprudence the decrees rendered within

those sacred walls have almost the weight of law, despite the fact

that they are often contradictory. According to circumstances, the

public opinion of the moment, or the ups and downs of politics,

white becomes black and black changes to white on the same

questions, and the name this court bears invests it with the necessary

authority to quash its own decisions. This is the great task in which

it is engaged at the present juncture. The matter deserves particu-

lar mention. The Criminal Chamber, which, like each of the two

Civil Chambers, has a president and fifteen members, was recently

entrusted, surreptitiously and against the opinion of the judicial

advisers of the Minister of Justice, with the revision of the Dreyfus

trial. It decided to conduct the inquiry with closed doors. At the

same time ex-Lieutenant-Colonel Picquart, who, together with a

civilian, had already been brought before a civil court to answer for

tlie misdemeanour of communicating secret documents to outsiders,

was prosecuted before a court-martial for the mme of forgery and

for divulffin" secrets concerninof the national defences. It is needfulo o o
to state, in order to make the subject clear, that French law does
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not allow a soldier who is accused jointly with a civilian to be tried

by a military court. It is the civil courts that have jurisdiction in

such cases : cedant arma togce. Therefore, as regards the mis-

demeanour of communicating secret papers, the proper and legal

course was taken in prosecuting Colonel Picquart before a civil court,

the one competent in misdemeanour cases. On the other hand, as

he alone was accused of the crime of forgery and of having divulged

professional secrets, he was only amenable to the military tribunals,

and it was on this charge that he was arrested and sent before a

court-martial. Moreover, the Court of Cassation had decided in this

sense in another episode of the same affair.

If, in the above remarks, we have managed to throw a little light

upon the preliminaries of the case, the reader will have no trouble in

understanding what follows. M. Picquart is the object of a charge

which touches himself alone. After the necessary previous inquiry,

he is going to be tried by his peers. If he is innocent, this will be

shown in the light of day. He is afraid to meet his trial, and applies

to the Court of Cassation for a settlement of judges. This signifies

that he raises the question of a possible dispute between the civil

tribunal and the court-martial. Now the conflict is non-existent,

and this for two reasons : there is no possible connection between

the proceedings in the civil court and those pending before the court-

martial : the civil case is one of misdemeanour in which a civilian

(a barrister) is also involved, whereas the military prosecution is for a

crime committed by an officer alone. The civil case, in so far as it

is one of misdemeanour, is purely a civil court case
;
the military

case is one of a crime, or rather a series of crimes, to be answered for

before the criminal jurisdiction, and—the culprit being alone—before

the military criminal jurisdiction. If the charge could be invested

with a civil character, it would have to be heard by the Assize Court.

It is evident that there is no connection between the two cases, no

clashing of jurisdictions, and consequently that there was no ground

for applying for a choice of judges to be made, when these judges

have to deal with two distinct prosecutions, one civil and the other

military, one for a misdemeanour and the other for a crime. The
president of the tribunal himself has said so, without being obliged

;

the same thing is affirmed by nine-tenths of the leading barristers,

by the members of both Civil Chambers of the Court of Cassation,

and even by the judges who form the minority in the Criminal

Chamber. Yet the Criminal Chamber has declared Picquart’s request

to be well founded, and, without ascertaining whether there really

are two tribunals in conflict, has decided that such is the case and

that the two prosecutions are allied. A character in a comedy says :

‘ Cette molle est-elle a nous ? Elle doit etre a nous.’ In this strange

affair, which is unbalancing weak minds and exciting even the

calmest ones, we begin to see the germs of a fresh revolution—one
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that may have graver consequences than people imagine. Now that

the Court of Cassation is caught in the maze of procedures, we

wonder how it will get out without straining the law and outraging

common-sense. It cannot legally prolong the respite it has granted

Picquart, in the exercise of its sovereign power, nor can it send the

culprit before any other jurisdiction than the competent one.

While Colonel Henry’s suicide, after the confession of his for-

geries, disturbed certain minds, the resignation of M. Quesnay de

Beaurepaire resounded like a thunderclap. Here it is necessary to

go into some detail, in order to make the matter clear. Since the

middle of December rumours had circulated regarding several mem-
bers of the Criminal Chamber. Three in particular were accused of

concerting with the witness Picquart as to the evidence he should

give, with a view of weakening the testimony of the generals. M. de

Beaurepaire had heard one of the judges utter some suspicious words,

and these were quoted in a number of newsj^apers. Certain acts were

alleged. The Minister of Justice ordered an inquiry, the real object

of which was to hide the gravity of these incidents, and it was after

this investigation that M. de Beaurepaire, president of one of the

three Chambers of the Court of Cassation, resigned his post. As one

of the presiding justices of the High Court, he occupied the most

elevated position in the French judicial world next to the First

President and the Attorney-Greneral. His salary was 25,000 francs

per annum, and he has no private fortune. He passes for a man of

great learning and talent. Now that he is free from official trammels

he proclaims from the housetops the unworthiness of five or six of

the judges belonging to the Criminal Chamber and promises some

startling disclosures about the Panama case, in which he played a

prominent part. Thus we have anarchy in the administration of jus-

tice added to anarchy in the public mind, in Parliament, and in the

Government from top to bottom.

In a debate on the investigation mentioned above, a Kepublican

member of the Chamber of Deputies went so far as to call the three

legal luminaries who were conducting the Dreyfus inquiry a trio of

rascalsy and the Minister of Justice was called upon to institute a

second and more searching investigation of the charges brought

against the Criminal Chamber. This further examination was made

by Chief Justice Mazeau and the two senior members of the Court of

Cassation—three men who are respectable and respected. They

came to the conclusion that M. de Beaurepaire’s accusations were

well founded. The inquiry opened by the Criminal Chamber as to

whether there was ground for revising the Dreyfus trial had been

vitiated from the very outset. The presiding judge, M. Loew, was, by

his ties, his origin, and his family connections, unfitted for conducting

the examination of witnesses impartially. To lay the case before the

Chamber he had selected one of its minor members, M. Bard, who
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was known as having already made up his mind about it, and as

having had certain confabulations with the witness Picquart. In the

next place there was M. Manau, the Public Prosecutor, whose speech

was a veritable pleading in the condemned man’s favour. Both these

speeches contained errors, misquotations, and falsehoods. Moreover,

numerous witnesses proved that their interrogatories had been con-

ducted with the evident intention of preventing the truth from com-

ing out. Thus a dilemma presented itself. It w^as necessary

either to prosecute ^I. Quesnay de Beaurepaire for slander before the

Assize Court, where he would have the right to produce his proofs, or

to adopt the view of the committee of inquiry, which was that the

task of deciding whether or not the Dreyfus trial shall be revised

should be entrusted to the whole Court of Cassation, all three

Chambers united.

Laid with great vigour before the Chamber of Deputies, the

question assumed a political character, but of quite a different colour

from that which M. Brisson tried to give it. By a majority of 125 the

Chamber has coincided with the committee of inquiry and the

Government. It has thus dispossessed the Criminal Chamber of the

absolute right of judging alone. The clause voted is only the

complement of a law already in existence, and therefore is not an

exceptional measure passed to meet special circumstances.

This is how the matter stands at present. It is not done with

yet, but if the head of the Cabinet, M. Dupuy, so wishes, it will soon

be disposed of. He has made himself very popular by his vigorous

action since he became convinced of the faults of the Criminal

Chamber.

One thing has been brought into relief by these unhappy

discussions, and especially by the publication of the documents

touching the investigations—namely, the state of abasement

into which judicial morals in France have fallen. This result was

plainly foreseen in 1883, when Government and Parliament resolved

to do away with the irremovable character of the judge’s position, in

order to make room on the bench for men of little capacity and

mediocre morality.

We have shown that the judicial staff is a very numerous one,

even if we leave out the three thousand justices of the peace and a

still larger body of deputy-justices. Counting the subaltern

employees, it forms a veritable army corps that holds the country at

its discretion. It even numbers, in its secondary ranks, officers who

can at their pleasure imprison people and bring them by dark and

devious ways to ruin and dishonour.

A juge Jinstruction belonging to the Tribunal of the Seine,

a good, learned, and circumspect man, was once questioned by the

Emperor Napoleon the Third about his duties. With a good humour
not wholly free from irony the judge replied: ‘Sire, I am more
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powerful than your Majesty/ ‘ How so
? ’ ‘You cannot, directly

and of your own will, throw a man into prison
;
I can do that/ The

magistrate then explained how, on the slightest pretext, or acting

upon the most trivial denunciation, an inquiring judge, once put in

charge of a case by the Public Prosecutor, could have an innocent

person—an entire stranger to the affair—arrested and kept in

sohtary confinement, if he thought the person had been concerned in

it. A personal enemy could be locked up, which of course w^ould be

a disgraceful proceeding, or simply a suspected man, which would be

the result of excessive zeal. The Emperor’s face assumed an anxious

expression, and certainly, if war had not broken out soon afterwards,

he would have asked his Minister of Justice, M. Emile Ollivier, to

place a limit to these extravagant powers and make some special

rules as to the choice of the magistrates entrusted with such

dangerous though honourable duties.

No change has yet been made in this respect, except that now the

examination must be made in the presence of the accused’s counsel.

Do not suppose, however, that this safeguard, copied from English

legislation, has come into favour in France. True, we are not likely

to see a repetition of the case of the woman, accused of infanticide,

who was brought, by a too skilful examination, to confess a crime

she had not committed, as was proved by her giving birth a few

days later to the child she had been charged with destroying
;
but

the Panama case, the history of which is related with so much
vivacity and humour by M. Henri Maret, Deputy, in his book entitled

La Justice, and the more recent affair of the placing in solitary con-

finement of Major Esterhazy, are not of such a nature as to denote a

great step forward in judicial methods. A deputy, belonging to the

Eight, M. de Eamel, has recently drawn attention to the matter by

bringing in a bill which, if passed, will make the liberty of the

individual more of a reality, and render men’s homes more secure

from invasion than they are now.

There is room for several other improvements in the system' of

dispensing justice in France. Complaint is made that legal pro-

ceedings are too slow and too costly. It is written in our laws that

justice is rendered without expense to the litigants, but this is

utterly false. On the contrary, it is very expensive. If we seek the

reason of this, we find that the State makes it a source of revenue in

various ways—stamps, registration fees, &c. The sinuosities of legal

procedure are peopled with officials who stop you on your way and

make you pay dearly for the honour of their signatures. At every

step in the formalities, civil or criminal, there is a tax to pay. You
have no right to receive payment from a debtor for what he owes

you until you have settled, for him and in his stead, the costs in

whicli lie has been mulcted. The treasury is obliged to get back

somehow or other the money it pays out in judges’ salaries ! There
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are over three thousand senior officers and more than ten thousand

subalterns, corporals and privates, in this army of functionaries who

look to the State for their pay. The Court of Cassation does not

cost less than 1,147,000 francs per annum, plus 32,300 francs of

petty expenses. This is the price at which it renders its decrees, or

its services, when required. The courts of appeal cannot live on

less than 6,515,033 francs a year. The tribunals of first instance

need more—11,534,000 francs
;

or, if we add the salary of the judge

of Andorra and certain expenses of the tribunals of commerce and

the police courts, 97,700 francs more. As to the justices of the peace,

they are very valuable, but costly, their price being 8,413,000 francs

for France, and 697,650 francs for Algeria. The criminal courts are

satisfied with 5,850,000 francs for the two countries. We say nothing

about the cost of maintenance of the court buildings.

Justice is administered in France and Algeria at a total expense

of not less than 25,000,000 francs per annum. If we did not know

what a large number of judges are paid out of this sum, we might

suppose it to be a most profitable career. This is not the fact.

French judges are badly off when they have not a private fortune.

Their salaries are worse than mediocre. In this connection there

recurs to our mind a remark which was made by one of our friends

in England. It was in the time of the Empire, but the salaries have

not been increased very much since then, save in a few cases. Said

our friend : ‘You want to be served like princes, and you pay your

employees like lackeys.’ We will not say that France treats her

judges like lackeys, but assuredly she does not pay them as they

ought to be paid. A judge is a man above almost all others. He
must be of unimpeachable integrity, learned, even erudite, in the

law, conscientious to an extreme, well-bred, impartial, endowed with

perspicacity, good sense, and uprightness, unshakably loyal to the

truth, inaccessible to popularity, and beyond the reach of Grovern-

mental influences. Such a man ought not to be subjected to the

anxieties of making both ends meet, nor left in uncertainty as to

what the future may have in store for him and his family. By an

Act passed in 1814 judges were made irremovable, and were, if not

well paid, at all events sure of holding their posts. There was also

the dignity of the position, as in those days it was not easy for the

first comer to get elevated to the bench. Every man chosen did not

fulfil the ideal we have sketched, but for a very long time the

judicial body retained a high character. The upheavals that came
later on shook the institution no doubt, but the revolutionists were

careful not to throw it down. More recently it received a deadly

blow. Things were done which gave rise to the fear that Justice

would have to veil her face. This apprehension was temporary, but

it sprang up again the day when a blind Ministry and Parliament,

in order to facilitate the task of governing, did away with the
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permanent character of the judge’s position. This step diminished

his moral weight, and from that moment he found himself beginning

to be looked ujoon by the nation with distrust, and felt that he wns

descending in the public’s esteem. It seemed to many people that

the new magistracy was going to serve political interests and sacrifice

honour to Grovernmental influences, but, although the judges no

longer had the renown of former days, the new^ ones zealously strove

to imitate the virtues of the old.

This is not enough. The great reform w^hich wfill come to pass

some day is not, perhaps, compatible with universal suffrage as it

exists at present
;
but it is to be hoped that in the future our judges

will be placed so far beyond the reach of improper influences that

they cannot fall. Instead of the ill-paid thousands we have now, a

few hundred would suffice. The idea of having single judges in the

courts is gaining ground. It is seen to be a means of eliminating a

number of mediocrities, of letting in only men of great talent, and

of making the judge strong enough and independent enough to soar

above the level of the agitated community and hold the balance evenly

between small and great, weak and strong, iniquity and right.

Liberal salaries could be paid—not, how^ever, such splendid ones as

those received by the judges of the United Kingdom—and yet a

substantial saving be effected by the State, wLile the cause of justice

w'ould be infinitely better served.

Alphonse de Calonxe.
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THE NORDRACH CURE PRACTICABLE IN

THIS COUNTRY

I SHOULD like to deal, in the first place, with the article by Dr. J. Gf.

Sinclair Coghill in this Keview for last month, and more especially

with those parts of it in which he criticises my paper which appeared

in the January number.

I am surprised at the tone which Dr. Coghill, at places, assumes,

for, generally speaking, he but confirms everything I said. So far as his

paper deals with preventive measures and suggestions it is v/orthy

of every consideration
;
but, if I may be permitted to say so, where

it deals with the treatment of consumption it is not all that could

be desired.

Dr. Coghill says that it is not claimed that in all cases fresh air

and proper feeding alone suffice for treatment. They certainly do

not suffice for treatment, because there is also that strict supervision

of every case which is quite as important. He does not take

note of this matter of supervision, but says that the usual

drugs must be used to relieve the symptoms— fever, night-

sweats, cough, haemorrhage, dyspepsia, &c.—overlooking the fact

that these things are only symptoms of the disease, and that the

proper mode of treatment is not to tinker with the symptoms

but to treat the disease itself. It has been proved by Walther at

Nordrach that the best means of reducing fever of any degree and

night-sweats are absolute rest in bed, alone and undisturbed even by

talking, and proper feeding. (Excessive cough will yield to the

same treatment. Haemorrhage is an accident, and is to be treated

as such. Dyspepsia will disappear as nutrition advances.)

This proper feeding is not harmful to patients even with extremes!

fever, though Dr. Coghill thinks it is. I know of the case of a lady

who, at Nordrach, suffered from pyrexial phthisis in the extreme.

Her temperature used to be about 96 '8° F. in the morning, after a

rigor 105'8° F. at noon, 96’8° F. again in the afternoon, and, after a

second rigor, again about 105 8° P\ in the evening. She received

every bit of food from the doctor’s own hands, lay in bed with

fever for nine months, and then got up again with a gain of forty-six
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pounds
;
so one cannot say it is ‘ in the highest degree injurious in

acute stages of the disease.’ All patients can stand this proper

feeding
;
in fact it is the only hope for far advanced cases.

It is a mistake to say that ‘ many patients break down under

the ordeal, and the weight gained under pressure is often as rapidly

lost, only a seriously damaged digestive apparatus being the

result.’ I have known almost a hundred patients treated at Nor-

drach, and I am unaware of a single case of breakdown, and can

only remember one who would not face the treatment. He tried it

only for two days, and then left. He could quite easily have done as

others do, but he was either not man enough or too headstrong to

do it. I saw him afterwards, and he said that he regretted he had

been so foolish. He roamed about from one health resort to another

for two years, and then died. As for the ‘ seriously damaged digestive

apparatus,’ I cannot do better than quote what a doctor writes in

answer to remarks in the Daily Telegraph.

The correspondent M. D.’ of Bournemouth] has had little or no experience of

Nordrach, as he makes a statement curiously at variance with the experience of

others when he says, ^ I have known of several mstances in which the digestion

was almost ruined by the method [of proper feeding].’ He knows of them by
hearsay only, he has not known them. One of the things which struck me most

about Nordrach (and I underwent the cure there for three months) was the way
in which patients who came there with their whole digestive apparatus insufficiently

working, in an almost incredibly short time lost their dyspepsia and all other

irregularities of their alimentary canal. This was most marked in the case of

women—so much so that I should say now that the best cure for all indigestion

is increased feeding. The effect is really most striking, but I am convinced that

the majority of women neither eat nor drink enough to give them good health,

good tempers, or good complexions. Mr. J. A. Gibson’s^ account of Nordrach,

which you reproduce, is a fairly correct one, but I really think he exaggerates the

amount of food given to patients : it can hardly be described as ‘ heroic ’ treatment.

A few women certainly learn to eat three times as much as they have been accus-

tomed to eat, but the average man there does not, in my opinion, eat more than

half as much again as an average man is accustomed to eat. But the food is good,

very nourishing, and is given at such intervals that it is all assimilated—none

wasted in the economy.

I did not mean to say that patients at Nordrach actually eat three

times the ordinary amount. My words were ‘ twice or three times as

much as one would feel inclined to eat.’ Our speaking among our-

selves of the ‘three portions ’ was our unscientific way of accounting

for w^hat we had to eat, and also to impress on newcomers the

importance of feeding. I merely wanted to emphasise the fact that

quantity and quality of food were of prime importance, and I may
have overdone it slightly

;
but I have learned by experience that, no

matter wliat stress one lays on this matter of eating, a consumptive,

carrying out this treatment by himself, alw^ays eats too little and

never too irmcli. 'i'his proper feeding, as carried out at Nordrach, is

not unph vsiological. It is nourishing food above all things that
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consumptives need, and to give it to them in suitable quantities is the

most natural thing to do. Is it physiological to dose a man with creo-

sote and guiacol, or natural to live in an artificial temperature of 62° F. ?

Those who carry on such treatment are acting unphysiologically.

Walther uses no force or harshness. By persuasion and encourage-

ment the patient is got to eat the amount of food he needs—regularly

and not intermittently. As to the physiology of the Nordrach pro-

ceeding, let me quote Dr. K. Mander Smyth, ^ who was a Nordrach

patient and Walther’s assistant for some time.

The dyspepsia of phthisis, then, is to be regarded rather as the outcry of a weak

and starved organism for adequate rest and ample nourishment than as an indi-

cation for limiting the dietary in any way. We usually say, ‘ If the fever will

abate, his digestion and nutrition will improve.’ Nordrach teaching takes an

opposite view. ‘ We must improve nutrition at all hazards, and that will cause

the fever to abate, the tubercular process to subside, and digestion will improve

later on.’ The improvement of nutrition is the key to the situation, and it has

always seemed to me, after watching many cases go through this process at Nor-

drach, as if pulmonary tuberculosis set up a sort of vicious circle in the organism.

Dependent for inception perhaps upon a previous state of malnutrition, it sets up,

further, loss of appetite, dyspepsia, and wasting
;
this enables the tubercular process

to advance and to obtain a firmer hold. The wretched patient then limits the

quantity and variety of his food, actually inducing further wasting and assisting

the disease. Later on he dies of tuberculosis, accelerated by starvation.

I have written to Dr. Rowland Thurnam, who was cured of con-

sumption at Nordrach, and who also assisted Dr. Walther there,

asking him his opinion on this matter. He writes me to say that,

‘ as to cases leaving with permanently injured digestion, I know of

no such cases.’ ^

Thus I have set Greek against Greek. I have opposed to Dr.

Coghill’s second-hand statements the first-hand statements of three

other medical men.

The statistics of weight at the Royal National Hospital, Ventnor,

prove that proper feeding (there is no ‘ forced feeding ’ at Nordrach,

i.e. by stomach-tube, as recommended by Debove) is absolutely neces-

sary. Out of 676 cases, 152 did not gain at all
;
many of them no

doubt lost weight. The remaining 524 gained an average only of

6^ lb. I have never known or heard of a case that did not gain

in weight considerably at Nordrach, and the average gain there would

be, I should say, 30 lb.

Dr. Coghill’s highest gain is 284 lb. I remember one patient

who gained 110 lb. at Nordrach, and know of a lady—a mother of

* A paper read before the Medical Society on the Oth of December 1898, and
published in St. Mary's Hospital Gazette, January 1899.

2 I have been in communication with many other cured Nordrach patients, and
their testimony invariably is that their digestions have not been injured; but rather

that, where digestion was weak before, it has been improved. Dr. C. Eeinhardt,

writing to the British Medical Journal on the 7th of August 1897, says of Nordrach :

‘ I spoke with many patients . . . and did not find one who had not gained in weight
or who had suffered from dyspepsia or nasal catarrh after the first month.’

D D 2
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two children—who went there dying, with digestive organs out of

order as badly as could be, weighing 60 lb. She gained from the

very beginning at the rate of 3 lb. and 4 lb. a week, and was cured

in ten months, when she weighed 150 lb. She has now had children

again, has been perfectly well all along for years, and is as strong as

can be. This surely is physiological justification ofNordrach treatment.

One can see that Dr. Coghill is quite alive to the importance of con-

sumptives gaining weight, but he fears to ruin their digestion. If

then it has been proved that proper feeding, as carried out at Nor-

drach, is not unphysiological, and that it does not injure, but rather

improves, digestion, his case falls to the ground.

And ‘ the weight gained under pressure ’ is not as rapidly lost
;

it is not lost at all, unless through carelessness. I do not know a

Nordrach man who has any difficulty in keeping his weight. If Dr.

Coghill’s patients rapidly lose in weight after leaving Ventnor,

perhaps they have not been properly nourished, and may not have

been taught the necessity for eating well to keep their weight or to

increase it.

It is over this matter of proper feeding that Dr. Coghill takes an

unfair advantage of me. I said ‘it is conceivable that a cure might

be effected by this means alone [proper feeding] which could never

be accomplished by fresh air and rest only.’ Dr. Coghill tries to

ridicule this statement, and to draw from it the conclusion that I

am not qualified to write on the subject. I still say it is conceivable

that a cure might be effected by over-feeding alone, but it is not

advisable to try it, unless fresh air and rest are unobtainable by the

patient, in which case it would be the very best treatment to put him

under.

Dr. Coghill finds most fault with me for my remarks about

scientists. I must say that from his article I got the impres-

sion that he is one of the few in his profession who do really

know something about consumption. But how many are there who
know as much as Dr. Coghill ? Every one may look about among
his own acquaintance, and will find many, many consumptive patients,

who, in the hands of their doctors, having undergone all sorts of treat-

ment and been sent to all sorts of places—sea-voyages, Africa, the

Eiviera, Egypt—and got advice which to patients who do not know

how to live is absolutely vague and useless

—

die, when they might

have been saved if they had been sent to a properly managed sana-

torium to undergo the right treatment. This was the point of my
article, and upon that 1 do not see any difference of opinion between

Dr. Eoyhill and myself. I met a patient at Nordrach who had been

kej)t by his doctor for two years in ignorance of what his illness was,

because the doctor did not care to tell him, believing consurnj)tion to

be incurable. Those two years almost cost that patient his life, for he

had tf) ,-pek health all o^ erthe world before he found Nordrach, and was

with diffi'-ulty <Mir(‘d. Iflie had been sent at once to such a place a cure
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would have been an easy matter, and he would have been saved years of

ill-health and misery. It cannot be too strongly pointed out that it is

a doctor’s duty to at 09iC6send his patients to some proper sanatorium.

It is known that consumptives are cured by this method

—

as many of

them as can reasonably be expected

—

while every other method fails.

It is a notorious fact that doctors in this country, taken as a whole,

are, on this subject, behind Continental scientists
;
and everywhere

just now

—

at Dublin, London, Belfast, Edinburgh, and Ipswich—they

are freely confessing it. The medical Press generally, in writing on

the subject, refers to the treatment as the ‘ Open-Air Cure,’ thereby

showing that they do not grasp the real significance of the procedure.

It is the ‘ sanatorium treatment,’ or ‘ individualising treatment,’ or,

to give it the name of the place where it is most rationally, systema-

tically, and honestly carried out—where it has been brought to the

highest* pitch of perfection and simplicity by an original thinker and

investigator, and where by far the best results are obtained—the

‘Nordrach treatment.’ It is the treatment of consumption in a

specially adapted place, by a specially qualified doctor, who devotes

himself entirely to it, and takes only as many cases at a time (Nord-

rach has only 45 to 50, in spite of the thousands who want to go

there) as he can thoroughly treat, suiting each feature of the treat-

ment to the individuality of each case. It is not sufficient that an

ordinary practitioner should pay a visit of a few hours to one of

these sanatoria. No doctor in England can understand Walther’s

treatment who has not miade a special study of it, nor can he carry

it out unless he is prepared to give up private practice and devote

his whole energies to the work. Some of them go to Nordrach,

look over the place, and come away thinking they know all about the

cure, and some even write about it. The main feature is the treat-

ment of each case according to its individuality—how many types of

cases there are !—and how can that be learned by looking at a couple

of rooms, the fine cows, the refrigerator, and the steam laundry ?

I cannot agree that English patients are less inclined to the

sanatorium treatment than Germans or others, or that they would

be so in their own country. My experience, and that also of many
friends since the time I was at Nordrach, has been directly the

reverse. Of course many people have hitherto been afraid to go to

a sanatorium (hospital) here, and the reason is not far to seek. A
well-known man in the north of England, an ex-M.P., who has for

many years been interested in a hospital for comsumptives, was

lately speaking to me on this subject. I asked him was it not the

case that every consumptive patient his hospital had ever taken in

died eventually of consumption ? He had to admit that such was

the case. But establish proper sanatoria, where cures will be made,

and there will be plenty of patients, as is the case with two sanatoria

recently started on Nordrach lines at Nordrach-upon-Mendip, Blagdon;
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Somerset, and at Linford, near Ringwood, in the New Forest, which

have simply been inundated with applications for rooms.

Although statistics can be made to mean anything or nothing,

being too frequently ‘ cooked,’ yet they are of some importance.

In making up statistics of sanatoria it is impossible to compare fairly

one sanatorium with another. For instance, it is not fair to compare

Falkenstein and Reiboldsgriin, both of which, according to the table

below, take in only first and second stage cases, with Nordrach, which

takes in cases of all kinds, many of whom are failures from the sana-

toria of the Continent and the States (and, in passing, I might ask did

Dr. Coghill or any one else ever hear of a case that was incurable at

Nordrach, and that had afterwards been cured elsewhere ?) At Davos

they say they cannot tell for six weeks whether the case will be suitable

or not. This means that they pick their cases, and of course it is easy

for them to get good statistics. It is not right to compare such places

with Nordrach
;
and it is still more unfair to compare Ventnor. The

Ventnor ‘ Regulations as to the Admission of Patients,’ Clause 2, says :

‘ The cases eligible for admission are those’ which are in an incipient

or early stage of the disease, or arrested if in the later stages ’ (the

italics are theirs), ‘ and which therefore afford a reasonable expecta-

tion of marked alleviation or cure.’ Dr. F. R. Walters (‘ Sanatoria

for Consumptives ’) says of Ventnor, ‘ practically the patients are

all consumptives in an early or remedial stage.’ I also understand

that they are most unwilling to admit patients whose temperatures

are above 100° F.

The table of statistics which Dr. Coghill gave should have been

set forth thus

:

1 1

1

Types of cases taken Cured Nearly Cured Im-
proved

Not
Improved

1
-

Nordracli .

Reiboldsgriin .

Falkenstein

Gerbersdorf

All stages 1st,

2nd, and 3rd,

many failures

from other

sanatoria

1st and 2nd
stages only ?

1st and 2nd only ?

All 1st, 2nd, and
3rd

1

30%

13-6()%

13-2%

11%

65%

56*62%
11%

15*6%

r>%

29*72%
p

p

Royal National

Hospital, Vent-
nor . 1st stage or

picked cases

only 78*2 21*8

Another autho-

rity gives Vent-
nor .

1

or

76*8

or

23*2
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I know what this ‘ improved ’ often means, and what is done in

consumptive hospitals in this country. Patient gains 2 lb., put

him down improved; gains 7 lb., greatly improved. I also know

that the above 65 per cent. ‘ nearly cured ’ at Nordrach are relative

cures
;
a man is not there put down as improved, even if he gains

50 lb., unless he leaves Nordrach with a hope of keeping well if the

circumstances of his life are in his favour. That gives 95 per cent,

relative and absolute cures, or 5 per cent, in excess of the 90 per

cent. I stated. Let us drop the 5 per cent., to put us safely on the

right side, and deal with the 90 per cent, cures only. Dr. Coghill

knows as well as I do that cures are reckoned either as ‘ absolute ’ or

‘ relative.’ There are really very few absolute cures, nearly all the

cures effected being merely relative : that is, you can never tell if a

man is cured—or will become so later on—until he has been at work,

and been bearing his own burden for a few years. He is restored to

his working capacity with no ‘fear of breaking down unless under

circumstances in which a healthy person might be expected to break

down. Most of the cures > that leave Nordrach are of this relative

kind, because the doctor can seldom get patients to stay as long as

he would like, and the old-standing cases he gets are not cured in a

month or two. They are influenced to leave by a hundred different

reasons—money, business, and so on. Take my own case. Though
I say that I came home cured, yet I was not absolutely so, only

relatively. The doctor would have liked me to have stayed on at

Nordrach another couple of months, but this, owing to business

reasons, I was unable to do. I came home with the symptoms of a

small cavity, started to work at once, and have for three years done

more than an average share, yet long since all symptoms of the

cavity have disappeared. Had I been in worse circumstances,

compelled to work under unfavourable conditions, I would most

certainly have fallen back into consumption. It will be seen

that these relative cures are in reality cures
;

that a man so

cured will live indefinitely as far as his lungs are concerned,

and that whether he becomes absolutely cured or not depends,

not on the illness, but entirely on his mode of life. I may say

that all who leave Nordrach are advised that for two years they

should avoid the over-exertion of bicycling, hunting, rowing &c., and

after that time to get into these exercises very gradually. At least

90 per cent, of Walther’s patients leave Nordrach thus—cured so far

as consumption is concerned. Of the 170 cases treated there last

year, only one died of consumption in spite of the treatment, and it

was thought that that was from tuberculosis of a blood-vessel. Three

died from causes quite other than consumption, and two were taken

home who had only been a week or two at Nordrach, to die im-

mediately. They had come too late
;
but if Walther can carry a

patient over for a few weeks until he nourishes him somewhat, it is
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almost a certainty that he will save him. Of the twenty-two case^

that I have known who went out to Nordrach from this country

within the last four years,. twenty were cured of consumption, one

died from another cause, and the remaining one might have been

cured if an operation on the lungs had been consented to by the

patient’s friends. One of those cured has since died from after

effects of influenza, and nineteen are well and strong, and are work-

ing at the present time in the British Isles. I have no reason to

believe that other English or German patients have fared worse, so

that I have erred, I think, on the safe side in saving that Walther

cures 90 per cent, of his cases.

Of the five principal consumptive hospitals^ in this country

that Dr. Coghill mentions, the North London has already published

the fact that they are considering the adoption of Nordrach methods.

The Brompton Hospital has also made it public that they intend to

go on these lines, and that they are in need of funds to build

sanatoria in the country. It is to be hoped that they will get

plenty of money to carry on their work. They deserve it
;

for

instead of ‘patching’ consumptive patients, they will now ‘effec-

tually mend ’ them.^ This leaves only the Victoria Park, City

Road, and Ventnor Hospitals, and the sooner they do likewise the

better will it be for the consumptives whose lives are in their

keeping. Mr. Quarrier, whose consumption hospital at Bridge of

Weir has hitherto been run on Ventnor lines—heated air and what

not—writes as follows to the North British Daily Mail of the 1st of

February :

It will be remembered that in our ‘ plea for consumptives ’ we spoke of an

even temperature as being essential for the treatment and cure of the disease.

For about seven months we tried this in our hospital [of course under medical

supervision], keeping the temperature up by oiir process of propulsion of heated

air, and we found that the patients did not improve so rapidly as we could wish

under this treatment. About a month ago we took oft' the inside windows in the

hospital and used less of the heated air, and since then, although the weather has

been the coldest of the winter, the patients have not suffered, but have rather

improved with this drastic eftbrt made in mid-winter. Many of those wdio entered

the hospital muffled up as it were, and unfit to stand cold, are now able to walk

out in any kind of weather, and all have improved under the treatment. The

stuffing with food, the gentle exercise and abundance of fresh air, sleeping with

open windows, &c., liave certainly led to improvement in the cases of those under

our treatment
;
and from practical exjierience I can establish the words of Mr.

Gibson in this Review of January, that an even climate has little or nothing to do

^ It is in.strnctivc to note that house physicians who fall ill of consumption at

these hospitals do not trust themselves to the treatment there, but are wise enough

to to Nordrach to get cured.
* Dr. F. K, Walters says that the British Isles are ‘ rich in institutions for patching

consumptives, poor in those for eftectually mending them.’
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in the cure of consumption
;
but that pure air, abundance of food and exercise,

according to the temperature of the patient, are the essentials required.^’

And it is the system which is being discredited everywhere that

Dr. Coghill wants us to perpetuate. The movement in this country

will succeed only in so far as it follows Nordroxh lines. It is a

matter of vital importance what system is adopted. It will mean a

difference of thousands of lives.

Many people have written me for fuller particulars of the

Nordrach treatment, diet, &c,, in order that they might themselves

know what to do while waiting or if unable to go to a sanatorium.

I have thought it best to give such particulars here, for it has

been found that patients by acting on these simple rules can do much
to keep the disease in check. It is, of course, advisable that the

consumptive should go, if at all possible, to a properly conducted

sanatorium, as it is necessary for him to be under the guidance of a

doctor
;
besides, it is impossible to carry out the treatment so success-

fully under the detrimental influences of home life.

Food.—As much as possible of the following, or such like foods,

should be eaten :

Breakfast at 8 a.m. Tea or coffee, cold tongue, ham, fowl or

sausage, bread and butter (with plenty of the latter), and one pint of

milk.

Dinner at I p.m. First course—fish, fowl, or meat. Second

course—fowl or meat. With both courses a liberal supply of

potatoes, vegetables, and gravy or sauce with butter as the main

ingredient. Third course— fruit, with biscuits, nuts, &c., say three

^ To show what is actually being done in England, I give below a table of the gains

in weight of the few patients there is, as yet, accommodation for at Nordrach-upon-

Mendip Sanatorium, which was started only a few weeks ago, and in which the

patients are leading precisely the same lives as they would he leading in Nordrach. I

have asked to be allowed, as a special favour, to publish this table :

Case Gained in
first days

Second
week

Third
week

4

P'onrtli

week
Total gain
in poinids

Number of

days

1 in 11 ^2 0 2 19 32
2 5 in 10 1 1 0 7 31
3 0 in 10 1 10 31
4 4 in 11 3 — m 2.5

3^ in 11 2 2 — n 25
(5 4J in 13 3 — — ^2 20
7 4| in 12

2
— — 7 19

8 0 in 12 1 — — 7 19
9 7 in 10 2-^- — — 9-i 17

10 8 in 10 3. — — 11 17
11 4iin 7 4 — — H 14
12 3| i n 0 2 — — 13
13 .5 in 7 — — — 5 1

14 in (3 — — — oi 6

The above are cases in all stages, and some of them have been unsuccessfully

treated elsewhere.
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times weekly, the other days pastry, milk puddings, ices, &c.—coffee

and one pint of milk.

Snjp’per at 7 p.m. One hot course, as at dinner, potatoes and

vegetables included
;
and one cold course, as at breakfast, with bread,

butter, and tea, and one pint of milk.

The weight should be taken every week regularly and noted down
for reference. If the patient does his duty, gains of from one to four

pounds should be made weekly. It is advisable (1) to eat as much
as possible at meals and nothing between whiles

; (2) to have a long

interval between meals, to allow of complete assimilation
; (3) to

take one hour’s rest reclining on a sofa or in a hammock before

dinner and supper. One cannot do justice to a meal if fatigued.

Smoking is quite allowable so long as it is indulged in only outside,

and if it does not induce coughing.

Eegulation of Exertion and Rest.—The patient must entirely be

guided by his temperature in this matter. A reliable clinical ther-

mometer should be obtained, its simple mysteries inquired about,

and a proper temperature chart drawn out. The temperature should

be taken by rectum—the only reliable method—by two minutes’

insertion, four times a day, and noted on the chart. It should be

taken immediately on waking in the morning, then after the morning

walk (or, if resting, at 11.30), again after the afternoon walk (or, if

resting, at 5.30), and at night ten minutes after retiring to bed, at

9 or 9.30. The temperature after walking should be taken at once,

as when exertion ceases it drops rapidly. If the temperature has for

a week been regularly below 98 ’6° F., in the morning, and below

100 4° F. in the evening after rest, then gentle walking may be

taken. If, however, it shows above 98 '6° F. directly after waking

up, and 100 ’4° or even 100° in the afternoon, after rest, it is too

much, and wants complete rest on sofa each day until down. When
it is regularly, at rest, over 100 ’4° in the evening it needs absolute

rest in bed, alone in room, talking even to be avoided. The patient

should have the advice of his doctor, as there are so many outside

factors to be taken into accou]^t that general guidance in the

matter of temperature can only be roughly indicated. The same

quantity of food should be taken by the patient when he is in bed

with fever as when he is about. The more food taken the sooner

will the fever subside. If then the morning temperature keeps

regularly below 98*6°, a short walk (say half a mile) at a uniformly

very slow jjace may be taken after breakfast. If immediately after

exercise the temperature is above 100’4°, then the walk has been too

long, and rest must be taken on a sofa for the remainder of the day.

A patient may read, but not to the length of fatigue. Next day,

provided the morning temperature be right, a shorter walk should

be taken. Then when the temperature, after the walk, is well below

100 4°, and if no great fatigue is felt, a short stroll may be taken
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in the afternoon, after dinner, governed also, of course, by the

temperature obtained on returning. As the patient gains in strength

he may gradually increase the length of the morning walk provided

his temperature always remains satisfactory under the increase. He
should never get fatigued

;
if there be the least indication of fatigue,

when walking, he should rest often on the way.

Fresh Air.—As much time as possible should be spent in the

open air. Eain, sleet, and snow should not keep the patient indoors

if he should be out. If caught in a shower, he should not hurry.

To reach home in a breathless condition will do him much harm,

whereas a wetting will do him none. The windows must always be

kept as full open as they will go—day and night, summer and winter,

in every kind of weather. The patient need not fear to catch cold

if he will always live in such rooms and avoid those which are heated

and close. Indeed, if he have a cold—which is caught by infection,

not from draughts, wet clothes or such things, and which, more than

the disease itself, causes the coughing—it will soon leave him when

he begins to lead this natural open-air life. When resting he should

sit close to the open window, or, better still, in the garden. If cold,

he should have a rug wrapped round feet and legs. When walking,

however, he should have as little clothing on as possible. He should

lay aside gradually all chest-protectors, double flannels, overcoats, &c.

The less weight he has to carry the better. He should have ten

hours’ sleep each night, and must sleep with bedroom windows wide

open. If he is cold he can put more clothing on the bed. Every

consum'ptive ‘patient should have a bedroom to himself. He must

avoid heated rooms, concert-halls, theatres, and churches
;
dumb-

bell and all such such suicidal exercises should be given up.

The above are the more necessary directions. Each patient will of

course carry them out as completely as his circumstances will permit.

Although it is certainly desirable that the consumptive should live in

the country, still those whom circumstances confine to a town will

derive much benefit by following the above treatment. And although

all cannot afford to leave off work when ill, still, by having absolute

rest after working hours, eating as much as possible, having their

workshops, offices, and living-rooms well ventilated and a good draught

through their bedrooms during the night, they can do a great deal

towards keeping the disease at bay, if they do not get rid of it

entirely.

I have taken up so much space with controversial matters that I

must restrict myself in this article to the merest outlines of what I

had meant to treat fully—namely, the building of sanatoria. It

augurs well, however, for all consumptives that two cured consump-

tives—Dr. Coghill and myself—should have so much superfluous

energy that they must needs fight about the best mode of curing

others.
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It is of great importance to build the most suitable form of

sanatorium. Much money may be uselessly wasted on buildings

which, let us hope, in ten, fifteen, twenty, or twenty-five years will

no longer be needed. Every shilling available should as far as

possible he spent on the patients, and not on the buildings. To read

Sanatoria for Consumptives would think that the building and

the site were everything, and that the treatment and the doctor were

merely secondary considerations. Walther’s sanatorium consists of

four buildings, two of which were old dv/elling-houses, and another was

a little factory, while the fourth is the only one he has built specially

as a sanatorium. (This latter building I will describe afterwards.)

It is a fact that he gets just the same results in the converted

dwelling-houses and factory—the rooms of which look in all

directions, north, south, east, and west, and into some of which

sunshine often does not enter for months—as he gets in his specially

built Anstalt. This shows that the house is practically of no

importance. Patients are in their rooms only two hours a day, and

sunshine, which is not of much moment, they get outside.

First, as to a site for the sanatorium. Go to the highlands of

Scotland, the lowlands of England, or to the bogs of Ireland, and

plant your sanatoria there— it is of little consequence where. I see-

many doctors, leaders of public thought on matters of health, still

coquetting with climate. Climate has nothing to do with the

matter. All that is absolutely necessary is (1) a spot in the country

where pure air is to be had, (2) well away from smoke, dust, traffic,

and excitement, where the patients may lead the quiet unconventional

lives so necessary to their well-being
; (3) the proper treatment, and

(4) (but most important) the man to honestly carry it out. These

four things are indispensable, nothing else is. It matters little

whether the sanatorium be at the sea-level or on a mountain

;

whether there be little or no wind
;
whether the walk be uphill first

or downhill first (these two latter are only of importance in so far as

they fatigue or do not fatigue the patients)
;
whether there be much

or little sunshine
;
whether the rainfall be high or low, or whether

the soil be porous or otherwise. All these things are to be considered,

not from the standpoint of healthfulness or unhealthfulness—for in

the British Isles all places in the country where pure air is to be had

are equally healthful—but from that of the patient’s comfort. It is

of course advisable to have as many helping factors and favourable

conditions as possible, but I am so emphatic on this point because

I wish it to be understood that these accessories are not absolutely

necessary. The ideal place for a sanatorium is a site in the country,

five or six miles at least from the nearest town, village, or public

works, with an elevation of from 500 to 1,000 feet, protected on

N.E. or N.W. by hills and open to S.W. or 8.E., with plenty of

trees which will afford protection for the patients from wind and
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sun, near and with a good expanse of country—over which the

patients may have full liberty to roam, without fear of much outside

interference—around

.

Having selected the site, what is the best form of sanatorium ?

The cheapest certainly, so that every possible pound may be spent

on the patients. There must be no stinting in the matter of food,

or in the salary necessary to secure a first-rate doctor. I would

suggest that 1,000^. a year at least should be given to the doctor.

The best men possible shoulnl be selected for the work—men of iron

will, of great tenderness of heart, of unflagging perseverance and of

inexhaustible patience. They should learn the treatment by practical

experience for six months or so while the sanatoria are abuilding.

It must be made worth the while of these doctors to devote their

whole lives to this .work, and to this alone. In this way only, by

raising up a school of specialists in consumption from the best brains,

hearts, and heads in the country, will consumption finally be over-

come
;

for in the end everything depends upon the man who has

charge of the sanatorium. I understand that a limited company has

lately been formed to start a sanatorium, and that they are adver-

tising for a doctor at a salary of 80^. a year. To think of putting

the lives of hundreds of people into the hands of a man who would

accept such a salary ! It is simply courting failure. .

The following is the most perfect—because the simplest and

cheapest—sanatorium that can be built. It is Walther’s Anstalt.

It consists of a long straight building of three stories, facing south-

east or south-south-east, so that although the front gets most sun-

shine, yet the back is not altogether deprived of it. The lower story

consists of the ‘ cellars ’ (all above ground) for storage of coal, and

for the plant necessary to heat water for baths, &c. Electric-lighting

machinery would also be put in here, unless water-power were con-

venient, as gas (and fire) in the consumptive’s room is very objec-

tionable. There is no connection between these ‘ cellars ’ and the

two upper stories, which are the bedrooms of the patients. The
entrance to the ‘ cellars ’ can be from the back or front. The entrance

to the two upper stories would be from the north-east and south-west

ends by stairs. The second story would consist of a long line of

rooms, say twenty, all facing to the front and opening on to a corridor

behind. This corridor should be about six or eight feet in width,

and should run the whole length of the building, ending in large

casement windows, and having in its entire length a casement window

opposite the door of each room. The third story is a duplicate of the

second. Two w.c.s, servants’ scullery, &c., would be built for each of

these two stories, out from, and at the back of, the sanatorium
;
one

tier at the north-east corner, and the other near the centre of the

building. Each patient’s room would be about 14 x 14 x 12 feet, with

the front almost full of window space—two casement windows, each
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about 5x5 feet, and above each a fanlight pivoted window reaching

nearly to the ceiling. The floor of each room should be covered with

linoleum, and the walls and ceiling sheeted with well-varnished wood,

all of which could be washed as often as necessary. The furniture and

fittings of each room should consist of the following : bed, dressing

or writing table, two chairs, spitting-cup, &c., stand, wardrobe or

chest of drawers, couch, douche-bath (hot and cold), coil of steam

or hot-water pipes (which should be used for tempering the cold

only in the depth of winter, and then but on the very coldest days)

and electric-light pendant which should be movable, so as to be

hung above table, couch, or bed. Each room should have bell com-
municating with servants’ rooms

;
and the sanatorium should be

connected by telephone with the doctor’s house. The executive

buildings—kitchen, servants’ house, office, doctor’s house, and dining

hall—should be together, situated three or four hundred yards from

the sanatorium proper, and should all be built as plainly and cheaply

as possible. It may be here said that the doctor should lead the

same Spartan life as the patients, if he is to command their respect

and keep his necessary vigour of mind and body. The dining-hall

should be a long, one-storied erection literally full of windows on

each side—windows that could be taken quite out of the frames for

a considerable part of the year, for where forty or fifty consumptive

patients are in one room, for as long, often, as two hours at a time,

it is necessary to have a superabundance of pure air. There should

be no lying-out verandahs built on a sanatorium
; they only conduce

to lazy habits in the patients, and they do anything but put them
‘ in the condition of athletes in training.’ Common sitting or meet-

ing rooms are also a mistake, for they lead to loitering, talking, and

excitement.

Such is a complete sanatorium for forty patients. It should not

cost more than 5,000^. or 6,000^. at the outside. If there is not so

much money as that available, any house in a suitable place will

do to convert into a sanatorium in which to carry out the treatment

thoroughly.

The Committee of the proposed West Kirby Sanatorium—the

building of which the generosity of Mr. W. P. Hartley and Lady
Willox has made practicable—appointed a deputation to take the

advice of Sir William Broadbent and Sir Douglas Galton as to the

plan on which it should be built. At the request of one of their

number I met the deputation in London and placed the above plans

before them. Plans of a ‘ Pavilion ’ sanatorium on much the same

lines as Ventnor had been drawn out. It was to cost 15,000Z. and

to have accommodation for about thirty-five patients. The deputation

unanimously accepted the plans here set forth, provided that Sir

William Broadbent and Sir Douglas Galton concurred. Next day

we waited on Sir William and Sir Douglas, who heartily approved of
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these plans and condemned those on the Ventnor principle. Instead

of 15,000^. their sanatorium should cost them only 5,000^. or 6,000^.,

so that the West Kirby Committee will have a good few thousands

in hand (and a more suitable sanatorium) with which to buy a better

site—as the site selected is anything but the ideal one— or, if that

be found impracticable, to carry on the work at West Kirby and even

to build a second sanatorium.

When it has been proved beyond doubt that consumption is quite

as curable at home, on these lines, as it is abroad, it will be the duty

of the State to undertake such measures as may be necessary for the

cure, prevention, and final eradication of this disease. Private and

philanthropic effort are of little use to check the fearful ravages of

consumption. While it is being attacked in one place, it is spreading

and flourishing in a hundred others. It must be attacked at all

places at the same time, as in this way it will be the more easily,

quickly, and economically overcome. Sooner or later the State will

have to take the matter up, for it cannot be thought that an

enlightened and civilised community could stand by and see

hundreds of thousands of its members perishing (and hundreds of

thousands will perish, needlessly, if private effort alone be trusted to)

when a remedy lay to hand.

James Arthur Gibson.
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RECENT SCIENCE

I

%

‘ The object of chemistry,’ Lavoisier wrote in the last century, ‘ is

to decompose substances and to examine separately the divers

elements which enter into their composition. . . . Chemistry advances

towards its goal by division, subdivision, and subdivision again.’

Only step by step did chemists come to the idea that the reverse

operation also belongs to their domain
;
that after having learned of

what elements a body is composed, and in what proportions, they

must strive to reconstitute that body out of its elements
;

that

synthesis, in a word, must follow analysis.

With inorganic bodies synthesis rapidly became of everyday

application; but until the year 1828, or practically until the end of

the first half of our century, it was considered that to build up

organic bodies, such as are produced by vital processes in plants or

animals, lies beyond the reasonable .ambition of a chemist. Taking

a lemon as an instance, when the chemist had shown that it con-

tains an acid and some sugar in its juice, some colouring matter and

an aromatic oil in its peel, and some woody substance in its inner

peel, and when he had determined that the acid, the sugar, the oil,

and so on consist each of so many atoms of carbon, oxygen, and

hydrogen, he considered his task accomplished. The possibility of

building up the acid, the sugar, or the oil in the laboratory, out of

their elements, must have haunted his mind, but he dismissed it as

unrealisable. The intervention of a ‘ vital force ’ was considered of

absolute necessity for that end.

The news that Wohler had obtained, in 1828, out of inorganic

stuffs, a certain substance, urea, which occurs in nature as a distinct

product of vital activity in animals, came, however, to upset the then

current ideas. ^ Then, later on, Liebig in Germany and Frankland

in this country made several important syntheses, and in 1860

Lerthelot published his epoch-making work. Organic Chemistry

‘ Professor Meldola, in a very suggestive address delivered before the British

Association in 18il5, pointed out that Henry Hennell had made in this country, in

182(5, the syntliesis of alcohol from coal-gas; but this important discovery passed

then unnoticed.
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based upon Synthesis, in which he proved that the synthesis of

organic bodies must be pursued, and may be achieved, in a quite

systematic way, going step by step over the whole series of organic

compounds.

At the present time, about 180 different acids, aromatic oils, fats,

colouring matters and so on, which are only found in nature as

products of vital activity, have already been prepared in our labora-

tories out of inorganic matter. Some of them are already fabricated

in this way for trade. Every year brings some new achievement

in the same direction
;

so that the main interest now lies, not so

much in adding a new product to the already long list of

chemically prepared organic substances, as in catching the secrets of

the tiny living laboratories in the vegetable and animal cells. To

gain an insight into their ways of manufacturing the products which

we also obtain in our laboratories is now the main object.

The author of these lines has often been haunted by the desire of

giving an account of the main conquests achieved in that direction.

But, in order to classify the infinite number of organic compounds

existing in nature, chemistry was compelled to adopt a vocabulary

which would repel the general reader. This vocabulary is admira-

bly logical
;

it is even simple when one knows its key
;
but its

words sound so unfamiliar that they would exercise a deterring

influence upon the uninitiated. Consequently, it will suffice to say

that immense though the number of organic compounds is, and

complicated though their structure may be, they are all grouped

into a number of perfectly well defined classes, such as hydro-carbons,

sugars, alcohols, and so on
;
and that in nearly all these classes

a number of substances have been built up artificially, or have been

obtained from inorganic bodies by substituting for some of their

atoms new atoms, also derived from bodies inorganic.

A few examples will better illustrate the method and the purport

of such investigations. Let us take, for instance, the group of

sugars which are produced in a great variety in plants and animals,

and which have lately been the subject of quite a classical work

accomplished by Emil Fischer and his collaborators. A few years

ago this group offered a bewildering complexity. However, the

theoretical conceptions about the probable structure of all compounds

of carbon, which were introduced by Van’t Hoff and Le Bel under

the name of ‘ stereo-chemistry ’ (chemistry in space), came here

to aid.^ When we have, let us say, a molecule of sugar which

we know to consist of six atoms of carbon, six of oxygen, and twelve

of hydrogen, we need not imagine that these twenty-four atoms are

huddled together pell mell. Following Mendeleeff, we may represent

to ourselves the sugar molecule as a small solar system, in which

* They have been analysed in these pages some time ago. Nineteenth Centicry,

August 1893.

VoL. XLV—No. 2G-5 E E
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separate atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, or groups of such atoms,

move round a central group of carbon atoms, in the same way as

isolated planets, like Mercury, or planets with their satellites, like

Jupiter, revolve round the Sun. Or else, to simplify our conceptions,

we may imagine, as Van ’t Hoff does, that the carbon atoms are

placed in the centre of a pyramid which has a triangular basis, while

the oxygen and hydrogen atoms, isolated or in groups, are placed

at the corners of the pyramid. And, unreal though this last concep-

tion is, it answers very well to what we know about the structure

of different organic compounds, and permits us to foretell a great

number of chemical reactions.

It also explains other peculiarities of structure. If a molecule of

water is added to a molecule of cane-sugar, the new compound is

split up into two sorts of sugar which have both exactly the same

chemical composition but differ from each other in this : a solution

of one of them deflects a certain ray of light (polarised light) to the

left, while a solution of the other sugar deflects the same ray to the

right. We may consequently conclude that the disposition of atom-

groups in the molecule of the first sugar differs from the disposition

of the same groups in the second, just as the right hand differs from

the left, or as any unsymmetric geometric figure would differ from its

own image in the looking-glass. In other words, we may say that

in the molecules of these two sugars the atom-groups are so placed

as if in a puss-in-the-corner game played by four children number

one and number three had retained their places, while number two

and number four had exchanged them.

Taking advantage of such structural considerations, Emil Fischer

could determine in advance how many different sorts of sugars and

how many optically different varieties (‘ stereo-isomers ’) there must

exist
;
and then, beginning with the simplest ones, he succeeded in

building up most of them, in the laboratory, out of inorganic

matters. ‘The series of sugar-species—E. Fischer could write

lately—is now complete, from its first number up to those which

contain nine atoms of carbon
;

and, with the exception of those

which contain five carbon atoms, all can now be prepared in a

synthetic way.’

In another, perhaps still more important, series an equally great

success was achieved. There is among the products of plant and

animal life a series of crystallised alkaline substances, most of them

deadly poisons, and well known in our daily life. Morphine, the

poison of opium
;

nicotine, the poison of tobacco
;

caffeine, tlie

Bcrichte der DcutHchcn Chcmischeii Gesellschaft, vol. xxv. 1 892, pp. 2510, 2555 ;

vol. xxvii. 1801, p. .‘>180. 'J'hc work, which was begun by Butlerow in 18(51 and

l>acycr, was tlms completed by tlie syntliesis of those sugars which liave tlie greatest

importance in nature: fruit sugar, grape sugar and mannose, all obtained from

inorganic matters.
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essence of coffee
;

theobromine, the essence of cacao
;
strychnine,

quinine, atropine, and cocaine, which are used in medicine, and many
others belong to that division. They are known in chemistry as

‘ alkaloids.’ Various products of waste in the animal body and of

putrefaction are also nearly allied to them.

A colossal amount of work has lately been made upon this group,

nnd some most remarkable syntheses have been accomplished. Not

only nearly all vegetable alkaloids, but even such substances as

creatine (obtained from meat) and xanthine, which is obtained from

the muscles, the liver, and different glands, which twenty years ago

it would have seemed foolish to attempt building up in glass vessels

have been made artificially—some of them in Wo and in four

optically different varieties—and the artificial product is in all

respects identical with the products of plant and animal life.'^

Emil Fischer has also taken up this subject, and, proceeding in

his systematic way, he has obtained, not only the just-mentioned

xanthine and other substances akin to it, but also the alkaloid of

coffee, caffeine, and that of cacao, theobromine.^ Consequently,

it is believed now in well-informed circles that the artificial

preparation of all alkaloids identical with those fabricated by animals

and plants is simply a matter of time.

Several important syntheses have also been made lately in the

group of acids (apple, grape-acid), while in the group of colouring

matters we have now alizarine and indigo, both made in the laboratory.

And finally, quite a series of aromatic substances, either identical with

those prepared by the flowers, or differing from them by their optical

properties only, have been fabricated lately in the same way. Some
of them are already made use of in the fabrication of scents. Thus

we have now the chemically prepared compound which in a very

weak solution has a very pleasant smell of heliotrope : vanilline

—

that is, the crystals deposited on vanilla pods—and the aromatic

substance of violets, which only differs from the natural essence by

its optical properties, and has the real smell of the flowers.

These results are certainly striking. And yet two powerful

methods of organic synthesis were only quite lately resorted to in a

systematic way. I mean the electrolytic method and the carbides of

Moissan, which both can only be mentioned here in a few cursory

words. An electric current, as w^e see it in any galvanoplastic

experiment, not only decomposes various compounds, but while it

frees the atoms from their bounds it obtains them prepared to enter

The successes realised in this direction up to 1891 were very well analysed for

the general reader by Dr. Bouveault in Jlevve Gcncrale des Sciences, the 15th of

December, 1891. See also Dr. Max Schcltz, ‘ Der kiinstliche Aufbau der Alkaloide,’

in Ahrens’ Saimihmg chemischer Yortriige, Bd. ii. Heft 2.

* Bericlite der J)eutsclien Chemischen Gesellschaft, vol. xxx. 1897, pp. 519, 559,

1830, 2208, 2220, 222G.

E E 2
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into new combinations. This is why electrolysis has already such a

wide application in inorganic chemistry. In organic synthesis it also

begins to render important services. Messrs. Alex. Crum Brown
and J. Walker in this country and many others in France and
Germany, have obtained by way of electric decomposition, or substi-

tution, or as by-products, whole series of new organic compounds,
and further conquests may be expected.’’ As to the carbides, or

compounds of various metals with carbon, which were prepared lately

by Moissan in his electric stove, suffice it to say that they are quite

a revelation, which opens new immeasurable fields for organic

synthesis, esjDecially in the domain of such hydrocarbons as naphtha.

There is, however, a very important and immense class of organic

substances which up to the present time have not yet yielded before

the chemist, and remain very imperfectly known, even as to their

chemical properties. It is the class of albumens, or proteids, which

enter into the composition of all living tissues. The white of the

egg and the serum of the blood contain one of such substances in

solution. The albumens which we find in coagulated blood (fibrine),

in milk (caseine), in the muscles, in the yolk of the egg, in the

cartilages (gelatine), in silk, and so on, belong to the same class.

And then (following Wroblewski’s classification there are various

compounds of the above (the nucleines) and a great series of albumen-

like substances, or albuminoids—quite a world about which we still

know very little.

We need not w^onder that little has hitherto been made in the-

way of synthesis in this vast domain. All the products that have

been mentioned on the preceding pages—sugars, alkaloids, aromatic

essences, &c.—are stable chemical compounds resulting from the

activity of living protoplasm, while the albumens are, so to say, the

laboratories themselves in which those products are elaborated. The

albumens are very complex and unstable compounds, wffiich are

decomposed as soon as chemical energy is imparted to them. The
slightest action of vibrating atoms breaks up the huge albumen

molecules, wdiich give up part of their atoms and take in new ones,

so that life in the protoplasm may be considered as a continual

breaking up of the albumen molecules and a continual reconstruc-

tion of new ones, various by-products being fabricated during the

transformation. Unhappily, the very constitution of the proteid

molecules remains but imperfectly knowm, and it is not long since

'' Liebig’s Annalcn, vol. cclxxiv. 180r>, p. 41.

For a general review of this subject see Professor K. Elbs, ‘ On the llelations

between Organic Chemistry and Electro-Chemistry,’ in /«> MektrochemiCy

vol. iv. 18D7-98, p. 81 ;
also W. Lob in Encyldopadic der Elehtrochemie, quoted by

Dr. .T. Piehringer. Important considerations relative to electrolytic processes will

be found in Professor Armstrong’s paper in the Joimial of the Chemical Society

y

Dc' ember 18t)5.

’ Jlcrichtc, vol. xxx. 1897, p. 3015.
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that systematic researches have been undertaken for ascertaining

into what compounds the albumen molecules do break up, and con-

sequently out of which compounds they may be reconstituted.

Such a systematic study was begun a few years ago by Schiitzen-

berger,^ and he came to the conclusion that out of the four groups

into which a molecule of albumen is split up, three at least can be

obtained in a synthetical way in the laboratory. Already in 1884 the

veteran chemist Grrimaux had prepared a substance quite similar in

all its reactions to proteids.^® Then Schiitzenberger obtained in 1891

another substance which had all the chemical and physical properties

of what is the result of digestion of albumen in the human body, and

had thus to be described as a ‘ peptone.’

A couple of years later Dr. Lilienfeld also prepared in his

laboratory, out of inorganic matters, a similar substance which could

not be distinguished from a salt of ‘ glutin-peptone,’ and last year

sensational news was circulated concerning a new discovery of the

t5ame chemist who was described in the papers as having prepared

‘artificial food’; but the fact is that the German chemist discovered

another of the peptones which so much resembles natural digested

albumen that we know no chemical reaction which would permit us

to distinguish it from a natural peptone —and yet it seems not to be

the same product.

And, finally. Dr. J. W. Pickering, who had previously added to our

knowledge of this class of albuminoid matters, announced at the

Eoyal Society in December 1896 ^^ that he had obtained several new
substances which gave not only the colour reactions of proteids, but

also were coagulated at a definite temperature, and—what was still

more remarkable—one of them, on being introduced into blood,

coagulated it like the proteids of vital origin. Such a substance is

certainly much nearer to artificial albumen than the ‘ peptones ’ of

Schiitzenberger and Lilienfeld. However, acting in a truly scientific

spirit, none of the just-named explorers has claimed that the sub-

stances they have discovered are actually peptones. All they claim

is, that under the present state of knowledge they cannot be distin-

guished from digested albumen.

To produce such substances certainly does not yet mean to have

produced artificial food
;
but it brings chemistry a step nearer to it

;

” Comptes Fendns, 1891, vol. cxii. p. 198. The work of the German school, and
especially of Kosel on ‘ embryonal albumens,’ can only be mentioned by name in this

place.

Dr. Sidney Williamson, in Nature, 1898, vol. Iviii. p. 3G8.
** Yerliandlungeii der Physiologischcn Gesellschaft zu Berlin, 189.'1-91, pp. 88,

114.

Chemilier-Zeitung, quoted in Nature, vol. Iviii. 1898, p. 308.

Proceedings, vol. lx. p. 337
;
Nature, 1890, vol. Iv. p. 189. The discovery was

circulated in pamphlet form in 1895. See also Nature, 1897, vol. Iv. p. 311.

J. W. Pickering’s letter to Nature, the 15th of September, 1898, vol. Iviii. p. 408.
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and therefore we can safely mention the prophecy of so matter-of-fact

a chemist as Van ’t Hoff is, who maintained last year in an other-

wise also remarkable address that we stand very near to the time

when we shall be able to fabricate albumen in the laboratory. As to

the father of organic synthesis, Berthelot, his firm belief that our food

will soon be made by the chemists out of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,

and carbon is well known.

II

Since the earliest stages of civilisation man knew the art of

obtaining alcoholic drinks by means of fermentation. The sweet

juice of the grape, the starch of cereals, and the milk-sugar of milk

were transformed from time immemorial into liquids containing

more or less acohol. Primitive savages thus accomplished two

important chemical reactions : the transformation of starch into

sugar, and of sugar into alcohol—both by means of some living

ferments or yeasts. In the earlier parts of this century Gray Lussac

and Liebig tried to explain the alcoholic reaction by mere chemical

processes. But when Pasteur, assuming the lines of research followed

twenty years before him by Cagniard Latour and Schwann, took tho

matter in his hands in the fifties, he victoriously demonstrated that

the transformation of sugar into alcohol is essentially a vital process.

Certain living organisms—mere ovoid cells of a very simple structure,

but organisms still—must be present in the yeast in order to split

sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid.

The influence of Pasteur upon science need not be emphasised in

this place. To him we owe the knowledge that all infectious diseases

are due to micro-organisms
;
and all the recent successes achieved in

the serum treatment of diphtheria and snake-bites originated in his

work. But to him also we owe that the preparation of living

ferments or yeasts for brewery and distillery purposes, for bread-

making, and for the fermentation of milk is now placed upon a

scientific basis. Owing chiefly to the efforts of Dr. Emil Christian

Hansen, the rearing of different yeasts is now as thoroughly scientific

an operation as the work of a naturalist. For each sort of fermenta-

tion, we now know, special species of micro-organisms, as distinct

as the species of lions and tigers, must be bred in an absolute

purity.

Pasteur's Etudes sur la Here is, of course, a classical work. Emil Christian

Hansen’s Untersuclmngen aus dcr Praxis der Gukrunfjsindvstrie, 2te Aufl.age,

l\Iiinchen, 1800, has lately been translated into English by Dr. A. K. Miller. Han.sen's

studies upon the variability of species amongst the micro-organisms arc especially

deserving the attention of the naturalist. See also Jorgensen’s Mikroorganismeii der

(i'dliru'ngsindustrie, Berlin, 1880
;

tlie booklet, Les Leeurcs, by E. Kayser (^Aides-

vihnoire of IMasson)
;
and a review of the progress of fcrmcntation-chcmistiy for the
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However, already in 1860, when Pasteur so victoriously asserted

that each sort of fermentation is accomplished by special micro-

organisms which attack the molecules of the fermenting substance,

Berthelot and Moritz Traube maintained that the production of

alcohol from sugar is not due to the micro-organisms feeding upon

sugar, nor even to the direct destruction of the sugar molecules by

the yeast cells. These latter, they said, must discharge some

liquid which acts as a chemical reagent upon the sugar molecules.

Sugar, Berthelot maintained, can consequently be transformed into

alcohol without there being any living beings at all, by that liquid

alone.

As time went on, it became evident that Berthelot and the

‘ chemists ’ were quite right. Contrary to the famous formula of

Pasteur— ‘ No fermentation without organisms ’—it was demonstrated

that the personal attendance of the micro-organisms is not necessary

at all
;
that certain liquid ferments derived from their protoplasm

perform that function as well as the living cells themselves. A
whole science of the ‘ liquid ferments,’ as they were named first, or

of ‘ enzymes,’ as they are called now, and of the ‘ protoplasm liquids
’

altogether, grew up step by step and became an important branch of

knowledge, especially in the hands of Eduard Buchner, Grabriel

Bertrand, and several bacteriologists of the Koch school.^"

The liquid ferments play, indeed, an immense part in the economy

of nature. If we examine a grain of wEeat we find in it a store of

starch granules which some day will be the food of the next genera-

tion of young seedlings. They are endowed with a certain resistance

towards the destructive agencies, and are not soluble in water. But
as soon as the seed is placed into certain conditions of warmth and

moisture, and germination begins, the insoluble starch granules are

attacked by a liquid ferment—a ‘diastase’ of which an infinitesimal

quantity exists also in the seed—and are transformed by it into a new
sort of starch, which is soluble in water, and is partially transformed

in its turn into a sugar (glycose). Then, both these soluble sub-

stances are transported with the sap to the young tissues of the

seedling, and feed them. A similar process goes on in every

germinating seed, in the tubers of potatoes, and, in fact, we find it

everywhere in the life of plants.^®

last ten years, by Dr. M. Delbriick, in Wochcnsclirift der Brauerei, xv. 1898, reproduced

in various scientific weeklies.

For the historical development of ideas, see the address of Eduard Buchner,
‘ Fortschritte in der Chemie der Giihrung : Antrittsrede.’ Tubingen, 1877.

See Niigeli’s Theorie der Giihrvng : ein Beitrag zur Molecularpliysilt
;
Eduard

Buchner’s several articles in Berichte der Beutschen Chemisclien Gesellsclia/t, vol.

xxvii. 1894, pp. 2031, 2985, 3479
;
vol. xxviii. 1895, p. 1429

;
vol. xxx. 1897, pp. 117,

1110, 2063, &c. Also the work of G. Bertrand and A. Malievre in Comptes Rend,ns,

1895, vol. exxi. p. 720 &c.
;
of II. Frey in Zeitschrift fiir ylnjsiltalisclie Clieviic, 1895,

vol. xviii. p. 193, and many others.

The vegetable diastases have an immense literature, and the works of PfefTer,
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Now it appears, from the researches of Eduard Buchner

and very many others, that liquid ferments, similar to diastase

—all of vital origin, but almost certainly containing no living

organisms—are at work in all that immense class of chemical trans-

formations which are known under the general name of fermentations.

In fact, to take the most common illustration, when sugar is formed

into alcohol under the influence of a small quantity of an appropriated

yeast, the transformation—we now know—is not accomplished directly

by the yeast-cells, as was taught a few years ago. The splitting of

cane sugar into two other sugars (glycose and Isevulose), which pre-

cedes the formation of alcohol, is provoked first by a special liquid

ferment, derived from the yeast-cells but distinct from the living

cells themselves. It was discovered by Duclaux and was named by

him sucrase}^ Then, the transformation of the glycose into alcohol

and carbonic acid is provoked by another liquid ferment which was

lately discovered by Eduard Buchner. He takes somes beer-yeast,

washes it thoroughly, and, mixing it with some fine quartz sand,

crushes the microscopic yeast-cells in a special mortar. The outer

skin of the yeast-cells is burst open, and the protoplasm of the cells,

together with all other liquids which they may contain, is set free.

The wet mass thus obtained is then submitted to a very strong

pressure, and a quantity of a yellow opalescent liquid is pressed out

of it. To be sure that this liquid contains no living cells, it is

filtered through a Pasteur porcelain filter. And yet upon a solution

of sugar in water it has the very same effect as the living yeast-cells.

If a small quantity of it be added to dissolved sugar, it immediately

begins to transform the sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid, just as

the living cells would have done in its place. The reaction goes on

with a striking rapidity. ‘ One feels,’ Dr. Grabriel Bertrand writes,

‘ that one has not before him a life phenomenon, and that something

else is at work than the few bacteria which might have been retained

in the liquid.’ .The reaction has a chemical character, and, so

far as analysis goes, it appears to be accomplished in accordance with

the requirements of the theoretical chemical formula.^®

Brown and Morris, Tamman, Reicliler, Effront, Geduld, and many others might be

quoted. For a general review, the papers of Johannes Ginss, in tha JaliThuch fur

wissenschaftliclie Botanik (vol. xxvi.), and especially in the Jahreshericht der Iten

Ilealschule, Berlin, 1895, which was reproduced in several weeklies, may be safely

recommended.

It is now named maltase, the termination in -ase being reserved for the names

of all liquid ferments, or rather enzymes.

For tlie general reader, an article by Dr. Gabriel Bertrand, published in the

Revue Generale des Sciences, the loth of December, 18i)8, ‘ Le Mecanisme de la

Fermentation Alcoolique et les Experiences de Buchner,’ can be recommended. The
first memoir of Eduard Buchner on alcoholic fermentation without yeast-cells was in

the JSerichte der DenUclicn Chemischen Gcsellscliaft, vol. xxx, 1897, j). 117; tlie

following ones appeared in the same volume, pp. 1110, 2()(5:), &c. Ilis researches were

summed up in Nature, the 11th of IVIarch, 1897, vol. Iv, p. 112, and vol. Ivi. 181>8,

p. 109.
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If this discovery stood quite isolated in science it would have

sufficient importance. So long as fermentations were considered as

processes of life, the door was shut before the inquisitive chemist.

‘ It is life, not chemistry,’ he was told. But now, as we see that both

the living beings and an unorganised ferment produce the same effect,

in both cases quite disproportionate to the bulk of the introduced

ferment, we catch a glimpse of the chemistry of life-processes alto-

gether, and we can push our inquiries further on. As to the vital

origin of the enzyme, it does not deter the chemist. Since he has

already obtained so many products of vital activity, he can cherish

the ambition of some day making this one as well.

However, Buchner’s discovery is far from standing isolated in

science. At every step in nature we find liquid ferments at work.

One of them, diastase, has already been mentioned, and all the life

of a plant can be described as a succession of chemical actions, due

to similar ferments. The same is true of the animal. When we

chew a morsel of bread, and notice that it acquires a sweet taste in

our mouth, it is the liquid ferment of our saliva which transforms

starch into sugar. When albumens are digested in our stomach, it

is the liquid ferment of pepsine which acts upon them. And so it goes

through all our organs
;
everywhere liquid ferments segregated by

our glands are found transforming the albumens. Even the phe-

nomena of respiration and oxidation in the living body, as it appears

from the work of Gabriel Bertrand, are due to similar ferments.^^ Again,

as regards serum in the treatment of diphtheria and snake-bites, the

‘new tuberculin ’ of Koch, which is obtained by crushing the bacteria

of tuberculosis, and the bacterial ‘ anti-toxines,’ so much worked upon

now,^^ their action is best understood under the admission that the

bacteria fabricate, not only products of assimilation and disassimilation,

but also various by-products some of which are fatal for the bacteria

themselves, just as the human body fabricates such substances as

urea which would poison it if they were not eliminated in proportion

as they are produced.

True, we are still ignorant as to the constitution of the liquids

extracted from the yeast-cells. The whole subject is of yesterday’s

date. We only know that they contain various proteid matters. But

we may be certain that their action is due neither to the presence of

living cells, nor even to living protoplasm, because anaesthetics, like

chloroform, which do affect living beings and living protoplasm, have

no effect upon the liquid ferment. Nay, dried yeast, after having

been heated for six hours at a temperature of 212° Fahr,, which

would have destroyed life, still yields an active enzyme. And

lie named them ‘ oxydases.’ See also his work on ‘ pectase ’ in plants, Comptes

liendus, 1895, vol. cxxi. p. 72G.

‘ Recent Science ’ in Nineteenth Century^ December 1891 and July 1897.

Effront’s discovery that a very slight addition of salts of the heavy metals
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finally, Buchner has discovered a still more remarkable fact, namely,

that the fermenting power of the same ferment upon different sugars

depends less upon the chemical composition of the latter, than

upon the geometrical structure of their molecules (right or left

handed asymmetry). The molecules of the liquid ferment must
consequently possess also a geometrical asymmetrical structure, and,

to use E. Fischer’s words, ‘ the formerly supposed difference between

the chemical activity of the living cell and the action of chemicals

does not exist.’

In short, the modern view upon the liquid ferments or enzymes

is that, like all other albumens, they have very complex molecules

the atoms of which (or atom-groups) are in a state of unstable

equilibrium. The vibrations of these atoms are communicated to

the also complex molecules of sugar, starch, or other albumens, which

cannot stand the shock of energy imparted to them, and therefore

disintegrate, passing through a series of metamorphoses from the

primary produce—let us say, starch—to the final one, alcohol. This-

continual giving up and taking in of new atoms is, as has been already

mentioned, the chemical aspect of the life of protoplasm. As to the

question why, in each separate act of plant or animal life, the

metamorphosis goes in a certain definite direction, the reply is that

this direction is indicated by the geometrical structure of each

separate enzyme. Different enzymes direct the metamorphoses into

the channels which are specific to them. One of them can produce

oxidation reactions only, another produces alcoholic fermentation,,

and a third produces what we call digestion, because the molecular

structure of each of them can impart to albumen or to sugar molecules

the impulse for such transformations, and no others.

One serious objection against these views remained, however,

till at last it was removed through a remarkable discovery made
quite lately by Mr. Arthur Croft Hill.^"’ Enzymes, it was said, may
indeed decompose the complex organic molecules

;
but what force

apart from a ‘ vital force ’ can build these complex molecules ?

‘ Those same enzymes’ is now Mr. Hill’s modest reply.

Duclaux’s sucrase splits a molecule of cane sugar, which contains

twelve atoms of carbon, into two other sugar molecules which contain

only six carbon atoms each
;
but can an enzyme rebuild the former

molecule? For a long time chemists guessed that this would be

possible, and now Mr. Hill has actually done it. He obtains from

yeast an enzyme
;
and then he shows that it is capable of making

destroys the activity of such enzymes, while the salts of aluminium, ammonium, and

calcium increase it, is also worthy of notice.

‘ Einfluss der Configuration auf die Wirkung der Enzyme,’ I. II. and III., in

Uerichtc, vols. xxvii. and xxviii., 1894 and 1895. Also Frey’s work on the multi

rotation of glycose.

.Journal of the Chemical Society, 1898, vol. Ixxiii. p. 094; reproduced in

1898, vol. Iviii.
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the synthesis
;
it rebuilds indeed the twelve carbon atoms’ molecule

—

under one condition only, that the product of the synthesis should

be eliminated in proportion as it is formed. But such an elimination

is, in all probability, what really takes place in all life processes.

The wide consequences of this new step can easily be foreseen,.

As Professor Maquenne, a specialist himself in this branch, truly says

in an enthusiastic article upon Mr. Hill’s discovery,-^ ‘ it marks an

epoch in biological chemistry.’

Ill

Is it possible to foretell weather several days, or maybe weeks, in

advance ? This is the question which now engrosses the attention of

many practical meteorologists. Popular wisdom has always said

‘ yes ’ to this question, and there are in the weather-lore of each

nation many sayings to this effect. Some of them belong, it is true,,

to the same domain of superstition as astrological predictions. Such

is, for instance, the once so famous Bauern-PraJdik whose origin Hr.

Hellmann has traced as far as ancient Greece and the Vedas. But

there circulates also, amongst mariners, peasants, and hunters

all over the world, a certain stock of j)ractical knowledge of weather

which is based upon a correct observation of nature. When the

Greeks say that the autumn and winter months are months of

gales
;
or the North-west Canadians predict a spell of warm and dry

weather after a snowstorm of short duration has blown early in

autumn
;
or the Russian peasants remark that when the first snow

has fallen upon an already frozen ground the snow will lie late in the

spring, and the spring will be cool—there is scientific observation

in such prophecies, and recent researches into the seasonal periodicity

of gales in Greece, the character of weather in the North-western

prairies, and the influence of the snow-cover upon spring tempera-

tures in Russia have decided in favour of these practical observers.

The question is consequently this. Cannot science do better ? After

having succeeded in forecasting weather twenty-four hours ahead,

cannot it make a further step in advance ?

The means by which meteorologists succeed in issuing the daily

forecasts which we now find in the morning papers have so often

been described that a few words will be sufficient to refresh in

memory the leading principles of these prophecies. In every civil-

ised country of the world there is one or several weather bureaus

whereto telegrams are sent, once or twice daily, from a great number
of meteorological stations, reporting the state of the weather at each

station : the height of the barometer and the thermometer, the direc-

tion and the force of the wind, the cloudiness of the sky, and so on.

As soon as this information reaches the central bureau it is embodied

Revue Generale, the 30th of December, 1898, vol. ix. p. 927.
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in a weather chart by means of a system of conventional signs. All

the spots at which the atmospheric pressure (or rather the corrected

height of the barometer) is the same—SO’O inches, 29‘9, 29*8, and

so on—are connected on the map by curved lines or ‘ isobars,’ which

show at a glance the distribution of pressure over a wide area. The

same is done for temperatures
;
while the wind which blows at each

station, the state of the sky, and the amount of rain that has fallen

during the previous day are marked on the map by comprehensive

symbols. A true picture of the different sorts of the weather ex-

perienced in the region which is covered by the weather chart is

thus obtained. Every one knows these weather charts which are

exhibited at different places and are printed in some leading paper in

each country—the Times for the British Isles. They are so compre-

hensible that even the uninitiated reader, if he sees in the morning

that the isobar curves are sinuous and contorted, and run close to

each other, is tempted to predict that the weather will be boisterous

and unsettled during the day.

The atmosphere of the earth is never at rest. It is involved in a

general circulation during which masses of air, hot and cold, are

carried at different levels from the equator to the poles, and back to

the equator.^’’ But local depressions, or local eddies—similar to those

which are seen in a swift current of water—are also formed here

and there. And it is these eddies, or centres of low pressure, which

determine the wind that will blow at a given spot, the clouds that

will obscure its sky, and the amount of rain that may fall upon it.

The weather will be different to the east and to the west, to the

north and to the south, of a local depression of atmospheric pressure.-^

Besides, these eddies continually shift their j)ositions, and the main

difficulty is to foretell whereto this or that centre of low pressure

will move, and how its dimensions will be altered within the next

twenty-four hours. If such a centre of depression has made its

appearance on the western coast of Ireland, it will shift eastwards as

a rule
;
but it also may be shifted to the south-east, or, after having

described a U-shaped curve, it may creep next towards Iceland
;
and

the weather at, let us say, London will depend entirely upon whether

London is now in the centre of the depression, or in its front or rear,

to the left or to the right of its path.

The tracks followed by each of these centres of low barometric

pressure for the last thirty years (they are still named ‘ cyclones,’

although no real cyclone storm is implied) have been the subject of

mo.st laborious investigations. For every separate region—the

British Isles, Western and Eastern Europe, South Russia, India,

The L'lws of the general circulation have been discussed once in these pages,

K'uietecntli Century, April 18i)3.

By using the word ‘ eddies ’ it is not meant that real eddies be formed. The

word is only a convenient description of an analogous feature.
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Japan, and so on—we have now detailed descriptions of the different

types of depressions, and atlases of the tracks which they follow at

different seasons. The result is that when an experienced forecaster

looks on this afternoon’s weather-chart for Europe, or the States, or

India, and compares it with both the weather-chart of the previous

day and his atlas of ‘ cyclone- tracks,’ he can foretell whereto the

centre of low pressure will be shifted by next morning, what will be

the probable distribution of isobars, and consequently what sort of

weather will prevail next day in the different sections of his own

country. He issues his forecasts, and in nearly nine cases out of

ten they are correct, although the forecast as regards rain is beset

with great difficulties, especially in these isles, on account of the

importance of local conditions.

It has often been objected that although meteorologists have

undoubtedly succeeded in placing weather predictions twenty-four

hours in advance upon a scientific basis, the practical value of their

forecasts is not yet great. However, this last depends entirely upon

the methods of bringing the forecasts to the knowledge of the

population
;
the rapidity with which warnings of changes of weather

are issued and disseminated
;
the degree of confidence that has been

won by the local meteorologists
;
and finally upon the average level

of popular education. Even in the British Isles, for which weather

predictions are beset with more difficulties than anywhere else, the

storm-warnings and partly the weather forecasts are taken notice of

by the population. But it is especially in the United States that

one sees how much the meteorological service may become part of

the daily life of a nation.

The daily weather-charts and the forecasts are prepared in the

States with wonderful rapidity. The forecasts are ready one hour

and forty minutes after the observations have been made (at eight

o’clock of the 75th meridian) at from 2,700 to 2,960 stations

scattered over the States and Canada, as well as at the auxiliary

stations of Mexico and the West Indies. Immediately the forecasts

are telegraphed and spread broadcoast, reaching nearly 30,000 persons

and institutions. The local and the auxiliary bureaus, as well as the

post offices, spread them by all means, including free postcards and

telephone messages. The warnings of frosts and blizzards in February,

of night frosts in the spring, of storms on the coasts and squalls on

This is why the tendcncj' is now to decentralise the weather forecasts. In the

United States twenty-six weather bureaus have lately been created : they receive all

tlie telegrams (on the circuit system) and issue independent forecasts. Experience

has shown that they are of an immense value. Besides, the best meteorologists

(Abercromby, Bebber, Woeikoff) encourage by all means individual forecasts, and
invite all persons interested in weather to practise in that art.

The first part of this statement has also been contested lately by no less an

authority than Dr. H. Klein, but with little success. See the most instructive dis-

cussion on this subject which took place between Dr. Klein and Dr. Bebber.
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the lakes, of inundations, and so on, are the subject of a special care.

Thus, last winter, when a cold wave and a blizzard were expected in

the West, 650 points in twelve ranching States, as also all the railway

and steamboat stations, and thousands of private persons were warned

from the Chicago weather bureau. Immediately most ranchers took

their flocks of sheep under shelter (200,000 head of sheep and cattle

in one single small spot), and masses of both sheep and cattle were

saved from an almost certain destruction by an awful blizzard.^^ In

April last most valuable crops of strawberries were saved in the same
way. The strawberries were covered with straw, or artificial clouds

were made.^^

The squalls which are going to blow on the great lakes
;
those

which are foreseen to sweep over the Columbia Kiver during the

salmon season
;
the storms and rains that may be fatal to crop

operations in Dakota
;
the rains which may damage the drying of

raisins in California
;
and the coming floods of the Mississippi are

telegraphed in the same way to the respective regions, either from

Washington or from the local forecasting bureaus. Moreover, great

numbers of private telegrams, to inquire whether next day will be

favourable for salmon-fishing, or to what height the Mississippi or

such a river may rise during the next days of hay-making, or when
a big raft of timber ought to be floated, are received in numbers at

the weather bureaus and immediately answered. Nay, the meteoro-

logical service has so much won the confidence of the population

that last year it was very seriously urged by the Press to issue

forecasts of ‘ increase of crime,’ it being known that such an

increase really takes place during some sorts of hot weather.

IV

At the present time the weather forecasts which are issued every

evening cover only twenty-four hours in advance. Thirty-five years

acfo even such forecasts were described as an awful self-conceitedness

on the part of the meteorologists, sufficient to discredit them. Maury

Montldy Weather Itevien', vol. xxvi., March 1898.

^2 Same publication, April 1898, p. 139. Mr. Willis L. Moore has made a special

study of the ‘cold waves,’ and is most successful in their prediction. In the above

mentioned case twenty-four stations w'ore warned from Washington. ‘ The warnings

w'ere also widely distributed by mail from Raleigh, Tarboro, and Parmele by the

logotype system. A number of displaj'^ men, besides posting warnings at the jiost

offices and depots (shops), also distributed them by telephone. . . . They w'ere also,

where opportunity olTercd, sent into tlie country and circ\dated verbally. . . . The

average time that the warnings were received in advance of the frost was fourteen

hours.’ The w'ords of warning are also attached to tlie stamps of the receiving post-

offices, and they are printed on all letters, postcards, and papers i.ssued from tlie offices

for distribution. The weather warning is thus printed by the same movement which

the post officer has to make in order to stamp the letters.
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himself lectured Fitzroy on this theme. But now such forecasts

are already found insufficient, and on all sides the desire is expressed

to know the coming weather several days, if not weeks, ahead.

Meteorologists have thus to face a new problem, and they approach

it in two different ways. On the one side assiduous researches are

made in order to see whether there is not a certain periodicity, or

certain cycles, in the recurrence of hot and cool, dry and wet

weather
;

and on the other side research is directed towards

ascertaining the different types or spells of weather, their duration

and the succession in which they follow each other.

It is now certain that the number and the size of the dark spots

which we see on the surface of the sun are in some way connected

with the weather which we have on the earth. Charles Meldrum,

Sir Norman Lockyer, the Indian meteorologists, and especially

Dr. W. Koppen in his great work, have proved that there is a certain

periodicity in the temperature, the rainfall, the number of cyclones,

&c., which corresponds to the eleven years’ periodicity (11*1 years)

in the number of sunspots. However, the amount of variation

which may be due to this cause is so small in comparison with the

non-periodical irregularities of weather that it is often masked and

obliterated by them. Moreover—to say nothing of the connection

which exists between the sun-spots’ period and the magnetical forces

in our atmosphere—the whole matter, as has been shown by Polls,

is more complicated than it seemed to be at first sight.^'^ It appears

that when the sunspots are at a minimum, mild winters and hot

summers prevail, while cold winters and cool summers seem to

characterise the maximum periods of the sunspots
;
while Mr. A.

McDowall points out that not only the seasons and fractions of the

year, but different days as w'ell, must be treated separately in all

discussions upon the influence of the sunspots’ periods. Years of

sunspots’ maxima are, in his opinion, years when the monthly and

daily extremes of temperature are greater as a rule.^' In short, our

weather is undoubtedly influenced by the eleven years’ periodical

variation of the Sun’s radiation which is indicated by the sunspots.

But this influence is only now studied in such detail as to be taken

into consideration in weather predictions.

Another weather period, which perhaps has not yet been taken

sufficient notice of, is the thirty-five years’ period discovered by the

Henry F. Blanford summed up this question a few years ago in Nature, vol.

xliii. 1891, p. .58o.

Has Wetter, voJ. xi. 1894, pp. 73, 169.

Meteorohgischc ZeiUclirlft, 1896, vol. xxxi. p. 431. As to the quantities of rain

and snow during the maximal and the minimal sunspots’ periods, the whole matter

is too complicated to be expressed in one sweeping sentence. Local conditions at

different seasons must be taken into account, as may be seen by comparing the

researches of Ur. H. Klein {Metcorologische Zcitsclmft, 1897, p. 145) with the above-

mentioned papers.
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Swiss professor, Ed. Briickner.^^ Taking all available observations of

tenaperature, rainfall, and height of water in lakes and rivers since

1700, he has proved that, excepting such peculiarly situated

regions as the West of England, the rainfall and the wetness of the

seasons in Europe have, as a rule, their maxima and their minima at

regular intervals of about thirty-five years. At the present time we
are in a warm period of decreasing rainfall—the last maximum
having been attained in the years 1882-86.’^" Of course, rain is the

most difficult part of weather to foretell, there being not two stations

in this country where the rain curves for many years would be quite

similar
;
but, all taken, we are now in a period of increasing dryness.

Besides, Bruckner suspects also the existence of a longer period, of

over 100 years, which necessarily would interfere with the thirty-five

years’ period.

The moon has always been a favourite with weather prophets,

who generally accuse meteorologists of a wilful neglect *of the influ-

ence exercised by our satellite upon weather. The reality is, how-

ever, that meteorologists simply want to know what its effect exactly

is, and that they failed for a long time to discover it. However,

the recent reseiarches of Bouquet de la Grye,^*^ A. Poincare and Garrigou-

Lagrange show that if the effects of the moon upon our atmosphere

are treated separately for the periods when our satellite is on the

north of the equator and on the south of it they appear quite dis-

tinctly. If we take, for instance, the differences of atmospheric

pressure in the latitudes 30° N._ and 70° N., we find that they are

notably greater when the moon is to the north of the equator.

Masses of air must consequently be transferred from the lower lati-

tudes to the higher ones, and such a transfer necessarily influences

the distribution of winds.

A number of other periodicities of weather is also under considera-

tion. Such are the 19 years’ period so forcibly advocated by

H. C. Pussel for Australia, and corresponding to the well-known

period of 235 lunar months
;
the seven years’ period discovered in

America by Murphy, and three shorter periods of 424, 412, and 1 P9
indicated by Lamprecht

;
the 26’7 days’ periodicity in pressure and

temperature noticed by Professor Bigelow, which would correspond

to the period of rotation of the sun
;
the 5^- days’ period detected at

36 ‘ Klimaschwankungen seit 1 700,’ in Penck's Gcographische Ahhandlungen, iv.

2, Wien, 1890. It was already mentioned in these {Nineteenth Century, 3Tivmzry

1891).

3^ A. McDowall, in Nature, vol. lix. 1898, p. 175, has given a very nice diagram to

show it.

3^ Annnaire du Ihireau des Longitudes, 1895 ;
Mcteorologisclie Ztitung, vols.

xxviii. and xxx.

33 Comptes Jtendus, voh cxx. 1895, p. 814
;
exxi. p. 408 &c.

;
exxii. 189G, p. 846 ;

cxxiii. p. 850.

See also Lindcman in Das Wetter, vol. xiii. 1896, p. 145.
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the Blue Hill Observatory; and so on. And finally there are the

cold waves spreading every year in May, and the no less than six

cold and three warm periods recurring every year in Europe, and

indicated years ago by the veteran Scotch meteorologist, Mr. Buchan.

At every step we thus find in our atmosphere a recurrence of

waves, large and small, and of fluctuations accomplished within

periods of short and long duration. That many such waves must

exist there is not the slightest doubt, and when all forthcoming

evidence has been properly threshed, the knowledge of these waves

will certainly be very helpful for the long -period weather forecasts.

The other direction in which research goes on, and in which

most valuable knowledge has already been gained for the forecasts

several days ahead, is the study of the different types of u'eather,

inaugurated by Abercromby and van Bebber, the Indian and the

American meteorologists.^^

The first long-period forecasts w^ere made in India, on the basis

of a few empirical sequences suggested by Henry F. Blanford.'*^ The

whole life of India depends upon the timely beginning of the rainy

season, its perseverance and its timely end. Consequently, it was a

vital question to be able to foretell the coming and the general

character of the monsoon which brings rains with it. This was begun

by H. F. Blanford, and in the hands of his successor, Mr. Eliot, the

seasonal forecasts, which are now issued semi-annually, become every

year more rational and trustworthy.**^ In India, owing to its tropical

position, the seasonal changes of weather, which depend upon the

general circulation of the atmosphere, are far more important than

the irregular non -periodical changes upon which weather depends in

Europe
;
and this circumstance facilitates the task of the forecaster.

Still it took years of study before the various causes influencing the

monsoons became known
;
but now the Indian meteorologists can

foretell, as a rule, in the first week of June when the rainy south-

w^est monsoon is expected to come, what will be its probable strength

and general character, and what is the probability of that break in

the rains in July and August which is so important for the crops.

They also foretell the general character of the winter monsoon, but

they find it difficult to prophesy when the rainy season wdll come to

The excellent little book of Ralph Abercromby, Weather: a Popular Exposi-

tion of the Nature of Weather Chane/es from I)a,y to Pay (International Scientific

Series), of which the first edition appeared in 1888 and a third edition in 18‘.)2, ought

to be in the hands of every meteorologist and observer of weather. Rrofessor W. van

Bebber’s Pie Wettervorhersaye, 2nd edition, Stuttgart, 1898, is also written in a popular

style, and is also an excellent guide for weather forecasts : it ought to be translated

into English.

A Practical Guide to the Climates and Weather of India, Ceylon, and Burniah,

and the Storms of the Indian Seas.' London, 1889.

Douglas Archibald in Nature, vo\. Iv. 189G, p. 85; Quarterly Journal of the

Meteoroloyical Society, January 189G, quoted in the above.
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an end, although its early termination, being fatal to some crops,

may result in a famine.

In the temperate zone, where weather is much more governed by
the conflicts between the great equatorial and polar currents of air

than by the steady flow of these currents themselves, no such fore-

casts could be issued. And yet, under certain special conditions

—

namely, in the Pacific North-West of Northern America—a rather

successful attempt in this direction has lately been made by
Mr. Pague, the forecast official at Portland, in Oregon. His pre-

dictions are issued in the spring for the coming summer, and in the

autumn for the coming winter
;
not at settled dates, but as soon as

the summer or the winter type of w^eather definitely sets in. Last

year the summer type of weather made its first appearance very late

in the season—namely, on the 7th of July—and it was only at that

date that the summer forecast was issued. A steady dry weather and a

succession of repeated short cycles of cool and hot days, with sprinkles

of rain at the time of the changes, and occasional thunderstorms

following the hot days, were predicted quite successfully.'*'*

In the maritime portions of the temperate zone, and especially in

Europe, weather prediction becomes a still more complicated pro-

blem. Even if we had regular observations, all the year round, of

the surface temperatures of the Gulf Stream and the North Sea, we
oould only gather some broad hints as to the aspects of the coming

seasons.'*^ However, even under such difficulties the genius of man
finds an outcome. A careful study of thousands of weather charts

has enabled Abercromby and Bebber to discriminate in Europe five

distinct types and five sub-types of weather wliich have the tendency

to prevail at certain seasons, to be maintained for several days in

succession, and to be followed, each of them, by some other type of

w'eather in preference to all others. Taking as an instance the type

which Abercromby described as the ‘ western type of weather,’ if

the forecaster sees it coming he is enabled to foretell with great

probability that for the next three or four days there will be an

elongated region of high pressure stretching from the West Indies

to Vienna, with rapidly decreasing pressures towards the north.

Broken weather—cool in summer and warm in winter—will be the

consequence. Then—supposing we are in summer—when a change

Monthly Weather Hevien\ June 1898.

Very interesting researches have been made in this direction by Otto Petterson,

who has .shown tlie close connection between the surface temperatures of the Atlantic

Ocean and the North Sea and the distribution of the daily isobars. (‘Ueberdie

Beziehung zwischen hydrographischen und meteorologischen Phiinomenen,’ in

Meteorologische Zeitschrift, xiii. 18.9G, p. 285.) They have been continued with a

decided success on the Gulf Stream by Dr. W. Meinardus, who shows that the surface

temperatures of the Gulf Stream at the coasts of Norway in early winter arc an indi-

cation as to the temperatures which will prevail in late winter and early spring in

middle Europe {Naturn'issenschaftliche Jlnndschau, xii. 1897, p. 10(5, and xiii. 1898,

p. 209).
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of weather comes there will again be a great probability of the
‘ central type ’ of Bebber following the western. That means that

all over Europe the pressure will be high during the next four or five

days, attaining its maximum in middle Germany : from that region

winds will blow outwards with great regularity, a blue sky will

shine, there will be little rain, and the temperature, low in the

mornings, will be above the average in the afternoons.

Of course all these are mere probabilities
;
but nevertheless the

advantage of knowing these types of weather and their probable

sequences is manifest. When one type has set in it lasts for a few

days
;

if it has been broken for a day or two, and has returned, it

will persist only the longer after the break
;
and the coming changes

and their direction may be foreseen a few days in advance, if account

be taken of the above-mentioned periodicities, and especially if the

movements in the higher strata of the atmosphere have been taken

notice of by means of cloud observations or of balloons and kites. In

fact, some modest attempts at forecasting weather a few days ahead

are already made, and we find them, in the shape of hints, at the

end of the daily meteorological summaries of weather.

To make these previsions more secure, one thing is, however, of

first necessity. It is the knowledge of how the great circulation of

the atmosphere goes on at a given moment, and this knowledge can

only be gained by regularly exploring the higher strata of the atmo-

sphere. A beginning of this is being made by means of the meteorolo-

gical stations that are planted in every civilised country of the world

on the tops of some mountains by means of cloud observations, of

international balloon ascents carried out at regular intervals, and

especially by means of kites provided with meteorological instruments,

which have lately been brought to a very high degree of perfection

in America at the Blue Hill Observatory. But these high-level

investigations are so full of interesting and instructive results that

they must be analysed separately.

P. Kkopotkin.
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THE MENELIK MYTH

The experiences related in these pages were gathered in two expedi-

tions which occupied the greater part of the year 1897 and the first

five months of 1898. I had for ten years nourished the project of

visiting Abyssinia, though ten years ago the country was for most

people merely a fraction of the great Black Continent. The battle of

Adowa revealed its latent strength, and the importance of the dis-

covery has impressed the public mind in a manner no less favourable

to Menelik than dangerous to those who allow themselves to be

carried away by it. Formerly Ethiopia was of little account in the

estimation of Europe, at present it looms too large. Much has been

written concerning the civilisation, the religion, the commerce of the

Xegro kingdom
;

it has been stated to be a country which would

prove both productive and a consumer of foreign produce, far

advanced in the paths of progress, and capable of still further improve-

ment, governed by a ruler of high intelligence who is eager to enter

into relations with Europe, who understands the advantages which

would thereby accrue to him, and who, in the generous enthusiasm

of public opinion, has been endowed with a pleasing and chivalrous

character and an illustrious descent. The partiality of the civilised

world has thus created a fictitious Menelik, whom I would call

iMenelik edited for the use of Europeans. ]iut to those who have a

wider acquaintance with savage countries and native chieftains this

liction presents no resemblance to the actual sovereign of Shoa nor

to his kingdom. Observation and comparison will relegate him to his

true place, and, if it were possible for a chemist to analyse Menelik and

his people in an alembic, he would find scarcely any trace of what

are supposed to be constituent elements of the whole. Count

(Jleichen, in his interesting book, allows the opinion to appear which

a conscientious and observant traveller must bring back with him,

and though many of his readers may ignorantly have dubbed him a

pessimist, for my part, while I would not traverse any of his state-

ments, I should be inclined to call him an optimist.

The primary law which governs the Abyssinian is the physical

configuration of his country. Ethio})ia is an asseml)lage of high

plateaux, rising 8,000 feet or more above the surrounding plains; its
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climate is widely different from theirs; its inhabitants are obliged bj

the cold to wear clothes and to build themselves solid huts. These

are not proofs of civilisation, but the necessities of existence. More-

over, the difference of climate between the mountains and the plain

is such that the nomad of the desert cannot live in the former, nor

the Abyssinian in the latter. He is therefore isolated from his

immediate neighbours, w^hile the difficulties of transit have hitherto

cut him off almost completely from the civilised world. Beyond

the elements of Christianity, which were brought to the country in

former times by missionaries, he has learnt nothing from us
;
he

retains such portions of their teaching as books and pictures have

enabled him to remember, with the addition of a mass of legend, and

his actual religion is a confused jumble of Christianity, Mohammed-
anism, and Negro superstition.

The etymology of the word ‘ Abyssinia,’ ‘Habeshi’—that is, of mixed

blood—is enough to prove that the Ethiopian plateaux are not peopled

by a single race. Here, again, the geographical conditions have

done their work
;
the country, so difficult of access, is parcelled out

into small territories politically independent of one another, each

mountain chain, each valley, being a frontier line between country

and country—I might almost say between race and race. Since the

authority of a chieftain is limited to the zone in which tribute can

be raised swiftly, it follows that the more difficult of circulation the

country, the narrower will be the zones owning the sway of each local

chief. Ethiopia is thus partitioned into a great number of small

territories, and if Menelik has succeeded in uniting them under his

sceptre—that is, has made them pay tribute by force of arms—he has

not thereby created any cohesion between them, and his work must

necessarily be ephemeral. The frequency of local revolts proves the

instability of the equilibrium, and it is obvious that on the day of his

death each chief will hasten to throw off the yoke. Even during his

lifetime it sits lightly on the necks of his powerful lieutenants.

Take, for example, his nephew by marriage, Makonnen, the Eas or

chief of Harrar. Harrar, the capital of a fertile and productive

province, is the first important centre, the first town, which the

traveller from the coast encounters upon his route
;

it fell into

Menelik’s hands in 1887. If you inquire whether the authority of

the Negus is great there, you are usually answered in the affirmative

;

but, judging from my experience, I venture to believe that the Eas

Makonnen is paramount in the district, and that, whenever he may
choose to declare himself independent, none of his subordinates will

hestitate to support him. In April 1898 I was approaching Harrar

from the desert
;
being myself delayed by illness, I sent on one of

my muleteers from Gildessa, providing him with money to make
some necessary purchases. Neither muleteer nor mule nor provisions

returned. Three weeks later I arrived at Harrar, and my Somalis
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tracked down the delinquent. Makonnen was absent. I therefore

laid the case before his deputy, the Grrazmatch Bantei, showing him

at the same time a letter in which the Negus had authorised me to

pass unmolested through the country. The Grazmatch laughed me
to scorn. ‘ A letter from the Negus,’ said he, ‘ is worth nothing at

all here.’ I t6ok the matter to the police, where, amidst an in-

describable confusion of shouting and gesticulating Negroes, I again

produced my letter from the Negus. No one, not even the two

so-called judges, could read, but they all affirmed that the letters of

the Negus were of no importance in TIarrar
;

if it had been from

Makonnen it might have been worth deciphering. I may add that

I never recovered my stolen property.

The history of Ethiopia, then, may be summed up thus : a

country in which communications are difficult, peopled by a multi-

plicity of races
;

its internal life presents ever the same cycle of wars,

victories, and defeats, its external life the same blank. A real civilisa-

tion is impossible in that black chaos, and the products of

civilisation, such as agriculture, invention, commerce, do not exist.

"Whoever shall lay hands on the people with determination sufficient to

force them to obey, may make them work, an occupation which they

have hitherto desj)ised. They produce nothing and can consume

nothing, having no means of buying. Their country is the land of

passage and the land of the custom house. Ivory, gold, civet, and

coffee are imported from the Galla territories, which happen to be

more or less under Abyssinian control, but the quantities are small

and the source uncertain. Whatever commerce the European

traders develop Menelik seizes as soon as it begins to pay. He has

recently set up a custom house at Gildessa, where he levies duty at

the rate of 8 per cent, on all goods
;

there is another at Tade-

chamalcaand a third at Harrar. If you try to avoid them by taking

the desert route, the Abyssinian plan is simple : they incite the

Somalis to attack the caravan, so as to make what is in reality the

shorter and easier route impossible, and so force all commerce

through their custom houses. Last April the caravan of M. Lebaron,

a French merchant of distinguished courage, was stopped and pillaged

in this manner. I myself can testify that one of his Danakil escort

was wounded in the foot by a I^ebel ball, that thirty-six Lebel rifles

had been served out to the Somalis shortly before by order of the

Abyssinian authorities, and that IM. Lebaron was unable to procure

at Harrar a single Abyssinian who would accompany him into the

desert to look for the remains of his caravan. These facts are

eloquent.

The annoyance that even a simple traveller suffers at the hands

of the Abyssinian officials is almost past words. It is generally at

Gildessa, a Somali village at the foot of the Harrar mountains, that

the European finds himself for the first time in contact with them.
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In his journey from the coast he has probably had a few Abyssinians

in his caravan, and he has not failed to discover what sort of men
they are. I know no worse caravan drivers. Under their care every

baggage animal falls lame
;
you rebuke them and they reply with

insolence—white men are such fools, and besides, how can they teach

anything to the Abyssinians, who beat them at Adowa? As they

draw near their native country they become more and more intoler-

able; their filth, their disobedience, their laziness increases, their

arrogance and brutality to the Somalis exceed all limits. On the

arrival of a caravan the local chief appoints a camping ground
;

let

the traveller be on his guard, he is sure to be given the worst in the

place. No sooner is he encamped than a troop of filthy Negroes,

carrying Gras and Remington rifles, establish themselves in his camp
and insult him if he tries to turn them out. They are A scars—that

is, soldiers (save the mark !)—of the local chief, who will presently

summon the new-comer into his presence. If he refuses to go he is

told that the Abyssinian is old and ill, a very great man, a friend of

the Ras Makonnen, that Europeans alwa}'S go to see him, and so

forth. All this is false, the object being to make the European pay

his respects first, so that the Negro may boast that he does not put

himself out for a white man. While these negotiations are proceed-

ing, the Abyssinian servants have gone off to give information con-

cerning their master. Is he kefouor malafya, bad or good ? If you

insist on having your tent properly pitched, your camp kept clean,

your men civil, you are kefou. If you forbid the Abyssinians to fire

off your cartridges for fun, to sing all night, to ill-use your Somalis,

to wound your mules, and see through their attempts at cheating

you, then you are extremely kefou. On the other hand, would you

gain the reputation of malafya, you have only to agree with the

Abyssinians in everything, to forbid nothing, and to share their taste

for dirt. But rest assured that whether you are Kefou or Malafya

you will always be hated, because you are white. This inevitable

hatred of the wUite man, added to an incredible pride, is the

dominant trait of the Abyssinian character. Meantime our traveller’s

baggage has been taken to the custom house, where it ought never

to have gone, as it is free of duty. In vain he sends his servants to

get it out
;

finally, in despair he goes himself. In a dirty enclosure,

where the camels raise clouds of dust, all the baggage is tossed down

pell-mell, the packing cases upside down, the heaviest boxes piled

upon the most fragile, the bags in the mud. His attempts to carry

it off are greeted by howls, and the interpreter informs him that he

must go and ask permission of the head of the custom house. If he

refuses, he is kept waiting
;

if he yields, the interpreter will have

gained his point—the white man will have appeared as a suitor

before the Negro. After much delay the traveller is told .that by a

fortunate chance the person in question happens to have arrived, and
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finally, in order to ensure for himself a handsome present, the official

drives as a favour the authorisation which from the first he had no

right to withhold.

When I arrived at Gildessa I sternly refused to make any

advance to the Abyssinian chief, Atto Marsha, and he was therefore

obliged to pay me the first visit. A few dirty and ragged figures

were seen issuing from the village, running behind a mule on which

was seated a heavy mass which I conjectured to be Atto Marsha.

On nearing me his escort let off their rifles and I went forward to

meet him, concealing with difficulty the mirth caused by his

appearance. He was a tall and exceedingly fat Negro
;
his feet w'ere

bare, his legs covered with sores, his body wrapped in folds of dirty

white stuff, while upon his head he wore the big felt hat which is

the supreme object of every Abyssinian’s ambition. He entered my
tent and sat down, looking round him furtively, his legs apart, his

body bent forward, his mouth half open, spitting frequently and with

redoubtable violence upon the floor, until I told the interpreter to

stop him, after which he would rise and spit over the heads of his

servants who were crouched in the doorway. The conversation pro-

ceeded lamely, interrupted by many silences. I knew that he had

only come to extort a present and would do all he could to hinder

my further progress, and I made no effort to help him out of his

embarrassment. Presently a sack of corn was thrown down in the

dust at my tent door and a small sheep was led up beside it. These

were his presents, wmrth some five or six shillings, but I remembered

the proverb ‘ The Abyssinian gives an egg that he may receive an ox,’

and realised that Marsha now made sure that I would give him at

least a carbine. All at once he stretched out his arm and pointed to

one of my rifles, and, if it had not been for the intervention of my
Somalis, all my arms and cartridges w'ould have been handled and

probably broken or stolen by my guest and his attendants. They

were much surprised at my refusal to exhibit my possessions.

‘ Here’s a dog of a white man,’ I heard them murmur, ‘ who won’t let

us touch his rifles ! What does he mean by it ? We are in our

own country.’ Coffee and cigarettes were now brought in
;
the latter

[ handed to Marsha by twos and threes, for if I had given him the

box he would have taken them all. At length the serious part of

the visit began
;

I presented him with the rifle and cartridges which

T destined for him. He at once demanded more cartridges, and

hinted that a revolver was what he really wanted. I said I had none,

whereupon he returned to the charge with a fresh demand for

cartridges, a knife, more cigarettes, anything that I had, in short,

showing himself in his true colours as a greedy Negro wdio would ask

for anything, down to the soles of my boots, and loading me with

empty compliments the while, \\dien he left me, he sent back a

messenger hotfoot to ask me to return the sack which contained the
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corn, and the skin of the sheep. I replied that the sheep had not

yet been killed. ‘ I will wait/ said the messenger, and crouched

down at my tent door.

Such is the lieutenant
;
the sovereign is not dissimilar.

Menelik is the son of Hailo Melekot, King of Shoa, through

whose grandmother he lays claim to a direct descent from Solomon

and the Queen of Sheba, his full title being : Menelik the Second,

Victorious Lion of the Tribe of Judah, King of the Kings of Ethiopia,

Lieutenant of God. His pedigree, I need hardly say, is not so well

attested as it is proudly claimed. Just as on the frontiers of India

the native chieftains trace their descent from Alexander, so, in certain

parts of Africa, Solomon stands at the head of the line. Menelik’s

family tree springs from much the same mythical root as that of the

Thum of Hunza.

Whatever his ancestry may be, the very existence of the Kegus

is a proof of his ability. A fortunate adventurer, he has raised

himself by personal valour to a supreme rank in his country
;
he has

gathered and held the force necessary to maintain that supremacy.

In Africa this implies ferocity, cunning, intelligence, and luck. But

what he has done others have done before him, and his story is but

a page in the history of the African Empire. Menelik’s title is King

of the Kings of Ethiopia—that is, chief of the local chiefs—he is not

King of Ethiopia. The present condition is transitory in the extreme,

and this the Kegus knows. Wishing to make his work endure at

least for his own lifetime, he has sought to strengthen it at its base.

A kind of feudalism was the natural social condition of the various

African countries
; he has not hesitated to attempt to destroy this

feudalism, which might have welded the States together against him,

and to replace it by a new feudalism created by himself, which owes

him everything, and is maintained by his authority alone, so that it

may be incapable of turning against him.

No one who reads Speke’s book on The Sources of the Nile can

fail to be struck by the perfect resemblance between Mtesa, Kamrasi,

or Koumanika and the Negus Menelik. The rules of etiquette in

the various African kingdoms are often identical, almost always

analogous, and where we have tried to discover the marks of a higher

civilisation there is in reality nothing but the civilisation common to

all Negro States. The Abyssinian is only a Negro in whose blood

there is a strain of Jew, Arab, and Galla, a strain to which the

importation of slaves contributes daily, for the slave trade is the most
important item in the commercial transactions of the King of the

Kings of Ethiopia. True, he is careful to conceal the fact, and this

concealment again is typically African.

Menelik is much concerned about his reputation in Europe; he is

also extremely eager to hear of events in foreign countries. He
piques himself upon being able to exhibit the oddest chaos of informa-
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tion, for his frequent intercourse with Europeans (an intercourse most

flattering to his vanity) has taught him quite a number of facts.

He remembers those which amuse him, being instigated solely by an

almost childish curiosity. Formerly very little sufficed to entertain

him, and it is even related that the first sugar-loaf which was

presented to him caused him ecstasies of pleasure, and that he and

his consort were discovered with that blessed product of civilisation,

between them, licking it vigorously. But those good times are past

;

Europeans have brought him so many toys that he has become
critical. When a new traveller is announced he awaits with im-

patience the customary present, trj^ing to find out beforehand

whether it is something new, in which case the audience is speedily

granted. He is much interested in all machinery, which, including

w'atches, he invariably takes to pieces. Sometimes he deigns to be

present at the unpacking of the traveller’s boxes, and to appropriate

any little object that pleases him. Such informal examinations

amuse him vastly. ‘ If I had not been a king,’ he remarks at times,

‘ I should like to have been a custom house officer.’

I was once received in the room where the Xegus stores his

presents. It was the most heterogeneous collection imaginable.

There were a great number of piled-up boxes, bags, and trunks, in

the middle of wffiich Menelik was seated upon a cushion, occupied in

unscrewing the sight-finder of a carbine, through which he w^as looking

with one eye shut. I have known him send round to my tent for

some socks, and be so much delighted wdth a hastily darned pair

which I gave him that he insisted on unsocking, for his own benefit,

a party of missionaries wffio passed through Addis Abbaba shortly

afterw’ards. But nowadays he is usually harder to please, and

nothing but the most handsome gifts will satisfy him. Heaven only

knows what becomes of them ! I have been told that he melted down

a service of silver plate, the gift of a European sovereign, into shield

ornaments, and that a silver soup tureen was seen upon the head of

an armed w’arrior. One gift does not prevent him from asking for

another. After receiving from me a 12-bore rifle, worth about

o5^., he sent to ask me for my elephant rifle, and it wns probably to

my obstinate refusal that I owed the theft of twm pairs of tusks,

which I never recovered, though I offered to pay for them. Those

who have spent any length of time in Menelik’s Court can cite endless

stories of this kind. He is a curious mixture. Side by side wdtli

acts w’hich j>rove a superior intelligence, he manifests at every moment
a singular pettiness of character. He leaves the discussion of the

Italian frontier in order to superintend the measuring out of his

servant.s’ rations
;
he combines the qualities of a statesman and a

Levantine trader. Knowing only his own country, he has no point

of comparison, and his mind is consecjuently a chaos in w’hich vanity,

cupidity, suspicion, and a desire to show olf are combined with un-
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scrupulous cunning. ‘ He is a Negro/ said one who knows him, ‘ and

until he has been whitewashed a Negro he will remain.’

I was present at several of the King’s receptions, among others at

the reception of Mr. Kennell Kodd’s mission. Awaited with anxiety,

the envoy succeeded from the moment of his arrival in placing him-

self upon a footing which intimidated the Negus. Personally I was>

delighted, for I had been an indignant witness of the scant courtesy

with which white men were treated at the Negro Court, and I looked

forward to seeing the Abyssinian taught that the white man, if it

were merely because of his colour, had a right to his respect.

At an early hour all the Europeans at Addis Abbaba received a

summons from the Negus, who wished to show the English that he>

W'as surrounded by men like themselves. I arrived early, and soon

caught sight of Menelik passing through a little Court with hi&

powerful acolytes. His get-up was singular, but essentially Abys-

sinian. Upon his head he wore a big black hat, without which he i&

rarely seen, socks and brown shoes upon his feet
;
the rest of hi&

person was clothed in native dress. The shoes ought to have been

laced, but, as they were rather tight, the laces were allowed to hang

down at the sides, and the tops of the shoes had been cut off with a

knife. Nevertheless His Majesty suffered cruelly, and attempted to'

alleviate his condition by alternately shuffling along and stepping,

with a very high action. He entered the reception room in thi&

manner and sat down under a dais, one of his high officials hastening

to remove the shoes and socks. These he rolled into a tight packet

and held under his arm as he stood proudly beside the monarch,

leaning upon an express rifle, muzzle downwards. At this moment
the Negus yawned. All those around him spat vigorously in order

to drive away the evil spirit which might have profited by that

unguarded moment. Then every one waited. The room was filled

with warriors, variously attired, forming a picture more splendid in

its savage grandeur than any I have ever seen. And still they

waited. The Negus was ill at ease
;
he generally takes a malicious-

pleasure in making others wait for him, and his vanity suffered. At

length the envoys arrived. They presented an appearance so

imposing that it was easy to see that the Negus was both impressed;

and flattered. Every one knows the details of that event, which

marks an epoch in Ethiopian history, but I wish that history could

record the comments of the crowd. As Captain the Hon. Cecil

Bingham, 1st Life Guards, walked away in his cuirass, I heard an

Abyssinian warrior, adorned with a monkey’s in place of a lion’s mane,
remark to his neighbour: ‘Just look at that one. He must be a

coward ! He has a shield which covers his back.’

When the Negus talks, his glance is alert and his sayings often

amusing. I have heard him tell the famous tale of the elephant

which was so large that he had two little elephants to help him to-
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carry his tusks. He taught me, too, how the Abyssinians kill the

pauther
;
you dig a hole in the ground and get into it with a goat,

closing the mouth of the hole with your shield. The bleating of

the goat attracts the panther, which scratches at the shield in order

to get at its prey. But you hold the shield fast and the panther

dies incontinently of rage ! On another occasion he remarked :

‘ Joshua is said to have stopped the sun. That can’t be true, and

besides no one could prove it, as in his day they had no watches. It

is much more likely that he was bored, and thought the time passed

so slowly that the sun must have stopped.’

Menelik is by far the most intelligent Abyssinian I have seen, and

the most favourably inclined to the idea of civilisation. He does not

like white men, but he knows that his interest lies in using them,

and, but for the pressure of public opinion, he would open up his

country still further to them. But his people hate us and long to

exterminat3 us all. The Negus likes to be able to say that he has

stamps and a coinage with his effigy upon them, a telephone, a

postal service, and a railway which is going to connect him with the

coast. It is true that the stamps are sold only to philatelists upon

the steamers at Jibuti, that the coinage is not current, that the

telephone wires serve merely as perches for birds, that the postal

service consists of an india-rubber stamp of which the holder, an

enfranchised slave called Gabriel, is so proud that he has had himself

baptised Minister of Posts and Telegraphs on the strength of it, and

that the railway is not yet completed. No matter; Menelik is

flattered. He thinks that he can persuade Europe that he has

civilised Abyssinia and raised it to the level of European nations. It

is, however, typical of him that he has made no serious effort in this

direction. He plays with civilisation as a child plays with a toy
;

the civil, military, commercial, and social organisation he leaves

untouched.

As to the army, it is in no sense a regular force. Properly

speaking, a regular army does not exist
;

the army is the nation

in arms. All who have guns, and that implies a great number of

men, follow the Pas of their district whenever he goes out to war.

It is the feudal system in its most primitive expression
;
every one is

the man of a chief whom he is bound to serve, and the poverty of

the country, combined with the difficulty of transport, ensures the con-

tinuance of the system. A great number of men cannot be collected

in any given area, because it is impossible to import provisions, and

the resources of each district are extremely limited. When the army

is on the march there is practically no discipline : every man tows

his whole family behind him and they live upon the country, there

being no organised commissariat. The wars are razzias and slave raids
;

the army is in the fullest sense a horde of barbarians. Famine

follows in its steps, its passage means the devastation of the invaded
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country, and the brutalities committed by such savages make even a

friendly force a terrible scourge to the inhabitants. Nor can any

kind of European discipline be applied to these troops, because of the

insubordination and the absurd pride of the men
;
and yet they have

certain military qualities which are not to be despised. They possess

great powers of endurance, being able to march enormous distances

without food
;

they are easily moved, in spite of the apparent

confusion which reigns among them
;
they are accustomed to conquer,

because of the advantage which their arms give them over their

unarmed neighbours
;
and they have great faith in their own valour.

Their tactics are always the same
;
they surround the enemy and fall

upon him, the first shock of their attack being very violent, for the

Abyssinian, an arrant coward when he is alone, turns into a sort of

mad bull amid the shouts of battle and under the pressure of his

comrades around him. ^Moreover, hunger forces him to victory, for

often enough he can hope for nothing to eat but what he takes from

the enemy. But he is far from being invincible, even by a native

foe. Three years ago the Kas Makonnen’s troops, G,000 carbines

strong, were beaten near Ogaden by Somalis armed only with lances,

and half their number was killed in a night attack. The survivors

returned announcing that they had been stopped by malaria. Three

times the Negus sent expeditions against Kafifa : in 1896 18,000

rifles were defeated by the Gialla lances; in 1897 20,000 shared the

same fate, and later in the same year the Grallas gave way before a

force of 24,000 rifles only because they were weary of war and

preferred paying' tribute to Menelik. In 1898 Makonnen’s troops were

severely defeated in Western Abyssinia and prevented from reaching

the Nile.

How, then, shall we account for the affair at Adowa ?

Chiefly by the configuration of the country. Abyssinia defends

itself. The Italian troops, too far removed from their base, were

surprised in steep defiles, from the top of which an enemy, three times

superior in number, was able to shoot them down. The victory has

been disastrous to European prestige
;
it has destroyed the fear of the

white man, which was instinctive in the Negro mind. The Abyssinian

draws no distinctions between the various European nations—they are

all whites and as such worthy of hatred
;
they were all, in his opinion,

defeated at Adowa, and may henceforth be regarded with contempt

and insulted at pleasure. The salutary lesson of Magdala is

completely forgotten, and not an Ethiopian but believes that his race

has nothing to learn from us. Menelik may desire to foster

European civilisation, but the whole consensus of national opinion is

against him, and I do not hesitate to say that the victory of Adowa
has raised Abyssinian pride to such a point that the country has

become inaccessible to all progress.

Edmond de Poncins.
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SKETCHES MADE IN GERMANY
CONCL UDING ARTICLE

PART II

Schillerstrasse, 18.

My dear Ellen,

—

Never believe in the appearance of things. When
you are happy, always expect a change. Do you revel in the sun

shining, seize the hour and the occasion to temper your soul with

•the reHect ion,

Tout passe, tout lasse, tout casse.

’\Ve have another companion, a girl in whom Frau Pastor is

interested, and this makes the irony of the situation complete and
heart-rending. For this girl makes for mischief. Martin has not

touched a brush since her arrival
;

this, in itself, is significant. But .

there is worse to come. I can only stop to tell you that this girl is

immensely, disagreeably clever, but her cleverness is almost a taint.

She reads, and has a passion for, the most extraordinary books, judg-

ing from their titles
;
the books themselves she never leaves about.

She is, too, a musical marvel, phenomenon, what you will, but her

intellectual performances, while they stir your w^onder, leave you

•cold. I am the more amazed at Martin’s willing infatuation, because

this girl gives you the uncomfortable impression that she has

no feeling of reverence left for anything, not even for the ritual

•of the Ivomish Church, whose services draw her daily. A few

•chance words yesterday revealed the startling fact that in confession,

in the sensuous music of High Alass, in the medicevalism of the

whole Romish tradition, she finds the necessary amount of excite-

ment to support an existence of boredom. I put one question to her

to which a true Catholic could have given but one answer. Her

answer was a shrug. This is characteristic of her. Irony of

ironies, that iMartin of all men in the world should be attracted

towards this girl. Oh, human nature must be mad at times, I

think, and fit only for a lunatic asylum. I should like to lock

Martin up.

To bring a man with a faith so pure, ideals so noble, a nature so

ingenuous, so beautiful as that of Martin—to bring this man’s mind
into daily contact and conflict with this girl’s spurious views of life,
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surely has in it the inevitability of tragic destiny. Even the classic

chorus, in the watchful form of a jealous old woman croaking mis-

givings, is not wanting by way of warning. For I must tell you

that Matilda Eeutiger has the misfortune to incur the deep distrust

of no less a person than Charlotte, and, from what I have observed

of her, I can imagine the obstinate old woman making a fetish of

rag and sawdust and sticking pins in it in the dark, and calling it

Matilda Eeutiger. Finally, Charlotte stands not upon the gentle

order of her mistress to love and respect Fraulein Eeutiger, as she

has been taught to love her enemies and respect her superiors, but

wilfully maintains a hard, not to say defiant, attitude of hostility

and scarcely veiled insolence, and Matilda Eeutiger as wilfully

aggravates the situation. This makes things unpleasant for every-

body. Everything is deranged. We are all out of gear. Frau

Pastor alone smiles at fate, and refuses to see evil
;
while Martin

no longer paints, is restless, absent, neglects his easel, forsakes his

studio, to wait upon this girl’s capricious moods, even going the

length of lingering for her outside the old cathedral, where Matilda

Eeutiger has been, not to pray, but to seek excitement for the day

till evening come, and she can finish the day in excitement at the

opera house. She almost lives at the opera house, where she seems

to be well known. She is finishing her musical education, and for

this reason Frau Pastor, while I think secretly disapproving, says

nothing, since the girl has her own bread to earn. It amuses

Martin to treat me as a kind of grown-up child, playing the role of

elder brother with unconscious ingenuousness. Frau Pastor sweetly

smiles and murmurs regretfully

—

‘ Martin has always longed for a sister.*

Only ten days ago we were all so happy. Oh, I think I could

bear anything if only this girl might be hindered from spoiling

jNIartin’s work. To kill a man’s work, to destroy a man’s fury for

work, is cruel. . . . Why must he choose this woman ?

Charlotte and her mistress were in earnest conversation in the

little sitting-room where Martin smoked on winter evenings, and
lounged on dull days when inspiration failed.

‘ She will be going soon,’ Frau Pastor was saying. She looked

troubled. Her eyes were bent on a darn of exquisite intricacy in one
of Martin’s socks. ‘ And what you fear, Charlotte, is idle imagination.

Martin is absorbed in his work. He does not work ? No, poor boy !

he has his moments of doubt and despondency, like all artists who are

climbing the difficult ladder. It is seldom that Martin gives way.

He is not well, I think. He has not had a holiday for a whole year.’

The mother sighed.

‘ And even if this girl did fascinate him ... He does admire
her—I grant it. She has always interested him from her childhood.
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But this is because she is clever. You are forgetting, Charlotte, my
poor boy never can be anything to any woman. And how can you

talk like that? I am ashamed of you. If she has more liberty than

other girls are allowed to have, is that any fault of hers ? You must

blame her father. He is entirely unfit for the responsibilities of

parentage. And I asked her here because I thought it would be of

mutual advantage to herself and the two English girls. And what

if Martin does ask her to sit to him ? How seldom can the poor boy

find any one to sit to him. You know very well that he will not

employ a professional model. The two English girls ? To ask them
is quite out of the question. But these are matters upon which you
are not qualified to speak, Charlotte.’

Charlotte knitted rapidly with furrowed brows and a black look,

her lips pursed disagreeably, her hard rough chin stuck out.

PYau Pastor sighed again
;
a dreamy look came into her faded

eyes. She took off her spectacles, polished them, then placed them
for safety between the leaves of her Bible, wdiich lay at hand on an

occasional table.

It w'as April. One casement w^as open. The broad white window--

ledges were full of early flowers. The soft spring breeze and the

brilliant spring sunshine advanced audaciously into, the shabby sad

old room, in warm sweet whiffs of intoxicating freshness, in streams *

of golden light that barred the painted boards.

‘ We must go to the churchyard, Charlotte,’ said her mistress

more cheerfully. ‘ We shall have much to do there, after the rains.’

Charlotte glanced up from her knitting, and threw her mistress a

keen look
;
her hard grey face took its most gentle expression.

‘ Why do you worry—now ? What is troubling you ? ’ she asked.

Frau Pastor wiped away a tear.

‘ Charlotte,’ she said, sinking her voice, ‘ have you noticed any-

thing ?
’

‘ Noticed anything ?
’

‘ The English girl—the elder of the tw-o.’

‘ She is pale,’ said Charlotte astutely.

‘ Pale !

’

‘ It is the spring. All girls are like that w'hen spring comes.’

‘ It is not the spring,’ said Frau Pastor dreamily.

‘ What else should it be ?
’

Cliarlotte spoke gruffly, with her habitual laches of address. The
‘ gnadige JYau ’ was always implied by a fall of voice. To no one

was Cliarlotte more deferential than to her mistress. But rare was

the occasion wFen she addressed her as ‘ gnadige lYau.’

‘ I'ou never apprehend anything of real importance. I have a

mother’s heart. I fear trouble is coming.’

‘Trouble? . . . Hid not I . .
.’

‘All, your love for Martin blinds you to all other interests.
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It is not Martin who is in danger. At first I thought I must he a-

vain old mother. I put the fear away. But I am right. My eyes*

are opened. Last night. . . . Charlotte, that poor child is fond of

Martin. And Martin too is blind. . . . What shall I do ? Indeed,

I know what I must do, and that is why I am so troubled. I dare

not let this girl grow fond of Martin. Ah, how could I know, how'

could I ever think of such a thing ? The child is under my care. I

must write to her parents to take her away. But, what shall I say ?'

How can I spare the girl’s pride? And Martin, dear boy, is so,

so. . . . He too never dreams of such a thing. Oh, she must have

a good heart to be fond of my dear son. They say there is some one

at home. . . . Oh, life, what a mystery it all is !

’

Silence fell.

Charlotte’s astute wits found hope in the situation. It was true

this girl was a foreigner, an Engliinderin. But then Charlotte had

no particular grudge against the English girl, apart from her

nationality. And Matilda Keutiger she hated with vindictive

instinct, and this in spite of her nationality.

Frau Pastor pursued a worried train of thought.

‘ Why should you write to the girl’s friends,’ Charlotte was

muttering, with a stupid look. ‘ She is very happy with us. She is

not a child. You can see she likes to live with us. It is well for

Martin to have young and gay people around him. If they—if this

girl’s parents take her away, as they will do, if you tell them how

things stand, Martin will be left alone with that w^oman.’

‘ Charlotte !
’ said her mistress, with gentle reproach of voice and'

look, ‘ I am ashamed of you. Have you no conscience ?
’

‘Why should you tell them,’ Charlotte repeated sullenly. ‘If

the English girl has money . . . they might marry. Why not ?
'

Martinis not helpless. He is not a hunchback. Where will you find

another like him ?
’

With the miserable jealousy of a narrow, exacting love, Charlotte

would gladly have consigned an unwilling Martin to the girl he

did not love, seeing that she was not the woman whom Charlotte *

hated.

‘ You are forgetting, Charlotte. There is a duty to fulfil. T
represent, for the time being, this poor child’s parents. I alone am
responsible for everything that takes place here. It is true I never

conceived such a complication. You and I think no woman too

good for Martin. But I am his mother, and you. . .
.’

‘ I nursed him,’ said Charlotte dully.

‘ I know it. I have not forgotten it,’ said Frau Pastor with

angelic sweetness, and patience born of long trial. Then with an.\

air of ineffable dignity, she added gently, ‘ And I am his mother. .

He is the son of his dear father ... a good man. He never forgot"

his duty in any relation of life. He befriended you, Charlotte, in the*
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hour of your extreme need. . . . Would you have me, his wife,

negligent of her trust ?
’

Again silence. Charlotte sat with vacant eyes staring from end

to end of a long bridge of events. At the one end she saw herself

emerging through sin, and sorrow, and suffering. . . . Then be-

friended by a man whose protecting hand she had humbly kissed

through repentant tears. At the other end, lost in the mists that

veil the coming years, she saw Martin—the foster-child that Grod

once gave her to still the aching mother-hunger of her desolate

heart—saw Martin passing out of her life, out of her frantic grasp.

Why was his mother so blind ? How was it that she could not divine

the danger that threatened Martin? Why must she think of others

when here, close at hand, was a real trouble, threatening the peace

of mind of both Martin and his mother. Charlotte’s peace of mind

was already destroyed.

‘ I have prayed,’ Frau Pastor was saying, ‘ I have prayed for help.

At first, I confess it, I could not find strength to—to lose these girls,

for we shall lose them both. Keeping them meant so much—to

Martin. Last night, Charlotte, I saw and spoke with Martin’s father

in a dream. . . . He kissed me on the brow and bade me to stand

fast by the truth of life . . . and to be of good courage.’

Frau Pastor gently wept.

The little room was very still—so still that Charlotte’s knitting

needles sounded loud and fast.

And then they heard Martin’s crutches in the corridor. The
door was opened. Martin entered.

His face was flushed. His eyes shone with a strange unnatural

brightness. Instead of kissing his mother as he always kissed her

after any length of absence, he made his w^ay to the open casement

and stood gazing out into the spring sunshine.

‘ Martin,’ said his mother, while furtively she wiped away the

tell-tale tears.

‘ Yes,’ said Martin. He uttered the monosyllable in a quick,

bright, eager staccato.

‘ Your Aunt Agnes has written to me. She wishes you to go and

stay with her. Heinrich is away. She is quite alone.

Martin laughed good-humouredly—still he did not turn from the

window—and said :

‘ How can I go, mother ? I have asked Fraulein Keutiger to give

me three or four more sittings. I want to finish the portrait this

week.’

‘ Has she, then, made up her miud to go to Paris ?
’

‘ Yes,’ said Martin. ‘ She leaves on Wednesday.’

Frau Pastor gave Charlotte a look. Charlotte rolled up her

knitting wool and stalked out of the room—to rejoice in secret over

the welcome news. She went to bed that night still rejoicing, and
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said her prayers on her knees with a distracted mind, thanking God

for having listened to her prayers.

• • • • • • •

Martin was alone in his room. His mother and the two English

girls were gone to a concert. Matilda Keutiger was passing the

evening with friends. It was about half past nine o’clock. Charlotte

in the kitchen must have been dozing. She suddenly started to her

feet muttering something. She heard voices in the corridor. It was

Martin talking with Matilda Keutiger.

‘ I knew it. I kneiv she would come back early.’

And throwing her new-born fear of Martin to the winds, the

woman went out into the corridor and confronted Matilda Keutiger

with a look of disagreeable interrogation in her eyes—Charlotte was

nothing if not a stickler for strict proprieties.

IMatilda Keutiger was equal to the occasion. She stood com-

posedly drawing off her gloves, which she calmly handed to Charlotte,

who was furious.

‘ I am back early, Charlotte, yes. I have a horrible headache,

that is why I did not go to the concert. I thought a walk would

take it away.’

‘ You had better go to bed,’ said Charlotte with her habitual

directness.

Matilda Keutiger laughed and laid aside her wrap. Martin took

possession of it with all a .lover’s secret rapture, or so the watchful

jealous old woman thought. Matilda Keutiger looked very well at all

times in evening or semi-evening dress. That evening she was

dressed with unusual elegance if not extravagance, in a well-cut black

silk frock, open at the neck and covered with a Marie Antoinette

fichu. The sleeves came to the elbow’.

‘ What lovely hands you have !
’ said Martin suddenly. ‘ But you

should not manicure your nails. I do not like polished nails.’

‘ You were not consulted,’ said Matilda imperturbably. ‘ Char-

lotte, if you have no objection I will lie down on Frau Pastor’s old

sofa. Martin, you may read to me.’

They walked away. Martin opened the door of his mother’s little

sitting room. When the door wns closed on Charlotte, she turned

up the wick of the lamp in the corridor and went back to the kitchen,

where she startled Anna by her vehemence of movements.

The Fraulein w’as home early, and why had she not gone to the

concert with the Gnadige Frau?
Anna was to mind her own business, which was grinding coffee,

and Charlotte w’ould attend to hers, which wns to grill the chicken

for supper.

Anna pouted, then smiled, and turned the handle of the coffee

machine vigorously, then thought aloud for Charlotte’s special benefit.

Had Charlotte noticed that the eyes of the young English lady. . . .

G G 2
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But at this juncture Charlotte’s ominous looks and muttered

threats had their desired effect, and Anna yielded submissively ta

the privilege of private thought upon things in general, which

certainly were aggravating to Charlotte.

Meanwhile, rid of Charlotte, Matilda Eeutiger breathed more-

freely.

‘ Horrible old woman !
’ she exclaimed as Martin closed the door

of the little sitting-room. ‘ Why do you put up with her ?
’

Matilda ensconced herself in a corner of the old sofa, and invited

Martin with a look to seat himself beside her. A small lamp, his

mother’s reading lamp, with a green shade, burned on the oval table,

where lay Frau Pastor’s reading spectacles and her old Bible. The
corners of the room were given up to shadows. Martin began

polishing his mother’s spectacles.

‘ Why do you put up with her ? ’ Matilda Eeutiger asked a second

time with a trace of impatience in her voice.

Martin stirred.

‘ We look upon her as one of the family,’ he said simply.

‘ I do not,’ said Matilda shortly. ‘ She is rude to me. Hateful,

ugly old woman! Her ugliness is a positive sin.’

Martin looked distressed.

‘ She is jealous of you,’ he said. He turned very w hite to the

lips. Matilda glanced at him.
‘ Why ?

’

‘ Because I—I ’

‘ Because you pay me attention. I know it. But she isn't jealous

of those English girls, and you pay far more attention to them.’

‘ No.’

‘ How is it ?
’

Martin could not speak : sw^eet madness was upon him. He
forgot that he was a cripple, and he had but a limited knowledge of

human nature. He remembered only that he was a man with

strong passions, and that the girl whose breath w^as on his cheek

was the woman he loved. His strained gaze met her cool collected

inquiry full of the beseeching humility of love. Her lithe form in

its close fitting black frock, her small girlish throat just showing

between the folds of her white lace fichu, the bare arms, the beautiful

hands, became in turn objects of w^onder to him. And his hungry

heart throbbed with pain and longing.

She did not help him in the least. Her heart w^as void of

compassion. She did not feel even grateful to him. She did feel a

certain impatience, and a certain physical repugnance at the sight

of his crutches, gathered under one arm.

Yet all this time Martin had a vision of a new earth and a new

lieaven, a vision full of palpitating possibilities. He felt strong, glad,

happy, eager, almost giddy with hope. And had he not delivered
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his message ? It was for her now to hold out the sceptre of woman-
hood, touch his life to passionate issues of gratitude, rapture, and

wonder.

What were Martin’s thoughts, what dreams he dreamed within a

dream, of ministering woman divinely kind and tender because of his

'earthly cross, who shall say ? That he did dream, his eyes, his

happy mouth, that look of exaltation bore witness.

Watching the play of deep feeling in his white face, the girl felt

nothing but a great curiosity of unknown facts of life. A student of

life, no experience was profitless to her. And she was not bored, and

great was the vanity of the woman. Presently she spoke.

‘ Martin,’ she said, ‘ what is the matter with you this evening ?

How silent you are !

’

‘ I am too happy to talk.’

‘ Why do you look at me like that ?
’

‘ Because I love you.’

^ You are not the first man who has told me that.’

‘ I know it— I feel it.’

He held out his hand. She smiled and put the tips of her fingers

in his palm, and suffered him to bring them to his lips. He gave

her a pleading boyish look. His mouth quivered.

‘ You may kiss me,’ she said. Bending forward, she gave her

lips to the abominable lie. They kissed—he with a mighty trembling

of the soul, while it grew dark in his eyes
;
she with all the sorcery

of an awakening Eve. The situation had its charm. At that

moment the bell jangled in the corridor.

‘ It is my mother,’ said Martin. lie seized his crutches and

hurried into the corridor.

‘My son,’ said Frau Pastor at sight of him, ‘you should have

gone with us. It was an excellent concert.’

‘ A good concert, mother ? But you look tired : come and rest.’

‘ Not in the salon, Martin. Let me go to my room.

Matilda Reutiger had vanished : she had left her fan behind.

‘ So Friiulein Reutiger has returned, Charlotte ?
’

Frau Pastor took up the fan.

‘ Yes,’ said Charlotte, with a glance at Martin
;

‘ she said she had

a headache.’

‘ Oh, poor child. You will excuse me, my dears
;

I must see

what I can do for her.’ Frau Pastor glided away.

Martin longed for solitude. For once his hospitality deserted

him. He made no lame excuses, but said good-night to the two

English girls and to Charlotte, then went to his room and locked the

door.

And midnight found him as he loved to sit, before the open

curtainless casement, alone with his thoughts, and the hours, and

the starlight of the beautiful spring night
;
the household asleep, the
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cool breeze intruding, cooling his brow, the occasional rumble of

passing wheels over the stones of the street shaking the house,

the deep dark tranquil eye of night searching through a mist of

stars, the stillness of the big bare studio.

Martin had a genius for solitude. That night the word had new

meaning for him, a solemn sound : it was as mysterious as the rustling

wind returning from its immemorial prowl round the old, old world.

Martin sent a sigh into the night, and waited while it floated

out to swell the swollen torrent of things too large for common
utterance, and with no language but a sigh. And the anguish of

mortality came upon him. His soul wrestled with his soul’s adver-

sary. He felt a deep strong shuddering desire that spent itself in

fiery tears, in a palpitating stillness that might be felt.

Alone with the night and the wind, and the mighty desire of

manhood
;
alone with hope, with love for a woman.

I”
•

• • • • • • •

‘ I must go, mother,’ Martin was^saying.

His mother gave him a wistful look, then bowed her head.

‘ But to Paris, my son.’

‘ It is not far.’

‘ The long journey.’

‘ I shall read.’

‘ The streets of Paris.’

‘ I am not a child, dear mother, I have a tongue in my head.’

‘ But—the danger ’

‘ Mother, will you always be thinking of me as a cripple ? ’ said

Martin hotly.

‘ It is madness.’

The words came from Charlotte.

‘ Madness or not madness,’ said Martin quietly, ‘ I am going to

Paris
;
I shall want some clothes packed, Charlotte.’

‘ But where will you stay, Martin ? ’ his mother asked with miser-

able eyes.

‘ Oh, anywhere. There are hotels enough in Paris.’

‘ How long shall you be away ?
’

‘ That depends, mother,’ said Martin very quietly. His heart

was sore for his mother.
‘ But to send for you like this, after leaving us so—so abruptly,

without a word of explanation. Martin, it is not quite—is it quite

womanly of her ?
’

Martin’s eyes flashed.

‘ IMother, you are forgetting ! She came only for a few weeks.

She was compelled to leave. She has friends in Paris. She wished

to meet them.’

‘ I’ut why ’

‘.Mother, I do not know, I cannot Stay vjhy she has sent for me.
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She only writes and asks me to go. And I must go ! I promised to

go to her should she ever send for me.’

‘ Then there is nothing more to be said. Charlotte, will you pack

Martin’s bag?’ said Frau Pastor in the gentlest of tones. But oh!

his mother’s eyes smote Martin.

Charlotte did not budge an inch.

‘ I will go with you, Martin,’ she muttered.

‘ Ha, ha, ha ! Charlotte will go with me, mother. Charlotte will

carry me on her back. Or shall we take the old go-cart . . . ha, ha I

’

‘ Martin !
’ said his mother gently, oh ! so sadly.

‘ It is too ridiculous, mother. I am not an infant any longer.’

Martin turned to Charlotte. ‘ Oo and pack my bag, Charlotte !
’ and

he gave the old woman a look.

For a moment or two they stood confronting each other. Then

Charlotte wheeled abruptly and walked out of the room.

Poor Charlotte had found at last her master.

• •••••»
Martin had been gone four-and-twenty hours, and his mother was

waiting, expecting a telegram from him. It was the first time she

had ever been separated from her boy. She brooded over his long

journey, his arrival in Paris—brooded with maternal and prophetic

instinct of impending danger. And sorrowed even as she brooded.

‘ She does not love the boy,’ was the refrain of her thoughts.

‘ Then why does she send for him, why does she disturb his life ?

Why give him these cruel alternations of hope and disappointment ?

Oh, she is not a good woman. It is cruel, cruel of her. . . . Oh, my
boy!’

The girl who loved Martin wrote

:

Dear Ellen— . . . Martin went to Paris—alone—yesterday. He
received a telegram from Matilda Eeutiger, and there was a painful

scene between mother and son. We withdrew to our own rooms.

Charlotte walked the corridor like a demented thing. The household

stood still. I do not think I betrayed myself when Martin wished us

good-bye. To-day I am feeling the tension of nerves strung to bear

life’s bitterest trial. When Martin was gone, and the wheels started

turning again, his mother came to my room. What she saw in my
face I cannot say—she took me at an unguarded moment. It was of

no use acting to her, with her mother’s eyes and mother’s heart. When
she saw she put up her little hands and cried, ‘ My poor child !

’

. . . Well, that helped a little. We cried out our sorrow in each

other’s arms. . . . And now we are waiting, longing for a telegram,

and after that a letter. We are all very sick with anxiety. We picture

Martin in the streets of Paris. It is true he is very dexterous with his

crutches. But, then, what does she want with him ? How will this

journey of Martin’s end ? Will it bring him happiness ? Martin’s
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nature is so deep, so strong, so tender, that it will go hard with him

when he discovers her treachery. Is there anything in the universe

more cruel than this desire of woman for adulation, for the so-called

triumphs of her sex over man ?

9 P.M.—No telegram yet. Frau Pastor sits in her chair with her

knitting, the door ajar, listening for the telegraph boy. It is so

sickening, this suspense. We do not even know whether he has

arrived safely. Martin is so impetuous. He will not yield a jot of

his rights as a man to go, to do what other men do, even though

danger stare him in the face. His life is so precious to his mother

—to us all. As the long hours drag themselves out, a never-ending

-chain, I seem to grow calmer. I must be calm. It would be so

selfish to give way in the face of this mother’s anguish—anguish

deaf, and dumb, and blind now to everything that takes place in

the home. If I knev/ what to do, where to telegraph, what hotel

Matilda is staying in, I would telegraph. But Martin put her

telegram to him in his own pocket, and in the hurry and misery and

confusion of saying good-bye, his poor mother quite forgot to ask

him for her address. We know absolutely nothing. We can only

wait. We seem to have been waiting and listening for ages. I am
going to read to her. She has just taken a little soup. She has

tasted nothing all day. . . . There’s a ring ! The telegraph boy at

last. . . .

• •<••••
Ellen, Ellen, let me write—let me cry. My heart is desolate.

Eisten, it was a telegram ! You could have heard the beating of our

hearts while Frau Pastor tore the envelope open, with shaking hands

and a wild expression.

‘ Grod is good,’ she whispered ecstatically. ‘ My boy is safe.

Martin is safe, dear !

’

She read the telegram. I knelt beside her and read it too.

Charlotte read it over my shoulder. ‘ Come at once,’ it ran
;

‘ an

accident to Martin. No immediate danger, but he is asking for you.’

Well, well, that was all. It was signed ‘Matilda.’

‘ An accident,’ said Frau Pastor. She looked at me with the

plaintive helpless expression of a tragedy too deep for words.

‘ No immediate danger, my dear Charlotte, what does it mean ?

What is it ? ’ I looked at Charlotte, but I turned my eyes away. I

never saw such an expression in a woman’s face. It looked the

face of an evil spirit, ilut the eyes were the eyes of a woman
fiufifering.

‘ It may be only a slight fall, dear Frau Pastor,’ I said. ‘ We
must go at once and nurse him.’

‘ We must go at once !
’ Charlotte muttered.

‘ At once

!

’ said Frau Pastor, and she rose feebly from her chair.

Then as she caught my arm and supported herself, she seemed all at
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once to grow very calm. There was no time for idle tears. Martin

was calling for his mother. ‘Charlotte,’ she said, ‘will you get

ready everything that is necessary ? My dears—oh, my poor children,

I was forgetting. Charlotte must stay at home and take care of

you,’

‘ You cannot travel alone, dear Frau Pastor,’ I said, ‘ We will

all go, and take care of one another.’ And so it was arranged.

In less than an hour we were on our way to Paris, the poor

mother staring with vacant eyes into the night as we flew along.

The noise of the long train thundered in our ears. Its shrieks

sounded like the fiendish cry of a fury triumphant. Every

now and again Frau Pastor would ask childishly, ‘ What accident

could it be ? ’ or ‘ Did he lose a crutch ? ’ I could only kiss her.

But our souls travelled quicker than the train and hovered round

Martin’s bed. I saw him, oh, so plainly ! It was a vision.

But I said nothing of what I saw to Martin’s mother. Shall I

ever forget that journey ? We arrived early, soon after dawn, and

made our way across sleepy Paris to the Hotel.

Matilda and a doctor, and I think a nurse, met us, but I hardly

know who did meet us. People were kind.

‘ My son,’ said Frau Pastor with pathetic dignity, as she stood in

the great vestibule, ‘ I want to see him at once. Where is he ? Is

he better ? Why do you not take me to him at once ? Is he asleep ?

Does he know his mother is here ?
’

Then ensued a scene. I cannot go into details. . . .

He was lying half asleep, half awake. At the touch of his

mother’s lips he opened his languid eyes and smiled. I think he

could not have died without that kiss. I had not dared to enter the

chamber—it was his mother who took hold of my hand and drew me
with her. Martin looked a little surprised—even then he never

guessed my secret. ... I turned to the window. Charlotte and the

poor mother knelt on either side of the bed. There was whispering.

... I could hear nothing. ... I do not know how long I had

been standing there. ... I had no right to intercept those

looks between mother and son. . . . But oh ! Nell, how I longed to look

in his dear eyes and tell him all the love of my heart. . . . She, oh, she

was good, that noble little mother. After long hours of waiting, or so

it seemed, she lifted her head and called to me. ‘ Constance, my child.’

I turned and caught Martin’s gaze. Such a look he gave me, Nell. I

have been on my knees ever since. Did he know ? Had she told

him ? It was not a time for conventionality. I sank beside the bed.

Martin laid his hand on my head :
‘ Poor child !

’ he faltered . . . And
then . . .

‘ Kiss me, dear !
’ he whispered. Ah ! dear God, for that loving

kiss I will be grateful all my life. . . . How it was, I know not, but

we seemed alone. I could look into his eyes. He kept my hand on

his heart. ‘If I could get well, would you marry me, dear?’ he
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asked once. I smiled and whispered, ‘ Griadly.’ ‘ Then I have not lived

in vain. I thought no woman . . .
’ his lips quivered. Was he

thinking of Matilda Eeutiger ? What had taken place in that first

meeting in Paris ? It was after leaving Matilda that Martin had

plunged into the traffic of Paris . . . and found his death. ... I

think Matilda had not been kind to him. ... Then his mother came

back . , . Charlotte stationed herself at the foot of the bed. The
night passed . . . dreadful night. Towards morning—the nurse

had given him something to drink. He dozed
;
the room was still.

We were all very calm. . . . Presently he opened his eyes.

His mother bent over him.
‘ My son, are you going ? ’ she asked as naturally as though

Martin were going on a long journey.

But he was slumbering again. ... We sat and watched him, and

once again he opened his eyes and said, this time to our great

wonder

:

‘Nevermind the crutches, mother . . . I’ll walk!’ And those

were Martin’s last words. . . .

Katharine Blyth.
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THE GREAT TRACTARlAN

The ninety ‘ Tracts for the Times,’ or ‘ Tracts against the Times,’ as

Mrs. Browning called them, have fallen into deserved oblivion. The
greatest tracts in the English language, the Character of a Trimmer
and the Anatomy of an Equivalent, are the victims of unmerited

neglect. It would be hard to say why
;
for no such accident has

happened to the fame of their author.

George Savile, Marquis of Halifax, the idol of Macaulay, who
describes him as the real author of the Kevolution, was a conspicuous

figure in the politics of his day, and the great Whig historian has done

him ample justice. With every advantage of birth and fortune he

combined a singularly acute and subtle intellect, oratorical power ofthe

highest kind, a humour at once exquisite and profound, and a thorough

knowledge of the world. His Life has at last been written by the

learned and accomplished lady whose article in the English Historical

Review for October 1896 was so generally appreciated and admired.

Miss Foxcroft has read and studied the manuscripts at Devonshire

House and at Althorp. She has seen correspondence unseen by
Macaulay, and her volumes probably contain all that will ever be

known about Halifax. No other statesman of the seventeenth

century is so like a statesman of the nineteenth. He had, as

Macaulay says, a peculiar gift for anticipating the judgment of

posterity. Miss Foxcroft traces his foresight to his love of abstract

speculation, which was undoubtedly strong. But there was more in

it than that. The famous saying about Voltaire, ‘ II a plus que

personne I’esprit que tout le monde a,’ might be applied to Halifax

in modified form. He was more thoroughly imbued than any other

Englishman with the English spirit of compromise. He was a born

critic, and objections occurred to him at once. William the Third,

who more than once paid Halifax the compliment of calling himself

a Trimmer, rebuked him in council for indecision. It was, no

doubt, his fault. In 1688, when the Prince of Orange was on the

point of actually sailing, Halifax drew back and began to think as

was his wont, that there was something to be said for the losing side.

He hated the insolence of triumph, and always sympathised with the

unsuccessful. Once, and only once, was he cruel to the fallen :

447
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when he went to tell King James that his Majesty must leave

Whitehall lie showed unusual harshness. But the King had made a

fool of him, and ridicule, of which he was a master, was a thing he

could not bear. And, indeed, the man who never lost his temper

with James the Second could have had no temper to lose.

The eloquent and accomplished Trimmer was born in 1633.

When he was eleven years old his father died, leaving him the head

of an old Yorkshire family, and the inheritor ofa baronetcy created by

James the First. His great-grandmother was a Talbot and his grand-

mother a Wentworth. His mother was a daughter of Lord Keeper

Coventry, and from that great judge he may have derived his natural

vigour of expression. In the year of his father’s death his mother, then

expecting her confinement, was besieged by the Parliamentarians at

Sheffield Castle, and the barbarity with which she seems to have been

treated as the widow of a noted Roj^alist may have given the boy the

horror of violence which remained with him through life. He had the

singular honour of protesting first against the execution of Lord

Stafford, the last victim of Oates, and afterwards against the execution

of Russell and Sidney, judicially murdered by the triumphant Tories.

Halifax believed neither in extreme courses nor in the extreme

punishment of those who adopted them. He had not much sympathy

with enthusiasm, but he did not hate enthusiasts. He had, indeed, a

remarkable power of understanding, and even sympathetically under-

standing, opinions which he did not hold. He was himself in theory

a Republican. Of the hereditary principle he made open fun. No
one, he said, would engage a coachman because his father had been

one before him. Yet he respected the British Constitution almost

superstitiously, and the British Monarchy as part of it. The

republicanism of Halifax, which did not prevent him from serving

Charles the Second and William the Third, or even from correspond-

ing with James the Second at Saint-Grermains, is not very difficult to

explain. He was not, like Algernon Sidney, a Republican in the

Cromwellian sense. He w’as a thorough aristocrat. The oldest

republic then existing in the world, the Republic of Venice, was an

intensely aristocratic institution, and Halifax was a firm believer in

the natural authority of a governing class. He argued that even in

the Navy, where skill and experience must count for something,

command should usually be given to men of high social station.

]^Ir. Disraeli’s description of the Whigs as a Venetian oligarchy was

inspired by the lurid insight of hatred. Applied to the Whigs of his

own time it was grotesque. In the eighteenth, and still more in the

seventeenth, century the phrase was not inapplicable, and I doubt

whether the Whigs of the Revolution would have repudiated it.

But of course the Dutch Republic was always present to Halifax’s

mind.

A cynical Tory said of a late eminent lawyer, ‘ Coleridge is a
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perfect specimen of a natural Radical. He never could bear the idea

of any one above himself.’ Lord Halifax did not much like it either,

and I suspect that much of his reluctance to bring the Prince of

Orange over may be thus explained. He knew that the Prince of

Orange, whatever else he might be, would be no King Log. James

the baffled oppressor would have been much easier to manage than

William the triumphant deliverer. In the eyes of Halifax a

monarchy was made much less mischievous by the weakness of the

monarch. His public life began with the Restoration, and he sat in

the Convention of 1660 as member for Pontefract. He was then

twenty-seven. Sir George Savile, the owner of a splendid estate, and

had been four years married. He was no sportsman and cared

nothing for horses or dogs. But he was devoted to the country, and

for Rufford he had a peculiar love. It was not want of ambition,

nor indifference to office, which drew him so often from the house

he had built in St. Jarnes’s Square to his Nottinghamshire woods.

Although he described the work of Government as a rough thing

compared with the fineness of speculative thought, he liked being in

the centre, and enjoyed the conscious exercise of his great parlia-

mentary powers. It was love of nature that drew him to Rufford,

and not hatred of business or weariness of the world. The Conven-

tion was the only Parliament in which Sir George Savile sat as a

commoner. In 1668 he became Viscount Halifax, and a Commis-

sioner of Trade. The House of Lords, which was not much larger

then than the American Senate is now, exactly suited him. For a

quarter of a century he delighted the Peers with his eloquence, his

shrewdness, and his wit. Like the present Prime Minister, he saw

the ridiculous side of everything, and if a ludicrous image presented

itself to his mind, he always gave his audience the benefit of it. He
had his joke and yet kept his estate. Bishop Burnet was a favourite

theme of his pleasantry. He liked the Bishop’s latitudinarian

theology, but the Bishop’s statesmanship always excited his merri-

ment. Burnet once referred to his own speech as the salt which he

had contributed to the debate. It was not, replied Halifax, of the

sort which seasoned all things. For in that case there would have

been less of it, and it would have been more to the purpose. Both

in public and in private his humour was unmanageable and indiscreet.

It is said that Danby never forgave Halifax’s comment upon his

reluctant refusal of a speculative offer for the privilege of farming

the taxes. The Lord Treasurer, observed Halifax, reminded him of

a man who, being asked for the use of his wife, declined in terms of

great politeness. One of his comments has passed into a proverb.

When in 1683 Lord Rochester was deprived of the Privy Seal, then

an office of importance, and appointed to the dignified sinecure of

Lord President, Halifax said that he had never before seen a man
kicked upstairs. If any member of the present Cabinet were created
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a Peer, at least three newspapers would say the next morning that he

had been kicked upstairs.

Against the Test Acts Lord Halifax both voted and spoke. It

was this which enabled him afterwards to address the Dissenters with

so much effect against accepting the proposal of the King to include

them in the dispensation from these statutes. He could say, and he

did say, ‘ I am against all religious disabilities. But it is better to

endure unjust exclusion from office than to put the King above the

law.’ It is more remarkable, considering his subsequent* opposition

to the Exclusion Bill, that he should have supported Lord Carlisle

in providing against the marriage of Catholics with heirs to the

throne. Charles, who at this time probably was a Catholic, though

Halifax did not know it, disliked him at first, and was with difficulty

persuaded to nominate him on the Council of Thirty in 1679. But
once there, he soon became a prime favourite with Charles, and was
‘ never from the King’s elbow.’ The King, though from always tell-

ing the same stories he came at last to be regarded as a bore, knew

good company as well as any man in his dominions, and in all his

dominions there was no better company than Halifax. His intellect

was extraordinarily subtle, his wit was marvellously keen : he had

studied, as Matthew Arnold says, in the book of the world rather

than in the world of books. He took the King’s measure accurately

enough, as his famous Character shows. But nobody could amuse

the King more, and there was nothing the King liked more than to be

amused. The same year that he joined the Council Halifax was raised

to an earldom, and obtained a still higher post of vantage from which

to launch his satire against hereditary distinctions. He brought to that

disreputable Court, and he did not lose in it, the rare and priceless

gift of urbanity. Though essentially good-natured, and not in the

least vindictive, he allowed no man’s feelings to stand in the way of

a jest, and his mocking spirit might have made him many enemies.

But it was almost impossible to be angry with Halifax. His own
temper was so imperturbably serene, his breeding so perfect, his

politeness so engaging, that he could say what he liked—and he

always said what he liked—without giving offence. His manners,

like all manners which are really good, were the reflection of a

kind heart and a genial disposition. Cruelty and revenge were

abhorrent to him.

The greatest of Halifax’s parliamentary triumphs was his successful

resistance to the Exclusion Bill in 1680. He was opposed to the

first JiOrd Shaftesbury, the most adroit and versatile statesman of

the age, a great lawyer, but not a mere lawyer, the ancestor of many
able men, and by far the ablest of them all. When the House of

Lords was in Committee on the Bill, Shaftesbury and Halifax spoke

sixteen times in succession. Such a rhetorical duel lias never been

fought in Bari lament since, not between Pitt and Fox, not between
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Peel and Kussell, not between Grindstone and Disraeli. No word of

it is left. But just as the chief debaters of this century have always

been told that they could not hope to rival Lord Plunket on the

Union, so the future Earl of Chatham was assured that he could not

equal the performances of Lord Halifax on the Exclusion Bill. The

Bill was rejected, as the Habeas Corpus Act had been passed nearly

twenty years before, by a very small majority. There were sixty

Contents, and sixty-three Not Contents. There is an old tradition, or

superstition, that speeches never change votes
;
but considering the

closeness of the numbers, and the comparative looseness of party ties

in the seventeenth century, the loss of the Exclusion Bill may fairly

be attributed to the eloquence of Halifax, the Grotham of Dryden,
‘ endued by nature, and by learning taught, to move assemblies.’ The

supreme importance of the vote is obvious. If the Exclusion Bill had

passed both Houses and received the royal assent, which was then no

fiction, the Crown would have devolved upon Mary at the death of

Charles, the Prince of Orange would have been nominally no more

than the Prince of Denmark was in the reign of Anne, and the

country would have been spared the worst reign in English history.

So at least it now seems. History, said Arthur Helps, is spoiled for

us by our knowledge of the event. Lord Halifax could predict events

better than most people. But he was not infallible. He believed

that conditions could be imposed upon James which James would be

forced to accept. He underrated William of Orange. He held,

perhaps correctly, that public opinion was not ripe for the exclusion

of Catholics from the throne, and that a too militant Protestantism

would lead to civil war. His views prevailed, and James marched

without impediment to his doom. Jeffries and the Bloody Assize did

what the arguments of Shaftesbury had failed to do : they made
England a Protestant country and Dutch William an English king.

Keaction against the villainies of Oates, and repentance for the scandal

of the Popish Plot, were powerful allies of the Duke of York. The
stupidity and bigotry of James the Second wiped them out of existence,

and Halifax himself could not, if he had tried, have explained away

the trial of the seven Bishops. He stood by the Bishops, and visited

them in the Tower. But he would not concur in the invitation to

William. He was certainly not wanting in courage. The defence of

unpopular causes and of still more unpopular persons had never had

any terrors for him. But he would not, perhaps from temperament,

go all lengths with any faction. He played a leading part in the

Eevolutionary Settlement
;
it was he who, in the name of both Houses,

offered the crown to William and Mary. His cavalier blood and his

philosophic temper disqualified him for a revolutionary hero.

As Halifax held office under Charles the Second, it was natural,

and perhaps inevitable, that he should be offered a bribe by the

French Court. The agent employed was Barillon, the French
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Ambassador. But the attempt was futile. Although Halifax had

not the contempt for worldly honours which he professed, was a&

anxious as Sir Walter Scott for the perpetuation of his family, and

was rather fond of money than otherwise, he was above pecuniary

corruption. Very few of his contemporaries were. He was certainly

under no special temptation, for his estates were ample and they

were not embarrassed. But

crescit amor nummi quantum ipsa pecunia crescit.

There is no greater fallacy than to assume that rich men cannot

be corrupted and will not steal. The poor go to prison, but

that is another story. It is one of Lord Halifax’s many titles to

respect and esteem that, in an age of low and coarse venality, he
maintained a high standard of personal honour. His designs for

the future failed. His son, the second Marquis, did not long

survive him, and the peerage became extinct, though it was im-

mediately afterwards revived for the benefit of Charles Montague.

The baronetcy reverted to a distant kinsman, and descended in the

middle of the eighteenth century to an eminent Whig universally

esteemed. Lord Halifax’s daughter, for whom he wrote his cele-

brated Advice, became the mother of Lord Chesterfield. Her
husband is said to have inscribed upon his copy of the letter, ‘ Labour

in vain,’ and the marriage was not a happy one. Stanhope appealed

to his father-in-law, and Miss Foxcroft has printed Halifax’s reply.

It is the letter of a wise and kind man, full of sense and tact. Miss

Foxcroft throws doubt upon the tradition, accepted by Macaulay,

that Halifax was the father of Henry Carey, and consequently the

ancestor of Edmund Kean. She suggests that the real father was

the second Marquis, but her reasons are, as might have been expected,

inconclusive.

Lord Halifax was not long in office under James the Second. No
two men in the world could have had less in common. Halifax

was graceful, subtle, dexterous, sceptical, and humane
;
James was

dull, dogged, superstitious, and cruel. Halifax was a rigid and

formal Constitutionalist
;

to James the Constitution was an im-

pertinent check upon power which he believed himself to have de-

rived from God. He at once set about to repeal the Test Act, which

stood in the way of his religion, and the Habeas Corpus Act, which

stood in the way of his tyranny. Halifax opposed him, and was at

once, notwithstanding his services in the debates on the Exclusioffi^Bill,

struck ofif the Council. He was thus relieved of all further responsi-

bility for the most dismal and disastrous of all failures to enslave

the English people. Hryden’s Hind and Panther is commonly^said

to have been the one great literary work which the reign of James

the Second produced. I venture to say that the Character of a

Trimmer, the Anatomy of an Equivalent, and the Letter to a

J)is8e7iter {ire far more valuable contributions to the English

langunge and to speculative thought. Drydcn, though a great poet
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and a magnificent writer of English prose, was no theologian. He
cared no more for the differences between Protestants and Catholics

than the Vicar of Bray himself. The Hind and the Panther, though it

contains many fine verses, is far below the standard of Absalom and

AchitopheL Halifax, on the other hand, was a thorough master of

his subject. He understood the art of politics as well as Richelieu

and the philosophy of politics as well as Montesquieu. He was

equally at home in the abstract and in the concrete. His principles,

though broad and comprehensive, were always capable of immediate

application to the problems of the day. The great mistake of his

life, his gran rifiuto, was his delay in joining the Revolution of 1688.

It was certainly not made per villa. The unpopularity of a cause,

or of a man, always attracted instead of repelling him. But when

all the world was turning from James to William, Halifax instinct-

ively turned from William to James. He would rather not go far

enough than go too far. He thought that anybody could be taught

anything, and that therefore James the Second might be taught to

keep his w^ord. But James, as his Memoirs show, was the most

lotrical of men. He held that there could be no binding oblifjation

from a king to his subjects. He was a king, and could release

himself from any promises he might make. Nothing could restrain

him except fear, and the moment the fear was over the restraint was

at an end. Happily for English freedom, nobody could help James.

His obstinate folly confounded the wisdom of Halifax, as it had

paralysed the power of Louis. He left Halifax in the lurch, and

that was a thing which mortal man never had the chance of doing

twice. The flight of James made Halifax a Williamite, not because

it proved William to be victorious, but because it proved James to

be a fool. When the Peers met for consultation on the 21st of

December, they chose Halifax to be their chairman. In the Con-

vention Parliament he was elected Speaker by the House of Lords,

and William made him Lord Privy Seal. He did not long retain

either place, and in 1693, two years before his death, he finally

retired from official life. He attended the House of Lords to the

last, and he signed a protest against renewing the Censorship of the

Press. His Essay on Taxes and his Maxims of State appeared in

1693. In 1694 he wrote, or at least published, his Rough Draft of

a New Model at Sea. In the last few weeks of his life he drew up
his Cautions Offered for the Consideration of those who are to Choose

Members to Serve in the Ensuing Parliament. He did not live

to see the result of the General Election of 1695, which was favour-

able to the Government, and in which his old enemy John Hampden
lost his seat. His final tract, not Number Ninety but Number Six,

was written for once on the winning side : the Parliament of 1695

was loyal to the Revolution.

Miss Foxcroft, differing from Macaulay, argues that Halifax

VoL. XLY—No. 2G.5 U II
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retired in 1G93 of his own accord, and against the will of the King.

I think that she has made out her case, and that Macaulay exag-

gerated the importance of a hasty exclamation which came from

William in Council, that the Marquis could never make up his

mind. William was what we mean by a practical politician, and

Halifax, with all his shrewdness, was not. But, on the other hand,

the King, as became his position, was neither Whig nor Tory, and

Halifax proclaimed himself a Trimmer. The great enemy of trim-

mers was Judge Jeffries, and it was to the fury with which he railed

at one of them from the Bench that he owed his recognition in dis-

guise, his capture, and his death in the Tower. The private cause

of Halifax’s retirement w^as domestic aiHiction. The public cause

was the ascendency of the Lord Treasurer Carmarthen. But indeed

his natural place, though he did not know it, was in Opposition.

Some interesting and valuable notes made by Lord Halifax upon

the ]Murder Committee have been preserved, and are now printed in

Jliss Foxcroft’s book. The Committee, which inquired into the

judicial murders of William Eussell and Algernon Sidney, exonerated

Halifax from all blame. But he did not like the attacks made upon

him, and he wns sick of public affairs. Macaulay says that the one

stain upon his career is his correspondence with James through Peter

Cook, a Jacobite agent, in 1691. This is an obscure and rather

mysterious transaction. From the language in wdiich Halifax speaks

of a similar charge, afterwards made against Bishop Sprat by a

scoundrel called Young, it may be inferred that he saw' no particular

harm in making the best of both kings. He thought himself

ill-treated by the triumphant Whigs, who suspected him because he

would not go the whole wny w ith them, and in the reign of William

the Third discontent with the Court of St. James usually meant corre-

spondence with the Court of Saint-Germains. Halifax died seven years

before King William, and it w'as not till the death of Queen Anne
that the Jacobites threw away their last chance. The equilibrium

of ‘ little Hooknose’s’ throne was of the kind wKich mathematicians

call unstable, and Halifax may have contemplated the possibility of

Jam.es’s return under conditions.

The charm of Halifax’s character is more easily felt than explained.

He was, it must be confessed, rather a selfish man, a refined, w'ell-bred,

tolerant voluptuary. In a gross age hewns wdthout grossness, and he

was entirely free, like the Prince of Orange, from the cruelty of wdiich

neither Y'liigs nor Tories can be acquitted. Consistent he w'as not.

In tli(*ory a Kepublican, making the hereditary princijile the suliject

of merciless ridicule, lu; jn’ocured for himself in rapid succession a

\'iscounty, an Ikirldom, and a Marquisate. For a man brought up in

the Court of Charles the Second his morals w'ere singularly pure, .‘ind

he indignantly repelled the charge of Atheism, adding that he did not

bidieve in the existence of Atheists. He seems to have been asincen^
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Christian, with a contemptuous dislike for dogmatic theology, and a

feeling as near hatred as his temper admitted for the Church of

Rome. He loved to feel that he had turned a Cistercian Abbey into a

comfortable manor house. He liked the Church of England because

she trimmed between the excesses of Romanism on one side and the

excesses of Puritanism on the other. But he had the strong distaste

for clericalism in politics wEich has been characteristic of the Whig
party for the last two hundred years, and of which Sir William

Harcourt is to-day the typical impersonation. Halifax himself was

hardly a true Whig
;

for the Whig and Tory parties were formed by

the debates on the Exclusion Bill, when Halifax was the leader of

the Tories and Shaftesbury the leader of the Whigs. Yet, while

the extreme Whigs always denounced the illustrious Trimmer, and

he himself never assumed the Whig name, he was nearer to them

than to their opponents. It is said, I know not upon what authority,

that ^Ir. Froude’s confidential servant, on being asked what his

master’s politics were, replied, ‘ When the Liberals are in, Mr. Froude

is sometimes a Conservative
;
wdien the Conservatives are in, he is

always a Liberal.’ That w^as very much the case with Lord Halifax,

allowance being made for the fact that the system of party govern-

ment was then in its infancy. He hated the parade and pomp of

power. He was disgusted by ostentation, by vengeance, by triumph,

by insolence, by every other quality which the Greeks included in

the word v(3pi9. But though he opposed Whig intolerance, he

opposed it because it was intolerance, and not because it was Whig.

His intellect, as Macaulay says, was always with Milton and Locke.

England w^as to him a republic with an hereditary president, and

wdth all his lukewarmness in politics he loved England from the

bottom of his heart. He was not given to enthusiasm, but he w^as

an enthusiastic patriot.

Our Trimmer is far from idolatry in otlier tliino-s
;
in ©n« thing only he com^

near it—his comilry is in some degree his idol
;
he does not worship the sun, because

’tis not y)eculiar to us, it rambles about the world, and is less kind to us than
©thers; but for the earth of England, though perhaps Inferior to that of many
places abroad, to him there is Divinity in it, and he would rather die than see a

piece of English grass trampled down by a foreign trespasser.

Halifax was not called upon to die for Ids country, and he w^ould

certainly not have died for any political interest. Perhaps he w\as

too well off. lie came early into the possession of large estates, and
his fortune throughout his life was ample. His ytublic career wvas

one of almost uniform prosperity, for it was not an adverse circum-

stance to be disndssed by the worst of English kings. He w^as an

affectionate husband, an indulgent father, a sympathetic and generous

friend. He was not formed of the stuff which goes to the making of

heroes and martyrs. His temper w’as epicurean, and he enjoyed, as

if he had not been a philosoj>her, what are rather vulgarly called the
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good tilings of life. He was habitually considerate of others, and he
took care on his death-bed to prevent the knowledge of his condition-

from putting off the marriage of his son. Like Sophocles, he was

gentle in death, as he had been gentle in life. Even his wit seldom

w'ounded, it w^as so perfectly urbane.

One cannot think of Halifax without thinking of Burke. Swift, it

is true, came between them, and these three may, I sujipose, be

called the greatest of British pamphleteers. But Burke owed very

little to Swift and a great deal to Halifax. Swift, indeed, cannot be

imitated. It would be as hopeful to imitate Pindar. His humour
is profound

;
but it is savage, unholy, and unclean. His style is

clear, racy, and powerful
;
but it offers no points for the aspiring

essayist. Its perfection is, if not uninteresting, at least uninstructive.

Burke had neither the wit of Halifax nor the humour of Swift. He
produced his effects by the vastness of his knowledge, the splendour

of his eloquence, the energy of his passion, and the loftiness of his

tone. Halifax had none of Swift’s brutality and none of Burke’s

magniloquence. He wrote as a highly cultivated man of his day

would talk—-with more correctness, indeed, but with the same absence

of formality and the same dignified ease. He had not Burke’s

earnestness. If he hated anything except the Church of Home, he

hated a bore. Burke, as we know, emptied the House of Commons,
and his pamphlets are very like his speeches. Both are now regarded

as standards of classic oratory and storehouses of political wisdom.

In his lifetime he had less influence than Halifax, until he hit the

temper of the middle class by his diatribes against the French

Revolution. Halifax knew exactly what people would read and what

they w'ould not. He always amused them, he never wearied them, he

did not leave them for a moment in doubt of his meaning. Ife had

the art, essential to a good advocate, of making readers or jurors

think that they have arrived at their conclusions for themselves.

Burke lectures and scolds even while he is reasoning with consum-

mate force
;
Halifax smiles and persuades. ‘ In such company,’ he

writes at the end of his famous tract, ‘ our Trimmer is not ashamed

of his name [it includes the Creator of the Universe], and willingly

leaves to the bold champions of either extreme the honour of con-

tending with no less adversaries than nature, religion, liberty,

prudence, humanity, and common sense.’ Burke w^as indebted to

him for the luminous tranquillity with w^hich in his best days he

applied the eternal principles of justice to the passing controversies

of the hour. If Halifax had a fault as a controversialist, it was

that he indulged with too much freedom in the priceless and

])ermanent luxury of intellectual contempt, w'hich iTioney cannot

purcluise and custom cannot stale.

J’rofessor Saintsbury, in liis Short History of Evyltsh Literature,

a work of mu< h learning and some prejudice, refers to the ‘ crisp
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elegance ’ of Halifax’s style. That seems to me damning it with faint

praise. The combination of terseness and fulness, of wit and sense,

of logic and fancy, are the principal characteristics of Halifax. His

works are perfect examples of the hard writing which makes easy read-

ing. No doubt, as Mr. Saintsbury says, he wrote so that any one should

be able to understand him. But he contrived also to excite and to

retain the admiration of all who love the English tongue. His most

famous tract, the Character of a Trimmer, written, but not printed, in

the reign of Charles the Second, is a frank and full confession of his

own political faith. It is a plea for moderation. Halifax never, so

far as I know, mentions Aristotle. It was against his principles to

make a display of learning or of anything else, and his classical

scholarship was probably superficial. But the Character of a
Trimmer is the philosophy of the mean teaching by example. It

is full of political wisdom, and of condensed thoughts upon which

whole treatises might be composed. Take, for instance, the following :

If it be true that the wisest men make the laws, it is as true that the strongest

do often interpret them : and as rivers belong as much to the channel wherein they

run as to the spring from which they first rise, so the laws depend as much upon

the pipes through which they are to pass, as upon the fountain from whence they

fiow.

Charles the Second’s sheriffs and judges might have impressed that

truth upon a less susceptible mind than the mind of Halifax. The
most infamous of all James’s tools, who never had a criminal before

him, except perhaps Oates, half so bad as himself, raved with even

more than his usual indecency against that ‘ strange beast called a

trimmer.’ Many paradoxes are inverted platitudes, and Halifax

only stated in plain words the doctrines upon which most men act.

It was indignation which made the prose of Halifax, as it had made
the verse of Juvenal. When he saw both factions join in giving a

bad name to the only men in the country who deserved a good one,

he spoke out and struck home. Although he sometimes hesitated

in council, there is no hesitation in his writings. It was in a

thoroughly uncompromising spirit that he defended the spirit of

compromise. Sometimes he reminds one of Bacon, as in the

sentence :
‘ He that fears God only because there is a Hell, must

wish there were no God
;
and he who fears the King only because he

can punish, must wish there were no King.’ None, says Bacon, deny

the existence of God but those for whom it maketh that there were

no God. Halifax agreed with Bacon that Atheism was unthinkable
;

but he was the reverse of superstitious, and in his Notes on the Life

of Bishop Williams he says he wants no further evidence against

Charles the First’s understanding than his Majesty’s belief in lucky

days. Bacon’s two celebrated Essays on Atheism and Superstition

respectively sum up the religion of Halifax and of many other con-

templative minds. There is a passage in the Trimmer which may
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be compared with the ^picturesque simile of a modern orator. Every-

body remembers the scathing irony with which Canning compared

the Pitt Club to the barbarous worshippers of eclipses. Halifax, in

arguing against the Duke of Monmouth’s suspected association in the

Monarchy, asks the King to ‘ reflect upon the story of certain men
who had set up a statue in honour of the sun, yet in a very little

time they turned their backs to the sun and their faces to the statue.'

In his delightful letter to Cotton, the translator of Montaigne^

Lord Halifax refers to the great Frenchman’s immortal work as the

book in the world he is best entertained with. The two cheerful and

genial epicureans had indeed much in common. But there was

another admirer of Montaigne who seems to have had some influence

upon Halifax. The Pi^ovincial Letters appeared about fifteen years

before the Character of a Trimmer w^as written. In the first of these

immortal satires Pascal asks whether the five Jansenist propositions

condemned by the Sorbonne are really to be found in the writings of

Jansen, and gravely observes that mankind have become too sceptical

to disj)ense with the evidence of their eyesight for the existence of

visible objects. ‘ Now,’ says Halifax, ‘ the world is grown saucy and

expects reasons, and good ones too, before they give up their owm

opinions to other men’s dictates, though never so magisterially

delivered to them.’ The grave and temperate irony of Pascal would

have exactly suited the taste of Halifax, who shared his hatred of the

Jesuits. Pascal was no Protestant, and Halifax was a Protestant to

the backbone. But the Provincial Letters have always had a singular

attraction for the Protestant mind, which assimilates the Thoughts

with more difficulty. I cannot help believing that Halifax read and

enjoyed the Provincials. He w^ould have specially appreciated the

apology for the length of the sixteenth Letter on the ground that

Pascal had not time to make it shorter. Halifax aimed always at

terseness, and spared no pains to achieve it. ‘ 111 arguments, being

seconded by good armies, carry such a power with them that naked

sense is a very unequal adversary.’ A. prize of some value might

safely be offered for a condensation of that sentence.

If some of Halifax’s sentences appear to be long, it is because,

like most writers of his time, he w^as careless of punctuation, and used

commas indiscriminately with fuH->''tops. A more interesting

peculiarity is his employment of the old biblical form in tlie third

person singular of the present tense, which in his time w\as almost

obsolete. I have not attempted in my quotations to preserve his

antiquated and rather uncertain spelling. He had no mind for trifles.

One of the few things which really moved his indignation w’as the

recklessness of those who, in foreign policy, trusted to the chapter of

accidents, ‘ not considering that fortune is wisdom’s creature, and

that God Almighty loves to be on the wisest, as well as on the

strongest, side.’
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The Anatomy of an Equivalent is specially addressed to the

Protestant Dissenters, and is an attempt to dissuade them from acting

with the Church of Pome acjainst the Church of England. The offer

of James was plausible, and if it had come from an honest man it

might have been accepted. ‘ You,’ he said in substance to the Non-

conformists, ‘ suffer from the same disabilities as the members of

my own Church. The Test Acts are directed against you and us

alike. Support me in dispensing Catholics from them, and you shall

also be dispensed yourselves.’ Lord Halifax could not very well take

the line that the King was not to be trusted. Nor, indeed, were par-

ticular and personal arguments suited to the temper of his mind.

The ‘ fineness of speculative thought ’ was his master passion, and,

though he lamented that politics were too rough for it, he loved to

refine them by means of it whenever he could. Yet the Anatomy

of an Equivalent is not altogether abstract. There are other ways

of indicating people besides their names. Take, for instance, the

following passage

:

If men have contrarieties in their way of living- not to he reconciled ; as if they

should pretend infinite zeal for liberty, and at that time be in great favour and

employed by those who will not endure it. If they are afhictedly singnlai’, and

conform to the generality of the world in nothing but in playing the knave. If

demonstration is a familiar word with them, most especially when the thing is

impossible.

I do not know that Halifax anywdrere mentions William Penn
;

but it is impossible to doubt that this description is meant for him.

Of all the agents whom James could have chosen for his purpose,

Penn was probably the best. Although he was not at that time

regarded as a saint, and had not yet become the eponymous hero of

a great Christian community, his talents were conspicuous, and his

character stood high. He was a courtier, and to be a courtier was

not altogether consistent wdth his religious belief. His defence was

that he used his influence with the King on behalf of humanity and

religion. If the King’s religion was a cruel superstition—if his heart,

as Marlborough said, was harder than the chimneypieces at White-

hall—so much the more did one need softening and the other

enlightening. Macaulay denounces Penn as a hypocrite and a time-

server. That Macaulay, for some reason or other, detested Quakers

is, I think, abundantly clear. Like Dr. Johnson, he never loses an

opportunity of sneering at them. To have dealings with James the

Second, and not to be the worse for them, required a stronger man
than Penn. It is less likely that he consciously deceived others

than that he unconsciously deceived himself. But it is interesting

to observe that the estimate of Halifax does not materially differ from

the estimate of Macaulay\

As a political philosopher, Halifax stands a head and shoulders

above all his contemporaries except Locke. He saw through forms
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to substance. He perceived the essential realities which the outward

trappings of constitutional government conceal from ordinary politi-

cians. In this very treatise, which was on the face of it a pamphlet

discussing a question of the hour, he finds space for an analysis of

sovereignty which anticipates the rather pretentious work of John

Austin :

Tbero can be no government without a supreme power. That power is not

always in the same hands, it is in difierent shapes and dresses, but still, wherever

it is lodged, it must be unlimited. It hath a jurisdiction over everything else, but

it cannot have it above itself. Supreme power can no more be limited than infinity

can be measured; because it ceases to be the thing; its very being is dissolved

when any boimds can be put to it.

The argument is that the power which dispenses can revoke the

dispensation, and cannot be controlled by any promise for the

future. But it is characteristic of Halifax that he escapes from the

actual circumstances of the case into a disquisition upon the nature

of power. In his capacious intellect things assumed their true

proportions. If he was not—for no man can be—a spectator of all

time and all existence, like the ideal philosopher in the Republic he

at least looked beyond the controversies of his time to the central

truths by which all controversies must in the long run be decided.

Halifax w’ould not have been deceived by the fantastic though

convenient theory of the Social Contract. He pointed out to the

Dissenters that a contract was worthless unless one party could

enforce it against the other. There may, of course, be contracts which

the law will not compel men to discharge, such as bets under the law

of England. But the payment of bets is secured by social usage and

public opinion not less effectively than if it were secured by law.

The Stuarts required a revolution to make them keep their word,

and for revolutions Halifax had as strong a dislike as Pym. ‘ That

cannot be called good payment,’ he tells the Nonconformists, ‘ which

the party to whom it is due may not receive with ease and safety.

It w’as a king’s brother of England who refused to lend the Pope

money, for this reason—that he w'ould never take the bond of one

upon whom he could not distrain.’ A curious inversion of this argu-

ment may be found in the Irish politics of the expiring century.

John Mitchel the Pepealer received some support in ‘ loyal Ulster
’

because of his advanced views on agrarian reform. In the course

of a speech on the land laws he adroitly introduced an attack upon

the Union. He was met with cries of ‘To Hell with the Pope!’
‘ Gentlemen,’ said Mitchel, ‘ I am a Protestant, like yourselves, and

I have no more love for the Pope than you. But there is one thing

his Holiness cannot do : he cannot issue a writ of ejectment in the

county of Antrim.’ Halifax, though suspected of lukewarmness by

zealots and accused of heresy by tlie orthodox, was a true Protestant,

if ever there had been one, and he rained the ear of the Dissenters.
f O
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They had good reason to distrust the King. But Penn might have

won them over, if it had not been for the incomparable tracts of the

witty and persuasive Marquis. There is no man, save William of

Orange himself, to whom the people of England are more indebted

for their freedom. Even now, when two hundred years of parlia-

mentary government have obliterated the memory, and almost

removed the meaning, of despotism from the minds of Englishmen,

the closing words of the Anatomy of an Equivalent make the great

struggle of the seventeenth century seem as vivid as the events of

yesterday.

Thus I have ventured to lay down my thoughts of the nature of a bargain and

the due circumstances belonging to an equivalent, and will now conclude with this

short word. "When distrusting maybe the cause of provoking anger, and trusting

may be the cause of bringing ruin, the choice is too easy to need the being

explained.

It is no wonder, as Macaulay says, that Halifax should be the

special favourite of historians. He has saved them so much trouble.

He has anticipated their verdict, and told them what to think.

There is something almost uncanny, and suggestive of the second

sight, in the dispassionate judgment which was formed by a civil war

and stood the test of a revolution. ‘The Constitution of England,

says he in the days of James and Jeffries, ‘ is too valuable a

thing to be ventured upon a compliment.’ The sentence is from the

Letter to a Dissenter on the gracious Declaration of Indulgence. No
man hated religious persecution more than Halifax. He hated all

persecution. There was neither malice nor resentment in his

nature. But he saw that there could be no liberty without law, and

that the Test Acts were a smaller evil than the arbitrary power of the

Crown. If the King could abrogate a bad Act he could abrogate a

good one, and the Parliament of England would be, like the Parlia-

ment of Paris, a machine for the registration of the royal will. This

Letter to a Dissenter is in every w^ay superior to the other treatise

with the same name, which was despatched from The Hague and

signed ‘ T. W.’ These initials, which probably stood for ‘ The Writer,’

were supposed at the time to be an inversion of Sir William Temple’s.

But the style is the style of Halifax, and therefore altogether beyond

the reach of Temple. It contains, moreover, an allusion to Penn

which stamps it with the same authorship as the Anatomy of an
Equivalent. Penn must have had a p)eculiarly irritating effect upon

Halifax, who becomes almost bitter in writing of him. Yet how
delicious the irony is !

Tlie Quakers, from being declared by the I’apists not to be Christians, are now
made favourites, and taken into their particular protection

;
they are on a sudden

groAvn the most accomplished men of the kingdom in good breeding, and give thanks

witli tlie best grace, in double refined language. So that I should not wonder
though a man of that persuasion, in spite of his hat, should be Master of the

Ceremonies,
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This is a masterpiece of delicate satire
;
Lord Halifax must have

had the picture in his eye when he wrote. ‘ In spite of his liat’ is a

perfect touch, given with inimitable skill. The effect is deadly.

There is so much insinuated, so little said. An inferior artist would

have denounced Penn as a hypocrite, and accused the Catholics of

tampering with the most sacred of all truths.

Want of space prevents any reference here to the Cautions for

the Choice of> Memhers to Serve in Parliament written in the last

year, almost the last month, of his life, to the Rough Draft of a
Neiv Model at Sea^ or to the Maxims of State.

Something must, however, in conclusion, be said of Lord Halifax’s

Advice to a Daughter. The daughter married the third Lord Chester-

field, who had neither the ability nor the politeness of his son. The
marriage w'as not a happy one. Even the tact and good humour of

Halifax were unequal to the task of reconciliation. But the advice

was excellent, whatever the results may have been. Halifax wns

a devoted father, and this letter is composed in his most serious

vein. Sometimes his cynical wut breaks out, as when he says that

though drunkenness may be an odious vice, a drunken husband is

easier to manage than a sober one. But far more often he writes

with grave dignity, especially on the subject of religion. The
following passage is thoroughly characteristic in its combination of

reverence and good sense :

Take heed of running into that conimon error of applying God's judgment*

upon particular occasions. Our weights and measures are not competent to make
the distribution either of Ilis mercy or of Ilis justice. He hath thrown a veil over

these things, which makes it not only an impertinence, hut a kind of sacrilege for

us to give sentence in them without His commission.

One thinks of the tower of Siloam. But how few people do !

Halifax knew, as well as any man, what tlie material advantages of

this world were worth. He enjoyed them all his life. He was very

desirous that his children should have them after his death. No
man was less like a morbid recluse, and what he says of money may
])e trusted. What does he say of it? ‘If it was well examined,

there is more money given to be laughed at than for any one

thing in the world, though the purchasers do not think so.’

Tliere is more depth and meaning in that closely packed apo-

j)hthegm than in Juvenal’s trite and obvious tag about the ridiculous-

ness of poverty. Poverty excites the mirth only of those who

have no sense of humour. But misapplied wealth—and most wealth

is misa})plied—has furnished the satirists of all ages with a practically

inexhaustible theme. And the beauty of it is that ‘ the purchasers

do not think so.’ They mwer did : they never will. Halifax did

not know what it was to be poor. His life was passed in afiluence,

and much of it in s])lendour. ]5ut his intellect was quite untainted

by vulgarity or prejudice. If he had been a country parson, and his
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daughter had been engaged to the curate, he could not have given

her better counsel about economy.

The word necessary is miserably applied
;

it disorJeretli families, and over-

turneth Governments, by being so abused. Kemember that children and fools

want everything because they want wit to distinguish
;
and therefore there is n@

stronger evidence of a crazy understanding than the making too large a catalogue

©f things necessary, when in truth there are so very few things that have a right

t© be placed in it.

There is plenty of social satire in this letter for those who relish

it. I feel, for my part, that though it is admirably done, it is too

easy for Lord Halifax, too much within the range of inferior minds :

‘ Vanity maketh a woman tainted with it so top full of herself that

she spilleth it upon the company.’ The image is droll enough, but

Halifax w^as capable of better things. As he warms to his subject,

and becomes fascinated with his owm idea of the vain w^oman, his

style improves, and the end of the description is perfect.

She is faithful to the fashion, to which not only her opinion, but her senses, are

wholly resigned : so obsequious she is to it, that she would be ready to be reconciled

even to virtue with all its faults, if she had her dancing master’s word that it was
practised at Court.

Like all really great humourists, Halifax directed his humour
against the follies and vices, never against the virtues and pieties of

mankind.

Such, then, was George, Lord Halifax—Constitutional Kevolution-

ist. Conservative Kepublican, pious freethinker, philosophic politician.

No finer intellect was devoted in the seventeenth century to the service

«f the State. Mentally he was above his contemporaries and in ad-

vance of his age. If his moral conviction and his personal enthusiasm

had been on a level with his speculative powers, he would have been

the greatest man of his time. His temper w^as too critical, his taste

was too fastidious, his wit was too little under restraint, for the rough

work of troubled times. His attitude towards the Eevolution resembled

the attitude of Erasmus, a kindred spirit, towards the Keformation.

He understood both the disease and the remedy, but he could not rid

himself of the fear that the remedy might be worse than the disease.

‘ Prosperity,' says Bacon, ‘ doth best discover vice ’
;
and to the vices

of prosperity Halifax was pitilessly severe. He was no worshipper of

success. On the contrary, it moved his suspicion and prompted his

censure. He could no more live with a party than Burke could live

without one. When a number of people began to shout for a thing,

Halifax began to ask himself whether it could be so good as it

seemed. As a political pamphleteer he says more in one page than

Burke says in twenty, and his style, if less gorgeous, is incomparably

purer. We have no specimens of his oratory, but in the House of

J^ords the fear of all men was lest he should make an end.

Charles the Second, a thoroughly competent judge, considered
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him the best talker in England. As a writer he is usually wise,

often witty, and never dull. His own favourite author was, as he

tells us, Montaigne. In his delightful letter to Mr. Cotton, Mon-
taigne’s translator, he describes the illustrious Frenchman in terms

not inapplicable to himself

:

He let liis mind have its full flight, and sheweth hy a generous hind of negli-

gence that he did not write for praise, hut to give to the world a true picture of

himself and of mankind. lie scorned aflected periods, or to please the mistaken

reader with an empty choice of words. He hath no affectation to set himself out,

and dependeth wholly upon the natural force of what is his own, and the excellent

application of what he horroweth.

It is impossible to read the works of Halifax without being struck

by the intellectual affinity between him and the present Prime

Minister. The aristocratic temper, the Conservative instincts, the

audacious indiscretion, the irrepressible humour, the contempt for

the solemn'plausibilities of the world, even the epigrammatic turn of

the phrases are common to the great Trimmer and the great Unionist.

But Lord Salisbury has outgrown the love of minorities which Lord

Halifax never lost.

Herbert Paul.
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A UNIVERSITY FOR THE PEOPLE

The recent influential meeting at Cambridge in support of the

Board of Education Bill and Mr. Balfour’s address at the Battersea

Polytechnic are happy indications that we are at last awakening to

the importance of what is in truth one of the most urgent problems

of our time. When Mr. Balfour observed ‘ that the instruction given

in the London Polytechnics does not cover the whole field of educa-

tion, and that unless something of the culture which is so notable a

part of our public school and university system enters into our system

of education in these places, I think it will after all be a partial and

maimed system,’ he indicated exactly the direction which it will soon

become imperative for educational activity to take. New conditions

have defined new needs.

The friends of popular education have indeed reason to congratulate

themselves and have reason to be sanguine, when they look back on

what the last twenty years have witnessed in London. The rapid and

extraordinary development of the Polytechnic system and of the

University Extension scheme alone shows on what a promising time

we seem to be entering. When in 1882 Mr. Quintin Hogg’s Endell

Street and Long Acre institutes matured into the present Polytechnic

it was the only institution of its kind in London, while the total

number of evening students attending the various educational

establishments within the metropolitan area did not exceed 8,000.

There are now eleven of these institutions, many of them superb

palaces, within the postal radius, with a total of some 45,000 students

The University Extension Scheme commenced its work in 187G with

seven courses of lectures and with 139 students attending them; in

1894 the courses of lectures delivered were 152, the students attend-

ing them 12,951. During the last session recorded the number of

students attending the Society’s lectures was 13,155. Large as these

numbers are, there is every reason to think from their steady annual

increase in the past that the future will add largely to their numbers.

What distinguishes these students from those who are included in

our regular educational system—I am now speaking generally of those

who are attached to the Polytechnics and of those who attend the

Extension lectures—is that they are adults or at least above fifteen

465
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years of age, that their attendance at lectures and classes is purely

voluntary, and that they are pursuing their studies collaterally with

the work and occupations of life, and that their motive for doing so,

whatever may be their ultimate object, is self-improvement. But if

the students at the Polytechnics and the students of the Extension

Schemehave these important points in common their studies at present

are directed to very different objects and have very different ends in

view. Mr. Goschen, for many years president of the Extension

Society, in a saying which has passed into a proverb, observed that

' a man needs knowledge not only as a means of livelihood but as a

means of life.’ In that remark, which is now the motto of the

Society, the object with which it was founded and the ends at which

it aims are exactly indicated. It was and is designed to awaken and

stimulate intelligent curiosity, to encourage a disinterested love of

knowledge for its own sake, to initiate and direct the liberal study of

what is best in ancient and modern philosophy, literature, and art,

and to provide instruction in history and economics as well as in the

various branches of natural science. To the vexed question of the

solid educational value of the Society’s work I shall return presently,

but about two things there can be no question—firstly, that the

lectures are on serious subjects, that they are in some cases delivered by

distinguished specialists on those subjects, and that they are regularly

and voluntarily attended by many thousands of people, of whom, to

take the statistics of the last session recorded, 1,906 obtained certifi-

cates on the result of their teim’s work
;

secondly, that in the

Society’s courses of study if fully carried out and properly co-ordinated

we have all that is needed for the foundation of a perfectly satisfactory

scheme of higher popular instruction.

In the Polytechnics a very different conception of the aims of

education at present prevails. In their system, which is practically

prescribed by the Technical Education Board and the Department of

Science and Art, what are ordinarily denominated liberal studies are

scarcely recognised. iSo encouragement is given to the study of

such subjects as literature, history, and economics. The instruction

given in them is confined almost exclusively to scientific and technical

subjects, and if it is extended further, it extends as part of their system

no further than such subjects as can be interpreted as having an in-

dustrial application. In a word, it is the aim of these institutions as

educational centres to enable young men and young women to earn

their bread and to become efficient in the various industrial callings

and duties for which scientific and technical instruction is a preparation.

But beyond this, exce])t by accident, they do not go. A youth may
leave their worlcshops and laboratories a skilled craftsman and an

m-corn])lislied scientist in a small way, but little better than a Caliban

in all that ]>ertains to taste, to feeling, to general intelligence, wholly

ignorant of the history of his country, of its institutions, of its litera-

ture, and in all probability wholly indifferent to them.
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But if the movements which I have been describing have taken

different directions they have the same significance. They point to

tlie fact that a great revolution has passed over the middle and lower-

middle sections of society, that the Education Act has done its work,

and that the time has come for that w^ork to be supplemented. They

have defined an important problem in education. That problem,

simply stated, is this : Is a popular University possible ? a Univer-

sity which shall stand in the same relation to the average adult

citizen pursuing self-improvement collaterally with the work of life

as the old Universities stand to the leisured classes and to the higher

functions of educational activity, which shall direct, consolidate,

systematise, what is now sporadic and fragmentary ? Can we make
the Polytechnics and similar institutions, not simply what they are

now, technical and scientific seminaries and popular lecture halls,

but centres of an organised system of advanced liberal instruction

—

colleges, so to speak, of a people’s University ? Not at present
;
that

may frankly be conceded. But of this we may be quite sure—that

before many years have passed, if in the meantime we do all in our

j)ower to further it, such a scheme will be well within the sphere of

the practicable. And how can we further it ? We need first, what

assuredly we have not got. now," a clear conception, both of the

ends at which advanced education in its application to adult

citizens sliould aim, and of tlie means by which those ends may
l)e best attained. And can there be any doubt about them, that

the ends are aesthetic, moral, and political instruction and culture,

the means literature, philosophy, and history rationally and intelli-

gently defined and interpreted ? That by literature should be

understood the best poetry, the best rhetoric, the best criticism, the

best of what is comprised generally in hdles-leitres, to be found in

the world
;
by philosophy, not those departments of it which are

polemical or esoteric and abstrusely technical, but where it bears

directly on conduct and life
;
by history, neither mere antiquities

nor mere chronicles, but philosophy as a Greek writer has so

admirably defined it, teaching by example. Experience has shown,

as the testimonies of distinguished scholars have corroborated, that

such poems as the Riacl and the Odysseyj the Attic dramas, the

uKaeid, such criticism as Aristotle’s Poetics, such philosophy as

Idato’s Republic and Aristotle’s Ethics can be rendered as intelligible

and instructive to the class of students we are considering as in the

lecture rooms of Oxford and Cambridge. It is the more important

that the ends to be aimed at in this scheme of instruction should be

kept steadily in view, for perversion is easy, and perversion would be

fatal. The people know what they want. A teacher who degraded

literature into pabulum for philology, resolved history into antiquities,

and reduced philosophy to a caput iihortuum, processes with which

academic youth are only too familiar, would soon be lecturing to
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empty benches. What is needed is a return to the Grreek conception

of civil culture and a reaction against its hideous substitute in modern

systems. With the Ancients its aim was to teach the citizen to learn

how to live, both with respect to himself individually and with respect

also to his fellow citizens and to the State, by the prescription of

such studies as should best afford jesthetic, moral, and political dis-

cipline. With us the chief aim even in so-called liberal curricula is

to impart knowledge, to cram the mind with facts without reference

either to the practical value of the information acquired, or the

educational value of the system and methods employed in impart-

ing it. With them the criterion of the educational value of any given

subject was the importance and usefulness of the knowledge attained,

the intellectual discipline afforded by the process of attainment, the

moral and aesthetic effect. By us it is estimated purely with reference

to the convenience afforded by it for submission to positive examina-

tional tests and for the facility with which as a subject of study it can

become stereotyped for j)urposes of mechanical teaching and mechani-

cal acquisition.'

Next should come the encouragement and further expansion of

that scheme which has long had for its objects all that I have been

incidcating and which has already accomplished so much. As the

University Extension Scheme is the pivot on which all that we are

considering turns, as out of it has developed the whole question of

liigher popular education on the liberal side, its requirements, its

possibilities, its prospects, and as out of it will develop whatever,

either in the way of organisation or of direction, is likely to take form

in the future, it is well that that system should not be misunderstood.

For it is easily misunderstood, it is still more easily misrepresented.

A scheme which provides for leisured ladies of society short courses of

lectures on Tennyson or Buskin, which supplies for mixed evening audi-

ences, but in a far more attractive manner, what the old penny read-

ings used to supply, andwdiich passes easily, in the same centre, from

Astronomv to the Laws of Health, and from the Laws of Health to the

’ The coarseness and vulgarity of feeling and taste, if not actually induced, yet

left uncoirected, hy such a system as tlic London L.A. Examinations often exceed

belief. The study, or rather the ‘getting up,’ of poetical masterpieces, disassociated

from instruction in {esthetics, foisted into a curriculum two-thirds of which are purely

))liilological, and regarded, as these two-thirds arc regarded, simply as matter for

mark-mahing, as j>ositivc knowledge to be gauged hy positive tests, is worse, and very

jriuch worse, tlian useless. The sort of thing which a system like this produces, in its

elementary application, may be illustrated by the following typical questions aiuT

answers. Question. Divide In Mcviorlavi into the C3t1cs into which it falls, and give

a detailed account of the substance of tlie first. Ayiswer. Prol. Poet invokes Love

and prays to be wise in wisdom of God, I. Love is to clasp Grief lest, both be

drowned. 1 1. Addre.^-s to an old }'cw-trce. i 11. I’liantom Nature has no music. JV.-

X’lll. ^Miscellaneous thoughts. LX.-XVI, Corpse is coming. XVII. Corpse has

‘ time. XVIIF. Kcflections on ditto. XIX. XXVIII. Various rellections, and Ilojie

)'• coining. XX^’11L-XXX. (’liristmas rejoicings, and Hope has come. And if such

a stu lei;| does not get high marks he or she will have good cause to conqilain.
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Expansion of England, may well be regarded with suspicion if not with

'Contempt by serious people. On this I have two remarks to make.

First, that the accidental abuses, the defects and deficiencies of a

scheme, as yet in an early stage of its development, are no criterion of

the scheme itself
;
and, secondly, that what applied to it in its earlier

stages does not apply to it now. Lectures of the character to which

I have referred, and of which the opponents of the scheme have made
cso much capital, have never been recognised as a part of the real

machinery of the Extension. They were imported into it on the

plea of it being desirable that the movement should spread over as

wide an area as possible. Speaking generally, they have always been

opposed, or, if admitted, admitted only in relation to what may be called

missionary and pioneering work. The minimum number of lectures

on which in London an examination can be held—and it is with

London only that we are here concerned—is ten
;
and the ten-lecture

course may be regarded as the unit of the system. This implies that a

student has attended, for ten consecutive weeks, a lecture of an hour’s

duration, has in addition received an hour’s class teaching and has

written to the satisfaction of the lecturer seven weekly papers. It must

be admitted that if in any subject instruction and study ceased at this

point, no very great progress could have been made. The Society have

therefore urged the importance of providing for the continuation of

the given study in a second course of ten lectures and classes to be

supplemented in the following summer (for the session commences in

autumn) by a short course of five or six lectures and classes, and on

the result of the work in these combined courses sessional certificates

are awarded. The conditions on which such certificates are granted

are that the student should have passed in the examinations

held on the two full courses, and should have attended and written

papers to the satisfaction of the lecturer in the summer course.

Fo reasonable person can doubt that such regulations as these

are a sufficient guarantee against superficiality, and that very

considerable progress could be made in any subject of study pursued

under these conditions. A young man or young woman who had,

under such a teacher as Dr. Bernard Bosanquet, written twenty

papers, attended twenty-five lectures and passed two examinations

on Aristotle’s Elides and Plato’s Republic miglit make no contemp-

tible figure in the class-rooms of Oxford and Cambridge. And of

such students the Extension can boast. But the Society lias gone

further than this. If the sessional certificates are designed to secure

thoroughness in the study of a particular subject, what are called

Certificates of Continuous Study are designed to connect and correlate

the various subjects treated in the lectures and classes, and to formu-

late a three or four years’ course of instruction. Four sessional

certificates obtained in consecuti\e years entitle a student to the

certificate referred to, but he must satisfy the following conditions.

VoL. XLV—No. 205 I I
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He must either have obtained three sessional certificates in the

group including natural, physical, and mathematical science and one

in the group including history, political economy, mental science,

literature, and art, or three in the latter group and one in the former.

A youth who had qualified himself for this certificate, as many of the

Extension students have done, would, I submit, have little to fear

from a comparison with the average passman at Oxford and Cambridge.

Thus has the Society striven to subordinate what may be called the

popular to the educational element in their scheme, with what
success the following tables show :

1893-94 r Proportion of students^, lOd. per cent.

• 1 894-95 < attending the lectures }>1P9 ,,

1895-96 Iwho gained certificates! 14’4
,,

1889-90 . . 12 sessional certificates awarded.

1890-91 . . 50 „ 77

1891-92 . . 94
5? 77

1892-93 . . 124 „ JJ 77

1893-94 . . 136
77

1894-95 oo
77

1895-96 . . 348
7? 77

It may also be added, and this is not less significant, that out of a

total of 148 courses of lectures given during the past session only

thirty-six were isolated or single courses, the remainder were arransfedO
as the sessional certificate requires.

A very striking illustration, not merely of the energy and capacity

of the students reached by the Extension, but of the possibilities

which it may develop in the future, is afforded by the history of its

Greek classes. Some three or four years ago, one of the lecturers,

who was delivering a popular course on Greek literature, suggested

the formation of a class for the study of the Greek language. A
University man among the audience offered to conduct it gratuit-

ously if such a class were formed. It was formed immediately,

ten or twelve of the students joining it. They met three times a

week, an hour and a half, for about a year. At the end of that time

they offered themselves for examination in the first book of'

Xenophon’s Anahasis, Greek accidence generally, and unprepared

translation, of course, of a very simple kind. They were examined

by a distinguished scholar who had just been examining at Oxford for

Uesponsions. He took as his standard the standard required in that

lamination. ‘ 1 mast,’ he writes in his report, ‘ confess I have been

astonished at the wonclerfal progress these candidates have made in

the short time they liave worked at Greek. Seven of the ten would,

witliout cjuestion, have })assed lles^wnsions, and the performance of

the eighth is exceedingly good. 1 was struck with the obvious

interest taken in tlie work generally. I congratulate heartily the

]>uj>ils of both centres and their teachers on the results of the

(‘xamination.’
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There are now eight classes in London for the study of

the Greek language arranged for a three years’ course, examined

each year by a University examiner, the standard in that of the

elementary classes being that of llesponsions, and in that of the

advanced classes the standard of Pass Moderations. In addition to

this, courses of lectures on the Homeric poems, the Greek dramatists,

and Aristotle’s Ethical Philosophy have been delivered. The students

attending the Extension lectures are, it may be added, drawn indis-

criminately from all classes, but a large proportion of them are

pupil-teachers, teachers in ordinary schools, and young men engaged

in the various avocations of professional and mercantile life.

But what has been and is being accomplished is little indeed,

compared with what might be accomplished. It would be no

exaggeration to say that if the impediments which now cramp and

fetter the Society’s work were removed its usefulness and importance

would be centupled. As almost all the lectures are at present self-

supporting, it is frequently necessary to subordinate the interests of

those who come to be instructed to the requirements of those who
come for recreation. Serious students are necessarily always in a

minority, and thus those who ought first to be considered go to the

wall. They may be anxious to have a course on Literature: they

are forced into a course on Science. They may be anxious to

read for the sessional certificate, but are prevented from doing so

by isolated courses of lectures being preferred to courses in educa-

tional sequence—a common experience. Again, in poor neighbour-

hoods and in local institutes where so much "ood work miMit beO O
done, want of funds and the difficulty of securing an audience

sufficiently large to defray or mitigate expenses, is an effectual

obstacle to the introduction of the lectures. One of the commonest

experiences of a lecturer is to find that centres where the working

students have been most intelligent and enthusiastically responsive,

and where the examination results have been most satisfactory, have

collapsed simply from want of funds. There can indeed be no

doubt at all that, though the Extension scheme has achieved so much
in the way of systematic educational work in London, it has effected

much more as a missionary and pioneering movement, but that in

consequence of the difficulties to which I have referred liundreds

certainly, and perhaps a much larger number, who might have gone

on to more serious work, have been prevented from doing so.

I come now to what might seem to be the most appropriate

centres for a popular University, where students between the ages of

sixteen and twenty-five are most numerous, and, what is more, most

concentrated. In an interesting address delivered some two years

ago by Mr. John Morley at the same institution at which Mr.

Balfour was speaker, he expressed his cordial approbation of an

experiment which the governing body of that I’olytechnic had
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decided to make. This was to introduce courses of University

Extension Lectures into the Polytechnic for the encouragement of

the study of literature and history, the first attempt which has

been made to liberalise, if it may be so expressed, the present

purely banausic character of the instruction given in these institutes.

The same experiment has been tried at the Eegent Street Poly-

technic, the South-west London Polytechnic, the Goldsmiths’ Institute

at New Cross, the Birkbeck Institution, and the City of London
College. A more important step in popular education has, I venture

to think, never been taken. It may be conceded at once that the

claims of scientific and technical education are and always must be

jjaramount, that its interests should be jealously guarded, that its

regulation, its development, its maintenance in the highest degree of

efficiency should be our first care, and that nothing should be

allowed to interfere with it. Nor is it surprising that those who hold

the public purse-strings should have turned a deaf ear to applicants

who would divert into other channels what might add a new wing

or even a new workshop to a technical institute, and that they should

have refused to apply to lectures on Shakespeare and Dante what

might be applied to instruction in niello work and lithography.

But it is surely time to consider whether all this has not been

carried rather too far, whether the enactments of the Technical

Education Act and the regulations of the Science and Art Depart-

ment might not, with advantage to the class in whose interests they

were designed, be modified or supplemented. Their immediate effect

has been absolutely to exclude all liberal studies from preparation

for industrial life—in other words, from what constitutes the education

of hundreds of thousands of adults
;
their ultimate effect has been

to induce or confirm that ‘ Philistinism ’ which is so unhappily

characteristic of the lower and lower-middle classes, and which

accounts for the indifference with which Polytechnic students, as a

body, have always regarded the humanities. That the liberal move-

ment which has thus been initiated in these institutions will not

make much progress at first we may regard as certain, for it has

three great impediments in its way. It encourages studies which

having at present no official recognition lead neither to rewards nor

distinction, and which are not in harinony with the studies that

are compulsory on Polytechnic students
;
secondly, the students have

to ]>ay heavily, far more heavily than they can afford, for the lectures
;

and thirdly, as there are no sufficient funds for making good the

deficit, at present certain, on each course, the courses can only be

carried on at a loss to the institutions themselves. Had it not been

indeed for the generous assistance given l)y the Trustees of the City

Parochial Charities, the experiment so much approved of by INlr.

.lohn Aloilev, and which Mr. Jkdfour so plainly desider.ates, would

hav(* been impossible, l^oine of these difficulties might be met, or at
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least modified, in several ways. Much must depend on the sym-

pathy and support of the governing bodies of these institutions,

and the sympathy and support of the governing bodies must

obviously depend on the possibility of inducing a fair percentage

of the students to attend. In almost all these institutions there

are literary societies, and every effort should be made to connect

these societies with the lectures. Something might be done by

the institution of prizes on the result of the sessional examina-

tions, by the City Parochial Charities, the Gilchrist Trustees, or

other bodies who are in favour of the movement. More might be

done if the Trustees of the City Parochial Charities could be induced

to increase the grant which they have already made in favour of the

experiment. An appeal to the Science and Art Department would

probably be vain, but one of the recent regulations shows that its

legislators are not unaware of the desirableness of tempering technical

and scientific instruction with an infusion of liberal study. In their

circular for organised science schools they prescribe ten hours a week

for literature and history. If they would make their grants to the

Polytechnics depend on the same condition and accept the lectures

and classes, now introduced, as equivalent to what they require, a great

step would be taken in the desired direction. Another body from

whom grants might be expected is the body to which technical and

scientific education mainly looks for its grants, the Technical Education

Board of the London County Council. But the purse-strings of the Board

are at present tied by the provisions of the Technical Instruction Acts;

and though the Board has, by a most liberal interpretation of the clauses

of the Acts, extended their application to almost all subjects which are

included in secondary education, it cannot strain them so far as to

include literature. These, then, are the difficulties in the way of

extending and developing this movement in the Polytechnics, and

an experiment the success of which would initiate a new era in

popular education may not improbably fail, not from any lack of

sympathy on the part of the legislators of the Polytechnics or from

any difference of opinion as to the desirableness and importance of

its success, but simply from the defective organisation of our secondary

educational system. That system provides amply and perfectly for

what is officially defined, but, having no elasticity and a tendency to

become immovably stereotyped, it not only regards what is officially

undefined as non-existent, but it is very slow to adapt itself to new
conditions.

But new conditions are, I contend, awaiting new provisions. As

we have defined and formulated all those departments of education

which have official recognition and endowed support, so, I venture to

submit, an entirely new department awaits definition, regulation, and

the same privileges of status and support. Nothing surely can be of

more concern to a State than the educatibn of its citizens, not simply
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as it relates to what equips them for the practical duties of life and

the means of livelihood, but as it relates to temper, tone, and

character. It is the very alphabet of true social and political wisdom

to secure that in education the supply should be proportioned and

adapted to the need. And needs which a quarter of a century ago had

not defined themselves are now exigent ; opportunities we have such

as it would be almost criminal to neglect. Is it not a reproach and

shame to us that a society which is engaged in such work as the

Extension is, which has accomplished so much, which is striving and

struggling to accomplish more, should have been constantly on the

verge of bankruptcy and should now be dependent on casual *charity ?

But this will always be the fate of any educational agency which

stands outside the system of officially recognised educational activity.

Impediments of every kind must be in its way. It has no status and

is consequently submitted to the contempt and disparagement of

those institutions which have status. Carrying no authority and

commanding no respect, it will find a deaf ear turned to all its

requests, however reasonable, for co-operation, or for the removal or

modification of hampering restrictions on its work. It has neither

dignity nor stability, for it subsists on mendicancy, and the alms

which support it are purely precarious.

I would therefore suggest that what is now represented by the

London University Extension Scheme and such other agencies as are

engaged in the same work should be recognised officially as a distinct

department of education, the department of Higher Popular Education,

be assisted with grants, and be submitted to regular control and inspec-

tion, and that the Extension classes and lectures should become a

regular part of a Polytechnic curriculum. At this point it would be

premature to discuss details or even to offer a suggestion as to the

quarter to which it should look for its administration. Its status

would be secured by its recognition as an official department of the

public service. The regulation of its studies and curriculum might

be controlled by a Board, the members of which would be a sufficient

guarantee not only that the best teaching possible and the highest

standard of teaching would be secured, but that the studies pre-

scribed as well as the methods and treatment would conduce to the

purposed object—the liberal education of the citizen. Why should

not the Board be an expansion of the Council which at present

directs the work of the Extension ? If, in addition to such educational

experts as the Bishop of Bristol and Sir Philip Magnus and such

re])resentatives of science as Professor Stuart and Professor Vines, it

could co-opt councillors like Mr. John JMorley, Professor Jebb, and

Mr. Frederic Harrison, there would be small danger of any petti-

fogging scholastic ideals wrecking this scheme as they once wrecked

-Macaulay\s noble sclieine for the Indian Civil Service competitive

examination. I would lay the greatest stress on the importance
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of the constitution of the Board, that it should consist of men of

feroad and liberal views, of men in touch with life as w^ell as of tact

€md knowledge of the world, of men, in fine, of a temper quite the

reverse to that of the academic type. And this is the more impor-

tant because there is a tendency in all systems of regulated

anstruction to become stereotyped. But elasticity and free play

are the essentials of a scheme like this. Beyond the provision

generally that the teachers are guaranteed masters of their sub-

jects, that they are in the highest degree qualified for being effective

public lecturers, and that their syllabuses have been approved, it

would be unwdse to place additional restrictions on them. Uni-

formity in standards, methods, treatment, is impossible
;
all this must

be left absolutely to the discretion of teachers
;

what is appro-

priate at one centre is not appropriate at another
;

here . the

instruction must be comparatively rudimentary, there the teaching

may be of a more advanced kind
;
here the class may be subordi-

nated to the lecture, there the lecture may be subordinated to the

class. To the committees of the centres should be allowed similar

latitude. From the lecturers authorised by the Board and out of the

•courses sanctioned by the Board they should be free to make their

choice. Here, however, as in other matters, direction, sometimes in

the form of advice and suggestion, and sometimes in the form

of assisting grants, might with advantage interpose. The relation

between the Central Department and the local centres would

naturally be an intimate one. The real educational needs of each

district would thus be ascertained. It might, on various accounts, be

desirable to encourage in one district historical and political instruc-

tions, in another literary, in another scientific, but this for some

reason may not have been considered in the application for lectures.

Again, financial difficulties may have made it necessary to postpone

the interests of systematic study to mere popularity by substituting

isolated courses oflectures for courses arranged in educational sequence

—a perversion which a small grant might prevent. Though the end

and aim of the Board’s reo-ulations should be to encourage and enableo O
students to complete the four courses which in the University

Extension Scheme entitles to the certificate of continuous study,

the diploma, so to speak, of a People’s University—it is scarcely less

desirable that the scheme should expand to the fullest dimensions

possible and cover the whole area embraced by Extension work. Thus

the popular pioneering lectures should be encouraged either in the

form of single lectures or in the form of short courses, or, better still,

m the form of both. The extraordinary success of the Gilchrist

lectures on scientific subjects shows how much may be done in

awakening interest and enthusiasm, and I have never been able to

understand why they have not been extended to historical and

literary subjects. It was certainly not the intention of the founder
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of the trust that the interests of scientific instruction should supersede,

as completely as they have superseded in its recent administration,

the interests of historical and literary instruction.

Nor should what may be called the purely popular side of the

work be disdained or discouraged. A lecturer who can induce fifty

or a hundred people of all classes and of all ages to listen voluntarily

to a course of ten serious lectures on Shakespeare or Dante, or even

on Tennyson and Browning, is surely doing really important work. If

the Extension lectures had effected nothing more than what it is

universally admitted they have effected, raised the standard of

popular lectures throughout England, they would have justified their

institution. The friends of education ought, as Mr. John Morley

observed in his recent speech, to open its gates as widely as possible.

I suggested that the Polytechnics would be the most appropriate

centres of this teaching. They contain in themselves immense

numbers, estimated at the j)resentmoment at about forty-five thousand,

and they form a convenient rendezvous for the thickly populated

districts which surround them. They are as amply provided with

the means and appliances for liberal as they are for technical and

scientific teaching, they have already literary societies, they have

all of them excellent libraries. The use to which they have been

placed as seminaries of industrial education is, no doubt, fully

justified
;
but it is not, as their very name implies, the use for whicli

they were exclusively intended. They are the natural colleges of a

People’s University.

Whether what I have suggested be at present feasible or possible

I cannot say
;
but of this we may be sure, that if the time has not

actually come, it is rapidly approaching, when the definition and

organisation of a new department in education, the department of

Higher Civil Education, the advanced education of the citizen, must

become a question of pressing importance, and that among the

institutions which the approaching century will see in London will

be, whatever be the form it take, a University for the People. J^et

it not be our reproach that we failed to further it.

J. CiiuiiTON Collins^
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THE RETARDATION OE THE NAVY

BY THE ENGINEERS STRIKE

The present financial year closes on tlie 31st of March, and is an

object lesson in the results of a labour war. It is now possible to

appreciate the legacy that the Navy inherited from 1897 with its

seven months’ disastrous quarrel in the engineering trades. It was

inevitable that the naval year now closing should be one of deferred

hopes, but it has exceeded the worst forecasts in spite of the wisely

directed efforts of the Admiralty to overtake those terrible months

of idleness. When he met Parliament in March of last year, the

First Lord of the Admiralty deplored the fact that, in consequence of

the labour dispute, the following ships, which would have been on the

sea and many of them in commission at that date but for the strike,

were incomplete :—one first-class battleship, three first-class, two

second-class, and six third-class cruisers, besides ten or fifteen torpedo-

boat destroyers. This was a sufficiently serious outlook, but this was

not all. Owing to a revolution in the manufacture of armour and

an evolution in the construction of heavy guns, these two depart-

ments were in arrears. It needed no insight to apprehend that the

naval position of this country was endangered. The year opened

well, and but for the fact that the strike of the Welsh colliers

caused the abandonment of the naval manoeuvres and delayed the

trials of several ships, further dislocating the work in the dockyards,

the months have merely fulfilled their melancholy promise.

Another event that has not tended to lessen the present confusion

of naval construction was the announcement by Mr. Goschen in July

last that, owing to the increased naval armaments of Kussia, the

Government felt compelled to lay before Parliament a supplementary

programme representing an aggregate of 8,000,000^., and including

four battleships, four armoured cruisers, and twelve torpedo-boat

destroyers. Added to the ships provided for in the original pro-

gramme of 1898-9, the Admiralty w^ere committed to seven battle-

ships, eight armoured cruisers, four sloops and twelve ‘ destroyers.’

It was a colossal programme to attempt to graft on to the uncom-

477
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pleted and disorganised programmes of previous years. This decision

revealed the Admiralty as not only the most economically adminis-

tered, but the most resourceful and elastic of all Government
Departments. It was a splendid reply to those Continental rivals

who apparently believed the shipbuilding industry in this country

was so disorganised by the strike and the work so greatly in arrears

that it would be impossible for the Government to make any further

effort to retain its proud position in the world’s naval handicap.

These expectations have not been realised. When the First Lord of

the Admiralty again meets Parliament he will be in a position to

unfold a story of misfortunes faced and partially retrieved that has

few equals in the history even of the British Navy.

It will probably be urged that this review of the leading events

of the naval year is incomplete since no mention has been made of

the ‘ naval preparations ’ of last autumn during the Fashoda crisis.

The opportunity may be seized to explain the true inwardness of the

naval activity that filled the columns of the daily newspapers for

several weeks. Of what did these ‘ naval preparations ’ consist ?

That some preparations were made is a fact, and they were justified

by the result, but there was no such hysterical scramble at the dock-

yards and victualling, j'ards as was commonly believed. The silence

of several papers on the subject was due to an appreciation of this

fact and not to a patriotic determination not to ‘ give away the

game ’ to our neighbours. The reserve ships—ships not of the first

or even second importance—were called from their coast duties, they

were docked and repaired, their crews were brought up to sea-going

complements, and they took on board a quantity of stores, provisions,

and ammunition. Six of these battleships are for repairing purposes

attached to Devonport, and therefore there was some unusual com-

motion at that port
;

but for the rest of the naval arsenals the

preparations consisted mainly of routine incidents passed through

hot heads, and consequently acquiring exaggerated proportions. To

take one instance : a story was circulated that the battleship Colossus,

having embarked a crew of 700 officers and men, would take on

board 200 soldiers or marines, but that her destination was a mystery.

The paragraph was a far greater mystery of ignorance. The Colossus

is a turret ship of the second class, seventeen years old, with a

complement of 473, and she has absolutely no accommodation for

any supernumeraries. Not more than 10,000^. was spent on the

so-called ‘ naval prej)arations.’ J^art of that sum was expended merely

in anticipating the usual ‘ spring cleaning ’ which these ‘ old crocks
’

of the Navy undergo early in each year at the dockyards. As it

happened, the daily advertisement of these ‘naval preparations’ pro-

<luced no untoward result, because the British Navy against any

single Jffiwer was overwhelmingly strong. But if it had been

otherwise— if the Navy had been in the condition it was in in 1884 —
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the press ‘ scare ’ might have precipitated a terrible conflict. The
‘ scare ’ was, moreover, a poor return to the Admiralty for ten

years’ patient statesmanlike labour in strengthening the Navy and

perfecting its organisation. The supposed scramble to put the

British Navy in order cast an unintended reflection on a force in

which every one may legitimately take a pride
;
it was never stronger,

better organised, nor more ready to do its duty than last year. Had
not a peaceful solution been found for the temporary estrangement,

Her Majesty’s squadrons would have been ready at a few hours’

notice, and even on the eve of the boom of guns there would have

been little need for hasty preparations. The British Admiralty has

learnt to prepare for war in times of peace, and that is the reason

why the ‘naval preparations’ do not bulk largely in the naval history

of the present financial year.

The real naval story of 1898 is sufficiently disappointing in some

respects without introducing difficulties which never existed. The
Admiralty set out with a determination to spend 1,400,000^. of the

unspent balance of 2,270,000Z. inherited from the engineering dis-

pute. There is reason to believe that the reiterated assertion that a

great effort should be made to overtake further leeway than was

represented by this million and a half sterling has not been without

efiect. Mith only slight intermissions, many thousands of the work-

men at all the dockyards have been working overtime throughout

the year at the instigation of the naval authorities. One instance

will illustrate this point—the }^ear’s work at Devonport Dockyard,

where 5,000 of the 23,000 workmen of the royal arsenals are engaged.

In the Navy Estimates for the current year 358,753/. were allowed

for wages. As the year 1898-9 has drawn to a close, overtime has

increased instead of decreased, as is usual at the end of a financial

year owing to the monetary provision being exhausted. In past

years the last few months of each naval year have been marked by
discharges of workmen, and economy. This year it has been a period

of almost feverish activity and a demand for additional hands which
the labour market has failed to entirely meet. The result of this

real activity is that at Devonport Dockyard alone not less than

60,000/. has been spent in wages in excess of the provision

made at the beginning of the year 1898-9. What has occurred at

Devonport has also occurred in great or less degree at the other

Government yards, so that at a rough calculation probably 100,000/.

in excess wages will have been paid by the 31st of March next.

The payment of overtime is an extravagant policy, but, in face of

such an emergency as the Admiralty have had to grapple with,

extraordinary measures were necessary.

The results of these courageous attempts to overtake the burden of

the engineering dispute, and of the disorganisation of the manufacture
of armour and guns have been disappointing. How much of the
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leeway has been made up may be understood by a hasty survey of

the present condition of the ships under construction.

The battleship programme which has been in hand has been a

formidable one. No less than twelve battleships have been in the

process of building. Mr. Goschen’s optimistic anticipation that three

of these, the Canopus, Ocean, and Goliath, would be completed

before the 31st of March next will not be fulfilled. These vessels, of

12, 9.^0 tons displacement each, were laid down and launched as

follows :

—

— Laid down Launched Time under construction
to present date

Canopus
Goliath

Ocean .

January 4, 1897
January 4, 1897
February 15, 1897

October 13, 1897
Marcli 23, 1898
July 5, 1898

26 months
26 „m n

These figures speak for themselves when it is stated that the

Majestic, a ship of nearly 2,000 tons greater displacement, was com-

pleted within twenty months of the date of the laying of her keel plate,

and actually in commission within twenty-two months. Neither of

these three ships of the Canopms class is yet complete. They are not

even ready for their trials, and there is every probability that they will

not be fit for actual service before October next, after being two years

and nine months under construction. A visit to one of them durino“o
January revealed a state of deplorable backwardness, the barbettes

not even skeletons, all the casements incomplete, and the whole

interior a disordered picture of incompleteness. But at every point

could be seen evidences of the efforts of officials to conquer the

circumstances that were conspiring to fuither hinder their work. In

any case the year 1898-9 will close without a single battleship being

added to the effective list of the Navy
;
and in that respect it will be

memorable.

There are three other battleshij)s of the same type to be accounted

for, the Albion, of sad memories, the Glory, and the Vengeance,

which are being built at Black wall, Birkenhead, and Barrow respec-

tively. The story of these ships may be thus summed up :

—

— Laid down Launched Time under construction

Albion .

(

1

lory

Venyeancc

J)cccmber 3, 1896
December 1, 1896
August 23, 1897

June 21, 1898 27 months

19 „

Neither the Glory nor Vengea,nce has been launched. The first

of the trio to be ready will probably be the Albion, but whether this

final stage will be reached during the present year, 1899, is at least

problematical.

Three other battleships of the first class have been building at
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Portsmouth, Devonport, and Chatham. These three ships are known

as Formidables, the class taking its name from the parent ship at

Portsmouth. They are improved Majesties of 15,000 tons displace-

ment, and are estimated to attain a speed of eighteen knots in spite

of their heavy armour and guns, whereas the Majestic is only equal

to 16*5 knots under natural draught. The Formidable laid down

at Portsmouth on the 18th of March, 1898, and expeditiously built

so that she was ready to be launched on the 17th of November last,

a period of only eight months. The Irresistible was begun on the

11th of April, 1898, and was launched on the 15th of December

following. The Implacable, owing to the delay in launching the

battleship Ocean, was not officially begun until the 15th of July last,

and she is now ready to be launched. These three ships all belong

to the 1897-8 Navy Estimates, and the hope of the Admiralty that

they will be complete by next March will almost certainly not be

fulfilled. Since the Formidable and Irresistible took to the water

at Portsmouth and Chatham, the keel plates have been laid of the

battleships London (7th of December, 1898) and Venerable (2nd of

January, 1899), two of the three vessels of the present financial year’s

regular programme. The third, the Bulwark, will be laid down at

Devonport about a fortnight after the launch of the Implacable, thus

realising the criticism expressed last spring that the battleships of

1898-9 would exist only on paper until the dying weeks of the naval

year. Each of these ships will be of 15,000 tons displacement, and

it is anticipated will attain a speed of nineteen knots. In the middle

of January the Admiralty gave out orders to contractors for the four

battleships of the supplementary programme of last July. Mr.

Goschen has thus acknowledged the wisdom of not overburdening

the Government dockyards unduly, to the delay of work. By giving

the construction of these four battleships to contractors he leaves the

dockyards comparatively free to meet any call which he may be

forced to make upon them owing to the activity of other Powers.

When he meets the House of Commons Mr. Goschen will have to

deplore that he cannot announce the completion of a single battle-

ship in the past year, but his statement will not end there. He will

be able to point to sixteen first-class battleshij)s under construction

—

an unprecedented record, which will counterbalance in some degree

the misfortunes that have followed in the wake of the engineering

dispute. By the end of 1902 all these sixteen ships will probably be

flying the pennant.

The j)rogramme of cruiser construction has been of the most

varied character, and the delays in the armour-clad classes have been

quite equalled by those in the building of cruising ships. We
have this year commenced a fleet of great armoured cruisers

;
they

are the ‘ fashionable ships ’ of the present day—a blending of the

offensive and defensive powers of a battleship with the swiftness of a
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cruiser on a displacement varying from 12,000 to 14,100 tons. The
tenders for the first four of these ships were not accepted until the

23rd of ]\Iarch last, though provision was made for them in the

Estimates presented in March 1897. The delay was due to the

armour and gun changes already mentioned, the Admiralty deciding

to wait until certain experiments were available for their guidance.

These four ships, the Cressy, Hogue, Ahouhir, and Sutlej, will be of

12,000 tons displacement, with a speed of 21 knots, will be well

armoured, and will carry heavy armaments. In all but name these

vessels will be swift battleships, a triumph of the skill of Sir William

White, the Chief Constructor of the Navy. Four other vessels were

provided for in the ordinary estimates for the current financial year,

and four more were sanctioned in July last when Mr. Groschen intro-

duced his Supplementary Estimate. Of the earlier quartette two will

be of the Cressy type and have been under construction for several

months at Glasgow and Barrow-in-Furness, and two will rank among
the most majestic, powerful, and swift warships in the world. Their

character may be judged from the following description given b}^ the

First Lord of the Admiralty himself :

—

They will he superior in speed and armament to the Cressy class and of larger

dimensions. The length between perpendiculars will be 500 feet
;
breadth, extreme,

71 feet
;
mean draught, 2G feet

;
displacement, about 14,100 tons

;
speed, 23 hnots

;

horse power, 30,000
;
armament, two 0 2 inch guns with armoured shields, sixteen

O-inch quick-firing guns in casemates, fourteen 12-pounders, quick-firing, three

3-pounders, and two submerged torpedo tubes. The protection to the 9'2-inch and

G-inch quick-firing guns will be equal to that of the Foioerful class. The guns will

be of the more modern type adopted for the Cressy class, and of considerably

greater power than those of any other cruiser. There will be four more G-inch

guns than in the Cressy. Buoyancy and stability will be protected by vertical side

armour about G inches thick, associated with strong steel decks. In these features

the arrangements will be similar to those of the Cressy class and the class,

but the bows will be more strongly defended. The steel hulls will be unsheathed.

The measured mile speed on an eight hours’ trial Avith natural draught will be 23

knots. The continuous sea speed with smooth water will be 21 knots. Water-

tube boilers will be adopted and twin screws. The capacity of the coal bunkers

will be 2,500 tons, and 1,250 tons will be carried at the speed trials.

These vessels need be only roughly compared with any existing

ships of the British Navy for the full importance of this triumph of

naval architecture to be appreciated. In speed they will be swifter

by one knot than our boasted ‘ Greyhounds ’ of the Navy, the

Roiverful and Terrible, which are merely ‘ protected,’ and they will

carry more and better guns. One of these ships will be built at

Pembroke Dockyard and the other by Messrs. Vickers, Son, and

iUaxim at Barrow. Of the other four armoured cruisers two of

14,100 tons disidacement will be Imilt by Clydeside firms, and con-

tracts for the other two will shortly be signed. During this

financial year no fewer than 28 armoured ships—battleshij)s and

armoured cruisers— will have been under construction, and this fact
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should bring rivals to an appreciation of the fact that the British

people are determined to act up to their principle of naval supremacy

—superiority in power and equality in numbers to the fleets of any

other two countries (the First Lord of the Admiralty, the 21st of

July, 1898).

On the 31st of March last there were eight first-class cruisers, six

second-class cruisers, and ten third-class cruisers in process of building.

No additional vessels of these types were projected. The First Lord

anticipated that of these ships, four first-class sister cruisers of 11,000

tons displacement, Andromeda, Diadem, Eurojpa, and Niohe

;

three

second-class sister cruisers of 5,800 tons displacement. Furious,

Gladialor, and Vindictive
;
and seven third-class sister cruisers of

2,135 tons displacement, Proserpine, Pomone, Pegasus, Pyramus,
Pactolus, Perseus, and Prometheus, would be completed by this

March. How far will these anticipations be realised ? The answer

is not all that could be wished. Of the four first-class vessels, all

except the Andromeda have completed their trials, and the Diadem
and Niohe have been attached to the Channel squadron since July

and December last respectively. The four other sister ships are

sadly in arrears, judged by all shipbuilding records, as the following

figures will show :

—

— Laid down Lanuclied Time midc)’ coiistruction

Spartiate

Amphitrite . ,

Arponaut
Ariadne

May 10, 1897
December 8, 1800
November 23, 1890
October 29, 1890

October 27, 1898
July 5, 1898

January 21, 1898
April'22, 1898

22 months

28 „

The most that can be hoped is that all these four important cruisers

will be ready for the pennant by this autumn, after being nearly

three years in building.

Of the three second-class sister cruisers, the Furious has been in

commission since July last, the Viiulictive has carried out her trials,

but the Gladiator is still only in her ‘ completing stage ’ at

Portsmouth, though she was laid down on the 6th of January 1896,

three years and two months ago. The other three second-class

cruisers of a modified Talbot type, though announced by the First

Lord in the spring of 1896, are still liungupat various contractors’.

Their records to date are :

—

1
— Laid down Launclicd Ti)iie under eonstraction

j

Hyacinth
Jliyhilyer

!
Hermes

.January 27, 1897
June 27, 1897
April 30, 1807

October 27, 1898
June b, 1898
April 7, 1898

2b montlis

20 „
9->— — M

The dates on which these vessels were launched indicate their

present state of unreadiness, though in justice to the contractors it
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must be stated that the Admiralty have not, for some reason,

specified for their completion before March next. It will be as

much as they will be ready for the pennant by that date.

Turning to the ten third-class cruisers of 2,135 tons displacement,

the salient facts in their history are these

:

—

1

Laid down Launched Time under construction

! Pactolus

1

Perseus .

1 Prometheus .

j

Pegasus

j

Pyramus

I

Proserpine

1
Pomone
Psyche .

Pandora
Pioneer .

May 4, 1896
May 25, 1896
.Tuiie 10, 1896
JMav 16, 1896
Uaj 16, 1896
March 2, 1896

December 31, 1896
November 15, 1897
.January 3, 1898
December 16, 1897

December 21, 1896
July 15, 1897

October 20, 1898
March 4, 1897
May 15, 1897

December 5, 1896
November 28, 1897

July 19, 1898

Completed Jan. 1899
334 months
p.oi.

Completed Dec. 1898
334 months

Completed May 1898
26 months
15i „
14 „
141 „

Only three of these ten vessels have been completed, and one more,

Pomone, is ordered to be passed into the Medway Fleet Reserve by

the 30th of March this year. The Psyche and Perseus are undergoing

their official trials. Of the others, two of which have been under

construction nearly three years, it would be rash to prophesy.

There are other types of small vessels under construction, but it

would be tedious to illustrate the delays in the construction of sloops

and gunboats or in the completion of torpedo-boat destroyers, two of

which, ordered three years ago, are still building.

It is unnecessary to point out that if war with an alliance of two

or more Powers had become inevitable during the past year, the

Xavy would have been seriously handicapped in consequence of the

engineering dispute and other preventible causes. There would have

been missing five battleships of the Canopus class and over half a

dozen cruisers—a collection of ships that w'ould be reckoned a for-

midable squadron by some Powers
;
yet the seven months’ thoughtless

engineering dispute of 1897 was the primary cause of all this

disorganisation of naval construction, a delay for which the nation

might have had to pay heavily in the past year of wars and rumours

of wars. There is occasion for congratulation that these twelve

months of comparative weakness to oppose an alliance are passed.

Our business is with the future. The main fact is that by the 31st of

]\Iarch of this year the Pritish Fleet will still be weak, in comparison

with what her strength should be, l)y the ships named in the subjoined

table, though the cruisers Ariadne, Gladiator, and Perseus may
soon be ready for transfer to the Fleet Reserve.

This list might be increased by including in it some of the smaller

classes of ships which have been delayed, sloops, gunboats, and tor-

]>edo-boat destroyers. It is sufficiently long without such details. Jt

indicates what might have l)een if the shipbuilding proposals out-
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1

Laid down
Pisplace-
ment in

tons

1

i

Guns i

5 Battleships
:

j

Canopus
Ocean
Goliath .

Albion . .

Glm'iJ . •

.Tanuary 4, 1897
February 15, 1897
January 4, 1897
December 3, 1890
December 1, 1890

12,950
1

12,950 1

12,950 ^

12,950

12,950 \

4 4G-ton breechloaders
12 G-inch quickfirers

10 12-pounder quickfirers

2 12- „ „ (boat),

b o-
))

_

8 •45-inch Maxims

04,750 42 X 5 = 210 guns

3 First-class Cruisers :

Amphitrite
Arffona at

Ariadna .

^December 8, 1890
November 23. 1890

October 29, 1890

11,000
11,000-

11,000
1

IG G-inch quickfirers

12 12-pounder quickfirers

2 12.- „ ,,
(boat)

o o

8 ’45 Max 'ms

33,000 i 41x3 = 123 guns
j

1 Second-class Cruiser :

, Gladiator .

>

December 8, 1890
5,750

1

1

1

1

1 4 G-inch quickfirers i

' G 4'7-inch „ ,

8 12-pounder quickfirers 1

1

1 12- „ „ (boat)'
!

•> O .

: 3 *45 Maxims
j

25 guns

3 Third-class Cruisers :

Perseus .

Prometheus .

Pyranius

May 25, 1890
June 10, 1890
Blay 10, 1890

2,135
(

2,135

2,135 i

8 25-pounder quickfirers

b fi- n
3 ’45 Maxims

0,405 19 X 3 = 57 guns
1

;

‘ Total, 12 warships 109,905
!

415 guns
!

1

lined three years ago had been able to follow their natural course.

The list also shows how far the Fleet would be below the standard

of strength drawn up by the Admiralty, if it were called up at an

early date to justify its being. Some of these cruisers are, it is true,

not far from completion, but many months will pass before the

majority of these twelve warships will become effective fighting units.

This is the debt we are paying for the disastrous labour war of

1897. It is a heavy national burden, and only a part of it is revealed

in the above figures. In spite of the most strenuous exertions, the

Admiralty have not been able to save their constructive plans from

becoming involved in further confusion. These twelve warships

are eloquent, if silent, witnesses to the great, though fortunately

not irretrievable, misfortunes primarily traceable to the engineering

dispute.

Archibald S. Hurd.

VoL. XLV— 265 K K
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THE SACK OF YANGCHOW IN IGII

{A CHINESE NARRATIVE)

For many years prior to 1644—the date of the siege described

below—China had been in a troubled and restless condition. The
Ming dynasty (1368-1G44) was approaching its end, and as a

natural consequence uprisings and rebellions had broken out on all

sides.

The last few rulers of the reigning house had by their vices and

incompetence brought their lineage into well-merited contempt
;
and

men had grown restless under the oppression and worry which

accompanied the prevailing disorder. It is possible that the local

outbreaks arising from these causes might have been suppressed even

by the disorganised force of the Government
;
but apart from these,

a pow’er of quite another order was gathering on the north-east with

which the half-hearted soldiery were quite unable to contend.

The Manchus—the Goths of Asia—had long been in the habit of

making raids on the rich cities and fertile farms which dot the great

plain of northern China. As the Chinese power of resistance

dwindled, their aggressions became more determined, and they even

ventured to make an attack on the capital itself. But this wns a

venture which was as yet beyond their undisciplined powers, and

they retired to their native haunts to prepare afresh for an under-

taking which was to crown their hopes.

At this crisis a beautiful slave girl interfered and changed the

course of history. While the Manchus w^ere preparing for a second

attack on Peking, a rebel leader named Li had, after achieving

victory in Honan and Shansi, marched on the capital. Threatened

with this new danger the Emperor gave orders to General Wu,
who commanded on the Manchu frontier, to march to the relief of

the capital. Without a moment’s hesitation Wu started in obedience

to this decree, but wns met almost immediately by the news that

the Emperor had committed suicide
;
that Peking had follen before

the rebels
;
and that a beautiful slave girl on whom Wu’s affections

had been centred had been given up as spoil to the victors.

This new's drove Wu back to his entrenchments, and drew from

liim a vow that he would take full and complete revenge on the head

of the rebel and violator of his beloved one. His resolve, and, more
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than his resolve, his filial piety, were soon to be put to the test.

With pauseless haste Li appeared before his fortress at the head of a

vast army, and accompanied by Wu’s father, who implored his outraged

son to save his life by joining Li’s standard. But the domestic

wound was too deep and too fresh to be forgiven, and though from

the city ramparts he saw his father beheaded as an answer to his

contumacy, he never flinched from his purpose.

In a great battle outside his fortress he inflicted a crushing

defeat on the rebels, and, pursuing them with the instinct of a sleuth-

hound, rested not until he reached Li’s final halting-place, where he

found nothing but the bodies of the arch-rebel and his most devoted

followers.

Meanwhile, theManchus, with the assistance of Wu, had occupied

Peking (1644), and with as little delay as j)ossible despatched forces

for the conquest of the provinces. Ill-armed and ill-prepared, the

Imperialist armies succumbed before them, and it was not until

they reached the valley of the Yang-tze-kiang that they met with

any serious resistance. There Shih K’ofa, President of the Board

of Wan at Nanking, had rallied the scattered forces of the Empire,,

and imparted some spirit into*the disheartened troops. But he

failed, and having been defeated in a battle at the Paiyang river,

retreated to Yangchow, over which city, nearly four centuries before,

Marco Polo held sway under Kublai Khan. Thither the Manchus

followed him, and began, amid great slaughter, to bombard the walls.

Their guns, however, were not heavy enough to make a breach, and

the besiegers, piling up the dead against the citadel, clambered over

this ghastly ladder into the city.

The official historian states that Shih K’ofa committed suicide,

and that the troops, after having ‘ remained in the city ten days, and

having butchered the inhabitants, marched south.’

An account of the events of these ten days was at once committed

to paper by a certain native named Wang Hsiu-ch’u, while yet all

the horrors he had witnessed were fresh in his memory. Subse-

quently copies of this manuscript were from time to time secretly put

into circulation with the unamiable intention of arousing popular

feeling against the victorious Manchus. Duriug the reign of K’ien-

lung (1736-1796) the work was placed on the Imperial index expur-

gatorius, and a decree was issued ordering that all existing copies

should be destroyed. Happily, such a decree is liable to fall short of

its object, and one copy, at least, was preserved intact from which an

edition was printed as late as 1895. The following is a translation

of this w^ork, and at the present time derives a special interest from

the fact that in the neighbourhood of Yangchow cities are now being

attacked and taken by rebel force who are probably at this moment
reproducing the scene so graphically described by Wang llsiu-ch’u:—

‘ On the 14th of the 4th month in the year 1644 the commander-

E K 2
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in-chief, Shih K’ofa, having been defeated on the Paiyang river, hur-

ried to Yangchow and closed the gates to oppose the advancing

enemy. Until the twenty-fourth day, the day before the city was taken,

soldiers were on guard within the barricaded gates. My house was

in the eastern part of the new city. This quarter was under the

protection of Commander Yang, and was full of officers and soldiers.

Two soldiers were quartered in my house, and such was also the case

in the dwellings of my neighbours. There were no outrages which

these soldiers did not commit. Each household had to supply them
with upwards of a thousand cash a day. This could not last, and we
were obliged to band together to invite the commander to a feast.

I did all I could to pretend to be respectful to him, and in this way
we gradually gained his friendship. He was pleased at our atten-

tions, and relieved us of the soldiers, who were sent further off. He
was fond of music, played the Pipa very well, and wished to make
the acquaintance of some clever singing girl wdth whom he might wile

away his leisure. One night he invited us to dinner with the full inten-

tion of enjoying himself, when suddenly a piece of paper from the

commander-in-chief was put into his hand. At sight of it he changed

colour and hurried on to the city wall. Whereupon we all also dis-

persed.

‘ The next morning the commander-in-chief issued a proclamation

.stating that he would be responsible for everything, and that the civil

population should in no way be implicated in the defence of the city.

All who heard and understood the meaning of this wept bitterly.

. Just then a report spread that the outposts had w^on a victory, and

everyone rejoiced. In the afternoon my wife, wdth some of her

relations, came from Kwachow^ in order to avoid the deserters from

the Marquis Using Ping’s army. My wife had been away from

Yangchow for a long time, and w^e were both grieved at meeting

thus. I was now told by one or two people that the enemy w^as on

the point of entering the city, so I hastened out to make inquiries.

Some said that the Marquis of Chingnan, Ihvang Tehkung, was

bringing an army for our relief. On the city w^all I saw that the

guards were still at their posts
;

I then went on to the market and

found the people talking in a panic-stricken w^ay. Many w^ere

moving about with dishevelled hair and bare feet. I asked for

news. With beating hearts and trembling lips they w'ere unable to

reply. Suddenly several tens of cavalry came from the northern

quarter of the city towards the south. They w'ere all in disorder,

like the w'aves of the sea, and surrounding a man in the middle wJio

proved to be the Imperial commander-in-chief. It seemed that

these men had tried to escape by the east gate, but the approach ot

tlie enemy prevented them from getting away, and their object now

was to reach the south gate. On this I i)erceived that the enemy
had entered the city. Suddenly there came a horseman riding from
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the south northward, at a slow pace, with loose rein and with

upturned face weeping bitterly. In front were two soldiers clinging

to the horse’s head, being evidently unwilling to part from the rider.

This sight is still before my eyes, and I am sorry that I don’t know
the names of the three friends. When the horseman had gone a

little distance the men on the city w^all rushed down, at the same

time throwing away their armour and weapons. Some of them were

wounded. The wall w^as now deserted. Previous to this the com-

mander-in-chief, considering that the w\all was too narrow to allow

the guns to turn, had a wooden platform made to connect the wall

with the neighbouring houses, so as to get more room for manoeuvring.

The w'ork was not quite finished wdien the enemy rushed up on

to the wall w'ith sw'ords flashing. The defenders of the city and the

people all crow’ded together, and the main road being blocked they

ran on to the wooden platform and climbed into the houses. The
new planks not having been firmly placed, the fugitives fell like

falling leaves so soon as they set foot on them. Eight or nine out of

ten w'ere killed. The noise of the men scrambling on to the houses

was like weapons clashing, and as they broke the tiles in stepping

on to the roofs the sound wus as of rain and hail. There was crash-

ing going on everywhere. The people in their alarm rushed out of

their houses, and were at a loss to know what to do or where to go.

The halls, sitting-rooms and even the bedrooms were full of our

soldiers, who had made their way down from the roofs in their fright-

ened search for hiding-places. The householders could not keep

them out. Outside the city walls the houses w^ere all closed and

there was a dead calm. The back of my sitting-room looks on to

the city wall. From the window I could see soldiers marching from

the south westward. Their rank and file were in strict discipline, and

they marched unhesitatingly in spite of the heavy rain. I thought

they were regular Chinese soldiers, and my heart took comfort.

Suddenly my neighbours who had agreed among themselves to wel-

come the victorious army knocked vehemently at my door. They
had arranged a table and were burning incense to show that they

dare not defy the enemy. It was plain now that affairs had gone too

far for remedy, and that it would be absurd to set aside their

counsel. So I kept on answering, “ Yes, yes.” Then I changed my
clothes and looked out for the coming of the enemy. But for a

long time they came not. Then I returned to my parlour window,

and looking up on the city wall, I saw that the troops were
fewer than before, some marching and some halting. Suddenly I

saw a crowd of women mixed in the ranks, dressed in the ordinary

Tangchow fashion. I became greatly alarmed, and returning, said

to my wife, “ The enemy are already in the city. If anything dreadful

should happen you had better commit suicide.” My wife assented,

and said, weeping bitterly, “Here is some gold which I have saved
;
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take it. As for me I have no hope of surviving in this world.” At

this moment some citizens rushed in, calling out, “ They are coming,

they are coming.” I ran out to see. Several horsemen were coming

from the north, trotting slowly. As they advanced they encountered

the people who were going to welcome them, and bowed their heads

as though in conversation with them. It was now a case of every-

one for himself. There was no concerted action although we w'ere

all huddled together, and nothing could be heard of what was going

on. When the enemy approached I found that their first object

was to extort money and that their demands were not very exorbitant.

They were satisfied with a little and did not ask for more. If their

demands were refused, they threatened with their swords, but I never

saw them strike anyone. (Afterwards I learnt that some who had

given up 10,000 taels of gold had not escaped death. The treacherous

natives urged the Manchus on.) As they came to my door one of

the horsemen pointed to me, and turning to his companion said, “ Gret

for me that man wearing the blue clothes.” On this the horseman

dismounted with the intention ofseizing me, but as I fled he gave up the

pursuit and remounted. I said to myself, ‘‘ I w^as wearing coarse

clothes like a countryman. Why did they w'ant to seize me ? ” My
brother coming, w'e consulted about the incident, saying, “ The

people in this neighbourhood are rich merchants, and probably they

thought w^e were also the same. What shall we do ? ” We then

hurried off through a byway and asked my eldest brother to take

• charge of our women. In the midst of rain all the others went to

my second brother’s house, behind the Ho family graveyard, where

the people were all poor, while I remained behind to see what would

happen. Suddenly my eldest brother came in and said, “ Blood is

flowing in the streets. Come with me that we may die contentedly

together.” Then I took my ancestors’ tablets and went with my
brother to my second brother’s house. At this time there were

taking refuge in my second brother’s house two elder brothers, one

younger one, one sister-in-law, one nephew, my wife, a son, and two

of my wife’s sisters, and one of my wife’s brothers.

‘ As it gradually grew dark the sound of the enemy’s soldiers

killing people was heard in the street, so we went up on to the roof

to hide. There was heavy rain at the time, and several of us were

olfliged to creep under one blanket, being all wet through. The

noise of croaninf^ was heard below. It sounded horrible. At mid-

nig] it we descended into the house again, and lit a fire with a flint

and steel, to cook some food. At this time fires broke out in the

city on all sides. In our neighbourhood ten houses were in flames,

and in the distance the conflagrations were numberless. The sky

was all lighted up as though by permanent lightning. There were

continual sounds of crackling and explosion, amid which could be

heard the cries of ])eople being lieaten in the street. It was
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unendurably horrible When the food was ready we all looked at one

another with fear and trembling. Our tears flowed so that we could

not use our chopsticks, as we thought of our blank future. My
wife took from me the gold which she had given me, and having

broken it into pieces divided them among me and my three brothers.

Each one w^as to conceal his share in his hair, shoes, clothes, and belt.

Then my wife finding some old and shabby shoes gave them to us to

put on. And so we passed the whole night without closing an eye.

Meanwhile there was, as it were, a sound of the song of birds in the

air, resembling the notes of a flute, and noises like little children

crying. These sounds were close to our heads
;
we all heard them.

‘ 26th.—The fire began to go out as the sky brightened. So we

w^ent up on to the roof again to hide. There were already upwards

of ten people hiding in the gutters. Suddenly a man from a building

on the east climbed up on to the roof, followed by a soldier with a

drawn sword, who seeing us left the man of whom he had been in

pursuit and ran towards us. Terrified at this I ran down to hide,

my brother following me. We ran about a hundred paces and then

stopped. Hence we were separated from the women, and were in

ignorance whether they were still alive or dead. The cunning

soldiers, fearing that many people would escape from them by hiding,

announced the proclamation of an armistice. The people in conceal-

ment, hearing this, came out of their hiding-places and followed the

soldiers. Of these there were about fifty or sixty, half of whom w^ere

women. My brother said to me, “We are only four here, and if we
were to encounter some armed soldiers we could not escape death.

We had better follow with the rest. In a crowd such as that, there

would be a better chance of escape. But let us die rather than be

separated.” At this time our minds w^ere confused, and we did not

know how best to act so as to save our lives. So we determined to

join the crowd following the soldiers. These Manchu soldiers who
led the crowH searched my brothers and took their gold, but left me
untouched. Suddenly some women called me by name. I looked

at them and saw that they were the two concubines of my friend

Chu Shu. I quickly bade them hold their peace. They w^ere dis-

hevelled and barefooted and stood in mud above the ankles. One
had an infant daughter in her arms. A soldier whipped her, and,

throwing the child into the mud, drove the crowvl forw^ard. In front

marched a soldier with a drawn sw'ord, wliile another carrying a spear

guarded the rear. A third man in the middle moved to the right

and left to prevent any escaping. There were several tens of us, and

w^e w’ere driven like oxen or sheep. At the least hesitation we were

flogged or killed. The w'omen were strung together on a cord like a

string of pearls. At every step some fell, and so got covered with

mud. The ground wns strewn thick with children, some trodden on

by the horses and some by the men. Their intestines and brains
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smeared the ground. The sound of lamentation was universal.

Every ditch and pond we passed was filled to the brim with corpses,

and the water was discoloured with blood. Presently we came to a

house. It was the dwelling of the Colonel Tao Yungyen. We
entered by the back door. The house was full of corpses in every

room. I thought that I should die here.

‘ We staggered to the front of the house, and came out into the

street, and again we entered one belonging to Chiao Chengwang, a

Shansi merchant. Here three soldiers lived. As we entered we saw

a soldier directing women to pick out clothing from the boxes strewn

about. The coloured satins were in piles like mountains. When
these women saw our soldiers come in they laughed coquettishly at

them. The soldiers drove all us men into the back hall and detained

the women in the side room. In the middle of the hall they had

arranged two square tables where there were three tailors and a

middle-aged woman making clothes. The woman, who was a native

of the city, was dressed in beautiful garments and was talking and

laughing as usual. She was very covetous, and when she saw a good

thing she begged the soldiers for it, intending to make herself

attractive. She was quite shameless. The soldiers said to us, “ When
w'e took Korea we captured several tens of thousand women, and

there was not one who lost her chastity. Why are the women of

great China so shameless ? ” Alas ! ’twas the result of anarchy. The

three soldiers stripped the women who came in of their wet clothes,

from head to foot, and then ordered the tailoress to measure their

naked bodies. Being defenceless they were obliged to submit, and

put on their new clothes. It is unnecessary to say that they were

so ashamed that they wished to die. When they had finished

changing, the soldiers took the women with them while they ate and

drank. There was no outrage they did not commit, being without

the slightest respect for morality. Suddenly a soldier drew his

sword, and jumping up, said to us, “ Come along, savages.” Those

in front had already been tied with cords, my eldest brother amongst

them. My second brother said, “ Our circumstances are desperate.

What is to be done ? ” Suddenly taking my hand he led me forward,

and other brothers following. Already they had tied up over fifty

men, and when raising their swords they shouted out
;
we felt that

our lives were lost. Not one dared to move. I followed my eldest

brother out to the hall, where we saw many going to be beheaded.

They were arranged in rows one after the other. At first I thought

I should be willing to incur the same fate. ]3ut suddenly my heart

moved as though helped l)y the spirits, and I turned and ran back to

the hall, unperceived by the fifty victims. In the west room at the

b.'ick of the hall there were still some old women, so, as I could not

hide myself there, J went through by the ])ack where there were a

nurnlx*r of camels, which blocked the way. But my heart was in a
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great flutter, and crawling under the bellies of the camels I passed

out. If I had frightened the creatures they would have trodden on

me, and I should have become as earth. I passed several rooms, but

there was no way out except by a lane at the side which communi-

cated with the back door. But the door had already been barred

with iron, so I returned to the front again.

‘ There I heard the sound of men being killed. I was more

frightened than ever, and without any plan of escape. On the left

was a kitchen where were four men who had been set to do the

cooking. I begged them to take me as one of their assistants, to

draw water for them. I thought I might escape in this way. But

they sternly refused, and said, “ Vv^e were counted before we came in

here, and if we were counted again and it was found that there was

an addition of one, they would suspect us, and w^oe would befall us.'’

I fervently begged without ceasing, upon which they became angry

and wanted to take me out to the shambles. So I went out with

my mind in a flurry. Looking at the passage, I saw a wooden

stand with earthen jars on it near to the house. I climbed up the

stand and succeeded in reaching a jar, but down I fell, for the jars

were empty and would not support me. I now didn’t know what to

do, so I quickly ran to the side |Joor, and laid hold of a handle,

intending to break it open. I shook it a hundred times but without

effect. I then knocked it with a stone, but as this made a noise, I

feared that it would be heard outside, so I was obliged to return to the

handle and shake the door. My finger was crushed and bleeding.

The handle suddenly moved, and it took all my strength to turn it.

I then tried to open the bar of the door. The bar was of Hibiscus

syriacus, and having expanded from the wet, it stuck more firmly

than the handle. While trying to force the door the hinge broke

and it fell down with a part of the wall, making a noise like thunder.

I quickly ran out and really don’t know where my strength came

from. I ran to the back door, outside of wdiich is the city wall.

‘ At that time soldiers and horses were crowding on the wall, and I

could not get near it. So I turned to the house on the left of the

one I had vacated, and furtively entered in. Every place where

men could hide was full, and they would not receive me. 1 went from

the back to the front of five several buildings. They were all alike

full, so I came to the front door facing the street. Our soldiers were

passing in a continuous stream. Everyone had thought the neigh-

bourhood a dangerous one and had deserted it. I then went back into

the house, where was a bedstead with a top to it. I climbed up by the

bedpost and hid myself on it, bending low, and my breath grew

quieter. Suddenly I heard, through the wall, my brother crying

bitterly, and the blows of a sword
;
then the crying ceased. In a

little while I heard my second brother pleading and saj'ing, “ I have

some gold buried in the ground of my house
;

let me go and get it
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for you.” A blow was the answer, and his voice sounded no more. At
that time my spirit departed from me and my heart was burning like

hot oil. My eyes were dry and tearless. My intestines became
knotted as though they would break, and I lost all self-control.

Presently a soldier brought a woman into the room and wanted

to claim his right as victor. At first she refused, but being urged

yielded to compulsion. But presently she said, “ This place is too

near to the ndarket
;
we cannot stay here any longer.” So the soldier

took her away. The house had a ceiling made with mats which was

not strong enough to support people, but through which it was

possible to climb to the beams above. With both hands I held the

beam and climbed up. My feet rested on a lower beam. Beneath

me was the mat covering and the space was quite dark. Shortly

vafterwards some soldiers came in and probed the matting with their

spears, to see whether or not it was empty, and fortunately thought

there was no one there. So during the whole day I never came into

contact with a soldier. But close to me there were many who were

put to the sword. Outside in the street every troop of cavalry which

passed was followed by several tens of men and w^omen crying bitterly

for help and mercy. Though there was no rain that day the sun

was obscured, and it was impossible! to know whether it was day or

night. After awhile the passing soldiers and cavalry diminished in

number, and the only sound that was heard in the neighbourhood

was of groaning and weeping. I thought about my two brothers who

were killed, and of my eldest brother and my wife and children,

about whom I knew nothing. I wanted to save them, if haply I

might see them again alive, so I climbed down from the beam and

went out again into the street, w^hich w'as full of men’s heads and

bodies. It was so dark I could not recognise anyone, but I stooped

down to the bodies and asked who they were, but there w'as no

answer. I saw, however, lights approaching from the south, and

quickly got out of the way, following along the bottom of the city

wall. The road was blocked with corpses, over which I fell several

times out of sheer fright, and became like one of themselves. After-

wards I got into a small lane where it was so dark that I ran against

fugitives, terrifying them and myself. On the main street torches

made it as light as day. Between G o’clock and 10, I reached

my brother’s house. The door was shut and I did not dare to

knock. On listening, however, I heard a woman’s voice, and recog-

nising it as that of my brother’s wife began to tap lightly. The

door was opened by my wife. My eldest brother had come back,

and my wife anfl children were all with him. I wept with my
brother, but dared not tell him that our other brothers were killed.

My sister-in-law inquired about them, and I answered evasively. I

asl-ced my wife hf)w she had esca])ed. She said, “ During the escape

from the soldiers you ran first and the others followed, and I was
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left behind with our son, Pang, We jumped down from the roof,

and escaped death. My sister, however, injured her leg in jumping,

and we all lay down. A soldier took us two to a room where there

were several tens of men and women all tied in a row, and ordered

the other women to see that we did not escape. Presently the man
went out with his sword, and another coming in carried off my
sister, whom I did not see for some time. Another soldier then

came in and let us women go. When outside I saw Mrs. Hung, and

we ran together to the old place, and so escaped.”

‘ Mrs. Hung is my second brother’s mother-in-law. My wife

asked me about my brothers, and on ray telling her she wept for a

lonff time. Mrs. Hun^ took some old rice and advised me to eat it.

It choked me. Fires even more than on the first evening were

breaking out on all sides. We furtively went out of the house into

the fields, which were piled up with bodies, some of which were still

alive. In the distance was the graveyard of the Ho family, where

there was a thick wood, and whence came a great sound of people

weeping and wailing, fathers calling for their sons, and husbands

calling for their wives. Such cries were heard on all sides, and were

extremely painful to listen to. We then returned to Mrs. Hung’s

house. My wife wanted to commit suicide. I prevented her by

talking to her all night, and so gave her no chance. At last the day

began to break. *

‘ 27th.—I asked my wife where we could hide. She led me by a

crooked lane to the back of the house, where some coffins were laid

amid old broken tiles which were lying about, showing plainly that

for a long time nobody had been there. We took some dry grass

and laid ourselves upon the coffins and covered ourselves with a grass

mat. My wife crouched in the front and I at the back. If we
moved our heads were exposed, and if we stretched our legs they

would be seen. We breathed quietly, and bent our legs and arms

into as small a space as possible. Our spirits had just settled a little

when we heard the sound of slaughter, accompanied by the tinkling

of the rings on the swords. A confused cry arose from the victims

and all begged for their lives
;
sometimes tens of men, sometimes

hundreds, on meeting a single soldier, no matter how great was

the majority, all bowed their heads and crouched down ready to

receive the sword. No one ventured to attempt to escape. As to the

crowds of women and girls they cried until the sound shook the

earth. It is unnecessary to say more. In the afternoon the corpses

were heaped up like mountains, and the dead must have been very

numerous. Fortunately, at evening we slunk away and got out.

Pang slept soundly on the coffin. From morning to night he made
no cry or sound, and never complained of hunger. When he wanted

to drink I took a piece of tile and got some water from the ditch to

slake his thirst. Then he fell off to sleep again. When he woke we
took him in our arms and went. Mrs. Hung came also, and we then
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heard that our sister-in-law had been captured, and that our nephew,

who was still in arms, was lost. Alas ! this was very sorrowful. Thus

in two days my brothers, sister-in-law and nephew were all taken

from us. We then began to search for rice in the pan, but not,

finding any, slept together and endured hunger the whole night

through. That night my wife again tried to commit suicide, but

Mrs. Hung rescued her.

‘ On the *28th I said to my eldest brother, “ We don’t know who
may die to-day. If, fortunately, you escape, then I beg you to

protect Pang.” My brother w^ept and consoled me. Presently w^e

left the place and went elsewhere. Mrs. Hung said to my wife,

“ Yesterday I hid myself in a chest and was left in peace
;
you must

take my place to-day.” But my wife was unwilling, and went back

to the coflSns to hide herself. Presently several banditti came in,

and, breaking open the chest, captured Mrs. Hung, and flogged her

severely, hoping to force her to give information. But she would

not confess any knowdedge of us. I thank her very much fcr this.

In a little while the banditti came in greater numbers, and made for

our hiding-place. They followed one another in succession, some

going to the back of the house, but when these saw the coffins they

went off. Suddenly there came several tens of soldiers shouting

loudly. Their appearance was horrible. To my horror I saw one of

these men come to the front of the coffin, who began to probe my legs

with a long spear. I was frightened and came out. The man was

a native, and acted as a guide to the soldiers. His face was very

familiar to me, but I have forgotten his name. I begged for mercy

and he asked for gold. When the gold was given he let me go,

saying, “ You are lucky.” My wdfe now came out of her place of

concealment and said to the soldiers, “ Let us go,” and though the

soldiers went away our fears were not pacified. There then came

by a young man in a red dress carr}'ing a long sword. He came

towards me, and took his sword as though to strike me. I gave him
gold, and he wanted my wife. My wife, who was nearly nine

months gone with child, was lying on the ground and refused to get

up. I told,^the soldier that my wife had been pregnant for several

months and that she had been ill the day before, when she had fallen

from a house, and that I w^as afraid she would not live. “ How'

can you,” I added, “ expect her to get up ?
”

‘The red-coated man did not believe this, and made my wflfe

undress that he might test the truth. He then went off, carrying

with him a young woman, a girl and a boy. The boy cried to his

mother for food, at whicli the soldier became angry and w’ith one

l)low on the head killed him, but took away the w'oman and her

daughter. “
'i’his place,” I said, “ is too public

;
we must find some

other and safer ])lace to hide in.” My wife w^as now determined to

commit suicide, which greatly alarmed me, but I did not know what

to do. Y'e then went out and in despair hung ourselves to a beam.
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Bat the rope broke and we fell to the ground. Before we could get

up the soldiers crowded into the house in which we had taken refuge

and went up to the hall, without noticing the two side rooms where

w’e were. We ran out of the door and got into a hay-loft to hide.

It was all full of women from the country. They received my wife,

but would not let me in. I ran to another hay-loft on the south

side. The grass was piled up to the roof. I got on the top, and

crouching down covered myself with grass. Here I thought I was

quite safe. But presently a soldier entered and jumping up on

the grass probed it with his long spear. I came out and begged for

ray life, giving him at the same time some gold. He made a

further search in the grass and got several other men. They all

gave him gold and he let us go. When he had gone away we went

back into the hay-loft. I saw that in the centre there were several

square tables covered with grass and empty spaces under them,

which might hold twenty or thirty men. In the company of others

I forced myself in and thought it was safe, but unexpectedly the

wall of the building fell down, and made a hole which left us visible

from the outside. The soldiers saw us and poked at us with their

spears. Those in front were wounded severely. My thigh also was

hurt. Some were captured, while I, who. was with those behind,

scrambled out, and made my way to the women’s place. My wife

and the other women were lying upon the grass, having smeared

their bodies with blood, mixed earth with their hair, and covered

their faces with black ashes. They lo.oked horrible. One could

only distinguish them by their voices. I begged the women, and

they let me get in beneath the grass. All the women were lying

above. I held my breath, not daring to move, and was nearly

suffocated. My wife gave me a hollow bamboo, which I put to my
mouth, the other end being in the open air, and so was saved from

suffocation. Outside, close to us, a soldier killed two men with one

blow. This was very wonderful and cannot be described by a pen.

All the women on the grass were trembling. Suddenly there was

a cry of sorrow. The banditti entered the house and, strange to say,

walked out again without taking any notice of the sound. As the sky

was now getting dark the women got up, and I also came out. The
sweat was running off me like rain. At night I went back with my
wife to Mrs. Hung’s house. Mr. and Mrs. Ifung were there, and my
eldest brother, who said, “I was captured to-day and was forced to

carry loads, for which I received 1,000 cash, with a pass to allow me
to return. The road was choked up with piles of corpses, and the blood

ran in streams.” He also heard that a commander named Wang had

taken up his residence in Li’s house at Chaoyang, and had distributed

many tens of thousands of cash to the refugees. He often prevented

his subordinates from killing the people, and thus many lives were

saved. That night after our grief we fell into a deep sleep.

‘ The next morning was the 29th day. We had endured five days.
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and I began to feel relief at the thought that perhaps I might escape

after all. But there were rumours about of a wholesale massacre in

the city. At this the inhabitants, who were half dead with fright and

privation, tried to escape, but met with great difficulties. Formerly

there had been a ditch leading through the wall, but this was so

choked up that the current could not run and it was almost dried up.

This was one cause of suffering, because the marauding parties

outside the" city, greedy of the wealth inside, entered by this ditch

at the dead of night and plundered the inhabitants. We feared now
and again that even yet we should not be able to escape. My eldest

brother was unwilling to leave us and go off alone. Until daylight

we thought no more of any plan. The old hiding-place would not

do again. My wife, owing to her pregnancy, always dreaded outrage.

We next hid ourselves in the grass at the side of the pond. My
wife and Pang lay down on the grass. Several soldiers came and

repeatedly took her out, and let her off for a small bribe. At last a

cruel soldier, with a mouse’s head and hawk’s eye, came to us. His

features were horrible. He wanted to seize my wife. My wife lying

down on the ground repeated to him the story she had told the other.

He would not listen to her and ordered her to stand up. My wife,

turning on the ground, resisted to the death. The soldier struck her

on the back with his sword. The blood was soaking her clothes. Inside

and outside they w^ere wet through. Before, my wife had said to me,
“ If we meet with any imminent peril I shall die. Do not for the

sake of husband and wife intercede for me, lest you should be im-

plicated.” So I now hid in the grass at a distance and pretended not

to take any notice. I thought that my wife w^as really dying. The
cruel soldier would not let her off, but wound her hair several times

round his arm and dragged her away. In his cruelty he hit her

savagely for the distance of a bow shot
;
turning round to go out of

the main street he struck her at every few paces. Suddenly they

met a troop of cavalry, one of whom spoke to the soldier in Manchu,

and he then let my wife go. So she crawled back weeping bitterly.

She was wounded all over. Suddenly great fires broke out on all

sides. At the Ho family graveyard were grass huts wffiich burnt up

easily. All came from their hiding-places in consequence, and as

they came out they w^ere attacked, not one in a hundred escaping

with their lives.

‘ Some were burnt to death within the houses, sometimes as many
as a hundred in each dwelling, but no one know^s how many perished

in all. These fires left no place in which to hide, and those attempt-

ing to conceal themselves wdio met the soldiers were put to death

in s})ite of gold. Only by lying with the corpses on a road side

could we possibly esca2>e. I with my wife and child took refuge

behind a grave, where w'e smeared our faces and legs with mud until

we were not like human beings. The fire becoming intense the

trees at the graveyard caught, and the glare w'as like lightning, wliile
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the noise was like the falling of mountains. The sound of the wind

was as though it was angry. The red sun was hidden and was dark.

It seemed as though there were many Yecha devils chasing and

killing thousands and hundreds of the inhabitants of Hell. Fright-

ened and alarmed I frequently fell into a comatose state, not knowing

whether or not I was still in this world. Suddenly I heard the noise

of trampling feet—an awful noise, that shook my heart. I turned

to look at the wall and saw my eldest brother struggling with a

soldier in the distance. My brother was the stronger and so es-

caped, but the soldier chased him. That soldier was the man who

the other day took my wife, and afterwards let her go. For awhile

I saw nothing of my brother, and my heart was trembling. Sud-

denly he came, naked and with dishevelled hair, pressed by a soldier,

and so was obliged to ask me for gold for his ransom. I had only

one piece left. This I took out and gave to the soldier, who was

very angry and struck my brother with his sword. My brother

rolled on the ground, and his body w’as covered with blood. My son

Pang got up and pulled at the soldier, crying and begging for mercy

(my son was only five years old). The soldier cleaned his sword on

Pang’s clothes and again began to strike my brother, who was nearly

dead. He then tugged at my hair, asking me for gold, and struck

me with the back of his sword unceasingly. I told him, “ ]My gold is

finished. If you must have gold, I must die
;
anything else you

may have.” The soldier dragged me by the hair to Huag’s house.

My wife’s clothes and things had been put away in two jars. These

were emptied for his benefit. He took all the gold, pearls, and the

best of the clothes. Seeing that on my son’s neck was a silver

chain he cut it away with his sw^ord. As he went he said to me,
“ I won’t kill you, but someone else is sure to put an end to you.”

From this I judged that the rumour of a general massacre was true,

and I made up my mind to die. I left my son in the house and ran

out quickly with my wife, and found that my eldest brother was

wounded on the neck an inch deep, and more severely on his chest.

\V e supported him and carried him to Hung’s house. In reply to

our inquiries he said that he did not feel pain. He was alternately

sleeping and w^aking. We put him down on the bed, and w’ent out

to hide ourselves again in the graveyard. All our neighbours were

lying on the various heaps of grass. Suddenly a man said, “ To-

morrow there w411 be a general massacre and all will be killed
;
you

had better leave your wife and escape with me.” My wife also ad-

vised me to go, but I thought of my eldest brother lying severely

wounded, and refused. Up to this time we had had something to

trust to, but all the gold w'as now finished and 1 began to despair.

Suddenly I fell into a swoon and was a long time recovering. The
fires began to go out. I heard the sound of three guns in the dis-

tance, and the soldiers running to and fro diminished in number.

My wife, holding Pang, sat upon a rubbish heap with Mrs. Hung.
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‘ Some soldiers now carried off four or five of the women. The

two older ones wept bitterly, while the younger ones laughed as

usual. Afterwards two other soldiers came up and fought for the

women. Another soldier tried to separate them, speaking to them
in Manchu. Suddenly another came on the scene and helped to

carry away the younger women to some neighbouring trees. One
of the women I recognised as the daughter-in-law of the family

Tsiao. In ordinary times the conduct of this family had been such

as to deserve some such punishment. In the midst of my alarm I

could not help sighing. Suddenly I saw an armed man dressed in

red clothes and wearing a Manchu hat and black boots, not thirty

years of age, coming along the road. His features were noble. He
was followed by a man wearing a yellow waistcoat whose appearance

was brave and majestic. Several Yangchow men followed them.

The man in red looked earnestly at me and said, “ You are not like

the others
;

tell me truly who you are.” Thinking to escape by
pretending to be some great one I trumped up a story. Then
pointing to the women he asked who they were. They told him the

truth. He said, “To-morrow a proclamation will be read by the

Prince to stop the massacre and you shall all have your lives.”

He then ordered his followers to distribute clothes amongst us, and

asked us how many days we had been without food. I answered,

“ Five days.” He ordered us to follow him. I and my wife were

doubtful, but we dare not hesitate. We came to a house which was

full of good things, fish, rice, etc. He said to a woman, “ Treat these

four people well.” Then he left us. It was now dark. My brother-

in-law had been taken prisoner, and we did not know whether he

was alive or dead. My wife was very anxious about him. Piesently

an old woman brought us rice and fish. My house was only a short

distance from Mrs. Hung’s house. I took some fish and rice for my
brother. My brother v;as not able to swallow more than a few

mouthfuls and then stopped. I wiped my brother’s hair and w'ashed

the blood away. My heart was hurt as if cut by a knife. On that

day we heard that the massacre was stopped, and every one took

comfort. On the morrow was the first day of the fifth month. But

although the eagerness for killinfj was not so fierce, still some

murdering and robbing went on. All the rich houses were searched

and plundered. All girls above ten years were captured and not one

left. On that day the Marquis Hsing Ping returned to Yangchow,

and every scrap of silk and grain of rice was taken into his tiger’s

mouth. The scene of destruction cannot be described.

‘ On the second day a rumour was current that the prefect and the

magistrate were already replaced. Proclamations were issued to

reassure peoj)le, by telling them not to be frightened, and an order

was given to the monks of the temple to burn the corf)ses. A
number of women were hiding in the temple, where some had died froiri

fright and others from starvation. 1 have referred to the record of
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the corpses which had been burnt and find that they numbered

upwards of 800,000. Those who committed suicide in wells and

rooms and those who were hung and burnt in the houses are not

included in this number.
‘ On the third day a proclamation was issued for relieving the

sufferers, and I went with Mrs. Hung to the Chiieh K’ou gate to

receive a share of the rice which had been collected by the com-

mander-in-chief. It was like a mountain several thousand tan} In a

very short time it all disappeared. The recipients coming and going

were mostly wounded in the head and forehead. Many had broken

arms and legs. Their faces were full of sword-cuts. The blood

flowed like the dripping of candles. When scrambling for the rice,

although many w^ere relatives and friends, they utterly disregarded

one another, the strongest carrying away the food and coming back

for more. The old, weak, and wounded were unable to get any the

whole day.

‘ On the fourth day the weather w^as fine and the sun shone forth,

but the smell of the corpses afifected every one. On all sides bodies were

being burnt and the smoke rose like a fog. The stench prevailed

several tens of li. On that day I burnt cotton and human bones to

ashes, with which to dress my brother’s wounds. I wept with great

sorrow and was unable to utter.

‘ On the fifth day those who had hidden in secret places gradually

came out. When they met their friends they wept and w^ere speech-

less. We five, although becoming a little more cheerful, did not dare

to stay in the house. We got up early, and took our food out into

the w'ilderness. The marauding parties were still coming to and fro,

in parties of several tens. Although these men were not armed,

they had clubs, and threatened the people, demanding their money.

Some they killed. Whenever they met a w'oman they carried her

off. I don't know whether they were Manchu troops or native

banditti. On that day my eldest brother died from his w'ounds. I

remember that when at first this misfortune fell upon us we were

with brothers, sister-in-law, nephews, wife, and son, eight in all, and
now there were onh' three left. My wife’s sisters and brothers are

not included in this.

‘ From the 25th day of the fourth month to the 5th of the fifth

month made ten days. All this is from my personal observations

and what my eyes witnessed. I have thus recorded the events as they

happened, and have not mentioned the rumours from a distance. In

the future people who, fortunately enjoying peaceful lives, are happily

devoid of trouble, but pay no heed to morality, and are always wasting

and wilfully misusing the gifts they possess, ought to be warned by
this narrative and be fearful.’

Eobekt K. Douglas.

• 1 tan =133 lb.
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IS THE PARTY SYSTEM BREAKING UP?

A LETTER from Mr. Goldwin Smith to the editor of the Times pub-

lished in that journal on the 17th of January, and a speech delivered

by i\Ir. A. J. Balfour at Manchester a fortnight afterwards, have again

drawn attention to a very interesting problem, which, though it is

frequently to be met with in the political literature of the last half

century, has never yet established its claim to rank among practical

questions. The present condition of the Liberal party, however, has

invested it with suflScient ‘ actuality ’ to enforce its recognition on the

leader of the House of Commons. Is the party system breaking up ?

Are we to take the collapse of one wing of the edifice as a warning

that the whole is rotten, and that the rest is shortly to follow
;
or

are we to regard it only as an accident due to particular causes not

affecting the stability of the fabric in general and productive only of

some temporary inconvenience while the necessary repairs are being-

executed ? When we find two men whose opinions on such a subject

are entitled to such deep respect as Mr. Balfour’s and Mr. Groldwin

Smith’s, both thinking it their duty to comment on the present state

of parties, and each giving a different answer to the inquiry suggested

by it, we cannot be far wrong in thinking that the matter deserves

consideration. On one hypothesis—that adopted in the Times' letter

—it is one of immeasurable importance. On the other, it is one of

great immediate interest. If a process of political evolution is now
going on before us, no student of English history should be indiffer-

ent to the spectacle.

Mr. Goldwin Smith believes the system to be near its end. Mr.

Balfour hopes that it will soon recover itself, and start again,

with new life and vigour, capable of playing that part in our consti-

tutional economy which it has discharged for the last two hundred

years. The Professor thinks that those who are just leaving the world

‘ are likely to miss a very interesting discussion.’ The statesman

persuades himself that after a little shuffling of the cards affairs will

jog on as before
;
and that if Mr. Goldwin Smith is anxious on other

accounts to leave the world he need not delay his departure in hope

of his curiosity being gratified.

Three different theories are suggested by the present state
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of parties : one, that the system is sick unto death
;
another, that

the conditions essential to its health are only in abeyance and will

sooner or later be restored
;
a third, that party government is not

really dependent on the existence of two organised opposing forces,

and could be carried on just as well without them. There is some

confusion of thought, I think, in this last-mentioned hypothesis.

Some such scheme as it indicates might arise out of the wreckage of

the party system, but even if it could be permanent, which I very

much doubt, it would not be party government in any sense in which

the term has ever been used in this country. I shall use it only as

it is understood by Mr. Goldwin Smith, Mr. Balfour, and, I may add,

by Englishmen in general.

Mr. Smith, who holds the first of these views—namely, that the

system is moribund—asserts that it is ‘ not a necessity of political

life, but only an accident of English history.’ This may be true in

the abstract
;
the only question is whether it is not now so deeply

imbedded in our political life ’ that the removal of it might be fatal

to the constitution. It may be worth while, therefore, to follow Mr.

Goldwin Smith very briefly over the course which it has run since

1714, with a view to ascertaining whether it has not been much
more continuous in its operation than the language of his letter

would imply : and whether the disuse of it would not necessarily lead

to other methods, to which the country has long been unaccustomed,

and to which I cannot think they would accord a very favourable

reception. Mr. Smith, I know, has Lord Bolingbroke on his side, who
thought, however, that the party system should have ended where the

Professor says that it began. It ought to have ceased, in his opinion,

with the accession of the House of Hanover, when all danger of a

Popish sovereign, by which parties were originally created, would

have been over, had the new dynasty not adopted a policy of pro-

scription and excluded the Tories from all participation in the

Government. This mistake at once called into being a strong Tory

opposition, and was the real parent of the party system as we now
know it. This was Bolingbroke’s version of events quorum pars

mo.gna fait. And pushed to its logical conclusion it lands us in the

Patriot King—not such a bad sort of personage after all, if you can

only find him. But that is the difficulty. This question, however,

lies beyond the scope of our inquiry.

What are the points, then, which seem to be essential to the

political regime described by Mr. Balfour as the ‘ two party ’ system.

The first, I think, is that the two parties should be divided from

each other by questions of which the conditions are not, of course,

perpetual, but permanent. The second is that they should be com-

posed of men willing to submit to Parliamentary discipline, to respect

Parliamentary traditions, and to sink any peculiar views they may
happen to entertain when inconsistent with the common good. We
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have seen this truth exemplified bj very recent experience. The

third is that each party should be largely leavened by men of suffi-

cient property and position to make them independent of Parliamen-

tary distinction. As an example of public questions of which the

conditions are not permanent I would take our foreign policy in

general. Its conditions are always changing, and it would be impos-

sible to form or to keep together two great political parties by

differences of opinion which must necessarily vary with every day

that passes. Then again there are matters of great importance

which are only questions of more or less, or administrative ques-

tions on which it is impossible to bind down large bodies of men to

particular agreements. With regard to the second point it is

scarcely necessary to remind the public that the great advocate

of the party system, Edmund Burke, places discipline and com-

promise among its first necessities. If parties are to maintain

principles, they must not run riot after fads. The third essential

which I have named is almost a condition of the second. Discipline

can hardly be preserved with a crow'd of aspirants pushing eagerly to

the front, each one with a mission of his own. All three require-

ments are indeed sufficiently obvious. But Mr. Groldwin Smith only

notices the first, on which his remarks seem to lack a good deal of

his usual clear-sightedness.

If we look back to the date from which he starts, that is 1714,

we shall see that parties have for the most part been divided

upon questions of w'hich the conditions were permanent. During

the first seven years of George the First’s reign they w^ere settling

down. But after that they fell into position, and kept up for the

next twenty years the system wffiich Mr. Balfour considers to be the

only one possible. That the Opposition w^as variously composed, of

Tories, Patriots, discontented Whigs and Jacobites, matters nothing,

as long as they were animated by one common purpose and bound

so closely together as to be virtually one party. The question in

this case of which the conditions were permanent was ‘ Walpole’s

system,’ which the w'hole Opposition, looking neither to the right nor

to the left, w^ere determined to overthrow. This w^as sufficient for

the purpose. This is not the place to examine what that system w^as,

or wffiat w^as the matter wdth it serious enough to lend patience and

cohesion to its assailants for so long a period. Nor does it signify

in the least wdiether Walpole was right or wrong. The history of

his administration illustrates the liistory of parties just the same,

wdiichever he v/as.

On Wali)ole’s retirement an effort was made by the king in

concert with Lord Carteret to throw off the yoke of j)arty; but all

that it did was to su]»ply a new question of which the conditions

were permanent, i i place of the old one, wdiich, of course, disappeared

with Walpole. Then came up the question of prerogative and the
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right of the sovereign to choose his own ministers. The Tory party

from 1750 to 1760, while the last spark of Jacobitism was dying out,

were gradually being educated to make this their watchword. They

were a compact and powerful body, though not a majority of the

House
;
and if for a time they were comparatively inactive they

kept their distinctive creed and continued to be a real party. The
Whigs, on the other hand, now began to split up into sections,

representing patrician clans instead of democratic cliques
;
and during

the first ten years of George the Third’s reign their condition was

not unlike that of the Liberals at the present moment. The king

of course took advantage of their disorganisation, and succeeded in

the end in establishing a strong government which held its own in

the House of Commons for twelve years, during which period the

party system had time to right itself, so that before the end of it we

again see two compact and fairly balanced parties once more sitting

on each side of the Speaker’s chair.

The Whigs lost all the fruits of their twelve years’ training and

discipline by the memorable ‘coalition’ of 1783, when the party

system took a new departure, and was finally consolidated by Mr. Pitt

;

the Whigs, numerically weak, but compact and organised, forming a

regular Opposition, a function to which they were confined for the

best part of half a century. But they had learned their lesson. They

had had enough of groups. Some of them went over to the Tories

after the French Kevolution. But we hear no more of ‘ the Kevolu-

tion Families.’ Party had not broken down. On the contrary, just

what was wanted to inspire it with fresh vitality was about to happen.

Whigs and Tories had hitherto been divided on a question of which

the conditions were certainly permanent—namely, the rights of the

Crov/n, supplemented so to speak by the American War. They were

soon to be divided not only upon these but upon other questions

also, of which the conditions are not only permanent but, humanly

speaking, perpetual. With the French Kevolution began that anxiety

for the safety of our national institutions and the stability of our social

order which was unknown in the eighteenth century and which has

never entirely subsided. But it has taken different forms. The Whig-

Opposition, indeed, which confronted Pitt had no thought of abolishing

the House of Lords or disestablishing the Church of England. But

they v/ere suspected ofa dangerous sympathy with ‘ French principles
’

which carried these changes in their wake, and were quite enough to

establish a line of demarcation between Whigs and Tories down to

the end of the war and for some years afterwards. During the reign of

George the Fourth this began to grow fainter
;
but the Koman Catholic

question and the Parliamentary Keform question took its place, and

w^ere of cour.se closely associated wdth it. Or, if it is thought hardly

fair to take the Koman Catholic question as an instance, seeing that

the Tories themselves were divided on it, Parliamentary reform, at
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all events, and the necessity of coercive measures for suppressing

Jacobinism, were two substantial questions of which the conditions

were permanent from the Peace of 1815 to the .Reform Bill of 1832.

After that great change the system to all outward appearance

went on as before. It seemed as if the two great parties had only

changed places. But the Whigs themselves by taking a third party

into partnership dug their own grave, and sowed the seeds of all that

confusion which makes us ask now, and has made others ask before,

whether party is really breaking up, or whether Liberalism is only

undergoing that process of purgation which is necessary to restore

its unity and purity and qualify it to resume its legitimate constitu-

tional function.

Ergo exercentur poenis vetemmque malorum
Supplicia expendunt, &c.

I have said that the alarm inspired by the French Revolution

took different forms. After 1832 it took a very acute form, quite

sufficient to constitute a question of which the conditions were per-

manent, not only as long as the Whigs remained in power, but after

they had resigned. The Conservative Grovemment of 1842, with what

justice others may decide, was regarded not only as the best possible

administration but as the saviour of society. The all-round attack

on vested interests which the late Grovemment, as it was said, had

inaugurated, had thoroughly roused the middle classes and destroyed

all the popularity which the Whigs had acquired by the Reform Bill.

At that time if a man said he was a Conservative or a Liberal you

knew at once what he was, as well as you would have done twenty

years before had he called himself a Tory or a Whig.

In 1846 the Conservative party was thinned by the secession of

the Peelites. But there was no interruption of its continuity. Pro-

tection was a quasi-party distinction while any hope of regaining it

was cherished. But it could not last
;
and after the general election

of 1852 the party system reappeared in its proper proportions, the

two sides being divided from each other on questions of deep and

lasting interest—namely, the privileges of the Church of England

and the reconstruction of the House of Commons. The Crimean

war and the Indian mutiny shelved them for the moment, but from

1858 to 1868 they formed two issues on which the division of parties

could be maintained on its normal footing without the aid of any

mere political fiction. It is unnecessary to say that, during what

was called the volcanic period, the party system showed no signs of

extinction. Then followed the Irish question, which, indeed, is

always with us, and can boast greater elements of permanence

than any that has yet been named. The third Reform Bill, and the

jwloption of Home Rule by Mr. Gladstone, led to another new forma-

tion of the party system which, in my own opinion, will be found in
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the long run to have greatly strengthened it, and to have rendered its

demise further off than ever.

I have now shown, I think, that the life of the party system has

been more continuous and less intermittent than Mr. Goldwin Smith

represents, and that after every temporary submersion it has always

risen to the surface again with renewed vitality and energy. Does

not this point to its being something more than an ‘ accident of

English history ’ ? And why should we suppose that what has

happened so often before is not going to happen again ? There may
be some reasons for thinking so, connected with the second and

third points which I have mentioned as essential to the existing

system. It may be that the greatest danger to it lies in the

difficulty of restoring party discipline after it has once been set at

naught. What is called independence is all very well, but when a

party, though nominally one, is found to consist in reality of a number

of sections, each bent upon having its own way while not violating

the outward appearance of unity, the usefulness of the whole body

for promoting those objects for the sake of which it primarily exists

is naturally impaired. It may be that the restoration of the old

discipline is impossible
;

that the representatives of the various

interests among which the Liberal party is now distributed would

not listen to such a thing, and that they will continue to pursue

their own course, as seems best to themselves, without regard to

obligations wffiich perhaps they may consider obsolete. The Labour

Party, the Temperance Party, the Liberationists, the Socialists,

Secularists, &c., constitute independent agencies inside the party

pale unknown to our forefathers. These developments may be the

natural and necessary results of household suffrage and popular

education, and, as Mr. Gladstone once said, ‘ we must stand the

recoil of our own guns.’ It is far from incredible that they may
in the end be found incompatible with the maintenance of the ‘ two-

party system.’ But this is not the ground on which Mr. Goldwin

Smith prophesies its extinction.

With this new distribution of forces we find, as of course we
should expect, a new class of members impatient of control,

contemptuous of traditions and conventions, and profoundly con-

vinced that it is the mission of the particular denomination to which

they belong to regenerate the country. Many of these derive all

their importance from their seat in the House of Commons. They
must keep themselves in evidence or they would run the risk of

losing it. They enter Parliament for a special purpose. Not
primarily because they are Liberals or Kadicals, but because they are

teetotallers or trade unionists or something else. The general interests

_

of the whole party, the conception of Liberalism at large, regarded as

a great political creed founded on first principles, which it is, of course,

just as truly as Conservatism, occupy only a second place in their
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thoughts. From this class of members less support is naturally to be

expected for the party system than from those with whom it is all in

all
;
to whom the dpx^'l Liberalism is precious, and with whom it

is particular changes and not general principles that are secondary

considerations. Of course there are many particular changes which

are only the application of those general principles. But there are

many which are not, and it is just these which seem to have the

greatest fas'cination for the class of members in question. The
principle of compulsion introduced into so many departments of

administration within recent years has nothing in common with true

Liberalism.

I think there may be danger to the party system from the t\i'0

last-mentioned considerations. But I cannot see myself how it can

be thought likely to break up for want of the first essential I have

named—for want of questions, that is, of which the conditions are

permanent. So far from this being the case, surely such questions

are before us now in greater prominence and closer proximity than

ever. Mr. Goldwin Smith says :
‘ When there are no fundamental

questions before the nation, party becomes faction with all its evils.'

True. But what does Mr. Goldwin Smith mean by fundamental

questions ? Is not the House of Lords a fundamental question,

is not the Church of England a fundamental question, is not the

nationalisation of the land a fundamental question? What more

does Mr. Goldwin Smith want ? We can hardly conceive of anything

which can effect a more distinct and lasting cleavage between two

parties than the preservation or destruction of our territorial system,

and our political and ecclesiastical constitution. We have emerged

from the financial epoch. The question of the suffrage has been so

far settled that it is not likely to become a burning question again

for many years. The ground is clear for the Eadical attack on the

Church and the aristocracy
;
and a resolute band have sworn neither

‘ to eat nor to drink until they have killed Paul ’—that is, that

according to last year’s programme no other reforms are to be

seriously taken up till the House of Lords is wiped out. And then

we talk of the absence of fundamental questions !

I grant that, if the system is not breaking up, the curtain must

soon rise upon some new party capable of forming a coherent, homo-

geneous and sufficiently numerous Opposition. De Tocqueville says

that much of the French Eevolution had been accomplished before

1789. A new re/jime had been gradually growing up within the

shell of the old one. The Eevolution only knocked away the

scaffolding. Are we ju-stified in believing that a party capable of

discharging the functions of the Tories under George the First and

George the Second, of the Whigs under George the Third and

George the Fourth, and of the Liberals during ])art of the reign

of (hieen N'ictoria, is even now in ])rocess of formation, perhaps on
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the verge of completion, and about to emerge from the chaos in which

Liberalism and Eadicalism of every shade and colour lie jumbled up

together? Yes, I think we are justified in believing this. For my
own part I do fully believe it, and I hardly see how more than one

answer can be given to the question. The party system is disorganised

now, but, so far from being exhausted, materials seem to exist for its re-

construction in more than ordinary abundance, and that in a singularly

well defined and cohesive form. It is possible, of course, that the

twin tendencies to which I have last referred may in the long run

undermine it. But, when the rubbish and ruins which now encumber

the ground have been cleared away, we may expect to see a well-

appointed Kadical party revealed to view, with well-defined aims, with

one policy, and with a leader not elected but assuming his natural

place in virtue of his acknowledged superiority, which nobody

dreams of questioning. With the questions now before us, I

scarcely see bow this can be avoided. There is a Radical party in

the country growing in strength every day with faith in its own

principles, and seemingly prepared to face a long period of Opposi-

tion in the prosecution of them. On the two questions 1 have

mentioned, the House of Lords and the Church of England, they will

be whole-hearted
;
and these will be quite enough to find food for

party for at least another generation.

It seems to me then that another page has yet to be turned in

the history of the party system, before we come to the end of it, and

one too that promises to show it in vigorous and healthy action. It

has got that much time before it I feel convinced. What may
happen afterwards, should this be the last act of the drama, is

another question altogether. Lord Beaconsfield has told us what in his

opinion would be the inevitable sequel.^ It is, perhaps, more proba-

ble that if government by groups were tried, a short experience of it

would lead to the restoration of the two-party system. If not, every

successive minister would act on the principle of divide et impera
;

and the power of the individual in politics, whether monarchical or

otherwise, would be enormously increased. Lord Beaconsfield himself

would have contemplated this result with equanimity. But I doubt

if any living statesman or any existing political party would say the

.same thing, or at all events have the courage to avow it. ‘A popular

assembly without parties—500 isolated individuals—could not stand

for five years against a minister with an organised Government.’ ‘

‘ You can have no Parliamentary government if you have no party

government.’ - Let us try to see how the no-party system would

work out.

Let us imagine a House of Commons in which party obligations

were unknown and members had no other motive for attending in

' Speecli on Maynooth grant, the lltb of April, iSlo.

.Speech, tlie .30tli of August, 1848.
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their places but ‘ the public good,’ or every now and then the promo-

tion or repulsion of some particular measure in which they took a

personal interest. Let us suppose that each man did wLat was

right in his own eyes regardless of the opinion of his neighbour.

The ordinary business of the House would then virtually be trans-

acted by a series of Select Committees as questions successively arose

in which batches of members had a stake. Among these batches

there would, by the terms of our hypothesis, be no co-operation
;
and

when extraordinary business, some great debate, say on foreign affairs

or constitutional changes, drew together a fuller House, men unac-

customed to act in concert, and to all those little sacrifices which

such action entails, would be at a great disadvantage when pitted

against a minister with a compact band of supporters always at his

command. A minister in such a position would resemble a general

at the head of a small regular force in the presence of a swarm of

guerillas, when the chances are always in favour of discipline against

numbers, and, considering his opportunities for creating divisions and

distractions in the ranks of an enemy, with no party ties or sentiment

of past honour to keep them together, in a much better position than

such a general. On all ordinary questions he would beat the Opposi-

tion in detail, using one group to crush another
;
or if in any case

he happened to be defeated by a chance combination among them,

he w^ould not be obliged to regard it as a vote of want of confidence^

seeing that the very next day he might be at the head of a majority

as usual.

Nowadays, when a minister with a majority in the House of

Commons is defeated on any leading question, the event must

practically mean that he has lost the confidence of his own party.

Under the conditions w'e ar^ supposing it would mean nothing of

the kind, for he would have no party except the Prsetorian guard

already named. The only thing that could certainly turn him out

would be a combination of all,the groups in the House to carry a

vote of want of confidence. But how often would any such minister

have this to fear ? If he dissolved Parliament, would he necessarily

have to reckon with a similar combination in another House of

Commons ? The answer is. No
;
not necessarily. With new members

would come new intersectional relations
;
and it would be a long time

before any fresh agreement was possible. Such confederacies, we

must remember, would have comparatively little to gain by any

change of Government. When a party acts together on all occasions,

it has a common interest, and something to hope for from a change

of seats
;

at all events there is the esj/rit de corps to be gratified.

But in the case we are supposing none would exist
;
nor would the

new Government feel itself under any obligations to a mere ephemeral

conjunction of groups from which it would have no more regular

su])port to expect than its j)redecessor had, and which, liowever united
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a front they might present to-day, would melt away like snow to-

morrow. On the merits of personal government different opinions

may beheld. But party government—the two-party system—is all

that stands between us and the transfer to individuals of a much larger

share of power than they possess now, a transfer which, if passively

acquiesced in, would probably be the precursor ofsome organic change

in the constitution.

The whole difficulty has arisen from the attempt to work as two

parties what in reality were three. It is not now felt for the first

time. It has been observed at intervals ever since 1832. But for

a long time the recognised ascendency of the Whig leaders and

the strength of the parliamentary tradition kept the team within

their traces and enabled what had then become a fiction to wear the

appearance of reality, and to a great extent to serve the same purpose.

Now that the fiction is worn out, will the process be reversed, and

the genuine party system again become a living fact ? I, for one,

fully believe that it will, and I as earnestly hope that it will. The

extinction of it must lead to a series of experiments of which the

ultimate issue, whatever it might be, could not be reached except

through a long transition period of trouble and disorder lasting

perhaps for half a century.

There is some poetry in hereditary monarchy whether absolute

or Parliamentary. There is an element of greatness in our party

annals, notwithstanding the meanness, the dishonesty, and the

selfishness by which it has too often been disfigured. It is not all

Tadpole and Taper. There is something in it which appeals to the

imagination. Men are proud of belonging to an ancient and

powerful organisation founded on generous principles and boasting a

famous history. It keeps up a high tone in public life, as pride of

birth does in private. But there would be nothing of this kind in

a collection of mushroom groups, each bent only on picking up its

own pins. I must say that as a matter of personal feeling I should

be profoundly sorry to see either of our two great political firms,

with all their noble memories and associations, converted into a

Limited Liability Company.

T. E. Keiujel.
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^NANns OFF TRINITY]

Ik dealing with this subject I wish it to be distinctly understood

that I am neither opposing nor advocating a Eoman Catholic Uni-

versity. As a Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, I consider myself

bound as far as possible to a position of neutrality, so long as any

proposed solution of this very difficult question does not interfere

with Trinity College in such a manner as either to cripple her

resources, which are at present strained to the utmost to meet the

requirements of the present day, or to cut her short in that career of

usefulness which she has maintained for more than three centuries,

and has exhibited more especially since Tests were abolished within

her walls some quarter of a century ago.

‘ Hands off Trinity ’ has, I think, been pretty generally accepted as

a dictum to accompany any modern legislation for enlarging university

education in Ireland. But it should be clearly understood that this must

refer not merely to her endowments, but, what is a much more serious

matter, to the number of her students. After the enormous concession

which has been required from, and which has been willingly accepted by,

the Protestants of the Church of Ireland in the removal of religious

tests in resjoect of all secular endowments, prizes, and honours in the

college, the least we can expect is that no legislation shall be adopted,

of which the natural and logical outcome will be that we shall be

deprived not only of our Roman Catholic students, but of a consider-

able number of our Protestant students of any or all denominations.

And yet I fear that, unless Mr. Balfour’s proposed scheme be modified

in one important particular, disastrous consequences in this respect

to Trinity College may be the unforeseen result. So far as his

object is to extend the benefits of university education to those who

cannot at present obtain it, more especially if that inability arises

from conscientious motives, everyone in Ireland will, 1 think, wish

liirn ‘God speed’; but this should not be at the expense of any

existing college, much less at the expense of the only Kngli^h-planted

in.^titution in Ireland which has ever been tbcrouglily successful.

\ college such as ours, wbicli opened her degrees to all denominations
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more than a century ago, long before her sisters at Oxford or

Cambridge took the same liberal step, and which since the abolition

of Tests in 1873 has surely, though gradually, been losing her

denominational character, should be treated with gentle touch. When
the Queen’s University was established in Ireland, it was laid down as

a fundamental principle that the colleges should be erected in the

three provinces, but none in Dublin. It would be an extraordinary

step to take now, more than half a century later, to erect another

college in Dublin to which the Tests Acts should apply, equivalent

either to a second Trinity or to a fourth Queen’s College. A
rival institution at our doors, richly endowed by the State, with

every modern appliance up to date, with valuable prizes at its

disposal, and charging fees probably one-half those paid for education

in Trinity College, would undoubtedly attract a large number of

our students, especially of those who might be unable to secure our

highest prizes
;
and should this result ensue, a serious reduction

would take place in the number of our students, justifying then

to our enemies that attack on our endowments which they now
appear to repudiate. We have already felt the effect upon our

numbers of the establishment of the Doyal University, in which

the study of Ureek is not compulsory, though that is only an

examining body
;
but a teaching university on the same lines, and

with greatly reduced fees, would be not only a formidable but an un-

fairly constituted rival. I do not say this under any apprehension that

we could not compete successfully with a rival institution, provided that

the conditions were fair and equal, and that there w ere students enough

for both
;
but as it would scarcely be considered reasonable to plant

a second Queen’s College in Belfast, with low fees to undersell that

institution, it would certainly be equally unreasonable to act similarly

in Dublin, the population of the two cities being almost identical.

This consideration affects our students, whether Protestant or Koman
Catholic, but the latter would in addition be more seriously affected,

owing to the pressure which would be brought to bear upon them
to force them aw^ay from Trinity College and drive them into the

new college
;
and this pressure would be almost irresistible. Long

experience as a college tutor enables me to know' wUat that pressure

means. It is most simply conveyed in the following terse sentence,

used to me by a parent who brought his son to enter Trinity under
me :

‘ Before one of my religion can bring a boy here, the father must
fight the mother and the priest, and that is a battle not worth while

to engage in unless the boy is w'orth it.’ I don’t say that this is

universal, but the public would perhaps be astonished if they knew
how general it is.

It is remarkable how history repeats itself, and how the same
questions recur in successive generations. An interesting illustration

occurs in relation to this very point in vol. ii. of the Gastlereagh
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Correspondence. In 1799 a plan was propounded for ‘ strengthening

the North ’ by the foundation of a university in Armagh, and though

that was only to be in one of the provinces, its effect upon Trinity

College was keenly discussed. At that time the late Primate had

bequeathed a sum of 5,000^. to be applied in buildings for such a

university, provided that it was incorporated within four years, and

the plan put forward was that Parliament should grant as much more

as was necessary, the Grovernment should allocate two livings to the

university, each of the northern Bishops should allocate one, and the

Provost was to be appointed by the Crown. The professorship of

astronomy and the library founded by the Primate at Armagh were to

be attached to this new university, and the surplus of Erasmus

Smith’s funds, together with a levy from the incomes of the diocesan

schools, were to go towards its endowment, with many other details

not necessary for me to go into for my present purpose. The main

object was ‘ to animate and encourage the schools, and to provide a

cheap education for either of the learned professions.’ (There appear

to have been only two then recognised.) In Lord Cornwallis’s letter

to the Duke of Portland, dated Dublin Castle, the 29th of July, 1799,

recommending this scheme, he uses this phrase :
‘ It has long been

considered that the establishment of a second university in this

kingdom, and especially in the Province of Ulster, so as to assist the

education of Dissenters and to promote an emulation in the Uni-

versity of Dublin^ would be of great public benefit.’ Now, this

combination of a cheap edticaiion with the emidation of the old

university, as then proposed, is a curious illustration of the point

upon which I am dwelling, though that new university was only to

be in a then remote province, and not in the metropolis.

The Duke of Portland in his reply to the Lord Lieutenant, dated

Whitehall, the 31st of August, 1799, advises the scheme to be dropped,

and the legacy of 5,000^. allowed to lapse. He thought that the

revenues of the estates in question could not be diverted as proposed

from their original purposes, and that, in the circumstances of the

then impending Union, a second university in Ireland would not be

of public benefit, and he advised that Irishmen should be rather

encouraged ‘ to study and take degrees in either of tlie two English

universities.’ He then adds the following amusing remarks :
—

As to the advantage which would be derived from such an institution ])y tlio

omulation it would create in the University of Dublin, I will venture to say that

there is not a place of education in any part of Ills IMajesty’s dominions, or perhaps

in the known world, to which such an argument is so little applicable. If the

times had afforded your Excellency leisure and opportunity to be acquainted with

the system and course of the studies in Trinity College, the exercises performed by

the students, the frequent public examinations they undergo, the very severe trials

to which those are obliged to submit who are candidates for Fellowships, and the

sacrifices, in point of health, which are but too often made in the contests which

annually take place there for literary fame, I am confident that you would have
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been of opinion that, instead of using means to raise the spirit of emulation^ sound

policy, or humanity at leasts rendered it more necessary to consider of means to

restrain it within proper bounds.

I may remark, in passing, what a splendid tribute this is to the

excellence of the work then done in Trinity College, which is certainly

no less at the present day, though the great development of athletics

in modern times has acted on behalf of the cause of humanity in a

manner at that time unknown. As a rule our best scholars now are

also foremost in all games and physical exercises.

Before leaving the subject of ‘ Hands ofif Trinity,’ I must advert

to a serious danger often threatened and generally proposed by well-

meaning doctrinaires and English Nonconformists. It is that, to

secure complete religious equality in Ireland, it is necessary that the

divinity school and the theological faculty should be removed from

Trinity College. Those that won’t level up think that they are bound

to level down, forgetting that a third course is possible, viz. to let

well alone. These persons seem altogether to have forgotten that the

Roman Catholic Church has already been supplied with a divinity

school and theological college, richly endowed out of the confiscated

funds of the Church of Ireland, and that this endowment is, out of

all proportion, greater than the money expended upon the divinity

school of Trinity College and more nearly proportioned to the whole

endowments of Trinity College itself. At the time of the Disestablish-

ment of the Church of Ireland, they received fourteen years’ purchase

of the amount previously granted by Parliament, over 26,000^. a

year, besides being forgiven the debt on their buildings due to the

Board of Public Works. It cannot be said that this was mere com-

pensation for vested life interests, as in the case of the Irish Church

clergy, because the bulk of the 26,000^. a year was for bursaries

to students, for which four years’ purchase would have been the

maximum compensation. The income of the teaching staff was 6,000?.

a year, for which 84,000?. was more than full compensation. The
greater part of the 369,040?. handed over to the trustees of Maynooth
was therefore an actual endowment of the theological faculty and

divinity school there, and over 40,000?. of public money was expended

on their buildings. I am not finding any fault with this liberal

treatment of Maynooth. On the contrary, I consider that in dealing

with existing educational institutions, for which it is always difficult

to raise money from the public, such treatment is not only necessary

but just, and it was defended by Mr. Gladstone on these grounds, he

promising at the same time a like treatment of Trinity College,

should its divinity school ever have to be dealt with. I want the

public, however, to be instructed as to matters of fact, of which they

are quite unaware, and which seem to be carefully kept in the back-

ground in the present discussion. The theological students in

Trinity College pay for their own secular education, and their fees
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form an important part of the revenues of the college, being more

than the amount paid to the divinity professors, so the school is

self-supporting. The funds expended on the school vt^ould be quite

inadequate for their purpose, were it not that the divinity school

is an integral part of the college and university. Any separation

would therefore now become a very costly matter to the State,

besides being a serious violation of an ancient charter.

It is often forgotten, moreover, that there is an essential difference

between Protestants and Roman Catholics on this point of the education

of divinity students. We of the Church of Ireland, as well as Presby-

terians and Methodists, hold that divinity students should be educated

in secular matters along with lay students, and should freely mix with

them. We hold that it is impossible for a clergyman, in his

ministerial career, to meet on equal terms with the educated laymen

of his communion, unless he knows and has studied the lay mind,

with its revolt against dogmatism, its keen study of the secrets of

nature, and its natural tendency to criticise - old beliefs. If he has

not faced these problems in his student days, we hold that he will

be but a poor guide thereafter. But this is not the view of the

authorities of the Church of Rome. They keep their divinity students

apart, not from Protestants only, but as far as possible from the lay-

men of their own communion. These students are hot-house plants

in the conservatory of Maynooth, where the fresh air of modern

criticism does not penetrate and free thought has no locus standi. In

consequence their clergy in after-life deal very differently with their

laity
;
they brook no opposition or difference of opinion on religious

matters, and the Roman Catholic layman must either accept their

dictum or be damned. I say this in no offensive sense, but as what

observation and experience have shown me to be true. I am therefore-

justified in saying that it does not follow that because Roman Catholics

insist on the separation of their divinity students from their lay

brethren, we are to do the same. Such a claim, based on the prin-

ciple of ‘ religious equality,’ might as well be carried out by insisting

that such equality should be secured by their educating their clergy

and laity together. In this respect w^e claim the same freedom as

they enjoy, to choose the system best suited to our own w'ants and

ideas. Moreover, how^ever much it may be considered desirable in

founding modern universities to omit the theological faculty, it is a

very different matter to tamper with ancient universities and their

charters, and it has not yet been recognised as a concomitant of the

abolition of Tests for secular prizes that theological faculties and

divinity schools should be expelled from these ancient seats of learning.

On the contrary, the preambles of these Tests Acts describe these insti-

tutions as places ‘of religion and learning.’ The abolition of Tests does

not involve the secularisation of a college or university. It is a remark-

able fact, moreover, of which perhaps few are aware, that degrees in

the theological fiiculty in Trinity College are no longer restricted to
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clergymen of the Church of Ireland, nor indeed to clergymen at all.

Any layman who chooses to undergo the necessary ordeal of examina-

tion can take out a degree in divinity. Mr. John Kibston Garstin,

a well-known Irish country gentleman and antiquarian, has done this,

and is now a B.D. of the University of Dublin.

In addition the following clergymen of Protestant denominations

other than the Church of Ireland have taken divinity degrees under the

new arrangements : the late Keverend Samuel Hollingsworth (Method-

ist), principal of Wesley College, Dublin, took the degree of B.D. in

1888, and of D.D. in 1891
;
and the Keverend William Douglas Reid

(Congregationalist) became B.D. in 1897. Quietly and unosten-

tatiously, but without any sudden wrench, Trinity College has been

going through the process, not of secularisation, but of becoming

Mndenominational

.

An astounding assertion has recently been made by Sir Edward

Grey, that Trinity College is at present more denominational than

any Roman Catholic uni/versity is likely to he, and both Mr. Balfour

and Bishop O’Dwyer dwell unduly on the fact that^'us^ at the present

moment there does not happen to be a Roman Catholic on the staff

of Fellows or Professors, as if it arose from the denominational cha-

racter of Trinity College. Now what are the facts ? Since the abo-

lition of Tests in 1873 we have had amongst our Fellows one eminent

Moravian (who resigned his hard-won Fellowship in 1872, refusing

to take the Test, but succeeded in obtaining it again in 1879), a

Presbyterian in 1888, and another Presbyterian in 1898. We have

had two Roman Catholic Fellows who have continuously occupied

Fellowships for seventeen years. One of them has died, and the other

has quite recently been appointed President of Queen’s College, Galway,

by the present Government. The next Roman Catholic scholar who
comes out first at the Fellowship Examination will be elected a

Fellow, but we cannot undertake to elect one otherwise than by

public competition, merely on account of his religion, and the

number of candidates must necessarily be small, so long as entrance

into Trinity College is condemned by their Church. Out of the

whole body of thirty-three Fellows, senior and junior, who were

originally, with the exception of the Jurist and Medicus, bound to

take holy orders, only seven are now clergymen, and of the Fellows

who have been elected since 1873 only three have taken orders.

Our professors of anatomy and engineering, the heads of two most
important schools, men of the highest possible reputation, each in

his own department, are Presbyterians. Ability and character are

our only tests.

The same undenominational character is particularly shown by
the way in which the students treat each other. A few years ago

our cricket team was strong enough to play the All-England Eleven

with equal numbers. The then Lord-Lieutenant was present at the
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match, and I called his attention to the fact that the majority of the

College eleven were Eoman Catholics. He asked how that happened,

and my reply was :
‘ Nothing but merit gets to the top in Trinity

College.’

A little consideration will further show the impossibility of

solving this difficult question by creating a Eoman Catholic univer-

sity on the same lines as those of the University of Trinity College.

!Mr. Balfour aims at creating a university with a ‘ Eoman Catholic

atmosphere,’ analogous to the ‘ Protestant atmosphere ’ of Trinity
;

but there can be no analogy. A ‘ Eoman Catholic atmosphere ’

must necessarily be an essenti^illy religious one for all students alike,

involving ‘ mediaeval grandeur and ceremonial,’ and, we Protestants

would add, ‘ mediaeval superstition.’ The ‘ Protestant atmosphere ’

of Trinity College includes, no doubt, a ‘ religious atmosphere,’ for

divinity students and for others, to all of whom it is open
;

but

since the abolition of Tests the statutes requiring compulsory

attendance at chapel have been repealed, and compulsion for

attendance at catechetical lectures or examinations, as a sine qua

non for obtaining a degree, is no longer possible. And yet chapels

and catechetical lectures are not abolished
;
on the contrary, they

are in full working order, and have even been extended. Two
Presbyterian catechists have been in recent years appointed, and are

paid by the College for teaching and examining the students of their

denomination in the Scriptures and in the catechism and formularies

of their Church.

The ‘ religious atmosphere ’ of Trinity College is, moreover, of

a totally different nature from the ‘ Eoman Catholic religious

atmosphere.’ Ours is not derived from outside
;
our college is in

no sense under the jurisdiction or control of the Bishops of the

Church of Ireland. Our divinity school does not belong to the

Church of Ireland, though in intimate connection and in com-

munion with it. We educate clergymen in large numbers for the

Church of England and for the colonies, as well as for the Church of

Ireland
;
in fine, we are a self-governing community. In addition it

should be known that the divinity school and the theological

faculty, and the professors connected therewith, do not overshadow

or interfere with the other schools, or create an ‘ atmosphere ’ for

them. The professors, as such, have no place on the governing body

of the college. The medical, law, and engineering schools go their way

with ‘ atmospheres ’ of their own
;
but what a ‘ Protestant atmosphere

’

means with us is an atmosphere of ‘ freedom of thought,’ emancipa-

tion from mediaeval superstition, the right not only to make
researches into the mysteries of nature but .also to discuss and

inquire into the foundations of belief; the right, in fine, wdiilst pay-

ing all proper respect to .authority on m.atters secular .as well as

religious, to refuse dictation from such authority when it is

repugnant to the conclusions of reason or the evidence of the
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senses. If some Eoman Catholic laymen prefer the ‘ Koman Catholic

atmosphere ’ to this one, by all means let them have it
;
but we

should not force all to be ‘ ground in the same milly if any rebel

against it.

Now I must come to the really important question—Will Mr.

Balfour’s proposition be accepted as final by those for whose benefit

it is intended ?—for he himself admits that, if finality does not attach

to it, it must be dropped. No mere promises of finality will do
;

guarantees on paper are perfectly worthless. The solemn promises

made by Bishops and politicians at the time
;

of Catholic Emancipa-

tion, that no attack would be made upon, the Established Church,

were all repudiated by their successors. If this scheme is not self-

working, and does not contain within itself the seeds of finality, the

sooner the idea of it is abandoned the better. In the early part of

this paper I have hinted that one modification of this proposal, and

I believe one only, will ensure finality. To arrive at my conclusion

it will be necessary to take a short survey of, what has already been

done in the direction of solving the present difficulty, and see what

are the real demands of those who profess to represent Koman
Catholic opinion, and how far they are likely now to modify those

demands. For this purpose I must go back to the history of the

Maynooth grant, which will be found to point to a solution of the

present vexed question, and will suggest the modification of Mr.

Balfour’s proposal which I have hinted at.

The foundation of Maynooth originated in a memorial presented

to the Earl of Westmoreland, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, dated the

1 4th of January, 1 7 94, in which the following words occur :

—

Your Excellency’s memorialists beg leave humbly to represent that although

the mode of education practised in the University of Dublin may be well adapted

to form men for the various departments of public business, yet it is not alike

applicable to the ecclesiastics of a very ritual religion, and by no means calculated

to impress upon the mind those habits of austere discipline, so indispensable in the

character of a Roman Catholic clergyman, that without them he might become a

very dangerous member of society. . . . Even in countries where the Roman
Catholic is the established religion candidates for holy orders are obliged to

receive the most important part of their education in seminaries distinct from the

public universities.

This memorial was signed as follows :

—

John Thomas Troy, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Dublin. For myself, and

on behalf of the Prelates of the Roman Catholic Communion in Ireland.

At that same period Fimmett described a plan which he and an

influential committee had drawn up, the general principles of which
‘ had been submitted to the Roman Catholic prelates, and had received

the most decided approbation of the majority of them.’ The ideas on

which this plan was based differ but little from those in Mr. Balfour’s

present proposal, showing again, as I have said, how history repeats

M 2
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itself. They agreed ‘ that the plao, while it embraced the Catholic

youth,, should not exclude those of any other persuasion,’ and ‘ that

it should be subject to the joint control of the clergy and laity.’ Dr.

Keilly, the Koman Catholic Primate, and Dr. Troy, Roman Catholic

Archbishop of Dublin, subscribed largely towards the plan, and Dr.

Reilly’s sketch of it was as follows :—(1) Grammar schools in all the

dioceses
; (2) four provincial academies

; (3) one grand seminary

for public examinations— ‘ such as were destined for the Church

to receive the necessary testimonials for their ordination, and such as

were otherwise disposed to qualify themselves for degrees in whatever

college they should think fit, which might be authorised by law to

confer those dignities.’

The Government complied with the request of the Bishops in the

aforesaid memorial to grant them leave to found this college to con-

sist exclusively of ecclesiastics, and made arrangements to aid them

with money. Lord Fitzwilliam, in his speech to the Irish Parliament

in 1795, recommended the subject to both Houses. Lord Cambden,

on succeeding Lord Fitzwilliam, found the Government pledged

to this scheme, and accordingly on the 23rd of April, 1795, leave

was given to bring in a Bill, in the following words :
—

‘ For applying

the sum of 10,000L granted to His Majesty, or part thereof, for

establishing a college for the better education of persons professing

the Popish or Roman Catholic religion, and intended for the clerical

ministry thereof’

The influence of the plan put forward by Emmett and his com-

mittee appears in the after-history of this Bill. The last words in

the foregoing preamble, which I have italicised, were omitted in the

title of the Bill when introduced, nor was there any clause in the

body of the Bill limiting the college to the admission of those only

who were candidates for the priesthood. This discrepancy does not

appear to have been generally noticed until after the Bill had been

read a second time. The Bill was then withdrawn, not for the pur-

pose of introducing these words, but for the purpose of beginning ‘ de

novo’ so as to comply with the forms of the House, and leave was

again given for the introduction of the Bill in an amended form,

omitting these words. This I consider to have been a most remark-

able fact, and one pointing to a possible solution at the present day.

The omitted words are, of course, not in the Act (35 Geo., ch. 21).

There were twenty-one trustees appointed—the Lord Chancellor and

three chief judges (all Protestants)—six Roman Catholic laymen,

ten Bishops, and Dr. Hussey, a priest specially brought back from

the Continent, who afterwards became the first president of the

college. They were appointed for the purpose of ‘ establishing and

maintaining one academy for tlie education only of persons pro-

fessing the Roman Catholic religion.’ Against this Bill a petition

was jwesented in Parliament, by I\lr. Grattan, from the Liberal

Roman Catholics. Their objections were:— (1) That in the proposed
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plan the trustees, being 'persons different from the principal and

professors of the college, were empowered to regulate the course of

education, and to appoint professors and scholars without any kind of

examination into their merits or qualifications
;
and (2) that the plan

obstructed the educating together of Roman Catholics and Protestants.

This petition, however, produced no effect. The Act was passed

without alteration, almost without discussion or debate, and received

the Royal Assent on the 5th of June, 1795, and it is remarkable that

Grattan himself voted for the second reading.

The Roman Catholic Bishops seem to have supported this

remarkable change in the Bill, for eighteen of them addressed a

letter to Grattan on the subject on the 2nd of February, 1795, in

which they say that in 1794 they only contemplated a college for

clerical education, but that afterwards, in deference to the views of

the Duke of Portland, Earl Fitzwilliam, and especially of Edmund
Burke, they were prepared to extend their plan to general instruction,

as those eminent statesmen did not wish that the Catholic laity

should be excluded from the benefit of public instruction in the pro-

posed college. They said that as there was no Catholic college in

Ireland for lay students, ‘ if the halls of Maynooth were to be closed

against them, nothing remained but to leave them in ignorance, or,

what was worse, send them to Trinity College, with deadly peril to

their Catholic faith and Catholic principles.’ In this letter the

Bishops maintain that they are the most fitting persons to have

the appointment of the professors, in the chairs of philosophy,

mathematics, rhetoric, and the languages, because they are the best

judges of the principles and morals of the professors even in these

subjects. As objection was taken to the competency of the Bishops

to appoint medical and chemical lecturers in the college (they had

asked for four), they point out that the proposal did not originate

with them, but with the statesmen, and that it was not their inten-

tion to make choice of the lecturers themselves, but to consult

learned professional men and follow their opinion, if they recom-

mended men of good conduct and sound principles. They finally

resolved ‘ to allow lay students to attend the lectures in the faculties

of arts and philosophy, but otherwise to lodge them in separate

buildings, and, as far as possible, to remove them from all intercourse

with the ecclesiastical students.’

A real attempt was made to carry out these ideas, for in 1802 a

lay college was founded at Maynooth by private subscription.

The first trustees were five laymen—the Earl of Fingal, Mr. Francis

Cruise, and three others. The Reverend William Russell was the first

president, and in 1803 four Archbishops and Bishop Plunket were

added to the trustees. This college was worked for fifteen years,

but was suppressed in 1817, and the houses and lands disposed of by
the trustees to the board of governors of the clerical college. It

is stated that the failure of this lay college ‘ arose from the fact
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that it was dependent for scientific professors on its ill-provided

ecclesiastical neighbour.’ The college is still in existence, beside

the larger ecclesiastical college, and is now occupied by students

who intend to become priests and complete their education as such

in Maynooth College proper.

The original grant to Maynooth voted in Committee was 8,000^.

a year. In 1807 5,000^. more was voted for one year. In 1808 the

whole 13,000Z. was proposed, but it was rejected, and the grant was

made for 9,250^., the additional 1,250^. being allowed to provide for

fifty more students added to the previous 200. In 1813 700^. a year

more was added by Lord Liverpool’s Government, for twenty additional

students, and this total was continued until 1 844. Sir Eobert Peel’s

Bill of 1845 provided 14,560^. per annum for bursaries for students,

and 30,000^. from the Board of Works for buildings and repairs. The
grant was finally made permanent and fixed at 26,000^ a year.

The seventh article of the Act of Union confirmed the old

grant of 8,000^. a year to Maynooth for twenty years, and empowered

the trustees to fill up all vaca^icies in their number—all, however, to

be Eoman Catholics. As a result of this power all the lay trustees

of Maynooth have disappeared, the late Lord French having been

the last of them. I should have mentioned that the Protestant

official trustees—the Lord Chancellor and three chief judges—had

been removed from the position of trustees by an Act passed in the

last session of the Irish Parliament, chiefly owing to a remonstrance

from Edmund Burke against their occupying that position. They

were then made visitors, along with the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, the Earl of Fingal, and the Eoman Catholic Archbishops

of Armagh and Dublin, and they were finally removed altogether

from any control over the college by a special Act passed in the

British Parliament in 1808. These facts give significant warning for

the future in dealing with lay representation on the governing body

of any new university.

If the Eoman Catholic Bishops and a portion of their laity are

content now to accept a university to which the Tests Acts are to

apply, and which is to be as free to Protestants as Trinity College is

to Eoman Catholics, why do they not withdraw their denunciation

from the Queen’s Colleges in Cork and Galway, presided over as they

are by eminent Eoman Catholic gentlemen, and avail themselves of

the prestige of more than half a century to work those colleges

successfully ? Bishop O’Dwyer’s remarks, however, in the January

number of this Eeview don’t point to any such happy result, and

his half-hearted acceptance of the conditions laid down by Mr.

Morley show that such a solution as Mr. Balfour’s will not really be

final, as he expects, but, if accepted, will be taken merely as an

hiHlalmc'id. I'be Bishop says :
—

It Is not a question of asking recognition and endowment from the State for a

iinl\ 'Tf-ity founded by Catholics on their own principles, but a totally dilferent
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thing—the establishment hy a Protestant Parliament of a university for teaching

secular knowledge on such conditions as wull render it at least tolerable for

Catholics. We simply ask that it shall have a Catholic atmosphere, and not be

positively offensive to our belief and sentiments.

The Bishop’s real aspirations are contained in the following

words :

—

It must be evident to the least informed person that an institution constituted

under these five conditions cannot be regarded as a Catholic university in any

true sense of the name. And for us Irish Catholics it is only too painfully clear

how far we have been driven by the exactions of our religious opponents from the

attainment of our own ideals. In a Catholic university the authority of the Pope

would be supreme, and would reach directly or indirectly to every part of its

organisation, and guide and inform its operations. He would grant its charter, and

appoint its rector, and sanction its degi’ees, and all its intellectual life would be

carried on under ecclesiastical supervision and control.

The remarks I have made in this article, and the history I have

given of Maynooth College, will by this time, I suppose, have

rendered obvious the conclusion which I feel bound to draw. Mr.

Balfour’s professed object is to found a university ‘ to meet the

needs of Eoman Catholics, but not to be a Roman Catholic university.’

Though it is to be subject to the Tests Acts in name, it is to have a

‘ Roman Catholic atmosphere.’ Though it is to be open to Pro-

testants, neither he nor the Roman Catholic Bishops w^ant to see

Protestants there, nor does he want to see those independent Roman
Catholics who at present go to Trinity College coerced to enter the

new university, however much the Bishops may desire to use pressure

upon them. He is anxious not to injure Trinity College in any way.

On the other hand, the Bishops admit that it will be difficult to

establish a ‘ Roman Catholic atmosphere ’ in a new university under

the Tests Acts, especially if it be used by Protestants to any extent.

Bishop O’Dwyer says that even with a theological faculty attached

to such new university they ‘ would start with a constitution under

which such an “ atmosphere ” was a mere possibility, and with the

theological faculty, which would be the principal factor in creating

it, crippled from the outset.’ He adds that ‘ if it went on for a

hundred years, and if, as a matter of fact, the new university did

create for itself an atmosphere as Catholic as that of Trinity College

is Protestant, the problem would be solved.’

It appears clear, therefore, that if this ‘ atmosphere ’ be not soon

obtained in the new university, it runs the risk of the same treat-

ment—viz. denunciation—as was meted out to the Queen’s Colleges,

and of adding one more failure to the attempts to solve the problem.

It seems to me, then, in conclusion, that the only plan which

remains open to meet all the requirements of the case is to revive the

lay college of Maynooth, to endow it amply, to enlarge its buildings

to meet its necessities from time to time should it prove a success,

to apply the Tests Acts to it, which will satisfy the Nonconformists,

and to give it a governing body with a preponderance of laity, as
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seems now agreed upon
;

if this be done, in far less than a hundred

years the problem will be solved. The ‘ Roman Catholic atmosphere ’

will necessarily pervade the place from the start, there will be no

special inducement to Protestants to make use of it, and those Roman
Catholics who still prefer the ‘ atmosphere ’ of Trinity College can

go there.

The chances are largely in favour of this new university being a

success, because it will have fulhlled all the conditions laid down bv

Mr. Morley and Mr. Balfour
;
it ill satisfy the Bishops as to the faith

and morals of the students, by ‘eping them away from the tempta-

tions of a great city, under the areful supervision of their spiritual

guides
;
and the ban of the Cl J*ch would never be placed upon an

institution so closely allied to their great ecclesiastical college.

I have stated at the beginning of this article that I am not advocat-

ing or opposing a Roman Catholic University. I have endeavoured

to show that, if it he decided that such an institution is to he created,

there is only one legitimate way in which it can be done so as to

satisfy all the conditions of the prohlem, and if in that manner such a

university should be evolved out of the present chaos, and turn out

successful, it will have the best wishes of all lovers of their country,

and the votaries of science all over the world will hail with acclama-

tion its entrance within the portals of their temple.

Anthony Traill.

P.S.—I cannot claim space to discuss at length the proposal to

found a ‘ Presbyterian university ’ in Belfast, by giving the Queen’s

College there university powers, with or without other affiliated

colleges. We all wish that college every prosperity. It is doing a

splendid work, and it should be much more liberally supported by

the State, if it is to keep abreast with modern times. It does what

it was intended to do—it extends the benefits of a liberal education to

many who w'ould not otherwise be able to obtain it, and it is a pro-

vincial centre of enlightenment and learning. It is especially

valuable to the Presbyterian community, not only from the number
of lay students of that denomination in Belfast and the adjacent

counties, but on account of the proximity of their theological college

;

while, on the other hand, those Presbyterians in the North of Ireland

who prefer a residential and tutorial college to a non-residential

and professorial college are free to avail themselves, as they now
do, of the advantages of Trinity College. The Tests Acts now apply

fully to both of these colleges, but it would be as ridiculous to call

Queen’s College a ‘ Presbyterian university ’ as it would be to call

Trinity College a ‘ Church of Ireland university.’

A. Traill.

The Editor of The Nineteenth Century cannot undertake

to return zmacceptcd MSS.
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GERMANY AS AN OBJECT-LESSON

To those who have been in touch with the public feeling not only of

their own but of other countries during the last quarter of a century

no phenomenon appears more remarkable than the change which

has taken place in the attitude of educated Englishmen towards

Continental nations. Within comparatively recent times the

dominant effect almost invariably produced on the travelling Briton

in his wanderings through Europe was a feeling of lofty superiority

or amused contempt. The sights which met his eye, the language,

the manners, the domestic habits of the people aroused his interest,

indeed, but it was the kind of interest usually associated with a

visit to the Zoological Gardens, an amused wonder that such things

could be, a conviction that their chief use was to serve as a distrac-

tion after a too undivided attention to the more serious concerns of

his own superior land. To treat seriously or examine, still more to

imitate or admire, what he saw, he would have considered laughable

and absurd. A change has come over the spirit of his dream.

Countries which were little more to him than geographical expres-

sions, whose poverty, restricted liberties, and homely social life he

could only view with profound pity, and w^hose only redeeming

features were the pleasant climate and cheapness of living which

they afforded, have been growing year by year until they have

attained a development and importance wdiich it is impossible any

longer to ignore. The lands which were once merely our pastime

and recreation now w^ear a sterner aspect, the towns which we used

to admire chiefly for their historical or artistic associations are

bristling with bayonets, or have become hives of industries which, in
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extent, equal, and, in scientific methods, eclipse those of many of

our own trading centres. Countries whose flags were rarely seen on

the ocean now confront us with powerful fleets, or menace us with

the loss of that commercial superiority which is necessary to our

very existence.

The great change which has taken place has produced its natural

effect. Among the thoughtful minority of our countrymen it has

caused self-satisfaction to give place to reflection and self-examination,

while among the vulgar and ignorant majority it has aroused

resentment and abuse. Whatever the manner in w'hich it may find

expression, a feeling of uneasiness is widely spread. Nor can it be

denied that this feeling is perfectly legitimate. As pecuniary

reverses often cause a man to investigate and reconsider his own
course of action, so, in the case of a nation, any decline, whether

absolute or relative, in its material resources, any sign of losing what

it once possessed, must inevitably suggest misgivings and doubts.

The principal source of our anxiety at the present time is the com-
mercial progress of our neighbours, and very naturally so, for we
recognise that this is a question w'hich involves all that in a material

world makes life worth living, the food, the clothing, the means of

defence, nay, the entire well-being of a nation. There are those, no

doubt, among us who are impatient of the contrasts which have in

recent times been drawn between ourselves and our neighbours. To
such all comparisons are odious, all accounts of foreign progress so

many Miinchhausen tales. They are weary of hearing Aristides

called the Just. They point to the innate good qualities of our

people and to the great deeds which they have actually achieved. In

the eyes of such critics all national introspection is an offence in

itself, all comparison of ourselves with others a sign of decadence, for

they regard self-confidence, whether well founded or not, as a

necessary condition and guarantee of success. Such a view, it need

hardly be said, is mere superstitious infatuation. Tempora mutantur,
nos et mutamuT in illis. A change is no less a change because it is

one which is not directly due to our own agency, but proceeds from

our altered relations to others. Adaptability to circumstances is an

essential condition of human existence, and the neglect of this law

means annihilation. If nervous unrest is to be deprecated, so is a

tendency to cry peace where there is no peace, to go blindly on our

path with a self-confidence born of ignorance and arrogance. Among
the nations of Europe whose actions and ulterior designs should pre-

occupy the attention of those who have at heart the interests of their

country there is one which stands pre-eminent. There is at the

present time no nation under heaven better adapted to serve as a

touchstone of our conduct, both in political and economical affairs,

than Germany. Nearly allied as we fire with that country in racial

origin, closely matched in intellectual power and moral energy of
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purpose, confronted with the same desires and needs of ever growing

populations, there are no nations between whom rivalry is so inevitable,

and who are so worthy of each other’s emulation.

To many, no doubt, it may appear that we have already heard

too much of Germany. What more need we know of a country

which, within recent memory, has been an eight days’ wonder in our

music-halls, and which will be always associated in our minds with

impertinent telegrams and shoddy goods ? Let those that think so

be assured that they have not heard the last of Germany. Our

relations with her are only at their commencement, and are destined

to form one of the most important chapters of the history of the

twentieth century. Despite the close kinship and the community of

tastes which unite the two countries, there is none with regard to whose

inner life, ultimate mission and its significance for ourselves, we, as a

people, betray greater ignorance and prejudice. To that influential

class among us which reads little and thinks less, whose minds

derive their principal nutriment from music-halls and halfpenny

newspapers, Germany is simply a country which, for reasons best

known to itself, keeps a very large army, possesses a good many
autocratic and boorish officials, which has once or twice, in the person

of its Emperor, had the impertinence to interfere with our own

affairs, and wLich persists in flooding our labour-markets with chea}>

clerks. The actual reasons of these various phenomena it would be

too much to expect of a self-respecting British public to inquire into.

Even to the better-informed minds of this country the rise of

Germany, though perfectly normal from an historical point of view,

has come with a shock of surprise. If some degree of annoyance

at the unexpected success of our neighbours is only in accordance

with human nature, such a feeling might seem to be more especially

called for with regard to a nation which we were so long accustomed

to regard as peculiarly visionary and unpractical in its tendencies.

It is as though a hard-working and sentimental boy should, without

any apparent reason, suddenly develop a taste for boxing and driving

hard bargains. If a country has once decided to spend vast sums

of money on military display, it is easy enough to understand that

it should enjoy the luxury of military power. What is much more

difficult to comprehend is how mere military extravagance and vain-

glory should be accompanied by a steady increase of those material

and social advantages which we have been taught to regard as the

exclusive privilege of a self-governing, liberty-loving people, to

whom paternal government and military conscription are anathema.

Such are some of the natural perplexities felt by those wdio

habitually confound externals with essentials and essentials with

externals, who are oblivious of the past and the force of circumstances,

who can conceive of no polity except the British Constitution, and,

being themselves satisfied with the status quo, cannot imagine why
N N 2
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others should desire anything more than they possess already. What
matters it to such critics that Grermany’s very existence depends upon

a powerful army ? Better not exist, say they, than give way to such

wicked militarism, which is an offence to every principle of human
liberty. Have we not recently heard from Lord Salisbury of an

English lady who was anxious to shatter the British Empire for

righteousness’ sake ? Nor have these self-constituted advisers failed

to point out the terrible clog which a system of universal conscription

must prove to Gferman commercial prosperity. It is somewhat

unfortunate that the full moral effect of such disinterested advice

should be marred by shrill cries of alarm at seeing this very com-
mercial prosperity advancing by leaps and bounds. For a nation

which has consistently worshipped individual liberty, and which has

derived so many blessings from this ideal, it is difficult to recognise

that even liberty, great as it is, has no monopoly of the virtues, and

that there are even some virtues to the attainment of which liberty,

as we understand it, may be an actual hindrance. Deep as are the

differences of conception and character which divide the English and

German peoples, they are but the natural and inevitable result of the

past history of the two nations. On the one hand we have a country,,

or rather complex of countries, destitute till quite recently of any

feeling of nationality, for centuries the prey, now of the foreigner,

now of their own rulers, reduced to abject misery by a religious war

of which the effects were visible for 200 years, taught to despise each

other and themselves, sneered at and deserted by the natural protectors^

to whom they looked for guidance and support. All this till the day

dawned, till a nucleus of national life was formed in one corner of

Germany by the growth of a military system. It was the militarism

of Frederick William the First and of Frederick the Great, prompted

though these may have been more by personal ambition than by love of

country, which first lit and maintained the spark of national inde-

pendence and self-respect. It was in the battle-songs of a Gleim,

a Kurner and an Arndt that the consciousness of a people first found

its intensest expression. Humbled once more to the dust by the

genius of a Napoleon and the cowardice and incompetence of their

own rulers, the Germans again, with infinite labour and self-sacrifice,

raised their heads, and have now at length attained a feeling of

nationality which will not easily pass away. If we look to our own

shores we see a brave and proud people destined by Providence and

their own rovinc: instinct for a better lot than that of the lands

from which they proceeded, blessed with an island home untrodden

for 800 years by the foot of an invader, conscious, and rightly con-

scious, of natural gifts transcending those of inhabitants of less

favoured climes. These tw o branches of the Germanic family, w^hose

fortunes have been so endlessly different, meet again on an equal

footing as friends, rivals or foes. By different roads they have
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reached the same goal, the one through prosperity, the other through

adversity. What the English people has to learn at the present day

is not to judge what it does not understand, to realise that the

peculiarities which it affects to disparage or belittle may be the

mainspring of a world-wide power, and that what it admires most in

itself may be the seed of its own destruction.

What, then, are the causes to which Germany owes her present

position in the world ? To attribute this position alone, or chiefly,

to the greatness of her military power, a power equalled or exceeded

by that of two other European nations, w^ould be obviously absurd.

It is to a better title than this that she owes our attention and

respect. The common belief is, no doubt, that the material progress

of modern Germany is due to her excellent systems of education.

But this, after all, is an inadequate explanation and does not go to

the root of the matter. How is it that a country so slenderly

endowed by fortune, built up of elements so unpromising in their

nature, so antagonistic to all progress and enlightenment, should not

only exert a great moral force, but should have developed in every

department of knowledge the most perfect organisation of the human
intellect which the world has ever seen ? How can we explain this

apparent anomaly ? Men do not gather grapes from thorns or figs

from thistles. If we examine the question, we can only come to the

conclusion that in this, as in some other matters, we have as a nation

been too much led by ignorant prejudice, and that the very factors

which we are disposed to regard as ruinous to the higher interest of

Germany have contributed most powerfully to her present develop-

ment. Ideally imperfect, and even repugnant, as many of the

political and social conditions of Germany may, in times past, have

been, it is impossible to deny that in them have been embodied

certain great principles of human conduct and action, principles of

such potency that they promise in the near future to become essen-

tial factors of all national existence. The two great features which

give the Germany of to-day so commanding a position in the world

are discipline and intellect, and both of these, the one directly, the

other indirectly, are the outcome of her political, military and social

constitution. Of this constitution the leading characteristics are as

well known as they are imperfectly understood. The mere fact that

the government of a country should be ‘ paternal ’ moves our pity

and contempt, as we contrast its narrow pettiness with the glorious

liberty of self-administration. Yet it is to the sense of personal

responsibility, and the high moral principle which has animated the

best of her rulers, that Germany owes not only her political power

but that increasing material prosperity which we are at such a loss

to account for. It was not in vain that the conception of obedience,

discipline, duty, simplicity of life, and moral responsibility were im-

planted by their rulers in the mind of the German people. Qualities
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such as these, overlaid and marred though they may have been

by outgrowths of petty restriction or even tyrannous oppression, have

reaped the reward inevitably reserved for them by the justice of

history.

Whatever may be said, in the abstract, against the personal rule

of a monarch, who can deny that, in so far as it is in the best sense

‘ paternal,’ it possesses an element essential to all good government ?

It were well if a fatherly anxiety for the good of the people were

less conspicuously absent among the advantages which a system of

self-government is supposed to confer. It is one of the curious

ironies of democracy that humanity and reason are so often sacrificed

to the fetish of individual liberty, that the vital interests of the

many are at the mercy of the few. If we object on principle to all

government which is actuated by a feeling of paternal responsibility,

we are, it must be admitted, consistent in allowing necessities of

life, such as the water-supply of a great town, to remain an object

of traffic in the hands of self-seeking private societies, or in investing

ignorant fanatics with legal authority to inoculate the community

with a preventible disease. In no less striking contrast with the

principle of moral and personal responsibility in those that rule

stands the conception, so familiar in this country, that in the

judgment and will of the peojple is to be found the ultimate and

sufficient solution, not only of all political, but of all social and moral

problems, whatever their intricacy, whatever the demands which they

may make on the most highly trained human intelligence. In the

multitude, in the very ignorance of councillors, the fatalism of

democracy finds comfort for every protest of reason, every qualm of

conscience. It would, indeed, be difficult to conceive a system more

plausible in principle and more pernicious in practice than one

which enables the official world to appear at one moment as the

humble servant, at another as the superior critic, of the voice of the

people, to receive a popular mandate and yet practically to disobey

it under plea of deference to those who have given it, a system which

puts all questions, not only of party, but those vitally affecting the

moral and intellectual progress of the people, into the melting-pot

of politics, which defers all action till the oracle of public opinion

has spoken, and which can, even then, delay progress on the ground

that something inconsistent or impracticable has been asked for.

Who can doubt that such a theory of divided control and continually

shifting authority tends to deaden the sense of moral responsibility

in our rulers, and, whatever its countervailing advantages may be,

constitutes a serious menace to the well-being of a State?

In comparison with such a view of public life, it is possible that

even ‘paternal ’ government may have its advantages, a government

which knows its own mind, which, while not lending itself to the

transparent hypocrisy of regarding the collective ignorance of the
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many as the omniscient voice of Providence, sets itself earnestly to

carrying out the tasks for which it exists.

If we are unjust to the good underlying the principle of Paternal

Government, no less prejudiced, not to say hypocritical, are many of

the criticisms passed on so-called German Militarism. If the term

militarism has any signification, it denotes a condition of things in

which the military element of a State is exaggerated beyond all actual

requirements, and is maintained to the detriment of the people at

large. Yet who that knows anything of the past history of Germany

dares assert that this description is applicable to the present condition

of that country ?

How can ‘ militarism ’ be made a reproach to a whole people in

arms, whose very existence depends on its powers of defence against

hereditary and unscrupulous foes ? To whom is it due that the

naturally most pacific nation in the world has hedged herself round

with a ring of steel ? To whom but to France, who, with ‘ Glory ’ on

her lips and a sword in her hand, has been the bully of Europe, and

more especially of Germany, for 200 years ? To the insatiate arro-

gance and inordinate vanity of that nation we owe the militarism

and the bloated armaments of modern Europe. Sentimental apo-

logists of French aggressiveness are fond of dwelling on the fact that

the Franco-German war was precipitated by the unscrupulousness

of a Bismarck, but they completely ignore the fact that the struggle,

whether precipitated or not, was in the long run inevitable and the

direct result of two centuries of insolent oppression
;

if the story

recently published is true, it may have been some consolation to M.

Jules Claretie to be able to quote Mr. Gladstone as saying, in allusion

to the German Empire, ‘ Je n’aime pas les gloires saignantes.’ But

that remark, even if authentic, is but a sample ofthe ignorance under

which some of the greatest Englishmen have laboured with regard to

Continental affairs. However natural and humane may have been the

predilection for France displayed in this country at the time of the

Franco-German war, it was a feeling which was dictated far more by

sentiment than by reason or abstract justice. No greater misfortune

to the peace of the world could w^ell be conceived than that

the victory should have rested with PTance, and when we consider

that there is no nation which would have suffered more than our-

selves from such a misfortune, it is indeed surprising that we should

fail to recognise the enormous debt which we owe to that great army
which for more than a quarter of a century has been the chief

guarantee of the peace of Europe. Our whole attitude in this matter

is, indeed, a most irrational one. We affect to deplore the fate of

Germany groaning under the load of military conscription. PYr

Italy, for the hard fate which binds her to Germany and imposes ten-

fold greater burdens than Germany herself has to bear, we have, as a

nation, neither pity nor reproach. On the contrary, we hail a Triple
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Alliance which necessitates militarism, not in one, but in three States,

as ‘ tidings of great joy.’ We grow sentimental over the accom-

plished unification of Italy, a result, whatever its justification, actually

brought about by force and violence, but which, as it suits our

political proclivities, we love to picture to ourselves as a triumph of

right against wrong and effected by rosewater and the natural opera-

tion of the eternal principles of abstract justice. What explanation

can there be for such illogical reasoning as this except it be a feeling

that, as men, we disapprove of military conscription because it

involves a curtailment of individual liberty, but, as politicians, we
approve of a Triple, or any other. Alliance which conduces to our own
security ? If foreigners must groan they may, we think, at least

groan to some purpose. Even if, as philosophers and theorists, we
may have grounds for holding that a constitution in which the

military element predominates is inferior to one in which the civil

authority is supreme, it is beyond all question that, without her

military organisation, it would have been impossible for Germany
ever to have achieved political manhood or to hold her present

position in the world. Even from a strictly human and moral point

of view, who, while admitting some of the inherent defects of a

military organisation such as that of Germany, can be blind to its

immense advantages as a school of natural self-discipline and of those

great and heroic qualities which have in all ages characterised the

profession of arms ?

If her political and military organisation have made Germany

the most disciplined nation in the world, it is no less true that the

same organisation has indirectly tended to make her the most

intellectual. That this result was originally intended, or even fore-

seen, by her rulers, it would, of course, be idle to pretend. It would,

rather, be true to say that the intellectual life which was at first

encouraged as a harmless outlet for minds whose activity was

regarded as a danger to the State has, in the fulness of time, become

an all-pervading force which has permeated the whole body politic

and which is now universally recognised as an essential condition,

not only of wealth and power, but of national security. It would,

no doubt, be more in accordance with the preconceptions of political

doctrinaires to assume that popular institutions are in themselves

an antecedent and indispensable condition of popular education.

Where, it might plausibly be urged, could we expect to find such

free access to the fountains of knowledge, so perfect and logical a

system for the development of the human mind and intellect as in a

country like England, which lias for centuries boasted of its civil and

religious equality, of its unrestricted freedom of thought and speech?

Where, on the other hand, could we expect to see such ignorance

and superstition as in a country still subject to the paralysing hand

of personal rule? Unfortunately the history of Germany lends little
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support to so specious a doctrine. The land of blood and iron is

that which possesses the finest schools in the world, and which has

reached a standard of popular instruction w^hich democratic States

like England, France and the United States are still laboriously

striving to achieve. Grerman monarchs and princes, however arbi-

trary their political methods, have been foremost among the

champions of national education. What they have denied to their

people in the political field they have given with unstinting hand in

the domain of mental culture. To Frederick William the First,

the ruthless parent and martinet, Prussia owes the initiation of her

national system of instruction. One of the best schools in Germany

was founded by the petty autocrat from whom Schiller fled for his

life. In instances such as these we recognise the strength as well as

the w^eakness, the enlightenment as well as the pettiness, of German
autocracy. We realise that in establishing popular education, from

the very first, on a basis of discipline, in associating it in the minds

of the people with the conception, not of self-interest or personal

conceit, but of duty and self-sacrifice, such a system of government

has conferred incalculable benefits on the country, benefits which

probably no other constitution, however humanitarian in its tenden-

cies, would have been capable of conferring in an equal degree. For,

after all, no flowery commonplaces as to the dignity of man, no

fervid appeals to the masses to gather in the priceless blessings of

intellectual knowledge which an enlightened country spreads out

before them, are in themselves sufficient to replace that spirit of

obedience, docility, reverence and laboriousness without which the

w'ord education is but a sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal. And
it is this spirit of military virtue which, common alike to the

scholar and the soldier, has made German education the best in the

world.

We have, indeed, never been slow to acknowledge, in the abstract,

the high intellectual qualities of the Germans. We have long re-

garded as a commonplace the laborious scholarship, the scientific

thoroughness, of their learned men. There are few domains of

intellectual research in which an English student would not assume,

as a matter of course, that the ground had already, to some extent,

been prepared by the preliminary labours of German pioneers. So

habituated have we become to finding the rougher and less showy

work of exploration already done for us, that w^e are often content to

rectify rather than originate, to sum up the case rather than collect

the facts. In the great field of classical scholarship we have based

our editions on ‘ the text of Bekker ’ or other foundation, with com-

placent indifference to the life-long toil and labour which the con-

struction of such subterranean masonry may have involved. German
pre-eminence in original research has never moved our jealousy nor,

appreciably, excited our emulation. The ‘ sterility of Oxford ’ has
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caused us but a momeutary anxiety, for we have never regarded these

things as in any way affecting our immeasurable superiority in all

the practical concerns of life. As a practical people we have refused

to attach any real importance to anything devoid of a definite market

value. A learned German professor with blue spectacles was in our

eyes more a subject of derision than of disquietude, nor could we
conceive that so unornamental a personage could in any way influence

us either for good or evil. It is only recently that the scales have

fallen from our eyes. Like the fellow- citizens of the Greek philosopher,

we have been much surprised to find that the scientific investi-

gations of which we had made so light could turn out water-wheels.

Accustomed as we have been to regard the Germans as a nation of

sentimentalists and unpractical theorists, we have now become pain-

fully conscious that there are more things in heaven and earth than

were dreamt of in our philosophy. We have awakened to the fact that

what we took to be theory is, in reality, practice. What we regarded

as practice has, somehow or other, turned into theory. We have, at

least, to some extent, realised that the intellectual powers of a nation

are a living force, and that literature and art are not the only

channels into which this force can be directed. The practical appli-

cation of energy, the utilisation of brain-power for material ends, is

one of the great characteristics of modern Germany, The waters

which for so long lay stagnant within the dams of political and

economical restriction have burst their barriers and have emptied

themselves on the manifold interests of a nation. The fields of

industry and commerce have been watered by the streams of science.

To a large extent the close alliance which exists in Germany
between intellectual and practical interests, between brain and

labour, is due to social causes. In a country where plain living and

comparative poverty is almost universal, where the conception of a

higher education does not necessarily include that of personal culture

and refinement, those questions of social standing and etiquette which

play so large a part in our own country, and which necessarily tend

to alienate some of the best brain-power from commercial and

industrial pursuits, have practically never arisen. The spur of poverty,

the imperious necessity of finding ‘ eine Existenz,’ the absence of

social self-consciousness, makes every young German, however

brilliant his University career may have been, only too glad to under-

take any position of authority, in any form of practical business,

whether it be that of a commercial traveller, a soap-boiler, or a guano

manufacturer. For so close a union of the highest education with

the humbler requirements of practical life it would be difficult to find

an exact analogy elsewhere, but of its advantages we have an illus-

tration in modern Egypt. In that country a body of Englishmen,

possessefl not only of education but of culture, have for some years

been grappling with the rudest material needs of civilisation. When
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such men take a personal part in the laying of drains, the dredging

of canals or the scavenging of the accumulated filth of a city,

results are obtained such as could not be surpassed, if achieved, by the

citizens of any other country in the world.

Of the adaptability of intellectual power to material ends, of the

elemental force of scientific method, no more striking proof has ever

been afforded than in the wars of 1866 and 1870, yet the full

significance of the lesson is still but imperfectly recognised, because

the traditions of a less scientific age naturally dispose men to

attribute the results of warfare far more to physical and mechanical

than to intellectual agencies. One of the greatest of modern military

achievements, by which one Empire was created and another laid in

the dust, was the work of a man who for twenty years was little more

than a student, a professor, none the less academic because he trans-

lated his theories into historical facts. In the silence of a study were

rehearsed, one by one, those great battles in which the strategy of a

Moltke was to startle the world. Nor is it improbable that even at

this moment there may be lying in some pigeon-hole in Berlin, wars

of the future which will one day receive their imprimatur from the

hand of destiny. Among the features of the recent campaign in

the Soudan, there is none which may cause us greater satisfaction,

none which is so calculated to fill foreign nations with a sense of

respect, than the fact that it was an intellectual campaign, the result

of prolonged thought and deliberate calculation. And we express

our sense of this fact shortly when we say that Kitchener belongs

to the school of Moltke. Qiii magnum vult perficere solet cliu cogitare.

The infinite value of intellectual foresight, whether in politics,

commerce or education, is the great lesson which Germany has given

to the present generation. It is her intellectual ascendency, based on

the stem discipline of her people, which is at once the source and

the earnest of her material prosperity. And it is precisely in this

respect, in her providence, her premeditation, her calculated action,

that she offers so striking a contrast to our own country.

For among the great Powers of the world there is none which, both

in its individual and its collective capacity, bears so established a re-

putation for eccentricity and recklessness as the English nation. In

Germany the recognition of these traits is embodied in the expression

‘ gecker Englander,’ and it maybe noted that the opinion conveyed in

this term, as regards the individual Englishman, is in precise accord-

ance with the impression which a British Government succeeded in

producing upon a Bismarck. Nor have we been at any pains to

deny this impeachment. We have either treated it with indiffe-

rence, in a general contemptuous impatience of foreign criti-

cism, for which we have at times considerable justification, or

have even detected in it an involuntary tribute to our greatness.

Like the man of rank who feels he can afford to wear a shabby
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coat, we have been agreeably conscious that it is only a great

and powerful nation which can allow itself the luxury of being

eccentric and irrational. So much so is this the case, that we have

gradually come to regard it as almost a birthright of the English

people and their rulers to be above principles or details, to fly in

the face of reason and-yet expect to ‘ pull through.’ Even when, after

some period of shiftlessness and vacillation, a sudden impulse drives

us to a decision, it is not the abstract reasonableness of the step

itself which moves us, but a flush of alarm when we discover that

our next-door neighbour has already done what we have only been

talking about. Not till then does our hesitation vanish, and, with a

feeling of virtuous indignation that others should be so mean as to

anticipate our intentions, we hastily go and do likewise. But as a

rule it is too late. Having seen the horse bolt out of the stable,

we close the door with a bang. Whether it be the demarcation of

West African territory, or the sudden perception that there is, after

all, such a thing as commercial education, it is fear of injury, not

foresight, that spurs us into action. If at the eleventh hour we
introduced elementary education, it was to Germany that we owe the

moving impulse
;

if in recent times we have done something for

national defence or the development of our colonies, it is largely due

to the lessons which the same country has taught us, and to the con-

ception which she has, both by her intellectual and physical pre-

eminence, done so much to foster, that a nation needs organisation,

and without it is but a rabble, an inert mass, incapable of all

coherent thought or action.

Signs are not wanting that the self-sufficiency on wffiich we have

relied in the past is giving w'ay to some degree of self-knowdedge.

We can no longer blind ourselves to the fact that the great qualities

to which w'e originally owe our pre-eminence are no longer adequate

to maintain it. Other qualities which w^e have had little opportunity

of exercising hold the field. We have for centuries been pitted

against a foe wffiose characteristics have, in the main, been much the

same as those which w^e ourselves possess. In our long struggle

with France w'e have remained victorious chiefly because to

the valour and energy common to both nations we have added

endurance, a virtue for which our neighbours have never been con-

spicuous. With the rise of Germany it may without exaggeration

be affirmed that w'e have entered on a new era of national life. A
new intellectual standard has been applied to the management of

political affairs. To the courage, energy and endurance character-

istic of the entire Germanic race, the Germans have added a measure

of foresight, calculation and logical method of wdiich w'e have, as a

nation, little concey)tioii. It is not intelligence which w^e lack, nor

is that the quality in which we need fear competition with Germany

or any other country. Tlie danger lies ratlier in mistaking such
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intelligence for intellect, in supposing that intelligent interest can

ever replace the want of intellectual method, in pursuing a sort of

pseudo-intellectualism which appeals far more to mental curiosity

and love of excitement than any real love of knowledge. Our

intellectual interests are still to a large extent out of touch with our

practical ones. The fleeting stimulus of popular classes and lectures,

the patchwork of supplementary instruction, public examinations on

subjects of which the borders are ill defined and for which there is

no responsible preparation, countless certificates of uncertain value,

are, no doubt, all in the nature of a mental stimulus. Yet in the

commercial and industrial warfare of nations such things can never

be more than sorry makeshifts. They may make a people intelli-

gent, they can never make it intellectual. To oppose such agencies

to the modern Grerman or French school, with a definite and prolonged

curriculum, with an absolutely practical and professional aim, is to

engage quick-firing guns with bows and arrows. We still fail to

recognise the elementary truth that there is no knowledge without

long familiarity, that an essential condition of thoroughness is pre-

dominance, and that, in view of the greatly increased demands of

the age, it is impossible for one mind to acquire any real proficiency

in more than one subject. In our search for versatility, in our

almost morbid anxiety for a ‘ general education,’ we find super-

ficiality, in avoiding the Scylla of one-sidedness we crash into the

Charybdis of dilettantism. The issue between ourselves and

Germany is an intellectual one. If we wish to achieve the same

results we must follow the same methods. In this respect at least

there is no room for splendid isolation. The world of mind, no less

than that of matter, abhors a vacuum and absolutely demands the

presence of certain qualities as the condition of national existence.

Charles Copland Perry.
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THE CRY FOR NEW MARKETS

The purpose of this paper is to show that changed circumstances

have altered very remarkably the relations of the outland traders of

this country with the country itself
;
that certain follies and negli-

gences of theirs, hitherto lamented as mostly to their own hurt, have
taken a new character, fastening upon them a grave responsibility

;

and that, even as matters stand already, the lords and princes of

British commerce are not in all things and in all ways the patriots

they probably believe themselves to be. Yet they may find some
claim to consideration in the fact that the change of which we speak

is new, and that there has been barely time yet, perhaps, to com-
prehend and act upon it.

What we have to say may be conveniently approached from a

matter of particular interest just now to manufacturers and traders

themselves.

It is understood that when the Chancellcr of the Exchequer

presents his accounts for 1898-9 he will have to confess to a deficit.

Deficit has been staring the country in the face for weeks past
;
at

first with an aspect so alarming to the learned in such matters (it

was calculated that an additional 3 millions would have to be raised

from taxation next year) that some of the most temperate of them pro-

posed relief measures bordering on the desperate. Eestoration of the

shilling duty on corn would surely come into that character, though it

could be shown to be no loss, I believe, to buyer, seller, or consumer : a

riddle that will be satisfactorily answered if ever it is proposed to

restore that convenient charge. Imposition of a sugar duty, also

suggested, is perhaps more desperate still
;
and that such expedients

should be launched into print by ddiberate minds shows how severely

a considerable deficit would be felt, now that the necessary taxation

of the country has risen to so great a height.

No longer ago than when Parliament met, a sternly orthodox

handful in the Kadical party—leaders mostly—pleased themselves

with the hope of a reaction against a spirit to them detestable, the

so-called spirit of Imperialism. At that time the hope depended

entirely upon ‘ the swing of the penduluTn.’ ]lut now the unexpected

apparition of deficit, the immediate talk of sugar duties, a new beer
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tax, reduction of savings bank interest, and other expedients supposed

to belong to the reserve, brought the hope nearer and made it more

substantial. The expectation manifestly was that such taxation as

this, or, indeed, any scheme of increased general taxation, would

sour the pride of the country in its naval armaments and raise a cry

for humbler politics and cheaper fleets. Accordingly here and there

were heard the beginnings of a cry for such a cry
;
but even then,

when these rumours of heavy deficit and taxes on ‘ the food of the

people ’ went uncontradicted day after day, there was no response

from the people. They heard without answering the scattered

fuglemen of ‘reaction,’ who little knew how much they seemed

to speak of party spirit pleased with public loss. Or perhaps the cold-

ness with which the people, their People, received the invitation to

react, informed them that they were open to that suspicion—the

suspicion of taking kindly to the prospect of general distress. Or,

thrown back upon second thoughts, they may have asked themselves

if they really believed this a time to be glad of being weak for the

sake of being unwarlike. Or, again, they may have asked themselves

whether there could be a worse reason for giving up a deliberate, a

successful, and purely defensive policy of armed preparation—

a

policy, too, for which there is no present substitute—than that the

people never expected to share the extra expense. Or it may have

occurred to them that every Englishman must suspect that he should

take some small share in his country’s defence, and that no political

faction could be justly proud of bringing any one of them to a baser

state of mind. In any case, the agreeable fact is that, even while

deficit looked its blackest, and corn, and sugar, and beer, and tea,

and tobacco, and the savings-bank book were understood to be all

under consideration at the taxing office of the Treasury (if such an

office there be), no sign of reaction against the spirit of 1898 appeared

in England.

For all along something else was understood : namely, that since

Government and people agreed upon the necessity (and economy) of

arming great fleets, nothing has happened to diminish the need.

Everything that has happened justifies the precaution so embodied;

and, as a matter of detail, it is a precaution that has probably paid

for itself, on a mere cash estimate, many times over already. There

is more than enough light on the ‘ historic present ’ to show that the

creation of a great preponderating navy was for this island no mere
occasional need. Sometimes we hear of a ‘ better feelino; ’ in the

relations of England with other countries, and sometimes it is made
to appear that therefore, perhaps, there was never any substantial

reason to fear aggression. All that is valid in these reports of better

feeling came into existence with the new British fleets. The ships

were built not only as a force but also as a policy. As a force they

have not been employed, because they have succeeded as a policy

—
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that is to say, as a peace policy. And it would be strange if from

this very success, and the better feeling its immediate consequence,

an argument were drawn for reducing the force and cutting the

sinews of the policy. With many a change for the better, and good

hope that more will arrive yet, this is still a world of conflict from

end to end. We scarcely said enough when we said that the creation

of a great British navy was no mere occasional need. It was begun

—

and this is the right way to look at it—in fortunate anticipation of a

lasting need. In the way of expense, very burdensome it will be on

its vaster scale
;
but the burden will have to be borne, as a mere

economy in forced and unavoidable conditions. Eecurring when the

Czar’s rescript still lay in doubt as a trick of statecraft, the Eussian

incivility at Pekin was a glaring sign of the times—the new times

of general, inveterate, impatient trade warfare. Not even to allow

a few more days for the rescript to work, not even to shield its design

from discredit as well as failure, could the battle for markets be

stayed. Were that the only tell-tale of the conflict that rounds the

world like England’s morning drum (though not with it as yet) it

should be lesson enough. But it is not the only one by many, and

all combine to teach the same thing, which is this : We are at the

beginning of what will be best understood, perhaps, as a great ‘ world

movement,’ and merely to keep safe in it England must henceforth

maintain a navy corresponding in magnitude with the enormous

armies of Continental Europe. What has been thought abnormal

must be considered normal. Come lean years, come years of fatness,

the fleets we have now or stronger ones must be kept in full fighting

trim. Whether by income tax, sugar tax, or^flian tax, beer tax, by
these or others or some or all, provision for this purpose must be

found, unless we would rather risk losing in a single year many times

the whole value of the fleets and much of them besides. This year

a positive need of retrenchment is made out, but there can be no

armament economies—and this is agreed on all hands—for the save-

penny reason alone
;
and should the revenue fall off again next year,

who can doubt that the same thing will have to be said ? For, what

with extension of frontier, and what with the trade fight which at a

microcosmic view would almost resemble the struggle for air in the

]jlack Hole of Calcutta, it is now with us as with those much-pitied

Continental nations. As they are armed so at last must we be
;
and

perhaps we never had a moral right to perpetual exemption.

With these remarks, the application of which will be presently

seen, we pass to the main purpose of this article.

It has to be said, in a paper addressed to traders more than to

other folk, that the struggle for trade is treated too much as a

malicious contrivance of foreign nations to injure and annoy the

English. No doubt it is true that the subversion of England’s com-
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merce in any market—or better, the exclusion of it, as in Mada-

gascar—is a double satisfaction for her rivals. And it is equally

true that, wherever trade provokes strife, our part in the affair

usually is to be thrown on the defensive. Yet the struggle for com-

mercial profits is as fair a fight as most (the tariffs called ‘ hostile
’

being perfectly lawful, since all may choose them), and it is plain

that the more advanced Continental States are driven to it as much

by need as ambition. We shall take no harm by keeping that in

mind, for it is a cooling thought without debilitation. But the fore-

going recital of the enormous obligations imposed upon the State

for the defence of its commerce novv^adays brings far larger considera-

tions forward, and they are such as only our merchant princes and

captains of industry can turn to good account.

Till lately, little direct help in founding commercial centres

abroad or fostering them—I mean such help as other Grovernments are

busily volunteering—has been asked of England’s rulers. In our

day more is expected and more attempted, and that is all right.

‘ New markets ! New markets !
’ is the constant cry of our captains

of industry and merchant princes, and it is well that to them the ear

of Government should willingly incline. It ought to do so, and it

does. But if in playing our part in a hot international conflict it

is desirable to limit such provocations as might lead to Government

bickerings and even to actual war, why then (I hope this statement

will be read patiently—it will be explained), there is wisdom in not

forcing the fight for more ground than we know how to cultivate.

Seeing that the protection of business, and not only protec-

tion but expansion, has now become a first and a heavy charge on

the taxation of the country, this is a matter upon which we may
fairly have a word or two with Trade. And it happens that the point

can be put in a single question : Do our merchants and manufacturers

fill the markets they have already got ?

The most trusty answer to this question comes from our consulates

abroad. They scream with denials—and we well know why. At first

the consular reports on trade were quiet enough, no doubt. Time

w'as, and that not long ago, when the British trader had little competi-

tion to meet anywhere beyond the borders of a narrow western world.

Whatever his errors in a large unchallenged trade, there was no back-

ground of better management to show them up. When they did not

pass unnoticed, the thought about them probably was that they would

vanish before a little ‘ wholesome competition.’ Even when, sharp

competition entering in, the Briton’s follies were continued, his

consul would be in no haste to deal roughly with them in his official

reports. But after years of sober representation on the one hand,

years of immovable indifference on the other, and foreign rivalry

flourishing more and more all the while, what wonder that our

consular reports are so often written in impatience, in anger, in

VoL. XLV—No 26G 0 0
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disgust ? Travellers in distant lands tell the same tale in the same

strain
;

a tale so familiar by this time—and, for that matter, sa

recently recounted in this Eeview—that I need not go through with

it here. To decline acquaintance with strange languages
;

to send

out catalogues in English where English is unreadable, leaving

the natives to take the consequences
;
to quote prices in a currency

not understood
;
to sell by weights and measures that may or may

not be convenient, to a Whitakerless peojde who have first to make
them out

;
to refuse to supply small-handed foreigners with tools

correspondingly ridiculous
;
to land none but the usual large bales of

merchandise where little ponies are the only means of transport—

-

these are but illustrative examples of a high style of business carried

on in the spirit of the good lady our kinswoman, who never spoke

French in France because ‘ it only encouraged them.’ Books have

been filled with such examples from all parts of the world. Every

year brings new additions to the tale, and next to nothing to the

contrary. For this way of business is the established way
;
and

though its natural consequences unfailingly ensue, and are publicly

made known as a call to greater care, our captains of industry and

merchant princes remain heedless. They do not fill the markets

they have got, and if they do not fill them more nearly it is because

they will not rather than because they cannot. By sloth, by dulness

and ignorance born of sloth, by disdain of small business, by contempt

for the little cares that win small business, by a preposterous

Philistine habit of treating foreign tastes and preferences as ‘ fads
^

that ought not to be humoured, but also, perhaps, by something else

to be presently mentioned—British commerce shortens the harvest

of its opportunities while ever reaching forth for more. Were its

losses in this way small there would be nothing to say about them

;

but they are very great. This is seen by the fact that from the

profits it has neglected or thrown away over the whole vast field in

its hands, German commerce has grown rich. Not so many years

ago German commerce came in as a gleaner, soon to find that it

might glean by armfuls. ‘ Go where you will in our settlements

abroad, and you will now find the German at both ends of all the

business that is done in the place. At one end he is making money
by head-and-ears devotion to despised small trade, at the other he is

in the best of the banking.’ From the little to the great. And
German commerce, growing rich upon the despised small trade

and the gleanings, is fast taking unto itself Capital : in which, as

I understand, lies England’s only remaining superiority.

Of course the loss of profits to foreign competition in our markets

abroad has other and additional causes. The higher rate of wages

at home, the mischief done by strikes—these and similar drawbacks

tell heavily against British trade. And that they do so must be

acknowledged, but not in forgetfulness of the counterbalance in
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extraordinary natural advantages, nor even forgetting that when we

speak of strikes, rates of wages, and the like, we are still talking of

the way in which business is carried on by those who are engaged in

it. We are still on the subject of British commerce and the pressure

for new markets. Here and at this point, however, it is important

to remember that there is a wide difference between profits lost more

or less unavoidably, and profits neglected, rejected, altogether thrown

away. And it is with these that we are now concerned.

It is almost a matter of course that a commerce so conducted

should be ever looking for new markets. Complete lack of know-

ledge on that point would not bar the inference that such a commerce

it must be. Savants like those who discover stars not by sight but

by calculation might take the subject in another way, explaining the

faults of our commercials by a constant expectation of new markets.

For practical purposes, however, there is little difference between

these two views, and no doubt both are right. One of them contem-

plates the British merchant who by negligence, stupidity, inflexibility,

hauteur, sees his trade gradually lost to the Gleaner, and then

cries out for new markets
;
and of such there are obviously many.

The other shows us the man who, though capable enough when

pushed to the wall, excuses his own idleness, and holds off from the

thorough cultivation of present opportunity, by confidence that ever-

fresh openings will be found
;
and his, too, may be no small tribe.

In either or in any case it is easy to understand the detaching

fascination of new markets. For the more restless and adventurous,

seeking them is like a gambling excursion to a range of goldfields

lately hit upon and reported rich. But taking their way of business

as a whole, it is like nothing so much as the farming which moves on

to virgin soil again when scratching the ground and flinging the seed

is no longer followed by a satisfactory crop.

Xow this is all very well for the farmer as long as, to escape

laborious cultivation, he has only to move on as he lists in the un-

claimed wilderness about him. And all very well it was for the

British merchant when half the world was an unclaimed market, and

he at liberty to place his agencies here or there unhindered and un-

challenged, or if not he, then no foreign trader
;

for it might be said

that in those times and in those places rival he had none. But the

v/ilderness filling up, its fertile spaces occupied, its miles of virgin

soil dwindled to acres, and for every acre a claimant ready, and ready

v/ith a gun, the case is altered for the farmer very much. And just

as it has changed for him, so it has changed for Britain’s outland

commerce, and in waysjas nearly identical as the nature of things allows.

The openings for new markets are fast filling up. It seems that

since 1880 we have ourselves taken hold of nearly four million

square miles of territory, mainly for the service of Trade. To seek, and

seize, and hold, and exclude is the chief preoccupation of surrounding
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nations. And now it lias almost come to this, that for every mile of

good unappropriated trade territory there is a claimant ready, and

ready with his guns. New markets have now to be fought for.

Nations that need them and would have them must go armed into

diplomatic conflicts which, as we know recent and very pointed

experience, may turn-in a moment to war outright. Competitors for

new markets must spend enormously that they may threaten effec-

tively, and furnish for every acquisition a standing means of defence

at the common charge. Look again at that great navy of ours,

consider the vastness of its cost, the necessity of maintaining it in

full efficiency, and remember how the necessity arises : that is to

say, how much it has to do with securing and defending our commerce,

the protection of its markets abroad, and the extension of them at

need or at will.

Coming now to conclusions, I am not about to announce conver-

sion to the Little Englander creed, nor to declare against further

expansion, nor to moralise on the price to be paid and the risks to

be run by States grounded entirely upon oversea barter. The simple

intention is to remind thousands of careless merchant princes of

what the farmer does when he can no longer shift his elementary

enterprise to virgin soil. It is true that, from the nature of the case,

his position is not that of the export trader and the captain of

industry, and therefore comparison between them is no doubt

imperfect. Though children of the same country, with the same

right to call on the Government to compensate them for bad business

habits, it would be impossible to listen with an equal ear. That

everyone perceives. Imagine a British farming community esta-

blished on good new land. Imagine them dealing with it in the

early style of the Western American wheat-growers, and then, as soon

as the ground wants industrious tillage, crying to the State to find

fresh farms though it has to spend and fight for them ! The thing

is absurd. Did it ever enter into the farmer’s head he would know it

absurd
;
and what he does in such a case is to fall to work with all his

arts of cultivation, coax from the land all it can yield, and leave but

a handful for the gleaner.

Upon that the question is. Why should not merchants and

manufacturers do likewise ? Whence do they derive the rights and

immunities supposable from their not doing likewise ? The farmer

is a man who, for his own profit first and afterward for the benefit

of the community, grows food for man and beast. The merchant and

manufacturer is a man who makes and sells knives, calicoes, woollen

goods, toys, spirituous liquors and other things, with the same

design, but not always with so happy a consequence. It appears,

then, that if one man deserves to stand better in the eye of the

community than the other, it is he whose work is the more necessary

and whose profits are the more innocent. There is, in truth, no claim
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to preference
;
yet the trader is strangely privileged. He imposes

on the State the consequences of his own sluggish ineptitude as if

possessed of a natural right to do so. New fields must be found for

him, at the common expense, when half-work on those he has got

tends to his impoverishment. He looks to the community to make
good his improper if majestic habits of business by providing ever-

new chances to skim, and, so far, fails not to find his expectations

met.

We have asked whence this feeling of privilege and the allowance

of it derive. It comes, no doubt, from the much approved old duty

of the State to nourish trade and further trade adventure
;
but its

present affluence dates, I fancy, from those precious years in the

middle of the century when Commerce, taking Civilisation and

Christianity as concubines, became a veritable religion. From that

profound and long fashionable faith was drawn the moral element

necessary to sustain the trader’s jorivilegium

;

the more important

element of practicability being supplied, as we have said already, by

an abundance of new ground, the paucity of competition in it, and

the consequential fact that skimming for profits would do. At the

same time, since there was no special strain upon the resources of

the country for the acquisition and defence of markets remote, it

could be said that the sins of our traders damaged themselves alone.

But now only the cant of the religion remains, the savour of an

expiring candle
;
and, the other conditions being altogether reversed

—

for much new ground, a narrowing space
;

for no competition a fierce

scramble that will certainly be fiercer yet—the sort of merchants

celebrated in the consular chorus take a new character. It is no

longer enough to say that they are blind to their own interests.

That is still pretty much all the blame they get, but it does not

nearly cover the case as altered. Blindly perhaps, truly beyond
doubt, they play a part which is false to the interests of the country,

a fine upon it, and very appreciably a danger. In times when raging

trade-conflict supplies the most threatening occasions and risks of

war, it is not a blameless stupidity, it is not an innocent selfishness

which opens a hundred doors to rivalry and leaves it every means of

growing rich and experienced while supplanting British trade. The
loss of this trade is so much of a fine upon the whole community
that what revenue falls off in consequence has to be made good by
general taxation. That would be no matter of complaint, of course,

were the lost trade lost in fair and strenuous competition. But it is

handed over, thrown away
;
and when it is gone, and the suffering

incompetents clamour for new markets, every hearth in the kingdom
may be taxed to supply the demand. That is another fine, but not

the whole of a punishment vicariously borne. In obeying the cry

for new markets, the State must needs add something to the already

brimming risks and chances of a desperate war. And that is but a
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poor way of describing a public wrong which is also a shame and an

absurdity.

I try to make the limits of my meaning clear, and hope it will

not be exaggerated even where it isn’t liked. Complaint of the

waste and abuse of commercial opportunity—now understood on all

hands to be our very*breath of life—is not an argument against trade

expansion, and is not intended here for anything of the kind. My
share of common knowledge includes the fact that for all organic

things the end of growth is the beginning of decline
;
and a nation’s

commerce is such an organism. The necessity of still adding to the

vast regions already open to our manufacturers and merchants must

be acknowledged—that I understand
;
but not that it is patriotic to

enlarge this necessity, now that it has become so grave a fighting-

matter, by mere habitual defection from common industry and care

—

the means by which so many of these gentlem^en lose markets which

should be strongholds of British commerce.

We have said that trade enterprise cannot halt, but must still

add field to field. But it is equally undeniable that the commercial

area open to the forty millions of these islands is enormous : think for a

moment what it is. And supposing it cultivated with some approach

to Chinese assiduity, or in the well-known German style—so readily

comprehended but seemingly so hard to imitate—who imagines that

it would not suffice to glut our factories with work and fill our stores

with every kind of provender ? What need of new markets, then,

except as provision for a future time when some of these in occupa-

tion may not serve as well as they do now ? Or, to put a question

of more immediate import, suppose the German style in operation

over all those innumerable fields of enterprise, and who believes

that there would be any deficit of 1899 to mourn, or any additional

taxes to pay, or any thought of the burden of armaments that keep

our hearts at ease and our goods in safety ? Strikes 1 It is likely

enough that they would be neither fewer nor less severe for factories

full of work, but at any rate they could be better borne.

Now these considerations, if I do not mistake their meaning and

importance, show our traders of this generation under a very serious

responsibility; and it also appears that their relations with the

country at large are strange and improper. That the Government

would be wrong in neglecting to secure a foothold in any new

market that offers is manifest. But the moral right of our

merchants and manufacturers to their imperative call for new

markets, their right to raise it at all times, at all costs, at all

hazards, is wonderfully imagined and yet more wonderfully con-

ceded. Certainly they have no doubt about it as a right, as a moral

right, as a right which it is for them to make imperative on patriotic

grounds. But, ordering their business as so many of them do, these

I)retensions are really little better than a bad joke. Admissible
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enough they would be if earned by the watchful and exhaustive

assiduity of G-erman commerce
;
but their own ways of commerce

are so criminously different that a right to call upon the State to

provide fresh opportunities at the common expense would be impu-

dently claimed if claimed intelligently. In any circumstances, the

obligation to secure new markets is unfortunate when they have to

be sought in the jaws of war
;
and the real claim of our traders to

consideration seems to be that they increase this obligation by

laches which at the same time limits and embarrasses the means of

fulfilling it.

There is only one remedy for all this, and though the outland

trader sees and justly laments the indifference of strike-committees

to the future of British industry, he remains insensitive to the

similar but more telling effect of his own favourite skim-and-skip

system. Yet now is the^time for him to consider that there are

limits to the conquest of virgin markets, that these limits are rapidly

closing in, and that successful rivalry in markets already skimmed
and crowded with hard-working competitors will be his only stand-

by before long. And looking back to the immense impetus given to

German trade by a great war and its awakenings, he should then fix

attention on a changing America. It is unlikely that the United

States will have a great war-marine without a mercantile marine

—

unlikely that the trade-and-dominion ambitions sprung from the

conquest of Cuba, Porto Eico, the Philippines, will halt there.

There is no more reasonable expectation than that to one fast-

growing rivalry another will be added
;
and if so, why then, under

any conditions, and^though we do profit by a full share of all avail-

able ‘spheres of interest,’ these shaming consular reports should

become antiquated from to-day.

Frederick Greenwood.
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AUSTRALIAN FEDERATIOiY

The Premiers of Australia having brought the preliminary work of

federation to a satisfactory conclusion, the occasion seems appropriate

for a brief review of the progress of the movement from its inception

down to the latest phase.

From the first establishment of responsible government the ulti-

mate federation of Australia was in the contemplation of statesmen

at home and in the colonies. The Constitution Bill, passed by the

British Parliament in 1849, gave power for the regulations of a

uniform tariff by a central body acting for all the colonies of Australia.

In 1867 federation was recommended by a select committee of the

Victorian Assembly. In 1881 a Federal Council Bill framed by Sir

Harry Parkes was adopted at a conference held in Sydney. No
action, however, was taken until two years later, when an Intercolonial

Convention was again held in Sydney. If all the colonies had been

represented, the federation of Australia might doubtless have been

accomplished by a gradual expansion of the powers of the Council.

Under the influence of Sir Harry Parkes New South Wales held

aloof. New Zealand has never been of the Council and South

Australia in one session onlj^

Without revenues and with no executive functions, the Federal

Council was too feeble an instrument to satisfy the aspirations of the

Australian people. At the Federal Convention held in Melbourne in

1890, resolutions were unanimously passed declaring that the

national life had been so fully developed in wealth, in the discovery

of resources, and in self-governing capacity, as to justify the higher

act, at all times contemplated, of union under one legislature and

executive government on principles just to the several colonies.

The next step towards federation was taken by the Convention,,

consisting of forty-five representatives of the several colonies, held

in Sydney in March 1891. The results of their full deliberations

were embodied in a Commonwealth Bill, most ably drafted by Sir

Samuel (Irifiiths, now Chief Justice of (Queensland, with the co-

operation of .Mr. Kingston, Premier of South Australia, and Mr.

W. 4'. Clark of Tasmania. With some matters of great importances

tlie Convention found itself unable to grapple. 44ie j)roblem
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of finance was left unsolved, chiefly owing to the difficulty to

consoHdating the provincial debts into a common stock under

the guarantee of the Federal Government. After a considerable

interval of inaction the work of federation was once more resumed.

To the Premier of New South Wales, Mr. G. H. Eeid, the credit

belongs of carrying forward the work of federation to its present

stage. At his instance a conference of Premiers was held in Hobart

in January 1895. Their deliberation resulted in the adoption

of the Federal Enabling Bill, prepared by Sir George Turner, Premier

of Victoria, and Mr. Kingston. The Bill provided for the election of

a convention consisting of ten representatives of each colony to be

directly chosen by the electors, charged with the duty of framing a

Federal Constitution. In the course of the year all the subscribing

colonies excepting Queensland had passed the Enabling Bill, with no

substantial change, by overwhelming majorities.

The Federal Convention having been elected, meetings were held

in Adelaide, Sydney, and Melbourne. The discussions were exhaustive,

and eminent political ability has been displayed. It would be im-

possible within the limits of a short paper to review the whole course

of the debates which took place in the Convention. The final results

are embodied in a Commonwealth Bill which reflects the highest

credit on the authors both for skill and perfect drafting.

The preamble sets forth that the people of the colonies who adopt

the Constitution, relying on the Divine blessing, agree to unite in

one indissoluble Commonwealth under the British Crown. The
public departments to be federated include posts, telegraphs, defences,

light-house service and quarantine. The powders entrusted to the

federal Parliament include bounties, currency and coinage, banking,

bankruptcy, patents, old-age pensions, conciliation and arbitration in

trade disputes and other matters. The Commonwealth will have the

exclusive control of trade. With the consent of any state or states it

may take over the railways.

To provide a revenue, the duties of excise and customs are

transferred from the states to the Commonwealth. As, however, it

has not yet been found practicable to pool the debts, and as the

payment of interest is provided for mainly by duties, some provision

was necessary to secure the Treasury of the weaker states against the

risk of bankruptcy. That security was provided under the Braddon
clause. The surplus, which may not be less than three-fourths of

the gross receipts, will be returned to each state every month, after

deducting its proportion of the federal expenditure. Within two
years uniform duties must be imposed.

Turning to the Federal Parliament, it will consist of the Crown, a
Senate, and House of Eepresentatives. Both Houses will be elected

by manhood suffrage. Each state will be represented by an equal

number of senators who will sit for six years. The House of
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Eepresentatives will sit not longer than three years. The number of

members will be twice as numerous as the Senate and each state will

have five or more members.

In case of a deadlock, the Commonwealth Bill, as finally approved

by the Convention, provided that the two Houses should be simul-

taneously dissolved.
,

If, after a dissolution, the deadlock continued,

the two chambers would sit together.

A High Court of Australia will be established, which will decide

all cases except where appeals are allowed by Koyal permission.

The Commonwealth Bill was ably examined in a course of lectures

by Professor Harrison Moore, of the University of Melbourne. He
rightly commended the framers of the Bill for their wisdom in

borrowing from the Constitution of the United States, rather than

from the Dominion of Canada. In the latter case the states retain

only such powers as are specified under the Dominion Act. The
Australian states will retain all the powers except such as are

delegated to the Federal Grovernment under the provisions of the

Commonwealth Bill. In the United States and in Canada federation

has gradually reduced the States Legislatures to the position of

enlarged municipalities. Such a result is not likely to follow in

Australia, nor is it desirable. The residuum of power will remain

with the existing Parliaments, who will have a wide sphere of legisla-

tion. To prevent the deterioration which might be caused if the

best men were drawn away from the State Legislatures to the Federal,

the provision of the Commonwealth Bill of 1891, which prevented

persons from sitting both in the Federal and the State Parliament,

has been withdrawn.

Dealing with the constitution of Parliament, Professor Harrison

Moore pointed out that the members being elected on the same

popular basis, and receiving the same scale of remuneration, the

difference between the two Houses consists chiefly in the con-

stituencies, to which they are severally responsible. The Senate will be

elected by the states voting as a whole, the House of Eepresentatives

by single electorates. More popular in its character than any other

similar body, the Senate of the Australian Commonwealth should be

as strong in Australia as the Senate in the United States, except with

regard to finance. The Commonwealth Bill gives power to the Senate

to offer suggestions upon finance to the House of Eepresentatives^

but if these suggestions are not approved, the Senate must pass the

Bill as a whole, or reject it. There is no power to amend.

The Common wealth Bill does not definitely state to whom the

executive government shall be responsible. The good sense which

distinguishes English speaking statesmen is not likely to fail in

Australia. Professor Harrison Moore holds the view that the Senate

cannot be wholly set aside. He thinks that ministers should have

power to speak in both Houses, while voting only in their own.
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This would be to prevent deadlocks and to promote a good under-

standing.

Let us now turn to the opinions expressed by some leading

members of the Convention on the Bill framed by their joint labours.

In Victoria no individual has been more prominent in the advocacy

of Australian federation than Dr. Quick. In the election of repre-

sentatives to serve on the Federal Convention, he stood at the head of

the poll. In recommending the Commonwealth Bill to the acceptance

of the people he insists strongly on the necessity for adopting the

Constitution of the United States rather than that of the Canadian

Dominion, as the model by which Australian statesmen must be

guided. There is no desire that the noble colonies of Australia

should cease to be self-governing communities.

Most justly does Dr. Quick observe that the Commonwealth Bill

is not to be regarded as a final measure of which no amendment is

possible. Whenever circumstances change, the necessary modifica-

tions in the Federal Constitution are certain to follow at the bidding

of the people.

In New South Wales the Hon. E. E. Wise is one of the ablest

advocates of federation. He does not share the objections, so widely

raised in the more populous states, to the equal representation of

the smaller states in the Senate. He recognises that federation

would have been impossible without concessions to state interests.

While confident in the belief that in a federated Australia, New
South Wales will reap a full share of local advantage, Mr. Wise
rightly places the main argument for federation above the meaner

considerations of material advantage. He looks for a wider horizon

of national life on every side, and higher ideals in all professions and

pursuits.

Turning to the smaller states, in the view of Sir Phillip Fysh,

lately appointed Agent General for Tasmania, the Federal Bill is the

only means of removing all hindrances to trade, and giving adequate

protection to the Australian colonies, with their populations of

4,000,000, their accumulated wealth of 1,400,000,000^. and their

trade of 200,000,000^. per annum. To Tasmania in particular,

federation is essential. The colony is a strategical point of extreme

importance, whether for defence or for an attack on Australia. It

must be defended with federal funds. Tasmania is highly pro-

ductive. Access to the nearest markets of the Australian continent

is at present closed, except with a heavy handicap of duties. It is

equally desirable in the interests of consumers and producers that

these duties should be removed. Tasmania is burdened with heavy

obligations for payment of interest on her public debt to the amount
of 310,000^. per annum. The provision in the Commonwealth Bill

for the return to each state of not less than three fourths the

revenue from customs and excise will secure the fiscal position.
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Let us turn to South Australia. On his return from the Con-

vention to Adelaide, Mr. Kingston spoke as follows :

—

This is no time for one to stand trembling upon the brink of a definite declara-

tion as to future policy in connection with this great movement. 1 can but speak

for myself alone, but, in regard to this Constitution, I say, unhesitatingly, that I

accept it gladly. Mine ,will be no Laodicean advocacy, and, with such ability as I

may possess, with all the warmth and enthusiasm of which I am capable, with my
whole heart and strength, I pledge myself to support this Constitution, daring any

danger, and delighting in any sacrifice that may be necessary for the sake of the

Commonwealth of Australia.

Another representative of South Australia in the Convention, Mr.

Holder the Treasurer, commended the Commonwealth Bill as

putting an end to the war of tariffs on the border, to unfair

discrimination on the railways, and to strife between states, seeking

to exercise exclusive and unfair control over the river which divides

them. Antagonisms of every kind would cease. Australia would

henceforth stand before the world in the strength of one united

nation. Mr. Holder urged the acceptance of the Commonwealth
Bill as a national charter. Under its liberal provisions all class

privileges would disappear.

Another able representative of South Australia in the Convention,

Mr. Symon, eloquently said :

—

No man can say that, even burdened with dis-union, Australia will not in the

future have great prosperity
;
no man can say that every state in this continent

will not share in the prosperity : but all that prosperity will be as nothing compared

with the prosperity which will come from union—a union with strong foundations,

set deep in justice
;
a union that will endure from age to age, a bulwark against

aggression, and a perpetual security for the peace, freedom, and progress of the

people of Australia, giving to them and their children’s children for all generations

the priceless heritage of a happy and united land.

The objections to the Commonwealth Bill came chiefly from those

opposed to federation in New South Wales. Public opinion in the

mother colony having finally declared itself in favour of the principle,

the Premier, Mr. Eeid, addressed himself more seriously than before

to the consideration of amendments, which were finally embodied in

resolutions, and passed by the Legislative Assembly of New South

Wales

a. At a joint sitting of both Houses a simple majority to decide.

h. The Braddon clause requiring the return of three-fourths of

the federal revenues to the states to be removed from the Bill.

c. The capntal of the Commonwealth to be in New South Wales.

(1. Judicial appeals to be either to the Privy Council or to the

High Court, but not indiscriminately to either.

The conference of Premiers, which has recently been held in

Melbourne, was attended by Mr. Keid, New South Wales, Sir George

Turner, Victoria, .Mr. .1. It. Dickson, (Queensland, Mr. Charles King.s-

ton. South Australia, Sir John Forrest, West Australia, and Sir
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Edward Braddon, Tasmania. Sir George Turner was appointed

chairman and admirably discharged his arduous and delicate duty.

The Premiers sat with closed doors, and no reporters were present.

They met in a spirit of conciliation and compromise, and with an

earnest desire to achieve the task with which they were entrusted.

After several days of discussion, at midnight on the 2nd of February,

the conference was brought to a satisfactory conclusion. Differences

of view had been disclosed on many points, but the final decisions

were unanimous, the Premiers separating under a mutual pledge to

use all the influence at their command to secure the acceptance by

their several states of the Commonwealth Bill as amended. The

alterations introduced at Melbourne were mainly concessions to New
South Wales, the most important being the provision that in the

event of a dispute arising between the Senate and the House of

Eepresentatives, the matter should be settled at a joint sitting, by

an absolute majority of the total number of members of both Houses.

In the original Bill a majority of three-fifths of the members present

w'as required.

No part of the Commonwealth Bill had been so severely

criticised as the financial clauses. It was impossible to predict the

results of an undetermined and untried tariff. It was idle to

speculate on the changes which might take place in the condition

of the agricultural, pastoral, and mining industries of Australia.

Strong objections had been raised to the Braddon clause. After a

protracted discussion, the Premiers arrived at the conclusion that all

alternative proposals were open to more serious objections. The
Braddon clause remains, but is made terminable at the expiration of

ten years. A new clause has been added to the Commonwealth Bill,

general in its terms, enabling the federal Parliament to give financial

assistance to any state which might have sustained loss of revenue

through federation, on terms and considerations to be arranged.

Under the Commonwealth Bill the site for the federal capital

should have been chosen by the federal Parliament. New South

Wales insisted that the capital should be within its own borders.

This point has been conceded, but with the proviso that the capital

shall be not less than one hundred miles from Sydney. As a mark
of recognition of the conciliatory disposition shown by Victoria, it

was conceded to Sir George Turner that the meetings of the federal

Parliament should be held in Melbourne until the federal capital has

been prepared for its reception. This is a compromise which will

afford general satisfaction.

It had been desired by New South Wales that all amendments to

the Constitution should be settled by a national referendum. To
this proposal it was objected that the smaller states would be out-

voted by the more populous. It has been arranged that in the case

of a difference arising between the two Houses, on a constitutional
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amendment, either House may refer the question to the people. No
alteration can be made unless approved by a majority of the states.

By this proviso the rights of the smaller states are effectually safe-

guarded. The right of appeal from the Supreme Court of any state

either to the Privy Council or the High Court of Australasia remains

untouched. At the meeting of the Premiers in London, on the

occasion of the Jubilee, Mr. Chamberlain urged strongly the reten-

tion of appeals to the Privy Council. Nothing, as he truly said, is

more desirable in the interests of the colonies than uniformity of

law, and uniformity can only be obtained by occasional appeals to the

Privy Council, settling once for all the law for all parts of the Empire.

Confident hopes are now entertained that Queensland will enter

the federation. Although not accredited by a parliamentary mandate,

the Premier, Mr. Dickson, was permitted to attend the conference,

and loyally co-operated with the other Premiers in the work of

revision. Mr. Dickson is pledged to advocate the cause of federation

in his colony. It is safe to say that, if New South Wales joins,

Queensland must necessarily follow.

The successful conclusion of the conference of Premiers has been

hailed on all sides with marks of satisfaction. The popular feeling

of the native born in Australia, and they are nearly eight-tenths of

the population, is earnest for the building up of one powerful

nationality. While the present division into petty states subsists,

Australia cannot contribute worthily to the strength of the British

Empire, nor make that honourable name among the nations to which

its citizens aspire. Federation, it is felt, will give a higher quality, a

wider interest, and a higher distinction to the public life. It will

put the work of government upon a higher plane.

In the immediate future the efforts of the friends of federation

will be directed to secure that the Commonwealth Bill as amended

shall be referred by the Parliaments to the people without further

attempt at alteration. New South Wales is to make the first move.

Mr. Eeid is pledged to support the Commonwealth Bill with all the

influence at his command. He has burned his boats, and he has

declared his unalterable resolve to stand firm and faithful to the

cause. Mr. Barton, a rival champion, has recently declared his

conviction that popular feeling in New South Wales is setting

strongly for federation. Sir Samuel Griffiths, the President of the

Federal League in Queensland, to whose labours the present Com-
monwealth Bill is largely due, is very hopeful that in Queensland all

will now come right.

I will venture to close this paper with a statement of my personal

opinion, as embodied in a speech at a gathering of the Australian

Natives’ Association, at which the Premiers were present, and the

proceedings of the subsequent conference were publicly inaugurated.

After thanking the assemblage for drinking my lea’tli I said: ‘I
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am glad to be present at yonr anniversary this day, and to have the

opportunity of testifying, in the capacity of an Imperial officer, to the

great work which has been done for this colony and the sister

colonies by the Australian Natives’ Association. Your aim and

purpose have been to create within the British Empire, to which you

are proud to belong, an Australian nation, bound together by the

free interchange of trade and by unity of government, and possessing

the dignity and importance of the supreme power in these Southern

seas. To promote these noble objects, you have given your v/arm

support to the work of Australian federation, on which our honoured

guests, the Premiers, are engaged, and which we hope they will

bring to a satisfactory conclusion.

‘ Dealing with some of the problems of federation on the broadest

and most general lines, I may be permitted to express the belief that

the danger of a collision between two Houses elected on the same

popular franchise may be found by experience to have been much
exaggerated. In Australia the lines of cleavage in matters on which

differences of opinion exist are not conterminous with the boundaries

of states. You do not find unanimity in large states on one side and

in the small states on the other. The choice of a capital should not

be a serious difficulty. It would be good for Australian statesmen if

the federal capital were selected, as Simla was chosen in India, as the

most suitable place for recruiting the energies of worn-out public

servants. Having in view chiefly considerations of health, a sana-

torium on the slopes of Mount Kosciusko, connected by a branch

railway with the trunk line between Melbourne and Sydney, might

have much to recommend it. Your customs tariff must be settled

by compromise. Some middle term between free trade and extreme

protection will be no doubt easily reached, now that it has been

found that even in New South Wales sufficient revenue cannot be

raised without the aid of customs duties. The financial provisions

of the Commonwealth Bill are its least satisfactory features, and will

require most consideration. The difficulty will one day be solved by
pooling the debts. Meanwhile, your practical and skilful financiers

may be confidently trusted to deal with the situation, in a manner
which will be fair and just to every interest.

‘‘There are two other obvious remarks. The federation of Australia

can only be accomplished by compromise. All must be prepared to

make concessions. A compromise is not necessarily a failure.

Systems of government framed upon arbitrary political theories have

often been found the least adapted to human conditions. Constitu-

tions, on the other hand, which in every provision, and in every line

of every clause, were compromises and nothing but compromises, have

successfully stood every test. They have stood the test of time, the

test of vast expansion, the test of the widest change of circumstances.

As conspicuous examples we have the Kepublic of the United States,
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and the venerable limited constitutional monarchy under which, as

British subjects, we have the happiness to live. My remaining

observation is as obvious as the last. It is vain to hope that a plan

of federation can be devised which will never need amendment and

improvement. The most skilful statesman, the most far-seeing

politician, cannot anticipate or provide for all the developments and

changes which the next fifty years may bring forth. The statesmen

and the free peoj)le of Australia must be guided by experience.

Where the federation scheme is found to work to the disadvantage,

and contrary to the expectations and intentions of those who framed

it, such amendments will doubtless be proposed as are seen to be

desirable. Of this jDower of adaptation a free people can never

deprive themselves. Having this power, you may look forward to

the experimental stage on which you are about to enter without a

shade of anxiety or apprehension.

‘ And now I turn very briefly to Australian federation viewed

from the standpoint of a representative of the mother country. If

federation were a step to the dismemberment of the Empire, those

who have the honour of representing the Crown would not be

advocates of the cause. Having no such apprehension, we have

associated ourselves without misgivings or reserve with the aspira-

tions of the people to whom we have been accredited. The vast

British Empire has been held together as no other Empire has ever

been, because the mother country, while giving to her daughter

states the protection of an unrivalled navy, and all the advantages

of British citizenship, has long ago abandoned the attempt to secure

to herself any material or exclusive advantages from the colonial

connection. It has been wisely recognised that the looser the union

between states dissimilar in character, separated by great distance,

and existing under different climates and conditions, the longer it

will endure. It must be a union which allows each portion of the

empire to work out its own destiny and yet enables all to join

together for any great purpose.

‘ Thus far the mother country has never appealed to you for help

to defend
. . . that pale, that white-faced shore

"Whose foot spurns back the ocean’s roaring tides,

And coops from other lauds her islanders.

?day the day never come for such an appeal. It would be the

prelude to the setting of the star of England’s glory. But if we do

not want your active help for our home defence, we w'ant to be

assured at all times that your hearts are with us. And when we

look further afield to the outlying territories of the Empire, the day

may possibly come when it will be in your power to go out to help

us. We liave lately been confronted with dangers on many sides.

^N’e have faced them boldly, and we have emerged scatheless. We
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held our ground because we know, and the world knows, that we are

a united people. The mutual feeling of the motherland and the

colonies was testified at the Jubilee. The patriotism of contending

politicians at home rose superior to the petty differences of party in

the recent crisis in Egypt. In those battles on the Nile we have

fought for the j)oint of honour. There was nothing else to fight for.

Neither Khartoum nor Fashoda have the slightest value as entrepots

of trade. They stand in the midst of waterless deserts. But Grordon

has been avenged, and the British army has once more shown to all

the world that its soldiers, well led, can go anywhere and do

anything. A glorious reputation has once more been worthily

sustained, and British subjects in every part of the Empire will

gladly unite in paying the tribute which is due to our brave

defenders.

‘ My hopes of federation for the future are not limited to the

British Empire alone. I trust that the statesmen of Great Britain

and the United States will never rest content until they have

established a permanent union between the two countries. The

words used by Earl Grey fifty years ago are as true to-day as when

they were first uttered. The hopes of the world rest upon the

increasing numbers of English-speaking people, scattered in free

communities upon the earth, asserting the dominion of the sea, and

offering to the citizens of all nations the advantages of freedom and

the resources of boundless territories. It is the sure destiny of

federated Australia to hold a noble place among the greatest of

those free communities. I have already detained you too long. I

once more express my confidence that statesmanship and patriotism,

as represented—and most worthily represented—by the Australian

Premiers who are meeting in Melbourne, will not be wanting in this

great crisis. The feeling in favour of federation has been steadily

growing. AVith no uncertain sound, the voice of the people has

pronounced in its favour. Failure at this stage would cause intense

disappointment. I will not believe it possible. Most heartily and

warmly, therefore, do I join in the wfish expressed on all sides, that

the labours of the Premiers may be brought to a successful

conclusion.’

BkASSET.
Melbourne, the 1th of February 1899.

VoL. XLV—Xo. 2CG r
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THE ^ LAWLESS^ CLERGY

OF ‘ THIS CHURCH AND REALM ^

So keen of late within and without the Church has been the strife of

tongue and pen, chiefly with respect to the introduction by the

clergy of alleged illegalities of teaching and practice, that it would

seem as if every phase of thought had found expression and every

argument on one side and the other been submitted for public

approval and endorsement. Yet it may well be that a large number

of lay Churchmen have been kept silent hitherto by a sense of their

inability to suggest any remedy which, while efficient in its working,

shall yet be altogether consonant with fair play towards that section

of the clergy chiefly implicated.

The main difficulty is that, while they mark the enthusiasm of

the Catholic movement and recall the apathy of the Greorgian era,

and while they contrast the spirit of reverence that dominates the

whole High Church party with the coarse destructiveness of many
of its opponents, yet there remains the conviction that the majesty

of the law must be upheld at all costs, and that to defy the decrees

of the Privy Council or to drive a coach-and-six through the pro-

visions of the Public Worship Act is inconsistent with the civic duty

of any Englishman, be he lay or cleric. Men of this stamp are

unmoved by blood-curdling tales of Eomanising conspiracies and

secret societies
;

they reject with scorn the cheap devices and

trumped-up charges that constitute the chief weapons in the Pro-

testant or secularist armoury. They have but one desire, to ascertain

right and to see it done without favour or prejudice.

On the other hand, upon every high-principled clergyman the cen-

sure of intelligent and fair-minded laymen cannot but weigh heavily.

He would be anxious, if possible, to justify himself in their eyes;

and it is for this reason that some pleas in defence of what is called

‘ clerical lawlessness ’ are here adduced. Of course it must be

conceded that, to judge from their vagaries, such an imputation sits

somewhat lightly on the shoulders of a very few irresponsible and

irrepressible clergymen. But, as their sins of commission and

omission a}>pear to be receiving the due attention of the bishops,

their eccentricities need hardly form the subject of further discussion.
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The general body of the Catholic clergy repudiate and resent the

charge of wilful contempt of the law. The gist of their contention

is that, finding themselves compelled to choose between two

conflicting claims upon their obedience, they have obeyed the

higher claim rather than the lower. It is not merely that the

judgments of the Privy Council in ecclesiastical causes have seemed

in themselves to be palpable perversions of justice. It is not only

that they have been thought to defy any attempt to reconcile them

with the plain, simple, grammatical sense of the Church’s formularies

and directions. Behind this lies the still more serious objection

that the Court, even if its decisions had been equitable, has attempted

to wield an authority which does not rightfully belong to it either

by the law of God or by the constitution of the realm. It is con-

tended that the interference of the Judicial Committee in questions

of Church doctrine or worship is a violation of the great fundamental

principle laid down in the Tv/entieth Article, that ‘ the Church hath

power to decree Kites or Ceremonies, and authority in Controversies of

Faith.’ The committee of the Privy Council is of course a purely

State court, empowered to deal with matters that lie within the

proper sphere of the civil power, but not authorised by the Church

to settle her teaching and mode of worship. To the State has been

entrusted by the divine law all authority in things temporal and all

coercive jurisdiction. But the Church, by virtue of the commission

bestowed at Pentecost, is the sole teacher of divine truth and

guardian of divine worship.

The clergy who are taxed by glib controversialists with breaking

their ordination engagement appeal in defence to the actual wording

of that undertaking. Their promise is ‘to minister the Doctrine

and Sacraments and the Discipline of Christ as the Lord hath

commanded and as this Church and Kealm hath received the same.’

How, they ask, can they in conscience acknowledge the right of

‘ this Kealm ’ apart from—still less in defiance of— ‘ this Church,’

to decide that ‘ doctrine,’ to interfere with the ministration of

those ‘ sacraments,’ or to regulate that ‘ discipline ’ ? Why should

it be deemed undutiful to demand that whatever court claims their

allegiance in sacred things shall not only derive its coercive power

from the Kealm, but also be supported by credentials derived from

the synods of the Church ?

It would be a mistake to imagine that this mental attitude is

peculiar to High Churchmen as such. It has been shared on more
than one occasion by the Evangelicals. In 1864 the whole Low
Church party eagerly responded to the invitation addressed by Dr.

Pusey to the Record, and a declaration signed by 11,000 of ttie

clergy was addressed to the archbishops, protesting against any
acceptance of the decision of the Privy Council in the ‘ Essays and
Reviews ’ case as binding on the Church of England. So sturd}/ a
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Protestant and so able a man as Archbishop Thomson of York

publicly denied that the clergy were under the ‘ intolerable restraint
^

of being bound by theological statements framed by a committee of

whom the majority were laymen, and repudiated by two of the

professed theologians that composed the minority. ‘ The Church of

England,’ declared the archbishop, ‘ depends for her teaching, not

upon decisions of courts, but upon the solemn undertaking freely

made by her ministers that they will teach the people according to

her Articles and formularies.’ ^ It is remarkable that an archbishop

and Low Churchman should be found rowing in the same boat with

the so-called ‘ lawless ritualists ’ of to-day.

Another judgment of the same tribunal, insisting that a person

was entitled to receive Communion who had publicly depraved Holy
Scripture and denied the personality of the Devil, was regarded by
the Evangelicals with the deepest repugnance, as also was its well-

known and widely discussed decision in favour of Bishop Colenso.

It is therefore within the limits of strict accuracy to say that, at

one time or another, the claim of the Judicial Committee to deter-

mine the doctrine of the Church of England has been openly repu-

diated by reverent and reasonable Churchmen of both the great

schools of theological opinion.

No doubt it is plausibly alleged that the Judicial Committee does

not profess to make the Church’s laws, or to draw up her standards

of doctrine and worship, but confines itself to the legitimate task of

interpreting them. In Maine’s Ancient Lem may be found a

passage curiously pertinent to this point. In his second chapter, on
' Legal Fictions,’ the writer points out that, enshrined in cases and

recorded in law reports, there is a process of virtual legislation which

is none the less real because unacknowledged. The law is extended,

modified and improved by a machinery which theoretically is

incapable of altering it. In practice it is admitted that a new deci-

sion has modified the law. When a clear addition has been made to

precedents, a new rule has really replaced an old one.^ What is

here said of law in general is perhaps specially applicable to Church

law. The distinction between legislative and judicial functions in

the proceedings of any court of final appeal, however familiar in

idea, is non-existent in fact. Any such court, whether lay or epis-

copal, will by its decisions narrow or enlarge the scope of Church

formularies, and will in that sense make new doctrine. As a matter

of fact, the decisions of the Privy Council, even where the Church’s

most vital doctrines were concerned, have purported to decide

wliether certain theological propositions are or are not in agreement

with lier formularies
;
in other words, whether they are orthodox or

heterodox. To insist, therefore, that only a spiritual body should

' PoHtoral Letter, 18G4.

^ Tlic recent legal decisions on the law of betting are n case in point.
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legislate in things purely spiritual for a spiritual commonwealth, is

to occupy an argumentative position based alike on logic and expe-

diency. The grievance arising from the present state of things is

this—that, while the court is entirely lay and civil in its constitution,

it assumes, and is very generally assumed, to possess ecclesiastical and

spiritual character, and presumes even to pronounce purely spiritual

sentences. Nor must it be forgotten that its decisions bind for all

future time the ecclesiastical courts subjected to its jurisdiction
;

so that, even if these latter were satisfactorily constituted as spiritual

tribunals, they become, by their subordination in spirituals to a mere

lay court, virtually secularised. Many Churchmen feel very keenly

that for the Church to assent to such an arrangement is to abdicate

her own proper and inalienable function as the Divine Teacher, and

therefore to betray a sacred trust.

But, by way of meeting this line of reasoning, it is alleged that,

w^hatever may have been the original and inherent rights of the

Church of England to interpret her own formularies, she has long

since surrendered those rights to the Crown, and has acknowledged

that it now pertains to the sovereign on appeal, and by virtue of the

royal supremacy, to decide spiritual questions.

Here the issue depends on the answer to the question, what

was the actual effect of the rearrangement of the relations between

Church and State carried out by Henry the Eighth and Elizabeth,

and this again is intelligible only by a reference to the state of things

prevailing before. First, as regards appeals,^ it is true that those

which had formerly gone to the Pope were henceforth to be heard

by the King. The inference commonly drawn is that the Crown

now assumed the right of trying on appeal questions of doctrine and

divine worship. What is the fact ? It is established beyond a doubt ^

that in pre-Reformation times such cases never went on appeal to

Rome at all.'^ They were always tried by the bishop, with a final

appeal to the provincial synod. As the Pope had nothing to do with

them before the Reformation, they were not included among the

causes transferred to the King after the Reformation. What the

Statute of Appeals did was to bring under the temporal jurisdiction

a mass of cases—such as testamentary and matrimonial suits, and

questions of tithes and ecclesiastical fees—which had come to be

dealt with by the ecclesiastical courts with an appeal to the Pope.

Again, Henry the Eighth w^as not the first sovereign to grant his

subjects the right of taking complaints— ‘ for lack of justice ’ in the

courts of the archbishops—to the king in Chancery, tanquam ah

3 24 Hen. VIII. c. 12.

‘‘ See lleport of Eccl. Courts Comm. 1883, vol. i. p. 51 (Hist. Appx. I. by Kev, Dr.

Stubbs).

^ The annual bull, In Coena Domini, in which successive popes claimed the right

of ultimately deciding questions of heresy, was never allowed to be published in

England.
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ahusii. A precisely similar right had been given by the eighth

Constitution of Clarendon under Henry the Second. This right of

prohibition and injunction was exercised again and again by the

king in Chancery for centuries before Henry the Eighth re-asserted it.

In practice it may occasionally be difficult to distinguish the claim

to interfere by way of prohibition with decisions of the ecclesiastical

court, from a claim to try on appeal ecclesiastical causes on their

merits. But in theory, at least, and largely in practice too, the

distinction is clear. The appeal tanquam ab abusu has reference

either to the temporal incidents of a spiritual case or to alleged

irregularities in the form of procedure. The Crown would use this,

power of prohibition against a bishop manifestly transcending his

function

—

e.g. depriving a clerk for non-religious reasons, or with-

out giving him a fair hearing. The same line—between what is

matter of a'pjpeal and what is matter of prohibition—is rigidly drawn

in other countries, notably in France, where the appel comme d’abus-

has nothing in the nature of an appeal on the merits of the case.

The French parallel is extremely instructive. The appel comme
(Tabus lies if (1) the sentence of the Church Court is one which it is

incompetent to pass, e.g. a sentence of imprisonment
;
or if (2) the

proceedings violate the public laws of the State
;
or if (3) there is a

reasonable suspicion of unfair dealing. Where temporal injury has

incidentally been inflicted on a man by a spiritual penalty, the

remedy in France is by a civil action for damages. But the Civil

Court would have no power to revise the original sentence on its

merits, and certainly no civil court in France >could insist on the

priest giving Communion to a person whom he declared to be unfit

for it, or would consider the doctrinal bearing of documents.® Pre-

cisely similar in principle is the English right of recourse for lack of

justice to the king in Chancery, which Henry the Eighth expressly

declared had been enjoyed under his predecessors. He was merely

claiming to wield the ancient right of the sovereign, not setting up a

novel Erastian claim to decide what we mean nowadays by spiritual

causes.

So with the statute embodying the submission of the clergy.

~

The legislative power claimed by a foreign prince, the Bishop of

Pome, was abolished, and the English clergy solemnly promised their

sovereign to abstain for all future time from enacting any canons or

constitutions—which, being of a coercive character, involved civil penal-

ties—without the royal licence. But the principle which this statute

so forcibly asserts was not a new one. Former kings of England had

exercised very large powers in the way of veto on Church legislation.

When the clergy made their submission, they did not concede to the

civil powder the right of legislating in spiritual matters.

“ Cf. Report, vol. 1, Appx. 7, on the Gallican Church, by Dean Church.
’ 25 Hen. VIII. c. ]9.
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What, then, was the main point of Henry the Eighth’s enact-

ments so far as they are still in force ? It was to assert the supre-

macy of the Crown in the sense that all coercive jurisdiction, whether

exercised in temporal or in spiritual courts, comes from the sovereign

and not from any foreign potentate. Even when the king went to

the length of claiming to be the supreme head of the Church of

England—by virtue of a statute ^ which Elizabeth significantly

omitted to re-enact—men like Tunstal, Grardiner, and Bonner assented

to the claim in the sense that the king was the source of coercive

power. But, that there was no surrender of the Church’s right to

decide her own doctrine and discipline is evident from the preamble

of the Statute of Appeals, which declares that that part of the body

politic called the spiritualty (‘ usually called the English Church ’),

as distinct from the temporalty, is to declare and interpret any

question of divine law or of spiritual learning. Mr. Gladstone once

said ^ that ‘ the words of this preamble amount to a solemn engage-

ment ’ on the part of the Crown towards the Church that the eccle-

siastical law shall be administered by ecclesiastical judges—an

engagement which, he added, was broken by the State when, without

the Church’s consent, Parliament set up the Judicial Committee as a

supreme tribunal for deciding spiritual cases.

Elizabeth, like her father, was solicitous to explain, in her first

Act of Parliament, that she was restoring to the Crown of England

no more than its ‘ancient jurisdiction.’ Ten years later she declares

in a proclamation that she had ‘ neither claimed nor exerted any

other authority in the Church than had attached from immemorial

time to the English Crown.’ The Crown ‘ challenged no superiority

to define, decide or determine any article or point of the Christian

faith or religion, or to change any right or ceremony before received

in the Catholic Church.’ The Koyal Supremacy in matters spiritual

meant ‘ no more than this, that she being by lawful succession

Queen of England, all persons born in the realm were subject to her,

and to no other earthly ruler. ... So far and no further, the Crown

of England claimed authority over the Church.’

A curious piece of evidence may be cited to show how little the

legislation of Henry the Eighth had destroyed in the English

Episcopate—even as represented by an extreme Puritan like Arch-

bishop Grindal—the sense of what belonged of right to the spiritualty.

Keferring to a question that had arisen between Queen Elizabeth and

himself, the Archbishop writes :

—

8 26 Hen. VIII. c. 1.

8 Historical llemarks on the Royal Supremacy

^

cd. 1877, p. 35.

The mind of those who framed these statutes is clearl}* exhibited by the even

more explicit language of the draft of the Itcformatio legum, which, though it never

became law, is valuable for the light it throws on contemporary opinion.
" 1 Eliz. c. 1.
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I beg you, Madam, that you would refer all these ecclesiastical matters which

touch religion, or the doctrine and discipline of the Church, unto the bishops and

divines of your realm
;
according to the example of all godly Christian emperors

and princes of all ages. For indeed they are things to be judged (as an ancient

father writeth) in ecclesia, seu synodo, non in palatio. When your Majesty hath

questions of the laws of your realm, you do not decide the same in your court, but

send them to your judges to be determined. Likewise for doubts in matters of

doctrine or discipline of the Church, the ordinary way is to refer the decision of

the same to the bishops and other head ministers of the Church.

And then he addresses his sovereign in the language used by

St. Ambrose to Theodosius and to Yalentinian.^"'^ Elizabeth accepted

the rebuke, and withdrew the matter in dispute from the House of

Commons. The Thirty-seventh Article undoubtedly represents the

Queen’s deliberate judgment on the whole question. King James the

First, whose ideas of the royal prerogative certainly did not err on

the side of defect, writes as follows :—
I never did nor will presume to create any articles of faith, or to be judge

thereof
;
but to submit my exemplary obedience unto them [the bishops] in as

great humility as the meanest of the land.^^

The constitutional relation of the sovereign to the Church is

summed up in the description of him as the ‘ (Jodly Prince ’ of

Article XXXYII., who, while not usurping the functions of the

sacred ministry, is to ‘ restrain with the civil sword ’ those who offend

against the Church’s discipline.

The first and the chief ground of defence, therefore, taken up

by the clergy whose loyalty has been called in question is a distinct

denial that the present Court of Appeal for spiritual causes is

a constitutional tribunal. They say that it was never intended

under the Eeformation statutes to allow an appeal, in questions of

doctrine, from the spiritualty to a secular court. So far from denying

the royal supremacy over spiritual causes, they affirm that it is really

exercised through the Church’s courts, by virtue of the coercive

authority with which the Crown has clothed them. This is a

privilege peculiar to an Established Church. The State gives to the

Church’s tribunals a recognition and a sanction to which there is no

parallel in the case of non-established bodies.^® Hence, it is argued,

GrindaVs liemains (Parker Society, 1843), p. 387.

** Apology for the Oath of Allegiance.

Both Erastians and Papists have tried to prove from the wording of the oath of

homage taken by the bishops— by which each bishop acknowledges that beholds his

‘ spiritualities ’ as well as his ‘ temporalities ’ from the sovereign—that the Anglican

Episcopate has surrendered its inherent rights, and disclaims any authority but what

is derived from the Crown. The real meaning of the term ‘ spiritualities ’ seems

decisively settled by a letter from Wolsey to Stephen Gardiner, written from Esher

in 1529. After describing Ids extreme poverty, AYolsey inquired whether he should
‘ forfeit his spiritualities of Winchester or no,’ adding, ‘ What is it to His Highness to

give some convenient portion out of Winchester and St. Albans
;
his Grace taking,

witli my hearty good will, the residue? ’ (Cavendish, Life of Wolsey').

** See Eccl. Courts Comm., 1883, vol. ii. Evidence of Kev. Dr. Littledale, p. 233

and Mr W. Phillimore, quest. 1373, M03, 1428.
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for the temporal power to break through this compact without the

Church’s consent, and to set up purely temporal courts to settle her

doctrine, worship, and discipline, is an infringement of rights that

have been acknowledged for 1300 years, and an unconstitutional

act that cannot bind churchmen in foro conscientioe. Convocation,

though arbitrarily' silenced for nearly a century and a half, acts

under royal licence as a legislature in spiritual things, as does

Parliament in temporal. The statutes creating the present Court of

Appeal and the Church Discipline and Public Worship Kegula-

tion Acts were passed in disregard of this estate of the Eealm, which

was practically extruded from its lawful cognisance of the matter.

Again, a distinction is drawn between a supremacy exercised by

the sovereign in person and that claimed on behalf of a body com-

posed as the House of Commons now is. The ‘ Grodly Prince ’ of

Article XXXVII. was supposed to interpose personally in Church

affairs. English sovereigns before the Conquest used the title

Vicarins Christ i. The idea is avowedly derived from the Jewish

kings. It would be offensive to suggest that the place of the‘ Grodly

Prince ’ has been taken by a godless Parliament, though it is the

literal fact that a member of Parliament need not in these days be a

Christian. But the sovereign was conceived of as persona 'mixta—
as partaking of the sacredness attributed in the Old Testament to

‘ the Lord’s Anointed.’ It has even been held that his coronation

imparts to the king an ecclesiastical character, and certainly he has

from early times been clothed with a distinctively ecclesiastical vest-

ment. Although the sovereign may wield by commission the civil

sword, he can hardly invest the existing House of Commons with

the ‘ godliness ’ which—ecclesiastically, at any rate—is his attribute.

Whatever the cogency of the foregoing considerations, however,

the question still arises, whether a clergyman, by virtue of his holding

a benefice, is not under contract either to submit to the State courts

when they claim his obedience, or else to resign his position. It is

urged—doubtless with truth—that if he profits by the advantages of

establishment, he must also accept its drawbacks, and that his

benefice, inasmuch as it is a temporality, must come within the

legitimate sphere of the control of the secular courts. The argu-

ment would be unanswerable if a parochial benefice were nothing

but a temporality. This, however, is not the fact. The temporali-

ties of a benefice are conferred by Induction : the spiritualities are

conveyed by Institution. The cure of souls is the raison d’etre of a

parochial benefice. The tithes, the glebe, the fees, the parsonage,

the freehold of the material church, are incidental. A parish incum-

bent may therefore not illogical ly contend that, as his commission

has been entrusted to him by the bishop, he cannot be deprived of

2 & 3 Wm. IV. c. 92. 3 & 4 Viet. c. 86. 37 & 38 Viet. c. 85.
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or suspended from it by the secular authority
;
although he would

recognise the right of the State to strip him of his temporalities.^^

But, after all, the stone most frequently thrown at the ‘ lawless
’

clergy is the charge that they refuse obedience even to their bishops,

thus defying the same spiritual authority which they constantly

invoke against the secular power. They are reminded that in the

Church of Kome episcopal authority amounts almost to despotism.

Cardinal de Bonnechose, a recent Archbishop of Eouen, declared that

when he said to his clergy ‘ march,’ they marched, and when he cried

‘ halt,’ they halted. This may be true, but is it the Anglican ideal ?

Is it not evident that such an autocracy, if it overrides the rights

and responsibilities of the humblest parochus, violates the Church’s

constitutional polity ?

Certainly the normal attitude of a parish priest should be one of

subjection to his bishop. He is not to be perpetually contriving to

render the minimum of obedience, or seeking some loophole by

which he may escape the necessity of submission. He can only

hesitate as to his duty if the mandate of an individual bishop

directly contravenes the supreme law of the Church, as set forth

with the authority of the Provincial Synod in the Book of Common
Prayer. On the other hand, the Church’s regular judicial system

fully provides for the citation of a disobedient priest before the

Diocesan Court, with a right of appeal to the Provincial Court.^'

In addition to the defects of which they complain in the con-

stitution of the Final Court of Appeal, many Churchmen of repute

bring against it grave accusations of miscarriage of justice. Sir

Fitzroy Kelly, who himself sat upon the Judicial Committee, and

filled the high office of Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, declared

that its judgments had been ‘ judgments of policy, not of law.’ To

this statement even the late Lord Selborne could make no other

reply than that the learned judge was ‘ a garrulous old man.’ To

quote other dissentients, the late Sir John Taylor Coleridge, a great

lawyer and a great churchman, taking a course never before adopted

by any other judge of the realm, criticised the Purchas Judgment on

vestments :

—

It is conceded in the [Committee’s] Report that the vestments, the use of

which is now condemned, were in use by authority of Parliament in that year .

[2 Edw. VI]. Having that fact, you are bound to construe the Rubric as if those

See Puller’s The Duties and Rights of Parish Priests (1877), pp. 5-14.

In primitive times the diocese was a single large parish, of which the bishop

was incumbent and his clergy the curates—as they would be termed nowadays. But

when the diocese was divided into various parishes, the bishop delegated some of his

ruling power and responsibilities to each yarochus. Hence the distinction still exist-

ing between the status of a pai'ish priest and that of his curates. The latter can be

removed ad nutum episcojn. The former possesses definite rights which prevent his

removal except by regular process in the diocesan court.

—

Ibid. pp. 21-30.

Ibid, pp, 15-20.
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vestments were specifically named in it, instead of being only referred to. If an

Act should be passed to-morrow that the uniform of the Guards should henceforth

be such as was ordered for them by authority, and used by them in the

1st Geo. I., you would first ascertain what that uniform was; and, having

ascertained it, you would not enquire into the changes which may have been

made, many or few, with or without lawful authority, between the 1st Geo. I.

and the passing of the new Act. All these, that Act, specifying the earlier

date, would have made wholly immaterial. It would have seemed strange, I

suppose, if a commanding officer, disobeying the Statute, had said in his defence,

‘ There have been many changes since the reign of George the Tirst
;
and as to

retaining,” we put a gloss on that, and thought it might mean only retaining to

the Queen’s use
;
so we have put the uniforms safely in store.’ But I think it

would have seemed more strange to punish and mulct him severely if he had

obeyed the law and put no gloss on plain words.^^

Dr. Walter Phillimore—now Mr. Justice Phillimore—in a speech

delivered in 1874, showed that some of the Privy Council’s decisions

were conflicting and irreconcilable.^^

Lord Chancellor Cairns, who was actually chief of the Judicial

Committee in both the Mackonochie and the Purchas cases, said

that the judgments of the Privy Council ‘ were irreconcilable and

could not stand together.’

Bishop Wilberforce spoke of ‘ the present gross system of unfair-

ness,’ and denounced the Gorham decision as ‘ this vile judgment

... to be treated as a mere State decision.’ Mr. Gladstone declared

that that judgment ‘ laid a foundation for emptying of all their force

the Articles of the Creed, one by one, as public opinion by successive

stages shall admit and encourage it.’ Commenting on the Denison

case, Mr. Gladstone observed that it was plain that even ‘ in the

sacred halls of Justice there are now two measures—not one—in use :

the strait one for those supposed to err in believing too much, and

the other for those who believe too little
;

’ and he added that ‘judicial

proceedings are governed by extra-judicial considerations.’

Letter to Dr. Liddon on the Purchas Judgment (1871), pp. 7, 8.

In ‘We&terton r. Liddell ’ it declared that the Ornaments Eubric plainly sanc-

tioned the vestments in use in the second year of Edward the Sixth. In the Purchas
case it affirmed that this same Rubric did nothing of the kind, and that to wear
the vestments was even a punishable offence. An even more flagrant instance is the

contradictory construction placed upon the Rubric preceding the Prayer of Consecra-

tion. When the court wanted to condemn Mr. Mackonochie for bending the knee
after the Act of Consecration, it declared that the clause, ‘ standing before theTable,^

governs the whole of the words that follow. But when, only two years later, the
object was to prohibit IMr. Purchas from taking the eastward position and to force

him to stand at one end of the Table instead of ‘ before ’ it, it was ruled that the
very same clause (‘ standing before the Table ’) applies only to the ordering of the
Bread and Wine.

—

Speeches on the P.W.R. Dill, made at a Meeting of the E.C.U.,
IGth of June, 1874, pp. 51, 52.

The Judicial Committee, in the Ridsdale judgment of 1877, ruled that the

Ornaments Rubric, which has the authority of 1.3 & 14 Car. II. cap. 4, must be held
to forbid what it seems to enjoin

;
its meaning being governed by 1 Eliz. cap. 2 (a

statute a century earlier !), in which the vestments and other ornaments of 2 Edw. VI.
are directed to be used ‘ until other order shall be therein taken by the authority of

the Queen’s Majesty.’ Their lordships contended that this ‘other order ’was taken
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It is even possible to allege the authority of four archbishops in

support of the view that the present Final Court of Appeal is so

unsatisfactory that it ought to be abolished. It was through Arch-

bishop Tait’s influence that the Royal Conamission on Ecclesiastical

Courts was appointed. The draft scheme now before Convocation,

and embodying the*Commission’s recommendations, was the work of

Archbishop Benson, whose judgment too in the Bishop of Lincoln’s

case certainly ignored, if it did not contravene, the Privy Council’s

previous decisions. The present archbishops have already incurred

the wrath of Sir William Harcourt for having assumed a similar

attitude. The ‘ lawless ’ clergy may ask wdiy that which, in the

mouths of these weighty authorities, is but a choleric word, should

become, when they utter it, flat blasphemy
;
and why they are to be

denounced as ‘mutinous,’ as ‘perjured priests,’ as ‘traitors,’ for

calling in question the authority of a court whose existence the

bishops themselves are anxious to terminate.

The proceedings of the Judicial Committee have evoked serious

disapproval by the evidence they afford of strong bias. High

Churchmen hold that, while the Court has been stern and strict in

its treatment of them, it has been lax in toleration of others.

While whitewashing Mr. Gorham and Bishop Colenso, it has, under

penalties, forbidden at the Holy Communion the use of the Elements

in that form in which they were unquestionably used at its original

institution. Both by the Final Court of Appeal and by Lord

Penzance’s tribunal a hostile animus has, it is felt, been shown

towards High Churchmen—an animus heightened even to the point

of contumely. The Church Association’s bill of costs against a

clerical defendant revealed the fact that Lord Penzance held private

conferences with its agents. Its counsel in the first Mackonochie

case. Dr. Archibald Stephens, was allowed, without rebuke, to style

the Mixed Chalice ‘grog.’ It hired a man, under pretence of Com-
munion, to secrete and take away the Sacrament, which was brought

into Lord Penzance’s Court pinned to a sheet of paper as an ‘ exhibit,’

and was ultimately given up to Archbishop Tait at his request.

Such facts and incidents have been a great cause of offence.

The clergy who are denounced as ‘ lawless ’ have some reason to

complain of the partiality which selects them for censure, while

ignoring or excusing the notorious shortcomings of the Puritan

school. They say that little account is taken of Puritan neglect of

Daily Service, or of the thoroughly Jesuitical pleas put forward to

.in the queen’s Advertisements of loGfJ, abolishing the vestments. But a most eminent

.scholar, Mr. James Parker of Oxford, after an exhaustive investigation, proved con-

clusively that the queen never took ‘ other order.’ Mr. Parker appeals to a draft of

Archbi.shop Parker’s Advertisements endorsed by Lord Burleigh, ‘ These orders were

never published.’ Yet on the strength of this curious historical reading five clergy-

men suffered imprisonment

!
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defend it, and they ask if anything can be imagined more

irreligious in the broadest sense of the term—more opposed to those

primary instincts of piety which even Mahomedans and heathen

exhibit—than that a parish clergyman, holding an endowment and

having a parish church at his disposal, should dare to omit that

daily tribute of public w'orship to which he is solemnly pledged.

One word as to the somewhat hackneyed dictum, ‘ So long as the

Church is established, she must be subject to whatever trammels the

State chooses to impose on her. She can easily obtain her liberty

at the price of Disestablishment.’ The notion that Establishment

necessarily involves the acceptance by the Church at the hands of

Parliament (ultimately, that is to say, from the man in the street)

of any conceivable modifications of her Creed and Worship is dis-

proved by the ecclesiastical position beyond the Tweed. In spite of

one or two recent attempts to blink plain facts, it has been demon-

strated beyond a doubt that the Scottish Kirk would not tolerate the

State bondage prescribed for its southern neighbour. English

Churchmen claim that the liberty enjoyed by the Scottish Establish-

ment is already theirs de jure, if not de facto.

Lastly, to suppose that a non-established denomination is free

from the royal supremacy is to deny the great constitutional maxim
that the sovereign is over all persons—that is to say, over Cardinal

Vaughan and Mr. Price Hughes, no less than over the Archbishop of

Canterbury—within her dominions supreme.

All that reasonable Churchmen really want is a court, competent,

by virtue of its spiritual origin and consequent spiritual jurisdiction,

to decide spiritual causes
;
capable, by reason of its sufficient know-

ledge of the subject-matter, of forming a correct judgment
;
and sure

to deliver the same with fairness and impartiality.

What Churchmen withstand is the setting up of a new Popery.

Popery in its essence means autocracy. In past centuries the Church

has had to resist from within the autocracy of the Eoman Curia and

of the Crown. To-day she has need to resist an even more unwar-

rantable attempt from without, to destroy her privileges and depre-

ciate her authority.

George Arthur.
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THE NATURAL DECLINE OF WARFARE

In view of the Tsar’s proposals, people are dividing themselves

between two persuasions. There are those who drearily believe that

war is an incurable evil, and that human nature will be in the future

much the same as it has been in the past. Others, of more hopeful

temperament, feel that wars must have an end, and that the world

is ripening slowly for the change. I purpose to show that

history beyond a doubt suj^ports this happier conclusion. For it

tells us how, with the birth and death of the centuries, human
sympathy has been developing, and how, as it grew, it has been

sapj)ing the military spirit. A minute enquiry brings the conviction

that this beneficent process, so far from being spent and ended, is

now more vital and more active than ever.

It is true that the man who confines his attention to his own

time and his immediate surroundings must fail to see this change,

just as he will fail to see at a single glance any movement in the

hands of a clock. But let him choose an adequate interval, and

examine the warlike spirit as it seems at the beginning and at the

end of that interval, and the change is too evident to be for a

moment doubted.

Let me trace the amelioration of the centuries as shown in our

English race, taking intervals of four centuries, and thence derive

our faith in the future from the belief that it will be continuous

with the processes of the past. Start, then, in the seventh century,

with our ancestors of forty generations ago. If we, who are accus-

tomed to the peaceful ways of a modern city, could be dropped back

into one of these Teutonic tribes, our lives would seem one long

ferocious nightmare, wherein no occupation was of any repute save

that of the warrior, nor any pursuit capable of kindling ardour save

that of slaughter. As Thorpe ^ says :
‘ A rough plenty at home

and the bloody game of war abroad were the only delights ’ of

these races. Every man had a natural right to avenge with sword

or knife any injury he received. Brawls, wounds, deaths were too

common to excite surprise or attract attention.

We talk of their laws, but he who reads the voluminous Leges

‘ Northern ’Mythology

,

i. p. 202.
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Barbarorum will see that for tribe after tribe, without exception,

these were only statements of the money compensation which

it had grown customary for the injurer to offer the injured to

appease him. Whether they were to be received or not was

entirely in the option of the person injured. If he preferred

blood, it was his inalienable right to slay, or mutilate, or torture, as

his revenge might dictate and his power enforce. To be able to fight

well was thus the essential and almost the only foundation on which

rested a man’s life, liberty, and reputation. To train himself in

arms, and to be ready at any moment to use them, became the great

objects of solicitude
;
and, as Gruizot says, ‘ all was war, and everything

had the character of warfare.’ Peaceful industry was degrading and

fit only for slaves
;
and a man’s surest passport to the heaven of

wassail was to die amid the frenzied slaughter of battle.

But these habits rested on a basis of bloodthirsty character.

Before a battle the priests solemnly devoted to the gods the whole of

the hostile army then in sight, and, if possible, no man of it was left

alive. When Hermann decoyed the great host of Varus into the

forest depths, all the Eomans that escaped death in the battle were

captured and led into the dark recesses, where every man of them

was sacrificed upon hastily erected altars.^ Latham, in his edition of

Tacitus, quotes six contemporary authorities to show that this practice

of concluding a victory with human sacrifices was customary among

our Teutonic ancestors. Some crucified their prisoners
;
others hung

them up to trees for archery practice
;
but in general a captive was

either slain on the spot or else reserved to be sacrificed to the

gods. Even when the progress of agriculture induced them to keep

a majority of the prisoners alive to be slaves, they appeased the

gods for this indignity by increasifig the tortures inflicted on

the small remainder. Gibbon describes how, before the blazing

altar, every hundredth man’s arms were hacked off him and, before

his eyes, thrown into the flames. All that a Bed Indian would

have done last century was freely practised by our ancestors of

twelve centuries ago
;
and the highest ideal of a man then included,

as a duty, dark cruelty and gruesome revenge against all his

enemies.

When the Teutons swept through Spain and the populous North

of Africa, we know from Procopius, an eye-witness, how they

wantonly soaked their sword- blades in the blood of every human
being they met, sweeping away five millions of inoffensive people for

nothing but the mere craving for slaughter. They led the unresist-

ing women and children out of the cities and slew till they were

weary, casting the bodies up into huge heaps that polluted the air

for miles. Michelet draws from contemporary chroniclers the same

picture of the Teutonic invaders of France. Wherever they went

Tacitus, Annales, i. Gl.
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they swept the land clear with wanton massacre. If we ask how it

came, then, that any of the population escaped, the answer is that an

army would find it a task demanding huge labour and long time to

visit each part of a large country and exterminate its people. But
they did what they could

;
and Dr. Eobertson says of our forefathers

in the seventh century :
‘ Wherever they marched their route was

marked with blood, for they massacred everybody on their way.’^

When the sport grew stale through monotony, they devised

humorous variations, as when the Franks rolled their waggons

over two hundred maidens and cast their bodies to the dogs. Only

a wide reading of early chronicles will give any realisation of the

devilment in the nature of mankind in these ages.

When our Teutonic forefathers made good their footing in

England they swept the land of human beings. A certain

proportion escaped to the west
;

all the others were destroyed. Dr.

Gardiner records, however, that in some parts ‘ a considerable

number of women were preserved from slaughter.’ Heads were

plentifully used for decoration, and we know that then and long after

it was a favourite and common sport to throw infants up in the air

and catch them deftly on the point of the spear as they fell. Two
centuries later a chief obtained his nickname through his zeal in

trying to stop the practice.

If anyone nowadays is inclined to despair of progress, let him try

to imagine the feelings of the cloistered man of peace with all that

sea of carnaoje and murderous instinct around him. He must have

thought it incurable. And so it was in his day; but there were

days to come after, and if we move along four mile-posts on the way

of history, and look at the men of the eleventh century, while we still

find bloodshed and atrocity, yet we must be satisfied that progress

has been made, in regard both to private and to public w^arfare.

The individual has largely lost the privilege of washing out

incontinently in blood the injury he conceives himself to have

sustained. The laws of Ina and of Edmund are fully in force, accord-

ing to which the injured man must first demand his money compen-

sation.

There is a strong king now, instead of an inconsiderable chief,

and if the injured party strike without first demanding compensation

he has to reckon on the royal vengeance for breaking the ‘ king’s

peace.’ And if compensation is refused, the injured man has no

longer the right to kill his enemy when and liow he can. He must

meet him in fair combat, for the ‘ ordeal of battle ’ was only the old

right of every man to sustain his quarrel with his own sword, but

rendered more orderly, and with due formalities so as to avoid the

spreading of the feud. By this and the system of ‘ compurgation
’

individual brawling had been greatly reduced
;
but every noble who

“ Vicrv of the State of J'!uroj)c, sect. i.
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could gather fifty men to follow him claimed, and had his claim

allowed, to fight out his quarrels with his neighbours just as nations

now do. Thus, as Gibbon says, ‘ in the eleventh century every

peasant was a soldier and every village a fortification
;
each wood

and valley was the scene of murder and rapine.’ No man in these

days could lie down to rest with any security, save such as his own

and his comrades’ weapons could bring him. Every town, village,

castle in the most secluded inland part, set its watch night and day

to guard it from surprise and slaughter, and a well-known law of

England declared that anyone approaching an inhabited place had

to blow his horn three times, in order to warn the inmates of his

approach. Otherwise they were justified in regarding him as an

enemy and slaying him on the spot. All men were at all times

armed or had arms within reach, and none ever travelled on the

highways without comrades.

The belligerent passions were thus of mighty power, and yet in

the gloom there were gleams—nay, broad floods—of early daylight

appearing
;
for it had ceased to be consistent with the spirit of the

times that women and children should be slain. After the siege of

a stubborn city a promiscuous slaughter might occur, but it was no

longer customary. All prisoners taken in arms were, however, put

to death, and William the Conqueror sometimes cut off the hands

and feet of the leaders, leaving them to die by inches.

He who carefully compares the civil wars of Stephen and Matilda

with the wars of the Heptarchy will be able to perceive how definite

had been the progress of the intervening centuries. They were

bad enough. Heaven knows, and Green calls them ‘ a mere chaos of

pillage and bloodshed ’
;
while Gardiner tells us that ‘ the barons hung

up men by their feet, and smoked them : hung others up by their

thumbs,’ and so on through a catalogue of brutalities
;
but men at

least had moved on from that stage in which they quaff wine from

enemies’ skulls, and decorate their horses with human scalps, and

burn men for sacrifices, and slaughter women, and catch babies upon

pikes.

And so, as men’s tempers had grown milder, they were ripening

for the great innovation of the ‘ Truce of God,’ which in its day

seemed as wild as in our days a proposal for disarmament may
seem. Every baron claimed the right to lead his men when he pleased

to fight his neighbour and harry the lands of his neighbour’s vassals.

The incessant fighting, burning, and slaying which thus arose filled

the wisest minds of the period with despair—so hopeless everywhere

was the prospect of stemming or in any way calming that tide of

brutal passions ! But they knew nothing of the great under-flowing

current, which with unseen force was working to mitigate the human
temper. Century after century the reforms appeared that had

seemed so impossible. First, in the softening mood of men, the

VoL. XLV— No. 26G Q Q
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Church was able to secure that its holy days should be free from

bloodshed
;
then that the Sundays should be equally free

;
and in

the end that great boon called the ‘Truce of Grod’ came to be

secured, and the Church was able to exact from every male when he

reached the age of twelve the solemn oath that fighting should cease

with the Wednesday evening in each week and not be resumed till the

Monday morning. It is not to be conceived that this ‘ Truce of God

'

was universally adopted, or in any place as scrupulously observed as

the Church had hoped. But there were wide regions to which it

brought an unexpected degree of restfulness. There was a new charm

and a delightful relief in being able for four days out of seven to

remit the strain of a life or death watchfulness.

But suppose we now move forward to the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, and picture England as she was in Tudor times. What a

change in the military feeling ! War has assumed a new aspect.

The old lust of killing as in itself a delight has disappeared. Even
prisoners in arms are now spared. It is two centuries since an English

commander has deliberately slain his captives after a battle. It is

true that at Agincourt Henry the Fifth gave orders to butcher the

prisoners
;
but this was done under a mistake, and the orders were as

soon as possible countermanded. After the battle he was careful to

excuse himself, and the whole incident proves how much the temper

of men had been altered.

Occasionally the slaughter of the populace of a city after an

obstinate siege occurred as an old survival. But from the time when
the Black Prince massacred the populace of Limoges in the fourteenth

century the practice had died out among English commanders.

The only exceptions were those cases where religious animosities

supervened, as in Lord Grey’s massacres in Ireland during the

reign of Elizabeth, or Cromwell’s excesses at Drogheda. On the

Continent also, brutal slaughters of this sort had come to be rare,

unless when sectarian rancour embittered the minds of the captors.

But when the Spaniards slew the populace of the captured towns in the

Netherlands, the general execration throughout Europe showed how
the feelings of men had been sweetened in the previous centuries.

Grotius, writing about this time, gives in his book De Jure Belli

a very definite statement as to the prevailing sentiment. At the

devastation of a province or the capture of a city, he thinks it right

that children, women, old men, clergy, farmers, merchants, and other

non-combatants should be spared. He allows that tradition and

precedent are against him, but he claims to be speaking of the newer

spirit. He is doubtful as to whether it is right for the victors to

ravish the women of captured places. All j)i*ecedent, he says,

establishes the right, but he praises those generals that refuse to

exercise it.'‘ Speaking as a lawyer, bound by tradition, he has to

* Book iii. chap. iv.
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admit the right of the victor to slay all prisoners taken in arms, but

he thinks that if heathen they might be more wisely enslaved, and

if Christian they ought to be only held to ransom. It was not

till another century had gone by that the feeling of Europe was

absolutely clear and definite about the matter, and that Montesquieu

was able to say without reserve that ‘ slaughter of prisoners made
after the heat of action is now condemned by every civilised nation.’

If one wishes to see clearly how far the new sentiments had

travelled, let him compare the civil war of Cavalier and Koundhead

with the war of Stephen and Matilda five centuries before, or even

with the Wars of the Roses half-way between. He will find an almost

complete absence of the earlier ferocity. Men make war with grave

regret
;

it is not the aim and object of life, but a sad necessity

reluctantly complied with. Non-combatants are as little as possible

molested, and property isharely destroyed in wantonness or in malice.

In short, it is by comparison a war between gentlemen, and it has

little trace of the mad frenzy for strife, and none at all of the fierce

thirst for blood, that characterised the earlier times.

On the Continent the progress was somewhat slower
;

still, it

went forward
;
and Niebuhr says that the devastation of the Palatinate

by the troops of Louis the Fourteenth was the last instance of the

old practice whereby the houses, crops, and every kind of property

throughout a fertile province were burnt, and the inhabitants turned

out as homeless wanderers. But, of course, the greatest contrast

between the seventeenth century and the seventh is found in the

growth of a huge civil population. Every man of the seventh century

was trained to arms. He had to be so trained. It was his only

chance of prospering, and thus it became his only pride. In the

seventeenth century not one man in a dozen had been in any way
trained to arms or taken part in warfare. Great bodies of men had

learnt to live in absolute peacefulness among themselves
;
and this

alone was a clear mark of a huge alteration in warlike sentiments

effected in the intervening thousand years.

Now make the final transition to the England of our own time.

For two and a half centuries her soil has been practically free from

war
;

for a century and a half it has been absolutely free from it.

Scotland and Ireland have been very nearly as long undisturbed by
conflicts. It now appears that forty millions of people can live at

absolute peace among themselves in a land where, ten centuries ago,

our ancestors of the Heptarchy spent their whole lives in fighting

each other, till, as Milton says in his history of those unlovely times,

the tangle of feuds and wars, murders and devastations, becamojtoo

sickening to be recorded. If we contrast the present habit of going

unarmed and never dreaming of the need of arms, with the dire

necessity of those days, when his weapons were a man’s constant

® Usj^rit des Lois, xv. 2.
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companions, we can see how far the race has travelled on the road to

peace. So, if we wish to see how far it has travelled on the way to

humanity, think with what gusto our ancestors slew the wounded on

the field of battle, and then consider how the army surgeon—an

invention of the last two centuries—cares for the wounded of the

enemy, with almost *as much solicitude as for his own.

When war in our time arises, the opposing forces are on a far

grander scale than has ever been known in the world’s history. And
yet the total amount of warfare is immensely diminished. For

war is now much rarer, and it is comparatively brief. In spite of all

the ingenuity of our great weapons of destruction, the loss of life in

Europe by war during the present century has not exceeded one per

annum out of every ten thousand of the population. One in a

hundred would be a very low estimate of similar deaths in the Europe

of a thousand years ago
;
so that warfare is now less than one-

hundreth part as destructive as it was in the early Middle Ages.

And this change in our habits and passions and ambitions has

arisen from certain radical changes in human nature. Ask the

average man who passes up Fleet Street to throw a baby into the

air and catch it on a spear. He is physically incapable of the cruelty.

If he saw another person do it, his nerves would react with violent

repulsion at the sight. But if you could touch his sympathies you

would find him contributing his hard-earned money to save from

starvation babes he had never seen, and never would be likely to see,

by the banks of the Ganges or the Whang-ho. There is plenty left

of the old temper, and sometimes its upheaval gives reminiscence of

the past, but in the main a newer spirit prevails that is founded on

nerve organisms at once more intelligent and more sympathetic.

Those, therefore, who dream that a reign of peace may, after all,

be not so very far away, should find some comfort in noting that all

the current of historic tendency is in favour ‘of their dream. If they

were striving against that current, their cause would be manifestly

hopeless. But it bears them on towards their goal. And it is wise

at times to reflect amid our efforts that, though man may dip his

paddle and either help or thwart a little, it is the current itself that

really settles the direction of progress. Beneath our busy efforts,

that seem so great and fill so large a place in our interests, there are

great, slow world-forces, which work out results on a far grander scale.

While our ears are filled with the rumours of the streets, the babble-

ment of papers, and the wrangles of politics, and while we think that

these things make history, the true forces wdiich mould our human
destiny flow deep and silent beneath these eddies and that froth.

Among the giant forces wdiich thus w'ork in unobtrusive might,

there is the growdh of human sympathy, which—neither made nor

marred by human effort—moves steadily forw^ard from century to

century. It is a natural process, through wdiich brutal and unsym-
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pathetic strains by slow degrees are worked out, leaving the earth to

be possessed by the sympathetic. If it were only the withdrawal of

one per cent, at each generation, the change, being cumulative, would

make itself strongly felt. See what breeders can do by persistent

culling of their flocks. And a natural process culls the human race

with equal efficiency. If the brutal fellow finds it hard to mate, and

finds it hard to make his union permanent when mated, it is plain

that his particular type will leave less than the average of offspring.

If the unkind and unsympathetic parent loses more of his children

than the average parent, then here again we have a culling process,

and in the new generation the sympathetic type will be better repre-

sented than the unsympathetic. If the low and callous fellow gets

himself hung, or thrust in prison for ten years at a time, he leaves

the world to be peopled by better men than he. But—apart from the

criminal classes—the quarrelsome, selfish, unsocial man, the generally

undesirable citizen, has always, in spite of what cynics may say, a

less chance of thriving and leaving grandchildren behind him than

his honest, helpful, and kindly competitor.

And as with individuals, so with races
;
kindness and honesty make

the best policy in the end. The clan whose members stand shoulder

to shoulder in mutual trust and good-fellowship will prosper and

multiply when the neighbouring clan, rent with jealousies and

weakened with feuds, grows thin and inconsiderable, and in the end

disappears. Great nations obey the same law. When Germans

could forget the antipathies of forty fragments, and make an empire,

strong with brotherly cohesion, the day of their greatness began to

dawn. While that continues, they must prosper and multiply. The

solid unanimity recently displayed in England makes the nation

secure, and will help her to people the world with her race in far-off

colonies, which have owed their existence in part to a strong paternal

feeling. Want of sympathetic cohesion paralyses a people, and it

grows feeble and dwindles among the nations.

A vast process of elimination is therefore going on, by means of

which the world is given more and more into the possession of the

sympathetic type. While we amuse ourselves, and argue and quarrel

and threaten, this great but unobtrusive change is going forward.

Marriages are made or fail to be made
;
children are reared or die

out
;

citizens succeed or fail
;
nations expand or decay in such a

fashion that, on the wffiole, the kindly dispositions tend ever, more

and more, to prevail over the cruel.

And therefore. Tsar or no Tsar, wars are eventually doomed, and

peace must come in its own good time. That will be when the

military instincts, born in our bone and thrilling in our blood, shall

have been diluted to such an extent that our intelligence can fully

control them.

There is, of course, no reason why human ingenuity might not
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do something to hasten the process. Men are not like the cattle,

that take no interest in the alteration of their own character. We
have souls in us, and aspirations, which might readily enough

change the process from one of centuries to one of only generations.

It is wise, however, not to be too sanguine, for the share of man
is small and the influence of Nature hugely preponderant. From the

Teuton chief who massacred women for the delight he had in killing,

to the British officers I met on their w^ay home from the Soudan,

there has been an interval of twelve hundred years, filled with a long,

slow, beneficent process of elimination, that has raised the human
character immensely. If it required another four hundred years to

carry us to the abolition of war, we could scarcely regard the rate of

progress as having diminished. And yet I believe that this rate is

being quickened at every generation, for in our day the law of the

survival of the more sympathetic is allowed a far clearer course.

At any rate, there is not the smallest reason for looking upon w^ar

as incurable. Every evil has in its day been so regarded, and many
of the darkest features of the military spirit in mediaeval times were

held to be inevitable. But they have been swept away by the

swelling current of humanity
;
and we may rest in faith—or, better

still, may work in faith—that the fate of war will be the same as that

of cannibalism, and human sacrifices, and baronial wars, and the duel

in England. For the ever-inflowing tide of sympathy will bear it

away, and men will look back and wonder that ever such a thing

could be. It is only a question of patient hopefulness, with as much
of helpfulness as we can devise.

Alexander Sutherland.
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THE THAMES AS A SALMON ElFEE

ATaw reasons have been given for the decay and extinction of the

once flourishing Thames salmon flshery, among them the want of

piety—or, at any rate, the want of pious reverence—on the part of

the fishermen. In olden days the Abbot of St. Peter’s, Westminster,

claimed, and for centuries received, tithe of all the salmon caught

within the jurisdiction of the Lord Mayor, from Yantlett Creek to the

City stone at Staines. According to the legend, the Abbot’s claim

was based on the plea that when St. Peter consecrated the church

named after him at Westminster he made a grant to the convent of

the tithe of the salmon, and as the fishermen gradually left off making

their accustomed offering so the salmon gradually disappeared from

the Thames.

The recently established Thames Salmon Association should bear

this in mind, and arrange to let the Abbot of St. Peter’s, Westminster,

have his due share of the salmon when they have re-stocked the

Thames.

Coming down to later times, there is no difficulty in showing by

reference to acts passed for the protection of Thames salmon, and

from records of their presence and capture in the river, that from the

thirteenth to the end of the eighteenth century the Thames salmon

fishery was a very important one.

That invaluable mine of antiquarian lore, Notes and Queries, tells

us that in the churchwarden’s book of Wandsworth, under date 1580,

is this entry :
‘ In this somer, the fysshers of Wandesworthe tooke

betweene Monday and Saturday, seven score salmons in the same
fishings, to the great honor of Grod.’

Izaak Walton, writing about the middle of the next century,

refers to Thames salmon as being the best in the kingdom, and to

the great plenty of samlets in the river about Windsor
;
he says the

fish would return in much larger numbers from the sea but for the

neglect of the wise statutes of Edward the First and Eichard the

Second against the erection of salmon weirs in the Thames. These

erections were more in the nature of traps, placed probably in the

arches of the bridges, than what we understand now by the word
‘ weir.’ These salmon traps were called ‘ kidels,’ and it is interesting as

579
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proving the importance of the fish that among the things the Barons«

made King John dispense with were his salmon traps at the Tower.

As an instance of the numbers of salmon in the Thames a

hundred years after Walton’s time may be mentioned the fact that

in 1754 the take of fish was so great at London Bridge that the price-

fell to sixj^ence per pound, and in one day in July 1766 one hundred

and thirty Thames salmon were sent to Billingsgate market, and the

same record says :
‘ There never was known a greater plenty of

salmon in the river Thames.’

Two years previously there is a record that ‘ a fine large salmon

trout was lately catched with a casting net at Eaton’s Ferry, near

Waltham Abbey, which measured one yard and two inches in length

and weighed 16 lbs.,’ proving that that fine tributary of the Thames^

the Lea, was open to the ascent of salmon.

At this time there were about twenty locks on the Thames, but

the lowest being Bolter’s Lock at Maidenhead, over fifty miles from

London Bridge, the fish still had spawning grounds open to them

both in the main river and in such important tributaries as the Wey,

Mole, Colne, &c. Griffiths, in his Description of the River Thames,

published in 1758 by T. Longman, says of the Medway that it

‘ abounds with salmon ’ and other fish.

Mr. W. Wright, author of Fishes and Fishing, i^uhlished in 1858,

says he ‘ perfectly remembers in the year 1789 seeing a Thames

salmon of seventy pounds which had been caught at Laleham.’

Salter confirms this, and says the fish was sold to Howel, a fishmongei^

in the Minories, for a shilling per pound.

Mr. Lovegrove, in 1860, published a list of salmon captured at

Bolter’s Lock and Pool from 1794 to 1821, in which latter year

only two were taken
;
the number was 483 and weight 7346^ lb., an

average of over fifteen pounds per fish, but of only about eighteen a

year—a terrible falling olf from the 130 in one day in 1760

mentioned above.

In 1820 Thames salmon w^ere so scarce that one of twenty pounds,

caught near Windsor, was sold to the king at a guinea a pound. Next

year one was wanted for the coronation of George the Fourth, and

thirty shillings per pound was offered
;
none could be caught in time

for the dinner, but next day two were taken between Blackheath and

Woolwich.

On the 3rd of October 1812, at Shepperton, Mr. G. Marshall, a

London angler, killed a 21
:J
-pound salmon on single gut and without

a landing net.

Wright mentions that when angling at the Horse and Groom

h'ishery, at Lea Ihidge, in 1805 he hooked and landed a nine-pound

salmon, ^kirrell says the last Thames salmon he had a note of was

taken in .lune 1833.

There can l)e little doubt that the chief cause of the extinction
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of Thames salmon was the erection of pound locks and weirs under

the Thames Navigation Acts of 1788, 1795, and 1812. Writing in

1 858, Air. W. Wright sajs :

Formerly, in walking by the side of the Thames on a summer’s evening, any-

where above Sunbury up to Windsor, you would see numbers of large salmon leap

out of the water by the side of the osier aits, either in sport or after flies. Now
the locks and weirs are so unscientifically constructed, that if salmon were to run

the gauntlet of passing the pool, their further passage upward would be completely

obstructed by these badly contrived erections.

He goes on to describe the good effect improvements in opening

up the Severn have had, and says :

I have had the pleasure and advantage of a conversation with Mr. Boccius, to

whom the improvement of the Severn fishing is very much to be credited, and he

assures me if the weirs were altered, so as to allow the salmon to pass up and down
the Thames freely, that he will undertake to re-stock that river with salmon.

This was written over forty years ago, and Mr. Wright fears ‘ that

the traffic on the river and its filthy state ’ are against the success of

the experiment. He suggests the experiment might be tried in the

Lea
;

it might have been tried forty years ago, but for many years

past the state of that river between Tottenham and the Thames has

been too foul for description, to say nothing of fish, and nearly all the

lower Thames tributaries are in a like plight.

Dr. Gunther, in his great work. An Introduction to the Study of

Fishes^ published in 1880, observes :

It is said that the migratory species of the salmonidse invariably return to the

river in which they are bred. Experiments have shown that this is normally the

case
;
but a small proportion appear to stray so far away from their native place

as to be unable to find their way back. Almost every year salmon and sea-trout

in the grilse state make their appearance at the mouth of the Thames (in which

the migrating salmonoids have become extinct for many years), ready to re-ascend

and to re-stock the river as soon as its poisoned water shall be sufficiently purified

to allow them a passage.

This fact, that some salmon annually come in, as it were to test

the state of the river, was the incentive to the many re-stocking

experiments made during the past twenty-five or thirty years. Frank

Buckland was a great enthusiast for re-stocking our national river

with the noblest of fish. I had many talks with him about it, and

nothing gave him more pleasure than to chronicle in his paper, Land
and Water, the capture of a salmon or grilse in the lower reaches of

the river or in the Medway. In his Nolural History of English

Fishes, he gives a list of some salmon rivers in which the fish have

been exterminated by human agencies, and I am afraid he indirectly

blames the bishops :
‘ It appears, therefore, that no less than

eighteen bishops out of twenty-seven, preside over dioceses that either

do pjroduce salmon, or ought to produce salmon.’
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He attributed the ruin of the Thames salmon fishery to weirs ^

and pollutions, but added :
‘ I trust, however, that the exertions we

are making to re-stock the Thames will cause it to become a salmon

river again in our time.’

Thanks to the exertions of Frank Buckland, Stephen Ponder, and

other enthusiasts (most of them members of the Thames Angling

Preservation Society) between 1862 and 1880, many thousands of

young salmon were bred and turned into the Thames. Not one,

so far as is known, ever returned to the Thames above London. Mr.

Wm. Senior, the angling editor of the Field, has published an

interesting resume of these experiments, and noted the joy with

which Buckland heralded the capture now and then of a salmon in

the estuary, as the attempt of one of his prodigals to return to its

foster-father.

Since, however, not a single salmon of all the many thousand

fry put in ever re-appeared above London Bridge, all attempts

hitherto made to re-stock the river must be considered absolute

failures.

The undoubted great improvement in the condition of the water

of the Thames which has taken place in the last few years, due to

the excellent work of the London County Council and the Thames

Conservancy, has brought this most interesting question of re-stocking

with salmon again to the front. In common with others, I have been

glad to call attention to the fact that in consequence of the increased

purity of the water—it would be more correct, perhaps, to say its

decreased impurity—the fresh-water fish, such as roach and dace, are

found lower down and salt-water fish are coming higher up. I

mention this because it has been said in some quarters that I am not

in favour of seeing salmon in the upper reaches of the Thames again.

So far is this from being the case, that I doubt if even Frank Buck-

land would have been more pleased than I should be to see such a

result achieved. I should rejoice to see it, not because I think the

Thames will become a great salmon river again, but because it

would be the most encouraging proof that, however bad the state of

a river may be, its case is not hopeless. One of the greatest blots on

our fair fame as a nation is that so many of our rivers are not so much
rivers as sewers, and if it can be shown that London and the other

towns on the Thames can restore our national river to something like

its former purity, then surely we may hope that Leeds, Newcastle,

Lublin, Glasgow, and a hundred others will do the same.

The Times, in a leading article dealing with much interesting

correspondence on the question of attempting to re-stock the Thames

with salmon, said :

* In 1405, in spite of tlie opposition of the Archbishop of Canterbury, Sir John

^V'ooflcock, liord Mayor of London, ‘ caused all the lish-wears from Stains Bridge to

the Liver Medway to be destroyed.’
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Such an experiment is assuredly well worth trying, nor do we think that its

promoters need be discouraged by the letter of Mr. R. B. Marston, which we
publish. Although roach have latterly been taken in a somewhat exhausted

condition between London and Woolwich, Mr. Marston holds that the river at that

point is still in so foul a state, especially at low water, that no such delicate fish

as a samlet could live in it, and no such noble fish as a salmon would attempt to

pass it on his way up the river from the sea. To this we can only say, solvitur

ambulando, or, rather, natando. The salmon does not tarry in his journeyings.

He speeds at the impulse of the strongest instinct of his nature, he shoots rapids

with the velocity of an arrow, and he finds no bar to his passage in the narrow,

turbid, and polluted waters of the Tyne or the Liffey.

The bad state of the Tyne and Liffey are so often quoted as showing

that pollution of the water is no bar to^ascent of salmon that I made
some special inquiries, and obtained information which I think con-

clusively proves that, bad as are the Tyne and Liffey, the Thames is

ten times worse.

Although the condition of the Tyne and Liffey is bad enough, it

must be remembered that whereas the Thames is in a very bad

condition for fifteen or twenty miles, in the Tyne only about one

mile above Tyne Dock is very bad, and there chiefly on the south

side of the river; on the north side the fish are clear of danger.

The Tyne is very deep, and the salt water goes up to Scotswood above

Newcastle, and the river is tidal higher still (up to Newburn, six miles

above Newcastle). There is a strong flow of fresh water in the Tyne,

and, to quote the words of a correspondent at Newcastle, Mr. Henry

A. Murton, who has most kindly sent me full particulars as to the

condition of that river, ‘ except in dry seasons, the Tyne may be

considered fairly clean.’ The great number of salmon caught in it is

proof positive that, badly polluted as the river is in the neighbour-

hood of Tyne Dock for a mile or so on the south side, the fish can

and do pass through on the north side, and very few fish are found

poisoned.

For information about the river Liffey I wrote to Sir Thomas
F. Brady, late Inspector of Salmon Fisheries for Ireland, and received

the following reply, which I have his permission to publish.

It will be seen that Sir Thomas makes what I think is a most

valuable suggestion for a simple and inexpensive experiment for

testing whether young salmon could live in the Thames.

Dublin.

January 2, 1898.

My dear Mr. Marston,—I am in receipt of your note, and with pleasure give

you the information you require about the Liffey.

(1) The length of really foul water through which salmon and samlets have to

pass is about three miles, about two of these the foulest that can be imagined at

low water.

(2) The tide runs up through the city of Dublin to a place called Island Bridge

Weir, about half a mile above tlie city.

(3) For these three miles the water may be said to be brackish, as it mixes

with the fresh coming down. Below the three miles it may be called pure (or
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nearly so) salt water, and some seasons a very profitable net fishing is carried on

there by the public fishermen. Immediately below the Island Bridge Weir, which

may be said to be about half a mile above the influence of the sewage, there is also

a good salmon fishery—private property belonging to the Corporation.

(4) I have never heard of any fish being killed by the sewage, and in certain

seasons in the worst part of it a ring net is used from the stern of a boat for the

capture of rough fish, I have often thought that an experiment might be made in

the Thames by floating down a cage with a few samlets through the w’hole length

of the estuary. It should not be a very difficult affair. A large wire cage, say

G or 8 feet x 4 feet x 4 feet, close enough to prevent samlets escaping, and floated

by buoys and towed down between two boats. Only a few^ samlets at the migrating

stage would be necessary, and I would like to see it tried. If samlets are brought

down safely, I don’t see any risk of salmon. The great difference between the

Liffey and the Thames is that of length of estuary. In the former the fish have

only to run the gauntlet for a short distance, and I suppose instinct makes them

take the top of the tide running up and a flood when descending, while in the

Thames they have a very long estuary. IIow it is that the sewage in the Liffey

has not utterly exterminated the salmon long ago is marvellous, for I don’t think

there is such a polluted river in the kingdom.

I am glad to say our new main drainage works now in progress will improve

matters in this respect.

You may always reckon on my giving you, with pleasure, any information in

my power.

Yours faithfully,

Thomas F. Beady.

B. B. Marston, Esq.

In reply to other questions, Sir Thomas said :

I do not think it would be necessary to make any long delays in floating the

smolts down the ebb tides
;
say you apportioned the river in three or four divi-

sions would be ample, and to be sure that at each halt you examined the smolts

to see they were all right, or if not, in what part of the river and what portion of

the ebb tide any loss was sustained. Care should also be taken to examine them

on the flood tide at each lialt. I would also try the experiment of bringing them

down the whole twenty miles if possible in one tide, for I have a notion that

salmon smolts wdien actually migrating would through instinct run the distance

in the one tide. Of course it is hard to be positive about this. I have not known
and never heard of salmon smolts returning with the flood. Take the Shannon

for instance
;
that has an estuary, from Limerick to Loop Head, of over sixty miles,

and I have never known of fry delaying in that length. AVhen once they start on

their course, it appears to me, they run right through to sea.

I do think the experiments would be worth trying, and very well worth the

expense of carrying tliem out. The expense would be a mere bauble compared

with the advantages if the experiments proved successful.

I can find no definite information in any of the authorities as to

the manner in which the small smolts go dowm through long tidal

rivers. It will be seen that Sir Thomas Brady is uncertain on the

point, but thinks they go straight through. IMyown idea is that the

little fish would go as far as they could with the ebb tide, then hang

about the shore in the slack water and backwaters until the tide

again began to ebb, and so reach the sea. I think it unlikely smolt

could swim through or make much headway against such a tide as
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sweeps up through the London bridges. As the Times points out,

grilse and salmon can swim rapidly against any stream, but there

can be no salmon without smolts, and the question is what they do

and how long they would have to be in the turbid water before

reaching the sea.

Since the above was in type, I wrote to Mr. J. Willis Bund,

Chairman of the Severn Board of Conservators, to ask what his

experience was as regards the manner in which the Severn smolts go

down to the sea, and he very kindly replied as follows :

—

15 Old Square, Lincoln’s Inn, W.C.

March 17, 1899,

Dear Mr. Marstoii,—With us {i.e. in the Severn) the smolts go down in small

shoals, and when they get to the tidal water (below Tewkesbury) they go back-

wards and forwards with each tide for some days, but getting each day lower

down and so not coming back so far. I think that in this way they become

accustomed to the salt water. The proof of this is the gulls and cormorants (there

are always plenty of them about in the smolt time) always fish with their head to

the tide, upstream when the tide is going out, downstream when it is running up.

That is, they w^ait for the smolts to come to them and doubtless take their toll.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) J. W. AVillis Buxd.

This is most important evidence, although not absolutely con-

clusive. It seems to me more natural that the smolts should drop

down gradually and so get, as Mr. Willis Bund says, accustomed to

the salt water
;
and if this is so, then it is clear the Thames smolt

may be days in the tideway, thus greatly reducing his chance of

getting through.

Thanks to the action of the London County Council, the condi-

tion of the water in the Thames tideway is greatly improved, there

can be no question about that. Is the improvement so great as to

admit of reasonable hope of success for the experiments which are

to be carried out by the Thames [Salmon Association and by the

Thames Conservancy ? Much as I should like to be able to say

there is a chance of success, I must say I do not think much
encouragement is to be found when the facts are examined.

In the course of his evidence before the London Water Commis-

sion,2 Sir F. Dixon-Hartland, M.P., Chairman of the Thames Con-

servancy, said the work of Thames Valley drainage was going on

satisfactorily. Lord Llandafif, President of the Commission, asked

when we were to have salmon in the Thames. Sir F. Dixon-Hart-

land replied that smelts had been got in the Thames below Blackwall,

and that the Conservancy were going to turn out some salmon trout

at Sunbury this year.

Not only have smelts been caught at Blackwall and Woolwich

and other places below London, but also in considerable numbers as

* Field Report, the lltli of March, 1899.
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high up as Kew and Kichmond. But I am afraid this fact is not of

such importance as it appears to be at first sight.

The smelt has never been entirely absent
;
like the poor, they

are always with us, but their presence, whether in more or less

abundance, causes little comment in the ordinary way. Even in the

worst periods of Thames pollution smelt passed up to Chiswick,

Kew, &c., to spawn. The fact is the smelt, although a small fish, is

an extremely hardy one and lives in docks in very foul water, and

may be called a scavenger among fishes. It is a mature fish when

it comes up to spawn, and a very pugnacious one. If the salmon

smolt or baby salmon was as hardy as its cousin, the sea smelt, it

would have a far better chance
;
but to compare a smolt to a smelt is

like comparing a St. Bernard puppy with a full grown terrier. The
samlet or smolt is a delicate, immature fish

;
the smelt which comes

np on the top of a strong salt tide to spawn above London is a

mature fish of a voracious and pugnacious character, much like the

fresh-water stickleback in that respect, and found in docks and creeks

where the water seems to be too foul for other fish.

To argue that because smelts have been caught in larger

quantities than usual, therefore the Thames is ready for salmon, is

fallacious, in my opinion. There were plenty of smelt in the Thames

above London fifty and sixty years after salmon were practically

extinct. The Thames fiounder and lampern fisheries flourished

above London for seventy or eighty years after the salmon had

practically disappeared. There were plenty of flounders in the

Thames above London Bridge as late as 1883, and it was only about

1880 that the Teddington fishermen ceased sending lamperns to

Holland by the Dutch boats which formerly came to buy them for

bait for deep-sea cod fishing.^

It is quite true that in 1896 and 1897 many thousands of roach

and dace were caught in the Thames as low down as Woolwich, and

this fact has been used as an argument in favour of the chance of

catching salmon. And on the face of it, it does sound most encoura-

ging, but when you discover that these fish were scooped out of the

river in an exhausted and dying condition, and that large numbers

of fine eels were ‘ caught ’ in the same way, and in the same condi-

tion, it is difficult to see where the encouragement for the salmon

comes in.

There are two theories as to where these roach and dace came

from, one that they were fish which had dropped down from the

upj)er tidal parts of the river above l^ondon, the other that they

found their way out of the Commercial Docks. I think there can be

little doubt that they came from Kichmond, Kew, Hammersmith,

^ For some reason or other' tlic Dutchmen have given up buying lamperns for bait,

so a lami)ern fishery jiroprietor on the Trent informed me.
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&c., and were drawn below their usual haunts—for these fish have

always been found even as far down as Lambeth.

But whether native Thames fish, or coming from the Surrey

Canal through the Docks (which I think most unlikely), the fact

remains that when found in the reaches down to Barking they were

in a dying and nearly suffocated condition. A well-known angler,

Mr. W. Gr. Northam, of Woolwich, who has for many years taken the

keenest interest in this question, tells me that hardly a fish has been

seen there since 1897, and he attributes the fact that so many
thousands of fish were taken out in a dying condition entirely to the

want of oxygen ; some of the fish recovered when placed in fresh water.

All who are interested in the great question of river purification

should study the admirable Report on the Condition of the Tidal

Thames, by Mr. W. J. Dibdin, late Chemist to the London County

Council, published for the Main Drainage Committee by Mr. Edward

Stanford. Mr. Dibdin’s report gives the results of the analysis of

6,400 samples of Thames water, taken between Teddington and the

Nore between the 7th of July 1893 and the 24th of March 1894.

The report contains many elaborate tables and diagrams
;

it would

be out of place to refer fully to these here, but I have Mr. Dibdin’s

permission to quote from his letter to me of the 10th of February

1898, which seems to me to be most ominous for the fate of any

experiment in re-stocking until there is a still further improvement

in the condition of the tidal Thames.

2 Edinburgh Mansions, Howick Place, Victoria Street, Westminster.

February 10, 1898,

Dear Sir,—I cannot do better in reply to your queries, than to refer you to the

accompanying report on the results of the examination of the Liver Thames from

Teddington to the Nore. On page 5, I have referred to the presence of fish in

regard to the degree of aeration of the water. On turning to table 8, you will find

a record of the quantity of oxygen in terms of percentage of the total possible at

high and low water respectively. This is also given in diagrams for each part of

the river.

Whenever the percentage quantity of oxygen dissolved in the water is below

50 per cent., then I do not think there is the least chance of salmon living in the

water. This, if correct, precludes them from existing anywhere between London
Bridge and Erith (fifteen miles of river). The report is dated 1894, but the same
conditions prevail at the present time.

I am,

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) VV. J. Dibdix.

Having bad occasion recently to see Mr. Dibdin’s partner, Mr.
George Thudichum, F.C.S., about the Spey pollution by whisky

distillery refuse, I asked him what he thought of the chances of

salmon living on the lower Thames tideway, and he says :

My personal knowledge of the condition of the Thames does not extend later

than 1897, but in that year the conditions had distinctly not altered from those which

obtained in 1894. The chief source of pollution now, as then, is the London sewage
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effluent, which is discharged into the river to the extent of two hundred million

gallons daily Above the points of discharge of sewage, the river is fouled by dis-

charges from wharves, by foul water from the docks, &c., and from the Lea, which
for the last mile or tw^o before entering the Thames is nothing but a stinking ditch.

The area of maximum impurity described in the report still exists. The oxygen
in this area is for many months of the year below 20 per cent, of the amount
required for saturation. Until the London sewage is treated bacteriologically, in

a way similar to that adopted at Sutton and elsewhere, I fear the area of greatest

impurity will exist and I do not think salmon could face this condition.

It seems to me that it is impossible to ignore such scientific

evidence as this in considering this question. Mr. Dibdin says until

we get 50 per cent, of dissolved oxygen in the water between London
and Erith he does not think salmon can exist in it, and his tables

show that for the greater part of the year there is not 20 per cent.,

and at the time when the smolts would be going down in May and

June, and the time when the grilse and salmon should be running

up, the percentage is far less.

The sewage of London is now treated by precipitation by

chemicals, the solids from it are pressed into sludge and carried out

to sea, and there discharged. But in addition to the great rivers of

sewage which discharge near Barking on the north side and Crossness

on the south side of the Thames, there are several storm outlets, and

after a long drought they come into operation automatically, and

sewage is carried into the river from them. Then there are the

West Ham and West Kent sewage outflows, and the refuse from

gas w^orks, factories, wharves, shipping, &c.
;
with all this the salmon

smolts will have to contend, as well as wdth the accumulation of mud
churned up by the constant tralSc.

Seeing that the experiment of the Thames Salmon Association is

a strictly limited one—viz. to see if samlets, or rather salmon smolts,

which are young salmon under two years old, will go down past

London to the sea and return from the sea to Teddington as grilse

of some pounds in weight—seeing that this is all that is proposed to

be attempted, it is quite unnecessary to go into the question of their

subsequent fate, and the opening up of the river by means of fish

passes to allow them to get to places where they might spawn. These

are matters which it will be quite time enough to discuss when

salmon are again seen in the river above London.

As there has been much misapprehension and many erroneous

statements have appeared in the press as to w’hat the Thames Salmon

Association proposes to do, I think it wall be useful to give an out-

line of their programme.

On the 21st of June 1897 a meeting w^as held of gentlemen

interested in various w^ays in the Kiver Thames, and an Association

was formed for the purpose of carrying out a series of experiments

’ Tliis is more than the total amount ofwatcr flowing over Teddington weir during

some months of the year. K. 13. M.
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with the object of restoring salmon to the river. The executive

committee includes the Duke of Portland, Lord Boston, Mr. W. H.

Grenfell, Mr. Montagu Guest, the Hon. F. D. Smith, Sir Herbert

Maxwell, the Hon. John Ward, the Hon. Algernon Bourke,

Mr. Alfred Gilbey, and Mr. Alfred C. Harmsworth. There was a

general consensus of opinion at the meeting that there was

every reason to hope that the experiment would 23rove successful.

It is pro^josed to turn into the tidew'ay as large a numher as possible of two

year old salmon smolt, just ready to go to sea, and conduct the experiment every

year for five years. If salmon are subsequently seen in the neighbourhood of

Teddington (the first lock on the river which would stoj) them), it will show that

they can pass through the estuary, and it w^ould then be worth while to make

arrangements for the rearing of young fish on a scale sufficient to stock the Thames

with salmon. This, however, is a separate matter outside the scope of the proposed

experiment. Lord Boston has kindly placed his stews at Iledsor, which are well

adapted for growing yoimg salmon, at the disposal of the committee. The smolt

when ready to migrate to the sea would be conveyed as near the tideway as possible,

in order to diminish the risk of loss by coarse fish (pike and perch), and put in the

river there.

This extract is from a circular sent out by the committee

asking those who would care to assist the experiment for subscrip)-

tions, which can be sent to the account of the association at the

Piccadilly branch of the Cap)ital and Counties Bank. Subscriptions

already j)romised range from ll. Is. to 501. I have given my
mite, because I should rejoice to see the exp)eriment succeed, although

for reasons already given I do not think it has the least chance of

success until the condition of the river below London is much better

than it still is, also because I hop)e the committee may decide to try

the very simple and inexpensive experiment suggested by Sir Thomas
Brady, and described in his letter to me quoted previously.

I should like to see Sir Thomas Brady’s suggestion tried, because

I feel convinced it would j)rove whether young salmon could live

through that fifteen miles of turbid water between London and Erith.

If they lived, it would be encouraging for the greater experiment of

putting in ten thousand every year for five years. If they died,

what hope would there be for the ten thousand? For the risks the

fish would run when conducted down in a wirework cage, floating in

the stream, would be small as compared with their chances of find-

ing their way down by themselves. As the Times says :
' Solvitur

ambulando, or, rather, natando.’

In any case, the expjeriment, in whatever way it is made, is of

national importance, as it cannot fail to do one thing, and that is to

help to call public attention to the folly of destroying our rivers by
j)oisoning them with refuse from our towns and factories, making
them deadly to fish life, and useless or dangerous to all other life.

E. B. iVlAKSTON.

VoL. XLV—No. 2GG K K
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A SAMPLE OF CHINESE ADMINISTRATION

A FEW weeks ago when I was staying in Kashgar a proclamation

was issued by the Taotai or Governor of Kashgaria. It was notified

‘ that, for the benefit of the people who were always his dear children

and whose interests he placed before every other consideration, orders

had been given that grain for seed should be issued to all cultivators

of land, varying in amount according to their holdings.’ On the face

of it it seemed an extremely laudable action, for at this time of

year grain is naturally dear
;
but it was soon evident that the Kashgaris

were not overjoyed at the announcement. On investigation it

appeared that the conditions on which this advance of grain was to be

made were somewhat onerous : the peasants were obliged to take the

grain from the Administration ‘ by order,’ and whether they wanted

it or not; for this privilege they were to pay at the rate of four

tungas per charuk, which is the same thing as tenpence for twenty

pounds
;
the bazaar rate at the time was three tungas per charuk. In

return for this privilege, they were to return a similar weight of grain

to the Government military granaries after the harvest, when they

would be repaid at the rate of two tungas per charuk. The Govern-

ment were therefore to make 150 per cent, in about four months’ time

on their original outlay. To make matters worse, I was told the

unfortunate peasants were not likely to receive the full amount of

the grain they had paid for
;

it would be weighed out in bulk by a

Chinese official of low grade, whose measures are notoriously false,

and who has to make something for himself before the grain is

handed over to the Bais, or headmen of the villages, who, in turn,

take their toll before distributing it. My informant, wffio has spent

sixteen years in Kashgar, told me that certainly a quarter, and

prolmbly more, of the total w'eight of grain wdll never reach the

peasants’ hands. These Bais are, perhaps, the w'orst part of the

Chinese Administration
;

everything is left in their hands, and,

though Kashgaris themselves, they prey on the j^eople like vultures.

I have made some inquiries about this curious method of replenish-

ing cheaply the Government granaries; but I am told by those who
should know that such customs are usual enough throughout the

< 'olestial Ihnpire. About the same time, the ’i'arkand Amban issued
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a proclamation, of which a copy was shown to me and translated

for my benefit, raising a Government loan of 6,000 yambas (about

60,000^.) in his district
;

^ the people were then ordered to subscribe

in amounts, varying from 100 yambas for a rich Bai to six taels

(about IZ.) for a poor man
;

the interest was to be 5 per cent,

guaranteed by the Chinese Government, who would issue the scrip

as soon as the silver reached Pekin. The silver will certainly

take six months to reach the capital, and how long it will be before

the people receive their bonds it is impossible to say. Probably they

will never receive any paper at all
;
but, even if they do, the bonds

are to be made out in the names of the Bais, who will certainly take

a fair percentage of the interest due before handing it over to the

people.

These are only two cases, but I could mention many other

similar instances. The fact is that the Chinese Administration in

Turkestan is nothing else but plain and open robbery : these Bais, in

whose hands lies all the interior administration, are a pack of rapa-

cious scoundrels
;
but woe betide an unfortunate peasant or merchant

who appeals to a Chinese mandarin to get redress of his grievances.

I will show what redress he will get.

A short time ago a man came from Yarkand to appeal to the

Taotai, as the chief magistrate, against certain actions of the Yarkand

Amban. The Taotai, who will never take any responsibility on his

own shoulders, promised to do what he could, and sent the man back

to Yarkand. When he arrived there the Amban had him seized and

severely flogged, the man receiving 1,000 lashes for daring to petition

against the Amban.

One would naturally ask how it is that the people do not rise and

expel this iniquitous Government
;
but the reason is very apparent

:

they have no leaders to make a head, for the Bais are far too contented

with their present position, in which they are allowed to plunder the

people to their hearts’ content, to agitate for any change of

Government. So long as they keep the Chinese well supplied with

money and do not bother them, no questions are asked, for the

Chinese maxim is, above all things, ‘ anything for a quiet life.’

A revolt will probably some day occur. When it does, the Russians

will step in ‘ to maintain order on their frontier ’ and wdll absorb the

whole of Kashgaria. No resistance can or will be offered by the

people, who will not object
;
the Bais will be the only persons who

will not appreciate the change, for their wings will be clipped.

The Chinese will run away as fast as they can, and a few sotnias of

Cossacks wfill suffice to complete the conquest of this very large

province.

' The proclamation runs as follows :
‘ It is only of your own free will that you

are asked to lend money to your father
;
but if you are not willing, then I shall take

measures to force you to do so.’

If u 2
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Personally I have not travelled in China proper; but, from

accounts which missionaries who have spent all their lives in the

interior give of the state of affairs prevailing there, I fancy that the

ways of the mandarins are much the same throughout.

This is the Chinese Empire whose integrity our Government are

so anxious to preserve
—

‘ an impotent and unwieldy mass of corruption.’

It is said that ‘ it is of paramount importance to our trade that the

integrity of China shall be preserved.’ I venture to think that the

value of such a declaration is open to discussion.

If we intend to carry out such a policy we shall have to risk

a conflict with Kussia to do so. That country has no intention what-

ever of leaving the Chinese Empire to stew in its corruption; not

from any philanthropic notions, but because the country lies at her

mercy. She will most assuredly absorb Manchuria if she thinks fit,

and in spite of all the resolutions that may be passed in the House of

Commons, there is nothing to prevent her doing so. There are said

to be, including some 50,000 men serving with the colours, upwards

of half a million of soldiers of the first and second class reserve in

the Amur Province settled by the Government along the northern

frontier of Manchuria
;
and what resistance can the Chinese, even if

we or the Japanese supported them, offer to such a force ?

Supposing that we risk a war with Kussia on the question of

the integrity of China, what harm can we do Kussia ? Practi-

ally none. We can prevent the occupation of Port Arthur and

Talienwan
;
we can destroy a few Kussian ships of war

;
but what else ?

Kussia has no mercantile navy that we can strike a blow at. Shall we
land a force and endeavour to seize the Amur Province, or shall we

make an advance from India and seize some of the barren provinces

of Kussian Central Asia ? Assuredly we shall not attempt either.

Kussia, on the other hand, can do us incalculable harm
;
and granted

that if the Amir and the Indian army stand loyally to us her armies

would be beaten back in any advance she might try on India, the

cost of such a struggle would far outweigh the benefits that we can

hope to derive from our attem2:)ts to preserve the integrity of China

;

and in any case the partition of the Celestial Empire would only be

deferred for a short time, for it will certainly come about eventually.

Kussia might suffer financially from the result of a struggle with

Great Britain, but then we must remember that the Emperor has

only to write a few words on a slip of paper for an Imperial ‘ ukase
’

to be issued placing an extra duty on some foreign import, or an

addition of twopence in the pound to the income tax
;
none can

disj)ute it if he does.

Russian ‘ assurances ’ go for nothing, and should not be considered

seriously. How many times in the last half-century has the Kussian

Government given distinct ‘ assurances ’ to our Cabinet that there

was no intention of occnpying Khiva, Tashkent, Khokand, Bokhara,
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or Merv ?— -and yet all these places have in turn been absorbed : in one

instance, even, the Eussian Emperor himself gave distinct orders to

General Kaufman that he was not to advance farther
;
but, in spite

of the Imperial order, the very place which he was instructed to leave

alone was within six months taken, and the country incorporated,

because, as he said, ‘ circumstances rendered such a step advisable.’

I have noticed that these ‘ assurances ’ have been given and the

subsequent advance carried out notwithstanding, principally hitherto

while a Liberal Administration was in office
;
but now it seems that

no party distinction will be made. With the death of Lord Beacons

-

field, whose name one finds generally respected in Eussia, the whole-

some awe of the power of Great Britain has vanished.

Eussians I have met are generally interested in politics, and I

find the idea prevalent that the present Government is one which

can be easily dealt with by a little ‘blarney,’ or, if that fails, some

judicious squeezing. The one member of the Cabinet whom they

appear to regard with some consideration is our Colonial Secretary :

him they admit, and in my humble opinion rightly so, to be a man
of action and not merely of words.

It may be admitted, I think, that it is a great question whether
‘ the preservation of the Chinese Empire ’ is so essential to the

interests of British trade as to be worth the probability of war
;
on

the other hand, the acceptances of ‘ assurances ’ on behalf of the

Eussian Government that whatever country they may occupy will be

free to British traders will also turn out to be a poor foundation to

stand upon. Eightly or wrongly, the Eussian Government has never

considered it necessary to act up to such ‘ assurances ’ if they be

found inconvenient or contrary to the promotion of commerce or

political interests
;
and I cannot see that they have lost ground in

the eyes of the world by their repeated disregard of such obligations.

On the other hand, the strides in commerce that Eussia has made in

Central Asia, and the height to which her prestige has risen, are facts

that everyone must admit and admire.

It is very evident to anyone wffio has travelled in Eussian territory

that they have a good deal of reason on their side in their wish to

exclude foreigners as much as possible from the numberless openings

for profitable trade which can be seen everywhere
;
in Asiatic Eussia

in particular. Wherever the traders of other nations are met on an

equal footing, be they English or Americans, French, Germans, or

Belgians, the Eussians will inevitably go to the wall
;
they have

not the commercial instincts developed to the same extent—none

of that quickness to seize an opportunity—and they have but very

little capital.

There are portions of the Eussian Asiatic Empire still untouched,

where the mineral wealth alone is known to be practically unlimited
;

but it is very improbable that foreigners will be allowed a fair chance
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to exploit these riches, though the Russians cannot do it themselves
;

difficulties are always thrown in their way which a man must possess

unlimited patience and large capital to overcome. It is a ‘ dog in the

manger ’ policy, and one cannot admire it
;
yet you will never get a

Russian to admit that it would be more beneficial to his country to

allow reasonable facilities to foreigners to exploit its resources than

to keep it practically closed till Russian merchants shall be in a posi-

tion to open it up for themselves
;
the Russian will always reply,

‘ Why should we let foreigners in to take away all the wealth of our

country with them and leave us the refuse ?
’

In spite of all ‘ assurances ’ of free ports &c., one may be perfectly

certain that ere long prohibitive tariffs will be imposed
;
and there-

fore, instead of much ‘paper warfare,’ in wffiich only our dignity

suffers, it will be much better to allow Russia to complete her projects

in the north without our interference, and to turn our attention to

securing some of the richest plums in the Chinese cake, of which

there are plenty for us as well as for others.

The time for ‘ genteel ’ politics and pourparlers is past
;
we have

for many years pursued such a policy in all parts of the world and

with disastrous consequences. In Central Asia, the Niger, Madagascar,

the Burmah frontier, and now the Indian frontier—everywhere it has

been the same : fair words are spoken
;

assurances given and

swallowed
;
and then we retire modestly, to the laughter of the v/hole'

world, and with an inevitable loss of prestige. If all the other great

European Powers would pursue a similar policy all would be well,

but unfortunately they do not

;

what they want they will take if

they can, and if they can get their wishes granted without resistance

so much the better.

Our efforts, therefore, should be directed to secure for ourselves

v/hat really will be of use to us before it is too late
;
and no occasion

may occur better than the present.

It is curious to see how the position in Pekin is exactly reflected

in Chinese Turkestan. Here, as there, Russian influence is at its

height, British influence is nil
;
Russian trade has increased some

millions of roubles during the past year, British trade has fallen

correspondingly in proportion to its volume. The causes which have

brought about this position are not difficult to fathom.

The Russian Consul in Kashgar applies to the Taotai to grant

some demand he has made. If the latter does not comply, he tele-

graphs to the Governor of the New Dominions, whose headquarters

are at Urumchi
;

if he fails to get satisfaction there, he telegraphs

to his ]\Iinister in J^ekin, when, if his demands are to the further-

ance of Russian commerce or are of political importance, he is quite

< ertain of being strongly supported
;

in the end, ]>ressure is juit on

the Tsungli Ihiirien, and the Consul’s demands are granted.

Contrast with this the position of the Ihitish Representative in
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Kashgar. Owing to the weakness or neglect of our Government, the

Agent of the Indian Government apparently occupies no recognised

position at all
;
he has been given no official status by the Indian

Government, excepting some ridiculous title connected with the

Eesident in Kashmir. The Chinese do not recognise him as one who
can be allowed to treat with them on anything like an equality.

In the month of March last his business called him to Yarkand.

There, a number of petitions were presented to him by British sub-

jects praying him to adjudicate in cases of dispute which had arisen

between traders
;
no redress could be obtained from the Amban, though

repeated efforts had been made
;
but without liberal ‘ backsheesh ’

to all the hangers-on, they were not allowed even to enter the Yamen.
Amongst nearly a hundred petitions which he was asked to read was

one in which the defendant was also a British subject
;
and in this

case the Government Agent considered he might fairly arbitrate

;

and he did so. As soon as he had left Yarkand, the Amban promptly

reversed his decision entirely
;

threatened the petitioners with a

hundred lashes each, and forbade them ever to pay any attention to

English travellers, either by going out to meet them, as the custom

has been hitherto, or by assisting them in changing Indian rupees

or cheques into Chinese currency
;
they were also forbidden to visit

them during the time they might stay in Yarkand, or to invite them

to any entertainment.

The evil effects of such an action are incalculable. The Indian

traders are discouraged to continue their already hard battle to gain

a living
;
they have lost all confidence in the power of their Govern-

ment or its Agent to support them, and much evil will undoubtedly

be done by the reports they will take back to their homes in India

;

the Eussian officials and merchants are laughing in their sleeves
;

and the Afghan merchants, of whom there are a good many, will

conceive a bad impression of the Indian Government, and will contrast

it unfavourably with the Eussian Government, which always supports

its traders, and the officials, who watch their interests, whenever it is

necessary to do so
;
they also will spread reports in their country by

no means calculated to improve our prestige, which it is all-import-

ant for us to maintain.

Everyone knows how bazaar rumours fly in Asia
;
and now from

bazaar to bazaar has been handed on the news of the Yarkand

Amban’s insult to the British Eepresentative, probably exaggerated

too a hundred times
:
yet I should not be surprised if the Indian

Government found fault with its Agent in Kashgar for overstepping

his powers. This would be rather hard, considering that, so far as can

be seen, although that gentleman has been eight years in Chinese

Turkestan, the Government has not so far considered it worth its

while to inform him for what reason he is stationed in Kashgar, or

what his powers really are.
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Kussian trade has, as I said before, increased by leaps and bounds

during the past year. This is not surprising when one considers the

attention their officials bestow on the improvement of trade routes,

and the interest the Grovernment takes in offering every facility to

its merchant subjects. (3n the other hand, the Indian Government

still forces the Kashmir Durbar to spend some thousands of pounds

on the Ladakh road, which, if you spent some millions on it, would

always remain impracticable to really profitable commerce of large

extent.

This road, by which our traders are now forced to convey their

goods from and to India, is about one thousand miles in length,

from the plains of the Punjaub to Kashgar, including the Karakoram.

It traverses six passes averaging 18,000 feet in height
;

it is only

open for four months in the autumn
;
and for twenty days not a

b!ade of grass can be seen.

In addition to handicapping trade by obliging the merchants to

use such a route, the Government has recently dealt a final knock-

down blow by imposing a heavy duty on ‘ Charas ’ or Bang. This

drag is now, owing to the depreciation in the value of gold and

silver in India, practically the only article which traders can take

back from Turkestan to India with the certainty of making a fair

profit, which they richly deserve after braving the awful road of the

Karakoram. This year they are reduced to purchasing Eussian

roubles to sell in Bombay, in order to get their money back at all.

Yet there are two other roads by Gilgit and Chitral, one of which

could be easily kept open all the year round—the former in winter

and the latter in summer. Both are immeasurably superior in every

respect to the road over the Karakoram
;
the journey is, roughly,

shortened by one month
;
and there is grass everywhere, excepting

in a march or two on the Gilgit road,

iMerchants therefore, if they make a living now by the Ladakh

route, could make twice as good a living by either of these roads

;

and the opening of these would at once induce a greater number of

traders to enter into commercial relations with Chinese Turkestan.

The Kunjutis and Chitralis, too, would be glad to earn the money
that trade through their countries would inevitably bring with it.

One may ask, then, why it is that the Indian Government persist in

their pig-headed policy of keeping these roads religiously closed to

traders, and even to British travellers. They will tell you that it is

for fear of wounding the nice susceptibilities of the Kunjutis and

Chitralis. This is absolutely imaginary. I never saw people in my
life more delighted to see a traveller, and the sight of silver, than the

inhabitants of Hunza-Nagar some six months ago when I passed

through that country.

No, the real reason is—why not confess it at once?— that they

are afraid of a Kussian advance by one or both of these roads. Yet,
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I fiincy that Lord Eoberts, who probably knows more of the Indian

frontier and the possibilities that it presents to a Kussian attack

than any living authority, would say that an attempt on India by
either of the passes which cover these roads would most assuredly

fail if they were properly held
;
and when the forces of England and

Eussia meet in Asia, as some day they undoubtedly will, it will not

be in this portion of the frontier, where at the most no more than

a feint could be attempted.

E. P. COBBOLD.
{Late tjOth
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LADIES CLUBS

Of clubs and tlieir origin Addison, writing nearly a hundred years

ago, says :
‘ When a set of men find themselves agree in any particular,

though never so trivial, they establish themselves into a kind of

fraternity.’ The motives of human nature time does not alter, and

probably what was true of the origin of men’s clubs at the end of the

eighteenth century, is equally true of women’s at the end of the

nineteenth. It is the agreement of a number of people on some

matter which brings clubs into being.

In this era of the Advancement of Women it is akin to high

treason to suggest that the ‘trivial particular’ may also be the same

to-day as it was a century ago, and that the original motive of many
of the ladies’ clubs of to-day may not be altogether of a high

intellectual nature. Again, to quote the ‘ Spectator,’ speaking of many
of the most celebrated clubs of his time :

‘ Eating and drinking are

points wherein most men agree, and in which the learned and the

illiterate, the dull and the airy, the philosopher and the buffoon may all

take a part.’

From a practical, if not from an ideal point of view, no better

basis than this for a club exists. Creed and thought may perish,

theories rise and wane, but food as a human necessity is always likely

to remain
;
and the folk who set about a club without fully recognis-

ing and attending to this special ‘ trivial particular’ would have but

a small chance of lasting success. I believe it is because ladies’ clubs

rest mainly upon this solid, if prosaic, basis of providing food for the

hungry, that they are likely to attain a permanent position in our

midst.

Not that for one moment I wish to imply that because they rest

upon a basis of things material, those things are necessarily the be-

all and end-all of their existence. P"ar from it. A great deal less, I

should say, is this the case among ladies’ clubs than among men’s.

No doubt there are a large number of ladies’ clubs wdiich frankly avow

their whole aim and object to be the creature comforts of theiv

members, 'i'hey are deservedly successful. They belong to that

large portion both of humanity anti of institutions who do not go

very far, but are perfect as far as they go. And this limited perfec-
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tion and absence of sense of effort is a very great charm. Clubs of

this kind do not pretend to have Ideals, Motive, or Mission
;
they are

places to lunch at in peace, places to stay comfortably, for they nearly

all provide bedrooms for their members, places to which parcels can

be sent
;
in fact, the nearer they approach to the comfort of a private

house and can be used as a sort of annexe of home, the more are

they appreciated by the people they are there to serve.

The best of this type is the Alexandra, which, with one exception,

has the further honour of being—if I may be forgiven an ambiguous

expression—the oldest ladies’ club in London. The Empress and the

Victoria are also run on the same lines. There are, however, a

number of clubs to include which in this category would be to insult

mortally. They too are comfortable, they too cater well
;
but there

their function does not cease. It has been suggested by a serious

Scoffer that the object of their existence is to fill an obvious gap in the

educational system of the country, and to provide Higher Secondary

Education for the Adult Eich. Others of a less flippant turn of mind

have it that they are there to prove the utter fallacy of the dictum of

the Grerman Emperor that women’s interests are only three

—

Kinder,

Kuche, and Kirdie.
A middle course between these two definitions w'ould most truly

describe their position. They are clubs that aim at providing food

for the mind as well as for the body
;
clubs which, like the Somer-

ville or the Sesame, have sprung from the united minds of a set of

people all interested in one subject
;
or that have been gathered

together, as in the case of the Pioneer, by one guiding spirit peering

into the future
;

or, again, they are as the Grosvenor Crescent Club,

whose object is to become a nucleus round which all forms of

women’s work may gather. The ground that they cover with their

discussions, literary evenings, and debates, is practically limitless.

Instance the subjects set down for consideration in the spring

programmes of the four just mentioned. The Pioneers propose to

deal not only with such time-worn subjects as Vaccination, Vege-

tarianism, and Women’s Suffrage, but have found a clergyman to put

in a plea for the loafer, and intend to deal in drastic words with the

further regulation of Home Industries, in the interest both of the

worker and of the community.

The Sesame, on the other hand, while keenly interested in life

and all that pertains to men and women, makes a special point of

the New Education and the rationale of learning; and the modern
teaching of languages and a series of studies in Child Nature form

prominent subjects in their spring syllabus. Ibsen and Browning
are also set down

;
the Artistic Motive is dealt with by Mr. Grant

Allen, and the Stage by Mr. William Archer. The Grosvenor

Crescent Club concerns itself with such various subjects as the

improvement of English Public School Education, Dante’s ‘ Com-
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media,’ and False Patriotism
;
the Somerville, with the Condition of

Women’s Work in the Potteries, and Eational Dress. Surely a wide

enough range of interest in itself sufficient to justify the existence

of any new movement whatever its form ! It is not to detract from

the value of the less ambitious institutions to say that it is before

clubs such as these that a future lies.

Who first originated Ladies’ Clubs, is a question often asked, but

always difficult to answer. If, as some folk say, they only came into

existence as an imitation of men’s, why was that imitation not made
long ago ? Centuries passed

:
generations of women lived and died :

yet there were no clubs. Why should they have burst suddenly

upon the world ? Who brought them ? Not the hausfran of life,

who now so gladly hails them as a means of evading the daily

wrestle with the domestic mutton
;

not the social butterfly, who

flutters round a club tea-cup in preference to her own; not the

women with money, means, and opportunity to start them—not to

these do we owe our clubs. It was only when women took to luork,

asserted their independence, and set up for themselves to earn their

own living, when in twos and threes, and one by one they came and

settled in lodgings and residential flats, it w^as only then that some-

thing in the nature of a club became apparent.

As usual, the demand created the supply, and clubs came into

being.

The first experiment to be tried in this direction was the

Albemarle Club in 1874. It was not, however, absolutely and

entirely a ladies’ club, men and women being members in about

equal proportions. The constituent parts owing to force of circum-

stances have slightly changed during the last quarter of a century,

and of its 800 members about 600 are women and 200 men. Its

lists are full for the next five years, than which there can be no

better test of a club’s popularity. In 1878 came the Somerville, the

first genuine ladies’ club. It was, I believe, an outcome of the

Women’s Club and Institute, which was opened in 1869 and lasted

not very long. The original intention was that it should be a place

where women of all classes met on a common ground for discussion

and for recreation
;
the qualifications for membership, two only

:

personal respectability, and interest in social and political questions.

The Club has had its ups and downs, but it still continues, and is a

meeting-place for journalists, for workers, for women having every

variety of occupation. In 1884 the Alexandra Club was founded.

Its number of members is now close on 900, and it frankly states that

its aim in life is tlie providing of a convenient centre for ladies and

a permanent London address. It demands of its members that they

sliould ])e eligible to attend Her Majesty’s Drawing-rooms. After

this, in 1887, the University Club came into existence, its mission

to be a meeting-})lace for students and women who had been at
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college together. It limits itself to 300 members, and the qualifica-

tions necessary to members are a degree at any University, Kegistra-

tionas a Medical Practitioner of the United Kingdom, and certain other

diplomas.

Daring the next five years no clubs of any importance seem to

have been formed, and it is not till 1892 that we find the late Mrs.

Massingberd creating the Pioneer, a club whose members have always

prided themselves on being in the vaoguard of progress, and slightly

in advance of their time. This Club was, I think, the first to give

professional w'omen the advantage of a lower rate of subscription and

entrance fee
;
the differentiation proving that all classes of women

were beginning by this time to appreciate the movement. The year

1892 also witnessed the originating of the Writers’ Club. It re-

quires of the members that they should be engaged in literary or

journalistic work, gives out that its aspirations are of a social and

friendly kind, and fixes 300 as the limit of members it will admit

at the same time. In 1894 clubs began to spring up rapidly.

We find the Bath Club, the Grreen Park, and the Victoria all dating

from that year. The Bath Club is also a ‘ mixed ’ club, but the propor-

tion is such— 1,200 men to 300 ladies—that it is doubtful whether it

should be included at all in a list of ladies’ clubs. Its object is to afford

to its members opportunity, at all seasons, for recreative exercise

under cover, especially swimming. The subscription is higher than

that of any other ladies’ club in London, 7l.7s., the average at present

being from 3^.3s. to 51. os. It is, however, unique in not charging an

entrance fee to lady members. The aims of the Green Park Club

are social and musical, and long and varied is the list of actors and

singers who have helped to entertain the members and their friends.

The Victoria, on the other hand, has no ambitions either of an

athletic or artistic nature. It desires to provide a town house for

country members, and all it exacts as a qualification from its members
is that they should be that old-world thing ‘ gentlewomen of no
2:»rofes3ion or calling.’ Its subscription is among the lowest, and it is

one of the clubs where smoking is taboo. The Sesame w^as first

opened in 1895. Its list of members, both men and women, is a

long one, and includes much that is best in the literary and educa-

tional world. Literature and Education are its primary aims, but

being wfise in its generation it does not neglect the social side of

London life. A contemporary is the County Club, since reconstructed

as the New County Club : its specialite, the hiring out of club

rooms for weddings, dinners, or at homes.

The Grosvenor Crescent Club dates a year later. It is closely con-

nected, one might almost say affiliated, with the Women’s Institute
;

both it and the Sesame have lower subscriptions for professional

women, teachers more especially. In the same Jubilee year the

Empress and the Victoria Commemorative also were founded, the
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one frankly social and nothing else, the other for the use of those

nursing in hospitals or engaged in any similar calling. No new

ladies’ clubs of any importance seem to have been formed during

1898, but it is more than likely that 1899 will add to the present

number, which, according to the Englishwomans Year Book, stands

at present at twenty-four in London, besides two in Edinburgh, two

in Glasgow, and one apiece in Dublin, Bath, Liverpool, and Man-
chester. Kather less than half the number are proprietary, the others

being managed by guarantors or committees of members : about a

third of them are residential for limited periods, varying from a week

to a month.

Such in brief are the principal clubs for ladies at present in

existence. They are many and they are varied
;
but notwithstand-

ing their radical differences as to management, aims or accommoda-

tion, there is little doubt, taking into consideration the time at which

they first began, their general character, and the way in which they

have gone on steadily increasing and keeping pace with the times,

that clubs as a whole are a direct and pleasant social outcome of the

so-called Emancipation of Women’s movement. Whatever our views

on Women’s Eights, whether we do, or do not, believe that whatever

a woman can do well, that she should not be debarred from doin<r,

whatever our private opinion of the advanced woman may be, we
must all acknowledge our debt of gratitude to her, for she it is no

doubt to whom we owe the original inception of club life for women.

Two points are there which make it very difficult to write accu-

rately and definitely about clubs for ladies. The one, involving

accuracy, is that it is practically impossible to define what is a

ladies’ club
;

for, to talk Irish for a moment, some of the best ladies’

clubs in London are not ladies’ clubs at all. They are what is known
as ‘ cock and hen clubs ’—clubs to which men and women are equally

eligible as members. Fearful, at the outset of their career, were

the predictions of trouble in these mixed clubs
;
but in their practical

working they have been found eminently successful, and so far have

not given the enemy any just cause to blaspheme. Still, no doubt,

it is a little hard on its men members to speak of the Albemarle,

for instance, as a ladies’ club !

The other difficulty which forbids a satisfactory finality in a sketch

of ladies’ clubs is, to speak frankly, our age, or, rather, our lack of it.

We have all the faults of youth. We are raw, ungainly, awkward
aud gawky. Our ignorance is unfathomable. Our identity is un-

developed. Our character is, for the most part, unformed.

( )f no ladies’ club can it as yet be said, that this is the smart one to

belong to
;

or, that the refuge of the destitute
;

or, that one again so

])Ornpous and respectable—it is for all the world like dining with the

duke, with the duke dead upstairs ! No club, as yet, is the home of

all r nioni."t or of all Eadical women
;
we have not yet our Carlton
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or our Eeform
;
our Athenseum is still nebulous, our Kag not yet

called into conscious being
;
our Travellers’ exists not at all.

Time will remedy these defects, and in the future, characters will

form and emerge. The more women go in for different occupations,

the more professions they make their own, the greater interest they

take in politics, partisan or otherwise, the quicker will these things

come to pass. In the days of the near future an account of ladies’

clubs will not resolve itself, as it seems always to do at present, into

a statement of the acreage of the conservatory or a Walt Whitman-

esque inventory of the furniture in the drawing-room. This extreme

youthfulness is also the cause of a painfully truthful jeer which the

Scoffer rejoices to hurl at ladies’ clubs—a jeer which it is most

difficult to refute with due regard to our truth-loving nature. ‘ What
on earth do you want a club for ? An excuse for gossip and tea-

drinking, of course.’ A feeble tu quoque is our only resource
;
a

vision of the drawing-room of any ladies’ club one knows between the

hours of four and six rises before one, a room overflowing with guests

and tea-parties as never yet was the club of mortal man ! The fact

is that ladies’ clubs are still at the young and bridal stage—they are

still busy giving house-warming parties and entertaining friends

;

they have not yet settled down to take themselves and life seriously.

Time, again, must come to the rescue
;
he is the one element in

life which never fails. His cures are very safe and very sure. They
are called Age and Experience.

In another phase we must invoke his aid. It is in the evolution

of the average woman into the ‘ compleat clubwoman.’ At present

she is in a half-developed state, and there is a delightful ignorance

in her social attitude towards her club. She does not yet quite

know what is expected of her. The first problem is the relation of

proposer and proposee. Women have not yet defined for themselves

how far, if asked, they are at liberty to decline to propose a certain

woman, if they should chance to find her tiresome. Some solve the

difficulty by proposing anyone who asks them without demur, and

blackballing gaily when the day of election comes, a method which

seems scarcely to carry into effect the original uses of proposer and

seconder. Others, again, if a candidate proposed by themselves

chance to be blackballed, consider it as a deadly personal insult, and

go about the world loudly proclaiming that they will leave no stone

unturned till they find out who has done the deed. It cannot with

truth be said that women have yet learned to be great respecters of

the secrecy of the ballot.

There exists a certain club wdiose committee, not long ago, found

to its amazement that every candidate without exception had been

firmly and deliberately blackballed ! Consternation reigned and ruin

frowned, till one of the committee happened to overhear the follow-

ing dialogue between two fellow-members, sitting over their dish o’
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tea :
‘ Did you get through your voting all right ?

’ ‘Of course I

did. I filled up the white spaces opposite Constance, and I put

crosses in all the black squares opposite everyone else. They weren’t

special friends of mine, so I thought it was the best thing to do
;

1

suppose you did the same, didn’t you ? ’ In the minds of that

committee it became a moot point how far voting by ballot was the

wisest course, and how far the clubs whose committee undertook the

whole responsibility of election had not really chosen the better

part. In this latter case a paper is sent out to each proposer asking

her to state, for the information and guidance of the election com-

mittee, all she knows about her candidate. By the answers received,

it seems to be monstrous difficult to describe another woman in a

few lines, or rather to give information worth having. It really

does not help the committee much to be told that the candidate is a

most agreeable woman and gets all her dresses from Paris
;
and her

exact age within a year or two is not the matter of the vast importance

proposers appear to think it ! On the other hand, some of the

descriptions sent in show an epigrammatic perception of character

that would, if revealed, not only destroy half the friendships in

existence, but would make the fortune of an enterprising novelist.

Strange that no writer of fiction has thought of becoming the tempo-

rary secretary of a club. He or she would learn a good deal more

than they ever dreamed about human nature—without its veneer.

So far, it appears that it is only to an official in a different sphere

that such an idea has occurred.

A story is told of a ladies’ club which one day found it necessary

to change its cook
;
the committee hied them to the registry and

made known their wants. The next day one of the best chefs in

London came and offered his services with exceeding alacrity—an

alacrity which, to the modest minds of the committee, was so great

as to be almost unnatural. The reason of his desiring to be engaged

was inquired into. ‘ Mesdames,’ replied the chef, ‘ I will tell you de

truth. I am writing a book, and it is necessary for that book to be

very valuable and good, dat I have some experience of ladies’ clubs

;

therefore, mesdames, I come !
’ Visions of future gibbeting in

classical literature should they severeJy criticise his dinners, flashed

through the committee’s mind, and history relates not whether they

had the courage to accept the chef and criticise the dinners with the

freedom of English citizenesses, relying upon the law of libel for

their future protection, in case at some future date the chef chose to

startle the literary world with the assertion, that women at their clubs

did not know a vol an vent from an apple tart, and preferred buns

and tinned sardines to his most succulent chefs tVcev.vre.

As a matter of fact, the food at ladies’ clubs is good, though human

nature would not be true to itself were there not complaints to be

heard on the sulqect
;
indeed, these complaints are perhaps more
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resonant than need be, for the joy of writing culinary insults on the

back of her bill has not yet fully dawned upon the average member,

and she consequently resorts to the uninteresting and commonplace

methods of victimising her friends with her grievances on this score.

Whatever may be the general quality of the food to be found in

clubs, it is inexpensive
;
and in the matter of catering ladies’ clubs

are managed much more economically than men’s. Experience has

shown it quite possible, in a club whose coffee-room prices met with

no cavil, not only to feed the entire staff from the remains of the

food, but also to make a profit of something like twenty per cent, on

the outlay
;

this without superhuman effort, but only by reason of

the same amount of supervision being given that would be exercised

in a private house. Even has it been suggested that certain old-

established men’s clubs would be well advised to hand over their

affairs to such successful caterers !

Turning sternly aside from the reputedly all-absorbing topic of

cooks, I come back to the question of the evolution of woman into a

clubbable animal. Presuming that by ballot or otherwise she has been

duly elected, it is no uncommon thing for her not to use the place

for months together, simply because she is too shy to go there.

Does she anticipate being treated as a suspicious character should she

venture unprotected within the sacred precincts, or is she not quite

sure what to do when once she gets there ? Usually she flies to the

drawing-room and buries herself in a fashion paper, and from over

its topmost pages she watches her fellow-members. If she has her

wits about her, she will soon, from this point of vantage, become

initiated into all the devious ways of the ‘ compleat clubwoman.’

Before long will she share in the illegitimate joy of crouching over the

fire and admirably usurping all its warmth
;
discover how exceedingly

comfortable it is to collect some half-dozen papers and sit upon them
all

;
appropriate her own special chair, and glare with murder in her

eyes at any one who may have taken it before her
;
she will soon

discover the joy of talking loudly in the closest proximity to an

occupied writing-table
;
above all, she will soon realise that to shut

the door when she leaves a room is quite an unnecessary effort. On
the other hand, she will begin to see that in clubs there are some*

things which it is unusual to attempt. She will realise that it is

scarcely fair on her fellow-members surreptitiously to cut from the

several fashion-papers a picture of a fascinating dress : she will no

longer in all innocence suggest to the secretary, if she wants a sitting-

room to herself, that it is perfectly easy to attain that object by

taking down the placard ‘ For members only ’ and substituting

‘ Private ’ on the door. She will cease from tea-partying, and gradually,

if she has the true instincts of the cluhvoman and a real appreciation

of the joys of club life, she will migrate to the peaceful sanctum of the

reading-room, where households cease from troubling and the weary

VoL, XLV—No. 2G6 S S
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are at rest from the intruding bore. Possessing this esoteric know-

ledge her individual evolution is complete
;
she may be said to have

attained.

Although there are many women who in their ignorance say a

club would be no.use to them, there are very few who once having

belonged to one would willingly give it up. Every year the roll of

members lengthens, every year entrance fees go up by leaps and

bounds, and in the minds of proprietors, committee, and members
alike, visions of Pall Mall palaces are shadowed.

Another ten years, the number of clubs will be doubled, and they

will not be confined to London alone, as they are at present to a great

extent. I venture to predict—speaking as I hope—that before the

next century is out of its first youth there will hardly be a county

town of any importance which does not possess its ladies’ club, as

much as a matter of course as it has its county buildings or its post

office. It is curious that they do not already exist, if only on the

ground of convenience. Who does not know the weariness to flesh

and spirit of an hour spent crawling along in a local train, or a ten-

mile drive to the county town, followed by a day passed in shopping

at indifferent shops and an ill-conditioned lunch, of a bun at the

pastrycook’s, or an underdone joint at the country hotel ? Who, I

say, has not suffered these things, and while sitting shivering in the

airless parlour of the inn during that interminable half-hour after the

carriage is ordered and before it comes round, has not from the

depth of her clubless heart envied her mankind his club from which

he emerges warm and happy, primed with the local gossip and the

news of the day ? For these ends alone I wonder that ladies’ clubs

have not sprung more generally into existence.

But it is not merely the shoppers’ club that I should like to see.

That certainly
;
but only as leading up to the other class of club which

for want of a shorter generic term I will call the Social-Educational. It

is these that are wanted, and there is no reason why the great manu-
facturing centres and provincial towns of England should not—to

paraphrase the saying about Lancashire—do to-morrow what London

does to-day, and each town have its ladies’ club. The 'personnel and

the occasion both in town and country abound. There are numbers of

girls who, until they leave school, are crammed with learning and ideas,

and who, after a year or two of the enjoyment of doing nothing except

playing daughter of the house, begin to feel that that unenviable oc-

cupation leaves them mentally not a little hungry. There are plenty

of clergymen’s daughters who do not find the parish and reading to

Betty Brown and Gaffer Green an eminently intellectual occupation.

There are women who, having lived all their girlhood in the middle

of things, marry a man with a ‘ place ’ at which he will insist on

living all the year round, and who feel that even a husband—eked

out by books and magazines—is not all-sufficient to keep them in
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touch with what is being thought and done in the outside world
;

mothers oppressed with a horrid sense of their own ignorance on the

subject of the education of their children, and older women who,

because there is nothing to unite them together, have not the force

to struggle out of their prosaic daily groove and try to keep pace

with the times
;
to all these different women a centre of interest,

such as some of the London clubs are to their members, would be

a godsend. There is no conceivable reason why this should not be.

The lectures and debates which in London take place in the

evening could just as easily be held in the afternoon, and every

county ought to be as competent as the metropolis to produce its

own lecturers. Why, for instance, should not Vanity, Vulgarity, and

Sentimentality be spoken of with authority in towns other than

London, and although it is not likely that a second Augustine Birrell

would be found to do it, yet has not genius always its understudy ?

What though Sir Walter Besant might not be willing to stand

permanently, at the beck and call of, say, the Cranford Ladies’ Club,

to speak of the Proposal to establish a School for English Literature
;

what though Sir John Lubbock might not be ever ready to fly off

to any part of the United Kingdom to explain the mysteries of Pro-

portional Kepresentation
;
though an Anthony Hope or a Frederic

Harrison might not always be available
;
though Telegraphy without

Wires, and the Communication of the Living with the Dead might

not always secure the unique exposition of Mr. Preece and Mr. F. W.
Myers respectively

;
yet others would surely be found to do adequate

justice to these subjects, and such as these, and audiences would

gather readily to applaud their efforts.

Given the place, given the opportunity, giving a modicum of

energy on the part of a few individuals, it really is not a great busi-

ness to start a ladies’ club in a county town. A sending—broad-

cast but circumspectly—throughout the desired area of a flight of

circulars setting forth the general idea and notions of the thing, is

the first step. It will soon be seen whether the scheme does or does

not meet with general approval
;
though I would warn intending

promoters of clubs not to be too easily downcast by adverse criticism

or by w'onderful and partial misinterpretations of their intentions.

They will learn strange things. I would bid them beware, for

example, of using the word ‘ woman ’ in preference to ‘ lady’ in their

circulars ; the chances are, if they do so, that they will be met with

a chorus of vehement disapproval from the genteel recipients. In

vain will they protest that no man would ever describe his club as a

club for gentlemen; circular after circular will be returned to them
with the word ‘ woman ’ crossed out with fiercest pen-stroke, and the

word ‘ ladies ’ written in its stead. This merely as an instance of the

strange things !

The next thing wanted is a small committee of two or three
;
a

s s 2
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committee content to work on common-sense lines, content to profit

humbly by the experience of elder clubs, and not too keen about

trying experiments on its own account. With it should rest all

power to fix or vary subscriptions, select premises, furnish the club,

draw up rules, engage servants, and last, but not least, find a capable

secretary. On this point the committee should be very picksome

and particular, realising what a good position they have to offer
;
for

though the places must necessarily be limited, the post of secretary

to a ladies’ club is one of the most delightful that a girl who has to

make her own living can have. This fresh opening should be another

incentive for those interested in the sphere of women’s work to

encourage the starting of clubs. The committee cannot be too

particular in its selection, for it is upon the secretary that much of

the success of the club will depend. It is essential that she should

be thoroughly trained in business habits, and not be merely a failure

in some other branch of life. Most necessary is it that the club

should stand upon a firm financial basis of its own, not -f)olstered up

by private doles and secret subsidies to cover awkward deficits
;

if

the secretary has no knowledge of book-keeping, matters are apt to

become complicated, and the services of the auditor at the end of the

year a cause more of pain than of pleasure.

These are two rocks ahead which in the early days of every

ladies’ club will endanger its career, and between which it is well to

steer a careful course. The one is of an advanced character
;
the

other is—dare we say ?—retrograde
;
at any rate it leans to the other

side of things, when the nursery, and not the club, was considered

women’s proper place. Smoking is the first difficulty. Fierce are

the storms which, at preliminary committee meetings, rage around

the question whether it shall or shall not be allowed. For better,

for worse, it has in most cases been settled in the affirmative. But

the non-smoking member never becomes entirely reconciled to the

decision, and will continue for many a year to say unpleasant things

about the waste of a good room ! Seeing that in the recent

balance sheet of a certain club the monthly income from cigarettes

amounted to the sum of 2d., there may be something to say for this

contention !

More difficult to deal with is the other problem—it is one which

faces ladies’ clubs, and ladies’ clubs alone. I think I am not making

a statement untrue or libellous when I say that never yet has the

committee of the Carlton or the Turf had to solve the momentous
question of whether it be justifiable for any member to turn the

club drawing-room into a temporary nursery by the introduction of

an infant—albeit that infant is in her opinion the only perfect

creature on the face of the earth ! In vain will the harassed

committee fly to their harbour of refuge and advice—the rules of the

best men’s clubs; nothing exists there to helj) them; not even the
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possible bye-law :
‘ Children and dogs to be left with parcels and

umbrellas in the hall !
’ Suggestions as to the advisability of institut-

ing creches in connection with clubs have been advocated
;
limita-

tions as to age advised
;
but it has been found that, while it appears

to be very easy for each individual member to define the age at

which her own children cease to be a nuisance, there is a grave

discrepancy in her views when dealing with other people’s children.

As far as I can gather, though the general tendency is firmly and

sternly to exclude the nursery element, and to placard the walls with

the brutal bye-law— ‘ Children are not admitted !
’—ladies’ clubs in

toto have not yet arrived at a unanimous decision either on this

question or on the moot point as to whether men should be admitted

as visitors. In most of the best clubs, men and women as guests are

allowed impartially, but in some cases the prejudice and opposition

have doubtless been strong, and in certain instances rather strange

compromises have been arrived at. In one club, which shall be

nameless, there is a rule which runs to this effect :
‘ Any man intro-

duced as a guest, must be either the husband, father, son, or brother

of the member introducing him,’ The members are said to find it

necessary, in consequence of this rule, occasionally to adopt other

people’s brothers as their own
;
but for the truth of such evasions of a

rule, obviously framed by a careful committee for their moral welfare,

far be it from me to vouch.

Flippant as these details sound, they have a very real bearing on

the spirit of the club, and bring one to a point which no committee

can be too careful of. I mean as to the making of bye-laws. ,It is

impossible for a committee to be too reticent in this matter. Far

better is it to start the club without any bye-laws at all, and to make
them as the occasion arises. They are a constant source of very often

quite unnecessary irritation. It seems to me the beau ideal of a

club is to give each individual member a sense of absolute freedom,

not to let her be conscious that she is fettered by rule and regula-

tion, and yet for the committee always to keep as their watchword

and aim the greatest comfort and convenience of the greatest number.

It is that spirit which tends to make a delightful club, and it is a

spirit which, emanating from the committee, would spread quickly

among the members.

Now we have our clubs, we want them naturally to be perfection,

and there is no reason why we should not go a fair way to attain

that object. We have to deal with a new movement. All the

energy of youth is with us
;
we are not hampered by tiresome pre-

cedent, and wide vistas of what may be stretch out before us. I

would see ladies’ clubs in every town, and see them made that which

I know, over and above their aims at creating comfort, they have it in

them to become—intellectual centres for all women, places where

women of various social grades could meet on equal terms without
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pose and without effect, away from the tyranny of petty cliques and

dressmakers and social customs
;
places where ideas would come quick

and fresh, w'here new notions could be aired, and personal trivialities

give way to, or, at any rate, be mixed with, discussions and debates on

all manner of themes and theories
;
places where the routine of daily

existence would not stultify, and the interest and the joy of life and

thought be always quick and young and strong. Certain of the London

clubs already mentioned have set an excellent example in this

respect, and though I speak without the slightest authority from any

one of them, they would, I am sure, be glad to lend a helping hand,

and let other towns and centres profit by their experience.

‘ But,’ says the Supercilious Man, ^ there is one difficulty in the

way before this ideal can be attained, one difficulty which may be

insuperable.

‘ You have your clubs, you have your members, you have all the

accessories of club life, but how are you going to make woman qua
woman a clubbable animal ? She is not clubbable, she never will be

clubbable. She has too strong a natural aversion and distrust of her

own sex en masse. Her clubs are clubs only in name. They are a

collection, never a cohesion, of people. Woman does not under-

stand the spirit of a club. She has proved that she can appreciate

the value of a subsidised restaurant to which only a privileged

few belong. But a residential restaurant, however delightful, and

by whatever name it goes, has not the subtle essence of a club.

She has shown, in a way unknown among men, that she delights in

some centre where she can find mental sustenance and improve

her mind
;

but a continuation school is not a club in the true

sense, though she may so describe it. So, too, though, if she be

one of any special profession, she may care greatly to belong to a

society of women all having the same interests as herself, she has

yet to discover that a place where shop is talked is not necessarily a

club.’

What, then, is a club in the real sense ? It may take many legal

luminaries to settle ‘ What is a place ? ’ but it seems as though even

they would be baffled if set down to say when a club really is a club

!

Negatively, it is easy enough to define it
;
positively, it is another

matter. ‘ A society of men knit together by a love of society, not a

spirit of faction, meeting together not to censure or annoy those that

are absent, but for their own improvement or the good of others, and

to relax themselves from the business of the day, by innocent

and cheerful conversation,’ is Addison’s definition, a definition more

respectable, perhaps, than attractive, and rather suggestive of a

village mothers’ meeting! What is the vague intangible something

that makes man a clubbable animal and woman not? The Super-

cilious One finds it hard to say, though he is quite right in his conten-

tion, and has j)ut his finger on the one weak spot in the relation
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of women to clubs. May it not be that, whereas friendship among
women is more usual and counts for more in their lives than it does

among men, the sense of good comradeship, should they chance to

be thrown together, which men show one towards the other, which

they have learnt at public schools and at college, is a sense lacking,

or, at any rate, very undeveloped among women ? Its absence has

been demonstrated over and over again in the difficulty found in

getting women to co-operate and combine together
;
and the lack of

it is probably the reason why women’s clubs, however perfect their

outward form, give sometimes the impression of empty shells.

Women do not, I think, feel that the fact of belonging to the same

club constitutes any bond of union whatsoever between them
;
to be

members of a club, gives no sense of good fellowship
;
there is no

vague, intangible feeling of communion among them, as all being

members of one body
;
not only do they seldom speak to each other

when they meet in the club, but unless they happen to be acquaint-

ances elsewhere, they ignore one another as frigidly as if they were

in a first-class railway carriage. A woman uses her club to eat in,

or to learn at, or to entertain her personal friends
;
she does not yet

look upon going to it as a means of passing the time in a place

which is congenial to her am.ong people who are her very good

comrades while she is thrown with them.

Women’s social attitude to each other in the majority of clubs

is not such as to make club life attractive, or give a spirit of unity

to the club. Though it is a confession of weakness to say so, it

would almost seem as though, in truth, they were very deficient in

the one sense which vivifies and makes a club a vital thing. But it

is just this lacking sense that we look to clubs to evolve and bring

out in us
;
and though we may seem to have begun at the wrong end

of things by starting clubs without it, as we have done, we had no

alternative. We may, at the present moment, seem in the curious

position of possessing all the accessories of club life without the

clubbable spirit to animate us
;
but we are in* a state of transition

in this respect, we are awaking to a new order of things
;
and how, in

these days, when the air is full of Trade Unions, of co-operation and

of combination in every form, can we fail to evolve eventually into

that mysterious unclassified creature of men’s imaginings—the club-

bable animal ? And in those days which are not far distant, the

Supercilious and the Scoffer will sit side by side in silence

!

Eva Ansthutiier.
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THE NEW PLANET, HROS'

On the 13th of August last a little planet was discovered at the

Urania Observatory of Berlin by Herr O. Witt, to which he has since

given the name of Eros. Its discovery has been the great astro-

nomical sensation of the past twelve months, because its orbit passes

out of the zone in which all the other small planets move into a very

remarkable proximity to the Earth—a proximity which will cause

Eros to be of the highest value in connection with some of the most

important problems of astronomy.

In order to appreciate the method of its discovery and the reasons

which make that discovery so important it will be well briefly to

recall what had been previously achieved in the same line of research.

Copernicus had proved and Kepler and others had drawn attention to

the greatness of the gap between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Then, in 1781, Sir William Herschel detected the planet Uranus at

a distance from the Sun agreeing with the next term of a series

which Titius and Bode had noticed as almost exactly representing

the distances of the other planets, except that for one term, between

those which corresponded with Mars and Jupiter, there was no

planet known.

While twenty-four astronomers were arranging a search for such

a missing member of the solar system, Piazzi (who was not one of

them) unexpectedly detected at Palermo on the 1st of January 1801

a little planet,[afterwards named Ceres. Three more were found by

two out of the[twenty-four astronomers in the course of the next six

years. A fifth was found in 1845, after an interval of thirty-eight

years; then the progress became rapid. Since 1846 no year has

passed without such a discovery. In 1868 the total reached 100; in

1879, 200; in 1890, 300; in 1895, 400; and now it is nearly four

hundred and fifty. After a few of the brighter ones had been

detected the search for others became a wearisome process. New
star-charts had to be constructed, with great labour, so as to include

tlie fainter stars. If a f^mall star was noticed with the telesco}>e

which could not be found in them, it was carefully watched, and if it

(•xliibited an oiUital movement it was entered on the li.‘4. of planets

and the various elements of its orbit were calculated and recorded.
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But when many astronomers were inclined to look upon all this

work as well-nigh profitless, and too wearisome to be continued,

photography with startling suddenness did away with all need of

star-charts and of any comparison of observations with them. Upon

a photographic plate suitably exposed, Herr Max Wolf of Heidelberg

found that a little planet had recorded its place on the 22nd of

December, 1891. There was no need to compare the plate with any

chart of stars. The planet had asserted its right to the name of

Wanderer by moving on a little way in its orbit amongst the stars

during the exposure of the plate. The stars left their traces in dots

(the effect of the rotatory motion of the Earth having been duly com-

pensated)
;
the planet left its trail in a little straight line drawn by

it in the direction of its motion.

In the next year Max Wolf found thirteen more, and in the

same year Charlois ten, by this new method. And since the early

part of 1892, out of 100 discoveries of such planets, only three

or four have been made by the old method of eye observation.

Once more, however, the great abundance of these photographic

discoveries of planet after planet began to make astronomers despair

of the possibility of so keeping count of their orbits and positions as

to be able to determine whether the little trails, of which several

were sometimes found upon the same photographic plate, indicated

the presence of planets previously seen or hitherto unknown. It

would, indeed, have been quite impossible to do so had it not been for

the unremitting industry of German computers, as evidenced year by

year in the Berliner Jahrhuch.

These little bodies were even termed astronomical nuisances.

But one of them—the 433rd—has at last proved to be a great

astronomical treasure. It has proved that it would have been most

unwise to have neglected any of these minute portions of our solar

system. Some

—

e.g. Hilda (No. 153), Thule (No. 279), and one which

is still unnamed (No. 361)—approach so near to the orbit of Jupiter

that they will be of much use in the accurate determination of that

great planet’s mass. Others are of especial interest in the com-
parison of their very oval orbits with those of certain periodic

comets. But by far the most important are those whose orbits lie

nearest to that of the Earth. Only three or four, however, such

as ^Ethra (No. 132), Brucia (No. 323), and Ingeborg (No. 391),

have hitherto been found which ap]:)roach the Earth, even to a very

moderate extent, within the distance of that part of the somewhat

oval orbit of Mars in wUich he is at his farthest from the sun

;

and they do so only in a small portion of their orbits.

But in the case of Eros we meet with something utterly different

and unexpected. A new planet has been discovered whose average

distance from the Sun is less than that of Mars
;
a planet which

at times comes within a distance from the Earth not much more
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than one-third of the nearest distance within which Mars ever

approaches it.

On the 13th of August, 1898, Herr Witt exposed a photographic

plate with the hope of obtaining upon it the trail of another

previously known minor planet. He succeeded, but upon the plate

there was also h second, fainter trail—faint and of unusual length

because of the rapidity with which the planet had moved. This indi-

cated an unusual orbit. Further observations were at once made.

From them Herr Berberich calculated what proved to be a most sur-

prising orbit. The path of Mars up to this time had practically

formed the boundary beyond which minor planets had hardly trans-

gressed. This new planet came forty-five millions of miles within the

mean distance of Mars. With the exception of the Moon, it is by
far the nearest celestial neighbour of the Earth, the nearest approach

even of Venus to the Earth being not'much less than twice as great.

But let us now ask. Why should the near approach of Eros to the

Earth attach an extraordinary value to our acquaintance with it?

Is it because we may hope to see the details of its surface, or

to set up some communication between it and the Earth ? By no

means. If we may judge by the amount of light which it reflects

to us, we may conclude that its diameter is probably less than twenty

miles. The largest telescope, therefore, will barely reveal in it any

disc of measurable breadth. On the contrary, the great value of this

little Eros depends upon its enabling us to measure the scale upon

which the whole universe around us is constructed with an accuracy

much surpassing any that has been previously attained.

Our estimate, for instance, of the distance of any star, or of the

size of the orbits of any pair of double stars, in fact all our measure-

ments in the celestial spaces, depend upon our knowledge of the

distance of the Earth from the Sun. To determine that distance a

direct trigonometrical method, such as is used in surveying, and such

as may be applied to find the distance of the Moon from the Earth,

cannot be used, as no instruments can be constructed of the necessary

delicacy. But there is a remarkable proportion connected with the

movements of the planets in their orbits, discovered by Kepler and

more fully investigated by the genius of Newton, which enables us at

once to determine the distance of the Sun, if only we can measure

the distance of any one of the other planets from the Earth.

It was at one time hoped that this might be accurately determined

in the case of Venus by observations made on those rare occasions

when it passes in transit across the Sun’s disc, l^ut the glare of the

Sun’s light, the ill-defined edge of the Sun’s disc, and the atmosphere

of Venus itself, combine to deprive such observations of the necessary

accuracy. Apart from some other methods, involving long peripds of

time and highly complicated theoretical investigations in their use,

attention was therefore next given to an attempt to obtain the
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distance of the planet Mars when it makes its nearest approaches to

the Earth. It was, however, found to be difficult to measure the

exact position of the centre of its disc. Whereupon it was suggested

that some of the nearer minor planets, although they would be

farther from the Earth, and their distance from it proportionately

more difficult to determine, might more than compensate for this

disadvantage by the great accuracy with which the positions of their

starlike telescopic images might be observed. And this was^ found

to be the case. The most accurate value of the Sun’s distance

known at the present time is believed to be that which has been

skilfully deduced in this way from observations of certain of the nearer

minor planets by Dr. Grill, H.M. Astronomer at the Cape of Good

Hope.

The new planet, Eros, is of the utmost value for such observations,

because the accuracy of the result which they afford is proportionate

to the nearness to the Earth of the planet that is observed. The

method of calculation employed depends upon the ratio of the

planet’s distance to the distance between two observers simultaneously

looking at it from two widely separated points upon the Earth’s

surface, or to the distance through w^hich an observer may himself

be moved, by the rotation of the Earth upon its axis, between two

observations made, the one soon after sunset, and the other shortly

before sunrise. The movements of the Earth and the planet in their

orbits in the interval (as also if in the first case the two observations

made are not exactly simultaneous) can be allowed for, and will not

affect the final result. An observer may be moved between such an

evening and early-morning observation when this latter (termed the

diurnal) method is employed, provided he be near to the equator, to

a position which may be separated by about 7,000 miles, supposed to

be measured in a straight line drawn through the Earth, from his

previous place. The effect would be the same in altering the

apparent direction in which the planet would be seen as if he were

looking at it at one moment from Jamaica, and then were suddenly

transported to see it from Aden.

The difference in the directions in which the planet is seen

from two such standpoints, as compared with the positions of the stars

around it, which are so distant that no change is produced in their

apparent places, is in such cases large enough to be capable of very

accurate measurement, and will be so much the larger and

more easily measurable the nearer any planet employed is to the

Earth.

It was a few years ago supposed that the diurnal method would prove

to be the most satisfactory possible, because in it the same observer

and the same instrument can be employed for all the observations.

We are inclined to think that this may ultimately prove to be the

case, if an observatory suitably equipped, and situated near to the
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equator, can be employed. Dr. Gill has, however, introduced such

improvements into the other method that it has been chiefly used

under his superintendence for the last published ' and most accurate

result that has yet been obtained, viz. from observations of the minor

planets Victoria, Sappho, and Iris, made in 1888 and 1889 at the

Cape of Good Hope, and at Yale, Leipzig, Gottingen, Bamberg, and

Oxford (Radcliffe) Observatories. But it is very interesting that it

is also found that observations (nearly 3,500 in number) made at the

same time by the diurnal method upon the planet Victoria at the

Cape, although that observatory is unfavourably situated for the use

of this method, in a latitude thirty-four degrees south of the equator,

gave almost precisely the same result—a value of very nearly

92,875,000 miles as the distance of the Sun from the Earth.

This is a very trustworthy value, but it nevertheless involves an

uncertainty of about 50,000 miles, or possibly somewhat more. It

was obtained by the observation of planets selected for their suita-

bility of position and because their orbits were very accurately

known, which did not, however, come within a distance equal to six

times that of the nearest approach which Eros may make to the

earth. There is every reason, therefore, to hope that our future

observations of Eros may give us this all-important unit for all our

celestial measurings—the distance of the Earth from the Sun—with

an accuracy six times greater than any which has hitherto been

secured.

It is very fortunate that Eros, when at its nearest approach to

the Sun, is also almost in the plane of the Earth’s orbit. If the Earth

is at the same time in the corresponding part of its own orbit, the

planet’s approximation to the Earth is consequently in nowise hin-

dered by its being elevated above, or depressed below, the Earth’s

orbit. But the two are only simultaneously in these positions once

in about every thirty years, and it is very unfortunate that an ex-

ceedingly favourable concurrence of such positions occurred in

January 1894, so that the next occasion will not be until January

1924. In the latter part, however, of 1900, and in the beginning of

1901, the Earth and Eros will come within about thirty-one millions

of miles, and this, their nearest approach to one another before the

year 1924, will enable observations of much importance to be made,

which ought to suffice for a decided improvement in the accuracy

of our present estimate of the distance of the Sun.

A few further statements with reference to this very remarkable

planet may be of interest. Its mean distance from the Sun is five and

a half millions of miles less than that of Mars. That distance ranks,

therefore, not with those of all the other little planets as between that

of Mars and that of .Jupiter, but as between the Earth’s and that of

Mars. Owing, however, to the ovalness of its orbit, it passes in

‘ Annals of the Ca/pc Ohscrratory, vol. vi., published in 1897.
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one part of its circuit about eleven millions of miles beyond the

maximum distance of Mars, which is, nevertheless, a comparatively

slight excess. Its period of revolution round the Sun is 643 days,

that of Mars being 687. There is no fear of its ever colliding

with Mars, because the two orbits, where they would otherwise

intersect, are separated by an interval of about twenty-one millions

of miles, owing to the difference of their tilts, or inclinations to the

Ecliptic.

Besides its great usefulness for the purpose already explained,

the perturbations of its motion by the Earth’s attraction will afford

another indirect and theoretically very interesting method of

determining the distance of the Sun, by its enabling a comparison

to be made between the masses of the Earth and the Sun. The

perturbations of the motion of Eros by Mars will, in addition, be very

valuable to astronomers. Certain recondite effects of its proximity

in reference to the Moon may also prove to be important. The

great alterations in its distance from the Earth at different times

will afford an excellent test as to whether the light received from it

varies exactly as the inverse square of its distance from us, or meets

with any hindrance, or absorbing medium, in its passage. The

comparison of its light with the phases of its little disc corresponding

to its positions relatively to the Earth and the Sun will also be

instructive.

The discovery of Eros has afforded a most important proof of the

value of stellar photographs carefully kept and preserved. For the

more accurate determination of the elements of its orbit it was very

desirable to obtain, if possible, records of its exact position in

previous years. Very careful search was therefore made amongst

the many plates preserved at the Harvard College Observatory, in

America, in order to see if its faint trace could be found upon some
of those which had been exposed in 1896. It seemed almost

impossible to detect it. But at last success rewarded a search which

proved most trying to the eyes. Mrs. Fleming, well known for her

splendid work in connection with stellar spectra in the Harvard
Observatory, detected the trail upon a plate dated the 5th of

June, 1896. It was soon found upon other plates of that year,

as its probable position could now be more precisely calculated.

Then on others of 1893 and 1894; upon thirteen plates in all.

Its orbit is consequently known at the present time with great

accuracy.

There is no reason to suppose that Eros is a body recently

drawn, by the attraction of the Earth, into its present orbit. Its

near approach to the Earth is by no means near enough for such an

event as that to have occurred. It has doubtless escaped previous

observation because its light has only exceeded that of an eighth

magnitude star (or, for the purpose of photography, as it seems to be
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wanting in violet rays, that of a ninth magnitude star) for about two

months in the last eleven years. On the comparatively rare

occasions of its very nearest approach it will be barely within the

range of visibility to the naked eye.

In conclusion, it may be noticed that the proximity of the orbit

of this little neighbour to that of the Earth may afford one more argu-

ment against the hypothesis put forward by Olbers of the supposed

origin of the minor planets by the explosion of a larger planet, a

hypothesis which for a while met with much acceptance. When
only four minor planets had been discovered, three at least of their

orbits tended to support his hypothesis. It has, however, since been

discarded by nearly all the highest authorities in astronomy, to the

regret, no doubt, of those whom the idea of any celestial catastrophe

seems to fascinate, whether it be the possible collision of two suns,

the destruction of the Earth by a comet, or the blowing of a planet

into pieces by its own inherent forces. Even if such an event could

have occurred, and have produced the minor planets, it must have

been at an exceedingly remote epoch
;

otherwise, by the laws of

mechanics every fragment would have continued, once in each of its

subsequent revolutions round the Sun, to pass again and again through

the point of explosion. Millions of years would have been required

to have enabled the mutual perturbing attractions of the fragments

upon each other so to change their orbits as to have effaced all trace

of the point where the catastrophe took jfface. Apart, however, from

this, and apart from the fact that it is difficult to conceive how the

orbits could have been spread over seven-eighths of the vast interval

which separates those of Mars and Jupiter, apart also from the great

extension of the region in which they move which is involved in the

newly found orbit of Eros, another argument against the hypothesis

seems to be conclusive.

It appears impossible to conceive of such an amount of explosive

energy in any globe as should not only hurl away a number of

ejected portions in the directions and with the velocities which

would produce such widely differing orbits, but such as should

break up and suitably project the whole mass of the globe,

leaving no fragment of any importance unprojected. A cannon-

ball, as Proctor has remarked in his Old and Neiv Astronomy,
‘ might be driven by a certain charge of gunpowder to a distance of

two or three miles, but a thousand times that charge would not

scatter the fragments of the cannon (if the ball had been tightly

driven in) over a similar distance all round the place of explosion.

Nothing known about our Earth’s interior, nothing which we can infer

about the interior of any other planet formed l)y processes such as we

recognise in the development of the solar system as at present under-

stood, suggests the possibility that a millionth ]>art of the force
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necessary to shatter a planet, as Olbers’s theory requires, can ever be

generated or accumulated within the planet’s interior.’ ^

Kather may we see in a planet such as Eros a portion of the

primeval solar nebula unused in the formation either of Mars or

of the Earth. The minor planets are probably no fragments

of a larger planet previously existing, but the fragments that

might have helped to form a larger planet had it not been for the

influence of the mighty globe of Jupiter. We may see in them one

more instance of the effect of that process of tidal action which

Professor Darwin has of late so wonderfully applied to show how the

matter of the Moon may, in bygone time, have been disrupted from

the then viscous Earth, in the form of a succession of lumps broken

off by centrifugal efi’ect from the summits of great tidal waves—

a

hypothesis which is found to be of ever-widening application, as, for

instance, to the genesis of double stars, and to the temporary outburst

of such stars as that which Kepler saw in 1572 in Cassiopeia.

The attraction of the globe of Jupiter, as the solar nebula con-

tracted within his orbit, may well have produced such tides in its

mass 'as, in place of allowing a greater quantity of matter or a

nebulous ring to be more quietly detached at some subsequent ej^och,

so as to form another large globe, may have caused many and many
a smaller portion to have been broken off and left behind. These

portions we may now see in the hundreds of minor planets which

have so far been discovered. After a while, it may be supposed that

the influence of Jupiter was so far left behind by the continued con-

traction of th^solar nebula that the formation of larger globes, such

as those of Mars and the Earth, Venus and Mercury, began again.

However this may be, let us hope that in the succession of celestial

photographs now being continuously secured other similar fragments

may ere long be revealed whose orbits may be as interesting as that

of Eros, whether they may revolve within, or, like it, outside of the

orbit of the Earth. Let us hope that some of them may approach the

Earth even more closely than Eros. If so, they will be still more
useful rewards of the unwearied industry of observers and computers,

and of the skill displayed in astronomical photography.

E. Ledger.
2 Old and Nav Astronomy, p. 563,
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THE NAVAL SITUATION

I. Growth of Navies

The growing cost of armaments and the strain which their maintenance

imposes upon the nations of the world have been the subject of an

extraordinary amount of attention since the date of the Czar’s rescript

and the beginning of the peace ‘ crusade.’ There is some danger

that the eager and not too well instructed peace prophets may
mislead the public as to the naval position of this country, with the

inevitable result of risk to national interests. When novelists and

editors of repute are found asserting that if ^England increases her

estimates or adds to her naval programmes she must be held to have

deliberately rejected the Czar’s olive branch, some misconception is

evidently abroad in the land.

It should be noted that, while the rapid and remarkable develop-

ment of the British Navy during the past ten years l^s been much
commented upon, the equally rapid and equally remarkable develop-

ment of foreign navies has been to a great extent overlooked by these

writers. Between 1879 and 1888 Great Britain launched 160,700

tons of battleships; between 1889 and 1898 no less than 363,300

tons, thus more than doubling her output. But the six ^ other great

naval Powers maintained this same ratio, and raised the tonnage

launched from 262,900 tons in the former decennial period to

578,500 tons in the latter period. The British percentage of the

total tonnage launched by the seven Powers (including Great Britain)

was thirty-eight in the first and thirty-eight and a half in the second

period. That is to say, it remains virtually the same. Only be-

cause others are building more we have had to build more.

The diagram illustrating the naval expenditure of the Great

Powers during the last thirty years, which I prepared for this Keview

of May last, will show that the first move in what Mr. Labouchere

calls the game of ‘ beggar-my-neighbour ’ did not come from England.

It came from Pussia, who in 1882 decided upon an immense naval

])rograinrne, which was slowly but steadily executed. In 1882 also

France, and in 1883 Germany, began to increase markedly and

' France, Russia, Germany, Italy, United States, Japan.
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abnormally their naval outlay. England did not reply till 1884,

when, by the confession of so optimistic a critic as Admiral Colomb,^

her navy was ' not superior to that of France alone, either in iron-

clads or in cruisers,’ while other perfectly qualified critics considered

it distinctly inferior. Of the possibility of British success in a war

with one Power at this time our ablest Admirals appear to have had

the gravest doubt. ‘ I always hoped,’ says Admiral Sir E. Vesey

Hamilton, at this date commanding in China, ‘ I might not be in the

first rank of officers in command, as I felt sure some of the leading

admirals or generals were safe to share Byng’s fate, ^our encouragev

les autres.’ Hornby was equally uneasy, and the upper ranks of the

service were distinctly alarmed. Surely no one now wishes to go

back to this perilous state of things.

Taking the figures of the naval estimates of the leading

Powers at intervals of ten years, it will be noted that Eussia is

the Power which has made the largest proportionate increase in

outlay

:

— England France Ptussia Germany
1

U.S.A. 1

£ £ £ £ £
1879 lO'o 7-5 2’5 ^

i

*J

1889 14-9 8-2 3-G 3-5 4-2

1898 23-7 11-6 6-9* 5-7 7
'

1899 26-G 12-1 8-7-x- G-5 9
1

* Probably no portion of the special grant of £10,000,000 for new construction is included in these

figures.

To correct the Continental figures the tax of compulsory service,

which makes no showing in accounts, must be added in, and, in the

case of Eussia, the annual cost of pensions, which does not appear in

the Navy Estimates. To some extent this is true also of France

and Germany, as these Powers pension many of their retired officers

and seamen indirectly, by giving them positions on the railways and

in the civil service. In England the charge for pensions on the

estimates exceeds 2,000,OOOL Correcting for these items, it may
safely be said that the amount spent directly and indirectly upon

the French and Eussian navies is quite as large as that spent upon

the British Navy.^ The extreme economy and honesty of British

administration explain our very superior results.

To a certain extent the growing estimates may be due to the

tendency of civilisation, which Adam Smith so clearly discerned,

towards increased costliness of weapons. The standard battleship of

^ Life of Sir A. C. Key, p, 428.

llussia pays her 42,000 oflicers and men 4o5,000Z., or a little under \\l. per

head. England pays her lOo.OOO men 5,000,000z., or nearly 501. per head. France

pays her 43,000 oflicers and men 1,700,000^., or about 40^. per head. In pensions

France spends only 44G,000Z., j’et she has more officers in the lieutenants’ and sub-

lieutenants’ list than England.

VoL. XLV—No. 260 T T
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1860 cost 400, 000^. complete; the standard battleship to-day costs

1,000,000^. The largest British cruiser of thirty years ago cost

250,000^.
;
our new ‘ mighty ’ ships will come to four times as much.

And when it is said by agitators that the working classes are

‘ plundered ’ to build such vessels, let it be remembered that from

first to last the cost of a big ship in England goes almost entirely in

wages to the working man. Of the raw materials the best iron-ore

and nickel alone come from abroad. It would be no exaggeration

to say that, of the 1,000,000^. to be spent on the Formidable, five-

sixths will reach the collier, the iron and steel worker, the shipwright

and the labourer. Nor can it be maintained that economically such

outlay is a waste of resources. It gives security, and security is a

very precious possession.

A very good idea of the relative position of the seven great

Powers may be obtained by examining the figures for battleships,

(1) launched in the two decennial periods 1879-1888 and 1889-1898,

and (2) on the stocks at the beginning of this year, or projected

under the naval programmes for 1899.

Launched Building or
Projected

Total

187 1-1888 1889-1898 1899

Ships Tons Ships Tons Ships Tons Sliips Tons
England . 17 160,700 26 363,300 12 170,000 55 694,000
France 14 131,200 15 154,600 2 27,200 31 313,000

j

j

Eussia 4 40,000 16 145,100 8 93,400 28 278,500 1

Germany . 2 12,600 7 73,900 5 55,000 14 141,500
;

Japan — 3 40,000 3 45,000 6 85,000
Italy

!

6 79,100 4 43,700 3 40,500 13 163,300
U.S.A. i

— — 13 121,200 0 78,000 19 199,200

Note,

—

The new British battleships (1899 programme) are reckoned at 14,000 tons ; the six new
Russian battleships at 12,800 tons each.

These figures give fairly accurately the efficient battleships ^ (down

to vessels of 4,000 tons) belonging to the seven Great Powers, and

some idea of the relative positions of those Powers. It will be

noticed that Eussia, the United States, and Germany are gaining

rapidly upon France, whose naval position must be very soon lost.

In the near future Eussia is going to be the second Power in Europe.

Italy is dropping steadily behind. Of her three ships entered as

‘ building,’ only one has as yet been begun, and with her poverty the

construction of a battleship usually occupies from six to seven years,

against three years in England and four in France.

Next, taking cruisers launched during the ten years ’89-98 and

building in January, 1899, the figures are :

' Tho older (1870-88) ship.s of France arc more cllicicnt tlian tho.^c of England.

Sec p. <12:5.
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Launched Building or

Projected

Total
\

1889-1898 1899

Ships Tons Ships Tons Ships Tons

England 74 418,000 10 184,400 93 602,400

France 35 135,200 16 120,400 51 255,600

Russia 3 26,0(10 21 109,000 24 135,900

Germany IG 64,800 5 20,200 21 85,000

Japan . 14 65,400 7 48,400 21 113,800

Italy . 10 33,700 4 23,700 14 57,300 I

U.S.A. 15 66,GOO 0 52,500 24 119,100
j

The fact that Kussia is building an extravagant number of cruisers,

which can only be used against England, will not escape attention.

Those who railed at Lord Salisbury’s far from sanguine speech on

the opening of Parliament, and who are exalting Russia’s pacific

intentions, would do well to study these figures. It is true that nine

out of ten 2o-knot cruisers of 3,000 tons each are as yet only in

project, but as they form part of the 1898 programme they have

been included. The movement in France and Russia towards cruiser

construction unquestionably reveals hostility to England. As

Admiral de Cuverville, chief of the French General Staff, said before

the Extra-Parliamentary Commission ‘ On one side the Triple Alliance

compels us to build a certain number of battleships
;
on the other

side the prospect of conflict with England obliges us to build yet

more and to add to them in sufficient number cruisers to attack

commerce, with a large radius of action.’ When we see more and

more cruisers of high speed being built in France we know what it

portends. And, as has been pointed out in the Marine Frangaise,

whereas only five British battleships are required to look after each

three of the Dual Alliance, by our Three Admirals’ Report, two British

cruisers are needed to watch each French and Russian one. By
constructing cruisers wholesale France and Russia thus impose a

severe strain upon us.

The figures, however, given above by no means represent the

naval activity of France. For the last two years she has been spend-

ing very large sums upon the complete reconstruction and rearmament
of her older ships. In 1898-99 she laid out no less than 1,200,000Z.,

while this year she will spend G50,000L in this way. The battleships

Iloche, Caiman, Requin, Terrible, Furieux, Marceau, Devastation^

Courbet, Redoutable, Neptune, Duperre, Magenta, Indomptable,

and Baudin, have recently undergone, or are now to undergo, drastic

alterations. Nothing on this scale has been attempted in England.

As one consequence France was in the autumn of 1898 hopelessly

unready for war; in 1900, however, the tables will be turned, and
this formidable fleet of rejuvenated ironclads will confront our older

ships, which are year by year—as nothing is done to them—becoming

® Marin? Fraiiqzisc, 1808, p. 191.
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less formidable. As in 1900 several of the new Eussian battleships

and cruisers will be ready for sea, this will be a critical time for

England.

Signs that the French naval authorities intend to follow the Czar’s

‘ pacific ’ example, and apply a large extra vote to shipbuilding, are

not wanting. Naval interest since the Fashoda crisis has been strong

in France, as witness the huge subscription raised by such a very

fourth-rate (in circulation) journal as the Matin, to provide sub-

marines, and the establishment of a French Navy League, modelled

upon our British one. M. Lockroy, the French Minister of Marine,

has taken the very extraordinary step of pressing officers and officials

to join this league and to further the naval movement. This is cer-

tainly very significant, as it indicates that the new league will have

at its back the whole force of the authorities. A similar move-

ment in Grermany led two years ago to the establishment of a

‘ Flottenverein ’ with the motto ‘ Our future lies upon the waters,’

and in Italy one year back to the establishment of a ‘ Lega Navale ’

with the motto ‘ Italy must be a naval Power or cease to exist.’ The

Oerman Navy League has already quite outstripped its British pre-

decessor, and counts no less than 80,000 members. It grows clearer

and clearer from such signs as this that, far from naval disarmament

being at hand, the comjDetition is going to grow fiercer and fiercer.

And this suggests that the mere progress of armaments will crush

out the weaker Powers of the world without war. It is a new phase

of the unending and desperate struggle for existence. The portents

are gloomy for States with finances in hopeless disorder, such as

France and Italy
;
bright for the Anglo-Saxon and Teuton. The

last consular report on Germany draws attention to the fact that ‘ in

the prosperous state of the country’s finances it is expected that the

large expenditure for the navy may be met out of the ordinary

revenue.’ It is certain that in England and the United States any

outlay on the Navy can be met in the same way. Japan, Eussia,

Italy, and France must have recourse to loans which bring present

relief at the cost of future embarrassment; As two of these Powers

are our allies or friends, British financial help might be extended to

them in future. But any friction with Germany w'ould place this

country in a most dangerous position. The Nonconformist conscience,

however, may be trusted to safeguard us against trouble with a

Protestant and kindred Power, while Germany’s trading interests are

such as more and more to identify her policy with ours. She will

not, doubtless, risk war on our account, nor will she ever quarrel with

Eussia for our beaux yeux. But she is not likely to join a great

coalition in upsetting the British Empire. Our change of attitude

to lier and our evident naval strength—a factor with which the

Bismarckian policy had not to reckon—will gradually cement the

‘union of hearts,’ if Kngland is not suddenly carried away by some
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gust of anti-German sentiment. Already the growth of cordiality

since January 1898 has been surprising and most satisfactory. The
first interest, too, of Germany and England is peace and the ‘ status

quo,’ so that the anti-armaments man can warmly support such an

alliance.

II. New Factoes in Naval Wae

The trials of the submarine boat Gustave Zede in France have

led to the most extravagant anticipations as to the influence of the

submarine on war. Since the days of Admiral Aube, the ‘ Young
School ’—its theories really date back to Napoleon’s age—has held

that England can be humbled and defeated by the magic means of

torpedo boats, submarines, and warfare against commerce. Torpedo

boats are to harass her ships by night
;

submarines by day
;

and

croiseurs cwsaires meanwhile are to play havoc with her merchant

service. No one who has seen anything of fleets at their work would

be disposed to doubt the very real and terrible menace of the torpedo

boat. No fleet could close in on a hostile port in which were many
such craft in the hands of bold and enteiqDrising seamen. But to

suggest that the torpedo boat can destroy our maritime supremacy is

ridiculous. If, in war, the torpedo boat proves its value, England’s

shipbuilding resources would enable her in a few months to cover

the sea with destroyers and torpedo boats. Implements of war are

relatively little
;

trained personnel and engineering resources are

everything, and both are there. The roots of sea-power strike far

deeper than the ‘ A^oung School’ imagines.

And now for this much-puffed Zede and her qualities. She is an

electrically propelled, cigar-shaped vessel with a speed on the surface

of fourteen knots and below the surface of eight knots. Her
radius of action does not in practice exceed forty-five miles. Her
weapon is one torpedo tube, discharging the Whitehead. She has

made voyages from Toulon to Marseilles in rough weather, and out

from Toulon in calm and storm. She has torpedoed a slowly moving

battleship before a gun could be laid upon her spasmodically

appearing conning tower. She is not a sea-going ship
;
her personnel

is known to suffer acute discomfort when she is in diving trim
;
and,

unless she has some secret properties ^ not hitherto divulged, she

cannot, under water, see or steer. Like all other submarines as yet

constructed, she is liable to dive and to dive suddenly and disastrously.

A PYench editor has challenged her officers to torpedo him in a fairly

fast ship, as yet with no result. To the outside critic she seems in

every way inferior to the Nordenfelt submarine boat, which, as far

back as 1887, could do all that she can do and yet steamed fifteen

knots on the surface. Such is this appalling engine which is to

revolutionise naval war.

® Which I doubt, as we should have heard more of them.
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Her sphere of activity is very limited. She can only be dangerous

to an enemy near her own coast-line. There, running on the surface,

she will be extremely formidable, especially at night, if she knows

the exact bearing of the quarry she hunts. If she does not know the

exact bearing, she will find it hard to discover a battleship or cruiser

with all lights out. Her own conning tower emerges but a few feet

from the water. One great and practical difficulty with the ordinary

torpedo boat is the small field of vision which its low deck gives,

rendering navigation excessively hard. With the submarine, of what-

ever type, the field of vision will be yet more limited. Moreover, the

people who imagine that the Zede and her kind will have things all

their own way off a blockaded port deceive themselves in the most

singular manner. The submarines will be attacked by destroyers, by

torpedo boats, by armed launches, and by fast steamers, such as the

Gloucester, taken over from the merchant service and equipped with

a few six and twelve pounders. The submarine’s course could proba-

bly be followed in daylight, when she dived, by the bubbles
;
at night,

when she once went under, she would lose all sense of orientation as

does a man in a train in a tunnel. A very great strain would thus

be imposed upon her crew. The compass, it should be remembered,

cannot be trusted in a steel hull when surrounded by electrical

machinery. Heavy mines wmuld be planted beforehand in her

probable course
;
possibly guns throwing charges of high explosives

would be mounted to meet her. The big ship would carry instru-

ments, already devised, to give warning of the neighbourhood of the

submarine, and, when these sounded the alarm, would run out to sea

at twelve or fourteen knots. Thus, though the submarine may cause

the loss of a ship from time to time, w^e may rest practically certain

that in its present form it cannot change the fate of a Navy.

In the United States two submarines, which look perfect upon

paper, have been building for the last two years. One at least of them

could have been finished in time for the operations before Santiago,

had American naval officers been convinced of her value. But they

came to the conclusion that the practical difficulties in her case were

not easily to be overcome. The motive to use a submarine to clear

a,way the mines closing the entrance to Santiago was very strong at

the beginning of July. Shaffer on the 2nd of July urged ‘that

you [Sampson] make effort immediately to force the entrance,’ " to

which Sampson replied that lie could do nothing till the channel

was cleared of mines. This is work for which a submarine would

ajipear peculiarly qualified, yet no application was made to Washing-

ton for such a vessel.

Uven in France there are some cool heads. Thus ‘ V. ]).’ (probably

Admiral Dupont) writes in Le Yacht :
‘ While recognising that great

’ OJticial ltf'j)(>rfs, p. G03. ** Tlic 21st of January, 18!>9.
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progress has been made in submarine navigation, and that practical

results have been obtained, which will, we may feel certain, be further

developed, let us beware of asserting that the submarine or the

surface boat has condemned to destruction this or that type of ship.

For the time we have not reached that position . . . The Gustave

Zede is still only a defensive craft.’ The Admiral has great hopes of

the new Narval, which more closely approaches the Nordenfelt boat and

which is to be able to enter British harbours. Such hopes have been

since submarine navigation began. We shall see if they are realised

when she is afloat. Meantime we might do worse than apply a small

sum to experiment with submarines. Then we should be ready to

send boats into Cherbourg or Brest, if they proved a success.

III. How WE Stand

With the Navy estimates for 1899 in our hand, it is worth our

while to consider our present position, and the measures most neces-

sary to enhance the efficiency of the navy. This will give some test

of the adequacy or otherwise of the Government proj)osals.

Official returns are not wholly to be trusted. ‘ The strictest regard

for the truth,’ wrote Sir Eobert Peel to the Duke of Wellington in

1845, ‘ does not compel a minister of the Crown publicly to proclaim

that this country is in a most defenceless state.’ ^ No one, of

course, would to-day allege that England is defenceless, but there

are weak points in her armour. Now, at this very date. Sir Eobert

applied to the Admiralty for a return of our naval forces. As this

return would largely determine the policy of the Cabinet with regard

to the strengthening of the national defences, its accuracy was of

immense importance. Yet though he had asked for the number of

steamers ‘ ready for service ’ in the navy, he was actually furnished

with a list of vessels including steamers in need of heavy repairs, and

therefore unavailable, and ships on the stocks for wffiich neither

boilers nor engines were provided. Grossly misled. Peel arrived at

the conclusion that England was not so defenceless after all. But

some critic must have got hold of the return and convinced him of

its worthlessness, as we find him a little later stating that it ‘ turned out

on inquiry to be erroneous—a great over-statement of our strength.’

No wonder he asked in despair, ‘ What are these Boards for ?
’

Happily our position to-day is vastly different from what it was

in 1845. Yet it cannot be denied that the official return of the

17th of May 1898 does convey to the public an erroneous impression

of our strength. It will be shown later that England is qualitatively

superior as against France and Eussia, but in effective ships she is not

“ Parker, Sir R. Peel, iii. 207.

Briggs’s Naval Administration, pp. 145-0. Parker, cit., pp. 217-8.
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numerically superior, as this return would show. In the British

figures appeared many battleships older than those in the effective

list of any other Power, with dilapidated boilers, obsolete engines,

antiquated batteries, and inadequate coal-supply
;
and ‘ armoured

cruisers,’ which \vere officially declared ineffective in March 1889.

One of these precious ‘ cruisers ’ has her back broken
;

another,

stripped of masts, is used as a hulk. Ships in better condition in

foreign navies were omitted—for instance, the Couronne, Implacable,

SuTveillante, and Triomphante in the case of France. It may be

said that in French official lists these vessels do not appear, but they

are just as effective as the Warrior or Black Prince and are even

more capable of being used in war. One does not want to be unjust

to the hard-worked and very capable Naval Intelligence Department.

No doubt it was not allowed to discriminate between ineffective and

effective. But the consequence certainly was that the public was

to some extent misled.

More trustworthy as an index of naval strength were the figures

prepared by Lord Charles Beresford in June 1898. He rejected all

British ships armed wdth muzzle-loaders and all foreign ships of

contemporary date which had not been re-armed. Of course these

have some value, but only a small one. The Iron Duke's muzzle-

energy of fire per minute is, for instance, but 20,000 foot tons

against the Formidable's 400,000 foot tons, while the old Iron

Duke's weakness is enhanced by the use of smoky powder and short-

range guns, as well as by her old-pattern armour and her low speed.

Lord Charles’s figures corrected to March 1899 are

:

England France Bussia

Battleships''

Beady Building Beady Building Beady Building
1

Class A 22 18 G 7 0 11
i

„ B 11 — 17 — J) 1 1

„ c 4 — 2 — 0
1

87 18 25 i 15 12

* Class A, seaworthy ships, hcav3' armament, speed IG knots, quick-firing guns, displacement of over

9,fKJ0 tons.

Class li, oltler or smaller battleships down to 4,0UU tons.

Class C, old ships re-armed throughout.

To get some idea of the fighting value of these ships we must

reduce them to a common factor. A fairly accurate estimate will be

secured if a numerical value of five is assigned to each ship in A,

three to each in B, and tw^o to each in C. There are ships in eacif

class whicli rise above or fall below these imaginary coefficients, but

the average hcas to be considered and some allowance made at the

same time for the value of numbers in this day of torpedo warfare.

The results are then :
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England
France
Russia

Battleships

Cruisers* Total Points

Beady Building

151 90 154 395

85 85 75-5 195*5

57 58 31 146

For list of cruisers see below. A are given 2 points, B 1^, and C 1.

And this actual result coincides with, the evaluations arrived at

abroad by foreign officers, who may be considered fair authorities,

wdth the tables of the Grerman Wislicenus,^^ and with the estimates

of Signor D’ Adda and the Marine Frangaise. With such a con-

sensus of expert authority w^e may feel on tolerably firm ground,

though there are foreign estimates of British strength much below

the above. Roughly speaking, our effective battleships are very

slightly superior to those of France and Russia, but it should be

noted that no responsible strategist has expressed his satisfaction

with such a bare superiority. The present Phrst Sea Lord was one

of the signatories of the Three Admirals’ Report, and these declared

a proportion of five or at least four British battleships to the enemy’s

three, plus a British reserve, necessary to blockade. This is not an

alarmist’s utterance, and is thoroughly confirmed by the evidence of

the Spanish-American War.

In cruisers the three countries stand thus

:

— England France Russia

A. Modern armoured cruisers 23 18 5
B. Large cruisers, guns behind

armour* ..... 10 1

C. Protected cruisers (of and over
16 knots) 93 38 21

* Such as Powerful and D'Entrecasteaux.

Some of these vessels would be dangerous antagonists for the

older battleships
;
a Diadem, at long ranges, might work great havoc

to such a vessel as the PTench Magenta, just as the D'Entrecasteaux

might prove a very ugly customer to a British Collingwood. But,

generally speaking, the cruiser is not built to face the battleship,

and cannot face the battleship. The engagement at Santiago, even

when allowance is made for Cervera’s miserable plight, emphasises

this fact. The line of demarcation between ‘ armoured ’ and ‘ pro-

tected ’ cruisers is again a hazy one
;
but, whatever individuals can

do, the typical protected cruiser is at a great disadvantage against

When corrected and brought up to date. They appeared in the Mittheilimt/en

des i^'cewesens and Marine liundscltau. Admiral Colomb gives England an advantage
of 64 per cent, in number of ships and 79 per cent, in displacement over Russia and
France. This is the most optimistic estimate I can find.
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tlie typical armoured cruiser. In England we have been slow to see

this, else, in place of the Diadem class, w'e should have laid down

vessels of the Gonde or Cressy type. Santiago has shown strikingly

the difference which exists between the protected and the armoured

cruiser in fighting quality.

In torpedo craft England owns 108 destroyers and about forty

serviceable torpedo boats to ten French destroyers and about 160

serviceable torpedo boats, and thirty Eussian destroyers and about

seventy-five serviceable torpedo boats. It is impossible to evaluate

these flotillas.

The programme of French new construction for 1899 is : one

large battleship, two large armoured cruisers, two 23-knot protected

cruisers, tw^o destroyers, fifteen torpedo boats and six or eight sub-

marines. That of Eussia is understood to include two battleships,

two armoured cruisers to be built in Italy, and several destroyers,

but the first cannot be laid down till the winter of 1899-1900.

The cruisers and torpedo craft of this programme have not been

counted in previous calculations, as all details are uncertain and it

is quite possible that they may not be laid down. If laid down,

however, they wdll have all to be met by England. In addition,

the seventeen cruisers of the Eussian 1898 programme have also to

be met. One of these has to steam 21 knots with full load for

twenty-four hours at sea
;

six are to steam 23 knots with natural

draught during a twelve hours’ trial at sea
;
and in ten the speed of

25 knots is said to be aimed at.

The impression is general that Mr. Groschen’s supplementary

estimate replied fully to the Eussian special programme of 1898.

This, how^ever, is not the case. Mr. Goschen stated in the House

of Commons on the 22nd of July, 1898 : ‘The new Eussian pro-

gramme also provides for four cruisers . . . and we propose to

commence an equal number.’ It is most probable that he referred to

the Gromohoi, Diana, Aurora, and Pallada, which really formed

part of the 1897 programme. Actually the new Eussian programme,

we have seen, provides for seventeen cruisers, of which eight are now
ordered. Even with the cruiser programme I have sketched out, we

are very little ahead of keeping bare numerical equality with France

and Eussia in ships laid down, and it is more than doubtful whether

this is sufficient. During the last decennial period w^e have steadily

built two cruisers to their one, and our cruisers have been generally

of superior displacement. This policy ought to be maintained.

L nfortunately we have not aimed at the very high sj^eeds which are

Though there are nine ships in our navy of the }'iscat/a type, and thougli

these are, like licr, reckoned as armoured cruisers, they have only a small patch of

plating on Ihc water-line, .and, as Lord Brassey years .ago rem.arked, should be counted

‘ protected cruisers.’ The latter h.ave Hat armour, i.c. .a steel deck, 1 inch to 1 inches

thick
;
while ‘armoured cruisers,’ .as properly understood, carry plating on their sides

anfl gun -posit ions.
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now sought in Russia and France, with the consequence that our

older cruisers are too slow to catch the new ships building abroad,

though that does not preclude them from rendering invaluable

service. Not till the spring of last year were cruisers steaming 23

knots laid down by us, when the startling admission was made by

Mr. Groschen that we had nothing afloat that could catch the French

23-knot ships of the Guichen, Chateaurenault, Jeanne <TArc, and

Jurien de la Graviere type. Six 23-knot cruisers were accordingly

added to our programme in 1898, but not one of these ships will

be ready for sea before 1902, whereas four of the Russian 23- and

25-knot ships, and five French 23-knot vessels should be ready in

1900 or 1901.

Our programme for 1899 is exiguous. It comprises two battle-

ships, two armoured cruisers of 9,800 tons and 23 knots, three small

but very fast cruisers—probably to catch the Russian Noviks of 25-

knots—and two torpedo-boats. We are laying down, that is to say,

about the same tonnage of cruisers as France alone—we with our

world-wide commerce, our innumerable defenceless cities on the sea-

board, with everything to lose if our command of the sea is seriously

challenged ! It is difficult to understand how such a programme

could have been approved by the Admiralty, except that every yard and

every slip is already at work for the navy. Even now we seem unable

to spend the money voted. Eight hundred thousand pounds odd was

voted for new construction last year but could not be laid out
;
and this

followed directly upon the disastrous under-expenditure of 2,I39,000G

in 1897, owing to the great strike. But in no direction has the danger

caused to national interests been greater than in that of retarding and

limiting our cruiser programmes. We are no longer even building

ship to ship against France and Russia, in the class of vessel which

defends or attacks commerce.

Two considerations—beside that of building ship for ship, vis

d vis to France and Russia—must be taken into account in framing

our cruiser programme. Firstly that the number of fast merchant

steamers, available for the work of commerce destruction, in the

hands of Russia, is being rapidly increased. She has building or

projected five vessels of twenty knots for her Volunteer Fleet. Unfor-

tunately, as our Government does not subvention speed, our number
of ocean steamers of twenty knots or over has been only increased by
one ship, the Oceanic, during recent years. It is therefore necessary

to build cruisers to watch the Russian Volunteer ships, unless the

nation is prepared to follow Germany and Japan, and bestow bounties

upon speed, when doubtless our great lines would build more vessels

of the Campania class. The high-speed liner will be very difficult

to catch
;
she has not a nominal measured mile pace, but a real sea-

speed, and she carries a large supply of coal. In practice the

23-knot war-ship is not good for anything over twenty knots’
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continuous steaming at sea, and is therefore hardly her match in

anything but battery. Secondly, our present total of cruisers with

an enormous commerce falls far short of the total of cruisers which

we maintained in our last war with France. We began in 1793 with

155 frigates, which increased by 1801 to 243. Since then four stations

to be patrolled have been added to the Navy. After a most careful

and exhaustive examination of the force required on the various

stations Admiral Hornby in 1888 placed the minimum needed at 186.

We are still far below this total, as the figures already given show

only 126 protected and armoured cruisers. Captain Eardley-

Wilmot has recently urged the construction of at least twenty more fast

cruisers, and though men may object to this on the score of expense,

the nation should understand that in so doing it is running a very

real and grave risk. The defenceless state of our seaboard will lead

in war to a general outcry from the maritime towns for cruisers and

armour-clads to be stationed off them
;
at the same time the heavy

losses, which the enemy’s commerce destroyers are certain to inflict

upon our mercantile marine, will send up prices, and lead to an

equally strong popular demand for adequate convoy to be granted to

our shipping. Our naval commanders off the enemy’s ports are

likely to be stripped bare of cruisers. ‘ Want of cruisers,’ wdll be

probably written upon their hearts, if they die of vexation at the

enemy’s escape and the disasters resultant. It is easy, of course, to call

any one who suggests that our present force of cruisers is inadequate

an alarmist—especially if you are ignorant of naval history. At the

same time it is difficult for the advocate of more cruisers to convince

the public that because we have 126 cruisers to the 83 French and

Eussian, w^e are not amply supplied. The public forget the

enormous task which war will impose upon the cruiser.

In the matter of material, then, we want, now as ever, more

ships. Nothing need be said as to the necessity of giving our battle-

ships and cruisers batteries at least as heavy as ships of their class

abroad carry, and speeds at least as great, since the Admiralty has

moved in this direction already. Yet it would be well to point out

that the new Eussian battleships, 1,300 tons smaller than our latest

ships, carry eight more twelve-pounders and twelve more three-

pounders. On the other hand they are a knot slower. ‘ Give us guns

galore,’ sa}’s Lieutenant Eberle of the Oregon, and most executive

officers will agree with him. We ought always to aim at and obtain,

with our superior displacements, a heavier battery and a higher speed

than our rivals.

For our older ships much requires to be done. These fall into

three categories. (1 ) Ironclads launched twenty-five years or more ago,

and not rearmed. They number twenty-four, l)ut three, the Suliaii,

'* I’ossibly Uiirty or more unprotected cruisers, mostly old nnd slow, would be

considered effective sljips for Admiral Hornby’s purposes.
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Hercules, and Monarch, were to some extent reconstructed in the

period 1889-1898. The latter are worth re-arming with breech-loading

guns
;
the others in their present state should be struck off the

effective list and distributed amongst the ports of the British Isles,

where, in spite of their muzzle-loading guns, they would be useful for

local defence. They should be manned in war by a force of naval

volunteers, reorganised on the lines of the American naval militia.

(2) Ironclads of less than twenty-five years of age, but armed wholly

or in part with the muzzle-loader. These number twelve, and four

of them, the Superb, Alexandra, Temeraire, and Dreadnought, are

worth re-arming. It should be understood that the muzzle-loader is

defective from its employment of smoky powder, its low penetrative

power, and its short range. Many English critics commented with

surprise on the fact that the Americans were overtaken by the war

with Spain without smokeless powder for their guns. Such critics

forget the beam in England’s eye while marking the mote in America’s

eye. For in 1898 all our muzzle-loaders and many of our heavy

breech-loaders were without smokeless powder. (3) The middle-aged

battle-ships, eleven in number, should be thoroughly overhauled, in

most cases reboilered, and, where possible, their armament modernised

and improved. The Government have made vague promises in the

case of the Admiral class, but there are other ships to be considered.

In all these eleven vessels the boilers are old and worn, and the speed

consequently low. We have seen what France is doing to her ships

of the same epoch. Of course the repair and reconstruction of ail

these vessels cannot be carried out at once, without dangerously

weakening our fleet. Three or four should be taken in hand each

financial year, and rapidly completed. It is a very great mistake to

suffer our older ships to go to ruin.

In the distribution of our fleet the fact that a navy should be

organised for war and not for peace should always be kept in mind.

It is impossible to understand why such a battleship as the Renoiun

has been sent off to the North American station. To scatter a force

of battleships, which is to-day none too strong, cannot be good policy.

Again, in the Mediterranean, where surely homogeneity, speed, and

the very highest fighting quality should be aimed at, two middle-aged

battleships are retained, to bring down the average. Our fleet is

confronted by a French force, with its reserved divisions now fully

manned, much superior in numbers. In cruisers it is outclassed in

this sea, and it is always very much divided. M. Lockroy has re-

cently boasted of the predominance which France, at least temporarily,

possesses in this sea. Facts such as these cannot but cause anxiety,

and one would like to have the explanation—if there is any. Is it

routine, or the want of docks at Malta ?

Our dockyards are becoming yearly more and more unequal to

their work. Their expansion has by no means kept pace with the
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expansion of the fleet. Large works are in progress at Keyham, yet

they are only calculated for the present and not the future needs of

the fleet. As Devonport, Portsmouth, and Chatham are so overcrowded

and overworked it would be good policy—and only justice to Wales

—

to develop Pembroke. This yard is wretchedly equipped and cannot

complete or repair ships with economy. Yet in war its position, no

further from Brest than Portsmouth, and well outside the zone of

torpedo boat attack, offers great advantages.

Turning next to personnel, the greatest need of the Navy is an

effective Keserve. In the war with Spain the United States added

456 executive officers, and over 10,000 men
;
102 ships were pur-

chased. That is to say, 80 per cent, of officers and men were specially

enlisted for a short war. To add a similar proportion to our active

force we should require 1,400 officers and 88,000 men. In the North

Atlantic [American] squadron, during a singularly bloodless war, the

average daily loss was 2
‘5 per cent., due to sickness, casualties, and

injuries, but this loss was incurred largely through disease in a

tropical climate. If our personnel in war wasted at this rate we
should require, with our ^^I’esent effective, over 2,500 men a day,

which is, of course, an absurdly large figure. But I do not think the

yearly drain could fall below 10 j)er cent. This would require

10.000 or more officers and men each year. The present Naval

Eeserve, which will be required, if we mobilise our whole fleet, at

the outset, and which is therefore scarcely a reserve in the true

sense, numbers only 27,600 officers and men. It is totally inade-

quate in numbers if its training has recently been much improved.

In war the peace crews of our ships will need to be considerably

strengthened. In the American-Spanish war the peace complements

were found unequal to their w^ork. In place of 516 men the Neiv York

carried 652 ;
in place of 473 men, the Oregon carried 524 ;

the Iowa

587, instead of 505 ;
the Brooklyn 552, in place of 522, and so on.*^

There v/ere some exceptions, the Minneajjolis, for instance, carrying

only 422 in place of 477 men; but, generally speaking, there were

increases of five to twenty per cent, on the peace complements.

Between June 1897 and March 1899 we laid down or projected for

the Navy ships requiring crews of 17,000 officers and men. Allowing

for ships struck off the active list, the extra requirements were perhaps

11.000 to 12,000 men. The addition to the personnel in the period

was 10,590. This is satisfactory and sufficient.

Though a nominal increase of 500 in our number of

lieutenants has just been made by an Order in Council, the new

Naval College which is ])uilding to take the Britannia’s place,

provides room for only 240 cadets in place of the Britannia’s 265.

An increase in the number of officers is urgently required. We

Uurcau of Navigation licport, p. .'5.

Surgeon-General’s (U.S.N.) Report, j). 129. Ibid. pp. 1S7-8.
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are actually below Frauce in our total of lieutenants and sub-

lieutenants
;
so that one may be pardoned for expressing surprise at

this startling fact.

A naval war college for tbe higher education and technical

training of our officers is another need. Grreenwich does not do the

work of the French Ecole Navale Superieure, of the new Eussian

Superior Xaval School, or of the American College at Newport, which,

according to the assistant secretary of the United States Navy,^*^ ‘ has

rendered valuable service in stimulating our officers of highest rank

to professional advancement.’ ‘ We alone,’ says Sir George Clarke,

‘ in full accordance with our national characteristics, neglect to

include applied naval science in our system of naval education.

Such neglect is dangerous.’ It is indeed
;
and, more, its ultimate

effects may be disastrous. ‘ War was formerly an instinct
;
now it is

a science. The mastery of a science requires study,’ says the

American Professor Soley.

The increase in the vote for ammunition is a very satisfactory

feature of the estimates. The shooting of our fleet may be good
;

it is

probably equal or superior to that of the French fleet, else, as our

figures are published, we should have heard paeans of triumph from

Paris. But it is probably not so good as that of the American

Navy. We now know that in July 1897 the allowance for target

practice in that navy was doubled. Great attention was bestowed

upon the captains of guns, and in this direction we must further

improve upon the steps taken by the Admiralty last year. Progress,

not satisfaction with the present, must be our law.

The naval volunteers, as Admiral Close has repeatedly urged,

should be re-established. The American naval militia, a precisely

analogous force, though it exhibited many defects, rendered invaluable

service in the late war. To quote Admiral Sampson, the militiamen’s

work

proved that the average iimerican, whether he be clerk or physician, broker, lawyer

or merchant, can, on the spur of the moment, prove a capable fighter for his country

even amid such strange and novel surroundings as obtain in the naval service.

These young men have especially upheld the American supremacy in the art of

gunnery, and have on all occasions proved brave and efficient.

It would indeed be a great achievement if some of the energy which

goes in volunteer work on land were diverted to volunteer work at

sea.

No one would deny that the Navy has in late years made
enormous progress in every direction, or that it is now in every sense

worthy of the countr}\ But there is no finality, and the advance

of rival navies must be taken into account.

II. W. Wilson.

Report, p. 9.

Cf. also Assistant Sec. of the Navy’s (U.S.N.) Report, pp. 30-3.
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DO

WOMAN AS AN ATHLETE

‘ It is wonderful what athletics do for women,’ a friend observed.
‘ A year ago Clara could not walk more than two miles without tiring

;

now she can play tennis or hockey, or can bicycle all day without

feeling it.’

The observation fired a train of evidences and examples which .

liad been accumulating in my mind over a period of years of medical

practice.

In what manner have the changes which have recently taken

place in the physique and energies of women been effected ?

Have reserves of force, impoverished and abeyant under an older-

fashioned up-bringing, been called into activity and use by new
regimes of thought and training ? Were women what they w'ere

from lack of opportunity and stress of circumstance ? Are women
what they are by virtue of circumstance and gift of opportunity ?

Did man’s iron heel indeed and grandmotherly tradition result in the

dwarfing and defacement of a sex’s powers ? Is it faculty heretofore

starved and dwindled, but now reclaimed and added to the comple-

ment of human energy—this flood of new activity which fills our

illustrated papers with portraits of feminine prize-wdnners, and our

sporting journals with female ‘ records ’ ? Is the female Senior

Wrangler a bright jewel rescued from the morass of down-tramp>led

wasted capability which has hitherto but littered the path of progress ?

These, and other considerations wdth which I will not w^ary the

reader, I revolved.

Devolving them I came upon an ‘ if ’ which seemed to be the

crux of the situation. If it could be demonstrated that modern

woman possesses all her new capacities plus those of her older-

fashioned sister, then there could be but one answer to the question.

If Clara from tiring at a two-mile w^alk had suddenly and simply

developed energies wdiich should enable her to bicycle or row or run

all day without fatigue, then Clara and the world had plainly

benefited—more especially if it should occur to Clara to devote

t'lese freshly acquired forces to her fellows’ use.

liut—and here I stumbled over my crux— if Clara had only

a( (juired these powers at the expense of others, then the case was
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not at all so clear. If to reclaim abeyant faculties should involve the

abeyance of faculties which had previously operated, the question of

advantage must rest entirely upon the relative values of the inter-

changing faculties.

My knowledge of physiology and medicine forbade me to enter-

tain the belief common to the laity that a regimen of habit or diet

could result in a material increase of force-production. Change of

air, a judicious liver treatment, an efficient blood or nerve tonic will

sometimes effect apparent marvels by improving the powers of

assimilation and nutrition. But such apparent marvels have their

origin in a mere relief of temporary disability, and have nothing to

do with so radical a constitutional change as has taken place in Clara

and her fellows.

The healthy human body, like a machine, has its fixed standard

of force-production, varying according to the individual
;

and,

with trifling variations consequent on temperament and circumstance,

every person possesses and finds earlier or later his limitations of

energy. According to the powers, and the sensitiveness, any

expenditure of force beyond that manufactured by the economy as

its daily output is followed by fatigue, irritability or depression and a

general sense of not being up to the mark. Further undue demands

upon the resources may result in incapacitation, prostration, or

actual illness. These results are modified of course by individual

recuperative povrer and the rate whereat force lost to the system is

made up.

Speaking generally, it may be said that an individual generates

a certain daily fund of energy, which if he exceed one day he must
suffer for the next in impoverished vitality, or meet—but this is a

larger question and one which does not belong to the subject—by
drawing upon and deteriorating his constitutional capital. Per-

sonality varies in the degree of force manufactured, but more
especially in the manner in which the force is distributed.

Infinite variety is obtained by the combination and association of

similar qualities in dissimilar quantity. One of muscle, two of

mind, three of emotion : three of muscle, one of mind, two of

emotion : one-sixteenth of mind, twelve-sixteenths of muscle, three-

sixteenths of emotion. And so on ad mjinitum with the infinitum

made more endless by still further and more intricate subdivisions

of muscular, mental, and emotional attributes.

(And let me not be misunderstood to be setting forth a doctrine

of materialism. Ny remarks apply solely to the body as a human
instrument. That such an instrument subtends the education and
development of a factor still higher I am confident, and for this

reason attribute to the well-being and perfection of the instrument

a value which it would not otherwise possess.)

We come now upon the suggestion that Clara’s apparent increase

VoL. XLV—No. 26G U U
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of energy has been an effect merely of altering the relation of her

forces in such a manner as to increase the muscle-power at the

expense of other qualities—in a word, to destroy a complex, well-

planned balance of faculties which had been Nature’s scheme when
Nature fashioned Clara.

With regard to the value of the newly acquired power I could not

but recognise that muscular force, even in its finest developments of

skill and endurance, is the most crude and least highly differentiated

of all the human powers. It is one which man shares in common
with and possesses in a notably less degree than do the lower animals.

For strength, mobility, and sinuous grace he cannot aspire to rival

the snake—which indeed is lower than the lower animals. For speed

and endurance the horse will far outstrip him. For grip and

invincible tenacity he is no match for the bull-dog or the ape.

As a matter of fact, it is not 'mere muscle-power, but the

subordination and application of muscle-power to express idea,

emotional, intellectual, or moral, which is man’s especial forte. In

this he is higher than the highest animals. But this has little or

no relation with the muscular vigour which makes ‘ strong men ^

and navvies. Indeed, the athlete is conspicuously lacking in it. He
pleases by agility, by the play and achievement of highly trained

members. But it may be said that he portrays muscle rather than man.

To tell the truth, we are somewhat in danger to-day of deifying

muscle, muscle being properly a mere means to an end, a system of

levers whose chief value lies in the purpose they subtend. The

levers must be kept in order by due exercise and use for the means

for which they are required. But modern feeling is in the direction

of amassing muscles which shall enable their possessor to fell oxen

or to beat pedestrian and cycling records.

We waste force surely by keeping in condition muscular systems

out of all proportion to the needs
;
the occasions for felling oxen or

for supplanting locomotives being virtually non-existent in civilised

communities. One of the advantages indeed of civilisation and one

of the means whereby higher faculties are left free to develop is the

ability to dispense with such muscular obligations as are indispen-

sable to primitive life—which lives by physical achievement.

It is not wished in any way to discredit the exercise essential to

the building up of healthy bodies, and of maintaining the balance

mental, emotional, and physical. Only the forced athletics which

destroy this balance are condemned. To speak physiologically, the

athlete is not a person of fine muscular physique
;
he is a person

whose muscles are hypertrophied, a fact of but little moment were it

not a sine qua non that they are hypertrophied at the expense ol

higher and more valuable factors.

To return, however, to Clara. Wliat are the qualities whiclt

Clara and modern woman, of whom she is the 2)rototype, are
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discarding? And here we come upon a complex question. For

the more subtle and fine the essence of human capacity, the more

diflScult its demonstration. Clara’s talents for winning golf matches

or for mountain climbing are a power demonstrable and calculable.

But Clara’s sympathies and Clara’s emotionalism and Clara’s delicacy

and tact, which one can but conclude are the qualities which have

gone to feed her augmented sinews, are factors more conspicuous

in the breach than in the observance.

Can it be shown then that modern woman is lacking in those

which were wont to be considered womanly faculties ? Can it be

denied ? And since the power of a healthy adult can be increased

only at the expense of some other power, and since modern woman
has inordinately added to her muscle-power, and since muscle-

power is the least of human qualities, what is to be deduced but

that human capability has lost rather than gained in the exchange?

With Clara at the head of my train of feminine examples, I now
set out to determine more exactly what were those qualities she had

bartered for a mess of muscle.

That a change indeed had taken place was evident. Clara the

athlete was no longer the Clara I remembered two years earlier.

She was almost as dissimilar as though she had been another

personality. She was as different from herself as their grand-

mothers were different from the girls of the present day. I drew

her portrait as I had first known her. She was then—I had almost

written a charming girl—but let me not be betrayed into partisan

adjectives, let me portray her as impartially as may be. And to begin

with her physical qualifications. She was then—she is now—some-

thing more than comely, but her comeliness has altogether changed

in character. Where before her beauty was suggestive and elusive,

now it is defined. One might have said of her two years since : Her
eyes are fine, her features are well modelled, her complexion is

sensitive and variable
;
but, over and beyond these facts, there is a

mysterious and nameless something which for the lack of a more
definite term I can only describe as ‘ charm

;

’ and it is in this

something, which is to her as atmosphere is to landscape, that her

chiefest beauty lies.

One w'ould say of her now

:

Her eyes are fine, her features are

w'ell modelled, her complexion is possibly too strong in its contrast-

ing tones, her glance is unwavering and direct
;
she is a good-looking

girl. But the haze, the elusiveness, the subtle suggestion of the

face are gone
;

it is the landscape without atmosphere. Now one

could paint her portrait with ease. Formerly only the most ingenious

and sympathetic art could have reproduced her subtle and mysterious

charm.

There are an added poise and strength about her actions, she

inclines to be, and in another year will be, distinctly spare, the

u u 2
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mechanism of movement is no longer veiled by a certain mystery of

motion which gave her formerly an air of gliding rather than of

striding from one place to another. In her evening gown she shov/s

evidence of joints which had been adroitly hidden beneath tissues of

soft flesh, and akeady her modiste has been put to the necessity of

puffings and pleatings where Nature had planned the tenderest and

most dainty of devices. Her movements are muscular and less

womanly. Where they had been quiet and graceful, now they are

abrupt and direct. Her voice is louder, her tones are assertive.

She says everj^thing—leaves nothing to the imagination.

Exteriorly Clara has distinctly changed. One would suppose that

appreciable mental and emotional differences must accompany these

marked physical developments. And these, though they cannot so

readily be specified, can still be demonstrated.

Curious to relate, Clara’s muscle-power has not at all conduced

to Clara’s usefulness. One might have expected that her new

impetus of energy would inspire her to spend it, as had been her wont,

in the service of her associates. Strange to tell, the energy but urges

her to greater muscular efforts in the pursuit of pleasure, or to her

own repute.

In the old days she was one of those invaluable girls who, with-

out being able to point to any very definite achievement at the end

of the day, have yet accomplished much. Was there one sick or in

trouble, then Clara was the nurse and Clara was the comforter. Had
father’s ruffled temper to be soothed, or did he need a bright and

sympathetic comrade for an expedition
;
had mother some gift or

commission for the great distressed
;
did brother Tom require assist-

ance in his lessons or a sympathiser with his woes or joys
;
did Kosy

need a ribbon in her hat— Clara’s resources had been always at disposal.

Now, however, Clara finds no time for any of these ministrations.

Clara is off bicycling upon her own account. ‘ I used to be the

idlest person,’ she will tell you, ‘ finicking all day about the house

and getting tired. Now I am splendidly fit. If I feel moped I go

for a six-mile spin and come back a new creature !

’

When Clara tired with a walk beyond two miles, Clara took

flowers and books to her sick or less fortunate friends. Now that she can

‘ manage twenty miles easily,’ her sick and less fortunate friends miss

her. ‘ An out-door life is the only life worth living,’ Clara announces.

‘ I can’t stand knocking about a house—fussing here and fussing

there. It’s such a shocking waste of time.’

And Clara’s mother, though she rejoices in her young Amazon’s

augmented thews and sinews, cannot but sigh for the loss to the

home which has resulted from such added vigour as keeps her for

ever from it. Still, like her fellows, she misconstrues Clara’s muscle

capability as evidence of improved health, and, while she sighs for its

results, regards it as her maternal duty to be glad.
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Now, it is a physiological fact that muscle vigour is no test even

of masculine health. A man in training, a man that is at the height

of his muscular capacity, is the worst of all subjects for illness. He
has little or no resistant power

;
his recuperative quality is small.

Athletes die proverbially young. Lunatics and other diseased persons

frequently exhibit muscular strength which seems almost superhuman.

Proofs innumerable might be cited, were it necessary, that

muscular vigour, though inseparable from health, is in itself no

warranty whatsoever of constitutional integrity. And this, which is

true of the sex whose province it is to be muscular, is essentially

more true of the sex whose province it is not. So much is this the

case indeed that my experience leads me to regard any extreme of

muscle-power in a woman as in itself evidence of disease—measuring

human and womanly health by another standard than that of mere

mot(yr capability. As to its place in the world of human beings, there

cannot be two opinions but that it is merely subsidiary. They also

work ivho do but stand and ivait. The j30wer to stand and wait entails

as much expenditure of force as does the power to stir and stride.

Clara sitting sewing flowers in Posy’s hat may be using treble

the activities she might be employing on a bicycle. She will be

exercising in the first place possibly unselfishness, a quality which

requires at least as much nerve output as do the movements of mere

muscles. She will be exercising the faculties of skill and taste, she

will be educating the obedience of hand to eye and mind
;
and, still

further, she will be exerting the delicate muscular force essential to

the movements of placing and sewing.

It is true that were she playing golf or bicycling she would be

developing such faculties as calculation, self-control, and fortitude,

in addition to developing her muscles. And, inasmuch as these are

qualities which are less demanded in the trimming of a hat, let her

play golf and bicycle. But let her not do these things to the

detriment of other valuable faculties. Do not let her fly off at a

tangent with the notion that human activity is a thing merely of

muscle. As has been said, the employment of muscle in the

achievement of some mental or moral idea is the highest possible

expression of muscle. The subordination of muscle to mere muscular

achievement holds a very inferior place in the scale of doing. The
subordination of muscle to womanhood should ever be kept in mind
as being an infinitely higher ideal than can ever be the subordination

of womanhood to muscle.

The noblest physical potentiality is by no means the power

of swift and agile motion any more than the qualities of asser-

tiveness and expression are the highest mental potentiality. As the

greatest charm of Clara’s face—the charm she has lost in the sus-

picion of a ‘ bicycle face ’ (the face of muscular tension)—was

incommunicable, a dainty elusive quality which could not be put
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into words nor reproduced on canvas, so the highest of all attributes

are silent, as for example sympathy, that sweetest quality which,

without necessity for speech, lays the balm distilled in the crucible

of one person’s emotions for another’s need—lays this balm gently

to the wound in^that other’s nature.

But the power of sympathy is in the inverse ratio of the habit of

assertiveness. The further one cultivates assertiveness (that blemish

of modern woman), the harder the breastplate wherewith the ego is

armoured—the less is retained of the power to merge the nature into

another’s for that other’s help and comfort. The more we harden

and roughen the hands, made tender by nature to touch the world’s

wounds, the less do they hold of gentleness and smoothness for those

wounds. Use them that they be strong and capable beneath their

gentleness. But do not subordinate their higher qualities to mere

muscular grip. I have known hands which were healing in their

touch—the muscles which moved these moved them to some purpose

indeed ! All human action, indeed, has a higher end than merely

action.

It may be objected that these qualities, the lack whereof I depre-

cate in Clara, have been well relegated to that morass of submergence

whence woman has laboriously emerged—that scorned and scoffed at

‘ sphere ’ of ‘ influence,’ of unrecognised and unrewarded labour, that

rocking of cradles, that teaching of children prayers, that weaving of

laurel wreaths for masculine victors, that embroidering their deeds in

tapestry and distilling of unguents for their hurts which occupied

woman ere the tide of emancipation set in.

For the reformer has taught her to despise that which, scorn the

term as she will and does, must by the nature of things remain her

‘ sphere,’ instead of teaching her to enlarge and develop and bring

to that sphere intelligences which should lift it for ever and before all

men from a position of contempt. The whole question of evolution

turns indeed on the function of child-bearing. There is no subject

occupying the minds of our most eminent politicians, philosophers,

or poets, which possesses a tithe of the value belonging to the pro-

blem as to the best methods of rearing babies. The philosopher’s

wisdom is written in sand for every tide to wash away. The Baby is

eternal. On his proper nurture devolves the whole question of the

race—To be or not to be ? Speaking broadly, the tide which made
for higher education and more liberty—an undeniable and invaluable

impulse wlien it shall be but rightly directed—was a mere impulse

on the part of Nature that the motherhood of her babies should be

an intelligent motherhood. It was time instinct should be super-

seded by intelligence. It was time woman, the mother of men,

should be accorded the liberty which belongs to the mothering of

freedrnen. Nature had no vainjxlorious ambitions as to a race of

female wranglers or golfers
;
she is not concerned with Amazons,
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physical or intellectual. She is a one-idea’d, uncompromising old

person, and her one idea is the race as embodied in the Baby.

Her scheme comprises Shakespeares and Charlotte Brontes to

educate, amuse and lift the standard of her babies
;

it comprises

Beethovens and Michael Angelos to dignify their senses
;

it com-

prises Stevensons and Bessemers to build them bridges and steam-

•engines
;
but she would not give a fig for all the wranglers and

philosophers in the world further than that they subserve the interests

of her Babies.

And Nature is groaning for the misinterpretation modern woman
is placing upon the slackening of her rein. For Nature knows what

ure the faculties whence this new muscle-energy is born. She

knows it is the birthright of the babies Clara and her sister athletes

are squandering. She knows it is the laboriously evolved potentiality

of the race they are expending on their muscles.

Nature can but be disgusted with our modern rendering of baby.

So sorry a poor creature the baby of this nineteenth century is,

indeed, that he cannot assimilate milk. All the resources of the

dietist and chemist are taxed to appease the abnormal requirements

of his capricious, incompetent stomach. His mother cannot feed him.

Those artificial puffings and pads of the modiste are but pitiful

insult to his natural needs. And the forces which should have

gone to fashion him a stomach capable of digesting the milk of his

good wet-nurse Vacca, have been spent in making his mother a

muscular system which shall enable her to pay calls or bicycle all

-day without fatigue.

It is a terrible pity that public opinion sets its face against the

discussing of physiological questions in any but medical journals.

For physiological questions are of incalculable importance to all

persons, seeing that j)hysiology is the science of life. As it is, I dare

but hint at a group of important functions, by the physical deteriora-

tion and decadence of which the abnormal activities of modern woman
are alone possible. Of what consequence, it may be asked, is this to

a race which views motherhood with ever-increasing contempt ? Of
vital consequence, I answer, seeing that, apart absolutely from the

incident of motherhood, all the functions of the body—and some in

immense degree—influence and modify the mind and character. A
woman may be neither wife nor mother, yet is it of immense impor-

tance to herself and to the community at large that she retain her

womanhood. For womanhood is a beautiful achievement of evolution

which it is a crime to deface. With sex are bound up the noblest

and fairest aspirations of humanity, and it is at the expense of sex

that these abnormal muscle-energies are attained. It is only by ap-

proximation to the type masculine—which must be read as a degenera-

tion from the especial excellences Nature planned for the type femi-

nine—that woman is equipping herself with these abnormal sinew^s.
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And it must be understood that such decadence and deterioratiorb

show mainly in the loss of the very highest qualities of sex. We
do not expect such fine attributes as those of delicacy, tenderness,

and virtue from the muscular woman of the brickfields. She can

trudge and make bricks all day (as Clara now can bicycle) without

undue fatigue, but as such capacity has been attended by a coarsen-

ing of body, so the higher evolvements of sex have given place to

callousness and lack of modesty. Immodesty is as actual a human
degeneration as is indigestion, modesty being, as digestion is, a

human function. A brain deteriorated by the rough manual labour

of the body to which it belongs loses its more subtle and fine qualities.

So an emotional system dwarfed by undue muscular effort loses in

its most highly and delicately evolved attributes.

The unsexed female brick-maker may do more than her numeri-

cal share in supplying citizens to the State. But of what type are

these ? It is an unfortunate circumstance that a race may deterior-

ate pitiably in quality long ere any diminution in quantity occurs.

If Clara were compelled by circumstance to earn her living in

a brickfield nobody could question the advantage of such a redistri-

bution of her forces as should enable her to convert higher and

more complex—but unremunerative—forces into muscular capability..

Belonging to a class, however, which does not live by muscular

effort, but, being leisured, is at liberty to develoj^ faculties more

complex, such a re-distribution is mere wanton degradation of

evolved faculty and a grievous loss to humanity. We might with

equal perspicuity uproot the rose bushes and lilies from our gardens

and employ them in manuring swede and turnip fields !

The old system for girls of air and exercise inadequate to develop-

ment and health was wTong, but for my part I am inclined to doubt

if it really was so pernicious in its physiological results or so subversive

of domestic happiness and the welfare of the race as is the present

system which sets our mothers bicycling all day and dancing all

night and our grandmothers playing golf.

In her highest development woman is subtle, elusive in that

that she suggests is something beyond formulation and fact
;
a

moral and refining influence; as sister, wife, or friend, an inspiration,,

a comrade and a comforter
;
as mother, a guardian and guide

;
as

citizen or w^orker a smoother of life’s way, a humaniser, nurse, and

teacher.

But none of these her highest attributes are attributes of muscle!

And human capability is limited. One cannot possess all the

delicately evolved qualities of woman together with the muscular and

mental energies of man. And for my })art to be a female acrobat or

brick-maker «a])pears but a sorry ideal. jModern woman (I speak now
of wormm in Ihe van of the so-called forward movement, and 1 do not

sjje.'ik of ‘higher’ educated women nor of professional women nor of
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women trained in any special way, for the wave of ‘ newness ’ has

touched all alike : fashionable woman, fireside woman, all have been

splashed by this same wave which, intended to lift them forward in

the tide of progress, bids fair to carry them off their feet)—this

modern woman, who, instead of serving for a terrible warning, is in

danger of proving her sex’s example, is restless, is clamorous, is

only satisfied when in evidence, is assertive and withal is eminently

discontented. She never can get enough, for the reason that the

thing she asks is not the thing to satisfy her nature.

One takes from life mainly that which one brings to it, and if one

bring not sympathy to understand, affection to be fond, imagina-

tion to idealise—in a word, the haze and colour of the emotions to

give value to the least of her surroundings—life proves to a woman
but a dismal conflict or a drab monotony. And it is exactly

this haze and colour which are being absorbed into mere violence of

movement physical and mental, leaving dull prose where there might

be pictured pages. In debasing her womanhood, in becoming a neuter,

she descends from the standpoint whereat life was interesting. And
more and more every year, discarding the duties Nature planned for

her employment and delight, she cries out that life is dull and empty.

She no longer preserves and brews. She no longer weaves and

fashions. Her children are nursed, fed, clothed, taught, and

trained by hirelings
;
her sick are tended by the professional nurse,

her guests are entertained by paid performers. What truly remain

which may be called her duties ? What is left to her indeed but bore-

dom ? Let me not be regarded as merely bringing a grave indict-

ment against the sex with which I have every sympathy by virtue

of belonging to it, and least of all let me be understood to deprecate

the right of every woman to be educated and self-supporting. All

that I urge is that that she does she shall do in a womanly way,

striving against all disability to preserve her womanhood as being the

best of her possessions. All that I would warn her against is the

error into which she has been temporarily led, the error of supposing

there is any nobler sphere than that of home, that there is any greater

work than that of bearing and training fine types of humanity, see-

ing that this is the sole business wherewith the mightiest forces of

the universe and evolution are concerned. But these things to he

wholly worthy must be intelligently done. The reign of mere

instinctive motherhood is waning. The era of Intelligent Mother-

hood approaches. And the first care of Intelligent Motherhood will

be to see that none of those powers which belong to her highest

development and through her to the highest development of the

race shall be impoverished, debased, or misapplied. And in that

day she will have ceased from regarding muscle as her worthiest

possession.

Arabella Keneala^, L.R.C.P.
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THE ENGLISH BIBLE FROM HENRY THE

EIGHTH TO JAMES THE FIRST

In a previous paper in this Eeview ^ a sketch was attempted of the

history of our English Bible from the times of Wyclif and the

manuscript versions of the fourteenth century down to the publica-

tion in 1539 of the Great Bible, and its authorisation by Henry the

Eighth himself as the standard Bible for general use in cathedral and

parochial churches.

It is now proposed to resume the subject from this point, and to

follow it down to the issue of our famous Authorised Version in the

reign of James the First.

Between the appearance of the Great Bible and of its chrono-

logical successor, the Genevan Bible, there intervenes a period of

rather more than twenty years. For the student of English

Reformation history it is a period teeming with significant events,

which, though they may have exercised no direct and immediate

bearing on the versions with which we are here primarily concerned,

are none the less of the highest importance. Among such events we
may include the return to England of the Calvinist refugees who in

1539 had been scared away by the Act of the Six Articles, and their

growing influence as a religious party during the brief reign of the

boy-king Edward the Sixth
;
the Catholic reaction under Mary Tudor

;

the detested Spanish marriage
;
the fiery persecutions which by

setting the seal of martyrdom to the religious sincerity and heroism

of their victims did far more to strengthen and to ennoble the cause

and character of English Protestantism than all the sordid and self-

seeking zeal of the inglorious Protectorate
;
the signing of the first

Covenant by the Scotch nobles in 1557
;
the accession in November

1 558 of Elizabeth
;
the enactment of the great statutes of Supremacy

and Uniformity
;

the secret exchange of pledges by France and

Spain at Cateau-Cambresis, early in 1559, for the maintenance of

the Catliolic religion and the general extirpation of heresy
;
and

finally the consecration, in llecember 1559, of Cardinal Pole’s

successor at Canterbury, Archbishop Parker.

' Jlay 1898.
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During the reign of Edward the Sixth, although no new trans-

lation of the Scriptures was undertaken, existing versions enjoyed so

rapid and uninterrupted a circulation that no fewer than fourteen

editions of the complete Bible, seven of which were reprints of the

Great Bible, and thirty-five editions of the New Testament, the

majority of which followed Tyndale’s revision of 1534, were poured

out from the press.

The Genevan, or, as it is popularly called, the ‘ Breeches Bible ’ ^

was the offspring of the Marian terror. Among the many Protestant

strongholds on the Continenr which offered hospitality and protection

to the English exiles was the Lutheran city of Frankfort. No sooner,

however, had the safety of the fugitives been well secured within its

walls than there broke out a stormy controversy among their leaders

with reference to the ritual system of the revised English Prayer

Book of 1 552. The more moderate or conforming party, under the

guidance of Eichard Cox, afterwards Bishop of Ely, were prepared to

abide by the ceremonial requirements of the book as it then stood.

The nonconformists, represented by John Knox, who had been

chaplain to Edward the Sixth, scented popery and superstition in

every page, and declined to accept it at all, except as a convenient

point of departure for further and fundamental changes. Hotter and

hotter waxed the quarrel, until in 1555 the Knox faction came to

an open rupture with their opponents, and shaking off the dust of

their feet upon Frankfort betook themselves to the more congenial

atmosphere of Geneva, ‘ the holy city of the Alps,’ the Mecca of the

reformed faith.

It is to these seceding Calvinists, the source and fountain-head

of that anti-sacramental movement which, as years went on, gradually

broadened and deepened into Puritanism, that we owe the Genevan

Bible. It had a wonderful success. Between 1560 and the Civil

War no fewer than a hundred and sixty editions passed into circula-

tion, sixty of them during the reign of Elizabeth alone. Though it

naturally found but little favour at Court or with Convocation, its

scholarship cast the Great Bible completely into the shade, and after

1569 no fresh issue of that version w^as made. For many years it

proved no unworthy rival even of the King’s Bible, and competed

with it almost on equal terms for popularity. Throughout Scotland

it speedily established itself as the household Bible, while in England

it was eagerly w^elcomed by that new middle class from wdiich, after

its importation from the Continent, Calvinism derived its main

support, a class which had been created under the Tudors by the

rapid expansion of trade and commerce.

It is not without interest to observe that during part of the years

1558-9 Miles Coverdale, then seventy years of age, was resident in

2 In Genesis iii. 7, where the Authorised V^'ersion has ‘made themselves a2)rons'
the Genevan Bible reads ‘ Breeches'
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Geneva. In 1539, at the instigation of Cromwell, he had acted as

editor of the Great Bible. In 1551 he was promoted to be Bishop

of Exeter, only to be deprived of his see under Queen Mary, and to

be obliged to fly for his life. Thus the main thread of his history

serves to connect this most melodious of translators and indefatigable

reviser with three of the best known Bibles of the Tudor period, viz.

his own version of 1535, the Great Bible of 1539, and the Bible

of 1560, whose name associates it wuth that famous city which in

the sixteenth century was the beacon-light of the Eeformation.

The avant-courier of this remarkable work was an English New
Testament which came out in 1557. Like its successor it was pub-

lished at Geneva, but bears no name. Practically however there is

no doubt that it is to be attributed to William Whittingham, who was

Dean of Durham under Elizabeth, a man of large learning and one

of the ablest of that comj^any of scholars wdiose joint labours between

January 1558 and the spring of 1560 produced the Genevan Bible.

Of this New Testament our sj)ace precludes more than a passing

notice, but there are two points with regard to it which deserve atten-

tion. It was, in the first place, the earliest translation to adopt that

division of the text itself into verses which was made by Kobert

Stephens in his Greek Testament of 1551
;
and, in the second place,

it formed the groundwork of that revision, by some other and unknown
hand, which we find printed as the New Testament of the complete

Bible which so shortly followed it.

Knox, Coverdale, and several others among the revisers who
had been at work under the supervision of Calvin and Beza, left

Geneva to return home before their task was complete
;
but we

learn from Anthony a Wood that ‘ Whittingham, with one or two

more, being resolved to go through with the work, did tarry

a year and a half after Queen Elizabeth came to the Crown.’

The ‘ one or two more ’ appear to have been Anthony Gilby, of

Christ’s College, Cambridge, and Thomas Sampson, Dean of

Chichester, and subsequently Dean of Christ Church in the early

years of the reign of Elizabeth.

The book is entitled The Bible and Holy Scriptures conteyned

in the Okie and Neive Testament translated according to the Ehrue

and Greke, and conferred with the best translations in divers lan-

guages. Willi moste profitable annotations upon all the hardeplaces

and other thinges of great importance.

The dedication, expressed in terms of admiration and respect, but

free from offensive adulation, is addressed to that illustrious Sovereign,

flaughter of the Protestant Anne Boleyn, upon whom the hopes of

the Reformation were then centred. On the very day of her corona-

tion kJizabeth had been presented, as the Koyal procession was

making its way along Cheai)side, with a coj)y of the Holy ScrijJures,
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the Verhum veritatis, from the hands of an old man representing

Time, with Truth standing by his side as his child
;
had reverently

kissed it, and had pledged herself ‘ diligently to read therein.’

After the dedication, which characteristically comprises an exhorta-

tion to the Queen to put all Papists to the sword, there follows an

epistle addressed ‘ To our Beloved in the Lord the Brethren of

England, Scotland, and Ireland,’ this being the name by which the

Calvinists were known before the term ‘ Puritan ’ had become

attached to them.

Based, as regards the Old Testament, mainly on the Grreat

Bible, and, as regards the New Testament, on Whittingham’s version

of 1557, which was itself a revision of Tyndale, the Grenevan Bible

was the result of careful collation with the Hebrew and Greek

originals, and of a free use of the best recent Latin versions, especially

Beza’s, as well as of the standard French and German translations.

It is essentially a revision, and not a new translation, though per-

haps we ought partially to except from this statement the pro-

phetical and poetical books, in which the changes introduced are

so numerous as somewhat to weaken the sense of literary continuity

with the older versions.

In many ways this edition formed a new departure and offered

new attractions. Notably was this the case with regard to bulk.

The Great Bible w^as a huge unwieldy folio., suited only for litur-

gical use. Its successor was for the most part issued as a quarto of

comfortable size and at a moderate price. In place of the heavy

black letter to which readers had been accustomed, there appeared

the clear Eoman type with which our modern press has made us

so familiar. The division of the chapters into verses, however we

may condemn it as a literary device, had undeniable advantages both

for the preacher and for private reference and study, to say nothing

of its effect in facilitating the prominence that soon began to attach

to particular favourite texts. The employment of italics, to mark
words not represented in the original Hebrew and Greek, had an

exceptional value for readers who believed every syllable of the Bible

to have been directly inspired. The running commentary of illus-

trative and explanatory notes became a boon of the first importance

when, in Grindal’s day, the harsh measures of the Queen against

‘ Prophesying ’

—

i.e. against the periodical local gatherings of the

Protestant clergy for mutual instruction and training as preachers

—

had emptied half the city pulpits, and had made qualified ministers

of the Word inconveniently scarce. But not merely was the book

thus made self-interpreting. Its usefulness w^as yet further enhanced

by maps and woodcuts and elaborate tables, by an appendix of

metrical psalms, and finally by the interpolation in all editions after

1579 of a catechism so pronounced in its Calvinism as to suggest a
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design among the Brethren of superseding through its instrumentality

the authoritative catechism of the Church.

Neither cumbersome nor costly, terse and vigorous in style, literal

and yet boldly idiomatic, the Genevan Version was at once a conspi-

cuous advance on all the English translations that had preceded it,

and an edition which could fairly claim to be well abreast of the

soundest contemporary scholarship.

Apart, however, from its intrinsic merits, and from its incidental

attractions, the introduction of this popular Bible into England was,

from the point of view of its authors, singularly opportune. Secular

literature was all but unknown. Shakespeare was not yet born, Spen-

ser was but six years old, and Bacon in his cradle. With the exception

of the Bible, the Prayer Book, Foxe’s Book of Martyrs, and Calvin’s

Institutes, we cannot recall the name of any book which was at this

period in anything like extensive circulation. Meanwhile the habit

of Bible-reading had since the days of the Great Bible been steadily

gaining a firm hold upon that large section of the community to

which the Genevan Bible would most forcibly appeal.

Launched into publicity upon a flood-tide of protestant elation, it

at once arrested attention and secured respect by the prestige of its

parent cit}^, by the renown of its sponsors, Calvin, Beza, and Knox,

and by the known character and attainments of those collectively

responsible for it as a revision
;
while in many a house it must vividly

have recalled to recent exiles the hospitalities and kindnesses which

in the dark days of their adversity had been extended to them on a

foreign soil.

Such then was the Genevan Bible, and there is attached to it a

twofold interest. Not only does it constitute an important link in the

chain of Encrlish versions, but it strikes a new historical note. Con-

sidered as a fresh rendering of the Scriptures, it stands creditably free

from ecclesiastical bias. Considered as a literary whole, it has about

it somethiDjz of the character of a Calvinist manifesto. Of the notes,

those famous ‘ spectacles for weak eyes,’ probably not more than a

twentieth part could fairly be called aggressively sectarian, but their

general tone and savour are not to be mistaken. The contrast of

‘ elect’ and ‘ reprobate ’ which is met with throughout, the marked

omission of all the saints’ days from the calendar, the list of Old

Testament names translated for use as Christian names in order to

mark in the bearers of them a special dedication to God, the table

that directs the reader to those passages in the Bible which seemed

to bear with most weight on the cardinal points in the Calvinistic

creed, the characteristic distaste for all forms of recreation andamuse-

inent which comes out so curiously in the heading above St. Mark’s

a(-eount of the murder of the Baptist, ‘ the inconvenience of d(tun~

C' li'U these are a few among the many indications which abound to

sh'Av tliat this publication is a book with a special purpose, a boolc
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undertaken at the instance of a Calvinist congregation by Calvinist

scholars for Calvinist readers.

We are thus brought within sight of a new development of the

English Keformation, and are enabled to recognise the approach of that

internecine struggle between Grenevan and Anglican, Presbyterian and

Episcopalian, Congregationalist and Churchman, which, if it was for

a while kept in the background by the pressure of an overmastering-

anxiety as to England’s very existence as an independent nation, was

yet never for one moment abandoned through the whole reign of

Elizabeth, and was destined to usher in under her successors the yet

more momentous conflict between political liberty and divine right.

The wide popularity which was so rapidly won by the Genevan

Bible had two important results : it undermined the titular authority

of the Great Bible, which beyond all doubt was inferior to it as a

translation
;
and it forced Archbishop Parker into the endeavour to

supersede it by a Bible whose excellence might deserve to be stamped

with the hall-mark of Church and State. To have silently acquiesced

in the free circulation of the Genevan Bible, side by side not only

with the Great Bible but with Coverdale’s and Matthew’s Bibles,

would have been to condone a medley of authorities that fell but

little short of spiritual chaos. It must be borne in mind that our

great Tudor Queen, whose sagacity was always alert to discern and

recognise

Tlie limits of resistance, and the hounds

Determining concession,

differed altogether from Henry the Eighth in her attitude, during

the first period of her reign, towards the current English versions

of the Scriptures. Firmly opposed to whatever she considered

dangerous to the cause of order or to the supremacy of the crown,

she saw no reason to interfere between one Bible and another. She
would have no version ‘ either abled or disabled.’ She would be
the leader of no particular section of her subjects, but the Queen
of England. Left to itself, it was inevitable that the Genevan
should on its merits dethrone the Great Bible

;
yet it was plainly

impossible for Convocation to erect the Puritan book into a standard

version, or to obtain the Queen’s authorisation of an annotated Bible

so undisguisedly associated with the names of Calvin, whom she

detested, and of Knox, whom she detested still more.

Ilis own love of uniformity, if nothing else, would sooner or later

have caused Parker to address himself to a task which, if there was

to be any finality in the interpretation of and the appeal to

Scripture, must inevitably be undertaken. Accordingly, about the

year 15G3-4, he set himself to organise a select revision committee,

and inasmuch as the majority of them were taken from the Episcopal

bench the version for which they were responsible became known
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to ' history as the Bishops’ Bible. The instructions laid down for

their guidance were substantially these. They were to follow the

Great Bible except where ‘ it varieth manifestly ’ from the originals.

They were to set great store by the Latin versions of Munster and

Pagninus. They were to avoid ‘ bitter notes ’ and ‘ determination

in places of controversy.’ Passages containing matter that did not

tend to edification—as, for example, genealogies— were to be marked

off so that a reader might leave them out. Words that offended

good taste were to be ‘ expressed with more convenient terms and

phrases.’

The time occupied by the work was about four years. In

October 1568 it was published, as a stately and imposing folio, with

the plain title The Holie Bible, containing the Old Testament and
the New. There was no dedication, but on the title-page was a

portrait of the Queen, in front of the Book of Joshua an engraving

of Lord Leicester in his armour, and in front of the Psalms one of

Cecil, Lord Burleigh. A considerable space was given to tables,

calendars, almanacs, woodcuts, and maps. Parker contributed a

preface, and Cranmer’s preface to the Great Bible was reprinted.

On the 5th of October 1568, the Archbishop being in weak health,

wrote to Cecil asking him to present a copy to the Queen. Enclosed

with it was a private letter of dedication to her in wdiich reference

was made to translations ‘ which have not been laboured in your realm,

having inspersed diverse prejudicial notes which might have been

well spared ’—an allusion not too obscurely veiled to the Genevan

Bible. But whatever she may have said in private, Elizabeth took

no public notice of the Bishops’ Bible, nor did she ever offer to give

it her formal sanction and authority.

The distinguishing method of the Genevan Committee had

been careful and methodical collaboration, as contrasted with the

isolated labours of the pioneers of translation. It was the Arch-

bishop’s intention to proceed upon similar lines. He does not

however appear to have succeeded in providing any adequate

machinery for attuning and harmonising the idiosyncrasies of inde-

pendent contributors working in separate fields. The consequence

is that the Bishops’ Bible is of very uneven merit. Parker, an

excellent scholar himself, no doubt exercised a general supervision

as editor. But much more than mere central control was needed if a

cento of unrelated parts was ever to he successfully moulded into an

organic literary whole. It would probably be unjust to take the

Bishop of Kochester, to w'hom the revision of the Psalter was in the

first instance allotted, as a fair sainj-de of colleagues who held much
stricter views of their responsibilities

;
but the principle on which he,

at any rate, avowed himself to be acting was plainly incompatible with

honest work. ‘ When part of a Psalm is quoted in the New Testament,’

he says, ‘ I translate the Hebrew according to the translation thereof
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in the Neiu Testament for the avoiding of the offence that may rise

upon divers translations.’

The revisers of the Old Testament seem to have adhered too

closely to the renderings of the Great Bible to achieve for their

version any very conspicuous independent value. But the New
Testament, as re-edited in 1572 after the criticisms of Lawrence,

headmaster of Shrewsbury, attains a much higher level, and is as

remarkable for the advance in scholarship which it exhibits in the

treatment of the Greek particles and prepositions as for its courageous

independence. It is moreover the originator of many felicitous

phrases which have been perpetuated by their adoption into our Autho-

rised Version, such as the ‘ middle wall of partition,’ and ‘ less than

the least of all saints.’ It surprises the reader with an occasional

quaint literalism, as in St. Mark vii. 27 :
‘ Cast it unto the little

dogges
;

’ or in 1 Cor. xii. 7 :
‘ a pricke of the fleshe.’ With regard to

the commentary which accompanies this Bible not much need be

said. Many of the notes are taken, and taken without acknowledg-

ment, from the Genevan Bible
;
but the annotators have been so

conscientiously mindful of their instructions to avoid bitterness and

controversy that they have not unfrequently fallen into a colourless

feebleness, and have introduced matter into their commentary which

scarcely rises above the level of tolerabiles ineptice.

On the whole, the Bishops’ Bible though strongly supported by

Convocation has been justly ranked with the least successful of our

English versions. Its imposing appearance did not atone for its

defects. It was costly. It was cumbersome. In its entirety it did

not satisfy scholars. It was ill-suited to the general public. The

editing, it must be added, left much to be desired. The illustrations

with which the printer has been allowed to ornament some of the

initial letters belong rather to the Kenaissance than to the Eeforma-

tion, and suggest a keener relish for the Metamorphoses of Ovid than

for St. Paul. It is difficult, for example, to reconcile the vigilance

which may reasonably be looked for from Episcopal supervision with

the woodcut of Leda and the Sw^an which has so unaccountably been

permitted to decorate the initial letter of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

After a life of some forty years, and after passing through nineteen

editions, the Bishops’ Bible ceased to be printed. There is no copy

bearing a date later than 1606.

The direct descendant of the Bishops’ Bible in the line of our

English versions is the King’s Bible
;
but there is also an English

translation, largely drawm upon by the revisers of that great work,

and belonging (at any rate in part) to the Tudor period, which we
are reluctant to pass by unnoticed. We refer to what is knowm as

the Douai Bible, the w ork of certain Oxford scholars in exile from

England, and having their headquarters at one time in Flanders and

at another in France.

VoL. XLV—Xo. 2GG X X
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The Douai Bible may be described as a Eoman Catholic pendant

to the Genevan Bible. Both were produced on foreign soil. Both

were from the hands of men living in exile on account of their creed.

In both might be detected an ulterior aim beyond the mere faithful

rendering of the text. With the one is indelibly associated the

persistent endeavour of the extreme Protestants to remodel the

English Church on the lines of continental Calvinism, while vath the

other is historically linked the combined effort of Spain and Rome to

crush Elizabeth into subjection to the Pope. Let us glance briefly at

the circumstances under which this Roman Catholic version was made.

At the very date of the publication of the Bishops’ Bible, the

year 1568, there was founded at Douai, then a city of Flanders and

one of the chief continental centres for Roman Catholic refugees from

Great Britain, an English College. Its founder, William Allen,

belonged to an old Lancashire family, and had been a Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford, and a Canon of York under Queen Mary. His

fervent and untiring zeal as an agitator against the Elizabethan

settlement of religion was rewarded in 1587 with a Cardinal’s hat,

and had fortune smiled on the Catholic designs he was even then

marked out as the future Cardinal of England and Archbishop of

Canterbury. Allen’s College was affiliated to the University of Douai,

an institution which had been established a few years earlier by

Philip the Second of Spain, within whose vast dominions the city

itself lay. Open to any English Roman Catholic students who might

be seeking a college education, it was primarily designed for the

training of a disciplined body of priests as the possible successors in

England of the moribund Marian clergy, and as ready instruments,

when opportunity should offer, for the restoration of the wandering

sheep to the Roman fold.

Of the Jesuit missions and seminary priests of whom we read so

much during the last years of Elizabeth’s reign, Douai was a fertile

source. The Douai Bible, promoted by Allen himself, but actually

translated by Gregory Martin, once a Fellow of St. John’s College,

Oxford, was published in two parts, and at an interval of nearly thirty

years. For this delay the editors were in no respect to blame, for

both Testaments had been completed before 1582. It was occasioned

by the want of adequate funds. The first volume to appear was the

New Testament, printed at Rheims in 1582, the year as'it may be

remembered which followed the execution in London, on a charge of

treason, of Campion, one of the Jesuit emissaries from Douai. The

migration of Allen’s College to Rheims, between the years 1578 and

1596, was the result of political disturbances. It was at Douai,

however, that the Old Testament was printed in 1609-10, and it is

from Douai that the comjflete Bible has taken its name.

When the Rheims Testament made its appearance in England in

1582, the nation was passing through a period of intense excitement.
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Times had indeed changed since Elizabeth could with equanimity

forbid that any version of the Scriptures should be either ‘ abled or

disabled.’ Twelve years had gone by since the Vatican had declared

war upon her by its bull of excommunication. Men’s minds were

full to overflowing with the awful memories of St. Bartholomew,

with the butcheries of Alva, with the iniquities of the Inquisition.

Not in England alone, but in Ireland and Scotland, the agents of

Borne were hard at work in undermining the Queen’s throne. Elizabeth

herself went in daily terror of her life. From every side the feeling

was borne in that England was nearing the crisis of her fate, and

under the pressure of the national peril Protestantism became

identifled with patriotism. It is not difficult to realise the reception

with which at such a time the Bheims Testament, with its aggres-

sively Eoman notes, was likely to meet. The book was but one

more addition to the signs, too numerous already, of the sleepless

activity of the common enemy. To harbour it was declared high

treason, while through the spies and searchers of the Government

not a few wBo were suspected of promoting its circulation were

brought to the torture of the rack.

Such were the circumstances under which the first instalment of

the Douai Bible made its appearance in England. It remains to say

a few words on the version itself.

In an elaborate preface of more than twenty pages the Catholic

reader receives a kind of apologetic explanation of what might natu-

rally be supposed to strike him as a departure from Eoman principles.

For vernacular versions had never been in favour with that church, nor

did she at all approve of the private interpretation of the Scriptures.

To Protestants must the odium be left of casting, as the editors so

quaintly phrase it, ‘ the holy to dogges and pearles to hogges.* But, see-

ing that false and heretical versions were being scattered broadcast, it

might not be inexpedient to reassure the faithful by presenting them
with a semi-Anglicised Bible, well protected with a bulwark of

orthodox annotations. By so doing, its editors would for ever wipe

away the long-standing reproach of Eome, that, while she consis-

tently condemned the w^ork of scholars outside her pale, she took

no steps herself to render their critical labours superfluous.

There are two distinguishing features in the Douai Bible which

notwithstanding its appearance of isolation bring it into no fanciful

relation with the Protestant versions. It is a translation by country-

men of our own directly from the Vulgate, and it is in the highest

degree intolerant and controversial in its notes. Under the flrst of

these aspects we may group it with the bibles of Wyclif and of

Coverdale, whose originals were, as he tells us, ‘ the Douche and the

Latine,' wUile under its second aspect it recalls the methods of

Tyndale and Eogers, and indeed of all those polemically annotated

bibles w’hose doctrinal sting is in their tail.

X X 2
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To the Latin of the Vulgate the Douai translator was even

slavishly deferential. His translation has accordingly one fatal fault.

Taken as a whole it is not English. Almost any chapter from

the unmodernised editions will supply instances of this defect.

‘ Purge the old ^leaven that you may he a neiv paste, as you are

azymes’ (1 Cor. v. 7). 'He exinanited himself (Phil. ii. 7).

‘ Before your thorns did understand the old briar : as living so in

wrath he swalloiueth them^ (Psalm Ivii. 10). No man could be

better aware than a scholarly Englishman like Gregory Martin that

such renderings were simply barbarous. Perhaps therefore his prevail-

ing motive must be sought elsewhere than in his sympathy with the

wants of the average Bible-reader. On the other hand, for serious

students, it is just this uncompromising fidelity to a revision which

in its New Testament carries us back to the ‘ Old Latin ’ ^ rendering of

Greek manuscripts of the middle of the second century, that gives to

the Eheims edition so high a value for the purposes of textual

criticism. Were we under no other obligation to this version than

that it encouraged the reader to a better acquaintance with the

Latin Vulgate, our debt would still be great. For the Vulgate, though

a composite work, will always rank among the most remarkable books

of the v/orld. It is astonishing enough that a monk of the West
should have been able in his cell at Bethlehem to carry through

an undertaking of such magnitude as a translation of the Old

Testament direct from the Hebrew, and a revision, by the aid of

Greek manuscripts, of the pre-existing Latin versions of the New
Testament. But the Vulgate has other claims upon our admiration

besides its nobility as a translation. It is the venerable source from

which the Church has drawn its ecclesiastical vocabulary. Terms now
so familiar as to arouse no curiosity as to their origin, ‘ scripture,’

‘spirit,’ ‘penance,’ ‘sacrament,’ ‘communion,’ ‘salvation,’ ‘propitia-

tion,’ ‘justification,’ all come from Jerome’s Bible. It is an immortal

record of the commanding genius that could so manipulate and mould

the majestic but inflexible language of Rome as to make it a fit and

pliant instrument for the expression of modes of thought, of senti-

ments and images, conceived originally among Eastern associations, and

breathed upon by an Eastern spirit. And yet again, wdiile these I^atin

scriptures of the fourth century provide us with an imperishable link

between the Latin of classical times and the Romance languages

which are its descendants, they at the same time serve to kindle

the imagination w^ith the vision of those thousand years during which

tlie Vulgate reigned supreme as the one and only Bible of the

West, the pride and pillar of that Latin Church to which under the

])rovidence of God Europe stands for ever indebted if not literally

* 'Die ‘ Ol'l I.atin ’ is a compendious name for tliose ancient Latin versions of the

srrij.tnres, wliether in Afrira or in Ital}’, wliich preceded Jerome’s work and vvhicl>

datf ha^ k tw llie secont] century.
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for her life, yet at least for the preservation of her spiritual and

intellectual inheritance from the blind deluge of Northern barbarism.

Elizabeth died in March 1603, and with the accession of James

the First we arrive at length within sight of that stately and monu-
mental work which was destined not merely to eclipse but absolutely

to efface its rivals, and to enter upon a reign which has endured un-

broken for now nearly three hundred years, and in the undiminished

lustre of which we still live.

We need waste no words in praise of the Authorised Version. It

is generally accepted as a literary masterpiece, as the greatest and

most beautiful book in the world. Yet all the more strange becomes

the reflection that a bible which has exercised so incalculable an influ-

ence upon religion, upon literature, upon manners, and upon character,

should have had its origin in something very like an accident.

The Conference which by the King’s command met on the 14th,

16th, and 18th of January, 1604, in what had once been Wolsey’s

palace at Hampton Court, to consider the Millenary Petition, had

before it no proposal for any fresh revision of the Scriptures. In

presenting their petition that which the Puritans had in view was not

the Bible, but the Prayer Book. When Presbyterian Scotland sent her

King to occupy the vacant throne of England, the hopes of Calvinism,

so long repressed under Elizabeth, once more revived. The inexorable

guardian of ‘ the middle way ’ had been removed by death. Many
auspicious circumstances seemed to indicate that the tide might now
be about to turn. The course of events in Europe had rendered the

Puritans profoundly anxious. The counter-Keformation had already

made such progress that it might well happen, as it seemed to them,

that if England were found to waver in her Protestantism the blood

of the martyrs would prove to have been shed in vain. Such was the

mood which prompted the Millenary Petition. Succinctly put, this

petition besought the King to purge the Church from superstitious

rites and ceremonies, and to provide a well-trained ministry of

preachers. With regard to the Bible it was silent. In point of fact,

the Calvinists were satisfied with the Genevan Bible, while the main

body of the Anglicans did not feel seriously dissatisfied with the

Bishops’ Bible. A useful sidelight is thrown upon the matter by

the preface to the Authorised Version. There we learn that, by ‘ a

very poor and empty shift,’ the ‘ Puritanes ’ advanced the plea that

the versions of Scripture adopted hy the Prayer Book were so faulty

as to make it against their conscience to subscribe thereto. The
weakness of this plea becomes apparent when it is remembered that the

faults in question had long ago been remedied in the Genevan Bible.

Moreover it is not without significance that Pr. Peynolds, the learned

President of Corpus College, Oxford, and the spokesman of the

moderate Puritans at the Conference, did not even prefer his request

for a revised Bible till well on in the second day of the meeting, by
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which time, if indeed any doubt could have existed on the subject

from the very outset, it had become evident that the Puritan cause,

at least for the time, was hopelessly lost. ‘ / have kept a revel with

the Puritans,^ writes James to a friend shortly after he had dis-

missed the meeting, ‘ and have peppered them soundly' This is

hardly the language of an impartial ecclesiastical arbitrator. But

whether or not w'e are justified in supposing that Keynolds put

forward his request in the forlorn hope that by this means he might

at any rate secure that the national attention should not be diverted

from the Bible, it is certain that his success must have gone far

beyond his most sanguine expectations. Had he been an arch-

diplomat in disguise, he could not have devised a more skilful move.

The Bishop of London might grumble that ‘ if every man’s humour
should be followed there would be no end of translating,’ but the

decision lay not with him but with the King. And here again

it was surely a most happy chance that this King should have

been James the First. But for James it seems certain that this last

Puritan suggestion would have shared the fate of their petition

as a whole, and that, instead of a Bible in whose presence men have

learnt to forget their sectarian differences in the remembrance

of their common Christianity, we might even at this very day be

distracted by the claims of rival versions, and be calling out like

the Corinthian converts of old ‘ I am of Tyndale
;

’ ‘I am of

Coverdale
;

’
‘ I am of Greneva.’

Nothing was finally settled at the Conference, but Eeynolds’s sug-

gestion had fallen on no 'unwilling ear. James’s dislike for Calvinism

was not religious, but personal and political. His mind was not exclu-

sively secular like Elizabeth’s. From his childhood he had been

devoted to the study of the Bible. He had even tried his hand at

translation. He was scholar enough to know that much progress had

been made in the knowledge of Greek and Hebrew since the date of the

Bishops’ revision. The idea of directing, as King, a great enterprise

such as the production of a scholarly and unsectarian Bible purged

once for all from anti-monarchical notes was as gratifying to his vanity

and his self-confidence as it was congenial to his tastes. The
business was not allowed to sleep. By the 22nd of July, 1604, the

date of his letter to Bancroft on the subject, all preliminaries would

appear to have been arranged and the scheme fairly set on foot.

The first practical step had been to select the translators. To whom
the ultimate selection may have been due is not known. Probably the

King, whose whole heart was in the matter, consulted both Bancroft and

the Universities. All possible pains were taken to secure the services

of the best men. Intellectual competence and proved capacity were

the only tests. Puritan and Anglican, linguist and theologian, lay-

man and divine, worked harmoniously side by side. Of the fifty-four

names which were originally chosen, the lists that have come down
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to us include only forty-seven, but we can see with what care and

catholicity of mind the appointment of revisers had been made.

They were organised in six companies. Two met at Oxford, two at

Cambridge, two at Westminster. Dr. Reynolds himself was a

member of one of the Oxford companies. So also was Dr. Miles

Smith, the author of the interesting and instructive Preface which is

prefixed to the edition of 1611. To each company a certain portion

of the Bible was given to work upon. Their basis was the Bishops’

Bible. Other versions were to be used only when they ‘ agreed better

with the text’ of the originals. The versions specified were those of

Tyndale, Matthew, Coverdale, the Great Bible, and the Bible of Geneva.

The translators, however, did not consider themselves to be in any

way confined to these. They consulted every version, whether English

or foreign, that was accessible to them, and were largely indebted

to Beza, to the Rhemish Testament, and to Tremellius.

An excellently conceived code of rules was dravm up, and a copy

sent to each company for its guidance. Each member of each

company was first to make his own private revision of the books with

which he had to deal. Then the members were to meet, under the

presidency of their chairman, and to mould and harmonise as far as

possible the separate versions into one. In cases where no agreement

could be arrived at the diflSculties that had arisen were to be reserved

for the subsequent judgment of a central committee. Referees were

appointed at the two Universities who were exempted from the work of

translation so that they might have proper leisure for supervision and

for editorial duties. The companies were to interchange their work

when complete, so that each company might pass under review the

text arrived at by their colleagues and the principle of collaboration

thus be made as effective as possible. Consultation was authorised

with any specialist or expert outside the companies, and suggestions

were cordially invited from any biblical students in England who
might be duly qualified to make them. The text of the Bishops’

Bible was to be ‘ as little altered as the truth of the original will

admit.’ The old ecclesiastical words were to be preserved. There

were to be no controversial notes, and indeed no marginal notes at

all, except where the original could not ‘ fitly be expressed in the

text.’ It is supposed that some three years were spent in individual

study and in work of a preliminary nature, three in organised and

collaborate work, and one in final revision by a select committee in

London.

In 1611 the Authorised Version, a folio volume in black-letter

type, was published. The title-page bore the words ‘ appointed to be

read in churches,’ but no evidence is forthcoming that any such

formal appointment was ever made either by the King or by Parha-

ment, by Convocation or by the Privy Council. In any case it was quite

unnecessary. Not by any means at once, but gradually and surely,
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this noble version took up its natural position, a position from

which it does not at present seem in any near danger of being dis-

lodged. So far is it from losing ground that it has been already

translated into not far short of two hundred languages and dialects,

while something like three million copies of it are poured out year

by year by the English press. Truly may we say of it that its sound

has gone forth unto all lands, and its words unto the ends of the

world.

It is natural to the human mind to search for causes, and con-

fronted with a phenomenon so striking as the King’s Bible we are

driven almost against our wills to inquire to what happy conjunction

of circumstances its unique position may be ascribed.

(1) In the first place, then, the Authorised Version was indebted

for its success to the personal qualifications of the revisers. They were

the best scholars and linguists of their day. They were also men of

deep piety.

In what sort did these assemble ? In the trust of their own knowledge or

of their sharpness of wit ? At no hand. They trusted in him that hath the key

of David, opening and no man shutting; they prayed to the Lord, 0 let Thy
Scriptures be my pure delight

;
let me not be deceived in them, neither let me

deceive by them."^

They spared no pains to make their work as perfect as they

could.

Neither did we think [it] much to consult the translators or commentators,

Chaldee, Hebrew, Syrian, Greek, or Latin
;

no, nor the Spanish, French,

Italian, or Dutch
;
neither did we disdain to revise that which we had done and

to bring back to the anvil that which we had hammered.

They were not the slaves but the masters of the rules which

guided them.

Is the Kingdom of God become words or syllables ? Why should we be in

bondage to them if we may be free

They never lost sight of the fact that the English Bible was to

be a book not for an inner ring of theologians or scholars, but for the

common p)eople.

We have, on the one side, avoided the scrupulosity of the Puritanes who leave

the old ecclesiastical words, as when they put washing for baptism and congrega-

tion instead of Church
;
as also on the other side we have shunned the obscurity

of the Papists, that since they must needs translate the Bible, yet by the language

thereof it may be kept from being understood. But ice desire that the Scripture

may be understood even of the very vulgar.

The predominance of Saxon words in this version is very remark-

able. Compared wdth l.(atin words, they constitute about 90 per

cent. In Shakespeare tlie proportion is 85 per cent., in Swift nearly

90, in Johnson 75, in Gibbon 70. In the Lord’s Prayer 59 out of 65

words are Saxon.

* The quotations are from the I’refacc to the Authorised Version.
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(2) Secondly, James’s revisers had this great advantage over their

predecessors, who as a rule worked under the ban of the authorities

—

that they felt themselves occupied on a great national undertaking

promoted by the King himself, and supported by the full sympathy

and approval of Church and State.

(3) Thirdly, they had ready to hand the rich results of nearly a

century of diligent and unintermitted labour in the field of biblical

study.

Truly we never thought to make a new translation, nor yet to make of a bad

one a good one, but to make a good one better, or out of many good ones one

principal good one.

It is absolutely essential to bear this position in mind if we are

to take a just view of their literary style. Their diction goes back

at least as far as Henry the Eighth. Their appointed task was the

revision of the Bishops’ Bible, which was itself a revision of the

Great Bible, which, again, through Matthew’s Bible, was a revision of

Tyndale and Coverdale.

It is only necessary to compare the style of the Preface with the

style of the Authorised Version, and then to read almost any part of

the latter, but especially the New Testament, side by side with

Tyndale, to see that our biblical language was in the main the

inheritance of the revisers and not their creation. Adopting their

own words we may say that the end at which they aimed was, out of

the rich store of versions, and out of the greatly enlarged vocabulary

at their command, ‘ to make the good better.’

(4) Nor should we omit to give full weight to the benefit which

their enterprise derived from that system of collaboration which, on

a smaller scale, had shown such good results in the Genevan version

of 1560. It is beyond the power of man to eliminate, by any

machinery which he can devise, the inherent inequality of mental

endowments. The Authorised Version is accordingly not a perfectly

even work throughout, nor would any competent judge desire to

claim for the Epistles the same high level of excellence as for the

Pentateuch or the Prophetical books. But on the whole our Bible

is characterised by a wonderful unity of tone, and this is unquestion-

ably due to the well-planned organisation and rules for which the

King and his advisers were responsible.

(5) There remains one last consideration to which we would

submit that the highest importance must be attached. Eegard has

been held above both to the great abilities and to the religious

earnestness and self-devotion of the King’s Committee, to their

esjprit de corps, to the richness of literary material and tradition

which they inherited as revisers, to the excellence of the arrangements

for ejffective collaboration under wliich their labours were conducted.

But above and around all this we have to remember the extra-

ordinarily stimulating power of the literary atmosphere which it was
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their unique good fortune to breathe, an atmosphere which went far to

foster in them their lofty sense of style and their sureness of artistic

touch. The last decade of the sixteenth century had witnessed an

outburst of literary genius, alike in poetry, in the drama, and in

prose, to which it would indeed be difl&cult to find a parallel.

Beneath the surface of the whole Tudor period may be felt the

intellectual restlessness and fermentation which were the spiritual

preparation for that astonishing revelation of creative power which

characterises its close. Throughout the reign of Elizabeth vast

invisible forces had been at work refashioning, transforming, fer-

tilising the minds of men. For a while no doubt the black cloud

of national peril overshadowed and shrouded their activity. But
none the less their influence continued operative. The intellectual

force of the Kenaissance, the moral and religious force of the Eeforma-

tion, the social and political force of a newly realised and an ever-

increasing sense of national unity and greatness, the economic force

of rapidly expanding wealth—-all these vitalising powers had been

silently transfiguring the old England of Catholicism and Feudalism

into the England that was to be. With the execution of Mary
Stuart and the repulse of the Armada the darkness rolled away.

A terrible danger, nerving and bracing the whole community into

strenuous effort, gave place to an indescribable sense of relief. As

it had been in Greece after Marathon, Platiea, and Salamis, so

was it in this land of ours when the Spaniard spread his sails and

fled away. Suddenly, almost as if by magic, a new world of literature

burst into loveliest blossom, and the national language clothed

itself in strength, in richness, and in power. Not in one department

of mental activity alone but in every quarter there arose a con-

sciousness of quickened life and of boundless possibilities. The
excitement, the hope, the buoyancy, the aspiration, the intensity

of a nation renewing its youth roused every faculty into a varied

and many-sided alertness. In some such air as this the translators

of the King’s Bible lived and moved and had their being. And as

they so Hved the glory of the times seems to have passed into their

souls and the inspiration of their originals into their pens, so that

they were enabled to build up for the generations that were to come

after them an English Bible which, with all the imperfections which

were inseparable from the incompleteness of their critical resources,

and which belong indeed to every work of man, will ever be held in

reverence as the most splendid literary monument of a splendid and

heroic age.

n. W. IIOARE.
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HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE STATE

It is a curious study to trace the development of the State’s concep-

tion of its obligation towards communal education.

Less than seventy years since, the State in this country had not

put its hand to the work of educating the people at all. A little was

being done. But the matter was one for private charity and not for

public direction. When the State first realised that it had some

little responsibility in this matter, it compounded its interest by

sending a few thousand pounds annually to the bankers of the two

voluntary societies that were making a feeble endeavour to educate

a few of the most neglected of the people. But, from the very out-

set, the State rigidly insisted that its contribution must only be

spent in assisting the education of the labouring classes :

‘ The object of the grant is to promote the education of the

children belonging to the classes who support themselves by

manual labour.’

And so it remained right down to 1870. Year after year the Com-
mittee of Council opened its annual report with (the italics being

mine)

:

‘IVIay it Please Your JVIajesty,

We, the Lords of the Committee of your Majesty’s Privy Council

on Education, beg leave to submit to your Majesty the follow-

ing Keport of our proceedings during the past year for the

promotion of education among the labouring and other

poorer classes of your Majesty’s subjects in Great Britain.’

With the passing of the Act of 1870 the State conception was

vastly widened. From being a mere subscriber to the work of

voluntary agencies, the State undertook to supply schools itself,

schools which should be entirely maintained at the public expense.

Then, for the first time, in 1871, the Keport of the Committee of

Council opens with (the italics again being mine) :

‘ May it Please Your Majesty,

We, the Lords of the Committee of your Majesty’s Privy Council

on Education, humbly submit to your Majesty the following

6G3
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Eeport of our proceedings during the past year /or the 'promo-

tion of elementary educaiion among your Majesty's subjects

in Great Britain.’

And ‘ for the promotion of elementary education among your

Majesty’s subjects ’ it has remained to this day.

Where, then, have we now got ? We have arrived at the point

at which the State admits its obligation to provide elementary educa-

tion for all classes of the community. Of course all classes do not

everywhere avail themselves of the fare the State spreads. Class

prejudice is still too big a factor in British social life. But many
very good people would be surprised, and even perhaps shocked,

could they know the extent to which others than the poorer and the

labouring classes are coming to recognise the great thoroughness and

the extreme value of the ‘ elementary ’ education the State is pro-

viding, and are availing themselves of it accordingly. The step we

are about to take now is the acceptation by the State of a direct

responsibility for something more. Higher education is now about

to become in this country, as it has long been elsewhere, a State

concern.

This, then, is a great educational epoch. We are at the be-

ginning of a new era. And here the beginning is everything. Cast

in genuinely national lines, the State organisation of Secondary

Education may be made the instrument not only of a great educa-

tional advantage for the country, but also of a great social leavening

that steadily, if silently, would tend to the obliteration of the class

prejudices that eat so deeply into our national life. In this new step

forward the vital essential is to see that the machinery for State

supervision, central and local, is of the right type.

As to the machinery for the direction of national education by

the Central Executive little if any difficulty need arise. What is

needed is the unification of the three Education Departments through

which the State now blunderingly works, and the appointment of a

Consultative Council of Educational Experts, whose advice and

counsel the new unified Central Authority could from time to time

take. Upon this problem of the Central Authority the Royal

Commission on Secondary Education were unanimous and emphatic.

They told us that

:

(1) The Central Authority ought to consist of a Department of the Executive

Government, presided over hy a Minister responsil)le to Parliament, who would

obviously be the same Minister as the one to whom the charge of elementary

education is entrusted. In order to secure liarmony and economy in the w'orking

of tlie various Ijranches of the liducation Office as thus enlarged, it seems desirable

that tlj<*re should be under the Minister a permanent Secretary wnth a general

oversight of those several branches.

{’2
)

J’or these purjioses we propose there b(^ created an IMucational Council,

which may advise the Ministers in the first-mentioned class of matters and in
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appeals, while such a professional function as the registration of teachers might be

entirely committed to it.

(3) Such an Educational Council ought to be small, not exceeding twelve mem-
bers. Of these, one-third might be appointed by the Crown

;
one-third by the

four Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, London and Victoria (one member by each)

;

and one-third might be selected by the rest of the Council from among experienced

members of the teaching profession.

(4) The work now done by the Charity Commissioners, so far as regards

educational endowments, be transferred to or placed under the direction of the pro-

posed Central Office.

(5) The Science and Art Department ought to be absorbed into the recon-

structed and enlarged Education Office, those of its functions which relate to

Secondary Education being transferred to the new Department for Secondary

Education, while those which touch elementary schools would go to those officials

of the Education Office who already deal with such schools.

In partial acceptation of these most important recommendations,

the Government has given us its Board of Education Bill. As

introduced into the House of Lords last August, that Bill

() Creates a Minister of Education directly responsible to Parlia-

ment for both Secondary and Elemento.ry Education.

() Creates a Board of Education similar to the Board of Trade

or the Local Government Board.

(c) Brings the Education Department and the Science and Art

Department together in one office, and probably under one

Permanent Secretary.

(d) Leaves the administration of Charitable Trusts and the

framing of schemes, under the Endowed Schools Act, un-

touched (but future Charity Commission schemes must be

drawn up in consultation with the Board of Education).

So far, so good. The educational work of the Charity Commission

might well have been more thoroughly ‘ merged ’ in the new Central

Authority, and steps might have been taken permanently to call together

the Educational Council suggested by the Koyal Commission. But
these, side by side with a comment yet to come, are altogether insignifi-

cant details. And that comment has reference to the remarkable

circumstance that the Bill does not touch the question of the Local

Authority at all ! This, to say the least of it, is curious. In 189G

the Government placed a great Education Bill before Parliament.

It was a very complex Bill. Its best friends groaned at its burden

of complexity. But of its thirty-three clauses the first eighteen

dealt exclusively with the question of the Local Authority for Edu-
cation. And again and again its author, Sir John Gorst, insisted

that the first great problem to tackle, if we are to get our system of

national education on broad and lasting lines, is the problem of the

Local Authority. ‘ The principle of this measure,’ he told the House
of Commons when introducing the Bill, ‘is the establishment in every

county and county borough of a paramount education authority.’’
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‘ All the rest/ he again impressed upon the House on the occasion

of the second reading debate, ‘ is detail.’ Here, of course, Sir John

Gorst, and the Cabinet which accepted his measure, were in strict

accord with the Secondary Education Commission’s Recommendations,

which laid great ‘stress upon the absolute necessity to solve promptly

the pressing problem of the Local Authority. But what bewilders

me not a little is the fact that the vital and urgent problem of

1896 is left untouched in 1899. Is it possible that the rather

nasty fall which the Government had in 1896 over this very question

of the Local Authority is responsible for the ludicrously inadequate

and exiguous treatment of the whole problem of the State organisa-

tion of Secondary Education in the Bill now before the country ? In

any case, practically all educationists of all shades of political thought

are agreed that the problem of the Local Authority must be faced

;

and that the scope of the Board of Education Bill must be so far

extended as to include the treatment of that great feature of the

whole question which, in 1896, was held by the Government to over-

shadow in importance all others. For, important as the setting up

of the Central Authority may be, the really potential agency in the

development of publicly assisted Secondary Education, in the co-

ordination of the higher education about to be provided by the

public with the primary education already in existence, and in the

effective and economical handling of the thousand and one educa-

tional, financial, and administrative problems which will at once

arise, is the Local Authority. The fact seems so very axiomatic as

scarcely to need enforcement. But apparently a plea must still be

put in for its recognition.

Now, let us see precisely where we are in this matter of the Local

Authority. The ideal system of local government in education, as

Sir John Gorst urged at Liverpool on the 28th of October last, is that

under which in each district one comprehensive and efficient authority

controls education in all its grades. And it is a very great pity that in

1 870 we could not have projected ourselves into the educational concep-

tions of the country thirty years later. Could we have done this we

should certainly not have taken the parish as the unit of educational

administration
;
we should not have left whole stretches of the

country without any representative authority for education. We
should have covered the country with educational boards administer-

ing suitable areas and responsible for all grades of education. As it

was, the shortcomings of the Act of 1870 placed us in a very great

dilemma in 1890. There was a chance at that date of securing

some money from the Imperial Exchequer for purposes of Technical

and Secondary Education. Clearly, in the interests of a broad and

national development of our system, the existing education authorities

should have been entrusted with the expenditure of this money.

They had twenty years of administrative experience behind them,
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and they were in the closest touch with the needs of the great mass

of the population. But then they existed only here and there.

They had been called into being in most of the great boroughs
;
but

outside those areas they either did not exist at all or were practically

useless for this purpose. So, in order to hurry on with the work of

Technical Education, it was resolved in 1890 to hand over to the

universally existent Municipal Councils, borough and county, the

new money about to be spent on higher education.

This was a most embarrassing step, the difficulties of which will

be felt more and more as time goes on, unless, indeed, we carry

out the municipalising idea in its entirety and wipe out the ad hoc

education authority altogether
;
which is, of course, what Sir John

Gorst desires. The Municipal Council as an education authority has

now been at work nearly ten years. It, too, has blundered into

something like administrative wisdom. Its interest in the work has

grown, and it would be a task of considerable difficulty to take that

work from it. Meanwhile public opinion has demanded the exten-

sion of the work of the elementary education authorities of 1870

into the field of higher education
;
and this demand is scarcely likely

to decrease in importunity as time goes by. Thus to-day we are

blest with two more or less independent education authorities in

most of the urban localities. As time goes on the same thing is

being done twice over, both in the field of actual teaching, and in

the department of administrative machinery. Hence our piecemeal

and muddle-headed methods have secured to us, and will secure to

us, much overlapping of educational effort and much unnecessary

waste of public money.

What should have been done is that, in 1890, before we com-

menced to spend public money on Technical and Secondary Education,

we should have remedied the defects of the Act of 1870 in the

matter of the Local Authority for Education. An attempt was made to

do this in Sir John Gorst’s Bill of 1896. That Bill was abortive.

And then, once more, anxiety to push rapidly ahead with educational

development led to another mistake. Sir John Gorst has tried,

through a Minute of the Science and Art Department, to constitute

the Municipal Council the authority for Secondary Education. There

would, perhaps, not have been so much objection to this—apart from

the unconstitutionalism of doing by Departmental Minute what

should be done by Parliament—had the Municipal Councils, in the

interests of educational co-operation and financial economy, accorded

to the School Boards the representation on these composite authorities

for Secondary Education which the recent Eoyal Commission com-
mended. This, however, has not been done, and much local bitter-

ness and acrimony has been engendered. And, so far as I can see,

the aim of the Government is to keep the question of the Local

Authority away from Parliament in the hope that it will muddle
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itself into something like shape in each locality and after much civil

war. This may or may not be first class political expediency
;
but

in the way of statesmanship it scores but a poor place.

What have I to suggest in the matter of this most urgent

question, the ^^I’oblem of the Local Authority? I suggest that

representatives of the County Councils’ and the School Boards’

Associations should meet in conference, with the recommendations

of the Secondary Education Commission as to the constitution of the

Local Authority as their agenda. These recommendations were,

having regard to existing facts, moderate and statesmanlike so far

as they applied to England outside London. Under them the Local

Authority would be thus constituted

:

(a) In the County Boroughs.

(1) One-third of the members to be chosen by the Borough

Council, either from within or from without its own body.

(2) One-third to be chosen by the School Board, either from

within or from without its own body.

(3) One-sixth to be nominated by the Central Office, after con-

sultation with any University or University College or Colleges

concerned, or, in the case of a Borough containing a University

College, appointed directly by the College.

(4) One-sixth to be co-opted by members previously chosen.

(h) In the Administrative Counties.

(1) A majority of the members to be appointed by the County

Council, either from within or from without its own body.

(2) Of the remaining members about one-third (that is about

one-sixth of the whole) to be nominated by the Education

Minister after consultation with the authorities of whatever

University or University College or Colleges is or are situate

within or near the County, or are otherwise so connected

with it as to give them an interest in and knowledge of its

concerns.

(3) The remaining members, from one-third to one-fourth of the

wffiole, to be co-opted by members previously chosen.

If w'e agree, and I hope w^e do, that the Board of Education Bill

must be extended in its scope so as to permit of the treatment of the

problem of the Local Authority, here, then, is a reasonable ground

of agreement betw^een the two great sets of local authorities interested

—the ^Municipal Councils and the School Boards.

Certainly modification in detail w^onld be necessary in the

j>roposals affecting the Administrative County. The Education Bill

of 1896 came to grief because it proposed to administer the

eflucational affairs of the non-County Boroughs from the County

4'own and by the County Council. This the non-County Boroughs

rc.'-euted. 3'liey wanted a Local Authority of their own. And w'ithin

certain reasonable limits their wishes should be respected. Hence it
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would be well to so far modify h as to permit the Central Authority,

on application, to set up separate Local Authorities for certain parts

of the Administrative County which, under the Secondary Education

Committee’s recommendation, would be merged in the County

Authority. A further modification of h should be made in the

interests of School Boards in the Administrative Counties. Their

representation upon the County Authority should be, as in Scotland,

specifically provided for. But such a joint conference of School

Board and Municipal Authorities as I am suggesting need have no

difficulty in settling the terms of a modified form of h.

As to the Local Authority for London, the recommendation of the

Secondary Education Commission was that the Board should consist

of forty-two members, as follows :

Appointed by the County Council . . . .18
,, ,, School Board..... 7

,, ,,
City and Gruilds Institute . . 2

,, ,, City Parochial Charities Trustees . 2

,, ,, Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge (one each) ... 2

,, ,, University of London ... 2

Co-opted by the other members..... 9

This gives the School Board one-sixth of the representation, as

against the one-third recommended for the County Boroughs. I

object to the differentiation
;
though I admit that at the time the

Commission was considering the London problem the School Board

for London was not giving much practical evidence of its claim to

any representation at all
;
whilst, on the other hand, the Technical

Education Board of the London County Council was doing most

effective educational work for London. But these matters must be

settled upon broader principles than the 'personnel of a Board at any

particular moment. And here again, in order that we may secure

a comprehensive and effective Secondary Education Authority in

London, I urge the calling together of a conference of authorities

interested, so that London too may go to the Duke of Devonshire

and ask, with the influence of its united Local Authorities behind it,

for the extension of the scope of his Bill in order to provide for the

treatment of what is, after all, the heart of the whole problem of the

State Organisation of Secondary Education—the problem of the

Local Authority.

These suggestions fall considerably short of the ideal. But it is

at least ten, if indeed it is not thirty, years too late to seek an ideal

solution. We must face existing facts and make the best of them.

My scheme does not give, it is true, the educational counsel of per-

fection— ‘ one and the same Local Authority in each district for all

grades of education.’ But by calling together a composite body, the

local directors of, say, Technical Education, are made personally

VoL. XLV— No. 26G Y Y
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acquainted with what the local directors of, say, Elementary Educa-

tion, are doing, and vice versa. This personal acquaintance will, it

is to be hoped, prevent one set of Local Authorities opening a Science

Class for the mere fun of emptying one already in existence. Mutual

conference thus means economy of educational effort and of public

money. But it should mean a great deal more. It should so inform

the directors of each grade of schools of the aims and purpose of the

other grades, that there may be a genuine co-ordination of educa-

tional aim. And this co-ordination of the educational aim of the

Public Primary School with that of the Public Secondary School is

the one thing needful to secure that the facilities for higher educa-

tion about to be provided shall be open without let or hindrance not

only to the child of the professional and middle class man, but to

the child of capacity wherever found.

T. J. Macnamara.

Note.

—

The foregoing was written as a comment on the Board

of Education Bill as introduced on the 1st of August last. Since

penning it the Duke of Devonshire has reintroduced the Bill, which,

in one or two minor details, has been modified in deference to expert

opinion and along the lines of my suggestions.

My main criticism—that the Bill does not, and should, deal with

the problem of the Local Authority—remains unanswered. Eeplying,

however, to a deputation organised by the authorities of the Victoria

University on the 3rd of March, the Duke of Devonshire is thus

reported in the Times :

Nobody can feel more than the Government that a measure which does not

deal with the constitution of Local Authorities must necessarily be an utterly in-

adequate and imperfect one, and that it is their firm intention, if they should be

successful in passing the Bill constituting the central authority this year, to

introduce one for the constitution of Local Authorities next year.

If, therefore, we must wait until next year for the treatment ot

the Local Authority question, I venture to suggest that my comments

on the matter may possibly form a reasonable basis for discussion.

T. J. M.
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WINGED CARRIERS OF DISEASE

A FEW years ago while visiting America it was my privilege to spend

the first week in that enlightened country in a fly-proof dwelling-

The season of the year was September. The place was Beverley

Farms, and my host was the most agreeable and witty man of his

day, the distinguished physician, novelist, and poet, Oliver Wendell

Holmes. His summer residence was one of many similar villas

placed in various clearings of the woods skirting the Atlantic, and

presenting in all directions exquisite views of sea and land. On
entering the villa it was curious to find the folding doors silently

closing up behind, while others mysteriously opened in front through

some mechanical contrivance, the object of which was to keep out

the fiies. Every window in this Arcadia was protected from the '

entrance of flies by wire-gauze stretchers through which the summer
breeze could be wafted during the hours of sleep, and which was

transparent enough to allow your eyes to rest on the pretty garden

below in the hours of morning. These windows indeed were a revela-

tion of what human intelligence and art could do to secure comfort

and ease to the occupants of the dwelling. In addition to the ordi-

nary glass windows of everyday life, there were Venetian shutters made
to open and shut in sections, and to turn this way and that at will.

These effectually kept out the rays of the sun, and enveloped the room

in welcome shade with glints of light at pleasure. Again while

lounging under the verandah—or piazza, as it is called—there was a

charm in hearing the bees humming, the wasps buzzing, and in

seeing the air full of fly life, and feel you could read in comfort and

meditate in peace. In fact, the place of your dreams by day and by

night was carefully guarded by fly-proof transparent wire gauze.

Then a jjtojjos of the fly-proof dwelling our philosopher loved to

discourse on the part played by these busy curious creatures round

about us, some engaged in gathering honey, others acting as scaven-

gers, many doing duty as carriers of the pollen to the plant—all

engaged in a general scheme of co-operation throughout nature.

Still, their place in nature, we agreed, was distinctly outside the gauze

barriers. Inside the dwelling-house they were not wanted
;

there

they did not give rise to poetic musings
;
there they could only do

G7 1 Y Y 2
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mischief by attacking our food in the larder and on the table
;
by

making raids on the jam-pots, and falling into the cream, and gene-

rally provoking language not always parliamentary. But as things

were, in this peaceful and harmonious spot, we could afford to sit out

on the lawn and speculate on the business of life going on through

the sunny air, and reflect with delight that the perfume around, and

the colours radiating from the flower-beds, were simply Nature’s sign-

posts guiding many of these little winged creatures to the nectar of

their quest. But far beyond our little earthly paradise, our Arcadian

speculations, our barriers of gauze, there was another story to be told,

another side of the picture to be realised
;
one not less interesting to

the physician, nor less important to humanity, and that was the influ-

ence of flies in carrying about the seeds of human disease.

It has long been known that ophthalmia could be spread by flies,

and that erysipelas, ringworm, and various forms of eczema could

easily be transmitted from one subject to another by flies. At a

recent meeting of the Koyal Society Mr. Burgess had a very interest-

ing exhibit showing the result of some experiments carried out to

prove the influence of flies in transplanting the seeds of bacteria. He
had captured some common house-flies and placed their feet in

momentary contact with a growth of the Bacillus 'prodigiosus. This

is the bright red bacterium familiar to housekeepers in damp, ill-

lighted larders, for it starts out in red patches on bread, boiled rice,

and sausages, and has been known to turn rain red, and milk the

colour of blood. With their feet touched with this growth he allowed

his flies liberty to roam for several hours in a large room. Meanwhile

he prepared a suitable soil for his experiment by cutting slices of

sterilised potato, and, having recaptured his flies, caused them to walk

over this culture ground. In the natural course of time he had the

satisfaction of seeing a perfect garden of the Bacillus prodigiosus

spring up wherever their feet had touched.

To pursue this investigation into the more serious regions of

pathology, similar experiments were conducted with the diphtheria

bacillus on coagulated serum, but within defined limits. ‘ Four dishes

containing this material were arranged in the following order

:

‘No. 1, containing sterile coagulated serum.

‘ No. 2, containing culture of diphtheria on serum.

‘ No. 3, containing sterile coagulated serum.

‘No. 4, containing sterile coagulated serum.

‘A common house-fly was made to walk over the four surfaces

of serum in the order given. Dishes 1, 3, and 4 were now placed in

the incubator. No. 1 next day showed some harmless cocci only

;

Nos. 3 and 4 showed colonies of diphtheria bacilli in the tracks of

the fly.

‘ We have here n simple explanation of one method of contamin-

ating milk and other food preparations. In that flies, however, are
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absent in winter, when diphtheria prevails, they cannot be regarded as

a great factor in the spread of the disease
;
but in all probability they

have some influence in helping to swell the autumnal rise in the

prevalence of diphtheria.’ ^

With regard to cholera, it was found that when house-flies were

fed with pure cultures of that disease the bacilli were found in their

intestines and excreta up to four days later. Further, if in addition

to the pure cholera culture a little sterilised broth were added, then

immense quantities of bacilli were found, indicating that they not

only thrive but multiply in the bodies of the flies. Thus may the

seeds of cholera be insidiously deposited on food or in milk to

develop into the full-blown disease in the human body. These, then,

are some of the primitive ways in which disease may be spread,

for the germs not only live in the water and the soil, but in the air,

ready to fall on everything about us within easy access to flies.

In addition to these direct ways of transplanting the seeds of

disease there are other and more roundabout methods known to

science by which certain flies, fitted by nature with a complete

inoculating apparatus, introduce into the human blood the germs of

deadly diseases. These flies ‘are chiefly mosquitos— not all mosquitos,

but certain species, that not only have the power, as we shall

presently see, to elaborate the germs of human diseases within the

area of their own bodies, but are gifted with the j^ower of extracting

these germs from the blood of man, and of giving them back to man
again.

To follow this study it will be necessary to transport ourselves

mentally to those tropical lands where insect life abounds, and where

the mosquito house of science has been adopted to keep mosquitos

in, by men devoting their lives to unravelling the mystery of the

connection of these insects with disease. In China, South America,

and countries where different forms of elephantiasis prevail, this

deplorable disease has long been associated in the medical mind with

a certain species of mosquito
;
hence the searching investigations

that have brought to light the life-history of the blood-worm, Filaria

sangvinis hominis, its partnership with the mosquito, and the effect

of its presence in the blood and tissues of man.

In order to trace this disease and its associated parasite to the

mosquito of his suspicion, Ur. Manson in far-off Amoy established the

first mosquito house deliberately planned for the investigation of

disease. He had no difficulty in persuading, for a little consideration,

certain of his hospital patients suffering from filarial infection to

become midnight tenants of his mosquito trap. Far from feeling the

victims of science they considered themselves in luck’s way, and

willingly gave assistance in the laboratory. Hence when night came
round the coolie of research was quietly put to bed with a lighted

‘ Captain Fred. Smith, Public Health. - Sawtschenko.
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lamp beside him for the first half-hour to lure the mosquitos in.

The curtains would then be closed till morning. At break of day the

coolie would emerge carefully, and, after satisfying himself that he

had been sufficiently well bitten for the purposes of science, would

proceed cautiously, with the aid of tobacco-smoke, to capture the

mosquitos and carry them off alive to the laboratory.

When the fresh-drawn human blood was taken from the body of

the mosquito and placed under the microscope innumerable actively

moving embryo filaria were found in it. These are the progeny of

a parent worm which, by blocking the lymphatic vessels, is the

cause of the hideous disease very appropriately called elephantiasis.

To the naked eye these embryos are invisible, but under the lens

they appear as long snake-like creatures having perfectly transparent,

almost structureless bodies confined in a delicate tube or sheath.

Within this tube they are seen to extend and shorten themselves

with very active movements.

These movements are remarkable as indicating a sort of percep-

tion on the part of the immature parasites that they have now escaped

from the prison-house of the human body within which they cannot

further develop, and where, if they remain unreleased, they have to

be content with lifelong infancy. These movements, therefore, are

efforts on the part of the embryos to shake themselves free from the

sheaths which enclose and muzzle them, in order to enter on the

next stage of their existence outside the human body and inside that

of the mosquito. When by their continued efforts they have escaped

from their sheaths, the filarise move from place to place till they

suddenly vanish from the blood in the insect’s stomach, leaving the

sheath behind. For a long time it was difficult to know what be-

came of them, but they were eventually tracked and found embedded

in the thoracic muscles of the mosquito, and here in this quiet little

nursery they go through a further stage of evolution by developing

a mouth, an alimentary canal, a peculiar trilobed tail, and an enormous

increase of size and activity.

During this period of development on the part of the filaria the

life of the mosquito is naturally drawing to a close. Her nocturnal

activities are over, she languidly digests her last meal, and takes up
her quarters in convenient proximity to the nearest water-tank or

stagnant pool. At the end of a week from her last repast she lays

her eggs on the surface of the water and dies. On the water the ova

look at first like a little flake of soot, then spread, each egg taking

the graceful form of an Etruscan vase, through the lid of which the

mosquito larva escapes in due course to complete maturity in the

water.

Hut where now are the embryos of our research ? They have by

lliis time reached a stage of development which enables them to bore

their way out, and to quit the body of the dead foster-mother. The
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new element in which they find themselves is one for which they

have been prepared, and there in the next stage of their existence

they lie in wait for the hapless passer-by who stops to drink, and

whose unsuspected metier it is to carry through, and bring to com-

pletion within his body, the life-history of the organism. If only

the male or the female filaria be swallowed, no mischief ensues
;
but,

as the two sexes are usually grouped together, the chances are that

two or more of both sexes are imbibed at the same time. When
once received into the human body they soon work their way through

the alimentary canal, the female following the male to their last

resting-place, in the lymphatic system of their final human host.

Arrived there, development becomes perfected, fecundation is effected,

and the embryo filariae are discharged in successive swarms and

countless numbers into the human blood. The strange thing is that

Nature so provides for the preservation of this malign species that,

although she is lavish of the embryos which are excreted and lost in

a variety of wa,ys, she arranges that the biood-stream of the human
being should bring the embryos to the surface at the natural feeding

time of the mosquito—that is, during the night. If the blood of the

coolie is examined in the daytime no embryos are to be found ,* they

come into the general circulation only during the evening or night
;

hence the name of filaria nocturna given to distinguish this par-

ticular species from others. Further, it is the female mosquito alone

who takes part in this co-operation, for the male mosquito through-

out nature is not endowed with the necessary apparatus for drawing

blood, and is mildly content to live on the juices and exudations of

plants and fruits.

It is no doubt difficult in our temperate climate to realise fully

the widespread suffering due to tropical diseases, but in these days of

easy travelling the waifs and strays of tropical humanity often drift

to our English hospitals to die. Lately there were two Congo negroes

in Charing Cross hospital dying of ‘ the sleeping sickness.’ In a drop

of their blood swarms of embryo filarise were seen, similar in many
respects to those just described, but belonging to a different species,

and consequently giving rise to different symptoms. In their case

there was no disfigurement of the body, and the embryos pervaded the

blood-stream uniformly day and night. The patients had to be roused

to take food, but, in deep melancholy, they immediately dropped

to sleep again, indifferent to life and its surroundings. In these cases

it may be that the parent filariie or their progeny in some unknown
way affect injuriously the brain of the victims of this mysterious and
deadly infection. Among slaves this disease was very common,
and as the sleepiness was generally attributed to grief at being

parted from relatives, and to idleness, the consequences may be

imagined.

As a result of these early researches, it is now being revealed to
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us that a more familiar disease, and one much nearer home—namely,

malaria—can also be inoculated into the human blood through the

bite of certain mosquitos.

It is well known that malaria is generated in swampy places.

Such places are notoriously the haunts of mosquitos. The spot of

evil omen may be a puddle under the bedroom window, or a mile of

swamp a mile away.^ When the germs, introduced through the

proboscis of the mosquito, have made their way into the human blood,

they find there all they require for their subsistence and a nursery

favourable for reproduction. The various stages of their life-history

are found to be synchronous with the various stages of ague and fever

on the part of the patient, and it is highly probable that the various

types of malarial disease may yet be traced to different species of

parasite, each demanding its special variety of mosquito.

In a little hospital at the Albert Docks the other day, surrounded

by the big ships that bring to it their daily freight of disease, I was

allowed to watch part of this life-history under the microscope. The
assistant had taken a drop of blood from a patient’s finger a moment
before, and placed it under the lens. The next moment I was

watching the whole dramatis personce—if I may say so—of the

tragedy in real life being enacted within a few yards of where I sat.

There were the human blood- corpuscles in every stage of health and

disease, some laden with the little black-speckled amoebae (malarial

parasites), others showing the spherules of a more advanced stage of

its development. There were also present one or two of the

large white cells called phagocytes, which exist naturally in all

blood to act as scavengers for clearing it of foreign matter. As I

watched, there emerged from a group of corpuscles the pale,

creeping form of one of these phagocytes, which began slowly to

engulf and draw into its transparent body some of the little black

parasites.

Except for these slow movements all was quiescent until suddenly

there was a commotion
;
something in my microscopic world had

happened
;
in another moment parasites and blood-cells were being

violently churned up together. The explanation was that one of

the malaria parasites having now been about a quarter of an hour

outside the human body was passing through an extra-corporeal stage

of its life ! It had suddenly thrown out flagella, as they are called,

long waving filaments, which were trying to shake themselves free

from the mother parasite and proceed to the fulfilment of their

destiny. In common with the embryo filaria in its sheath, the

malaria germ seemed to be cognisant of the fact that it was now
released from the human body, and was therefore ready to adapt

itself to the new conditions. The purpose of these flagella long

remained a mystery till Professor MacCidlurn of the Jolms Hopkins

^ Ross.
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University, Baltimore, discovered their object while investigating

malarial disease in the crow. He found that the function of the free

flagellum was to impregnate certain parasitic cells that do not

develop flagella. When this takes place, the impregnated spheres,

slowly change shape and become converted into locomotive vermi-

cules, containing the entire substance of the original sphere, includ-

ing the little black masses of pigment which are so characteristic of

the malaria parasite in all its more advanced stages. To learn the

future of this ‘ travelling vermicule ’ we must now follow, or try to

follow, the recent marvellous investigations of Surgeon-Major Boss

in India—investigations which have been confirmed by Koch, and

Bignami in Italy, and other savants.

In order to carry out these particular researches. Major Boss

settled himself in the midst of mosquitos at Calcutta. Here he

established a mosquito laboratory, and opened up communications

with Manson, his collaborateur at the little hospital just referred to

at the Albert Docks. With the aid of the post, the telegraph wires,

and microscopes at both ends, this work was quietly begun five years

ago, till its importance was recognised by the whole scientific world,

and its expansion was promoted and encouraged by the Groveinments

of India and Grreat Britain.

In his primitive laboratory Boss had first to discover which of

the mosquitos among many species were the agents that ‘ liberated
’

the malarial parasites from infected blood, and found that the dapple-

winged, barred-backed, and grey mosquitos were the chief agents.

With them he set to work and pursued his experiments on the

infected and uninfected blood ofman and also of birds, many of which

are extremely susceptible to this form of disease. After sacri-

ficing hecatombs of mosquitos ,he found that by feeding the grey mos-

quito (which he cultivated pure and healthy from the pupa) on

sparrow’s blood containing the parasites, he could with the utmost

certainty get from the mosquito’s stomach a crop of augmented
cells resembling those he had similarly raised from human
malaria.

In watching the progress of events within the body of the

mosquito he found that the malarial parasite had power to develop

and multiply, and go through even more advanced stages of its life-

history than it had the power to do within the blood of man.

It seems that when the parasite is liberated from the human
blood and enters the mosquito, certain cells (spherical in form)

throw out flagella which, breaking loose, approach and enter other

spherical cells, as already mentioned, causing them in turn to assume
an elongated shape endowed with active locomotive powers. This is

the ‘ travelling vermicule ’ phase, which in virtue of its penetrating

power enters and becomes imbedded in the muscular wall of the

mosquito’s stomach. When once it is there imbedded, it continues
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to grow and pass through various stages of evolution till it begins to

project from the interior of the stomach a number of little cysts which

protrude on the outer surface. Within these cysts order is being daily

evolved out of ^primal chaos. On the fifth day the cells, rapidly

developing inside the cysts, have ranged themselves into two kinds :

(1) those that contain numbers of delicate thread-like bodies, and

(2) those that contain large black spore-like bodies, both kinds being

probably reproductive. On the eighth or ninth day, when maturity

is reached, the cysts burst and pour their contents into the general

cavity of the insect’s body. The circulation of the blood-stream is

now pressed into the service, and, singular to relate, while it carries

the black spores into the tissues, it sends the thread-like objects

(now called germinal rods) more especially into the poison • glands,

which are on each side of the proboscis of the insect. In the salivary-

poison glands the rods remain ready along with the secretion to be

inoculated into the human or bird blood directly through the bite of

the insect, causing the well-known irritation in the first instance,

with possibilities of malarial fever to come.

From this it will be seen—and not without pleasure by a vindic-

tive world—how much the hated mosquito has to do. Thinking

only of her offspring, she has simultaneously to bear the double

family of the parasite wdio takes possession and crowed s her young

into every nook and cranny of her body. Her muscular tissues are

pressed open, her thorax is made into a nursery, her stomach is

rendered hideous by innumerable wart-like cysts, while her entire

body is converted into a scientific laboratory for the cultivation and

distribution of a deadly disease ! Some of the progeny she can and

does dispose of when feeding on susceptible blood, but there are

always more to come, till finally the remainder are passed on to the

next generation, wFen the young mosquitos emerge from their

Etruscan vases, and begin to feed on the dead body of the mother

left lying on the pool of their birth.

So deeply interesting have these investigations proved that they

have been closely followed by the sappers and miners of micro-

biological research everywhere. In this way some knotty points

have been unravelled and lost threads found
;
but all are unanimous

in according to Eoss the honour that is his due.

Since the door of this new road to knowledge has been opened,

chiefly by Manson’s researches on Vii^fdaria noctuima, much attention

has been devoted to the transmission of disease by other insects. As

a result, the researches of Kilborne and Theobald Smith have clearly

demonstrated that the germ of Texas fever in cattle—a germ closely

resembling that of malaria—is conveyed by the cattle tick, and com-

municated by the bite of this animal, if cattle swallow the tick or

its eggs in food, no harm follows, because tlie ]>arasite requires to be

inoculated into the blood directly by bite of the insect before it can
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cause fever by destroying and disintegrating the blood-corpuscles, as

in malaria. Further, it has been ascertained by Professor Celli of

Rome that when cattle in the districts in which this fever is endemic

are kept in sheds, and protected from ticks, they do not develop

this form of malaria, while those outside and unprotected fall victims

to the disease.

Bruce also has shown that the fly disease in Africa—not the

least formidable of the many obstacles to the civilisation of that

country—is caused by a blood parasite which is conveyed from the

tick to the sound animal on the mandibles of the Tsetse-fly.

In the silkworm disease Pasteur was able to prove that pebrine

was communicated by the worms crawling first over the infected

excreta and then over each other, inflicting little pricks with their

sharp claws. Hence elephantiasis and malaria in man, pebrine in

silkworms, Texas fever in cattle, the fly disease of Africa, are all

diseases proved to be transmissible directly or indirectly through

inoculation by insects. Malaria may and in all probability has

other means, as yet undiscovered, of finding an entrance to the human
blood, but those methods just described serve to show how the

winged creatures of the air may carry disease and possibly death into

our homes.

When we consider the losses to our armies abroad, to industry

and agriculture, and the sufferings to humanity generally involved

in these tropical diseases, it is singular to reflect that the preventive

measures indicated by our knowledge are so simple and so

homely. For pebrine, the use of the microscope, wherewithal

to examine the dead body of the moth before allowing the eggs

to develop, and attention to perfect sanitation in the silkworm’s

home, has restored a moribund industry to France, Japan, and

other nations. For the rest, the fly-proof dwelling, the tick-

proof shed, the mosquito curtain, the filter, are all simple and attain-

able barriers against these diseases. In India vast sums are spent in

slaying the man-eating tigers and poisonous snakes of the jungle,

but their power of destruction to human life is as nothing compared

to the power of the unseen enemies that haunt not only the jungle

and the swamp, but the cities of the East, and steal into the blood of

men, animals, and birds, through the subtle agency of unsuspected

flies

!

In the midst of these reflections it is satisfactory to know that

the Government of India so well appreciates the benefit to mankind
likely to arise out of these researches that it now provides the whole

of the expenses for Ross’s laboratory. Further, our Colonial Office,

with a keen recognition of widespread benefits to come, has given a

grant of nearly 4,000^. towards erecting a school for the teaching and

study of tropical disease in connection with the Seamen’s Hospital at

the Albert Hocks. It is by such means we may hope to attain the
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necessary knowledge and, by imparting that knowledge to others, be

enabled before many years have passed not only to save much human

life, but to turn those parts of the tropical world at present uninhabit-

able into smiling lands and productive gardens, where our fellow-

creatures may enjoy health and prosperity, and live in peace with

all mankind.

Eliza Priestley.
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OLD AGE PENSIONS

A SUGGESTION

It is daily becoming evident that the demand for a system of old

age pensions has not been checked by the report of Lord Eothschild’s —

committee. A reform, which prominent Ministers of State have

declared to be both practicable and expedient, cannot be permanently

resisted because a committee of experts has stated that its solution --

is surrounded with difficulty. The fact that, while the British

Government has been hesitating and inquiring, an important colony

like New Zealand has devised and carried a scheme for the purpose,

has strengthened the demand of the reformers
;
and there is hardly

room for doubt that, sooner or later, the Ministers of the Crown
will be required to redeem the pledges which they have given by
the introduction of some proposal to give effect to them.«--

The demand, it must be recollected, is strengthened by the

official figures which have been published on the subject. If we
may accept Mr. Kitchie’s return as authoritative, one person out of

every five people, who attain the age of sixty-five, is in receipt of

relief on a particular day in each year
;
and one person out of every

three, or more exactly three persons out of every ten, who attain

—

that age, are compelled to apply for assistance in the course of each

year. These figures have not perhaps, even yet, attracted general

attention. But those persons who have studied them have been

shocked by the discovery that large numbers of the poor are unable

to make adequate provision for their old age. They feel that there

is something wrong, that there is something almost scandalous, in this

state of things
;
and that some serious attempt ought to be made by

statesmen to remedy it.

On the other hand, it is argued by gentlemen, whose work among
the poor entitles them to speak with authority, that the condition

of the working classes—deplorable as it is—is steadily improving
;

that they are showing an increasing ability to provide for the various

contingencies of life, including their old age
;
that the interference

of the State—so far from encouraging thrift—would remove one of

the chief incentives to exertion
;
and that it is consequently far wiser

to leave things as they are, and to trust to the gradual improvement, -

G81
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admitted on all sides to be in progress, for the remedy which we all

desire.

It may, however, be replied that this argument proves too much.

If the grant of old age pensions is, in reality, a discouragement to

thrift, the policy of granting old age pensions to that portion of the

population which has passed their lives in the service of the State

must be mistaken. We had better, at once, relieve the Estimates

of the heavy and increasing cost of the Votes for Superannuations.

It is no answer to this contention that a superannuation allowance

is, in reality, deferred pay, and enables the State to obtain its

employes on cheaper terms during their period of service. For

those who have been engaged in the practical work of administering

a great department must be aware that the wages paid by the State

are at least as high as those which are paid in the outside market

;

and that thousands of persons, who are either disqualified by educa-

tion or otherwise from obtaining the Civil Service Certificate, which

is an indispensable condition for a pension, are nevertheless anxious

and eager for State employment.

In these circumstances, it may be convenient to consider whether

it is practicable to devise some scheme, comparatively free from

objection, which may enable the Government to redeem the pledges

which some of its members have given. In approaching the subject,

the report of Lord Eothschild’s committee will be found of consider-

able value. For, if the committee failed to discover or to devise a

practicable scheme, it has, at least, convinced us that most of the

schemes which have been before the public are impracticable. If it

has not shown us what we ought to do, it has, at least, taught us

what we ought to avoid.

In the first place, then, we agree with the committee in excluding

from consideration any scheme, like that of Mr. Charles Booth,

which contemplates the grant of pensions to all persons, deserving

and undeserving, who attain a certain age. Logically, no doubt,

there is a great deal to be said for this proposal. But, if the pension

granted in each case only amounted to 5s. a week, and did not

commence till the recipient was sixty-five years old, its adoption

would involve an expenditure of 26,000,000^ a year. Mr. Charles

Booth’s scheme is consequently removed by its cost from the area of

practical politics.

In the next place, w^e are equally at one with the committee in

excluding any scheme involving a compulsory contribution, either

directly, or indirectly through their employers, from all work people

towards a Pension Fund. However suitable such an arrangement

may prove in Germany, and there are grave doubts even in Germany

as to its wisdom, compulsion is obviously opposed to the instincts

and traditions of this country, and must be regarded as impracticable.

If these two conclusions are right, it follows that any old age
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pension scheme which can be regarded as practicable, must be based

on the principle that the State will help those who are disposed to

help themselves ;
and the only question which arises, other than the

manner in which this assistance should be afforded and the conditions

on which it should be given, is whether this encouragement should

be confined—as many persons propose—to the members of friendly

societies, or should be extended to the whole community.

There are several reasons, which appear conclusive, against

confining any scheme for old age pensions to the members of

friendly societies. In the first place, the limitation would practically

exclude women, since the friendly societies have hitherto failed to

enrol any large number of women in their ranks. In the next place,

it would also exclude the Irish people, a very small proportion of

whom are members of these societies ; and, in the third place, it would

almost certainly necessitate some State control of the societies or

State audit of their accounts
;
and the societies object and, having

regard to their financial position, reasonably object, to any interference

by the State in the management of their affairs.

It will, then, almost certainly be found that any scheme for old

age pensions which is confined to friendly societies, or which relies

exclusively on the co-operation of these societies for its success, will be

doomed to fail
;
and indeed an attentive consideration of the report

of Lord Eothschild’s committee will show how much its members were

hampered by the special instructions which they received to consider

the effect of any schemes which they recommended ‘ on the prosperity

of the friendly societies, and the possibility of securing the co-opera-

tion of these institutions in their practical working.’

If, however, it is impossible, for the reasons which have been

given, to confine an old age pension scheme to the members of

friendly societies, it must be remembered that they will share with

the rest of the community in any general scheme which may be

adopted. And the societies themselves will obtain a further advan-

tage. For much of the financial embarrassment in which they are

now involved arises from the difficulty of distinguishing, in the case

of the very old, between the sickness which arises from illness and

the infirmities which are due to age. Good feeling naturally induces

their local managers to give sick pay to people ‘ who are not seriously

ill, but only seriously old ’
;
and any arrangement which provides

these aged people with other means of support will relieve the

managers from this temptation, and the societies themselves from

the consequences of yielding to it. The financial position of the

societies cannot, therefore, fail to be strengthened by any successful

scheme of old age pensions
;
and the societies, consequently, can

hardly avoid giving any such scheme their ultimate support.

The foregoing argument seems to show that in devising any scheme

of old age pensions the State must rely on the encouragement of
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voluntary efifort, and must exclude the notion of dealing exclusively

with any particular classes of the community, however numerous

and highly organised they may be. This reasoning brings us face

to face with the schemes which have received the support of Mr.

Chamberlain, and which have been recommended by the self-consti-

tuted parliamentary committee.

All these schemes proceed on the assumption that the State should

encourage the w^orking classes, at very early periods of life, to lay

by some small sums for the purchase of deferred annuities commenc-

ing with their
^
old age. The obvious way of encouraging this is to

supplement the contributions of individuals with direct grants from

the State. The objections to these schemes, however, are very serious.

First : it is evident that they would have no practical effect for a

great many years, and an old age pension scheme which is to confer

no benefit on any one for twenty, thirty, or even forty years, seems

to stand self-condemned. Second : in the interval, they compel the

State to find annually investments for large sums of money, and every

banker knows the increasing difficulty which the State is experiencing

in investing the money which comes into its hands through the Post

^ Office, the Trustee Savings Banks, and the Court of Chancery. Third :

deferred annuities have been and always must be unpopular among
all classes of the community, and it seems absurd, therefore, to bribe

people to save in the manner which is most distasteful to themselves.

There is, moreover, the further objection that it is by no means

pertain that schemes such as ]\Ir. Chamberlain’s will provide for the

persons for wdiom they are intended to make provision. If the

annuities are purchased at an early age, it will be very difficult to

exclude those who, commencing life on comparatively low wages,

are tolerably certain
,
from their abilities, their industry, or even their

influence, to rise to positions of trust conferring an adequate

remuneration. And it may be found, in practice, therefore, that

these proposals, in their ultimate effects, will increase the incomes

-of those aged persons who are well off and do nothing for the masses

who are in real want of assistance.

Is it then to be concluded, as Lord Eothschild’s committee con-

cluded, that the whole problem is insoluble ? I think not. There

is no doubt that the working classes are displaying a constantly

increasing capacity to save. The Post Office Savings Bank is by no

means the only organisation of which they avail themselves for the

purpose. But the Post Office alone has for its clients some 7,500,000

depositors, who have in the aggregate more than 120,000,000/. to

their credit. There are good grounds for saying that 80 per cent,

of these depositors belong to the working classes, and it follows that

there must be some millions of working people who have laid by large

sums of money. Why should not the Government say, if any of these

thrifty people desire on attaining the age of sixty-five to purchase
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a small immediate life annuity, it will double the amount ? An
iSQmediate annuity of 2s. 6d. a week can be purchased by a man,

sixty-five years old, for 62L 16s. 8d. There must be hundreds of^

thousands of working people who have this sum at their command
;

and, if the annuity were doubled by the Government, such people

would be enabled, for the expenditure of this comparatively small

sum, to ensure a provision of 5s. a week for the rest of their lives.

If some such scheme as this were adopted, can it be doubted that

it would directly benefit many old persons who could not command
the necessary Q2l. 16s. Sd.? There must be many thousands of

employers in this country, who would gladly assist old and deserving

servants to provide for their old age in this way. And society

would be thus saved from the reproach that thousands of domestic

servants, after years of faithful labour, have no refuge, except the

workhouse, for their old age.

If the principle, moreover, of this scheme were adopted, there

does not seem any reason why its application should not be extended.

If a poor man who is able to purchase an annuity of 2s. Qd. a week

should have his income doubled by the public, there does not seem

any reason why the same man, if he has an income of 2s. 6cZ.

derivable from cottage property or any other investment, should not

be similarly assisted. Provision would, therefore, be at once made
for those of the aged poor who either by their industry had accumu-

lated a little income of 6^. 10s. a year, or who had saved enough to*-

purchase an annuity of that amount.

It would not be necessary to confine the scheme to those

persons who had exactly 2s. 6d. a week at their command. It

might obviously be extended to old people who had a larger income.

But the contribution of the public, in that case, should diminish

with the increase in the income of the individual. It would, perhaps,

be fair to say that for every additional Is. of the pensioner’s own
income the public contribution should be diminished by 6d. In that

case a man with 3s. 6d. of his own would receive 2s. from the public

;

a man with 6s. 6d., 6d. from the public
;
a man with 7s. 6cZ. nothing.—

The scheme has obviously great advantages to recommend it.

First, it is immediate in operation
;
second, it provides for those of

the poor who have been most thrifty in their lives and who are

therefore presumably the most deserving
;
third, it necessitates no —

investments of large sums of money by the State
;
and, fourth, though

it is difficult or impossible to estimate its cost, its expense would cer- -

tainly be moderate. The objections to it—other than those which
apply to any system of old age pensions—are, first, that it is unfair

to place the man with, say, 2501. in Consols on an exact equality

with the man who purchases an annuity of 2s. 6d. a week
;
and,

second, that it raises questions of administration and settlement of

considerable difficulty.

VoL. XLV—No. 266 / z
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To the first of these objections it seems sufficient to reply that

the object of any old age pension scheme must be to increase the

scanty incomes of the aged poor, and it is not very necessary to

scrutinise the sources from which the income in each case may be

derived. To the second, it may be answered that questions of settle-

ment are already among the great difficulties of the administrators of

the Poor Law
;
but that it is not clear why they should present greater

difficulties in the case of old age pensioners than in that of the ordinary

poor. It may, however, be convenient to notice how the Legislature

of New Zealand has provided against this objection in the liberal

scheme of old age pensions which was adopted by that colony last

year.

The New Zealand Act, which was passed only last November,

confers a pension of not more than 18^. a year on persons sixty-five

years old and upwards who (1) are residents in the colony, (2) have

resided there continuously for twenty-five years, (3) are of good

moral character, leading sober and respectable lives, and (4) have

not, during their whole period of residence, been sentenced to a

term of five years’ imprisonment, or, during the twelve years preced-

ing the grant of the pension, to a term of four months, or on four

occasions, for any offence dishonourable in the public estimation.

The claimant, if a man, must not have deserted his wife or neglected

to maintain his children
;

if a woman, must not have deserted either

her husband or her children. It is obvious, therefore, that the

Government of New Zealand intends to confine the scheme to persons

of approved moral character.

No person is to be entitled to a pension whose income exceeds

52^. a year, or whose accumulated property amounts to 270L But,

as the pension automatically decreases by \l. for every additional ll.

of income after 34^., and for every 15^. of net accumulated property

after the first 50^., the object of the New Zealand Government is

apparently to insure old people of good moral character an income

not exceeding 521. a year, or ll. a week. Income, it ought to be

added, includes the earnings of the pensioner.

The Act expressly excludes (a) Aboriginal natives otherwise

provided for, (6) aliens, (c) naturalised subjects, {d) Chinese and

Asiatics
;
and it throws on the pensioner the onus, in making out his

claim for a pension, of affirming all the requirements and negativing

all the disqualifications under the Act. The claim for a pension is

to be made before the Deputy-Registrar of the district in which the

})ensioner resides. It is to be renewed annually; and the income of

the claimant during the twelve months immediately preceding the

Hate on which the claim is made is to be deemed the claimant’s

in-;orne during the ensuing twelve months.

It will be observed that this scheme affords no direct encourag-

nient to thrift. An absolutely destitute person of good moral character
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would be entitled under it to the same pension as a claimant with

34^. a year, or with 501. accumulated property. The value of the

scheme for our present purpose, however, is that it shows that the

New Zealand Government has surmounted the difficulties connected

with settlement and residence, by throwing on the claimant the onus

of affirming the requirements and negativing the disqualifications under

the Act. It is not clear why similar provisions could not be intro-

duced into any legislation in this country, or why, if such provisions

are sufficient for New Zealand, they should not be adequate here.

There can, however, be no doubt that the success of any

scheme, whether abroad or at home, must depend on the careful

administration of the Act by persons acquainted with the circum-

stances of the poor who claim the benefit of its provisions. No
central authority can have the local knowledge which seems abso-

lutely indispensable
;
and, among local authorities, the Poor Law

Guardians appear the best qualified, by their experience and their

organisation, to deal with the subject successfully. For this reason

the majority of Lord Kothschild’s committee was probably right in

concluding that if any old age pension scheme should ultimately be

adopted, its administration should be entrusted to the Poor Law
authorities. If, however, for sentimental or other reasons, this

proposal is regarded as inadmissible, it must apparently be delegated

to the County Councils, who in their turn must appoint local com-

mittees to carry out the scheme.

Whatever authority, however, may be chosen for the purpose, it

seems essential that a considerable portion of the burden of the

scheme should fall on local funds. The main objection, indeed,

to any system of old age pensions is that its introduction may tend

to encourage extravagance and fraud
;
and there seems no way of

guarding against these evils if the local authorities charged with the

administration of the scheme are not made directly responsible for—

a large portion of the cost.

In this article it will be observed that I have limited myself

as far as possible to the consideration of the problem which, it has

always seemed to me, the Government intended to refer to Lord Roths-

child’s committee—viz. Assuming old age pensions to be desirable,

is it possible to devise a practicable scheme ? I am aware that this

assumption is a very large one. A great deal could undoubtedly be

urged against the adoption of any system of old age pensions what-

ever
;
and their warmest advocates must admit that they may be

attended with far-reaching consequences, both on the thrift of the

working classes and on the market rate of wages. The pledges,

however, which have been given by leading statesmen seem to carry

us beyond this point
;
and the present Government, at any rate, is

bound to do something if it can be shown that there is somethings

practicable to do. It has consequently been my object to prepare a
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scheme which, if not wholly free from objection, avoids the difficulties

which bristle in so many other proposals—a scheme which involves

no undue cost, which is capable of being brought at once into partial

operation, and which would confer, if it were adopted, great and

immediate benefit on the more thrifty and deserving aged poor.

S. Walpole.
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THE HYPOCRISIES OF THE PEACE

CONFERENCE

long after these pages are in the hands of the readers of this

'ew, the so-called Peace Conference at the Hague will have met,

'd seemnly got to work upon one of the most elaborate shams of the

centuif. As, in all probability, the various delegates Vvrill go to Holland

underche perfect understanding that nothing of any importance will

ensue from their deliberations, it may seem hardly worth while to

dwel^upon the futility of the whole "affair. Still, it is possible that

this conviction, which has steadily penetrated all the Cabinets from

Washington to Tokio, has not yet quite come home to many well-

meaning and sympathetic souls in England. Statesmen have a natural,

and not unjustifiable, toleration for conventional mendacity. No
country could be governed at all, as Plato pointed out some time ago,

ifthe whole truth were told at all times to everybody. It is not good

for the ‘ guardians ’ of a State to let the multitude know everything

that is in their minds. A judicious hypocrisy—what Bacon calls ‘a

mixture of a lie’— is frequently among the sacrifices * required from

men in a high station
;
and it may be eminently proper that

Ministers and other responsible politicians should profess their

gratitude to the Czar, and express their earnest hope that the bless-

ings of universal peace will be secured by the Conference which his

Majesty has summoned.

At the same time they know very well that little will come of

this Congress. Everybody knows that. The man in the street

VoL. XLV—No. 2G7 3 A
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can see that before Europe can agree not to increase or i'

existing armaments, it will have to dispose of those t.

difficulties, to dissipate those jealousies, and to reconcile

conflicting interests, without which the armed rivalry of the

would disappear without the assistance of a peace-making ante

If the Conference can give Grermany an effectual guarant''^

France will never want Alsace and Lorraine back, and ne,.

advantage of her neighbour’s weakness or embarrassment to seek

la revanche, the Grerman youth need no longer be drilled to arms.

If Austria can be secure against aggressive designs on her north-

eastern frontier, and against a general break-up in the Balkan regions,

she can save herself several millions a year in warlike expenditure.

And for ourselves, if any Conference could arrange that no dusky

chief or enterprising adventurer should disturb us in Africa, that

no Mohammedan fanatic would make trouble in India, and no

ambitious ‘ world-Power ’ ever want to stretch a grasping claw into

British dependencies or try to shut the gates that are open to British

trade—if this could be achieved, we too might begin to think of

calling in that ‘ far-flung battle line ’ of ours, and placing no more

orders for warships. But we all know that the ‘ Peace Conference ^

*s about as likely to accomplish these things as the British Associa-

' or the Salvation Army. That being so, there really seems no

ic why the ‘ plain man ’ should imitate the courteous irony of

the , natists, and pretend to believe in what he knows to be a

farce an. hopes will not be a trap.

One ma^ '^stion whether there is not a good spice ,pf the sr

sort of hypoci in the assumed dislike of war with which all

nations are supj, i tb be penetrated. In point of feet, this abl^'r-

rence is not neari > intense as we think it ought to be and preteid

that it is. No St it is true, wants to go to war when there i. a

reasonable chance t it may be defeated, because to be defeated

is disastrous, unco. rtable,'* and expensive. But, on the other

hand, there is scarcv ' a nation 'in the world—certainly not in our

high-strung, masterff "Caucasian world—that does not value itseli

chiefly for its martial i 'evements. "

To say that a pe*. > like "the English, the French, or the

Americans regard war w detestation is simply not true. On the

contrary, there is nothing ey admire so much. The soldier, ev

in an industrial country 'e our own, is the first of

heroes. No poet, no inve r or philanthropist who ever i.

could have such a reception i iondon as the Sirdar received when
lie returned from his victories the Soudan last autumn. Names
like Nelson, and ^Marlborough, a Wellington, Drake and Eodney,
Havelock and Clive, are those tin "Ouse the interest of generation

after generation. Our Newtons a* our Lockes, and, I fear, even

our IMiltons and our Spensers, are
}

figures beside them. J.<ord
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Eoberts’s Forty-one Years in India—a book all about fighting by the

champion fighter of our time—was the greatest success of the last few

publishing seasons. Mr. Fitchett’s Deeds that Won the Empire, which

is a description of various British battles by land and sea, sold faster

than any literary biography. When we turn to the past, and try to

recollect why it is that we are proud of our nationality, we do not

usually think of the Bill of Eights, the invention ofthe spinning-jenny,

the Bank Charter Act, or the Main Drainage system. In the average

mind these triumphs of civilisation are forgotten, while Blenheim

and Waterloo, Trafalgar and St. Vincent, the Eidge of Delhi and the

Valley of Balaclava, are remembered. It is just the same abroad.

Joan ofArc and Napoleon are rivals for fashionable adoration in France,

and even the peaceful and idealistic Teuton thinks more of his

warriors than of his musicians and metaphysicians. The United

States has only had one real war against a first-class foreign Power,

and it is never tired *of talking about it
;
and even that most

respectable of heroes, Greorge Washington, is admired by the great

democracy not so much because he was the father of his country

as because he beat the British. There is no great nation that would

think it worth while to read its own history if the wars were left out

of it.

This genuine interest in militarism and all that appertains to it,

which is in such strange contrast to the chilly and perfunctory approba-

tion we bestow on the peace leagues and the arbitration societies, may
be a mere survival from the old barbaric period of the race. Perhaps it

is
;
and no doubt it is no more admirable and philosophic than some

other primitive passions, which have a similar clouded ancestry and

yet have still their uses in an enlightened world. As things stand

it looks as if men would cease to fall in battle about as soon as they

cease to fall in love. War, of course, while it lasts, is a w^asteful,

brutal affair. We are all prepared to acknowledge that, though

even here there is a certain amount of conventional exaggeration.

The suffering inflicted is appalling in its suddenness and in the appeal

it makes to the nerves and the senses. You get human agony and

human cruelty in their most intense, concentrated, material form

—

the form in which they strike the least imaginative of onlookers.

When you see a man, with foaming lips and maniac eyes, striving

earnestly to split another man’s head in halves with a big knife, you

have a painful example of mere elemental ferocity visibly before you.

Dress the same man respectably in broadcloth or corduroys, and engage

him in the task of quietly squeezing the life out of an inconvenient

competitor by the process of ‘ industrial war,’ and he does not look

nearly so ugly
;
but if it come to real cruelty, perhaps the soldier is

not the worse of the two. Similarly the horrors of a battle-field like

Omdurman are of that dramatic kind which must impress all of us.

Thanks to the special correspondents, we know how the valiant

3 A 2
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Dervishes flung themselves into the leaden rain till it crushed them

upon the field in writhing, mangled heaps
;
we know how the furious,

impotent savages charged like tigers to tear at the foe they could

not reach behind the wall of bullets, and how, as they lay dying on

the reeking plain, they bit like mad dogs at their tormentors, and

like mad dogs had to be knocked on the head. The horror here is

naked, obvious, palpable. But when it is considered that this one

fierce day of suffering and slaughter may have saved twenty times or

fifty times the number of the dead Dervishes from years of oppression,

of rapine, of misgovernment, from slow starvation, and misery of

all kinds, we are entitled to infer that it has diminished rather

than added to the sum of human misery. A righteous and necessary

war is no more brutal than a surgical operation. Better give the

patient some pain, and make your own fingers unpleasantly red, than

allow the disease to grow upon him until he becomes an offence to

himself and the world, and dies in lingering agony. If it is said

that the objects secured by war may be obtained by other means, the

reply is that those devices have not yet been invented. When
somebody has discovered, for instance, how to induce, by moral

suasion alone, a savage fanatic at the head of fifty thousand spearmen

to acquiesce in the benefits of civilised rule, he will have gone a long

way to render one kind of war superfluous, and therefore unjustifiable.

And when the Czar has convinced his Ministers and Grenerals that

a sixth of the land surface of the globe is enough for one Empire, and

that it is better to develop the internal resources of a great country

than to annex fresh territory, he will have done something to remove

the most fertile of all causes of international hostility in the modern

world.

It is characteristic enough that Grreat Britain should be about the

only country in which any attempt has been made to evoke enthusiasm

over the Czar’s project. Everywhere else it is received with indiffer-

ence or cynical scepticism. Even in the United States, where they

are usually quite as open to sentimental considerations as we are,

there has been no adequate response to the ‘ Crusade ’ that was got up

in these islands. France is politely frigid, Austria is contemptuous,

Holland and the Scandinavian kingdoms are indignant at the mon-

strous oppression of the Finns, and Germany is interested in reading

a brilliant pamphlet, written by one of the Imperial delegates to the

Peace Conference, in which the mischievous absurdity of endeavour-

ing to abolish armaments is demonstrated. In England alone it is

regarded as almost treasonable to give expression to the thoughts

that arise in the minds of many men who think seriously over the

matter. On the whole this anxiety to find an honourable motive,

this eager straining after a high moral tone in international j^olitics,

is not discreditable to us. Gush is l)etter than cynicism, if w'e must

have one or the other. But one does not see why in this case we
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need have either, or what end is served by shutting our eyes to con-

siderations which are so obvious that we might feel ashamed to dwell

upon them, if they had not been rather persistently ignored.

Can it do any harm to emphasise the colossal imposture which lies

behind this Kussian proposal to arrest the growth of armaments ? It

seems to me that one cannot repeat too often that it is Eussia who has

it in her own hands to reduce the warlike establishments of pretty

nearly every military and naval Power in the world whenever she pleases.

Eussia, in fact, is the most efficient factor in maintaining those

swollen hosts and immense armadas to which her ruler objects. Let us

suppose for a moment that some supernatural visitation abolished at a

stroke the armies of the Czar’s Empire, and sank his fleets in mid-ocean.

What would happen ? It is not extravagant to assume that the War
Budgets of the world would be reduced by oO per cent, all round at

the very next opportunity. Germany, with only one frontier to

guard, instead of two, could begin to unbrace her armour
;
Austria

could almost throw off hers altogether
;
Japan could decide to save

some millions sterling, which otherwise she would spend in the dock-

yards of Europe
;
and Great Britain, acting on Mr. Goschen’s hint

(to which, by the by, the Eussian has not thought fit to make any

practical response), would revise her whole naval policy. The

British Navy, like the German, the Austrian, and the Italian Armies,

would not be kept at its present proportions but for the ever-threaten-

ing possibility of a Franco-Eussian combination. Large it must be

in any case, but not so large as it is by whole squadrons.

It is the fear of Eussian aggression in Europe, of Eussian territorial

expansion in Asia, which keej)s the world in its panoply of proof. I

do not maintain that it is the only cause
;
but so far as we are con-

cerned, to say nothing of others, it is the most urgent. But what is

Eussia doing to lift this nightmare, as her ruler considers it, from the

spirits of the nations ? How is she moving to realise the beneficent

dream of peace ? The one solid practical step towards a limitation

of armaments is the offer of the British Admiralty, which the

Czar’s Government has calmly ignored. But instead of ‘ arresting
’

her warlike equipment, Eussia has been at work with more than her

customary energy to perfect it, since that Augxist day when Count

Muravieff startled us with his Eirenicon. It is never very easy to

find out what the Eussian War Department is doiug
;
but some facts

speak for themselves. A well-informed newspaper correspondent, who
spent part of last winter examining the subject at first hand, reported

that there was no sign of any modification in the established policy.

This observer wrote :

—

I have been travelling for tlie last two months through European Eussia in

order to see what ellbrts are being made to give practical efl'ect to the sublime idea

of international peace. 1 find that not a man has been withdrawn from the South-

Western frontier. . . . The Minister of War and the Minister of Marine have both
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"been making special visits of inspection to all the important naval and military

stations during the past six weeks, and on no occasion was the opportunity missed

of urging the different officers under their jurisdiction to accelerate their naval and

military preparations. . . . The number of men called out hy the conscription and

enrolled for the army and navy during the months of October and November

exceeds that of any previous year. The reinforcements which are leaving European

Russia for the Ear East are being expedited as fast as means can be found to

transport them. Last week more materials and men left Odessa for the Ear East,

and to-day another cruiser belonging to the Volunteer Fleet has left this fort for

the same destination. ... It is officially announced that the Central Asian

Railway is now finished as far as Kushk, which is within 95 miles of Herat, and

only 6 miles from the nearest Afghan outpost, while a large force is now mustering

along the banks of the Kushk.

This reference to the railways brings us to another point in the

great, but really rather artless, Muscovite scheme of imposing upon
Europe. The Russian Budget for the current year, published on

the 1st of January (O.S.), is ostensibly a peaceful one—that is to

say, it makes no abnormal demands on the part of the Minister of

War, though it does include an addition of 5,000,000 roubles for

Port Arthur and Ta-lien-Wan, and an increase in the Naval Estimates.

But the Department of Prince Hilkoff, the Minister of Communica-

tions, has been treated with lavish generosity. That rigid economist

M. Witte knows no stint in his provision for railway extension. No
less than 397 millions of roubles is Prince Hilkoff’s share of the

year’s expenditure, of which 109 millions is devoted to railway

development. On the face of it, this looks very pacific and civilising

indeed. But a Russian railway, especially when it is situated in

Asia, is not intended exclusively, or even primarily, for purposes

of trade and passenger conveyance. It is more often than not a

strategic work. The completion of the great Siberian lines, or of

the iron roads which are being steadily pushed towards the frontier

of India and the Persian Gulf, is no more a peaceful enterprise than

the launch of a battleship at Portsmouth or the building of a

fortress on the Rhine. The Russian attack on Eastern and Southern

Asia is being developed by railway
;
the steel rails and the locomotive

are much more powerful factors in the matter than army corps or

fleets. Yet, of course. Prince Ililkoff’s little bill does not figure in

the military or naval estimates, and is not reckoned under the head-

ing of w'ar expenditure. It is evident that nothing would better suit

Russia’s scheme of operations than a five years’ halt, during which

the other Powers were debarred from adding to their armaments,

wliile slie herself had time, leisure, and money to spare for forging

the links of iron she is throwing round China and Persia and

Afglianistan.

Indeed, that five years’ arrest of action—for other people—would

cliiine in with tlie scliemes of the Government of Russia so admirably

that one is not surprised at tlie favour with which it is regarded by

the able statesmen who manage the Czar’s politics. The Treiu/a Dei
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on which bishops and eminent Nonconformist divines have been

addressing earnest crowds in England would be a ‘ truce ’ of a very

different kind for the Empire of Nicholas the Second. Safe from

attack for that space of time—safe even from the ruinous competition

which has piled up the mountain of her National Debt, while we

have been reducing ours too fast for our own comfort—Eussia could

do more than repair her finances and complete the metalled high-

ways down which her troops can pour to the East and the South.

The great work of internal reconstruction could proceed in ruthless

tranquillity. We know, from the instructive pages of M. Pobye-

donostoseff’s book, from the still more instructive evidence of facts,

wEat that work is. While the Czar is addressing Europe in the

phraseology of the latest humanitarianism, his Ministers are resolutely

reorganising the country on principles which have been obsolete in

this country for some centuries. The St. Petersburg Junta—for,

of course, the inspiration does not really come from the monarch

himself—is consolidating Eussia, as King Edward the First en-

deavoured to consolidate Great Britain, or as Cromwell would have

liked to consolidate Ireland. The Empire is to be unified by crush-

ing out every alien element, by passing the diverse tribes, sects,

peoples, and nationalities that make up the vast, amorphous, loosely

welded realm, under the grinding rollers of the Autocracy. There

shall be one Eussia, and one Eussian
;
a soldier, a Slav, in speech

and thought if not in blood
;
by religion and custom a slavish

worshipper of the Czar Orthodox. Local liberties, local sentiment,

local traditions, must be beaten down in this process of clamping

together a bundle of nations and peoples. The Jew is driven out

of the country, for he cannot be turned into a Eussian of the

Government pattern
;
the Protestants and Catholics, the Poles, the

Armenians, the Caucasians, the Esthonians, the Finns, must be

hammered into the indistinguishable mass. European notions.

Western ideas, especially when they bear upon politics or ethics, are

not wanted : they interfere, as M. Pobyedonostoseff has plainly

stated, with the national concentration and the theory of shutting

up the Eussian in his own huge prison-house. The Dukhobortsi

are relentlessly persecuted by the agents of the peace-loving

Emperor, for this unfortunate sect loves peace so much that its

members will go to prison or exile sooner than become soldiers.

There are some extraordinarily instructive passages on this subject

in the Secret Official Eeport of Prince Galitsin to the Emperor on the

condition of the Caucasus. The Times has succeeded in publishing

the salient portions of this confidential document, and very remark-

able they are. Some of our enlightened English Eadicals are

understood to think a good deal of Count Tolstoi. They must

be interested to see what happens to those subjects of their august

patron the Czar-Pacificator who happen to share their literary taste.
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Prince G-alitsin deplores the energy shown by the propaganda ‘ of

the false doctrines of Count Tolstoi.’ These people, he says,

carry demoralisation not only into the midst of the Dulihobortsi (Spirit-wrestlers),

but also amongst the rest of the Russian sectarian inhabitants, who for the most

part belong to the more negative sects, and represent about one-half of the Russian

population.

The effect of this false teaching, continues the Prince, ‘ is tho

development among these sects of a spirit of cosmopolitanism and'

estrangement from the fundamental principles of life as organised

by the Russian State.’

It is all very well to talk cosmopolitanism and worship humanity

in the lump, for the benefit of the foreign Press, when a Peace Con-

ference is forward. But when he is at home the good Russian is not

expected to live up to these exalted sentiments. If he tries to do<

so, a paternal Grovernment either sends him out of the Empire or

puts him in prison :

I considered it my duty [says Prince Galitsin calmly] to expel from the region

of the Caucasus M. Dutchenho and Captain Ditrichs, whose sister is married to-

Chertkoff, for relations with the Dukhobortsi. Besides this I received information

through my agents that Boulanger, a candidate for mathematical honours, living

in Moscow, was in active communication with the Dukhobortsi as a propagandist

of Tolstoi’s false doctrine, and that he served as an intermediary for relations

between them and the Count. I thereupon requested the Minister of the Interior

to place Boulanger under the supervision of the police. Subsequently the Minister

informed me that the said Boulanger had been requested to leave the Empire, and.

that he and his family had departed abroad on the 12th of October, 1897.

In fact, as this energetic governor elsewhere explains, ‘ orthodox

Russians are the only trustworthy support of Russian power !
’ If

he is not an orthodox Russian, he must be turned into one or take-

the consequences.

The gross brutality and contemptuous disregard of solemn obli“

gations, with which this ‘concentration’ policy is being pursued

under our eyes in Finland, has been received with a somewhat

inexplicable indifference in this country. One might have supposed

that the ardent sympathisers with oppressed nationalities, whose

hearts throb so easily at any tale of human wrong, would have leaped

to their crusading saddles to redress the wrongs of this harmless-

little nation of q)eaceable peasants, who are being stripped of their

ancient rights without a pretence of justification. The Russian

(Government has not taken the trouble to apologise for the virtual

sup>pression of local autonomy in Finland. It is a naked exer-

cise of brute force—as shameless as the partition of Poland by the

crowned brigands of the last century. The Finns are too weak to-

rebel, no other Power intervenes to protect them, and so they are

])lacidly trampled into the Russian conglomerate without even being

})ermitted the luxury of a protest. They cannot help themselves, and

we do not care to help them
;
but it is a little surprising that some ofi
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that militant humanity which has so often found vent in devising

abusive epithets for the Sultan cannot find something to say about

this Muscovite crime. One might even suggest that if a Canning

or a Palmerston were at the head of the Foreign Office, the negotia-

tions for the Hague Conference would be broken off, with a brusque

hint that we would talk peace with the Czar when his Imperial

Majesty had shown more regard for it.

For we ought to remember that this Finland outrage is distinctly

a military, as well as an administrative, measure. The virtual

suppression of the Diet is necessary in order that the Finns may
become not merely Kussians, but also, and particularly, Kussian

soldiers. The first application of the Manifesto of the 15th of

February was decreed about the beginning of April. It was an-

nounced, on the advice of the War Minister, Greneral Kuropatkin,

that the new Army Bill must be regarded as an affair ‘ concerning

the interests of the Empire,’ and consequently that the Finnish

Assembly would have no right of rejecting or modifying it. Thus,

the considerable increase of the Eussian Army which is contemplated

by this Bill will, from the Kussian point of view, be arranged before

the close of the Congress which was intended by the Czar to put a stop

to further armament. If the Manifesto of the 15th of February had

not been applied to this particular Bill, the question could not have

been decided in time, for the Constitution of Finland for a law of

this kind distinctly requires the consent of the Diet, and the Kussian

Government had every reason to believe that the Diet would not

give its consent. The destruction of the national liberties, and the

sacrifice of the local institutions, of the Finns must be consummated

in hot haste, in order that these poor peasants may be caught in the

military net, just too soon to be protected by any international

agreement against increasing existing military establishments. Such

is the wedding-garment in which holy Kussia arrays herself to

prepare for the bridal feast of Peace to which she is good enough

to invite her rivals among the nations !

Muscovite diplomacy has a reputation for excessive astutenes&

which is not always deserved. It is sometimes unscrupulous-

enough, and even now, as the recent Chinese Blue-book shows,.

Kussian statesmen have not quite divested themselves of the Oriental

idea that a downright direct falsehood is merely an incident in the

game. But, all the same, Kussian policy is often characterised by a

curious, almost a primitive, simplicity. It has the confidence of a

child in the unlimited credulity of others. In older and more so-

phisticated countries Count Muravieff’s proposal of last August might

have seemed so directly advantageous to its promoters, and so detri-

mental to everybody else, that a decent regard for appearances would

have caused it to be artistically wrapped up. Kussia would be the

great gainer, if any real result were to be achieved by the Conference
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beyond a few innocuous rules about ambulances and arbitration,

which everybody would be willing to agree to without any conference

at all. It does not seem to have been suspected in St. Petersburg

that Kussia’s anxiety to obtain a few years’ undisturbed preparation for

her next great move would be visible to others as well as to her own

apostles of peace. Indeed, if the suggestion that this was the real

explanation of the Muravieff circular was at first scouted, it was

because it seemed too obvious. And, no doubt, it is true enough that

the meaning of this extraordinary enterprise does lie very near to

the surface
;
but that is no reason why we should pretend that we do

not see it.

Sidney Low.
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RUSSIA IN FINLAND

There seems to be some foundation for the popular fancy that the

end of a century—la fin de siecle—should bring about extraordinary

events worthy of record in the pages of history. We have of late

seen warfare both in the extreme East and in the extreme West, and

before the formal Peace Treaty between the United States, the last

bom of the great Powers, and Spain, whose fame lies in the past, was

signed, there appeared by way of opposition to a remnant of the

barbaric past and from a rather unexpected quarter, to wit the throne

of the Autocrats of All the Eussias, an appeal that the armaments

of the nations be reduced, as a step towards a more advanced scheme

of settling international conflicts.

Along with this splendid proposal, one of such vital importance

to the future of the whole civilised world, events were taking place

in a remote corner of Europe, a part of the Czar’s dominions, that

were hardly intended to arouse a general interest
;
and insignificant

as they may appear, so far as universal history is concerned, they

have a strong bearing on a small people which to-day is apprehend-

ing the downfall of its integrity as a nation coincidental with the end

of the century.

In August of 1898 the Czar’s Peace Eescript was issued; in

October the Eussian Grovernment sent to the Senate of Finland an

Imperial Proposition for a new Army Bill, which should, among
other things, raise the military force in the Grand Duchy from 5,GOO

to about 35,000 men
;
on the 15th of February of this year an edict

was issued, the import of which was the sweeping away of the

Finnish Constitution, a Constitution based on time-honoured

Scandinavian traditions, and which all the Eussian rulers of Finland,

including the present Czar, have in turn solemnly sworn to main-

tain. These events, though perhaps by many people deemed to

possess a merely local interest, certainly deserve to be entered in the

records of history. They indicate a triumph of the autocratic

principles of the East over the constitutional methods of the West,

and, if for no other reason than this, they have a claim on the

public interest.

699
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I

The southern and western shores of Finland are washed by the

Baltic basin, while the country presents to the east a long frontier

line to Kussia. In the extreme north it stretches, not unlike the

thin end of a wedge, up to Norway, but without reaching the Arctic

Sea. It is a flat country, but broken with granite rocks and gravel

ridges, and with valleys, rivers, and those innumerable lakes which

have given to Finland the name of ‘ The Land of a Thousand Lakes,^

an expression which is no poetical exaggeration, since there are at

least ten thousand lakes of a considerable size. The face of the land

is for the most part covered with vast forests of firs, pines, and spruce

trees, whose sombre hue is relieved by the snow-white trunks and

paler greens of the birches. On the coast, on the other hand, there

are as many islands as there are lakes inland. These are of various

sizes, from such as might be compared with the Isle of Wight to

mere rocks with a few trees, or even quite barren.

It was not until comparatively late in the world’s history that this

country, with its peculiar melancholy, idyllic beauty, stepped into

the annals of mankind.

Archseology seems to teach us that there was in olden times—

a

thousand years or more before the Christian era—a Scandinavian people

settled in the islands and on the southern and south-western shores

of Finland. Later on came Finnish tribes, probably from the east, and

gradually drove the Laps, who then occupied the interior of Finland,

more and more towards the north, to those regions now known as

Lapland. Other Finnish tribes settled in Russia, and fell under the

influence of the Slavic people, whereas the Finland Finns, or, as they

call themselves in their own language, the ‘ Suomi ’ people, became

imbued with Scandinavian ideas.

The Swedish influence took root among the Finns in the twelfth

century, wdien King Erik Yedwardson, or St. Erik as he was after-

w^ards called, undertook in 1156 or 1157 a crusade to Finland. The

natives offered considerable resistance, but before long they yielded

and became converts to the Christian faith. A Bishopric was

founded in Finland, the first holder of the See being an Englishman,

Henry, later on canonised as St. Henry. An eminent successor of

St. Henry’s was St. Thomas, also English by birth.

In time the whole country w'as subdued and the eastern boundary

of 1^'inland settled by a treaty, dated the 12th of August, 1323.

From this time the fate of Finland was closely allied with that

of Sweden, and the two countries had one common history. The

boons of Swedish civilisation were bestowed on Finland, whose

])eople, more fortunate than their kinsmen without the boundary of

the country, enjoyed all the liberties of the Scandinavian Institu-

tions
;
and as these became more and more developed Innland took
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her share in the benefits of Western civilisation. The country was

not merely a feudatory province under Swedish supremacy
;

it

became part of the Swedish kingdom, and equally privileged to a

share in the legislation. Finnish representatives were sent to the

‘Eiksdag,’ and from 1362 Finland was entitled to take part in the

election of the Swedish kings. Education, which always has been

so well cared for in Scandinavian countries, was an equally prominent

feature in Finland. Several schools were founded, churches were

built, monasteries were richly endowed, and before there was any

university in Sweden young Finnish scholars were often sent abroad

to fit themselves for leading positions in the administration, in the

schools, or in the Church. Books were translated into Finnish,

especially those of a religious nature. Thus the New Testament

appeared in 1548, and the whole Bible in 1642. In 1640 a

University was founded in Abo, and the clergy were invested with a

certain power to promote elementary knowledge, since no person

was admitted to the Holy Communion unless acquainted with the

elements of religion and able to read tolerably
;
and long before

national schools became common in Finland the great majority of

the people possessed some knowledge of letters.

In return for all these benefits, which ensued from her connexion

with Sweden, Finland bore her proper share in the hardships of the

kingdom. The geographical position of the country exposed her to

the first blow whenever Russia, as repeatedly was the case, attacked

her Western rival, and very often the war was wholly waged in

Finland. Again, the Finnish soldiers had in many instances to join

their Swedish brethren in foreign service. Thus in the Thirty

Years’ War a great portion of Grustavus Adolphus’ army consisted of

Finns, and the famous Finnish cavalry more than once determined

the result of a battle, while Charles the Twelfth, that saga-like hero

whose military achievements aroused the admiration of the whole

world, to a great extent relied on the services of his Finnish

soldiers.

Though thus participating in good and evil in the fate of the

Swedish kingdom, Finland at the same time acquired an indivi-

duality of her own. The distance from the rest of the Swedish

kingdom, and still more, perhaps, the racial distinction that

existed, brought about a certain divergency, and Finland developed

national characteristics of her own. It should be remembered that

there were in olden times, and are still, two different nationalities in

Finland. When Finland was first incorporated with Sweden the

Swedes naturally constituted the ruling class. This ruling class,

however, was soon largely recruited from the Finns. Swedish being

the language of all higher education and of the administration, the

Finns who thus raised themselves from the rank and file of the

common people had to acquire the knowledge of this tongue, and
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thus it happened that up to very recent times Swedish was the sole

language of higher culture in Finland. Leading families of Swedish

and Finnish descent frequently intermarried, and the cultured

classes are thus derived from a mixed racial origin. Even among the

lower orders, in many parts of Finland, a race mixture took place.

The more active, plucky, and undertaking Scandinavian mind has

been in this way tempered with the meditative and persevering

Finnish type.

Something in the nature of an official acknowledgment of the

Finnish individuality was implied when, in 1581, Johan the Third

conferred on Finland the title of Grand Duchy; and in 1616

Gustavus Adolphus even held a separate Finnish ‘Landtdag’ in

Finland.

So it happened that the people of Finland became conscious

of their national characteristics, and a strong national sentiment was

gradually developed.

II

The growth of this national feeling did not escape the watchful

eyes of the Eussian neighbour. It had long been the aim of Eussia to

conquer Finland, and especially so when Peter the Great transferred

the capital of his empire from Moscow to the city at the head of the

Gulf of Finland, named after its august founder. But the staunch

resistance Eussia experienced in the Grand Duchy gave rise to a

new idea, adopted by the Empress Elizabeth. In 1742, while one

of the numerous wars between Eussia and Sweden was raging,

Elizabeth issued a manifesto to the Finnish people, proposing to

establish an independent Finnish State under a Eussian Protectorate,

that should serve as ‘ a barrier and a frontier,’ or, as the modern

term runs, as a buffer State between Eussia and Sweden. If not

acceptable to the people, the Empress was determined, though ‘ very

unwillingly,’ to allow her troops to devastate the country. The mani-

festo with its threat did not create the intended impression on the

Finlanders, who, however, saw their frontier line, which already in

1721 had cut off part of Finland, by the Treaty of 1743 moved still

further westward.

From the effect of the Empress’s manifesto, however, rose a small

nucleus of party politicians in Finland who began to cherish the

idea set forth in this edict, and when war again broke out in 1787

some Finnish noblemen and officers actually opened negotiations

with Eussia thereon
;
but this conspiracy, though no doubt originat-

ing in patriotism and a desire to protect the country from the

ruinous consofjuences of ])erpetual warfare, did not gain the support

of tlie nation, and was ultimately suppressed.

After this for eighteen years Finland enjoyed tlie l^ienefits of

j>eace, when an international plot gave rise to a new war, througli
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which Finland’s future was entirely changed. Napoleon at the

Tilsit Conference persuaded Alexander the First to induce his

brother-in-law, Gustavus the Fourth of Sweden, to join the ‘ Con-

tinental System.’ Alexander’s reward for this service was to be the

Grand Duchy of Finland. In this scheme Alexander was supported

by the leader of the suppressed Finnish conspiracy before mentioned,

General G. M. Sprengtporten, then in Eussian service. Sprengtporten

assured Alexander that a Eussian invasion of Finland would be a mere
‘ walk-over,’ as Finland would for its own sake surrender. In this, how-

ever, the Czar was disappointed. That old desire of independence to be

gained by Eussian aid, and supported as it was in 1788 by a handful of

men only, had now entirely died out. When the Eussian troops, early

in 1808, invaded Finland, they met with a stubborn resistance, though

the Swedish Government did very little to support the Grand Duchy.

It seems, indeed, that the weak-minded Gustavus the Fourth had

made up his mind to let Finland go. Already in 1807 a Swedish

statesman. Nils von Eosenstein, had said to a distinguished Finlander,

Baron Eobert Eehbinder, ‘ Our King has principles of his own—he

will never go back on them—that which was prophesied fifty years

ago will now come to pass, and your native country will have to yield

to Eussian supremacy.’

The resistance of the Finns and their loyalty to Sweden did not

fail to create a strong impression on the Czar. His former proclama-

tions to the Finnish people to surrender being futile, he issued a

new manifesto, alluding to the success of his arms and the reduced

state of the means of defence in Finland, and asking the Finns to

send a deputation to him, to consist of representatives of the four

Estates constituting the Swedish Eiksdag, for further negotiations.

Some of the electoral bodies in Finland refused to furnish representa-

tives, while others chose members for the deputation, but only on

the expressed understanding that they had no legal authority to

negotiate with the Czar. In answer to these hesitations a new
Eussian proclamation was issued to the effect that ‘ this was no

question of convoking a Diet, but of sending a deputation most humbly
to advise His Imperial Majesty of what, in the present position of

the country, might be of benefit and promotion to its welfare.’

After this, and discerning no hope of support from the Swedish

Government, members were duly elected, and the deputation pro-

ceeded to St. Petersburg. The spokesman of the deputation, Baron

(afterwards Count) Carl Erik Mannerheim, handed over in St. Peters-

burg to Alexander the First, on the 1st of December, 1808, a

memorandum pointing out that the deputies, not having been

elected in the usual way, as directed by the fundamental laws,

had no authority to enter into such negotiations as the Estates only

were entitled to deal with
;
the deputation therefore requested the

Emperor to summon the Diet. In consequence of this, Alexander
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the First issued on the 20th of January (1st of February), 1809, an

order that the Estates should assemble at Diet, ‘ according to the

statutes of the country.’

Thus it came about that Finland’s destiny was to be determined

through an agreement between the legally summoned representatives

of the Grand Duchy and its new ruler, the Czar
;
and it is a

remarkable coincidence that before the opening of the Diet

Gustavus the Fourth had been dethroned by a revolutionary party

in Sweden.

On the 25th of March, 1809, the Diet was opened in Borgo, a

little town a few miles east of Helsingfors, with all the solemn

ceremonies which were wont to accompany the inauguration of the

Swedish Eiksdag, the Emperor taking his seat ‘ on the throne of

Finland,’ as is expressly stated in the official ceremonial programme,

beneath ‘ the coat of arms of Finland,’ and delivering a speech from

which the following passage may be quoted

:

I have wished to see you in order to give you an additional proof of my aims

for the welfare of your native country. I have promised to maintain your con-

stitution {constitution),''- your fundamental laws {lois fondamentales)
;

your

assembling here is a pledge for my promise. This meeting of the Estates will be

the starting-point of your political existence {cette reunion fera epoque dans voire

existence politique).

The Emperor’s ‘ Act of Assurance ’ to the Finnish people bears

the date of the 15th (27th) of March, and runs as follows :

We, Alexander the First, &c., &c.. Know all men by these presents

;

Since by the dispensations of Providence We have taken possession of the

Grand Duchy of Finland, We have hereby been pleased to conjirm and sanction

the relif/ion and the constitution of the country, also the rights and liberties hitherto

enjoyed, according to the constitution, by each estate in the said Grand Duchy in

general, and by all its inhabitants, high as well as low", in particular
;
We hereby

promising to maintain and keep firm and intact all these privileges and statutes in

their full force
;

in testimony wFereof We have set Our hand to the present Act

of Assurance, given this 15/27th day of March, in the year of Our Lord 1809, in

the city of Borgo.

On the 29th of March the Estates took the oath of allegiance,

swearing to ‘ have as our Eightful Sovereign the most August Prince

and Lord Alexander the First, Emperor and Autocrat of all the

Eussias and Grand Duke of Finland, and maintain unflinchingly the

fundamental laws and the Constitution of our country, such as they

are at present accepted and valid,’ &c.

In answer to this pledge on the part of the people, Alexander

the F'irst addressed to the Estates the following speech

:

I accept: with (h'cp feeling the oath of allegiance which the inhabitants of

Finland now have sworn to mo through their representatives. The ties joining

' This promise had already been given in the Emperors previous proclamations.
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me witli tliem, streng'tliened by this voluntary proof of tlieir attachment, and

sanctified by this solemn act of union, grow thereby dearer to my heart, and the

more harmonising with my principles.

In promising to maintain their religion and their fundamental laws, I have

wished to show the value I set upon sincere expressions of love and confidence.

I pray to Almighty God that He may grant me strength and wisdom to govern

this wprthy people according to their laws and the steadfast principles of Eternal

Justice.

Shortly after this solemn occasion in the old Cathedral of Borgo,

the Emperor, now Grand Duke of Finland, issued the following

decree to all inhabitants of Finland concerning the Oath of Fealty

taken by the Estates :

—

We, Alexander the First, Emperor and Autocrat over all the Russias, &c,, &c.,

&c., Grand Duke of Finland, &c., «fcc., make manifest: That, when We convoked

Finland’s Estates to a General Diet and received their Oath of Allegiance, We did

on that occasion desire, by means of a solemn Act prepared in their presence and

proclaimed in the Sanctuary of the Most High, to confirm and secure to them the

maintenance of their religion and fundamental laws, together with the liberties and

rights that each Estate in particular, and all Finland’s inhabitants in general, have

hitherto enjoyed. Moreover, whilst hereby announcing to Our faithful Finnish

subjects the above-mentioned Act, We are also desirous of notifying to them that

as We have maintained, and adapted Ourselves to, the time-honoured custom of

this land,^ We do deem the Oath of Fealty that the Estates in general, and the

Deputies of the peasants in particular, did freely and unconstrainedly take, in the

names of their brethren at home as well, to be good and binding on all the inhabi-

tants of Finland without exception. Thoroughly convinced that this good and honest

people will ever cherish towards Us and Our successors that same fidelity and

unshaken attachment for which it has always distinguished itself, We shall not

fail, with the Almighty’s aid, to afford them further proofs of Our constant fatherly

solicitude for their happiness and well-being. Borgo, the 23rd of March (the 4th

of April), 1809.

(Signed) Alexaxdee.

These are the principal documents inaugurating the constitu-

tional autonomy of Finland under the sovereignty of the Russian

Emperor. The idea of establishing an independent Finnish State

w'as thus abandoned, but Alexander the Fhrst found it equally con-

sistent with political tact and with his own humane and noble

character to create in Finland a happy nation, sincerely attached to

its new rulers. To these feelings the Emperor gave excellent

expression in the speech with which he dissolved the Diet at Borgo,

wherein he says :

Carry into tlio distant parts of your provinces, impress on tlie minds of your

compatriots, that same confidence which has presided over your deliberations here.

Inspire them with the same assurance concerning the most important objects of

your political existence, the maintenance of }
our laws, the security of your persons

and the inviolability of your property.

2 This has reference to a statute in the King’s chapter of tlie old Swedish ‘ Code

of the Land,’ ‘ that the King, on tlie day wlien he is elected, should take the Oath of

Fidelity to all living within the kingdom.’

VoL. XLV— No. 2G7 3 B
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This brave and loyal people Avill be gratefal to that Providence which has

brought about the present state of aflairs. Placed from this time forxoard in the.

rank of nations, r/overned by its oum laics, it will only call to mind its former rulers

in order to cultivate friendly relations, when these shall have been re-established

by peace.

In the Peace Treaty between Sweden and Russia, dated the 5th

(17th) of September 1809, and ratified in St. Petersburg on the 1st

(13th) of October, the union of Finland with the Russian Empire is

looked upon as a fait accompli
;

the future political position of

Finland is referred to only in Article 6 of this treaty and in the

following terms

:

Since His Majesty the Emperor of Russia already has given the most positive

proofs of the justice and clemency with which His Majesty has resolved to rule

over the inhabitants of the country He has lately acquired, He having nobly, spon-

taneously, and of his own free will assured to them free exercise of their religion,

of their rights of property and privileges; His Majesty the King of Sweden finds

Himself liberated from the duty, otherwise sacred to Him, of making conditions

hereon in favour of His former subjects.

The Emperor, of course, was fully aware that, while being the

Autocrat of all the Russias, he exercised in IHnland the power of a

constitutional monarch. The import of the fundamental laws of

the country, which limited the power of the Sovereign, was repeatedly

pointed out to the Emperor before he signed the Act of Assurance,

and in further State Acts issued by him he expressly refers to the

Constitution. We quote here a passage from an Imperial Edict of

March 15th (27th), 1810:—

From the moment that, tbrougli the will of Providence, Finland’s destiny was

entrusted to Us, it has been Our aim to rule that land in conformity xvith the liberties

of the nation and the rights assured to it by its coxistitution.

All the steps we have hitherto taken, with regard to the internal administration

of the coii]itry, are simply a consequence of, and an addition to, that fundamental

idea. The maintenance of the religion and the laws, the summoning of the

estates to a General Diet, the formation of a State Council in the nation's midst,

and the inviolability of the judicial and administrative authority, afford sufiiclent

proofs to assure the Finnish nation of its political existence, and the riglits apper-

taining thereto.

It is also evideut that the Emperor not only settled his own

mode of action with reference to the government of Finland, but also

bound that of his successors, as app)ears from a passage in an Edict

issued in 1818:

Tt is tlius AVe have wished both to disclose tin* maxims that have been and

hencefortli will be Our gui<3es with r(‘gard to Our Finnish subjects, and for all

j)crpetuifjf \() confirm the assurance granted to them by Us as regards tlie main-

t'lmnce of their separate constitution during Our reign and the reigns of Our

.'i accessors.
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III

It would be beyond the scope of this article if we were to give a

full a'ccount of the political institutions in Finland. It is sufficient

to state here that the chief organ of Grovernment is the Imperial

Senate, whose members are appointed by the Emperor from amongst

his Finnish subjects. This Senate is divided into two ‘ departments,’

one being the Supreme Tribunal, the other the executive body.

The Senate has the right to issue, in the name of His Majesty,

administrative orders in minor matters, the decision of which need

not be submitted to the Diet. It is the Senate also that draws up

Imperial propositions to be presented to the Diet, and it must express

its opinion on Bills passed by the representative body. It is pre-

sided over by two Vice-Presidents, the President himself being the

Grovernor-General, who is usually a Kussian. This latter is also

Commander-in-chief of the Finnish army.

All matters to be decided upon by the Sovereign are presented to

him through the medium of the Minister-Secretary of State for

Finland, who must be a Finnish subject, and who resides in St.

Petersburg.

With regard to the Finnish Diet, it is, according to the old

Swedish traditions, composed of representatives of the four Estates,

viz. the nobles, the clergy, the burgesses, and the peasantry. The
business of the Diet is thus conducted by four chambers, which work

simultaneously, each Estate possessing precisely similar power and

authority. A Bill is passed by a majority of three chambers to one,

except in the case of fundamental laws, for which the consent of all

the Estates is necessary. According to one of the fundamental laws

of Sweden at the time of Finland’s cession to Kussia, the ‘ form

of Grovernment’ of 1772, the convocation of the Diet, depended

entirely upon the will of the Sovereign, and Alexander the First only

held one Diet, that in Borgo, 1809. His successor, Nicholas the

P'irst, summoned no Diet, but faithfully upheld the autonomy of the

country, and respected the institutions which he swore, at his

accession to the throne, to maintain. With Alexander the Second, who
succeeded his father in 1855, a new era dawned for Finland. This

noble monarch convoked the Estates in 18G3 to a Diet, which he
opened in person, with a speech wherein he, ‘ whilst maintaining the

principles of a constitutional monarchy agreeably to the ancient

customs of the Finnish people, and of which principles all their laws

and institutions bear the impress,’ intimated his intention to grant

to the Diet more extensive rights than had hitherto belonged to it.

This was carried out in the ‘ Law on the Diet,’ w^hich was promulgated

as a fundamental law in 1869, its most prominent feature being that

the summoning of the Diet would no longer depend on the good-

3 B 2
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will of the monarch, but was to be periodical, and that the Estates

were to be convoked at least every five years. Since 1882 the Diet

has in fact assembled every third year. Still more power was

conferred on the Diet by Alexander the Third in 1886, when the

right of taking the initiative in legislation was given to the Estates.

Previously they had only to deal with propositions presented by the

Government, every member, however, having the right to hand in

petitions which could be recommended by the Diet as a foundation

for further propositions.

These few facts, incomplete as they are, may suffice to give a

concise idea of the political institutions of the Grand Duchy. A
brief sketch of the social conditions of the country, with a view to-

throwing some light on the recent Eussian agitation against Finland,

will now, perhaps, not be out of place.

The Phnnish national feeling, to which we have already alluded,

naturally took a fresh start when the country was severed from

Sweden, and found more necessity for self-reliance than under the old

regime. The catchword, so to speak, was given by no other than

Alexander the First himself, whose expression in his concluding speech

at the Borgo Diet, ‘ place desormais au rang des nations,’ showed how
profoundly he had ^^enetrated the sentiments of his newly acquired

subjects. And the Phnlanders, though always entertaining the most

amicable of feelings towards their former countrymen, the Swedes,

understood nevertheless that they were now to concentrate their

minds on the development of their own resources. ‘ Swedes we are no

more,’ was the utterance of a young Finnish politician in the early

part of this century, ‘ Eussians we cannot be, consequently we must

be IGnlanders.’ But nothing was more effectual in deepening this

national patriotic feeling, this intense love for the native country,

for its noble past, and in assisting in the assiduous labour for its

future happiness, than the patriotic poetry ofJohan Ludvig Euneberg,

one of the best, if not the l^est, of all the poets that have ever written

in the Swedish tongue, and equally esteemed by the Swedes and the

Phnns (the ‘ Suomi ’) in Finland as the great national bard.

This national feeling also took another bound when, in about the

middle of the century, the Phnnish-speaking bulk of the population

won powerful and eloquent advocates among the educated ckisses,

and an intense and enthusiastic movement took place to raise tlie

P'innish tongue and the PJnnish literature, so that it might b('come

a medium of high culture in the land. The pul)lication in of

tlie great J^'innisli national epic, the Kalevala, which has awakened

the admiration of the whole world of letters, greatly contribiit( 1 to

the advancement of this movement, which has succeeded so well diat

there are at the present day as many P’innish secondary sclx ols,

]>reparatory I'or the university, as Swedish ones, that the j)erio(! I'-al

Eress number.s about one hundred and twenty hJnnish newspaj f*rs,
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that a great many lectures at the University of Finland are delivered

in Finnish, and that the Finnish tongue is, equally with the Swedish,

acknowledged as the official language of the Grand Duchy. Those

interested in this enterprise were not only of purely Finnish descent,

but a vgreat many, and, in fact, the more influential, have an essen-

tially Swedish origin. It is true that the advancement of the

Finnish cause often engendered friction between the two national

elements constituting the Finland people, and even gave rise to the

two principal political parties in Finland, the ‘ Fennomans ’ and the

‘ Svecomans,’ the latter devoting their zeal by no means only to

maintaining the Scandinavian traditions and form of culture, but

taking an extremely prominent part in the patriotic movement at

large. But these party contests as a whole acted beneficially upon

the whole country. The great zeal for popular education which

distinguished the Fennoman party stimulated the Swedes to devote

their time and their intellectual powers to the enlightenment of the

Swedish peasantry in Finland, and thus arose a competition bearing

nought but good fruit. It must not, however, be assumed that the

two national parties limited their work to their own respective peoples.

In a great many instances the joint work of Swedes and Finns

embraced both national groups, and the encouragement of the Govern-

ment with regard to the popular education movement has, on the

whole, been kept distinct from party strife.

We have dwelt at some length upon this movement for promoting

.popular education, as it is a fine example of the public spirit pre-

vailing in Finland, and of a true and wholesome democratic senti-

ment which has been provocative of most excellent results. There

is now no parish, even in the remotest part of Finland, which has not

one or more national schools, and whilst it has not been possible to

make popular education compulsory, on account of the almost

insurmountable difficulties in several remote and scarcely inhabited

districts, yet every rural community is compelled to establish a

school for every thirty children of such an age that they are ripe for

instruction.

The facts related above clearly show what intimate ties connect

the upper strata of Finnish society with the so-called lower classes,

and they utterly repudiate the allegations, so frequently repeated in

the Slavophile Press in Kussia, that the autonomical state of Finland

is upheld merely by a clique of Separatists, the ‘ Swedish barons.’ It

is true that the Swedish part of the population, representing the

higher intellect of the country, stands in the front rank against

Ivussian attacks, and that the Swedish Press in Finland has been

more outspoken than the Finnish papers, thus showing that enter-

prising spirit which has made the Scandinavian people TroifXEuss

\ao)v. ]ffit there is no foundation for the belief that the Finns

—

the ‘ Suomi ’—would yi('ld quietly to Pussification, since all Finns,
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down to tlie simplest peasant, together with their Swedish brethren,

are too w'ell satisfied with their bonds of citizenship, with their

common native country, and with the constitutional rights which

belong to all divisions of society, ‘ be their position high or low/

Again, the comparison so frequently drawn by those same Slavophile

papers between Finland and the Baltic provinces is utterly void of

foundation. There are in Finland no such feudatory conditions as

in the above-named provinces, since Finland can, just as Sweden

and Norway, boast of a free, independent, and intelligent class of

yeomen peasantry, who till their own acres. The statistics for

Finland show that, whilst the nobles own 406,246 hectares of

landed estate, and the clergy have in form of prebendaries 246,246

hectares, 21,653,871 hectares are owned by other people, a few of

whom are gentlemen farmers, but the great majority peasants.

There are no large fortunes in Finland
;
but, on the other hand, utter

destitution is unknown. The people are industrious, and they

have ample encouragement from the Finnish Grovernment
;
trade,

industries, and agriculture make Finland a prosperous country, as

far as the harsh climate and the barren soil make prosperity possible.

But we Finlanders know, by sad experience, that the most promising

crop can fail through one night’s frost.

IV

Some fifteen years ago the Slavophile party in Eussia started, by

means of the Press, of pamphlets, and of books, a series of vehement

attacks upon the autonomy and the privileges of Finland. By what

exact motives the enemies of Finnish liberty were prompted it is

hard to tell, and mere guesswork would be useless in a paper which

we desire to devote to real facts. But it is a fact that this party in

Eussia endeavoured to deny the existence of constitutional rights in

Finland, and to incite the Eussian Government to abolish Finnish

privileges. Some measures in this direction were actually taken

during the last years of Alexander the Third’s reign, but without

affecting the vital parts of the Finnish institutions. It was this

recent winter which brought about the frost that threatens to ruin

the happiness of the land.

The first blow that fell on the country wns the Imperial proposal

for a new military law, which was to be laid before the Estates,

summoned to assemble in January of this year to an extraordinary

Diet. The summons w'as issued in July 1898, thus before the Czar’s

]>eace proj)Osal was offered to the world. In October the proposi-

tion was sent to the Senate, and shortly after its main features

became known to the public.

l>y the existing military law of 1878 the conscription system

was introduced into I'inland with a view to the establishment of a
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Finnish army intended for the defence of the country, an army

under the command of Finnish officers and with a Finnish staffi,

ultimately subordinate to the Grovernor-General, who, ‘ whilst like-

wise commanding any Kussian troops that may be located in the

country, is the chief of the Finnish army.' The standing army is

limited to a number of 5,600 men. To reach this amount, out of

the annual contingent of about 8,000 young men of the proper age

for conscription (21 years) and fit for military service, about 1,920

are annually, after balloting, placed under the colours, where they

serve for three years, on the lapse of which time they are transferred

to the reserve, where they remain for two years, and ultimately

stand in the militia until they have completed their fortieth year.

The rest are at once placed in the reserve for live years, and undergo

in the first three years military training not exceeding ninety days

altogether.

The new military scheme proposes that no fewer than 7,200 (out

of 8,000) should be every year placed on the active service list for

five years, and afterwards for another period of thirteen years should

stand in the reserve, and then in the militia, as before. The army in

Finland w^ould, however, not be increased, but the surplus of 5,280 men
every year be sent to serve in Eussia beyond the frontier of their

native country with a service period of five years
;
this means a force

of 36,000 men. This enormous increase of the Finnish army

naturally implies a proportional augmentation of the expenses,

while at the same time it directly deprives the country of an

immense amount of labour— so much needed in our country, where

the earth yields her fruits only as the reward of very hard work

—

and indirectly by inducing many young men to seek their fortunes

in America.

The new military proposal further contains statutes to the effect

that Eussian officers henceforth should have a right to serve in the

Finnish army, contrary to the fundamental laws of the country

(Par. 10 in the ‘Form of Government’ of 1772, Par. 1 in the ‘Act

of Union and Security ’ of 1789, and Par. 120 in the Military Law of

1878, being one of the 14 paragraphs in this law which are ratified

as ‘fundamental laws’). The Finnish military staff would be

abolished, and the army become directly subordinate to Eussian

military authorities.

AVhen the contents of this new proposal were made known in

Finland, the great majority of the people did not lose all hope.

They saw in this new scheme a fresh attempt of the Eussian

Slavophile, Government to abrogate the ‘ Finnish privileges,’ an out-

come of the notorious hatred towards Finland’s autonomy cherished

by men like M. Pobyedonostseff, General Kuropatkin (Minister of

War), and General Bobrikoff (now Governor-General in Finland).

But it was believed that the Czar himself, in handing over the pro-
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position to the Diet, simply yielded to the pressure of his advisers,

and would not fail to respect the resolution of the Diet on the

proposal. This confidence in the Emperor and Grand Duke had a

twofold foundation. In the first place, the people ^could hardly

believe that the Czar, at the same time as he issued his Peace

Eescript, pleading for a general reduction in armaments of the

Powers, would allow the army in Finland to be so enormously increased.

And next, as to the clauses in this new proposal having a bearing on

the autonomical position of Finland, their implicit trust in the good

faith of the Czar’s sworn assurance to the Finnish people—‘to con-

firm and ratify the religion, the fundamental laws, the rights and

privileges of each class in the Grand Duchy in f>articular, and of all

its inhabitants, high and low, in general, which they, according to

the constitution of this country, have enjoyed’-—was unshaken.

A much deeper distress was caused by the Czar’s Manifesto of

the 3rd (loth) of February, the chief import of which will be found

in the following passage :

Whilst maintaining in full force the now prevailing statutes which concern the

promulgation of laws touching exclusively the internal affairs of Finland, We have

found it necessary to reserve to Ourselves the ultimate decision as to which laws

come within the scope of the general legislation of the Empire.

And such questions as are alluded to above will, according to a

document accompanying this manifesto, entitled ‘Fundamental

Statutes for the drafting, revision, and promulgation of laws issued

for the Empfire, including the Grand Duchy of Finland,’ be decided

up:)on by the Eussian State Council after communicating with the

Finnish authorities, ‘ in order to ascertain their op>inion.’ The Diet,

which hitherto has exercised a truly legislative power, is hereafter

only authorised to p)ass its opinion, and its power is now reduced to

that of a merely consultative body.

These documents of such vital impiortance w'ere issued in a way
contrary to the order prescribed by the F'undamental laws, stating

that ‘the King’ (i.e. after 1800 the ‘ Flmp)eror and Grand Duke’)
‘ shall not make a new law without the knowledge and the consent of

the Diet, or abolish an old law,’ and furthermore, that ‘ F'undaroental

laws can be made, altered, explained, or abolished only on the p>ro-

l>osition of the Emp)eror and Grand Duke, and with the consent of

all the Instates.’ Thus their very being means a breach of the Con-

stitution at the same tim(‘ as their irnp)ort depafves the F'innish

peo])le of the rights solemnly confirmed to them. There are few

(juestions that cannot be int(‘rp>reted as ‘ touching the interests of the

llnjjing’ or ‘being in any connexion with the legislation of the

lMnj)ire ’ (Eundaimnital Statul(‘s for the drafting, &c., clause 2),

'juei-tions of the greatest im))ortance to the national life in F'inland,

and to th(‘ characteristic form of culture in this country, bas(*d upon
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Western ideas and for centuries enjoyed by its inhabitants, and to

which they are now irrevocably adapted.

It is in vain that the Finnish people have appealed to their

Sovereio-n whom thev love to recoonise as the hio;hest custodian of

their lawful rights. The Senate of Finland, which all but refused to

promulgate these Acts, as not issued in the lawful way, drew up a

humble protest, asking for an explanation to the effect that the Mani-

festo did not intend to limit the constitutional rights of the Finnish

people, which was handed to the Czar by the Finnish Secretary of State.

The Czar’s answer was that this protest would lead to no further

measures being taken by way of explanation or otherwise. The Vice-

President of the Senate and the Procurator-General, in his capacity

as the highest judicial authority in Finland, then proceeded on behalf

of the Senate to St. Petersburg, but the Czar refused to receive them.

In the same way the chairmen of the four Estates in the present

Diet made a futile attempt to see the Czar. The people, seeing

that their highest functionaries were unable to obtain access to

the Throne, resolved to send a monster deputation to St. Peters-

burg. Every commune in the country elected one member, and an

address, signed by over half a million names, i.e. one-fifth of the

whole nation, or about half of the adult population in the country,

was to be presented to the Czar. The daily papers have already

given an account of the fate of this gigantic appeal to the Sovereign,

and of how the Governor-General cited a Statute of 1826, that

deputations to the Emperor should obtain the permission of the

provincial Governors in Finland. This Statute, however, refers only

to local deputations concerning communal matters, and moreover it

expressly states that the Emperor may accept any deputation as he

shall think fit. These formalities were thus no legal hindrance to

the reception of the deputation, but for some reasons or other

General Bobrikoff‘, the present Governor-General in Finland, was

extremely anxious to stop any direct communication betw^een the

Finnish people and their monarch. This worthy official, who was

largely engaged in the recent Pussification of the Baltic provinces,

entered into his present office only last autumn, Init had already

succeeded in acquiring in Finland a notoriety which need awake no

one’s envy. One of his acts has been an attempt to induce the

Senate to issue an explanation to all the Governors of the provinces

to the effect that the Manifesto contains nothinfr which will infringe

the constitutional rights of Finland. The Senate of course refused

to do this, and so the Governor-General in his own name caused

a circular to be sent to the Provincial Governors (also printed in the

official Gazettes of Finland for the 12th of April), stating simply

that this ^Manifesto in no way intcnieres with the rights of the

Finnish people, as assured to them by the ‘ Gracious Manifesto of

the 25th of October (Gth of Xovemlier), 1894,’ thereby referring to
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the Emperor’s Oath of Assurance. To this circular of the Governor-

General, which also has found its way into the English press, there

is attached no weight whatever in Finland, as it contains no real

explanation, but simply repeats the terms of the Manifesto, the

effect of which can be changed only by a direct declaration by the

Czar himself. The insignificance of this document is moreover

proved by the fact that one Governor, the only one who as yet has

passed a decision on it, has resolved to take no notice of it whatever.

The Governor-General’s circular is intended to smooth over the

jwesent feeling of unrest in the minds of the Finnish people. A
measure like this can be of no ultimate avail. It were better far if

the Governor-General would put a stop to the shameful practices now
common in various parts of Finland. Already at the time when the

signatures were being collected for the mass address, Eussian and

Tartar tramp pedlars were endeavouring to restrain people from

signing their names, telling them that those who did so would run

the risk of severe punishment. This threat has so far proved to be

true, that the Governor-General actually has tried, through the

medium of the Eussian gendarmes, to ascertain the names of those

wdio conducted the arrangements for the address, in order to have

them punished as disturbers of the peace of the country.

All these machinations, however, were of little avail. The Eussian

agents then entered upon a new scheme. Pedlars now turn their

attention to the poorest class of people, carefully avoiding the land-

owning peasants, and represent to them that great advantages will

accrue to the poor when the ‘ Eussian laws ’ will be introduced, since

all landed property and even other goods will be equally divided

among the whole population. They also present papers to be

signed by the people, the contents of which they hesitate to explain,

and offer money as returns for signatures to these unread documents.

They have no scruples even in inducing children to sign their names,

and those of their parents. There can be no doubt whatever that

these papers form a kind of counter-address to express the people’s

thanks for the Czar’s recent measures as to Finland. The Senate has

sent circulars to the Provincial Governors to keep a careful watch on

such pedlars, who as a matter of fact have no legal right to carry on

the packman’s business in Finland at all, and who are now working

under false pretences. Several of these men have been taken into

custody
;
others have experienced harsh treatment at the hands of

tliose to whom they have appealed. Put the Governor-General

has so far done nothing in the way of putting a stoj^ to this nefarious

traffic.

One of the first consequences of the Czar’s IManifesto will concern

the work of the present Diet. Jn the middle of April a communica-

tion has lx*en made to the Diet that the Emjieror has approved the

proposition of the Minister of War, that the Army Pro])Osal, now
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under discussion by the Finnish Diet, shall be considered as

‘ possessing an* Imperial interest,’ and thus to be dealt with in the

way indicated in the Manifesto of the loth of February, 1899—-ix.

the Diet has only to give its opinion.

It lies of course in the discretion and goodwill of the Czar to

listen to the opinion expressed by the Diet, or to take the advice of

his Russian ministers. So strong is even now in Finland confidence

in the Czar that the hope is by no means extinguished that he wiU

follow the former course
;
and it is very generally believed that if

only the true facts could be brought home to him, he could not fail

to re-establish Finland’s constitutional rights.

J. N. Reuter.
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THE ETHICS OF WAR

^
Vv'"ar hated of mothers ’ was the standard classical denunciation.

Nov/, in this fag end of the nineteenth century, we may say with

almost more propriety, ‘ War hated of stockbrokers.’ Nothing can

equal the delicate sensibility of the Stock Exchange to the faintest

rumour of war, for war means the depreciation of investments, and a

depreciation to which no limits can be assigned. With the Stock

Exchange a very real though not the highest factor in our nature

must ever be in sympathy : moreover, we willingly allow that peace

ehould have its premium, war its penalty, with an appeal to the

pocket, v/hich is ever tender, even when the heart is hard.

The next few months may easily find us in a state of war with

one or more of the Continental Powers—a condition which we have

hardly known since the war with Napoleon, for the Crimean War and

the Indian Mutiny Campaign and our various frontier wars partook

rather of the character of a punitive ex2:>edition, and at least involved

no very comprehensive risks.

It is with the war sentiment and its ethical character, its illu-

sions and its disillusions, that I should wish to deal in this paper

;

on its equipment in the way of arms or alliances, and on its conduct,

should an opinipn escape me, I would be understood to speak under

due correction.

In this country every view concerning war, I will not say flour-

ishes, but at least finds occasional expression, from that of the Society

of Friends, which condemns all war, even when purely defensive, as

forbidden by the Gospel of Christianity, to that of the Jingo who,

having equipped a fleet outmatching the united fleets of Europe,

would still find in the building of every alien warship a casus belli.

If war were declared to-morrow it would but furnish a fresh text for

overy form of warlike or unwarlike discourse, hleetings would be

held in which war in general and this war in particular would be

<ienounced as unchristian and unproductive
;
we should be challenged

to sliow how war is compatible with the Pax Christiana, and again

uliat had been gained by our outlay on any of our wars ancient or

modern. Meanwhile tlie l)ig guns speak in thunder and the deadly

game waves none the less furious for its accompaniment of domestic
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babble, until something serious gives way somewhere and the world

relapses into peace.

Although English want of logic is proverbial, and w^e are almost

come to accept the impeachment as a compliment to our common
sense, yet we shall most of us admit that if, in the intervals of

practical business, such as brewing beer or moulding chocolate, we
can knock a speculative solecism on the head, especially if this be

couched in religious language, we shall promote the cause of moral

sanitation and deserve well of the country. For, after all, a false

premiss, however its action may be controlled in practice by the

improvisation of common sense, yet in the immortality of uncon-

trolled iteration does really constitute a perennial source of mischief,

first as an advertisement of what is false, secondly as a provocation

to the opposite extreme. I am convinced that Jingoism flourishes

on nothing so well as upon such an ‘ Appeal to the Nation ’ a.s

was issued on the 3rd of December 1897 by the Society of

Friends.

I should be the last to depreciate the many good qualities and

the many noble works which have distinguished that society from

the seventeenth century down to the present day. I am convinced

that they have made no statement in their ‘ Appeal ’ which they do

not hold to be true
;
and I am more than touched by the outspoken

fervour of their protest, ‘To us it seems clear that when once satis-

fied as to what that teaching [Christ’s] is, it is our duty to obey it,

regardless of consequences.’ But none the less I am also convinced

that the two assertions upon which their ‘ Appeal ’ is mainly based

—

viz. that Christ has taught that all war is unlawful, and that the

earliest writers in the Christian Church were agreed that nothing less

than this was their Master’s doctrine—are false, and incapable of

justification by any serious student either of his Bible or of Christian

antiquity.

It is necessary that we should begin by insisting upon the

common ground taken by Christians in regard to war in order to

distinguish from it the special contention of the Quakers. We all

admit that war is extremely uncongenial to the Christian temper
;

that the character engendered by Christian teaching will tend to the

avoidance of war
;
to a reluctance to embrace it in lieu of such other

alternatives as, let us say, arbitration. Where we join issue with

the Quakers is in this, that we assert whilst they deny that war is

sometimes neither more nor less than a duty
;
that it is the duty of

a nation to stand up for itself even at the risk of war
;
that a contrary

behaviour is not only base, but to the last degree impolitic as tending

inevitably to the loss of independence.

This is the common verdict of every age and every race
;
and yet

if I were once assured that Christ taught the contrary, believing as

I do that Christ is Grod, I should repudiate the common sentence of
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mankind as delusive, and ‘ regardless of consequences ’ take my stand

with the Society of Friends—at least I hope I should do this. But,

on the other hand, considering how universal is the common senti-

ment, and seeing that Grod is the author of nature as well as of grace,

of reason as well as of revelation, we have every right to demand

nothing less than an absolute proof that it has been condemned by

Christ before we consent to abjure it. There is really only one

passage—see Matthew v. 39 and Luke vi. 29—that has been pro-

duced with any effect, in which Christ exhorts His Apostles, ' If any

one smite thee on one cheek, turn to him the other also.’ But this

is obviously a counsel of perfection addressed to the Apostles in their

character of missionaries, who are sent out as sheep amidst wolves

and are to win their way by the rhetoric of invincible meekness. It

will always indicate a principle of Christian progress
;
but as a hard

and fast rule addressed to all men and collections of men under

all circumstances it carries its absurdity on the face of it. It is

impossible, and even if possible would be pernicious, involving as it

must frequently do a negative violation of the moral law. What
would be the action of a Friend were his mother or wife or daughter

smitten on the cheek ? Can we doubt that the phrase of ‘ Uncle

Tom ’ notoriety, ‘ Friend, thee’s not wanted here,’ would not only be

enunciated, but enforced in some sudden and effectual way with fist

or foot or staff. One is almost ashamed to have pursued such a

topic
;
and yet what would the Society have ? They must be taken

seriously if at. all.

Not only is the supposed prohibition of war in the New Testa-

ment wholly defective, but we have in the words of Christ, recorded

John xviii. 36, a recognition of the lawfulness of war. ‘ If my king-

dom were of this world, verily would my servants have fought, so that

I should not be delivered into the hands of the Jews,’ which is as

much as to say, ‘ If I had come to restore the temporal kingdom of

Israel in the way generally expected of the Messiah, my people would

have fought.’ Whence it may be fairly argued that if an earthly

kingdom be justifiable at all, as even (Quakers admit that it is, we

have Scripture warranty to fight for it. Then ex abundante the

Scripture of both Testaments is full of the imagery of war, which

would never be the case were war essentially criminal.

With respect to the teaching of the earliest Christian writers, a

foolish list has gone the round of the papers of some thirteen authors

ranging from the second to the fourth century who are supposed to

have taught the absolute unlawfulness of war for a Christian. I

have called it ‘ foolish ’ advisedly, for it consists merely of names
collected more or less haphazard and without a shred of reference.

St. Andirose figur(‘s in it, whose rejoicings in the victories of

dheoflosius are notorious ;
‘ ajjain, ‘ Thou hast the soldier’s fortitude

' Oral, in oh. Thcod. op. t. ii. p. 1200.
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in which no m-ean form of righteousness and nobility is exhibited in

choosing death rather than slavery and disgrace
;

’
- and St. Cyril, but

we are not told whether of Alexandria or Jerusalem
;
and Archelaus,

a mere name for a dateless fragment of doubtful authenticity. In

St. Cyril Alexand. we have a passage ^ forbidding armed resistance to

persecution, and again in St. Ambrose.^ Archelaus thus harmonises

the Mosaic ‘ eye for an eye ’ with Christ’s ‘ turn the other cheek,’

^ Behold a progress from justice to charity.’ Irenseus and Cyprian yield

nothing to the purpose. In Tertullian and Origen, however, there

are strong passages deprecating Christians becoming soldiers. But the

strongest of these passages does not amount to an assertion that all

war is unlawful, and each of these writers in one place or another

implies or asserts the contrary. Thus Tertullian—who ^ exclaims,

‘ How then shall a Christian fight, nay how even in peace shall he

play the soldier, without that sword of which the Lord deprived him ?
’

viz. in His rebuke of Peter—on the other hand,^ when enumerating

the imperial burdens shared by the Christians, insists, ‘ With you we

take ship, with you we serve in the army.’

Origen ® claims for Christians the immunity from military service

enjoyed by the Pagan priesthood, and describes them ‘ whilst keeping

their hands unstained, yet by the pouring out of their prayers to

God as fighting for those who are engaged in a just war
;

’ but if war

is necessarily criminal, such participation would be unlawful and

there never could be a just war.^ He admits that ‘ such as secretly

combine and slay the tyrant who is invading their city do well
;

’

and ^®in the warfare of bees finds ‘ an exemplar of how wars may be

orderly and justly waged.’ It has been urged that these are argu-

ments ad hominem
;
nay, they are appeals ad Jmmanitatem, our

common human nature against which Christians were no traitors.

St. Athanasius does not hesitate to write, ‘To slay adversaries in

war is lawful and worthy of praise.’ There is, of course, no lack of

patristic passages deprecating personal vengeance or armed resistance

to persecution, but the following from Lactantius is, I believe, the

only text that covers, and it more than covers, the Quaker conten-

tion :
‘ Neither shall it be lawful for the righteous man to engage

in warfare whose warfare is neither more nor less than righteousness.

Neither may he accuse anyone of a capital crime. For it makes no

difference whether you slay with the sword or with the tongue, since

the slaying itself is forbidden. Wherefore to this commandment of

God there must be no exception, but always is it sinful to slay man,
whom God has elected to be an inviolably sacred animal.’

^ IJe 0(Jic. op. t. i. p. 54.

'* In Luc. lib. x. n. .53.

“ De Idolat. 117 a.

” Cont. Cels. lib. viii. n. 73.

Lib. iv. n. 82.

'* Div. Tnstit.

® Joan. c. 18.

^ Ap. Galland, t. iii. p. 597.

Aiiolog. p. 28.

9 Lib. i. n. 1.

Ep. ad Amun. op. t. ii. p. 960.

1. vi. c. 20.
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As to the position taken by such writers as Tertullian and Origen,

it must be remembered that for two very serious reasons military

service was grievously distasteful to the early Christians : 1st, because

it frequently involved or at least risked a participation in idolatrous

cultus
;
2nd, because it was a conspicuously secular occupation, an

entanglement with a world which according to their conception was

hastening to its dissolution.

With the exception I have mentioned, I can find no absolute

condemnation of war in the writings of the early Church, and most

certainly there is no consensus to that effect.

I would entreat the Society of Friends no longer to overweight

their laudable efforts for peace with the untenable hypothesis upon

which I have felt it my duty to comment. If it is of importance

that those who have Christian objects at heart should understand

one another
;
should agree where they can, and where they cannot,

at least have a distinct idea of their line of difference, then it is

every one’s concern that this extravagant misconception of the

doctrine of Christ and of the early Church should be finally evicted

from the manifestoes of the seekers after peace.

Let it. be assumed then, in accordance with the common sense of

mankind, that wnr is sometimes just and to be entered on wuth

soberness indeed, and a deep sense of responsibility, but yet with

the confidence that, under the circumstances, it is a work like other

works of danger and difficulty, which it has been given into our

hand to do. When, however, we go on to ask as a practical ques-

tion what kind of wnr is lawfful, that is to say, what are the objects

and conditions justifying war, it is exceedingly difficult to give an

answer that shall be at once precise and comprehensive. Still we
may, perhaps, discuss intelligently what we are unable to define.

Many persons wull be inclined to take their stand upon the

distinction betw^een defensive and offensive warfare, and to insist

that the former is always, the latter never, justifiable. No doubt

there is a truth underlying, this position, and the distinction is of

ethical value. But is the position thus absolutely stated capable of

being maintained ? I think not : neither member appears to me
unassailable. I recollect when the Franco-Prussian war had entered

upon its second stage, after Sedan, and had become on the French

side of a purely defensive character, it was debated in the English

press how far France had any right to maintain a hopeless conflict.

The general principle was admitted on all sides that for a nation to

fight absolutely without hope of success was immoral
;
but the papers

that defended fVance, the Spectator and the Pall Mall, if 1 am not

iniMtaken, defended and applauded her })recisely because, having an

off chance, though of the slenderest, she took it at the extremest

ri k for honour’s sake. Analogously .a woman to defend her chastity

may ri^k her life to any extent so long as the barest chance of escape
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discriminates ’her action from suicide. No one, I suppose, to take

an example at hand, would justify Spain in renewing her war with

America to save the Philippines unless she could find an efficient ally.

Not all defensive war, then, can be pronounced justifiable.

As to the second member of the position, must we await the

attack of a wild beast before we fire, ^and may not a barbarous or

semi-barbarous nation, or even a civilised nation in a certain stage of

excitement, fall under the same category ? Thus what is technically

a measure of offence may be in reality an act of anticipated defence.

In the Franco-Prussipji war the French, who struck the first blow%

always maintained, and with considerable plausibility, that the situa-

tion was forced by their adversary. So curiously elusive ^is some-

times the term ‘ defence ’ that I am reminded of the quaint Vulgate

rendering in the Book of Judith, cap. 2 :
‘ Factum est verbum in

domo Nabuchodonosor regis Assyriorum ut defenderet se. Vocavitque

omnes majores natu omnesque bellatores suos, et habuit cum eis

mysterium consilii sui : dixitque cogitationem suam in eo esse ut

omnem terram suo subjugaret imperio.’ I must confess to some

searchings of heart lest a Continental critic should apj)ly this passage

to England.

As I have already admitted, there is a serious ethical value in the

distinction of aggressive and defensive warfare
;
the difficulty lies in

the application to particular cases. A war in which a nation defends

its fatherland, or such extensions thereof as are admittedly its own, is

altogether just and righteous. ‘ Dulce et decorum est pro patria

-mori
;

’ and to this judgment of mankind Grod Himself does not refuse

His sanction. On the other hand, a mere war of conquest, in which

the object for which a nation or its ruler fights is merely material

aggrandisement, must lie beneath the censure both of earth and

heaven as an offence against humanity and a violation of the d^pairra

Kda^aXrj Oewv vofJUfjLa. So far without further particularisation it is

easy enough to pronounce with confidence. But how about hinter-

lands and legitimate spheres of influence ? Here with candid minds

it is not difficult injicere scrujmlum, and hence a copious harvest of

commissions of inquiry and arbitration. Still, of all this sphere,

supposing it acquired by a natural '^-necessary process without

obvious unfairness, it may be said that it is practically aggregated to

the fatherland in defence of which a nation may justly fight. Yet,

even as we are told in Ecclesiasticus that ‘ between buying and
selling, sin cleaveth like a stake in the wall,’ so indubitably is it

with many such acquisitive transactions and their issues in war.

It may tend to clearness of view if, putting aside the two instances

already mentioned of the obviously just and the obviously unjust,

the palmary examples of defensive and aggressive warfare, we turn

our attention to the various objects that have motived war since

the Christian era, though our list can hardly be an exhaustive one.

VoL. XLV—No. 267 3 C
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In considering the war sentiment throughout the Middle Ages,

one is struck with the extent in which war is accepted as a natural

condition of things. Kings hunt a good deal between whiles to keep

themselves in wind, but fighting is the serious engagement of their

life. Thus theologians, commenting on the sin of David, insist that

he fell precisely because ‘ at the time when kings go forth to war ’

he was lounging idly in his garden after his noonday sleep.

Then, if you have an army, and kings were bound to have armies,

you must exercise it, or its armour will grow rusty and its horses

wanton or weary in their stalls. And then what a shame to possess

so noble an instrument and make no adequate use thereof ! Marmion’s

sentiment found on all sides a ready echo, its profanity apart,

For, by Saint George, ^A"ere that host mine,

Not power infernal nor divine

Should once to peace my soul incline.

Till I had dimmed their armour’s shine

In glorious battle fray !

Or, to turn to a sordid comic counterpart, we have Falstaff !
‘ What f

a young knave, and beg ! Is there not wars, is there not employment ?

doth not the King lack subjects ? do not the rebels want soldiers ?

Though it be a shame to be on any side but one, it is worse shame to

beg than to be on the worst side, were it worse than the name of

rebellion can tell how to make it.’ Nevertheless, a mediaeval war was

almost always carefully based upon a legal plea, often very slender and

eminently disputable, but at least serving as a badge of pretensive

justice. On the whole, such of these wars as were not mere brigandage

deserve the name of war for war’s sake, in which the motive of war

is the actual fighting.

Another very prevalent form of war was respectably motived as

frontier preservation, such as for centuries prevailed on the marches

of England and Scotland. The object was defence, but it was carried

out by a succession at longer or shorter intervals of what were called

‘ warden raids
;

’ each country in turn invaded the other, with the

object, it would seem, of emphasising the blessings of peace, and of

impressing upon its neighbour the necessity of practically confining

itself to its own land
;
the limitation of the ebbing and flowing tide-

ultimately constituting a barrier. This is on a strictly Conservative

principle, and, regard being had to the wild habits of the time, may
pass.

On the other hand, rectification of frontier, though cherishing a

flavour of Conservatism, inasmuch as the ideal is supposed to be there

alrearly in the logic of the status in fact imports an element of

^•onrjuest; at least, I never knew of anyone fighting for leave to

withdraw in deference to the claim of an ideal boundary, although

Die situation is by no moans an inconceivable one. It has beeu

inriintained tliat the J*'ranco- Prussian W ar was a war for the rectifica-
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tion of frontier, the one country feeling the necessity of being

girdled by the Ehine, the other by the fortresses of Alsace and

Lorraine.

Another form of war we may term ‘ the war of redemption,’ a

war undertaken for the deliverance of a subject population from

slavery or maltreatment, physical or spiritual, or from the isolation

of barbarism. Under this head will fall many of the mediaeval wars

of religion. The Crusades in a large measure come under this

category, although in these there enters a factor analogous, though in

a very different order, to one we are familiar with in modern war, viz.

the exploitation of some great good which is lying idle. In the

Crusades it was the recovery of the Holy Places, with their storage of

pious emotion which was lying useless, and worse than useless, in the

hands of the infidel. In modern times, when Christianity is regarded

as of dubious or at least of quite subjective advantage, we have

instead the exploitation of trade, of agricultural and mineral

resources—a civilisation, in fact, lying together beyond the reach of

the aborigines—to justify or excuse conquest.

Although there is here an ample field for delusion, and avarice

often masquerades in the garb of philanthropy, I do not deny that

the pioneers of civilisation representing the great European Powers

have a right to open up countries in the name of progress. I cannot

pretend that savages, who do but abrade the surface of the earth like

so many fowl, have established any exclusive and inviolable right to

its possession
;
at the same time I should like to insist on the amend-

ment urged by Las Casas and his brethren against Sepulveda and

others, that the right to open up new countries to the influence of

religion, or, I would add, to that of civilisation, does not justify their

absolute conquest, still less their enslavement.

It may be interesting to note that the policy of the religious wars

of the Middle Ages, equally with that of our humanitarian and

mercantile wars of to-day, was an advocacy of ‘ the open door
;

’ but

then it was thought to be the door of heaven that was in debate,

whilst now it is the door of trade. Both then and now motives were

exceedingly mixed; a Crusader occasionally made a terribly good

thing of it, and it can hardly be denied that, in spite of the genuine

sentiment of philanthropy evoked by the desperately cruel mis-

management of the Spaniards in Cuba, the war sentiment in America

was largely, I will not say inspired, but at least controlled, by com-
mercial speculation of a' selfish kind. If, however, power has its

duties, it also has its rights. Although might is not right, it is often

its condition, its sine <iua non. If one has neither strength nor

wealth sufficient to perform the duties appertaining to the government

of a colony, the right to govern it lapses, and, where the colony cannot

govern itself, must devolve upon the competent neighbour who has

both. A VheihVG qu’elle est, the system prevailing in 8pain and
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Portugal, in which colonies are treated like milch cows for the sole

benefit of the mother country, and cruelly at that, may be no longer

tolerated.

Whilst this is so we cannot fail to mark, and thereat to hang our

heads, that there is so little of the hero as a rule in the representa-

tive of modern philanthropy. He is certainly no Crusader. To him,

indeed, the feeble tyrant must pay the uttermost farthing, but the

strong tyrant is suffered to pass by not unfrequently with marks of

distinguished consideration. Whilst the Cuban half-caste is trium-

phantly vindicated from the Spanish lash, none have taken thought

for a long century to deliver the noble Polish nationality from the

far more grinding tyranny of the Czar. But here, perhaps. Moral

Theology may interpose her plea of a grave inco7nmodum

;

of

course, no such war may justly take place until the resources of

diplomatic representation have been exhausted.

We might hope that questions concerning boundaries and hinter-

lands and spheres of influence, with the progress of civilisation, might

be once for all submitted to other arbitrament than that of the sword,

were it not for a factor in human nature to which I would now direct

attention. If a nation consent to retire within itself like a hedgehog

within its prickles, as we see Switzerland within its mountain fast-

nesses, with little or no cosmopolitan outlook, modern nations are

well content to leave it under its ancient laurels without putting its

prowess to the test. In the case, however, of a nation like England,

which is everywhere en evidence, and everywhere secures an ample

share of what good things may be going, wEilst at the same time it

is conspicuously free from the least aspect of militarism, it is

obvious that John Bulbs puzzled companions must from time to time

ask themselves whether the fat placid fellow is still able and willing

to fight.

I am afraid the credit accruing to us from our great war at the

beginning of the century is a rapidly diminishing quantity, and that

it does not admit of much reinforcement either from essays on Nelson

and Wellington, or even from the explosion of many Dervishes. In

the political as in the mercantile world, credit will do much, nay,

almost anything
;
but in the one case there must be the hard cash

behind the honoured name to be now and again exhibited, in the

other to back the brave words there must be an occasional display of

hard knocks.

It is humiliating but certainly true and very dangerous to

forget that nations may hardly pretend to more than the morality

of the average schoolboy, who must win and keep his place in public

(‘stiination by showing his readiness to fight for it, and who may
only convince his public of that readiness by occasionally fighting.

1 he moment comes when it is for the interests of the scholastic
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community that the aggressive bravo should be taught in the only

way open to him that his peaceful rival is not a coward, and the

authorities, if they are wise, discreetly look another way.

Though a 'State contain amougst its subjects as many practical

Christians as you choose to suppose, the State as such, so far as its

external relations with its neighbours are concerned, will be little

other than a brute, a generous, kindly, temperate brute if you will,

at best furnishing as it were the equine substratum of a centaur

in which the individual may be absorbed waist deep, but hardly

further.

In other words, a State in its external relations is an imperial

entity, not a human personality. Its Christian statesmen must re-

strain its action within the broad lines of justice, and bring about as

far as may be an identification of its interests with cosmopolitan

interests
;
but its primary paramount interest is self-protection, and

the self-sacrifice which is so often the crown of individual perfection

can in a State never be other than an imbecility. Whatever men
can invest in a common stock must needs be something short of

their highest interest and aspiration, which appertains to an incom-

municable individuality. State interests are, as it were, a deposit in

which individuals in accordance with a natural law have invested

what they are able to regard as a common property, and it must be

administered on strictly business principles. The State, then, is not

a function of the highest ethical centre, even in the order of nature,

still less in the supernatural order to which Christianity belongs. It

may be controlled by, it cannot be reconstituted on, purely Christian

principles. Neither has the most Christian statesman the right so

to reconstitute it, or to deal with it as so reconstituted, for he is con-

cerned with a property which is not his own but another’s—viz. the

community’s.

It w^as from forgetting this that England, after its defeat in the

Transvaal, was submitted to the opprobrium of the Boer Convention

and baulked of its final victory. The warmest admirer of Mr. Glad-

stone must needs shudder at the outcome of this ghastly attempt to

foist a Sunday-school conscience behind the iron ribs of war. What-

ever good reason there may have been for recognising that our claims

of sovereignty in the Transvaal rested on a mistaken view of native

sentim.ent, and however fairly such recognition might have been

allowed to affect the ultimate settlement, the game of war once

entered upon ought to have been played out until it was either lost

or won. To this the honour of the country was fully pledged
;

for

this much she stood engaged to the young soldiers who fell in her

inauspicious preludes, that their loss should either be redeemed in

the full flood of their country’s victory, or solemnly accepted in her

defeat. Never before in our history has an English Minister thus
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misapplied a Gospel text, and turned his country’s cheek to the

smiter.

The most common, the most inevitable of the causes of war in

our day promises to be the collision between undemonstrative assur-

ance on the one side and witless contempt on the other
;
the precise

distribution of explosive matter between box and match is unim-

portant. If ‘ our doves,’ as The Times of Crimean days called the

Quakers, who at the last moment besieged Nicholas with entreaties

for peace, are allowed to clothe us in their drab, and attune our

voices to their mellifluous cooings
;

if Mr. Gladstone’s conscience is

still to whisper in the Imperial Council
;
or, more unseemly still, if the

hysterica jpassio of certain notorious agitators be allowed to engage

attention, it will take a long course of heavy fighting for the text of

England’s mind to be fairly read and understanded of the nations.

The problem which peace-loving persons have to face is this : how

they may entertain such peaceful alternatives as arbitration, to which

they instinctively incline, yet so as not to accumulate in the near

future an irresistible momentum towards war.

Let us suppose that before the current year is out we find our-

selves at war with France and Eussia
;
it may be well, before conclud-

ing this paper, to give a glance at its probable conditions. We shall

be almost certainly without allies
;

at best Germany will stand

neutral. America will yield us her good-will, which I conceive to

imply that she would stretch a point in our favour by way of

systematic blockade-running, supposing that after a severe naval

defeat the cutting off of our food supply was to begin.

We must realise that a great change has taken place in naval

w^arfare since the day when for every ship we lost we captured five,

and were thus able to rehabilitate our fleets largely from foreign

dockyards. Now it would seem that where ironclads are seriously

handled they may indeed be wiped out but hardly captured. The

survival tends to be an arithmetical remainder, and victory a result

rather than an achievement. Modern fleets resemble too closely the

‘ fleet of glass ’ Tennyson sings of in Sea Dreams, ‘ the brittle

fleet . . . near’d, touched, clinked, and clashed and vanished.’

The war marine of to-day knows nothing of the stout timbers

which the old-world tars had so often to thank for their safety after

their ship had gone to pieces. Assuredly an added pathos and

solemnity invests its freight of men and boys, as a modern battle-

ship clears for action, that for them no chapter of accidents is likely

to be interposed between ‘ to be ’ and ‘ not to be.’

I have often wondered whether a wooden fleet under international

j)rotection might not assist with modern appliances to rescue the

crews of exploded battleships.

'I'he increased destructiveness of modern warfare has often been

used to aggravate the repulsiveness of war. On the other hand, it
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must be remembered that under the touch of civilisation war has

lost some of its most offensive features. The condition of non-

combatants is immensely relieved, and we may regard the sack

which gave defenceless women and children to the mercy of a

maddened soldiery, and the bombardment of unfortified towns and

harbours, as henceforth excluded from the casualties of civilised

warfare.

I believe that the state of war is not only by no means the

greatest of all evils, but that it is calculated to evoke some of the

best qualities of human nature, giving the spirit a predominance

over the flesh. This is not only true of the actual belligerents, but

also in its measure of all those who care for them at home. 1

remember asking a little boy from one of our orphanages why he had

chosen to be a sailor. He answered very simply, ‘ I thought that

as a sailor I should always be in danger of death, and so should always

be able to make a good act of contrition.’

Fear has been sometimes expressed amongst us as to whether the

prevalence of scientific destructive machinery especially on ship-

board has not neutralised the once predominating value of British

pluck. At first the tendency may be in this direction, but ultimately

I do not believe in the subjection of soul to matter. No doubt our

pluck must become more and more intelligent and more and more

at home in the realm of scientific force. If with the Dervishes we

too in our turn have to charge Maxims, it must be by the path of

least exposure, and with a clear knowledge of what Maxims can do. In

the long run I do not think that British pluck will be either calcined

by electricity or pulverised by dynamite. It will remain what it has

always been, keen, cool, and, along the line of the best chance open,

absolutely regardless of consequences. Alas ! much heroic effort,

more than ever before, will be sterile except for example, but a

percentage will succeed and it will suffice. To this I hold until

outfaced by experience, for, if this fail me, from a national point of

view there would be little worth holding. With Eudyard Kipling in

his ballad of the Clccmpherdoiun, I believe that a British crew is still

capable of tearing victory from the jaws of death.

As it was in the days of long ago.

And as it still shall be.

And is this all, and can the Church and the Churches, as they

call themselves, do nothing towards peace ? Has every nation an

unchristened right hand ?

I do not venture to say what the Church can do and w'hat she

cannot do in such a matter. I know she has sometimes brought

about arbitration when otherwise arbitration would have been im-

possible. But if I am right in thinking that certain wars are in the

nature of things inevitable, I would suggest that where the Church
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miglit most successfully intervene is not before but after the war, in

order to prevent it degenerating into a traditional hatred between

the combatants. For it is not the loss of fleet or army that consti-

tutes the unforgivable offence, but the extravagant conditions exacted

by the victor. It is hopeless, I suppose, to ask that each of the

belligerents should pay his own expenses
;
but in such wars as I

have been last considering, where the objective is so largely to have

the matter out and clear the atmosphere, is it too much to expect

the successful one to be emphatically generous ? In such a case

the Church might intervene with advantage.

It is right to pray for peace, for this supposes peace with honour.

But a selfish turn might easily be given to the prayer if we

emphasise the phrase ‘ in these our days,’ as though relegating an.

accumulation of war to our posterity.

H. I. D. Kyder.
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THE FAILURE OF PARTY GOVERNMENT
A REPLY

One word in answer to Mr. Kebbel’s very courteous criticism on my
letter to The Times about the party system of government. The

subject has, at all events, so far come within the range of practical

deliberation, that it is worth our while to clear our ideas and know

that the ground we stand upon is sound.

We have fundamental questions, says Mr. Kebbel, still before us.

We have fundamental questions still before us, and are likely to have

them until the end of political time. Upon these, as upon great

questions of other kinds, religious, social, or economical, people will

naturally align themselves according to their opinions. But between-

such natural alignment on a question of the day, and our banding

ourselves into organised and permanent parties to contend for the

offices of Grovernment and the mastery of the State, there is surely alt

the difference in the world.

In some questions there are more than two sides. To take the

two questions given as examples by Mr. Kebbel, those of the House

of Lords and Church disestablishment. Some people want to mend
the House of Lords, others to end it. Among those who prefer to

mend it there is great diversity of plans, some being more Conserva-

tive and others more Eadical. In like manner the Kadical scheme of

disestablishment differs materially from the scheme of those who,

while they think that the Church ought to be separated from the

State, wish to deal tenderly with the Church and the national religion.

On what principle are people in political, any more than in any other

field of action, justified in sinking what they deem important, perhaps

vital differences of opinion, in deference to party discipline, and for

the sake of a party victory ?

I do not know whether Mr. Kebbel is a Home Euler. If he is

not, he w'ill probably agree with me that Party brought the United

Kingdom to the verge of dismemberment.
A party Parliament cannot be a national council or a deliberative

assembly in the true sense of the term. It is an arena of party

strategy and rhetoric. The object of the Government is to hold its

place against an Opposition alwajs struggling to discredit and sup^*

720
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.plant it, and tlie energies which should be devoted to administration

are largely consumed in mere defence.

You can no longer keep the people within the party lines
;
they

break away for their particular objects and fancies, such as Local

Option or the abolition of Vaccination. Then the isolated section

plays with its crotchety vote on the balance of party, and a minority,

perhaps a small minority, coerces the nation. What special fancies

do in England, special interests as w^ell as fancies do in the United

States. This malady of party government is on the increase, and no

cure for it appears.

That, I beg Mr. Kebbel to observe, to which I call attention is not

natural and spontaneous union and co-operation for the attainment of

a particular political object, about which all of those who take part

are sincerely agreed. It is the permanent division of the nation into

two political organisations, to one of which each citizen is bound

through life on pain of being regarded as an apostate to adhere, and

which are to carry on a perpetual straggle for the offices of State,

each of them assailing and traducing the other with much of the

moral bitterness of a civil war, though the theory is that both of

them are equally necessary to the operation of the political machine.

Such a system appears to me neither rational nor moral, nor do I

believe that it can for ever endure.

National interests are put out of sight. Patriotism gives way to

party. The main question is what effect the particular course will

have upon the balance of parties or the possession of power. Funda-

mental questions are raised, and political revolutions are set on foot,

not from a conviction of their necessity, but because a party needs

wind in its sails. Of this the history of the franchise question is an

example. Trace it through, and see how much you can find of a

paramount desire to imjn’ove the national polity, not to ‘ dish the

Whigs.’ Eead, if you have patience for it, any set of election

s^^eeches, and see whether the paramount object is the good of the

nation or the victory of party.

An incidental evil of the system is that it ties and sacrifices

administration, which is the ordinary function of government, to

legislative change, which is only an occasional function. ^Uu have

to discard your great administrator, your Peel, because he happens

to be in a minority on a question of legislative change.

The Lritish system of party government unquestionably had its

origin in the straggle between the Constitutional Whigs and the

.Iacol)ites, wliich was morally a civil war, and justified the submission

of political conscience on all secondary questions to the necessities of

the conflict. Petween 1745 and the outbreak of the IVencli Eevolu-

tion there was not ])arty government, but a kaleidoscopic series of

V hig family coml)inations, disputing ascendency, under George the

I bird, with the personal influence of the Crown. Chatham w'as
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distinctly opposed to party, and formed his Ministry in defiance of

it. Burke, who was in favour of it, is a conclusive witness to its

absence. Pitt was a Whig, and, like his father, a Parliamentary

reformer. I doubt whether he ever called himself a Tory. The

party lines were not drawn again till they w^ere drawn by the out-

break of the French Kevolution, and even then Pitt was willing to

form a Grovernment of National Defence irrespective of party.

Constitutional Europe is strewn with the wreck of parties which

have split into sections and produced total instability of govern-

ment, a sufficient proof surely that the party system is not a dictate

•of Nature or the normal and necessary foundation of free government.

Mr. Balfour seems to have been looking at England alone.

In England one of the parties has been completely shattered, and

its attempt to reorganise itself and combine its discordant sections

for an attack on the Government, under the make-shift leadership of

a Parliamentary tactician, has not hitherto appeared very successful.

On two fundamental questions, that of the House of Lords and that

of the Church Establishment, it is already divided against itself. On
no one present question of importance—so far as one can see—is the

group of sections which has chosen Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman

as its leader really one. To find a bond of combination and a ground

for moving against the Government it may have to resort to some

proposal of demagogic bribery in the shape of socialistic confiscation,

thereby once more illustrating the liabilities of the party system.

Liberal principle, we are assured, still prevails in the constituencies.

It may be so, but what is liberal principle ? Where is the dividing

line ?

Mr. Kebbel thinks that the difficulty has arisen from the attempt

to work as two parties which are practically three. But how is the

third party to be extinguished ? How is the indispensable bisection

to be restored ? The fact is that already there are not three parties

but at least five—the Conservatives, the Liberal Unionists, whose

liberalism has already caused one Conservative bolt, the Old Liberals,

the Eadicals, and the Irish Nationalists, not one of which seems likely

to accommodate you by its extinction.

In the United States the system has assumed the form of two

great machines, under bosses, struggling for the Government with its

patronage, and shifting their principles and platforms according to

the necessities of the fray. The result, as wailing patriotism declares,

is enormous misgovernment and corruption.

Strong men, men with generous qualities, the party conflict may
have produced. It could not produce impartial counsellors of the

nation. The best statesmen—Chatham, Pitt in his earlier days.

Canning in his later days. Peel—have not been the product of party.

Canning and Peel were its martyrs.

As I said before, nobody looks for an immediate change. But if
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the party system of government, the world over, shows signs of decay,

the time has surely come for examining its foundations and consider-

ing how, in the event of its final collapse, it may be replaced by

government which shall be national, not partisan, and, while dulj"

responsible for its actions, shall command the attachment and support

not only of the half but of the whole of the nation.

Goldwin Smith.
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THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND AS

BY LAW ESTABLISHED

1 HAVE seen no more fair and temperate statement of tlie case of the

^ advanced ’ clerical party, in the pending controversy, than the article

contributed by Sir G-eorge Arthur to the last number of this Review.

I am tempted to follow him, because in the main he professes to

rely upon arguments of a constitutional or juridical character, v/hich

may be answered without reference to the questions of doctrine and

ritual involved in the controversy. It is encouraging to find Lord

Halifax quoting Austin, and Sir George Arthur relying on Maine.

The gist of the article may be stated thus. The writer admits

but does not defend the unlawful practices of a certain small section

of the clergy, which, following his example, I dismiss from further

notice. He appears to admit and to defend ‘ lawlessness ’ of a

different kind on the part of a very large section of the clergy and

lait}^ The essence of this ‘ lawlessness ’ is a repudiation of the

authority of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. This was,

as Lord Halifax has truly said, the crucial point in the debate on

Mr. Hedge’s motion in the House of Commons a few days ago.

The extent to which this repudiation goes is left somewhat obscure

both in Sir George Arthur’s paper and in the recent memorial of the,

English Church Union. Do the objectors maintain that the decisions of

the Judicial Committee are not law at all, or merely that the Committee

is not a suitable tribunal for the decision of ecclesiastical causes ? Their

intentions are equally obscure. Do they intend to refuse obedience

to those decisions, or merely to agitate for an alteration of the law

and a reform of the
j udicature ? The language of the Memorial

hovers between two entirely separate lines of thought and action

—

between the demand for change and the determination to disobey.

Lord Halifax, however, the recognised leader of the party, appears to

have committed himself to downright disobedience. He tells us

that ‘ the authority of the Privy Council and of courts subject to its

jurisdiction is dead, as any loho should he imprudent enough to

invoke their authority again on matters of doctrine andj ritual

would soon he made aware.’ Again, ‘ As spiritual rulers governing

733
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the Church according to her own rules and canons, every obedience

is due to the Bishops
;
as State officials enforcing the decisions of the

Judicial Committee, they can claim none^ And he declares, in

words attributed to Mr. Keble, that it is the duty of the clergy, so

long as the Church courts consider themselves bound by the decisions

of the Judicial Committee, to treat them as the Dissenters treated

certain Acts of Parliament

—

i.e. to disregard them and to take the

consequences.

Novv'-it would be mere waste of time to argue the question that the

decisions of the Judicial Committee are the law of the land—^bindinef

on all courts and persons within their jurisdiction. It is the duty of

the Executive Grovernment to enforce its decisions as it would enforce

the decisions of any other court. The practice of Grovernments and

Parliaments hitherto has been to abstain from any word or action

calculated to disparage the authority of any branch of the judica-

ture, and the present rules of the House of Commons carry the

j)rinciple even to an inconvenient extreme. The language used by

Mr. Balfour in the debate on Mr. Hedge’s motion, and his attempt to

discriminate between the Episcopate and the Judicial Committee,

were, I venture to think, a lapse from this high tradition. He treats

the Judicial Committee—the most illustrious tribunal in the land,

save one—wdth less respect than he used to demand for a Kemovable

Magistrate in Ireland
;
and by discriminating between the Episco-

pate and the Judical Committee, as regards the obedience to be

expected from Crown presentees, he takes up a position not far

removed from that of Lord Halifax and the English Church Union.

But, of course, mere disobedience to the law is not necessarily

culpable. When the disobedience is justified on conscientious

grounds, we must accept the plea as a fact alike in the case of the

recalcitrant clergymen, the conscientious objectors to vaccination,

and the ‘ Peculiar People.’ The Legislature cannot penetrate into the

conscience of the offender, but it may well consider, and often has-

considered, whether the law which he refuses to obey should not be

altered or repealed. There is, however, one material difference

between the clerical and all other conscientious objectors. The

law of England may be regarded as one book with many chapters,

but only one author—the sovereign Parliament. The chapter relating

to the Church of England contains many statutes. Some prescribe

the rights of the clergyman and the mode of enforcing them
;
others

define his duties and the mode of enforcing them. The clerical

objector cleaves to the one set of laws and rejects the other. He
seeks to approbate and reprobate. I do not press the point about

f)rdination vows, or think it necessary to resort to the theory of a

contract between the clergyman and the State. He is bound to obey

the law, not because he contracted to do so, but because it is the

law. It i.s enough to make the conscientious objection of the
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clergyman untenable as an excuse for disobedience, that the rules to

which he objects are an essential part of the system whereby he

profits.

But whether the object of the Clericalists be reform or rebellion,

their plea is always the same. It is a claim of conscience. Sir

George Arthur’s variations of the theme may be reduced to two

propositions
: («) that the decisions of the Judicial Committee are

contrary to justice, inconsistent and self-contradictory, and that

they often involve what is called judicial legislation
; (6) that the

court is not a ‘ constitutional ’ tribunal
;
that the ‘ temporal power ’ in

setting up this tribunal has broken its compact with the Church

without the Church’s consent
;
that its action is ‘ unconstitutional,’

and cannot bind in foro conscientiae : and that the statutes
€/ 7

creating the court and other statutes ‘ were passed in disregard of

this estate of the realm, which was practically excluded from its

lawful cognisance of the matter.’

As to the first of these propositions, it ought to be sufficient to

say that the Judicial Committtee may challenge comparison with

any court known to our own or any other judicial system. Its weak

point, if any, has been the inclusion of episcopal assessors in eccle-

siastical cases. As a judicial tribunal it has probably never been

stronger than it is at this moment. All courts in this country may
now and again by their decisions virtually make new laws. All

courts, including the House of Lords itself, may be convicted of

rendering decisions which are not easily reconcilable with one another.

And any disappointed suitor, in any court, may be excused for thinking

the hostile decision biassed or unjust. The attack on the judicial

character of the Privy Council, even in the hands of Sir George

Arthur, resolves itself into a complaint which is either applicable to

all courts of law following English methods of adjudication, or, so far

as it imputes bias and injustice to the Privy Council, stands abso-

lutely unsubstantiated. Can anybody believe that a court of bishops

would excel the trained lawyers of the Committee in the judicial

virtues of impartiality, consistency, and respect for precedent ?

The second proposition, that the court is ‘ unconstitutional,’

demands more careful consideration, because it covers a good many
insidious fallacies. I need hardly stop to inquire w’here is the proof

of the contract which the State has broken, how the breach of

contract if proved can make the action of the State unconstitutional,

or what the unconstitutionality of the action has to do with the

forum conscierdiae ?

In some countries, notably in the United States, the Legislature-

is not sovereign, but subject to constitutional limitations. If it

legislates in excess of these limitations, its Acts would be unconstitu-

tional, and would not be binding in foro conscientiae or in any other

forum. An Act of Congress of the United States might conceivably be
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cliallenged in the court of a justice of the peace in some obscure Western

town, and by him properly declared null and void because unconsti-

tutional. Nothing of the kind is possible in this country. With us

the epithet ‘unconstitutional’ can only mean that the conduct to which

it is applied is disliked by the Sj^eaker, or is a breach of certain recog-

nised conventions affecting the constituent elements of the sovereign

body. The sovereign body, according to Mr. Austin, is the King,

Lords, and Electorate
;
the last being represented by the House of

Commons. If the King were to refuse his assent to a Bill passed by

both Houses, or if the Lords were to insist on amending a money Bill,

or if the House of Commons were to surrender its delegated authority

to the other two co-ordinates, then it might be said that King,

Lords, or Commons, as the case might be, had been guilty of uncon-

stitutional conduct.

What, then, is the constitutional status of the Church of England

in this the only sense of the term that is worth discussing ? I venture

to say that it has none. It has a legal status, but nothing more. I

can see no distinction in constitutional theory between the Church of

England, and, let us say, the Bar of England
;
or, to take Mr. Dicey’s

example, between the clergy of the National Church and the soldiers of

The national army. There is no ‘ estate of the realm,’ other than Crown

and Parliament, which has any ‘ lawful cognisance ’ of matters of

legislation. Lord Halifax and Sir (xeorge Arthur dream of a Church

having a divine right to self-government, or government by its own
bishops, whose law is higher than the law of the land, and which is

aiot bound by laws to which it has not assented. If there be such a

Church, it is not the ‘ Church of England as by law established.’

The ecclesiastical law of England is part of the general law of

the land. ‘ It is,’ says Dr. Burn, ‘ compounded of these four main

ingredients—the Civil law, the Canon law, the Common law, and the

Statute law. Where these laws do interfere and cross each other, the

order of preference is this : the Civil law submitteth to the Canon

law
;
both of these to the Common law

;
and all three to the Statute

law.’ ^ The statutes cited in Cripps’ Law of the Church and Clergy

•number several hundreds, affecting the property, doctrine, ceremonial,

and discipline of the Church in many ways. The Church of Eng-

land known to this law is a ‘ Protestant Episcopal Church.’ Other

Churches have mainly been recognised by the law for penal purposes

now abandoned. If their doctrine or discipline comes before the

courts of the country at all, it is not in virtue of its religious cha-

racter, but as an incident in the administration of the ordinary law of

property, contract, or trust. ^ Even the Disestablished Church of

' So Austin, ‘ Tlic canon and civil laws, as they obtain in England, arc not less

portions of the general law than common law or equity,’

* In Cooper r. Gordon, L.U., 8 Eq. 219 (suit to restrain defendant Gordon from

j I* acliing or acting as pastor of a congregation of Independents), the Court said ;
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Ireland, which was launched on its new career by statute, is in

virtually the same position. The terms of the statute are worth

quoting.

(20) The present ecclesiastical law of Ireland and the present articles, doc-

trines, rites, rules, discipline and ordinances of the said Church . . . shall be

deemed to be binding on the members thereof, in the same manner as if such

members had mutually contracted and agreed to abide by and observe the same.

(21) All jurisdiction, Avhether contentious or otherwise, of all the ecclesiastical

»

peculiar, exempt and other courts and persons in Ireland at the time of the passing

of this Act, having any jurisdiction whatsoever exerciseable in any cause, suit or

matter, matrimonial, spiritual or ecclesiastical, or in any way connected with, or

arising out of, the ecclesiastical law of Ireland, shall cease, and the ecclesiastical

law of Ireland, except in so far as it relates to matrimonial causes and matters,

shall cease to exist as law.

It is vain to contend that the supremacy of the Crown or Parlia-

ment means no more in the case of the Church of England than the

common subjection of all Churches and all persons to the sovereign

power.

Let me here advert briefly to three points in the ecclesiastical

system which have a special importance in relation to the present

controversy.

The first is the relation of the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council to matters of doctrine. I concede to Sir George Arthur that

the court does ‘ determine,’ not indeed what ought to be, but what is

the doctrine of the Church, and that in the course of a series of

decisions it may possibly be found that the law has been insensibly

altered, although I have not seen any good example of such judicial

legislation. The court has formulated its position exactly in the

cases of Wilson v. Fendall, and Williams v. Bishop of Salisbury, which

were proceedings against clergymen for alleged heretical teaching.

Our province is, on the one hand, to ascertain the true construction of those

{irticles of religion and formularies referred to in each charge, according to the legal

rules for the interpretation of statutes and written instruments
;
and on the other

hand, to ascertain the plain grammatical meaning of the passages which are

charged as being contrary to, or inconsistent with, the doctrine of the Church,

ascertained in the manner we have described.

It is obvious that there may be matters of doctrine on which the Church has

not given any definite rule or standard of faith or opinion
;
there may be matters

of religious belief on which the requisition of the Church may be less than scripture

‘ It is in vain to try to confound Mr. Gordon’s position as to the permanence of its

tenure with that of a public officer, or the rector of a parish, or a parish clerk. The
permanence of their tenure is established by the law of the land for public purposes

and for a public benefit. The minister of a dissenting congregation has a position

which the law respects and will protect as that of one chosen by a voluntary associa-

tion of private persons united for sacred purposes, and entitled to choose a minister

suitable to their own particular opinions, whose services are to be rewarded out of

their own private funds : he is engaged ugjon a contraet ivldeli is merely a gyrivate con-

traet and nhicli is to he construed with the same regard to the rights of each of the

contracting gyarties as any other gyrivate coyitract' There are few reported cases.

VoL. XLY—No. 2G7 3 D
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may seem to warrant
;
there may he very many matters of religious speculation

and inquiry, on Vv'liich the Church may have refrained from pronouncing any opinion

at all. On matters on which the Church has prescribed no rule, there is so far

freedom of opinion, that they may be discussed without penal consequences. Nor
in a proceeding like the present are we at liberty to ascribe to the Church any rule

or teaching which vce do not find expressly and distinctly stated, or which is not

plainly involved in, or to be collected from, that w’hich is w^ritten.

One of the decisions most bitterly complained of is Jenkins v.

Cook,^ in which, says Sir Greorge Arthur, the Committee ‘ insisted that

a person was entitled to receive Communion who had publicly de-

praved Holy Scripture and denied the personality of the devil.’ The
statement is unfair to the court and most unfair to the appellant in

question, a layman ‘ of irreproachable moral character,’ who on

account of certain alleged heresies was repelled by the respondent

from the Communion table.'* What the Court decided was that the

ajDpellant was neither ‘ an open and notorious evil liver ’ nor ‘ a

common and notorious depraver of the Book of Common Prayer,’ and

that there was no evidence even that he entertained the doctrines

attributed to him. The Court did not decide that these doctrines

were otherwise than inconsistent with the formularies of the Church.

They questioned whether—the prima facie right of a parishioner

to partake of the Communion having been distinctly declared by
1 Edward 6, c. 1, s. 8—the canons of 1603, which do not as such bind

the laity, could of their own authority prescribe causes of refusal

which wmuld be ‘ lawful’ within the meaning of the statute. This is

the case which has raised so much ire. It concerned p)rimarily the

rights of the laity. If Sir George Arthur’s criticism means anything,

it must mean that the court deliberately perverted the law and

falsified the facts—a shocking conclusion when one remembers who

the judges were—or that they ought to have attributed opinions to

the appellant without evidence, and branded him as an ‘ evil liver
’

and ‘ notorious depraver ’ in consequence.

The second point is the position of Convocation. It is needless

here to refer to its history, beyond noting that for more than a

century it was virtually suppressed by immediate prorogation after

its assembly. Sir George Arthur denounces its suppression as

‘ arbitrary.’ Xo word could be less appropriate. It was the deliberate

settled and lawful policy of the State from 1717 to 1853. Whether
the abandonment of that policy was right or wrong need not now be

discussed.'' Now that Convocation has been restored to active life,

•' Lam Hcpnrtx, 2 Probate Division, 80.
'

‘ Let IVIr. Jenkins,’ said the clergyman, ‘ write me a letter, a calm letter, and say

he believes in the devil, and 1 will give him the Sacrament.’
’ Archbishop Snmncr, if 1 am not mistaken, was among those who doubted the

[prudence of ‘ reviving’ Convocation. It was ‘ suppressed ’ because it began to assume
‘ the difTicult and dangerous task of fixing the standard of orthodoxy.’ Shortly after

it. revival it found it.self in the same troubled waters, as those who have not forgotten

the p'J.lication of L'ssn?/s and Jlcvlcn's will remember. The present Archbishop of
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its capacity as ascertained by law becomes a matter of practical interest.

I take the following summary from Mr. Cripps :

—

No regulations made by convocation could be binding even upon churchv/ardeus,

much less upon the people generally, even as regards church or churchyard or

other things ecclesiastical, or even as to the mode or ordering of Divine Service.

As regards the clergy themselves the power of convocation over them is very

limited, for it has been decided

(1) That a convocation cannot assemble at their convocation without the

consent of the King.

(2) That after their assembly they cannot confer to constitute any new canon

without the consent or licence of the King,

(3) When they, upon any conference, conclude any canons, yet they cannot

•execute any of their canons without the royal assent.

(4) That they cannot execute any after the royal assent, but witli these four

'limitations

:

(rt) That they be not against the prerogative of the I^ng, nor

(b) Against the common law, nor

(c) Against any statute law, nor

{d) Against any custom of the realm.

The power of the convocation to make ecclesiastical regulations is, moreover,

by inference, still further limited by other Acts of Parliament, such as by the

Acts of Uniformity under Elizabeth and Charles the Second : and especially by

that confirming (and thereby rendering unalterable without the sanction of

Parliament) the Thirty-nine Articles.

Lastly, as to the Bishops. The Church as established by law is,

as we have seen, a Protestant Episcopal Church. Episcopacy is of

the essence of its form of government, and the main object of the

advanced party is to give increased control to the Episcopate. But

who are the Bishops ? They are the nominees of the temporal power,

as much so as are the judges. In the one case, as in the other, the

Crown may appoint any person it pleases, being duly qualified accord-

ing to law. The tortuous proceedings of an Episcopal election can

hardly disguise the real facts. W^hen a see becomes vacant the

dean and chapter must proceed to elect a new bishop. This they

do in virtue of the conge Tclire issuing from the Crown, and accom-

panied by a letter missive naming the person whom they must elect.

It is the law of the land that they must elect the person so named,
and even if they refuse to do so, the person so named or another may
be nominated directly by the Crown. And ‘ if the dean and chapter

do not elect in the manner appointed within twenty days after the

conge d'elire has come into their hands, or if the archbishop or bishoj)

refuse to confirm, invest, and consecrate the person elected within

twenty days after the letters patent have come into their hands, then

such dean and any person of such chapter, or any such archbishop

or bishop, shall incur all the penalties of a premunive.^ I find

singularly little allusion to this part of the system in the literature

Canterbury was tlien a suspect. Lord Wcstbury’s description in the House of Lords
of the powers of Convocation lias been condemned by many for its flippancy and
levity, but its accuracy has not been successfully challenged.

3 D 2
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of the controversy, and yet to most people it is a manifestation of

vState control over the Church even more striking than the jurisdic-

tion of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. If its incidents

were better known, it would probably shock the consciences of many
who have no sympathy with sacerdotal pretensions. I do not know
with what forms and ceremonies the dean and chapter proceed to

elect the person whom not to elect would be a penal offence. When
Pr. Hampden was appointed by the Crown to the see of Hereford,

the Dean, conscientiously believing him to be unfit for the office,

determined not to elect him, and so informed the Crown. The
answer of the Prime Minister (Lord John Eussell) is well known. ‘ I

have had the honour to receive your letter,’ he said, ‘ in which you

intimate to me your intention of violating the law.’ Now Epis-

copacy, as I have said, is of the essence of English Church Govern-

ment. The Church Union speaks scornfully of bishops who are

mere ‘ state officials.’ Yet what are they in reality but state

officials ? How do they differ in this respect from the judges of the

Judicial Committee ? The latter must be selected, as the bishops

must be selected, from a class of persons possessing specified qualifica-

tions. One of these, in the case of the Judicial Committee, is previous-

experience in high judicial office. When Sir Eobert Collier was

made a judge of the Common Pleas in order to qualify him for a

seat on the Committee, to which he immediately passed, the country

was convulsed by the so-called scandal. When a Cambridge graduate

about the same time took an ad eundem degree at Oxford in order

to qualify himself for a Crown living restricted to Oxford graduates,

many persons were or professed to be equally or more gravely

scandalised. The echoes of the Collier ‘ scandal ’ and the Ewelme

Eectory ‘ scandal ’ have not wholly died away even now. But nothing

is ever heard of the recurring scandals of the conge d'elire.

I limit myself to the Judicial Committee, Convocation, and the

Bishops, because they roughly correspond to the ancient and familiar

distribution of the functions of government into judicial, legislative,

and administrative. In the Church as by law established, these

functions are completely under State control. The law of the Church

is the law^ of the land, subsisting as such like all the rest of the

law% by the will of the sovereign power—the State. It is declared

and administered by officials selected by the State
;
and the State

lias reduced to impotence the only assembly in the Church which

has ever had even the simulacrum of legislative powers. And all

this has been the established law and practice for generation after

generation. It may be all wrong, irreligious, and sinful, but to call

it unconstitutional in any sense which is not a mere equivalent of

ti e other terms w'ould be absurd. It is vain to say, with Dr. Stubbs,

t.]?it tlie clergy have not surrendered this or agreed to that. Their

consent was not and is not necessary.
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The presence of Bishops in the House of Lords does not in

any way affect the constitutional status of the Church. They are

not an integral part of the House
;

their assent or dissent is

not material to the action of the House, except in so far as their

individual votes count in the division lobby. They are in no better

and no worse position than the ‘ law lords,’ the four life peers, who are

virtually, under another name, the dreaded Judicial Committee itself.

The strongest ‘ constitutional ’ ground ever occupied by the Church

of England in modern times she owed to the Act of Union with

Ireland. That statute united ‘ the Churches of England and Ire-

land into one Protestant Episcopal Church, to be called the United

Church of England and Ireland,’ and enacted that ‘ the doctrine,

v/orship, and discipline of the said Church shall be and remain in

full force for ever, as the same are now by law established in the

Church of England, and that the continuance and preservation of the

said United Church as the Established Church of England and Ireland

shall be deemed and be taken to be an essential and fundamental

part of the Union.’ The Church of Scotland occupies an exactly

similar position in the Act of Union with Scotland. Yet the Irish

Church has been disestablished, and some at least of the provisions

of the Scotch Act have been repealed. There is some excuse for

those who contended that these acts repealing ‘ fundamental laws
’

were unconstitutional. The argument had nothing to do with the

rights of the Churches as such. It applied, if it applied at all, to

the whole of the fundamental law. It meant that for all time the

sovereign power was under a legal or moral obligation to abstain from

amending or repealing statutory enactments which originated in a

treaty between two heretofore independent Parliaments. I do not

know whether such an argument would be seriously put forward

now. But the Act of 1869, which disunited the two Churches, dis-

established the Irish portion, and declared that the ecclesiastical law

of Ireland should no longer subsist as law, but as contract—all in the

teeth of the perpetual provisions of the Treaty—reduces to insig-

nificance the ‘ constitutional’ objections to any dealings of the State

with the Church of England.^’

In the ecclesiastical law of England then, as it now stands, there

is apparent everywhere the controlling hand of the State. In the

British Constitution there is no recognition of any authority—call it

Church or Clergy—entitled to treat with the State on equal or on any
terms. All this, it may be said, is not an answer to the complaints of

the Clericalists, but an admission of their grievances. In a sense

In the United States a Disendowment Act would apparently be, in tiie strictest

sense, unconstitutional. The colony of Virginia, before it became a state, had an
Endowed Established Church. In 1801 after the constitution had prohibited the

creation or continuance of religious establishments, the Legislature asserted its right

to resume the property conferred on the Church by the former sovereignty. Held
an unconstitutional Act. See Cooley on Constitutional Limitations, p. 275.
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that is true. "With the views they hold their position is even more-

unsatisfactory than they themselves seem to realise. For what is-

this ‘ State ’ whose hand lies so heavy upon them ?

The use of abstract terms—hardly avoidable in such a discussion

—

has caused an important fact to be generally forgotten or ignored. I

refer to the complete transformation of the character of the State

since the Eeformation period. Lord Halifax, in his letter to the

Bishop of Winchester, says that ‘ the jurisdiction claimed by Henry,

or recognised by the Acts in question as belonging to the sovereign,

was personal to the king in his character of a Christian prince
;

’ and

asks, ‘ what place can a jurisdiction founded upon such claims as-

these have in a Parliamentary system of Government like our own ?
’

Without admitting the accuracy of the statement, or the relevancy of

the question founded thereon, one must not only admit but insist upon
the fact that the State has totally changed its character since the reign

of Henry the Eighth, and that to an extent far greater than Lord

Halifax recognises. An Act of Parliament of that reign had, and so

far as unrepealed still has, the same legal effect as an Act of the

present Parliament. The continuity of State authority has been

unbroken, but its constituent elements have been altogether trans-

formed. The State in the reign of Henry consisted of the king and

Parliament. The king was the King of England
;
the Parliament

w'as the Parliament of England only. The consent of the king was as

important a factor in the making of an Act of Parliament as was the

consent of the Houses of Parliament. The king, in the executive

sphere, played a purely personal part. Under our present constitutional

system the king has no share whatever in legislation. In the execu-

tive sphere his functions have passed to his ministers, who are

dependent for their continued existence upon the continued support,

not of Parliament, but of the House of Commons alone. Parliament

is no longer the Parliament of England only, but of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. Neither its members nor its

electors are under any obligation to be, or profess to be, adherents of

the Church of England, or even of the Christian religion. The same

thing is true, of course, of the ministers who exercise the functions of

the Crown, even in ecclesiastical affairs, including the appointment of

bishops, the nomination to Crown livings, and the control of Convoca-

tion. The Homan Catholic Emancipation Act (1829) enacted (sec. 18)

that no Eorrian Catholic is to advise the Crown in the ap-

pointment to offices in the Established Churches. The alleged

disqualification of Eoman Catholics for the office of Lord Chan-

cellor must be regarded as doubtful. Sir William Harcourt says

that the ‘ law of the National Church was established in the reign of

Klizabeth by the national authority of the laity against the will of

the ecclesiastics,’ and he predicts that ‘the laity ’ will not permit

ecclesiastics to become the sole authority in the Church. Both the
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statement and the prediction are probably correct, but the ‘ laity
’

which governs now is not the ‘ laity ’ which prevailed in the time of

Elizabeth. It is the laity of Great Britain and Ireland, and its

decision, when the time comes for deciding, may or may not be in

conformity with the wishes of the laity of the Church of England, or

even of England as a whole. Each of the Acts of Union brought a

new partner into the sovereign firm.

Do these facts strengthen the position of the Clericalists, either

in respect of their avowed ‘ lawlessness,’ or in their demand for an

alteration of the law ? I venture to think that they do not. The duty

of obedience and the right of resistance to the law of the land depend

on considerations which are not affected by what has just been said.

But I confess they seem to me to make the position of those whose

dream is of an independent Church governed by its own ‘ spiritualty
’

not only intolerable but unintelligible.

It is urged that the plan of the Clericalists is not inconsistent

with the principle of Establishment. Of course it is not. One may
conceive any number of variations of the system of Establishment,

and this among the rest. They cite the example of the Church of

Scotland with its Kirk-Sessions, Presbyteries, Synods, and General

Assembly, exercising, in this order of subordination, a jurisdiction

w'hich, within its own sphere, is independent of the Court of Session.

The State has placed the General Assembly in Scotland in a position

analogous to that of the Judicial Committee in England. Each

court is, within its special jurisdiction, the final court of appeal,

and therefore independent of all other courts. Each court owes its

authority to statute. Which is the better tribunal is a perfectly fair

question for debate
;
but one which probably does not interest the Cleri-

calists. The last thing they are likely to ask for is an ecclesiastical

judicature in which the lowest tribunal has a majority of laymen and

the highest a bare majority of ministers. They use the Scotch system

by way of analogy merely as an examj)le of an Established Church

governed by ‘ spiritual ’ tribunals. They are driven by stress of

argument to acknowledge the ‘ orders ’ not only of the Scotch

minister, but of the Scotch elder; much, I should think, to the

astonishment of both, certainly of the latter. The argument is

really frivolous. From the mixed lay and clerical assemblies of

Scotland you can draw no inference favourable to the establishment

of an Episcopal absolutism in the Church of England. And while

relying on the Scotch analogy. Lord Halifax and his friends fail to

make due note of the fact that in 1843 the Church of Scotland, after

the rejection of its petition to Parliament for greater freedom, was

broken in two—one-half of its ministers and lay meml^ers renouncing

the benefits of the Establishment, and founding at their own cost

the free and independent Church of their hearts’ desire. Since 1843

patronage has been abolished, but otherwise, in spite of the judicial
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dicta sometimes referred to, the true relations of Church and State

in Scotland have not substantially changed.

In conclusion, I wish to say that I am not arguing against the

opinions in respect of doctrine or ritual professed or held by the

Clericalists, nor do I think it is quite fair to accuse them of setting

up a law for themselves. On the contrary, they seem to me to be

pining for authority. Only it must be a ‘ spiritual ’ authority. They

wish to obey the ‘higher law,’ and the Bishops as its exponents,

but if the Bishops take their law from the State they will have none

of them. This is quite a different thing from making a law unto

themselves. But I see nothing in these opinions or in the consti-

tutional and juridical pleas to which I have mainly addressed myself,

to stay the hands of those who insist upon enforcing the law against

them.

As to legislative proposals designed, in Mr. Balfour’s phrase, to

give ‘ autonomy to the Church,’ it will be time enough to discuss

them when they come before Parliament and the country. The

electorate of the three Kingdoms will in the end decide all such

questions. It will be difficult, I imagine, to convince the majority

of that body that lawyers are not better qualified than clergymen

to be judges even in ecclesiastical cases, or that the position of

the laity is likely to be improved by the institution of clerical

government in the Protestant Church of England as established by

law.

Edmund Robertson.
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WOMAN AS AN ATHLETE
A REPLY TO DR. ARABELLA DENEALY

It is too bad that just as the ‘ modern woman ’ is enjoying a well-

merited peace after the somewhat savage but witty attacks made

upon her by the lamented writer of ‘the Girl of the Period,’ she

should be harassed by minor foes, who, though neither savage

nor witty, are very solemn, owing doubtless to a lack of humour, and

tedious to the point of depression in the Saturnian bolts they launch

at her ‘ advanced ’ head.

It is now Dr. Arabella Kenealy who confronts us, in the April

number of this Review, with the statement that ‘ Nature can but be

disgusted with our modern rendering of Baby
;

’ and from the Endor

of feminine athleticism calls up a Samuel whom she thus describes :

‘ So sorry a poor creature the baby of this nineteenth century is,

indeed, that he cannot assimilate milk.’

This will doubtless come as more or less of a surprise to the

mother of the said baby, and had the portentous words appeared on

the wrapper of a tin of condensed milk, or one of the numerous Foods

for Infants, they might have been designated as claptrap by those

who are given to sitting in the seat of the scornful when considering

such things. But coming from one in authority who is compelled

by sheer force of circumstances thus to write of herself, ‘ my know-

ledge of physiology and medicine forbade me to entertain the belief

common to the laity,’ &c. &c., there is nothing for it but for the said

laity to take up a position suitable to its humble ignorance, and see

if by any means ‘ Nature ’ (by the way, who is Nature ?) can be

persuaded to take a less dyspeptic view of the babies of the nine-

teenth century.

One of the said laity, whom a great university has recently

delighted to honour with a not prematurely granted degree, took

infinite pains to show the world the aforesaid Jkaby as he (or she)

appears in the homes of university women students
;
and one of the

most unique, and certainly one of the most popular, exhibits in the

Woman’s Building of the World’s Fair, Chicago, was Mrs. Henry

745
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Fawcett’s collection of the bewitching and unusually beautiful little

children of women who have won university degrees, and married.

If ‘ Nature ’ was disgusted with these, she must have growm

cantankerous indeed, and her opinion as formulated by Arabella

Kenealy, L.R.C.P., is of no value to science, or to the average sane

man or woman.

It seemed little short of blasphemy, then, to contemplate these

cuddlesome, happy-looking, intelligent, and buxom babes, and go

back in memory over a diatribe v/ritten by a titled M.D. on the dire

consequences to the race that must inevitably ensue when women
go in for the higher education, or, in other words, are taught to

think great thoughts instead of little ones, and to reason carefully

instead of carelessly jumping at conclusions.

It seems hardly less blasphemous against the baby, now, to

listen to such sentences as the following taken from the article in

question, ‘ Woman as an Athlete.’

Nature is groaning for the misinterpretation modern woman is placing on the

slackening of her rein.

She knows it is the laboriously evolved potentiality of the race they [Clara

and her sister athletes] are expending on their muscles.

In the w'ords of the immortal Betsy Prig, ‘ I don’t believe there’s

no sich a person ’ as ‘ Nature ’ who ‘ knows ’ anything of the kind !

Common experience, as well as reason, is on the side of the more

assured safety of both mother and child when the mother is

muscular and well-developed, as against that of the average puny

and ill-developed one.

Also, does it not seem somewhat premature to accuse Clara of

‘ squandering the potentiality of the race ’ because she has taken to

bicycling, in view of the fact that the first ladies’ cycle was put on

the market by the oldest Coventry firm of cycle makers so few years

ago ? When one considers the ages that have elapsed in the evolu-

tion of the said race, it is provocative of mirth, to say the least of it,

to be told that the recent adoption of one pastime among so many is

seriously going to transfer that potentiality to the expended force of

a mere handful of women, when their numbers are considered in

relation to even the present population of the world.

But lest there should be a soupgon of that ‘ assertiveness (that

blemish of the modern woman :
’ mcZcMiss Kenealy) in these remarks,

let it be put in the form of a question timidly asked with appropriate

modesty by one of the laity :
‘ May not the process of natural

selection be trusted to decide in favour of the muscular as against

the iinmuscular of either sex ? ’ Does not all the teaching of science

and of experience justify us in making even an assertion in the

affirmative ?

Put to return to Baby, who, as we are assured w ith much solemnity,

is ‘ eternal,’ to the evident disparagement of the ‘ philoso])her ’ whose
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wisdom is ‘ v/ritten in sand ’ for the tide to wash away, surely, never

had Baby (I am speaking for the country I know most about, England)

so good a time as he has now

!

Formerly ‘ female persons of quality,’ and other ‘ females ’ who

aspired to be accounted as such, did not feed their infants, and the

w'et-nurse with the pitiful tragedy of her calling belonged to a very

numerous class, compared with that of her present-day successors.

The binding, swathing, pinning, tying, robing, capping, and

general smothering of the hapless little creature is a bit of nursery

history horrible to contemplate
;
and one is hardly surprised that

the victims of such sharp contrasts of heat and cold should have pro-

vided the crowd of present life with a large army of ill-developed and

degenerate bodies. Nor is it surprising when some of the owners of

these ill-developed bodies accept the limitations of their physical in-

feriority as being the standard of attainment beyond which all else

in woman is ‘ abnormal muscle energy,’ ‘ approximation to the type

masculine,’ ‘ degeneration from the especial excellencies Nature

planned for the type feminine
;

’ one of the Nemeses of physical

inadequacy being too often a want of breadth and robustness in the

mental outlook, and of a sense of proportion.

On behalf of the eternal Baby, there is displayed in our time an

enthusiasm that does not appear to have had its parallel in any

former day.

Weekly and monthly journals have sprung up by the score all

anxious to place the newest and most comfortable of cradles and

carriages at the services of Baby
;
designs for the most tasteful (and

least boring to his temper) of layettes are duly drawn by special artists

for the monthly gaze of eager mothers, sisters, and maiden aunts
;
his

toyshops and sweetshops are now quite an important feature in every

town. However poor his homestead and shabby his toilet, he takes

his airings in the royal parks of London as a matter of right, where

once he was contumeliously bidden to be gone. The august govern-

ing power of London, the L.C.C., brings a part of the seashore to his

feet, so that he may have a summer’s day delight with spade and

bucket in the safety of a sandheap in the open space near his home
while a great society exists for the protection of the weaker brethren

of the helpless Baby brigade. From the Eoyal Lady on the throne to

the rag-sorter on the Bermondsey refuse heaps, there is a recogni-

tion of the rights of Baby that throws into blacker relief the always-

existent neglect, scorn, and cruelty than they ever stood out against

before.

And now to turn to the apocryphal ‘ Clara ’ round whose

Amazonian thews and sinews Dr. Kenealy has draped so melancholy

a garment of sackcloth, and over whose vanished elusiveness of face

she wails the following dirge :
‘ the charm she has lost in the suspicion

of a “ bicycle face ” (the face ofmuscular tension) was incommunicable.
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a dainty, elusive quality, which could not be put into words nor

reproduced on canvas
;
so the highest of all attributes are silent, as,

for example, sympathy, that sweetest quality which without necessity

for speech lays the balm distilled in the crucible of one person’s

emotions for another’s need—lays this balm gently to the .wound in

that other’s nature.’

‘ Clara ’ was ‘ once an invaluable girl,’ who tired with a walk

beyond two miles. She is stated to have soothed her father’s ruffled

temper, taken wfflks with him
;

to have gone on errands for her

mother; assisted brother Tom with his lessons, sympathised with

his woes or joys
;
trimmed Eosy’s hats, and according to her own

account, on which surely some reliance is to be placed, ‘ used to be

the idlest person, finnicking all day about the house and getting

tired.’

Alas ! two years ago this admirable girl took to cycling, and now,

according to her chronicler, ‘ Clara finds no time for any of these

ministrations.’

It is very hard to believe this last statement. Even woman as an

athlete cannot cycle all day long, from sun-up to sun-down
;
and if

before she learned to cycle Clara performed these ministrations from

a sense of duty and family love, there is literally nothing in the fact

of her cycling to interfere with her doing so afterwards, but rather

every reason why she should perform them more efficiently, as she

evidently is not so easily tired, and has a little more enjoyment in

the day to look forward to.

It is, however, possible that her father’s ruffled temper may have

been caused by doctors’ and druggists’ bills, and that in view of these

being no longer incurred by Clara at any rate, he looks upon his

muscular daughter unruftled, and the need for that part of her

ministrations no longer exists. As to Tom, he may have left school

by now, and has sought a sympathiser elsewhere, probably some

other girl with a bicycle, who has promised to be a sister to him
;

Eosy ought to have grown big enough to trim her own hats by now,

and probably does, greatly preferring her own tastes in this matter

to those of Clara. As for her mother’s errands, and the flowers and

books taken to less fortunate ftiends in those days when two feet

grew’ so tired in the performance of these ministrations, the bicycle

is so much more expeditious a mode of purveying and executing

commissions, the reason for her ceasing to perform this part of her

duty must be sought for elsewhere than in the use of the wheel. The

development of muscle does not suddenly bring about a radical

change in the character, and turn a conscientious unselfish girl into

a cold and unfeeling lump of human clay.

but ]>erhaps Eosy is very })roperly taking her turn at the errands,

i^bo th(‘ flow'ers and books
;
and if so, there seems no adetjuate

on why there -hould be all this fuss in nearly ten ]>ages of closely
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printed matter because Clara can ‘ manage twenty miles easily
’

(some of the least muscular members of the cycle club to which the

writer belongs can do this and go to business next morning all the

fresher for the enjoyment and exercise), and because ‘ When she

feels moped she goes for a six-mile spin,’ and declares that she ‘ comes

back a new creature.’

‘ According to the powers, and the sensitiveness, any expenditure

of force beyond that manufactured by the economy as its daily out-

put is followed by fatigue, irritability, or depression, and a general

sense of not being up to the mark,’ says Dr. Kenealy; and as Clara

testifies to feeling ‘splendidly fit,’ we may reasonably hope that

she is by no means expending force beyond ‘ the limitations of her

energy.’

But there is another aspect of the change that has taken place

in Clara during the two short years in which she has bicycled :
‘ the

haze, the elusiveness, the subtle suggestion of the face are gone,’ and

alas, ‘now one could paint her portrait with ease. Formerly only

the most ingenious and sympathetic art could have reproduced her

subtle and mysterious charm.’

This may or may not be. But it has absolutely nothing to do

with the subject on which the whole article is supposed to turn, viz.,

in Dr. Kenealy’s own words— ‘ the first care of intelligent mother-

hood will be to see that none of those powers that belong to her

highest development . . . . shall be impoverished, debased, or mis-

applied.’

A face ‘ with a subtle suggestion in it’ may not be an indication

of ‘ power that belongs to the highest development.’ An elusive

expression may be charming, but it may be the result of inherent

slyness and mental timidity, or it may be a temporary expression

created by the dawn of love, or some other tenderly cherished secret.

Anyhow it belongs generally to youth, and inevitably passes away
with youth into something more in harmony with maturer years.

But, in any case, if its preservation is at the expense of muscular

development, the best interests of Clara and the race are not served

by its retention, for from the point of charm alone ‘ the face of

muscular tension’ produced by cycling will be more desirable than

that produced by the long misery of sick-headaches and other pains

of dyspeptic and sedentary folk.

But what strikes that member of the laity who is writing this

present article as exceedingly funny in Dr. Kenealy’s strictures on

Clara is the statement of one of the items at least that the girl has
‘ bartered for a mess of muscle ’—

‘ already her modiste has been put

to the necessity of puffings and pleatings where Nature had planned

the daintiest of devices.’ If this is true, it is quite evident that Clara

is still very far from the ideal of feminine muscularity, and is suffer-

ing—with thousands of other young women who are not so well off as
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herself, in possessing a ‘ bike ’ and leisure to use it—from the want of

fresh air, or want of proper nutriment—the requisite physical

culture, or it may be peace of mind, the absence of which is apt to

make some folks very thin.

The feminine acrobat, trapeze performer, and popular danseuse

give us some idea of the ideal feminine figure in the bountiful curves

and outlines where difference of sex is most marked. If an object

lesson is sought to prove that muscular development tends to empha-

sise the evolution of sex differentiation, it can be found in such

shows as Barnum and Bailey’s, in the beautiful bodies of both male

and female acrobats. While if another is needed to demonstrate that

want of muscular development produces an approximation to the

type masculine, it can be found, alas, all too easily among women
who either cannot take exercise (as over-worked teachers, and

seamstresses) or who will not, as the lazy ones who before becoming

very fat and ungraceful have always had to put on those ‘ puffings

and pads ’ which I)r. Kenealy says ‘ are such an insult to the baby.’

Alas, sometimes these much disparaged puffings and pleatings have

been lamentably insufficient, and there has been no friendly voice to

w’hisper to them, ‘ Friend, go up higher !

’

This brings us to another altogether debatable assertion made
by Clara’s chronicler :

‘ modesty being, as digestion is, a human
function.’

Is modesty a function ?

Is it not rather the outward and visible sign of an inward and

spiritual grace that regulates function, controls conduct, and can be

exercised alike by a Sandow or Zseo, the cripple in the hospital

ward or the hero of the battlefield, the child in the nursery or the

fashionable lady in the matter of evening gowns, and even the

athletic woman who can do a twenty or more miles’ spin.

Modesty is also relative, and can hardly be described as a

function, for it is not the putting on of a bathing dress that is

immodest, but the wearing of it on an unnecessary occasion; and

while a British jury and landlady may be impressed with the dreadful

indecency of the useful rationals worn by a stately Lady Harberton,

they may also be able to take as a matter of course the ‘ backs and

fronts ’ of society in evening dress.

But is it not something like nonsense to tpJk about the ‘unsexed

female brick-maker ’ ? Especially as the sentence concludes by
admitting that she (poor thing) ‘ may do more than her numerical

share in supplying citizens to the state.’

Nothing can unsex short of death
;
no indecency, or vulgarity,

louflness, coarseness, or cruelty : these can but emphasise the sex by

the shame they bring on it, in the outrage of it.

Even those deplorable slaves in the coal mines in the early part

of this century, the women who crawled sometimes on all fours, with
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a leather strap wearing wart-like callosities on that ‘ which the

modiste hides with puffings and pleatings/ dragging trucks of coal

as now they are dragged by horse or mule—even these, debased,

degraded, and bestialised as they could hardly help being under such

conditions, painfully proclaimed the indelibility of sex, not by the

clothing they wore, for they mostly dressed as men, but by the

pains they bore when a few hours only were spared from the hauling

of the coal to give birth to a new ‘ hand.’

In looking back over the difficult and more or less painful track

along which sex has passed through all the ages from the beginning

until now, noting the stress and strain to which ignorance, want, dirt,

disease, despotism and sin have subjected it, it is, to sa}^ the least,

unthinkable that it will give way beneath what Dr. Kenealy calls

‘ the abnormal muscular development of the modern woman.’

But is it quite certain that we are in a position to judge of what

is ‘ abnormal muscular development ’ ? Have we in our midst to-day

any class of women who can accurately and without a suspicion of

overstatement be called ‘ athletes ’ ?

‘ Clara ’ surely does not seriously come under that heading, and

it would appear she has been dubbed an athlete by her chronicler

more in derision than in earnest.

The greater number of the acrobats &c. beforementioned come

from other countries, and the harmless football teams or cricket

players who occasionally try conclusions in public matches are

neither sufficiently numerous nor have they existed long enough by

many decades for Dr. Kenealy to credit them with ‘ the physical

deterioration and decadence ’ for ‘ which the abnormal activities of

modern woman ’ are responsible.

In the course of her article Dr. Kenealy makes many assertions

which are easy to refute, but the length of this article forbids more

than a passing glimpse at one or two of them.
‘ Clara’s muscle power has not at all conduced to Clara’s useful-

ness,’ and we are told that Clara is the prototype of the modern
woman. It might be assumed from the foregoing that these very

modern women, the Lady Guardians of the Poor, members of School

Boards, Factory Inspectors, Gardeners, Actresses, Trained Nurses,

Mistresses of Physical Training Colleges, Public Speakers, and even

Lady Doctors are either unmuscular, or not useful

!

Another statement is :
‘ now it is a physiological fact that muscle

\dgour is no test even of masculine health.’ Are we to infer from

this that muscular debility is a test of masculine health—especially

when that wondrous muscle the heart is taken into consideration ?

Anyhow muscle vigour along with certain moral qualities would
appear to be a much more valuable commodity in a time of dire

calamity than the absence of it, if we may believe a well-known artist’s

modest account of his heroic conduct during the late heartrending
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disaster of the Stella shipwreck, as it is told in the pages of the Daily

Chronicle, and prefaced with the remark, ‘ Mr. Anderson owes his

life to a robust constitution, and many years’ devotion to outdoor

sports.’

Here is another debatable assertion :
‘ and this, which is true of the

sex whose province it is to be muscular, is essentially true of the sex

whose province it is not.’

Who has decided that it is not woman’s province to be muscular ?

Certainly not the ancient Grreek, whose Venus de Milo is eloquent

in her stony silence as to the exquisite charm and beauty perfectly

developed muscle can show to an admiring world. Certainly not

Grace Darling, whose strong arms and strong heart braved so many a

storm and saved so many a precious life, when an unmuscular woman,
however tender her pity, would have been useless.

Nor is it likely that, in view of the pathetic deathroll of primiparse

and first babies, science will assert that in order to fulfil her highest

duty with safety to herself and her offspring it is not the modern
woman’s province to be muscular.

As for the young shoj:) assistant, whose muscles are enfeebled by
bad air and poor food, unrelieved by change from the tension of

standing still for so many weary hours, is any sane person going to

affirm that it is not her province to be muscular ?

The next assertion that has to be refuted really deserves treatment

somewhat more drastic
;
and it is astounding indeed to think of

what a total lack of information or discernment must have given riseO
to it.

It may be objected that these qualities, the lack whereof I deprecate in Clara

[sympathy, gentleness, &c.], have been well relegated to that morass of sub-

mergence whence woman has laboriously emerged . . . which occupied woman ere the

tide of emancipation set in. For the reformer has taught her to despise that which,

scorn the term as she will, and does, must by the nature of things remain her

s])here, instead of teaching her to enlarge and develop, and bring to that sphere

intelligences that should lift it for ever and before all men from a position of

contempt.

Of what reformers is Dr. Kenealy speaking ?

The women we English women look upon as our reformers have

never taught us any such thing, but quite the reverse
;
and when

one passes in review the lives and teaching of the women who have

made this century famous for reforms in the treatment of the criminal,

the lunatic, the blind, the poor, the sick, the orphan, the outcast,

and the drunkard, and have stirred in their fellow women not only a

yearning for recognised citizenship, but enthusiasm for the fulfilment

of such of its duties as p)rejudice could not withhold from them, one

i.s struck with the promise of a nobler and hap)pier home life that

rings out in the utterances of these pioneer women.
It was witli a feeling of positive thankfulness that one turned
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from the dreary libel of the woman reformer in ‘ Woman as an Athlete
’

to the cheery article, a few pages off, wherein the Hon. Mrs.

Anstruther tells us, with no apology for doing so, that one of the

rocks ahead that threaten the career of the Ladies’ Club is one that

has never disturbed the Carlton, or the Turf, and that is the unsettled

question as to whether the club drawing-room shall or shall not be

liable to be turned into a nursery for the eternal infant. It was a

relief to know that the modern woman still loves her children, and,

now more than ever before, delights in having them with her, and

presenting them to the gaze of admiring friends.

Dr. Kenealy’s final bolt needs no adjective of mine to define its

quality, and speaks for itself in the following words :

In debasing her womanhood, in becoming a neuter, she descends from the

standpoint from which life was interesting. And more and more every year, dis-

carding the duties Nature planned for her employment and delight, she cries out

that life is dull and empty.

She no longer preserves and brews. She no longer weaves and fashions. Her
children are nursed, fed, clothed, taught, and trained by hirelings

;
her sick are

tended by the professional nurse, her guests are entertained by paid performers.

What truly remain which may be called her duties What is left to her indeed

but boredom ?

And it must be remembered that this tirade, which fittingly ends

with boredom, is not, according to the writer’s own showing, uttered

against those idle Society or other women who have always been

reprobated by the majority of their sex
;

for again Dr. Kenealy’s own
words are quoted

:

I speak now of woman in the van of the so-called forward movement, and I do

not speak of ‘higher educated women,’ nor of professional women, nor of women
trained in any special way, for the wave of ‘ newness ’ has touched all alike

;

fashionable woman, fireside woman, all have been splashed by this same wave
which, intended to lift them forward in the tide of progress, bids fair to carry

them off their feet—this modern woman, who, instead of serving for a terrible

warning, is in danger of proving her sex’s example.

Jam is made in Brobdingnagian proportions to-day, and the

majority of those employed in its manufacture are women. The
weaving done by women, and the ‘ fashioning,’ i.e. dressmaking and
millinery, is in quantities so colossal compared with either the demand
or the possibility of having it, in former times, that comment on

these two branches of ‘ fashioning ’ among modern women is un-

necessary
;
but what about the Art Needlework Schools at South

Kensington, and other places, with the ever-increasing varieties of

exquisite work, in the production of which women of the highest

birth, the middle-class woman, and her less well-born sisters, are

drawn into a common fellowship of passionate interest in the subtle

mysteries of beautiful lace, embroideries, and improved decoration ?

If it be true that the mother of to-day, whether poor or rich, has to

invoke the aid of other women (and men also) in the all-important

VoL. XLV—No. 267 3 E
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work of feeding, clothing, training, and teaching her children, it is

surely nothing less than vulgar snobbery to speak of these as

‘ hirelings/

As for the guests entertained by ‘ the paid performer,’ let the

said guests rise up in their places and declare without fear or favour,

whether it is better to be entertained by the untrained amateur who
‘ can’t sing ’ but will

;
or by the professional who can sing, and does.

In conclusion, it is to be hoped the ‘ modern woman ’ will go on

her way, in spite of all the scolding and denunciation the unmodern

woman hurls at her from time to time. There will doubtless always

be the rude and unruly folk in all ranks and conditions of life, the

raucous women, and the shrill men—such do not appear to have

been unknown among the ancients—but it is a pity to fall into the

unscientific mistake of generalising from a few individual cases, and

dignifying these with the big name of prototype.

The old order changetli, yielding’ place to new,

And God fulfils Himself in many ways,

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world.

If the bicycle, lawn tennis, hockey, golf, rowing, fencing, moun-

taineering, and a host of other pastimes enjoyed by the modern

woman, have taken the place of that once good custom, the backboard,

in spite of those who are liable to overdo any occupation they take

up, the modern woman no more than the ancient can disassociate

herself from the Divine ‘ fulfilment in many ways ’
;
nor can she

unsex herself by any phase of manner or custom. So let us modern

women take heart of 2^race, and go on doincj the best we can to

develop muscular vigour, along with a sneaking fondness for frills

and pleatings, and an openly avowed adhesion to the Eternal Baby,

and its father.

L. Opaiiston CnA:xT.
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THE INFLUENCE OF WOMEN IN ISLAM

In all ages and am.ong all nations women have exercised a strong

influence, often unrecognised but always perceptible, on the growth

and development of the people. It varies with local surroundings

and the state of culture, but does not in every case depend on tie

equality of the sexes. Even where the wives and daughters occupied,

as in ancient Athens, a state of complete subservience, a certain class

of women have proved themselves important factors in the politics of

the country. The practical recognition of an absolute equality of

the sexes does not owe its origin to any particular creed or system
;

it is due to the gradual evolution of human enlightenment, to that

spirit of progressive opinion which is the product of centuries of

material and moral advance. And yet nothing furnishes a more

correct criterion of the culture of a race than the position occupied

by its women. When the woman stands by the side of the husband

possessed of full rights, with a free independent will, not merely the

mother of his children but the mistress of the household, not a simple

toy but a comrade and friend, only then can it be said that the people

among whom the relations of the two sexes are thus developed is a

truly cultured race. ‘ The historical development of no people,’ to

use the language of the historian of Culture itnder the Caliphs,

‘ offers a more convincing proof of the truth of this axiom than the

course of Arab civilisation.’ At the period of the highest blossoming

of the Arabian nation, when it held the foremost place in arts and

arms, woman wns not only on an equality with man but also the

object on his part of a chivalrous veneration. Social demoralisation,

consequent upon political decadence, accentuated the unnerving

influence of foreign ideas and foreign customs. ‘ Gradually the

noble picture of the free, courageous, independent, self-respecting,

and therefore respected, Arab matron and maiden disappears

from ^Moslem society and its place is taken by that of secluded

ladies,’ who copy in their lives and manners the luxury, the

inanity and w^ant of dignity of the inmates of Byzantine or Persian

palaces.

Among the Arabs, women have always enjoyed great respect and

consideration, and wielded an amount of influence of wliich w^e have
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little conception. It was the young bride of Haris bin Auf, the

mighty chief of the Banii Murra, who brought about the settlement

of a loncf-standincr feud that had decimated the two rival tribes of

Abs and Zubjan. It was a woman again who pacified the fighting

clans of the East just before the birth of Islam. About this period

the laxity of morals in the principal cities of Arabia was notorious,

and the Meccan hetairai had become influential members of society,

occupying a position analogous to that of the Aspasias of Athens.

The city gallant often attempted to carry his lax notions among the

tribes, which not infrequently provoked wars and strifes. The
Arabian Prophet introduced certain reforms with the object of

remedying these evils, and framed rules for the observance of

decency. Sumptuary regulations for the promotion of decorum are

often misunderstood, and sometimes have a reactionary tendency.

But the improvement effected by the Prophet of Islam in the general

status of the sex, and the equality which he secured to them in the

exercise and enjoyment of civil rights, perpetuated the chivalry of

the Arabs, and women continued up to the pontificate of the Caliph

Kadir b’lllah to occupy a high pedestal. The custom of employing

eunuchs as gynaikonomoi was borrowed from the Byzantines in the

reign of Muawiyah. The Harem system ^ was adopted from the

East in the reign of the Ommeyade Walid the Second
;
Mutawakkil,

‘ the Nero of the Arabs,’ decreed the segregation of the sexes at feasts

and public ceremonials. And yet almost to the end of the twelfth

century women mixed with men with dignity and self-respect
;
held

reunions, gave concerts, received visitors, often went to war clad in

mail and helped their brothers and husbands in defending castles

against the attacks of enemies. About the middle of the thirteenth

century, when the political decadence of the Caliphate was complete,

and society had become entirely disintegrated under the attacks of

the Tartars, it is that we first read of casuistical discussions whether

it was more indecorous for a woman to show her feet than her hands

!

From the time when Kadir b’lllah promulgated his reactionary edicts

woman’s influence in Islam has been desultory and fitful, being

dependent on her personality and strength of character.

Prejudice and fanaticism have often led men to declaim against

the opposite sex
;
cynicism has gone so far as to declare that it is

woman who stands at the gate of life and poisons with her cup the

existence of man. Far truer is the other saying, that ‘ at the feet of

the mother is Paradise.’ Women have been, and will always be,

wliat men make them. But no philosophical student of comparative

religion can fail to observe that at the Fountain of every spiritual

faith .‘-tands a woman, whose sympathy Iflesses the work of infusing

'

'J’lio seclusion of women was common among the Athenians, the ancient Persians,

and api>arcntly tlio Ilyzantines. From the latter the Russians are said to have

l."»rrowcd (heir icrcvi.
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new life into humanity. Certainly but for a woman Islam would

never have become a vital force. Before the Teacher had realised

the full meaning of his call
;
when he was in doubt whether the

monitions he had received were from the source of truth, or were

only the promptings of an evil spirit
;
when dejected he was almost

on the brink of self-destruction, it was the wife whom he loved and

respected who soothed and encouraged him. In the struggle that

followed with bigotry and clan-hatred, it was Khadija, ‘ the noble

mother of the Faithful,’ who stood by his side, kept alive his

enthusiasm, consoled him in defeat, and rejoiced with him in success.

She was his truest friend, comrade and disciple in the darkest hour

of his ministry.

The idealisation of womanhood is common to all creeds and

nations wFo have made any advance in civilisation. The highest

natures crave for an exemplar in whom they can find embodied, or

whom they can invest with, all that is pure and divine in v/oman.

It is this feeling which has led to the growth of Mariolatry in

Christendom, and in Islam to the enthronement of the daughter of

Mohammed on the lofty pedestal of a perfect woman. It must not

be supposed that the position she occupies in the estimation of her

father’s followers is confined to the more or less educated classes
;
the

abiding influence of her personality seems to be greater among the

masses, especially among the women.

The death of his male children in infancy had centred all

Mohammed’s affection in his 'youngest daughter, Fatima. She had

received an education which placed her on a par with most of the

educated men in her country. Her character was one of mingled

sweetness and gravity, which deepened as she grew older. At the age

of sixteen she married Ali. The attachment between husband and

wife, their mutual devotion, the love they bore to their sons, and the

affection of the grandfather for his daughter’s children, w’ere the common
topic of the time, and that little household with its simjrlicity and home-

liness became a model for the nation. In the midst of her domestic

occupations—for although the daughter of the chief magistrate of

Medina, many of the common household duties w^ere performed by

her personally—she never forgot her father’s followers and disciples.

She lectured to mixed congregations of both sexes often in the court-

yard of her house, and sometimes in the public mosque. Many of

her sermons are still extant. The remains of her sayings reveal to us

a nobleness of spirit and high feeling that would do honour to the

best women of any age or country. From the nature of things early

Islam, like early Christianity, was socially and economically a protest

against the gay, not to say lax, lives of the pagan times. And
although there was soon a rebound in Mecca, in the northern

capital people took life more seriously, and the example of Fatima

exercised an enormous influence on their tastes and habits. The
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women were mostly of a puritanical type, reminding one by their

quietude and gravity, their untiring industry and anxious care of

the household, of the ideal Eoman matron, or the New England

women of the last century. They flocked to the sermons of the

Caliphs and other disciples
;
they studied theology and law

;
many

of them educated their children without any outside help.

Rabia ur-Eai, one of the great jurists of early Islam, was educated

entirely by his mother. The father, who had left for the Eastern

wars when his son was an infant in arms, did not return for nearly

seventeen years.

The remarkable success of the Saracenic arms, the rapidity with

which the Arabs spread themselves over some of the most favoured

portions of the globe, the increase of material prosperity and wealth

naturally tended to broaden Arabian culture. Law, religion and

‘the traditions’ were henceforth not the only subjects of study for

women, for the cultivation of poetry, general literature, rhetoric,

caligraphy (in itself an art in those days) and other cognate branches

of learning were taken up v/ith equal avidity and enthusiasm. Under

Walid and Hisham, the Arabian w^omen composed, recited and lec-

tured as the best of the other sex. Even in the ordinary walks of

life, where usually culture is an unknown or inappreciable quantity,

they showed themselves possessed of cultivation of no mean order.

Ibn Khallikan’s Biographical Encyclopaedia is full of instances of

women belonging to the lower ranks of society reading, reciting and

improvising. The leading spirit at - this epoch in the world of

feminine fashion and culture was a lady named Sukaina, a grand-

daughter of Fatima. Ibn Khallikan describes her ‘ as the first

among the women of her time by birth, beauty, wit and virtue.’ Be

Slane says ‘ she was one of the most brilliant women of her epoch.

Her rank, learning, wit and good taste entitled her to general ad-

miration, and her judgment was consulted by the first poets of the

day.’ And Perron calls her ‘ la dame des dames de son temps, la

plus belle, la plus gracieuse, la plus brillante de qualites.’ Her

influence must have been considerable among her contemporaries,

for she seems to have been copied in everything : her walk, her

mode of dressing the hair and tying the turban, the cut of her jacket,

the shape of her mantle served as the model for the dames du monde
of tlie times. Ihn Khallikan says it was Sukaina who introduced

among women the fashion of wearing turbans, which centuries later

was brought to England by I^ady Mary Wortley Montagu. These

turbans a]>pear to have been light in make and pretty in shape, and

were tied with great taste, one end falling rakishly over the right

ear, and were called after their inventor, ‘the turban of Sukaina’

(hrrriii'uff-Eukainiych). l>ut Sukaina was not the leader of fashion

irierely in matters of dress
;

she gave the tone to the cultured

society of ]jer age. The reunions in her house of the poets, scholars.
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jurists and other distinguished people of both sexes became the

model for similar social gatherings at the residences of other ladies

of fashion. These assemblies were enlivened by her wit and

her grace, and a natural vivacity of spirit which misfortune had

scarcely dimmed. The children of Fatima were the objects of

jealousy on the part of the rulers of Damascus, and the meetings in

Sukaina’s house must have been viewed with suspicion. And yet

this tactful lady continued almost up to the very end of her life to

hold her little court with great dignity. Surrounded by her maids,

she received visitors from all parts of the country, who sought her

acquaintance or asked for her patronage. Her unfailing generosity

towards learning, and her appreciation of scholarship, exercised a

marked effect on the intellectual development of the Islamic people.

And yet the respect in which she was held was not unmixed with a

little fear, for her criticisms and sallies often left behind them a sting

which her pleasant laughter could not always remove. Umm ul-

Banin, the queen of the first Walid, under whom the conquest of

Spain was achieved, was a personal friend and admirer of Sukaina.

She possessed great influence over her husband, and frequently

interfered in affairs of State, always, be it said to her credit, on the

side of justice and humanity. Most of the great wwks of benefaction

introduced by Walid were due to her inspiration. She was a sister

of the pious and good Caliph Omar the Second, ‘ the Marcus Aurelius

of the Arabs.’ Once the tyrannical governor of Irak, Hajjaj, had

ventured to advise Walid to shake off the influence of the queen.

This audacious counsel was in due course mentioned to Umm ul-

Banin by the husband himself
;
he was asked by the queen to send

Hajjaj to pay his respects to her. On his arrival she received him in

solemn state in the audience-chamber and administered a reproof

which is not only typical of the manners of the age, but also mirrors

the position w^omen then occupied in Islam and the influence they

possessed. Whilst Sukaina ruled in the world of fashion and culture,

pietism had its representative in Saint Eabia. This religious lady

had as great a hold over the pious and ascetically inclined as her

accomplished contemporary among the scholarly classes. Nothing

shows more remarkably the intellectual retrogression of the Moslems

than the fact that whilst the tomb of Eabia has become the centre of

a pilgrimage, the last resting-place of Sukaina is almost forgotten

;

and whilst Eabia’s religious exercises, fastings and chastenings are

frequently descanted upon in modern books, the w'ork of Sukaina in

developing Saracenic culture, her salon, her social and literary

gatherings are mere memories of the past. The Persian poet

Khakani, when panegyrising his mother, calls her a second Eabia,

but after the fall of lhagdad we rarely find a reference to the cultured

women of the earlier days. I have mentioned the three most typical

women of the Ommeyade times, and shall now pass on to the long
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spiritual and temporal dominancy of the Abbassides, under whom
Islamic culture attained its zenith and then gradually fell into decay.

At this period, and virtually up to the sack of Bagdad by the savages

of Tartary, a large number of women devoted themselves to the

study of jurisprudence, theology and ‘ the traditions.’ They taught

in schools as well as in their homes, and some of the foremost men
in these departments of learning received their education at their

hands. Shafei, the founder of the second school of Sunni Law, w^as

trained by two ladies of great eminence as jurists and ‘ traditionists.^

The accession of the Abbassides unquestionably gave an impetus

to the material and intellectual advancement of the people under

their sway, and although several causes combined ultimately to create

a reactionary movement, for several centuries the progress was

unprecedented. Up to the reign of Wasik there was little difference,

if any, in the role played by women in society. Gradually, however,

as the Church began to grow into a power, and ‘ conformity ’ became

essential to orthodoxy, Eationalism was forced to the background, with

the inevitable consequence that under the direction of the legists

the bonds of the harem were drawn tighter. Masudi in his Meadoivs

of Gold gives an interesting account of Umm Salma, the queen of

Abu’l Abbas Saffah.^ Her marriage with him was a love match in

the truest sense of the word. He was a suspect in those days, with-

out any prospect of the throne he came to occupy afterwards. This

man, whose butchery of the defeated Ommeyades earned for him the

unenviable title of Saffah, and who in his rage was incapable of self-

control, was as devoted to his wife after his election to the Caliphate

as before, and her influence over him was almost magical. In his

wildest outburst she could calm him by a word. * ‘ Her ascendency

over her husband,’ says the historian, ‘ was so great that he decided

nothing without her advice or even her sanction.’ Against the

custom of the people and the age, he never took to wife another

woman. ‘ She knew so well how to make herself beloved that he

clave to her as jjart of himself and never gave her cause for jealousy.’

Speaking of Umm Salma reminds me of Khaizuran, the consort of

Mahdi, the third Abbasside Caliph, and the influence she wielded over

her husband and his court. Clever, versatile and accomplished, she

was as distinct and prominent a factor in the empire as the Pontiff'

himself. Courtiers and grandees, powerful dignitaries and ministers

of State, poets and scholars flocked to her ante-chamber. She was

worshipped by the people for her generosity towards the needy and

her sympathy with suffering and distress. It was due in a great

measure to her active exertions that the fallen Ommeyades
obtained in the rei^n of Mahdi the restoration of their confiscatedO
projjerties.

Lnquestionably, however, the most remarkable w^ornan of this age..

7'lie first Abbasside Caliph.
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prolific in remarkable women, was Zubaida, the wife of Harun.

They were cousins and were married in the lifetime of Mansur. On
the accession of her young husband to the throne, Zubaida acquired

the predominant position for which she was so well fitted by her

character and acquirements
;
and there can be no doubt that her

influence tended to the advancement of culture and refinement in

Moslem society. Her magnificent and unceasing charity to the

inhabitants of the Arabian cities, the aqueduct she made at her own

expense in Mecca, the way in which she raised Alexandretta, destroyed

by the Greeks, from its ashes and repopulated it, have embalmed her

memory in the hearts of succeeding generations. During Harun’s

frequent absence on military expeditions or administrative tours she

corresponded with him in poetry. After the death of her son Amin
she retired into private life and her place in society was taken by

Buran, the consort of Mamun. A Persian by birth, Buran joined to

the piquancy of her nation the dignity, grace, and sedateness innate

in a high-bred Arab lady. If not so brilliant or cultivated as

Zubaida, she appears to have made up the deficiency by natural

quickness, and her appreciation of genius and talent in others was in

no way inferior to that of Haruns wife. She established in the

capital several colleges and hospitals for women, which were richly

endowed out of her own private funds. Buran survived Mamun
nearly fifty years. After his death she lived absolutely retired in

the Kasr Mamuni (‘ the Palace of Mamun ’), on the other side of the

Tigris. By a strange freak of fortune this clever woman is not

remembered for her wit, beauty, or charity
;
her name is perpetuated

in a dish she invented, and w'hich is called after her hurdniyeh or

burdni, a great favourite with Eastern gourmets.

Mutazid’s wife, the famous Katr un-Nada (‘ Dew-drop ’), held

meetings of literary women at her palace. Ladies learned in law and

theology, or of distinguished piety, were specially favoured. When
Muktadir the second son of Mutazid, came to the throne, he was but

a child, and during his minority, and even after he attained man’s

estate, his mother held the reins of government. She presided in

person at the Council of State and the High Court of Justice (‘ the

Board for the Inspection and Kedress of Grievances ’). Surrounded

by her ministers and grandees, she received the envoys and ambassadors

of foreign sovereigns. Her audience-chamber was crowded with men
and women entitled by their rank, position or learning to be present

at her receptions. The orthodox Suyuti, writing in the sixteenth

century, is so indignant with the amount of power wielded by the

ladies that he exclaims :

—

In the year 30G (018 a.c.) the motlier of Muktadir o])ened a hospital, and the

sum allotted annually for its maintenance was 7,000 dinars. About the same time^^

owing to the Caliph’s weakness, the power of issuing ordinances fell into the hands

of the ladies of the Caliph's Palace, and things came to such a pass that the mother
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of Muktadir governed like one vested with supreme authority, holding audience to

redress wrongs and looking into the petitions of the people every Friday. She held

public receptions and used to summon the Kazis and notables and issue state-edicts

signed under her hand.

A Byzantine embassy, which arrived at Bagdad in this reign, was

received by the queen-mother in the name of her son.

The question will naturally be asked, whether on these occasions

the queen and the other ladies were draped like the ghostly figures

now seen walking in the streets of Eastern cities. So far as I

can judge, the only concealment of the face the Saracenic ladies

affected was a nikdh or veil, similar to the yashmak worn at the present

time by the Turkish ladies of Constantinople, which softened the

lines of age and enhanced the loveliness of the young and beautiful.

The hideous hurka, in reality a combination of three different

garments, the cloak, the head-covering and the nikdh, did not become
general until towards the close of the Seljukian period.^ The extra-

ordinary stringency of the purdah in vogue among the Mussulmans

in India and many other countries was unknown in those days.

Women of the highest rank appeared unveiled among men. Ameer
Osama ibn Munkiz tells us in his autobiography that his mother and

sisters frequently took part in defending their castle against the

attacks of the Crusaders and the Assassins, encouraging their men,

carrying provisions, and distributing arms among them and even occa-

sionally shooting at the enemy. In Mansur’s time two of his cousins

actually went to the Byzantine war clad in mail. In Harun’s reign we
hear of an Arab Joan of Arc, equally famous for her beauty as for her

poetical accomplishments, who commanded an army of zealots against

the Caliph. Shaikha Shuhda (‘ Fakhr un-Kissa ’) lectured openly on

polite literature in the public mosques and colleges of Bagdad.

Umm id-Khair I'atima and Umm Ihrdhim F^atima Al-yezdani

taught theology and the traditions to men as well as women. Shafei

was taught the elements of jurisprudence by a lady whose tomb still

is, or was until recently, an object of pilgrimage at Cairo. Syeda

Nafisa was not only the preceptress of Shafei but also pronounced his

funeral prayers. Although exceptional women have always proved

important factors in society, their halcyon days in the Fiast ended

when Kadir (the Abbasside) promulgated his reactionary edict

forbidding women to enter mosques or colleges or to appear in public

without the hurka. And with that commenced the decadence of

Islam.

/ulaikha, the daughter of Nizam ul-Mulk, the great minister of

Malik Shah, and Khadija, the sister of Saladin, both exercised great

’•nfliience in their respective times. The latter, who bore the title of

iSdt ush-SIidm (‘the J^ady of Syria’) established colleges in various

^ About the end of tlie twelfth century of the Christian era.
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parts of her brother’s dominions. The one in Damascus was called

after her, the Madrassa of the Sitt ush-Shdin, Turkhan Khatun,

the wife of Malik Shah, was another remarkable woman. She man-

aged her own large estates, had her own privy councillors, presided

at her own councils and frequently went out hunting. Her tastes and

her example naturally moulded the fashion of the age. Upon the

assassination of Nizam ul-Mulk she succeeded in obtaining the

appointment of her own secretary, Abu’l Gharaim, as Minister of State

to the Sultan.

The consort of Sultan Sanjar, Malik Shah’s son, bore the same

name. Sanjar’s love of learning and his munificence to scholars and

savants have been immortalised by Anwari, the panegyrist, but the

work of his queen can be picked out only from the heavy tomes of

annalists. According to one, her devotion to the Sultan was such

that she always accompanied him in his wars, and was with him in

the ill-fated expedition against the rebellious Turkomans, encouraging

by her presence and her words the troops on the battlefield. She

was taken prisoner with the king, and died in captivity. According

to another author, Sanjar appointed her regent before he marched

against the Turkomans, and during the whole period of his captivity

she administered his dominions.

Towards the middle of the thirteenth century of the Christian era

Western Asia was ruled by a number of petty feudal lords, who were

called Atabegs or ‘ prince-governors.’ Some of them tried to make
head against the Mongol avalanche and were swept away

;
others

bowed to the storm and retained their principalities as tributary chiefs.

Among these were the famous Atabegs of Shiraz and Yezd. The
name Turkhan Khatun appears to have been popular in Persia about

this period, for the wife of Saad the Second, Atabeg of Shiraz, w'as

also called Turkhan Khatun. ‘ She was a princess,’ says the author

of the Zinat ut-TaiudrtJch, ‘ alike remarkable for her beauty, her high

birth, her accomplishments and her charities.’ Upon the death of

her husband (1260 A.C.), leaving an infant son, she became regent

and ruled the principality with wisdom and tact. Like her pre-

decessors, she encouraged learning and arts, and her Court was one of

the most polished and cultured in that unhappy age when the gloom

of night had settled on Western Asia. The little prince came to an

untimely end
;
he fell from the terrace of the palace and was killed

on the spot. The afflicted mother retired into private life, resigning

the government to a kinsman, and it is said that he, in a drunken
fit, put the lady to death. The news of the atrocious murder was

carried to the Mongol Emperor, and the murderer soon paid the

penalty of his crime. Ayesha or Ayesh Khatun, a princess of the

Atabeg family, was then placed on the throne of Shiraz. She is said

to have been a pious woman, fond of the society of poets and scholars,

‘ She was a sister of Aala ud-din, Atabeg of Yezd.
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who were often invited to deliver discourses in her presence.

Turkhan and Ajesha had perpetuated the work begun by Atabeg

Zangi, the father of Saad the First, and helped in beautifying and

embellishing Shiraz.

In Egypt also, under the Tulunides, and after them under the

Fatimides, women of rank or learning wielded great power in society.

As a matter of fact, the establishment of the Dar id-Hikmat, or

‘ House of Science,’ which combined the characteristics of a scientific

institute with those of a masonic lodge, where the esoteric doctrines

of the Ismailias were taught, and which was open to members of

both sexes, served to enhance the influence of women. Cairo has at

all times been noted as a city of pleasure
;
and it is not to be

wondered at that affairs of gallantry were then, as now, by no means
uncommon in the Egyptian capital. But taken as a whole, the

example of scholarly women had a healthy effect on Cairene society.

Hakim bi-amr-Illah is known as the Messiah of the Druses of

Lebanon, who are waiting with such patience or impatience his

second advent
;
but few have heard of his sister, the famous Sitt ul-

Mulk (• the Lady of the Empire ’). She was a woman of great capacity,

and, after the murder of her brother, held the reins until the young

son of Hakim attained majority. Shajr ud-Durr, the wife of Malik

Saleh A};ub, wLo on the murder of Saleh’s son was raised to the

throne, under the title of ‘ the Queen of the Mussulmans,’ appears

to have been a woman of education and gifted with tact and judg-

ment. It was under her wise management that the expedition of

Louis the Ninth came to a disastrous end. Takia, an Egyptian

lady who flourished in the reign of Saladin, was an accomplished

scholar and poet, and frequently entered into poetical contests with

poets of the other sex. Under the early Mamlukes the women of

the respectable and w^ell-to-do classes played an important part in

their different spheres of life
;
and many in the upper ranks were

remarkably gifted. The ladies of the royal family, in imitation of

the custom that had existed in Bagdad, frequently gave concerts in

their palaces to which the elite of Egyptian society and foreign

representatives were invited. Whether on these occasions the

hostesses mingled wdth the guests or not is difficult to say. It is

more likely that they and their lady-guests were separated from the

rest of the assemblage by a light silken curtain, the means by which

some of the Fatirnide Caliphs had attempted to conceal their sacred

j)ersonality from the public gaze. I>ut it wus among the Spanish

Arabs, in fair Andalusia, which the Saracens had adorned, beautified,

and enriched beyond imagination, that w^omen enjoyed the most

absolute freedom, with a dignity, grace and self-respect of which the

modern Moslem can have but little conce})tion. In the cities of Spain,

where the con(|uerors had settled with their large followings, they

retained, unaffected by Byzantine licence or Persian luxury, the
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chivalry of the desert and that veneration for women which, as Von

Kremer says, is inborn in the Arab. Mediaeval chivalry, with its

punctilious code of honour, its exaggerated devotion to the fair sex,

drew its first breath in Cordova under Abdur Rahman III. and

Hakam II.
;

it received its development afterwards at Granada

under the Banii Nasr. Abdur Rahman, ‘ the Caliph, the Com-

mander of the Faithful/ placed the statue of his beloved queen at

the gate of the palace he built and named after her. The embel-

lishment of Cordova and the other cities, and the building of

az-Zahra, were due to her inspiration. So were many of the

works of utility or charity with which he covered Spain. The

scholarly Hakam the Second employed the wife of one of his

ministers, a lady equally famous for her literary attainments as for her

virtue and piety, as his secretary. To show the consideration that

women enjoyed in Andalusia, one need only mention the names of

the women scholars and poets who flourished in Cordova, Granada,

Seville, Jaen, Malaga, Guadalaxara, Tortosa, and other places—in

fact, all over Spain. The poetess Waladeh, described as the most

eloquent woman of her age (she died in 1087), rivalling in learning

and taste the best poets of her father Mustakfi’s court, was celebrated

alike for her beauty and her virtue and nobility of character.

The famous Umm us-Saad lectured on theology and traditions in the

principal college at Cordova. Hassana and Umm ul-Ula, who made
Guadalaxara famous by their songs, were not only noted for the

excellence of their poetry, but also for their penmanship, which they

taught publicly. Another lady, known as al-Aruziyyeh, lectured in

Valencia on grammar, rhetoric, and prosody.

The Spanish women mixed freely in society, attended public

functions and Court festivals, were always present at the tournaments

and jousts so frequent at Cordova and Granada and the other

principal cities of Andalusia. They paid their devotions without

hindrance in mosques, where their presence is likened to ‘ the flowers

of spring in a beautiful meadow.’ The Saracen cavalier, than whom
none braver or more chivalrous ever drew sword or broke lance, went
forth to battle with the cruel Castilian in the name of God and his

lady-love, with her device emblazoned on his arms, or tied round his

helmet. She inspired him to valorous deeds
;
the hope of winning

her approval formed his incentive to generous, brave and noble

actions. The influence of the Spanish ladies was not confined to the

encouragement of prowess on the battlefield or in the combat of the

lists
;

it extended to the more substantial, although less dazzling,

glory in letters and arts, which found among the cultured women
of Andalusia warm admirers and sympathetic friends. Any great

achievement in science or literature received its first meed from
them

;
and it was by a combination of the noblest qualities in the
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two sexes that the Spanish Saracen attained a pitch of civilisation

which Spain has not known since.

Coming back to the East, and descending to later times, we find

the famous Bibi Khanam, the Queen of Tamerlane, ‘ that Titan of

the North,’ wielding an influence over court and people difficult to

conceive possible in the age and amidst the surroundings in which

she flourished. Her beneficence, and her attempts to restore what in

his policy her husband destroyed, endeared her to her subjects
;
and

her tomb at Samarcand still forms the object of veneration through-

out the surrounding country. Shah Kukh Mirza, Timur’s son and

successor, was a great patron of learning. His wife, Gouhar Shad, is

said to have been an exceptionally gifted woman, well read in the

literature and history of her country. She took a keen interest in

the efforts of her husband to revive industry and arts in Transoxiana

and Khorasan. Many of the mosques and colleges destroyed by the

Mongols were restored with her help.

In spite of all this, there is a gradual decadence accelerated by
the rise of the barbarous and fanatical Uzbegs. The power of the

lawyers becomes stronger, and the bonds of the Purdah are drawn

tighter and tighter. And yet there has never been a lack of women
who, in spite of the shackles forged by ignorance and bigotry, have

influenced society for its good. Even in India, amidst many un-

favourable conditions, Moslem women have left ineffaceable marks on

history. I shall do no more than refer briefly to Eazia Begum, the

daughter of Sultan Altamsh, the first Queen-Eegnant of Hindustan.

She had been educated under her father’s eyes with a degree of cai'e

and attention unknown in those days in India. On the dethronement

of her brother, she was raised to the throne of Delhi, in accordance

with the last wishes of her father. At first the turbulent nobility

refused to give her their allegiance, but by tact and ability she soon

brought the whole country to acknowledge her sway. During her

short rule she encouraged learning and gave a great impetus to

industry. Unfortunately her choice of a consort fell on a person of

a somewhat low rank, whom she ennobled before marriage. This

roused the jealousy of the chief nobles. The first rebellion was quelled

without difficulty. It was followed by a Hindoo insurrection, in the

suppression of which the (^ueen fell into the hands of the rebels, who
cruelly put her to death. The influence of Eazia expired with her.

After her no woman rose among the Pathans to continue her work.

Intestine disputes interfered with intellectual development
;
nor did

the Pathans possess the scientific and artistic aptitude of the Arabs

or their cliivalrous nature. The advent of Baber was the beginning

of a new epoch for India. Tlie material condition of the people is

well described by that observant sovereign, whose somewhat un-

ap[)reciative picture might almost have been penned by an English-

man of to-day groaning under the miseries of exile.
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Hindustan is a country that has few pleasures to recommend it. The people

are not handsome. They have no idea of the charms of friendly society, of frankly

mixing together, or of familiar intercourse. They have no genius, no comprehension

of mind, no politeness of manner, no kindness or fellow-feeling, no ingenuity or

mechanical invention in planning or executing their handicrafts, no skill or know-

ledge in design or architecture
;
they have no good horses, no good flesh, no grapes

or musk melon, no good fruit, no ice or cold water, no good food or bread in their

bazars, no baths or colleges, no candles, no torches, not a candlestick.

The Timurides introduced into Hindustan a knowledge of the

arts and amenities of civilised life and many of its material comforts,

together with such culture as still survived in Central Asia after the

havoc and destruction wrought by the Tartars. In Baber’s and

Humayun’s train came many cultivated men and women flying from

the savage Uzbegs.

Besides these fugitives, numbers of Arabs, Persians and Turks

flocked to India in search of employment and wealth. One of these

soldiers of fortune was a Persian of Teheran named Khwaja Ghyas

ud-din, who came to the court of Akbar, and by his ability and

learning soon won for himself a position of eminence under that

enlightened monarch. He was accompanied by his beautiful wife

and still more beautiful daughter, named Mehr un-Nissa. Among
the Moslem ladies of India, Mehr un-Nissa, better known in history

as Nur Jehan, whom Moore has immortalised in his Lalla Rookh as ‘the

Light of the Harem,’ will always occupy the foremost rank. Besides

being thoroughly versed in Persian and Arabic literature, she was

highly musical and possessed the talent of improvising, an art which

was dying out among Moslem ladies. It is said that Prince Selim,

who afterwards ascended the throne under the title of Jehangir, met
Mehr un-Nissa in her father’s house and fell desperately in love with

her. To defeat the prince’s intention of marrying the girl, which,

considering the Khwaja’s position, would have been looked upon by

the emperor as a mesalliance, she was hurried into a marriage with

a Turkisl^ adventurer named Ali Kuli, who had earned from his bravery

and strength the title of Shere Afgan or ‘ Idon-killer.’ Shortly after

Shere Afgan was dispatched by Akbar to Bengal as Deputy-

Governor of Burdwan. Jehangir, when he succeeded his father, still

devoured by his passion for Mehr un-Nissa, like a second David,

tried to compass the death of the husband, who was ultimately

killed, and the lady was sent to Delhi, where, after rejecting

Jehangir’s offers of marriage for nearly six years, she was persuaded

to become his wife. There is no mention, however, of all this in

Jehangir’s Memoirs, and he tells the story of Shere Afgan’s death

quite differently.

Mehr un-Nissa, with her little daughter, was sent to Agra, where

she entered the entourage of Jehangir’s mother. She was at this

time only eighteen years of age. For six years she remained in the

service of that lady. One day, whilst on a visit to his mother, the
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emperor again saw Mehr un-Nissa. And whether the old passion

leapt into flame, or whether it was a new love, he offered her his hand,

which after a long demur was accepted. Her first title was Nur

IMahal (the ‘ Light of the Palace ’). Two years later she received that

of Nur Jehan (the ‘ Light of the World ’), the name by which she is

known in history. From the first day of her marriage her influence

over the emperor, the Court and the people was all-powerful. Her

father was placed in the first rank of nobles with the title of ItimM
ud-Powla. Her brother Abul Hassan, wdro received the title of Asaf

Khan, was soon after made principal vizier, which office he continued

to hold under Jehangir’s successor. Asaf Khan proved himself

the wisest minister of the Mogul times. Nur Jehan Begum w'as

henceforth the de facto ruler of the empire and received the honours

due to a Queen-Kegnant. The chronicler says :
‘ With the exception

of the Khutba^ all the appurtenances of royalty and rulership

belonged to her.’ ‘ Sitting beside a window, she received the

obeisance of the nobles, and inspected the troops.’ A new coinage

was struck which bore on one side the names of Jehangir and

Nur Jehan, and on the obverse the wwds, ‘ Under the command of

Shah Jehangir, gold is ornamented a hundred fold with the name
of Nur Jehan Badshah Begum.’ Her sign-manual was in these

terms, ‘ By the high command of Nur Jehan Begum Badshah.’

' Grradually matters came to such a pass that to the emperor

there remained nothing but the name. Kepeatedly His Majesty

used to declare that he had resigned the empire to Nur Jehan

Begum.’ It must be said to the credit of this remarkable woman
that the immense power she wielded w^as invariably exercised

for the good of her husband as w^ell as the people. She obliged

Jehangir to give up his intemperate habits, and under her admirable

management the Court became not only more magnificent and

decorous, but its expenses were considerably reduced. ‘ What shall

I write,’ says the chronicler, ‘ of the Begum’s goodness and virtues ?

The aggrieved and oppressed never failed to obtain from her redress

and relief; whoever took refuge at her threshold w^as saved from the

evils of tyranny. She relieved numberless orphans and married

many poor and parentless girls, giving their dowry from her own

private funds. From her unbounded charity great blessings have

accrued to Grod’s creatures.’ ‘ In the whole empire there is scarcely

a city in which,’ exclaims Jehangir enthusiastically, ‘ the Begum has

not left some lofty structure, some spacious garden, as a monument
of her taste and magnificence.’ The jjurdah in Nur Jehan’s days

must liave been nominal, a mere make-believe, for we are told that

she was fond of riding and often took part in the pleasures of the

chase, 'J'he side-saddle, wliich was invented for Catherine de lUedici,

^ The sermon or oration delivered on Fridays after the congregational service in

v.l ’ jirayprs are offered for the reigning sovereign.
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because, contemporary gossip maliciously alleged, she had pretty feet

and wanted to show them, was made fashionable in Western Europe

by her and her famous ‘ Flying Squadron ’
;
but it was never intro-

duced in the East, and Nur Jehan with her ladies always rode

astride. In the revolt of ]\fohabat Khan she proved her capacity for

leadership. The emperor had been surprised in his camp and taken

prisoner. The moment Nur Jehan received news of this untoward

accident, she hastened to the rescue of her consort and gallantly led

the attack in person, shooting at the enemy with her own hands, and

encouraging the troops with her words. Not until her war-elephant,

wounded in the trunk, fled from the field and plunged into the

Jhelum with the fair warrior on his back, did she abandon the

attempt.

The invention of otto of roses is commonly ascribed to Nur
Jehan

;
but, as Jehangir relates, it was a discovery of her mother’s.

The emperor was so pleased with the delicious scent, that he

presented the lady with a pearl necklace. The Begum herself

introduced several improvements in ladies’ dress. The full flowing

skirt, afterwards travestied in the Court of Lucknow, the bodice

which bore her name, and the pretty scarf at one time in fashion,

were her inventions.

Much has been said against Jehangir, but one of his acts, inspired

probably by Nur Jehan, will stand in his favour in the Great Account.

His father had stopped Sutteeism, the self-immolation of Hindoo

widows on the funeral pyres of their husbands. Jehangir interdicted

throughout his dominions the mutilation of human beings. He tells

us of this in his Memoirs. ‘ In Hindustan, especially in the district of

Sylhet, a dependency of Bengal, from time immemorial a custom

has grown up among the inhabitants to mutilate some of their male

children, and make them over to the officials in payment of their

dues
;
and the practice has gradually extended to other provinces.

Every year many children are destroyed in this way. . . . The evil has

assumed such dimensions, that I have now issued an edict absolutely

prohibiting the commission of this heinous act, and the sale and
purchase of eunuchs. To Islam Khan and all the officials of Subah
Bangala (the Province of Bengal) orders have been despatched to

punish severely anybody found guilty of these offences, and to take

away eunuchs of tender age wherever and with whomsoever they

may be found. If it pleases God, within a short time this disgrace-

ful and atrocious practice will be abolished altogether, for when
the sale and purchase of eunuchs is stopped, nobody will engage

uselessly in this reprehensive act (of mutilation).’ On the death of

Jehangir, the great Begum retired into private life, spending her

time in pious and charitable acts. She died at Lahore in 1646 A.C.,

where husband and wife lie side by side in the garden of Shalimar.

This accomplished lady also devoted some attention to the develop-
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ment of the culinary art and the decoration of the dinner-table, or,

to speak more correctly, the dastarkhdn. The fashion of dressing

dishes in the shape of flowers, which afterwards so astonished and

amused the Persian Nadir Shah, is said to have been originated by

her.

On the banks of the Jumna, not far from the city of Akbar, there

rises a veritable ‘ fabric of the genii,’ raised by a royal lover to the

memory of a loved and loving wife, which has been the wonder and

admiration for the last two centuries of visitors from foreign lands.

Many have gone to the spot sceptical as to the merits of the Taj and’

have come away amazed and overpowered by its surpassing beauty.

Love alone could have reared such a structure, the embodiment in

marble of a commingling of hope, faith, and trust, over the last rest-

ing place of its object. Few, however, who admire the Taj know
exactly the story of the lady who sleeps her last sleep under its-

mighty dome. Court gossip, as common in the palace of the Moguls

as in those of the Stuarts and the Bourbons, has given birth to a

legend which has now become current in several European books.

The Timuride sovereigns had introduced into the conservative land

of Ind many innovations brought from their western homes and the

freedom of the Steppes. Among these was the custom of holding in

the palace, on the Persian New Year’s Bay, a fair called Mtna Bazar

f

at which the stalls were kept by the princesses of the royal family

and the wives and daughters of the nobles and grandees. On these

occasions the ladies appeared unveiled, and showed an amount of

address and wit in disposing of their wares which would do credit to

a modern charity bazaar in the West. The customers at the fairs

were the emperor, the princes and the high nobility. The

rights of hospitality and the obligations of chivalry were so strictly

observed, that in spite of the merriment which enlivened these

gatherings, the tongue of mahce could not frame a word of scandal'

in detraction of the custom. Once, it is said, a prince attempted a

little gallantry with one of the lady stall-holders which nearly cost

him. his life at her hands. The story goes that at one of these

bazaars, Shah Jehan, then Prince Khusru, met Arjumand Banu,"

afterwards Mumtaz Zamani ^ or Mumtaz Mahal, ^ who lies buried in

the Taj. It w’as a case of love at first sight. As she was already

married to a great nobleman of the Court, the prince declared his

intention of committing suicide. This threat was carried to the

emperor (Jehangir), at whose intervention the husband was induced

to consent to a separation, and Arjumand Banuwas married to Prince

Kiiusrii. Unfortunately there is no foundation for this pretty

romance. The marriage of Khusru and Arjumand was of the-

' Tlie 5<o fairs were also lield in tlie Caliph’s palace at llagdad and Cordova.
" Lady Fortunate; Lanu is the S3'non3'ni for lady.
“

‘'J’lic exalted of the Age.’ ‘The e.xalled of the Palace.’
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ordinary prosaic kind, although their married life was peculiarly

happy, brightened by mutual love and devotion. She v/as the

daughter of Asaf Khan, and was betrothed to the prince, says the

Bddshdh-ndmH, at the age of fourteen. The nuptials, however, did

not take place until five years and three months after the betrothal,

when Khusru was twenty years and eleven months of age ‘ according

to the lunar reckoning,’ says the chronicler, and ‘ the Nawab Mumtaz
Zamani, nineteen years and seven months.’ The wedding was cele-

brated amidst universal rejoicings in the palace of her father,

on a scale of magnificence recalling the marriage of Buran with

the Caliph al-Mamun. Jehangir himself tied the bridal veil of

strung pearls round the head of his daughter-in-law. The festivi-

ties lasted several days, and the emperor distributed large gifts

among the courtiers and the people. It was a most happy marriage,

and the mutual devotion of the young couple was the common
topic of the age. Although Mumtaz Zamani was not endowed with

the abilities and statesmanlike qualities of her aunt, her influence

on Court and people was unbounded. She ruled by love. Hers

was a singularly sweet character and all contemporary writers

depict her as a ‘ saint.’ ‘ It requires a separate volume to write

about the benefactions of that noble Queen,’ says the author of

the BddslidHndmeh. ^ Her pleading (with the emperor) in favour

of even the most guilty who appealed to her for intercession never

failed to be successful, and many persons condemned to death or

imprisonment obtained their liberty or a new life by the kindness of

that virtuous lady.’ ‘ Her virtues, her goodness of heart, her piety,

her devotion to her husband, her endeavours to please the peoj^le,

and to promote their well-being are beyond description.’ Mumtaz
Zamani accompanied him in all his expeditions. This truly good

woman, whose influence on her time was as marked as it was benefi-

cent, died at the early age of thirty-eight. With her death, which

occurred at the imperial camp at Burhanpur, in the Deccan, the star

of Shah Jehan’s fortune set for ever. After solemnly confiding

the children, to whom she was devoted, to the watchful care of their

father, and requesting the continuance of his protection to her depen-

dents, she took his head in her hands and wept, not for herself

but for him whom she was leaving. Shah Jehan’s grief was over-

whelming. The body of ‘ the sainted lady ’ was brought to Agra by
the second son, Shah Shuja. The emperor followed soon after, and
there by the banks of the Jumna he sat and watched the growth of

the shrine to the memory of his love—for shrine it has always been
called.

The troubles of Shah Jehan’s latter days are well known. His
two daughters, Jehan Ara and Eoushan Ara, both accomplished and
talented women, took different sides in the struggle for power

Taj Bihi Jca Ilouza, ‘ The shrine of Taj Bibi ’ (corruption of Mumtaz Bibi).

3 F 2
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among his sons, which darkened the decline of Shah Jehan’s life.

Jehan Ara, who had taken at court the position of her mother,

favoured the undutiful and narrow-minded Aurangzebe, while

Eoushan Ara supported as warmly the cause of the dashing frank-

hearted Dara Shekoh.

It is impossible, however, that Jehan Ara could have dreamt

Aurangzebe would carry his designs to the length he did, and it was

probably a broken heart which made her have the following verses

(in Persian) inscribed on her tomb:

Here lies the lowly Jehan Ara, humble as the grass.

Pray for her ye all that visit her resting place.^^

Aurangzebe’s daughter, Zaib un-Nissa (‘the ornament of the

women ’), who assumed the nom de plume of Makhfi, ‘ the Hidden

One,’ was a woman of culture and high attainments. Scandal has

not left her fair name untouched, for she is said to have been in

love with a poet of her father’s court. The story, however, is hardly

credible and is inconsistent with the sentiments expressed in her

poetry. That pathetic couplet in which she voices her infinite

longing for a wider sphere where her intellect could have freer play

furnishes, to my mind, the keynote to her character:

Dtda-am zulm-o-sitam chanddn-ke az zidmdt-i-IIind

Me-raioam kaz bahr khudjdi digar paida kunam.

I have experienced {lit. seen) so much tyranny and oppression in this

benighted land of Hind,

That I shall go and discover for myself another place (home).

Although in his desire to turn this highly strung girl into a

saint Aurangzebe endeavoured to suppress all her intellectual and

emotional aspirations, he loved her tenderly—more so probably than

his other children—and on her death at the age of twenty-five

built a magnificent mausoleum over her grave which, although not

equal to the Taj in beauty, is yet one of the best specimens of

Saracenic architecture in India.

Within our own times India has produced a notable woman, for

the name of Nawab Sikandra Begum of Bhopal is still green in the

memory of men. During one of the most critical periods ever

recorded in history this remarkable woman displayed talent and

capacity of the highest order, safely steering her state through the

storm and stress of the angry passions that raged throughout North-

ern India. The signal services she rendered to the British

Government during the dark days of the Mutiny, and the firm hold

she maintained over her own troops, which prevented the spirit of

revolt from spreading in her territories, have been recognised alike

" I liavc given this couplet from memory.
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by the administrator and the historian. Sikandra Begum had little

in common with the ordinary Moslem ladies of modern India.

Energetic and of an enquiring turn of mind, she was fond of travelling

and visiting places of interest. She attended durbars and public

receptions, and allowed herself, like any Western lady, to receive

the courtesies and attention due to her position. At one time she

wore no veil, but after her return from Mecca, out of regard for local

prejudice, she adopted one. A few such women would within a short

time change the social condition of India.

At the present time in India the influence of Moslem women
differs among the different communities. Among the commercial

Borahs, Memons and Khojas of the Western Presidency, their lives

are not so cramped nor their activities so crushed under the weight

of pernicious and blind custom as among the other sections. Their

education does not seem to be restricted to a knowledge of Mussul-

man ritual alone
;
many learn English, and with it imbibe some of

the ideas that conduce towards social advancement and ^the im-

provement and comfort of home life. There are women in Northern

India whose attainments, I admit, are high in Arabic and Persian,

but I do not hesitate to affirm that in these days their knowledge is

sterile. They are good and pious women, but their influence on

society, on the development of their people, even on the growth of

their own children is nil. So long as their minds run in the old

groove, so long there can be no prospect of progress. I do not for

a moment suggest that the long-established usage of the purdah
should be abandoned in its entirety

;
a custom which in the course

of centuries has become a part of a nation’s social life cannot suddenly

be put aside
;
but there is no reason why the Mussulmans of India

should not follow the example of their brother Moslems of Constanti-

nople, where the women are able to move about freely and to take

part in the social economy. There women now edit journals, write

histories, mix in the society of scholars. What is there in Islam to

prevent the Indian Moslems from modifying the rigid custom now
prevalent to that extent at least ? The honest reformer can take

heart by the example of the Brahmo ladies who for the last fifty

years have held their position in Indian society with dignity and

self-respect. Under a benevolent government, animated with an

honest desire to promote, to the best of its ability, the well-being of

all its subjects, irrespective of religious or sectarian differences, a

golden opportunity is furnished for social improvement. The
ethical movement created by the Arabian Prophet was intimately con

nected with the elevation of women. The lowering of their status and

of the high ideal of former times implied general decadence. If the

Mussulmans of India desire to raise themselves, they should restore

w'omen to the pedestal they occupied in the early centuries of Islam,

How the material and intellectual progress of a nation is bound up
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with the position of its women is exemplified by the history of modern

Kussia. Up to the early part of the eighteenth century Eussian

women of rank were kept confined within the walls of the terem
;

‘ they vegetated, deprived of light and air, in rooms which were half

dungeon and half cell, behind windows covered with thick curtains,

and heavily padlocked doors. There was no means of separate exit.

The only way of getting out was through the father’s or husband’s

room, and the father or husband kept the keys in his pocket or

under his pillow.’ They were carried about in closed conveyances

muffled with coverings, as may be seen any day in India. They

blackened their teeth like the women of the lower class in some

parts of Bengal. In the nineteenth century, in spite of the fact that

the Czar’s subjects do not enjoy political liberty and the blessings of

a government conducted on liberal principles, their women occupy

more or less the same position as the men
;
possess, in the higher

ranks, the same culture, and are important factors in society. And
Russia is now one of the great Powers of the world

;
and—in spite

of the knout and the prisons of Siberia—its people a civilised

nation !

The light comes no more from the East ! In order to acquire

a knowledge of the arts and amenities of civilised life one must turn

to the West. Any honest endeavour to improve the position of

Mussulman women will meet with cordial sympathy on all sides
;
but

the endeavour must come from within. ‘ Grod does not change the

condition of a people,’ said the Arabian Prophet, ‘ until they change

it for themselves.’

Ameer Ali.
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BOOKSELLERS AND BOOKSELLING

In a speech made not long ago Mr. Augustine Birrell stated ‘ That

there were, he believed, 21 million books in the public libraries of

Europe—not counting sermons—but with them all there was not to

be found a history of the bookselling trade.’ This fact appears some-

what extraordinary when we reflect upon the great part the sellers of

manuscripts and books have played in the progress of nations. The

various fragments of their story that have been published will some

day, I hope, be woven together into one continuous history. Should

this be done, I venture to predict that it will be found full of fascina-

tion and instruction
;
and should this article contribute in any way to

that end, it will not have been written in vain. During recent years

several works have appeared dealing with this subject
;
among them

are volumes by Mr. H. Curwen, Mr. W. Eoberts, and Mr. G. H.

Putnam. Much learning and research has been displayed by IVIr.

Putnam in his Books and their Makers during the Middle Ages.

This work is of great value to the student, and has an historic as well

as a literary interest
;
it shows how, before the invention of printing,

•manuscripts were produced by copyists. Sometimes the copyists

were slaves, but the greater number of these manuscripts were

produced in monasteries by the monks, and not unfrequently by the

nuns, man}^ of whom wrote in most beautiful and legible characters.

It is also stated that in two cities, Paris and Orleans, ten thousand

scribes or copyists gained their living by their pens. These volumes

also trace the rise and progress of book-making down to the close of

the seventeenth century. It is, however, about that period that

bookselling as we now know it may be said to have had its com-

mencement
;
from the beginning of the eighteenth century down-

wards, booksellers did much to create and foster a literature of which

at the end of the nineteenth century all Englishmen are proud.

Previous to the seventeenth century the book trade had been

carried on by the stationers, who sold the materials by which

manuscripts and books were produced, their trade afterwards becoming

centred in the bookseller
;
the old name is, however, maintained in

the Stationers’ Hall of to-day. It may be of interest to take a glance

at some of the men who in former days carried on the trade of book-
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selling, and also at a few of the curious customs and trade arrange-

ments which prevailed, some of which have become obsolete, while

others have been modified by time and circumstance. Many of these

old booksellers were big-brained giants, and were generally regarded as

the masters and employers ofthe author. Readers of Boswell’s Life of

Dr. Johnson will remember that, in the heyday of his literary fame,

the great man speaks of being employed by the booksellers of

London. The names of several are familiar to the present genera-

tion
;
some were philanthropists, such as Thomas Guy, bookseller of

Lombard Street and founder of Guy’s Hospital. It was through his

action in printing and selling Bibles that a healthy rivalry between

the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge sprang up, leading to the

circulation of the Scriptures among the common people, a privilege

which till then had been confined to the clergy and the moneyed

classes.

Another well-remembered name is that of Samuel Richardson,

bookseller and author, to whom Dr. Johnson, being under arrest for

a debt of bl. 18s., wrote an affecting letter, entreating assistance. It

is recorded that his Pamela when first published caused great

excitement, and was even recommended from the pulpit, one

enthusiast going so far as to say that if all but a limited number of

books were to be burned, Pamela, next to the Bible, ought to be

preserved. The following anecdote respecting this book is related

by Sir John Herschel

:

At a time wlieii reading was a rare accomplishment with the agricurtural

population, on one occasion the inhabitants of a hamlet were gathered i-onnd the

Tillage forge listening to the blacksmith’s reading of the story. As the narrative

proceeded, they became more and more excited, and at last, when the climax was

reached and the hero and heroine were married, to live long and happily ever after-

wards, their enthusiasm reached such a pitch that they rushed off to the church

and set the bells ringing, to celebrate the event.

William Taylor, who carried on bis business in Paternoster Row,

was celebrated as the original publisher of Robinson Crusoe. This

book, after having been offered to the principal London publishers

and declined, was purchased by him, and poroved a good sp^eculation,

four editions having been issued in as many months. From the

date of its p)ublication to the present time, Robinson Crusoe has

held its p)osition as one of the most piopular works in the English,

language. Edward Cave is well known as the originator of the

Cenile''man’s Ma/jazine^ which was established in 1731. Andrew
Millar was the bookseller p)rincipally concerned in the puihlication of

.lohnsori’s celebrated dictionary, which took eight years to compdete.

On the retuin of the messenger from delivering the last sheet of the

work I)r. .lohnson inquired of him what Millar had said. ‘Sir,’

rfq)lied the man, ‘ he said, “Thank God I have done with him.”’
‘

I am glad,’ remarked the Doctor, ‘that he thanks God for anything.’
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Johnson, who with Garrick had walked from Lichfield to London,

where he arrived footsore and hungry, found his first employer in

the person of Thomas Osborne, of Gray’s Inn Gate, with whom,

however, he did not long remain
;
for the man’s overbearing temper

so offended his susceptibilities that on one occasion, in a moment of

passion, the Doctor knocked his employer down with a folio,

exclaiming, ‘ Lie there, thou lump of lead.’ Subsequently, in

speaking of the incident to Boswell, he said, ‘ Sir, he was impertinent

to me, and I beat him.’

Another celebrity was the ‘honest bookseller,’ John Dunton,

described by the elder D’Israeli as a ‘ crack-brained, scribbling book-

seller.’ He was the author of The Life and Errors of John Dunton,

late Citizen of London, ^¥ritten by Himself in Solitude, together luith

the Lives and Characters of a Thousand Persons novo living in-

London. The work caused considerable excitement and scandal, and

has been described as the ‘maddest of all mad books.’ Dunton was

a man of considerable ability and versatility, but eccentric and un-

certain
;
he made many friends and some enemies. His funeral

sermon was preached by the celebrated Bishop Atterbury, and in it

occurs the following eloquent and impressive passage

:

I need not say Low perfect a master he was of all tlie business of that useful

profession wherein he had engaged himself. Nor could the event well be other-

wise, for his natural abilities were very good and his industry exceeding great.

Besides, he had one peculiar felicity, that he was entirely contented and pleased

with his lot, loving his employment for its own sake, not but that the powers ot

his mind were equal to much greater tasks. But his own inclinations were rather

to confine himself to his own business and be serviceable to religion and learning.

Jacob Tonson, the friend of Dryden and the publisher of his

works, was another noteworthy bookseller. He popularised Milton’s

works, and was among the first to introduce Shakespeare to a larger

reading public. It was in association with many of the celebrities of

his day that he founded the Kit-Cat Club. Among those who

attended its weekly meetings were Addison, Steele, Congreve,.

Dryden, and other well-known contemporary men of letters. The

portraits of the members were painted by Kneller, and are still

extant, forming a gallery of the ‘ counterfeit presentments ’ of

upwards of forty notable men, many of whom have indelibly

imprinted their names on the pages of the literature of this country.

Perhaps the best remembered of all these old booksellers is

James Lackington, of Finsbury Square, who realised a large fortune,

principally by the sale of what are known in the trade as ‘ remainders.’

When a book has ceased to be in demand the balance or ‘ remainder ’

of the edition is sold at a much lower price than that at which it

was originally offered.

The method by which the trade of those times was carried on,

judged by the present systems, appears strange and crude. The
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issue and sale of books being always in the same bands or under the

same management, it was quite impossible for any extensive system

of discount or underselling to exist. Great licence, however, appears

to have been taken by these publisher- booksellers in the preparation

and publishing of many of the works then issued.

Prior to the licensing of booksellers and the passing of the Copy-

right Act in 1710, the trade exercised a free hand in both advertising

and publishing books. It was no uncommon practice for a bookseller to

employ some poor scribbler to make a selection of poems, labelling

the volume so formed with the name of some celebrated author of

the day, and thus foisting upon an untutored public, as genuine,

works that were spurious and inferior.

It is stated of Edmund Curll, a notorious bookseller of the

eighteenth century, that ‘ translators and adaptors in his pay lay

three in a bed in the Pewter Platter Inn at Ilolborn, and he and they

w’ere ever at work to deceive the public.’

Kichard Savage the poet was employed among others by Curll,

and he gives the following account of what was required of him :

—

‘ Sometimes I was Mr. John Gay, at others Burnet or Addison
;
I

abridged histories and travels, translated from the French what they

never wrote, and was expert in finding out new titles for old books.

When a notorious thief was hanged, I was the Plutarch to pre-

serve his memory, and mine the account of his last will and testa-

ment.’

The reprinting in its entirety of any successful w^ork without

the sanction of either author or publisher was a common practice.

Booksellers openly sold these unauthorised editions, and the rightful

owner of the works, whose property was thus unblushingly appro-

priated, had no redress. Fictitious title-pages were not infre-

quently introduced by the booksellers, and were not confined to

any particular class of literature, being employed alike for fiction,

poetry, and even biography, often causing great scandal and annoy-

ance. Eoger North thus summarises these literary pirates in his

Life of the Right Hon. Francis North :
—

‘ It is wretched to con-

sider what pickpocket work, with the help of the press, these demi-

booksellers make
;
they crack their brains to find outselling subjects,

and keep hirelings in garrets at hard meat to waite and correct by

the groat, and so puff up an octavo to a sufficient size.’

About this time the conflict between the jirinters and the

stationers had practically ceased, and the bookseller, having asserted

liis position, became in reality master of every branch of the book trade.

Puring tliis period it was the fashion for every gentleman of position

to form a lil)rary
;
and the bookseller was thus brought into contact

with the leaders of thought and other men of note, and was deemed,

and indeerl was, a factor of some importance in the State, his shop

frefjuently being the resort of men who had made their mark, not
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only in the world of rank and fashion, but also in that of art and

letters.

A curious custom prevailed in the trade, one which to a very

limited extent still exists. It consisted in the division of the expense

of publishing a book among a number of booksellers, who were styled

partners. These met from time to time to decide upon a new book

or a new' edition, the number to be printed, and to divide profits. This

custom led to the partition into numerous shares of works which

were selling freely, a single book sometimes being divided into 100,

loO, and even 200 lots. We have evidence of this practice in a

catalogue of an auction sale of copyright w'orks that took place in

1805, when the undermentioned portions of books were sold. As

will be seen, these portions varied from a 16th to a 160th of a book.

The catalogue contained nearly 1,000 entries, from which the following

have been selected at random :

—

£ s. d.

One 64tLi Ainsworth’s National Dictionary sold for 6 8 6

One 24th Lord Bolingbroke’s Works 2 0 0

One 48th Buchan’s Domestic Medicine n 40 0 0

One 54th Bufibn’s Quadrupeds, 9 a oIs. 2 0 0
One 26th Fielding’s Tom Jones

jj
8 0 0

One 16th Gregory’s Father's Legacy 3 0 0

One 160th Dr. J ohnson’s Dictionary, 8vo.
>>

o 0 0

One 100th „ „ „ 4to.
jj

17 15 0

One 100th „ ,,
Lives of Foets

-n
11 0 0

At the sale of Mrs. Mary Eichardson’s stoclj; and copyrights

1766 the following prices were realised :

—

£ s.

Whole
£ s.

One 40th Johnson’s Dictionary, 2 vols. 8vo. 27 0 = 1,080 0

One 36th Milton’s Paradise Lost 25 0 = 900 0

One 64th Pope’s Iliad and Odyssey 17 0 = 1,080 0

One 24th Clarissa , . . . . 25 0 = 600 0

One 16th Pamela . ... . 18 0 = 288 0

One 24th Grandison . ... . 20 0 = 480 0

One 32nd llervey’s Meditations . 32 0 = 1,024 0

One IGth Peregrine Pickle . . . . 12 0 = 192 0

One 16th lioderick Random 13 13 = 218 8

One 32nd Rambler . ... . 21 0 = 672 0

One 80th Taller 5 5 = 420 0

The Tonsons appear to have been the owners of the w^hole of many
valuable copyrights, but at the sale these were divided into fractions

to suit purchasers. Thus Addison’s Miscellanies and Travels was

offered in twentieths, and fetched on the average 14^. per share.

Other notable lots were as follows :

—

One 8tli Congreve's Works

One 20th Croxall’s Aisop .

One 8th l)r}'den’s Fables

One 12th Bryden’s Flays .

Whole
£ .9. £ s.

2d 0 = 200 0

15 0 = 300 0

6 6 = 50 8

8 10 = 102 0
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One 10th Gay’s Fables

One 40th Glass’s Cookery
.

One 20th Milton’s Paradise Lost

One 20th Milton’s Paradise Reyained .

One 8th Spenser’s Faerie Queen .

Whole
£ .s. £ s.

21 10 = 215 0

16 10 - 660 0

46 0 = 920 0
13 10 = 270 0

9 15 = 76 0

At the final meeting a few years since of the remaining partners

in the quarto edition of Cruden^s Concordance there were left about

fifteen only of the original shareholders, the majority having

disposed of their interest in the wwk by the sale or re-sale of the

original shares or portion of shares. The work thus became vested

in a few publishers, and the difficulty in apportioning this property

among the remaining partners will be seen by the following selection

from the list of shares and fraction of shares :

—

000^27
338;

3

52

21i

15(^ 18

i

6l)

936

1000

In addition to the auction sales there were others which were

termed ‘ trade sales,’ when a bookseller or publisher invited a

‘ limited number of booksellers of London and Westminster’ to dine

in company. This custom, which dates from the days of ‘ Good

Queen Bess,’ is still to some extent in force. These dinners were

frequently the occasion of much boisterous merriment and jovial

good-fellowship, and occasionally gave rise to events not exclusively

connected with the book trade. Up to about 1750, dinner was

always on the table ‘ Exactly at One of the Clock.’ After that date

the time was altered to two o’clock, and later still the dinner was some-

times omitted, and the following notice appears on the catalogue of

Mr. John Clarke, ‘leaving off Trade,’ in 1762: ‘ Coflfee and Tea will

be ready at 4 o’clock and the Sale begin as soon as St. Paul’s Clock

Strikes 5.’ Later still the time w^as altered to ‘ Tea and Coffee at 5

and the Sale at 6, as soon as St. Paul’s Clock Strikes.’ On one

occasion ‘There will be a Glass of Good Wine and a Handsome

Suppjer.’ At Mr. T. Osborne’s sale, on the 9th of February 1743,

‘at 11 of the Clock in the F.orenoon, Dinner will be on the Table

exactly at one of the Clock,’ consisting of ‘ Turkies and Chines,

Hams and Chickens, Apple Pies, &c., and a Glass of Very Good

Wine.’ The invitations issued during the early part of the present

century were usually printed on the catalogue and worded as

follows:—‘Beginning at nine in the morning, when the whole

company will be entertained with a breakfast, at noon with a good

dinner and a glass of wine, tlum proceed with the sale, to finish the

same evening.’ Sometimes the sales commenced at a later hour,

but, whatever the time of sale, the invitation invarialdy contained the

intimation that ‘ a glass of good wine would be provided.’
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From that period until about thirty years since the majority of

publishers had their ‘ trade sale ’ frequently, vying with each other

both in the luxury of the dinner as well as in the influence and

importance of the invited guests. This opportunity was taken of

introducing to the booksellers the author whose works they were

selling. By these means an additional interest was given to books

either already published or announced for publication. The altered

conditions of trade, however, have materially changed these arrange-

ments, and now that the sale dinner has almost disappeared, the

opportunities for social intercourse, or for discussion of questions

affecting the bookselling trade, are few, publishers knowing little of

the men who distribute to the public the books they produce.

Booksellers, like most other traders, had their signs, which

included many quaint and characteristic devices. The following,

selected from some hundreds, will show the variety and quaintness of

these signs :
—

‘ The Naked Boy,’ * The Dial and Bible,’ ‘ The Looking

Glass,’ ‘ Our Lady of Pity,’ ‘ The Dolphin ’ (it was under this sign

that Buckley published the earlier volumes of the Spectator), ' The

Lamb and Inkbottle,’ ‘ Sugar Loaf,’ ' Eesurrection ’ (this would form

a good sign for the publishers of the cheap reprints of the present

day), ‘ Green Dragon,’ ‘ The Black Swan ’ and ‘ The Ship ’ (this was the

sign of ]\Ir. Taylor, the predecessor of the house of Longman and Co.,

and has so remained for a period of 170 years). John Day, the sturdy

Protestant bookseller of Queen Elizabeth’s time, had over his shop in

Aldersgate Street ‘ Arise, for it is Day.’

About sixty years ago, in the early days of the popularity of

the now extinct three-volume novel, a curious arrangement in the

distribution of this class of literature was in force. The publishers

only issued their novels in ‘ quires ’
;
that is, in sheets unbound.

These were sold to the ‘ novel ’ distributer, who bound them and

re-sold them to the various libraries. Upon the announcement by

Messrs. Colburn, the predecessors of Messrs. Hurst and Blackett, or

some other ‘ Novel ’ publisher, of a work of fiction by some fashionable

author of that period, notice was given that it would be ready at

twelve o’clock upon a certain day. Punctually at that hour the sheets

which had been previously ordered were handed to the ‘ Novel ’

dealers who were in waiting for them. Then commenced the race

for the libraries, as it was a recognised arrangement that whoever

arrived first with the books ready bound should supply the librarian

with the copies he required. Some of these distributing agents

prepared the covers for binding beforehand, thus forestalling most

of the other competitors. The binding, however, was very different

from the artistic productions of to-day, consisting only of grey paper

boards with a white label, on which the title was printed and pasted

on the back.

This trade arrangement came to an end when in 1842 the late
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Mr. C. E. Mudie started his now famous library. He adopted the

business-like practice of himself buying the novels he used, in sheets,

and binding them up to suit his requirements. The publishers

themselves, however, commenced soon afterwards the present system

of issuing all their novels bound in cloth, as we have them now.

From a study of the origin and growth of many of the older

publishers of to-day, it would appear that they mostly commenced

business as booksellers, becoming in time partners in the books they

sold, as previously described. They, however, eventually confined

themselves entirely to publishing, and left the distribution of the

works produced to the bookseller.

The founder of the house of Longman served seven years

a2:>prenticeship to a bookseller in Lombard Street, and was managing

}3artner to a number of the trade books jointly issued during his

time. The originator of the firm of John Murray was, at first, a

bookseller in Fleet Street. W. Blackwood started ‘as a seller of

new books and publications,’ having previously served as an appren-

tice and afterwards as an assistant to Bell and Bradfute, booksellers,

of Edinburgh. Bentley, Chambers’, with others were all originally

booksellers only. The 2^^’o^^^ction and the distribution of books

having become two separate trades was undoubtedly the commence-

ment of many disputes which still exist between the author and the

j^ublisher, as well as of that between the latter and the bookseller.

The rivalry between publishers is now so keen that terms which once

aj)peared almost fabulous are frequently offered to a popular author

for a new work. Some of our living novelists make incomes that,

compared with those enjoyed by Johnson, Goldsmith, and others of

their time, are princely
;
while some booksellers strive to push sales

by dint of lowering 2)rices and conceding liberal discounts, and have

by these means brought the retail trade to its j^resent unsatisfactory

condition. Many would j)robably prefer a return to the old order of

trade, but it is nov/ too late.

The successful author, without doubt, considers the arrangements

of to-day the best for him, which, thanks to competition among

jmblishers and the supervision of his interests by the Authors’

Society, have placed him in such an exceedingly satisfactory position.

This is not so with the bookseller, who has had in the past no one

to regulate or order his trade, and who has been too ready to throw

away his legitimate jjrofit.

The history of underselling and the discount system will form an

important chapter in the history of nineteenth-century bookselling,

should it ever be written. Although underselling has always to a

limited extent existed, it has never been so acute as it is to-day—and

ca/l hooio ?

In the year 1852 a Booksellers’ Association was started, with the

avowed object of keej)ing uj^ j)rices. For this j^urpose the book-
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sellers instituted wliat was termed the ‘ ticket system.’ By this

arrangement no publisher or middle-man was allowed to supply

books to any bookseller who could not show his ticket of membership

to this association. This arrangement was resented by many of the

leading authors of that day, foremost among them being Charles

Dickens, Thomas Carlyle, Dean Merivale, and Sir Gr. C. Lewis. The

authors maintained that the booksellers who sold their books the

cheapest deserved the greatest encouragement. On the other hand,

the booksellers contended that it was perfectly legitimate for them

to form a ring for the protection of their own interests.

A war of interests was thus provoked, and eventually Lord

Campbell, Grrote the historian, and Dean Milman were appointed in

1867 arbitrators to adjudicate between the interested parties. After

hearing arguments from both sides Lord Campbell delivered a long

and interesting judgment, from which the following is an extract.

Criticising the regulations by which the booksellers attempted to

enforce their prices upon the public, he said that it appeared

to be indefensible and contrary to the freedom whicli ought to prevail in com-

mercial transactions. Although the owner of property may put what price ho

pleased upon it when selling it, the condition that the purchaser, after the property

has been transferred to him and he has paid the purchase-money, shall not re-sell

it under a certain price, derogates from the right of ownership, which, as purchaser,

he has acquired.

This judgment entirely broke down the idea booksellers had

formed of creating a monopoly in the sale of books. One fact may
be mentioned which shows how this ticket system operated upon

publishers
;
a case is known where a publisher closed his account

with a bookseller who refused to be bound by this regulation. Some
months afterwards he found that a smaller bookseller had increased

his account to an amount exceeding 600G, and had passed on the

books he obtained from the publisher to the bookseller whose account

had been closed. The smaller bookseller shortly afterwards stopped

payment, the publisher losing the whole of the before-mentioned sum.

Had the publisher trusted the original bookseller, he would have been

paid for the whole of the books supplied.

From that time may be dated the disastrous system of discounts,

which has produced so much havoc among booksellers
;
and while

expressing great sympathy with the booksellers, our fears are that

they are themselves largely responsible by their want of union for

the present unsatisfactory condition of the trade. Competition

during the last quarter of a century has existed in all trades
;
yet in

most there has been some central body which has to a certain extent

regulated the down grade in profits. In the bookselling trade there

has been none, and competition and ruinous prices have been

allowed to run rampant. Another point in this argument is that

the bookseller had expected returns greater than his business
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would warrant. Books are a luxury, and it is not always consistent

for a bookseller, especially in a country town, to expect to obtain a

livelihood solely by their sale. Except in some of our large towns

bookselling was formerly considered an auxiliary rather than an

•entirely separate trade
;

but with the spread of education, an

increasing love of reading, and an improved ratio of profit, a book-

seller’s shop, solely for the sale of books, will, I hope, exist in every

town in England.

It is generally recognised that primarily two classes are interested

in books—the author, who has a brain teeming with knowledge and

ideas
;
and the reading public, who are anxious to obtain the product

of this knowledge. Who shall in the future be the medium
connecting these two interests remains to be seen. Whether the

publisher will become again a bookseller, to distribute to the public

the works he produces, or will use other means than the bookseller to

reach the public, is at present a problem. Whether or no the

booksellers by some organisation can work in harmony both among
themselves and with the publishers, with or without the aid of any

coercive system, it is difficult to say. It seems, however, quite

impossible, with the daily increasing output of books and the

numerous additions made during recent years to the list of publishers,

that any organisation can displace the intelligent bookseller.

If the booksellers use every legitimate means of making

themselves individually and collectively felt, they can leave their

continuance in the hands of a public which has in the past always

recognised their existence as a factor in the evolution towards a

higher civilisation, and now regards them as an important adjunct to

its still further development.

Joseph Shaylor.
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AjV outburst of activity in the

ROMAN CONGREGA TIONS

Finally it is suggested tliat even the means employed until now in converting

non-Catholics should he abandoned in favour of a newer method. On this point,

beloved son, it shall suffice that we warn all men with how little wisdom they

contemn that which antiquity with its long wisdom approved, following as it did

the apostolic teaching. (Letter of Leo the Thirteenth to Cardinal Gibbons.)

In itself, as it stands in the letter, this passage might not seem

to have any direct bearing on the general question of Catholic

apologetics. Taken, however, in connection with other acts and

utterances of the present pontificate, its significance is very great

indeed. From the encyclical on the study of philosophy, in which

St. Thomas was recommended at the expense of all other systems,

to the encyclical on the Bible and the decision on the three ivitnesses
;

from the condemnation of Kosmini to that of Professor Schell, one

object seems to have directed the action of the Holy See ... to

consolidate the system, to ensure unity of teaching, and to silence

all discordant notes.

A laudable object, no doubt, and one which will excite little

surprise in any who realise the crude materials of which seminary

professors, in nine cases out of ten, have to form their priests. It

were hardly to be expected that the average theological student

should be capable, in addition to practical training for ordinary

parish work, of mastering any serious problem in philosophy or

Biblical criticism, in history or in any science. And yet it is

essential to the efficacy of his work as a priest that he should have

satisfied himself that there is a formula forthcoming to meet every

difficulty, and that there is no modern question which has not been

settled centuries ago.

It is only natural that those in authority should welcome an

attitude which affords them protection against the misguided zeal of

subordinates, too ready to sacrifice architectonic completeness and

simplicity to an undue deference to modern thought and the

demands of what is now held to be a scientific frame of mind. Not

long ago, for instance, the editor of the Annales cle Fhilosophie

GhrHienne produced a work under the title Sketch of a Philosoph ic

VoL. XLV—No. 267 78d 3 G
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Apology of Christianity &c., in which he suggested various reforms

in method. On the 30th of May, 1898,^ the Bishop of Beauvais

wrote him a letter of congratulation modified by this warning :

I quite understand the objections you bring to bear on our old method of

apologetics.

In your opinion it ought, of necessity, to give place to other methods more

suited to the establishing and the defence of religious truth. Nevertheless it is not so

clear to me as it is to you that the historic and philosophic weapons, hitherto used

in the Church, should be abandoned : nor does it appear that the system you pro-

pose is capable of leading to the advantageous results you hope for.

At the beginning of this century, in the ardour of the religious renaissance

which followed the Revolution, a pleiad of thinkers and of eminent men of letters,

Chateaubriand, de Maistre, de Bonald, Lamennais, impatient at the slow and

careful progress of our classic system of apologetics, sought to have recourse to

bolder conceptions, which at first sight seemed more suited to the wants of the

time.

You know the issue of this enterprise. The antique methods had to be re-

established, and the new condemned.

Similar passages might be multiplied indefinitely. The violent

controversy provoked in France by the publication of the Abbe Klein’s

translation of the Life of Father Hecker affords a good illustration of

the attitude alluded to. M. Klein and a considerable number of

influential theologians had imagined that the book contained much
that would appeal to modern Frenchmen, and that it would be wel-

comed by the authorities as tending to re-awaken interest in a Church

apparently hopelessly at variance with the ideals of their fellow-

countrymen. They were sadly mistaken. The ‘ Life ’ was attacked

in a pamphlet entitled : Le Ph^e Hecker, est-il un saint ? by the

Abbe Maignen, an author completely free from intellectual and

scientific preoccupations, but who has gained an unenviable notoriety

through the scurrilousness of his mode of expression. Y^et he has

been honoured not only by an obvious allusion in the Pope’s recent

letter to Cardinal Gribbons, but by a perfect deluge of letters of

thanks from leading ecclesiastics. Abundant material has been

collected in convenient form by the opponents of ‘Americanism’

{Controverses Religieuses du temps present—Paris, J. Victorion). A
few passages will suffice to illustrate the official standpoint.

On the 4th of August, 1898, Cardinal Satolli wrote to the Abbe

Ylaignen praising him for his attitude, and he added

:

L(;t us hope . . . that God will come to our aid that we may put an end to

til is pestilential disease, whose contagion is spreading over two worlds.^

On the 17th of .lune, 1898, the leader of tlie anti-Americanist

' Anvalc» (To Philosophic Chn't/iennc, l\Iarcli 1800, l\aris,

" On a former occasion, in a speech at Chicago as apostolic delegate, the same
Cardinal Salolli had given the title of Charter of Ihimardtij to the Gospels of Oiir

.'inrl the Ameiican Constitution, Vide, 1rAmericanhmc d'ai^r'vs le P. Hecker,
hy iihfr, D. ,J. O’Connell, LccolTre, Paris, 1807.
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crusade received a letter from Canon Jules Didiot, professor in the

theological faculty at the Catholic University of Lille.

Many thanks [he says] for your interesting volume [Le Pere Hecker, est-il un
saint May it contribute to opening the eyes of the poor young priests, who, in

these latter days, have become entangled, or who, even now, are becoming entangled

in the illusions of a Kantianism and of a Protestantism absolutely devoid of any

true Christian principle.

On the 6th of July, Father Hecker was compared with Kosmini

in a letter from Dom Grea, Superior of the Eegular Canons of the

Immaculate Conception; and on the 30th of July, Mgr. Eenouard,

Bishop of Limoges, honoured the Abbe Maignen with a quotation

from an article by the Eev. Father Hippolyte Martin, S.J., from

which we may note the following extract

:

M. Charles Maignen deserves the thanks of orthodoxy and of sound theology. . . .

e wish his work all the success it deserves. To us it has been a true consolation.

We know that it has been so to many others.

Finally, in a footnote to a letter from Mgr. Turinaz, Bishop of

Nancy, we find an allusion to a speech of the Abbe Klein at a literary

congress at Ghent in 1897.^ ‘Up to the present Catholicism ana

French patriotism have had no reason to be proud of the intellectuals

(des intellectuels).’

This then is the theory : completeness of logical arrangement,

unity of teaching, and the suppression of all that tends to produce

uncertainty in the popular mind. The seminary education is perfect

in artistic arrangement and in ease of presentation. In theology the

historic method, which is open to the grave objection that facts are

liable to be somewhat rudely handled by modern criticism, has

become completely subordinate to the infinitely safer system of the

schoolmen. In philosophy St. Thomas reigns supreme under the

protection of a papal encyclical, and it is understood that the evidences

of sound reasoning, occasionally discovered amid the bewildering

inconsistencies of modern philosophies, are but signs of an awakening

of common sense, which, if unhindered, will eventually lead to the

conclusions of the Angel of the Schools. In most of the sciences

great latitude is allowed. The historian is perfectly free to treat his

subjects according to the strictest canons of historical induction,

provided always that his conclusions are not at variance with the

demands of the general scheme. The Biblical critic is at liberty to

conform to the severest rules of his science, but, if he is a professor

in a Catholic institution, many of his discoveries are prepared for

him beforehand by the Eoman congregations. He is bound for

instance, as a teacher, to differ from all independent critics on the

question of the authenticity of the verse in the first epistle of

St. John, beginning There are three ivho hear luitness in Heaven, &c.

^ Controvcrses Pcligievses, p. 27.
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He must conform his conclusions to the teaching of the encyclical on

Holy Scripture, and it is believed in many well-informed circles that

he will soon be asked to prove the Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch.

In those sciences which have attained to universal recognition,

even amongst the most ignorant, there can hardly be any question

of external interference. The biologist, for instance, has perfect

liberty to prove that man is not descended from the lower animals,

but he must beware, if he is a Catholic professor, of arriving at a

contrary conclusion.

My attention [says Bisilop Iledley in a letter to the Tablet, dated the 11th of

January, 1899] has been called to an article in the Civilta Cattolica ^ of the 7th

of January, entitled ‘ Evoluzione e Domma,’ in which the writer speaks unfavour-

ably of the Bev. Dr. Zahm and of the paper contributed by me to the Dublin

Ixevieiu of last October under the name of ‘ Physical Science and Faith.’ . . . The
last paragraph [in the article] is important, as we find there a letter from the

Dominican writer, Pere Leroy, from which it appears we must conclude that the

Holy See has spoken on the subject of the formation of the body of Adam. It is

well known that Dr. Mivart’s view is that it is perfectly open to a Catholic to hold

that the body of Adam was not formed directly from the dust, but might have

arisen from a non-human animal, the rational soul being subsequently infased.

Pere Leroy had defended this view in a work published in 1891. In February

1895, however, according to the Civilta, Pere Leroy was summoned to Home, ad
audiendum verbum, and the result appears from the following sentences of a letter

dated the 26th of February of that year, . . .
printed at the end of the article

referred to. ... H have to-day learnt that my thesis, after examination at Home
by competent authority, has been judged untenable, especially in what relates to

the body of man, being incompatible with the text of Holy Scripture and with the

oi sound philosophy The ‘authority’ here referred to, I presume ta

be that of the Holy Office. The Mivartian theory therefore can no longer be

sustained. . . . More than thirty years ago, in an article in the Dublin on ‘ Evolu-

tion and Faith,’ I felt obliged to consider the theory at least ‘ rash.’ ... I need

not say that if the ‘ competent authority ’ has decided in the sense in which it

appears to have done, the view that the body of Adam was ‘ evolved ’ must still

be pronounced rash.

This means that no professor holding a chair in a Catholic faculty

can teach it, to say nothing of the hypothesis more closely connected

with the name of Darwin.

Enough has now been said in illustration of the fact that

Catholic apologetics are not intended, for the present, as an appeal to

the outside world as a method for bringing lost sheep into the fold,

or for bringing comfort to those within the Church, whose minds are

torn by doubt and uncertainty in the p>resence of problems peculiar

to modern times. It is sufficient that the average theologian should

be convinced that he has only to refer to the text-books to find an

answer to every difficulty.

‘
'J he official organ of the Society of Jesus.

A conventional term applied to the philosophy of the thirteenth century, and
C‘-j»C3ially the sjestem of St. Thomas.
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True, it sometimes happens that some fortunate (!) possessor of this

kind of knowledge mistakes its scope and plunges into the thick of

modern strife, hoping to win over to sound philosophy the enviable

activities of the outside world. But he soon retires disconcerted,

having discovered that the problems solved in the schoolroom are

not precisely those w^hich interest men and women nowadays in real,

actual life. For, curiously enough, there is such a thing as actual

life—an outside world which moves according to knowable laws. In

Gralileo’s time it was decided that the earth did not go round the sun.

The decision resulted in some personal inconvenience to the man of

science, and in preventing the introduction of a dangerous novelty

into the schools, at least for a time
;
and yet, as the famous astronomer

predicted, there was no perceptible change in the working of the

forces he described. The scientific world did not notice any visible

alteration in the motions of the heavenly bodies.

As I have already suggested, it is not my intention to criticise

the system of education officially recognised. Such action in a lay-

man would be the most unwarrantable presumption. When an

opinion is declared rash, it is universally understood that it cannot

be taught in any distinctively theological establishment, in seminaries,

in foundations like the Institut Catholique of Paris, in Catholic

faculties in the German universities, or in Catholic universities such

as those of Louvain, Washington, or Freiburg. This being recognised,

public opinion is inevitably compelled to draw its own conclusion.

And that conclusion is : that serious scientific investigation in any

of the higher branches is impossible, in any Catholic facidty, in

cases ivhere the subject matter is likely to be of interest to the

ecclesiastical authorities.

In many cases this result has already been arrived at. The
Institut Catholique of Paris was seriously damaged when the Abbe
Loisy was deprived of his chair as the result of the encyclical on Holy
Bcripture. He had been unable to bring his facts into agreement

with conclusions arrived at before those facts w'ere known, but which

custom and tradition had made venerable. In July 1898, the same
thing happened to Dr. John Genocchi, professor at the Koman
Seminary, San Apollinare. Thus serious Biblical exegesis was driven

out, in the person of its professors, there being no place for it in the

recognised scheme. In philosophy the case of Rosmini should have

warned theologians that it was useless to attempt to introduce any
modification in the traditional rendering of St. Thomas. After his

death propositions were deduced from his unpublished writings by

his Jesuit opponents, and condemned, with the result that the

pedantic criticisms of Father Liberatore, S.J., have since remained

triumphant, all opposition being reduced to silence.

In spite of this fact, and others of equal significance. Dr. Schell,

Professor of Apologetics in the Catholic Faculty at Wurzburg, was led.
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in an unguarded moment, to write his Gdttliche Wahrheit des Christen-

thums. Dr. Schell is an independent thinker, and was apt, when

treating a subject coming within the sphere of scientific investigation,

to work the matter out according to the data at his disposal. Con-

sequently his philosophic activity contrasted unpleasantly, in the

public mind, with the writings of men who, like Father Pesch, S.J.^

had devoted their lives to proving the truth of the Thomistic system,

and arriving spontaneously at its conclusions. But it is difficult to

attack a philosopher on his own ground during his lifetime, or to

criticise his point of view by comparing it with another which has

nothing in particular to do with it, and Dr. Schell would probably have

continued in peace his life at Wurzburg, enjoying a well-earned

reputation for his two important works, Dogmatik and Die Gdttliche

Wahrheit des Christenthums, lecturing to large and enthusiastic

audiences, and looked up to by all as the most representative man in

the University, had he not given an opportunity to his enemies by

his pamphlet Catholicismus als Princip des Fortschriits. He had

now spoken somewhat disrespectfully of the Jesuits, and he had quoted

very damaging figures on the results of the hothouse system of

Catholic education in Germany. He became the centre of a con-

troversy in the course of which he produced a second pamphlet,

Neue Zeit und alte Glaube, thus preparing the ground for the flank

attack, the outcome of which is only too well known. Towards the

end of last year the Bishop of Trier went to Kome with a number of

propositions taken from his writings, probably prepared in the usual

way, i,e. carefully separated from their context, and towards the end

of February a decree of the Congregation of the Index was published,

placing all his works on the list of prohibited books. Dr. Schell

submitted at once, promising to conform his teaching to the teaching

of the Church, not a very compromising undertaking considering

that such had always been his intention. But the German press has

not unnaturally interjmeted the whole episode as a decisive proof that

a scientific conscience is impossible in a Catholic professor. On the

other hand many Catholics who had hoped great things from the

University Movement, are of opinion that this is only the first step

in an organised attempt to ruin these hitherto independent faculties,

on the part of the Society of Jesus, which has notoriously identified

itself with the hothouse system, i.e. the system of artificial protection

from hostile criticism and external influence.

In its practical working this attempt to crush out all discordant

not(‘S, and to consolidate the empire of the almighty syllogism, has

been so far successful that one rarely nowadays meets with any one

who has been brought into the Church or whose faith has been

strengthened in moments of uncertainty by the application of the

])rescribed remedies. The mass of the Catholic people is hardly

aware that there is such a thing as a system of apologetics, or that
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anything of the kind is necessary. The majority no doubt are

prepared to give some sort of reason for the faith that is in them.

In the Verite^ for instance, a French Catholic organ, in an article

against ‘Americanism’ (the 8th of March, 1899) I find this interest-

ing statement. After speaking of the anti-Jewish and the anti-

Protestant campaigns of Drumont, Thiebaud, &c., the writer

continues :
‘ They are better understood now that the affaire Dreyfus

has brought about a natural division—on the one hand, all who by

feeling, by traditions, even by instinct, hold to the Catholic religion,

and who are Catholic because they are French . . This, perhaps,

would be the argument of the greater number, in cases where the

opinion they represent is that of the majority of their fellow-

countrymen. Sometimes one meets with curious exceptions even in

this class. I once met a lady who could not understand how any one

could disbelieve in the existence of a personal God, for it says in the

Bible : The fool hath said in his heart : there is no God,

But it is not, strictly speaking, with the great mass of the faith-

ful that we have to do in this instance. It was not directly for them

that the science of apologetics was originally intended. Tt was first

of all for the intelligent few, and, only through them, for the many,

who are apt to be influenced by them. Now it so happens that

the greater part of these are imbued with the idea that men like

Kant, Hegel, Auguste Comte have brought ideas into the world

which have completely changed the direction and even the plane of

human thought, absorbing and transforming all that went before

them, so that old arguments have completely lost their significance,

with the disappearance of the point of view which called them forth.

They are unable to forget that Darwin has revolutionised biology,

and robbed of much of its mystery the origin of man. They are

unable to deny that Harnack has fundamentally altered the signifi-

cance of the history of dogma, or that critics—the \yellhausens and

Kuenens—have done much in widening and deepening our knowledge

and our understanding of the Bible.

It necessarily follows that the official system of apologetics can

have very little influence on this daily increasing body of the intelli-

gent public, Catholic and non-Catholic. The opinion is rapidly

gaining ground that recognised apologetic works are liable to correc-

tion by authorities possessing no special knowledge, from a scientific

point of view, of the matter under discussion, and consequently that

their scientific value is nil. True, the Abbe Yigouroux may write

volumes in refutation of modern Biblical critics; but then, those who
differed from him have been authoritatively told to stand aside, and

the general student will naturally mistrust statements and facts

which require such aid. Jesuits like Fathers Pesch and Liberatore

may soliloquise to their hearts’ content on the philosophy of the

schools, the public will remember the names of Schell and Eosmini
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and will turn away with a smile. The pages of the Civilta may

abound in refutations of Darwin, but the force of every argument

will be broken by the name of the Pere Leroy.

Nor need we expect any very great help from the decrees of the

Vatican Council : that it is possible by reason alone to prove the

existence of a personal Grod, &c.
;
that miracles prove the divinity of

religion. . . Such propositions, put forward with such a sanction,

appear to outsiders as a difficulty, and are often acceptable to

Catholics only through an heroic effort of divine faith. For, though

nearly thirty years have passed since the breaking up of that

memorable assembly, neither of these decrees has been efficaciously

acted upon, and no official wTiter has succeeded in gaining the ear of

the general public. Paradoxical as the statement may seem, there

is a distinction between the kind of proof which will dissipate the

doubts of a Eoman congregation and a proof which will satisfy the

demands of modern thought.

I have already pointed out that this attitude is perfectly

reasonable in itself. It is necessary before all things that the

average priest should be a practical man, unhindered in his work by

the thought that there are questions of importance still open to

discussion. After all, the education of the clergy is a matter wffiich

concerns, before all things, the clerical body. The authorities know
better than w'e do what is necessary for the fulfilling of their mission,

as they understand it. The intelligent part of the laity need not

quarrel with them for this. Nor is it altogether a disadvantage

that the sciences should be definitely emancipated, even amongst

Catholics, from incongruous influences. The day has long gone by

when to be a man of learning w'as to be a clerk. The process of

specialisation of function is as distinctive a feature in social evolu-

tion, as it is in the evolution of other organised bodies. In the case

of apologetics, most of us have already realised that we must settle

the matter for ourselves, doing what we can for others when, the

occasion presents itself. It so happens that many of us were brought

up outside the Church and were therefore, at one time, legitimate

objects for any serious appeal the official system had to offer. Some
ten years ago the present very humble writer was placed in a position

of peculiar advantage, in a situation implying a very intimate know-
ledge of these facts, and a perfectly frank and unbiassed judgment
of them. Drought up in the Ihotestant Episcopal Church of Ireland,

and in an atmosphere of broad and liberal interpretation in dealing

with the opinions of others, he early acquired a habit of looking facts

in the face and absorl)ing them, not as they ought to be in an

.'rtifnlal system, but as they are. With growth in years came
f »olution in thought. The old landmarks disappeared, and he was

0 lost in the ocean of modern thought, sailing he knew not

w .th'-r. As his surroundings became more familiar, he l)egan to
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discover that he was moving in a definite direction, and when,

finally, after some years of persistent effort, he was able calmly to

review the situation, he found that he was a Catholic. In all this

he got no serious help from the official defenders of the faith. On
the contrary, all that he saw, all that he heard in conversation, all

that he read in authorised sources tended to convince him that

Catholic theology was hopelessly at variance with all that was sound

or healthy in the modern world. Yet in spite of this he gradually

awoke to the fact that the Church was greater than its exponents or

its apologists. That it had a history which no congregation, no

school of theologians could destroy. That it had outlived many a

crisis as dangerous as the present, and that, however dark the out-

look might appear, the names of Athanasius, Aristotle, Galileo . . .

would ever stand forth, bearing witness to the final triumph of pro-

gress and enlightenment. And so, as has been said, he one day

found himself a Catholic.

At the present day there is a vast number of Catholic laymen

and of priests who are in the same situation. The former have not

had the blessing of a seminary education, and the latter have either

passed through it unscathed, or have grown out of it on coming into

contact with real life. I have said that most of these have come to the

conclusion that, as the official system has nothing to offer in relation

to modern difficulties, and as nevertheless every man is called upon

to give a reason for the faith that is in him, they must shift for

themselves. In this way a curious state of things is coming about,

and the recent outburst of activity in the Eoman Congregations will

hasten the transition towards, on the one hand, a strongly organised

body of apologists and philosophers, trained on the Jesuit model, and

on the other the public to whom they are supposed to appeal, clergy

and laity. Catholic and non-Catholic, living its own life, answering

its own questions, and speaking a language which, to the authorised

apologists, is utterly incomprehensible.

Meanwhile, it is to be feared that there will be much friction and

a considerable amount of unpleasantness. Natural selection must
eventually work in favour of those who are in touch with the life and

thought of their day, but the representatives of scholastic methods,

and notably the Jesuits, will not allow their influence to slip away

from them without a struggle. We can hardly doubt that sooner or

later this still powerful society will see its schools emptied and its

novitiate starved, in the ordinary course of events
;
but, during the

preliminary phases of the process, it is only natural that they should

he irritated at the spectacle of a public discussing questions and

problems as if no solutions had been offered, and as if their soundest

writers had never written. Nor is it to be wondered at that educa-

tional institutions which aim at serious scientific work, and from

which they are almost universally excluded, should excite their
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jealousy. The condemnation of Dr. Schell is generally thought to be

the first instalment of a series of similar acts, resulting from a

determination to discredit all rival systems. The circumstances are

peculiarly favourable just now : a Pope, aged and infirm, with a

Jesuit cardinal as his confidential adviser in matters theological, and

a second Jesuit cardinal prefect of the Index. Few would be

surprised if extraordinary activity were to mark the next few months

in the existence of certain Eoman Congregations. But it is wiser to

avoid prophecy. If this prediction be falsified, the present writer

will be the first to welcome the fact. If not .... there is always

the example of the immortal Gralileo.

\Yilliam Gibson.



1899

THE HOUSE IN THE WOOD

No dramatist could have devised a more picturesque and striking

conclusion to our progressive nineteenth century than the coming

Conference initiated by the Tsar of All the Eussias. Armed to the

teeth with the most destructive appliances that modern science

could invent, the nations of the world are about to discuss the means

of arriving at a universal and lasting peace ! Jealousy, ambition,

land-hunger, those Furies which have tormented the human race

from the beginning, are to be exorcised from the face of the civilised

world. Excessive armaments, the scourge of our time, are to be

abandoned, and peaceful settlements are to keep the Temple of

Janus henceforth closed. We are, indeed, on the eve of a millenniunr

if it prove not a will-o’-the-wisp. This dramatic event is all the

more interesting from the fact that the youngest ruler in Europe,

who began her reign under such happy auspices last summer, will

welcome the delegates to her country. The House in the Wood,

which her Majesty has placed at their disposal for the Conference,

seems expressly made for the purpose. The large ‘ Orange Hall,’

with its magnificent paintings commemorating the Peace of Munster,

will be the theatre of the debates. Under the eyes of Pallas Athene

the delegates will frame their resolutions, while the inspiring device is

held up before them, ‘ Ultimus ante omnes de parta pace triumphus ’

(‘ The greatest victory is that by which peace is won ’).

The House in the Wood is a monument of the golden age of

Dutch history. The seventeenth century produced in Holland that

extraordinary outburst of energy and pov/er in all directions which

seems the climax in the life of a nation and leaves a olorious

recollection for all times. Freedom’s battle had been won. The
Dutch flag was planted in Brazil, at the Cape, in North America, in

the East and West Indies. It was the age of Vondel, the Dutch
Milton, of Hooft, the great historian, of Eembrandt, of Huygens, of

Grotius, of Spinoza. And he v/ho during part of that great century

presided over the destinies of the nation was the Stadholder

Frederick Henry, son of William the Silent and of his wife Louise de

Coligny. History has given him a place among great statesmen

and great tacticians. The sieges of Bois-le-Duc, Maestricht, Breda

795
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are famous in military annals. He was liberal minded and of a

kindly disposition. Good fortune, it was believed, attended his

birth. The conjunction of the stars had been favourable
;
and the

superstition grew when it was found that the Prince recklessly

braved every danger and escaped unhurt. Till the age of forty

he remained unmarried. Gossi^^ said that, like his elder brother the

Stadholder Maurice, he admired the fair sex too much to fix his

choice. His mother had spared no efforts to arrange a marriage for

him. In his youth he had been engaged to the Princess Elisabeth,

daughter of the Landgrave of Hesse, but his coldness to the bride

and differences about the settlement were the reasons the marriao^e

never took place.

In 1621 the King and Queen of Bohemia, having been driven

from their country, found a refuge at the Hague and settled there.

Among those who had shared their misfortunes was Countess Amalia

de Solms, one of the Queen’s ladies. She was a connection of the

House of Nassau, a remarkable woman, young and handsome. The

Prince showed a great admiration for her, but it did not overcome

his disinclination to matrimony. The Stadholder Maurice, however,

when he felt his end draw near, summoned his brother from the army,

and urged him to marry Amalia de Solms and ensure the succession.

The Prince obeyed, and perhaps it was well that pressure from out-

ride accelerated the marriage, which took place a fortnight later, on

the 4th of April, 1625. Tne honeymoon had only lasted a week,

when the Prince had to hurry back to the army, as the town

of Breda was threatened by the Spaniards
;

but notwithstanding

such unfavourable auspices, the marriage turned out an extremely

happy one. The Prince found in his wdfe a support and an adviser,

and she won the affection of her people. Her own happiness is

summed up in the motto she took on her wedding-day, ‘ Quid

reddam Domino ?
’

One son, afterwards William the Second, and four daughters

were born of the marriage. The eldest daughter, Louise Henrietta,

married the great Elector of Brandenburg, and was known for her

piety. The second daughter, Albertina Agnes, married her relative

the Stadholder of Friesland, from whom the reigning branch of the

House of Oran^e-Nassau are descended.O
No one can look at the portraits of Amalia de Solms without

seeing that she was a w'oman full of character, decision and sagacity.

Sir William T(‘mple called her ‘a woman of the most wit and good

sense in general ’ he had ever known. She w^as ambitious, l)ut her

ernbition was of no mean order. Its obj(‘ct was the greatness of her

house and of her country. She was fond of pomp, luxury, jewels,

but nevertheless there was a strong moral fibre in her nature w'ell

-uited to the country which she adopted as her own.
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Prince Frederick Henry was the first of the Stadholders who held

a brilliant Court. 'William the Silent’s life had been one of perpetual

struggle and self-sacrifice. His son Maurice was above all a great

soldier
;
his tastes were simple, he was unmarried, and his only luxury

was battle-steeds. Prince Frederick Henry loved art and splendour,

and his consort encouraged his tastes. Eembrandt and Van Dyck

painted for him, and he surrounded himself with works of art of

various kinds. The Prince built two country houses, one at Ryswyk,

where the Peace was afterwards concluded, and one at Honselaarsdyk.

Neither exists any more. Amalia de Solms wished to have a country

house of her own near the Hague, and selected for the site the

neighbouring wood. On the outskirts to the east side she bought a

piece of land which was then not much more than a wilderness and

a morass. The plans of the new palace were devised, according to the

Princess’s ideas, by the great architect of the day. Van Campen, and

were submitted to the Prince, who was then conducting the campaign

in Flanders. We know from a letter of his secretary, Constantyn

Huygens, father of the celebrated Christian Huygens, that he wished

the house to be on a more modest scale and to have no entrance-hall,

but he wisely gave in to his wife’s wishes. On the 2nd of September,

1645, the first stone of the House in the Wood was laid by the

Queen of Bohemia, and the plan of building a large octagonal central

hall, with a set of rooms on each side and an upper floor, was carried

out by an architect of renown, Peter Post, who executed the plans of

Van Campen. The wings were not added till a later period. The
gardens were laid out in Le Notre style, with hedges and shrubs cut

into shapes and the traditional maze. Unfortunately the taste of

later times has done away with these characteristic features. The
garden has nevertheless kept its charm. The late Queen Sophia,

who was passionately fond of the place, superintended the gardening

with great taste and knowledge : not only when she lived there in

summer, but almost every afternoon in winter she visited it and

gave her directions. There may be some still who will remember

how skilfully the space was laid out, how graceful were the flower

arrangements and the black swans sailing on the water.

The house was not completed when, in 1647, Prince Frederick

Henry died, at the age of sixty-three. He had long been suffering

from gout and apoplectic attacks, and even the reputed panacea of

the Polish quack doctor Cnoffelius, which had been tried as a last

resort, proved of no avail. The Princess was inconsolable. She had

been the most devoted wife. During the twenty-two years of her

married life the Prince had gone every spring to the seat of war, and

so great was her anxiety that she was not satisfied with the news he

gave of himself, but directed his secretary, Huygens, to report to her

constantly. She now resolved to dedicate the great hall of the House in
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the Wood to the memory of the Prince by commemorating in paintings

on the walls the chief events of his life and his great feats of arms,

which had so powerfully contributed to bring the eighty years’ war

with Spain to a close, though the Peace of Munster was not con-

cluded till the year after his death.

Huygens remained the adviser of Amalia de Solms. He was a

learned and accomplished man, with great taste and judgment,

and a not inconsiderable poet. Many were the conferences the

Princess held with him and the architect Van Campen to settle the

designs of the pictures and to select the artists. Eubens and Van
Dyck were both dead

;
but next to Van Dyck, Jordaens of Antwerp

was the greatest pupil of Eubens, and it was he who was chosen to

execute the chief portion of the work—the triumph of Frederick

Henry.

Jordaens, though inferior to his master in power of imagination

and sense of beauty, w^as at least his equal in richness of colouring.

His huge painting, which covers one side of the wall, is a master-

piece, and the description he wrote for the Princess helps us fully

to understand his meaning. We see the noble figure of the Prince

seated in the triumphal car and crowned by Victory, who reserves

another crown for his son and successor, William the Second. The
young Prince, at the head of a band of cavaliers, rides near the

car, which is drawn by four white prancing horses, led by Pallas and

Mercury. The statues of William the Silent and Maurice on either

side are surrounded with spectators. Hatred and Discord are

trodden under foot. Death hovering above vainly struggles with

Fame for the mastery, while Peace, one of the last wishes of the

Prince on earth, is seen descending from Heaven, holding an olive

and a palm branch, and accompanied by angels, bearing the symbols

of the Arts and Sciences, and an unfolded scroll with the ‘ Ultimus

ante omnes de parta pace triumphus.’ The figure of Peace is

dressed in white, as the painter tells us, to symbolise that peace

should be ‘ of sincere intention, and without fraud or guile.’

It appears that the jesthetic sense of the artist at first revolted

against the Calvinistic conception of the Princess, who wished Death

to be introduced into the picture. He had already in another design

painted Death fighting with Envy
;
and in this triumphal scene

there was, he thought, no place for the King of Terrors
;
but in

giving way to the Princess he may have found that Fame conquer-

ing Death .was a thought not unworthy of his brush. For the

remaining work, two more pupils of Itubens w'ere selected—Van
Tulden of P)ois-le-Duc and Peter Zoutman of Haarlem—besides

several otlier painters of renown, among whom Gerard Honthorst,

Icnown also as Gherardo dalle Notti, is the most conspicuous, lie

j)ainted the panels with the marriage of Frederick Henry and Amalia
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de Solms
;
that of her daughter Louise Henrietta with the great

Elector ;
the scene representing William the Second bringing over

his wife, Mary, the daughter of Charles the First
;
and the charming

picture of Amalia with her four daughters. The paintings recording

the naval and military education of Prince Frederick Henry, his

return at the age of sixteen with Prince Maurice from the battle

of Meuwpoort, his elevation to the rank of Stadholder at the death

of his brother, and the reversion of the Stadholdership granted to

his son William, at the age of five, are all ascribed to Van Tulden.

Most of these representations are largely mixed with allegory

and mythology. The picture in the ceiling of a knight; in harness

throwing himself into an abyss is believed to be an allusion to Charles

the First, who was beheaded during the- time that the hall was being

painted. Peace appears not only in the triumphal scene, but also on

the painted doors of the hall, which are wrenched open for her by

Pallas and Hercules. In the ceiling of the cupola there is a

portrait of the foundress in widow’s dress, with a skull in her hand,

and below is the inscription :
‘ Fred. Henric. Princ. Araus. ipsum

sese unicum ipso dignum luctus et amoris aeterni Mon. Amalia de

Solms vidua inconsolabilis marito incomparabili P.’

In 1652 this beautiful hall was finished. No fewer than forty-four

names had been suggested by Pluygens for the new house, and he

tells us that finally by his advice the Princess gave it the one wFich she

had intended at first for the hall alone, ‘ Oranje Zaah’ This name
is now only given to the great hall, and the house itself is known as

the ‘ Huis ten Bosch,’ or House in the Wood. While Amalia de

Solms was erecting this memorial to her husband, her only son,

William the Second, died at the age of twenty-four. Her sorrow

was embittered by the thought that he had been estranged from her,

that he had strenuously opposed the peace, and that his marriage with a

daughter of the House of Stuart had far from realised her expecta-

tions. A week after his death, William the Third was born, and
though, after some dispute, three guardians were appointed, his grand-

mother Amalia de Solms had the chief care of him, and a great part

in forming his character. When, at the age of nine, the Prince

was sent to Leiden with M. de Zuylestein, his tutor, the faithful

secretary Huygens was ordered to draw up a series of instructions

in which it is not difficult to trace the master mind of Amalia de
Solms.

After the completion of her house, the Princess spent her summers
there. Sir William Temple was struck with the luxury of her estab-

lishment, as she would not use anything which was not of gold
;
but

he praised her order and economy, which enabled her to do so on a

revenue not exceeding 12,000k a year. Subsequent generations

have more or less followed the habit of spending the summers at
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the House in the Wood, which became more attractive as the wood

that led to it increased in beauty. Its record would present many a

curious episode. We find an entry in the journal of Constantyn

Huygens the younger, William the Third’s secretary, dated the 13th

of February, 1691, stating incidentally that he did not see the King

that day, as his Majesty had treated the Elector of Brandenburg at

the House in the Wood, and they had had a carouse. ‘ The King
came home at nine, and slept some time in a chair before the fire

ere he went to bed.’ Such touches of human nature, like the shadows

that give relief to a portrait, make posterity feel in close touch

with the great men of the past. After the death of William the

Third, the house became for a time the property of the King of

Prussia, who had a share, through his mother, in the succession of

the late King. He allowed a former representative of the Kepuhlic

at Berlin, General Keppel, to live in it
;
but in 1732, when the

succession was finally settled, it was restored to the Prince of Orange,

afterwards William the Fourth, and it became his favourite resort. It

was he who added the two wings, and he also enlarged the entrance

hall, and built a chapel over it, where the Anglican service was held for

his wife, the daughter of George the Second. This was at a later period

turned into a billiard room. William the Fifth, the last of the

Stadholders, took no less interest in the house than his father. He
had all the paintings carefully restored for the reception of his wife,

the Princess of Prussia, to whom the Dresden chandelier which

hangs in one of the drawing-rooms was given as a present by her

uncle Frederick the Great
;
the beautiful Chinese decorations also

date from his time. His eldest son, who became the first King of

Holland, William the First, was born there. The House in the

Wood has shared the destinies of the nation. When, in consequence

of the Kevolution, the Stadholder had left the country, it was declared

national property, and it became for a time the prison of members of

the moderate party who had been arrested in the name of liberty on

the 22nd of January, 1798. King Louis Kapoleon, in his turn,

inhabited the house in summer.

The last brilliant days of the House in the Wood were those

when the late Queen Sophia held her Court there, and when it

became the centre of attraction for remarkable people from various

countries. There was nothing the Queen liked better than being

surrounded by a few friends with whom she could freely discuss

politics, history, science, art
;
and she possessed the ready wit, the

light touch, and the insight into men and things which give con-

versation its charm. The portrait of the great historian of Holland,

Motley, was painted at her wish by the distinguished Dutch painter

}fi.=.s:-hop, and has found a suitable place among the records of the

House of Orange. When the (^ueen died at the House in the
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Wood, lier remains were placed in the great hall, under the portrai

of the widowed Amalia de Solms, and there her friends bade her a

last farewell before she was taken to her final resting-place in the

church at Delft, where the ashes of Amalia de Solms also rest. The
Peace Conference gives a fresh lustre to the House in the Wood,

and no place is more worthy to be associated with so noble an effort.

EliSx\betii Lecky.

o nVoi. XLV—Xo. 2G7
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GERMANY AS A NAVAL POWER

Fierce naval competition is one of the most significant features of

the present day. Every European Power, whose means and geogra-

phical conditions permit, is now engaged in building up a formidable

fleet. The United States and Japan are following the lead of

Europe, and the universal impulse is felt in the South American

Eepublics. Maritime commerce, linking the nations of the world in

bonds of mutual interests, has at the same time intensified their

rivalry. The vast increase of sea-borne wealth and national resources

tends more and more to invite attack and to demand defence. The
eager scramble for territorial extension in distant regions has conferred

new importance upon navies by whose agency alone force can be

brought to bear upon the acquisition of remote islands, or of African

and Asian ports with desired hinterlands. Already the great naval

developments of recent years are profoundly affecting the inter-

national situation, and sea power must apparently play a ruling

part in the future of the world. There is here no organic change of

•conditions. An ancient law has obtained a universal application,

and the history of the Mediterranean in days when Phcenicians,

Greeks, Homans, Carthaginians, Saracens, Genoese, and Venetians

contended on its waters, is merely repeating itself upon the entire

waterways of the world.

Among recent creations, that of the German navy is the most

interesting, and has, perhaps, l)een the least studied in this country.

The Pill which passed its third reading in the Peichstag on the 28th

of March, 1898, wns a measure unique in the history of Parliaments.

Colbert’s fleet was called into existence by edict in days when

I>ersonal government was a reality, and when the provision of the

means of national defence was one of the primary duties of a monarchy.

Tiiat fleet, technically efficient, and constructed with extraordinary

care and rapidity, w'as shattered by the Navy of hlngland, a distinctly

national force naturally developed, and resting on a democratic basis.

Ill the j^resent century, we have seen Pritish naval strength decline

from tlie position of undisputed superiority which it occupied at tlie

close of the French war. No Government was found to w'arn tlie

Tiation of the grave dangers incurred
;
no initiative or leading w'as
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forthcoming from statesmen, with whom the responsibility for the

security of the Empire is assumed to rest. The restoration of the

fleet was due to the earnest efforts of individual writers, who, with the

support of the Press, successfully appealed to the intelligence of the

peoj)le. The motive power thus supplied from the outside quickly

made itself felt, and since 1888 successive Grovernments have vied

with each other in strengthening the Navy. A total naval expenditure

of lOi millions for the year 1880-81 has therefore grown to one of

25 millions for 1898-99,' and Parliamentary criticism has taken the

form of complaint that this vast sum is barely sufficient for the

national requirements.

In Germany the process has been reversed. To the present

dynasty German unity is mainly due
;
and although the regeneration

of Prussia after the humiliations of 1806 was in great measure a

national movement, the military system which astonished Europe in

1866 and in 1870-71 was, like the fleet of Colbert, a creation of the

executive Government and its personal head. Incapacity to organise

an army wrecked the second French Empire
;
proved ability to dis-

charge this duty established that of Germany. In Germany, there-

fore, it is the Government, with the prestige conferred by successful

war, that initiates and effectively directs national defence, silencing

outside military criticism by its proved administrative capacity.

The idea of becoming a great naval Power was, however, new to the

German people and to Parliament, which, although possessing only a

small part of the influence asserted by the popular representatives in

this country, exercises a control over expenditure. Prussia has been

at no period a naval nation, and the sea power of the Hanseatic

League, which was broken up during the Thirty Years War, possessed

none of the characteristics of a national force. The modern German
Empire owes neither its creation nor its prosperity to a navy. In the

war against Denmark, waged by Prussia and the German Confederacy

in 1848-49, sea power exercised a dominating influence, and the

somewhat ignominious defeat of the invaders was mainly due to the

Danish command of the sea. The naval conditions were less unequal

when Denmark was attacked by Prussia and Austria in 1864, and

the ships of the latter Power came to the aid of the alliance. The
brief campaign of 1866 made no demands on the navy of Prussia.

Nor in 1870-71 did the relative naval weakness of Germany prove

any practical disadvantage. French territory in German occupation

served the purpose of a hostage for the security of the coast towns

from bombardment, and the French fleet in northern waters was in

any case wholly unsuited for offensive operations against the enemy’s

littoral. At a council of war held by Admiral Boiiet-Willaumez, it

was decided after full deliberation that ‘ without special vessels, with-

out a disembarking force, any attempted attack, by the little effect

Increased to about 20,500,000^. for the present financial year.

3 II 2

1
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which it must produce, would be of a nature to destroy all the pres-

tif^e which still remains to the French squadron.’ Commercial loss

was, however, entailed by the blockade, and about thirty vessels were

taken
;

but the total injury thus inflicted was of small account.

Since 1871 Germany has been transformed into a great industrial

nation competing vigorously in all the markets of the world. Success

in commerce and over-sea expansion have, in our case, appeared to

go hand in hand, and a German colonial party arose, which, without

pausing to investigate causes or to study British methods, proceeded

to demand a policy of foreign adventure. In East and West Africa, in

the South Pacific, and recently in China, this policy assumed practical

form. Only the certainty of opposition from the United States pre-

vented the realisation of German projects in the West Indies.

Brilliantly and deservedly successful in commerce, Germany
has so far proved inexpert as a colonising Power, and her various

dependencies at present lead an artificial existence. Sea-borne trade,

how^ever, demands naval protection
;
distant possessions, wdiich are

financially burdensome in peace and would be mere hostages in w'ar, du

not constitute an obvious national advantage
;
and, finally, a govern-

ment aspiring to play a leading rule in international affairs must

naturally desire to be adequpffely represented in the naval demonstra-

tions which are now of frequent occurrence. A multitudinous and

incomparably organised army at home is not a sufficient source of

satisfaction in all circumstances. It w^as, therefore, inevitable that

the German Government should enter the lists in the prevailing-

naval competition, and should set about the creation of a fleet with

characteristic earnestness of purpose and thoroughness of conception.

Thus the German people, who cheerfully accept heavy military burdens

and who do not all belong to the colonial party, had to be persuaded

that a powerful navy w^as necessary for salvation.

This task was undertaken by the Government towards the end of

1897, and since no available argument could be spared, the mystery

beloved of great military Powers had to be abandoned. It wns

necessary to lay the cards upon the table. And the Press, wdiich w^as

powerfully wielded in this country to bring pressure to bear upon

the Government and the Admiralty, w'as in Germany most effectively

ern])loyed by the Government and the Admiralty to prepare public

o])inion for the reception of a far-reaching scheme of naval augmen-
tation.

The statistical plea wvas urged with great ability by the German
Admiralty in an official publication bearing the comprehensive title:

'die AnHfjahen far Elotte und Landheer und ihre Stdlmvj iin

Hfi.vsJudt (lev wicJdiffsten Uroszsiaaten.^ Here masses of figures

of all kinds were brought together and handled with the utmost

• L'A -ural iJuad- Willaumcz ct Vcy'palitlon dans la BalUqnc. Felix Julien,

1
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dexterity. Comparative tables of appalling complexity, percentage

and 'per capita computations of everj'thing computable, graphic

representations of the incidence of national, provincial, and even

municipal burdens, together with evaluations of tonnage and of

commerce in terms of population and of expenditure, combine to

make up a formidable indictment of naval parsimony. From this

vast array of figures the following tables have been compiled :

I.—Naval and Military Expenditure of Seven Poiversfor the year 189G-97

Tower

1
Expenditure

1

Xaval ^ Military

Germany ....
Austria (1897) t
France „ ...
Great Britain

Russia (1897) t . . .

Italy !

United States . . .
;

1

Japan . . . .

.

j

£/

4,493,400
887,850-^

11,887,400

21,823,000
6,o89,250'‘

4,031,47)0

7,510,000"

8,506,200

£
31,749.750 1

1

0

,
035

;
100 =^

!

27.347.500 '

18,056,000
I

31,352,300^-
1

11.859.500
1

11,760,000-^-
1

10,975,400
1

* Excludes pensions, f Excludes Hungary. J Excludes Finland.

II,

—

Expenditure per head of Population in Marks

Towers

Expenditure per head

Xational defence Tublic Debt

Germany (1897-98) 14-66 --

Prussia (1897-98) . 18 5U 3-85*

Austrian Empire (1897-98) . 8-25 8-65

France (1897-98) . 20 23 20 80 1

Great Britain (1897-98)

.

20-30 1 2-48

Russia (1897-98) . 5 89f 3-68f
Italy (1896-97) . 10-]6 16-51

1

United States (1896-97) 1 2-45 2-1 1 I

Japan (1896-97) .

1

876 2-70
j

1

* Includes GO per cent, of Imperial expcmliturc.
•f
Excludes Finland.

III.

—

^aval Expenditure per ton of Mercantile Marine, excludiny Steamers of less

than 100 tons, and Sailing Craft of Uss than oO tons, in Marks

Tower Tonnage Xaval expenditure per ton

Germany .... 4,618,000 19-33

Austrian Empire . 831,000 27-78
France ..... 3,020,000 81-42
Great Britain .31.004,000 1 2-84

Russia ..... 1 ,195,000 1C6 7
Italy ..... 1 ,506,000 53-59
United States 3,644,000 .39-96

7,Japan 974,000 1 75-90
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IV .— Total value of Sea-borne Trade, and value per head of Population

Power Total Value per head of Population

1 Germanv .... 261,750,000 100'05

j

Austrian Empire . 46,400,000 21-00

France ..... 210,000,000 5-90

1

Great Britain 630,340,000 3U5-20

1

Russia ..... 93,100,000 7-08

Italy 64,500,000 41-50

United States 320,800,000 2-27

Japan ..... 32,100,000 14-90

It is always easy to criticise statistics of this nature. Nations

keep their accounts in various ways, and it is exceedingly difficult

for the foreigner to ascertain their real expenditure, naval or military.

Table I. cannot, therefore, be accepted as giving more than

approximate figures. Table II. possesses merely an academic interest,

since the jper capita charge is no real measure of the burden borne by

a population. Table III. embodies a fallacy frequently promulgated

in this country. There is no necessary proportion between the

maritime tonnage of a nation and the cost of its protection. If this

table has any meaning, it is that, in war, the sea-borne commerce of

Austria would be much safer than that of Great Britain or Germany,

and that Eussian commerce would be nearly nine times as secure as

our own. Without scrutinising Table IV. too closely, it is necessary

to point out that the value of British property annually on the seas

is about three times the amount stated. Statistics, however, if

sufficiently voluminous, are to some minds as impressive as the

blessed word ‘ Mesopotamia,’ and the German Admiralty can, with

little fear of contradiction, claim to have established the following

propositions :

(1) Our present naval expenditure is below that of all other European great

Towers except Austria, and is below that of the United States.

(2) The appro])riations for national defence, including those for the Public

Debt, are very moderate in Oermany.

(d) The burdens of the German people arising out of public expenditure, leaving

out of consideration the essentially poor Ilussian population, are lighter, and for

the most part very much lighter, than in any other great European State or in the

North American Union.

The statistical case for the Navy Bill was farther strengthened

by another Admiralty compilation entitled Die See Interesseu des

deidschcn Reiches,^ which gives the trade figures shown on p. 8()7 :

Between 1881 and 1897 the external trade of Germany is said to

liavf* increased by more than 66 percent.; while between 1873 and

1893 trade with the East Indies and Ifast Asia increased 480 per

< ent. Of the total (‘xternal trade of Germany, (55 per cent, is stated

^ Laid before the Reiclistng.
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Averagesfor three years

— Years Millions of marks

Imports :

Law materials and unmanu-
factured goods, together
with cattle, &c. .

/ 1883-84

\ 1894-96
2,076-3

3,010-0

Manufactured articles .

r 1883-84

1 1894-96
1,041-2

1,111-8

Exports

:

Paw materials, &c. «
/ 1883-84
1 1894-9G

938-8

827-4

Manufactured articles .
r 1883-84

\ 1894-96
2,205-5

2,439-8

to be maritime. In 1898 German mercantile tonnage nearly

reached 4,000,000, and the value of the steam and sailing marine is

estimated at 300,000,000 and 60,000,000 marks respectively. It is

j)ointed out that, excluding interchange with Great Britain and the

United States, the sea-borne commerce of Germany does not account

for one twenty-sixth of her total shipping trade. The great increase in

the deep-sea fishing industry -is emphasised, the 402 vessels including

two steamers employed in 1887 having risen in 1897 to 546 vessels

including 103 steamers.

These official publications evidently could not deal wdth some

important aspects of the naval question, and the agency of the Press

was called in to supply the missing pieces justificatives. Of much
strenuous writing only a few instances can here be given, which will

suffice to show the general lines of reasoning adopted. Herr Emil

Boas in the Neiu Yorker Handds-Zeitung, after dwelling on the

prodigious development of German trade, and stating that ‘ Hamburg
has out-distanced Liverpool and is to-day, next to London, the

greatest commercial emporium of the w^orld,’ proceeds to dilate upon

the political importance of a navy. The German j:)eople, he holds,

are too much inclined to regard a fleet only as an engine of war.

The Samoan question is adduced as showing ‘ how different the

position of Germany might have been and might now be if she had

been supported by an adequate fleet capable of inspiring respect.’

Similarly, when in 1885 the flag was hoisted on one of the Caroline

Islands in response to an appeal by German settlers fora protectorate,

the Pope, as arbitrator, awarded sovereign rights to Spain. ‘ Here,

again, prompt and energetic action . . . supported by a fleet . . .

would doubtless have secured these islands for the German Crown.’

There now seems to be a probability that this object may be attained

before the Navy Bill takes effect.

The Nord-Deutsche AUj/emeine Zeiticng declares that all the

conditions were different in days when the Hamburg merchant,

during war time, sent his goods purchased with foreign credit in

English, French, or United States bottoms. Now ‘ German keels
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aiid German money jmeponderate.’ This writer pleads for battle-

ships as the basis of the fleet, pointing out that this—the British

policy as opposed to that of France—is the safer guide for Germany.

In another issue, the same journal states that the tonnage of the

German mercantile marine was trebled between 1871 and 1896, and

that ‘ the German merchant and the German manufacturer have

thrown a far-spreading net with good meshes over the whole world.’

The following comparative table of warships built and building in

1897 is adduced to illustrate the relative weakness of the German

navy:

^o^ver

i

Battlesliips Cruisers

No. Tonnage No. Tonnage

1
Great Britain . (5L> 000,000 107 . 758,000
France 60 647,000 86 611.000
Russia 18 182,000 36 140,000
United States . 11 116,000 47 126,000
Japan 7 88,000 60 120,000
Germany . 12 110,000

•

o *>
Oo 116,000

Even if, in a future war, the enemy did not venture to attack our coasts and

ports, wbicli is not at all probable, lie will be able by establishing a blockade from

the Schelde to Memel, to paralyse us in case our ships of war are not able to

keep the water-ways open.

If Austria and Russia are involved in the struggle, the corn supply from the East

Avill be cut off. Even in time of peace we are dependent upon foreign countries

for one-fifth to one-fourth of our bread : how much more should we require the

importation of provisions in time of war ?

If exports are cut off, it is not the great commerce that primarily suffers, for its

elasticity enables it, with the aid of the telegraph, to direct the shipping of mer-

chandise to and from foreign ports. Ibit the import of raw materials will cease,

and the working classes will at once suffer.

It is no argument to say that the neutral ports and Antwerp

will remain open.

Roes anyone really believe that in a war h outranco our emmnes will care a

jot for paper treaties and protests on the part of minor neutral Stat(>s ?

The Erench fleet, even if Russia did not co-operate, would sulllce to give to

these dangers a terrible reality.

T’hus a p)Owerful navy is rerpii red to avert ‘economic starvation.’

It is interesting to find these arguments, with which we in Itngland

are familiar, pressed into the service of German publicists. It need

hardly Ije said that they lose force in tlie process. Germany in a

.-ingle-handed war against France and Russia, if holding her own on

land, will not lack food, and when two millions of workers are with-

drawn from industrial occupations her demand for raw materials will

he sfmsihly' r(‘( laced,

In the Zvlc/urifl^ a German Admiral discusses naval and political

quf.Tion.- with \ igour p'ossibly inspired. If Great Britain annexes
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an island here or imposes a protectorate there, the German, we learn,

accords a ready and a pleased acquiescence. If, however, Germany

desires to extend her possessions, everybody at once begins to scent a

grievance. This curious phenomenon is traced to Germany’s naval

weakness. The prime necessity is therefore an ‘ Ausfall-flotte,’ since

an ojffensive defence is the best policy, ^yhile most German writers

dwell upon the extreme moderation of the naval proposals, the

gallant Admiral takes a comprehensive view of Germany’s require-

ments. The strength of the German fleet must, in his opinion,

depend

entirely upon the combative force of the strongest naval Power with which we
could be engaged in war. This indisputably strongest Pow’er is England. But it

has become a fixed dogma in Germany to say, ‘ Of course we cannot think of

rivalling the English fleet. . .
.’ A conflict may come any day, and it is there as

soon as Germany is politically isolated and England has a free hand. . . . Germany
is not yet in a position to set herself in opposition to the will of England outside

the German frontier. She must comply with all demands made upon her. xi war
would be hopeless.

The naive assumption that it could be our object to thwart the

legitimate aspirations of Germany, or to seek a war which would be

absolutely criminal, cannot be allowed to pass unnoticed. There is

not, and there never need be, adequate cause for anything more than

friendly^ commercial rivalry between Germany and Great Britain.

The Admiral, however, rightly considers that ‘we might easily be

plunged into war with ETance alone,’ that if at war with Eussia ‘ we
should at once find France on her side,’ and that ‘ this is the combina-

tion that Germany has primarily to deal with.’ Here certainly^ he

is on firmer ground, although his estimate that ETance and Eussia

are four times as strong in.battle-ships, and three times as strong in

cruisers as Germany, is not correct for practical purposes. The
Xorth Sea Canal, constructed by the Emperor William the ETrst with

a strategic object, is here and elsewhere made the basis of a naval

policy which will not bear due examination. The theory is that this

water-way virtually doubles the strength of the fleet, obliging an

enemy to operate in both seas with a force at least equal to that of

Germanyv

If wc have an armour-clad fleet about half as large as tlic whole armour-clad

fleet of the emuny, then we have a force that will give our antagonist the utmost

trouble, and one that contains within it the possibility of keeping open our

seas.

The use of the North Sea Canal will confer some undoubted

advantages
;
but the idea above implied, that a game of hide-and-seek

can be piny’ed, imposing upon an enemy the need of employing a

battle-ship fleet at least twice as strong as that of Germany, is an

illusion.
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The evidently inspired writer of a remarkable pamphlet entitled

Fine starke FLotte eine Lehenshedmgung fllr Deutschland dwells

effectively uj)on the extreme moderation of the Navy Bill, and decides

that the moment is peculiarly favourable, since naval construction

has at lenEcth settled down on to definite lines.

It may now be asserted that the experimental period is at an end, and that

opinions have now become stereotyped.

Replying to a question in the Reichstag on the Gth of December,

1897, Herr von Billow protested against any idea of a policy of

adventure in China
;
but added :

AVe are certainly not of opinion that it is advisable that German}^ should

straightway be excluded from competition wntli other nations which have a

fnture. . . . As regards China, we are animated by kindly and friendly inten-

tions. . . . AVe are perfectly ready to respect the interests of other nations in

East Asia, feeling confidently assured that our interests will find themselves

respected as they deserve.

On the same day Prince Hohenlohe explained the scope of the

Navy Bill in an admirably lucid speech, and argued strongly for the

principle of the septennate. AATangling over individual cruisers and

single votes is, he pointed out, unseemly and unprofitable. The
strength of the Army is fixed several years in advance

;
it is still

more necessary to pre-determine that of a Navy. The Bill is really

directed only to ‘ the speedy completion of an unfinished institu-

tion. . . . AA^e do not dream of rivalling the great naval Pow^ers ’

;
but

‘ Germany cannot ever be a quantite nejligeahle’

The Minister of Marine (Rear-Admiral Tirpitz), in defending the

Bill, said that it would ‘ form the basis of our fleet for many years to

come.’ It was indeed possible that an increase of strength in foreign

waters might become necessary; but this would be a healthy sign,

indicating that German commerce was bounding upwards. The

principle of the fixed period was, he argued, conducive to economy

by reason of the elasticity of arrangements allowed to the Admiralt}^

In 1884 seventy torpedo-boats were voted en bloc. Construction

occupied six years, with the result that the best boats were obtained,

and that foreign governments began to p)lace orders in Germany, so

that the money flowed back to the Fatherland. The naval scheme

ofl8 7?) contemp)lated fourteen battleships divided into squadrons of

.six and eight in the Baltic and North Gea respectively. This division

being dangerous, the Emperor AVilliarn the First was induced to

espouse tlie canal })roject. Row, the requirements of Germany
demand sixteen ships in two equal s(|uadrons, together with a fiag-

sliij). I'liis is said to be the view of all naval officers. ‘ Oar fleet is

intended to be a defensive fleet’
;
but when it is raised to the pro-

]io.<-(*fl strength, ‘even a naval Power of the first rank will reflect
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twice before attacking our coasts.’ As to cruisers, there is less

unanimity. Admiral von Storcb, the late Minister, asked for forty-

three
;
but the Bill provides only forty-two. The financial effect of

the measure is an expenditure of 20,500,000h spread over seven

years. Of this 8,100,000h is for new constructions. The net result

is to increase the average expenditure of the previous seven years by

about twenty-five per cent. Upon the navy, said Admiral Tirpitz,

now depends, (1) The political prestige of Oermany, (2) The keep-

ing open of the vital arteries of trade, and (3) the protection of

German subjects and trade interests in distant lands. This order of

precedence is significant.

The explanatory memorandum accompanying the Bill is a model

of clear and concise statement, contrasting forcibly, therefore, with

some of our own official documents. Nothing is forgotten
;
every-

thing is set forth in perfect order. After discussing in detail the

provisions of the scheme of 1873, the memorandum lays down the

following as the present requirements :

Class

Battleships ,

Coast defence

Armour clads j

Lart^e cruisers .

Small cruisers .

No.

19

8

12

30

Service

r

Foreign stations 3

Fleet reserve 3

Scouting service IG

Foreign stations 10

Ileserve 4

station

C Flag ship 1

< Two squadrons of 8

i Fleet reserve 2

Two divisions of 4

Battle fleet 6

East Africa 2

< Soutli and Central

g America 1

f
East Asia 3

[
Central and South
America 3

East Africa 2

South Seas 2

Including eight coast defence armour-clads, the existing navy is

credited with fifty-three vessels available for war. Thus the position

is :

— Itattlcsliips
(.'oast

ncfeace
Large

(.'misers

Small
Cniiscrs

New standard . 10 8 12 30
Available 12 8 10 2.‘5

To be built 7 0 o 7
Add for replacements 4 0 *J 10

Total provided for in

Bill . n 0 n 17
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The bnildin<^ programme laid down for each year is as follows,

the names of ships replaced being given in brackets

:

Year
i

Battleships Large Cruisers Small Cruisers

1898 2 new 1 new 2 new
1809 2 new 1 new 2 new
1900 1 new 1 {Kaiser) 2 new

1901 2 new 1 {Deutschland) 2 <f

\ {Ziethen)

r {Blitz)

i

1002
1

1 {Baijern) 1 {Kom<j Wilhelm) 3<j {Pfeil)

[ {Alexandrine)

( {Ancona)
38 {Greif)1903 1 (Badefi) —

[ ( Wacht)

1904 o / ( '^^^drtemherg)

"
t {^Sachsen)

C { Yaejd)

3<| {Schwalbe)

t {Sperling)

The increase of officers in 1904 will amount to 52G, and of all

other classes to 7,973. The proposed allocation of personnel exclu-

sive of officers is :

Service 18'J7 1901 Increase

Battle fleet 7,92-1 12,423 4,499
Foreign stations 3,471 5,189 1,718
Training ships 1.972 2,655 683
Special service 978 1,057 79
Ships in home waters 1,960 2,520 554
Beserve . 755 1,195 440

1

t

It is intended to keep one-half of the battleships and one-third

of the scouts with full crews
;
the remaining one-half and two-thirds

are to divide complements and to make up from the reserve, but

will be fully commissioned at stated periods.

The naval programme of the Grerman Government w^as framed

with infinite care, and will be carried out with characteristic

thoroughness under the watchful eye of the Emperor. The aug-

mented fleet will be an artificial product, administered on military

rather tlian on naval principles such as have been developed

among us in centuries of sea warfare. It will, however, be

])erfectly equipped, trained, and disciplined; while the organisation

and the mobilisation arrangements, if somewhat rigid according

to llritish notions, will ])e such as Germany is pre-eminently

c*ri})able of de\ ising. The genius wliich has made the German army
a model to the world will be unsparingly applied to the navy. The

basis of the new ])rogra7nme is the provision of a powerful and

compact battle fleet in home waters—an idea firmly grounded upon

lii Tory. ‘ Kvery employment’ of this home fleet, we are told,

‘out i'le tl-i': sphere of action is precluded by the small strengtli
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provided by the Bill.’ This fleet is more than sufficient to guarantee

the German coast line, which would be assailed only with a view to

seizing a port as a base for military operations on a large scale.

Such a contingency can never arise unless Germany is engaged in a

single-handed contest with France and Eussia, and in this case the

French and Eussian squadrons could not attempt to combine without

courting defeat in detail. On the other hand, sea-borne commerce

under the German flag, protected by at most six large and fourteen

small cruisers scattered over the world, would be practically at the

mercy of her enemies. The ships must, therefore, be laid up in

neutral ports, and temporary loss would be inevitable. The battle

fleet in home waters would, however, be able to prevent an effective

blockade, and a powerful naval neutral able and willing to enforce

neutral rights would be invaluable to German3^ It is not too much
to say that the mere friendly neutrality of Great Britain w^ould

suffice to avert much of the stress of war.

In the event of war with France or with Eussia alone, neither

Power would be able to maintain an effective blockade of the whole

German coast line, or to establish absolute naval command of the

Baltic. France, however, would be able to make the navigation of

the Channel and the access to the Baltic almost impossible to German
shipping

;
while, in distant waters, Germany would be powerless.

Similarly, Eussia, in the Far East at least, could play havoc with

German interests. In either case, the friendly" neutrality of a strong

naval Power would be supremely important to Germany.

A conflict between Germans and Britons, allies in inanv^ stormy

periods, ought to be impossible, even in days when the European Press,

powerfully aided by telegraphic communication, is largely occupied in

promoting international quarrels. In this case, v/hich the German
Admiral believes may arise ‘ any day,’ ® the paralysis of the large

trade with Great Britain would alone suffice to cause heavj^ national

loss, and the remaining sea-borne commerce of Germany would be

brought to a standstill. Germany would sorely need a naval alliance,

and of single Powers France only would serve her purpose not

altogether effectively. On all grounds, the maintenance of good

relations with Great Britain and the United Stedes seems to be the

most desirable aim of German policy. Nations wUich have large

mutual commercial interests can engage in hostilities only on con-

dition of accepting great initial losses apart from those arising

directly from the operations of war
;
but this fact is commonly

ignored.

While the geographical conditions of Germany are favourable to the

effective naval defence of her home waters, they are unsuited for the

protection of trade upon the great waterways of the world. The
defence of German colonies which, in the Admiralty Memorandum,

Admiralty memorandum. * See p. 809.
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is added to the naval requirements of 1873, can be neglected. These

colonies are not in a position to do anything for themselves, and

cannot be defended in war with a great naval Power such as France

;

but their temporary loss, if it was thought worth while to attack

them, would entail no disadvantage, and their ultimate fate would

depend upon issues elsewhere decided.

The complexity of the present naval situation renders speculation

futile and unprofitable. A costly naval competition seems likely to

be maintained until the burden becomes universally intolerable.

One necessary result of the growing naval ambitions of the Powers

must be to promote a more complete realisation and consequent

resentment of the dominating position of Grreat Britain—a position

attained in the great wars of the past and now forced upon us

as a condition of national existence. What is for us a necessity

would be regarded by other nations as a menace, even if our period of

territorial expansion had visibly come to an end instead of being

still apparently in full progress. Of the German naval programme,

framed with elaborate care and supported by a wealth of persuasive

argument, it can only be said with certainty that the reasoning

employed has no finality, and that further sacrifices will before long

be demanded of the German people. The continental Powers appear

to be inspired by the idea of making upon the sea a practical equili-

brium, such as has been partially reached on land by the agency of

universal military service. This idea is unattainable.

G. S. Clarke.

Note.

—

I have 'preferred not to deal luith another aspect of the

agitation in favour of an increase of the German Navy. It is,

hoiuever, the fact that petitions luere sent outfor signature to Germans

enjoying the hospitality of British Colonies, and that the terms

appAied to the nation which alone accords to German traders

equality of opportunity luere too highly flavoured for the taste of

some of the sons of the Fatherland. Artificicd aids of this question-

(djle character doubtless did not come ivithin the cognisance of the

German Government.
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HOMING PIGEONS IN WAR-TIME

There are doubtless many people in Grreat Britain who are quite

unaware of the immense value of homing pigeons in the unfortunate

event of our being engaged in war with a foreign Power. In these

days of sudden crises, when we may be precipitated into war at

any minute, it is manifestly foolish to neglect any precaution that

can aid us in our hour of need. Last year’s crisis showed the

terrible swiftness with which the war cloud can come up, and also

the absolute need for perfect organisation on our part.

How then can the homing pigeon help us in the event of war ?

It is perhaps unnecessary to recall the use made of it by the besieged

inhabitants of Paris, at the time of the Franco-Grerman war
;
but there

can be no doubt that the valuable aid rendered at such a time caused

the various Grovernments of Continental Powers to hasten to instal

lofts of birds that could make themselves so useful. After the fall of

Paris, many of the Powers immediately inaugurated pigeon systems

that have ever since been growing in utility : Spain, Italy, Eussia,

France, Germany, Austria and Eoumania, have all established

military lofts, and to-day large amounts of money are annually

•spent on their maintenance. Of course, owing to the peculiarly

isolated position of our own country, we are unable to utilise homing

pigeons to the same extent as the Continental Powers
;
but on the

other hand, have we not, in our naval defence, a special need for the

assistance of the homer ? There appears to be no reasonable doubt

that a numerous and well-trained army of these wdnged messengers

could, in the event of our fleet being engaged in the Channel, render

services of untold value. Lord Lansdowne hits the right nail on the head

with his suggestion of the employment of homing pigeons to bring

despatches from various parts of the Channel, and this, in my opinion,

is the only way in which homers would be of any service to us. I

•do not see how homers can aid us otherwise
;

for inland there would be

little need for the employment of the pigeon, owing to our splendid

system of inland telegraphy. From ship to shore is, however, a very

different matter, and there is no means of conveying messages, at

once so swift and sure, as by well-trained homing pigeons. It is a

fact, of which possibly few have any knowledge, that there are in the

815
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South of England many well-trained reliable homing pigeon?, belong-

ing to the members of the various flying clubs near London, that

have been trained to Guernsey, Nantes, St. Malo, Penzance,

Plymouth, and also to the various towns near the coast all down

the south-western counties. This applies also to the Scilly Isles and

the Irish Channel; so that there is here the foundation of a valuable

pigeon system which is, of course, quite independent of Govern-

ment lofts. Excellent as the birds may be in such lofts, they could

not compare with the valuable and trustworthy veterans that are to

be found in the lofts of private fanciers all over the country, includ-

ing the South of England. Speaking as an experienced fancier, and

knowing the difficulties one meets with before one possesses a stud

of reliable homers, I feel convinced that it would be an impossibility

for the Government lofts to furnish, in the event of war, a suf-

ficiency of well-trained reliable veterans.

Therefore, why not utilise this valuable army of well-trained birds

belonging to private fanciers in the environs of London ? Some of

these fanciers have birds that have been flown year after year, in all

sorts of bad weather, and it is a well-known fact that it is the work

of years to get a single champion that is thoroughly reliable in all

sorts of weather. We have ourselves about eighty homers, and there are

no more than six among them we would guarantee to do long stages

under the stress of very bad weather. We believe the excellent

pigeons that are to be found in the lofts of private fanciers are the

birds to relv on at the time of need
;
for it stands to reason, if a

thoroughly reliable homer is so difficult to produce, the Government

lofts could not contain enough, but would need to be supplemented

by those of private fanciers. There is hardly a doubt, if the necessity

arose, but that many good fanciers would be animated by patriotic

motives—like the French fanciers in 1871—and lend their best birds
;

and those whose patriotism was insufficient to urge them to make
this sacrifice could be tempted by a sufficient reward. Unfortu-

nately, through the great losses sustained last year on the south

and west routes, coupled with the late war scare, many of the leading

southern flying clubs are thinking of going north, and will then

organise races from Thurso and the Shetland Islands, instead of

going, as hitherto, to the Scilly Isles, Penzance, and Guernsey. If,

as lUr. liomer said some time ago, the Government would, by means

of good prizes, encourage the training and racing of homers on the

Channel and the south-west route, there would be more encourage-

ment for societies to go in these directions. A good prize is a very

strong incentive to the ordinary homing fancier, and a sum of money
spent in this way would be well invested if a large number of well-

trained homers were thus ensured for any requirements. Py this

means, fanciers would l)e encouraged to train their pigeons to

Luernsey, Weymouth, Plymouth, Penzance, and the Scilly I^les on
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the south and west route, to Haverfordwest and Waterford on the

v/est, and even to train their birds on the dreaded east route via

Dover, Ostend, and through the Netherlands to Brussels, and thus

would be embraced the most important part of our coast line, from,

say, Dover round to Haverfordwest.

If necessary, this could be supplemented by utilising homers now

trained on the north route from Newcastle, Berwick, &c., to London.

For there is little doubt but that birds trained on this route could be

given a toss on the East Coast with a reasonable amount of success.

Valuable as would be the services of the birds that belong to private

fanciers, it is, however, in our opinion, not the ideal system of utilis-

ing the homer as a messenger. Now, it is evident that if homers

were used for the conveying of messages from vessels in any part of

the English or Irish Channels, the shorter distance the birds flew,

the better would be the results
;
therefore, if the birds had only to fly

from mid-Channel to the coast, there would not be the same risk as

if they flew a long distance inland. The ideal system would be one

that established a series of lofts at different parts of the coast, say

at fifty or seventy miles apart, for, supposing a pigeon were tossed

at sea forty miles out from Penzance, it will easily be seen that if it

had only to fly to a loft at Penzance it would be far more likely

to arrive safely—especially if the weather were bad—than if it had

to home to a loft at Portsmouth, which would be about two hundred

miles
;
of course, all lofts would be in telegraphic communication

wdth headquarters.

It must be obvious to all that there would be many important

communications which it would be imperative to send from the

Channel Squadron to headquarters. We have in the homing

pigeon all that is needed to deliver these messages. In the

exhaustive w^ork of Lieutenant Gigot, the eminent Belgian authority

on homers, he devotes no less than forty-one pages to the subject of

the military use of pigeons. This alone suffices to show the great

value put upon them by foreign Powers. He says, p. 225: ‘ It is

useless to recall here with what anxiety the winged messengers were

awaited in Paris, or to recall the great services they rendered in

that difficult situation.’ The Spanish captain of Engineers, Don
Lorenzo de la Tegera y Magnin, who is the head of the Spanish

military lofts, devotes many pages of his book. Las Palomas Mensa-
jerOjS, to the consideration of the use of homers for military purposes,

modes of attaching messages, photo-micrographical reproduction of

messages, c^c. The work contains much valuable information ve

military lofts. The map given on p. 818 shows the splendid system

of military lofts on the Continent. It will be seen that Spain and

i^ortugal both have communications from the frontiers—as well as

the coasts—to the principal towns. France has also a series of com-

munications from her German frontier and her coasts. Italy,

VoL. XLV—^o. 267 3 I
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MAP OP MILITARY LOFTS IN EUROPE.

Adaptedfrom ‘ Las Falomas Mensajeras' hy the author named in this article.

SPAIN.

1. Madrid.
2. Valladolid.

3. Ciudad Puodrigo.

4. Badajoz.
5. Tarifa.
(5. Cordova.
7. Malaga.
8. Ferrol.

9. Oyarzun.
10. Pampeluna.
11. Jaca.
12. Saragossa.
13. Figueras.
14. Valencia.
15. Palma.
10. Mahon.
17. Ceuta.
18. Melilla.

POllTUCAL.

1. Li.sl)on.

2. Porto.
3. Valencia.
4. f!haves,

5. Braganza.
0. Almeida.
7. Cuarda.
8. Coimbra.
'J. Castello llranco.

10. Abrantes.
11. Elvas.
12. Peniclie.

13. Beja.

14. Lagos.

FllANCE.

1. Mont Valcrien.
2. Paris.

3. Vincennes.
4. Lille.

5. Douai.
6. Valenciennes.
7. Maubeuge.
8. lUezibres.

9. Verdun.
10. Toni.
11. Langrcs.
12. Belfort.

13. Besanyon,
14. Lyons.
15. Marseilles.

lO. i’erjjignan.

SWITZERLAND.

1. Thun.
2. Basle.

3. Zurich.
4. Wecsen.

ITALY.

1. Ptome.
2. Ancona.
3. Bologna,
4. Verona.
5. Piacenza.
0. Alessandria.
7. Mont Ccnis.

8. Fenestrelle.

9. Exilles.

10. Vinadio.
11. La Maddalena,
12. Cagliari.

13. Gaeta.
14. Genoa.

AUSTRIA.

1. Comorn.
2. Cracovia.
3. Franecnfestc.
4. Karlburg.
5. Scrajcvo,

0, .Mostar.

den:\iark.

1. Copenhagen.

i

SWEDEN,

j

1. Carlboi'g.

!
GER-AIANY.

1. Berlin.

I 2. Cologne,

j

3. Metz.

I

4. Mayence.
. 5. Wurzburg.

I

0. Strassburg.

I

7. Schwetzingen.

j

8. Wilhelmshaven.
i 9. Tunning.
I

10. Kiel.

11. Stettin.

12. Danzig.
13. Kiiuigsberg.

14. Thorn,
15. Posen.
10. Breslau.

17. Torgaii.

RUS#iIA.

1. Brest Litovsk.
2. Varsovia.
3. Novo Georgievsk.
1. Yvangorod.
5. Luninetz.

Germany, Austria, and Itussia have also good pigeon systems, as will

he seen from the accompanying map. How long must we wait until

our pigeon system rivals those of the Continental Powers ? The
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question of the naval use of homing pigeons has lately been the

subject of two practical experiments organised by that very interesting

and enterprising paper, The Racing Pigeon, of London. The first

of these two experimental tosses took place on the 1 7th of December

last year, when over 100 pigeons were liberated some thirty miles

out from the South-East Coast. Out of this large number only a

few reached their homes safely, taking some hours to do the journey.

The second experimental toss was made on the 28th of January,

when twenty pigeons were again liberated out at sea
;
we believe two

only found their lofts on the day of liberation.

At first sight these experiments would lead one to believe that

homers are not of much value for the purpose intended
;
but before

coming to such a hasty conclusion' let us consider that, in the first

experiment, the pigeons were not picked veterans
;
in fact, the list of

fanciers that supplied pigeons contained but few really first-class

fanciers, and these living a long way inland. Again, the birds were

taken right away from their lofts in the dead of winter, when they

were quite out of training. This was done because the promoters of

the toss argued that, should war break out at once, the pigeons would

have to be taken straight away from their lofts to the place of toss.

“This is, of course, true from one point of view
;
but if we consider that

with a system of lofts all round the coast the birds could always be

'kept in sea training, the plan of taking birds away direct from the

loft to the place of toss is quite unnecessary. Birds kept in constant

Training to lofts established round the coast should be very reliable,

for there can be no reasonable doubt that birds accustomed to the

sight of the water are much more to be depended on than birds that

have never seen it before. Undoubtedly most of the birds that took

part in these two tosses had never faced the water before, and

it is a well-known fact that homers flying over the Channel are much
more reliable if they have crossed it previously. As to the second

experimental toss, of course the birds were selected and proved

workers
;
but it is asking far too much of a homing pigeon—however

good it may be—to do this without being in training. All fanciers

know that the homer cannot fly through dense fog, but can

'Come through a lot of mist and rain. It is argued that war might

break out in the winter, when the weather is very bad
;
but, on the

other hand, there is the same probability that it would come in the

spring or summer, when the pigeon would be able to surpass every-

thing to carry messages. Lofts could well be established to meet
this probability. We are convinced that, had these experiments been

made with birds that had had several sea tosses before, and also flying

to the nearest possible point on the coast line, the results would
have been far more satisfactory. We have repeatedly proved that

•old pigeons that had flown from 200 to 300 miles the previous years
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took several hours to accomplish a few miles after they had been out

of training about six months, but after they had got w'ell into training

again they did 230 miles in the same time as a forty or fifty mile

journey when they were first started into training. In conclusion,

we should like to see other experiments made with birds that can be-

gi\ en a few tosses before the final sea toss.

Geo. J. Laenek.
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REMINISCENCES OE LADY BYRON

ISvERY possible source of information has been ransacked which can

enable the reading public to trace the career of Lord Byron. Yet

another attempt was made in the pages of this Keview a few months

ago. In depicting the childhood and schooldays of Byron there is

only further confirmation of the old adage that ‘ the child is father

to the man.’ And certainly some of the memorials raked together

have been neither comely nor creditable, and have not added lustre

to the memory of the gifted poet. A check to a somewhat prurient

curiosity might have been found in the fact mentioned in the Memoir

and Correspondence of John Murray, that Byron entrusted his

memoirs to Moore to be published after his death, but, the MS.

having been submitted to Lord John Kussell, Gifford, Washington

Irving, and Luttrell, they agreed that the publication was not to be

desired, and the MS. was burnt on the 27th of May, 1823, one month

after Byron’s death.

Very little has been published about the poet’s widow, herself a

remarkable person, though more than one attempt has been made to

gather together memorials of Lady Byron, who survived him for

thirty-six years.

Reminiscences are colourless without some allusion to family

circumstances, and the insuperable difficulty presented itself in the

conviction entertained by her surviving relatives that a veil ought to

be thrown over the sins and sorrows of the past.

A very fair conception of her mind and character may, however,

be obtained from a perusal of extracts from letters written by her to

one only of her many correspondents. They evince a mind which

moved with the age in which she lived, and a heart full of generous

sympathy with all that was progressive in religion and philanthropy.

They are addressed to a young Presbyterian minister living in Brighton,

whom for some years she honoured with a warm and unbroken

friendship.

Anna Isabella, the only daughter of Sir Ralph and Lady Milbanke

Noel, had attracted the admiration of George Gordon, Lord Byron, at

a public ball, and after a short acquaintance they were married on

821
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the loth of January, 1813. In person she was small, graceful,

delicate-featured, with light hair. The impression she gave to those-

who knew her in the days of her widowhood was that of a person-

whose character was singularly dignified, singularly refined, pure-

minded, and gentle. Lord Byron himself wrote of her :
‘ She must at all

times have appeared the perfection of refinement even to her serving-

maid.’

Lady Byron early found the ideal she had formed somewhat

rudely shattered, and the tension became so severe that shortly after

the birth of their only child Ada, afterwards Lady Lovelace, in 1816,

a separation took place. The husband and wife parted never to meet

again.

TiOrd Byron’s poems, for which his wife entertained a genuine

admiration, were given to the world from his various Continental

retreats until 1823, when, acting under the nobler impulses of his

nature, awakened by the oppressed condition of the Greek nation,

he resolved to dedicate not only his pen but his fortune and his

sword to the cause of Greek freedom. He died from fever at

Missolonghi in 1824.

During eight years of wifehood and thirty-six of widowhood. Lady

Byron found relief from personal griefs which she did not wish

published to the world in an enlightened philanthropy. She made
friends with the best workers and thinkers of her day. Personal

intercourse was frequently interrupted by ill-health, and many of her

letters are dated from the retirement occasioned by attacks of severe

illness.

After the death of her daughter. Lady Lovelace, her home interests

were centred in her three grandchildren. Lord Ockham died in

1854
;
Lord Wentworth (now Lord Lovelace) and Lady Anabella

Blunt still survive. Besides these nearer ties she enjoyed the com-

panionship of a warmly attached circle of friends. The letters from

which extracts are here given are dated chiefly from Brighton,

where in 1853 she was residing at No. 6 Pavilion Buildings.

Frederic Eobertson had in the spring of the same year been

hurriedly taken away from his brilliant career as a preacher, but not

before he had given fresh life and vitality to the Church of England.

The more modern statements of truth from those fervid lips which’

filled his hearers with surprise and wonder have long since been re-

issued as orthodox beliefs. Eobertson was what is called an extem-

porary preacher, and it is owing to the enthusiasm of one of his

hearers, at the time a mere girl, that his published sermons have

been given to us. They w^ere taken down by her in shorthand, and

he himself approved of her work.

Eobertson had no warmer friend or more appreciative hearer than

T^ady Byron. She stood by his grave at the Brighton Cemetery,

surrounded by hundreds of working men, the grave marked by a
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triangular cone, bearing the words chosen by them :
‘ Love. Truth.

Duty.’

May, 1853.

I will ask your mother to allow me to be at your house between 10 and 11 in

the morning, before the procession passes. I have declined a seat at Trinity

Chapel.

The friendship cemented at the grave of Eobertson was ripened

by a correspondence about his biography, in the preparation of which

some mutual friends thought that Lady Byron’s hand might have

taken a part.

I fear that only a partial representation of Eobertson’s statements is contem-

plated, and have in consequence entirely withdrawn from the proposed biography.

A very faithful and interesting reflection might be presented to the public of

Eobertson’s mind as a Churchman.

Your old and new friend,

A. M. Noel Byeon.

It was not until eleven years after, in 1865, that the Life of F.

W. Eobertson, edited by Stopford Brooke, was published. At the

time of his death he was scarcely known beyond a limited circle

;

since then all he wrote has -been affectionately treasured up wherever

the English language is spoken. A still more lasting bond between

the correspondents was found in the desire to carry on the work

Eobertson had begun among the working men of Brighton. His

teaching was such as they had not heard from a Churchman before.

Not only his fervid oratory, but his practical wisdom, his sympathy

with their doubts and struggles, his fearless exposition of their own
special ^weaknesses, temptations, and sins, as well as of their rights

and claims, called forth an unwonted response, and in 1848, 1,100

working men had enrolled themselves into an association, with

Eobertson as their chairman. The movement was all the more

remarkable because at that date mechanics’ institutes, working men’s

clubs, and polytechnics were novelties.

To help on the self-culture of the workmen, evening classes were

instituted in 1852, and they met in aTarge room in the basement of

No. 6 Pavilion Buildings, given up for the purpose by Lady Byron.

Over every detail of the work, then in a large manner experimental,

she watched w'ith unremitting interest
;
and when in 1856 she left

Brighton to reside at Highgate she was careful to secure its con-

tinuance. She thus writes :

January, 1856.

At tbe time of greatest danger I executed for ilie benefit of tlie mechanics a

codicil, putting them in possession, you being trustee, of the remaining term of my
lease of No. 6 Pavilion Buildings. I made no conditions, certain that you would

make judicious ones. None shall be poorer if my life be prolonged, so from next

Lady Bay tlie house is yours.

Prison discipline, reformatories, general education and sick
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nursinsf, and countless other movements for the amelioration of the

social and intellectual condition of the masses, were then in their

infancy. It is well for las who live at the close of a century teeming

with innumerable schemes of philanthropy to review the work of

the pioneers of progress.

In 1851, Mary Carpenter, the Bristol philanthropist, whose work

may be called world-wide, had arranged a Conference, at which the

establishment of free schools, industrial feeding schools, and cor-

rectional and reformatory schools was to be fully discussed.

The Conference met at Birmingham, and was not largely attended,

a curious contrast to the vast assemblage of earnest and able women
workers who met there in 1894. Lady Byron offered through Mr.

Davenport Hill, the Eecorder of Birmingham, himself a leader in the

cause, a prize for the best essay on ‘ The Duty of Society to Destitute

Children.’ This movement was the beginning of a w^arm and close

friendship for Mary Carpenter, evinced by many substantial dona-

tions in aid of her work, and it continued until 1860, the year of

Lady Byron’s death, when she bequeathed to her friend a sufficient

sum for the purchase of the Bed Hill Lodge Eeformatory for Girls,

the nucleus of so much excellent work still continuing, and which

makes Bristol pre-eminent, even in our own day, for its wise and

systematic charities.

Birmingham: December 3, 1857.

I am here on account of the reformatory plans. To-morrow Mr. Hill is to

Inaugurate the ‘ Juvenile Delinquent Act ’ in court. I find the most perplexed

ideas in the minds of the worthy people who are engaged in this work. The First

Epistle of St. John properly carried out seems to me to contain the whole refor-

matory system—gain the will. You may as easily make water run upward as turn

the vSoul to God without the co-operation of the will of the human being. The

moment he ‘ loves his brother ’ that will is gained. This true economy of Time

and Power is by some deemed weak indulgence.

November 25, 1857.

Mr. W. has been at Mettray and to a Eeformatory twenty miles from Paris,

where a still worse class of boys is taken, for De Metz receives some from Paris

prisons, and yet there is no case which he thinks hopeless. One anecdote

delighted me. "While Mr. W. was going round with the Governor a boy came up

and spoke so rapidly, Mr. W, could not quite catch what he said. It was explained

that another lad was shut up in a cell for having stolen some fruit : his confinement

was to last several days, and part of the time had already expired. The boy, Mr.

W. said, came to request that tlie prisoner might be liberated, he undergoing the

rest of the punishment. It seems that the Governor had permitted this in other

instances, and that nothing had such an effect upon the most hardened lads. There

must be ‘ joy in heaven over such a sinner.’

In reference to one of the early meetings of the Social Science

Association she writes :

—

December, 1857.

The health of any social body can be maintained only by a due proportion

belwfcn what is talien in and w'hat is given out (‘of w'hat ye liave received freely

giV(P^. Accumulation even of knowdedge becomes miserly if channels for im-
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parting it are not soiiglit. It is possible for religion itself to become a detestable

monopoly. Let us, then, never separate the idea of acquiring from that of com-

municating. As we remember the hungry when we eat, let us remember the

ignorant when we learn. We should blush to know what we have never taught.

In order to carry out such views in any district or circle the most correct statistical

knowledge is necessary. Could not a few intelligent men of this society undertake

investigations into the facts, physical and mental, of their neighbourhood ? It

might afterwards be a subject of discussion whether any measures to meet these

wants could be taken by the society, or whether the information should be made
known to the authorities or to the public in order to obtain assistance.

Before the passing of the Education Act of 1870, which has been

justly called ‘ the greatest event in England since the Eeformation,’

popular education had covered but a very small area. The systems of

education at work were twofold—the National Society for Educating the

Poor in the Principles of the Church of England and the British and

Foreign Society, the management of which was chiefly in the hands

of Nonconformists. To these infant schools had recently been

added. Lady Byron tried to think out the problem of education for

herself.

June 8, 1851.

Maurice (F. D.) spoke muck about universities and their history. The best

utterance he gave us, as I thought, was that infant schools have taught their

directors wfliat no other schools could teach—namely, this, that in every human
being there is something independent of us which we cannot put in, and which we
must deal witli as a fact.

November 15, 1855.

There is nothing for it but to commence a mile-off correspondence. I have

suffered to a degree which I ought not to disregard from conversing too much on

matters both secular and spiritual. The discourse you mention suggested to me
that the prevalent educational error was that of training minds rather to analysis

than to synthesis, especially in religion, as if the New Testament were to be made
into the sword it was predicted it would prove. I have traced much unhappiness

in individuals to the analytical liabit of mind which has recently been exalted so

much above the opposite as a proof of talent. To pull in pieces was thought so

far cleverer than to put together. I would rather see a child make a dirt-pie than

pick a flower to pieces
;
he will be happy or unhappy in life accordingly. Could we

not every one of us help onward the dirt-pie principle ?

Greatly as Lady Byron was interested in social reforms and

scientific researches, her deepest sympathies were centred on reli-

gious aspects of thought. Constantly a prisoner to her own house,

she had friends who faithfully reported to her what was going on in

the theological world.

Miss Montgomery told me of your sermon of yestei-day. Have I correctly

understood what you said of death ? That there are two deaths : first, the mor-

tality of the bod}% the soul’s time-nurse; second, the darkening of tlio spiritual

life, the passing through the valley of the shadow of death (by the sinner), not a

final death, as it would have been in Adam but for the Christ ?

June 12, 1854.

I will ask you what you think of my fluid creed (I ho])C its particles will

always retain their state of mobility with cohesion). If you till a vessel with pure
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air of tlie atmosphere its contents are—the atmosphere. There is no difference of”

quality or essence between the finite and the infinite (or to our senses the bound-

less). In that point of view Christ may have been the light of the divine—all

God, though not all of God—subjected to human trials by limitations only, as the

condition necessary to make Him our example. Therefore it may please God te

send other Christs. Indeed, this train of thought arose in my mind out of the

"Whewell and Erewster controversy, ^ bearing on the exclusive possession of a

Eedeemer by our globe.

This letter produced the following reply :

If I call humanity the Son of God, and speak of Him as the elder brother, and

if I say further that fiesh and blood are the temporal accidents of our relationship,

would there be any great divergence in cur views ? In Him we have the human
in ineffable oneness with the divine, but not limited by it

;
and is it not indeed a

gospel which proclaims that all are to reflect Ilis image and share in the blessed

consciousness of that unity ? Without this hope could we afford to love the-

beautiful in character as we do ? Without it could we support the present

falsehood and lack of love ?

The ‘ plurality ’ theology does not trouble me much, if at all. I love to think

of Christ as the first-born of one mighty family. St. Paul seems to say (Eph. iii.

15) that in other realms there are different members of the same household

—

‘ many mansions but the same Father’s house.’

February 3, 1855.

I am anxious your discourse should not perish either through neglect or by the

hands of an editor : you only can avert this fate. What do you say to a very

cheap form calculated to multiply copies amongst poor readers ? I should think 5/.

would do it on common paper, which 1 would gladly pay. Preachers are too fond

of a drawing-room costume.

I like your idea of Sunday Volunteers for Museums and Galleries. It will

be mentioned to Lord Ilarrowby, Avho may take it up. Is not the death ot

Talfourd shocking ? He was not then speaking as a judge of an earthly court, but

as a minister of Christ.

September 18, 1856.

Do you not love Scripture too much ? Do you not think truth better for being

shut up in a text ? Eevelation through Nature and through human nature never

separates. Revelation through the book does. The Scripture you accept in one

sense is accepted by your brother in another, and separation follows. What is to

be done then ? Release the truth from the text and then they may be one. We
shall never be all of one fold whilst religion is ex-verbal, not the word in the heart.

Hence every difficulty. The ‘ Broad Church ’ will be the Church in which Scripture

shall be not the charter of a few, the inscription over a narrow^ gate, but the pledge

of the ‘ glorious liberty,’ a liberty in which Scripture itself shall fade, though
^ My words shall never pass away.’ ‘ My word ’ never went through a printing

press.

February 4, 1866.

In Ruskiu’s new volume, which I am reading with great delight, these words

may not be inappropriate to your subject :
‘ More, I think, has been done for God

by few Avords than by many pictures, and more by few acts than by many
words.’

December G, 1866.

M’liereas by not attending the Sunday services I escape all collections, I mean
for example’s sake to giv'c something publicly to your poor peojfle. Reading

'
‘ More worlds than one.’
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Mackay and Maurice togetlier, I tliink each is anxious to force an hypothesis on>

the reader—one that Christianity was a mere natural development, the other that

it was entirely ex-natural or plus-natural. The analogy with the two existing

schools of physical science is very close. I am inclined to take half of each theory.

If Mackay over-estimates the spiritual elements which were in the world before

Christ, Maurice under-estimates them. Granting that those elements working

together would in time have produced Christianity, did not a sudden electric inter-

position combine them at once into the form of being, they would ultimately have

assumed and constitute the phenomenon we call revelation.

January 12, 1859.

Let me tell you what I know you are already deeply convinced of, that in the

search for truth all depends on the state of being. In my own experience I can

say unhesitatingly that every mental error and misjudgment has been correlative

with moral deviations or defects. In minds which through the trust placed in me
I have looked into, I have seen the clearness of insight into God’s laws obscured

by departure from the highest standard of right-doing. Few believe entirely that

the pure in heart shall see God—not God in heaven, but God on earth—shall see-

good in evil, and hear harmony in discord.

February 26, 1859.

It would indeed be a sorry friendship which was kinder on one day in seven

than on the other six. But it needs not the dedication of a day to its culture.

It has hold of the natural human feelings. But in the special dedication of the

seventh day to the withdrawal of that material veil which enfolds all objects of

labour and pursuit, something is cultivated which would not otherwise come out

consciously to ourselves. We—I speak as one of the working classes—learn that

the bread for which we have laboured is not after all the ‘ true bread
;

’ and who
would have thought of that if there had not been a cessation of toil ? Why was
it appointed to cease ? Not that we might earn less, but that we might love more.

This may be said equally of the Mosaic and Christian Sabbath. Prophetism so

far corrected the errors of ceremonialism as to bring the Jewish Sabbath into

harmony with the spirit of the Christian one.

Two events of historic interest took place between 1854 and 1861

—the American War, when the question of slavery was fought out

between the North and the South, "and the Crimean War.

On both of these Lady Byron writes in the following letters :

—

October, 1855.

It m.ay be useful to myself to test on paper what truth there may be in my
views as to the taking away of life in battle.

It is a practical question—as I am sometimes in the way of advising men to

enter the army or not. Till now I have always objected. Looking at it as

regards the individual (for he would not be justified in doing that as one of a

number which he ought not to do as the unit man), on what grounds is anyone
justified in taking life ?

First, in order to save his own life. Even this is not without exception, but it

cannot be applied in the present case. If the soldier had not become such he

would have been safe. Secondly, in order to save another’s life. This may apply

in a distant manner to the Turks. Thirdly, for the cause of right. It is only on
the third ground that the claims of the soldier to be considered a Christian martyr

can be maintained. Can it be afiirmed that each man in the army, or the majority

even, are under that conviction P Is not Gight’ to the soldier that which is

ruled by his officer, not by his spiritual ruler? Does he feel justified at taking

life at another’s will ? He has no better justification than the hangman, perhaps

not so good, for it is probable that the executions decreed bj'^ a calm and impartial
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-court are more likely to be just than those ordered by the council of nations,

’themselves interested parties. Again, it is said, ‘But life is not all' So says the

inquisitor. It is at least the all over which we have power. Granting immor-

tality, the conditions of it are matters of opinion. If our cause is holy we must

apply Hamlet’s reflections on the King to our opponents. If ‘ blessed are the

fallen,’ what about our side ? It is at least a logical difficulty. To extenuate the

value of human life is to make way for many evils. Why improve sanitary con-

ditions ? They aflect only life. The higliest view is to exalt human life—man’s

mission in time—yet to give a sanction to its sacrifice when for the fuller accom-

plishment of that mission, because ‘ if he went not away others would not be

comforted.’

The man who falls with his mission in his heart is Christ-like
;
but of how

many can this be said ?

April, 18oo.

I hope you have traced the course of Florence Nightingale. She has placed

v/omen in the right position, as head of the humane department. . . .

I wish you had heard the letter read to me last night !—the first she has

allowed herself to write to her famil3\ It was like a hymn—simple and deep-

toned. She had been walking that evening on the shore. On the opposite side,

the city of Constantinople was defined against the burning sky of the setting sun,

the outline had been changed Iw the fall of some mounds in the earthquake. Near

her, the graves of the ‘heroic dead,’ the thousands with whom she says she feels

identijied. It went into my heart as the poetry of fact—for she has made poetry

fact. The enmity towards her appears from various testimonies to be increased,

but she smiles at it all—an angel smile.

I have felt that you are the fittest recipient of these feelings. Speaking of the

kurying-ground of the soldiers at Scutari, she adds in her letter these lines :

—

Thev are not here ! No, not beneath that sod.

And 3’et not far aw'ay.

For they can mingle their new life from God
With living souls, not cla3^

And the3’, ‘ the heroic dead,’ will softl3" pour

Into thy spirit’s ear

A music human still but sad no more.

To tell thee they are near.

Near thee with higher ministering aid

TI13' heart-work to return.

So that each sacrifice thy love has made
A victory shall earn.

Ma3’’ 29
,
1855 .

Though I have never thought myself in danger, my state has been critical enough
to suggest to m3^ mind some things which I had neglected, more in the line of the

lawyer than the soul-conveyancer.

Shall I tell you some thoughts which have dwelt particularl3’- on my miud.^

Not new to you, but coming with new force upon me, tliis parti cularl3". It was
the desire of m3’^ feelings in earlier years to (jive my life. I shared with most of

the 3'oung the error of thinking that this giving could only be under conditions of

danger, or such as involved self-sacrifice. But 1 have acquired the conviction that

'"Very hour ol a life of duty is necessarily a giving to others, because thus we
become channels of the Divine Ifife, with its innumerable influences. Selfishness

only can close the valve of that communion wuth the Infinite and make our life

valueless to others as to ourselves.
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So one need not wish to he Florence Nightingale, at least not in position—only

in goodness. You will have felt her illness. Her sister wrote to me under the

greatest apprehension. Mrs. Nightingale had said :
‘ She is fit either for life or-

death. . .
.’

You wrote to me just as I was beginning to be ill, when every thought felt

like a drop of fire on my brain. . . .

I sometimes hope I may have suffered for the good of others, as in the order of

Providence we must all do, but it has not been granted to me to see that I have.

All that I desire is to outlive self, and not care whether, so the good be done, it is^

by A. B. or by

Yours truly,

A. N. M. B.

November 13, 185G.

The mental event in my life since I came here has been a visit from Mrs.

Stowe.' What a mind! and yet with all its power held in chains as you onct>

were. I trust they will be dissolved, melted by the fire of her loving soul, so that

she who has so deep a sense of the Fatherhood of God will not limit it to a part

of mankind. She appears to have Manichean principles. I mean those described

by St. Augustine in his life as having been held by him before his conversion. A
kingdom of Evil warring against a kingdom of Good, an independent spirit of

Evil ! Against these views you will believe me I argued, and it was without any

mistrust of my own powers, I was so sure of my cause.

The only thing which she told me had ever suggested to her a doubt about the

Eternity of punishment was the fact proved by reformatory experience that the

very worst criminals who had resisted all other influences had been brought to ^

repentance and holiness by kindness. Will not God, then, so act with Ilis crea-

tures Has He so constituted human beings that they can be saved by Love,

and will He withhold that love from any ? Such -was her train of thought
;
while,

on the other hand, she could not but believe Evil unconquerable from its origin

in—it is difficult to understand what. You should have been with us, not so

much to combat her adopted tenets as to convince her they were not in harmony

with her own heart’s witness to the Truth.

On Sunday we may learn whether the death-struggle is or is not to commence
in the United States. It will not be confined to America. Slavery in various

foiTiis threatens Europe.

There are few allusions in these letters to her private affairs

beyond the interest she took in her two grandsons and her grand-

daughter. One, hov/ever, written from the scenes of her early

childhood, is interesting. The old family house in the country had'

pjassed into other hands :

—

Kirkby : Sunday evening, August 23, 185(5.

A day of peculiar trial to my feelings. It was a comfort to think of your con-

viction that the want and the promise are one. This want to be a daughter after-

more than thirty years after the loss of a mother, does it intimate that I shall be a

daughter again ? that all this suffering is not wholly penal in the sense of correc-

tion, but also ‘ hope deferred? ’ Of the feelings arising from a more recent loss the

same is, of course, true. At church this morning the remains of my parents were-

in the vault under me
;
my daughter’s empty monument close by. There have

been some touching proofs of sympathy unsought, even avoided by me, from the-

I)Oor, which I should be ungrateful in imputing to anything but heart. All here

* Mrs. Beecher Stowe.
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have learnt to consider me as a friend, but they do not know how much I feel

their servant.

The results of a few good seeds sown in human soil have exceeded my expecta-

tions. In the welfare of the stranger I am to be taught to find happiness. AVlien

no self-sympathy interferes 1 do, but I could not to-day. When we are truly

children ^ by adoption,’ then we too shall have the ‘ spirit of adoption ’ towards

aliens to our family. Mr. G. is more even than I had hoped for in so short a time

to his parish, both in and out of church.

I am glad to hear of your proceedings. It seems to me that more ways are

being opened for our objects. My studies here relate chief!}’, however, to the

material, how to supply or improve dwellings, provide gardens, baths, roads, &c.,

in all of which I have an efficient helper in A. B.

The anomalous position of private patronage in the Church of

England weighed as heavily on Lady Byron as it has done on many
another patron, who has found that conscientiousness does not prove

a sufficient guide in a position which they have no right to occuj)y.

June 11, 1856.

I am glad you saw that brother of mine during his earthly course. He now
rests near my parents. On the Sunday before his death he preached and adminis-

tered the Sacrament with a firmer and more impressive voice than usual. (I have

proof that he knew his end to be near.) From that time he became dangerously

ill
;
he had not good advice at first, then my physician visited him, and saw he

was dying. He was still perfectly collected, except that he desired a letter for me
might be looked for in the bed, and afterwards said, ‘No, I wrote it in a dream.’

The power he had exercised in that neighbourhood over high and low in one

year, and as a stranger, is extraordinary. But the ‘
-virtue ’ was in him.

I turn with pain to the task of re])lacing him. I want your counsel on that

question. The position is one which makes it requisite for reformatory and

temperance plans, &c., that the clergyman should have weight enough from social

standing and manners to support his position against the High Church party, who
would trample us under foot.

Considering that I cannot again hope to find such large liberality with such

sincere and devoted attachment to the Church, I am inclined to think I had better

be content with what I could certainly secure, notwithstanding the drawbacks of

Sabbatarianism and Bibliolatry—namely, thorough Christian devotedness and a

mild and loving temper, gentlemanly and conciliatory manners, with personal

influence from experience.

June 15.

Thanks for comments. I shall not be in haste. Other thoughts come crowd-

ing upon me. Have I not always objected to patronage in the English Church,

and have I not an opportunity of modifying its evils '?

Why should not the parishioners have a voice in the question ? True, they

have not the same means that I have for finding out fitting clergymen
;
but, if I

bring such to their knowledge, might it not be open to them to choose, we will

say, out of three presented to their notice ? Thus the aristocratic principle would
be modified. At present I should give them the choice of—first, the Evangelical

;

.secondly, the present curate, Mr. G., who is liked, and -who, though not of wide expe-

rience, is pledged to no Church party; thirdly, a chaplain who has laboured in the

reformatory cause, not having known me personally any more than No. 2. Should
J do harm or good by opening that door '?

Later on she writes :
—

IMr. G. is even more than I had hoped for in so short a time in the parish, both
in and out of the (.'hurch.
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The following reads as a curious anticipation of the eight hours’

labour question :

—

Leamington : August 25, 1857.

I liope I have earned the right to spend an hour with you by my week’s work.

The subject on which I have wished for a lecturer in this part of the world would

perhaps not suit your hearers. ‘ Man is not made to he treated as a machine.’ lie

is so treated, not only in factories, of which we have heard much, but in agricul-

tural labour, of which we have not heard, or have heard hut little. Men go out

to work twelve hours (meals excepted) in the field, using the same muscles all the

time, and the mind disused. We hid them keep their houses and persons clean,

and read the Bible, &c. What time, what nervous energy is left for the latter

purpose ? I want to have that thought put upon legs to run through this labour-

ing district, and am meditating giving one hour per day to my own labourers after

harvest. Better than as many hours given in one holiday, which the ill-taught

would misspend. What do you think of calling it the home-hour ? Something

to indicate its domestic value. The farmers would cry out, hut certainly without

reason. It is well known that the weary twelfth hour of work is hardly worth

anything, and the labourer’s strength is gradually reduced by his continuing so

long in the field.

To the text I have suggested might be added, ^ The best use of machines is to

enable us to make man not a machine,’ for certainly it would he so in a more

advanced co-operative stage of civilisation.

August, 18Gf.

As to the Pastor—the distant view is apt to be the ideal one. I see the

disadvantages of the English fixture of a clergyman of the English Church.

After a time his capital of thought is exhausted. His congregation have learnt

him by heart. lie has not the struggles of new circumstances, and then begins

the sleepy stage. As to the limit of his speculations and inquiries, we have spoken

of that before.

Lady Byron v/as a great reader. In one letter she speaks of

herself as almost beside herself with pain, but adds :
‘ Kuskin has

'Come to the rescue. . .

I have been reading Mrs. Browning’s new poem Aurora Leigh

^

or rather

poetical philosophy ! The book is an exposure of social evils, and equally an
exposure of the quackeries which profess to remedy them. There is a story in it

of the most pathetic character, perfectly new in poetry. She has hallowed the

grossest vice by bringing it into the Bedeemer’s light. . . .

I was thinking of the difference between Milton and Wordsworth’s egotism.

W as it not thisf AVordsworth said :
‘ I will make my being a Temple to God

;

’

Alilton, ‘ Let God make me His Temple.’ I feel the last most divine, as most
self-forgetting.

I am happy to learn from Scott (John Scott of Manchester) that you have
seen him. He will he a moral conqueror at Manchester. Better have to deal

with Alanchester cotton than Brighton lace.

Lady Byron’s verses scarcely made her deserve the name of a

poetess, yet frequently she solaced her lonely hours by thoughts in

verse.

‘ My solitude has been less broken than ever before, since 1 came here.’ . . .
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Hence arose a sonnet :

—

In utter loneliness I wield a power

Because I live in others’ memory
;

Were I by all forgotten this same hour,

Should I in God’s wdde soul-world nothing be ?

O doubt not thus thine immortality.

For thou hast life in Him, and in His though t^

The very life by which of old were wrought

The wonders of the holiest Ministry.

’Tis not the human o’er the human reigns,

Tho’ heart to heart may echo every tone

;

’Tis the Divine within us which obtains

O’er self, or others, mastery alone

—

Which round the masses throws its unseen chains.

Or makes a single bosom all its own.

Her placid tones of resignation and hope are a striking contrast

to the fiery emotion, the eloquent descriptions of her gifted husband

;

but there has certainly rarely been a more emphatic contrast between

the career and the character of husband and wife. The one trod tO'

the end the stormy paths of passion; the other strove to find s-olace

for her private sorrows in sympathy with all that is true and lovely

and of good report, and in doing good by stealth, with no wish tO'

find it fame.

Highgate: April 12, 1860.

I have not heard any opinion on your article (on ‘ Christianity in Japan ’). It

was a labour of love to me to read it. I had no previous interest in Japan, except

as to tea-trays and window-screens. George Macdonald is to be my invisible

lodger this w'eek till he gets a home of his own in a better situation than the

last.

I think he is likely to swim now after all his struggles through the waves.

Shortly after penning these words Lady Byron was seized with

one of those frequently recurring attacks of pneumonia to wLich

she was subject. It proved fatal, and in the month of May^ 1860 she

passed away in sleep.

A peaceful ending, as her constant friend and companion Miss

Montgomery wrote, to a life of such constant trouble.

She was buried at Highgate Cemetery in the Campo Santo

where lie the mortal remains of so many gifted souls who have^

‘ gone home to God.’

Adelaide Boss.
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THE JACKEROO

It is probable that most who cast their eyes upon this paper will

wonder what kind of beast this is. A man who was in a position to

know the animal once hazarded to me the suggestion that it was ‘ a

kind of bird.’ Ilis error—for error it w^as—can be explained. There

is a bird (a specimen of which can be seen, I believe, at the Zoo)

misnamed by man ‘the Jackass’; and there is a bird, a solemn,

stately bird, with a long beak and longer legs, and decorous

plumage, known to his familiars as ‘ the Jabiru.’ A Lewis-Carroll-

like blending of the two names might produce ‘ the Jackeroo.’ Only

the Jackeroo is not a bird, even in Wonderland.

Time may be when your own son, my dear sir, may be a Jackeroo.

For his sake, unless under more favourable conditions than at present

prevail, I hope it will not be so. But it is possible, even probable,

that neither you nor he may think of any conditions thereanent.

There are no doubt at the present moment scores of young men all

ready to change their present conditions of life for those of the

Jackeroo. For the term designates the young gentleman who

emigrates to Australia for the purpose of ‘ picking up colonial

experience.’ With the license of the Press I shall venture to extend

the term to those who emigrate to New Zealand
;
although there

they will be dubbed ‘ cadets.’

‘ Picking up colonial experience !
’ There is a breezy vagueness

about the phrase that suggests all that is free and easy. Just the

tliiug, you fancy, for your dear boy. He doesn’t know much
;
has

been through the ordinary English Public School course, and isn’t

very bright
;
but is a good, honest, manly fellow enough

;
and if

only he had a chance ! Ah !—if! That little word brings visions to

you of picking uj) a good situation, a fair salary, perhaps a little

gold-dust or a Coolgardie nugget, a splendid sheep-station (we have

read of ‘ shepherd princes,’ haven’t we ?), a handsome fortune. And
the dear boy, who in your opinion is not fitted for any employment

in England, but will be an admirable subject for this ‘ picking up
’

that is to make a man of him, of course has read of ‘ the horses

spurning the native dogs from their heels as they gallop over the

VoL. XL\'—No. 2G7 833 3 K
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greensward in the moonlight ’

;

^ and of bushrangers, and of lucky

diggers, and of buchjumi3ers, and stockwhips, and sheep stations, and

cattle stations, and woolsheds, and stockyards, and ' moonlighting,’

and ‘ brumbies,’ and blackfellows, and alligators, and the bush ! My
heart goes out to him in his youth and inexperience. God bless the

lad ! I can see him kissing his mother, perhaps for the last time on

earth, trying to say ‘ good-bye ’ with a stiff upper lip, in spite of the

lump in his throat and the tear in his eye, I can see him on the

deck to catch the gleam of Eddystone, the last ray of all that is hi&

home, before he turns on his heel to face the Bay of Biscay and his

‘ career.’ He feels himself a man. The world is all before him
;
and

Australasia lures him on with a glamour of romance.

Bomance
!
yes, pure Eomance ! I don’t know anything about

Khodesia or ‘the Great Lone Land,’ or Assam, or Borneo. But I do

know something of the Antipodes. And I deliberately say that it

will be better for him to forfeit his passage-money and make his living

any way at home than to go out and turn Jackeroo, unless you have

found him a genuine opening.

To begin with, they don’t want him. Your idea of this ‘ picking

up ’ business is derived from the vast area of the colonies, their small

population, and their great trade, especially their exports to the Old

Country of gold, and wool, and corn, and frozen meat. There must
be room for my boy, you think. Of course there’s room in area^

room in plenty. But is there room in the labour market ? The day

has gone by when he might buy a flock of sheep and go ‘ up country ’

and ‘ take up land,’ and wait until the increase of his flocks might

make him as great a shepherd-prince as Laban or Jacob. Every inch

of available grazing ground is already occupied. And if any grass

land still be unoccupied, remember there is a margin of grazing,

just as in England our landlords recognise a margin of cultivation.

The Australian and Yew Zealander is quite ’cute enough and enter-

prising enough and rich enough to put his hand to anything that

pays. So that you may be sure that any apparent opening is only

open because it doesn’t pay. Your son would do just as well across

our English margin of cultivation as over the ]3ush margin of grazing.

If farming in Essex, thirty miles from London, doesn’t pay, we must

expect to find unutilised tracts of land at the Antipodes.

It is often thought that with so small a population there must be

plenty of room in the labour market. Xew Zealand, it is argued, is as

large as Gi-eat Britain and has only the population of IManchester. Aus-

tralia is as large as kluropeand has not yet the population of London.

Quite so. And yet the decision has been made liy the Colonial

Legislatures that no free immigration is now to be granted as in times

l>ast. And, with one exception, that of a man with capital, it is

]»ractically the case that Australasia is to be held for Australasians.

U hat perplexing question, What to do with our boys? is just as

‘ I’ulwcr J.ytton’s Caxtons.
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pressing in those colonies as in England. Putting aside the learned

professions of medicine and law, into which most University men of

the colonies are crowding, there only remain clerks and day-labourers.

In one colonial city alone it is stated that in the recent crash 760

civil servants were discharged in one week
;
and in Wellington, Xew

Zealand, after the amalgamation of the Bank of New Zealand and the

Colonial Bank, it is said about 180 clerks were thrown upon the

streets. Indeed, after the crash in Melbourne and Sydney, many who
had been earning good wages as bank clerks were sleeping, like

vagrants, in the public parks. Some earned enough for a breakfast

by scraping butchers’ blocks in the early hours of the morning
;
many

were receiving a dole of free rations from the Government with the

general crowd of ‘ unemployed.’

But, if clerkships are closed, it may still be thought that labour

may be required for developing the resources of the country.

Here again I will make an exception. Skilled workmen, such as

blacksmiths, carpenters, bricklayers, &c., may find openings in places

where population is increasing or new lines of communication are

being opened. Your boy, sir, is among the unskilled labourers, and

presumably will expect his employment in the mines or on the sheep

and cattle stations. ‘ He won’t mind turning his hand to anything,’

you say
;
and proba.bly the only reason you send him so far afield to

turn his hand to anything is from a fear that he will lose caste if he

becomes a shepherd or a miner in England. Even as a farmer he

wmuld sink in our social scale. Everybody is expected to work in the

colonies. He won’t lose caste there. And he will be sufficiently far

removed from our sight not to shock our prejudices when he goes out

in his shirt-sleeves, or comes home grimy with dust and ‘ yolk ’ from

the drafting yards. Now we want to look things squarely in the

face. No offence, then, will be taken if I say that the real reason for

sending the lad 14,000 miles away may possibly be your false pride !.

Labour is just as honest and honourable in England as in the colonies.

But the lad’s friends would not like to see him as a ‘ working man ’
;

and you yourself wouldn’t think your own son quite a gentleman if

he delved at the bottom of a Cornish tin mine (I’ll spare you the

thought of a coal mine) or tramped over Westmoreland fells after

sheep. It sounds a little snobby, I own. As a fact, to send the lad

to exj)erience in the colonies that which you would be disinclined to

see him do in England is, though of course unintentionally, not a

little cruel. Of course the excuse, ‘ the flattering unction,’ is the

persuasion that there are such wonderful opportunities in the colonies.

Let us, as before, look things S(juarely in the face.

The lad goes out with that most useless of all educations, the

ordinary education of an English gentleman. He knows nothing

that can command a wage. He has a certain softness of upbringing,

which gives him wants and desires from which an ordinary labourer
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is free. He is thus handicapped from the start. His one qualifica-

tion for the rough colonial life, a qualification that will make him
reticent over failures and disajipointments, is his pluck. So off he

goes, the learned professions and clerkships, as we have seen, being

barred to him, to compete in the labour market with all the thew

and muscle already there. He’s not wanted. He is de trop. Hot
only the labour class don’t want him, but the employer doesn’t want

him. Send him out with any letters of introduction you like—of

course you will get these
;
they persuade your conscience that you

have done all you can to give the lad a fair start—and they will all

be useless for the purpose of employment. They may get him a

lunch, an invitation to a ball, a visit to a big sheep-station. They
may secure the hospitality to the guest

;
they will not bring a wage

or salary to the Jackeroo.

Small as the population of the colonies is, it is more than

sufficient for present requirements. Wages, of course, in the colonies,

as in England, are from the labourer’s standpoint looked at as a

matter of living
;
from the emploj’er’s, as curtailment of profit. And

though to English ears colonial wages sound high, say 20s. per week

and ‘ tucker,’ yet there is really no margin, under present circum-

stances, for a fall. For the standard of a ‘ living wage ’ is gauged by

its purchasing power. This purchasing power in the colonies, where

everybody of every station of life contributes to the revenue through

the indirect taxation of the Customs, is restricted by the tariff. To
this taxation you may attribute from 20 to 25 per cent, of the cost

of living. Of course, wants are fewer, living ‘ up country ’ is rougher

than here. But the purchasing power of every ll. a week wage is

20 to 25 per cent, less than here in England. On a wage of from

15s. to 18s. per week a man can do more here in England than in

Australia with 20s. per w^ek. The colonial wage-earner doesn’t want

}Our boy to come poking his finger in the pie to lower wages. And
if the colony is a free-trade one, as is Hew South Wales, the wage

barometer, you may be sure, has already felt the diminution of

pressure, lb is just this pressure of tariff that has evoked the

legislation in Queensland to keep the coloured Kanaka labour to

tropical agriculture

—

i.e. to work among the sugar-canes. Hor does

the employer want him. For one thing, he doesn't know a ewe from

a wether, a hoggett from a lamb. He can’t draft sheej)
;
he can’t

class wool; he can’t brand cattle; he can’t break in, perhaps he

can’t ride, a horse. If he be qualified to j^nss at once into the ranks

of the wage-eainers, one of two things must happen. He will tend

either proj)ortionately to reduce the wage, which the labourer won’t

like; or to reduce the profit, which the employ^er won’t like. For,

large as the profits of the s(|uatter may be, they' are the business

returns on a business investment. The yield of his wool may be

huge, but his woolshed, his fences, his tanks, and dams, and Artesian
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bores are most expensive appliances, and his large income may not be

more than fair interest on his big investment. You may be sure

that he as a business man will not pay one single hand more to do

his work than he finds absolutely necessary. He is hospitable

beyond words to his guests, and all travellers who call at his station

are his guests. But he is not going to pay wages to one servant

more than he has work for
;
and certainly not to a man who doesn’t

know ‘ combing ’ wool from ‘ clothing,’ or a Merino from a Southdown.

As a rule, there are two ways of dealing with the Jackeroo, if it is

inevitable that he must be more than a guest. But neither w^ay is

very flattering to the estimate w^hich the Jackeroo’s father, oi;. the

Jackeroo himself, sets upon his emigration. They are toQ^.hpt to

regard it in the light of doing the colonies a favour in sending out

the dear boy. So little do the colonists regard as a favofir the young

man’s arrival that they say, ‘ There are only two conditions upon

w'hich w^e wall keep him—the one, that he shall work for us without

expecting any wages
;

the other, that he shall pay us for the

privilege of doing our wwk.’

It is perhaps evidence of the present overstocking of the labour

market that the former of these two conditions is practically in

abeyance, and has been so for years. Here and there may be found

a good-natured, honest fellow who says plainly, ‘ Your labour is of no

use to me in these days of your novitiate. Therefore, I cannot pay

you wvages. And if you are not worth your salt it’s of no good your

paying me to keep you
;

for I w’ould rather be without you. Still, if

you like to work for nothing, do so
;
and then, if you are good for

anything, and I can find a vacancy for you, I’Jl give you market

w^age if you care to sta}^ on.’ But these are rare offers at the present

time. The general rule is an annual premium of 120h or 140h for

three years.

With a premium so high you could do much, even outside a

University career, for your son at home, lie might learn many a

useful trade
;
he might start in many a profitable, though small

business. But as parents are still walling to pay this premium as

their son’s footing in the Bush, it may be well to see what privileges

in that far-aw'ay Bush may attach to the ])ayment.

Let it be clearly understood that in the early days of this system

it w^as introduced to benefit the squatter by enabling him to tide

over bad times. With a heavy mortgage on his stock and freehold,

a drought which killed off half his sheep, or a fall in the price of

w^ool which diminished his income by one-third or one-half, or a

financial crisis in the colony which tightened the money market and

made his mortgagees ‘ put the screw on,’ might bring an apparently

successful man, a ‘ shepherd-prince,’ to the verge of ruin. Five or

ten youngsters pacing 1201. per annum and doing their share of the

w^ork probably meant salvation to many an anxious flock-master.
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It is wortli while remembering this aspect of the question. Your

premium may simply be paid to keep afloat a waterlogged business.

It is not many years since there occurred a much-talked-of instance

of such payment. A bad drought made tight money, and a young

squatter with large liabilities was unable to meet the demands of his

bank. The bank foreclosed on their mortgage, and the young

squatter went home to England. In twelve months he returned,

bringing with him some fifteen Jackeroos, each paying 140k per

annum, and each an investor in the property to the tune of 1000k !

The mortgage was redeemed, the station worked for a time by these

neu-chum shareholders, and soon the station was sold to a limited

liability company, in which the original owner was a large shareholder.

The Jackeroos received back their capital, but the premiums they

had paid for working the station contributed, as you see, to the

making of a large fortune for the young squatter. The moral is

obvious. Its force depends upon whether you desire to pay a premium

for the sake of your son, or for the sake of a speculative squatter.

You must be sure of the position to occupy vrhich you are sending

out your son.

The advertisements in the Field or Land ami Water, like the

advertisements of the Watchmakers’ Alliance or Wealth of New-
chums’ Syndicate, are baits to tempt the gudgeon. As long as they

draw out your premium, so long will we read of ‘ Young men taught

colonial experience, treated as a member of the family.—Apply to so-

and-so, at such-and-such an address.’ These men who so advertise

don’t want your son so much as your mioney. Under these circum-

stances it is well to face the end to which your son may come. Let

us hope he will not
;
but it is possible he may, though I have no

wish to convey the impression that the end is inevitable. Ivemem-

ber that the men who put in these advertisements are not generally

the possessors of good comfortable homes in the ‘ settled districts ’ of

the colonies, or, at any rate, it is not there they want your boy, nor for

them they want your money. Those men with comfortable, well-fur-

nished homes are well-to-do men, who can afford to pay for labour at its

market price. It is, as a rule, the frontier man, ‘ the pioneer of civili-

sation,’ wanting labour heloiv market price and money with which to

meet expenses, or the uncapitalled ‘free selector,’ who so advertises.

II is homestead is rough, his hire poor, and the society of his home-
stead, ])robably' thirty, it may be eighty miles from the nearest

neighbour, is not over select. Your l)oy will be probably by day and
night the associate, by necessity, of the stockmen and bullock-

dri\ers in the men’s cjuarters

—

men ‘ full of strange oaths’ and the

oarsest thoughts and used to the wildest life. They have a rough
hoqltality and genialily, but for all that you would like your boy to
hear and be they ha\(‘ no taste. It is almost sure to be the old
•'-t' ry. On these frontier stations tb.ere is no pressure of public
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opinion, for there is no public
;
no social restraints, for there is no

society. Has your boy grit enough to stand against the tempta-

tions of such surroundings ? Listen !

Some years ago a squatter with a fairly large sheep-station in

the southern and more settled colonies was bitten with the mania of

' new country.’ He eventually took up on pastoral lease a large

area of country, some 1,400 miles N.-W. of his more civilised home-

stead, awa}q right away, in the ‘Never-never,’ and jmoceeded to

.stock it. The fathers of two young English lads, in answer to his

advertisement, agreed to pay him each 140k per annum as premium

to teach their boys ‘ colonial experience.’ When the lads arrived in

the colony at his civilised homestead, the squatter told them that he

had a splendid opening for their tuition in this ‘ colonial experience ’

:

two bullock drays were just going to start for his new station, and

they had better go. Boy-like, they only thought of the ‘ fun of the

thing,’ and went. Before them lay a journey of 1,400 miles with

two bullock-drivers as only companions. They went as what is

called ‘ offsiders,’ to drive spare bullocks, round up the bullocks

straying from camp, flog up any lagging offside bullock, and generally

to be useful in forming camp, cooking, and chopping wood and

dravv^ing water—work such as the scarecrow boy from your hedge-

row could do just as well. These two lads were the sons of English

clergymen, of tender nurture and good upbringing. When about

half the journey was accomplished they entered upon the frontier line

of civilisation. One night the wild blackfellows of the district

attacked the camp, and one of the lads was killed by a blow from a

tomahawk. The other in time arrived at the station, and stayed

there for about three years, paying his premium each year. I met

him once for a few hours as he was on his way for a holiday. He
was then only about twenty-one

;
but three years’ association with

our pioneers of civilisation—the stockmen and bullock-drivers of the

station—had made him a drunken, lewd, and foul-mouthed larrikin.

My blood always boils when I think of it. And I ask you, sir, if

you are thinking of sending your lad out to the colonies to ‘ pick up

colonial experience,’ are you willing to risk that this should be his

experience? and are you willing, without making searching inquiry,

to pay a handsome premium that he may have it ? If you are, then

I do honestly believe it w^ere better that your boy met his fate at the

edge of a blackfellow’s tomahawk than in the men’s quarters of a

‘ back-block ’ cattle station.

Such instances as this, and it could be multiplied indefinitely,

are w'arnings which no parent should disparage in considering the

matter of his son’s emigration. It is put down here as a warning.

But I am too sensible of kindness and friendship shown to myself in

the bush of Australia, and too conscious of the comforts and refine-

ments of certain large stations in New Zealand, to desire that such
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incidents should be considered a necessary part of ‘picking up

colonial experience ’ in either colony. That which I do wish to

convey clearly is—(1) that the colonial labour market is abundantly

supplied
; (1^) that it is more than probable the only way of obtain-

ing employment for your son will be that of paying a heavy

]'>remium
; (3) that the payment of a premium does not ensure

wholesome moral control in every case
; (4) that in the back blocks

of the ‘ Never-never ’ country there are terrible risks, v/hich may bring

more shame upon your name than a sweaty shirt and dirty hands

;

and (5) that, in the face of such difficulties and risks, you will

probably do far better by finding for your son any honest employ-

ment, no matter how uncongenial to English conventionalities, in

this old country. With lords in trade, and with ladies breeding cows,,

and ponies, and dogs, it ought not to be difficult to start your boy

with no more outlay than is required in the colonies, where nowadays,

unless by a new Coolgardie, there are no ‘ big licks ’ to be had.

Sometimes, however,^parents seild out a young man because he is

dissipated and a drunkard. To send out such a man, away from

restraints, and where even the check of his own family name will not

operate, is to send him to certain ruin, and probably a miserable

death. And the colonies resent beyond words the reflection upon

themselves. They are not wfilling to be the dumping-ground of

England’s social wrecks. If there are wild and drunken debauchees

in the colonies to-day, it is to the shame of England to say that

they are nearly all English born. The native-born colonist is, as a

rule, not a drunkard
;
and he knows that to a large extent the liquor

question would be almost settled for his home-land if no drunkards

were despatched from England to his shores.

The one instance in which your son will be received as a boon

to the country is if he goes out with a little capital to invest.

Capital is needed, and with additional capital must come additional

labour. Eut to send out labour without capital is to increase the

number of the unemployed. But, as hlr. Kipling says, this is

another stoiy.

A. C. Yorke.
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THE LAW
AS TO CONSTRUCTIVE AIURBER

Mr. Justice PriiLLmoRE, not long ago, raised a storm of public

indignation merely because be sternly and untlincliingly enforced

the application of the letter of the law, in its strictest rigour, to

facts which to a mind little disposed to be tolerant or indulgent to

looseness or immorality appeared very shocking, when that learned

judge had to deal with Wark’s case^—one of those eases of the class

which has recently afforded most examples of what is compendiously

but inaccurately called ‘ Constructive Murder.’ Mr. Justice Darling,,

on the other hand, before this storm had entirely calmed down,

apparently possessing a mind neither wholly unaware of the

frailties of human nature, nor altogether averse to making allowances

for them, and possibly revolting against taking part in the blasphemy

involved in passing sentence of death in the usual form, with full

knowledge, on the part of the speaker, that it will not be carried out,

advised a grand jury, whom he was charging as to another case of

the description just referred to, to take that view of the facts at

which we all know that petty juries mostly in practice arrive; and,

because he, while so doing, suggested a view of the law for which,

there, at any rate, exists some modern authority entitled to con-

sideration, drew down upon himself the scathing criticism and
condemnation of the Times ^ and of the great majority of that

large body of professional lawyers who regard any attempt to

introduce into the law any doctrine which savours of novelty as

little less than sacrilege. ?dr. Justice Grantham and Mr. Justice

Bigham have unostentatiously, and without enticing the public

into becoming the partisans of either of them, quite recently

laid down the lav/ as to Constructive IMurder in widely divergent

terms. AVhen judges thus differ amongst themselves as to what the

law really is, and administer it in different spirits, it is time for the

Legislature to intervene and ascertain and declare the state of the

law
;
while, whatever it is, a true ].<aw Keformer will seek to bring

its administration into harmony with the spirit of the times, if either

the law itself or such administration appears not to already be so.

’ 20th of ^larcli, 1800.

811
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The term ‘ Constructive Murder ’ is an inaccurate and misleading

one. Says Blackstone, ‘ The law of England doth not allow offences

bv construction, and no cases shall be holden to be reached by the

penal law but such as are both within the spirit and the letter of the

law.’ ^

Accordingly, attempts made by the judges, in the worst period

of our judicial history, to create an offence which it was sought to

call ‘ Constructive Treason,’ have earned the reprobation of constitu-

tional lawyers and historians.^ An attempt in a very similar direction,

made by the judges of those days with regard to the law of libel,

just previously to the close of the last century, was, after hot debate,

put an end to by Parliament in 1792, by the passing of ‘ Fox’s Libel

Act.’ And as recently as a dozen years ago that great criminal

lawyer, the late Mr. Justice Stephen, in 1887, declared from the

Bench at the Old Bailey that ‘ Constructive Murder ’ is a phrase

which ‘ has no leo;al meaning: wdratever.’ ^

The reason for this rejection of the idea that there can by law

be such a thing as a ‘ constructive ’ offence is plain. By the law

of England, in a criminal case no judge can, of his own mere action,

pronounce a verdict of either ‘ Guilty ’ or ‘ ISTot guilty.’ An example

of this is frequently seen both at assizes and sessions. There, even

when the judge or chairman thinks that there is ‘no case for the

prosecution,’ he cannot of himself say that the prisoner is ‘ not

guilty.’ The .officer of the court does not enter even such a verdict

in its minutes till he has formally put to the foreman of the jury

the question, ‘ Gentlemen, you say that the prisoner John Jones is

not guilty,’ and has obtained an affirmative answer to his inquiry.

A judge merely has the right to tell a jury what the law of the case

is. They indeed are bound to believe that what the judge so tells

them to be the law really is so. But the jury, and they alone, have

the right to apply the law, as thus laid down, to the facts. For

example, supposing that while a man is entering the house of

another, the owner of it somehow meets his death. The judge

probably tells the jury that burglary is a felony, and that whoever kills

another while committing a felony is legally guilty of ‘murder’
;
and

he goes on to explain to them that the legal offence of burglary is a

crime constituted by several distinct facts, foremost amongst which are

the need that there should be what the law calls a ‘breaking’ of

premises of a certain description, and that such ‘ breaking ’ should

have occurred between certain hours, w^ell known to lawyers. In a

ease such as that supposed the jury ought, morally, before arriving

at a verdict, to ask themselves if there was in fact a ‘ burglary,’ in the

legal s(*Mse at all, by any ‘ breaking’ of premises; if such premises

• Jll. Com. j). SS.

I “r iri'^tanco, in Tjord AJfjc'num Cydiinja (1) St. ‘J’, 11. SIS); which is

' :r jTsly reffirrcfl to as a ('a.sc of ‘.hulicial Murder.’
‘ I’. V. r - rn» ;

1<', (Dx's Critrdnal Cksck, .'it [). 1>]-?.
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were of the description stated by the judge to be necessary; whether

such breakiag took place between the hours which make it legally

‘ burglary ’
;
whether the death of the deceased owner was in truth

connected with the prisoner’s act, cr whether it might not really

have been accidental, and altogether unconnected with the burglary

—such, perhaps, as haviag been caused by the dead man’s falling

downstairs either long before, or long after, the accused came upon his

premises. But the jurors are not bound to tell the court, in any

detail,, how they have in their own minds answered these several

questions, or what their reasons are for the verdict to which they

have come. They have a right to give what lawyers term a ‘ general
’

verdict (i.e. one which is merely in general terms, and for which no

reasons whatever are assigned). The judge, on the other hand, has

no right to call upon them to furnish reasons for their verdict. Some
two hundred and thirty years ago a celebrated case ® decided that a

jury of the City of London, who had acquitted the famous Quaker

William Penn (afterwards the founder of Pennsylvania) of an alleged

illegal act, by preaching in Grracechurch Street, could not be fined

by the then Eecorder of London on account of the verdict which

they had given. A great lawyer,*" in the judgment in which this

decision was given, forcibly expressed the rule laid dowm by our

English Constitution on this subject as follows: ‘If the judge, from

the evidence, shall by his own judgment first resolve, upon any trial,

what the fact is, and so, knowing the fact, shall then resolve what

the law is, and order the jury finally to find accordingly, what either

necessary or convenient use can be fancied of juries, or to continue

trials by them at all ?
’

The provisions of our law, to the effect just stated, give it a

greater elasticity than it would otherwise possess, and secure that,

whatever English law may at any time be supposed in the abstract

to be, it will always, in practice, be administered in accordance with

the spirit of the day. They tend to prevent our system of English

jurisprudence from crystallising into that rigid and inelastic form

which it is the natural inclination of every established and State-

nurtured institution—such as law ever must be—to gradually

assume,' to its own ultimate destruction, so soon as it has become
obvious that the form taken by it, in its last days, has become entirely

out of harmony with the times. Accordingly, in the days when to kill

a man in a duel was legally and theoretically ‘ murder,’ juries could

never, in practice, be got to find that it was so. In the last century

the judges long tried, too, to get it left in their hands to declare

whether an incriminated document was a libel, and to leave to the

jury only the bare question of whether there had been a ‘publication’

of such document by the accused. Sturdy Englishmen, however,

r>uslicirs case, State Trials, p. 99. ® Vaughan, C.J.

^ This furnishes the most powerful objection to codification of English law.
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could never be got to convict the publisher of such a document as

guilty of ‘libel’ merely because the judge said that, in law, such

document was a libel, however clear it might be that the accused

had, at any rate, ‘ published it.’ In these last years of the nineteenth

century juries, in a similar way, can hardly ever be induced to find a

m.an guilty of ‘ murder ’ in cases where, whatever may be the strict

view of the law, there is an absence of that recklessness of human
life, or any actual intention to kill, w’hich their good sense tells them

ought to in fact be, and to at least some extent is, in law of the very

essence of the crime of murder.

Judges, however, have long been in the habit of doing what one,

who then was an excellent defender of prisoners, though perhaps

was not the most erudite and learned of black-letter lawyers, and

wdro now makes an admirable Colonial Chief Justice, was overheard

to say to a friend, who badgered him, during his lunch, as to how he

should direct the jury if he were trying a case involving a certain

legal question. Eeplied he, ‘ Hang your point of law ! I should leave

iliai to the jury.’ Of a truth, judges for a long time habitually

framed their directions to juries, in cases of constructive murder, on

the model furnished long ago by an astute old judge, who flourished

in the days of duelling. It is traditionally reported that he addressed

a jury somewhat as follows :

Gentlemen, I am bound to tell you what the law is
;
and, in discharge of that

duty, I Lave to lay down to you as law that if a man stands up some few paces

from another, and shoots at him with a dangerous weapon like a pistol, with an

intent to hill him, or to grievously wound him, then, if death ensue, that in law is

clearly murder and nothing else. It is equally my duty to tell you that on an

indictment for murder, as this is, it is nevertheless in law your right, as judges of

the facts, to return a verdict of manslaughter only, if you so please.*^

Then, after summarising the facts, this astute judge concluded

—

]>ut, gentlemen, you are the judges of the facts, not I
;
though I should per-

haps be doing less than justice to the prisoner if I did not remark tiiat in all my
experience—not now a short one—I have never hnown a fairer duel. Consider

your verdict.

This style of summing up, in which the judge directed the jury

with great correctness as to the law, but in effect left to them, as

judges of the facts, and of the case as a whole, the unjdeasant

alternative of either hanging the prisoner, or taking a perverted

view of the fiicts in order to save his neck, even at the expense of

tlieir own consciences, with the moral certainty that the jury would

accept the latter alternative, is still, in the opinion of many lawyers,

"
'J’lio legal right on the part of the jury to return a verdict of man.slaughtcr on

V. ry ii'dictmeiit for murder is unque.stionable sec IlvsscU on Crimes, lath edit.

i.]). S(:0, citing Hale and Coho as authorities for (his. Jlscxistence both su])plies

the key to the u; ual result in pract ice of (rials forconst ruetivc murder and suggests (he

1 ;q -Vf:!; ej/ jn tjj(, adiuini ,t rat ion of the law which is made on a subsequent page.
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not merely tlie traditional, but the only correct way in which a judge

should sum up a case where there is a charge of constructive murder.

The hint to the jury to reduce the crime to manslaughter has,

however, in modern times, usually been conveyed in some such

language as the following :
‘ Gentlemen, you will fail in the per-

formance of your duty should you fail to return a verdict of wilful

murder if you are satisfied %vith the evidenced The very words

just quoted were, in truth, actually used a dozen years ago by one

(the late Sir James Stephen) who was no mean master of our

criminal law, and who certainly could not with any propriety be

styled ‘ a sickly sentimentalist.’

The accepted way of treating cases which were legally, but not

morally, murder was in exact accordance with the spirit and methods

of the whole of our old and unreformed system of criminal juris-

prudence. The letter of the law was harsh in the extreme, but its

severity was, in practice, mitigated by a series of fictions and

quibbles.

With regard to the circumstances, under which the killing of

another would in law be deemed murder, the charge to the jury, till

quite lately, usually laid down the law in the way in wdiich it was

stated by Sir Matthew Foster in his day,^ and by Mr. Justice

Blackburn on the trial of the Manchester murderers for the murder

of a gaol warder by shooting him, in order to aid the rescue of

certain Fenian prisoners. The fact that a statement of the law was

Mr. Justice Blackburn’s would certainly have never alone ensured

its being servilely copied by the late Lord Chief Justice Cockburn.

Nevertheless we find that late distinguished Chief Justice, and Mr.

Baron Bramwell, again laying it down in similar terms in 18G7, on the

trial before them of the Fenians who had blown up Clerkenwell Prison

wall with the view of thereby bringing about the release of certain

‘ Irish patriots ’ who were prisoners there, and who had, in so doing,

killed a woman near by. All the judges just mentioned in effect

stated the law to be that if a man, in committing or in attempting

to commit a felony, kills another, then from these facts arises an

irrebuttable presumption of law that such killing was malicious,

and therefore murder
;
but that if the death of another was unin-

tentionally caused by an act, not amounting to a felony, though the

death, like every other killing, is jjvimci facie murder, and especially

so if the act in the course of the doing of which it happened was an

illegal one, yet this presumption, being only a jjrima facie one, may
be rebutted.

During the last twenty-five years, however, it has occurred to

some judges that the usual method of summing up in cases of

® See Foster’s Or. Law, p. 258.

See suraming up of Cockburn, C.J., concurrence of Bramwell, B., as

reported in Times of the 28tii of April, 18G8, at p. 11.
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Constructive Murder, wliicli was described a short time ago, is not

entirely satisfactory, and that it would be far more in accordance

with the spirit of the day, and of modern criminal jurisprudence in

England, if the law could be construed as directly sanctioning the

giving to juries of a right to return that verdict of manslaughter which

it unquestionably permits them to give under the guise of a ‘ general

verdict,’ and as masters alike of the facts and of the application of

the law to them. What is probably the first trace of the idea of thus

modifying the law is to be found in a direction given by the late Sir

James Stephen to a jury in a case which occurred in 1887. There a

man was accused of murdering his helpless crippled child, by having

set fire to a house in which the child was, with the object of getting

the sum for which the house was insured by burning it down. This

act was clearly a felony. In the course of that case the distinguished

jurist just named expressed a doubt whether the rule that every killing

resulting from the commission of afelony or of any act in itself illegal is

murder ought not to be confined to cases where death unintentionally

resulted from a felony or other illegal act, committed under circum-

stances which did not make it obvious that the commission of such

act would endanger human life. The doubt thus expressed apparently

took no hold on the minds of lawyers till the summer of last year.

But the Attorney-General laid down the law during the trial of the

well-known case of Beg. l)r. Collins at the last June sessions of the

Central Criminal Court, in very similar terms to those which had been

suggested by the late Sir James Stephen. This view was, however,

on that occasion, firmly overruled by Mr. Justice Grantham, and so it

was afterwards, on the first trial of Dr. Whitmarsh, by Mr. Justice

Darling. The last named judge is, indeed,^ ^ reported to have told

the jury that ‘ this was not a case in which there could be a verdict

of manslaughter,’ a remark which must have been a mere observa-

tion upon the facts, since, as a direction in point of law, it would have

been clearly erroneous. But, on the second trial of Dr. Whitmarsh,

about a month later, the Attorney-General’s version of the law was in

substance adopted by Mr. Justice Bigharn, who told the jury that ‘ if,

as a reasonable man, the prisoner could not have anticipated that his

act would result in death, it was competent for them to say that he

was guilty of manslaughter only,’ a direction which, however, the

learned judge safeguarded by telling the jury that if they could see

their way, on the facts, to reduce Wbitmarsh’s crime to manslaughter,

he liiinself could not. The recent charge of l\lr. Justice Darling to

a grand jury was probably no more thjin advice to them as to what

view they would be wise to take of the facts. So far, however, as it

wa; a direction to them in point of law it was based on the authority

of the late Sir .lames Ste})hen in Seme’s case, already quoted, and

" See Times of the 22nd of September, 181)8.

See Times, the 27tli of October, 181)8, p. 18.
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in accordance with the seeming opinions of the present Attorney-

General and of Mr. Justice Bigham, and was an endeavour to

construe the strict letter of the law in accordance with the view

which juries almost invariably take of the facts.

Closely connected with this subject of Constructive Murder, if

indeed it be not actually a branch of it, is the supposed rule of law

as to the existence and terms of which judges have differed, and

which is not entirely free from doubt—that no mere words can in

point of law ever possibly constitute such a provcLS&tion as will

reduce a killing of a man to manslaughter.*^

Assuming that Parliament could spare a little time from the dis-

cussion of burniug questions of high party politics for the consideration

of social problems, it would appear to be by no means impossible to at

once preserve what the majority of criminal lawyers believe to be the

strict letter of the law, and at the same time bring its administration

into harmony with modern feelings. On the question as to what the

strict letter of the law really is, lawyers themselves are not entirely

agreed, as will have been seen. Its administration has, for a long

time past, been only made tolerable to the public by means of either

a laxity by juries (with the tacit approval of the judges) in dealing

with cases of the description indicated, or by the verdict of ‘ Wilful

Murder’ being only given in such cases in the confident hope

that a strong recommendation to mercy by which it is accompanied

will, as indeed it generally does, lead to the exercise of the preroga-

tive of the Crown. At present, however, this prerogative of mercy

is exercised by the advice of an official who learns the case second-

hand from the report of the judge who tried it, and from a perusal

of the papers. A very short Act of Parliament, consisting of only two

operative sections, might, without difficulty, both remove ail doubt

as to the law itself, and all anachronisms in its administration. For

many reasons—some of which will be obvious on a very little reflec-

tion, and none of which it is necessary to discuss here—it is un-

desirable to alter either the strict letter of the law, as it now exists,

or the substance of the practice that, in general, in cases of con-

structive murder, the sentence of death is not carried out. Accord-

ingly, let the first section of the suggested Act declare the law to be

as it was laid down by Sir L. Foster, by the late Mr. Justice

Blackburn, and by the late Chief Justice Cockburn, and Baron

Bramwell, and as the great majority of lawyers still believe it to be

;

and also that (which is now doubtful) no mere words are in point of

law a sufficient provocation to reduce murder to manslaughter. A
second section in the proposed statute should then recognise existing

practice, by enacting that, in cases coming within the first section of

the Act, the jury trying the case might append to their verdict a

See on this question Russell on Crimes, vol. i. pp. 67G-7. Mr. Justice Blackburn

held the milder view in the case quoted in the next note but one.
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Special Finding, to tiie effect that the accused, when he committed

the act which led to the death of the deceased, had reasonable ground

for believing, and did, in fact, believe, that death would not result

from such act, and that he used all reasonable skill, and all other

means in his power, to prevent its so resulting
;
or that he without

premeditation killed the deceased after receiving from the latter great

provocation, by words spoken by him just previously, which amounted

to such provocation as would in an ordinary person, not merely in

•one of violent or passionate disposition, provoke him in such a way

as to naturally lead to his acting as prisoner didd'^ The section might

then go on to enact that, after such a Special Finding, and without

prejudice to the Eoyal prerogative as it now exists and is exercised,

it should be lawful for, but not incumbent upon, the judge presiding

at the trial, if he so thought fit, instead of passing sentence of death

(the law’s punishment for the crime of murder) in the usual form

(in which is included an invocation to the Almighty, founded on the

assumption that the death sentence will be carried out), to simply

order such sentence to be recorded in the manner and with the

consequences mentioned in the Judgment of Death Act, 1823d®

It should also, if so thought desirable, also empower such judge to,

at any time during the assizes, mitigate such sentence of death,

in pursuance of the new Act, to such a sentence of penal servitude

or imprisonment as he in his discretion might think fit, causing an

entry signed by him that he had done so to be made upon the

calendar.

In this way the law would be at once vindicated and placed

upon a clear footing, and would at the same time be brought more

” The words by the late Blackburn, J., may be seen in B. Eothwell (12 Cox

C.C. (1871) 145) ;
those in the text are substantially adopted from them.

The Act there mentioned (4 Geo. IV. c. 48) is but little familiar even to lawyers,

in consequence of its provisions now only extending to two cases of rare occurrence,

viz. certain piracy and dockyard offences of an aggravated nature. It was passed

in consequence of the then law that all felonies without benefit of clergy should be

capital offences having, so early as 182:i, become intolerable to our ancestors, and the

sentence of death therefore rarely carried out. The Act accordingly provided that,

after a conviction for any felonyq except murder, the judge should have power to

only order the sentence of death to be recorded without actually pronouncing it. In

ISIIG this exception was accidentally repealed by some words in Act G & 7 "NV, IV. c,

CO, sec. 2, regulating executions for murder, passed in that year. But sucli repeal

of the exception v.as not discovered till the summer assizes of 1841, when Lord

Benman, C.J., found it out, and acted upon it in a case (U.^^ Jane Hogg, 2 M. &II. 38)

in which ’a woman had been convicted of th.e murder of her illegitimate child.

Between 1841 and 18G1 (a period of twenty years) this power to record instead of

act uall}' pass sentence of death was occasionally acted u])on. In 18G1, however,

I he law was brought back to the condition in which the Judgment of Death Act,

1 had jtlaccd it, and by llie (Mfences against tlic Person Act (21 & 25 V, c. 10,

2) it was required, as it still is, tliat after a conviction for murder the judge

si. all forthwith ‘[uonounce’ tlio sentence of death, the Act of 1H3G being at the

•iine *ime rfpcalcd (by 21 li. 25 V. c. 05) in anticipation of the j)assing of the

< i-cinal Law Consolidation Acts of ISGIt.
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into harmony with modern feeling. A ‘ Komilly Society,’ which has

Lord James of Hereford for its President, and already numbers amongst

its metnbers more than one eminent holder of high judicial office, and

not a few distinguished philanthropists, as well as some lawyers of

enlightened views, has recently been established, bearing the name
of that ever-great man, to carry on the excellent work of mitigating

needless severity in our Penal Laws, which Sir Samuel Romilly

commenced early in the present century. In the closing years of

the same century, for the ‘ Romilly Society ’ to support, and press

forward, such a Bill as suggested above, would be a humane work,

not unworthy of him from whom the Society derives alike its spirit

and its name.

Gr. Pitt-Lewis.

3 LYou XLV—No. 267
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ft

BRITISH TRADE IN 1898

A WARNING NOTE

One reason why British external trade for the year 1898 is worth

considering apart, instead of in a group of averages, is that with the

exception of 1877 it is the only year in the long history of our com-

merce of which it can be said that our visible exports plus the latest

estimated ‘ invisible exports ’ have failed to pay for our imports. In 1898

the excess of our imports over exports was 183,000,000^.,^ and Sir Kobert

Griffen estimated the other day the ‘ invisible exports ’ at 1 78,000,000^

True it is that this deficiency of 5,000,000^. is a very small matter,

apparently, in dealing with totals of such magnitude
;
but the note-

worthy point is that there is a deficiency instead of the estimated

yearly surplus of 30,000,000^. to 70,000,000^. to which we have been

accustomed for very many years past. Therefore 1898, like 1877,

must be admitted to be an abnormal year
;
and most of us remember

that 1877 was followed by the calamitous year 1878

—

ahsit omenl
If we were to content ourselves with simply looking back over

averages of three years we should never realise that there had ever

been any calamitous year in our commerce since 1854
;
yet most of

us who were in active business forty years ago have very acute, not

to say painful, recollections of 1857, 1866, 1873, 1878, and 1890, not

to mention other years which were not distinctly profitable. Many
excellent statisticians, who have never been connected with business,

seem to forget that there are losses as well as profits both in trade,

in agriculture and in investments. And I do not remember that any

statistician has ever warned us of trouble ahead or noticed the signs

that prelude trouble.

But apart from any set-back in store for us in 1899 or 1900, it

may be said that 1898 is the only year in which we happen to have

arrived almost exactly at a balance of our national ledger, on the

assumption that the hypothetical data are accurate—that is to say,

that there is really 178,000,000^. due to us for the ‘ invisible exports.’

I ahmit that this is a very large assumption, and I confess that I have

absolutely no belief myself in the accuracy of what are, at the best,

mere f/v^esses as to the amount of interest, commissions, and freights

due from the outside world to this country. It is a thoroughly

vieious methofl of statistics to formulate such guesses, and it is a

' Total imports, 5.30,00:i,4.'37Z. Total exports, .346,22.3,002^.
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thoroughly foolish attitude of mind for a practical and business-like

people to accept them blindfold as if they were revelations from on

high.

Let us look for a moment at the way the business is working

under our eyes. If the hypothetical data were indeed correct we
ought not now to be subject to any call for gold or securities in order

to square our accounts with other nations, because, on the hypothesis,

they have already been squared by our visible exports plus our
‘ invisible exports.’ How under these circumstances can there be

any apprehension of withdrawals of gold by the United States or any

belief that they have been taking home securities in very large

amounts ? Why should we be obliged to part with either securities

or gold if our imports have all been, and are all being, paid out of

current revenue, so to speak ? Does anyone who has been watching

the conditions of the London money market for the past year really

believe that we have not parted on balance largely with foreign

securities, and to some small extent with gold from the Bank of

England ? The Bankers' Magazine is certainly not likely to be an

alarmist periodical, nor is the Chairman of the Union Bank of London

the sort of person who would, except under a sense of grave responsi-

bility, refer to the smallness of our gold reserves compared with our

tremendously increasing gold liabilities in the shape of joint-stock

bank and Post Office Savings Bank deposits. The Chancellor of the

Exchequer, too, only the other day himself gave us a word of warning

as to the Savings Banks deposits, and the Duke of Devonshire recently

remarked on the state of trade in this country, ‘ I do say there is not

necessarily cause for alarm, but there may be cause for examination,

for inquiry, and perhaps for precaution.’ A statesman in the Duke’s

position would never have spoken these wise words in that tone if he

really believed that 1898 was the most prosperous year that England

ever had
;
why should he talk of precaution if it were so ?

The mariner who is sailing his ship in suspected dangerous

places is occupied—or ought to be occupied—with his chart and the

lights and the soundings. He is not in the least likely to be

concerned or interested in the meeting of a miscellaneous collection

of worthy, and probably averagely intelligent, ladies and gentlemen

at the Statistical Society, who assure him, in a sort of shrieking

sisterhood chorus, that the average of shipwrecks at the particular

spot he is in is only so-and-so per annum, and that everything

in regard to trade is for the best in the best of all possible worlds.

Any one who cares to refer to the transactions of the Society and to the

wrangle in the debate on the ‘ methods of statistics’ in 1882 can see

what blunders in easy figures a very eminent and veteran statistician

can make and revise and print; and within the last month or two

another competent old statistician, after lecturing the world on the

difficulty of making a proper use of figures, gave us the total exports
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from the Australian colonies omitting the specie. These blunders in

figures are really of no account to practical men of business, because as

a rule they take no notice of the statisticians, so that nobody is a penny

the better or a penny the worse for them. Academic debates are care-

fully eschewed. A man of business tries to watch the tendencies of

affairs and to form ‘ an intelligent appreciation of events before they

occur,’ and he uses figures only to confirm or to check his general

conclusions. Probably, as an amateur, he makes a mess of his figures,

but he never relies on them exclusively, and apparently the statis-

ticians make an equal mess. All the averages in the world will not

prevent calamity if, returning to our metaphor, our ship is on the

wrong course.

Where, then, are our true chart, our lights, and our soundings ?

They are to be found, for instance, last year, in our trade balances

with other countries, especially with the United States, and to a

smaller degree with France. The trade figures of the United

States are officially made up to the 30th of June, and if their

exports and imports continue for the next three months on about the

same scale as 1897-8 we shall find on the 30th of June, 1899, that

for the three years ending at that date their exports of merchandise

will have exceeded their imports of merchandise by about

300,000,000^., or an average excess of 100,000,000L each year. I

do not wish to pledge myself to an odd fifteen or twenty million

pounds, one way or the other, but whether we call the total

amount 280,000,OOOZ. or 300,000,000^ does not affect the

argument, which is that a result has been arrived at by the United

States which has never before been arrived at by any other country

in the world. It is phenomenal, and therefore it demands investi-

gation and explanation, and we get no help to a solution if the doctor

who has undertaken to diagnose the case carelessly dismisses such

figures as being ‘ abnormal.’ Of course they are abnormal, and that

is the very reason why they are interesting and instructive to all

inquiring minds not bemused with averages.

Unfortunately, besides the lack of a large mercantile and financial

training, a good many of the pundits who have been especially great

in explaining what they are pleased to call ‘ invisible exports ’ (which

in plain English are very well recognised claims by England for

interest, freights, &c.) belong to the played out school of Cobdenites.

They are in subjection to a dogma which they call ‘ uncompromising

free trade.’ Tt is not real free trade, but a false theory of their own

on the sul)ject, a figment of their imagination. They are far more

Eobdenite than Cobden, and speak in sorrow not unmixed with anger

of .John Stuart iUill’s common-sense exception in favour of protection

when a])])liefl to the nascent industries of new countries. Therefore

when thef-e gentlemen, or ladies, see the United States with a highly

jnotective ]»o!iey forging ahend of free-trade England, contrary to all
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their anticipations and theories, not only in neutral markets, but in our

own home market, they resort to any subterfuge in argument rather

than frankly admit that they have been egregiously wrong all through

in their prognostics. These ultra-free traders have done this country

incalculable, and I fear irreparable, harm by their mischievous teach-

ing, for with ignorant insistence they have induced our manufacturers

to believe that success in competitive business depends chiefly on

fiscal legislation, whereas such success really depends on character

and education. Hence our present slackness compared with the

Americans and the Hermans.

We may take Thorold Eogers as a warning and example of the

most ultra-dogmatic of these would-be teachers, and the type

abounds still. Their note is an excessive aggressiveness and an

inordinate self-sufficiency. They get red in the face with indig-

nation against any one who ventures to assert that other countries,

under protective policies, may possibly succeed in overtaking free-

trade England, and they bluster out their stupid old dogma as if it

were a divinely inspired gospel. Let us take, for instance, the following

little extract from an essay of Thorold Eogers published in 1873, a

little more than twenty-five years ago, and say if it would be possible

to pack more misleading, mischievous nonsense into an equal number

of lines.

Cheap bread means dear meat, and the reverse is equally an illustration of one

economical law. The horrors which Protectionists predicted about the abandon-

ment of land then cultivated, and the consequent diminution of rent, have been

proved to be fallacies as gross as witchcraft and astrology were. The rent of

agricultural land has steadily risen, and for the reason that the price of those

secondary necessaries to which allusion has been made has grown steadily. . . .

The producer of the protected article, in his eagerness to grasp the home market,

is debarred, or debars himself as the case may be, from entering into competition in

the foreign market. At the present moment, to take an example, the United

States could take the first place in the coal and iron industry of the world. As it

is they have no place at all in those industries.^

Every so-called law and every prophecy here laid down has been

completely and absolutely, not to say ludicrously, falsified by events.

Yet there are men to-day who, in face of all the evidence under our

noses, go on still preaching this rubbish as if it were Holy Writ. These

out-Heroders of Herod have become a public nuisance, and they

ought to be put under an extinguisher to prevent them spreading

their false doctrines
;
as our French friends say, they are tres vieux

jeu. Fortunately, nowadays the congregation of uncompromising

believers is rapidly dissolving like a snow bank in the Alps with the

May sun on it, chiefly discernible now as a rill of very muddy water.

Yet the English newspaper press, from old habit of the mind, is afraid

of putting into words what everyone is saying and thinking of these

extremists.

Thorold Rogers’s essay on Cohden and Modern Political Opinion, 1873.
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Professor Thorold Kogers might have done really useful work if he

had taught the Oxford youth in 1873 that the extension of railroads

in America was bound as a logical consequence to diminish enormously

the existing rents of agricultural land in England, owing to the ever-

growing competition of virgin soils paying only a nominal rent
;
and

a man of any ordinary common sense would have foreseen the result of

such conditions, and would have frankly acknowledged that the

county members, at the time of the abolition of the corn laws, were

to a great extent justified in their contention that the state of agricul-

ture, as it then existed in England, was likely to come ‘ rattling

about their heads,’ so far as their property in land was concerned.

But that is an old story.

What we have now to consider is the effect of the quickly

growing export from the United States of manufactured commodities

as w^ell as raw products. In truth there is not much to be done

by us in England except, as Professor Marshall says, to put ‘ more

mind ’ into our exports
;
we have now got to reconcile ourselves

to the fact, however unpalatable, that we have ceased to hold

the record either as the greatest manufacturing country in the world,

or as the greatest exporter of native products in the world, or as the

richest country in the world. The United States have already taken

the lead, both in the output of their manufactures, in the value of

their exports of native products, and the amount of their wealth.

The moral is that we Grreat Britons must not be too extravagant in

our national expenditure, flinging about millions of pounds as if they

were hundreds of thousands, and that w^e must adapt ourselves to the

new conditions of business. A good deal of attention has lately been

called to our shortcomings in these directions, but I am not aware

that anybody has noticed the curious fact that in the City of London

to-day there is not a single English firm among what may be

called the ‘ haute finance.’ If a large financial operation has to be

concluded we first go to Messrs. Rothschild, then to Messrs. Raphael,

both German Jews
;
then to Messrs J. S. Morgan & Co., an American

house
;
after that, probably to Messrs. Speyer, or Messrs. Seligmann,

or Messrs. Stern, also German Jews
;
then perhaps to Messrs. Hambro,

a Danish firm
;
then to houses like Messrs. Friihling & Goschen, and

so on, all foreign houses and mostly Jews; but there is no strictly

English name among them since the unlimited Barings ceased to

exist in 1890; and the period during which the Barings’ business

was best managed was while it was under the direction of Mr. Joshua

Bates, an American.

4'lie fact is that the strength of the English character goes out

much more towards colonising, the ruling of subject })eoples, the sail-

of shi|)s, anrl the captaining of industries than to commercial

inan'*ial busine.ss. During the time that we had more or less a

m:> ; !])f)ly fj tl'Pi commerce of the world we rubbed along well enough
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and accumulated great wealth, on which to a large extent we are

now living. We are constantly told that if we doubt our present

prosperity in trade we should look to the income-tax returns. This is

always supposed to be a final, triumphant, and unanswerable argument.

But almost the biggest rise that ever took place in Schedule D was

between the years 1889 and 1891. This included 1890, Is it con-

tended that that was a profitable year? Moreover, it should be

remembered that since the mania for turning old private businesses

into limited companies there has been very strong reason for all firms,

intending to make such joint-stock arrangements, showing for a period

of three years before the company is brought out the largest amount
of profits possible, and, when these are declared in the prospectuses,

the Income Tax Commissioners will have an eye on the taxes that

have been paid. It will be interesting to look at the profits—or losses

—of many of these industrial companies two or three years hence.

Similarly with the extraordinary activity last year in the ship-

building business, it remains to be seen how much of it is going to

be really profitable. The joint-stock banks are perpetually opening

fresh branches and drawing through them every pound of the

savings of the people
;

these deposits are used in aiding the ship-

builders, the housebuilders, and every other form of industry, and so

long as money can be easily borrowed, profits may appear—whether

nominal or real —wages will remain high, and employment will be

continuous. Any one who wishes to realise vividly how apparent

prosperity may be produced by borrowing has only to consider the

case of our Australian colonies up to the year 1890, and then to

follow what happened from 1890 to 1897.

The Chairman of the Union Bank of London mentioned at his

last meeting that ‘ for some time past America had been financing

Europe,’ and with this additional borrowed money, and the money
that France has left in England, there has been no difficulty so far

in paying high wages in every department of trade. Bat signs are

not wanting that the United States will very soon, and probably very

suddenly, astonish us with a great demand for money. In the first

two months of this year, according to the New York Financial

Chronicle, there had been definitely formed new industrial combina-

tions having an authorised capital of 200,000,000^. of stock, and this

in addition to another 200,000,000^. reported for the calendar year

1898
;
and not less than 5,000 miles of new railroad will be built

during this year, at a cost of 30,000,000^. Totals of such magnitude

carry their own comment, and it is unnecessary to say anything to

add to their force and significance. Grermany at the same time has

been undertaking stupendous financial obligations. Then there are

France, Kussia, Japan, India, China, all at work converting floating

capital into fixed capital. In fact all round we see a very great

strain on credit for trading purposes, and in such times it behoves^us
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to look round carefully and see where we are going. With an

enormously increased Grovernment expenditure in England and

an enormously increased municipal expenditure, with the prospect

of guaranteeing ‘ wild cat ’ railroad schemes from Cairo to the

Cape, we shall soon be bleeding at every pore, and when the

call is made on us we may find that the Bank of France is neither

willing nor able again to come to the assistance of the Bank of Eng-

land as in 1890. I do not wish to labour the point or to go further

into details. A word is sufficient to wise men. Let me conclude by

repeating the Duke of Devonshire’s warning :
‘ There may he cause for

examination, for inquiry, and perhaps for precaution
;

’ and let us

bear seriously in mind the refrain of Kudyard Kipling’s ‘ Eecessional,’

‘ Lest we forget—lest we forget.’

J. W. Cross.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND
‘ BRAIN-WA VES ’

The wonderful discovery of wireless telegraphy tempts me to put

forward again a theory which I ventured to publish thirty years ago,

and to which Signor Marconi’s new invention seems, in some ways,

to lend an additional ‘ plausibility.’ Its republication may be

perhaps forgiven for the sake of the incidents in support of it con-

tributed by Lord Tennyson, Mr. Browning, and Mr. Woolner, which

are certainly worth preserving.

Signor Marconi has proved to the whole world that, by the use

of his apparatus, messages can be passed through space, for great

distances, from brain to brain in the entire absence of any known

means of physical communication between two widely separated

stations.

To explain, or even to express, the modus ojperandi of what

occurs it is necessary, in the present state of science, to assume the

existence of that ‘ ethereal medium ’ pervading space which has

become for many reasons an indispensable scientific assumption, and

also the existence of movements, tremors or waves of energy propagated

through the ether, from the generating to the receiving station.

All that is in practice essentially requisite is, in the first place,

an electric energy derived from the cells of an ordinary galvanic

battery—an energy which is regulated into a code of signals under the

superintendence of a human brain at a certain locality
;
and, in the

seccmd place, at another locality, a delicately contrived receiving

apparatus which is sensitive to those signals and can repeat them to

another human brain.

Now if a small electric battery can send out tremors or waves

of energy which are propagated through space for thirty miles or more,

and can then be caught and manifested by a sensitive mechanical

receiver, why may not such a mechanism as the human brain—which

is perpetually, while in action, decomposing its own material, and

which is in this respect analogous to an electric battery—generate

and emit tremors or waves of energy which such sensitive ‘ receivers
’

857
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as other human brains might catch and feel, although not conveyed

to them through the usual channels of sensation ? Why might not

such a battery as, say, the brain of Mr. Gladstone radiate into space,

when in action, qiiasi-magnetic waves of influence which might

affect other brains brought within the magnetic field of his great

personality, much as the influence of a great magnet deflects a small

compass needle ? Many men (some perhaps of Mr. Gladstone’s own

colleagues) would admit their experience of such a quasi-magnetic

force in his case, a predisposing and persuasive influence quite apart

from and independent of the influence of spoken words.

The idea of ‘ brain-waves ’ as a possible explanation of the

modus operandi of such and such-like influences occurred to me
about the year 1851, when watching experiments in what was then

called electro-biology. I saw men whom I had known long and inti-

mately, and upon whose complete uprightness, straightforwardness,

honesty, and intelligence I could absolutely rely, brought into a dazed

and half-awake state by staring at a metal disc held in their hands, and

who were then subjected to the will of an utter stranger, the operator,,

till they became his mere victims and tools and slavishly and

maniacally obeyed whatever suggestion he put into their minds

through their brains. They were as clay in the hands of the potter, and

the operator’s brain seemed to completely control and act as it were

in lieu of their own, driving them into actions and antics utterly

and hatefully foreign to their habits and ways. It was inexplicable

except on the assumption that their brains were not under their own
control at all, but under that of another quite external to theirs.

When I came to find, as I did, that such control was sometimes

exercised from a distance and without any visible or audible signal

from the operator to his victim, the thought came to me which I

embodied in the word Brain-waves. I discussed the theory with

friends for many years, accumulating additional observations as time

went on, and at length, when I came to know Lord (then Mr.)

Tennyson, I talked it over with him, and asked him what he thought

of my hypothesis. He said he thought there was a great deal very

plausible in it
;
that I had at any rate made a good word in ‘ brain-

waves,’ and a word which would live
;

and he encouraged me to

publish the idea, as I accordingly did in the subjoined communication

to'the Spectator of the 30th of January, 18G9.

James Knowles.

JBIAIN-WAVES.—A TJI]<OKY

['I’o THE EDITOR OE THE Spectator']

MR A collection of autlienticated ghost stories relating to con-
I *rary ])ersorir ami r*vonts would not only be curious and interest-
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ing, but might serve to throw light on one of the darkest fields of

science, a field, indeed, hardly yet claimed by science.

The mere collocation might bring out features suggestive of a law.

If to such a collection were added so many of the ‘ manifestations ’ of

mesmerists, spiritualists, electro- biologists, and clairvoyants as have

a clear residuum of fact (and after a sweeping deduction of professional

contributions), the indication of a common action of force through

them all might probably become still more obvious.

Such statements as the following, coming as they do within the

scope of a single person’s observation, may, doubtless, be taken to

stand for very many similar ones.

In giving them as sample narratives. I do so with two objects,

firstly, to commence in your pages, if you are willing to open them
for it, a veracious and authenticated catalogue of such experiences

;

and secondly, to venture on a crude hypothesis by way of explanation,

which, of course, will be taken merely for what it is worth, but which

has appeared plausible to some. It may, perhaps, at any rate serve

as a temporary thread whereon to collect illustrative or contradictory

instances.

Mr. Robert Browning, of whose keen study of the subject his poem
of Mr. Sludge the Medium would be alone sufficient proof, tells me
that when he was in Florence, some years since, an Italian nobleman

(a Count Grinnasi, of Ravenna), visiting at Florence, was brought to

his house, without previous introduction, by an intimate friend. The

Count professed to have great mesmeric or clairvoyant faculties, and

declared, in reply to Mr. Browning’s avowed scepticism, that he would

undertake to convince him somehow or other of his powers. He then

asked Mr. Browning whether he had anything about him then and

there which he could hand to him, and which was in any way a relic

or memento. This, Mr. Browning thought, was perhaps because he

habitually wore no sort of trinket or ornament, not even a watch-

guard, and might, therefore, turn out to be a safe challenge. But it

so happened that by a curious accident he was then wearing under

his coat-sleeves some gold wrist-studs to his shirt, which he had quite

recently taken into use, in the absence (by mistake of a sempstress)

of his ordinary wTist-buttons. He had never before worn them in

Florence or elsewhere, and had found them in some old drawer where

they had lain forgotten for years. One of these gold studs he took

out and handed to the Count, who held it in his hand awhile, looking

earnestly in Mr. Browning’s face, and then said, as if much impressed,

‘ C’ ^ qualche cosa che mi grida nell’ orecchio, “ Uccisione, uccisione !

” ’

(‘ There is something here which cries out in my ear, “ Murder,

murder !

”
’)

And truly [says Mr. Browning] those very studs were taken from the dead

body of a great-uncle of mine, who was violently killed on bis estate in St. Kitt’s,

nearly eighty
}
ears ago. These, with a gold watch and other personal objects of value.
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were produced in a court of justice as proof that robbery had not been the purpose

of the slaughter which was effected by his own slaves. They were then trans-

mitted to my grandfather, who had his initials engraved on them, and wore them

all his hfe. They were taken out of the night-gown in which he died, and given

to me, not my father. I may add, that I tried to get Count Ginnasi to use his

clairvoyance on this termination of ownership also
;
and that he nearly hit upon

something like the fact, mentioning a bed in a room
;
but he failed in attempting

to describe the room—situation of the bed with respect to windows and door. The

occurrence of my great-uncle’s murder was known only to myself, of all men in

Florence, as certainly was also my possession of the studs.

Mr. Woolner, the sculptor, tells me the following story of two young

men—one of them a personal friend of his own, now living. These

two men lived for very long as great friends, but ultimately quarrelled,

shortly before the departure of one of them to New Zealand. The
emigrant had been absent for many years, and his friend at home
(Mr. Woolner’s informant), never having kept up correspondence

with him, had naturally almost lost the habit of thinking about him
or his affairs. One day, however, as he sat in his rooms in a street

near Oxford Street, the thought of his friend came suddenly upon

him, accompanied by the most restless and indefinable discomfort.

He could by no means account for it, but, finding the feeling grow

more and more oppressive, tried to throw it off by change of occupa-

tion. Still the discomfort grew, till it amounted to a sort of strange

horror. He thought he must be sickening for a bad illness, and at

length, being unable to do anything else, went out of doors and

walked up and down the busiest streets, hoping by the sight and sound

of multitudes of men and ordinary things to dissipate his strange and

mysterious misery. Not, however, till he had wandered to and fro

in the most wretched state of feeling for nearly two hours, utterly

unable to shake off an intolerable sort of vague consciousness of his

friend, did the impression leave him and his usual frame of mind

return. So greatly was he struck and puzzled by all this that he

wrote down precisely the date of the day and hour of the occurrence,

fully expecting to have news shortly of or from his old friend. And
surely, when the next mail or the next but one arrived, there came

the horrible news that at that very day and hour {allowance being

made for longitude) his friend had been made prisoner by the natives

of New^ Zealand, and put to a slow death with the most frightful

tortures.

Of this same kind, though happily different in result, is a story

of his own experience which Mr. Tennyson, the Poet Laureate, tells

nne
,
viz. that some years ago he w^as induced to try (successfully) the

curative effect of mesmerism by passes of the hands upon a patient,

wlio became so sensitive as to be aware on one occasion of his approach

by railway two hours before he reached the house, and when his

‘ 'iiiing wa.- entirely unannounced and unpremeditated. On another

O' • a.-ion, the .^aine j^atient positively asserted to a third person that
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Mr. Tennyson had been there the day before, when Mr. Tennyson

himself was equally positive to the contrary, till he afterwards

remembered that he had come as far as the grounds of the house,

and then changed his mind and turned back.

So far for authenticated sample narratives, to which, as I have

said, many more may probably be added, with due care.

To come now to my crude hypothesis of a Brain-wave as

explanatory of them and of kindred stories.

Let it be granted that whensoever any action takes place in the

brain, a chemical change of its substance takes place also
;
or, in other

words, an atomic movement occurs
;

for all chemical change involves

—perhaps consists in—a change in the relative positions of the con-

stituent particles of the substance changed.

[An electric manifestation is the likeliest outcome of any such

chemical change, whatever other manifestations may also occur.]

Let it be also granted that there is, diffused throughout all known

space, and permeating the interspaces of all bodies, solid, fluid, or

gaseous, an universal, impalpable, elastic ‘ Ether,’ or material medium
of surpassing and inconceivable tenuity.

[The undulations of this imponderable ether, if not of substances

submerged in it, may probably prove to be light, magnetism, heat, &c.]

But if these two assumptions be granted—and the present con-

dition of discovery seems to warrant them—should it not follow

that no brain action can take place without creating a w’ave or undu-

lation (whether electric or otherwise) in the ether
;
for the movement

of any solid particle submerged in any such medium must create a

wave ?

If so, we should have as one result of brain action an undulation

or wave in the circumambient, all-embracing ether—we should have

what I will call Brain-waves proceeding from every brain when in

action.

Each acting, thinking brain then would become a centre of undu-

lations transmitted from it in all directions through space. Such

undulations would vary in character and intensity in accordance with

the varying nature and force of brain actions
;

e g. the thoughts of

love or hate, of life or death, of murder or rescue, of consent or

refusal, would each have its corresponding tone or intensity of brain

action, and consequently of brain-wave (just as each passion has its

corresponding tone of voice).

Why might not such undulations, when meeting with and falling

upon duly sensitive substances, as if upon the sensitised paper of the

photographer, produce impressions, dim portraits of thoughts, as

undulations of light produce portraits of objects ?

The sound-wave passes on through myriads of bodies, and among
a million makes but one thing shake, or sound to it

;
a sympathy of

structure makes it sensitive, and it alone. A voice or tone may pass
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unnoticed by ten thousand ears, but strike and vibrate one into a

madness of recollection.

In the same way the brain-wave of Damon passing through space,

producing no perceptible effect, meets somewhere with the sensitised

and sympathetic brain of Pythias, falls upon it, and thrills it with a

familiar movement. The brain of Pythias is affected as by a tone, a

perfume, a colour with which he has been used to associate his friend
;

he knows not how or why, but Damon comes into his thoughts, and

the things concerning him by association live again. If the last

brain-waves of life be frequently intensest—convulsive in their energy,

as the firefly’s dying flash is its brightest, and as oftentimes the
‘ lightening before death ’ would seem to show—we may perhaps

seem to see how it is that apparitions at the hour of death are far

more numerous and clear than any other ghost stories.^

Such oblique methods of communicating between brain and brain

(if such there be) would probably but rarely take effect. The influ-

ences would be too minute and subtle to tell upon any brain already

preoccupied by action of its own, or on any but brains of extreme,

perhaps morbid, susceptibility. But if, indeed, there be radiating

from living brains any such streams of vibratory movements (as surely

there must be),^ these may well have an effect, even without speech,

and be, perhaps, the modus opcrandi of ‘ the little flash—the mystic

hint,’ of the poet—of that dark and strange sphere of half-experiences

which the world has never been without.

There surely are brains so susceptible, and so ready to move to

the slightest sympathetic touch, that

Thought leaps out to wed with Thought,

Ere Thought could wed itself with speech.

Such exceptionally sensitive and susceptible brains—open to the

minutest influences—would be the ghost-seers, the ‘ mediums ’ of

all ages and countries. The wizards and magicians—true or false

—

the mesmerists and biologisers would be the men who have discovered

that their brains can and do (sometimes even without S2)eech) pre-

' The experience of Admiral Beaufort when drowning (confirmed by other similar

accounts) points to an extreme and marvellously intense action of the brain just

before death. Some years since a ghost club existed at Cambridge which sifted all

the stories it could find, and concluded that those only bore the test of searching

inquiry which concerned apparitions at the hour of death.

^ No doubt atomic movements, causing waves in space, must start from other

jiarts of the body as well as from the brain, and, indeed, from the fluctuations of all

material bodies (whence Hitchcock’s ingenious fancy of the ‘ Universal Telegraph ’).

I’-ut the questif)D here is simply limited to how Jiraina are affected by the move-
r? fjits of other brains. Ju.st as the question of how one pendulum will make
f-'tif-r jienduluras swing with it is a fair mechanical inquiry by itself, though,

d Hi', ticMH, other questions would remain as to how the movement of the pendulum
V. aii-1 adeef, all otlier material bodies, as well as pendulums in the same room

.th it.
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dispose and compel the brains of these sensitive ones, so as to fill

them with emotions and impressions more or less at will.

It will but be a vague, dim way, at the best, of communicating

thought, or the sense of human presence, and proportionally so as

the receiving brain is less and less highly sensitive. Yet, though it

can never take the place of rudest articulation, it may have its own
place and office other than and beyond speech. It may convey

sympathies of feeling beyond all words to tell—groanings of the

spirit which cannot be uttered, visions of influences and impressions

not elsehow communicable, may carry one’s living human presence to

another by a more subtle and excellent way of sympathy.

Star to star vibrates light : may soul to soul

Strike thro’ a finer element of her own ?

So, from afar, touch us at once ?
^

The application of such a theory to such narratives as I have

given above is obvious. In Mr. Browning’s case, his brain, full of

the murder-thought, and overflowing with its correspondent brain-

wave, floods the sensitive brain of the Count, who feels it directly.

His attempt to read the second transfer of ownership is almost as

illustrative as his closer success with the first. The death-bed

thought and its correspondent brain-wave were sufficiently strong

and striking in Mr. Browning’s mind to have a character of their

own
;

the rest of the complicated picture was too minute and

ordinary, did not burn itself into or out of his brain with

enough distinctness. The prominent notes of the music were alone

caught by the listener.

In Mr. Woolner’s case, the death-convulsion of the emigrant’s

brain and the correspondent brain-wave flooded space with the

intensity and swiftness of a flash of actual light or magnetism, and

wheresoever it happened to find the sympathetic substance, the

substance accustomed to vibrate to it, and not too violently preoccupied

with other action to be insensible to such fine impressions, shook it

with the terrible vague subtle force of association described. The
intervening space and matter need be no more an obstacle than the

3,000 miles of Atlantic wire are to the galvanic current, or the

countless distances of its travel to the light from Sirius. A similar

explanation holds good for Mr. Tennyson’s story, in which the less

distances seem somehow less staggering at first sight.

In such a manner, too, the answers given by the so-called ‘
spirit-

rapping’ (when not imposture) seem explicable. These are made
by the spelling-out of words letter by letter, the questioner alone

Aylmer's Field.

^ I need hardly say that I alone am responsible for such an attempt at explanation

of these narratives, and not their authors.
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knowing the reply, and the -letter which would be right to help it.

The character of his thought, and consequent brain-wave, changes

from denial to consent, when, letter after letter being pointed to in

vain, the right letter is reached at last. That change of thought-

state is reflected in a change of brain-action and wave-movement,

which the sensitive medium feels, and at once acts upon.

Many ghost and dream stories seem to yield .also to some such

mode of interpretation, and much might be added in illustration and

expansion of it, as touching rumours, presentiments, panics, revivals,

epidemic-manias, and so forth
;
but I have said enough to put the

suggestion before better minds, whether for correction or disproof.

I am, Sir, &c.

J. T. K.

%

The Editor o/Tfie Nineteenth Century cannot undertake

to return v^accepted MSS.
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THE CRY OF THE VILLAGES

I AM continually worried by a kind of dream which disturbs my peace

of mind by day and by night, and which yet I cannot bring myself

to believe is anything more than an ignorant and foolish dream,

deluding me into the acceptance of half a truth as though that were

as true as the whole. Call my dream a delusion if you will, but this

is what it says to me with a cruel insistence.

There is, says the voice in my dream, a great and dreadful law

working through all the Universe and operating in the direction of

glorifying mere bigness at the expense of littleness, so that the little

is for ever being absorbed and consumed, even annihilated by the

huge. Moreover, this law prevails ‘ in morals as well as mechanics,’ so

to speak, insomuch that there are large souls that will swallow up’small

souls in the lapse of ages. And there are great personalities that

represent a conglomerate of little personalities devouring the feebler

individuals who will be taken up and turned to better account when
they cease to be separate existences at all.

My transcendental friends assure me that the Material Universe

—

•that is the immense aggregate of worlds which are made of matter

—so far from being infinite is demonstrably infinite
;
on the con-

trary, that it is probably only one of many I'niverses, held in solution

by the much more widely diffused something which is called Ether
;

and that there was a time when Matter existed as a vast chaos whose

constituent atoms were floating in this all-embracing Ether; each

separate atom self-asserting and yet acting upon and being acted

upon by the rest. Then the aforesaid atoms proceeded to combine and

cohere into molecules
;
the molecules tended to grow into masses,

VoL. XLV—No. 2GS 3 M
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and the masses could not but associate into worlds. Thus too worlds

were evolved into systems with central suns round which they moved

in their orbits, while the suns supported themselves by feeding upon

the vagrant refuse meteors, and occasionally devouring as their prey

some unhappy little worldling which peradventure had been rejoicing

in its prosperous independence. Thus the big from the beginning of

time has always swallowed up the little, and so it will go on for ever

and ever.

Yes ! And observe, moreover, what an object lesson this little

proud planet of ours affords to all beholders ! There were 8eon&

during which the living creatures upon its surface ran to Bigness.

Monstrous saurians—mastodons—what not, here in our northern

latitudes ;
while down there on the distant Australian continent there

grew up grim marsupial lions, voiceless, well-nigh brainless, but enor-

mous, devouring gluttonously the lesser creatures, good only for filling

the maws of their bigger brethren. Down in New Zealand there

—

think of the tremendous birds—Dinornis, Moas, what not ?—stalking

even the terrified men that doubtless they put into their crops by the

dozen. The same law—one is almost inclined to call it a grotesque

law. And yet—and yet—and yet—somehow—another law came into

force, correcting, counteracting, supplementing, the former law, till,

lo ! Bigness had to give way to something better. But about that

other law this worrying dream of mine has told me nothing. Only

sometimes my mind—in revolt against the tyranny of a lopsided

theory—insists on asking itself : Who knows, while all this tyranny

of the Big was going on—who knows, I say, how many worlds may
have exploded into their initial molecules, or died off as our little

moon did, starved, in fact, by mere cold ?

‘ Work it out into your next month’s article, Mr. G-igadibs !
’ as

Bishop Blougram says.

• •••••••
No better illustration of the operation of this law that I speak of

can be found than in the way in which money tends to increase in

downright bulk—huge, unwieldy, portentous—till in our days the

millionaires are not only becoming every year more numerous, but

the colossal fortunes in the hands of private persons are assuming pro-

portions which baffle our imaginations when we try to understand

what they mean ! Think of the stupendous accumulations of X. and

Y. and Z. in England and America ! Think of the late Baron Hirsch

and his excellent lady having died the other day, possessed, between

them, of upwards of twenty-four millions sterling !

Think of the absolute impossibility of any citizen of any nation

upon earth being able to spend year after year the income of such a

gigantic capital on any legitimate objects ! What is to be the end

of it ? What is to come of it ? This seems at any rate inevitable,

namely that the value of mere money must go on decreasing, and
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probably that such decrease, -when once it begins, must go on by
leaps and bounds. Already we observe that some of those precious

objects which we call luxuries are fetching ever higher and higher

prices. And yet, en revanche, the necessaries of life are getting

cheaper and cheaper. Not only so, but there is one commodity

which in the lifetime of men not yet old used to be regarded as the

most certain and stable and immovable source of wealth—I mean
the agricultural land of this country—has, during the last twenty

years or so, immensely deteriorated in value, and is actually tending

to become less and less a safe or desirable investment for capital.

There are tens of thousands of acres—say hundreds of thousands

—

of land in England at this moment which may be bought for a sixth

of what they would have fetched twenty years ago. Nor is this ail.

The tillers of the soil who are employers of labour, after all that has

been done for them by successive governments, declare that it is well

nigh impossible to farm at a profit by working their land after the

fashion of their fathers
;
and the tillers of the soil who are the

working peasantry in receipt of wages show an increasing reluctance

to remain ‘ upon the land
;

’ and that though a very large number
acknowledge in so many words, and others are not careful to dispute

the fact, that unskilled labour in the towns is little if at all more

remunerative, and leaves little if at all more margin of profit

which may be laid by than the wages now earned by the agri-

cultural labourer. We have no horrible slums in the villages. We
have no submerged tenth of vicious and degraded men and women.

We don’t know what ragged children and starving shoeless families

mean. Stop your bicycles when you will at the door of any Norfolk

village school—you happy ones who roam over the length and

bieadth of the land now-a-days—go in and look at the bright, clean,

joyous, and well-dressed children at their work, hear them sing, see

them drawing, notice them at their play and listen to their speech in

anger or in joy. Why, the rising generation of our village children

have doubled the vocabulary of their grandfathers, and the words

they have dropped and almost quite forgotten, so far from being any

loss, constitute a clear gain.

But when these children leave our schools they are unsettled,

dissatisfied
;
they will not stay in the old village homes. The girls

find places in the towns as domestic servants, and come back to us

for a few days’ holiday with the manners of gentlewomen (not merely

lyedies), and become eloquent propagandists of the abominable doctrine

that there is nothing like life in the towns. Their brothers beheve

them and look out with keen eyes for employment upon the railway,

in the police force, in some town factory, anything except settling

down upon the land. The farmers grumble, they tell you that it

all comes of this high-flying education, they insist warmly and

angrily that ‘you are educating the labouring class above their

3m 2
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station.’ If you mean by ‘ station ’ their 'present surroundings, the

farmers are right after all. But our educational ‘forwards’ are

ready with ihew remedy. ‘ Give them continuation classes,’ they cry
;

‘ provide night schools ! Teach them shorthand ! Try lantern

slides !

’

You do try these interesting experiments—especially the lantern

slides—and yet it is plain that the response is languid, very dis-

couragingly languid. The exodus from the villages goes on. The

young fellows tire of being lectured and taught the methods of

culture which you proclaim to be sovereign remedies to stir and

vitalise the vis inertice of the bucolic mind. The County Councils

are at their wits’ end to know what to do with the money at their

disposal. There are whole districts which are tending to fall out of

cultivation, and tending, too, to become mere deserts like the Cam-
pagna, or like the morne and melancholy wilderness where the great

temples of Paestum stand staring at the sea in their sullen loneliness,

sorrowing—if ruins ever do sorrow—for the good old times. For there

were times when myriads of worshippers thronged into those stately

fanes, and all the air was full of sweetest perfume travelling on and on

from those famous rose gardens which supplied Baiae and Pompeii

and Naples with ‘ table decorations ’ for the countless banquets, and

were even hurried off to Pome itself when the south wind blew

strong enough to fill the lateen sail, and the light barge laden with

blossoms scudded before the breeze, making for Ostia and the Tiber.

Alas ! for the dreary wastes now ! Alas ! for the deadly desolation !

What brought it all about that this land of flowers and fruit and busy

life should have become derelict ? ‘ Oh ! It was the malaria of

course ! Men could not live in that pestilential air. Don’t you know !

’

No, I don’t know ! I know just the contrary. Men did not

run away from the malaria. The malaria came when men had run

away from the land. It is the mission of man to make the wilder-

ness and the solitary place glad, and to make the desert rejoice
;
and

he has done it, and is doing it for ever, consciously or unconsciously,

since the beginning of time. Again and again the children of

men have reclaimed the barren wastes, reclaimed them, settled upon

them, subdued and mastered the rebel swamps and jungles
;
bade

the crawling poisonous vapours—Pass ! And they did pass, till by-

and-by the fever-haunted soil became like the Paradise of Eden, and

a happy people gave thanks to the gods after their fashion, and set

up their altars, and round about them youths and maidens trooped

in long procession, marching in pomp of exultant festival ‘ to the beds

of spices, to feed in the gardens, and to gather the lilies.’

To think of this dear land of ours, that was once called Merry

England, becoming spotted about with huge cankerous ulcers of

paTn[)as or prairie—with never a sound of a human voice to stir the

echoes, and never a happy human face to make the sunshine glad in
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heaven—is a thought that turns my heart sick with terror. I do not

want to see our fatherland what she was—that and only that. No
putting back the clock for me. Nor should I be content to leave her

as she is, and calmly speak of her as if she were no other than a

faded beauty past her prime, and suffering from incipient decay.

Oh, shameful ! that we should acquiesce in that reproach upon our-

selves, when nothing more is needed than for the sons and daughters

whom she reared and fosters to be loyal to their mother.

• ••••••
At this stage it may be worth our while to inquire whether

there may not be after all some sense in that not infrequent saying

of our farmers that ‘ the labourers’ children are being educated above

their station.’ For let it be said, as has often been said before,

though it needs repeating, that the employers of labour in our country

villages are not invariably fools—not even when they may happen to

have no more than ten or twelve thousand pounds or so of capital

embarked in the tillage of the soil. Of course the poor clodhoppers

cannot be and do not pretend to be as omniscient as you wiseacres

of the streets. You know everything. The incapables of the broad-

acres at best know only one thing—namely, their own business—and

this one thing must obviously be included in your everything.

Nevertheless, you might stretch a point, and give them the credit of

knowing just a little about their peculiar one.

‘ I pity his ignorance and despise him,’ said Miss Squeers.

Could she not have got on without the contempt and yet afforded

the pity ?

• •••••••
To any thoughtful student of our social history during the last

thirty years few facts are more worthy of notice than the wholly

different way in which our elementary schools are regarded by the

dwellers in the town and country respectively. In our country

villages the school is the be-all and the end-all of human culture.

The child who has passed his standards is reckoned a perfectly

educated boy or girl, and it must be added that as a rule among our

elementary teachers themselves there are few who care to dissipate this

delusion. In the town, on the other hand, the elementary school is

looked upon as the mere beginning and starting point from which

all noble endeavours to raise the moral and intellectual level of the

masses must proceed. That the children must be taught, and taught

as well as may be, has been assumed as a necessity, but that having

been taught a minimum of elementary knowledge they should be

left to take their chance and run wild for the rest of their lives is

not to be heard of. Some of them—perhaps many of them—came
from vicious homes and live in squalid dens and cellars. Then the

Augean stables must be cleansed, and the slums must be got rid of

if possible, in the interest of the children that are and of those that
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are to be. So you set yourselves to improve your toilers’ dwellings,

and you erect sanitary dwellings for the poor, and you issue your

appeals to the rich for this good cause and that. The naore you ask the

more you get, till ungrudging benevolence seems actually tending to

overtake the needs of your crowded millions.

But pari j^assu with the magnificent activity shown in providing

suitable dwellings for the workers, others are showing as great andnoble

a zeal in their endeavours to make the lives of their poor brethren more

joyous, more interesting, more rational, more human. You lay out

parks and recreation grounds, build museums and art galleries, libraries

and lecture halls. You make vice difficult, and amusement refining.

There is nothing in the whole world that can compare with the

exhibitions which are open to the poorest in London, and no better

music than that which a poor fellow out of work may listen to at

his leisure when the bands play.

Nor is it only in the great capital of the Empire that all this

wealth in the means of innocent enjoyment is provided for the milhon.

Birmingham and Liverpool and Manchester and Sheffield, and

many another of our large cities, vie with one another in the con-

spicuous examples they aflford of that magnanimous foresight which

is always on the look-out for new channels of beneficence. For let it

be remembered that only a small part of all this money spent in

advancing the happiness and well-being of the wage-earners has been

paid for out of Imperial or local taxation.

Even granting that the great bulk of the cost of building and

keeping up our schools has come out of rates and taxes, our hospitals

in the main are supported by voluntary contributions, and churches

‘ of all denominations ’ are being built with more or less splendour

every year by private munificence. Even colleges and universities are

founded and endowed by the grand liberality of rich men here and

there and everywhere. What can be more splendid than the starting

up of the University of Liverpool, as if by magic, during the

too short career of its first accomplished principal, at whose sugges-

tion a dozen or more Liverpool merchants have provided for the

maintenance in perpetuity of as many professorial chairs? Even

this glorious generosity seems not unlikely to be surpassed by

the men of Birmingham, who have resolved to have another

university of their own. But indeed the wonderful work done and

the sacrifices made by the citizens of Birmingham in the interest of

the working classes are almost bewildering when one comes to count

up the vast sums that have been expended in a city which as yet

only takes the sixth place in the Empire, and whose population

hardly amounts to a ninth of the enormous aggregate of London.*

' See a remarkable article in the May number of the Century Magazine, by an

American gentleman, Mr. George F. J^arker, entitled* An Object Lesson in Municipal

Government.’
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It would be beyond my purpose to deal with all those schemes

for improving the condition of the working classes which are occupy-

ing the attention and stimulating the expenditure of such bodies as

the London County Council and their humbler and only a little less am-
bitious urban imitators. The point which requires to be insisted on is

that in the large towns the munificence of the rich is rapidly tending

to overtake the legitimate needs of the masses, and that quite new
dangers are threatening us. Already the administration of our

charity funds requires close and continued watching to minimise

the leakage, to detect the frauds, to stop the extravagance and waste

which seem almost inseparable from the dispensing of large funds

among those for whom they were intended. The existence of the

Charity Organisation Society indicates that already the army of

well-meaning philanthropists requires a vigilance committee to

-surpervise their varied, ever-varying operations, and a special force

of detective officers to protect them from the organised robbery of

begging-letter impostors and the knavery of professional tramps.

A comfortable income may be made by plausible plunderers who
prey upon the weak and indolent

;
and there is no lack of foolish

mischievous people who recklessly throw about guineas without

caring who gets them, and can never be brought to understand that

scrambling money in the streets with lavish profusion is very much
nearer to a crime than a virtue.

Yet, on the whole, the munificence of the rich in the towns has

been directed with a certain measure of wisdom and prudence to a

great end
;
and that end has been to afford every kind of chance to

the working-man to rise step by step to the top of that ladder which

we have heard so much of. The elementary school is but the

beginning of the townsman’s education
;
there the children of the

operatives are not ‘educated above their station,’ because education

with them is a continuous process always going on
;

all their

surroundings exercising upon them a refining and elevating influence

through an elaborate machinery which the best men are proud to

help in keeping at work, and in enlarging its sphere of usefulness,

till it is as if among the favoured townsfolk the path of vice and

crime were becoming the only way which it is hard to tread, and

the broad and smooth way the road that leads upwards towards the

higher life and higher ideals. The artisans of the towns have every-

thing within their reach that may conduce to their happiness and

well-being. Is there not some little risk of turning them into the

spoilt children of this our age ? When they call out for sugar-plums

they get them. Anything to keep them quiet—sometimes a bicycle,

sometimes a pianoforte, sometimes a holiday at the seaside. We
shall hear them crying for the moon before long. When they get

there they’ll want to get back again, and you’ll have to fetch them
home

!
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Contrast all these surroundings with those of the young agri-

cultural labourer. He has ‘ passed his standards/ as the phrase is

—

and what then ? He goes to work upon the land. There is a common
belief that this is a dull and stupid life, dismally lacking in interest,

and that the labour required is such as any half-witted bumpkin can

do as well as another. I recommend my omniscient friends of the

cities who are possessed by this delusion to get up at six o’clock

one fine autumn morning and look on while a field of twenty or

thirty acres is being set out for ploughing, or to try his hand at thatch-

ing a stack or making a wattle fence. The first of these tasks

is what the lie-a-bed very rarely sees, but when he does see he 'will

look on with no little perplexity and amazement. Unhappily, we in

the country do not use the terms ‘ skilled and unskilled labour,’

but the things signified by those terms respectively we have a very

clear appreciation of. The mischief is that we are losing all skilled

labourers alarmingly.

We have ourselves to blame in great measure for this. The

root of the evil may be traced very far back, and this is not the

time to dwell upon it
;
but the reason of our best men going from

us is not far to seek. It lies in this, that all agricultural labourers are

supposed to have a right to receive the same wage whatever the

quality and character of their work may be
;

till it has become an

axiom that the worst man should get the same pay as the best,

and the best has no such career before him as the consciousness of

superiority over his fellows convinces him- he has a right to look

forward to. A lad of seventeen or eighteen may have learnt the

trick of hanging on to a plough after a fashion
;
he can hoe

;
he can

dig
;
he can load a cart with manure

;
but he is afraid of a horse (not

at all an uncommon failing), and he’s not much to be trusted with

the cows. Nevertheless, he claims ‘ a man’s wages.’ Yes ! and he

gets them. That is, he earns as much as his father or his brothers

do
;
they may be ‘ skilled labourers,’ if we only used that term

;
he

may be ‘ half a fool ’—that term we have !

But he’s a man, and a man’s wage he claims. On the other

hand, he may be the only really skilled labourer of the family,

and he knows that he will earn no more than they or a dozen shifty

fellows who are hardly worth their salt. Except only in harvest

time, all the year round his work is over at four o’clock in the

afternoon. What is he to do with his magnificent allowance of

leisure ? Libraries ? Beading Booms ? Museums ? B^creation

Ground? Picture Gallery ? Lecture Hall? Public Garden ? Swim-
ming Bath ? Gymnasium ? Who is to find any of these things for

him? A paternal Government? What! a paternal Government
have any care for Hodge ? Or the ratepayers ? Well, that may come
when alt the rates are laid upon the parson’s tithe

;
but as long

as the farmers and shopkeepers are still called upon to pay some
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rates, you’ll not get quite unnecessary luxuries provided for the

labourers, young and old, at the expense of the ratepayers.

Even in the towns these things, as I have said, were provided in

the first instance by the rich for the poor. Think of what Mr. Quintin

Hogg has been doing for the children of the working classes for years

past through that unique ‘ means of grace ’—the Polytechnic ! It is

to me a subject of continual wonder that there is so very little coarse

vice to be found in our villages. The young fellows have simply

nothing to do for a good thousand hours a year. Has Satan forsaken

them that their idle hands hang down by their sides, numbed by

mere apathy that makes one yawn to watch ? Put the case of two

harmless hulking lads when the day’s work is done lighting upon

the original idea of taking a stroll in the gleesome isle of Ely.

^ Where shall us go, Tom ?
’

‘ Dunno ! Fur as Forty-foot drain ?
’

‘ Come on !

’

Not a hedge to blur the horizon. Not a tree for a bird to build

in. Not a public to stop at. Not a human being to ‘ holler ’ ta.

Not a log to sit down on. Not a rat to throw a stone at. Straight

as a ruler lies the road—it lies, it never runs—between a pair of

black and forbidding dykes too wide to jump over. Why in the

name of common sense should those two lads go shambling along

together for miles at a stretch, only to reach the Forty-foot drain

—

unless it be to drown themselves in the dark water, the only con-

ceivable form of pleasurable excitement which could offer itself to

such forlorn ones ?

We in the land of sweetness and light—of course I mean
Norfolk—are not as yet so badly off as that, and yet things are not

very gay with us. We have still some aspects of nature to charm and

allure us
;

but the old village life has all faded away—vanished'.

The rollicking and the practical joking, the dancing round the May-
pole, the fighting in the backyard of the alehouse, the stone-throwing,

and the mischief—we can’t bring it back. Who would wish to bring it

all back ? Barbarism has been replaced by respectability. But is

there nothing between bull-baiting and cockfighting, with all the

evil that was inseparable from these things, and the condition of

moral, social, and intellectual atrophy into which we are sinking, till

the very bullocks are scared and the lambs begin to scamper away in

fear at the sound of a boisterous laugh ?

Pillion and pack have left tlicir track :

Dead is the ‘Tally-ho.’

Steam rails cut down each festive crown

Of the old world and slow.

Jack-in-the-green no more is seen.

Nor Maypole in the street

;

No mummers play on Christmas day :

St. George is obsolete.
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By no means the least serious trouble that we are suffering from is

that love-making— ‘ sweethearting ’ we call it among us—is positively

dying out. The girls run away from us before the lads are old

enough to take to ‘ spooning.’ By all but universal assent it is

agreed among the townsfolk that domestic servants cannot be bred

and reared in the streets. So nothing remains but that the housemaids

and the nurses and the parlourmaids should be hunted dovm from

every happy village in the east or the west, and so our girls get

snapped up like the bullfinches by the birdcatchers. At fourteen

years of age away they go into service, receiving even at starting

such wages as are enough to turn their young heads. Our farmers

meet with the greatest difficulty in finding a maid-of-all-work.

There are no girls of sixteen or seventeen to be found in our

villages. Do you expect the nightingales to sing in your thickets

when there are no hen birds to reward them for their song ? Not

they. They’ll set the leaves a-tremble for a day or two, but their

amorous patience is soon exhausted. Away they fly to where the

bride hides and flutters— et se cwpit ante videri /

If peradventure there should appear a comely lass or two at the

Eectory, or at the gentleman farmer’s or the doctor’s yonder, she is

just a trifle coy—
‘
praywd,’ Cohn calls her when her chin is perked

up at sermon-time. She will not tvalk with the first aspirant to her

attention. She somehow makes it felt, if she does not make it

known, that she expects a house to live in
;
and if she is to settle

down in the village that house must be other than a couple of rooms

in a Peabody mansion five floors up from the basement. Yes ! and to

the honour of the young suitor, he too thinks that such a bride as

she is worthier of something better than the wretched tumble-down

shanty in which he himself was born and bred. It is hardly more

than a year ago since a fine manly lad said to me :
‘ I ain’t a-going

to marry till we’ve got some better housen than they places down

there ! ’ pointing over his shoulder. It is curious to note how this

sentiment is slowly acting in the direction of lessening the number

of early marriages amongst young men. I know of ten or a dozen

unmarried men in a parish of less than seven hundred inhabitants,

varying in age from five and twenty to two or three and forty—and

four of these are looked upon as ‘ confirmed old bachelors,’ who

profess themselves to be averse from matrimony. This is how the

education of the rustics has been ‘ above their station.’ They are

educated above their station—that is, they revolt from being housed

worse than the cattle.

But who is to provide decent houses for the agricultural labourer ?

The landlords nowadays cannot live in their own houses, and eagerly

let them to provide themselves with more modest homes elsewhere.

The land may actually l)e said not to be paying its expenses.

If you doubt that, take the trouble to read the Duke of Bedford’s
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remarkable account of bis stewardship in regard to his immense

landed estates. Even in the best days it appears, according to his

G-race’s summary, that there is nothing to be made in the long run

out of the broad acres, if generous treatment or even justice is shown

to the wage-earners among the peasantry. But when extensive

tracts of land, with good buildings too, are letting in Essex and

Suffolk and Norfolk at a rental of five or six shillings an acre, where

is the margin to come from wherewith to build houses for the

labourers ?

It is, however, when some outbreak of serious sickness falls upon

our villages that the dreadful condition of the cottages in some of

our country parishes becomes shockingly apparent. When a whole

family has been stricken, and the worst is over
;
and the weakened and

the half-alive cannot render to the delirious or the half-dead the simplest

service—when a house is reeking with fever or smallpox, God help

those who cannot help themselves. The excellent association for

providing nurses for the poor in the county of Norfolk, which has

been worked so well for many years past, and is working so well

under very able management, has been an untold blessing to many
poor sufferers. But there are whole parishes where a night nurse

could not find a bed for herself to lie on, and where a day nurse

could not find a slop-pail. I must needs put the matter bluntly
;

they who have had some experience of grave sickness in out-of-the-

way hamlets—and they only—know what I mean.

I never heard of a country village in my experience, with even a

rudimentary dispensary, where the most simple means and appliances

absolutely necessary for accidents and sudden emergencies are kept

ready at hand. Yet there are many parishes where the nearest medical

man lives five miles off. On one occasion I happened to drop in at a

cottage where a girl had tripped and fallen against a pane of glass

and ‘ punctured an artery,’ as I was afterwards informed on the

authority of the sapient medico. Gush
!
gush

!
gush ! spurted

the red blood out from near the temple. I put my finger upon the

spot and shrieked for something—anything to stop the flow ! The
girl would have bled to death in an hour. I rigged up a toiirni-

quet—is that what they call the thing ?—with a hit of cheese-rind

—which ‘ lent itself to the occasion ’—some dirty rag, string, and
two broken lead pencils. And if that young person’s forehead

wasn’t pretty deeply seamed with the whipcord before the surgeon

appeared, it wasn’t my fault

!

But the most pitiable object in our village communities is

a poor fellow ‘ on his club,’ as the phrase goes
;

that is, a man
suffering from a hurt or some chronic malady, and whom the

doctor has certified is unable to work, and who therefore receives a

weekly allowance from his club as long as he remains on the

sick list. The unhappy wretch may not even handle a tool; he
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may not drive in a nail
;

he may not carry a parcel or

go on a message; he may not sit down in a public-house—during

all his sick time. Moreover, he is jealously watched by the other

members of the club, and if he be of a cheerful temperament, he is

pretty sure to be reported as shamming. As often as not the poor

fellow has a garden where the potatoes want moulding up, or an

allotment where the wheat badly wants hoeing. Not a bit of it

!

He may stare at the tall thistles and sigh, but anything in the

semblance of labour is denied him ! How he must envy his children

at the school ! And what a warning he must be to those same
children if they ever think of their poor father’s station in life^ beyond

which they are being educated so fast ! Some few years ago I put up
a seat for these unfortunates with a fairly comfortable back, at what

used to be called ‘ Wicked Corner ’ in the old days, and now bears the

honoured name of ‘ Church Corner,’ It is pathetic to see the sickly

and the old slowly making their way there and sitting in the sun-

shine. Now and then a tired tramp sits himself down in a slouching

way. He’s not allowed to stay there many minutes. ‘ That ain’t

made for the like o’ he,’ growled a soured old pauper in explanation to>

me one day. ‘ Lawk ! If we let him alone, he’d lie down there and

go to sleep and usurp [There’s a pretty word for you
!]

other folk’s

rec-re-a-tion !
’ So it has come to this, that our only notion of a

recreation ground is a deal board with a rail to lean against, at the

edge of a ditch and facing the north-east wind ! Not that we have

not our cricket field, and a good one too, but we hold it on the kindly

sufferance of Farmer Wade, who keeps it in order and lets us have

the use of it rent free. But then he’s a trump, he is, and if he’s

not a lineal descendant of the General Wade who made the great

military roads up in the north there, and has the credit of having

invented the kilt to clothe the nakedness of the Highlanders, he

deserves to be

!

‘ What fun it must be to look down from the Pleiades !
’ said;

Euphemia Maud the sly and too poetical !
‘ What fun it must be !

’

she cried, taking very good care to be within earshot of the present

writer when the cricket match was going on. But Laura Gladys

—

a little monitor she—was equal to the occasion. ‘ Ah ! But I’d

rather be a mermaid, while all the merry mermen under the sea

would feel their immortality die in their hearts for the love of me 5
’

‘ Ah ! sir, that’s what’s ruining us ! the gals a talking that kind a

stuff. It ain’t Christian-like, that ain’t ! ’ growled old Jim Dawes,

one of the old but extinct King Coles, who, ‘ though a learned soul,

neither write nor read could he !

’
‘ They’re a educating ’em above

their station, that’s where it is !

’

No ! No ! Why shouldn’t they learn their poetry, and write it, too,

if they like? Bless their darling bright eyes ! The real mischief is

that the education all comes to a dead stop among us w'hen they’ve
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done with the school. The grim prose of life supervenes with a

cruel solution of continuity, and the future is mere vacuity.

We want our ‘station’ improved—not our education lessened

and impaired.

The poor in the towns have had everything done for them
;

tlieir

cry is listened to almost before it is uttered. The poor toilers in the

rural districts are fretfully told to help themselves. How can they

help themselves? They must, unless they are to disappear out of

the land—they must sue in forma paupms. They want every-

thing that the townsman claims already as his right : water to

drink—houses to live in—resting-places in their weariness—nursing

in their sore sickness—common halls, be they ever so humble, where

they may hope to get some innocent amusement, diversion, instruc-

tion, and rational companionship. Who is to give them these

things ?—the landlords ? the tenant farmers ? the parsons ? What
mockery to bid them look to the old helpers, who themselves are

hanging on by their eyelids to their ever-waning resources ! This

is no pessimist’s whine. It is but the sad cry of those who beg

only for the crumbs which fall from the rich man’s table.

Of late we have had more than enough talk about the crisis in

the Church, and been working ourselves into a kind of St. Vitus

dance because a few hundred clerical nondescripts are threatening to

bring back Paganism into our worship, and offering to rid us of the

burden of our innermost secrets by polluting others with the recitals

of things which we would fain hide from our very selves. Tush !

This is not the crisis. It is only one of the many tricks of the devil

and his angels to throw dust in our eyes and to keep us from seeing

what the real social and national crisis is which confronts us in very

truth.

With fair land and good land literally dirt cheap, with vast

accumulations of untold wealth for which the owners can find no

investment, with men and women positively troubled and perplexed

by the burden of their riches, and an anxious question, increasing in

distinctness, coming up from many a conscience-stricken heart, and

asking painfully, ‘ Men and brethren, what shall we do ?
’—here is a

blessed opportunity for adding to the sum of happiness among the

peasantry of England such as never offered itself before, such as

may never—will never—occur again if we let this chance go by.

After painfully studying this matter in many of its aspects,

and especially as it affects what we call the opjen parishes, I affirm

without hesitation that almost any village in England might be

changed in a few years into ‘ a model parish ’ by the wise expenditure

of such an amount of capital as would be a mere insignificant con

tribution to the vast outlay which our large towns are absorbing

annually. Moreover that such an outlay would provide for all the

needs of our villagers in perpetuity. God knows I do not grudge
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the townsmen anything that may promote their happiness and well-

being—in the best sense of those words. What I do deeply deplore

and protest against is that our poor peasantry should have been so

absolutely neglected by the philanthropists as they have been during

the time when they were least able to help themselves, until at last

they are being driven away from the homes of their fathers in despair

of ever seeing any improvement in their own surroundings.

Actually as I was writing these lines the last reports of the

Peabody Fund and of the Guinness Trust were laid upon my table.

The Peabody Trustees in their Eeport assure us that at the end of

the year 1898 their capital expenditure in land and buildings had

amounted to 1,250,390^. 10s. 8c?., which had been spent in providing

0,121 separate dwellings comprising 11,367 rooms, the average rent

of each room being 2s. 6c?. a week. The rent in all cases including

the free use of luater, laundries, sculleries, and bathrooms.

The Guinness Trustees report that at an outlay of less than

300,000?. they ‘ have provided 2,208 separate dwellings containing

4,568 rooms, besides laundries, club-rooms, costers' sheds, 'perambu-

lator sheds, &c. . . . The average weekly earnings of each family in

residence was 18s. l\d. The average weekly rent of each room was

Is. lOJc?., covering chimney siveeping and the use of Venetian

blinds, baths, and hot-water supply.^ It is added ‘ club or common
rooms are provided and supplied with papers, books, games, &c.

;

'

this last &c. refers among other luxuries to ‘ the boiling water

supplied from terns morning and evening for making tea'

With us in the country things have been allowed to slide too

long to permit of our hoping that we can recover lost ground by any

coup de main. But is there not splendid encouragement for all

good men and women of large resources to abstain from frittering

away their money in a lavish and an inconsiderate way, and to urge

them to concentrate their efforts upon some really great object?

What greater encouragement could be looked for than that which

the immense improvement in the condition of the poor in our

large cities during a single generation affords ? What greater

encouragement, I say, than the success of the noble sacrifices made

and the example set by such benefactors as Mr. Peabody and Lord

Iveagh ?

History repeats itself. The time has come when one of those

great repetitions of history which are never mere imitations seems

to invite us to make a new departure. I plead for our rural com-

munities
;

I plead for what remains of that sturdy peasantry which

were not so very long ago the very pith and marrow, the very back-

bone of a great people. I plead to you, the rich in this world’s

wealth, that you should be as ready to give of your overflowing

resources only as freely, and not less grandly, in the direction of Social

Reform as your fathers did, centuries ago, in the direction of Keligious
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Eeform. Their immense sacrifices for the furtherance of what they

believed to be the rehgious elevation of their generation succeeded

in exercising an incalculable leverage upon all classes, and all classes,

high and low, were verily and indeed lifted up thereby.

It remains for the men of the present generation to work on

different lines, and peradventure by a somewhat different machinery,

for the moral and social uplifting of their contemporaries, and for

those that may come after. The masses can no longer be left to the

Church alone, to deal with as may seem good in the sight of the

very best and most earnest and most high-minded of her hierarchy.

The masses will not rest satisfied with all that the Church or the

Churches have to offer. Let us not be ashamed or afraid to make
that confession, however humiliating it may seem to the pride or

the assumption of some good men among us.

That the masses, whether in town or country, can do without

religion, I, for one, no more believe than I believe that they can do

without water or air. But for all that, I can just as little believe

that you can feed or clothe, or even educate the masses by religion

alone. It seems to me conceivable that the day may come when
men, looking back with larger other eyes than ours upon the long

processes and successive steps whereby Grod has been schooling and

training the successive generations of mankind, may recognise with

thankfulness and awe that He has used the magnificent sacrifices

and the magnificent labours of His chosen servants in His Church to

prepare the men of the future for a higher order of things than

that we can yet forecast or imagine. The end of things is not

yet. May it not be that we are but at the beginning of the new
order which shall change and transcend the old ?

Be that as it may, we have much work to do if we are not

content basely to leave things as they are—tamely acquiescing in a

condition of affairs which wfill take some generous endeavours to

amend.
‘ The inhabitants of the village ceased ! ’ pealed forth the fiery-

hearted prophetess in the bad times, her soul aflame with indignant

grief at the craven hearts among the princes. Aye, ‘ the inhabitants

of the village ceased—until that I Deborah arose—I arose a mother

in Israel !
’ Is there no patriot Deborah in our times, to rise above

the wail of lamentation, and to take the gallant leadership of those

‘ who willingly offer themselves ’ ?

Augustus Jessoit.
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PARNELL AND IRELAND

1 HEAR on all sides that this is a most interesting bookj It certainly

is the record of a most interesting career. It tells the story of a

struggle begun against overwhelming odds and yet fought with

unfaltering courage, until through sheer pertinacity and clearness of

purpose enemies were won over and victory appeared to be within

the grasp of the fighter. To add to the dramatic passion of the

struggle, at this moment of assured success new and portentous

powers were invoked to snatch the victory from the hand that had
grasped it

;
nor was the attempt foiled till another prolonged contest

revealed the baseness of the weapons of this last line of resistance.

Out of the second agony the fighter emerged with a clear assurance

of victory, cleansed if not purified from the soil of the fight by the

discovery of the treacheries planned against him. And then at the

last moment, by his own act, by the passion for which the world

is lost, and, most strange of all, by the honour rooted in dishonour

which was deemed his chief offence, the enemy regained his strength :

the friends that had been enlisted and created by him fell away

;

the odds were again turned, and nothing remained but the old

unfaltering courage, and defeat after defeat crowned with premature

death. And amid this prolonged victorious, fruitless contest the one

figure of the leader always appears single, apart, removed by the

separateness of its own personality from friends as much as from foes,

moving persistently forward alone in pursuit of its predestined aim,

undisturbed by the wild oscillations of temper of the combatants

about him. Such a figure, the centre of such a career, must long be

the subject of historic inquiry, and must stimulate the passionate

imagination of successive generations. Men will fight over its inter-

pretation. It will be bitterly condemned
;

it will be idealised and

idolised. The faults of the hero’s character will be thrust into the

background and its limitations forgotten. The audacity of the fight

will remain a potent fascination. The victory lost just as it was won
will excite sharp pangs of sympathy, and the cause of the ultimate

failure may be transformed into a crowning grace of devotion. Women
will admire, men will pity as they look back upon this figure of

’ The Life of Charles Steyvart Purnell. Cy R Barry O’Brien. London : Smith,

Elder, & Co. 1899.
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the past emerging from obscurity, passing steadily through its

stormful career, and then falling away into darkness, nothing realised

though all had seemed accomplished.

Mr. O’Brien’s book tells a great story. It recalls to contempo-

raries some of the most exciting scenes of the lives they have lived,

and it contains within itself materials to which later inquirers will

tarn as helps towards the study which must long prove attractive.

Yet I cannot say that it is a good book. In point of workmanship it

leaves much to be desired. We cannot complain that the writer

has his own point of view, and is defective in the appreciation of

the different sides of the story he tells. This is a fault in some

degree inevitable, and in the like degree irreparable. But assuming

the writer’s standpoint, and putting ourselves beside him as he writes,

we may fret over the imperfection of his work.

The first object of a biographer must be to tell us amid what

circumstances the man grew whose life he writes, and Mr. O’Brien

wishes to fulfil this duty. It is characteristic of him that in one

simple matter of fact he leaves us in entire ignorance. Parnell was

the son of an Irish country gentleman
;
but what was his position in

his family ? He was one of eleven children. His father and mother

were married in 1834, and he was born in 1846. IMr. O’Brien does

not himself tell us whether he was the eldest son or the eldest sur-

viving son, or what was his place in the family
;
a chance observation

to his brother John lets us know that John was the head of the

family
;
but the relation of John to Charles is still obscure, for

John says Charles represented the family, and its estate was,

somehow or other, under him. Sometimes he is spoken of as

managing the hereditary property
;

there are expressions which

suggest he was in possession as owner, but this element in the

formation of his character and opinions remains unexplained. The
defect may be intentional, but it falls in with not a little of slipshod

in other parts of the book. In tracing the history of Parnell’s fore-

bears Mr. O’Brien has a good deal to say about the Poet—more,

perhaps, than is of real value
;

but he omits all reference to the

OTef which overmastered his will and to the besettin^r weakness

which darkened his later years and brought his life to a premature

close. Dr. Johnson, as we know, alternately defended and con-

demned the slurring over of this last defect in relation to the Poet,

and much might be said in favour of passing the Poet’s failing over in

silence if all that is to be done is the tracing of a poetic career
;
but if

we are really building up the environment of a man, and would recall

every possible influence, however remote, of a family strain bearing

upon his development, the whole truth must be told. This is pro-

bably an illustration of the failure of independence in Mr. O’Brien’s

judgment which continually offends us. Barely, if ever, does he
stand up to his hero. His attitude towards him is not that of a

VoL. XLV—No. 208 3 N
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follower to a leader, nor of a disciple to his master, which might

have been easily understood. It is more like the submission of the

untutored native to the inscrutable white man, whose unintelligible

ways are to be painfully guessed at, and who maintains his superiority

by an absolute forgetfulness of a good-nature that might sometimes

condescend to sympathise with the inferior creatures about him.

Parnell moves through his pages with a disregard of associates and

dependents so complete and so habitual that it has nothing of con-

tempt in it
;
he is almost unconscious of their existence. And this

carriage of himself exercises the most extraordinary fascination upon

the biographer
;
he is never tired of exalting this kind of demonstration

of superiority. At times indifference develops into something more

harsh and peremptory
;
it even slips into arrogance

;
but no resentment

seems to be excited
;
admiration grows as the distance between the

worshipper and the worshipped increases. Insolence itself becomes an

object of adoration. All this might be regarded as part of the artistic

treatment of the hero of the story, but it is too simple, too unstudied,

too natural to be so accepted. Mr. O’Brien’s language is quite sponta-

neous, and, it must be added, it is paralleled in descriptions given by

other Irish observers which are woven into his pages. Once or twice

the admiration thus expressed from below reaches its strangest

development when Parnell’s exercise, and rightful exercise, of

masterfulness is spoken of as ‘ so English.’ No one attempting a

satiric touch could be more effective than this unconscious friend, and

it is only the supreme expression of an attitude apparently instinctive.

Parnell is ‘ king-like,’ he is ‘ regal,’ he is ‘ imperial,’ he is ‘ like a

rock of granite in his strength
;

’ and the ladies whom Mr. O’Brien

has enlisted to enrich his pages leave the praises of his toilet to dwell

on the ' strong,’ the ‘ handsome,’ the ‘ lovely features ’ of his face.

The constant servility of Mr. O’Brien’s mind towards Parnell pains

us, as when we read of the poor Peruvians bending before Pizarro
;
but

the worst feeling is excited when we ask ourselves whether the mass

of Irishmen over whom Parnell came to exercise an undisputed and in-

disputable authority were not fulfilled with similar sentiments. What
is the secret of the ascendency so acquired ? Wherein lay its strength ?

Was it the command of a man of a great strain of purpose, whose

impulses had stirred the hearts and captured the loyalty of his

countrymen ? Looking back upon his career can we trace in it any

large current of generous sympathy ? Do our feelings vibrate with

a throb of any passionate popular emotion ? Are our aspirations

excited by revelations or glimpses of ideals to be attained ?

Universal negatives are hazardous, but most rarely, if ever, did

Parnell say anything or do anything to touch the hearts of a people,

d’hough he worked hard, and had to suffer not merely imprisonment

but accusations far worse than imprisonment, his career cannot be

said to have been marked by a spirit of devotion and self-sacrifice,

^'or can we find in his work any Tnovement along far-reaching lines
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of political thought by which the statesman may demonstrate claims

to obedience as authoritative as could ever he exercised by leaders of

passion. In one way, and in one way only, did Parnell make and

keep his command. The fact cannot be looked upon as one of comfort,

but it is idle to blink it. Parnell won power because he showed

he could fight, and fight with success, against Parliamentary pre-

dominance, and he was ready to carry that battle to any extremity.

The man whose coolness and daring allowed him to trample upon

Parliamentary usages and conventions, and to bring to their knees

opponents too much attached to these traditions to accept the

necessity of a new departure, need do nothing more. He fed

abundantly the appetite of hostility to things as they were, and he

was apparently ready to gratify this appetite to the full. So company

by company rallied to his command
;
his forces became a regiment,

a brigade, an army, almost a nation. The followers of Butt deserted

him
;
Fenians fell in

;
peasants, priests, bishops followed. The move-

ment was a miserable revelation of the insecurity of the ties that had

been woven between the inhabitants of the United Kingdom. We
need not accept that ‘ indestructible passion of hate ’ which may
have been often regretted as a rhetorical exaggeration by the brilliant

author of the phrase, but we must confess to a potentiality of

separateness in feeling sufficiently discouraging. Parnell’s recruits

were often reluctant, but there was nothing strong enough to keep

them back. Large numbers seemed simply reckless of what might

happen
;
others who were more cautiously distrustful of the future

felt no restraining influences effectual to save themselves from being

carried away.

It was an unpleasant revelation to Unionists which must have

due weight and due consideration, but I point to the fact here only

as illustrating the potency of Parnell’s one great gift. Whether he

had real sympathy with the masses he led, whether his vision

extended to large schemes for the future, mattered not. It was

enough that his attack on Parliamentary government was continuous,

unrelenting, and successful; he fought steadily and surely with

the powers arrayed against him at Westminster, and crowds of

Irishmen followed one another in submission to the man who had

demonstrated himself as their sufficient leader.

Every effect implies a cause, and Parnell could not have acquired

the commanding position he filled unless he had in some way
established his right to it. The basis of his authority must, how-

ever, be confessed to have been very narrow
;
a rash critic might be

tempted to say he had no qualification for the task he undertook.

The problems of Irish government are neither few nor simple, and

he had studied none of them. In his boyhood and youth he must
have heard something of the traditions of the years preceding and

leading up to the Act of Union. His grandfather had been in the

3 N 2
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Irish House of Commons an opponent of the Act, and though there is

no evidence that his father ever co-operated with or even sympathised

with O’Connell in his agitation for Eepeal, his mother’s influence

probably made his heart a nidus for hostility to the English

connexion. However that may be, he grew up profoundly ignorant

of Irish history, and to the last he had to seek information as to the

character of some of its most important events when they happened

to be mentioned in his hearing. Mr. O’Brien’s book is full of

references to this ignorance. Every one must receive with caution

the evidence which is only too freely offered by Irishmen about

Irishmen, but I believe the statement is true that when Parnell

first entertained political ambition he was uncertain whether he was

a Liberal or a Conservative. This is all the more remarkable when we
remember that in the years of his earliest manhood, when the minds

of men are generally most open and most active, Ireland was stirred

by Mr. Gladstone’s campaign for the Disestablishment of the Irish

Church and the Eeform of the Irish Land Laws. It was the opening

of a new era
;
or at least it w^as so accepted and proclaimed throughout

Ireland. Parnell was then in his twenty-third year, and it might be

thought he would have been moved by the enthusiasm with which

Mr. Gladstone’s proposals w’ere welcomed, but he does not seem to

have shared in the national feeling, as he never in after years testified

in any way his recognition of what Mr. Gladstone had done.

To all aj)pearances Parnell grew up so uninstructed as to be able

to satisfy Lord Beaconsfield’s description of an English gentleman,

and it must be admitted that in attaining this ignorance he had

been duly sent to a private school in England, and had spent some

three years at Cambridge. If unlearned enough to be an Englishman

he w^as as superstitious as any Celt can be supposed to be. It is

indeed amazing that a man with his undoubted strength of will,

and with an intelligence which, however untrained, lived in the free

air of the nineteenth century, should have remained to the last some-

thing like a slave of blind terrors. He could do nothing on Friday

;

he refused to sleep in a room numbered 13, and insisted upon

having a Bill at once remodelled which was found to contain thirteen

clauses
;
he could not meet (or was it pass ?) a man on the stairs, and

he flew into a paroxysm of pallid dread when he found himself with

three candles burning in his room. All these were not the half-

conscious humorous exaggerations of a strong nature playing with

its own weakness. They were the genuine, unstudied, artless demon-

strations of a nature untutored save in traditions of terror. It was

with a mind so furnished, and unfurnished, that Parnell entered on

the work of life. ^\'e cannot be surprised if in the record of what

followed we find few traces of colierent policy other than that of the

destruction of the Parliamentary rule of Ireland. Take the leading

Irish fjuestions : one of the most difficult, as it is the most abiding, is
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the relation between Church and State in Ireland. I am not speaking

ofthe added difficulty caused by the British connexion. If Ireland had

a polity of its own there would still remain a struggle between the

rights of laymen and the claims of ecclesiastics, permeating every field

of life—if most manifest in the domain of education. What were

Parnell’s views on these issues ? Prudence may have kept them in the

background
;

all he demonstrated was the desire not to estrange the

priests. He allowed his Parliamentary followers to engage at their

discretion in an advocacy of clerical questions, in which he himself

betrayed little or no interest
;

‘ not to break with the priests ’ was

enough until the hour came when, faithful in unfaithfulness, he broke

from them for ever. Or turn to the other great problem of Irish

life—the agrarian difficulty. Parnell was ready enough with

temporary suggestions of fining down rents, and suspending legal

process to meet emergent necessities, but these varied from time

to time and scarcely indicate any coherent policy. His one attempt

at independent practical action—the migration of a congested

population—proved a failure. He seized upon and turned to his own
account the successive phases of agricultural distress, precipitated by

bad harvests and falling prices, but he himself frankly said he would

never have taken off his coat for such a work had it not promised to

help in achieving legislative independence. He was totally averse from

the idea ofLand Nationalisation, of which Mr. Davitt has made himself

an apostle, and, indeed, it is certain that in this attitude Parnell was

in entire sympathy with all the peasants of Ireland. Their passion is

to get for themselves what they occupy
;
they w^ould perhaps think

it a passage from bad to worse to exchange the tempered land-

lordism of a private owner for the landlordism of the State. Parnell,

however, dissented from another policy to which Irish peasants took

more readily and more kindly. He had taken off his coat to use the

agrarian question as a lever for upsetting the domination of the

Parliament at Westminster, but after he had captured Mr. Glad-

stone’s alliance as a Home Euler he shrank from further develop-

ments of agrarianism. He told the Eighty Club in 1888 that he

w^as ill w'hen the Plan of Campaign was started, and remained for

some time incapable of political action. He added, ‘ If I had been

in a position to advise about it, I candidly admit to you that I should

have advised against it.’ There is no reason to doubt the sincerity

of this declaration, to which, indeed, he was faithful to the last.

Mr. O’Brien gives us a striking picture of Parnell and another

member sitting in the smoking-room of the House of Commons
one night towards the close of the struggle in Committee-room

No. 15. Parnell broke a moody silence by saving, half to himself,

‘ Yes, I always felt that it w'ould end in this way.’ His companion

said nothing, supposing that Parnell was going back in his mind over

the history of his passion for Mrs. O’Shea
;
but when Parnell said
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again, ‘ I always said it would end badly,’ he asked, ‘ What did

you say would end badly ? ’ to which the reply canae, ‘ The Plan of

Campaign.’ All this may, of course, be taken as proof of the

moderation and wisdom which distinguished Parnell from some of

his best known lieutenants, but the true explanation seems rather

to be that he had one idea, and one idea only, that of getting the

government of Ireland independent of Great Britain. The treat-

ment of the chronic poverty of parts of Ireland may be regarded as

a branch of the agrarian difficulty, but Parnell threw no more light

on this specific than on the general question. As a means of im-

proving the economic condition of Ireland as a whole he favoured

protective duties, or, if they were impossible, bounties on manu-
factures, which seem always and everywhere the first thought of the

natural man. Ignorance is always at our elbow, and it is even con-

tended sometimes that its teaching must be right because it is

universal. We may, perhaps, be permitted to speculate on what

would have happened had Parnell obtained complete power to deal

with the government of Ireland as he would. Under Mr. Glad-

stone’s scheme of Home Eule he would have become a Prime Minister

in a Parliamentary system, and he would have started with an

immense authority, due to the creator of the new situation
;
but I

have myself always doubted whether that authority could have been

long maintained, and whether he himself was not so conscious of

the difficulties he would have to encounter as to desire another form

of evolution. It would have suited him better to have established

something like the American system, he himself installed as President

or Governor for a term of years by a 'plebiscite, with a Chamber, a

Convention, a Congress with advisory but not controlling power.

Even then he might in the end have been found largely relying on

the support of a rigorous police. Parnell, indeed, often suggested,

almost as if he wished that his suggestion could be adopted, that

Parliament should abolish Parliamentary government in Ireland,

and have it ruled as a Crown Colony by a Governor and nominated

Council. Whatever substance there may be in these speculations

the fact seems clear that on all the chief questions of Irish govern-

ment, Parnell’s mind remained an unrevealed mystery, perhaps

because there was nothing to reveal. Strong in its energies, but

untaught and unfurnished, it was powerful to pull down the

organisation that existed
;
it gave little indication of a creative power

which could establisli a new order.

The question of the range of Parnell’s policy may perhaps be

tested by glancing at his Parliamentary career. Ilis first sessions

were spent when the Conservatives were in office in the years 1876-

1880, and it was in opposition to them that he showed his mastery

of Parliamentary forms, rising into power through sheer disregard

of the conventions that made them workable. It was then that he
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came to the front, pushing aside Butt and outstepping the ‘ sober,

sensible Shaw.’ The election of 1880 brought Mr. Grladstone into

power, and Parnell determined to maintain against the new Govern-

ment the same implacable hostility he had shown its predecessor. I

have always thought that in the interests of Ireland this was a fatal

decision. Parnell may have been quite right in insisting that his

friends should keep the same seats as before on the Opposition side of

the House, though some more moderate Home-Eulers at 'first strayed

to the other side. To remain facing the Government was a not un-

becoming token of Parliamentary independence, but this was quite

consistent with a willingness to accept on its merits without cavil

any administrative action or legislation which Mr. Gladstone might

promote. Mr. John Kedmond claims to be the true successor to

Parnell in independent opposition, yet he has shown himself not at

all unwilling to assist the present Government whenever they have

proposed anything he deemed to be for the good of Ireland. Parnell

was not only independent, he was from the first full'; of the bitterness

of hostility. Yet no Administration had been formed for many years

from which so much might have been secured. Mr. Gladstone has

confessed that the question of Bulgaria had withdrawn his attention

from Irish affairs before the General Election of 1880, yet the slight-

est knowledge of his susceptible character, quite apart from the

recollection of what he had done in his last tenure of office, might

have given the Irish leader the assurance of quick and ready sym-

pathy. Mr. Forster’s subsequent failure cannot blind us to the

fact that he entered upon the duties of his office with a most earnest

determination to give himself up to the amelioration of Ireland.

The younger members of the party, Mr. Chamberlain and Sir Charles

Dilke, had shown themselves when in opposition very ready to co-

operate largely with Irish members in attacking Irish questions, and

Parnell had abundant grounds for knowing that their spirit would

continue unchanged. Some large measure of agrarian legislation,

such as was in fact introduced and carried in the year 1881, was a

certainty from the moment the Government was formed, and there

was a well-assured promise that it would be followed by a most

liberal reform of local government. Parnell, however, devoted his

energies from the first to thwart the Administration in' Ireland and to

cripple its legislative power at Westminster. He played into the hands

of the Conservative Opposition by undermining the moral authority of

the Government
;
and though he did not prevent the passing of the

Land Act he enfeebled Mr. Gladstone’s hold on Parliament, so that the

Bill for reforming Boards of Guardians was only just pushed through

the House of Commons and failed to become law. In the welter

of confusion that arose conciliation had to give place to coercion,

and the fair hopes of the Parliament of 1880 perished untimely. It

may, of course, be said that Parnell’s policy was to aim at legislative
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independence and nothing else, and he was quite willing to forego

all chance of improved legislation in the present in the expectation

of arriving at autonomy, when all good things would be added there-

unto. But this apology surely involves a miscalculation. He might

have continued to pursue Home Eule like a sleuth hound whilst

seizing every advantage he could get on the way. We must suppose

either that he was at bottom so little convinced of the inevitableness

of Home Eule as to dread lest the prospect of getting it might be

lost through ameliorative legislation, or that his mind was open to

one end only—that of legislative independence, and that upon other

things he had no clearness of vision. The latter hypothesis seems

to fit in most easily with the other parts of his career. It is in

accord with that profound ignorance of the history of his own country

which is now so frankly admitted
;

it heljps to explain that absence

of the sense of measure and relation which we find in his judg-

ment of the movements in which he played so conspicuous a

part.

Parnell has passed away, his work undone
;
and as an active force

his policy may be said to have disappeared. I have, however, con-

fessed that his success was an ugly revelation of the want of a

united feeling between the inhabitants of the two islands, and the

fact thus revealed must in some measure remain though he has

gone. It does not, indeed, follow that any one could hope successfully

to repeat his career; the peculiar gifts of his personality are not

easily reproduced, and the circumstances which helped him so-

rapidly forward have changed. Any similar attack upon the proce-

dure of the House of Commons would be promptly met and repelled,

if indeed the changes already made in Parliamentary methods would

not effectually defeat it. Could another Parnell appear, which is in

itself a large hypothesis, he would not find the same field open to his

triumphant attack. Yet the battle might be waged in another form,

and until a change of spirit is produced the present inactivity gives

us no real assurance against a revival of agitation. Tinder is of

itself an innocuous substance, but it is too inflammable, and there is

too much of it lying dormant in the South and West of Ireland.

The confession should make us vigilant and active, not despondent.

Consider the incorporation of Scotland and England. A Scot leads

the House of Commons, a Scot leads the Opposition, the last Prime

Minister was a Scot; Englishmen and Scotchmen are really one;

everything is open indiscriminately to both
;
and though Scotch

members may complain that too little attention is paid to their

desires, this is a trifling domestic incident. All this was untrue a

century ago.

North Britons and South Britons were apart until Adam Smith,

the Napoleonic wars and the Iteform Act of 1832 established a

fusion which has only been perfected by greater facilities of com-
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munication. Nor are the relations between Great Britain and

Ireland without evidence of a similar movement. I venture to

repeat an observation I made in one of the Home Rule debates in

the House of Commons. The Treaty of Union was bitterly opposed

by the peers and landowners of Ireland, who saw in it a danger to

their position
;
but the experience of an unreformed Parliament was

sufficient to bring these privileged classes in line with their brothers

in Great Britain. The Parliament of ten-pound householders—the

Parliament of the middle classes—established a similar feeling

between the middle classes of Great Britain and of Ireland. In the

development of the history of a democratised House of Commons
may we not hope for a like assimilation of the industrial masses of

the two islands ? It cannot be done all at once. We must have

patience, and we must work towards the end desired, but we certainly

need not despair of reaching it. We shall not have arrived at the

goal until all classes feel that Westminster is a living centre, with

which they are in sympathetic touch, and in which they have honoured

and trusted representatives taking an equal share in the work of

a common nation. When Irishmen of the West and South can see

men of their own entering Governments and co-operating in con-

structive legislation they may really feel they are at one with the

commonalty of Great Britain. This picture is realised in the

Parliaments of our colonies, and with time and patience it might be

realised here. The establishment of a system of local government

based on the broadest franchise should prove a great assistance in

securing this future. Some men are alarmed at the first results

of the experiment, but they are over-anxious. The disappearance of

grand jurors, as such, is the disappearance of privilege, and the great

mass of the Irish people could not be rallied to the Union as long as

they felt that they were under the government of a privileged class

maintained in its position by what they regarded as a detached

Parliament. Something like emancipation at home was a first

condition of real friendship, and when we look forw'ards we may
accept with equanimity the initial outcome of this emancipation.

At the same time I do not wish to underrate the standing difficulties

of the problem, the first and most permanent of which is the intensely

Catholic character of the greater part of Ireland. This may seem an

invidious sectarian observation, but a frank recognition of the fact

that the mass of the population of Ireland is Catholic is essential,

if intelligent and just government is to be secured, commanding
the sympathies of the people. Every one who has been brought into

touch with Ireland knows this and feels this, but Englishmen and

Scotchmen have not generally got to know it, and until they do we
must confess that the obstacles to true unionism exist in Great

Britain as much as in Ireland. The question of the organisation

of higher education in the sister island is from this point of view a
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crucial test of the ability of the united Parliament to reconcile the

peoples under its immediate control. Tried by it the outlook is

for the moment unpromising, yet not such as to destroy hope.

Mr. Balfour and Lord Cadogan may be in a minority in the Cabinet

;

Mr. Morley may have to wrestle with his Scotch constituents; but

these men indicate the lines of movement of the future when a

strong Grovernment fresh from the polls will be able to call upon its

followers to ratify legislation which it prescribes with authority.

There may be oscillations of majorities before this is attained, but

enduring forces work towards it. The poverty of the extreme West

and South is another standing obstacle to unity, but the work of the

Congested Districts Board surely opens a way, though it may be a

long and narrow way, of salvation. The Administration hesitates to

give this Board greater power and greater resources, and it may not be

useless that its action should escape all risk of being impetuous
;
but

the hesitancy of the Administration may be forced by the invincible

pressure of fact. There are other difficulties which need not be now

specifically recalled. All work towards a better future is beset with

difficulty. Hindrances exist
;
they must be recognised

;
they must

be overcome
;
they are warnings of what will happen if they are not

overcome. Parnell’s brief career revealed an antipathy, widespread

if not deep. That manifestation has subsided
;
the agrarian distress

which stimulated it has been alleviated, and as the land settles into

rest antipathy gives place to apathy. If we want apathy to be

changed to sympathy we must do something more ;—above all we

must be sympathetic ourselves. The present interval is one of trial.

The past is a warning. It depends upon ourselves whether we make

of the time of trial a preparation for a brighter future.

Leonard Courtney.
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THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES

In the discussions which have taken place relative to the Old Age

Pension question frequent mention has been made of the Friendly

Societies, and many of the schemes which have been put forward

have in some way or other depended upon the co-operation of these

societies. It may not, then, be inopportune at this juncture to give

some account of the growth of the Friendly Society movement, of the

position which the societies have made for themselves at the present

time, and of the practical advantages to be derived from belonging

to them
;
and in the course of this inquiry some reference may be

incidentally made to their ability to deal with the old age problem.

There is ample evidence to show that from very early times there

have been associations of various kinds more or less akin to the

modern Friendly Societies. Without going into the disputed point

as to whether the Friendly Societies of to-day can claim any historical

connexion with the old English guilds of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, there seems to be no doubt that in many respects the

modern societies fulfil the same objects as were aimed at by the

mediseval. Mr. Ludlow, the late Chief Kegistrar of Friendly Societies,

states that ‘ the guilds of the fourteenth century, under forms to a

great extent religious, could fulfil the purposes, on the one hand of a

modern Friendly Society in providing for sickness, old age, and burial

;

and, on the other hand, of a modern trade society by rules tending

to fix the hours of labour and to regulate competition, together with

other friendly purposes.’

The movement is, however, strictly speaking, a modern one, and
very few of the existing societies can boast of a history even as long

as that of the movement itself. As might be expected, most of the

old societies were established on a very insecure basis, and it is not

surprising to find that the majority of them are no longer in being.

At the present time it is believed that there are not more than one
hundred registered societies which were established before 1800. It

was not until the end of the last century that the PViendly Society

movement began to take a hold upon the nation. Sir Frederick

891
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Eden, in his book The State of the Poor, published in 1797, estimates

that the number of Friendly Societies in England and Wales

amounted to about 7,200, with a membership of 648,000 and sub-

scriptions of about oOOjOOOL a year. So important did they speedily

become that in 1793 an Act, the first of a long series, was passed for

their encouragement and relief, the preamble of which stated that the

growth of such societies might be expected not only to increase the

happiness of their members but also to decrease the public burdens.

There is here a hint of one of the difficulties, and by no means
the least, with which the societies had to contend, and which is

unfortunately one that still confronts them, the ‘ public burden ’ of

Poor-Law relief, which, as is well known, was administered at that

time and for another forty years in a manner calculated to undermine

all attempts on the part of the working classes to become independent.

The wonder is that considering how universal the acceptance of this

relief had become, any societies were able to live in face of the com-
petition of the Poor Law : and it speaks volumes for the manly
independence of a section, at least, of the working classes that the

societies continued to grow in spite of this. When this dead-weight

was removed by the Poor Law Keform Act of 1834 an immense
impetus was given to the development of thrift, and many of the

societies which exist to-day were established within a few years of

the passing of that Act. To give some idea of the connexion between

the two movements I may mention that while in 1834 the number
of Friendly Societies which were depositors in the Savings Bank was

4,575 and the sum deposited 619,000^., two years later the figures

were 5,394 depositors and 726,000^. deposited, an increase in that short

period of no less than 819 in the number of societies and of 107,000^.

in the deposits. The Manchester Unity of Odd Fellows will serve

as an illustration of the growth of an individual society after the

reformed Poor Law came in. In 1834 it numbered about 60,000

members. In 1846 the numbers had risen to 251,000, in spite of a

secession in 1844 of over 21,000 members. In twelve years, that is,

its numbers had more than quadrupled. If further evidence is

required it is to be found in the fact that while there has been a

steady increase in the membership of Friendly Societies the number
of paupers has just as steadily decreased. In 1850 the percentage of

paupers to population was 4*75
;
in 1895 it was only 2*42.

I must briefly allude to two other obstacles which Friendly

Societies had to overcome. The first of these was unfriendly legis-

lation. Although the Act of 1793 had been passed especially to

protect and encourage the societies, under the influence of the panic

caused by the French Kevolution two Acts, the Corresponding

Societies Act and the Seditious Meetings Act, were passed before the

end of the century, making a society with branches illegal, and pro-

hibiting certain meetings of more than fifty persons, if held without
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notice. A severe blow was thus dealt to the orders which possessed

branches, the result being that in most cases the branches became

separate societies. In 1817 -a further Act was passed which extended

the power of the previous Acts. These were not repealed till 1846,

and it was not until four years later that all such disabilities were

removed. Since that date the tendency of legislation has been

consistently in favour of the development of the societies, and while

the actual management of them has remained, as before, in the hands

of their members, the Legislature has done what it could to second

their efforts to improve and strengthen their position. In 1870 a

Koyal Commission was appointed to make a full inquiry into the

working of the societies, many of the recommendations of which were

embodied in an Act passed in 1875, which, with a few modifications

and additions, remains practically unaltered at the present time.

The other obstacle to which I have referred was the absence,

until comparatively recent times, of a reliable knowledge of vital

statistics upon which to base the rates of contributions and benefits.

This seriously retarded the progress of the movement, and it is still

suffering from the effects of it. Mr. K. W. Moffrey, a prominent

member of the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows, referring to this

subject in an essay published some twenty-five years ago, says of the

Friendly Societies

:

Founded by men beloDging to the operative class, before the subject of insurance

in any shape was understood by even those far above them in the social scale, they

have steadfastly kept their object in view, till at the present time the societies

have attained such a position numerically, have accumulated such an enormous

aggregate of capital, that they have forced on the nation at large a consideration

of the work they are doing. Nor would it be just to them if, in considering their

present position, any one were to leave out of sight the manner in which they have

risen to it. Let it be always borne in mind that the work attempted at their

formation was such as would have taxed the ability of great financiers—that they

began their work before the least glimmering of knowledge on vital statistics had

been vouchsafed to them—that as it became manifest their position was unsound,

they boldly grappled with the difficulties discovered, and that their self-formed and
self-governed institutions have given to the world an amount of information which
could never have been obtained except by their means.

It was about 1825 that tlie first attempt was made to tabulate

the experience of societies as regards sickness, so as to ascertain what
should be charged for sick pay. Later on an Act of Parliament was

passed which required every Friendly Society once in five years to

make a return of the sickness and mortality it had experienced, and
since then there have been published several most valuable tables

based upon the information so obtained. The most recent

publication of the kind was made in 1896, and was based on the

quinquennial returns from 1856 to 1880. So exact a science has vital

statistics now become that any society can calculate to a nicety what
are its liabilities and what contributions are required to meet them.
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When, as sometimes happens, statements are made to the

detriment of the financial position of the Friendly Societies, it is only

fair to remember that they have had to grope their way in the dark

in this matter, and that now the experience has been acquired they

are taking resolute steps to place their finances on a sound basis.

Later on I shall show in more detail how important a consideration

this is, and give illustrations of timely and effective efforts to secure

a good financial position.

To give some idea of the advance which has been made by the

Friendly Societies during the past forty or fifty years, I will bring

the figures relating to the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows up to

date. In 1846, as we have seen, there were 251,000 members
;
on the

1st of January 1898 there were 4,698 lodges and 788,000 members;
and between 1865 and 1898 the funds had increased from 1,796,000^.

to 8,302,000^. As regards the movement as a whole, according to the

latest published returns for the United Kingdom, leaving out the

societies which provide for burial only, there were 24,000 registered

societies and branches, having 4,203,000 members and 22,695,OOOL
in funds. Some men, no doubt, belong to more than one society,

and so are counted twice over
;
but, making every allowance for this,

it must be admitted that the figures are very striking. These figures

refer to the registered Friendly Societies only
;
they take no account

of the registered trade societies with a membership of 1,100,000,

which in many instances perform the offices of a Friendly Society

;

nor, of course, of the immense army of unregistered societies of which

it is not possible to form an accurate estimate.

Before proceeding to describe in some detail the various kinds of

societies, it may be as well to define exactly what a Friendly Society

is and what limits have been set to its operations. The legal defi-

nition of a Friendly Society under the Act of 1875 is a society for

the purpose of providing by voluntary subscriptions of the members
thereof, with or without the aid of donations, for

() The relief or maintenance of the members, their husbands,

wives, children, fathers, mothers, brothers or sisters, nephews or

nieces, or wards, being orphans, during sickness or other infirmity

whether bodily or mental, in old age (which means any age after

fifty) or in widowhood, or for the relief or maintenance of the orphan

children of members during minority : or

() Insuring money to be paid on the death of a member’s child

or on the death of a member, or for the funeral expenses of the

husband, wife, or child of a member, or of the widow of a deceased

member, or, as regards persons of the Jewish persuasion, for the

payment of a sum of money during the period of confined mourning :

or

(c) The relief or maintenance of the members when on travel in

search of employment, or when in distressed circumstances, or in

case of shipwreck or loss or damage to boats or nets : or
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(d) The endowment of members or nominees of members at any

age : or

(e) The assurance against loss by fire, to any amount not exceed-

ing 15^., of the tools or implements of the trade or calling of the

members.

To safeguard the privileges conceded to societies under the Act,

it is provided that no gross sum shall be insured exceeding 200^.,

and no annuity exceeding 601.

Turning now to the different kinds of societies, I must premise

that I do not pretend to give an exhaustive list, but shall limit

myself to the more important ones. First in importance come the

Affiliated Orders, of which by far the largest and best known are the

Ancient Order of Foresters and the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows.

Speaking of the latter society, I would draw attention to the fact

that there are some thirty different societies calling themselves

Oddfellows, and that care must be taken not to confuse these with

the Manchester Unity.

The best way of showing how these Affiliated Orders have grown

in importance, and especially of the steps they have taken to improve

their financial position, will be to give a brief account of one of them,

and the Ancient Order of Foresters will serve as an illustration,

though probably any other of the more important of these orders

would furnish one equally good.

At what date the Foresters Society was established seems

uncertain, but the authorities are agreed that there was a court of

‘KoyaU Foresters in existence as far back as 1790. The Foresters,

like other societies, were seriously hampered by the Seditious

Meetings Act, to which reference has already been made, and it is said

that between 1790 and 1813, a period of twenty-three years, only 217

members were made in the three courts which then formed the order.

In spite, however, of this and other difficulties, the society slowly pro-

gressed, and by 1834, 358 courts had been opened. It is not known
what the membership of the society was at that date, but it is known
that between May 1833 and May 1834, 5,863 new members joined.

In the latter year a crisis arose in the history of the society. Owing,

it is said, to the arbitrary conduct of the supreme officers of the

order, who apparently wished to keep too much power in their own
hands, a large number of the courts seceded, and formed the Ancient

Order of Foresters, which soon eclipsed the Koyal Order, though that

is still in existence. In four months 48 more courts joined the

Ancient Order and 15 new courts were opened, the membership in

1835 being 16,510. In 1837 the first court was opened in London,

and during the past sixty years it has taken root in every part of the

Metropolis. The London United District alone, which is only one

of several districts, has at the present time nearly 82,000 adult

members, which is about equal to the entire population of Plymouth.

The Foresters was the first affiliated Friendly Society to be registered
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under the Act of 1850, which legalised societies with branches. It was

about this time that efforts began to be made to obtain information

relating to the sickness experienced by the members. A good many
of the courts objected to fill up the returns asked for, thinking that

it was ‘ a design to interfere with their independence,’ and in con-

sequence the particulars were far from complete, and only referred to

about half the members of the order. The result was published in

1855, but was of little practical value. Fortunately, however, the

society persevered in the matter, and since then the question has

constantly been before them, no less than three different tables of

contributions and benefits having been issued. These are known
respectively as the Plymouth Tables, published in 1865, the

Birmingham Tables, published in 1883, and the Leicester Tables,

published in 1886, which are the ones now in use. For many years

it had been urged that there should be graduated contributions for

new members. It was pointed out that it was not fair and must

lead to financial troubles if all members, whatever their age might

be, paid the same rates. Accordingly in 1872 it was agreed that

compulsory scales of graduated contributions should be enforced. A
large number of the courts, however, took no notice of the matter

and made no change, and it was not until thirteen years later, in 1885,

that the Executive Council took decided steps to have the rule

enforced. So urgent had the matter become that in that year no

less than fifty-two courts with 5,579 members were suspended for

not complying with the rule. This seems to have had the desired

effect, for most of the members gave way and have been received

back into the order. Other steps were also taken to improve their

financial position. A High Court Belief Fund was formed by a levy

of ^d. a member annually ‘ for the purpose of assisting courts in

distress, but only such as had strictly complied with the General

Laws and carried out the advice of the Executive Council were to

be entitled to receive any benefit from it.’ It was further decided

that all courts which were valued at less than 15s. in the pound

should be brought under the notice of the Executive Council, who
were empowered to deal with them in various ways. In 1887 the

condition of as many as thirty such courts was investigated, and

considerable help was rendered by the High Court Belief Fund.

This determination to improve the financial position of the order

has not been relaxed, and a decided advance has been made in recent

years. Districts which are inactive in the matter have been

deprived of the privilege of being represented at the High Court.

The government of the order is in the hands of the High Court,

composed of delegates from the various courts and districts, act-

ing through an Executive Council. The High Court, which forms a

sort of Foresters’ Parliament, meets once a year, when all ques-

tions affecting the welfare of the order are fully discussed. It is the
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custom to remove the headquarters every year to the town in which

the High Court meets, which no doubt has the effect of arousing

local interest in the society. Districts may he formed by three or

more courts uniting for the purpose of dividing the liabilities for

funeral allowances and for promoting an arbitration tribunal. Each

member has to contribute to a Court Belief Fund, with the object

of affording relief to any court connected with the district. Valuable

help is also furnished by the districts in the matter of the investment

of the funds.

Membership of the order is open to any one between the ages of

one year and forty, subject to passing a medical examination and not

being of bad character or of a quarrelsome disposition. The rates of

contribution vary according to the benefits received. The progress

of the order since 1835—when the membership was, as I have said^

not more than 1G,500—has been continuous. On the 31st of

December 1897 the number of adult male members was 725,000, the

female members numbered 6,500, and the juvenile and junior members

123,600, making a total of 855,000 apart from honorary members.

At the same date the funds of the order amounted to 6,117,000^.

Next in importance to the Affiliated Orders come the Centralised

Societies. These are not so numerous as the societies with branches,

one reason being possibly that in the case of the latter the manage-

ment is more in the hands of the local members. The principal

society of this type is the Hearts of Oak, which is indeed the largest

centralised society in the world. It was established in 1842, and,

though its progress was somewhat slow at first, it has grown very

rapidly in recent years. A peculiarity of the society is that the

whole business is transacted at one office in London. Candidates

must be over eighteen and under thirty years of age, and they must

not be in receipt of less than 24s. a week, a limitation which does

not, as a rule, apply to the Affiliated Orders. Membership is open

to men of all occupations with one exception, that of a miner. The
subscription consists of a fixed rate of 7s. per quarter for the expenses

of sickness allowance and an additional sum—which fluctuates

according to the expenses incurred during the previous quarter—for

funerals, births, losses by fire, and management expenses, also a penny

per quarter towards the Convalescent Home Fund. It will be noticed

that graduated contributions fixed according to the member’s age on

joining have not been adopted by this society. The average con-

tributions for the last fourteen years have been rather under 10s. per

quarter. A man joining at the age of eighteen would on that account

have to pay more than if he joined the Foresters or Oddfellows, but

on the other hand, as I shall show later on, the benefits to be derived

from the Hearts of Oak are greater than from the other societies. If

a man put off joining until the age of twenty-nine his contributions

would be about the same as if he paid into one of the Affiliated Orders.

VoL. XLV—No. 2G8 3 0
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The management expenses are kept at a very low figure
;

for the last

ten years they are said to have averaged a little over five per cent, of

the gross annual income. The management is in the hands of 200

delegates, who are elected annually by the members. As a rule, the

delegates only meet once a year, when they elect a Committee of

Management, fifty in number, and the auditors. Any member of the

society can be nominated as a candidate for the committee.

In the Affiliated Orders the visitation of sick members is in the

hands of certain members of the branches, one of whose duties it is

to try to detect any attempt to impose upon the society. In order to

supply the absence of local branches the Hearts of Oak arrange that

when a member declares on the funds notices are sent to two members
residing in the neighbourhood to visit him during his sickness. Each
visitor is supposed to visit at least twice in every seven days.

The society was, as I have said, established in 1842, and in 1847

there were not more than 594 members, and the reserve fund was

only 456^. By 1868 the members numbered 16,000 and the reserve

fund amounted to 54,500^. Twenty years later the figures were,

members 123,000 and funds 989,000^., and the latest figures give a

membership of over 229,000 with a reserve fund of 2,032,000^.

This is a record of which the society may well be proud. Since its

establishment to the present time no less than 5,185,000^. has been

paid to its members for various purposes, principally of course for

sickness and superannuation claims. To give some idea of the

business transacted by the society, I may mention that the money
and postal orders which passed between the society and its members

last year was about a million. The clerical staff numbers 125, and

the books used for carrying on the official work are about 800.

Another class of societies consists of those whose members are

abstainers. The most important of these are the Independent Order

of Rechabites (Salford Unity) and the Sons of Temperance. There

is also the Church of England Temperance Society, which is not, as

might be thought, confined to members of the Church of England,

and membership of which is also open to non-abstainers of tem-

perate habits. The Rechabites and Sons of Temperance are Affiliated

Orders, and the management is somewhat similar to that of the

Foresters. The Rechabites Society, which dates from 1835, has

221,000 members and 4,197 ‘ tents,’ as the branches are called. An
interesting fact in connexion with the Temperance Societies is that

their rate of mortality is less than is the case with the other societies.

For instance, if the Foresters is compared with the Rechabites, it is

found that while 1 out of every 137 P^oresters aged twenty dies in

the year, in the Rechabites only 1 out of every 179 dies ;
and

while 1 out of every 83 P'oresters aged forty dies in the year,

in the Rechabites only 1 out of every 155 dies. And again it appears

that at the age of twenty the expectation of life among the
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Kechabites is about five years longer than among the Foresters. On
the other hand, there would appear to be more sickness, up to the

age of fifty, among the Rechabites than among the Foresters.

Societies for women have existed for years in different parts of

the country—there is a fiourishing female Foresters Society, not

connected with the Ancient Order of Foresters, which dates from

1790—but generally they have not been established on a sound

basis, and have soon come to an end. Of late years, however, many
of the large societies, such as the Ancient Order of Foresters, the

Manchester Unity of Oddfellows, and the Rechabites, have thrown

open their doors to women. In some cases this has only been

recently done and the movement has hardly had time to develop.

In five years the Foresters have opened 174 courts for women, the

membership being 6,545 and the funds 5,769L The increase in

1897 was thirty-four courts and 1,422 members. Considering that

there are said to be in London alone no less than 185,000 women
who are heads of families, the majority of whom have to work for a

living, and that there are thousands of young women working in

factories, there ought to be a future before these societies. The

contributions do not appear to be beyond the reach of a large number

of women. For example, a woman wFo joins the Foresters at the

age of twenty, by paying 4|cZ. a week can secure 7s. for the first

twenty-six weeks of illness, 3s. 6cZ. for the next twenty-six weeks,

and 2s. for the next fifty-two weeks. She would also be entitled to

6Z. at death, and to assistance from the Subsidiary Benefit Fund.

Lastly, there are the Juvenile Societies. These have been most

popular, especially with the large orders, and no wonder, for they

form invaluable feeding-grounds for the adult branches. The
Foresters appear to have been the first to start Juvenile Societies,

and on the 31st of December 1897 the numbers amounted to 122,000,

and the funds were 163,000Z. In the course of the year over 7,000

members were transferred to the adult courts. The payments are

very small. A lad joining the Hearts of Oak, for instance, between

the ages of 9 and 14, on payment of 2s. 6cZ. a quarter can secure 5s.

per week in sickness and 61. at death. The Rechabites are especially

strong in Juveniles, having nearly 90,000 such members out of a total

membership of 221,000. The Friendly Societies Act of 1875 provided

that no person should be a member of a society under the age of sixteen

except in a society consisting wholly of persons above the age of three

years and under the age of sixteen. But under the Act of 1895 it is

lawful for societies to have members at any age exceeding one year,

and provision was made for the amalgamation of Juvenile Societies

with adult courts. It is possible, therefore, that the Juvenile Societies

will gradually disappear. The Foresters have already availed them-

selves of the Act, and there are over 1,300 junior members of adult

courts. Naturally it was not deemed advisable to confer the full

3 o 2
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privileges of the order upon members of such a tender age, and so it

is provided that ‘ no junior member shall be admitted into court

during court hours, nor hold any office in a court, nor receive any
signs or passwords, nor pass through the initiatory ceremony/

The ‘ registration ’ of societies having been already alluded to, it

may be as well to explain exactly what is meant by it, as it is a

point on which misunderstanding is liable to arise. While it may
be laid down as a rule that no society should be recommended which

is not registered under the Friendly Societies Act, it must at the

same time be clearly understood that the fact that a society is re-

gistered does not imply either that the management is good, or that

the society is financially sound. Mr. Brabrook, the Chief Eegistrar,

alluding to this question, says that

:

Although the society is required to state what are the conditions under which
its benefits are to be insured, no conditious are imposed upon it

;
its members

are perfectly free to insert in the rules any conditions they may think fit. They
may promise themselves large benefits for small contributions if they care to do so.

They are not under any compulsion to adopt graduated rates of contribution, or-

to consult an actuary as to what rates they can charge with safety for sick pay or

funeral allowance
;
they may provide for a periodical distribution of their funds,

provided only that they meet such claims as are actually incumbent upon them at

the time of distribution
;
they are left entirely at their own discretion as to the

soundness of the conditions on which they grant insurances. . . . From first to

last, therefore, the essential principle of the Friendly Societies Act is the voluntary

principle. The Act compels no society to be registered
;

it compels no registered

society to adopt any fixed scale of contributions and benefits
;
it compels no society

to carry on its business in any particular way
;

it compels no society to adopt

reforms, however apparent may be the necessity. What the Act does provide,

however, is that the members of a society shall have ample means of knowing what

are the contracts into which they are entering, how their managers are carrying on

the business, what is the financial condition of the concern, and of themselves

originating and carrying into efiect the reforms which the periodical valuations

from time to time show to be necessary.^

So much depends upon good management, which no Act of

Parliament can ensure, that the legislature has refused to adopt

model tables of contributions and benefits, or in any way to make
itself responsible for the financial position of a society. Quite

recently I came across a most remarkable instance of what good man-

agement is capable of effecting. In 1879 the valuation of a Court of

Foresters was only IGs. 9cZ. in the pound; in 1884 it was 18s. 4cZ.

;

in 1889 it was 21s. IcZ.
;
and at the last quinquennial valuation in

1894 it had risen to 22s. 6cZ. This had been brought about without

any increase in contributions or decrease in benefits, simply by tho-

roughly sound management of the finances, and a higher standard

of administration generally. This shows how large a factor the

f)ersonal equation forms in FTiendly Societies as in other movements.

The following are some of the more important advantages which

a registered society has over an unregistered one

:

’ Frocldcnt Societies, pp. 51, 52.
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1. It can legally hold land and other kinds of property in the

name of the trustees.

2. Its trustees can carry on all legal proceedings on its behalf.

3. They can invest its money with the National Debt Commis-

sioners at a fixed rate of interest, and thus be independent of the rise

and fall of stock.

4. They can invest its money without restriction of amount in a

Savings Bank or Post Office Savings Bank.

5. They can take proceedings against an officer for misapplication

of funds, although such misapplication does not amount to larceny

or embezzlement.

6. They can settle disputes in any manner the rules prescribe,

and thus avoid the cost of litigation.

7. It i§ entitled to the services of public auditors and public

valuers at moderate fixed charge.

8. Its rules, removals, appointments of trustees, returns, and valua-

tions are placed on record at a public office, where they can be inspected.

There are other privileges enjoyed by a registered society, such

as exemption from stamp duty and income tax.

Many members of Friendly Societies are under the impression

that because their reserve fund is increasing year by year they are

necessarily in a flourishing condition. But this does not at all follow,

as their liabilities may be increasing at an even greater pace. It

must be remembered that as members get older their liability to

sickness becomes greater, and therefore it is necessary to build up a

large reserve to meet future demands. It is one of the great draw-

backs to slate and sharing-out clubs that they have no reserve fund,

and though they may go on well enough for the first few years,

difficulties are almost sure to arise as the members advance in age.

It has been calculated that while the average amount of sickness

experienced by a person between twenty and seventy years of age is

12G weeks, the aggregate weeks of sickness for the first twenty years

of this period is only 19 weeks, more than one half of the total (126

weeks) being in respect of the ten years of life from sixty to seventy.

Thus it is not only necessary for a society to go on increasing its

reserve to remain financially sound. On the other hand it is not

necessarily fatal to a society to have a deficit. It sounds very alarm-

ing to hear that a society has a deficit of 1,000,000^., but it is not so

alarming really as it sounds, and it is wonderful how soon a deficit

can be converted into a balance if the members take resolute steps

in the matter. According to the Friendly Society Year Booh, ‘ the

solvency of a society depends, not upon the money it has in hand,

but upon whether its existing funds, together with the future con-

tributions for benefits which the members are bound to pay, are

enough to balance the benefits which those members have the right

to receive under the rules, together with any other expenses and

liabilities.’ ‘ A deficiency,’ it has been pointed out, ‘ is the estimated
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amount of money the society will be short of to enable it to meet in

full all promised benefits up to the end of the longest life amongst

its members.’ ^ So that a society may be possessed of many millions,

and yet not be financially sound unless the cash in band, plus the

contributions to be received, will be sufficient to meet the liabilities.

Fortunately it is within the power of any society by improving its

management, and, if necessary, by reducing the benefits and increas-

ing the contributions, to redeem its position. Mr. Brabrook mentions

a society which

was in the apparently hopeless condition that its funds were 3,720/. only, and its

valuation deficiency was 6,023/. This society took such vigorous steps for

increasing its funds and extending its business, upon properly calculated rates of

premium, that in five years it had raised its capital to 10,297/., and though it had

increased the value of its estimated liabilities from 40,282/. to 77,333/., the

valuation brought out a surplus of 413/.^

I have dwelt at some length upon this question of finance because I

believe that harm is apt to be done to the societies by the statements

which are sometimes made as to their solvency.

Turning now to the benefits offered by the Friendly Societies, it

may be said that these, as a rule, take the form of an allowance in

sickness, the attendance of a doctor, and a sum of money at death.

Some societies, however, do more than this. For example, the

Hearts of Oak for a payment of about 10s. a quarter grants 18s. a

week during sickness for 26 weeks, then 9s. for a like period, and if

the illness still continues the member becomes entitled to a pension

of from 2s. to 4s. a week, according to the length of his membership,

without having to pay any further contributions. When a member
dies 20^. is paid to his representative, and 10^. is paid on the death

of a member’s wife. But this does not exhaust the benefits. One
pound ten shillings is allowed on the confinement of a member’s wife,

and over 910,000^. has been paid on this account alone since the society

was founded. Then if a member’s tools or implements of trade are

destroyed by fire, he can claim compensation to an amount not

exceeding 15^. Further, if a member has been ill for not less than

four weeks he may under certain conditions be sent to a convalescent

home. These are very substantial benefits, but it must be borne in

mind that the contributions are higher in this than in other societies.

A member of the Foresters, joining at the age of twenty-five, and

paying 8s. 8cZ. a quarter, is entitled to 14s. a week for 26 weeks, 7s.

a week for 26 weeks, and 3s. 6c?. for a third period of 26 weeks, after

which his contributions are paid for him as long as he is ill. Twelve

pounds is payable on his death, and 6?. on the death of his wife.

Some societies help their members while in search of work, but I

believe that this form of assistance is not now largely made use of.

It is also possible to make provision for that old age pension which

is attracting so much attention at present. The sum necessary to

^ J. Frome Wilkinson, Mutval Thrifty p. 235. ° Prmidcnt Scciciies, p. S2._
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secure this benefit does not appear to be so excessive as to debar

members from obtaining it if they think fit to do so. An extra

payment of 2JcZ. a week, apart from management expenses, is suffi-

cient to enable a man of twenty-one to receive 6s. a week at the age

of sixty-five through the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows. But to

judge from the very small numbers who pay in for pensions working-

men appear to think that they can make better provision for old age

in other ways. Some insure for a certain sum of money on attaining

a certain age
;
others by purchasing their house through building

societies are able, when past work, not only to live rent-free but to

derive an income from lodgers. It should, however, be added that

it has been found by the Foresters that those courts which make a

contribution for a pension compulsory, to take the place of sick pay

after the age of sixty-five, have not experienced any difficulty in

getting members to join. This would seem to show that the old-age

problem is capable of being solved by the Friendly Societies if they

can persuade their members to take up the question.

In addition to these benefits which all members can lay claim to,

there are the Distress Funds to which they can make application in

times of pressure. Grants are made from these funds for various

purposes, among others to pay up arrears of contributions, and in

many cases very substantial assistance is given in this way. Then
one society at least has its convalescent home, and there is also the

Friendly Societies’ Convalescent Home at Dover, and another is

about to be opened at Heme Bay. Moreover, as has already been

mentioned, help is not only extended to individual members who
may be in distress, but it is also given under certain conditions to

distressed branches. The Manchester Unity of Oddfellows has

what is called the Unity Fund, amounting to about 20,000?., which

was formed expressly for the purpose of assisting lodges which had

got into low water. There seems to be no reason, therefore, why any

lodge, with the co-operation of the members and help from this

fund, should not right itself. To show what an immense sum is

expended by the societies it has been calculated that the Foresters

alone pay away nearly 900,000?. a year, or 17,000?. a week, for sick

and other benefits.

But the benefits are not to be measured alone by the sums
received in hard cash. Over and above the sense of security and the

freedom from anxiety which attaches to the membership of these

societies, it must not be overlooked that they are of great educa-

tional and social value. Their management—which, it must be

remembered, is entirely in the hands of the members—demands
qualities of a high order, and to become an officer of one of these

societies is an excellent training for public duties
;
while the social

intercourse and bond of good-fellowship promoted among the members
are of the greatest value.
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It lias been shown above how injurious to the Friendly Society

movement is a lax administration of the Poor Law. Poor relief

granted very freely naturally deters the working classes from making

provision for themselves. The Friendly Societies Commission had

much evidence as to this. In their Fourth Eeport, dated 1874, they

stated that in some districts

the labourer calls in the parish doctor on the slightest account whatever, and

always looks to the Poor Law for relief in old age
;
and under these circumstances

it was hardly surprising to hear from many experienced witnesses that the Poor

Law acts as a direct discouragement to providence, either preventing labourers

from joining clubs at all, lest they should waste their money by doing for them-

selves what they have learned to expect others to do for them
;
or leading them to

join such clubs as will not interfere with their receipt of what they have begun to

consider their own property, as a sort of rent charge on the land for their own
benefit, and as part of the wages they are entitled to for their labour.

One witness, indeed, said that ‘ the Poor Law was the best benefit

club, because everything was taken out and nothing paid in.’

Among other influences inimical to the true Friendly Societies

must also, I think, be classed the encouragement of those sharing-

out or slate clubs which form a part of the organisation of very

many churches and chapels. That these should be, as it appears, on

the increase is not a matter for congratulation, for they have many
serious defects. In the first place, there is no permanency about

them
;
they not infrequently break up after a few^ years, and even if

they do go on for a time it does not follow that those who have

joined will be allowed to continue as members. Mr. Brabrook, speak-

ing of these clubs, says :

So long as it continues a law of nature that the liability to sickness and death

increases with age, so long a club that wipes off the slate each year the transactions

of the year will find the increase of age of its members a disadvantage. The

younger men will refuse to join w^hen they find that the club contains an undue

proportion of older men. The older men will find the burden too heavy if there

are no younger ones to share it with them.'^

Then, again, they have practically no reserve funds, although

generally each member has to leave a small sum in to start the new
year with

;
and so, if there should be a serious epidemic in the early

part of the year, it is conceivable that funds would not be forthcoming

to meet the sick claims. And being local societies without branches,

if a member moves away the chances are that he will have to sever

his connexion with the society—it may be at a period of his life

when he is too old to join another.

But the most grave objection to these clubs is that they draw

members away from the permanent societies, and so are doing

positive harm to the cause of thrift. A few men no doubt join both,

but this is the exception rather than the rule, since most men cannot

afford to belong to two clubs. Various reasons are given for forming

* Provident Societies, p. 70.
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such clubs, but none of them seem very cogent. It is sometimes

urged that many men join them whose age would be an obstacle to

their belonging to a permanent club, or who would be unable to pay

the contributions to such a club. But if greater efforts were made to

induce men to put into a good society when young, the first reason

would cease to exist, and in that case also the difference in payment

would be so small as to be scarcely worth consideration. Again, it is

put forward by those charitable workers who start these clubs that

they can arrange for them to meet in school- or mission-rooms,

rather than in public-houses. If, however, the public-house be an

objection, there are the temperance societies to fall back upon; nor

is there any reason why a court of Foresters or lodge of Oddfellows

should not be formed in connexion with any church or chapel, and

meet in its rooms. In most districts there are branches of the large

orders which do not meet in public-houses
;
while personal experi-

ence of many meetings which have been held in them enables me to

bear witness to the decorum with which they were conducted.

It is sometimes given as a reason for not pressing men to join

clubs that so many are unable to keep up the payments and so lose

all they have paid in. I have discussed this question with leading

officials of two of the largest societies, and while they confirm the

statement that a great many men do secede, they are most emphatic

in saying that in the majority of cases this is not due to inability to

keep up the payments, but to carelessness and neglect. This is

strikingly borne out by the following figures relating to the Foresters.

The figures are for the years 1871-1875, and they show that, taking

the age of twenty, out of every 100 members of that age 45 93

seceded. At twenty-five the secessions were 32*29
;
at thirty they

were 2F88; at thirty-five, 14*66; at forty, 8*78; and at forty-five

they were only 5*04. Figures of a like kind might be given of the

Oddfellows. The deduction is that by far the largest number of

secessions take place among the young members who might

reasonably be expected to be much better able to keep up their pay-

ments than the older ones. As the members get on in years and

appreciate the benefits of membership, the secessions become fewer and

fewer. As a member when in difficulties can have his contributions

paid for him out of the Benevolent Fund, proper care on the part of

the younger members ought to greatly reduce the number of secessions.

It is to be hoped that the statement which has been above made
of the position of the Friendly Societies may have shown how greatly

they are valued by the more thoughtful working-men
;
and it is

much to be desired that no unwise legislative interference, or lavish

bestowal of Poor-Law relief, or want of due encouragement by those

who work among the poor, may tend to hinder a movement which is

so capable of strengthening and invigorating the independence of

the national character.

ir. V. Toynbee.
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AN IMPERIAL TELEGRAPH SYSTEM

A WEEK ago Sir Edward Sassoon, M.P., whose family associations are

a tower of strength in our Eastern Empire, presided over a meeting

in a Grand Committee room of the House of Commons. Surrounding

him were presidents and chairmen of Ceylonese, Chinese, Indian, and

Australian Associations of Trade, the Agent-General of the Cape of

Good Hope, the Agent-General of Victoria, and twenty-one Members

of Parliament who have shown special interest in the development of

the British Empire. The object of the gathering was to take into

consideration the present high and in many cases prohibitory charges

for telegrams to all parts of the British Empire, with a view to

obtaining a reduction in the rates.

The result of the meeting was the inauguration of a most im-

portant movement for consolidating the Empire and adding to the

happiness of the people. An Imperial Telegraph Committee was

formed, with Sir Edward Sassoon as chairman, which has since

collected facts and formulated a statement of the present condition

of affairs. This statement supplies unpleasant reading for the cable

monopolists whose tentacles, like those of the octopus, spread in all

directions, squeezing the life-blood out of our trading and commercial

classes.

For years there has been a widely felt sense of injustice and

hardship on the part of the public in regard to cable charges. We
cannot be surprised at the existence of such a feeling. The present

conditions of electrical communication throughout the Empire

constitute a grave scandal and a pressing danger. Whether we

regard the scattered and isolated condition of that Empire, as

compared with the compact dominions of the Tsar, or the United

States
;

or consider the fierceness of the competition to which a

policy of free trade exposes our commerce, as compared with the

carefully nurtured and protected industries of rivals
;
or reflect upon

the tendency of our young workers to leave these islands, and settle

in distant colonies, with all the inevitable miseries of separation ;
we

are driven to the conclusion that what is wanted is a cheap and

accessible telegraph service. If, as we believe, it is our mission to

civilise and cultivate the wa.ste and barbarous regions of the earth.
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may we not see something providential in the discovery of a potent

agency which laughs at distance, mountain heights, and ocean

depths, which brings in an instant, as it were, face to face, men
separated by the whole width of the globe

;
which enables one

quiet gentleman, sitting in an armchair at Whitehall, to arouse and

marshal, and direct to one object, in one short half-hour, the energies

of some 340,000,000 of the human race, massed under the Union

Jack?

How joyfully must the thinkers and statesmen of Queen Victoria’s

younger days have regarded this wonderful invention of telegraphy,

with its infinite possibilities for the Empire and for mankind ! No
more weeks of suspense for the fate of our countrymen and women
in revolted dependencies

;
no more waiting, as Nelson waited, for news

of an enemy’s movements
;
no more uncertainty as to the wants of

distant markets
;
no more sad farewells and partings on the decks

of emigrant ships ! We were to hear the very hum of the colonial

exchange, the sound of their hurrying feet, the voices in their homes.

Alas ! in this case one might almost reverse the famous proverb,

and say ‘ Dieu propose
;
I’homme dispose ’

!

Take the case of the North American continent, to which the

bulk of our emigrants have resorted. As I wrote some years

since :

—

‘ Two generations ago a Heaven-sent genius took pity on the great

sister-nations of the Anglo-Saxon stock, dwelling isolated and apart,

for ever sundered by the wide, tempestuous ocean. A slender wire

was laid across the depths of the watery abyss, and an end of this

wire was placed in the hand of either sister. “ Now speak,” said

their benefactor, “ as if you were face to face. Share your joys, ay,

and sorrows too
;
take sweet counsel together

;
and if, as is the wont

of your sex, you talk overmuch and overlong, why, you will be

all the better friends.”
’

Why is it that this dream has remained a dream ? Have we and

our American kinsmen learnt to hate one another ? Is it because

the tw'o peoples numbering more than 100,000,000 of the same

blood and speech have nothing to say to each other ? The recent

wonderful demonstrations of mutual sympathy, the proclamation of

the great unwritten treaty of alliance, are answer sufficient. Then,

again, how can we explain the rapidly growing bulk of the Atlantic

mails, and the agitation for swifter vessels, and swifter still, to carry

them ? No, the plain reason why we must prefer steam to electricity

is, that a shilling a word is practically a prohibitive rate, which can

only be submitted to in the small class of transactions yielding

extraordinary profits, or when sheer necessity compels us.

Now if there w^ere anything extraordinarily difficult or dangerous

or costly in the service, one could understand the need for a high

charge. The communications maintained between Sir Francis
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Wingate and his spies among the Khalifa’s followers at Khartoum

were necessarily expensive. But electricity is the cheapest of natural

forces. It can be generated in a moment, with a shilling’s worth of

chemicals. It travels one, a thousand, or ten thousand miles in an

instant, and after the prime cost of wire and plant is met, the expense

of working is insignificant.

There is absolute certainty that at some early date we shall be

able to telegraph to New Zealand or to any other part of the world

for a mere trifle. The post will be seen to be so crushingly expensive,

from the loss of time and opportunities involved, that it will be

abandoned as a luxury to the leisured and wealthy classes.

It would be possible even now for the sums paid in subsidising

the mail packet companies to telegraph the whole of our correspond-

ence with the colonies gratis, with a saving of six weeks in the case

of Australia.

The existing cable service answers none of the needs thus indi-

cated. It is a mockery to the relatives of the poor emigrant (who

ever heard of the father or mother or brother of one of these exiles

cabling a message to him, no matter what the emergency ?). It

levies a cruel tax on trade. There are 4,000,000 people in Austral-

asia, and the amount expended last year in telegraphing between

England and Australasia was 498,477^., or 1,369^. a day. In the

same period telegraphic communication with the Cape cost about

300,000^., and with India 290,000^., a total in these three cases of

1,088,477L; add for cabling to and from America 1,150,000^., and

to and from Hong Kong and China 200,000L, and we have a grand

total of 2,438,477L, which hangs like a millstone about the neck of

the trading interests.

Australasia ..... £498,477

Cape . . . . . . 300,000

India 290,000

America ...... 1,150,000

The East _200^000

£2,438,477

But statesmen and merchants and bereaved friends of emigrants

have to reckon with the monopolist, that sinister angel who stands

self-stationed at the portal of every glimpse of Paradise, warning us

away. He has no conscience, and will batten on human necessities and

weaknesses to any extent allowed by the law. In this case he levies

heavy toll on our struggling commerce, rendering thus to our com-

petitors a priceless service
;
while the poor he disdains in any way to

consider. In media3val Germany he stretched a chain across the

Khine, and compelled traders to pay heavy passage money for their

boats
;
in the great American Ivepublic he forms ‘ trusts ’ and so

fleeces the whole community
;
in China he collects liJcin on every-
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thing imported
;

in this country he has got the neck of British

commerce in a noose of copper cable, and takes what he likes—just

as a Japanese puts a copper ring round the neck of the cormorant

which he trains to catch fish for him.

What shall be done to this unconscionable oppressor ? Now let

me here protest that I would not pay him in his own coin. I would

treat him fairly. He has a vulnerable side. The giant oppressor

falls on his knees and becomes obsequious the moment we pronounce

the magic word that masters him, and that word is ‘ competition ’

!

As long ago as 1888 I advocated, in a paper read before theEoyal

Colonial Institute, the purchase of the existing cables by the Home-

and Colonial Governments, and the completion of the system by the

laying of new lines. I showed that we could then send messages to

Australia for Is. a word, at a handsome profit
;
with, of course,

lower rates to Canada, the Cape, and the East. I even formed an

association for the purpose of laying a Pacific cable
;
with the effect

of driving down the Eastern Company’s tariff to Australia from 9s. 6(^.

to 4s. lid. I have advocated these ideas since in numerous articles

in this Eeview, in addresses, and in letters to The Times
;

and I need not say how delighted I am to see that my friend Mr.

Mulock, the most distinguished of living postal administrators, i&

advocating the scheme in the Canadian Parliament. How needful

it is that something should be done is apparent from the most

cursory examination of the facts.

We have the evidence of an employe of the cable companies to

the effect that not more than one in a hundred of the messages are

family or social messages. And it is practically certain that during

the period since 1872 not one of the many millions of humble and

honest toilers at the Antipodes has been able to cable to the ‘ old

folks ’ in the mother-country one word of intelligence or sympathy,

however deeply he might have longed at critical moments to send

that word, and they to receive it. I repeat, it is asserted on good

authority, that out of 100 messages sent to England from the

colonies, 99 are commercial telegrams, and only one relates to family

or private affairs. As a matter of fact, the cable that girdles the eartb

is of no more use to the masses of the Queen’s subjects than it would

be if they resided on another planet. And the explanation is, that

a prohibitive tariff is enforced. The number of telegrams annually

despatched in the United Kingdom exceeds the number of letters

carried when Sir Eowland Hill published his famous pamphlet. But
this is reversed as regards electrical communication between the

mother-country and the colonies.

Every practical man admits that the only lasting cement of

empire, the only tie that will permanently unite separate masses of

men, and stand the strain of divergent aims and instincts, is

sympathy.
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Fortunately, we have within our reach, in the postal and

telegraph services, the means of intensifying and perpetuating the

sympathy that is the basis of union—means that would probably

have enabled Mahomet or Napoleon to subjugate the world.

It is a sentiment of solidarity, a close knowledge of, and liking

for, one another, and one another’s manufactures, which we should

cultivate among the several communities that are subject to Queen

Victoria. And this can best be done by encouraging postal and

telegraphic intercourse among them.

Not only are low postal and telegraph rates essential to the

existence of the empire as a federation of 340,000,000 men, but

they are as urgently required in the interests of the commerce which

supports this vast section of humanity. We have never sufficiently

realised the importance of ample and cheap telegraphic communica-

tion. So large are the transactions engaged in, so narrow is the

margin of profit, so much depends on being early in the market,

that the telegraph is simply indispensable in the case of imperial

and international trade.

Compare the tariff with the fact that the Eastern Telegraph

Company’s ordinary shares are quoted at 35 per cent, premium

;

the Eastern Extension Company’s at 25 per cent, premium, the

Indo-European Company’s at 25 per cent, premium, and the Great

Northern Company’s at 40 per cent, premium. And these companies,

too modest to flaunt their large dividends in our faces, have an

enormous reserve fund, and a huge store of surplus cable. If the

conception of Imperial unity—a brotherhood of British peoples—is

ever to be realised, this monopoly must first be broken down.

Now for the practical remedy which I have to propose.

As I have often insisted, the cable net that runs through sea after

sea, and ocean after ocean, is the nerve system of our Empire
;
and

the central brain from which it ramifies is the British Capital. By
all means let the cables be acquired by the State for the people.

But there is also a still more extensive and even more important

land net, spreading over the world, with an occasional gap; and

in the utilisation of this land system we are even more vitally in-

terested. London is here too the centre, the telegraphic clearing-

house, the main source of all this energy. It must never be forgotten

that the commercial route to Australasia is, and always must be, by

way of the East, and not the West. A vessel will soon, when the

Nicaraguan Canal is cut, steam 12,0U0 miles from Southampton to

Sydney, with hardly a sight of land. Whereas a vessel proceeding

'vid the Mediterranean, the Bed Sea, and the Indian Ocean is able

to deliver or take up goods and passengers en route, with hardly an

intermission. I am speaking, however, not of cables but of land

lines, stretching from Calais to Constantinople, and thence, with one

short gap, to Calcutta, Singapore and Ilong Kong, or from Calais to
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St. Petersburg and thence across Siberia to Pekin, Hong Kong and

Singapore. From Singapore a cable can be laid at a moderate cost

to Australia, there connecting with the Australian land system.

What we have to deal with will be seen by a glance at the map.

There are two main traffic systems : (1) First, the European, branching

ofif into Africa, into India and the East, and into Siberia and China, all

uniting again in Australia
;
and (2) Secondly, the connexion with,

the North and South American systems.

As to the first, it requires a short connexion between the Persian

system and the Indian, or between the Eussian and Indian, on land

;

and the cable between Singapore and Australia. The rate to Con-

stantinople is now 6^d. The Indian internal rate is ^d. There is

no reason why the rate for the complete distance to Sydney,

Melbourne or Auckland should exceed Is. a word to start with, with

6d. a word to India, the Straits, China and Japan, and Id. a word to

any part of Europe.

I would establish a British Imperial Telegraph Union, similar

to the British Imperial Postal Union, which is born, though not

named. There should be zones of charge : a penny a word to

Europe, threepence to Egypt, sixpence a word to Canada, the West

Indies, India, the Straits Settlements and Hong Kong, and Is. a

word to the Cape and Australasia.

Some unreflecting critics may object that we should find our

communications interrupted in time of war. Of course we should.

But we are not at war with any particular country (say Eussia) for

more than two years in a century. Shall we not accept the benefits
'

of cheap telegraphy for the remaining ninety-eight ?

But can we make the necessary connexions ? I reply, after

careful inquiry, yes. If the Tsar or the Ameer should refuse to allow

the Eussian and Indian systems to be joined via Cabul or Merv to

Kandahar, we have only to make use of the Turkish land line from

Constantinople to Fao and join the Indian line at Jask and Kurrachee.

But the Tsar is too enlightened to refuse his consent
;
and the Ameer

would certainly consent, for a consideration.

I need not point out that a land line is more cheaply laid and

maintained than a cable. Moreover—and this is a most important

consideration—it is far safer from aggression. Suppose we were

at war with France. How. could we be sure of watching 12,000

miles of cable ? One of my sons in the Navy is certain that

with a submarine boat he would cut any cable into stair-rods in

a single night. Whereas our land system would be safe all the

way to Singapore at least.

The question remains, would such a scheme pay ?

On this subject let the most eminent delegates of British com-

merce speak. I am assured by City friends that business methods

would be revolutionised if lue could pmt everything on the wire

;

that
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there would be an astounding development of our manufactures
;
and

that many industries are in fact languishing or dying for want of

cheap electrical communication.

Let us glance at the Anglo-American traffic. There are no less

than thirteen wires crossing the Atlantic, of which two do the work,

eleven being nearly always idle, and kept idle by the telegraph

ring. It is obvious that nothing more is required for a sixpenny rate

than to utilise some of these submerged and silent wires, which

might be made to breathe and speak the wishes and wants and

sympathies of two great continents. One fact alone will suffice. In

Australia we can telegraph 3,000 miles for a penny a word
;
whereas

my penny zone would not exceed 2,000 miles in any direction.

I may add that in the opinion of Mr. Ehodes we might easily

lay a telegraph along the North African coast, from Tangier through

Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli to Alexandria, there connecting with the

Cape to Cairo line. There are several obvious developments of the

plan I have expounded.

In short, let us urge our Government to call a conference of the

Governments concerned, including India and Australia, with a view

to the institution of a British Telegraph Union on the basis of the

cheapest possible tariff, not exceeding the figures already given.

Secondly, let us beg the Australian, Indian and English Govern-

ments to lay at once the necessary connexions
;
that is to say

—

(1) A cable between Singapore and Australia; and, failing the

Afghan or Persian-Indian connexion, (2) a land-line between

Constantinople and Kurrachee.

Thirdly, let us by all means hail and support the proposal of Mr,

Mulock for a Pacific cable.

Let me repeat our remedy.

What is here proposed to our countrymen may be shortly summed
up. We have all found cabling hopelessly expensive. Let us

abandon (or at least supplement) the cables. A glance at the map
will show that all the chief portions of the British Empire may
be approached by land lines, with two short gaps, which can easily

be bridged over by cables. As will be seen, we can travel on dry land

throughout Europe, throughout Asia, throughout Africa
;

and by

stepping stones even reach Australia.

It would be insulting intelligence and wasting time to point out

that a land line is constructed at a fifth of the cost of a cable
;
and

that the carrying capacity of a land line is four times that of a cable.

Moreover the land lines already stretch in every direction.

While the world lasts the commercial route to Australia, the

Straits, and China will be by way of India. And it is our duty to

make use of the facilities afforded by foreign Governments to reach

our people in these distant lands in the quickest, most expeditious,

and cheapest manner.
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There is a strong feeling in certain quarters that we should have

an all-British system of telegraphic communication. This is a senti-

ment I cordially sympathise with. But where will it land us if

carried out in its integrity ? We can only reach our distant posses-

sions by long and tedious sea-routes.

For more than a quarter of a century our mails have been carried to

India and the East and to Australia by railway trains, owned by foreign

Governments, from Calais to Brindisi. Are we now to contend that,

though our mails are carried, yet our telegraph lines are not to be

carried through these foreign countries for the ninety-eight years we
are at peace with them in every century ?

How these cable charges block the way ! Mr. Cecil Khodes, the

great Englishman, has for years been engaged on the magnificent

work of constructing a land line from Capetown to Cairo, a distance

of over 4,000 miles. He fully expected on reaching Egypt to receive

a helping hand from England. He has done all the most difficult and

costly part of the work, with few to aid him, and largely at his own
expense. But on entering Egypt he is met by a demand from the

Eastern Telegraph Company for Is. "Id. a word, before any message

shall be forwarded to London. Yet from London to Constantinople,

about the same distance as England is from Egypt, the charge is

per word.

At the risk of slight repetition I will point out a few extraordinary

anomalies, and emphasise the remedy that Sir Edward Sassoon, Mr.

Andrews, and myself have worked out.

In regard to anomalies the following are some of the charges per

word for telegraphic messages from England :

—

Country

Australasia (Adelaide)

India .

San Francisco (or Vancouver)
Jamaica
Capetown
Hong Kong .

Bombay {via Kurracbee line)

Siam {via Kurracbee line)

Alexandria .

Cyprus
Malta .

Constantinople

Bermuda
Calais .

Berlin .

Tunis (French)
Busbire
Fao (bead of Persian Gull*)

Alexandria .

Distance (miles) Tariff

s. d.

12,000 4 9
6,000 4 0
6,000 1 6

5,000 3 0
6,000 5 0
9,800 5 6
4,600 4 0
6,800 3 9

3,000 1 7

3,000 6^
2,280 4
2,030

2,970 2 6

22 (from Dover) 2
746

1,350 3— 1 9—
(800 miles nearer 1 7

Loudon than Fao)

3 PVoL. XLV—No. 268
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Projected land lines :

(1) London to Tiflis
;

Tiflis to Merv

;

Merv to Peshawur (600 miles only to be constructed)

;

Peshawur to Sadiya, Burmah N.E. frontier

;

Sadiya to Hong Kong
;

Hong Kong to Shanghai.

From this route it will be seen that if we link up the 600 miles

across Afghanistan we can send a message to-day from London to

Hong Kong and Shanghai by land.

(2) Calais to Constantinople, thence to Suez and Cairo, and from

Cairo to the Cape. This land line is already being constructed.

(3) Calais to Constantinople
;
thence to Fao at the head of the

Persian Grulf; from Fao to Bushire and Jask and thence to Kurrachee

and India.

We suggest the linking up and strengthening these land lines

subject to modifications
;
and we have on our side two great allies,

Lord Curzon, Viceroy of India, and Mr. Cecil Khodes of Khodesia.

It was said at the meeting in the Grand Committee room that

even at the expense of cheap rates we must not kill the cables because

of the danger to the Empire.

This was answered by showing that in time of war cables will

be cut everywhere, and we may trust the Imperial Telegraph Com-
mittee to watch this aspect of the question. I predict an immediate

reduction in the cable charges to all parts of the British Empire.

We now place our scheme before the public with much
deference. No august congress, no inflated manifesto, no elaborate

organisation is called for—all w^e want is to secure for ourselves and

for our countrymen the priceless services of the beneficent genius of

electricity, now bound and writhing under the spell of a too masterful

magician—the monopolist—who has hitherto persuaded the people

that electricity can only be generated in Old Broad Street, in the

City of London.

J. Henniker Heaton.
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WOMAN AS AN ATHLETE
A REJOINDER

A DISABILITY of life is that, though one may choose one’s friends, one’s

critics and opponents choose themselves. It was with the utmost

disappointment I found that the critic who had selected herself to

reply to my paper in the April number of this Eeview was not a

member, masculine or feminine, of my own profession—one who, in

presenting the other aspect of the case, might have brought some

special knowledge to bear upon the subject.

As it is, Mrs. Ormiston Chant is to be thanked for the object

lesson she has afforded in that very quality of disorderly muscularity

against which my paper was directed.

She has shown us the rock on which we are in danger of being

wrecked, the Scylla in opposition to that Charybdis whence it is our

boast to have ‘ emerged.’

For, if she will permit me to say so, it is impossible to read

]\Irs. Ormiston Chant’s remarks without gathering the impression

that the biceps responsible for them was a biceps demanding an

implement distinctly less subtle than the pen. The writer appears

to have been agitated by an overmastering dread lest the object

of my paper should have been to deprive her of her bicycle.

As a matter of fact my object was not at all to deprive Mrs.

Ormiston Chant or any woman of her bicycle, as seems to me apparent

in the following remarks I quote from that paper

:

It 13 true that were she (Clara) playing golf or bicycling she would be developing

such faculties as calculation, self-control, and fortitude, in addition to developing

her muscles. And, inasmuch as these are qualities which are less demanded in the

trimming of a hat, let her play golf and bicycle. But let her not do these things

to the detriment of other valuable faculties. . . . The subordination of muscle to

womanhood should ever be kept in mind as being an infinitely higher ideal than

can ever be the subordination of womanhood to muscle.

The first law of the arena being courtesy, however—a man-made law

which women entering it will do well to oliserve—let me ignore the

discourtesies of my op)p>onent and extend to JMrs. Chant’s assertions

the respect due to arguments or due to assertions based on the

authority of special knowledge.

915
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1 have gone carefully through my paper without being able to

detect any intimation on my part that the children of women who
have taken University degrees are in any way inferior to the children

of those who have not. The only remark which could be so con-

strued (and this, I cannot help thinking, solely by one whose

mind was distorted by that before-mentioned dread lest her bicycle

might be in danger) is my remark concerning Amazons, intellectual

or physical. But I do not regard the mere taking of a degree as a

feat Amazonian. There can be no doubt but that, so long as healthy

balance is preserved, the use of the powers in one direction increases

their reach in another. There is a reactionary swing of the pendulum,

the range of capacity being extended, the arc of capability

expanded by lengthening the tether. But the utmost care should

be taken lest the reactionary power which maintains the healthy

balance be lost. As Herbert Spencer says

—

The unfolding- of an organism after its special type has its approximately

uniform course, taking its tolerably definite time, and no treatment that may be

devised will fundamentally or greatly accelerate these
;
the best that can be done

is to maintain the required favourable conditions. But it is quite easy to adopt a

treatment ivJiich shall dwarf or deform^ or otherwise injure. The processes of
growth or development may he, and very often are, hindered or deranged, though

they cannot he artificially bettered,

‘ The purer the golden vessel,’ says Jean Paul Eichter, ‘ the more

readily it is bent
;
the higher worth of women is sooner lost than that

of men.’

I know women whose womanliness—in the highest and in

every sense of the word—has been (as might be expected) intensi-

fied and greatly enhanced by intellectual and systematic training.

But I also know others whose womanliness—less vital and inherent

—has been effectually spoiled by such.

It cannot be doubted but that in either sex there is an underlying

latent strain of the opposite sex—this in order to create a bond of

sympathy whereby each may be intelligible to the other. The stress

of over-education, over-athletics, or the exhaustion consequent on

disease, may so impoverish and incapacitate that the specialised

powers of an individual of either sex may lose their natural supremacy.

The strain of the other sex, no longer kept in its normal state

of latency, receives an artificial stimulus, develops, flourishes, and

may finally dominate and spoil that which might have been a com-

plex perfect organism. So we get masculine women and effeminate

men—neuters—spoiled copies of the human edition. For mascu-

linity, not being proper to woman, is a thing with no relation to the

fine thing called manliness, as effeminacy in man is no very noble

rendering of the noble thing called womanliness.

It is certain likewise that these sex factors are complementary

one to the other. The balance of human quality is maintained by
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any undue development of mannishness in woman being followed by

a proportionate undue development of womanishness in man, the

higher distinctions of sex being thus destroyed and the human ideal

degraded.

For sex is more highly differentiated as the type evolves.

Agassiz has pointed out that among the South American Indians

males and females differ less than they do among the negroes and

higher races, accentuating the fact that sex, so far from being a

remnant of barbarism, is an essential of evolution, and with evolution

becomes more clearly defined and more complexly differentiated.

The hard and laborious tasks (muscular tasks) imposed upon the

women of savage tribes efface in a few years nearly every trace of

that sex differentiation which, in women more highly developed and

more delicately nurtured, remains with them till death.

Mrs. Chant cites the shopgirl as a person who suffers from lack

of muscularity. As a matter of fact this poor overtaxed worker is

the victim absolutely of her muscles. All the organs of her body are

impoverished, all her functions, assimilation, nutrition, circulation,

“&C., inefficiently performed for the very reason of her ceaseless

muscular activities. For, apart from the incessant running to and

fro, the lifting up and lifting down of drawers and boxes, the move-

ments of folding, displaying, and measuring, the shopgirl is compelled

to stand throughout the day, and the position of standing is a muscular

strain almost as great as is that of walking
;
for in standing, though

the weight of the body has not to be advanced, yet the muscles of

the back and lower limbs are in a chronic condition of tension,

whereas in walking they obtain rest alternately with the use of the

muscles of the other side.

Again, Mrs. Chant instances the death-roll of primiparce and of

first babies as an argument in favour of muscular training. As a

matter of fact this death-roll is made up almost wholly from hospital

statistics, and the primiparce, or for the matter of that the multi-

pares, whose protracted and pitifully feeble labours result in their

own or their offspring’s deaths, belong to the class whose lives since

childhood have been a long and weary tale of muscular effort.

But surely Mrs. Chant must be aware that the muscular abilities

to bring children into the world are not achieved by muscles under

control of the will.

And here lies the gist of this same question of muscle develop-

ment—the secret of the real evil of over-exercise.

Muscle is of two kinds—voluntary muscle, muscle, that is, over

which the mind and will, by means of their nervous telegraphic

system, have control
;
and involuntary muscle, as that composing the

heart, the diaphragm, the coats of the stomach and the whole digestive

canal, which surrounds each artery and vein from least to greatest,
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regulating blood supply and nutrition, and which enters largely into

the composition of every vital organ of the body.

We can send from the central office of intelligence, the brain,

which, by means of its nerves, is in telegraphic communication with

all our tissues, a message instructing a particular muscle or group of

muscles to perform a particular action. This we can do because the

muscles subtending the movements of limbs are composed of

voluntary muscle. But we are unable absolutely to direct the action

of involuntary muscle. We may bid our hearts beat faster or more

slowly, but our bidding is fruitless. The muscle whereof it is com-

posed is beyond the jurisdiction of our will. Will we never so

strongly, we cannot compel the muscular coats of the stomach to

hasten the process of digestion. We cannot influence the muscular

tissues surrounding the canals of the liver to relieve this organ of

bile, and though we may temporarily stop the breathing movements

of our chests by means of the voluntary muscles clothing them, our

respiratory movements are normally performed by purely automatic

muscular action.

Having realised this truth of the enormous factor involuntary

muscle subserves in the economy, it will at once appear that while

we have been priding ourselves upon the athletic abilities of the

muscles of our limbs there may be something to be said on behalf

of this considerable tract of involuntary muscle, the activities or

inactivities of which are not so demonstrable.

And when we further remember that it is just this involuntary

muscle which subtends all the most important functions of health

and life, we may realise that that something to be said is fairly

serious.

Respiration, circulation (cardiac and arterial), deglutition, diges-

tion, assimilation, and excretion—these are dependent, some of them

absolutely, others mainly, upon the proper, strong, and active move-

ments of this far-reaching factor. The tyro jprimipara (or the

exhausted multij)arcC) suffers her protracted miseries not at all

because the muscles of her limbs have not been suitably developed

by bicycling or Alpine-climbing, but absolutely because of involuntary

muscle tissues which are inefficient and ill developed, more often

than not for the reason that they have been robbed and deteriorated

by the over-use of limb and trunk (voluntary) muscles.

The blacksmith, lusty of arm and shoulder, is proportionately

weakly and inept of lower limb
;

the organ-grinder’s biceps is

hypertrophied, as are the ballet-dancer’s legs. These several groups

of voluntary muscles—since the capacity of an individual is limited

—have developed at the expense of other voluntary muscles.

How much greater must, then, l)e • the danger of exhausting

involuntary muscles— muscles we have no power to stimulate and
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develop—by the long-continued over-use and forced development

of voluntary muscles

!

Muscle in action becomes temporarily charged with blood, in

order to support nutrition and to remove the products of exertion.

This temporary increase of blood supply is derived, of course, from

other sources, the supply elsewhere being, for the time, diminished.

This from being merely temporary may, by chronic over-activity,

become a permanent condition. The healthy relation of voluntary to

involuntary muscle systems is lost, and we develop a physique

whereof the exterior muscles are active, while the economy within is

subserved by muscles enfeebled and inefficient.

Within healthy limits the use of one variety of muscle assists

and stimulates (by reactionary and reflex impressions) the other.

Within healthy limits the heart is healthily stimulated and strength-

ened by exertion. But it must not be forgotten that activity,

mental or physical, increases the number of times the heart-muscle

contracts in a minute, and to increase the rate of contractions is to

diminish the intervals of rest—and it is exactly in these intervals of

rest that the heart-muscle refreshes and recuperates itself.

It may readily be understood that as the man who, by stress of

forced work, can only ‘ snatch ’ his food and sleep soon falls into a

state of mal-nutrition, so the over-taxed heart (which under the best

conditions has an enormous amount of force to exert daily), under

the stimulation of undue muscular or nervous efforts, must also fall

presently into an enfeebled state. To languor of circulation result-

ing from such an enfeebled heart, as also to the degeneration of

involuntary muscle tissue coating the veins, the varicose vessels, so

prevalent to-day among women, may be directly traced.

It is the failure of the involuntary muscle system, subtending

the several stages of digestion, which necessitates the widespread use

of pills and draughts. Griven leisure and the rest essential to the

proper and proportionate distribution of force, the involuntary

muscular system will claim its due, maintain its healthy condition,

and discharge its functions without recourse to drugs.

Twenty-four hours in bed or a day of lounging will do more to

restore a tired or overtaxed liver than will any amount of athletics.

The subconscious nervous centres, released from the vexatious,

harrying demands which are, for the most part, our modern render-

ing of life, will reimburse themselves. Further harried and robbed

by further importunate demands, they will only be further incapa-

citated.

This fact—the fact that, given leisure, the nervous centres

subtending the bodily functions will reimburse themselves for past

deprivations, recover lost tone, and generally reassert themselves—is

at the root of the ‘ rest cure.’

In the ‘ rest cure ’ the patient is deprived of the use of her
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voluntary muscles. She is scarcely permitted to move hand to head.

She is compelled, for a period of weeks or months, to lie like a log,

having everything done for her by other people’s muscles. Her

forces are kept in abeyance in order to encourage and evoke the

claims of long neglected but eminently important factors. The

same restorative action of leisure and forced feeding is likewise the

secret of the consumptive ‘ cure.’ Failure of nutrition has robbed

the weakest function of the body. The lungs have broken down.

Increasing the nutritive supply to these by forced feeding and by

forced rest (so stopping the mouths of clamorous avenues of exhaus-

tion), the lungs are once more enabled to claim their share of

nutriment, and to heal their diseased tissues.

It may be urged that I have wandered into the domain of disease.

I have done so for the reason that in the domain of disease the

lesson of health is to be learned.

As pain is the prayer of nerves for healthy food, so disease is the

body’s protest against mal-treatment.

Fortunate is the individual whose system is sufficiently healthy

to protest in pain or illness against mal-treatment. Where tolerance

to conditions which make for degeneration is established there lies

serious danger.

The girl in whom over-exertion causes a headache or a back-

ache will pull up in time. The girl who, like Clara, ignoring these

warnings, and so blunting the healthy sensitiveness of which they

are the complaint, grows, as she believes, ‘ stronger and stronger ’—

a

term which means generally that she is slowly exchanging higher

for mere muscle capabilities, converting womanhood into mannish-

ness by the artificial stimulation of the masculine strain in her—is in

far worse case.

Sensitiveness to fatigue is a most valuable factor, not only in the

preservation of health, but also in the maintenance of the physique

at its highest level. As the healthy mind has its conscience, which

smarts and rebels whensoever its standard has been lowered, so the

healthy body has its conscience, which complains in pain and

weariness when its standard of efficiency has been impoverished.

But one may blunt his moral conscience till its standards are debased
;

so, likewise, one may blunt his physical conscience till his body

assents to lower planes of living. It is the pallid, wasted, stoop-

shouldered man of cities who is tireless, and who, with his restless

nerve-irritability, which he mistakes for energy, boasts loudest of

his astounding muscular feats. His physical conscience, morbidly

blunted, has permitted such trespasses against the standard of health

as to deteriorate and degenerate him out of all the nobler physical

attributes, though, like the man who has moved from a fine into a

mean house, he has increased his powers of expenditure.

The man of finer growth—the man, that is, whose bodily con-
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science maintains a high all-round standard—reaches his limits of

endurance long before his neighbour, the degenerate, not because his

powers are less, but because his range is so infinitely larger.

As the brain is the great centre whence messages are sent to the

voluntary muscles, so the involuntary muscles are worked by means

of an extensive nervous network known as the ‘ sympathetic nervous

system ’—a nervous system which, like its subsidiary muscle system,

is beyond the jurisdiction of the will.

This sympathetic nervous system it is which preserves the body

—so far as circumstances permit it to do so—in a state of health

and nutrition, regulates temperament, and keeps up the standard

of the type in the beauty and form which are its evolutionary

ideal.

The two systems are, of course, interdependent and react the one

upon the other, but the two are ever in more or less friendly rivalry.

The one represents the personal and individual, the other is the

expression of the universal and evolutionary principle.

It is the same universal and evolutionary principle which develops

the acorn into an oak. It is this same evolutionary impulse which

(modified, of course, by will and intelligence) has brought man to his

present stage of progress. In this subconsciousness lies the image of

evolved man—not in the intellectual consciousness. No man by

taking thought has added to his stature. As Herbert Spencer says,

‘ the best that can be done is to maintain the required favourable

conditions.’

The body is not so much, in its best conception, a mere motor

appliance for the achievement of so many foot-tons of energy, or for

covering so many miles of planet daily
;

it is rather in its complete

conception a delicate, impressionable instrument for registering,

storing, and transmuting a lifetime of impressions to an ever-

advancing consciousness and human goal.

Primeval man was a mere agricultural implement for the delving

and turning of the soil. Modern man—unless he contemplate

reversion to a primeval type—relegates this turning of the soil still

ever more and more to mechanical forces, in order that his powers

may be free to develop higher than mere muscular capacities.

It is this same subconscious evolutionary principle, by means of

its complex sympathetic network of nerves and its involuntary

muscle system, regulating nutrition and blood supply, which deter-

mines the beautiful and w'onderful evolvement of the girl into a

woman. Here we have a frank, outspoken, active-limbed young
person, almost as much boy as girl in her modes of thought and

muscle energies. She becomes (if she be allowed to obey the impulse

which is the impulse of her fullest development) quiet, slower and

more restrained of movement, shyer, imaginative, emotional, tenderer

of thought and impulse, softer of voice, more diffident of speech,
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touched with new reverences, moods, and aspirations. She acquires

gradually the mysterious, elusive, lovely charm of woman.

The straight up-and-down lines of the girlish frame, which sub-

served the locomotor energies essential to growth, evolve into graceful

curves and dignities. Her eyes are illumined with a new and tender

light. It is a wonderful and beautiful transformation. In its

phenomena humanity reaches its highest emotional presentment.

Now watch this development thwarted by athletics, dwarfed by

brain exhaustion, nipped by inherited disease, or stunted by starva-

tion. Instead of a regeneration there is a degeneration. Instead

of physical enrichment there is but physical impoverishment. She

loses the charm of childhood without gaining another. She remains

unlovely or grows coarse
;
she stops short at the puerile stage with

the straight up-and-down lines of the puerile type, or she assumes

the stout and sturdy, it may be gross, lines which are a degenera-

tion from it. And it is this puerile type, or the degeneration from

it, which is increasing largely among our modern women.

When Nature, that grand old Dame whom I must do my best

to interpret, despite Mrs. Ormiston Chant’s disbelief in her—when

Nature had given impetus sufficient for the development of the girl’s

bones and muscles in those earlier years of unrestrained activity, she

set a check upon these by investing her with special disabilities

—

the added width and weight of hip, for example, which (where these

exist) must always be a bar to muscular achievement. For Nature

had other uses than merely muscular for this line, beautiful creature

she had proudly evolved—moral, spiritualising, tender, and dainty

uses wherein muscular abilities have little portion.

The woman who has remained at, or has reverted to, the merely

puerile stage, or has assumed the masculine variation from it, may
be an excellent fellow, and a very useful member of society. But as

a human creature she is a failure. She has not reached the cul-

mination of development. She will never be the inspiration of any

man’s life, or advance the human type by one iota. And after all,

though it may seem a proposition more suited to the requirements

of fiction than for the grave pages of this Keview, to be the inspira-

tion of a man’s or a woman’s life, and thereby to be the father or the

mother of children who are the offspring of that inspiration, is the

perfection of human attainment. But the ‘ excellent woman fellow,’

though her mate may be deservedly attached to her, will never

sound the highest key-note of his nature, will never fan into flame

the soul and chivalry and finer tenderness whereof the most

apparently commonplace man may be capable, and for ever after

cease from being commonplace. And to be afforded opportunity

of ceasing to be commonplace is surely one of the ‘ rights’ of man.

Throughout my remarks I must be interpreted as striving to

show tlie ideal of womanly development. That we have not reached
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a stage of civilisation wherein the highest duty of society is recog-

nised to be the devising and maintaining such a system as will

enable every man and woman to reach their fullest humanity I am
regretfully aware. The poor woman (brickmaker or shopgirl) who to

earn her bread must subordinate her womanhood to her muscles is too

obvious a factor in our imperfect system to be ignored. But this poor

creature will do more to restore the balance, lost in forced activities,

by rest and lounging (where these are possible) than she can do by

further forced activities as are the counsel of to-day. For better is

it to preserve a mere shred of womanhood, womanhood being so

gracious and beautiful a thing, than it is to be absolutely unsexed.

It is ridiculou'fe to interpret my remarks as censuring my sex.

All I have intended is a mere humble warning in so far as my own

personal experience and deductions have moved me—a warning against

the modern mistaken views which have arisen with regard to the

subject of women’s training and education. It is an age of high

pressure, intellectual and physical. The lives ofyoung people, and this

more especially during the years of development, are, for the most

part, a mere treadmill of effort. From the book to the bicycle, or

its equivalent in games or athletics, back again from the bicycle to

the book, or to violin, piano, or drawing lesson, tea party, picnic or

dance, theatre or lecture room, it is one perpetual activity
;
the brain

is for ever on the alert, the body for ever ‘ at attention.’ Meanwhile

that subconscious evolutionary factor watches hungrily for crumbs

of supply to fall from the table of this ceaseless junketing, crumbs

wherewith to build, strengthen, and establish the physique and

functions of a complete human being.

Possibly it watches enviously its poorer fellow, the evolutionary

impulse of the acorn, which takes its requirements from sun and rain

and earth, and brings its master to the grand maturity of perfect oak,

without being compelled to struggle against civilised errors of train-

ing for every atom of force permitted to it.

The most valuable factor in physical development (as is recognised

by horse-, dog-, or other trainers) is repose. How frequently one has

seen a sudden languor in a child or young person desperately fought

by stimulation, exhortation, or reproof! 'Never sit idle,’ cried

his mentors
;

‘ run and romp and grow strong.’ Alas and alas 1 The
origin of the languor has presently revealed itself. It may have been in

organic disease of lung or limb or spine, it may have been in mere
functional debility. The languor was conservative. The subconscious

system knew the weakness, and had drawn off supplies from mental and
muscular sources (hence the languor), in order that the failing spot

might be restored. That w^as its duty
;
but in these high-pressure

days a poor evolutionary agent—deteriorated possibly by heredity-

finds it difficult indeed to do its duty.

This same saving grace of inaction makes the benefit of a holiday.
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Under the slackened rein the subconsciousness (more or less defrauded

by the exigencies of bread-winning) becomes revitalised, involuntary

muscle tracts arise and stretch themselves—the balance between

conscious and instinctive life is regained. Compare the physical

conditions of the man who has lounged rationally and quietly through

his holiday and the less prudent one who has merely exchanged

one variety of tension for another.

To those who have read in my paper a mere condemnation of the

bicycle (or, not having read my paper, have taken their view of it

from some over-zealous and alarmed cyclist) there is nothing to be

said. Experience shows that it is futile to deal with persons in

whom the capacity for misapprehension is developed beyond certain

limits. For comprehension there must be some degree of sympathy,

some approximation toward the same planes of thought. Any form

of excess, social, intellectual, or what you will, is destructive of the

balance which is health.

I have no word to say against the bicycle. As a labour-saving

appliance, as a means of taking air and wholesome exercise, it is a

valuable and useful servant. But it is—by reason of the exhilaration

and excitement attending its use—most dangerously prone to con-

vert itself into a hobby-horse which rides its master (more still its

mistress) to destruction (physical).

And in the hands of growing and misguided persons it assumes

the quality of a menace.

A most pernicious agent in this modern creed of restlessness is

the common belief that ‘ rest is a change of work.’ As though each

system maintained a store-room wherein its force were locked until

required ! The making and promulgation of fallacies is endless, and

a most astounding fact is it that the human mind has a greater

appetite for fallacies than it has for truths, in exactly the same way

that the human palate prefers unwholesome to wholesome articles of

diet.

Many women, unwitting of a complex sympathetic nervous

system and of an important tract of involuntary muscle tissue, con-

scientiously believe and scrupulously act upon the belief that in

pushing their muscle powers to an extreme they are indirectly

developing the potential limbs of unborn babes. I have before me
as I write a review of patients, friends, and acquaintance, at one end

whereof stand the two most beautiful children, physically, intellec-

tually, and morally, I know, and these are the children of a quiet,

emotional, but intensely womanly woman, whom the world would

call delicate, though she is not at all delicate in the sense of lack of

health, but delicate only in the absence of that robustness which is

degeneration from the womanly type.

I contrast the straight, beautiful limbs and the beautiful faces, the

line physical health and mental attributes of these two children with
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the puny sickliness, the spectacled, knock-kneed physiques of the

children of that woman I have placed at the other end of the scale, a

handsome, muscular person, who is an adept with her tennis racket

and a zealous cyclist. (If anything, the father of my Types Beautiful

is somewhat less strong than is the father of the poor little

degenerates for whom my Amazon mother is responsible.) Between

these two extremes my examples fall into their places with an almost

logical sequence.

In every instance the children of the less muscular and less

robust women carry off the palm, some in beauty, some in intelli-

gence, some in high mental or moral development. That the

children of the more robust mothers are not all knock-kneed and

puny I need scarcely say, but they are, in every instance, inferior

—

if not always physically, certainly in mental quality or in human
charm—to those of the more womanly type.

Indeed, were it true that the habit of muscular activity conduces

to the welfare of the race, the children of the working classes would

be as much superior in brain and physique to those of their more

leisured neighbours as they are in fact inferior.

The one argument of any weight which may be urged against

my claim for human persons to be allowed to reach their highest

development is one of political economy and necessity. We must

over-train and spur our children to the utmost in order that they

may compete successfully with their equally overpressed fellows.

The obvious answer is that if civilisation opposes evolution, and

does not conduce to the highest development of its members, civilisa-

tion should be reconstructed. In the meantime, if our children

must exhaust their nervous forces by competitive examinations, let

us, at all events during these years of strain and probation, carefully

conserve their forces in other directions.

The way of recuperation from immoderate brain exhaustion is

not, as is generally supposed, immoderate muscle exhaustion.

Mrs. Chant tells us that ‘ nothing can unsex short of death—no
indecency or vulgarity, loudness, coarseness, or cruelty.’ Is Mrs.

Chant not aware that a very simple operation can do this ? For,

howsoever it may wound our pride in our humanity, the fact

remains that all the beautiful and wonderful phenomena of sex are

dependent absolutely upon the presence and health of a special

physical organisation. Degeneration or disease of this especial

organisation—whether arising from undue muscular or mental
exhaustion, or from any other cause—is attended by degenerative

mental, moral, and physical changes, though either may be, and very
frequently is, attended hy neio impidses of motor and even intellec-

tucd energy.

But organs which have degenerated are prone to degenerate still

further. No longer vital, they become a thorn in the flesh, the seat
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of tumours and cancers, and it is precisely in that system which

normally should be the vitalising force of the body that the great

proportion of cases of the latter terrible disease occur. And cancer

is largely on the increase. And cancer is proverbially frequent in

the woman of robust and strong physique, showing pre-eminently

that the robust type of woman is essentially not the healthy one.

For the worst of all degenerations is cancer. Until recently gout

was regarded as being almost absolutely a disease of men. Gout

and strong exercise are closely allied, it having, indeed, been laid

down as an axiom that ‘ gouty people do the work of the world,’ so

strong is the relation between nerve energy (or irritability) and uric

acid in the blood.

Nowadays not only women but even young girls show evidence

of gout in one or another of its Protean developments—the gout of

over-effort, a gout from which the quieter lives of former days were

free.

If Mrs. Chant will look up her physiological data she will find

that that formation which subserves the baby nurture, and which I

have ventured to describe as the tenderest and daintiest of devices,

is very far from being a muscular formation. The constitution of

this gland, which, with a species of tender consciousness, secretes

from the mother’s vital powers the elements essential to her babe’s

nutrition, is infinitely more subtle and more complex.

Mrs. Chant objects to the word ‘ function ’ as applied to modesty,

on the ground that modesty can be exercised alike by a ‘ Sandow ’

or a ‘ cripple.’ But digestion and respiration can be, and must be,

exercised alike by these
;
yet surely Mrs. Chant will not contest that

digestion and respiration are not functions.

Again, Mrs. Chant sets before us the Venus of Milo as an example

of perfectly developed muscle. I do not contest this fact, regarding

that grand person as a type most exquisite. But the Venus has

come from an age which demanded—in the interests of her athlete

sons—that the mothers should not over-use their powers. The fine

symmetry and form of this stone woman are, however, not the pro-

duct of athletics. Every limb bespeaks slow and dignified movement.

She would be as incapable of the hurried, eager motion characteristic

of the modern gait as her limbs are unlike the sinewy, attenuated,

or the stoutly sturdy limbs of the woman athlete.

As a matter of fact the most beautiful rounding of form is to

be found among women of the South women who scarcely walk.

Muscle may be eminently deficient and ill-developed as to form and

yet be most viciously capable of spending and exhausting the nerve

forces, as many a poor attenuated wreck who vaunts his ‘ records
’

may attest.

To the initiated the nude maidens of our picture galleries afford

a striking lesson. Some of these show well-made limbs and shoulders,

l)ut certainly ninety per cent, are characterised by such pelvic and
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hip degeneratiin as would lead a surgeon to suspect incipient hip

disease. In itsiperfect and healthy presentment the pelvic and hip

modelling is a ' study of the utmost beauty. But these poor ill-

developed persons, with their puerile hips and shallow mouldings, on

whom the artist must rely for models, lack every noble line and

strength of curve which make the most beautiful dignity of the truly

womanly body.

Mrs. Chant, with the muscularity of method I deplore, describes

as ‘ vulgar snobbery ’ my assertion that the children of modern

mothers are ‘ nursed, fed, clothed, taught, and trained by hirelings.’

Mrs. Chant appears to think that the term ‘ hireling ’ is a term of

opprobrium. If she will refresh her memory she will find that a

hireling is merely a person who is paid for his services, in contra-

distinction to one who gives these for nothing—or for love. The

term does not at all detract from the efficiency of the services

rendered
;

it is merely a statement of fact.

Nor in stating that woman no longer preserves or brews, or

weaves or fashions, did I imply that any benefit would result from a

domestic reversion to these tasks. On the contrary, she has been

relieved from these taxes upon her economy (for the most part

muscular taxes) absolutely in order that, relieved of them, her

specialised and higher nature may have fuller scope for develop-

ment and play. The whole story of human progress is a labour-

saving story—muscular necessities becoming ever less in order that

finer qualities may be evolved.

The woman whose forces are depleted by the feverish expenditure

which has become the key-note of our modern life, whether this be

done in social dissipation, in intellectual exhaustion, or in muscular

waste (or in all three), is deficient in a quality for which I can find

no better term than atmosphere—a species of aura, magnetic charm,

nerve-essence, call its impalpable and subtle existence by what

name you will—it is a quality of health and physical perfection, it

is a womanly potency imparting rest and infinite refreshment.

Without it woman is as incomplete as is a flower without perfume.

With it her mere presence is a charm, greater than cleverness, more
potent than speech, a stronger influence for purity and noble aim
than is to be found in philosophies or creeds.

It is in her very highest uses and essentials that woman is

unintelligible to the muscular reformer, and for this reason the

muscular reformer must be rejected as the guide of women. Men
recognise her noblest qualities and honour them. The muscular

reformer sees as woman’s highest goal her capacity for doing

things that men do, whereas her true value lies in her capacity

for doing things men cannot do. Otherwise she is superfluous in

the sphere of human action—and certainly inferior, for in muscular

and other masculine achievements she will always take a lower place.

It is of this spiritualising privilege of hers that a writer in the
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Moi'ning Post, in a charmingly sympathetic review of my paper,

wrote as follows

:

Those who appreciate her (the womanly woman) are aware, though they may
rarely have had the good fortune to talk with her more nearly than one talks with

a person to whom one has just been introduced in a crowded drawing-room, that

through her subtle influence they are bound to think of things hereafter in a manner
difierent from what they would have adopted had they not met her. It is, or at

least it has been, her ‘ sphere ’ and her highest glory to talk with men about the

weather, or whatever other subject may happen to come to the surface, and there-

after make them think more or less as she would have them think about all the

serious problems which trouble our philosophers.

The delight of exerting their powers it is which has deluded

women into the extremes of activity, which are our modern mis-

apprehension of living. But surely the exercise of such a power as

this is worth the motor abilities of all the ages.

Tuberculosis, gout, cancer, lunacy, epilepsy, and every species of

neurosis are, despite our enormous advances in sanitary knowledge

and our immensely improved conditions, increasing to an alarming

extent. There are many factors in this health deterioration, but the

great and universal remedy, pending the removal of these factors, is

wholly and absolutely the conservation of womanly forces. The
woman whose Iphysical completeness precludes her from spending

all her energies in muscular or mental effort stores these for her

children.

In this our day, when men are compelled by the demands of life

to strain their powers to the utmost, this quality of conservation

and the scope allowed to it are most inestimable factors in human
development—factors we are doing our rash best to eliminate.

Moreover this reserve fund it is woman’s duty to set aside for

the race is the subtle and evolving power which makes the charm of

her presence, and is the secret of her moral influence. It is the

regenerating principle of the world—the force whereby new types

are created, the material w^herefrom degenerated elements are

restored. For this reason, the reason that her powers are not all

her own, she must (so long as she retains her special characteristics)

be ever inferior to man in mental and physical achievement. She

may fulfil her portion in the world of work, but this should be a

sheltered and modified portion if she is to preserve her specialised and

higher potencies, and if we have any regard for that future race

which is for ever evolving in the treasure house of her conserved

forces.

Finally, one grows ashamed and weary of the perpetual vaunt

of ‘ emergence ’ and ‘ emancipation.’ Now for the first time we are

Women

—

free to use our long down-trampled powers—is our modern

boast; whereas, if the truth be told, we are in no way nobler, finer,

or more suited to our age than were the women who have gone

before us, the women who, silently and honourably, fulfilled their
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share of toil, suffered their meed of pain in the struggle which has

brought us to our present stage of progress.

In the last number of this Keview following immediately upon Mrs.

Chant’s muscular article appeared a dignified and interesting paper by

the Hon. Mr. Justice Ameer Ali on ‘ The Influence of Women in Islam
’

—a noble record of noble women, who, without clubs or bicycles, or

entry to Universities or professions, or any privileges but those which

sincerity and worth and exalted natures will always make for them-

selves, even in Islam, afford an example before which we may bov/

the head in humbleness, or lift it in pride that we are of their sex.

Such women there have always been—and Heaven send may always

be—women who have been Gruardians of the Poor, Speakers, Teachers,

Gardeners, Nurses, Doctors, Spiritualisers, Humanisers—even though

they had not the privileges of higher education or of University

degrees, which, after all, are mere details in the history of progress.

We are weary also of hearing the menkind of these women stig-

matised as ‘ oppressors.’ In so far as it was possible to them in

ruder and less civilised times they accorded their women and

children sheltered and protected lives. If the w^omen and children

suffered the men suffered trebly. And in the great school of suffer-

ing these women bore and nursed, and wept wdth anguished tears

the untimely deaths of soldier sons in days when the routine of

masculine life w^as bloodshed.

And without higher education or any claim to be remarkable, or

vaunts of ‘ liberty ’ or ‘ rights,’ or other objectionable terms, they

faithfully evolved the race to this our day.

‘ The Old Order Changeth,’ quote we boastfully. It has always

been Changing. The Wheel of Evolution is a wUeel which never

stands still, except in that terrible moment when it slackens, halts,

and finally whirls down the fearsome wnys of Devolution.

All that men have given us—and we must never forget that if

they had so willed they might have withheld—they have given

chivalrously and generously, for the reason that the time was ripe,

also it may be for the sake of some loved woman whose fair life

beside them moved them by its excellence, far more than because the

reformer clamoured. Honour is due to good w^omen who have

pioneered our modern path, but such have w'orked in faithful silence,

without time or mind for clamourinfr.

The clamouring reformer has, for the most part, done no more
than set obstacles in our way, the obstacles of ridicule and hostility

consequent upon her methods. And we, her sisters, if we follow in

her footsteps, instead of cherishing our womanhood and nobler

attributes as our very highest possibilities, may undo all that pro-

gress and the noble w^omen who have gone before us have achieved.

Arabella Kenealy, L.K.C.P.

o (>VoL. XLV—No. 268
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SHAKESPEARE IN ERANCE

I

Nothing but good can come of a comparative study of English and

French literature. The political intercourse of the two countries has

involved them in an endless series of broils. But between the

literatures of the two countries friendly relations have subsisted for

over five centuries. In the literary sphere the interchange of neigh-

bourly civilities has known no interruption. The same literary forms

have not appealed to the tastes of the two nations
;
but differences of

jesthetic temperament have not prevented the literature of the one

from levying substantial loans on the literature of the other, and that

with a freedom and a frequency which were calculated to breed dis-

content between any but the most cordial of allies. While the literary

geniuses of the two nations have pursued independent ideals, they

have viewed as welcome courtesies the willingness and readiness of

the one to borrow sustenance of the other on the road. It is unlikely

that any full or formal balance-sheet of such lendings and borrowings

will ever be forthcoming, for it is felt instinctively by literary ac-

countants and their clients on both shores of the Channel that the

debts on the one side keep a steady pace with the debts on the other,

and there is no balance to be collected.

No recondite research is needed to establish this general view of

the situation. It is well known how the poetic career of Chaucer, the

earliest of great English poets, was begun under French masters.

The greatest poem of media3val France was turned into English by

his youthful pen, and the chief French poet of the day, Eustace

Deschamps, held out to him the hand of fellowship in the enthusiastic

balade, in which he apostrophised ‘ le grant translateur, noble

Geoffroi Chaucer.’ Following Chaucer’s example, the great poets of

Elizabeth’s reign and of James the First’s reign most liberally assimi-

lated the verse of their French contemporaries, Ronsard, du Bellay,

and Des})ortes. Frenchmen of the sixteenth century returned the

compliment liy naturalising in French translations the prose romances
of Sir Philip Sidney and Robert Greene. From the accession of

< 'harles the Second until the accession of George the Third, the Eng-
lish drama framed itself on French models, and Po2)e, who long filled
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the throne of a literary dictator in England, acknowledged disciple-

ship to Boileau. A little later the literary philosophers of France

—

Kousseau and the Encyclopedistes—drew their nutrition from the writ-

ings of Hobbes and Locke
;
French novel-readers of the eighteenth

century found the chiefjoy of life in the tearful emotions excited by the

sentimentalities of Eichardson and Sterne, and French novel-writers

had small chance of recognition, as M. Texte has amply proved, if

they disdained to traffic in theJ^hrymose wares which the English

novelists had brought into fa^ion. At the present moment the

cultured Englishman finds his most palatable fiction in the publica-

tions of Paris. Within recent memory the English playgoer viewed

with impatience any theatrical programme which lacked a Parisian

flavour. To-night, at the London theatre which during this genera-

tion has sustained the best traditions of the English drama, an

original play on a theme of French history by the greatest living

dramatist of France is performed by English actors. Corresponding

tendencies are visible acrose the Channel. The French stage offers

as cordial a reception to plays of English manufacture as is offered

in London to the plays derived from France. No histrionic event

attracts higher interest in Paris than the assumption by a great actor or

actress of a Shakespearean for the first time, and French dramatic

critics have been known of late to generate such heat in debates

over the right conception of a Shakespearean character that their dif-

ferences become only capable of adjustment at the sword’s point. More-

over, in all the cultivated centres of France a new and unparalleled

energy is devoted to-day to the study of English literature of both

the present and the past. The research expended on the topic by

French scholars has not been excelled in Grermany, and has rarely

been equalled in England. Critical biographies of James Thomson
(of The Seasons), of Burns, and of Wordsworth have recently come
from the pens of French professors of English literature, and their

volumes breathe a minute accuracy and a fulness of knowledge

which are certainly not habitual to English professors of English

literature. This scholarly movement shows signs of rapid extension.

It was therefore to be expected that a serious effort should be made
in France to determine the character and dimensions of the influence

exerted on French literature by the greatest of all English men of

letters—by Shakespeare. That work has been undertaken by
M. Jusserand. Last year he gave to the world the results of his

investigation in his native language. Now with a welcome con-

sideration for the linguistic incapacities of Shakespeare’s countrymen,

he repeats his conclusions in their tongue. In the English trans-

lation he has embellished his labours with many pictorial illustrations

of historic interest and value. ^

* Slubkespeare in France binder the Aneien Ecgbne, by J. J. Jusserand. London :

T. Fisher Unwin. 1899.
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II

Among French writers on English literature, M. Jusserand is the

most learned and the most voluminous. He has already treated of

almost all periods in published books, and he has been long engaged

on an exhaustive Literary History of the English People^ of which

the only volume yet published brings the narrative as far as the

close of the Middle Ages. M. Jusserand enjoys the rare faculty of

writing with almost equal facility and felicity in both French and

hinglish. His learning is profound, but he is not overburdened by it,

and he preserves his native gaiety of style even when solving crabbed

problems of bibliography. He is at times discursive, but he is never

tedious, and he shows no trace of that philological pedantry and

narrowness or obliquity of critical vision which the detailed study

of literary history has been known to breed in English and Grerman

investigators.

M. Jusserand handles his present theme with all the lightness,

of touch and wealth of minute detail to which he has accustomed

his readers. Nowhere have so many facts been brought together

illustrating the literary intercourse of Frenchmen and English-

men between the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries. It is

true that his opening chapters have little concern with Shake-

speare, but their intrinsic interest and novelty atone for their

irrelevance. They shed a flood of welcome light on that inter-

change of literary information and ideas which is a constant

feature in the literary history of the two countries. IN[any will

read here for the first time of the great poet Ivonsard’s visits

to this country
;
of the distinguished company of English actors

which delighted the Court of Henry IV. of France
;
and of Ben

Jonson’s discreditable exploits in the French capital when he went

thither as tutor to Sir Walter Ealegh’s son. By some freak of

fortune Shakespeare’s fame was slow in crossing the Channel. The
k'rench dramatists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries lived

and died in the paradoxical faith that the British drama reached its

apogee in the achievement of the Scottish Latinist, Greorge

Buchanan, in whose classical tragedies Montaigne played a part,

while he was a student at Bordeaux. Another mistaken belief

which French men of letters long cherished was that Sir Thomas
iVlore, Sir Philip Sidney, and the father of Lord Chancellor Bacon

were the greatest authors which England had begotten or was likely

to beget. When Shakespeare’s work first arrived in France, French-

men were staggered by its originality. They perceived his colossal

breaches of classical law. They were shocked by his freedom of

.‘peech. When Lewis the Fourteenth’s librarian ])laced a copy of

th“ Second b'olio of his works on the shelves of the Eoyal Library, he

noted in his catalogue that Shakespeare ‘ has a rather fine imagina-
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tion
;
he thinks naturally

;
but these fine qualities are obscured

by the filth he introduces into his comedies.’ In spite of the mass

of pedestrian literature that was imported into France from England

in the seventeenth century, it so happened that Shakespeare had to

wait for a fair hearing there till the eighteenth century. Then it

was only gradually that his pre-eminence was realised by French

<3ritics. It is to Voltaire that Frenchmen owe a full knowledge of

Shakespeare. Voltaire’s method of teaching Shakespeare to his

<;ountrymen was characteristically cynical. He studied him
closely when he visited England as a young man. At that

period of his career he not merely praised him with discerning

caution, but he paid him the flattery of imitation. Voltaire’s

tragedy of Brutus betrays an intimate acquaintance with Shake-

speare’s Julius Cwsav, His Eryjphile was the product of many
perusals of Hamlet. His Zaire is a pale reflection of Othello. But

when Voltaire’s countrymen showed a tendency to better Voltaire’s

instruction, and one Frenchman conferred on Shakespeare the

title of ‘ the god of the theatre,’ Voltaire resented the situation

that he had himself created. He was at the height of his own fame,

and he felt that his reputation as the first of French writers for the

stage was in jeopardy. The last years of his life were therefore

<;onsecrated to an endeavour to dethrone the idol which his own

hands had set up. He traded on the patriotic prejudices of his

hearers, but Voltaire’s efforts to depreciate Shakespeare were

very partially successful. Few writers of power were ready to

second him, and after his death the Shakespeare cult in France, of

which he was the unwilling inaugurator, spread far and wide. In

the nineteenth century Shakespeare was admitted without demur

into the French ‘pantheon of literary gods.’ Classicists and roman-

ticists vied in doing him honour. The classical painter Ingres

introduced his portrait into his famous picture of ‘ Homer’s Cortege’

(now in the Louvre). The romanticist Victor Hugo recognised only

three men as memorable in the history of humanity, and Shake-

speare was one of the three
;
Moses and Homer were the other two.

Alfred de IMusset became a dramatist under Shakespeare’s spell. To

“George Sand everything in literature seemed flat by the side of

Shakespeare’s poetry. The prince of romancers, the elder Dumas,

set the English dramatist next to God in the cosmic system of the

universe
;

‘ after God,’ wrote Dumas, ‘ Shakespeare has created most.’

III.

It would be easy to multiply eulogies of Shakespeare from French

lips in the vein of Victor Hugo and Dumas—eulogies beside which

the enthusiasm of most English critics appears cold and constrained.

So unfaltering a note of admiration sounds gratefully in the ears of

Shakespeare’s countrymen. Yet on closer investigation there seems a
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rift within the lute. When one turns to the French versions of Shake-

speare, for which the chief of Shakespeare’s French encomiasts have

made themselves responsible, an Englishman is inclined to moderate

his exultation in the French panegyrics. No one did more as an

admiring critic and translator of Shakespeare than Jean Franpois

Ducis, who prepared six of Shakespeare’s greatest plays for the French

stage at the end of the last century. Not only did Ducis thus intro-

duce Shakespeare’s masterpieces to thousands of his countrymen

who might otherwise never have heard ofthem, but his renderings of

Shakespeare were turned into Italian and many languages of Eastern

Europe, and spread the knowledge of Shakespeare’s achievement

to the extreme boundaries of Europe. Apparently Ducis did his work

under favourable auspices. He corresponded regularly with Grarrick,

and he was never happier than when studying Shakespeare’s text

with a portrait of Shakespeare at his side. Yet all his translations

of Shakespeare are gross perversions of their originals. He is never

verbally faithful
;
he revises the development of the plots

;
he gives

the dramatis personce new names. His Othello was accounted

his greatest triumph. But he declined to treat it as a tragedy.

Towards the end of his rendering lago’s villanies are discovered by
Othello

;
Othello and Desdemona are reconciled, and the Moor,

exulting in his newly recovered happiness, pardons lago. The
curtain falls on a scene of dazzling domestic bliss. Ducis acknow-

ledged that he was guilty of a somewhat strained interpretation of

Shakespeare’s tragic scheme, but he defended himself on the ground

that French refinement and French sensitiveness could not endure

the agonising incidents of the true catastrophe. It is, indeed, the

fact that the patrons of the Comedie Franpaise warned the adapter in

the strongest terms against revolting their feelings by reproducing the

barbarities that characterised the close of Shakespeare’s tragic master-

piece. If such be the true French sentiment, what, we are moved
to ask, is the significance of the unqualified regard which Ducis and
his countrymen profess for Shakespearean drama ? There seems
a strange paradox in the situation. Certainly there is a startling

])aradox in the outcry of Ducis’ French clients against the terror

of Desdemona’s murder. For the protests which Ducis reports on
the part of the Parisians bear the date 1792, when the tragedy of

the French Devolution—a tragedy of real life, grimmer than any
that Shakespeare imagined—w^as being enacted in literal earnest by
the Parisian playgoers themselves.

A like i)roblern is presented by Dumas’s efforts under more
])a(.*ific conditions to adapt Shakespeare for the Parisian stage.

ith his friend J\aul IMeurice Dumas pre]>ared the version of Hamlet
which long enjoyed a standard repute at the Comedie Fran^aise.

Ituinas’s ecstatic veneration for Shakespeare’s genius did not deter
liirn, anymore than Ducis was deterred by his veneration, from work-
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ing havoc on the English text. Shakespeare’s blank verse was

necessarily turned into Alexandrines. That was comparatively im-

material. Of greater moment is it to note that the denouement of

the tragedy was completely revolutionised by Dumas. Hamlet’s life

is spared by Dumas. The hero’s dying exclamation, ‘ The rest is

silence,’ disappears from Dumas’s version. At the close of the play

Dumas makes the ghost rejoin his son and good-naturedly promise

him indefinite prolongation of his earthly career. According to the

gospel of Dumas the tragedy of Hamlet inevitably ends, as soon as

his and his father’s wrongs have been duly avenged, in this fashion :

Hamlet. Et moi, vais-je rester, triste orphelin sur terre,

A respirer cet air iaapregne de mistre ? . . .

Est-ce qiie Dieu sur moi fera poser son bras,

P6re ? Et quel chatiment m’attend done ?

Le Fantome. Tu vivras.

Such defiant transgressions of the true Shakespearean canon as

those of which Ducis and Dumas stand convicted may well rouse the

suspicion that the critical incense they burn at Shakespeare’s shrine

is offered with the tongue in the cheek. But that suspicion is not

justified. Ducis and Dumas worship Shakespeare with a whole

heart; but they see him through a distorting medium. The two

Frenchmen were fully conscious of Shakespeare’s towering greatness.

They perceived intuitively that Shakespeare’s tragedies transcended

all other dramatic achievement. But their aesthetic sense, which, as

far as the drama was concerned, was steeped in the classical spirit,

set many of the essential features of Shakespeare’s genius outside the

focus of their vision. To a Frenchman a tragedy of classical rank

connotes ‘ correctness,’ an absence of tumult or of crime perpetrated

in face of the audience, some observance of the classical law of unity

of time, place, and action. Ducis and Dumas recognised involun-

tarily that certain characteristics of the Shakespearean drama could

not live in the classical atmosphere of their own theatre. Excision,

expansion, reduction was inevitable before Shakespeare could breathe

the air of the French stage. The grotesque perversions of Ducis and

Dumas were thus not the fruit of mere waywardness, or carelessness,

or dishonesty on the part of the translators
;
they admit of philo-

sophical explanation. By Englishmen they may be viewed with

equanimity, if not with satisfaction. For there is no stronger proof

of the irrepressible strength or catholicity of the appeal that Shake-

speare’s genius makes to the mind and heart of humanity than that

the Gallicised or classicised contortions of his mighty work should

excite among Frenchmen almost as devoted an homage as his work

in its native purity and perfection rouses among men whose spirits

are free of the fetters of classical tradition.
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IV

If anv still doubt of the sincerity of the worship which is offered

Shakespeare in France, I would direct the sceptic’s attention to a

pathetically simple tribute which was paid to the dramatist by a

French student in the first year of the present century, when England

and France were in the grip of the Napoleonic War. It was then

that one obscure Frenchman proved beyond cavil by an ingenuous con-

fession that the English poet, in spite of racial differences of aesthetic

sentiment, could touch a French heart more deeply than any French

or classical author. In 1801 there was published at Besanpon, ‘de

rimprimerie de Metoyer,’ a very thin volume in small octavo, under

fifty pages in length, entitled Pensees de Shakespeare Extraites de

ses Oiivmges. No compiler’s name is mentioned, but there is little

doubt that the book was from the pen of a youthful native of

Besanpon, Charles Nodier, who was in later life to gain distinction

as a writer of romance.

It gives me the greater satisfaction to dwell on this forgotten

volume in that it has escaped the notice of M. Jusserandj and

no copy of it is in the British Museum. I purchased it less

than a month ago by accident. Being wont of an idle afternoon to

doze over Shakespeareana, I was admonished to add to my store of

Shakespearean soporifics a work of standard repute in that beneficent

school of literature, viz. Professor Aristarchos von Dummkopf’s

Logarithmic Compmtation of the Number of Toes in Shakespeare's

Fed. Subsequently I learned that Messrs. Sotheby were about to

sell this deservedly famous opiate by auction. I sent a messenger

to bid for the prize, though the sale catalogue warned me that

success in the contest entailed the possession of ‘ seventeen other

\ olumes ’ which the cataloguer, clearly overcome by slumber in

handling the care-charming Von Dummkopf, had failed to specify by

name. For aught I knew the ‘ seventeen others ’ might all be of

the same density as the Professor’s sedative, and I was in doubt if

my library shelves could sustain so heavy a burden as eighteen

volumes of a specific gravity akin to Von Dummkopf’s. (Only one

v’ho has tried to lift specimens of German Shakespeareana can form

any conception of what their specific gravity can be.) The risk was

great, but fortune favoured me. The eighteen works became my
property, but, lurking in the rear of the ragged regiment that accom-

panied \'on Dummkopf to my dwelling-house, stood Charles Nodier’s

Ie7>'^ees de Shakespjeare. As soon as I cast eyes on the modest

stranger, I felt grateful to the sleepy German for having delivered

involuntarily the alert and sympathetic Frenchman into my hands.

Ti e major j»art of the volume consists of 190 numbered sentences

e-,ch a French rendering of an apophthegm or reflection drawn

froui Shakespeare's plays. The translator is not always faithful to
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his English text, but his style is always clear and often rises to

eloquence. The book does not, however, owe its interest to Nodier’s

version of Shakespearean maxims. Nor can one grow enthusiastic over

the dedication ‘ A elle ’—an unidentified fair one to whom the youth-

ful writer proffers his homage with the most respectful propriety.

The salt of the little volume lies in the ‘ Observations Preliminaires/

which cover less than five widely-printed pages. These observa-

tions breathe a genuine affection for Shakespeare’s personality and a

sense of gratitude for his achievement in language which no English

admirer has excelled in its tenderness and simplicity.

‘ Shakespeare,’ writes this French worshipper, ‘ is a friend whom
Heaven has given to the unhappy of every age and every country.’

The writer warns us that he offers no eulogy of Shakespeare
;
that

is to be found in the poet’s works, which the Frenchman for his own

part prefers to read and read again rather than waste time in prais-

ing them. ‘ The features of Alexander ought only to be preserved

by Apelles.’ Nodier merely collects some of Shakespeare’s thoughts

on great moral truths which he thinks to be useful to the conduct of

life. But such extracts, he admonishes his reader, supply no true

knowledge of Shakespeare. ‘From Shakespeare’s works one can

draw forth a philosophy, but from no systems of philosophy could

one construct one page of Shakespeare.’ Nodier concludes his
‘‘ Observations ’ thus :

—

‘ I advise those who do not know Shakespeare to study him in

himself. I advise those who know him already to read him
again. ... I know him, but I must needs declare my admiration

for him. I have reviewed my powers, and am content to cast a

flower on his grave since I am not able to raise a monument to his

memory.’

Language like this admits no questioning of its sincerity.

Lovers of Shakespeare, of whatever nationality, can do no better

than emulate Nodier’s modest example. Shakespeare needs no
monument of eulogy, and, did he need one, it is doubtful if any
dweller to-day in the realms of art or letters be competent to con-

trive a worthy memorial. But, happily, there are still some in

all parts of the globe who, like M. Jusserand, may, without

immodesty, and with advantage to literature, lay on the poet’s tomb
a sprig of sympathetic scholarship.

Sidney Lee.
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BENEFICENT GERMS

The maleficent germ is known to all men. Its atrocities are tele-

graphed to the newspapers, discussed in clubs, and shuddered at in

the family circle. Who has not heard of the microbes of cholera,

leprosy, and the plague ? Who has not execrated the small assassins

that lurk in our drinking v/ater and contaminate our milk ? Their

deeds are so notorious that the average man, unskilled in bacteriology,

commonly imagines a microbe to be a loathly insect that squirms

and bites
;
and he is nearly always disappointed, if not incredulous,

when he sees the real thing under a microscope. ‘ Is that all ? ’ he

asks, when he is shown an insignificant little rod or a couple of

minute beads which no amount of magnification can render im-

pressive. But though very few people know what germs are every-

body knows the mischief they can do, and the public regards a

‘ bacillus ’ as a necessarily evil thing—nay, as a veritable incarnation

of the principle of evil.

Now, this is very unfair to the microbes. It is a case of blacken-

ing the character of a whole family on account of the wickedness of

a few of its members. And this family, far from being wholly dis-

reputable, is largely composed of useful workers in Nature’s labora-

tory, so useful, in fact, that they are quite indispensable. A germless

world would not be worth living in. The proposition can be

demonstrated easily enough
;
but first it may be well to glance at

the nature of germs in general.

Germs, then, or microbes, are microscopic unicellular plants

which produce more or less intense alterations in the substance in

which they grow. Such a definition is sufficiently exact for the

])resent purpose, and will include the budding fungi or yeasts, and

the fission fungi or bacteria, the two great groups to which belong

nearly all the forms usually known as germs. They are lowly

UKuribers of the vegetable kingdom
;
every individual consists of a

."ingle cell, showing little, if any, structural organisation; all are so

minute as to be quite invisible to the naked eye, except when they

occur in closely packed multitudes
;
and all (or at least all that

dc.s(*rve to be called germs) have the property of profoundly altering
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the soil which nourishes them. In this property consists their power

for good or ill.

A notable characteristic of most of these humble organisms is

the great rapidity v/ith which they multiply when placed in favour-

able conditions. The exceedingly active propagation of yeast is well

known
;
a very little leaven leaveneth the whole lump. And in the

case of the fission fiingi the vegetative life of a single bacterium

may last for just half an hour, at the end of which period it ceases

to be an individual. But it does not die—death is not a necessary

event so low down in the scale of existence—it divides into two

;

half an hour later four have made their appearance
;
and at this rate

of multiplication, supposing no untoward accident to occur and the

supply of nutriment to be sufficient, there will be more than a

thousand in five hours, and in ten hours from the origin of the

first individual a million bacteria will have come into existence.

While all fission fungi do not multiply at this rate (which has

actually been observed) some are doubtless still more rapid in their

increase. In order to flourish all microbes require moisture, warmth,

and food supply. For each species there is a certain temperature

which suits it best, and a certain soil in which it produces the

largest crops. They all love darkness rather than light, and direct

sunshine is very bad for them. But they do not necessarily perish

when the conditions are unfavourable. They may cease to grow, and

yet retain their vitality
;
and some species produce spores, which

(like the seeds of the higher plants) have a much greater power of

resistance than the vegetating forms from which they spring.

Such miscroscopic organisms are found in great number and

variety almost everywdiere round us. Eeaders who have followed

the progress of the very new science of bacteriology will remember

the late Professor Tyndall’s ingenious and beautiful experiments with

a luminous beam and test-tubes filled with putrescible infusions,

experiments intended to investigate the diffusion of atmospheric

germs. Much was learnt from these researches, but Tyndall’s

methods were imperfect and his results not free from error. They
appeared to lead to the conclusion that nearly all the invisible

floating matter—the matter which scatters light and renders a beam
luminous—consists of this form of life. According to that view, the

number of micro-organisms suspended in the air would be absolutely

incalculable
;
but we have come to know that, though very widely

distributed, they are by no means always present in great multitudes.

In fact, they are not normal inhabitants of tlie atmosphere at all

;

their presence may be said to be accidental
;
they are carried into it,

like any other form of dust, by chance currents
;
and they are

usually found adhering to those coarser particles, dead fibres, tissue

fragments, and heterogeneous debris, of which ordinary dust is

composed.
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Dust, however, though in a sense accidental, is pretty universal

in this atmosphere of ours, and floating germs can generally be

found if they are sought for. In the air of dwellings they are not

numerous so long as the dust is not disturbed, but then it nearly

always is being disturbed. Consequently, in any inhabited room,

when we close the blinds and let in a beam of sunshine through a

chink, we see what Lucretius saw :

Malta minuta modis multis per inane videbis

Corpora misceri radioriim lumine in ipso,

Et velut ceterno certamine proelia pugnas

Edere turmatim certantia nec dare pausam,

Conciliis et discidiis exercita crebris !

And many of these motes carry with them a living burden, a

bacterium, a mould-spore or a yeast- cell. Out of doors the air, of

course, is hardly ever still, and its currents sweep dust from every

dry surface, carrying up a varying number of germs. Alany

ingenious methods have been devised since Tyndall’s time for the

purpose of numbering such floating organisms. Without entering

into minute details, the general principle of one such method may
be briefly described. A jelly, compounded of materials known to be

favourable to the growth of germs, is liquefied, poured out upon a

clean glass surface, and cooled till it sets
;
the dust suspended in a

certain volume of air is allowed to fall upon the jelly
;
the germs,

thus separately deposited, grow where they settle, and in time form

distinct colonies, visible to the eye and easily counted. The

results so obtained can never be more than approximately correct,

but it may be interesting to note that there are usually not less than

one hundred living bacteria in every cubic metre of air just above

the surface of the ground
;
that there are not at all so many higher

up, unless by chance the air is full of dust
;
and that they are very

scarce over mid-ocean and in the higher regions of the atmosphere.

But while germs are thus only accidental inhabitants of the air,

and by no means universally distributed, it is quite otherwise with

soil and water. The superficial layers of the soil teem with them to

an incredible extent. There are alw’ays many of them in water,

even in our best drinking water in its natural condition. And our

bodies (as well as those of low'er animals) are coated, externally and

internally, with sw'arms of micro-organisms. They do not, indeed,

occur in our Iflood and tissues in health
;
but nevertheless we all

afford hospitality to a multitude of invisible guests, which find an

admirable home and nursery in portions of our frame. Now if all

these hosts around us, upon us, and within us were necessarily our

foes, the case of man would be ])itiable indeed, for there is no escape

from their ]>resence, and it is w holly impossible to exterminate them.

.But is th(‘ir extermination desiralJe ? How would the world get on

without them ?
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The active imagination of Mr. H. Gr. Wells has lately discovered'

a germ-free world in the planet Mars, and he tells what happens

when the inhabitants invade the earth and are exposed to the

assaults of microbes against which they have not acquired power

of resistance. But he does not attempt to picture the condition of

things in the germ-free world itself. Let us try for a moment to

imagine the state of the earth deprived altogether of this form of

life. Suppose, then, that air, water, soil, animals, and plants have

all been thoroughly sterilised in the bacteriological sense
;
suppose

that by the universal application of an ideally perfect germicide

every microbe has been killed, while higher living things remain

unharmed
;

and suppose that no new agents have been created

to perform the functions of the extinct families. What is the

result ?

First, we observe with gratitude that we have done with a large

number of diseases, acute and chronic, affecting beasts and men.

Kinderpest and glanders have disappeared
;
anthrax no longer slays

its thousands among sheep and cattle
;
tuberculosis in all its forms is

unknown. The plague has vanished, never to reappear in East or

West. Leprosy, the mysterious scourge of many ages and many
lands, at last dies out. In all probability we may expunge scarlatina,

measles, and all the common infectious fevers from our text-books
;

certainly no one need fear cholera, typhoid, diphtheria, or erysipelas.

Boils, carbuncles, and the like

Embossed sores and headed evils

no longer vex humanity. Xay, even toothache is, if not extinct, at

all events a rare affliction. In this changed world wounds and'

injuries are robbed of half their terrors, and surgeons take no pre-

cautions against septic trouble. Food-poisoning by ptomaines is never-

heard of. Sanitation becomes easy
;

evil odours are almost banished

from our streets. Various minor sources of annoyance have been

abolished
;
milk does not turn sour, nor butter rancid

;
eggs keep

always fresh; in the hottest summer our meat never becomes ‘ higli.^

It would almost seem that everybody should be satisfied, except the-

bacteriologist, whose occupation is done.

But very soon we begin to miss some things in our germless

world. There is no beer, wine, or brandy, all the yeast plants having

perished by the germicide. Xo doubt chemists will sooner or later

devise a substitute, but natural fermentation is at end. For the

same reason artificial methods of aeration must be universally

employed in making bread
;
the leaven that has been used for so

many ages has lost its potency. Our cheeses will not ‘ ripen,’ owing

to the absence of certain bacilli that used to efi’ect the chanj^e : and

there is a distinct falling off in the flavour of our best butter. The
manufacture of vinegar is stopped, because there is no longer a
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bacillus aceticus to work upon weak alcoholic solutions. Along

with these changes in our diet w'e seem to notice some impairment

of our digestive powers, which may be explained by the absence of

those innumerable micro-organisms which used to inhabit our

alimentary canals and which assuredly had some influence upon the

processes therein. Certainly the health of our herbivorous animals

suffers on this account
;
they lose the powder of digesting the cellu-

lose which enters so largely into their food. And the extinction of

the cellulose-decomposing bacteria has also a serious effect upon our

textile industries, the tough fibres of flax and hemp no longer sepa-

rating after maceration in water. Another important source of the

world’s wealth disappears with the disappearance of microscopic

organisms connected with the production of saltpetre
;
in future

there are no fortunes to be made out of nitrates.

Such, we have every reason to believe, are a few of the inevitable

results that would follow the annihilation of germs. Doubtless

numerous other losses would be suffered, for the useful fermentations

and decompositions set up by minute vegetable organisms are as yet

very imperfectly known. The inconveniences mentioned might,

however, be overcome, or at least tolerated, in consideration of the

concomitant lessening of disease. Far more serious consequences

have yet to be described.

When a pinch of garden mould is shaken up in a wineglassful of

water, it is easy to prove that every drop of the infusion contains

hundreds of bacteria. Far from being inert matter, the soil every-

where teems with life and manifold activities. It is especially the

home, the nursery, of the fission fungi ;
in its superficial layers

they swarm in incalculable multitudes
;
from it they are carried into

the air with the dust raised by wind-currents, and into it they

ultimately return. Here, in the course of their growth and multipli-

cation, they perform work of quite inestimable value, for it is mainly,

if not exclusively, to them that we owe the nitrification and other

chemical processes which fertilise the earth and afford nourishment

to plants. If the soil were rendered ‘ sterile ’ in the bacteriological

sense

—

that is, if all the lower fungi in it were destroyed—it would

soon be sterile in another sense also
;
our crops would perish, and

agriculture would come utterly to an end. Neither grass, nor herb

yielding seed, nor fruit-tree yielding fruit after his kind, could

iiUrvive the deprivation of their natural nourishment
;
and as animal

life is ultimately dependent upon ])lant life, the fatal consequences

would not be confined to the vegetable kingdom.

Hut, indeed, when we consider the matter from another point of

view, it becomes still more evident that the activity of these lowly

forms is a condition essential to the continuance of higher life on the

earth. For nothiug is more certain than the fact that the processc's

by which organic bodies, animal and vegetable, are converted after
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death into simpler combinations or into their ultimate elements

—

the processes known to us as putrefaction and decay—are absolutely

dependent on microscopic organisms, especially bacteria. But if such

processes did not take place, whence would be derived the materials

for the construction of successive generations of animals and plants ?

The amount of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, &c., available for

the composition of living bodies is not an unlimited quantity, but is

constantly utilised over and over again
;
there are necessary economies

in the working of the laboratories of nature. At present all living

things die and return to the earth from which they are derived
;
and

their substances are again used to construct the substances of new

living things. A part is at once assimilated by ‘ necrophagous
’

creatures, the scavengers of the soil
;
but the important economy

consists in the slow decompositions set up by bacteria, resolving dead

organic matter into elements available for fresh life. If these

decompositions were to cease, if animals and plants were to remain

incorruptible after death, how can we escape the conclusion that

sooner or later the supply of such available elements must be

exhausted, and life itself must come to an end ?

Henry S. Gabbett, M.D.
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THE DECLINE OF THE ART OF SINGING

Singing is an essentially Italian art, derived most probably from the

Greeks. In ancient Eome, under the later Caesars, there were

certainly a number of famous professional singers of either sex
;
but

once the influence of the Church became dominant, musicians and

actors alike fell under her ban and were outlawed, and thus the vocal

art was eventually absorbed into the service of the Church, and

gradually developed as Gregorian or plain chant.

We have no precise record of professional singing in Italy until

the sixteenth century, when Sanudo, in several passages of his

celebrated Diary, in which he describes the elaborate functions and

festivities organised on the occasion of the marriage of Lucrezia

Borgia with Don Alfonso d’Este, Duke of Ferrara, mentions that

‘ the illustrious bride ’ assisted at concerts of music in which male

and female singers, who were handsomely paid for their services, took

part. Eunuchs (castrati) and boys, however, were the principal

soprani and contralti of those early times, and the first interpreters

of Palestrina, Vittoria, and Allegri. In the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries the prima donna was already a recognised power in the

social history of the period. Thus in the first half of the seventeenth

La Calderona reigned supreme at Milan, Naples, and especially at

INIadrid, where Philip the Fourth, setting asidethe severe etiquette of

the Spanish Court, not only received her in public with honour, but paid

her so much attention in private that she eventually became the

mother of a prince known in Sjianish history as Don John of Austria.^

* There is in existence a very rare book, printed at Geneva in 1G90, entitled La,

Vic de Mme. Marie Calderona, Chanteuse et Comedienne, q^ui fut la Maitresse die 11,oi

irh Caiholifjuc Don rhilijipe IV d'Et^pagne. According to this work she was born

at Venice, and was not conspicuously beautiful, but very graceful and accomplished.

Her voice was of limited compass, but she managed it to perfection, and sang in

Italian, French, and Spanish with astonishing clfcct. On her first appearance in

Madrid Philip the Fourth was so overcome by her charm that he there and then

threw over an old love affair with one of the Queen’s maids of honour and made her

his mistress. The Court tradition declares she was brought to bed of a son on the

very .same day as w?is the Queen, Elizabeth F.arncse. The King, wishing his mistress's

son instead of his legitimate olfsjiring to succeed him on the throne, caused the babes

!<• l>c secretly changed. If this story be true, Calderona’s child became that Infante

I ton Jhdtazar who h;is been more than once immortalised by Velasquez, and the

Quf

'

n’s .son that famous Don Juan of Austria who v/as popularly believed to bo the
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With the development of the opera vocal music made an advance

step, and the Courts of Europe applauded with enthusiasm such singers

as Baltazzaro Ferri, Francesco Pasi, Carestini, Siface, Giriello, Fari-

nella, Mariuccia Foli, Calandrini, Teresa Saducci, and Cafifarello, not

one of whom, we are assured, presumed to make a first appearance

under at least six years’ training. Singing remained throughout the

last century almost exclusively in the hands of the Italians. We
English, however, may boast that if Italy gave us a Storace and a

Catalan!, we returned the compliment by sending to Paris, Venice,

Pome, Vienna, and Naples Mrs. Billington, who retired in 1809, and

who created furore wherever she appeared. Since then we have

held our own fairly well, and it is only within the last fifteen years

that we have been obliged to yield the palm in this branch of art to

our American cousins, not from any lack of fine voices, but for other

reasons which I shall presently explain.

Before me as I write is a curious volume entitled L’ Arte del

Bel Canto, published in Bologna in 1723, by Pier-francesco Tosi, a

celebrated singer and teacher of music of the eighteenth century.^

Although Tosi’s work is somewhat pedantic, it is nevertheless so very

practical that many of the remarks which he made over 200 years

ago might have been written yesterday, they are so pertinent to the

actual condition of the lyric stage and of the art of singing in

general. He deplores, for instance, the decline in the number of

great Italian singers in his own time, a misfortune which he attributes

to w'ant of earnestness and enthusiasm on the part of teachers and

pupils alike. ‘ Professional vocalists,’ says he, ‘ usually belong to the

poorer classes, and in these degenerate days [1723] parents are too

eager for their children to begin to earn money, and apparently think

that the possession of a good voice is all that is necessary for them

to v/in speedy fortune or spring to fame. They either will not or

cannot spend sufficient capital upon the musical education of their

offspring, and therefore drive them into the professional career long

before they have mastered their art. The professors, on the other

hand, having lost all love of glory, neglect those pupils who, however

richly endowed by nature, cannot pay them handsomely.’ A little

bastard, and who, on the strength of this ‘ queer story,’ made a vigorous attempt to

claim the throne. As to La Calderona, she eventually fell into disgrace on account

of her marked preference for ihe Duke de Medina Sidonia, and was banished from
JMadrid. She ultimately entered the convent of Las Descalzas Keales, and received

the veil from the hands of the Nuncio, who in due time became Pope Innccent the

Tenth. Maria Calderona died in 1G78.

2 This work was translated into English in 1727 by Gaillard, who interpolated a
number of observations and illustrations of his own. The dedication to Lord Peter-

borough is very quaint. Tosi, who had, during a visit to England in 1720, enjoyed his

lordship’s hospitality at his seat. Parson’s Green, remarks that in ‘ my lor’s {sic) park
there is a superb tree which produces magnificent tulips.’ Evidently a tulip tree

was a novelty in those days. It grows abundantly enough in Italy at the present
time.

3 EVoL. XLV—No. 2G8
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further he asserts, and truly enough, ‘ that it takes at least four years

for a pupil to become even moderately proficient as a singer, and

then only on the condition that the aspiring vocalist falls into the

hands of a competent maestro.’

At the close of his remarkable treatise Tosi exhorts his readers

and pupils to remember that an art so exceedingly difficult as that of

singing is not learnt in a single day.

Indeed, it takes a lifetime to master it completely, and that is why great singers

ought to make great masters. So long as you live, oh my pupils [he exclaims],

you will find matter for study and improvement. Pray never imagine that you

know everything, and, above all, do not despise advice. Even a bad singer can

teach you something. His errors of taste and judgment are worth a great deal to

you, even if they only serve you as models of what you should avoid.

What Tosi said so long ago holds good to-day, when, at the close of

the nineteenth century, we are echoing the lamentations to which he

gave vent at the beginning of the eighteenth.

It may be as well to remind the reader here that vocal music in

Tosi’s time was undergoing a state of transition from the severe style

of the seventeenth century to the more elaborate of the eighteenth.

The opera had become not only a favourite amusement with the

aristocracy, but with the general public, and consequently the lyric

stage demanded a constant supply of singers of both sexes, whose

style wns to be more dramatic, not to say theatrical, than that which

had hitherto been in vogue. Hence at first there must have been

some considerable difficulty in finding singers to interpret the music

of the new school. A very similar state of affairs exists at the

present, when vocal music is undergoing another distinct but, I fear,

rather more dangerous transformation.

As a musical critic of over twenty years’ standing, I think I may
be allowed to speak somewhat authoritatively on this subject. I was

brought up among musicians, and many of my oldest friends have

been singers whose names are illustrious in the history of music. As

a lad I possessed a remarkable soprano voice of extraordinary compass

and flexibility, which attracted the attention of Signor Tamburini,

then an elderly gentleman and residing at Nice, where I passed my
childhood, who amused himself by cultivating it for all it was worth.

He trained me to sing a number of the elaborate arias by Scarlatti,

Lotto, Jumeli, Storace, Paesiello, Zingarelli, IMozart, and Eossini.

T^ater in life my voice became a light baritone, and I received in New
'^'ork a good many lessons from the once famous tenor Signor Brig-

nole. Unfortunately, a persistent trouble of the throat p)revented my
embracing a j>rofession for which I believe I had some qualification.

This much in parenthesis.

I do not hesitate to attril)ute the actual falling off in the number
and quality of the singers of our time to two j)rimary causes. In the

first place, the majority of the rising generation of aspirants to the
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musical profession, in their eagerness to begin to earn money, do not

give themselves sufficient leisure to master their art; and in the

second, the influence of the new school of music, in which, more

frequently than not, no consideration whatever is paid to the frailty

of the vocal organs, and which is consequently distinctly detrimental

to their development and cultivation. The accompaniments as a rule

are much too loud and elaborate, and the singer is consequently

driven to strain the voice in order to obtain hearing. I have the

greatest possible admiration for Wagner’s genius, an admiration,

however, which does not prevent my enjoying the tunesome melodies

of composers of a less advanced school. My appreciation of the Ring

is none the less genuine because I revel in the beauties of II Barhiere

di Siviglia, or bask in the charms of La Figlia del Reggimento.

Wagner persistently ignored the exceeding delicacy of the vocal

chords, and treated them as though they were so much catgut. The

finest and strongest voices soon resent such treatment, and speedily

lose their charm, flexibility, and, above all, their sympathetic qualities,

to become tremulous and strident. It is, however, a somewhat singular

fact that whereas the singers of the modern or German school can

only interpret Wagner and the works of his followers, the singers of

the older method have often proved themselves the best interpreters

of the great composer of Bayreuth—as, for instance, the brothers De
Eeszke, Theresa Titiens, who was the finest of Ortrudes, and Chris-

tina Nilsson, the most enchanting of Elsas.

But long before Wagner’s music had obtained its present

recognition, Verdi was popularly known in the Italian musical

world as r ammazza voce, ‘ the killer of voices.’ I remember when
I was still in my teens overhearing a discussion at the Villa

Xovello, Genoa, in which the Countess Gigliucci (Clara Novello) and

her sisters, the late Mrs. Cowden Clark and Miss Sabilla Novello,

took part. The Countess, who had just sung as w'ell as she ever did

in her life ‘ With verdure clad,’ turned round from the piano and

said, ‘ One can manage Haydn’s music easily enough, the accompani-

ments are always so subdued. I defy any voice, however robust, to

resist for long the strain of II Trovatore. Fancy having to shout,

night after night, at the top of one’s voice, over a clashing orchestra,

that dreadful duet in which Leonora, at the full vent of her lungs,

defies II Conte de Luna :

Calpestar piioi questo cuor,

Ma salvar tu dei il Trovator/

The duet alluded to by Madame Novello is undoubtedly very

trying, but its effect upon the larynx is trifling as compared with that

which the vocal cords of the representative of Brunhilde are called

upon to undergo in the second opera of the King Cycle. One of the

most distinguished of Wagnerian g/idme donne recently assured me
3 II 2
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that her throat was so sore and fatigued after a performance of the

arduous role of Brunhilde that for a couple of days after she could

not sing a note, and, moreover, that she found it a physical impos-

sibility to undertake the part more than twice in one week.

In a letter addressed to me in 1874, Madame Titiens said

:

Believe me, there is but one method of singing—the good old Italian. It

enabled me to sing, not only the florid music of II Barbiere and of Lucia, but that

more dramatic of Norma and Lucrezia. It was also of the greatest service to me
when I undertook the arduous part of Ortrude, and even in this role it taught me
how to modulate and restrain my voice, and impart to the music a greater variety

of intonations than I think the majority of rising singers imagine possible, I sing

and act it broadly in my Norma manner. I am longing to sing Brunhilde, which

I propose studying next.

Alas ! two years later this noble singer’s voice was silenced for ever

!

I have often heard Titiens describe how assiduously she had had

to study in her youth every sort of music. I believe she made her

clehut as the frolicsome Kosina, and she closed her splendid career

with the heavy part of Lucrezia. I once asked her how long it took

her to learn singing. ‘ Nearly seven years,’ was the answer. ‘ I was

kept three years learning scales, cadences, and trills before I was

allowed even to look at a song with words. After five years’ hard

study I w^as permitted to make my dehut, and I had even then much
to learn and many difficulties to overcome. And now I find every

day sometliiDg new to learn or something to avoid.’ How few of our

rising singers can say as much !

The chief charm of the human voice is its endless variety of

intonation and its individuality, qualities wffiich will ever ensure

for it a superiority over any other musical instrument, and it is in

the training of these inherent gifts that lies the secret of the

professor’s art and success. It is, therefore, impossible to train a

voice for the stage or concert platform in a class, as is only too often

the case in England. Choral singing is all very well in its way, and

has its uses, and may serve an amateur whose ambition does not rise

above a desire to sing decently in time and tune in a church choir,

or to get through a simple ballad creditably at a school treat, but

otherwise it is absolutely detrimental. When a pupil possesses a

fine voice and a certain amount of musical talent, not to say genius,

he or she mmst be placed under the direction of a competent master

for not less than three or four years, during which time the technique

of a most complex art has to be imparted and acquired. It does not,

of course, follow that the possession of a fine voice wdll make a fine

singer. There must be, in addition to well -developed vocal organs,

(li.stinct mu.^ical talent, and, above all, a naturally refined taste, and

altility to grasp the full meaning of the composer so as to interpret

hi f'ornpo.sition with dramatic feeling but without theatrical exag-

gerati . 1 , It frequently happens—especially among the French—
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that a singer with a mere thread of voice produces by the simple

means of a system of exquisitely refined ‘phrasing’ the most

delightful effect
;

for instance, Yvette Grilbert, who has no voice at

all, but qui sait dire la chanson, which is a very great art indeed !

This art is possessed in a high degree by Marie Tempest, Letty Lind,

Juliette Nesville and Ada Eeeve.

When the master has imparted the mechanism of the art

—

such as management of breath, facility of vocalisation, power of

sustaining notes, and a well-developed hatred of that detestable

tremolo which is unfortunately so dear to many modern vocalists

—

there yet remains to him the arduous task of teaching his pupils how
to phrase with taste, and to employ judiciously and with dramatic

feeling and refinement the acquired knowledge of the ornamentations

and variations analogous to the different st}?les of musical composi-

tions which they are called upon to deliver. This art of phrasing, it

may be w^ell to observe, is not confined to the words, but deals also

with the shading of the cadenze, the tasteful introduction of runs

and trills, whereby a vocalist produces those magical effects wLich

so greatly charm an audience, and made the lasting fame of a Malibran

and command our enthusiasm for a Patti, a Calve, a Melba, a

Nevada, a Planpon, or a De Eeszke.

Within the past few days I have interviewed several of our lead-

ing professors of singing, and they all declare that they find it almost

impossible to impress upon their pupils that it takes a much longer

time to train a voice properly than they seem to imagine. The fact

of the matter is, as a rule, pupils will not, or cannot, spend sufficient

money upon their musical education, and apparently think that two

or three dozen lessons are all that are necessary, whereas in reality

two or three hundred dozen are barely sufficient. Singing is an art

w'hich requires the incessant care of the cultivator, who, like a skilled

gardener, must watch with the utmost solicitude his growing seedling

until it reaches maturity. How can a master do his pupil or himself

justice if, at the end of a few dozen lessons, the pupil announces

that he considers himself fully equipped to appear in public ?

A quarter of a century ago most vocal students went to Italy,

France, or Belgium to learn singing, especially to Italy, in those

days a very cheap country, where even so illustrious a maestro as

Pietro Eomani was envied by his colleagues because he got the pro-

digious sum of ten pauli, or francs, an hour per lesson ! At present

Italy is no longeran inexpensive country, and the very few good masters

at Milan and elsewhere charge as high a fee as their colleagues in

London or Paris, and, moreover, have such a crowd of well-to-do

American pupils in training that they no longer take the least

trouble with those who are not likely to prove profitable to them.

Meanwhile, within the last twenty years, the Americans, who are

essentially a practical people, have managed to conquer, so to speak.
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the lyric stage. With their ’cute commercial instincts, our Trans-

atlantic cousins look upon singing as a profession like any other,

only to be acquired after considerable expenditure of time and

capital. It often happens in America that when a young person is

discovered to have a remarkably fine voice, and the parents and

friends cannot afford to have it properly cultivated, some rich

patron will come forward and subscribe a sum of, say, from a thousand

to fifteen hundred pounds to defray the expenses of prolonged study

in Paris or Milan. I can mention the names of several now famous

American singers who have been thus liberally and platonically

assisted in the earlier stages of their careers. I have yet to hear of

an English millionaire who has ever followed, at any rate in recent

times, even as a speculation, this excellent example. Paris and

Milan are now full of American girls and boys well supplied with

means to study properly. In Paris they generally flock to Madame
Marches!, a teacher of merit, whose interminable list of pupils

contains some first-class names, but nearly all of them of American

nationality.^ Quite recently a friend wrote to me from Italy as

follows

:

This city, twenty years ago, used to be the emporium of the musical world, to

which, at certain seasons of the year, impresarii flocked from all quarters of the

earth to secure new singers and new operas. It is so no longer. We produce

nothing worthy of their attention. We hare scarcely any great teachers left, and

the Americans, with their wealth, have completely demoralised our remaining

maestri, who are now without heart or conscience. When they hear of the arrival

of some rich American they literally fight for his or her possession, and when by

dint of flattery and humbug they have secured their prize, they forthwith proceed

to fleece their victim. Occasionally they discover really a treasure—these Yankees

are very intelligent, and often have splendid voices—and then matters run smoothly

and honestly enough. At the end of three or four years the American buys his or

her debut at some one of our innumerable theatres either in Milan or in the pro-

vinces, and consequently Italian students, who are generally paupers, have no

chance of succeeding whatever. Our Italian voices are as magnificent as they ever

were, but we cannot afibrd to pay the increased prices demanded by our leading

maestri for lessons, and if we could, what can a poor Italian do to secure an

opening, even in the provinces, when our leading impresarii are watching their

opportunity to secure an American donna, tenor or baritone, who is willing

to pay the expenses of the entire troupe ? There are at present in Italy not less

than twenty American jjrime donne, tenors and baritones. They usually assume

Italian names, and after a season or so touring in nearly every town between

i\lilan and Naples return home and make fortunes. As the great official theatres,

such as La Scala and the Fenice at Venice, the Commiinale at Bologna, and the

Catlo Felice at Genoa, are closed, the public is no longer sincerely critical, for it

has lieard during the last generation or so too much bad singing to be able to

judge correctly, and is very apt to applaud to the echo an indifferent win donna

who subventions the press and buys her own bouquets.

d’liis maybe a somewhat exaggerated statement, but it undoubtedly

contains more than a grain of trutli. Unfortunately, there is no

* '1 his lady’s accomplished daughter, Madame Blanche Marchesi, is now in

liOndon, She is .a i>ast mistress of tl.c art of vocal phrasing.
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apparent remedy. The Italian Government is next door to bankrupt,

and as it is unable to pay its employes it is not very likely to do

much for its singers. Last season there was, I believe, not a single

Italian ‘ star ’ at Covent Garden, and only one English lady, the

deservedly popular and very able Madame Brema. The principal

‘ star,’ Madame Melba, is an Australian, and there were three leading

American donne, Mesdames Eames, Nordica, and Adams. That

magnificent singer and lyric actress, Madame Ternina, whose Fidelio

was a revelation, is, I believe, an Austrian with an Italian name.

Signor Salega was the only Italian tenor.

During the course of the year I am frequently invited to hear

some young lady or gentleman or other sing, in order to give them
my advice. Only a few weeks ago a young lady came to my rooms,

accompanied by her mother, and sang to me fairly well. I have

rarely heard a finer natural voice, or evidences of worse training.

When she had finished, I frankly told her that if she would consent

to study under competent directions for a few years, she would be able

to make a handsome living. I was answered that she was already

studying at a well-known Academy, and that her master had taught her

to sing some ballads, and that all she now needed was an engagement

!

She went away very much crestfallen, for I believe she thought

herself competent to appear at Covent Garden then and there. Of

course it is a grievous pity that we do not possess a National Con-

servatory of Music, where promising pupils who cannot afiford to pay

high prices for lessons could be properly taught. So far the

Academy of Music, I am assured, has not turned out a first-class

vocal ‘ star,’ for though both Miss MacIntyre and Miss Clara Butt

graduated from the said Academy, they had to go abroad to complete

their musical education.

One of the most important matters connected with the early

training of a vocalist is the selection of a competent master or

mistress. There are at the present time, be it in England or abroad,

exceedingly few really authoritative professors
;
and as it is impera-

tive for a pupil to fall into the right hands from the very beginning,

it would be well to seek the best advice before taking a single lesson,

and above all to be wary of the veritable army of quacks who
advertise that they have discovered ‘ some new method of voice

production.’ It is also necessary that the teacher should have a

well-bred and pure English pronunciation, without which even

skilful training must end in failure. Not very long ago I heard a

young lady, who sang remarkably well with a beautiful voice at one

of our first-class concert halls, mar the excellent effect she otherwise

produced by a strong Cockney accent, which, imported into oratorio,

was quite disastrous. ‘ Oi kna-ow thet moy Kedeemer liveth, and

thet after death Oi shall . . .
,’ &c.,' jars somewhat upon the ears of

even the least refined, and w'ould destroy the efforts of a Titiens or
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a Clara Novello. This Cockney accent is the reason, I fear, why so

many ballad singers with charming voices and considerable talent

are never able to get beyond the music-hall.

If there is at present a dearth of first-class English oratorio and

opera singers, there is an equally marked diminution in the ranks of

the concert platform and comic-opera stage artists. The Americans

are crowding us out even in this direction, for the simple reason that

they are better trained. Many of the American comic-opera singers

who are now so popular have studied for years in Paris or Italy before

venturing upon the boards. There is a great demand just now for

competent singers in this branch of art, which may not be an

exceedingly elevated one, but which is none the less remunerative,

and especially suitable for singers whose voices are flexible and

sympathetic, but not of great volume. A leading comic-opera

manager tells me that although he is constantly hearing fine voices

and seeing good-looking young ladies and gentlemen eager to make
their dHuts in his numerous companies, even in very small parts, he

rarely, if ever, comes across one who can sing so much as a simple

ballad respectably, and he therefore is obliged to engage Americans,

who sing fairly well and are generally very smart and intelligent.

‘ My principal difficulty,’ said a leading impresario to me only the

other day, ‘ is not the selection of operas, but that of finding singers

to interpret them. You ask me why I do not produce Lucrezia

Borgia, Norma, Cherubini’s Medea, Spontini’s Vestale, or Mozart’s

Flauto Magico ? My answer is that there is scarcely any one now
before the footlights wffio can sing these operas. It is the same with

La Sonnamhula, and a host of other charming works, not much in

fashion now, it is true, but none the less delightful, and which I am
sure would be eminently popular if they were given in accordance

with modern taste in smaller theatres than Covent Garden or Drury

Lane. We have declaimers in abundance who can shout Wagner,

but with few exceptions artists who can sing Wagner as well as

Possini belong to a by-gone age. I think they died with Titiens,

who could sing Semiramide to perfection, and who was altogether

the finest Ortrude I have ever seen or heard.’

There are at the present time only three or four jgrime donne

who can draw a big audience to Covent Garden, independently of the

opera in which they appear—Melba, Calve, Nordica, and lately

Ternina, all of whom w'ere trained in the old Italian method. It was

otherwise thirty years ago. Then London supported two opera-houses,

and each had its galaxy of ‘ stars’ of the first magnitude— Titiens,

Nilsson, I^itti, Galetti-Gianoli, Pauline Lucca, lima di INIurska,

Albani, Marimon, ]>orghi-Mamo, the Sisters Marchisio, Eaure,

(iiuglini, Gardoni, Wachtel, Formes, Foli, Campanini, Gassier, &c.

And this list is a })Oor one compared with that wdiich our two opera

houses published annually from 1848 to 1858, which contained the-
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names of Grisi, Colbran, Bosio, Sontag, Piccolomini, Jenny Lind,

Persian!, Tachinardi, Frezzolini, Alboni, Jobanne Wagner, Mario,

Eonconi, Tamberlik, Lablache, Tamburini, Tagliafico, e Didsa quanti

altri ! In the English companies in the sixties and seventies we

had Parepa Rosa, Lemmens-Sherrington, Louisa and Susan Pyne,

Sainton Dolby, Patey, Santley, Harrison, Lloyd, Sims Reeves (already

a veteran, by the way), and a host of others too numerous to mention,

but equally popular in their day.

There must surely be some reason for this scarcity, both in Italy

and England, of first-class vocalists, especiahy at a time when the

operatic stage is crowded with Americans who, I do not hesitate to

say, would never have been awarded the high positions many of them
now occupy had they begun their careers in the good old times, when
there were still giants in the land.

It is, of course, impossible within the limits of a necessarily brief

article to enumerate all the many reasons why singing as a fine art

has so greatly deteriorated of late years, a fact which is all the more

regrettable since at no period in the history of music has there been

a time when the possession of even a fairly good voice, a passable

stage presence, and a little talent have offered such chances for the

making, not merely of a respectable living, but of a considerable

fortune. Success in London or New York means success in a

hundred other cities in England, the States, or the British Colonies.

Should grand opera be beyond the means of the aspiring youth or

maiden, there is the comic-opera stage clamouring for them if they can

sing respectably and act creditably. Under these fortunate circum-

stances, it strikes me that some outlay at the start is well worth the

sacrifice.

In conclusion, I would draw attention to a few facts connected

with the art of singing which seem to me at present to be either

totally ignored or else neglected. In the first place, I know of only

too many instances, especially in the case of males, in which the pupil

has been allowed to start singing too soon after the natural change

of voice which takes place at the age of puberty. Before this change

the larynx is small and situated high up in the throat, producing

high soprano tones, like those of a female. At the period of

transformation it increases in volume, and sinks to its permanent

position. It is therefore fatal to disturb or exercise it until nature

has restored matters to their normal condition, and the voice is once

more settled in its new character of tenor, baritone, or bass. Not less

than two years must be allowed to elapse before the student should

attempt to sing, and then only on the competent advice of a throat

doctor or a professor of singing.

Then, again, I am constantly hearing as I pass along the streets

people practising singing wrongly. They will persist in vocalising

the A as if it were spelt Awe, whereby the mouth is forced up spoon-
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shape. Needless to say that it should be enunciated broadly like the

letter E in English, and with the mouth wide open and slightly

smiling. If the erroneous method of vocalising is the result of the

professor’s training, the sooner that professor is changed the

better.

lam inclined to think it is mainly due to this wretched system

of vocalising that it is so difficult to make out in what language the

majority of our artists and amateurs are singing. I have alluded else-

where to the appalling results attending a Cockney accent
;
but after

all, that is better than the incomprehensible and blurred enunciation

which seems just now to be fashionable. During the past season I

heard a debutante at a fashionable concert sing a famous old ballad.

She had a fine and sympathetic voice, but had it not been for the

well-known tune she might have been singing Chinese for all the

audience could make out. This terrible defect is not, unfortunately,

confined to singers of the third and fourth ranks. Many of those who
are ‘ stars ’ of the first magnitude sin in this direction to an incon-

ceivable extent—an extent, indeed, which renders it possible for an

opera to be occasionally given in three different languages at our

leading opera house, nobody being any the wiser.

Among a number of letters from Madame Theresa Titiens which

I treasure is one dated Boston, the 31st of March 1876. ‘I

have seen Mr. Longfellow,’ she writes. ‘ He called at my hotel,

and insisted upon my passing the afternoon at his delightful house

on the Common, which I did. He is extremely handsome, with

beautiful kindly eyes, and with white hair which sets them off to

advantage. He spoke much of you, and with great interest. I sang

to him several times, especially old ballads. He afterwards paid me
a compliment which I appreciate beyond any. Taking both my
hands in his, he said, “ And I understood every word you sang, you

gave each word its true value and phrased to absolute perfection.”

Now, if I am vain of one thing more than another, it is of being

understood by my audience. What in Heaven’s name is the good of

listening to a song if you can’t make out what it is all about ? ’ I am
sure my readers will agree with this remark, made by one of the

greatest singers of the present century.

Eichaed Davey.
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Mr. Gibson has ventilated a very interesting problem in the last

number of this Revieiu—that of the attitude of Ecclesiastical

Authority towards Catholic Apologetics, and towards biblical criticism

and scientific research among Catholics. It is perhaps a question

whether the discussion is suited to the general public, which is

already too prone to judge harshly the shortcomings of Ecclesiastical

Authority. But as the writer to whom I have referred has thought

otherwise, I am unwilling that his statements should go without

some brief comment. It seems unfortunate that Mr. Gibson should

profess to be spokesman for a view held by a ‘ vast number of

Catholic laymen and of priests,’ as he expressly informs us (p.

793) that his antecedents are those of a Protestant who became

a freethinker, and afterwards, in studying the Catholic Church,

found that ‘ all he saw, all that he heard in conversation, all

that he read in authorised sources tended to convince him that

Catholic theology was hopelessly at variance with all that was sound

or healthy in the modern world.’ ^ He nevertheless ‘ found that he

w^as a Catholic,’ because the names of ‘ Athanasius, Aristotle,

Galileo ’ witnessed to the final triumph of progress and enlighten-

ment within the Church. In what sense a writer holding: this

position is spokesman for any Catholics at all it is hard to imagine.

To maintain such an attitude in stable equilibrium needs (to say

nothing else) an intellectual agility possessed by few. The present

writer offers some observations from a very opposite standpoint
;

for

he may say of his own early training that it consisted entirely in

what he saw, what he heard, and what he read—at all events under

the sanction of authorised preceptors. And having had in later life

sufficient opportunity of acquainting himself with what was ‘ sound

and healthy in the modern world,’ he has a strong conviction that

that world has a great deal to learn from time-honoured principles

which an age of revolution lightly set aside, and which Catholic

Authority has preserved, even if it may sometimes have applied them
‘ The italics are my owrii
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too rigorously. The Church has at least never forgotten that no

theological polity can hold together without effective authority

—

that if liberty for the experts is necessary to the advance of know-

ledge in all departments, authority is equally necessary to consolidate

it, to unify it, and to impress it on the multitude. She has remembered

those functions of tradition and authority of which Mr. Kipling is

reminding a civilisation which has well nigh forgotten them

:

Hold ye the Faith, the faith our fathers sealed us,

Keep ye the Law, he swift in all obedience
;

And again

:

The head and the hoof of the Law,
And the haunch and the hump is—Obey.

But it is mainly as one among many to whom a reasonable

measure of liberty does seem essential if Catholic thinkers and critics

are to hold their own intellectually in the modern v/orld, that I wish

briefly to record my impressions. For it appears to me that if

other professed Catholics wrote as Mr. Gibson has done, and adopted

the tone which he adopts, it w'ould become impossible for Ecclesias-

tical Authority, consistently with maintaining principles more vital

than anything which concerns the advancement of secular learning,

to allow us that provisional intellectual liberty of which we do

profoundly feel the need. We are slow to allow liberty to those who
abuse it. If a writer openly professes that his object is simply to

sweep away the existing system of the Catholic schools and Eoman
congregations, liberty cannot and ought not to be granted to him. If

he does this without having an adequate knowledge—by experience

or by reading—of what that system is, his position w^ould be even

more calculated to give offence, did not the alternative suggest itself

that he is not writing seriously.

On the two instances of authoritative narrowness of which Mr.

Gibson speaks with the most withering scorn I can give my own

personal experience. The first is the question of biblical criticism.

He writes as follows :

—

‘ The biblical critic is at liberty to conform to the severest rules

of his science, but, if he is a professor at a Catholic institution, many
of his discoveries are prepared for him beforehand by the Koman
congregations. He is bound, for instance, as a teacher to differ from

all independent critics on the question of the authenticity of the

verse in the first epistle of St. John beginning, “ There are three who
bear witness in heaven,” &c.’

The present writer was educated at a Catholic college and

seminary. He remembers perfectly that the Professor of Scriptural

]Cxeg(^‘^is w’ent into the reasons regard to the

authenticity of the text, and decided that the evidence was against

its authenticity. He remembers also that the theological Professor
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did not so far come up to the requirements of biblical exegesis as

to except the text in question from ‘all the parts’ of the Vulgate

which the Council of Trent declares authentic. Nor did he

advocate the omission of the text from the new editions of the

Vulgate. The present writer fully understood that this was in con-

formity to a wise conservatism which leads theology to hold by

traditional positions until such time has elapsed as makes the

assimilation of modifications from extraneous sciences free from all

objection. So far as I know the text in question is left standing in

all authorised versions—Anglican and G-reek as well as Catholic.

When the reply of the Holy Office came two years ago, answering

in the negative the question whether it was ‘ safe ’ to deny its

authenticity, many, the present writer included, regretted the effect

on the general public of this technical reaffirmation of a position

which competent students felt to be doomed. He wrote to Cardinal

Vaughan, who was at Home, and received permission to publish the

Cardinal’s ‘ authorised ’ answer, to the effect that no change whatever

in the position open to biblical critics was intended. ‘ I have ascer-

tained from an excellent source,’ he wrote, ‘ that the decree of the

Holy Office on the passage on the “ Three Witnesses,” which you

refer to, is not intended to close the discussion on the authenticity

of that text. The field of Biblical Criticism is not touched by this

decree.’ The Cardinal added that the decree was concerned with

the ‘ theological value ’ of the text.

Whether or no the decision of the Holy Office was well timed,

in view of its effect on the outside public, it was, then, not intended,

as Mr. Gfibson supposes, to preclude the ‘ Biblical critic ’ at a
‘ Catholic institution’ from forming his own independent judgment

as to the rational conclusion warranted by the evidence before him.

Theology and Biblical criticism are separate sciences. And their

mutual independence has its intelligible function in the progress of

knowledge. The critic is the Liberal pioneer, whose privilege it is

occasionally to be rash, provided he does not dogmatise
;
the theo-

logian remains the Conservative make-weight, and sets his remnant

of antiquated positions against the critic’s overflow of evanescent

novelties.

As to the second point raised by Mr. Gibson, the evolution of

Adam’s body, I can only say that the whole of my study of the

Origin of Species and the Descent of Man, which I read most care-

fully in the early seventies, was under the direction of an ‘ author-

ised ’ Catholic Professor at a ‘ Catholic University.’ That Adam’s

body was evolved by the operation of natural selection may have

been regarded at that university as a crude and rash proposition.

I should personally still hold that the details of evolution have not

been sufficiently agreed upon by men of science to give the doctrine

that maturity which custom requires before it is introduced into
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the propositions of technical theology. But many of my fellow-

students held with our Professor that the making of man might in

some sense have been part of a great evolutionary process, and that

St. Augustine had in general terms anticipated such a supposition.

In Kome I studied at the Gregorian University
;
and I did hear

cogent arguments against the view that natural selection by itself

could possibly account for man as we know him
;
but many of

these arguments were at a later time emphasised and defined by

]\Ir. Huxley and Mr. Spencer, even apart from the special positions

associated with the name of Mr. Wallace. The Eoman theologians

were certainly slow to accept the theory of evolution in the crude

form in which it was often urged at that time. But their objections

were stated in the form of non probatur. The theory was thought

by many to be theologically untenable
;
but some also thought other-

wise. And the argument most strongly pressed was that the evidence

was at that time insufficient to warrant so serious a change in the

received theological teaching.

It is just when men of science become sober, and reduce their

hypothesis within the limits warranted by ascertained fact, that it

does become urgent that they should receive due attention from

those who wish to adjust the details of theological teaching to the

assured conquests of science. And it becomes far more possible to

effect this reconciliation at the same time as it becomes more

imperative. One may well hope to win the attention of Eoman
theologians—by whose views the Eoman congregations are naturally

guided—to consolidated and moderate expositions of highly

probable conclusions in science and criticism, though they may have

simply rejected the first exaggerated statements of the pioneers.

The theologian who thinks he is challenged by biblical criticism to

adopt the dates assigned to the gospels by Baur and Volkmar
;
that

he is commanded by the evolutionist to ascribe the formation of man,

body and spirit, simply to the action of natural selection, is

naturally hard to move. Such exaggerated conclusions discredit the

methods employed. When he begins, on the other hand, to realise that

methods may be true though they may have led sanguine specialists

to extreme statements, he may be brought to consider these methods

on their own merits. What seemed at first a simple denial of all

that he held sacred, comes to bear the aspect of a modification, the

like of which theology has often undergone in the past. He feels

that the time may have come to play the part of those who
assimilated Aristotelian metaphysic to Catholic theology.

I do not deny that it is a matter for regret that theologians often

do not adequately understand scientific methods, and are therefore

not in a position to estimate their value. But for this very reason

such essays as Mr. Gibson’s appear to me to be calculated to

damage the cause of theological progress. They render as difficult
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as possible this all-important understanding between tbe theologians

and the men of science. If the theologians are told that the whole

authorised theological system is absurd from the standpoint of

modern science and criticism, they may be excused if they are slow

to believe, from their standpoint, that it is worth their while

seriously to consider science or criticism of so aggressive and con-

troversial a character.

No one has more clearly defined the requirements of the modern

Catholic critic, apologist, or scientist, and his duties towards theo-

logical authority, than Cardinal Newman, in a lecture given under the

direct sanction of the Holy See, as Hector of Dublin University.^ He
recognises on the one hand the absolute necessity of freedom for the

student in his oivn department
;
on the other the perfect right of

Ecclesiastical Authority to interfere if he encroaches on theological

teaching. Gralileo himself was condemned for applying his theory to

the detailed interpretation of Scripture, which he ought to have left to

the theologian. It was for this intrusion on the theological domain

that his position was condemned, although Copernicanism had already

been tolerated as a scientific hypothesis. The intrusions of science on

theology—often because the man of science despises the clerk and

enjoys bullying him—are largely responsible for the intrusions of

Ecclesiastical Authority on science.

Free discussion [writes Cardinal Newman] is simply necessary for progress in

science. . . . It is a matter of primary importance in the cultivation of those

sciences in which truth is discoverable by the human intellect, that the investigator

should be free, independent, unshackled in his movements
;
that he should be

allowed and enabled without impediment to fix his mind intently, nay exclusively,

on his special object, without risk of being distracted every other minute in the

process and progress of his inquiry by charges of temerariousness, or by warnings

against extravagance or scandal.

But the Cardinal makes three provisos :

(1) Actual dogmas of fiiith are not a shackle and are not in

question.

(2) In the large debatable ground where theologians may maintain

one conclusion to follow from the dogmas of faith, and men of science

framean hypothesis at variancewith such a conclusion (as in the Galileo

case), the man of science must not adjust the technical theology

to his hypothesis, but must leave theologians to utilise it in

their own time and way. Their caution and slowness in doing so

has its wisdom. It is in standing contrast to the action of those

‘religious men’ of advanced views who (in Cardinal Newman’s

words), ‘ from a nervous impatience lest Scripture should for one

moment seem inconsistent with the results of some speculation

2 In his lecture ‘ Christianity and Scientific Investigation,’ delivered in the Dublin

School of Science in 1855.
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of the hour, are ever proposing geological or ethnological comments

—which they have to alter or obliterate before the ink is well dry,

from changes in the progressive science which they have so officiously

brought to its aid.’

(3) Cardinal Newman’s third proviso is this :
‘ When I advocate

the independence of philosophical thought, I am not speaking of any

formal teaching at all, but of investigations, speculations, and dis-

cussions.’ The results reached are not dogmatic affirmations, but

conclusions from the evidence available, liable to revision as research

and thought advance and are further co-ordinated.

As to the course actually adopted by Ecclesiastical Authority,

Cardinal Newman maintains that although it has at times interposed

and checked the propagation of valuable or even true lines of thought

suggested by the expert few, at a time when they were upsetting

religious belief in the many, there are also striking instances in which

it has refused to unite with zealous men who called for condemnations

of scientific hypotheses as disedifying. St. Boniface petitioned the

Holy See to condemn the writer who first taught the existence of the

Antipodes, and the Pope refused to do so. The Cardinal urges that

where the danger to faith was not clearand urgent, it has been the policy

of the Holy See even to encourage that freedom of philosophical and

scientific speculation which is the necessary condition of intellectual

life among Catholics. And he instances the ‘ large liberality of the

Church as regards philosophical inquiry ’ in the age of the mediaeval

Universities. ‘ It was a time,’ he writes, ‘ when she had temporal

power and could have exterminated the spirit of inquiry with fire

and sword, but she determined to put it down by argument.’ She

admitted into her schools the Aristotelian philosophy which so many
of the Fathers had opposed as anti-Christian in its tendency.

Catholics met the rationalism of the day with its own weapons and by

its own methods.

This ‘ large liberality ’ is perhaps even more requisite if Catholics

are to hold their own at the present time in the transformation which

is being effected in science and criticism. The Catholic thinker or

critic, if he is to deal with other thinkers or critics on equal terms,

must, provisionally at least, have his share of the liberty inseparable

from their methods. Aristotle was opposed by the Fathers at one

time as dangerous to the faith of the multitude. His metaphysical

works were burnt by Ecclesiastical Authority in the reign of Innocent

the Third. But later on, when it was clear that the problems he raised

could not be ignored, his methods were adopted by the Catholic schools.

And so too at the present time, authoritative condemnations which

would have been wise and valuable when such censures were effectual—
when they really checked the reckless diffusion of new lines of secular

thought which were dangerous to the faith of the multitude—might

now 1 lear the aspect of useless and obscurantist protests against the free
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exercise of a trustworthy method of inquiry. For critical and

scientific hypotheses are already public property.

Moreover, such hypotheses, even where they conflict with current

theological positions, may ultimately prove true—as did Galileo’s

discovery. Once they are started the reconciliation with theology

can only be stably effected by pursuing them further. They must

he threshed out on their own merits and according to their own
methods, until gradually the true elements are separated from the

false. Such a separation is impossible to outside authority until the

specialists have had time to sift the questions in debate quite fully.

In this process of sifting the Catholic specialist ought to take his share.

He must perhaps, on occasion, defend the interests of religion in his

own science. But he cannot, with his arms tied, compete with other

inquirers whose limbs are free. Deny him the liberty he needs,

condemn at the outset the positions in his science which have the

appearance of conflicting with current theology, and if he is a wise

man he will retire from the field. Inferior minds who are not alive

to the requirements of modern thought will perhaps continue, in

simple confidence, expositions which have no effect on the thinking

world or even provoke its ridicule
;
while those Catholics w^ho really

understand its conditions and command its respect, will refrain from a

campaign in which they see too clearly that defeat is inevitable.

The general fact urged by the Cardinal—the fact of which it

behoves the guardians of all interests concerned to remind themselves

—

is that all sciences are progressive
;
that the application of theological

principles to secular science is also progressive
;
and that, at a given

stage, sciences, theological or secular, may therefore appear to point

to contending conclusions. The true solution is not at once to fall

foul of each other. Nothing is gained by calling names. It is as

narrow for the man of science to dub theology ‘ obscurantist,’ because

it does not at once take his word on faith, as it is for the theologian

promptly to rule out as ‘ heretical ’ the proposition that the earth goes

round the sun. The fact is that the dawn of every new scientific dis-

covery is like the dawn of day—a streak of light visible amid darkness.

Both sides, the theological and the scientific, are unable to see clearly

in the dark
;
and fighting in the dark often ends in killing your own

friends. Let each inquirer peacefully pursue his own way until more
light emerges. When light does emerge the contradiction will often

be seen to have been apparent and not real
;
and while twilight

obstinately remains a little faith may draw the same conclusion.

Wilfrid Ward.

3 sVoL. XLV—No. 268
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THE GOLD DIGGINGS AT BATHURST
IN 1851

The present excitement about the Klondike goldfields recalls to

my mind that of the people of Kew South Wales, on the discovery

of gold at the Turon, near Bathurst, beyond the Blue Mountains,

in 1851.

Prior to this, an old shepherd had from time to time brought into

Bathurst small quantities of gold in quartz or flakes. Nothing

would compel him to divulge where he had discovered it, he putting

off his questioners with ‘ nigh such a place,’ or ‘ thereabouts ’—answers

most probably given to mislead. The real find came later. At that

time I was staying with my parents in Bathurst, then a town of a

few streets, with straggling houses, the chief feature of which was

an enormous square, where every third house was a public-house.

This I vouch for, as, for curiosity’s sake, I once went round and

counted them.

Our pretty cottage, with its shingled roof, stood atop of a sloping

garden, above the high road from Bathurst to the Turon. I see dis-

tinctly the hammock slung to the right between two high gum-trees,

with their bark hanging down like rags from their stems. Hither

on summer nights, weary with tossing sleepless on my bed in the

sultry heat, I would steal out somewhere about 2 a.m., and stretch

myself out in the cool netted hammock to court the sleep denied to

me indoors. It seemed to me that hardly had I begun to doze than

I was aroused by the stir of living creatures, by the melodious whistling

of flocks of piping crows perched upon the fences, accompanied by

the insufferable noise of myriads of cicadas, sounds only to be com-

pared with that of the grinding of hundreds of knives. Tired and

nerveless, I would return to the house, where nothing remained but

to bathe and dress. Alas ! the cold water was tepid, and to face a

new day of fiery heat on the Bathurst plains ! It may be better to

(luote from letters of mine to a friend in England, which describe

the excitement, the difficulties, and straits of those times :
—

‘ The Turon Mountain diggings, through which runs the Turon
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river, are thirty miles from Ophir, and about twenty from Bathurst.

These are called the Poor Man’s diggings, those of Ophir the Eich

Man’s, not from the different rank of the goldseekers, but because

that at the Turon the gold for the most part is found in minute

flakes or grains about the size of a pin’s head. Very few could

suddenly become rich, as nuggets were scarce, yet by patient labour

a man might nearly always be sure of success in the long run

;

whereas at Ophir, by a find of nuggets, which are common, a digger

may blaze into riches in a single day.

‘ These discoveries are fast turning the heads of the inhabitants

of Bathurst, and even of the people of Sydney, who have just been

made aware of the great find. A Mr. Hargreaves, who was formerly

up here, and who has since visited California, felt convinced from

the nature of the country that gold must abound here, and after

examining the land, discovered several pieces of gold, and the further

promise of a golden harvest. He has communicated with the

Government about it. Xo one is permitted to dig until licences

are issued. Yet people are hurrying to the Vale of Ophir, as it has

been named, in the full belief that their fortunes are made for ever.

It is scarcely possible to give you an idea of the frenzied excitement

which has seized all ranks. Masons, smiths, and shepherds are

deserting their employers
;

flocks are being handed over to the

butchers for boiling down, as it will be impossible to get shepherds

to tend them
;
and it is feared that, though many will grow rich

beyond hope, many more, and these principally squatters, will meet

with a corresponding reverse.

‘ The master smiths in this town are all employed in making

pickaxes, and whilst I write men, on foot, on horseback, and in drays,

pass by in one long never-ending line, with pickaxes and shovels on

their shoulders, leading horses with well-filled saddle-bags, and the

invariable accompaniment of great pannikins dangling from their

sides.’

One morning my mother and I saw pass by from our verandah,

during the space of two hours, some seventy men and many drays

and carts, piled up to what seemed a dangerous height with bed-

ding, sacks of flour, potatoes, &c., and surmounted by miniature

haystacks, atop of which were perched women and children. Many
had come from Sydney, some from Van Diemen’s Land, and many,

from the scraps of conversation that reached us, had even journeyed

from California.

"May 15, 1851.—Everyone seems to be racking his brains for

some successful speculation in connexion with the diggings. Flour

is now up to 211. the ton, and is expected to rise to 60^.
;
everything

else will rise in price. My father this morning was obliged to make
a virtue of necessity, and offer his men a fortnight’s leave of absence,

to prevent them from taking it themselves. By this means, and an

3 s 2
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additional holiday now and then, he will, I hope, secure their services-.

Mr. G-reen’s house at Rock Forest, being only twenty miles from the

goldfields, will be let as a public-house. He has already been offered

2001. a year for it, and expects to get 500L The wool-washing

business in conjunction with Messrs. Grriffiths and Fanning is now
entirely stopped

;
indeed, he can get no men to finish the buildings.

Lewes Ponds, a station belonging to Griffiths and Fanning, is one of

the localities mentioned by Mr. Hargreaves as possessing gold, which

has since been confirmed by a find of nuggets. One piece was sold

on Saturday for 30^. Mr. Green, Mr. Kennedy, and Mr. Hawkins-

rode out, and in half an hour found several smaller pieces. My head

aches with talking and thinking of this exciting subject. No one-

speaks of anything else. It is a new version of “Miss Kilmansegg

and her Grolden Leg,” and, like her leg, more likely to prove a curse

than a blessing. How astonished the late emigrants hence to

California will be when they hear that the land they left is rich in

the precious metal for which they abandoned it

!

‘ There will doubtless be numerous robberies, perhaps murders,,

through the drunken quarrels of the miners
;
but I think we need

not fear a repetition of the dreadful scenes of California, possessing as

we do a Government who will guard against them.’

All this time we Bathurst folk were in sore plight. The town

was deserted. The bakers had left, so no bread was to be had. The-

butchers too. But scant grocery and other supplies were to be had at

the stores, for nearly all had been carted to the diggings. Nearly

every man, wild with the fever of gain, deserted his employ. We,
too, were left to shift for ourselves

;
our man cook, also our stable-

man and factotum, both ticket-of-leave men, had fled. Only a young

English girl remained with us. She and her mother had been lace-

makers in France, but, fearing loss of sight through their occupation,

had emigrated to Australia. She was eminently refined, quite a rare

exception to the usual run of emigrants, and valued accordingly. I

well remember going out to the backyard with Emma and trying,

with her help, to chop enough wood for lighting the brick oven to

bake bread, for of flour we had plenty. Between us we managed

that, and also the drawing of water from the well. I contrived to

make good bread and cakes, and curries from our stock of fowls, but

both she and I always failed in the vegetables. I could also saddle

the horse and harness him, and put him between the carriage-shafts,

with Emma’s help, and feed him. But how glad I was when the

necessity for this ceased !

Our great straits lasted some twelve weeks, l^y that time many

of the wanderers, and foremost the Bathurst folk, had returned,

having discovered that the best way to grow rich was by supplying

the diggers with provisions and clothing, and everything else they

might need. Our servants returned too, having been unsuccessful.
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We felt it was unsafe to remain where we were—a mile and a half

outside Bathurst—so determined to move into the town again. I

quote from a letter :

—

‘ The gold fever still goes on, although some are unsuccessful,

and return from the diggings disgusted wdth the hard labour and

privations they must needs endure in their search for gold
;
yet some

are fortunate, and by their success inspire others with' redoubled

ardour.

‘ A party of six or seven Sydney merchants came up, and passed

by to-day to inspect the goldfields. They have promised their men,

w'ho are anxious to try their luck, that they would first see the state

of things, and then faithfully report thereon to their men. I think

it had been better had they allowed a few of the men to come

up and learn by experience all the difficulties and disagreeables they

had to encounter. Nothing you can represent will deter men in the

long run from deserting, to court fortune at the Turon. Mr. James

Donaldson, amongst others, has gone to see for himself. Having been

to California, he is interested in the work.’

^ May 22, 1851.—To-day a meeting of magistrates took place and

measures for the general peace were discussed. Licences are about

to be granted at 10^. a head for one year, which it is thought will

bring in at least 50,000^. One great alarm, which is, I assure you,

no foolish fear of my own, but which is shared by every one round-

about, is that the district will be overrun by the ticket-of-leave men
from Van Diemen’s Land and other parts. The other day the

-constables resigned in a body to go gold-hunting ! To meet this

it is proposed to double the constables’ salaries and to raise the

pay of the other men in the police force from 2s. Q>d. to 7s. Q>d.

a day.

‘ Kubies of the best sort have been discovered
;
also diamonds and

emeralds have turned up, it is said, far south, in the Shoalhaven

gullies. An assay master is to be appointed in Sydney.
‘ We have just heard that a shepherd during his first day’s work

at the Turon came upon a nest of nuggets, the largest of which

weighed five pounds, the others together weighed three pounds. So

overcome was he at this extraordinary good fortune that he fell half

fainting into his claim, from which his fellow-workmen extricated

him and revived him with wine.

‘ Mr. Hargreaves, the gentleman who has directed operations at

the Turon, is about to proceed to Sydney to inform the Government

that he knows of a mountain of gold, a hundred miles from Bathurst,

but not in that district. If this be true, Government will take

possession of it. But this may be a canard.

‘ June 2, 1851.—I see by the papers that the Thcmas Arhuthnot

did not sail on Friday. It is reported that she takes some men-of-

war’s men with her in addition to her own, in order that she may
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reach home more quickly and convey the tidings of the gold

discovery.

‘ Messrs. Smith and Campbell have sent home a vast quantity of

gold, including a nugget of five pounds in weight, which they have

directed to be placed in the Great Exhibition, should it arrive in

time. The number of souls at the diggings is now reckoned at

5,000, but numbers are returning disappointed at their ill-success.

So much for the great discovery, which has so completely upset the

country and broken the monotony of colonial life. My head aches

from dwelling on this subject
;
the gold dust has penetrated to my

brain and obscured my senses.

‘ July \^th .—The gold news is still very interesting, especially to

a Dr. Kerr, whose two black fellows found one piece of gold weighing

102 lbs.—4,000Z. worth—a nice little fortune. The foolish creatures

began to break it into pieces, which was a thousand pities. By the

quicksilver process Mr. Hardy’s party realised 10^. in two days, and

they expect a continuance of it. Gentlemen employ men now at

moderate wages to work the machines, always emptying the cradles

themselves, and find it answers well.

‘ We have often severe frosts in the morning, though this winter

is not nearly as cold as the last. I do not fancy jumping out of a

warm bed to light two fires and get the breakfast. Unfortunately I

have a special talent for fire-making, so of course I am by acclama-

tion voted to that post. I am also cook and housemaid, whilst my
mother washes up. I assure you we are no worse off than our

neighbours. Dr. and Mrs. Busby have not a single servant, and they

have nine children ! whilst Mrs. Hawkins has only one maid, and

Mrs. Eichards none. Bless the diggings !

‘ June 2Gth .—I am sick of acting servant to-day
;

I again feel so

tired, the dear mother having been laid up for two days, and I missed

her assistance. There is, however, no help but submission.

‘. . . You may fancy how I and others are situated when I tell

you that, since writing the above, I have had to get ready a curry,

then wash up, make up the fires, put the kettle on for tea, after

having brought in a bucket of water, and now I am dead beat.

Since seven this morning I have only sat down for half an hour

—

indeed, if this lasts long I think I shall run away. My mother and I

would do anything rather than cook for ourselves
;
but my father is not

so easily satisfied, and will not be contented wJth anything but a hot

dinner. Mrs. Stephen told me she had tasted nothing but bread and

butter and chocolate for five days. The master of the principal

hotel says he cannot accommodate Sir Alfred Stephen at assize time

for lack of servants. So he is to go to his nephew’s, l\Ir. Stephen, to

eat bread and butter and chocolate, I suppose.
‘ The excitement about the gold is renewed with increased fury.

It is really found in such quantities that words can hardly exaggerate
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the amount. A man and his sons brought in 800^. worth, the

amount of a fortnight’s labour, and another 260^. within a few days.

It is whispered that there is a spot about one hundred miles off

where gold will be found not merely in pounds, but in tons, or some-

thing of the kind
;
that it is only known to Grovernment and to a

few who are keeping it secret until soldiers can be sent to protect it

in the name of the Queen. But this may be a myth.
‘ There is no doubt that, treated by the quicksilver machine, it

pays well

—

51. a day, irrespective of nuggets. Mr. Bush, an American,

is in partnership with the chief gold commissioner’s brother, and they

are making a fortune. The town is once more deserted. Only when
a fresh arrival of teams from Sydney occurs, which is several times a

day, does it present any other aspect than that of indolent and gloomy

repose. Everyone who is left walks with a slow step, as if careless

of life and its consequences. But when a few men come in from the

diggings there is a gathering together at street corners, parties of

three or four hurrying along with the ever-busy Dr. M to some

house where the gold can be weighed and exchanged for coin of the

realm.

‘ The hundredweight of gold obtained by Dr. Kerr has been seized

by Mr. Hardy, the gold commissioner, under orders. Mr. Thacker

bought it, and people talk of an action at law concerning it. I am
sorry for Dr. Kerr, who much needed it, but he dug it without a

licence, therefore the possession of it is illegal.

‘ I am told that the news of the gold find has reached London, and

was filling all minds with perplexity as to its results. Here it has

ceased to be a novelty.

‘ Port Phillip quite eclipses us, much to our chagrin : there are

now so many new diggings at Araluen near Braidwood, at Groulburn,

and even at Moreton Bay, though they are small.

‘ j\Iy wonder is, how such a handful of mounted police as are at the

Turon are sufficient to keep the peace. ... If it were not for

Essington King’s fearless determination, I think they could not do

so. A few days ago 200 men rose to the rescue of a prisoner. Mr.

King had but one mounted trooper with him, but, by facing the mob
and threatening to shoot the first man who interfered, he succeeded

in taking the man away. There was lately a scuffle between two

gold commissioners and a man whom they had seized for fighting one

Sunday. The man escaped and hid himself in a water-hole with his

head just above water. l\Ir. King and Mr. Johnson found him. So

enraged was the man, partly from drink and partly from being

discovered, that he caught Mr. Johnson by the leg and tried to drag

him into the water-hole and smother him, when an opportune rap on

the head from Mr. King saved his friend.’

The following letter to the same friend in England describes my
visit to the Turon diggings ;

—
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‘ Tuesday, the 25th of November, is a day that will ever be

remembered by me, as that on w^hich I set off on a visit to the Turon

goldfields.

‘ We drove till nearly twelve o’clock, when we reached a creek

shaded by river oaks, where we alighted and lunched. Another

hour’s drive brought us to a spot called Wyagden, where we were met

by Mr. William Hardy, leading a side-saddle horse to assist Mrs. Wise

up the Wyagden Hill—a very steep one, half a mile long, from the top

of which is a wide and beautiful prospect of hill upon hill, so high

you might call them mountains, deep valleys, narrow ridges, with

faint blue mountains in the distance, far, far away. After mounting

Flora on Mr. Hardy’s horse for a little way, she got down, and I, throw-

ing the stirrups over, clambered upon him, the creature standing very

quietly. The top of the hill reached, we had as precipitous a descent.

Then Mrs. Wise returned to the carriage, and I mounted her horse

and rode several miles—a great relief. Once we came to the most

sideling roads, or rather tracks, I ever saw, even in this colony. Mrs.

Wise again rode and went on with Mr. Hardy, whilst Flora and I

walked till we came to a more level track. At one precipitous hill

Mr. Wise took out the outrigger, which I led down. At length I was

so tired that I could walk no more, and, bad as the road was, yet

feeling too exhausted for fear, I resumed my seat in the carriage with

Flora.

‘ At nearly three o’clock we reached the spot where the first view of

the diggings greets you. Mr. Essington King, with a trooper, Mrs.

Wise and Mr. Hardy, were there awaiting our coming. Again Mrs.

Wise and I exchanged places, and I rode. The scene was enchanting.

Hundreds of tents gleaming in the sun were pitched by the stream

(it was no river then), and were irregularly grouped upon the moun-
tain sides, these meeting so closely as to form deep gullies and

narrow valleys. The bright green shrubs that clothed the ascents,

the hum of busy life rising up into the still air where we stood, the

monotonous but pleasant sound of countless cradles rocking—all

appeared so suddenly as to cheat me into the belief that I was in

fairyland, that this was no real scene of everyday life.

‘ We passed over the Turon and up a rugged rutted hill, so steep,

that to this day I never know how the carriage achieved it, going or

returning. It was bad enough on horseback, but then Australian

horses are like cats, and can go where no European horse would

venture. From this height we had a more extended view, and saw

how the ridges of each steep hill divided several settlements or camps.

At the end of this level piece of ground, under the brow of a high hill

overlooking the Turon, and fronting a very steep bank, were pitched

in a circle the gold commissioners’ tents, those of their clerks, and of

one or two friends. It was a very pleasant secluded spot. They do

not allow any of the diggers to come within a certain distance of
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them, in order to preserve their privacy. Before reaching the tents

we came upon slab huts, the barracks where the troopers, and in some

oases their families also, live, with a good yard for the horses.

‘ Tired, weary, and dusty, we were glad to be conducted to our

tent, which was very comfortably supplied with all we needed. The

bedding was placed on trestles, atop of which were sheets of bark.

The wife of one of the troopers attended to our wants. Kefreshed by

rest and cold water, we repaired to dinner at the head commissioner’s

tent. Captain Keith Stuart was there
;
to him we were indebted for

his attention to the culinary preparations
;
he had superintended

the cooking of a kangaroo for dinner, for which we had excellent

appetites, although I could not discover anything very recherche in

his way of dressing it. Of course there was no kind of dinner

service save plates. The meat and soup were served in a large tin

dish. As there were not enough spoons for each person for soup, I

suggested pannikins in their place, with which we baled the soup

from our deep tin plates. Every one had, bush fashion, pannikins of

hot tea to drink; we by especial favour and good luck being

provided with gold and white china cups, the legacy of a departed

commissioner—not of this life, only departed to some other part of

the country. Mr. King did the honours
;
Mr. Delves Broughton, his

clerk, sat opposite to him. He is the merriest cricket you ever met

;

yet withal so gentlemanly. Mr. Johnson, the other gold commissioner,

Mr. William Hardy and Mr. Kobinson, Mr. Townsend, JMr. Platt,

Captain Keith Stuart, and two others whose names I forget, together

with ourselves, formed the party. After dinner we walked to the top

of a hill to see the tents by night
;
it was very pretty, but nothing to

the scene of the next night, about which I will tell you in proper

order. Ketumed, we took tea and sat outside the tent round a huge

log fire, talked, told stories and sang, and finally adjourned to the tent

to have a round game of “ How, when, and where.” At twelve o’clock

we retired. Never did I sleep a sounder or more delightful slumber.

Little Flora woke us early—such a ra-ra as saluted our ears. The
cradle rocking, with the gushing sound of water intermingled with

horses neighing, and a thousand other sounds from a multitude of

busy human beings. As we had but one tin basin to wash in, one of

us rose at a time. When Flora and I were dressed we sallied forth

and were joined by Mr. Wise, who took us down to the riverside to

see the operation of gold-washing. We chatted with the diggers,

one of whom I found to be an old servant of Dr. Tattle’s. “ He was,”

he said, “ getting an ounce a day—very well that,” his children, two

girls and a boy, assisting him. After breakfasting in the public tent,

as there were cases to be tried, Mr. King’s was converted into our

sitting-room, where we talked and read, occasionally sallying forth

to peer round the tent, where Mr. King and Mr. Johnson were sitting

in solemn judgment upon robbery and insobriety. It amused me to
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hear jVIr. King pass sentence upon the unfortunate creatures, inas-

much as I only know him as a merry polka dancer. Once the sight

of me provoked a smile from him, but his hand, quickly drawn over

his face, restored the judge’s gravity.

‘ At one o’clock we set out on horseback to visit Sofala, the main
street, or rather the township, and to inspect claims. On our way
the commissioners were continually appealed to with If you
please, sir, a man is working in my claim;” ‘‘You promised to

measure my distance
;

” “Now, sir, is it fair?” “Sir, I was robbed

last night.” It is indeed no sinecure to be a gold commissioner, without

the enjoyments of home, at the call of every man day and night,

arbiter in all disputes, police magistrate, responsible for all the gold

lodged with him to be conveyed to Sydney both on public and private

account, subject to misrepresentations, and getting after all only

365L a year. This is anything but an enviable berth, but being a

sure one, and possibly a step to improved posts, it is much sought

after.

‘ To return to our ride through the diggings. Mr. Tom Campbell,

a most successful worker, took us to a spot by the riverside at

Munday Point, where the cradles were at work washing the earth

brought from his claims upon the dry diggings, as those on the hill-

side are called. Here we rocked the cradles and found much gold.

It was great fun. We then went on to his claims, one at one spot,

the other some distance off. We descended them
;
they were thirty

feet deep. One was excavated for many yards in the hillside, the

rock above being supported by trunks of trees. Here hired men
were working by candlelight in a sitting posture

;
the candles, owing

to the heat, were made by a mere thumb pressure to stick against

the walls of red brown earth that glittered with gold flakes. It was

a magic scene. Close by we visited a Mr. Blakefield’s cave, who,

knowing Mr. Wise, insisted upon our accepting as much gold dust

as would make us each a ring—which specimen I send you as the

greatest novelty New South Wales can offer.

‘ At Mr. Tom Campbell’s tent we all lunched upon champagne and

gingerbread nuts—this at the Turon ! Mr. Wise then took us on

to a Mr. Smythe’s, a barrister, now a digger. From thence we rode

to Mr. George Tingcombe’s, who is in partnership with the Kings,

and made another luncheon upon milkless tea, poured from a huge

kettle into pannikins, and leather-jackets, a kind of leathery bread,

and thin cakes. How refreshing was the tea, that fiercely hot day !

]\Irs. Wise’s nephew, who was with Mr. George Tingcombe, had made
very pretty nosegays of wild flowers and decorated the table with

them. Everything was incongruous and attractive. I still believed

myself to be dreaming. What a merry party we were !

‘ Afterwards, late in the evening, we ascended a different hill from

that of the previous night. I was so bewildered by the bright scene, so
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like an “ Arabian Nights ” tale, that I was speechless. We had crossed

the stream by means of a log, fronting the commissioners’ tents, and

had ascended the opposite hill—almost a perpendicular one—at the

summit of which was a narrow ledge. Standing here we could dimly

discern the Turon winding round so completely that it lay on each

side of us. Far down both ways, on riverside and hillside, glittered

innumerable stars, lights from the camp, some so far up that they

seemed to be lost, and to mingle with those of heaven, whose fierce

Australian brilliancy you know. It was like avast city half revealed,

spreading itself on either side
;
but from the soft peculiar gleam

emitted by the lights shining from every tent, it seemed a fairy city,

a feast of lanterns. It was so dark where w^e were that we had to be

guided by a lantern. Eecrossing the log was no joke. When we

reached our tents there was some rumour of a robbery to be com-

mitted that night in the township, so Mr. King and Mr. Johnson,

armed, with troopers similarly equipped, left us to walk down and

prevent it if possible. They returned in about an hour, having only

made a seizure of spirits. We sat round the high-piled log fire as

before, the smoke from which helped to keep away mosquitoes, some,

the grey speckled, of singular size and corresponding stinging bite

—

again we sang and told stories.

‘ That night a horse got so close to our tent, and shook itself so

violently, that I thought it was coming down. By-and-by there came

a sort of scratching on the canvas, as if some one was feeling the way

inside, whilst to my repeated calls of “ Who is there ? ” no answer was

returned. This continued till, in a fever of anxiety, I called aloud to

]\Irs. Wise, “ I can bear this no longer.” Whereupon the folds of the

tent were undrawn, and we discovered that the cause of our intense

fears was Mrs. Bagwell, the trooper’s wife, who had come to see if we
wanted anything and who, being deaf, had not heard our inquiries.

‘ The next morning I rose early, and before breakfast took some

handfuls of earth from the river-bank and washed it in a tin dish.

To my great joy I extracted quite a large pinch of gold. At twelve

o’clock the following day we set off homewards, accompanied by
]\Ir. W, Hardy and Mr. Bowman, a gold commissioner, nephew of the

Camden McArthurs, who had that morning alarmed us by falling

into an epileptic fit. We had the same road difficulties in returning

that we had on our way here, and worse weather
;
for at Wyagden, in the

midst of the hills, the heavy clouds, which had long threatened us

with a storm, discharged a torrent of rain, combined with hail and

accompanied by the most vivid lightning and loud thunder I ever

heard. The horses were very frightened and tore on, but IMr. Wise
managed them admirably and soon calmed them. There was yet

two hours’ drive before us, and ere we reached home we were as

thoroughly drenched as ever mortals were, despite cloaks and um-
brellas. I made little h'lora kneel beside me, and nestle close, but
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even this did not save her from the pouring rain. The sun was

shining brightly on the wet earth as we came into town, our clothes

smoking with steam and we ourselves laughing heartily at our odd
>

Eight-and-forty years have passed since I took part in these scenes.

Like pictures of the kinematograph, they move upon the plane of

memory. Like these, they are but shadows
;
but for me they live

and move, and I am one of them, and live with them again, a shadow

in the past.

Henrietta Huxley.
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THE DECAY IN OUR SALMON FISHERIES

AND ITS REMEDY

This paper will not bristle with statistics. They are not necessary.

The facts with which it deals are notorious, and the evil for which it

proposes a remedy, though not an evil of the first magnitude, is

advancing without any organised attempt to check it.

This evil is the decay of our salmon fisheries.

It is in entire harmony with ‘the neglect of our customers’

which has been so trenchantly exposed in a recent number of this

Keview. There is to be seen in both cases the same flagrant

disregard of both principles and experience, the same complacent

fatuous blindness of the so-called practical man, the same tendency

to ascribe evident decline to fluctuations, to luck, to all causes

except the true one, which is simply want of rationality in both

cases.

It is not too much to say that such blindness, such misconception,

and such neglect could scarcely take place in Germany. The school

course there, which terminates in the abiturienten examination at

about the age of nineteen, is a well-organised and thoughtful scheme,

which aims chiefly at the cultivation of the reasoning powers. Ours

is a haphazard and lawless chaos, and any attempt to construct out

of it a training of the intelligence is triumphantly thwarted by a

multitude of heterogeneous and mostly cram-encouraging examina-

tions, as well as by the fallacy which has got a firm grip of the

average English mind that information and special accomplishments,

rather than the cultivation of the understanding, are the proper

province of intellectual education.

Of the latter fact I have been long and painfully aware as a

schoolmaster
;
but I had never realised the phlegmatic vis inertice

and unreason of those who are called practical men till a chain of

circumstances gave me some acquaintance with salmon, as an article

of commerce as well as of sport
;
and perhaps this paper, besides its

immediate purpose, may also serve to illustrate a matter of far

greater importance.

Various causes have been assigned for the enormous and rapidly

973
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increasing decline in the annual output of salmon. For the fact is

unquestionable.

A little reflection will show that it can scarcely be otherwise.

There are innumerable rights of fishing, existing wherever salmon

can be caught—all along the coast, in the estuaries and mouths of

rivers, and all the way up the rivers themselves. These rights are

subject to the limitation that they may not be exercised during certain

weekly and annual close times, and that no fixed engines maybe used

in rivers or within a defined distance of their mouths. But while the

rights are stationary, the efficiency of the engines for taking salmon,

and the skill with which these engines are worked, are constantly

on the increase, and the fish itself tends to become more valuable

from the at least inexpensive nature of the supply. This increased

value, again, causes stations to be worked which had previously been

unfished—as, for instance, the east coast of Sutherland from the

Ord of Caithness to the Fleet, which was unfished by fixed engines

till within the last few years.

There has also been a popular outcry in favour of the ‘ poor man ’

catching salmon in the sea, which has been partially responded to by

issuing numerous licences in Crown waters and, I am afraid, a certain

amount of condoning unlicensed fishing, by scared or vote-hunting

authorities.

In Ireland I believe that the state of things is very much worse

than in Great Britain, and that the salmon is there in imminent danger

of being fished out.

But in this country there is no doubt that while the close times,

the removal of obstructions on rivers, the hatcheries on some of them,

and more efificient river watching during the spawning season, have

kept us from being brought, except perhaps on the Solway Firth (where

it is wonderful how any salmon ever escapes), within view of such a

catastrophe as this, the annual output is enormously below what it

ought to be, and that, making all allowance for floods, frosts, bad

spawning seasons, and other causes, this output is constantly on the

decrease in nearly all parts of the country.

The remedy proposed by many, and in which I once believed

myself, is the lengthening of the weekly close time from thirty-six

to sixty hours. There is no doubt that this would generally have a

beneficial effect, as any one can see who reads the account of Mr.

Archer’s experiments in the Sands district of Norway. But further

reflection shows that such extension of close time would at once be

the signal for upper reaches of rivers being worked, which, like the

T:iy above Campsie Linn, are now not netted because so few fish can

run the gauntlet of the lower nets in thirty-six hours. To expect

that upper proprietors would refrain from taking an advantage, other-

wise than ])y improved angling, of such a boon as an increased close

time, is not, I fear, in accordance wuth experience. Almost every
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owner of a fishery, great or small, will grab at every fish which he

can catch without a loss
;
I believe, in many cases, even if it were

the last salmon.

Lengthening of the annual close time, again, which would let

more fish up to spawn, is open to two objections.

(1) Experts are generally of opinion that some of each run of

salmon and grilse ought to be allowed to pass rather than all of any

one run.

Without entering into the question whether Spring, Summer and

Autumn salmon are mainly different breeds of fish, any one of which

can be improved out of existence, it is pretty certain that they

spawn at different times, so that a great flood or great drought does

not affect the wLole of the stock of a river, as it w^ould do if all the

breeding fish came up and spawned at once.

(2) This would do nothing for anglers during the greater part of

the season. Now I do not wish to make too much of this. All the

interests involved—proprietors, tacksmen, labourers, anglers, and the

public—ought to be considered. But it is the extreme of narrow-

mindedness to lose sight of the facts that many hard brain-workers

are by their salmon angling enabled to do better work (personally I

can testify to this), and that the presence of anglers on the rivers all

through the natural fishing season is an excellent thing in many
w’ays for many of the poorer districts of this country.

Another remedy is one w'hich, I hear, is now largely adopted in

Norway, viz. so increasing the size of the mesh that grilse up to, say,

5 lbs. can get through the nets. The difficulty of arranging com-

pensation to netting lease holders would be great, if this were done.

But, independently of this, I am inclined to believe that the presence

of an inordinate proportion of grilse on the spawning beds is in

many w’ays undesirable, and would tend to bring down the size of

salmon. I have often wished, however, in the experiences which I

am about to detail, that I had felt able to afford trying the experi-

ment of taking off the nets during the grilse season for a year or two.

Another serious objection is that sea trout would then escape in

multitudes, and these are not only an important article of food and

commerce, but are great enemies to the fry of salmon. Still another

plan which has been proposed is the prohibition of netting above

high-water mark.

On some rivers, e.fj. the Tay and Tw^eed, this w'ould certainly ,

w'ork well. In places like the Kyle of Sutherland, and I believe the

Solw'ay Firth, and on some rivers, it w^ould not prevent the decline

and perhaps the extinction of salmon.

The remedy which I am about to propose is certainly a drastic

one, but it seems to me to aiise naturally out of the circumstances.

J^et me briefly recapitulate.

The salmon is a migratory fish, which, in order to breed, comes
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in from the open sea, where by methods and in places as yet

unknown it has accumulated stores of internal fat. It generally

and instinctively makes for the stream where it was bred. It often

hits the coast at some distance from this stream, and swims along

high and near the shore, so as to be easily caught by bag and stake

nets. In the estuaries and rivers these are disallowed, but their

place is taken by draught nets, poke nets, hang nets (lately most

unfortunately declared to be legal), and other ingenious methods of

capture. The rivers themselves may be netted at any point by
those who hold netting rights. All these netting rights, on sea,

estuary, and river, are exercised without the slightest mutual arrange-

ment or regard to what others are doing. The efficiency of the

engines used, the skill with which they are worked, and the

pecuniary value of the fish are constantly on the increase. What
can be the result ? The obviousness of the goal to which these

causes and circumstances necessarily lead makes one blush for the

intelligence of that large part of our fellow-countrymen who have

for many years had all the facts before them, and yet have made
only fitful and ineffectual signs. As I have told landlords, factors,

&c,, they will do anything for sheep or grouse, while in regard to

salmon they display nothing but masterly inactivity, and talk

nonsense about seasons, floods, frosts, sheep draining, and in some

districts about the rarely operative vera causa of pollution. They
see the sheep and grouse, but do not see the salmon.

,
What, then, is to be done ?

Clearly there must be combination. And there is no force on

earth which will make all these people combine except legisla-

tion. Let ever such a good plan be proposed, let it be proved to

demonstration that a few years will see netting produce doubled and

angling results more than doubled by a slight temporary sacrifice,

and some one or two pig-headed individuals (one is often enough)

will block the narrow highway with their nets. I do not suppose

that there is a salmon district without one or more persons of the class,

who would persistently refuse to put sixpence into their own pockets

if by any chance they would put sevenpence into a neighbour’s.

I suppose, e.g., that few will deny that there should be hatcheries

on every salmon river. These do much to prevent the ruin of a

spawning season either by floods at the time of spawning, which

make fish spawn in shallow water, where the spawn is easily killed by

frost, or by droughts at the spawning season, which make them

spawn in places where the first flood will carry the spawn away
;
they

are also inaccessible to violent floods like that of 1892, which sweep

away the normal spawning beds, or (as they can be made frost-proof)

to frosts like that of 1895, W'hich, on many rivers, froze most of the

natural spawn into blocks of ice. They also, under all conditions,

cause an enormously greater proportion of the spawn and fry to

reach maturity, by protecting them from their numerous enemies.
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It may here be pointed out that the only two rivers on the north-east

coast which have not been rank failures in the recent abnormal

spring are the Brora and the Conon, which are also, I believe, the

only two on which hatcheries exist.

But who is to make the hatcheries ? The river proprietors would

gladly make them (I have a special case in view) if the owners or

lessees of the nets at the mouth or along the coast would share the

expense, and also let up a fair proportion of each run of fish to the

upper waters. But anyone, who has tried to open negotiations with

the average tacksman, might as well expect Irish members to com-

bine for the better government of Great Britain, even though they

themselves were to be the greatest gainers by it. It would be

monstrously unfair to force upper proprietors to do any such thing,

unless they have some security that their waters will not be as

<8ffectually blocked, during spring and summer, as the bill to pre-

vent the destruction of trout in Scotland was blocked last year.

Something else must be done first, and then let us have com-

pulsory hatcheries by all means.

The only true and sufficient remedy is the formation of all pro-

prietors of salmon netting rights in each fishery board district into

something like a joint-stock company, each owner of course holding

shares in proportion to the value of his fishery.

The first result of this plan would be an enormous reduction of

the number of stations at present worked and of the consequent

expenditure. On the Tay twenty stations have been already aban-

doned by a syndicate which has got most of the river into its hands,

and many more would share the same fate if it acquired the whole

netting of the river. Some nets, but many fewer than at

present, should also be worked in the estuary and on the coast,

or the market would be unsupplied in a drought and glutted

on the first rain. But the number of the stations is a matter

for the experts who would doubtless be employed. I have no

doubt that about one-sixth of the present number of stations in

the Tay district would at once produce a larger profit, and in

a few years an immensely greater profit, than the enormous

number which are still worked in it, and that both the output for the

public and the value and amount of the angling would be infinitely

increased. In the first year or two, of course, the output would be

temporarily diminished, because more fish would run the gauntlet of

the nets. But the reward for all concerned could not be Ion 2;
in

coming. Hatcheries in all districts would automatically be the

result of such combination. Where all were pulling together, and

not as at present against one another, their value would be too

obvious, even to the intellect of the commercial tacksman or the petty

proprietor, the genuine rivalis, who has more delight in obstructing

his neighbour than in populating his own river.

Vox.. XLV— 268 3 T
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The objection that this plan would interfere with the rights of

j^roperty, if compulsion were applied, will not hold.

For the salmon, being a migratory fish, is not the property of

any man till it is caught. And when rights of catching them in any

particular place were originally bestowed, the fish were so abundant,

and the implements of capture were so rude, that the danger even

of serious diminution was not contemplated. Nor can any such

right, however bestowed, be allowed to keep down the supply of any

valuable food. Indeed, the use of such arguments against compulsion,

as are here indicated, is a dangerous reductio ad absurdum of the

legitimate but essentially limited rights of all kinds of property.

I believe, however, that legislative compulsion in the background

would bring about a certain amount of combination, and many
hatcheries as a result.

But hatcheries without consolidation of fishing stations would do

no appreciable good, in many cases, to the upper proprietors, and

therefore would not be made. And I greatly fear that in most cases

such combination will not take place for the causes Vv^hich I have

indicated above, and which would have seemed to me an incredible

instance of human folly and perverseness, had I not been behind the

scenes.

For many years it had been clear to me, as it is to all salmon

anglers whom I know, that the stock of salmon is artificially kept

far below its maximum. Like others, I once attempted to give

evidence on the subject before a Koyal Commission, and wrote letters

in the Field and other papers. But whenever we came into contact

with commercial tacksmen, or with proprietors or their representa-

tives, we were accused of speaking in the interest of anglers and

against the netting interest. It was hopeless to prove to minds

inaccessible to reason that the interests of anglers, proprietors, tacks-

men, and the public were identical, though fishery reports, passim,

supported our contentions.

So I determined to become a netter, and to have, if possible, such

a large interest in netting as to reduce to absurdity the imputation

of being an anglers’ advocate.

The opportunity presented itself on the Kyle of Sutherland and

the Dornoch Firth.

A ])rief description and narrative are necessary to explain the

present state of matters there and its bearing on the general question.

Dornoch Firth terminates a little below Bonar Bridge in what is

called the Kyle of Sutherland. This tidal estuary is about 100 yards

broad at low water for nearly a mile. It then exj>ands for about

another mile into the ‘j\Iuckle Bool,’ then again contracts to a

breadth varying from about fifty to a hundred yards, and runs twelve

miles further up Strath Oykel, being tidal all that way. I'our

]»rincipal salmon rivers run into it, one of which (the Oykel) after-
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wards divides into two, the salmon of which are so markedly distinct

as to afford sufficient proof, if proof were required, that salmon return

to their own rivers.

The total catchment basin of the Kyle and its rivers is 626

square miles.

No fixed engines may be used nearer than Dornoch Church on

the north side of the Kyle, or than Inver, some miles east of Tain,

on the south side. And, most fortunately, for some miles north of

Dornoch Church the nature of the coast is such that fixed engines

have never yet been profitably worked. Only a few stations of minor

importance are worked along the shore of the Firth by draught nets.

Up to 1882 the upper part of the Kyle (above Muckle Pool) was

so harried by nets that the angling rents were threatened. Fortu-

nately, as one proprietor held these nets and the Shin angling, the

most destructive station was closed, and the angling for a year or two

bounded up, though 200 fish (by ‘ fish ’ I mean salmon and grilse)

were never caught by the rod in the lower beats of the Shin in these

years. But about 1884 discoveries in the direction of more efficient

methods of netting were made at Bonar Bridge. No records of the

netting produce are accessible to me, but the angling take on the

Shin fell to 97 fish in 1888 (in which year the upper nets were

removed), and to 75 in the remarkably dry summer of 1889. But

in 1891, for the first time in recent records accessible to me, the

angling take on the Shin rose to 320, and in 1 892 to 350. The biggest

flood of the century, which swept away Bonar Bridge, swept away

the spawn, the natural result being that very few grilse were caught

in 1893 and few salmon in 1894. Again, things were improving

when the big frost of 1895 froze to death spawn and fry. But, in

spite of all these drawbacks, in no year since 1890 has the angling

take of the Shin fallen below 240—a point to which it never rose

while the Upper Kyle nets were fished.

I greatly regret that no records of the netting take at Bonar

Bridge are accessible to me. I suspect, however, that, just as the

harbour fisheries improved when nets above them were removed, so

it must have been at Bonar.

But I do know that in times long past, with the rude appliances

then in use, the annual output of the Kyle and its rivers amounted

to well over 30,000 fish
;
that, in the opinion of every gillie, keeper,

&c., it gradually declined until the upper nets were removed
;
tliat at

present, if 6,500 fish are taken on the Kyle net fishings, it pays

expenses
;
and, lastly, that, in the two years of my personal experience,

expenditure and revenue have very nearly balanced, though there

would have been a moderate profit had the nets been fished full time.

This experience began in 1897 by a friend, with whom I had often

talked the subject over, acquiring all the leases (three in number) at

Bonar Bridge, and asking me to join him. 1 did so, and circumr

3 T 2
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stances afterwards led to his passing the whole business into my
hands, the details, of course, being' carried out by a very able

professional manager.

In 1897 and 1898 the nets were removed at 6 p.m. on Fridays]

one net, which used to go up the Carron Eiver, was taken off

(adequate compensation being given by the anglers of that river),

and very little fishing took place in March or August. Loss would

have been sustained but for subsidies from several of the anglers.

This year I have acquired three small stations further down the

Firth, with the intention of not fishing them, as all fish must pass

Bonar. The only other nets at work in the district are a few bag

nets at Portnahonnack, near Tarbet Xess, and one small draught net

fishing further up the Firth. On the combination principle these

should not be worked at all, but the proprietors should have their

due share of any profits made at Bonar.

The wastefulness of all these conflicting stations is sufficiently

obvious. And though, if they were consolidated, the total number
of fish caught for a year or two would be smaller, the increase to the

stock from those which passed Bonar would soon produce a golden

harvest. Those taken by anglers constitute, of course, a very small

proportion.

This year, it is as well to say, the nets are to be fished full time

for four months. But one of the seven Bonar stations is to be

left unfished, and it is not intended to fish at all in August.^ It is,

of course, idle to predict the precise results of this experiment, but,

if it does not result in increasing the annual output, all the preced-

ing reasoning will be at fault, and other causes must be sought for

the decline of salmon. Personally, however, I feel no anxiety on

the subject.

One or two things have, however, resulted from this partial

adoption of the combination principle.

A considerable number of fry have been presented to the Shin

from the Brora hatcheries, and I have reason to believe that a

hatchery will soon be established on the Shin, and I hope also on

the other rivers. Without co-operation at Bonar this would never

have been done.

The mouth of the Carron is also being made more accessible to

salmon, at considerable expense. This, again, would not have been

done had the net not been removed from the river.

I need scarcely add that I hope in a few years to be able to point

to indisputable results of the value of ‘ combination.’ I also believe

that a continued downward tendency will be evident in all districts

which do not more or less adopt it.

Kely Hutciiinsox Almond.

All grilse also are to be returned to the water from the highest up net, and from

all nets the last haul of each tide.
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JAINISM:

A CHAT WITH RAJA SIVAPRASAD

At] the time of my interview Eaja Sivaprasad was staying at

Fatehpur, a small place between Cawnpore and Allahabad. I

entered a curious old brick-built court with a cool cloister at one

end, in the shade of which sat the Kaja on a couch, with one or two

grand-nephews playing round him. Nothing could have exceeded

his cordiality on learning that I was interested in his religion. He
has now attained a considerable age, and is one of the cheeriest and

happiest men that I ever had the pleasure of meeting. In the days

of the Mutiny he loyally supported the British Grovernment, as his

family had done before him in the days of Clive. But it was not his

honourable and useful career with which I was chiefly concerned, but

the fact that he is a prominent and learned member of the Jain

community, the interest and importance attaching to which are not

to be measured by the comparatively small number of those who

profess Jainism at the present day. In giving the substance of

what I considered a highly interesting talk with him, it is not my
wish to raise controversy over points in which the Raja’s views may
slightly differ from those of European scholars. A clever European

Orientalist is perhaps in some ways better placed for arriving at the

truth about Indian religions and their history than even a native of

India itself. But the Raja’s remarks have an interest of their own,

because they come from the heart
;
because they express the views

and feelings of a highly intelligent and cultivated man, himself

brought up a believer in Jainism, and still, after a long life, holding

to the faith. I should mention, in fairness to him, that whatever he

said was quite unpremeditated.

‘ I want to have a talk with you,’ I began, ‘ about your religion,

as a system closely related to Buddhism.’

He was delighted to tell me whatever I wished to know, and

invited me to take a seat on the broad couch on which he himself

sat cross-legged.

‘ I will tell you first,’ he said, ‘ something of my general ideas

about our religion.’

981
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‘ And then, if I may, I will put a few special questions of my
own.’

‘ By all means.’

After giving me a little of his own interesting history, the Eaja

settled down to religion.

‘ I think,’ said he, ‘ that sun-worship was the original worship of

both the Persians and the Hindus. I have even seen animals, as the

sun rises, gaze on it with awe
;
which is perhaps the first beginning

of this feeling of reverence for the source of light. The Vedas are

full of sun-worship. But the priests of the Hindus gave up the

simple, direct worship of the sun, and brought in, by way of sun-

offerings, animal sacrifices consumed by fire
;

for they looked upon

fire as part of the sun. In course of time, people began to think and

to question with regard to this sacrificial worship. Then came

Buddha
;
and Buddha, being a good and a great man, when he saw

the animals’ throats cut, thought :
“ How can good possibly come

out of doing evil ? ” And the first thing he did was to forbid sacrifice

and say :
“ Not to hurt any creature is the best virtue.” Buddha

went out from his home and meditated. Then he came back to

Benares, and at Sarnath argued with the Brahmans, who justified

their sacrifices on the authority of the Vedas. But Buddha said

:

“ What are the Vedas but the work of munis and rishis ? There is

nothing supernatural about them.” And so the great schism arose,

Buddha against the Brahmans and the Brahmans against him.

Many of the rajas and maharajas came and heard him, and were

converted, till at last Buddhism was in the ascendant
;

for we have

in India a saying, “As is the king, so are the people.” Then came

King Vikramaditya, in whose honour a new era was founded, reckon-

ing by which we are now [this was in 1892] in the year 1949.

King Vikramaditya was a Kshatriya, and believed in Brahmanism
;

and with his reign Brahmanism and Vedic religion began to revive.

Then, after many centuries, appeared Sankaracharya, a Brahman,

who undertook to persecute and drive out the Buddhists. He said :

“ These people do not believe in a Creator. How can they possibly

be tolerated ? ” And he drove them out, and re-established the Vedic

religion. By this time the disapproval of animal sacrifice had become

firmly rooted. And as sacrifices were enjoined in the Vedas, San

karacharya got over the difficulty by saying that it was only in the

golden age, when the animals slaughtered could be restored to life,

that sacrifices were required : there was no need to sacrifice now.

To this day animal sacrifice is dispensed with among the majority of

the 1 1 indus, although not so among the Ksliatriyas and among many
of the Sudras.’

This jK)pular explanation— in which the Kaja concurred—of the

remarkable disappearance of Buddhism from the land of its birth,

ha of late ])een assailed in tlie Jo^n'nnl of the Maha Bodhi Society,
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by Mr. Dharmapala
;
wlio holds that the extirpation of Buddhism from

India was not due to the persecutions of the unaggressive Brahmans,

but to the fire and the sword of the intolerant Mohammedans.

The Eaja continued :

‘ Well, Sankaracharya overcame the Buddhists, and was followed

by the invasions of the Mohammedans and a period of much confusion.

And now, in my opinion. Jainism is a sort of survival of the old

persecuted Buddhism. The Jains, like the Buddhists, call their

twenty-four great teachers Tathagatas,” though they also call them
“ Tirthankaras.” The last Tirthankara of the Jains and the last

Buddha of the Buddhists lived somewhere about the same time. And
though there is some difference of names, yet the Jains, too, make a

pupil of Mahavira, their twenty-fourth Tirthankara, to have been
“ Gotam,” or in Sanskrit “ Gautama.” In the doctrines of the two

religions there is little difference. And the images in the Jain

temples are similar to those of the Buddhists. If a valuable

Buddhist image is brought to the Jains, the latter will gladly buy it

and use it. I have found Buddhist images in many of our temples
;

besides which, a temple has been raised by the Jains at Sarnath, the

spot where Buddha used to preach, close to Benares. And, generally

speaking, the places sacred to the Buddhists are sacred also to the

Jains. There is practically no difference between the two creeds.

With us, as with the Buddhists, there is no Creator, and everything

depends on one’s owm actions, on karma. Good and bad conduct

may take one to heaven or to hell, and back into this w^orld again,

and into all sorts of animals. And in both religions the summum
honum is to put an end to regeneration. “Moksha” is what we call

Nirvana
;
but we mean the same thing—neither paradise nor hell,

but “ release” from rebirth.’

This opinion of the Baja’s, that Jainism is practically wiiat remains

of Buddhism in India, is not fully shared by some eminent scholars.

But even if it be clear that in ancient times the two sects existed

side by side, distinct from each other, and that two separate in-

dividualities are represented by Buddha and Mahavira, it is hardly

possible to study the two systems and not feel that they are both the

outcome of one and the same movement, merely slightly varying

forms of the same school of thought, the same philosophy of life.

The development of Jainism and Buddhism must have gone hand in

hand; they are not two independent growths, with no connecting link

save a common origin in Brahmanism. About the most radical differ-

ence in their doctrines appears to be that, while the Buddhists believe

rebirth as another being to take place without the transference of any

constituent part of the one being to the other. Jainism adopts the

more intelligible theory of a soul capable of transmigration. The
Jain system has also shown more inclination than Buddhism
towards asceticism

;
and the nudity wdiich seems to have charac-
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terised early Jainism, but which Gautama condemned, was perhaps'

the real practical stumbling-block in the way of a formal union of th&

two Churches. But nowadays the practice of going naked is almost

abandoned by even the ascetics of the Digambara sect of Jains.

Among some of the Northern Buddhists strange distortions of so-

called Buddhism have made their appearance. During a visit to-

Darjeeling, I learnt from Mr. Sarat Chandra Das that only a short

time before, in that place, an animal sacrifice had been held, if not

exactly to Buddha, at all events with the accompaniment of Buddhist

rites and formulas ! Some of these extraordinary developments are

far more widely removed than Jainism from that Dharma, or Holy

Law, which Buddha laboured to realise and preach, and which it.

is merely an after-thought to stamp with the name of ‘ Buddhism.’

By way of enlarging on his notion of Moksha, the Eaja added r

‘ Existence will still continue in that state, but all consciousness will

be at an end.’

‘ Then, if there is no consciousness,’ I asked, ‘ is Moksha, as you

conceive it, practically the same thing as eternal death ?
’

The Kaja, whose mirth w^as aroused by the slightest provocation,

w^as amused at the question
;
and though he did not exactly answer

‘ Yes,’ he said :

‘ My ideal is to put an end to all thought, to all individual con--

sciousness. It is difficult to explain this state, in order to grasp

wdiich the Tirthankaras have laboured for thousands of years.’

‘ But when you have attained Moksha, is it the same thing to

you wLether you have ever lived or not ?
’

‘ Everything is the same to you then.’

‘ And do you really like the idea of reaching Moksha ?
’

‘ Oh, that I may reach it !
’ said the Kaja with unfeigned-

emotion. ‘ That I may not have to think about anything ! The

eternal happiness of Moksha !

’

‘ But if there is no consciousness, can there be any happiness in

the ordinary sense of the word? For what I understand by hap-

piness is agreeable consciousness.’

‘ No
;
there cannot be in that sense. If you have not the idea of

INIoksha, then it is for you, as for the generality of people, that the

hope of Paradise is put forward. But for my part, seeing how every-

thing decays and tends to misery and death, what I aspire to i&

to be above thouglit and above want.’

The unsatisfactory impression left on my mind by the above

remarks about iMoksha was much the same as that left by similar

talks w'ith Ceylon Bhikkhus about Nirvana. In both cases the

.suimimm honum was either a something which the ordinary

Ihu’opean intelligence cannot begin to grasp, or something so closely

allied to total extinction that I cannot pretend to distinguish betw'cen.
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them. But this fact helps to bring out the almost identity of

Jainism with Southern Buddhism.

The Eaja having mentioned incidentally that the most merito-

rious thing a Jain can do is to give his own life to save another’s, I

ventured to say :

‘ But is it meritorious, if life is so full of misery ?
’

He was exceedingly amused at finding himself thus ‘ cornered,’

and laughed heartily. Notwithstanding his—as many may think

—

rather gloomy view of life, he is so perfectly contented and happy,

so light-hearted and full of spirits, that he really at times seems

hardly able to contain himself. I did not press the question further

in the shape in which I had put it, but, turning to another very

practical point, I asked :

‘ If life and consciousness are undesirable, and re-birth a misfor-

tune, is it not wrong for people to marry and have children ?
’

‘ Ah, well,’ said the Eaja, ‘ it is better not to have any. And
therefore the unmarried state is applauded in the books.’

‘ And w'ould it not be well, if one finds that life and thought and

desire are a burden, simply to kill oneself?
’

‘ Possibly it might be
;
and some, I believe, have done so by the

excessive rigour of their lives.’

It appears, from Jain inscriptions collected from sanctuaries in the

South, that the practice of religious suicide was common among the

Jains of Southern India in the Middle Ages. But in the canonical

writings the practice is distinctly condemned, although with the

rather curious allegation that ‘ suicide increases life.’ The Eaja

went on :

‘ There is a Persian saying :
“ Happy are the dead.” But yet there

is more heroism in bearing up against our woes. It is cowardly to

kill oneself. And, besides, one is liable to be born again to suffer

for unextinguished karma.’

‘ But what proof have we of re-birth after death ?
’

‘ We have none. We cannot prove it.’

After this frank admission on the Eaja’s part, I turned to the

subject of religous intolerance.

‘ Is there,’ I asked, ‘ any opposition to Jainism now in India ?
’

‘ The iNIohammedans, it is true, have nothing in common with

us. But there is no opposition to the Jains among the Hindus

;

they all go hand in hand
;
though of course formerly there was

opposition from Brahmanism. Iteligious intolerance is on the decline.

A Jain may sometimes become a Hindu, and vice versa. My own
ancestors many centuries ago were Hindus.’

I inquired concerning the priests or ascetics of Jainism known as-

Yatis
;
and the Eaja replied :

‘ Y e have our ascetics, like the Buddhists
;
but ours generally
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wear white robes instead of yellow. Otherwise there is hardly any

difference between them.’

‘ And do the Jain ascetics live by alms, and go ronnd with their

bowl or bag to collect food, as some of the Buddhist Bhikkhus still

do?’
‘ Yes. When my breakfast is ready, they will come to my house,

and my cook gives them a portion of food, unless I send it round

to them to save them the trouble of coming.’

‘ And how do they spend their time ?
’

‘ In reading the sacred books very largely
;
and in some parts

they preach to the people.’

‘ Have you still any female ascetics or nuns ?
’

‘ Yes. They are called gurni.”
’

‘ And do they also live by alms ?
’

‘ Yes, in the same way.’

‘ Do you, as a Jain, look upon woman as being on a level with

man, and of equal importance ?
’

‘ We do not accord to women a better position than do the

Hindus generally. We regard them as our left hand, and as those

from whom mischief is apt to arise.’

There are two principal sects among the Jains, known as the

Digambaras and the Svetambaras. The latter, apparently, have a

higher opinion than the former of the capabilities or importance of

the female sex, for, unlike the Digambaras, they hold that women
can attain to Moksha.

‘ What sacred days,’ I asked, ‘ have you in Jainism ?
’

‘ Among others we have more particularly the birth and death

days of the twenty-four Tirthankaras, but especially of the last one,

Mahavira
;
and also a period in the rainy season when we fast and go

to the temples. This is like the Christian Lent and the Mohammedan
Eamazan.’

The Buddhists, also, have their corresponding season of Yassa.

‘ Do you ever pray ? ’ I inquired.

‘ Yes
;
we sometimes pray to one or other of the twenty-four

Tirthankaras.’

‘ But what use is it, if the Tirthankaras have reached Moksha,

and are unconscious ?
’

‘ We do it, not in order to obtain anything from them, but to

put away bad thoughts and purify the mind.’

‘ Then, would you not call it rather meditation ” than

“ prayer ” ?
’

‘Yes, certainly, “meditation” and not “prayer” would be the

word

1 inquired whether I should be able to attend any of the services

in the .Iain temples.
‘ You might be able,’ said the Baja, ‘ to attend some in Calcutta,
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if you briDg influence to bear. There is no real religious objection

to a stranger’s presence if he conducts himself properly.’

Our conversation drifted to the subject of Mahatmas, in whom
the Kaja did not believe, if by ‘ Mahatma ’ was meant one possessed

of supernatural powers. But the Theosophist no doubt would say

that the powers laid claim to by the true Mahatma are not super-

natural, although abnormal. Coming back to the subject of Jainism,

I asked

:

‘ Is your religion on the increase in India or on the decrease ?
’

‘ It does not seem to be either, to any great extent.’

I was anxious to know the Kaja’s opinion concerning the manner

in which his co-religionists act up to their convictions in respect of

universal sympathy and mercy.

‘Are the Jains,’ I asked, ‘in actual practice more kind and

considerate than other people to the lower animals ?
’

‘ Yes, undoubtedly. For example, there is the hospital for

animals which they keep up in Bombay.’

This curious and interesting institution, as it happened, I had

already seen. It is a large place with many low buildings, one

of which was pointed out to me as the sparrow-house. Among the

inmates of the hospital at the time of my visit were cattle, dogs,

kittens, jackals, goats, poultry, gulls, and monkeys. Any sick or

injured animal is taken there and fed and preserved. As to the

extent and the character of the medical attendance, I cannot speak
;

and certainly in one or two respects it seemed that the arrangements

for the comfort of the patients were capable of improvement. But

no doubt in some ways an immense deal of suffering is saved by

this benevolent institution, which takes us back to the days of the

great Buddhist King Asoka, more than 2,000 years ago, whose

tender thought for the welfare of both men and animals is so marked

in his stone-cut edicts. Besides animals that are sick and injured,

those whose life is threatened are taken to the hospital. A pious

Jain will buy off animals about to be killed and send them to this

institution, where they are carefully preserved, and never by any

chance parted with for money. In Benares, a sort of hospital for

cows has been started by Kaja Sivaprasad himself.

‘ I suppose,’ I said, ‘ that a good Jain would not think of engaging

in field sports ?
’

‘ Never 1
’ replied the Kaja. ‘ Neither a good Jain nor a bad one.

He would be made an outcast if he did. In my own house, not even

snakes are killed, but only driven away.’

‘ Are the Jains always vegetarians ?
’

‘ Yes, always. And, more than that, we endeavour to avoid even

green vegetables, under the idea that cutting the plant may hurt it.

( )ur diet, as far as possible, is dry vegetable food. We would not need-

lessly pick a leaf from a tree, lest the tree should possibly feel pain.’
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That plants are not unconscious, but share the attributes of men,,

is maintained in the Jain scriptures. As the nature of man, it i&

held, is to be born and to grow old, so is the nature of the plant
;
as

the one needs food, so the other needs food
;
as the one falls sick when

damaged, so does the other; as the one is not eternal, so the other

is not eternal
;
as the one has reason, so the other has reason. This

the Jain commentators amplify by remarking that the plants observe

the seasons and sprout at the proper time
;
the seed always grows

upward, and so on : all which would not happen if the plants had no

knowledge of the things about them.

‘ Is it a fact,’ I inquired, ‘ that the Jains brush the ground with a

peacock feather where they are going to sit down, lest there should

be any insect life there ?
’

‘ We use a peacock feather in the temples if we kneel down, to

brush gently away any ants or other creatures that may be on the

floor. But we carry it also partly out of respect for the image,

because the peacock feather is associated with kings. The full equip-

ment of a Jain ascetic includes, besides a light brush made of threads,

with which to gently remove insects, a handkerchief tied over the

mouth to prevent any living creature from being breathed in—but

this is not always worn. We also strain the water we drink, if there

is any chance that there is animal life in it, in order that we may
injure nothing.’

‘ Does not this extreme tenderness for animal life interfere with

the commercial and other pursuits of the Jain community ?
’

‘ Necessity,’ returned the Eaja, ‘ knows no law. No doubt our

people often do things which, if avoidable, they would prefer not to do.’

‘ But would they ever kill an animal in the course of their

business ?
’

‘ No, they never intentionally kill. What I mean is, they will

perhaps find themselves obliged to have goods carried in a bullock

cart, although the sun is hot and the bullock tired. But still, their

principle is, as far as possible, to avoid hurting any creature.’

One or two points I should like to add which I gathered from a

native in Benares, who has been thrown a great deal in contact with the

Jains, although perhaps the more impartial because not a member of

the sect himself. The Jains, he said, not only do not kill, but do

not under any circumstances eat meat, even though offered to them,

their vegetarianism being of the strictest. When driving, they

seldom use the whip
;
and altogether they are exceptionally merciful

and kind to the lower animals. And for that matter, to men also.

Imr the importance they attach to animal life and feeling does not

l>revent them from showing kindness to their fellow-men. They will

help one another, my informant asserted, ‘ like brothers and Free-

masons
;

’ neither is the help they extend always restricted to members
of their own sect. But it is to ‘ life’ in general that they attach sucli
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peculiar sanctity. Among other things, an incident was related to me
by this man, which came under his own observation. He was em-

ployed at the time by a Jain master in Delhi, and some live poultry

were brought to the Christian Mission House opposite his master’s

shop. A son of his master, seeing that the poultry were under

sentence of death, sent over a servant to buy them off
;
but the

poulterer, taking advantage of the position, put up the price to many
times more than the market value. Being, however, a rich man, the

Jain paid the money, and released the birds—eight or ten in number

—in a safe place, wdiere they were not likely to be molested. A sub-

scription was mentioned to me by the same man, which was got up

by the Jains to pay bird-catchers not to catch birds.

Although the Eaja admitted that under stress of circumstances

his co-religionists will do things towards the lower animals which

they could wish to avoid, there is abundant testimony to the fact

that the precept of their books, to ‘know and consider the happiness

of living creatures,’ is far from being a dead-letter among them. Not

to kill any being, not to hurt it directly or indirectly, by act, or v/ord,

or thought, ‘ is the great practical doctrine of this school, loudly pro-

claimed by books and teachers, and carefully kept by the faithful.’

(M. N. Dvdvedi, in a paper read before the Ninth Oriental Congress,

where, too. Jainism is described as a ‘ living creed.’) It may probably

be asserted with safety that far more practical attention is paid to

the rights and feelings of the lower animals by the Jains than by

any other considerable sect or body of people in the world. I am
not saying that I hold with all the lengths to which Jainism

goes in this respect
;
although it is easier to turn some of them to

ridicule than to live up to an equally blameless ideal. The point I

wish to urge is simply this, that with the Jains regard for the rights

and feelings of non-human creatures is a very real and active element

in their lives, immensely more so than with ordinary people. For

what reason I emphasise the point will appear in a moment. The

gross disregard for the feelings of the lower animals which characterises

mankind generally, and which, in some of its forms, is a disgrace to

this country, is justified by much religious and other nonsense, worthy

only of people who have no more brains than they have heart. But

there is one argument, rarely put forward, which no doubt deserves a

re.spectful hearing as far as it goes. If too much regard is had by

sympathetic persons for the feelings of the lower animals, this tender-

ness, by interfering with the pursuits of life, may tend in time to the

dying out of just those persons, and their descendants, who are most

sympathetic. While the tender-hearted, being handicapped, may
drop out of life’s competition, their unscrupulous rivals may survive

and multiply. Thus in the end the good intention may be self-

defeating. Some years ago, in the Foo'tnightly Revieiu for January

1891, I suggested one or two counter- considerations
;
but here I wish
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to add a furtlier reply, based, not on theory, but on rather striking

facts. We have in the Jains a sect who are peculiarly scrupulous on

this point of consideration for animals
;
who have probably for ages

past been carrying their regard for animal rights, in at least some of

its forms, to what many would call absurd lengths. And what is the

consequence ? Are the Jains being slowly but surely outstripped

by their neighbours, borne down by the force of circumstances,

eliminated through the operation of the struggle for existence, in

which their scrupulosity places them at a disadvantage ? Not at

all. It is true that the number of professing Jains is not now great

;

and as a Church they have been described as fallen into decay. But

the falling to pieces of a Church for one reason or another is quite a

different thing from the financial or vital decay of those who compose

it. The Jains at the present day, instead of being poor and hard

pressed, are the richest, most prosperous, and, for their number, most

influential body of natives in all India. Though they count perhaps

less than one in 500 of the population, it is said that ‘ half the mer-

cantile transactions of India pass through their hands as merchants and

bankers.’ My Benares informant assured me that there are hardly any

really poor families among them. Certainly it does not seem that,

owing to their extreme tenderness, the means of support are failing

them in life’s competition. Nor does it appear that their wealth is

accumulated by miserly habits. ‘ Their charity is boundless,’ says

Sir W. W. Hunter. In the past as well as in the present, they

have evidently known the meaning of material prosperity, as is proved

by the beautiful and costly temple architecture on which their

piety has lavished money at Mount Abu and elsewhere. On the

other hand, they have not lacked the necessary leisure to appreciate

and cultivate intellectual pursuits. They have produced scholars of

great eminence and exercised much influence on literature, while

some of the oldest and largest libraries are theirs. I have no wish

to press the argument too far. I am not contending that regard for

the feelings of animals makes a people richer, but only that

apparently it is not incompatible with continued wealth and pro-

sperity. And as evidence of this fact I point to the very remarkable

case of the Jains. Notwithstanding the opposition, if not active

persecutions, of bygone times, the one small sect, which, more than

any other in the world, has taught and practised the doctrine of

‘ ahimsa,’ or ‘ non-injury ’ to living creatures, stands to-day, after

some four-and-twenty centuries, by far the most prosperous com-

munity in a population verging on three hundred millions.

Er^sest M. Bowden.
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SEA-POWER AND SEA-CARRIAGE

Over-sea in France a notable thing befel—if one might adapt the

words of Carlyle—when M. Delcasse sent Major Marchand to Fashoda.

The mission was not a Pvinzenrauh, nor did it raise any specially

new phase of the Nigger Question, and, although an ‘ unfriendly

act ’ in a diplomatic sense, it was, in another sense, a most friendly

service. For all at once it caused the British people to realise their

own strength. During long years of prolonged peace, broken only by
‘ little wars,’ they had lost consciousness of it. Now, thanks to pin-

pricks and faux pas, they have felt it again, and, still more, have seen

that all the world knows what they had forgotten or overlooked. It

w'as worth a gleam of the ‘ blood-red blossom of war with a heart of fire
;

’

it was worth more than the few hundred thousands that may have

been spent in naval preparations
;

it was worth even the temporary

alienation of an old friend and neighbour, for whom we have other-

wise the highest esteem and warmest affection—for Britain to learn

her own might. And as France has taught us to appreciate our

own sea-power, so have the risks of the war from which we have

happily escaped, and the events and consequences of the war

in which America and Spain have lately been engaged, brought

vividly before us the vast importance of our sea-commerce. The
greatness of our sea-power has been called forth by the magnitude

of our sea-carriage. Our large and ever-growing merchant navy has

brought into being our large and ever-growing naval armament. It

is the fashion nowadays to deny tliat ‘ trade follows the flag,’ and if

we look, say, at the West Indies and at Fiji, one may be constrained

to admit that the flag can neither make nor keep trade. But it can

make, and has made, a Eoyal Navy, and it is rather an interesting

incident that an important branch of our business as sea-carriers is in

the conveyance of supplies of the new sinew of war to the coaling-

stations established for our fighting ships. This is a curious thought

—that the peaceful pursuit of over-sea commerce has created the

engines of war, and that the development of sea-going warlike

machinery has in turn created a new over-sea trade.

Now, this business of sea-carrying is without doubt the most

important trade in the world. Those who go down to the sea in

ships, those who do business on the great waters, those who labour

directly and indirectly in association with shipping, and those who
are more or less dependent on it, number three-fourths of the world’s

2X)pulation. It is one of the oldest trades, too, if not as old as that

091
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of the farmer and the potter, and there were hardy mariners before

the days of the Phoenicians. Whether the Phoenicians did much
ocean-carrying for other people is doubtful, for their voyages seem

to have been more after the manner of the Spanish and Elizabethan

merchant-adventurers. At all events, they were not sea- carriers to

the same extent as the ancient Arabians, who carried the traffic of

Egypt and India to and fro under a foreign flag. Since these old

days the carrying- trade has passed through many hands. It is good

to have the lion’s share of this great world-business, but vre did not

always possess that share. It is not a hundred years since the

Scandinavians and Germans had secured practically the whole of the

sea-carriage of the Baltic and Mediterranean, which the enterprise of

Henry the Seventh had won for England. Those who believe in

what Mr. Herbert Sj)encer calls the great political superstition of the

present— ‘ the Divine Eight of Parliament ’—will And food for much
profitable study in the legislation by which England in the eighteenth,

and the United States in the nineteenth, centuries lost their foreign
' o

carrying-trade. And the student of social evolution finds abundant

and interesting material for examination in the changes effected by
steam in the commercial, and therefore the social and political,

relations of Europe. The Navigation Laws robbed us of the

Mediterranean trade which we had taken from the merchants of

Venice and Genoa. The steam-engine brought it back to us, and gave

us in rapid succession the trade of the Iberian Peninsula, of Italy, of

the Levant, of the Danube and Black Sea, and finally of India and

Ghina. At least two of our present great lines of steamers originated

in humble little sailing-packets between the ports of Britain and those

of Spain and Portugal. And it was by way of the Mediterranean that

we won our position in the carrying-trade of the East, for John

Company only carried ‘ for self and partners.’ Steam-power was

introduced into the Mediterranean trade by the Peninsular Company
(now known as the P. and 0.) in 1837, and in 1840 into the

American trade by the Cunard Company, into the West Indies trade

by the Eoyal Mail Company, and into the Pacific trade by William

Wheelwright.

We may take the year 1840, then, as the birth-year of the maritime

supremacy of Great Britain, although for some years afterwards the

growth was very small owing to the aforesaid Navigation Laws, which so

lapped our shipowners in the swaddling-clothes of Protection that they

were slow to move in pursuit of new trade. The repeal of the Corn

Laws, however, gave a new impetus to sea-carrying, for this opened

up a great traffic in grain with the Baltic and the Black Seas
;
and

then, as steamers came to be more and more employed, more and

more employment was created for colliers.

Tlie transitions in the Eastern carrying-trade have been strongly

marked. As Portugal first found her way by sea to India, she had

the monopoly of the sea-traffic down to 1C 00, and as many as 300
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sail would be found at one time in the port of Goa loading for, or

discharging from, European and Eastern ports. Then the English flag

was not known in Indian ports : now the Portuguese flag is rarely, if

ever, seen. But first came the Dutch, who went out to find for them-

selves whence came the rich stuffs brought by the Portuguese traders

for sale in Kotterdam and Amsterdam. As they could not make a

north-east passage from Europe, the Dutch went round the Cape, and,

after they had occupied Sumatra, gradually displaced the Portuguese

from the Eastern Archipelago, Ceylon, and Southern India. They in

turn had a monopoly of the Eastern trade for a hundred years, and

then the English served the Dutch as the Dutch had served the

Portuguese. What the Indian carrying-trade now is we shall

presently see, but it is to be noted that, while the Indian trade has

only developed under our flag, the sea-traffic with the Australasian

Colonies and the major part of that with South Africa has been actually

created within living memory.

In proceeding to examine the present extent and conditions of

the world’s sea-carrying trade three avenues of inquiry open up to

us: (1) the actual shipping possessed by each country with a sea-

board
; (2) the extent of the sea-carriage of the British Empire

;

(3) and the share which British shipping has in the carrying-trade of

foreign countries. As to the first, the following presents a tolerably

complete view of

The World's Shipping in 1808

Country

Steamers over
lOU tons

Sailers over
100 tons

Total over
100 tons

No. Tonnage No. Tonnage No. Tonnage

United Kingdom G,783 10,547,355 2,261 2,040,549 . 9,044 12,587,904
British Colonies • 919 G20,831 1,180 456,574 2,099 1,077,408

British Empire . • 7,702 11,1G8,189 3,441 2,497,123 11,143 13,005,312

United States . 780 1,175,702 2.370 1,272,915 3,150 2,418,677
Argentina 93 50,G10 103 28,101 190 78,771
A ustria-Hungary 195 305,483 89 44,331 284 349,814
Belgium 103 136,709 2 420 105 137,129
Brazil 217 137,342 120 30,705 337 108,107
Chili 47 51,438 95 59,097 142 110,535
China 4G G2,179 1 587 47 02,760
Denmark . 305 308,410 455 114,440 700 422,850
Holland 244 355,099 139 88,751 383 444,450
Egypt 13 11,847 1 303 14 12,150
France . G17 972,017 534 206,898 1,151 1,179,515
Germany . 1,0GG 1,044,337 538 409,644 1,004 2,113,981
Greece 127 151,210 311 101,147 438 252,363
Hawaii 23 23,995 13 15,574 30 39,569
Italy . 272 441,585 890 413,893 1,102 855,478
Japan 4G2 454,163 70 17,890 532 472,053
Norway 710 018,017 1,953 1,024,000 2,003 1,043,217
I’eru . 3 4,809 3*> 10,593 39 15,472
Portu"al . 39 53,293 132 40,042 171 99,335
Kouinauia . 18 17,708 4 1,210 22 18,984
Knssia 390 350,307 709 244.007 1,159 594,434
Spain . 43G 544,775 270 70,308 712 021,143
Sweden 594 328,553 779 224,230 1,373 552,785
Turkey 109 83,199 138 37,971 247 121,170
Uruguay . 18 . 15,580 18 3,234 36 18,814
Other Countries 72 42,088 74 19,092 140 02,380

Totals • • • 14,701 19,511,292 13,351 7,049,958 28,052 26,601,250

3 UA"ol. XLV—No. 2C8
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These figures are extracted from Lloyd’s Register, and they differ

somewhat from those given in the French Kegister, Bureau Veritas,

according to whose Eepertoire Greneral for 1898-1899 there are

11,57() steamers in the world over 100 tons, representing a total

tonnage of 18,887,132 gross tons, and 3,149 steamers under 100

tons, representing a gross tonnage of 492,229 tons. The French

Kegister, moreover, gives the number of sailing-vessels at 28,885, of

a total gross tonnage of 8,893,769 tons
;
but it includes vessels down

to 50 tons, whereas Lloyd’s does not include such small craft. These

differences, however, are not material, and we give preference to

Lloyd’s figures.

Now this table is peculiarly interesting, and we invite the atten-

tion to it even of those to whom ‘ multiplication is vexation ’ as much
now as it was in their school-days. One needs no aptitude for mathe-

matics to appreciate the comparative value of the numerals. Look,

for instance, at the British Empire’s record of a fleet of 11,143

merchant vessels, rej)resenting a tonnage of 13,665,312 gross tons
;

that is, nearly three-sevenths in number, and more than one-half in

tonnage, of the entire shipping of the world. In steam vessels our

proportion is even greater—more than one-half in number and about

60 per cent, in tonnage. This is gratifying to our national pride
;

but look now at the records of what Lord Salisbury calls decaying

nations. Portugal, once foremost in maritime exploration, the

founder of sea-traffic between Europe and Africa and India, has now

not much more than half the tonnage of her old colony of Brazil.

Spain, once mistress of the seas, is now outdone by Italy, and is

being rapidly approached by the newest of nations, Japan. An even

more interesting comparison is that between the sea-power of the

Teutonic and the Latin races. Excluding for the moment Great

Britain and her Colonies, we make the following division :

Total Tonnafje of

— Teutonic Nutioiis
Tons

Latin Nations
Tons

America ...... 2,448,677 —
Argentina ...... — 78,771

15elgium ...... — l3V,12y

Brazil ....... — 468,107

Chili — 110,635

Denmark ...... 422,8.‘')0

Holland 4-14,460 —
France....... — 1,170,-615

Germany ...... 2,113,081 —
Italy — 866,47

8

Norway ...... 1,643,217 —
I^eru ....... — 1-6,462

Portugal ...... — 00,3-36

Spain ....... — 621,143

Sweden ...... 6.
"j 2,78-6 —

"J’olal.s . 7,626,0(;() .3,266,476
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The maritime supremacy of the Teuton is thus very marked.

Including Great Britain and her Colonies, the Teutonic nations now

own 80 per cent, of the tonnage of the world, which the Spaniards

opened up in the West and the Portuguese in the East. And yet

the hardy Norsemen were neither better navigators nor better

fighters than the Iberian mariners who trafficked to the Pacific and

the Indian Oceans. Nor were the vessels in which the Spaniards

re-discovered America larger or more serviceable than those in

which the Scandinavians preceded them across the Atlantic
;
though

in the early centuries, when Venice was the centre of shipbuilding

and of maritime commerce, galleys of from 1,000 to 2,000 tons

burden were engaged in the Mediterranean trade. That is a

large carrying capacity even for sailing-ships of our own time, though

nothing to the monster steam cargo-carriers that are now being turned

out at Glasgow and Belfast. Few of John Company’s armed mer-

chantmen exceeded 1,000 tons, and fifty years ago 500 tons was about

the average size of our sailing ocean-carriers. The development in

size of mercantile vessels is comparatively modern, for so long as

wood was exclusively used the character of the material limited the

capacity of the vessels. The growth in size has been much more

rapid in the last decade than in any previous period. Broadly speak-

ing, the average size of vessels now added to the mercantile marine

is about three times that of 1875, when steel was not used at all in

the construction of either steamers or sailers. Nowadays steel is the

chief material. The President of the Chamber of Shipping of the

United Kingdom (Hon. J. C. Burns) recently dwelt on this modern
phase of shipping. Eeferring to the great increase in size and carrying

capacity he said :
‘ Although freights at the present time are not so

high as they formerly were, yet owing to the much larger dead-weight

which steamers can carry, they are able to accept cargo at a much
less freight.’ Has any one attempted to measure how far the lowering

of the cost of ocean-carriage has helped to develop sea-commerce ?

Not so long ago the gross earnings of steamers were computed at 15^.

per ton
;
to-day they cannot be taken at more than 12^. per ton.

In estimating our carrying power from Lloyd’s records, one must
not lose sight of the relatively higher proportion we have of steamers

than of sailing-vessels. In effective capacity a steamer is to a sailer

as three to one, so that in owning 60 per cent, of the steam tonnage

we practically own 60 per cent, of the effective tonnage, though in the

grouping of steam and sail tonnage in the last column of the above

table, we seem to have only about 50 per cent, of the tonnage of the

world. Thus it is of small consequence that America has half as

much sailing tonnage as we have, so long as we have eleven times as

much steam tonnage as she has.

The development of German maritime enterprise since the Franco-
German war has been great, though nothing, perhaps, to the develop-

3 u 2
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ment we shall presently see in America as the result of the Hispano-

American war. But while the German competition is a substantial

fact, it is one the importance of which we can measure and reckon with.

There is no reason to share Mr, Williams’s pessimistic opinions, or to

be disturbed in our rest, like Lord Eosebery, by a nightmare ‘ made in

Germany.’ German competition we shall always have to face, but

we know where to look for it. That it will become so enormous as

to oust us from our foreign markets is incredible. That it will

become very much more severe than now is improbable. Germany
has yet to work out her industrial salvation, and to find a solution for

herself of such labour troubles as have afflicted Great Britain. She

is young yet, industrially speaking, and, as is natural in youth, she

has grown rapidly. But there is no doubt she has been materially

assisted in her industrial growth by British trade-unionism; and

there is little doubt that she will by-and-by begin to feel the effects

of German trade-unionism. If, however, she is one of our keenest

competitors, she is also one of our best customers, and shows no sign

of abating her custom. The busier she is herself, the more she seems

to buy from us. Although as an ocean-carrier Germany is, as yet at

any rate, of comparatively small account, since she cannot carrjr

more than 43 per cent, of her own foreign trade in her own ships,

still she is steadily developing in maritime importance. Last year

German shipbuilders built of merchant vessels 153,000 tons, chiefiy

for German owners
;
and German shipowners bought from British

and other builders 55,000 tons of new shipping, and from British

shipowners 74,000 tons of old shipping—to compete for ocean traffic

under the German flag.

It has been computed that 70,000,000^. per annum is paid to

British shipowners for ocean-carriage between foreign ports. No
estimate has yet been made of the annual value of the ships w^e supply

to others to compete with ourselves for that carrying-trade.^ Since

1881 the new tonnage we have thus supplied to others has been only

four times under 90,000 tons, and has been as high as 183,000 tons.

At an average of 150,000 tons per annum and the low average price

(low in view of the large high-class liners which swell the tonnage)

of 10^. per toil, it may be said that we build 1,150,000/^. worth of

ships annually to compete with us as ocean-carriers. But not only

that, every year our shipowners as they add new vessels to their fleets

weed out the old ones, which are bought at a low price by foreigners,

and, cheaply manned, can often undersell us in the freight market. In

1898 we liuilt for foreigners about 297,000 tons of new merchant

vessels (all steamers) and we transferred to foreign owners 588,500

tons of old vessels, of which 434,720 tons were steamers and 153,780

tons were sailers. It is an interesting fact, to be noted in passing,

' Tlic ]5oarfl of Returns began in January last to include the value of new ships

exported, but not the value of old ships sold to foreigners.
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that whereas in 1892 about 24 per cent, of the output of British

shipyards was sailing tonnage, the proportion last year was only

about one-fourth of one per cent. We have, indeed, materially

helped Germany to make a German company the largest shipowner

in the world. The fleet of the North German Lloyd Company con-

sisted in 1898 of 88 vessels of an aggregate tonnage of 367,877 tons,

and of 104 lighters of an aggregate tonnage of 26,640 tons.^ The

largest British shipowner is the British India Steam Navigation

Company, whose fleet consists of 117 vessels of an aggregate tonnage

of 354,449 tons, or 13,428 tons less than the ocean tonnage of the

German Lloyd, and 15,128 tons less than that of the Hamburg-
American Company.

This brings up to and merges into the second branch of our

inquiry, viz. the extent of the sea-carriage of the United Kingdom,

and of all the members of the British Empire. The total shipping

possessed by the Empire is, as we have seen, 11,143 steamers and

sailing-vessels of an aggregate tonnage of 13,665,312 tons. It is

natural to expect to find a large preponderance of British shipping

engaged in the foreign trade of the United Kingdom—that is to say,

in ocean-carriage to and from our own shores—and as a matter of

fact only 25,772,318 tons out of 90,198,863 tons of the foreign trade

of the British Isles is carried by foreign vessels. The tonnage of

foreign vessels either arriving or departing in ballast last year w^as

5,268,944 tons, and of British vessels in ballast 10,985,592 tons. The
coasting trade of the British Isles is, of course, mostly in British

vessels, although we do not shut out foreigners from that trade, as

we did in the old days of the Navigation Law, and as the United

States still do from theirs. The following shows the tonnage of

British and foreign vessels engaged in the coasting trade, entered and

cleared with cargoes at ports in the United Kingdom,

months ending the 31st of December last

:

in the twelve

General coasting trade .....
Trade between Great Britain and Ireland

British
Tons

21,050,455

0,505,175

Foreign
Tons

128,177

0,321

Total 30,555,030 137,408

Clearly foreign vessels are ‘ not in it.’

Ours has not been a systematically organised Empire, widely as it

has extended—perhaps because so widely has it extended. Yet, though

it has grown almost in spite of us, few of us disagree with Professor

Seeley in regarding this expansion as the question on which the

whole future of our country depends. In magnitude, as Seeley says,

it far surpasses all the questions which we can ever have to discuss

in political life. Imperial Federation may be only a phrase, but

2 It is being increased by nine steamers of 78,000 tons now building, and fourteen

steamers of 145,000 tons are being constructed for the Hamburg-American Company.
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the spirit of national unity has made our Empire and must

serve to sustain it. The Empires of Assyria, Babylonia, Persia,

Macedonia, and Eome were built upon conquest. The Empire of

Britain is founded upon commerce. A nation of shopkeepers, then ?

Why not ? Surely it is better to be a nation of shopkeepers than a

nation of swashbucklers and butchers. To carve one’s meal with

gloves of steel and drink the red wine through the helmet barred is not

the consummation of human greatness. And, after all, whether or

not ‘ trade follows the flag,’ the making and keeping of trade is the

work of the people, not of our army or navy. Of what avail is conquest

without the faculty and energy to make use of it ? Spain has lost

her colonies because she misgoverned them, but she has also lost her

colonial trade because she mismanaged it. Even with misgovernment
the commerce of Cuba and of the Philippines is immense, but it has

long ceased to be Spanish. iThe Empire of the first Napoleon was a

military success but a commercial failure
;

it crumbled away because

it had nothing on which to rest but conquest. Yet the French in

the eighteenth and the Spaniards in the sixteenth century were

animated by envy of British trade-craft and covetousness of British

commerce. As Seeley says, it was in Elizabeth’s time that

England discovered her vocation to trade and to dominion of the

sea. And now ‘ our Empire is not an Empire at all in the ordinary

sense of the word. It does not consist of a congeries of nations held

together by force, but in the main of one nation as much as if it

were no Empire but an ordinary State. This fact is fundamental

when we look to the future and inquire whether it is calculated for

duration.’ This Empire of ours covers (with recent additions) some

ten million square miles, barely one-eightieth of which is within the

British Isles. What would it be worth without our shipping ?

In 1891 the value of the sea-commerce of the British Empire was

970.000.

000^. Of that, G9G,000,000L represented the mother country

and 143,000,000^. the self-governing colonies. Of the colonial portion,

95.000.

000^. represented the trade between the colonies and countries

other than the United Kingdom. It may surprise many people to

learn that our colonies only give us about one-third of their trade,

although we have to provide for the protection of the whole of it. In

this, of course, is found one of the arguments in favour of colonial con-

tributions to the Imperial Navy. But from the point of view of our

present inquiry, the dealings of our colonies with other countries are

part of the foreign trade of the Empire. These self-governing colonies

have in round numbers one-seventh of the maritime commerce of

the Empire. They have an aggregate revenue equal to about one-

half of that of the United Kingdom, and a population of about one-

fourth. And this fourth of the population that conducts one-seventh

of tlie sea-trade of the Empire has no means of its own of protecting

that trade, and would necessarily lose a large portion of it in the
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event of, and during, a war between Grreat Britain and a maritime

Power.

The carrjing-trade between the United Kingdom and British

possessions in 1897 amounted to 11,783,210 tons, of which

10,769,109 tons represented British and 1,014,101 tons represented

foreign vessels.

The sea-carriage of India has developed in a remarkable manner

—from a total of 20,457,619 tons in 1879-80 to 33,162,547 tons in

1896-7, of which 25,171,993 tons was under the British flag. The

foreign flags engaged in the foreign trade of India are chiefly German

(411,214 tons), Austrian (239,729 tons), and French (156,399 tons).

The proportions of other nationalities are insignificant.

Another way of measuring our share in the carrying-trade of the

East is afforded in the returns of the tonnage and nationalities of

vessels passing through the Suez Canal. Practically two-thirds

of the tonnage using this great waterway is British, and yet

the French want us to clear out of Egypt, bag and baggage

!

Surely in the Suez Canal figures there is a strong argument in favour

of what most of us now see to be inevitable, however much it may
be delayed—the formal declaration of a British Protectorate over

Egypt. The records ofthe Suez Canal are well worth study. Among
other things to be found in them is that the French tonnage using

the waterway made by a Frenchman (though largely with the assistance

of British mechanical skill and inventiveness) does not tend to

increase. In 1885 the total was actually 42,000 tons more than in

1897. From 850,112 tons in 1885 it declined steadily to 547,602

tons in 1889, and then slowly recovered to 1,005,051 tons in 1895,

since which year it has gone back again to 807,995. The German
tonnage, on the other hand, shows progressive increase, beginning

with 283,834 tons in 1885, rising steadily to 870,548 tons in 1891,

drooping again in the next two dull years, and then advancing year

by year up to 1,194,106 tons in 1897. Of course the Canal returns

include the tonnage of war-ships, transports, and other Government

vessels
;
but, even so, France has never sent through the Canal

more than 1,005,051 tons nor Germany more than 1,194,106 tons,

wFereas we sent through as much as 9,484,609 tons in 1891.

Coming now to the third branch of our inquiry, while it is prac-

tically impossible to state the proportions borne by all nations in the

carrying-trade of the world, we can arrive at a very fair idea of our

own share in it. This, however, is by no means easy, as in the

statistical returns available for many countries the tonnage is only

distinguished as betw’een ‘ National ’ and ‘ Foreign.’ In the following

table, however, is shown both the tonnage and the percentage of British

vessels carrying the foreign traffic of the principal maritime countries

of Europe and of the United States. Alongside the British share is

placed the proportion borne by all other flags

:
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Tonnage of Vessels Entering and Clearing the Ports of

British Tonnage Per cent,

of whole
other than British

Tonnage
Per cent,

of whole

Europe

:

United Kingdom 64,426,545 71-4 25,772,318 28-6

Russia 10,441,709 54-4 8,749,479 45-6

Norway 708,605 12T 5,142,182 87-9

Sweden 2.592,-347 18-4 11,527,457 81-6

Germany 8,560,071 35-5 15,526,561 64-5

Holland 8,331,034 53 4 7,280,876 46-6

France 13,683,742 456 16,343,190 54’4

Portugal 8,231,055 567 6,294,568 43'3

Italy .... 6,887,923 40-5 10,117,364 59*5

America

:

United States (exclusive

of Lake trade)

123,863,031

22,376,171 56T

106,753,995

17,504,873 43-9

Total . 146,239,202 124,258,868

Observe how large a proportion we carry of the over-sea trade of

our greatest commercial competitors^—the United States and Germany.

But we really carry a good deal more than 3 5 ‘5 per cent, of the

German trade, for a large proportion of the entrances and clearances

at Dutch ports belong to Germany.

The tonnage of vessels entered and cleared at the ports does

not by any means represent the whole of the world’s carrying-

trade. We must not forget that now important branch of all

countries—the passenger traffic. Forty years ago, even down to

1860, more passengers were carried from the United Kingdom in

foreign vessels than in British. Now only a small proportion of the

vast annual stream of passengers leaves our shores in foreign vessels,

and chiefly to the United States. But, on the other hand, a

large proportion of the foreign passenger traffic that used to pass

through us now goes direct in foreign ships—as, for instance, the

Scandinavian and German emigrant stream to North America, and

the Italian peasant-labour stream to and from South America. And as

against the enormous number of ocean-passengers British ships carry

to West and East, we have to consider the passenger traffic conducted

by foreign vessels in foreign waters—the several foreign Mediterranean

lines, the Kussian lines in the Black Sea and the Caspian, the

several American lines in the coasting trade of North and SouthO
America, the huge traffic of the American lakes, the Japanese lines

both in Japanese and Chinese waters, &c^—it is doubtful if we have

as large a proportion of the passenger as we have of the cargo

c*arrying of the world. The importance of the ship-passenger trade

s(*ems to have been rather overlooked by economists. It has not

only a material influence upon the size, speed, and other qualities of
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the world’s shipping, and is not merely a large source of revenue to

shipowners : it has also a very large influence upon the general trade

of each country, and especially upon that of Great Britain. The

catering for these millions of passengers who throng our ocean

steamers is a business in itself. Their movements to and from home
and harbour, or their transit (as in the case of Americans) across

our land, involve the remunerative employment of railways,

hotels, and various minor forms of labour. A bale of goods put on

board a ship ceases to be productive to anybody, after it has paid

freight, until it is landed at its destination
;
but a passenger is a

ceaseless source of distributive energy. Were it not for the passenger,

the world would never have conceived of such triumphs of marine

architecture and mechanical skill as are now the weekly products of

the shipyards of Glasgow and Belfast. Were it not for the hurry of

the passenger to reach his journey’s end we should not need such

enormous stocks of fuel at foreign coaling-stations, the mere carriage

and handling of which is in itself a large trade. It is an error,

therefore, to say, as has been said, that the increase in passenger traffic

has no important influence upon the total trade of the country.^

Those who are disturbed by visions of the growth of German
and American competition do not sufficiently allow for the greater

increase of population, in recent years, in Germany and the United

States than in the United Kingdom. With growing populations and

prolonged peace these countries were bound to develop rapidly in

industrial power and commercial enterprise. There is nothing

phenomenal about this industrial development. It is j>erfectly natural

that, beginning lower, they should appear to advance more rapidly

than we are doing. It is also natural to expect that after a time

their pace of increase will slacken. But that time is not yet. Sir

Courtenay Boyle said in a recent report only what every thinking

man must see to be true :

It is necessary more than ever tliat attention should be given in the United
Kingdom to the business of manufacturing for export. It is a mistake to suppose

that the increase of wealth in foreign countries is, on the whole, unfavourable to

us. The richer neighbouring nations are, the better for us and for the rest of the

world in the long run. But the change of conditions must be recognised, and we
can scarcely expect to maintain our past undoubted ])re-emiiience, at any rate

without strenuous effort and careful and energetic improvement in method.

One of the ‘ changes of conditions ’ not yet recognised, however,

is that which will attend the development of the sea-carrying power

of other nations.

3 At a meeting of the P. and 0. Company on the 0th of December last, Sir Thomas
Sutherland, in stating the company’s expenditure on new boats at two millions, said :

•* The cargo capacity of these vessels is only 30,000 tons. If the same money had been
spent on cargo vessels of the highest class, they would have a carrying capacity of

.from 250,000 to 300,000 tons.’ Such is one example of the influence of the passenger

trade upon shipping.
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Not tlie least serious of the possibilities of a war with France

was the transference of a large portion of our carrying-trade to

Germany. We had not much reason to fear the French fleet, but

the French commerce-destroyers that would have been let loose

in the ‘ Seven Seas ’—or some of them—would have certainly

worked for the advantage of the German flag on all the great

lines of ocean traffic. There is no doubt about the excellence of

German ships, and the fact that the Kaiser Wilhelm der Crosse has

made the best year’s record of any of the great vessels now in the

Transatlantic trade is not one to be regarded lightly.

Of the six largest merchant fleets in the world, all over 200,000

tons each, three are British and three are foreign. And the seventh

largest is Japanese. This is a very significant fact. There may not

be much reason to fear any great development of the competition of

the Messageries Maritimes—a French enterprise which grew out of

the Third Empire, and which owes its growth to State ‘ coddling ’

—

but the German and Japanese companies are adding steadily to their

fleets, and both will become more and more formidable competitors

in the carrying-trade of the Pacific and the Far East. And it is just

in the traffic of the Pacific that the largest possibilities remain for

the development of ocean-carriage. It is not easy to appraise that

traffic at present in tonnage, for a very large portion of the sea-trade

of the Pacific is yet unregistered. From known data, however, and

from careful estimates, we take the annual value of that traffic to be

something like the following: (1) American side of the Pacific,

139.000.

000^.
; (2) Asiatic side, including India, Japan, and China,

079.000.

000^.
; (3) Australasia, 200,000,000^.

; (4) islands of the Paci-

fic, including Netherlands India, 84,000,000^. ;
total, 1,102,000,000C

This includes the coasting trade and the inter-insular trade, in so far

as it can be estimated. On an average value of 10^. per ton of cargo,

this would represent a carriage-tonnage of 110,200,000 tons. This

valuation may seem a low one in comparison with the average value

per ton of the foreign trade of Europe, and also in view of the high

price per ton of some of the leading products of the Pacific basin.

But we wish to allow amply for the comparatively small value of

much of the native coasting trade, and for the large carrying of a

small-priced article like coal. Even on this modest estimate the

sea-carriage of the Pacific and the East is not far short of that of the

busy waterways of Europe and of Atlantic America. We estimate that

fully 70 per cent., perhaps even as much as 75 per cent., of the

tonnage represented by these figures is carried in British, British-

Indian, and British-Colonial bottoms—that is to say, under the

British flag. But in Nos. 1 and 2 we are already feeling the active

competition of Germany and Japan, and we shall soon be feeling the

still inore active competition of America. And the maritime com-

]>etition of America will extend also to Nos. 3 and 4, as well as to the
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Transatlantic carrying-trade. Dr. Emory Johnson, of tha University

of Pennsylvania, says that the amount of foreign commerce that will

be affected by the opening of the Nicaragua Canal will be larger

than that now served by the Suez Canal, which we have seen

amounted to 11,123,403 tons in 1897 (including war-ships). This

may be or may not be
;
but what may be regarded as a certainty is

that the opening of the Nicaragua Canal will revolutionise American,

just as the opening of the Suez Canal revolutionised British, shipping.

It will also cause a new demand on British shipbuilders for a new

type of vessel to meet the peculiar conditions of the route.
^

'

The United States Minister and Consul-Gfeneral in Siam has thus

recently reported to the Department of State at Washington on ‘ the

future of the Pacific ’

:

I desire to urge again what I have repeatedly advanced in both official and

private letters, that American commercial interests must bend their energies as

never before to the thorough and persistent exploitation of this: whole Eastern

Asiatic coast from Vladivostok to Singapore. There is no greater opportunity in

any other part of the world. Japan alone has a population exceeding that of all

South America. China has as many millions as the greater part of Europe;

Korea, Java, and the Philippines have as many accessible inhabitants as Africa
;

while Siam has a greater population than Australia and the lesser islands of the

Pacific. True, the needs of these millions are not those of Caucasian and Christian

lands, but the wants are those of human beings, and of such myriads that the prize

is worthy of iucreasing efibrt. x\ll Eastern Asia is trembling with the oncoming

tread of progress, and when once these uncounted hosts realise that old conditions

of sloth and inaction must yield to the invasion of new ideas, new systems of

society and government, then the movement all along the line, already powerfully

inaugurated in Japan, will astonish the world; the Far East will no longer be

despised or neglected by our commercial forces
;

these countries, which have

already begun a relentless campaign for control of Asia’s trade, will be prepared to

take the lead in the division of spoils, and those who are laggards now will be

for ever relegated to the rear. The lands washed by the Pacific, both of the New
and Old World, will be the home of commerce, with influence and resources that

will enable them to divide the honours with Atlantic countries.

So far the views of this American official harmonise with the

forecast of the future of the Pacific that has already been laid before

the readers of this Eeview.'* But hear Mr. Barrett once more :

Not one American steamer ship, private yacht, or even gunboat, visited this

port (Bangkok) in the whole year of 189C, and the entire responsibility of ‘ showing
the flag ’ and recalling to the Siamese memory the fact that the Stars and Stripes

exist devolved on this legation and consulate-general.

Does anybody suppose that such a state of things will continue ?

It is never safe to propffiesy unless you know, of course
;
but it is

j)retty safe to p>redict that within the next ten years the Stars and
Stripes will be, if not the dominant flag on the Pacific, at least as

frequently seen as the Union Jack, with the Japanese flag a good
third.

* ‘ The Coming Struggle in the Pacific,’ Nineteenth Century^ October 1898.
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An avenue of trade in wliicli we are already meeting with the

competition of the Americans, as carriers as well as purveyors, is that

with South Africa. As a well-known New York commercial journal

(Bradstreefs)xeGent\j showed, ‘ the statistics available certainly seem to

point to Americans securing a good share of the trade of a continent

which has heretofore been regarded as the legitimate market for

surplus products of Old-World industry. Although not specifically so

stated in the Bureau of Statistics reports, it also seems certain that

much of the demand has come from the British possessions on that

continent, and to have been a result primarily of the great mining

boom in the southern portion of that vast region which finds an

outlet through British-colonial ports.’ The interests of America in

the Transvaal have always been large, but it is not generally known
that, in developing the great region to the south of the Zambesi, we
are opening up a new market for American products—wheat and

flour, wood and furniture, machinery and petroleum, agricultural

implements and cotton and woollen fabrics—and even American coal

is being sent to Cape Colony. These American products are now being

transported in American steamers from American ports to Cape Town
and Durban. This is not so much taking trade from us as securing

new trade that might have been ours.

In an official ‘ Keview of the World’s Commerce of 1896 and 1897,’

prepared by Mr. Frederic Emory of the United States Department

of State, the ‘ marked and significant change ’ which the commer-

cial relations of the country are undergoing is dwelt on. The

United States is not now merely the ‘ granary of the world,’ but ‘ its

sales abroad of manufactured goods have continued to extend with

a facility and promptitude of results which have excited the serious

concern of countries that for generations had not only controlled their

home markets, but had practically monopolised certain lines of trade

in other lands.’ This is otherwise referred to in the report as ‘ an

American invasion of the markets of the world ’

;
but it is pointed out

that China offers the most promising field for American enterprise,

industry, and capital. The expansion of the export trade of the Pacific

slope will be a consequence of the solution of the problem of the future

political and commercial condition of China.

The new Imperialist policy of the United States requires what

Secretary Gage calls ‘the prompt adoption of an affirmative maritime

))olicy’ by that country. Having expelled a maritime Power fromits

colonies, the American Union must assume the obligations to

those colonies discharged l)y Spain. This is but one way of telling

Americans that they want a merchant navy, and will not be happy

till they get it. Mr. Gage says : ‘It is clear that American vessels

must be established in part in the carrying-trade of the islands, or

we must allow Great Britain, France, and Germany to fill entirely the

place as a carrier which S2>ain is about to vacate.’ This remark
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applies to the islands both of the Atlantic and of the Pacific, for

‘ our boundaries have been pushed thousands of miles nearer to the

markets of Asia and Australia, and hundreds of miles nearer to the

markets of South America and Africa, than they were a year ago.

Advantages for the increase of our carrying-trade thus afforded will

become ours if we stretch forth our hands to accept them.’ And
again :

‘ The relatively undeveloped navigation between the United

States and the islands of the Pacific and Asia, and the partially

developed navigation to South America and Africa, will certainly be

lost to us if indifference to present political and commercial rivalry

is now left undisturbed, as was indifference to the mechanical revo-

lution wrought in navigation by iron and steel at the end of the

first half of the century.’ There we have the sum of the whole

situation.

Political wrestling has resulted in the acquisition of sea-power by

the United States, and sea-power is now to make of her a sea-carrier.'

We need not stop just now to discuss Mr. Gfage’s proposed methods

for the development of the merchant marine. His recommendations

have been framed with a judicious regard for vested interests, and

they are just what might have been expected from a leader of a

party wedded to high Protection.''’ A bounty-fed merchant marine

in the foreign trade, a subsidised fleet of cargo and passenger liners,

mean not only a most active competition with our own shipowners,

but also an enormous stimulus to the creation of a great American

shipbuilding industry. And the restriction of the trade between

the United States and Hawaii and Puerto Kico, and of the coasting

trade of these islands, to the American flag, means a large immediate

loss to British vessels, even though they have still open to them
the ocean trade between these islands and Grreat Britain and all

other countries save the United States. Herein is trouble being:

prepared. If, says Mr. Chamberlain, the United States is about

to enter upon a new career as a colonising nation, ‘ we shall welcome

her into the same field with ourselves.’ It is doubtful, however,

if the welcome will be a cordial one if America shuts us out

of her colonial trade while vigorously making way into ours.

Patriotism, according to Mr. Herbert Spencer, is nationally that

which egoism is individually, and along with kindred benefits

brings kindred evils. We can meet America in fair competition on

the open ocean as we have done in the past, when sometimes the

victory fell to her and sometimes to us. But we cannot forget that

she once cut us out of our colonial carrying-trade, and that that trade

is still open to her ships—when she gets them. The leasL we can ask

is that her (new) colonial trade should be as free to our ships as to

^ The Shipping Bounty Bill did not get through last Congress, but having been
approved by the Conamittees of both Houses it will come before the new Congress,

in which the Republicans will have an absolute majority, as a party measure.
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hers. ‘ Is not the gleaning of the grapes of Ephraim better than

the vintage of Abi-ezer ?
’

In the relations of sea-power to sea-carriage we have had two

object-lessons—the development ofthe maritime enterprise of Grermany

since the war with France, and the development of the merchant marine

of Japan since the war with China. We are now about to have a

third in the creation of a merchant navy by America, as a necessary

consequence of the war with Spain. In each case war is the creator

of a sea-carrier, and these three Powers will be our greatest com-

petitors in the ocean trade of the future. The probable competition

of Germany is limited by the same considerations which prevent her

from becominc: one of the foremost of the sea Powers. The insular

position of Japan, on the other hand—a position so analogous to our

own—makes for her advance as a great maritime nation. It is

probable, indeed, that Japan, with more energy than can find

employment in domestic industries, may become the chief ocean-

carrier of the East. At any rate, with her and with America we

shall have to contend in the future as we have never contended with

any ocean competitor in the past. It should not, however, make us

melancholy, but should spur us to sustained effort, to know that

when Great Britain retires from business as the world’s sea-carrier,

her sea-power will be gone. If Britannia is to continue to rule the

waves, it must be with a parallel ruler.

Benjamin Taylor.
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SOME NOTES FROM WASHINGTON

The United States is entering upon a new and, to our eyes,

a formidable departure. A war undertaken impulsively, I might

almost say hysterically, has involved us in complications of immea-

surable complexity and magnitude. Admiral Dewey’s exploit in

Manila harbour on that May morning, little more than a year ago,

followed by the destruction of Cervera’s fleet off Santiago and by the

capitulation of the Spanish army to Greneral Shaffer, terminated the

incident finally. Of the polite formalities which ensued it is

unnecessary to speak. The campaign, so far as Spain was concerned,

lasted less than six months. We lost not quite four hundred men
killed, from beginning to end

;
there were some 1,500 wounded, and

out of the whole force suddenly called into action to meet the

emergency— 275,000 in round numbers—the mortality from all

causes was only a small fraction more than one per cent. During our

civil war, 1861-5, we had at least a hundred skirmishes in any one

of which more men were killed than in all this trumpery affair with

Spain. Those skirmishes are forgotten. History has dismissed

them with a paragraph. Their survivors look back upon them as

the mere side-shows of a war. Yet it is clearly on the cards that

the events of last summer have ushered in an epoch more momentous

than any in which our nation has ever yet figured.

Of the war with Spain, I am free to say that I lamented it. I

shared the conviction of many of our greatest and most powerful

public men, at the head of whom I place the President, not only

because of his illustrious position, but because of his impressive

personality, his high character, his profound convictions, and his

philanthropy. A few months before the war broke out I was in

Cuba, and devoted several weeks to careful and dispassionate

investigation. I went in the character of a sympathiser with the

insurrection. I returned convinced by overwhelming evidence that

the insurgents represented only an insignificant faction of the Cuban
population

;
that their armies were nothing more than bands of

marauders
;

that their ‘ generals ’ were mere fugitives, and their

entire military establishment was an impudent and sorry jest. Even
accepting the most extravagant claims of the Juntas, here and in

1007
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New York, the insurrection was a wretched humbug. It was their

extreme assertion that they had 40,000 men under arms
;
and, even

accepting this as true, and figuring on the basis warranted by statistics

in this part of the world, it represented only 200,000 out of a total

native population of 1 , 1 50,000. There were therefore nearly a million

Cubans, to say nothing of the 350,000 Spanish residents, who took

no part in the insurrection, who did not sympathise with it, and

who feared nothing so much as its success. These conditions, which

I discovered in December 1897, are now recognised by everyone as

having been in existence then, for we have been enlightened by

experience. It was because of his knowledge of these conditions

that the President refused to approve the clause in the war resolu-

tions which recognised the so-called ‘ Cuban government ’
;
and I am

in a position to say that he has had occasion, since, to congratulate

himself upon his escape from that sinister and abhorrent trap. The

war, while undertaken in a spirit of humanity and civilisation, was

nevertheless a blunder. It was brought about by the organised

falsehood of disreputable newspapers, the selfish aspirations of

unprincipled politicians, the greed of callous speculators, with the

credulity, the hysteria, and the feverish altruism of the American

people to use as their raw material in the creation of public senti-

ment. The war came, therefore, and while it ended even more quickly

than most of us expected, we are now threshing out its aftermath

in pain and prayer. There are grave and solemn problems before us

in our newly acquired territories—problems in the solution of which

we shall acquire sympathy with, if not afifection for, Spain as the

legatee of her sufferings and her sorrows. We are perplexed and

burdened at home with a visitation of ‘ heroes.’ One of them.

Colonel Theodore Eoosevelt, turned his heroism to account while as

yet the melodramatic glamour of it was burnished by popular

excitement and credulity. He has been made Governor of New
York, and, for the time being, he vexes only his party and his

friends. But the rest of the ‘ heroes ’
! They are like the locusts

that descended upon Egypt for numbers and for hunger. Not
Waterloo, not the Crimea, not Gettysburg or Chickamauga produced

so many or such voracious heroes as that paltry skirmish at

Santiago last July, with its absurdly magnified proportions and its

casualties in buckram. We have won a great and glorious victory,

no doubt, but, verily, we are paying for it now.

It will not do, however, to suppose that our people are not fighters,

'^riip trouble is that thus far we have had only our superficial and, if

1 may say so, our cheaper emotions called upon. We went into the

war on sentiment—the hypocritical craft of Chadband utilising the

innocent fervour of ]\Irs. Jellyby
;
circumstances have yet to scratch

tin* outer cuticle of our jJiilanthropy and set free the Berserker

hidden there. We haven’t got to fighting yet. The generation
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born since 1865 does not know the meaning of the word. Bat it can

learn, and learn rapidly. Like most men who have seen the

Yankees at war—real war—I am heartily ashamed of the wretched

outcries and childish complaints which disgraced our history last

year. That hideous chorus of execration of the Secretary of War,

conducted by hysterical women, meddlesome preachers, fanatical

reformers and trumpery politicians, and spread broadcast through

.the vicious machinery of yellow journalism, will long remain a

memory of sorrow and of shame. No army in any age or country

was ever half so tenderly cared for. Every veteran of the civil war

of thirty-eight years ago knows this to be true. The nation

may well blush for the abhorrent episode. Some excuse for the

men themselves—inexperienced young fellows fresh from the plough-

handle and dry-goods counter—is to be found in the fact that

they saw their commanding officers, especially one so conspicuous as

Colonel Theodore Eoosevelt, bounding about here and there in wild

excitement, complaining of this and that, of the beef, the confusion,

the difiiculty in embarking troops, of everything in general. They

had mischievous examples, indeed, and much is to be said in extenua-

tion of their folly.

But the war came and went. The United States is now launched

upon a strange and possibly a stormy sea. The country no longer

goes into convulsions of horror and alarm over a few cases of typhoid

among the soldiers. The fever of conquest and expansion is getting

into our blood. Whether the war was conceived in folly or was born

of righteousness is a conundrum which no one now discusses. The

intensifying complications in Cuba, the angry recognition of our

obstacles in the Philippines, the swiftly spreading conviction that we

have a very thinly ambushed foe in Germany—all these forces are

at work in the nation’s consciousness. The day of our isolation is

gone to return no more. We have taken our place in the equation

of foreign politics, and for good or for evil we shall retain it. On the

wave of this vast and novel sentiment Mr. McKinley will be

renominated, and, unless some revolution of circumstance or feeling,

now invisible, should intervene, he will be re-elected in November,

1900. Thus far he has presided with dignity and with great ability.

He has impressed the country as a man of infinite kindness and of

broad and genuine sympathies. He possesses what his predecessor, Mr.

Cleveland, never so much as approached—the respect, the confidence,

and the affection of the people. The humblest citizen speaks and

feels concerning him with a sense of intimacy. He believes the

President is his friend, his well-wisher, his protector. In trouble or

affliction he finds solace in the thought that Mr. IMcKinley would pity

and comfort him if he knew. I do not think that any President of

the United States ever ruled in such an atmosphere of personal

esteem and love. It is safe to predict that, whatever bitterness

VoL. XLV—No. 268 3 X
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may enter into next year’s political campaign, Mr. McKinley will be

the target for no scandal or personal animosity.

The chances at present all are that Mr. McKinley will be opposed

in 1900 by the same Democratic candidate who opposed him in 1896

—William J. Bryan, of Nebraska. There will be a difference in the

personnel of the rival tickets, for, while Mr. Hobart will again be the

Eepublican nominee’s running-mate, it is reasonably certain that the

Democrats will make a change in the Bryan ticket
;
and though it is

a little early yet for prophecy, I find that all the indications of the

moment point to Oliver H. P. Belmont, of New York, as the represen-

tative of that change. Mr. Belmont, who belongs to the millionaire

set in New York, and therefore to the class which is supposed to be

violently hostile to bimetallism, has been very prominent in public

affairs of late, and has taken pains to declare himself quite emphatically

in favour of more than one of the fundamental tenets of the Demo-
cratic creed of 1896. He has almost ostentatiously proclaimed his

faith in the income-tax principle, for instance, and has thereby

aligned himself with one of the chief doctrines of which Mr. Bryan is

the apostle. All the circumstances of the case conspire to commend
Mr. Belmont to the masses of the Democracy. He represents in

their eyes the vanguard of a powerful Eastern alliance. He reveals

himself as a millionaire who is not afraid of silver coinage and who is

willing to contribute his just share towards the common fund. There

will be no Kansas or Dakotah Cassandra to arise with fiaming eyes

and cry ‘ Timeo Danaos ’ when Oliver Belmont, fresh from the

luxurious and effete East, comes with his youth, his energy, his

prestige, and his millions to join the army of the yeomanry.

It will be a strong ticket. We remember that in 1896, with a

running-mate in whom no one took the slightest interest, and at a

time when the whole concentrated force of capital and manufacture

and commerce was arrayed against him, Mr. Bryan polled 6,500,000

votes—nearly 1,000,000 more than Mr. Cleveland received when he

was elected four years before. There were arrayed against Mr. Bryan

not only a compact and homogeneous Eepublican party, backed by

nine-tenths of the money in the country, but also the entire forces

of the democratic administration headed by Mr. Cleveland. How Mr.

Cleveland and his cabinet officers and courtiers worked against the

party to which they belonged, and which had lifted every one of them
out of political obscurity into emolument and place—Mr. Cleveland

himself having been the most conspicuous beneficiary ofthem all—how
these party renegades toiled to humiliate and defeat the author of all

their greatness, makes a story over which stalwart politicians still hold

their noses. Nevertheless, ]\Ir. Bryan polled the greatest vote ever

brought out by the Democratic party, and for every ballot that

f 'leveland’s treachery robbed him of he made a hundred by his

magnetic jjersonality, his splendid eloquence, and the courage and
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ardour and evident sincerity of his canvass. Bryan and Belmont will

make a strong ticket, and, if defeated—as I think they will be—their

downfall will be the result of novel and extraordinary conditions

—

Mr. McKinley’s transcendent popularity, the country’s general pro-

sperity, and the passion of expansion and acquisition aroused under

a Republican administration. It is true that many Democratic

leaders of Congress figured prominently in the war party a year ago.

It is equally true that the Democratic representatives voted without

a dissenting voice for ^50,000,000 appropriation. But there are

always Democrats who must do the wrong thing at the critical

moment
;
and the leader of that party in the House of Representatives

—Mr. Bailey, of Texas, a rather vealy young Sophomore, of tiresome

volubility and inordinate conceit—has managed to put his party in

the position of antagonising the logical results of the war, after

having joined in and encouraged its inauguration. Unless the

miraculous should occur between this and November 1900, there will

still be foreign complications, still be a war party, still be a wide-

spread and active ferment of patriotism
;
and to leadership or even

genuine sympathy in this great national ebullition the Democracy

have, through the folly of their recognised spokesmen, forfeited all

claim.

Whatever may be the result of our new departure abroad, there

can be no doubt that it has exerted a beneficent influence at home.

Sectional lines have been obliterated and the last lingering animosity

bequeathed by the civil war of 1861-5 was buried with the Northern

and Southern soldiers who fell before Santiago. We are, for the first

time in. the history of the Union, a really homogeneous people.

From this time forth the United States will be a power which no

nation in the world can affront with safety.

Here at Washington there is still an occasional contribution to

the gaiety of nations. Congress has adjourned, to be sure. The
President and his official family are wrestling behind closed doors

with perplexities in Samoa, Cuba, and the Philippines
;
and their

hours of leisure are occupied with office-seekers, with feuds in the

Army and the Navy, with the Sampson-Schley imbroglio, with Gieneral

Miles and his ‘ embalmed beef,’ and with various other matters, most

of them tiresome, many of them stupid, and not a few of them

disgraceful and humiliating. But we in Washington still have society,

with its agitations, its jealousies, its comedies of rivalry and precedence.

I refer, of course, to the .so-called smart set, largely a thing of recent

importation and mysterious antecedents—not to the aborigines,

who, secure in their position and respectfully indifferent to the

official throng, look on with somewhat languid interest as administra-

tions come and go, and diplomats succeed each other in the glittering

endless chain. This section of society has recently been stirred to

its profound est depths by the tremendous rumour that the Belgian

3x2
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Minister, Count Lichtervelde, has decided not to recognise or to

receive the new Ambassador from Mexico, Senor Aspiroz. It was

given out, at a quivering and breathless afternoon tea, some days

ago—a tea frequented by the diplomatic corps, and by what we call

in Washington ‘ the foreign set/ From that focus it spread

throughout the entire colony. Count Lichtervelde had launched

the anathema maranatha at the somewhat slightly protected head

of Senor Aspiroz, and straightway every one of the devout went pale

with horror and excitement. Dear is an ambassador to these worthy

and industrious souls
;
but when that ambassador happens to be from

Mexico—American soil— how shall he prevail against a real foreigner,

a foreigner from Europe—and a Count at that ? How, indeed ! So

the edict went forth that all the climbers and tuft-hunters and true

worshippers in town should, thenceforth and for ever, rally around

the Belgian Envoy as one woman, and refuse to be aware of the

existence of the Senor Aspiroz.

The amusing feature of this episode is the fact that Count

Lichtervelde puts the ban upon the Mexican Ambassador because,

thirty-two years ago, that gentleman represented the Juarez Govern-

ment in the prosecution of Maximilian, the deposed and captive

Emperor. Everyone familiar with the details of the episode of 1867

knows that Juarez and his coadjutors strove by every means to spare

the gracious and gallant gentleman who had won their admiration

by his bravery, his noble character, and his chivalrous deeds. Every-

body knows that he was besought to leave his prison at Queretaro

with a strong Mexican escort commanded by his conqueror and

captor, Escobedo, and go to- Vera Cruz, where an Austrian vessel

w'aited to take him safely back to Europe. Everybody knows that

Maximilian refused to abandon his two friends Miramon and Mefia,

and that, in so doing, he condemned himself to death. Possibly

Count Lichtervelde is not aware of these facts. I can well believe it.

But he must know that Belgium maintains a delegation at the

Mexican capital, that the most amicable relations prevail as between

the two nations, and that the Mexican President now wears a Belgian

decoration. I have been in Mexico a great deal. I knew Porfirio

Diaz, Romero Rubio, Escobedo, Barrauda, and many others prominent

in the revolution against the Empire, and since then in control of

the destinies of the Republic
;
yet I have never heard one of these

men speak of IMaximilian save with respect and admiration. The
iqjheaval in Washington smart society

—

soi-disant, hien entendu—
has taken place, however, and Ambassador Aspiroz will now have to

content himself, outside of purely official functions of course, with

that other society which does not rate itself by the number of strange

persons and more or less valid titles it can assemble in its drawing-
room^, ])ut which, nevertheless, is reasonably attractive and really

gives excellent dinners. I fancy that Senor Aspiroz can in time
console Inrnself for his banishment from the ecstatic circle.
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Speaking of the diplomatic corps, the sudden death of Mr. Grodfrey

Bland, First Secretary of the British Embassy, was a shock to many
Washington people—real Washington people, I mean—to some of

whom he was closely related. Mr. Bland’s mother was a sister of the

late Dr. Francis Wharton, the famous law officer of the State Depart-

ment, whose digests and compilations of international law are accepted

as standard authority by the Government. He was a frequent visitor

at the residences of his cousin, Mrs. John Caldwell Poor, on Con-

necticut Avenue, and of his aunt, Mrs. Francis Wharton. The cir-

cumstances of his death were peculiarly sad, for he died alone in his

rooms near the Army and Navy Club. He had been upon the street

every day, including that upon which he died. The evening before

he was at his club, the Metropolitan, apparently in good health, but

not, I thought, in good spirits. He went to his rooms the next

afternoon and called in a physician, who prescribed for him, and left,

saying he would return after dinner. When he returned. Bland was

dead. No one had been with him. No one dreamed that he was

seriously ill. He had been well liked among the old Washington

families to whom he had been introduced by his relatives, and with

his fellow members at the club he was ^persona grata from the start.

There is a pleasant little spice of gossip in the prevailing clamour

against the Hon. Eussell A. Alger, the Secretary of War. But for

that very interesting rumour I should be at a loss to account for an

outcry so vicious and so insensate. I have never known a kinder-

hearted, more sympathetic, or more amiable man than General Alger.

That he has great executive ability is sufficiently proven by the

success with which he has conducted vast financial operations for many
years past. That he is honest is the universal testimony of his

neighbours, his associates in business, and the standing he occupies

in the world of money. And yet here are four or five score of

frantic newspapers demanding his removal by the President, and

setting up a thousand arguments—each one of them disparaging and

venomous—in favour of his retirement. It seems, however, that all

this brutal hullabaloo is the work of a coterie who w'ant our present

Ambassador at Paris, General Horace Porter, to be brought back here

and made Alger’s successor in the War Office, so as to leave the

Parisian billet open to a great Eepublican statesman who occupied

that position some years ago and who regards it, next of course to

the British mission, as the arena best adapted to his talents and

accomplishments. Whether General Porter is aware of this shabby

intrigue I rather doubt, but I have high authority for the statement

that it exists and is in most active operation. Of course, it will end

in failure. I know that General Alger has no thought of resigning,

and I am sure that the President would not sacrifice him to so vile

and treacherous a persecution.

Eiciiard Weightman.
Washington.
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ERASTIANISM

Erastianism is a term of reproach. It is true that Mr. Gladstone,

in a passage written more than twenty years ago, implies that there

were persons who called themselves Erastians. ‘ Many most

respectable persons,’ he says, ‘ have been, or have thought themselves

to be, Erastians
;
but the system, in the developments of which it is

capable, is among the most debased ever known to man. “Non
ragioniam di lui

;
ma guarda, e passa.” ’ It would be interesting to

know what persons Mr. Gladstone had in his mind as thinking them-

selves to be Erastians, and also to what developments of the

Erastian system he was alluding as too debased for discussion. He
had explained the ‘ Erastian idea ’ to be, that ‘ it does not matter

what god we worship, or how we worship him, provided we derive

both belief and worship from the civil ruler, or hold them subject to

his orders.’ I venture to affirm that no moderately respectable

person—nay, no reprobate even—has professed this belief
;
and if any

persons known to historj—not to say ‘ many most respectable

persons ’—have taken credit to themselves as being Erastians, they

have escaped my notice. We might probably find the strongest

assertions of what is now called Erastianism in Hobbes and Jeremy

Taylor
;
but neither the philosopher nor the divine held the belief

which Mr. Gladstone describes. Hobbes expressly assumes that a

man should rather die than renounce his personal religious convic-

tions. Mr. Balfour seems to me to have been more ‘ historical ’ than

Mr. Gladstone when he said, in his recent speech in Parliament

:

I liave lieard certain individuals described as Erastians, and there may be

Erastians among us, but there is no school of Erastianism among us. There is, I

believe, no large body of educated opinion worth considering which does not recog-

nise that for any religious community to regard itself as a department of the State,

as a mere ollice or department of the State, would be to abandon all chance of

'piritmil growth, and would be the most deadening conviction at which any Church
f'nuld possibly arrive.

Mr. ]>alfour’s definition of Erastianism—a religious community
regarding itself as a mere office or dej)artment of the State—stops

-hort of the alisurdity of Mr. Gladstone’s
;
but even this, he rightly

affirms, is not the ])rofession of any school amongst us.

I>ut we might all of us go lieyond ]\Ir. Balfour when he says that
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he has heard certain individuals described as Erastians. He might

well have heard the views of all who do not call themselves, and of

some who do call themselves, High Churchmen, stigmatised as

Erastian. I say ‘ stigmatised,’ because those who hold that a Church

should be in matters of doctrine and worship absolutely independent

of the State are accustomed to fling the term Erastian at the heads

of those who differ from them, hoping that it will connote more or

less of what Mr. Gladstone associated with it. To Mr. Gladstone, as

we have seen, Erastianism was something too dreadful to be discussed.

But there are many of us who, though we do not call ourselves

Erastians, yet, if Erastianism means a conviction that it is good for

our Church to be under easy State control, are willing to profess

that conviction, and desire that the grounds of the conviction should

be discussed.

The term Erastianism belongs more to Scottish than to English

ecclesiastical controversy. The word C^esarism w^as used by Cardinal

Manning where a Presbyterian divine would have said Erastianism,

and it would perhaps be more suitable for use by Lord Halifax and the

Guardian. The fact of its resting on an absolute misunderstanding

of a saying of our Lord’s matters little to those who hold that

Scripture means what ecclesiastical tradition has taken it to mean.

Erastian is a missile borrowed from the Presbyterian armoury. The

first anti-Erastians were Calvin and his adherents. Erastus—properly

Lieber by name—was a physician belonging to the second generation

of Swiss and German Eeformers. In his time the Continental

Protestant world outside of Lutheranism was divided upon the

question of the jurisdiction of the Church over morals. Calvin held

the plausible doctrine that none ought to be allowed to come to the

Communion of the Body and Blood of Christ but those who were fit

to be communicants. But who were fit ? That was a terrible

question. Calvin, having been expelled from Geneva in 1538, writes

thus :
‘ Whenever I think how wretched I was in Geneva I tremble

throughout my whole being : when I had to administer the Sacra-

ment I was tortured by anxiety for the state of the souls of those for

whom I should one day have to render an account before God
;
there

were many whose faith seemed to me uncertain - -nay, doubtful—and

yet they all thronged to the table of the Lord without distinction.

I cannot tell you with what torments my conscience was beset day

and night.’ In these pathetic torments Calvin adopted the unfor-

tunate principle that the Church ought to do what it could by

exercising a rigorous censorship over the morals of all its members,

and excommunicating those wLom it could not regard as worthy.

This principle Erastus attacked, going to a great length on the oppo-

site side. He held that the Church, as such, ought not to undertake

judicial inquiry into conduct, but should leave judgment and

punishment to the civil power
;
that the business of the Church was
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to deliver the Gospel, and appeal to the conscience, and endeavour

to touch the heart
;
that the Sacrament of the Holy Communion waS'

lowered and perverted when it was used as a penal scourge
;
that

much more spiritual harm was likely to be done by judicially

repelling from the Communion than by letting any who would come

to it, when they came professing to be penitent sinners and to desire

divine grace and help. In maintaining this opposition to the

assumption of a judicial control of society by the Church and to the

penal use of excommunication, Erastus was led to affirm that, in a

Christian land under godly rulers, all jurisdiction was vested in the

one supreme authority. The Church, in his view, had an Evangelical,,

rather than a governing and judicial, commission. He was at issue,

as I said, with the Calvinistic Presbyterians, who claimed for the

Church governing and judicial authority, to be exercised through the

consistories—and also with the Eoman Catholics. But he was as far

as any dogmatist, Protestant or Catholic, from holding that it did

not matter what men believed. These are his words :

—

The sum is that, in a Christian commonwealth, there is one magistrate, to^

whom God has committed the external government of all things which belong*

either to civic life or to godly and Christian life
;
that the right and authority tcv-

rule and to judge has not been granted to ministers or to any other persons.

This must be understood to be said of a commonwealth in which the magistrates

and the subjects profess the same religion, and that the true one. In this, I say^

there ought not to be two distinct jurisdictions. ... As in the case of secular-

matters the magistrate is not free to transgress the bounds and limits of equity^

justice, and honesty, so in ordering sacred matters, or such as relate to divine-

worship, he is still less free to depart in any particular from the prescription of

God’s "Word, which he ought to follow as a rule in all things, and nowhere to>

diverge a hair’s breadth from it.

Erastus, we see, bad in view a commonwealth in which the ruler

and the subjects professed the same religion, and that the true one..

Those who amongst us are now seeking autonomy for the Church are-

justified in calling attention to the change which has come over the

English commonwealth since the time of the Stuarts. The power
of the Sovereign, or nominal ruler, has passed into the hands of

Parliament, and mainly into the hands of the House of Commons.
M'e all think of the country as being governed by the popular House
of Ilepresentatives. This democratic assembly includes a good

many who do not profess to be Churchmen, a few who do not profess

to be Christians. It is a principle universally acknowledged that

there is no compulsion upon subjects of the realm to be Churchmen
or Christians. At the same time the Sovereign is by law a member

tlie Church of England, a very large majority of the members of

I'arliament are Churchmen, and the Church is a national Church,

subject to the same control of the civil authority as in the days
wlien Oissent was regarded as disloyal. The Bishops are selected by
the Prime Minister; no legislation for the Church can have force
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without the action of Parliament, and the final Court of Appeal in

Church matters is that ofHer Majesty in Council. We are, therefore,

admittedly in an anomalous condition, neither one thing nor the other,

as a Church in relation to the civil authority. And it becomes a

matter of grave importance what view we are to take of our existing

circumstances and in what direction we are to move.

Lord Halifax and his supporters are revolutionists, determined

that the laws of England shall be changed. That the Church, a

spiritual body, should be in any spiritual matter—that is, in any

matter of doctrine, worship, or discipline—subject to a civil authority

they maintain to be contrary to the appointment of Christ. They de-

nounce those who approve of, or acquiesce in, any control ofthe Church

—except in temporal matters—by the State as Erastians
;

and

Erastianism, they assume, is known to be of the evil one. They will

yield to nothing but force, or, as they put it, to the policeman’s baton,

if the law of the realm interferes with anything spiritual that they

choose to do. The Privy Council is now for the moment the enemy.
‘ Is there any instructed Christian,’ asks Lord Halifax, ‘ who would

not prefer Leo the Thirteenth to the Privy Council ?
’

‘ There is not

a High Church incumbent in the country,’ writes the intelligent

Guardian, ‘ who would not think it his duty to suffer dejprivation

sooner than submit in matters spiritual to the judgment of a court

which is without spiritual authority.’

But, alas ! these resolute anti-Erastians are themselves children

of our Erastian Church ! They are the offspring of what John

Bright, an anti-Erastian who did not mince his words, denounced as

an adulterous connection of the Church with the State. To suit their

views the Church of England, which bred Keble and Pusey and all

the members of the English Church Union, must be revolutionised :

it has been false to the legislation of Christ, because it has not been

governed by bishops, to whom Christ gave absolute authority over

his Church. The poor Church of England ! of which we, not without

reservations and regrets, have yet ventured, even in these latest and

most Erastian times, to feel proud ! It is a wonder to some of us that,

for the sake of the use ofperfumed smoke, or perhaps in the still more
sacred cause of delivering the Church at all costs from Erastianism,

the party of revolution should set out with a light heart to put in

peril the very existence of the Church of England, and to check and

mar the work which this Church seems to us to be doinsr in the

world. For we cannot see that the non-Erastian religious com-
munions, which have carefully guarded themselves from the inter-

ference of the State in spiritual matters, have in this reign of Queen
Victoria borne more fruit of spiritual vitality than the Church of

England. The so-called Free Churches in this country have used

their freedom in studying and imitating the enslaved Erastian

Church.
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We who hold by tlie Keformation Settlement are Erastian enough

to dispute the dogma that Christ delegated all his authority over the

Church to the bishops. We are in truth a little puzzled to make out

in what sense this dogma, so emphatically affirmed by Lord Halifax

and his supporters, is held by the anti-Erastians. For we have plenty

of proof that it does not mean that the bishops, singly or together,

are to be obeyed by the clergy. The bishops, we learn, are to be

obeyed only when they give orders in accordance with the laws of the

Catholic Church. I am reminded of the utterance of a lady through

whom I learnt something about Tractarianism in my youth. When
it was observed that some innovation of those now remote days had

been condemned by the bench of bishops, the Tractarian lady tossed

her head and exclaimed, ‘ What are the bishops to the voice of

the Catholic Church ? ’ I suppose that even the Privy Council might

be obeyed, if it gave judgments in accordance with the voice of the

Catholic Church. So that all courts and authorities are the same

to these sturdy asserters of the right of private judgment. They
clamour, indeed, for a final court which will—in the ill-omened phrase

they use—bind the true Churchman’s conscience. But they tell us

in the next breath that they do not mean their consciences to be

bound. ^ How is any man,’ ask Lord Halifax and the Guardian,
‘ to say beforehand whether he will submit to any judgment of any

court ? He must know what it is before he can say whether he will

submit to it or not.’ It seems a rather futile business to attempt to

create a court that will be obeyed by persons of such independence.

But we servile ‘ Erastians ’ know of no evidence proving that Christ

delegated absolute authority over the Church to bishops only. The
actual constitution of the Church of England sets that theory at

naught
;
and we are in good company in declining to accept it.

I have been looking at a book called The Booh of Church Law,
which states on its title page that it has been ‘ revised by Sir Walter

(r. F. Phillimore, Bart., one of the Judges of H.M. High Court of

.Justice, some time Chancellor of the Diocese of Lincoln.’ I think it

probable that Sir Walter Phillimore is a member of the English

Church Union
;
he is well known to be in sympathy with the members

of that association. The first chapter of the book is on ‘ The Con-

stitutional Status of the Church of England.’ I there read :

The f^<*neral ])rinciple of tlie relations between the Church and the Crown is,

tliat the Crown ])ossesses a visitatorial and corrective jurisdiction in the Church of

I'.ngland, by right of wliich tlie Sovereign is supreme governor over all persons and

in all causes ecclesiastical, as well as over all persons and in all causes temporal,

within it ’ dominions. . . . I'lcclesiastical courts are practically held under the

.'iiithority of the Crown, their decisions being further subject to revision by the

f’rewn rm appeal. (1*. 7 .)

A little further on, referring to the mediaeval Canon Law, the

i' ok says :
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The common law has permitted the adoption by English Church Courts of such

foreign Church laws (not inconsistent with our domestic laws) as might be a guide

to them where the latter failed to decide. . . . But (in the words of Sir Matthew

Hale) ‘ their authority is founded merely on their being admitted and received by

us, which alone gives them their authoritative essence, and qualifies their obliga-

tion.’ ... It was the attempt of the English bishops to introduce into England

the Canon of Alexander the Third for the legitimation of children born before

marriage, which elicited from the barons the famous answer, ‘ Nolumus leges

Angliae mutari; ’ and it was instantly rejected as being contrary to the common

law.

So we are instructed by the distinguished High Church lawyer.

Another book bearing on our subject is Jeremy Taylor’s Ductor

Dubitantium, which happens to have been named within the last

few months by two Anglican advocates of the confessional as the one

conspicuous Anglican manual for those who have to hear confessions.

This Anglican guide of persons in doubt is somewhat extravagantly

‘ Csesarist.’ These are quotations from it

:

It is necessary that the supreme civil power should determine what doctrines

are to be taught the people and what to be forbidden. . . . Thus the public laws

of a nation often declare who are, and who are not, heretics
;
and by an Act of

Parliament in England they only are judged heretics who for such were condemned

by the four General Councils. . . . Andronicus the emperor, hearing some bishops

disputing with some subtilty upon those words, ‘ My Father is greater than I,’

threatened to throw them into the river if they would not leave such dangerous

disputations. Heraclius the emperor forbade any of those nice words concerning

Christ to be used
;
some did use to say that in Christ there was a single energy,

some said there was a double
;
but the emperor determined the question well, and

bade them hold their peace and speak of neither. ... I do not intend by this

that whatsoever article is by princes allowed is therefore to be accounted a part of

true religion, for that is more than we can justify of a definition made by a synod

of bishops. . . . That the prince may be deceived in an article of religion is as true

as that he may be deceived in a question of right and a point of law
;
yet hi

determination hath authority, even when a better proposition wants it : error must

serve the ends of peace, till by the doctrines of the wiser ecclesiastics the prince

being better informed can by truth serve it better. . . . Bishops and priests are the

most knowing in spiritual affairs, and therefore most fit to be counsellors to the

prince, who oftentimes hath no great skill, though he hath supreme authority. . . .

1 have been the larger upon these things because the adversaries are great and

many, and the pretences and the challenges high, and their opposition great and

intricate, and their affrightments large
;
for they use something to persuade and

something to scare the conscience. (Book iii. chap, iii.)

Those are the views of Bishop Jeremy Taylor.

What support may be found amongst other Anglican divines

for the doctrine that Christ committed all authority, legislative and

judicial, in his Church to the bishops I do not profess to know : the

doctrine ap>pears to 'be assumed now by the whole anti-Erastian

party as admitting of no doubt. But it is open to the following

criticisms.

1. It can only be read into the New Testament by arbitrary

interpretations, like those by which the Church of Borne proves that

Christ made the Pope the dictator of the Catholic Church. Canon
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Gore takes for granted, in his recent article in the Contemjporary

Revieiv,'^ that Christ endowed his Church, as an independent body,

with all legislative and judicial powers
;
that these powers can only

be exercised by the bishops
;
and that therefore, if in any Church the

judgment in matters of theological or moral doctrine does not lie with

the bishops, the Church is not being governed in the name of Christ.

‘ The English Church,’ he says, ‘ appeals to Scripture
;

’ and the

English Church Union appeals to Scripture ‘ on behalf of the legisla-

tive and judicial claim of Christ’s Church, which is so plainly affirmed

in the New Testament.’ Eeaders who see this to be so plainly

affirmed in the Gospels are those who hold the belief beforehand
;
to

others the words of Christ convey no such conclusion. Canon Gore

commends himself the less as an interpreter of Christ’s sayings when
we see him in this article countenancing the Catholicus error, that

Csesar and God are declared by our Lord to have two parallel and

distinct jurisdictions, the civil and the ecclesiastical, and assuming

that ‘ offences ’ in the A.V. are what we understand by offences.

2. But what does the divinely given authority of the bishops

mean if every priest may on his own judgment set it at defiance ?

The Catholic revival in this country has been specially characterised

by disobedience to bishops, to single bishops and to the Anglican

episcopate as a whole. The Church Times has a fine record in con-

tempt of bishops
;
to say of a former Archbishop of Canterbury that he

was ‘ as lawless as a Comanche Indian ’ was a specimen of its freedom.

It seems odd that children should make a speciality of a dogmatic

affirmation of the absoluteness of parental authority, and then should

flout their own parents in this way. So now we have a Father Black

appealing to street mobs, like Mr. Kensit, against the judgment of the

jiresent Archbishop.

3. According to Canon Gore, ‘ the idea of the Church as possess-

ing by divine commission an essential and necessary freedom of self-

government and self-judgment in spiritual matters is luminously

clear in Scripture and in Church history.’ Most readers of history

would say that in history this idea is luminous with a bad sort of

light, including that of the fires of persecution. Ecclesiastical

government has not commended itself irresistibly to the conscience

and affections of mankind. This nation of ours has always been

suspicious of it, and has from the first refused to submit unreservedly

to its domination. Like the Catholic Eevivalists of our time, our

forefathers had the courage to repudiate the authority of almost the

whole episcopate of the Western Church. Talk of the ‘ developments
^

of which the Erastian idea is imaginably capable—let any one look

into the history of Alexander the Sixth as written by a Koman
Catliolic historian (Pastor), and translated by an English Jesuit, to

see of wliat develoj)rnents the ecclesiastical idea has proved itself in

' April 1800.
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fact to be capable. The claims of ecclesiastics stand out luminously

enough in the history of the Church ; but it has been best for the

Church and mankind when their claims have been questioned and

their government controlled by the civil power.

4. To come, in conclusion, to the heart of the matter. The idea

of the Church as holding a commission to carry on self-government,

a commission entrusted by Christ to the bishops as the representatives

and appointed rulers of the Church, seems to imply a delegation of

authority from one who is prevented by some cause from being

himself present to use his own authority. There is always something

suspicious, from the Christian point of view, in language which speaks

of Christ as the Founder of a religion, who framed a constitution and

left it behind him. It is more Christian to think of Christ as the

Prince of the Kingdom of Heaven, as the living Head of the Church,

than as if he were a Solon or a Lycurgus. The call of Grod to every

generation of the Church is not that it should resolutely claim self-

government and self-judgment, but that it should ask for faith to

know itself to be governed and judged by Christ. We are not to look

back to a deceased Founder, but up to a living Lord, who is leading

his Church and his world onwards. Ecclesiastical rule has been to so

large an extent a failure because ecclesiastics have been tempted to

regard themselves as ruling in the place of Christ. When we
acknowledge Christ as himself the living Euler and Judge of the

Church and of the world, we are not tempted to take the godless

view of civil government as if it were the function of some Caesar

whose province is distinct from that of Grod. The commonwealths of

the world are exalted into departments of the divine kingdom
;
the

sections of the Church are imperfect members, imperfect in various

manners and degrees, of the body of Christ.

If it is given to us to accept, by a most difficult act of faith, the

teaching of our Lord and his Apostles, and to believe Christ to be

governing as well as reigning now from his Father’s right hand, we
must perceive him to be doing so through the multitudinous

agencies of Divine Providence and the Holy Spirit
;
by raising up

inspired teachers, by sending out his light and his truth that they

may lead us, by calling men and communities to account for

unrighteousness, by purifying and instructing the general human
conscience, by causing the Gospel of redemption to appeal with

power to the general human heart. To this faith ecclesiastical and

civil ministers are alike servants of God, responsible to the Divine

Son of Man. Tradition is sacred, and the needs of to-day are also

sacred
;
and modes of legislation and government must be accepted

and improved by the best wisdom of each Christian generation.

That we of the Church of England are at this time in an
anomalous and perplexing position no school or j>arty in the Church
need attempt to deny. Apart from the question of its fitness for
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such a task, the House of Commons, which is our supreme civil

authority, hardly accepts the responsibility of governing the Church.

But history has put upon the State the duty of controlling the

Church in this land, of making laws and providing judicial courts for

it, of choosing its bishops and many others of its ministers. And
history warns the English people not to be misled by the plausible

claims of ecclesiastics into giving autonomy to the Church
;
and the

people do not seem likely to make the gran rifinto. If government

of the Church by the Bishops is demanded with that ecclesiastical

insistence which Jeremy Taylor describes, it may be found that the

Commons of to-day are no more willing than the Barons of old that

the laws of England should be changed. I think Mr. Balfour is

right in his belief that Lord Halifax and those whom he leads are

not disposing the people to resign the ultimate control of the Church

into the hands of the Bishops, whilst it is evident that the refusal

of many of the clergy to conform to the historical constitution of

their Church, and their declared determination to bring about a

revolution by resistance, are throwing down a gauntlet to the existing

authorities which they can hardly decline to take up. Meantime it

would be audacious of the Free Churchmen to aflSrm that the Church

of England is stifled or benumbed by the embrace of the State, nor

can the medievalists allege that the anomalies of its condition are

tripping it up or hindering it from making progress. Taking the

Parliament of to-day as a whole, Churchmen can hardly regard it as

less reverent towards Christ, or a less desirable authority to be

governed by, than Henry the Eighth or the Parliaments of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. How many clergymen are

there in England whose religious convictions are not better repre-

sented by the professed creed of the majority of members of Parlia-

ment than by that of Leo the Thirteenth or of the Baptist Union ?

I can even imagine a loyal Churchman feeling happier under the

government of the existing House of Commons than he would have

been at times under that of the Upper House of the Convocation of

Canterbury. To the eye of faith anomalies are a truer sign of divine

government than a coherent man-made constitution would be. We
are trained to yield now to this impulse from above and now to that.

Anomalies express the natural working of deep instincts and diverse

elements, and are a tribute to the authority of the past
;
and our

countr}^ does well in refusing to be ashamed of them and resolving to

adjust its action not so much to any theory as to the necessities and

tlie leading of the time, through which it may look in trust to the

Hand that guides.

J. Llewelyn Davies.
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THE FALLING-OFF IN THE QUANTITY

AND QUALITY OF THE CLERGY

I DO not propose in this paper to touch upon that heated discussion

of points of ritual and doctrine which occupies at the present time so

prominent a place in our newspapers. Whether such a controversy,

profitless as it may be, regrettable in many ways as it certainly is,

deserves to be dignified with the title of a ‘ crisis,’ is at least a matter

of opinion. Through many similar periods of trouble the Church of

England has passed before, and we can scarcely hope that there will be

no recrudescence of such disputes in the future. Yet, when we look

back upon those of former years, when we recall, for instance, the

frantic cries of ‘ Popery ’ which once were excited by so simple a

matter as the wearing of a surplice in the pulpit, and when we

notice how each agitation, as in course of time it died away, left our

Church stronger and more vigorous than she was before, we may listen

with some equanimity to the thunderings of Sir William Harcourt

in the Times, and to the not quite disinterested periods of Mr.

Kensit upon the platform. We may even derive some amusement

from the speeches of those unhappy politicians who, in obedience to

the clamour of a noisy minority, have left the beaten track of Home
Kule for the unfamiliar ground of Church History—a region wherein

they make discoveries of a really surprising kind. The present

‘ crisis,’ in fact, surely is not a crisis at all. It is an agitation partly

genuine, partly manufactured by those who have their own ends to

gain by it. It has been strengthened by a few instances of fantastic

ritual which not one High Churchman in a thousand regards with

approval. But, generally speaking, it is based upon ignorance, and

as that ignorance is gradually dissipated, so the agitation itself will

die away. And, despite the anathemas of its leaders, whose anger

will grow as their failure becomes more certain, nobody, in the long

run, will be ‘ a penny the worse.’

But there is another danger which threatens our Church at the

present time : one which seems to be quite unnoticed in the fluny

of this ‘ ritual ’ scare, but which, some of us may think, is of the

greatest moment to our Church’s future welfare. Put simply, it

consists of two facts
: (1) that the number of clergy ordained is

diminishing, while the scope for work increases
: (2) that those who

1023
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are ordained are inferior both socially and intellectually to their

predecessors, with the result that the influence of the Church upon

the people is likely to be weakened.

Of these points the latter is decidedly the more important. The

first, however, is not without significance, for it is the means to some

extent of bringing about the second. In other words, given a

diminishing number of ordination candidates, and an increasing

need of clergy, the Bishops are powerless to raise the standard of

their examinations, simply because they cannot afford to reject any

but the most flagrantly ignorant.

That the number of candidates for ordination is diminishing is

sufficiently shown by the official figures published in the Guardian.

For the last five years they are as follows (including Priests and

Deacons) :

—

1894 1,428, of whom 62 per cent. were graduates of Oxford or Cambridge,

1895 1,420, 60
77 77 77

1896 1,321, 58-4 V 77 77 77 77

1897 1,296, }f
68-7

77 77 77 77

1898 1,276, 1}
57-9

77 77 77 77

Of course there is no great scarcity of recruits for the Church’s

ranks at present, but that such a scarcity will be severely felt within

a few years’ time seems inevitable, should the number of those ordained

still decrease in this ratio. ^ Each year there is need for a larger

number of men
;
each year the population increases

;
each year new

churches are built.

Some of us may remember the statement published by that

curious little coterie known as ‘ The Curates’ Union ’ which asserted

that there is ‘ a demoralised army of 6,000 unemployed clergy, driven

into compulsory retirement while still in their prime.’ If this state-

ment were within measurable distance of accuracy, one would

welcome the shrinking of the ordination list, in the hope that the

vacancies w^ere being filled from ‘ the demorahsed army of 6,000,’

as Dr. Thackeray calls them. Unfortunately, the Curates’ Union

persuaded the Convocation of Canterbury to investigate its grievances,

with the most unlooked-for results. For the committee of Convocation

made an analysis of Crockford, showing that the total number of

curates not in active work is only 1,146, and that more than half of

these are men ‘ who from age and other causes must be excluded from

the number of those who are qualified for and desirous of resuming

active work.’ And behold ! the 6,000 already has shrunk to some-

thing under 600. Then the committee of Convocation pushed its

inquiries further. Out of thirty-five dioceses in England and

Wales, twenty-four are in the Province of Canterbury. In these

twenty-four dioceses, only seventy-three curates could be found who,

' At (lie Lent ordinations of this year tlic number of men ordained was only”102.

At tlie corresponding ordination in 1898 it was 113.
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being out of employment, wished for continuous pastoral work.

Supposing the same proportion to exist in the Northern Province, the

total number of curates who cannot find work is about 100, instead

of 6,000. And one fears that even with these there must be in most

instances some sufficient reason why they lack occupation. Last year,

to the writer’s knowledge, a priest who inserted an advertisement for

a curacy in a Church paper—without giving his name, and merely

-stating his age and degree—received within a week nearly fifty replies

from incumbents, all wishing to secure his services. This does not

look as if the supply of curates even now exceeded the demand.

It has seemed necessary to dwell upon this point, because when

one alludes to the shrinking ordination list as a danger to the Church

the old legend of the unemployed 6,000 is likely to be brought up

once more. The Convocation of Canterbury, however, has sufficiently

vlemonstrated that it has no foundation in fact. And it is no

exaggeration to say that, unless some change takes place, before

long there will be an insufficient number of clergy to carry out the

ever-increasing work of the Church in this country.

The reason of this fact is doubtless in part financial : a good

number of men simply cannot afford to take Holy Orders in these

days. Of course theoretically no consideration of this kind should

be taken into account, but practically this is impossible. And it is

only cant of a rather nauseous kind which pretends to be shocked by

the fact that men are compelled to look to their future in this

light when they contemplate entering the ministry. They do not

demand the opportunity of becoming rich; they are quite content to

live on an income considerably smaller than that which they would

certainly gain in any other calling. But the most devoted clergyman

cannot live on air, and, unless he has private means, his life in most

cases will be a grinding struggle with poverty. Is it strange that

the parents and friends of young men should be unwilling to see

them condemned to such a fate ? Is it to be wondered at if the man
who sees plainly enough that he will be unable to earn even a decent

competence in the Church should prefer to follow some other

profession ? Heaven forbid that it should ever be possible for men
to take Holy Orders with the view of money-making ! But it is, to

speak plainly, a national disgrace that those who are sincerely desirous

of entering the ministry, and have no private sources of income,

should be compelled to give up their purpose in obedience to very

natural motives of prudence. Here and there you will find some who
will make the sacrifice, who will be content to exist on an income of

1 40L a year, or less, with the prospect of finding even this magnificent

amount dwindle as they approach middle age. All honour to them
for making the sacrifice : all shame to the wealthy nation which

allows such sacrifices to be made ! Until we can guarantee our clergy

an income, after fifteen years’ service, of, let us say, 200^., we can

VoL. XLV—Xo. 268 3 Y
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hardly be surprised that there should be each year a smaller number

of candidates for ordination.

There is, however, another reason of a very different kind which

has contributed to this result : one to be recognised with a good deal of

thankfulness. May w^e not confidently believe that many ofthose who
a generation back would have taken Holy Orders in deference merely

to their parents’ wishes, and in order to succeed to the ‘ family living,’

now realise more clearly the claims and the responsibilities of the

ministerial life, and refuse to enter a calling for which they feel that

they have no real fitness ? At one time the second son of the

aristocratic family would be ‘ sent into the Church ’ as a matter of

course. He might, or he might not, feel that he had any special voca~

tion : that was an irrelevant detail. The point was that the Church was

one of the three or four professions, which a gentleman could enter

without forfeiting his self-respect, and that there was a comfortable

country living awaiting him which would provide him for life with a

house and a decent income. And beyond his two services on Sunday

the mode of his life need not be changed
;
he could hunt and shoot

with the same regularity as before. Those days fortunately are gone

for ever. Men realise that a country clergyman, no less than one

in a town, must give his life to his work
;
they see that something,

more than a vague acquiescence with the Thirty-nine Articles is

demanded of those who are to serve as priests of the Church of

England. And so, with praiseworthy honesty, they kick against

their parents' wishes : they refuse to embrace a calling for which they

have no fitness, and prefer a life in the colonies to being ordained

under false pretences. Thus again it happens that the number of

ordination candidates diminishes. Were this the only reason for it

the fact would be one to be heartily welcomed.

But the numerical falling- off in the number of her clergy is not

so serious a dan<yer for the Church as the change in their intellectual

and social status. With the character of her ministers, with their

hold over the people, are bound up the whole usefulness and welfare

of the Church of England, and no external attacks, however powerful

or well sustained, can threaten her with a danger comparable to that

which will bebrought upon her by an ill-educated and underbred clergy.

It is a truism to say that education, using the word in the most

liberal sense, is advancing by leaps and bounds. There is no need

to labour the point
;
anyone can convince himself of its truth.

Spend an evening among the artisans of one of our great cities, and

you will find that many of them have an acquaintance with subjects

such as political economy, history and the like, which is by no means

to be despised. They take a keen interest in the passing events of

the hour, and they are prepared to discuss religious (juestions with a

consi(leral)l(^ amount of knowledge. In the villages, naturally enough,

less progress has been made
;
even there, however, you will find
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some whose mental horizon is by no means coterminous with their

parish, and who are keenly alive to the problems of State and Church

which are sometimes supposed to interest the upper classes alone.

In a word, the general standard of knowledge has been universally

raised within the last twenty years. And with it has come a change

of attitude towards the pulpit utterances of the clergy. No longer

are they accepted as ex cathedra statements, to be received with

implicit belief as infallible. Sermons are criticised freely, unfairly

sometimes, but at least with genuine interest. It may be because

the sermons themselves are shorter
;

it may be because the comfort-

able old-fashioned pews have been swept away
;
but, whatever the

cause, the welcome fact remains that, even in the country, people

do not go to sleep at sermon time nowadays. Perhaps the

preacher has never had so great an opportunity of influencing

his hearers. But never has his congregation been quicker to detect

a shallow and worthless argument, or to resent the well-worn plati-

tudes which too many of our clergy still seem to consider the essence

of a sermon. The modern clergyman must be well-read, not only in

pure theology, but in the general literature of the day—must be

abreast of the problems of modern life—if he is to be en rapport with

his congregation. There never was a time when an ignorant clergy

was a greater danger to the Church than the present. Yet how many
of the younger clergy almost take a misguided pride in their ignor-

ance !
‘ I have no time to waste in reading,’ is the common remark.

The speaker would be amazed to be told that to read, not only

theological works, but the leading magazines and even novels of the

day, is his absolute duty. He will go away complacently to preach

to a congregation of educated men and women seeking for light

upon the complex and baffling difficulties of the age. They will

hear, let us say, a sermon upon the Parable of the Hood Samaritan.

They will be told that the Priest and the Levite were unkind, but that

the Samaritan had a good heart, and other equally recondite truths.

Or, if the preacher be very young and anxious to gain a reputation for

originality, they may find the Levite held up to admiration as the

only reputable character of the three. If the average standard of

preaching ability in the Church is low, the reason is simply that the

preachers are too often ill-read. The object of a sermon is to make
people think. Yet the obvious fact that in order to do this the

preacher must himself be a thinker seems to be ignored.

Most important of all is it that the clergyman should be a

theologian, should have a close acquaintance with the history of his

Church, and should understand thoroughly those doctrines which it

is his duty to expound. Again it must be confessed that the theo-

logical attainments of many of our clergy are by no means striking.

Some of the Bishops have endeavoured of late years to make an

improvement in this respect by raising the standard of their

3 Y 2
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examinations. But in this they are hampered, as already has

been mentioned, by the diminishing number of candidates. Some-

how or other men must be found to fill vacant curacies, and this

could not be done if more than an infinitesimal proportion were

‘ ploughed ’ in the Bishops’ examinations. Another difficulty is

presented by the fact that a candidate has to obtain a nomination

to his first curacy before his examination for Deacon’s orders. If the

Bishop refuse to pass him, some unhappy vicar is left without assist-

ance for at least three months. Consequently, although the list of

subjects in the Bishops’ regulations appears varied and comprehen-

sive enough, a very small amount of knowledge of each of them is

allowed to suffice for a ‘ pass.’ The standard varies considerably,

however, in different dioceses. A few years ago the examination in

a certain southern diocese w'as notoriously easier than in any other.

But on one occasion a candidate from the North of England was

being interviewed by the Bishop. ‘ What were the special reasons,

Mr. X.,’ inquired his lordshij) with genuine interest, ‘ which led you

to seek work in my diocese ? ’ With more truth than wisdom, the

unhappy X. replied that he didn’t think he could pass his examina-

tion anywhere else !
‘ Oh, indeed !

’ said the Bishop, and straightway

interviewed his examining chaplains. At that examination fully half

the candidates were rejected ! In some cases, too, the syllabus of

examination-subjects would mislead the ordinary reader into sup-

posing that far more knowledge is demanded than is really considered

sufficient. I can give an example from my own experience. We
were informed by the printed syllabus that ‘ a thorough knowledge

of the whole of the Old Testament would be required, especially of

the Pentateuch.’ As a matter of fact, everyone knew that the Old

Testament paper was always headed ‘ Pentateuch,’ and that not a

single question would be set outside these five books of the Bible.

Provided that the candidate had some acquaintance with them, he

might be completely ignorant concerning the whole of the remain-

ing books of the Old Testament. This was the state of things five

years ago
;
but as another Bishop now rules that particular diocese,

some change for the better may have been made. And no doubt

many of the Bishops w'ould like to make their ordination examina-

tions far more difficult, if only they could afford to do so. But

apart from this, the plain fact is that if our Church is to retain her

prestige with the people, if she is to be able to influence them for

good, it is absolutely essential that her clergy should command
respect, if not as intellectual leaders, at least as conversant with the

<levelopments of modern thought, and with the literature as well as

with the life of the present day. In a word, we need an educated
and well-read clergy.

There remains the social status of those who take Holy Orders.

In this respect there is a very marked change, and one which surely
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is to be deplored. One would not give needless offence, but the

simple truth is that the clergy of the present day are largely drawn

from a lower stratum of society than used to be the case. In former

times one could safely assume that a clergyman was by birth and

education a gentleman, but such an assumption is no longer possible.

As can be seen from the table quoted in an earlier part of this article,

' the proportion among the newly-ordained of men possessing Oxford

or Cambridge degrees has steadily diminished, and is now under

58 per cent, of the whole.^ Of course by no means every graduate of

Oxford and Cambridge is a gentleman, nor is it doubted that there

are some among those without a University degree who fully de-

serve the title. But it can scarcely be denied that, generally speak-

ing, nearly half the men who nowadays take Holy Orders belong to

the lower-middle classes. The farmer’s and the shopkeeper’s sons

are sent to a theological college, and are then ordained—too often,

one fears, with the hope of thereby achieving a rise in the social

scale. And the testimony of more than one examining chaplain

confirms this view— namely, that the proportion among the ordina-

tion candidates of those who can fairly be called gentlemen seems to

become smaller with each Ember season.

Theoretically, perhaps, provided that a man is sincere and earnest

in his vocation, the question of his social rank is quite immaterial.

But we have to deal with things as they are, rather than as they

might be
;
we have to consider, not the abstract qualifications for the

ministry, hut the practical needs of the Church of England. We have

to bear in mind the character of our parochial system, which means,

most of all in country parishes, that the vicar or rector has to be

the leader of every social organisation, and that his preaching and

purely clerical work only make up a part of the sum of his duties—
only provide one of many ways by which he ought to be able to

influence his people. If he can speak with authority only when
in the pulpit, the people will have no more respe'ct for him
than they have for the Dissenting minister. They need some one

whom they can recognise as their superior, some one who by social

rank as well as by his clerical position is entitled to take the lead

among them. They look instinctively for guidance to their

incumbent, and if they discover that he is not a gentleman, they

resent it. And most certainly an ill-educated and lower-middle class

clergy will be an uninfluential clergy. If the change continues

unchecked, if by degrees the ministry passes entirely into the hands of

those who are not gentlemen, the result upon the power and 'prestige

of the Church of England cannot fail to be disastrous in the

extreme.

It is far easier to point out the existence of such dangers than to

suggest the means by which they may be overcome. When the

2 At the Lent ordinations the percentage was no more than 43,
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present financial distress has been alleviated, we may hope that many

will be able to take Holy Orders who at present dare not do so. The

lesson which will have to be enforced upon our people over and over

again is that if they wish for an educated ministry and a ministry of

gentlemen, they must be prepared to pay for it. What they need is

not mere complaints of clerical poverty, but facts and figures. One

per cent, depression of tithe, if permanent, is equivalent, it has been

calculated, to a loss to the Church of a capital sum of a million

pounds. But tithe has fallen more than thirty per cent.

Taking glebe into account as well, the Church probably has lost

forty-five million pounds of capital in the last twenty-five yeai’s.

And, as Lord Egerton of Tatton points out, it would need a capital

sum of fifteen million pounds to make every benefice in England

produce an income of 200^. No wonder that Canon Newbolt declared

the other day from the pulpit of St. Paul’s Cathedral, that the poverty,

not the ‘ lawlessness,’ of the Church is a national disgrace.

And as to the other point, it can only be hoped that those who
have influence at Oxford and Cambridge will press the claims and

needs of the ministry upon those with whom they come in contact.

Never were those needs more pressing than at the present day. We
want to induce the best class of men to take Holy Orders, and not

those who probably would be failures in any other profession. There

is an enormous amount of work to be done, most of all in the country

parishes. Of late nearly all the best men have sought work in the

towns, believing that thus they will find more scoj^e for their energies.

As a matter of fact, there is quite as much, if not more, to be done in

the country : work that requires all that a man can give of energy,

of self-denial, and of patience.

But as the first step towards cure is to recognise the presence of

disease, so the main purpose of this paper is simply to call attention

to the two facts—the falling-off both in the quantity and quality of

our clergy—which seem to be of very serious importance, and to

constitute a real and immediate danger. If he can succeed in doing

so much, the writer will be well content to leave to others whose

wisdom and experience are greater than his own the task of finding

the means by which this peril to the welfare of our Church may be

met and, by God’s help, overcome.

Anthony C. Beane.

The Editor of Tub Nineteenth cannot undertake

to return unaccepted MSS,
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this Country, 389-403

O
’BEIEN (E. Barry), his Life of >

Charles Stewart Parnell, 880-890 I

Old Age Pensions, 681-688 i

Open-Air Cure of Consumption, 92-
1

101, 304-314, 389-403
^ ^

I

Ordination candidates, diminishing
j

number of, 1024-1030
j

Orsini, Paolo Giordano, and Yittoria
j

Accoramboni, 81-89

~pABNELL and Ireland, 880-890
Party Government, The Failure

of, 729-732
Party System hrealdng uy ? Is the, \

502-511 ‘

!

Paul (Herbert), The Great Tractarian,
447-464 !

Peace, Some Plain Words about the
j

Tsar's New Gospel of, 202-215
,

Peace Conference, Hypocrisies of the,

689-698
:

Peace Conference, its meeting-place at

the Hague, 795-801
I

Pensions, Old Age, 681-688 '

People, the, A University for, 465-476
Perry (Charles Copland), Germany as
an Object-Lesson, 525-537

Pettersson (Otto), International
Fishery Legislation, 295-303

Photography, use in astronomy, 613-
619

Pigeons, Homing, in War-time, 815-
820

Pitt-Lewis (G.), The Law as to ‘ Con-
structive Murder,' 841-849

Planet *Eros,' The Nctv, 612-619

Poncins (Vicomte de). The Menelik
Myth, 424-433

Press, Liberty of the, in France, 315-
326

Prevention of Consumption, The, 304-
314

Priestley (Lady), Winged Carriers of
Disease, 671-680

Prologue to ‘ The Duchess of Malfy,'

90, 91

Protestantism, CardinalNewman upon,
341-346
— E. Bosworth Smith upon, 364, 305
— Dr. Guinness Eogers upon, 341-357
Psychology, The New, 261-272

a
UAKEEISM and War, 213, 214,

717-720, 726

REUTEE (Dr. J. N.), Bussia in
Finland, 699-715

Eitualism in the Church of England,
173-187, 188-201

Bitualism and Disestablishment, 188-
201

Bitualists, The Nation and the, 341-
357

Eobertson (Edmund), The Church of
England as by Law established,

733-744
Eogers (Professor Thorold) his views
on Free-trade criticised, 853, 854

Eogers (Eev. J. Guinness), The Liberal
Party and its Leaders, 1-9
— The Nation and the Bitualists,

341-357
Bomaii Congregations, An Outburst

of Activity in the, 785-794— reply, 955-961
Eoman Catholic University for Ireland,

512-524
Eoss (Mrs. Alexander), Beminisccnces

of Lady Byron, 821-832
Eothschild’s (Lord) committee on old

age pensions, 681-684
Eoyal Naval Eeserve, Board of Trade’s

proposals, 41-45
Eoyal Supremacy in matters spiritual

,

563-565
Eussell (George W. E.), Bitualism and

Disestablishment, 188-201
Bussia in Finland, 699 715
Eussian influence in Chinese Turke-

stan, 592-597
— Navy, increase in, 020 632

^ALMON Fisheries, The Decay in,

and its Bemedy, 973-980
Salmon-fishing, 123-125
Salmon Biver, The Thames as a, 579-

589
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SAV

Savage Gods, Are they horvoivedfrom

Missionaries ? 132-144

Savile (George), first Viscount Halifax,

447-464
Science and Catholic theology, 957-

961
Science, Decent, 404-423
Sea-Power and Sea-Carriage^ 991-

1006
Shadwell (Arthur), The London Water

Supply, 282-294
Shakespeare and ‘Webster, A. C. Swin-

burne upon, 90, 91
Shahespeare in France, 930-937
Shaylor (Joseph), Boohsellers and

Boohselling, 775-784
Singing, The Decline of the Art of,

944-954
Sivaprasad, Baja, A Chat with, on

Jainism, 981-990
Slander and libel, French law as to,

315-326
Smith (Goldwin), his opinions on party
government criticised, 502-511

Smith (Goldwin), The Failure of
Party Government, a reply, 729-732

Smith (E. Bosworth), The Crisis in
the Church, 358-367

Sun, Distance of the, use of planets in

determining, 614-619
Sutherland (Alexander), The Natural

Decline of Warfare, 570-578
Swinburne (A. C.), Prologue to ‘ The
Duchess of Malfy,' 90,91

fTWYLOE (Benjamin), Sea-Poiver and
-S- Sea-Carriage, 991-1006
Telegraph cables as weapons of Im-

perial defence, 226-234
Telegraph System, An Dnperial, 906-
914

Tennyson (Lord) and mesmerism, 858,
860-863

Toynbee (H. V.), The Present Position

of the Friendly Societies, 891-905
Tractarian, The Great, 447-464
Traill (Anthony), ‘ Hands off Trinity,'

512-524
Trollope (I\Ir. Anthony), criticism of

Lord Beaconsfield’s novels, 245-248
Truce of God, 573, 574
Tsar's Ncio Gospel of Peace, Some
Plain Words about the, 202-215

Tuberculosis, 99-10, 304-314
Tylor (E. B.) his Primitive Culture

examined, 132-144

YOX

UNIVEESITIES, American, 102'-

112
University Education for Irish

Catholics, 67-80
University for the People, A, 465-
476

’Jf'ILLAGES, The Cry of the, 865-

Vittoria Accoramboni, 81-89

WALLIS (J. P.), Liberty of the

Press in France, 315-326
Walpole (Sir Spencer), Old Age Pen-

sions, 681-688
Walsh (Mr.) his Secret History of the

Oxford Moveme7it, 175-185
Walton, Izaak, and his Co7nplete

Angler, 113
War as the Supre7nc Test of National

Value, 216-225
War, mitigating features of, 691, 692
— telegraph cables as a weapon of

defence in, 226-234
War, The Ethics of, 716-728
Ward (Wilfrid), Catholic Apologetics,

a Beply, 955-961
Warfai'‘e, The Natural Decline of,

570-578
Washington, So7ne Notes from, 1007-
1013

Water Supphj, The London, 282-294
Weather Prediction, 415-423
Weightman (Eichard), Sony's Notes

fro7ii Washington, 1007-1013
Wilson (H. W.), The Naval Situation,

620-635
Wireless Telegraphy and ‘ Brain-

waves,' 857-864
Wo77ia7i as an Athlete, 636-645, 745-

754, 915-929
Woman’s ‘ sphere,’ 642-645
Wo77ien, Influence of, in Islam, 755-
774

Women, university education for, in

America, 108-110
Women’s Clubs and Institutes, 598-

611
Wyatt (H. F.), War as the Supreme

Test of Natio7ial Vahie, 216-225

-\rANGCHOW, The Sach of, in
^ 16U, 486-501
Yorke (Eev. A. C.), The Jacheroo,

833-840
Yoxall (J. II.), British Sea7ncn for

British Ships, 39-45
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